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Preface
About three decades ago, the scope of financial management was confined to raising of funds, and little significance 
was attached to analytical thinking in financial decision-making and problem solving. As a consequence the earlier 
finance textbooks were structured around this theme and contained descriptions of the instruments and institutions 
of raising funds and of the major events, like promotion, reorganization, readjustment, merger, consolidation, etc., 
when funds were raised. In the mid-fifties, the emphasis shifted to the judicious utilization of funds. Modern thinking 
in financial management accords a far greater importance to management decision-making and policy. Today, financial 
managers do not perform the passive role of scorekeepers of financial data and information, and arranging funds, 
whenever directed to do so. Rather, they occupy key positions in top management areas and play a dynamic role in 
solving complex management problems. They are now responsible for shaping the fortunes of the enterprise and are 
involved in the most vital management decision of allocation of capital. It is their duty to ensure that the funds are 
raised most economically and used in the most efficient and effective manner. Because of this change in emphasis, the 
descriptive treatment of the subject of financial management is being replaced by growing analytical content and 
sound theoretical underpinnings. This is the approach adopted by this book - Financial Management.

Focus of the Book
I wrote the first edition of Financial Management in 1978 with the following objectives which remain unchanged in the 
tenth edition of the book:

1. To demonstrate to readers that the subject of finance is simple to understand, relevant in practice and interesting 
to learn.

2. To help managers appreciate the logic for making better financial decisions.
3. To explain the concepts and theories of finance in a simple way so readers can grasp them very easily and be

able to put them into practice. ,
4. To provide a book that has a comprehensive coverage for MBA and other post-graduate courses.
5. To create a book that differentiates itself from other text- books in terms of coverage, presentation, and with an 

equal focus on theory and practice with real life examples.
Financial Management combines theory with practical applications. It begins with the discussion of fundamental 

concepts of value and return, the risk and return relationship and the valuation of shares and bonds. With this 
foundation, readers can easily understand the theories and methods, decision criteria, and financial policies and 
strategies necessary to manage funds and create and enhance the value of the firm.

Financial Management in its tenth edition, like in its previous editions, highlights the 'modern', analytical approach 
to corporate finance decision-making. The text material has been structured to focus on finance theory and its 
implications in the financial decision-making process and policy. The book discusses the theories, concepts, assumptions, 
and mechanics underlying financial decisions, viz., investment, financing, dividend, and working capital management. 
It also discusses sources and instruments of short-term and long-term finances, mergers and acquisitions, international 
financial management and the interface between financial and corporate policies. Importantly, the book helps students 
to relate theories and concepts to practice.

Features of the Book
Financial Management aims to assist the reader to develop a thorough understanding of the concepts and the: r.es 
underlying financial management in a systematic way. To accomplish this purpose, the recent thinking in the field :: 
finance has been presented in a most lucid, simple, unambiguous and precise manner.

The book contains a comprehensive treatment of topics on valuation, risk and return, options, capital budgetmg 
capital structure, dividend decisions, working capital management, mergers and acquisitions, shareholder value
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corporate governance and international financial management with a view that readers understand these financial 
decisions thoroughly well and are able to evaluate their implications for shareholders and the company. The financial 
analysis, planning and modelling techniques are also discussed in detail for the benefit of those readers who have not 
been exposed to these topics earlier.

In all its previous editions, the book has stressed the analytical approach for solving financial problems. Concepts 
are made clear in simple language before introducing complicated and sophisticated techniques and theories. For a 
better and easy comprehension of the concepts and theories, the book contains a number of real life financial problems 
and cases in the Indian context in addition to examples and illustrative problems. Each chapter contains a summary of 
the key points as well as a list of key concepts. At the end of each chapter, review questions and problems, a number 
of them based on professional courses and examinations have been added. Review questions can be used for discussions 
in the class by teachers. Problems have been included to help readers apply the concepts discussed in the chapter. 
Review questions and problems illustrate the key points in the text. Some questions and problems require readers to 
evaluate a situation or critically examine and analyse it. It is hoped that this will facilitate a better understanding of 
the subject matter.
The main features of the book are as follows:

1. Excel applications Proficiency with spreadsheets and Excel is a great advantage to financial analysts and 
managers and a necessity for all the post-graduate management, commerce and accounting courses students. 
With this in mind, at appropriate places, we created Excel Applications showing how spreadsheets with the 
help of Excel could be used to solve finance problems and decisions. These have also been identified in the list 
of Contents.

2. Web links for financial data Students, who are future managers, must know how to access financial data and 
information on the Internet. With this in mind, we have created a list of useful web links to help readers 
retrieve useful financial information.

3. Illustrative problems Finance decisions involve solving problems using the theoretical concepts. The book 
contains solved illustrations showing readers how concepts could be used to solve problems and take decisions.

4. Real life examples The book contains a large number of real life cases and examples to illustrate the practical 
applications of the finance theories and concepts.

5. Mini cases Most chapters include mini cases that reflect the applications of the conceptual material in the 
chapters. This is a new feature of the ninth edition of the book.

6. Key concepts For the benefits of readers, the key concepts of each chapter have been listed at the end of the 
chapter.

7. Practical project Most chapters have a 'Practical Project' where students are helped to apply their knowledge 
to real company situations.

Beta calculation in practice Over the past few years, the use of beta in decision-making has increased in India. 
The National Stock Exchange (www.nse-india.com) gives beta based on daily share prices for one-year period for a 
number of companies. This information may not be useful when we require beta based on a longer time period or for 
different time periods. Chapter 6 shows how beta can be calculated for a real company in practice. We demonstrate
how the 'Regression function' of Excel can be used to calculate beta.

Valuation and governance Managers are required to maximize shareholder value. This needs a clear understanding
of cash flows and discount rate and the financing impact. In practice, a number of managers are not able to understand 
the inter-relationships. Chapter 16 integrates cash flows, discount rate, financing and valuation. This material is further 
extended to shareholder value and corporate governance in Chapter 35.

Cost of capital The cost of capital is a contentious topic in finance. Its calculation could be quite tedious in practice. 
With the help of real world company, we have demonstrated its calculation in Chapter 9. In Chapter 16, we have 
analysed the effect of changes in capital structure on beta and the cost of capital.

Instructional Material for Teachers and Students
~he following material is available for students and teachers:

1. Student's CD In ninth edition of Financial Management, we have included a student's CD. The CD includes:
(a) Power point presentation of each chapter
(b) Data of companies for analysing their financial performance

Key definitions and formulae 
~ime value tables

links

http://www.nse-india.com
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2. Student's Guide A CD containing the answers of Review Questions, Quiz Exercises and Problems is available 
for students. In addition, professional examinations' problems with solutions will also be available, for students.

3. Teacher's Manual To help teachers teaching from the book and design their finance courses, a Teacher's 
Manual is available.

Most chapters have been updated with new material. A number of new real-life examples of companies have 
been included. Readers may notice that some real life cases and other materials have been provided in Exhibits (boxes) 
to draw their attention. These have also been identified in the list of Contents. Particular care has been taken to ensure 
the correctness of equations and formulae and solved problems and illustrations.

Audience of the Book
Financial Management is designed for use in MBA, M Com, Chartered Accountancy, Cost Accountancy, and Company 
Secretary courses. It will also be useful for financial executives who want to update their knowledge about the recent 
thinking in financial management and who wish to improve their ability in making financial decisions. To cater to the 
needs of both students and financial executives, the subject matter has been discussed in a conceptual-cum-analytical 
manner. It is the aim of the book to help readers develop skill to understand, analyse and interpret financial problems 
and data to make good financial decisions.

I M PANDEY
Department of Commerce 
Delhi School of Economics

University of Delhi, Delhi 110007 
impandey@gmail.com

1 January, 2010

mailto:impandey@gmail.com
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Nature of
Financial Management

Learning Objectives

► Explain the nature of finance and its interaction with other management functions
► Review the changing role of the finance manager and his/her position in the management hierarchy
► Focus on the Shareholders' Wealth Maximization (SWM) principle as an operationally desirable finance decision criterion
► Discuss agency problems arising from the relationship between shareholders and managers
► Illustrate the organization of finance function

INTRODUCTION

Financial management is that managerial, activity which 
is concerned with thenlanning and controlling of the 
firm's financial resources. TTwasaBrancn of economics 
till 1890, and as a separate discipline, it is of recent origin. 
Still, it has no unique body of knowledge of its own, and 
araws heavily on economics for its theoretical concepts 
even today.

The subject of financial management is of immense 
interest to both academicians and practising managers. It 
is of great interest to academicians because the subject is 
still developing, and there are still certain areas where 
controversies exist for which no unanimous solutions have 
been reached as yet. Practising managers are interested
in this subject because among the most crucial decisions 
of the firm are those which relate to finance, and an
understanding of the theory of financial management 
provides them with conceptual and analytical insights to 
~ ake those decisions skilfully.

kope of finance

finance? What are a firm's financial activities?
• hey related to the firm's other activities? Firms 

create manufacturing capacities for production of goods; 
some provide services to customers. They sell their goods 
or services to earn profit. They raise funds to acquire 
manufacturing and other facilities. Thus, the three most 
important activities of a business firm are:

production
marketing
finance

A firm secures whatever capital it needs and employs 
it (finance activity) in activities, which generate returns 
on invested capital (production and marketing activities).

Real and Financial Assets
A firm requires real assets to carry on its business. 
Tangible real assets are physical assets that include plant, 
machinery, office, factory, furniture and building. 
Intangible real assets include technical know-how, 
technological collaborations, patents and copyrights. 
Financial assets, also called securities, are financial papers 
or instruments such as shares and bonds or debentures. 
Firms issue securities to investors in the primary capital 
markets to raise necessary funds. The securities issued 
by firms are traded—bought and sold—by investors in 
the secondary capital markets, referred to as stock 
exchanges. Financial assets also include lease obligations 
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and borrowings from banks, financial institutions and 
other sources. In a lease, the lessee obtains a right to use 
the lessor's asset for an agreed amount of rental over the 
period of lease. Funds applied to assets by the firm are 
called capital expenditures or investment. The firm expects 
to receive return on investment and might distribute 
return (or profit) as dividends to investors.

Equity and Borrowed Funds
There are two types of funds that a firm can raise: equity 
funds (simply called equity) and borrowed funds (called 
debt). A firm sells shares to acquire equity funds. Shares 
represent ownership rights of their holders. Buyers of 
shares areTalled shareholders (or stockholders), and they 
are the legal owners of the firm whose shares they hold. 
Shareholders invest their money in the shares of a 
company in the expectation of a return on their invested 
capital. The return consists of dividend and capital gain. 
Shareholders make capital gains (or losses) by selling then- 
shares.

Shareholders can be of two types: ordinary and 
preference. Preference shareholders receiye^Tividnndmt 
a fixed rate, and they have a priority over ordinary (equity) 
shareholders. The dividend rate for ordinary shareholders 
is not fixed, and it can vary from year to year depending 
on the decision of the board of directorsTTRe payment of 
dividends to shareholders is not a legal obligation; it 
depends on the discretion of the board of directors. Since 
ordinary shareholders receive dividend (or repayment of 
invested capital, in case the company is wound up) after 
meeting the obligations of others, they are generally called 
owners of residue. Dividends paid by a company are not 
deductible expenses for calculating corporate income 
taxes, and they are paid out of profits after corporate taxes. 
As per the current laws in India, a company is required to 
pay 12.5 per cent tax on dividends.

'^company can also obtain equity funds by retaining 
earnings available for shareholders. Retained .earnings, 
which could be referred to as internal equity, are 
undistributed profits of equity capital. The retention of 
earnings can be considered as TTbrm of raising new 
capital. If a company distributes all earnings to 
shareholders, then, it can reacquire new capital from the 
same sources (existing shareholders) by issuing new 
shares called rights shares. Also, a public issue of shares 
may be made to attract new (as well as the existing) 
shareholders to contribute equity capital.

Another important source of securing capital is 
creditors or lenders. Lenders are not the owners of the 
company. They make money available to the firm as loan 
or debt and retain title to the funds lent. Loans are 
generally furnished for a specified period at a fixed rate 
of interest. For lenders, the return on loans or debt comes 
in the form of interest paid by the firm. Interest is a cost 
of debt to the firm. Payment of interest is a legal obligation. 
The amount of interest paid by a firm is a deductible 
expense for computing corporate income taxes. Thus, the 

interest provides tax shield to a firm. The interest tax 
shield is valuable to a firm. The firm may borrow funds 
from a large number of sources, such as banks, financial 
institutions, public or by issuing bonds or debentures. A 
bond or a debenture is a certificate acknowledging the 
'amounfoTmon^TenTR^a bRn3K613eFto~tFie company. 
It states the amount, the rate of irjerest and_the maturity 
of thg bond or debenture. Since bond or debenture is a 
financial instrument, it can be traded in the secondary 
capital markets.

Finance and Management Functions
There exists an inseparable relationship between finance 
on the one hand and production, marketing and other 
functions on the other. Almost all business activities, 
directly or indirectly, involve the acquisition and use of 
funds. For example, recruitment and promotion of 
employees in production is clearly a responsibility of the 
production department; but it requires payment of wages 
and salaries and other benefits, and thus, involves finance.
Similarly, buying a new machine or replacing an old 
machine for the purpose of increasing productive capacity
affects the flow of funds. Sales promotion policies come 
within the purview of marketing, but advertising and 
other sales promotion activities require outlays of cash 
and therefore, affect financial resources.

Where is the separation between production and 
marketing functions on the one hand and the finance 
function of making money available to meet the costs of 
production and marketing operations on the other hand? 
Where do the production and marketing functions end 
and the finance function begin?)There are no clear-cut 
answers to these questions. The finance function of raising 
and using money although has a significant effect on other 
functions, yet it needs not necessarily limit or constraint 
the general running of the business. A company in a tight 
financial position will, of course, give more weight to 
financial considerations, and devise its marketing and 
production strategies in the light of the financial constraint. 
On the other hand, management of a company, which has 
a reservoir of funds or a regular supply of funds, will be 
more flexible in formulating its production and marketing 
policies. In fact, financial policies will be devised to fit 
production and marketing decisions of a firm in practice

'FINANCE FUNCTION

It may be difficult to separate the finance functions fr: — 
production, marketing and other functions, but ffie 
functions themselves can be readily identified* The 
functions of raising funds, investing them ir 
distributing returns earned from assets to sb 
are respectivelyT knownas financing decision, iaaestwent 
decision and dividend decision. Afirm attempts to balance 
cash inflows and outflows while perfsr—ing these 
functions. This is called liquidity decision : z add 
it to the list of important finance decis:: ns or functions.
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Thus finance functions or decisions are divided into long
term and short-term decisions and include:
Long-term financial decisions:

Long-term asset-mix or investment decision 
Capital-mix or financing decision
Profit allocation or dividend decision

Short-term financial decisions:
Short-term asset-mix or liquidity decision

A firm performs finance functions simultaneously and 
continuously in the normal course of the business. They 
do not necessarily occur in a sequence. Finance functions 
call for skilful planning, control and execution of a firm's 
activities.

Let us note at the outset that shareholders are made 
better-off by a financial decision that increases the value 
of their shares. Thus, while performing the finance 
functions, the financial manager should strive to maximize 
the market value of shares. This point is elaborated in 
detail later in the chapter.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Why and how do firms raise funds?
2. Define real and financial assets.
3. What are equity and debt funds?
4. How is finance function related to management 

functions?

Long-term Finance Decisions
The long-term finance functions or decisions have a longer 
time horizon, generally greater than a year. They may 
affect the firm's performance and value in the long run. 
They also relate to the firm's strategy and generally involve 
senior management in taking the final decision.

Investment Decisions A firm's investment decisions 
involve capita!expenditures. They are, therefore, referred 
as capital budgeting decisions. A capital budgeting 
decision involves the decision of allocation of capital or 
commitment of funds to long-term assets that would yield 
benefits (cash flows) in the future. Two important aspects 
of investment decisions are (a) the evaluation of the 
prospective profitability of new investments, and (b) the 
measurement of a cut-off rate against which the 
prospective return of new investments could be compared. 
Future benefits of investments are difficult to measure and 
cannot be predicted with certainty. Risk in investment 

'ises because of the uncertain returnsTInvestment 
oosaIs should, therefore, be evaluated in terms of both 

■ cected return and risk. Besides the decision to commit
- in new investment proposals, capital budgeting also 

es replacement decisions, that is, decision of 
itting funds when an asset becomes less

*• e or non-profitable.

There is a broad agreement that the correct cut-off 
rate or the required rate of return on investments is the 
opportunity cost of capital.1 The opportunity cost of 
capitaiistheexpected rate of return that an investor could 
earn by investing his or her money in financial assets of 
equivalent risk. However, there are problems in 
computing the opportunity cost of capital in practice from 
the available data and information. A decision maker 
should be aware of these problems.

Ftnoncmg Decisions A financing decision is the second 
important function to be performed by the financial 
manager. Broadly, he or she must decide when, where 
from and how to acquire funds to meet the firm's 
investment needs. The central issue before him or her is 
to determine the appropriate proportion of equity and 
debt. The mix of debLandequity is known as the firm's 
capital structureFThe Financial manager~musFSttive~te- 
obtain the best financing mix or the optimum capital 
structure for his or her firm. The firm's capital structure 
is considered optimum when the market value of shares 
is maximized.

In the absence of debt, the shareholders' return is 
equal to the firm's return. The use of debt affects the return 
and risk of shareholders; it may increase the return on 
equity funds, but it always increases risk as well. .The 
change in the shareholders' return caused by the change 
intheprofitsIscalled thefinancialleverage. A proper 
balance will have to be struck between return and risk. 
When the shareholders' return is maximized with given 
risk, the market value per share will be maximized and 
the firm's capital structure would be considered optimum. 
Once the financial manager is able to determine the best 
combination of debt and equity, he or she must raise the 
appropriate amount through the best available sources. 
In practice, a firm considers many other factors such as 
control, flexibility, loan covenants, legal aspects etc. in 
deciding its capital structure.

Dividend Decisions A dividend decision is the third 
major financial decision. The financial manager must 
decide whether the firm should distribute all profits, or 
retain them, or distribute a portion and retain the balance. 
The proportion of profits distributed as dividends is called 
the dividend-payout ratio and the retained portion of 
profits is known as the retention ratio. Like the debt 
policy, the dividend policy should be determined in terms 
oTTtsimpact on the shareholders' value. The optimum 
dividend policy is one that maximizes the market value 
of the firm's sharesAThus, if shareholders are not 
indifferent to the firm's dividend policy, the financial 
manager must determine the optimum dividend-payout 
ratio. Dividends are generally paid in cash. But a firm may 
issue bonus shares. Bonus shares are shares issued to the 
existing shareholders without any charge. The financial 
manager should consider the questions of dividend 
stability, bonus shares and cash dividends in practice.

A., Financial Research and Management Decision, John Wiley, 1967, p. 6.
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Short-term Finance Decisions
Short-term finance functions or decisions involve a period 
of less than one year. These decisions are needed for 
managing the firm's day-to-day fund requirements. 
Generally, they relate to the management of current assets 
and current liabilities, shgrt^tgmiborrowmgs and 
investmenFoJsurpIus cash forshort periods.

Liquidity Decisipn Investment in current assets affects 
thefirm's profitability and liquidity. Management of 
current assets that affects a firm's liquidity is yet another 
important finance function. Current assets should be 
managed efficiently for safeguarding the firm against the 
risk of illiquidity. Lack of liquidity (or illiquidity) in 
extreme situations can lead to the firm's insolvency. A 
conflict exists between profitability and liquidity while 
managing current assets. If the firm does not invest 
sufficient funds in current assets, it may become illiquid 
and therefore, risky. It would lose profitability, as idle 
current assets would not earn anything. Thus, a proper 
trade-off must be achieved between profitability and 
liquidity. The profitability-liquidity trade-off requires 
that the financial manager should develop sound 
techniques of managing current assets. He or she should 
estimate the firm's needs for current assets and make sure 
that funds would be made available when needed.

In sum, financial decisions directly concern the firm's 
decision to acquire or dispose off assets and require 
commitment or recommitment of funds on a continuous 
basis. It is in this context that finance functions are said to 
influence production, marketing and other functions of 
the firm. Hence finance functions may affect the size, 
growth, profitability and risk of the firm, and ultimately, 
the value of the firm. To quote Ezra Solomon:2

2. Solomon, Ezra, The Theory of Financial Management, Columbia University Press, 1969, p. 3.
3. Different titles are used for the persons performing the finance functions. The title, financial manager, is more p:r —~ sri easily 

understood. A discussion of the labels of financial executives follows later in this chapter.

... The function of financial management is 
to review and control decisions to commit or 
recornfnfF funds to new or ongoing uses. Thus, 
in addition to raising funds, financial 
management is directly concerned with 
production, marketing and other functions, 
within an enterprise whenever decisions are 
made aboui 
assets.

^'acquisition or distribution of

Financial Procedures and Systems
For the effective execution of the finance functions, certain 
other functions have to be routinely performed. They 
concern procedures and systems and involve a lot of paper 
work and time. They do not require specialised skills of 
finance. Some of the important routine finance functions 
are:

supervision of cash receipts and payments and 
safeguarding of cash balances 

custody and safeguarding of securities, insurance 
policies and other valuable papers
taking care of the mechanical details of new 
outside financing
record keeping and reporting

The finance manager in the modern enterprises is 
mainly involved in the managerial finance functions; 
executives at lower levels carry out the routine finance 
functions. Financial manager's involvement in the routine 
functions is confined to setting up of rules of procedures, 
selecting forms to be used, establishing standards for the 
employment of competent personnel and to check up the 
performance to see that the rules are observed and that 
the forms are preperly used.

The involvement of the financial manager in the 
managerial financial functions is recent. About three 
decades ago, the scope of finance functions or the rote of 
the financial manager was, limited to routine activities. 
How the scApe »f finance function has vyideng<rly ~ffie 
role of the finance manager has changed is discussed in 
the following section.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the difference between long-term and short
term finance functions or decisions?

2. Name four finance functions or decisions. Briefly 
explain each one of them.

3. What is the nature of investment decisions?
4. Briefly explain the nature of financing decisions?
5. How will you describe dividend decision?
6. What is involved in the management of liquidity?
7. What kinds of financial procedures and systems are 

used by a firm?

FINANCIAL MANAGER’S ROLE

Who is a financial manager?3 What is his or her role? A 
financial manager is a jiersomwhtyis responsible, in a 
significant way, to carry out the financefunctions. It 
should be noted that, in a modern enterprise, the financial 
manager occupies a key position. He or she is one of the 
members of the top management team, and his or her role. 
day-by-day, is becoming more pervasive, intensive and 
significant in solving the complexfuncis managemer : 
problems. Now his or her function is not confined to zr i: 
of a scorekeeper maintaining records, preparing rep :~s 
and raising funds when needed, nor is he or she a start 
officer in a passive role of an adviser. The finance ~ara ger 
is now responsible for shaping the fortunes ?: the 
enterprise, and is involved in the most vital s:cr- : :
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the allocation of capital. In the new role, he or she needs 
to have a broader and far-sighted outlook, and must 
ensure that the funds of the enterprise are utilised in the 
most efficient manner. He or she must realize that his or 
her actions have far-reaching consequences for the firm 
because they influence the size, profitability, growth, risk 
and survival of the firm, and as a consequence, affect the 
overall value of the firm. The financial manager, therefore, 
must have a clear understanding and a strong grasp of 
the nature and scope of the finance functions.

The financial manager has not always been in the 
’ dynamic role of decision-making. About three decades 

ago, he or she was not considered an important person, 
as far as the top management decision-making was 
concerned. He or she became an important management 
person only with the advent of the modern or 
contemporary approach to the financial management. 
What are the main functions of a financial manager?

Funds Raising

The traditional approach dominated the scope of financial 
management and limited the role of the financial manager 
simply to funds raising. It was during the major events, 
such as promotion, reorganization, expansion or 
diversification in the firm that the financial manager was 
called upon to raise funds. In the day-to-day activities, 
his or her only significant duty was to see that the firm 
had enough cash to meet its obligations. Because of its 
central emphasis on the procurement of funds, the finance 
textbooks, for example, in the USA, till the mid-1950s 
covered discussion of the instruments, institutions and 
practices through which funds were obtained. Further, as 
the problem of raising funds was more intensely felt in 
the special events, these books also contained detailed 
descriptions of the major events like mergers, 
consolidations, reorganizations and recapitalizations 
involving episodic financing.4 The finance books in India 
and other countries simply followed the American pattern. 
The notable feature of the traditional view of financial 
management was the assumption that the financial 
manager had no concern with the decision of allocating 
the firm's funds. These decisions were assumed as given, 
and he or she was required to raise the needed funds from 
a combination of various sources.

The traditional approach did not go unchallenged 
even during the period of its dominance. But the criticism 
related more to the treatment of various topics rather than 
me basic definition of the finance function. The traditional 
approach has been criticised because it failed to consider 
T s lay-to-day managerial problems relating to finance 

■e firm. It concentrated itself to looking into the 

iscussion, see Archer, S.M. and S.A. D'Ambrosio, Business Finance: Theory and Practice, Macmillan, 1966, Chapter 1. 
- op. cit., 1969, p. 5.

op cit., 1969.
■"t. op. cit., 1969, pp. 8-9.

problems from management's, i.e., the insider's point of 
view.5 Thus the traditional approach of looking at the role 
of the financial manager lacked a conceptual framework 
for making financial decisions, misplaced emphasis on 
raising of funds, and neglected the real issues relating to 
the allocation and management of funds.

Funds Allocation
The traditional approach outlived its utility in the changed 
business situation, particularly after the mid-1950s. A 
number of economic and environmental factors, such as 
the increasing pace of industrialization, technological 
innovations and inventions, intense competition, 
increasing intervention of government on account of 
management inefficiency and failure, population growth 
and widened markets, during and after mid-1950s, 
necessitated efficient and effective utilisation of the firm's 
resources, including financial resources. The development 
of a number of management skills and decision-making 
techniques facilitated the implementation of a system of 
optimum allocation of the firm's resources. As a result, 
the approach to, and the scope of financial management, 
also changed. The emphasis shifted from the episodic 
financing to the financial management, from raising of 
funds to efficient and effective use of funds. The new 
approach is embedded in sound conceptual and analytical 
theories.

The new or modern approach to finance is an 
analytical way of looking into the financial problems of 
the firm. Financial management is considered a vital and 
an integral part of overall management. To quote Ezra 
Solomon:6

In this broader view the central issue of financial 
policy is the wise use of funds, and the central 
process involved is a rational matching of 
advantages of potential uses against the cost of 
alternative potential sources so as to achieve the 
broad financial goals which an enterprise sets for 
itself.
Thus, in a modern enterprise, the basic finance 

function is to decide about the expenditure decisions and 
to determine the demand for capital for these 
expenditures. In other words, the financial manager, in 
his or her new role, is concerned with the efficient 
allocation of funds. The allocation of funds is not a new 
problem, however. It did exist in the past, but it was not 
considered important enough in achieving the firm's long 
run objectives. '

In his or her new role of using funds wisely, the 
financial manager must find a rationale for answering the 
following three questions:7

1
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■Qr Hsw large should an enterprise be, and hew fast 
sheuld it grew?
In what form should it hold its assets?
How should the funds required be raised?

As discussed earlier, the questions stated above relate 
to three bread decision-making areas of financial 
management: investment (including both long-term and 
short-term assets), financing and dividend. The "modern" 
financial manager has to help make these decisions in the 
most rational way. They have to be made in such a way 
that the funds of the firm are used optimally. We have 
referred to these decisions as managerial finance functions 
since they require special care and extraordinary 
managerial ability.

As discussed earlier, the financial decisions have a 
great impact on all other business activities. The concern 
of the financial manager, besides his traditional function 
of raising money, will be on determining the size and 
technology of the firm, in setting the pace and direction 
of growth and in shaping the profitability and risk 
complexion of the firm by selecting the best asset mix and 
financing mix.

Prefit Planning
The functions of the financial manager may be broadened 
to include profit-planning function. Profit planning refers 
to the operating decisions in the areas of pricing, costs, 
volume of output and the firm's selection of product lines. 
Profit planning is, therefore, a prerequisite for optimising 
investment and financing decisions.8 The cost structure 
of the firm, i.e., the mix of fixed and variable costs has a 
significant influence on a firm's profitability. Fixed costs 
remain constant while variable costs change in direct 
proportion to volume changes. Because of the fixed costs, 
profits fluctuate at a higher degree than the fluctuations 
in sales. The change in profits due to the change in sales is 
referred to as operating leverage. Profit planning helps 
to anticipate the relationships between volume, costs and 
profits and develop action plans to face unexpected 
surprises.

8. Mao, James C.T., Quantitative Analysis of Financial Decisions, Macmillan, 1969, p. 4.
9. Solomon, Ezra and John J. Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 1978, pp. 6-7.

Understanding Capital Markets
Capital markets bring investors (lenders) and firms 
(borrowers) together. Hence the financial manager has to 
deal with capital markets. He or she should fully 
understand the operations of capital markets and the way 
in which the capital markets value securities. He or she 
should also know how risk is measured and how to cope 
with it in investment and financing decisions. For example, 
if a firm uses excessive debt to finance its growth, investors 
may perceive it as risky. The value of the firm's share may, 
therefore, decline. Similarly, investors may not like the 
decision of a highly profitable, growing firm to distribute 

dividend. They may like the firm to reinvest profits in 
attractive opportunities that would enhance their 
prospects for making high capital gains in the future. 
Investments also involve risk and return. It is through their 
operations in capital markets that investors continuously 
evaluate the actions of the financial manager.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Who is a financial manager?
2. What role does a financial manager play?
3. What is the financial manager's role in raising funds 

and allocating funds?
4. What is profit planning?
5. What are capital markets? Why should a financial 

manager understand capital markets?

FINANCIAL GOAL: 
PROFIT MAXIMIZATION vs 
WEALTH MAXIMIZATION

The firm's investment and financing decisions are 
unavoidable and continuous. In order to make them 
rationally, the firm must have a goal. It is generally agreed 
in theory that the financial goal of the firm should be 
Shareholder Wealth Maximization (SWM), as reflected 
in the market value of the firm's shares. In this section, 
we show that the Shareholder Wealth Maximization is 
theoretically logical and operationally feasible normative 
goal for guiding the financial decision-making.

Prefit Maximization

Firms, producing goods and services, may function in a 
market or government-controlled economy. In a market 
economy, prices of goods and services are determined in 
competitive markets. Firms in the market economy are 
expected to produce goods and services desired by society 
as efficiently as possible.

Price system is the most important organ of a market 
economy indicating what goods and services society 
wants. Goods and services in great demand command 
higher prices. This results in higher profit for firms; more 
of such goods and services are produced. Higher profit 
opportunities attract other firms to produce such goods 
and services. Ultimately, with intensifying competition 
an equilibrium price is reached at which demand ar c 
supply match. In the case of goods and services, which 
are not required by society, their prices and profits falL 
Producers drop such goods and services in favour c: — :re 
profitable opportunities.9 Price system directs mana canai 
efforts towards more profitable goods or services Prsces 
are determined by the demand and supply comners as
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well as the competitive forces, and they guide the 
allocation of resources for various productive activities.10

A legitimate question may be raised: Would the price 
system in a free market economy serve the interests of the 
society? Adam Smith gave the answer many years ago. 
According to him:11

(The businessman), by directing...industry in 
such a manner as its produce may be of greater 
value...intends only his own gain, and he is in 
this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible 
hand to promote an end which was not part of 
his intention...pursuing his own interest he 
frequently promotes that of society more 
effectually than he really intends to promote it.
Following Smith's logic, it is generally held by 

economists that under the conditions of free competition, 
businessmen pursuing their own self-interests also serve 
the interest of society. It is also assumed that when 
individual firms pursue the interest of maximizing profits, 
society's resources are efficiently utilised.

In the economic theory, the behaviour of a firm is 
analysed in terms of profit maximization. Profit 
maximization implies that a firm either produces 
maximum output for a given amount of input, or uses 
minimum input for producing a given output. The 
underlying logic of profit maximization is efficiency. It is 
assumed that profit maximization causes the efficient 
allocation of resources under the competitive market 
conditions, and profit is considered as the most 
appropriate measure of a firm's performance.

Objections to Profit Maximization

The profit maximization objective has been criticized. It 
is argued that profit maximization assumes perfect 
competition, and in the face of imperfect modern markets, 
it cannot be a legitimate objective of the firm. It is also
argued that profit maximization, as a business objective, 
developed in the early 19th century when the characteristic 
features of the business structure were self-financing, 
private property and single entrepreneurship. The only 
aim of the single owner then was to enhance his or her 
individual wealth and personal power, which could easily 
be satisfied by the profit maximization objective.12 The 
modern business environment is characterised by limited 
liability and a divorce between management and 
ownership. Shareholders and lenders today finance the 
business firm but it is controlled and directed by 
professional management. The other important 
t takeholders of the firm are customers, employees, 

ernment and society. In practice, the objectives of these 
fa • eholders or constituents of a firm differ and may 

conflict with each other. The manager of the firm has the 
difficult task of reconciling and balancing these conflicting 
objectives. In the new business environment, profit 
maximization is regarded as unrealistic, difficult, 
inappropriate and immoral.13

It is also feared that profit maximization behaviour 
in a market economy may tend to produce goods and 
services that are wasteful and unnecessary from the 
society's point of view. Also, it might lead to inequality 
of income and wealth. It is for this reason that governments 
tend to intervene in business. The price system and 
therefore, the profit maximization principle may not work 
due to imperfections in practice. Oligopolies and 
monopolies are quite common phenomena of modern 
economies. Firms producing same goods and services 
differ substantially in terms of technology, costs and 
capital. In view of such conditions, it is difficult to have a 
truly competitive price system, and thus, it is doubtful if 
the profit-maximizing behaviour will lead to the optimum 
social welfare. However, it is not clear that abandoning 
profit maximization, as a decision criterion, would solve 
the problem. Rather, government intervention may be 
sought to correct market imperfections and to promote 
competition among business firms. A market economy, 
characterised by a high degree of competition, would 
certainly ensure efficient production of goods and services 
desired by society.14

Is profit maximization an operationally feasible 
criterion? Apart from the aforesaid objections, profit 
maximization fails to serve as an operational criterion for 
maximizing the owner's economic welfare. It fails to 
provide an operationally feasible measure for ranking 
alternative courses of action in terms of their economic 
efficiency. It suffers from the following limitations:15

It is vague
■Qs It ignores the timing of returns

It ignores risk

Definition of profit The precise meaning of the profit 
maximization objective is unclear. The definition of the 
term profit is ambiguous. Does it mean short or long-term 
profit? Does it refer to profit before or after tax? Total 
profits or profit per share? Does it mean total operating 
profit or profit accruing to shareholders?

Time value of money The profit maximization objective 
does not make an explicit distinction between returns 
received in different time periods. It gives no consideration 
to the time value of money, and it values benefits received 
in different periods of time as the same.

Uncertainty of returns The streams of benefits may 
possess different degree of certainty. Two firms may have

■ 'mon, op. cit., 1969.
Smith, The Wealth of Nations, Modern Library, 1937, p. 423, quoted in Solomon and Pringle, op. cit. 1978. 

—on, op. cit., 1969.
, Robert B., The Trouble with Profit Maximization, Harvard Business Review, 38, (Nov.-Dec. 1960), pp. 126-34. 

' and Pringle, op. cit., 1978, pp. 8-9.
B®"* ■ :p. cit., 1969, p. 19.



same total expected earnings, but if the earnings of one 
firm fluctuate considerably as compared to the other, it 
will be more risky. Possibly, owners of the firm would 
prefer smaller but surer profits to a potentially larger but 
less certain stream of benefits.

Maximizing Profit After Taxes
Let us put aside the first problem mentioned above, and 
assume that maximizing profit means maximizing profits 
after taxes, in the sense of net profit, as reported in the 
profit and loss account (income statement) of the firm. It 
can easily be realized that maximizing this figure will not 
maximize the economic welfare of the owners. It is 
possible for a firm to increase profit after taxes by selling 
additional equity shares and investing the proceeds in low- 
yielding assets, such as the government bonds. Profit after 
taxes would increase but earnings per share (EPS) would 
decrease. To illustrate, let us assume that a company has 
10,000 shares outstanding, profit after taxes of Rs 50,000 
and earnings per share of Rs 5. If the company sells 10,000 
additional shares at Rs 50 per share and invests the 
proceeds (Rs 5,00,000) at 5 per cent after taxes, then the 
total profits after taxes will increase to Rs 75,000. However, 
the earnings per share will fall to Rs 3.75 (i.e., Rs 75,000/ 
20,000). This example clearly indicates that maximizing 
profits after taxes does not necessarily serve the best 
interests of owners.

Maximizing EPS
If we adopt maximizing EPS as the financial objective of 
the firm, this will also not ensure the maximization of 
owners' economic welfare. It also suffers from the flaws 
already mentioned, i.e. it ignores timing and risk of the 
expected benefits. Apart from these problems, 
maximization of EPS has certain deficiencies as a financial 
objective. For example, note the following observation:16

16. Porterfield, James C.T., Investment Decision and Capital Costs, Prentice-Hall, 1965.
17. Solomon, op. cit., 1969, p. 22.
18. The net present value or wealth can be defined more explicitly in the following way:

... For one thing, it implies that the market value 
of the company's shares is a function of earnings 
per share, which may not be true in many 
instances. If the market value is not a function of 
earnings per share, then maximization of the 
latter will not necessarily result in the highest 
possible price for the company's shares. 
Maximization of earnings per share further
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implies that the firm should make no dividend 
payments so long as funds can be invested 
internally at any positive rate of return, however 
small. Such a dividend policy may not always be 
to the shareholders' advantage.
It is, thus, clear that maximizing profits after taxes or 

EPS as the financial objective fails to maximize the 
economic welfare of owners. Both methods do not take 
account of the timing and uncertainty of the benefits. An 
alternative to profit maximization, which solves these 
problems, is the objective of wealth maximization. This 
objective is also considered consistent with the survival 
goal and with the personal objectives of managers such 
as recognition, power, status and personal wealth.

Shareholder Wealth Maximization (SWM)
What is meant by Shareholder Wealth Maximization 
(SWM)? SWM means maximizing the net present value 
of a course of action to shareholders. Net present value 
(NPV) or wealth of a course of action is the difference 
between the present value of its benefits and the present 
value of its costs.17 A financial action that has a positive 
NPV creates wealth for shareholders and, therefore, is 
desirable. A financial action resulting in negative NPV 
should be rejected since it would destroy shareholders' 
wealth. Between mutually exclusive projects the one with 
the highest NPV should be adopted. NPVs of a firm's 
projects are addititive in nature. That is

NPV(A) + NPV(B) = NPV(A + B)

This is referred to as the principle of value-additivity. 
Therefore, the wealth will be maximized if NPV criterion 
is followed in making financial decisions.18

The objective of SWM takes care of the questions of 
the timing and risk of the expected benefits. These 
problems are handled by selecting an appropriate rate (the 
shareholders' opportunity cost of capital) for discounting 
the expected flow of future benefits. It is important to 
emphasise that benefits are measured in terms of cash flows. 
In investment and financing decisions, it is the flow of 
cash that is important, not the accounting profits.

The objective of SWM is an appropriate and 
operationally feasible criterion to choose among the 
alternative financial actions. It provides an unambiguous

NPV = W = C1
(1 + *)

C2
(1 + kf

- c0 V.. .9 - Q)

where Cv C2... represent the stream of cash flows (benefits) expected to occur if a course of action is adopted, Co is the cash outfl w cost 
of that action and k is the appropriate discount rate (opportunity cost of capital) to measure the quality of C's; k reflects both t:~mng ar d 
risk of benefits, and W is the net present value or wealth which is the difference between the present value of the stream of b en efib and 
the initial cost. The firm should adopt a course of action only when IV is positive, i.e. when there is net increase in the wealth :: the firm. 
This is a very simple model of expressing wealth Maximization principle. A complicated model can assume capital investments to occur 
over a period of time and k to change with time. The detailed discussion of the present value concept follows in Chapt-. -- ~ to 11.
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measure of what financial management should 
seek to maximize in making investment and 
financing decisions on behalf of shareholders.19

Maximizing the shareholders' economic 
welfare is equivalent to maximizing the utility of 
their consumption over time. With their wealth 
maximized, shareholders can adjust their cash 
flows in such a way as to optimize their 
consumption. From the shareholders' point of view, 
the wealth created by a company through its 
actions is reflected in the market value of the 
company's shares. Therefore, the wealth 
maximization principle implies that the fundamental 
objective of a firm is to maximize the market value of its 
shares. The value of the company's shares is 
represented by their market price which in turn, is 
a reflection of shareholders' perception about 
cualitv of the firm's financial decisions. The market 
price serves as the firm's performance indicator. 
How is the market price of a firm's share determined?

Figure 1.2: An overview of financial management
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
lj

1. What is meant by profit maximization? What are its 
limitations as a financial goal?

2. What is wealth maximization? How is it superior to 
profit maximization?

3. Why do we need valuation approach in performing 
finance function?

4. What is meant by risk-return trade-off? What are risk- 
free rate and risk-adjusted rate?

AGENCY PROBLEMS:
MANAGERS vs SHAREHOLDERS GOALS

In large companies, there is a divorce between 
management and ownership. The decision-taking 
authority in a company lies in the hands of managers. 
Shareholders as owners of a company are the principals 
and managers are their agents. Thus there is a principal
agent relationship between shareholders and managers. 
In theory, managers should act in the best interests of 
shareholders; that is, their actions and decisions should 
lead to SWM. In practice, managers may not necessarily 
act in the best interest of shareholders, and they may 
pursue their own personal goals. Managers may maximize 
their own wealth (in the form of high salaries and perks) 
at the cost of shareholders, or may play safe and create 
satisfactory wealth for shareholders than the maximum. 
They may avoid taking high investment and financing 
risks that may otherwise be needed to maximize 
shareholders' wealth. Such "satisficing" behaviour of 
managers will frustrate the objective of SWM as a normative 
guide. It is in the interests of managers that the firm 
survives over the long run. Managers also wish to enjoy 
independence and freedom from outside interference, 
control and monitoring. Thus their actions are very likely 
to be directed towards the goals of survival and self- 
sufficiency20. Further, a company is a complex 
organization consisting of multiple stakeholders such as 
employees, debt-holders, consumers, suppliers, 
government and society. Managers in practice may, thus, 
perceive their role as reconciling conflicting objectives of 
stakeholders. This stakeholders' view of manager role may 
compromise with the objective of SWM.

20. Donaldson, G., Managing Corporate Wealth: The Operations of a Comprehensive Financial Goals System, New York: Praeger, 19
21. For a detailed discussion, see Solomon, op. cit., 1969.

Shareholders continuously monitor modern 
companies that would help them to restrict managers' 
freedom to act in their own self-interest at the cost of 
shareholders. Employees, creditors, customers and 
government also keep an eye on managers' activities. Thus 
the possibility of managers pursuing exclusively their own 
personal goals is reduced. Managers can survive only 
when they are successful; and they are successful when 

they manage the company better than someone else. Every 
group connected with the company will, however, 
evaluate management success from the point of view of 
the fulfilment of its own objective. The survival of 
management will be threatened if the objective of any of 
these groups remains unfulfilled. In reality, the wealth of 
shareholders in the long run could be maximized only 
when customers and employees, along with other 
stakeholders of a firm, are fully satisfied. The wealth 
maximization objective may be generally in harmony with 
the interests of the various groups such as owners, 
employees, creditors and society, and thus, it may be 
consistent with the management objective of survival.21 
There can, however, still arise situations where a conflict 
may occur between the shareholders' and managers' 
goals. Finance theory prescribes that under such 
situations, shareholders wealth maximization goal should 
have precedent over the goals of other stakeholders.

The conflict between the interests of shareholders and 
managers is referred to as agency problem and it results 
into agency costs. Agency costs include the less than 
optimum share value for shareholders and costs incurred 
by them to monitor the actions of managers and control 
their behaviour. The agency problems vanish when 
managers own the company. Thus one way to mitigate 
the agency problems is to give ownership rights through 
stock options to managers. Shareholders can also offer 
attractive monetary and non-monetary incentives to 
managers to act in their interests. A close monitoring by 
other stakeholders, board of directors and outside analysts 
also may help in reducing the agency problems. In more 
capitalistic societies such as USA and UK, the takeovers 
and acquisitions are used as means of disciplining 
managers.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by the agency problem?
2. What are agency costs?

FINANCIAL GOAL AND
FIRM’S MISSION AND OBJECTIVES

In SWM, wealth is defined in terms of wealth or value of 
the shareholders' equity. This basis of the theory of 
financial management is same as that of the classical 
theory of the firm: maximization of owners' welfare. In 
the professionally managed firms of our times, managers 
are the agents of owners and act on their behalf.

SWM is a criterion for financial decisions, and 
therefore, valuation models provide the basic theorefrcal 
and conceptual framework. Is wealth maximizatrr the
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objective of the firm? Does a firm exist with the sole 
objective of serving the interests of owners? Firms do exist 
with the primary objective of maximizing the welfare of 
owners, but, in operational terms, they always focus on 
the satisfaction of its customers through the production of 
goods and services needed by them. As Drucker puts it:22 

What is our business is not determined by the 
producer, but by the consumer. It is not defined 
by the company's name, statutes or articles of 
incorporation, but by the want the consumer 
satisfies when he buys a product or a service. The 
question can therefore be answered only by 
looking at the business from the outside, from 
the point of view of the customer and the market.
Firms in practice state their vision, mission and values 

in broad terms, and are also concerned about technology, 
leadership, productivity, market standing, image, 
profitability, financial resources, employees' satisfaction etc. 
For example, BHEL, a large Indian company with sales of 
Rs 187.39 billion (Rs 18,739 crore),23 total assets of Rs 223.62 
billion (Rs 22,362 crore) and a profit after tax of Rs 24.15 
billion (Rs 2,415 crore) for the year 2006-07 and employing 
42,341 employees states its vision as enhancing shareholder 
value (see Exhibit 1.1). The stated financial goals of the firm 
are: (a) sales growth; (b) shareholder value enhancement; 
and (c) internal financing.

Objectives vs decision criteria Objectives and decision 
criteria should be distinguished. Wealth Maximization is 
more appropriately a decision criterion, rather than an 
objective or a goal.24 Goals or objectives are missions or 
basic purposes—raison detre of a firm's existence. They 
direct the firm's actions. A firm may consider itself a 
provider of high technology, a builder of electronic base, 
or a provider of best and cheapest transport services. The 
firm designs its strategy around such basic objectives and 
accordingly, defines its markets, products and technology. 
To support its strategy, the firm lays down policies in the 
areas of production, purchase, marketing, technology, 
finance and so on.25

The first step in making a decision is to see that it is 
consistent with the firm's strategy and passes through the 
policy screening. The Shareholder Wealth Maximization 
is the second-level criterion ensuring that the decision 
meets the minimum standard of the economic 
performance. It is important to note that the management 
is not only the agent of owners, but also trustee for various 
stakeholders (constituents) of an economic unit. It is the
responsibility of the management to harmonise the 
interests of owners with that of the employees, creditors, 
government, or society. In the final decision-making, the 

idgment of management plays the crucial role. The
ealth maximization criterion would simply indicate 

ther an action is economically viable or not.

EXHIBIT BHEL’S MISSION AND 
OBJECTIVES

VISION
A world-class Engineering Enterprise comminac n 
enhancing shareholder value.

MISSION
To be on Indian Multinational Engineering Enterpew 
providing Total Business Solutions through Qjsw 
Products, Systems and Services in the fields of Eaw 
Industry, Transportaion, Infrastructure and . ■•rr 
potential areas.

• Zeal to Excel and Zest for Change
• Integrity and Fairness in all Matters
• Respect for Dignity and Potential of Individuals
• Strict Adherence to Commitments
• Ensure Speed of Response
• Foster Learning, Creativity and Team-work
• Loyalty and Pride in the Company

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the difference between objectives and 
decision criteria?

2. How are financial goals related to the firm’s miss c 
and objectives?

ORGANIZATION OF
THE FINANCE FUNCTIONS

The vital importance of the financial decisions to a firm 
makes it imperative to set up a sound and efficient 
organization for the finance functions. The ultimate 
responsibility of carrying out the finance functions lies 
with the top management. Thus, a department to organize 
financial activities may be created under the direct con:-:. 
of the board of directors. The board may constitute a 
finance committee. The executive heading the finance 
department is the firm's chief finance officer (CFO1 and 
he or she may be known by different designations The 
finance committee or CFO will decide the major financial 
policy matters, while the routine activities would be 
delegated to lower levels. For example, at BHEL a director 
of finance at the corporate office heads the finance functi?n 
He is a member of the board of directors and reports ::
the chairman and managing director (CMD). An executive 
director of finance (EDF) and a general manager of finance 

■-cker, Peter, The Practice of Management, Pan Books, 1968, p. 67.
>re = 10 million; 10 lakh = 1 million; 1 lakh = 100 thousand.

people make a difference between objectives and goals. We use them interchangeably here.
■ - and Pringle, np. cit., 1978.
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(GMF) assist the director of finance. EDF looks 
after funding, budgets and cost, books of 
accounts, financial services and cash 
management. GMF is responsible for internal 
audit and taxation.

The reason for placing the finance functions 
in the hands of top management may be 
attributed to the following factors: First, financial 
decisions are crucial for the survival of the firm. 
The growth and development of the firm is 
directly influenced by the financial policies. 
Second, the financial actions determine solvency 
of the firm. At no cost can a firm afford to 
threaten its solvency. Because solvency is 
affected by the flow of funds, which is a result 
of the various financial activities, top 
management being in a position to coordinate 
these activities retains finance functions in its 
control. Third, centralization of the finance 
functions can result in a number of economies 
to the firm. For example, the firm can save in 
terms of interest on borrowed funds, can 
purchase fixed assets economically or issue 
shares or debentures efficiently.

Status and Duties of CFO, 
Treasurer and Controller
The exact organizational structure for financial 
management will differ across firms. It will 
depend on factors such as the size of the firm, 
nature of the business, financing operations, 
capabilities of the firm's financial officers and 
most importantly, on the financial philosophy 
of the firm. The designation of the chief financial 
officer (CFO) would also differ within firms. In 
some firms, the financial officer may be known 
as the financial manager, while in others as the 
vice-president of finance or the director of 
finance or the financial controller. Two more 
officers—treasurer and controller—may be 
appointed under the direct supervision of CFO 
to assist him or her. In larger companies, with 
modern management, there may be vice-president or 
director of finance, usually with both controller and 
treasurer reporting to him.25

Figure 1.3 illustrates the financial organization of a 
large (hypothetical) business firm. It is a simple 
organization chart, and as stated earlier, the exact 
organization for a firm will depend on its circumstances. 
Figure 1.3 reveals that the finance function is one of the 
major functional areas, and the financial manager or 
director is under the control of the board of directors. 
Figure 1.4 shows the organization for the finance function 
of a large, multi-divisional Indian company.

Figure 1.3: Organization for finance function

Figure 1.4: Organization for finance function in a multi
divisional company

The CFO has both line and staff responsibilities. He 
or she is directly concerned with the financial planning 
and control. He or she is a member of the top management, 
and he or she is closely associated with the formulation of 
policies and making decisions for the firm. The treasurer 
and controller, if a company has these executives, would 
operate under CFO's supervision. He or she must guide 
them and others in the effective working of the finance 
department.

The main function of the treasurer is to manse- e 
firm's funds. His or her major duties include forecasting 
the financial needs, administering the flow :: cash. 

26. Cohen, J.B. and S.M. Robbins, The Financial Manager, Harper and Row, 1966, pp. 11-12.
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managing credit, floating securities, maintaining relations 
with financial institution and protecting funds and 
securities. On the other hand, the functions of the controller 
relate to the management and control of assets. His or her 
duties include providing information to formulate 
accounting and costing policies, preparation of financial 
reports, direction of internal auditing, budgeting, 
inventory control, taxes etc. It may be stated that the 
controller's functions concentrate the asset side of the 
balance sheet, while treasurer's functions relate to the 
liability side.

Controller’s and Treasurer’s Functions in the 
Indian Context
The controller and the treasurer are essentially American 
terms. Generally speaking, the American pattern of 
dividing the financial executive's functions into 
controllership and treasurership functions is not being 
widely followed in India. We do have a number of 
companies in India having officers with the designation 
of the controller, or the financial controller. The controller 
or the financial controller in India, by and large, performs 
the functions of a chief accountant or management 
accountant. The officer with the title of treasurer can also 
be found in a few companies in India.

The controllership functions, as stated by the Financial 
Executives' Institute of the USA, can prove to be useful 
under the Indian context. But presently the Company 
Secretary in India performs some of these duties. His or 
her duties, for example, include asset control and 
protection, maintaining records and preparing reports and 
government reporting. The economic appraisal function 
is generally performed at the top level in India. Some 
companies do have separate economics and statistical 
departments for this purpose. Some other functions, such 
as internal audit, can be brought within the fold of the 
controllership functions, if this concept is developed in 
the Indian context.

It should be realized that the financial controller does 
not control finances; he or she develops, uses and interprets 

information—some of which will be financial in nature— 
for management control and planning. For this reason, 
the financial controller may simply be called as the 
controller. Management of finance or money is a separate 
and important activity. Traditionally, the accountants have 
been involved in managing money in India. But the 
difference in managing money resources and information 
resources should be appreciated.

In the American business, the management of finance 
is treated as a separate activity and is being performed by 
the treasurer. The title of the treasurer has not found favour 
in India to the extent the controller has. The company 
secretary in India discharges some of the functions 
performed by the treasurer in the American context. 
Insurance coverage is an example in this regard. The 
function of maintaining relations with investors 
(particularly shareholders) may now assume significance 
in India because of the development in the Indian capital 
markets and the increasing awareness among investors.

The general title, financial manager or finance 
director, seems to be more popular in India. This title is 
also better than the title of treasurer since it conveys the 
functions involved. The main function of the financial 
manager in India should be the management of the 
company's funds. The financial duties may often be 
combined with others. But the significance of not 
combining the financial manager's duties with others 
should be realized. The managing of funds—a very 
valuable resource—is a business activity requiring 
extraordinary skill on the part of the financial manager. 
He or she should ensure the optimum use of money under 
various constraints. He or she should, therefore, be 
allowed to devote his or her full energy and time in 
managing the money resources only.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How do companies organize their finance functions?
2. What role is played by chief financial officer?
3. What are the treasurer's and controller's functions?

( summary)
Q The finance functions can be divided into three broad categories: (i) investment decision, (n) financing decision, 

and (iii) dividend decision. In other words, the firm decides how much to invest in short-term and long-term 
assets and how to raise the required funds.

O In making financial decisions, the financial manager should aim at increasing the value of the shareholders' stake 
in the firm. This is referred to as the principle of Shareholder Wealth Maximization (SWM).

□ Wealth maximization is superior to profit maximization since wealth is precisely defined as net present value and 
it accounts for time value of money and risk.

Tj Shareholders and managers have the principal-agent relationship. In practice, there may arise a conflict between 
the interests of shareholders and managers. This is referred to the agency problem and the associated costs are 
called agency costs. Offering ownership rights (in the form of stock options) to managers can mitigate agency 
costs.
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O The financial manager raises capital from the capital markets. He or she should therefore know how the capital 
markets function to allocate capital to the competing firms and how security prices are determined in the capital 
markets.

□ Most companies have only one chief financial officer (CFO). But a large company may have both a treasurer and 
a controller, who may or may not operate under CFO.

□ The treasurer's function is to raise and manage company funds while the controller oversees whether funds are 
correctly applied. A number of companies in India either have a finance director or a vice-president of finance as 
the chief financial officer.

KEY CONCEPTS
/

Agency costs Financial asset Owners of residue Secondary markets
Assets Financial leverage Policies Securities
Bond Financing decision Preference share capital Shareholders’ Wealth
Bonus shares Fixed costs Primary markets Maximization (SWM)
Capital expenditure Goals Profit maximization Shares
Capital markets Intangible real assets Profit planning Stock dividend
Capital structure Interest tax shield Real assets Strategy
Controller Investment decision Required rate of return Tangible real assets
Cut-off rate Liquidity decision Return on investment Treasurer
Debenture Net present value Rights issue Valuation model
Dividend decision Objectives Risk Variable costs
Dividend payout Opportunity cost of capital Risk-free rate Wealth
Earnings Per Share (EPS) Operating leverage Risk premium Wealth maximization
Episodic financing Optimum capital structure Risk-return trade-off

J

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Define the scope of financial management. What role should the financial manager play in a modern enterprise?
2. How does the ‘modern’ financial manager differ from the ‘traditional’ financial manager? Does the ‘modern’ 

financial manager’s role differ for the large diversified firm and the small to medium size firm?
3. ‘... the function of financial management is to review and control decisions to commit or recommit funds to 

new or ongoing uses. Thus, in addition to raising funds, financial management is directly concerned with 
production, marketing, and other functions within an enterprise whenever decisions are made about the 
acquisition or destruction of assets’ (Ezra Solomon). Elucidate.

4. What are the basic financial decisions? How do they involve risk-return trade-off?
5. ‘The profit maximization is not an operationally feasible criterion’. Do you agree? Illustrate your views.
6. In what ways is the wealth maximization objective superior to the profit maximization objective? Explain.
7. ‘The basic rationale for the objective of Shareholder Wealth Maximization is that it reflects the most efficien: 

use of society’s economic resources and thus leads to a maximization of society’s economic wealth’ (Ezra 
Solomon). Comment critically.

8. How should the finance function of an enterprise be organized? What functions do the financial officer perfc—:
9. Should the titles of controller and treasurer be adopted under Indian context? Would you like to modify their 

functions in view of the company practices in India? Justify your opinion.
10. When can there arise a conflict between shareholder’s and manager’s goals? How does wealth maximiz^h" 

goal take care of this conflict?
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CASE 1.1: THE ANANDNAGAR ELECTRICITY COMPANY
The Anandnagar Electricity Board (AEB) has been 
operating under the ownership and control of the state of 
Anandnagar since the creation of the state in 1961. The 
state government privatised AEB in 2006 by selling it to a 
local business house that has interests in pharmaceutical, 
financial service and energy. AEB came to be known as 
the Anandnagar Electricity Company (AEC). Privatisation 
was intended to pave way to the company to improve 
performance and raise much needed finances from the 
capital market. The demand for electricity always 
exceeded the supply, as the state government did not have 
enough funds to spend on capital expenditure to create 
the required power generation capacities. AEC would be 
now required to make sufficient investments to increase 
power generation capacity in order to meet ever- 
increasing demand for electricity. AEC management stated 
that being a private sector company, it shall maximize 
shareholders’ return. At the time of its privatisation, a 
large private sector financial institution valued the 

company at Rs 4,000 million. The issue of ordinary shares 
raised this money. The merchant bank division of the 
financial institution helped the public issue of ordinary 
shares, par value Rs 10 each, sold at a premium of 10C 
per cent for Rs 20 each. The issue was oversubscribed, 
and on the very first day of trading, the market price of 
share reached a value of Rs 35.

AEC has been in operation for three years as a private 
sector company. The Table 1.1.1 below provides select 
financial and operating data of the company’s operations 
for the period 2006-2009. The financial data for 2006 i.~- 
for the last year of the government ownership o: the 
company. As a private sector company, AEC has p at-. 
dividend in accordance with the policy stated in the 
prospectus.

The Central Electricity Board regulates the prices and 
oversees the activities of the privatised electricity 
companies. The demand for electricity in Anandnagar has 
grown at the rate of 4 per cent per annum.

(Rs million)

Table 1.1.1: The Anandnagar Electricity Company: Key Financial and Operating
Data for Year ending 31 March

2006 
Pub. Sector

2007 
Pvt. Sector

2008
Pvt. Sector

2009
Pvt. Sector

Revenues 13,500 14,250 17,500 19,500
Operating profit 810 1,100 1,790 2,730
Taxes 160 200 300 400
Profit before depreciation & tax 900 960 1,030 1,190
Profit after tax 650 900 1,490 2,330
Dividends 200 320 600 900
Wages and salaries 3,000 3,000 2,700 2,600
Total assets 3,000 3,600 4,500 5,750
Capital expenditure 500 900 1,750 2,250
Debtors 6,000 3,200 3,000 3,600
Creditors 4,500 2,400 2,300 2,400
Directors’ emoluments 30 70 80 100
Employees (number) 32,000 31,400 30,500 30,100
P/E ratio — 10.5 12.0 11.5
Consumer price index 100 102.7 105.8 107.4

Discussion Questions

1. What changes, if any, do you expect in the 2. Who are the company’s stakeholders? Has the
objectives of the company after privatization and 
why?

company been able to fulfil their objectives? State 
the additional information that you may need to 
answer this question.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
set the latest annual reports of L&T and BHEL. Read 

formation given in the reports including directors’ 
and the chairman's statement and comment on 

both firms’ objectives and financial goals. What 
differences do you notice, if any? What could be the 
reasons for the difference?
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Concepts of Value 
and Return

Learning Objectives

► Understand what gives money its time value
► Explain the methods of calculating present and future values
► Highlight the use of present value technique (discounting) in financial decisions
► Introduce the concept of internal rate of return

INTRODUCTION

Most financial decisions, such as the purchase of assets or 
procurement-of funds, affect the firm's cash flows in 
different time periods. For example, if a fixed asset is 
purchased, it will require an immediate cash outlay and 
will generate cash inflows during many future periods. 
Similarly, if the firm borrows funds from a bank or from 
any other source, ifreceives cash now and commits an 
obligation to pay cash for interest and repay principal in 
future periods. The firm may also raise funds by issuing 
equity shares. The firm's cash balance will increase at the 
time shareware issued, but, as the firm pays dividends in 
future, the outflow of cash will occur. Sound decision
making requires that the cash flows, which a firm is 
expected to receive or give up over a_period of time, should 
be logically comparable. In fact, theaBsoIute cash flows, 
which differ in timing and risk, are not directly comparable. 
Cash flows become logically comparable when they are 
appropriately adjusted for their differences in timing and 
risk.

The recognition of the time value of money and risk 
is extremely vital in financial decision-making. If the 
timing and risk of cash flows is not considered, the firm 

may make decisions that may allow it to miss its objective 
of maximizing the owners' welfare. The welfare of owners 
would be maximized when wealth or net present value 
is created from making a financial decision. What is net 
present value? How is it computed?

TIME PREFERENCE FOR MONEY

If an individual behaves rationally, he or she would not 
value the opportunity to receive a specific amount of 
money now, equally with the opportunity to have the 
same amount at some future date. Most individuals value 
the opportunity to receive money now higher than waiting 
for one or more periods to receive the same amount. Time 
preference for money or Time Value of Money (TVM) 
is an individual's preferenctTldf possession of a given 
amount of money now, rather than the same amount at 
some future time.

Three reasons may be attributed to the individual - 
time preference for money:1

1. Bierman, H. Jr., The Capital Budgeting Decisions, Macmillan, 1975, pp. 69-72.

risk
preference for consumption 
investment opportunities
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We live under risk or uncertainty.2 As an individual 
is not certain about future cash receipfs,he or.she prefers 
receiving cash now. Most people have subjective preference 
for present consumption over future consumption of goods 
and services either because of the urgency of their present 
wants or because of the risk of not being in a position to 
enjoy future consumption that may be caused by illness 
or death, or because of inflation. As money is the means 
by which individuals acquire most goods and services, 
they may prefer to have money now. Further, most 
individuals prefer present cash to future cash because of 
the available investment opportunities to which they can put 
present cash to earn additional cash. For example, an 
individual who is offered Rs 100 now or Rs 100 one year 
from now would prefer Rs 100 now as he could earn on it 
an interest of, say, Rs 5 by putting it in the savings account 
in a bank for one year. His total cash inflow in one year 
from now will be Rs 105. Thus, if he wishes to increase his 
cash resources, the opportunity to earn interest would lead 
him to prefer Rs 100 now, not Rs 100 after one year.

terms risk and uncertainty are used here interchangeably.

‘v, R. and S. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1991, p. 13.
• I., The Theory of Interest, McMillan, 1965.

In case of the firms as well, the justification for time 
preference for money lies simply in the availability of 
investment opportunities.3 In financial decision-making 
undercertainty, the firm has to determine whether one 
alternative yields more cash or the other. In case of a firm, 
which is owned by a large number of individuals 
(shareholders), it is neither needed nor is it possible to 
consider the consumption preferences of owners. The 
uncertainty about future cash flows is also not a sufficient 
justification for time preference for money. We are not 
certain even about the usefulness of the present cash held; 
it may be lost or stolen. In investment and other decisions 
of the firm what isneeded is the search for methods of 
improving decision-maker's knowledge about the future. 
In the firm's investment decision, for example, certain 
statistical tools such as probability theory, or decision tree 
could be used to handle the uncertainty associated with 
cash flows.

Required Rate of Return

The time preference for money is generally expressed by 
an interest rate. This rate will be positive even in the 
absence of any risk. It may therefore be called the risk- 
free rate. For instance, if time preference rate is 5 per cent, 
it implies that an investor can forego the opportunity of 
receiving Rs 100 if he is offered Rs 105 after one year (i.e. 
Rs 100 which he would have received now plus the interest 
which he could earn in a year by investing Rs 100 at 5 per 
cent). Thus, the individual is indifferent between Rs 100 
and Rs 105 a year from now as he considers these two 

mounts equivalent in value. In reality, an investor will 
-e exposed to some degree of risk. Therefore, he would'

require a rate of return, called risk premium, from the 
investment, which compensates him for both time and 
risk. Thus the required rate of return will be calculated 
as:

Required rate of return = Risk-free rate
+ Risk premium (1)

The risk-free rate compensates for time while risk 
premium compensates for risk. The required rate of return 
may also be called the opportunity cost of capital of 

^_comparablerisk^4 It is called so because the investor could 
invest his money in assets or securities of equivalent risk. 
Like individuals, firms also have required rates of return 
and use them in evaluating the desirability of alternative 
financial decisions. The interest rates account for the time 
value of money, irrespective of an individual's preferences 
and attitudes?

How does knowledge of the required rate of return 
(or simply called the interest rate) help an individual or a 
firm in making investment decision? It permits the 
individual or the firm to convert different cash flows 
occurring at different times to amounts of equivalent value 
in the present, that is, a common point of reference. Let us 
consider an example.

Let us assume an individual with a required interest 
rate of 10 per cent. If she is offered Rs 115.50 one year 
from now in exchange for Rs 100 which she should give 
up today, should she accept the offer? The answer in this 
particular case is that she should accept the offer. When 
her interest rate is 10 per cent, this implies that she is 
indifferent between any amount today and 110 per cent 
of that amount one year hence. She would obviously 
favour more than 110 per cent of the amount (i.e. more 
than Rs 110 in the example) one year from now; but if the 
amount offered one year from now were less than 110 per 
cent of the immediate payment, she would retain the 
immediate payment. She would accept Rs 115.50 after a 
year since it is more than 110 per cent of Rs 100, which 
she is required to sacrifice today.

We can ask a different question. Between what 
amount today and Rs 115.50 one year from now would 
our investor be indifferent? The answer is that amount of 
which Rs 115.50 is exactly 110 per cent. Dividing Rs 115.50 
by 110 per cent or 1.10, we get

Rs 115.50 n inc 
-------------= Rs 105 

1.10
This amount is larger than what the investor has been 

asked to give up today. She would, therefore, accept the 
offer. This simple example illustrates two most common 
methods of adjusting cash flows for time value of money: 
compounding—th g future values
of cash flows and discounting—the process of calculating 
pfesentvalues of cashflows.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by time preference or time value of 
money? What are the reasons for TVM?

2. Define the required rate of return.
3. What is the opportunity cost of capital? Is it same 

as the required rate of return?

FUTURE VALUE

We just developed logic for deciding between cash flows 
that are separated by a period, such as one year. But most 
investment decisions, involve morethanone period. To 
solve such multi-period investment decisions, we simply 
need to extend the logic developed above. Let us assume 
that an investor requires 10 per cent "interest rate to make 
him indifferent to cash flows one year apart. The question 
is: how should he arrive at comparative values of cash 
flows that are separated by two, three or any number of 
years?

Once the investor has determined his interest rate, 
say, 10 per cent, he would like to receive at least Rs 1.10 
after one year or 110 per cent of the original investment of 
Re 1 today. A two-year period is two successive one-year 
periods. When the investor invested Re 1 for one year, he 
must have received Rs 1.10 back at the end of that year in 
exchange for the original Re 1. If the total amount so 
received (Rs 1.10) were reinvested, the investor would 
expect 110 per cent of that amount, or Rs 1.21 = Re 1 x 
1.10 x 1.10 at the end of the second year. Notice that for 
any time after the first year, he will insist on receiving 
interest on the first year's interest as well as interest on 
the original amount 
interest that is receix 

(principal). Compound interest is the 
red on the originaTamount (principal)

as well as on any inteFSSTT’SfflM BtirfTOT Wltlttlrfi WiiTTuring 
earlier periods. Compounding is the process of finding 
the future values of cash flows by applying the concept of 
compound interest. Simple interest is the interest that is 
calculated only on the original amount (principal), and 
thus, no compounding of interest takes place.

Future Value of a Single Cash Flow
Suppose your father gave you Rs 100 on your eighteenth 
birthday. You deposited this amount in a bank at 10 per 
cent rate of interest for one year. How much future sum 
would you receive after one year? You would receive 
Rs 110:

Furture sum = Principal + Interest
= 100 + (0.10 x 100) = 100 x (1.10) = Rs 110
What would be the future stun if you deposited 

Rs 100 for two years? You would now receive interest on 
interest earned after one year:

Future sum = [100 + 0.10 x 100) 4- 0.10[100
+ (0.10 x 100)]

= 100x1.10x1.10 = Rs 121

You could similarly calculate future sum for any 
number of years. We can express this procedure of 
calculating compound, or future^ value in formal terms.

Let i represent the interest rate per period, n the 
number of periods before pay-off, and F the future value, 
or compound value. If the present amount P is invested 
at i rate of interest for one year, then the future value F2 
(viz., principal plus interest) at the end of one year will be

Future sum = Principal + Interest on principal
F1=P + Pxi = P(l + i)

The outstanding amount at the beginning of second 
year is: F1 = P (1 + z). The compound sum at the end of 
second year will be:

F2 = F1 + F1i = Fl(1 + i)

F2 = P(1 + z)(1+z) = P(1 + z')2
Similarly, F3 = F2(l + z) = P(1 + z)3 and so on. The 

general form of equation for calculating the future value 
of a lump sum after zi periods may, therefore, be written 
as follows:

F„ = P(1 + Q” (2)

The term (1+ z)" is the compound value factor [CVF) 
of a lump sum of Re 1, and ltalways'has a value greater 
than 1 for positive z, indicating that CVF increases as z 
and 11 increase.

The compound value can be computed for any lump 
sum amount at z rate of interest for n number of years, 
using the given equation.

ILLUSTRATION 2.1: Future Value of a Lump Sum
Suppose that Rs 1,000 are placed in the savings account of 
a bank at 5 per cent interest rate. How much shall it grow 
at the end of three years? It will grow as follows:

F3 =1,000.00 + 1,000.00 x 5%
= 1,000.00 + 50.00 = Rs 1,050.00

F2 = 1,050.00 + 1,050.00 x 5%
= 1,050.00 + 52.50 = Rs 1,102.50

F3 = 1,102.50 + 1,102.50 x 5%
= 1,102.50 + 55.10 = Rs 1,157.60

Notice that the amount of Rs 1,000 will earn interest 
of Rs 50 and will grow to Rs 1,050 at the end of the first 
year. The outstanding balance of Rs 1,050 in the beginning 
of the second year will earn interest of Rs 52.50, thus 
making the outstanding amount equal to Rs 1,102.50 at 
the beginning of the third year. Future or compound value 
at the end of third year will grow to Rs 1,157.60 after earning 
interest of Rs 55.10 on Rs 1,102.50. In compounding, 
interest on interest is earned. Thus the compound value af 
Rs 1,000 in the example can also be calculated as foEcws:

F, = 1,000 x 1.05 = Rs 1,050
F, = 1,000 x [1.05 x 1.05] = 1,000 x 1.052

= 1,000 x 1.1025 = Rs 1,102.50
F3 =1,000 x [1.05 x 1.05 x 1.05] = 1,000 x 1 05-

= 1,000 x 1.1576 = Rs 1,157.60
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We can see that the compound value factor (CVF) for 
a lump sum of one rupee at 5 per cent, for one year is 1.05, 
for two years 1.1025 and for three years 1.1576.

In Figure 2.1 we show the future values of Re 1 for 
different interest rates. You can see from the figure that as 
the interest rate increases, the compound value of Re 1 
increases appreciably.

Years
Figure 2.1: Future values with 

different interest rates

(2) With the help of a scientific calculator, the simple 
method of calculating future value is to use the power 
function. Suppose you have to calculate future value of 
Rs 1,000 for 5 years, at 10 per cent rate of interest. In the 
calculator, you enter, 1.10, press the yx key, press 5 and 
then the equal to key =. You shall obtain 1.611. This is the 
CVF of Re 1 at 10 per cent for 5 years. Multiplying this 
factor by Rs 1,000, you get the future value of Rs 1,000 as 
Rs 1,000 x 1.611 = Rs 1,611. However, without a calculator, 
calculations of compound value will become very difficult 
if the amount is invested for a very long period. A table of 
future values, such as Table 2.1, can be used. Table A, 
given at the end of this book, is a more comprehensive 
table of future values.

To compute the future value of a lump sum amount, 
we should simply multiply the amount by compound 
value factor (CVF) for the given interest rate, i and the 
time period, n from Table A. Equation (2) can be rewritten 
as follows:

F„=P xCVFn„. (3)

F is the future or compound value after n number of 
periods, and CVFn/ the compound value factor for »: 
periods at i rate of interest. As stated earlier, the compound 
value factor is always greater than 1.0 for positive interest 
rates, indicating that present value will always grow to a 
larger compound value.

ILLUSTRATION 2.2: Future Value of Bank Depos :
If you deposited Rs 55,650 in a bank, which was pay^ai i 
15 per cent rate of interest on a ten-year time deposit s: w 
much would the deposit grow at the end of ten years

We will first find out the compound value factor = ‘ . * 
per cent for 10 years. Referring to Table 2.1 (or Table A f 
the end of the book) and reading tenth row for 10-yaar 
period and 15 per cent column, we get CVF of Re 1 bs 
4.046. Multiplying 4.046 by Rs 55,650, wegetRs 225 -<
as the compound value.

We can use Equation (3) for calculating the w 
value:

FV = 55,650 xCVF10 012—»
= 55,650x4.046 = Rs 225,159.90

We could obtain the same answer by using a scientifi: 
calculator

F10 = 55,650 x 1.1510 = 55,650 x 4.046 = Rs 225,159.90

Future Value of an Annuity
Annuity is a fixed payment (or receipt) each year-fer a 
specffied numberoLyears-Lf you rent a flat and promise to 
make a series of payments over an agreed period, you 
have created an annuity. The equal-instalment loans from 
the house financing companies or employers are common 
examples of annuities. The compound value of an annuity 
cannot be computed directly from Equation (2). Let us 
illustrate the computation of the compound value of an 
annuity.

Suppose a constant sum of Re 1 is deposited in a 
savings account at the end of each year for four years at 6 
per cent interest. This implies that Re 1 deposited at the 
end of the first year will grow for 3 years, Re 1 at the end

Interest Rate

Table 2.1: Compound Value Factor of a Lump Sum of Re 1

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

1 1.010 1.020 1.030 1.040 1.050 1.100 1.150 1.200 1.250 1.300
2 1.020 1.040 1.061 1.082 1.103 1.210 1.323 1.440 1.563 1.690
3 1.030 1.061 1.093 1.125 1.158 1.331 1.521 1.728 1.953 2.197

.. 4 1.041 1.082 1.126 1.170 1.216 1.464 1.749 2.074 2.441 2.856
5 1.051 1.104 1.159 1.217 1.276 1.611 2.011 2.488 3.052 3.713
6 1.062 1.126 1.194 1.265 1.340 1.772 2.313 2.986 3.815 4.827

1.072 1.149 1.230 1.316 1.407 1.949 2.660 3.583 4.768 6.275
1.083 1.172 1.267 1.369 1.477 2.144 3.059 4.300 5.960 8.157
1.094 1.195 1.305 1.423 1.551 2.358 3.518 5.160 7.451 10.604
1.105 1.219 1.344 1.480 1.629 2.594 4.046 6.192 9.313 13.786
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Excel Application 2.1:
FUTURE VALUE OF A SINGLE CASH FLOW

We can use the Excel's built-in function, FV, to find out the future value of a single cash flow. FV function is 
given as follows:

FV (RATE, NPER, PMT, PV, TYPE)
RATE is the discount or the interest rate for a 
period. NPER is the number of periods. PV is 
the present value. PMT is the equal payment 
(annuity) each period and TYPE indicates the 
timing of cash flow, occurring either in the 
beginning or at the end of the period. PMT 
and TYPE parameters are used while dealing 
with annuities. In the calculation of the future 
value of a single cash flow, we will set them 
to 0.

In the worksheet below, we use the values 
of parameters as given in Illustration 2.2. You 
can find the future value in C5 by entering 
the formula: FV (C4, C3, 0, -C2, 0). We get
the same result as in Illustration 2.2. We enter negative sign for PV; that is -C2. If we do not do so, we shall 
obtain negative value for FV. You can also find the future value if you write the formula for Equation (2) as 
given in column CIO.

of second year for 2 years, Re 1 at the end of the third year 
for 1 year and Re 1 at the end of the fourth year will not 
yield any interest. Using the concept of the compound 
value of a lump sum, we can compute the value of annuity. 
The compound value of Re 1 deposited in the first year 
will be: 1 x 1.063 = Rs 1.191, that of Re 1 deposited in the 
second year will be: Re 1 x 1.062 = Rs 1.124 and Re 1 
deposited at the end of third year will grow to: Re 1 x 
1.061 = Rs 1.06 and Re 1 deposited at the end of fourth 
year will remain Re 1. The aggregate compound value of 
Re 1 deposited at the end of each year for four years would 
be: 1.191 + 1.124 + 1.060 + 1.00 = Rs 4.375. This is the 
compound value of an annuity of Re 1 for four years at 6 
per cent rate of interest. The graphic presentation of the 
compound value of an annuity of Re 1 is shown in Figure 
2.2. It can be seen that for a given interest rate, the 
compound value increases over a period.

factor for an annuity of Re 1, which we shall refer as CVFA. 
Consider an example.

Suppose Rs 100 are deposited at the end of each of 
the next three years at 10 per cent interest rate. With a 
scientific calculator, the compound value, using Equation 
(5) is calculated as follows:

F = 100 (1.10)3-l
0.10

= 100 x 3.31 = Rs 331

It would be quite difficult to solve Equation (5) 
manually if n is very large. Either using a scientific 
calculator or a table, (like Table 2.2), of pre-calculated 
compound values of an annuity of Re 1 can facilitate our 
calculations. Table B at the end of this book gives 
compound value factors for an annuity of Re 1 for a large 
combinations of time periods (n) and rates of interest (z).

The computations shown in Figure 2.2 can be 
expressed as follows:

F4 = A(1 + z)3 + A(1 + z)2 + A(1 + i)+ A
F4=A[(l + z)3 + (l + z)2 + (l + z)+l] (4)

End of Year

0 1 2 3 4

In Equation (4) A is the annuity. We can extend 
Equation (4) for n periods and rewrite it as follows:

Future sum

Figure 2.2: Graphic representation ofcompciv 
value of an annuity of Re 1

Deposit at the end of year—►

The term within brackets is the compound value

(5)
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Excel Application 2.2
FUTURE VALUE OF AN ANNUITY

The Excel FV function for an annuity is the 
same as for a single cash flow. Here we are 
given the value for PMT instead of PV. We 
will set a value with negative sign for PMT 
(annuity) and a zero value for PV. We use 
the values for the parameters as given in 
Illustration 2.3. In column C5 we write the 
formula: FV (C3, C4, -C2, 0, 0). FV of 
Rs 21,873 is the same as in Illustration 2.3.

Instead of the built-in Excel function, 
we can directly use Equation (5) to find the 
future value. We will get the same result. 
You can enter the formula in column CIO 
and verify the result.

=FV(C3,C4,-C2,0,0)

A B C D
FUTURE VALUE OF ANNUITY

1 Present value (PV) 0
2 Payment (PMT) 5,000
3 Interest Rate (RATE) 6%
4 Years (NPER) 4
5 Future value (FV) Excel function 21,873
6

=FV(RATE,NPER,PMT,PV, TYPE

Future value (FV)

7
8
9
10 Eq. (5) 21,873

_
=C2*((l+C3)AC4-i;/C3

Table B is constructed under the assumption that the funds 
are deposited at the end of a period. CVFA should be 
ascertained from the table to find out the future value of 
the annuity. We can also write Equation (5) as follows:

Future value = Annuity cash flow x Compound
value factor for annuity of Re 1

F„ = AxCVFA„,. (6)

CVFA/( i is the compound value factor of an annuity 
of Re 1 for n number of years at i rate of interest.

ILLUSTRATION 2.3: Future Value of an Annuity
Suppose a firm deposits Rs 5,000 at the end of each year 
for four years at 6 per cent rate of interest. How much would 
this annuity accumulate at the end of the fourth year? From 
Table B, we find that fourth year row and 6 per cent column 
give us a CVFA of 4.3746. If we multiply 4.375 by Rs 5,000, 
we obtain a compound value of Rs 21,875:

F4 = 5,OOO(CVFA4(iog) = 5,000 x 4.3746 = Rs 21,873

Sinking Fund

Suppose we want to accumulate Rs 21,875 at the end of 
four years from now. How much should we deposit each 
year at an interest rate of 6 per cent so that it grows to 
Rs 21,875 at the end of fourth year? We know from 
Illustration 2.3 that the answer is Rs 5,000 each year. The 
problem posed is the reversal of the situation in Illustration 
2.3; we are given the future amount and we have to 
calculate the annual payments. Sinking fund is a fund, 
which is created out of fixed payments each period to 
accumulate to a future sum after a specified period. For 
example, companies generally create sinking funds to 
retire bonds (debentures) on maturity.

The factor used to calculate the annuity for a given 
future sum is called the sinking fund factor (SFF). SFF 
ranges between zero and 1.0. It is equal to the reciprocal 
of the compound value factor for an annuity. In Illustration 
2.3, the reciprocal of CVFA of 4.3746 is: 1 /4.3746 = 0.2286.

Interest Rate

Table 2.2: Compound Value Factor of an Annuity (CVFA) of Re 1

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 2.010 2.020 2.030 2.040 2.050 2.100 2.150 2.200 2.250 2.300
3 3.030 3.060 3.091 3.122 3.153 3.310 3.473 3.640 3.813 3.990
4 4.060 4.122 4.184 4.246 4.310 4.641 4.993 5.368 5.766 6.187
5 5.101 5.204 5.309 5.416 5.526 6.105 6.742 7.442 8.207 9.043
6 6.152 6.308 6.468 6.633 6.802 7.716 8.754 9.930 11.259 12.756

L 7 7.214 7.434 7.662 7.898 8.142 9.487 11.067 12.916 15.073 17.583
8.286 8.583 8.892 9.214 9.549 11.436 13.727 16.499 19.842 23.858
9.369 9.755 10.159 10.583 11.027 13.579 16.786 20.799 25.802 32.015
10.462 10.950 11.464 12.006 12.578 15.937 20.304 25.959 33.253 42.619
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Excel Application 2.3
ANNUITY OF A FUTURE VALUE (SINKING FUND)

The Excel function for finding an annuity for a 
given future amount is as follows:

PMT (RATE, NPER, PV, FV, TYPE)
We use the values for the parameters as 

given in Illustration 2.3. In column C5 we write 
the formula: FV (C5, C4, -C2, -C3,0). Note that 
we input both FV and PV and enter negative 
sign for PMT. The value of PMT is Rs 5,000.

Instead of the built-in Excel function, we can 
enter formula or Equation (7) and find the value 
of the sinking fund (annuity). We will get the 
same result. You can enter the formula in 
column Cll and verify the result.

1
A B___________C

SINKING FUND
D E

Annuity (PMT)

2 Present value (PV)
3 Future value (FV)
4 Years (NPER)
5 Interest Rate (RATE)
6 Annuity (PMT) Excel function
7
8
9

10

z
=PMT(RATE,NPER,PV,FV, TYPE)

11

A = FVx | -

0
21,873

4
6%

5.000

__________________

=PMT(C5,C4,C2,-C3,0)

5,000
________

=C3*(C5/((1+C5PC4-1))

When we multiply the future sum of Rs 21,875 by SFF of
0.2286, we obtain an annuity of Rs 5,000. The problem 
can be written as follows:

F„ = AxCVFA„,

1
CVFA,,.

A = F x SFF,,,.

The formula for sinking fund can be written as follows 
as well:

Sinking fund (annuity)

Future value
Compound value factor of an annuity of Re 1

A=F„
i

(1+ 0"-l (7)

Applying Equation (7) to the above example, we 
obtain

A = 21,875 x------- = 21,875 x 0.2286 = Rs 5,000
4.375

The sinking fund factor is useful in determining the 
annual amount to be put in a fund to repay bonds or 
debentures at the end of a specified period.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What do you understand by compounding?
2. How do you compute future value of a lump sum 

amount and an annuity?
3. What is a sinking fund? How is it calculated?

PRESENTVALUE

We have so far shown how compounding technique can 
be used for adjusting for the time value of money. It 
increases an investor's analytical power to compare cash 
flows that are separated by more than one period, given 
the interest rate per period. With the compounding 
technique, the amount of present cash can be converted 
into an amount of cash of equivalent value in future. 
However, it is a common practice to translate future cash 
flows into their present values. Present value of a future 
cash flow (inflow or outflow) is the amount of current cash 
that is of equivalent value to the decision maker. 
Discounting is the process of determining present values 
of a series of future cash flows. The compound interest rate 
used for discounting cash flows is also called the discount 
rate.

Present Value of a Single Cash Flow
We have shown earlier that an investor with an interest 
rate i, of say, 10 per cent per year, would remain indifferent 
between Re 1 now and Re 1 x 1.101 = Rs 1.10 one year 
from now, or Re 1 x 1.102 = Rs 1.21 after two years, or 
Re 1 x 1.103 = Rs 1.33 after 3 years. We can say that, given 
10 per cent interest rate, the present value of Rs 1.10 after 
one year is: 1.10/1.101 = Re 1; of Rs 1.21 after two years is 
1.21/1.102 = Re 1; of Rs 1.331 after three years is: 1.331 
1.103 = Re 1. We can now ask a related question: He •• 
much would the investor give up now to get an arr.c — 
of Re 1 at the end of one year? Assuming a 10 per cer.: 
interest rate, we know that an amount sacrificed ~e 
beginning of year will grow to 110 per cent or 1.1 ' aher a 
year. Thus the amount to be sacrificed todav : __ d be
1/1.10 = Rs 0.909. In other words, at a 10 per cerr rate 
Re 1 to be received after a year is 110 per cem .: Re 909
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sacrificed now. Stated differently, Re 0.909 deposited now 
at 10 per cent rate of interest will grow to Re 1 after one 
year. If Re 1 is received after two years, then the amount 
needed to be sacrificed today would be: 1 /1.102 = Rs 0.826.

How can we express the present value calculations 
formally? Let i represent the interest rate per period, n the 
number of periods, F the future value (or cash flow) and 
P the present value (cash flow). We know the future value 
after one year, Ft (viz., present value (principal) plus 
interest), will be

Fj = P(1 + z)

The present value, P, will be

The future value after two years is

F2 = P(1 + O2

The present value, P, will be

The present values can be worked out for any 
combination number of years and interest rate. The 
following general formula can be employed to calculate 
the present value of a lump sum to be received after some 
future periods:

=F„[(i+o-"]

i
(1+0"

(8)

The term in parentheses is the discount factor or 
present value factor (PVF), and it is always less than 1.0 
for positive i, indicating that a future amount has a smaller 
present value. We can rewrite Equation (8) as follows:

Present value = Future value x

Present value factor of Re 1

PV = F„ x PVF,,, (9)

PVFm ; is the present value factor for n periods at i 
rate of interest.

When we want to calculate the present value factor, 
we can use a scientific calculator. Alternatively, we can 
use a table of pre-calculated present value factors like 
Table 2.3. You can refer to Table C at the end of this book, 
which gives the pre-calculated present values of Re 1 after 
n number of years at i rates of interest. To find out the 
present value of a future amount, we have simply to find 
out the present value factor (PVF) for given n and i from 
Table C and multiply by the future amount.

ILLUSTRATION 2.4: Present Value of a Lump Sum
Suppose an investor wants to find out the present value of 
Rs 50,000 to be received after 15 years. The interest rate is 
9 per cent. First, we will find out the present value factor 
from Table C. When we read row 15 and 9 per cent column, 
we get 0.275 as the present value factor. Multiplying 0.275 
by Rs 50,000, we obtain Rs 13,750 as the present value:

PV = 50,000 x PVF15009 = 50,000 x 0.275 = Rs 13,750

What would be the present value if Rs 50,000 were 
received after 20 years? The present value factor (PVF) for

Figure 2.3: Present value of Re 1 in future

Table 2.3: Present Value Factor of a Lump Sum of Re 1

Interest Rate

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%
1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.909 ■ o'. 8 70 0.833 0.800 0.769
2 0.980 0.961 0.943 0.925 0.907 0.826 0.756 0.694 0.640 0.592
3 0.971 0.942 0.915 0.889 0.864 0.751 0.658 0.579 0.512 0.455
4 0.961 0.924 0.888 0.855 0.823 0.683 0.572 0.482 0.410 0.350
5 0.951 0.906 0.863 0.822 0.784 0.621 0.497 0.402 0.328 0.269
6 0.942 0.888 0.837 0.790 0.746 0.564 0.432 0.335 0.262 0.207
7 0.933 0.871 0.813 0.760 0.711 0.513 0.376 0.279 0.210 0.159

0.923 0.853 0.789 0.731 0.677 0.467 0.327 0.233 0.168 0.123
0.914 0.837 0.766 0.703 0.645 0.424 0.284 0.194 0.134 0.094
0.905 0.820 0.744 0.676 0.614 0.386 0.247 0.162 0.107 0.073
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Excel Application 2.4
PRESENT VALUE OF A SINGLE CASH FLOW

We can find the present value of a single cash flow 
in Excel by using the built-in PV function:

PV (RATE, NPER, PMT, EV, TYPE)
The function is similar to FV function except the 

change in places for PV and FV.
We use the values of parameters as given in 

Illustration 2.4. We enter in column C5 the formula: 
PV (C4, C3, 0,-C2, 0). We get the same result as in 
Illustration 2.4. We enter negative sign for FV; that 
is -C2. This is done to avoid getting the negative 
value for PV.

You can also find the present value by directly 
using Equation (8). You write the formula for 
Equation (8) as given in column CIO and obtain 
exactly the same results.

20 years at 9 per cent rate of interest is 0.178. Thus the 
present value of Rs 50,000 is 50,000 x 0.178 = Rs 8,900.

The present values decline for given interest rate as 
the time period increases. Similarly, given the time period, 
present values would decline as the interest rate increases. 
In Figure 2.3 we show the present value of Re 1 (Y-axis) for 
different rates over a period of time. It can be seen from 
the figure that the present value declines as interest rates 
increase and the time lengthens.

Present Value of an Annuity
An investor may have an investment opportunity of 
receiving an annuity—a constant periodic amount—for a 
certain specified number of years. The present value of 
an annuity cannot be found out by using Equation (8). 
We will have to find out the present value of the annual 
amount every year and will have to aggregate all the 
present values to get the total present value of the annuity. 
For example, an investor, who has a required interest rate 
as 10 per cent per year, may have an opportunity to receive 
an annuity of Re 1 for four years. The present value of 
Re 1 received after one year is, P = 1/(1.10) = Re 0.909, 
after two years, P = 1/(1.10)2= Re 0.826, after three years, 
P = l/(1.10)3 = Re 0.751 and after four years, P = l/(1.10)4 
= Re 0.683. Thus the total present value of an annuity of 
Re 1 for four years is Rs 3.169 as shown below:

1 | 1 | 1 1 '
(1.10) + (1.10)2 +(1.10)3 + (1.10)4

= 0.909 + 0.826 + 0.751 + 0.683 = Rs 3.169

If Re 1 were received as a lump sum at the end of the 
fourth year, the present value would be only Re 0.683. 
Notice that the present value factors of Re 1 after one, two, 
three and four years can be separately ascertained from 
Table C, given at the end of this book, and when they are 

aggregated, we obtain the present value of the annuity of 
Re 1 for four years. The present value of an annuity of 
Re 1 for four years at 10 per cent interest rate is shown in 
Figure 2.4. It can be noticed that the present value declines 
over period for a given discount rate.

The computation of the present value of an annuity 
can be written in the following general form:

n A A A AP —--------- 1----------- r -I----------- -  + ... + —-------
(l+o (1+1) (1+0 (1+0"

J 1 1 1 1 ■
— A--------- 1----------- y H----------- y + ... H-------------

(1+0 (1+0 (1 + 0 (1 + 0".

X is a constant cash flow each year. The above 
equation can be solved and expressed in the following 
alternate ways:

1---- 1—
P = A (1 + 0" = A (l + z)"-l

L i J [ 1(1+0" J

1
1

P = A 1
1(1+0" (10)

The term within parentheses of Equation (10) is the 
present value factor of an annuity of Re 1, which we 
would call PVFA, and it is a sum of single-paymer-- 
present value factors.

To illustrate, let us suppose that a person receives 
annuity of Rs 5,000 for four years. If the rate of interes: _s 
10 per cent, the present value of Rs 5,000 annuitv is:

P = 5,000
1

0.10
1

0.10(1.10)4
= 5,000 X (10 - 6.830) = 5,000 x 3.170 = Rs 5 >5
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It can be realised that the present value calculations 
of an annuity for a long period would be extremely 
cumbersome without a scientific calculator. We can use a 
table of the pre-calculated present values of an annuity of 
Re 1 as shown in Table 2.4. Table D at the end of this book 
gives present values of an annuity of Re 1 for numerous 
combinations of time periods and rates of interest. To 
compute the present value of an annuity, we should 
simply find out the appropriate factor from Table D and 
multiply it by the annuity value. In our example, the value 
3.170, solved by using Equation (10), could be ascertained 
directly from Table D. Reading fourth year row and 10 
per cent column, the value is 3.170. Equation (10) can also 
be written as follows: 

annual income. Capital recovery is the annuity of an 
investment made today, for a specified period of time, at 
a given rate of interest.

The reciprocal of the present value annuity factor is 
called the capital recovery factor (CRF). From Equation (11) 
we know:

P = A x PVFA,,,-

A = P
1

PVFA„,

The term within brackets may be referred to as the 
capital recovery factor (CRF). Thus,

End of Year

0 1 2 3 4

Re 1 Re 1 Re 1 Re 1 Receipt at the end of year
Re 0.909 <----- 1
Re 0.826 <---------------’
Re 0.751 <-----------------------
Re 0.683 <-------------------------------

Rs 3.169 Present Value

Sinking fund = Present value x
Capital recovery (annuity) recovery 
factor of Re 1
A = P x CRF„, (12)

From Equations (10) and (12) we get

A = PxCRF„, = Px

Figure 2.4: Graphic representation of present value of 
an annuity of Re 1 at 10%

Present value = Annuity x Present value of an
annuity factor of Re 1 

P = AxPVFA„f (11)

PVFAn is present value factor of an annuity of Re 1 
for n periods at i rate of interest. Applying the formula 
and using Table D, we get:

i t(l + z)"

where the term in parenthesis is CRFn t or 1 /PVFAn ■
Suppose you plan to invest Rs 10,000 today for a 

period of four years. If your interest rate is 10 per cent, 
how much income per year should you receive to recover 
your investment? Using Equation (13), the problem can 
be solved as follows:

PV = 5,000 (PVFA4 o 10) = 5,000 x 3.170 = 15,850

Capital Recovery and Loan Amortization
If we make an investment today for a given period of time 
at a specified rate of interest, we may like to know the

A = 10,000

= 10,000

0.10

1
1

O.lOx(l.lO)4
1

.3.170.
= 10,000 x 0.3155 = Rs 3,155

Interest Rate

Table 2.4: Present Value Factor of an Annuity of Re 1

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.909 0.870 0.833 0.800 0.769
2 1.970 1.942 1.913 1.886 1.859 1.736 1.626 1.528 1.440 1.361
3 2.941 2.884 2.829 2.775 2.723 2.487 2.283 2.106 1.952 1.816
4 3.902 3.808 3.717 3.630 3.546 3.170 2.855 2.589 2.362 2.166
5 4.853 4.713 4.580 4.452 4.329 3.791 3.352 2.991 2.689 2.436
6 5.795 5.601 5.417 5.242 5.076 4.355 3.784 3.326 2.951 2.643
7 6.728 6.742 6.230 6.002 5.786 4.868 4.160 3.605 3.161 2.802

L 8 7.652 7.325 7.020 6.733 6.463 5.335 4.487 3.837 3.329 2.925
8.566 8.162 7.786 7.435 7.108 5.759 4.772 4.031 3.463 3.019
9.471 8.983 8.530 8.111 7.722 6.145 5.019 4.192 3.571 3.092
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Excel Application 2.5
PRESENT VALUE OF AN ANNUITY ......................................

The Excel PV function for an annuity is the same 
as for a single cash flow. Here we are given value 
for PMT instead of FV. We will set a value with 
negative sign for PMT (annuity) and a zero value 
for FV. We use the values for the parameters as 
given in the preceding example. In column C5 we 
write the formula: PV (C3, C4, -C2,0,0). PV of Rs 
21,873 is the same as in the preceding example.

Instead of the built-in Excel function, we can 
directly use Equation (11) to find the present 
value. We can enter formula for Equation (11) and 
find the present value. We will get the same result. 
You can enter the formula in column CIO and 
verify the result.

It would be thus clear, that the term 0.3155 is the 
capital recovery factor and it is reciprocal of the present 
value factor of an annuity of Re 1. The annuity is found 
out by multiplying the amount of investment by CRF.

Capital recovery factor helps in the preparation of a 
loan amortization schedule or loan repayment schedule. 
Consider Illustration 2.5.

ILLUSTRATION 2.5: Loan Amortization
Suppose you have borrowed a 3-year loan of Rs 10,000 at 
9 per cent from your employer to buy a motorcycle. If your 
employer requires three equal end-of-year repayments, then 
the annual instalment will be

10.000 = A x PVFA3009
10,000 = A x 2.531

A =
10,000
2.531

= Rs 3,951

and principal repayment can be made for the second and 
third years. At the end of the third year, the loan is 
completely paid-off.

Present Value of Perpetuity
Perpetuity is an annuity that occurs indefinitely. 
Perpetuities are not very common in financial decision
making. But one can find a few examples. For instance, in 
the case of irredeemable preference shares (i.e., 
preference shares without a maturity), the company is 
expected to pay preference dividend perpetually. By 
definition, in a perpetuity, time period, n, is so large 
(mathematically n approaches infinity, «>) that the 
expression (1 + i)n in Equation (10) tends to become zero, 
and the formula for a perpetuity simply becomes

, r . Perpetuity
Present value of a perpetuity =------i------- —

' Interest rate
By paying Rs 3,951 each year for three years, you shall 

completely pay-off your loan with 9 per cent interest. This 
can be observed from the loan-amortization schedule given 
in Table 2.5.

1
(14)

Table 2.5: Loan Amortization Schedule

End 
of Year

Payment Interest Principal
Repayment

Outstanding
Balance

0 10,000
1 3,951 900 3,051 6,949
2 3,951 625 3,326 3,623
3 3,951 326 3,625* 0

* Rounding off error.

To take an example, let us assume that an investor 
expects a perpetual sum of Rs 500 annually from his 
investment. What is the present value of this perpetuity if 
interest rate is 10 per cent? Applying Equation (14), we 
get:

P 500
OTO

= Rs 5,000

You pay Rs 3,951 at the end of each year. At the end of 
the first year, Rs 900 of this amount is interest (Rs 10,000 x 
0.09), and the remaining amount (Rs 3,051) is applied 
towards the repayment of principal. The balance of loan 
at the beginning of the second year is Rs 6,949 (Rs 10,000 
- Rs 3,051). As for the first year, calculations for interest

Present Value of an Uneven Cash Flow
Investments made by a firm do not frequently yield 
constant periodic cash flows (annuity). In most instances 
the firm receives a stream of uneven cash flows. Thus the 
present value factors for an annuity, as given in Table D, 
cannot be used. The procedure is to calculate the present
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Excel Application 2.6 
CAPITAL RECOVERY□

The Excel function for finding an annuity (capital 
recovery) for a given present value is the same as 
for finding the sinking fund. PV replaces FV in 
the formula.

We use the values for the parameters as given 
in the example above. In column C5 we write the 
formula: FV (C5, C4, -C2, C3, 0). Note that we 
input both FV and PV and enter negative sign 
for PMT. The value of PMT is Rs 3,155.

Instead of the built-in Excel function, we can 
enter formula or Equation (13) and find the value 
of the capital recovery (annuity). We will get the 
same result. You can enter the formula for 
Equation (13) in column Cll and verify the result.

value of each cash flow (using Table C) and aggregate all 
present values. Consider the following illustration.

ILLUSTRATION 2.6: Present Value of Uneven Cash Flows
Consider that an investor has an opportunity of receiving 
Rs 1,000, Rs 1,500, Rs 800, Rs 1,100 and Rs 400 respectively 
at the end of one through five years. Find out the present 
value of this stream of uneven cash flows, if the investor’s 
required interest rate is 8 per cent.

The present value is calculated as follows:

400„ , 1000 1,500 800 1,100Present value = -------- + -------— + -------— + -------— + r
(1.08) (1.08)2 (1.08)3 (1.08)4 (1.08)

The complication of solving this equation can be 
resolved by using Table B at the end of the book. We can 
find out the appropriate present value factors (PVFs) either 
from Table B (at the end of the book) or by using a calculator 
and multiply them by the respective amount. The present 
value calculation is shown below:

Present Value of Growing Annuity
In financial decision-making there are number of 
situations where cash flows may grow at a constant rate. 
For example, in the case of companies, dividends are 
expected to grow at a constant rate. Assume that to finance 
your post-graduate studies in an evening college, you 
undertake a part-time job for 5 years. Your employer fixes 
an annual salary of Rs 1,000 with the provision that you 
will get annual increment at the rate of 10 per cent. It 
means that you shall get the following amounts from year 
1 through year 5.

End of Year Amount of Salary (Rs)

1 1,000 = 1,000 x 1.10° 1,000
2 1,000 x 1.10 = 1,000 x 1.101 1,100
3 1,100 x 1.10 = 1,000 x 1.102 1,210
4 1,210 x 1.10 = 1,000 x 1.103 1,331
5 1,331 x 1.10 = 1,000 x 1.104 1,464

PV = 1,000 x PVF, 08 +1,500 x PVF2 08 + 800 x PVF3 08
+1,100 x PVF4 08 + 400 x PVF5 08

= 1.000 x .926 + 1,500 x .857 + 800 x.794
+ 1,100 x .735 + 400 x .681 = Rs 3,927.60

If your required rate of return is 12 per cent, you can 
use the following formula to calculate the present value 
of your salary:

The following equation can be used to calculate the 
present value of uneven cash flows:

n d. A2 A3 A„
(1 + i) (l + o (1 + i) d + 0"

P = (15)

In Equation 115) f indicates number of years, 
extending from one vear to n years. In operational terms, 
Equation (15) can be written as follows:

P = 4 x PVF1; + A2 x PVF2, + A} x PVF3; +... + An X PVF,, ,.

1,000(1.10)° | l,000(1.10)1 ! l,000(1.10)2
(1.12)1 + (1.12)2 + (1.12)3

1,000(1.10)3 1,000(1.10)4
+ (1.12)4 + (1.12)5

= 1,000 x —+1,100 x —i— +1,210 x ——-
(1.12) (1.12)2 (1.12)3

+1,331 x —+1,464 x —---
(1.12) (1.12)5

The calculation of present value is shown in 
Table 2.6.
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PRESENT VALUE OF AN UNEVEN CASH FLOW ..

We can set the Excel worksheet to find the present value of an uneven series of cash flows. In the worksheet 
below, the values for cash flows are entered in column C3 to column C7. Years are entered in column B3 to 
column B7 and interest rate (10%) in column A3. In column D3 to D7 we have entered formula for the 
present value factor (PVF) for a single cash flow.
For example, you can enter in column D3 the 
formula: [(1 /(1+$A$3) AB3...Bn] for all columns and 
copy it to other columns, while changing B3 to B4 ... 
B7 respectively. Since the interest rate will be same 
for all years, we have set it constant by entering 
$A$3. When you multiply the values in column C 
by the values in column D, you obtain the present 
value of each cash flow in column E. The total 
present value is the sum of all individual present 
values. You can get the total present value in column 
E8 by entering the formula: = SUM (E3:E7).

You can also use the built-in Excel function NPV 
to calculate the present value of uneven cash flows: 

NPV(RATE, VAL UE1, VAL UE2,...)
We enter in column E9 the formula: NPV (A3, C3:C7). We get the same result as above. Note that there is no 
cash flow in year 0.

Table 2.6: Present Value of a Growing Annuity

Year End Amount of
Salary (Rs)

PVF @12% PV of Salary 
(Rs)

1 1,000 0.893 893
2 1,100 0.797 877
3 1,210 0.712 862
4 1,331 0.636 847
5 1,464 0.567 830

6,105 4,309

We can write the formula for calculating the present 
value of a growing annuity as follows:

p A | Afl + g)1 | A(l + g)2 | | Afl + g)’-1
(l+o (l+o2 (l+o3 "■ (1+0"

Let us apply Equation (17) to the above example (you 
can use a scientific calculator with y* function):

1,000
0.12-0.10

= 50,000 x (1 - 0.9138) = Rs 4,309

There is an alternative method of calculating the 
present value of growing annuities. Let us define:

l + g_ 1 .
1 + z 1 + i *

Solving the above equation, we obtain:

1+g

When we multiply both sides of Equation (16) by 
(1 + g), substitute 1/(1 + i*) for (1 + g)/(1 + z) and define 
z* = 0 ' g) / (1 + g\ we obtain the following equation:

In Equation (16), g is the constant rate of growth of 
cash flows, and cash flow in year 1 is A, in year two cash 
flow is A2 = A(1 + g)1, in year 3 cash flow is A3 = A(1 + g)2 
and in year n cash flow is An = A(1 + g)”_1. We can simplify 
Equation (16) to calculate the present value of a constantly 
growing annuity as given below:

J_____1 p + ^

(17)

1
z*(l + z*)" (18)

ILLUSTRATION 2.7: Value of a Growing Annuity
A company paid a dividend of Rs 60 last year. The div: den c 
stream commencing from year one is expected to gr: =:
10 per cent per annum for 15 years and then enc 1: 
discount rate is 21 per cent, what is the present v slu6 of 
the expected series?

There is a long way to solve this problem You may 
first calculate the series of dividends over 15 vears. Note
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Excel Application 2.8
CONSTANTLY GROWING ANNUITY ............... ......—

In Illustration 2.7 the dividend is Rs 60 in the previous 
year. It will start growing from year 1 at 10 per cent 
per annum for 15 years. The discount rate is 21 per 
cent. We need to first compute the stream of dividends 
from 15 years and then calculate its present value at 
21 per cent. We can set up a worksheet for the purpose 
of making the calculations. Dividend in year 1 is

D^D^l + g)'

We can enter in column B5 the formula: 
[B$3*(1+B$2)AA5...A19] for all consecutive values for 
calculating dividend in year and copy it up to column 
B19. Columns B5-B19 show the dividend stream. We 
can next use the Excel built-in NPV formula and 
calculate the present value of the dividend stream.

NPV(RATE, VALUE1, VALUE2,...)
The present value of dividends is Rs 456.36.

We can use a short-cut method, Equation (17), for 
calculating the present value of the dividend stream 
as shown in the worksheet below. We enter a formula 
for Equation (17) in column C4:

= B3/(B1-B2)*(1-((1+B2)/(1+B1))A15)

The calculated present value, Rs 456.36, is the same.

BA________ B________C________D________E
CONSTANTLY GROWING ANNUITY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

21%
10%

60.00 456.36
Dividend ------------------------------

66.00 -> =B$3‘(1+B$2)AA5
72.60 ------------ ------- ----------
79.86
87.85
96.63

106.29
116.92
128.62
141.48
155.62
171.19
188.31
207.14
227.85

Interest rate 
Growth rate 
Dividend

that the first annuity (dividend) in year 1 will be: 60 x 1.10 
= Rs 66. Similarly, dividends for other years can be 
calculated. Once the dividends have been worked out, you 
can find their present value using the 21 per cent discount 
rate. This procedure is shown under Excel Application 2.8.

There is a short cut to solve the problem. You can use 
Equation (17) to find the present value of the series of 
dividend as follows:

Present Value of Growing Perpetuities
Constantly growing perpetuities are annuities growing 
indefinitely. How can we value a constantly growing 
perpetuity? Suppose dividends of Rs 66 after year one in 
Illustration 2.7 are expected to grow at 10 per cent 
indefinitely. The discount rate is 21 per cent. Hence, the 
present value of dividends will be as follows:

66 66(1.10) 66(1.10)2 66(1.IO)""1
1.21+ (1.21)2 + (1.21)3 +"+ (1.21)" +

66 i f 1.101
0.21-0.10 11.21/

= 600 X (1- 0.90915) = 600 x 0.7606 = Rs 456.36

Yet another alternative is to use Equation (18) as shown 
below.

In mathematical term, we may say that in Equation 
(17) n - the symbol for the number of years - is not finite 
and that it extends to infinity (°=). Then the calculation of 
the present value of a constantly growing perpetuity is 
given by a simple formula as follows:

1 + g 1.10

1
O.lO(l.lO)15

= 60X7.606 = Rs 456.36
~he problem in Illustration 2.7 is quite involved. You 
-==lv solve it with a scientific calculator. Alternatively, 
■E.- use Excel spreadsheet to solve it (as shown above).

Thus, in Illustration 2.7 if the dividend of Rs 66 in 
year 1 were expected to grow perpetually, the present 
value would be:

66
0.21-0.10

Rs 66
0.11

= Rs 600
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
(21)

1. What do you understand by net present value?
2. How do you compute future value of a lump sum 

amount and an annuity?
3. What is a perpetuity? What is its present value?
4. What is meant by capital recovery? How is it 

calculated?

VALUE OF AN ANNUITY DUE

The concepts of compound value and present value of an 
annuity discussed earlier are based on the assumption that 
series of cash flows occur at the end of the period. In practice, 
cash flows could take place at the beginning of the period. 
When you buy a fridge on an instalment basis, the dealer 
requires you to make the first payment immediately (viz. 
in the beginning of the first period) and subsequent 
instalments in the beginning of each period. It is common 
in lease or hire purchase contracts that lease or hire 
purchase payments are required to be made in the 
beginning of each period. Lease is a contract to pay lease 
rentals (payments) for the use of an asset. Hire purchase 
contract involves regular payments (instalments) for 
acquiring (owning) an asset. Annuity due is a series of 
fixed receipts or payments starting at the beginning of each 
period for a specified number of periods.

Future Value of an Annuity Due
How can we compute the compound value of an annuity 
due? Suppose you deposit Re 1 in a savings account at 
the beginning of each year for 4 years to earn 6 per cent 
interest? How much will be the compound value at the 
end of 4 years? You may recall that when deposit of Re 1 
made at the end of each year, the compound value at the 
end of 4 years is Rs 4.375 (see Figure 2.2). However, Re 1 
deposited in the beginning of each of year 1 through year 
4 will earn interest respectively for 4 years, 3 years, 2 years 
and 1 year:

F = 1x1.064 + 1x1.063+1x1.062 + 1x1.061
= 1.262 +1.191 +1.124 +1.06 = Rs 4.637

You can see that the compound value of an annuity 
due is more than of an annuity because it earns extra 
interest for one year. If you multiply the compound value 
of an annuity by (1+ i), you would get the compound 
value of an annuity due. The formula for the compound 
value of an annuity due is as follows:

Future value of an annuity due
= Future value of an annuity x (1 + i)

= Ax CVFAnx (1 + i) (20)

Thus the compound value of Re 1 deposited at the 
beginning of each year for 4 years is

1 x 4.375 x 1.06 = Rs 4.637

The compound value annuity factors in Table B (at 
the end of the book) should be multiplied by 
(1 + z) to obtain relevant factors for an annuity due.

Present Value of an Annuity Due
Let us consider a 4-year annuity of Re 1 each year, the 
interest rate being 10 per cent. What is the present value 
of this annuity if each payment is made at the beginning of 
the year? You may recall that when payments of Re 1 are 
made at the end of each year, then the present value of the 
annuity is Rs 3.169 (see Figure 2.4). Note that if the first 
payment is made immediately, then its present value would 
be the same (i.e., Re 1) and each year's cash payment will 
be discounted by one year less. This implies that the 
present value of an annuity due would be higher than 
the present value of an annuity. Thus, the present value 
of the series of Re 1 payments starting at the beginning of 
a period is

1 1
+ (1.10)1 +(1.10)2

= 1 + 0.909 + 0.826 + 0.751 = Rs 3.487

The formula for the present value of an annuity due 
is

Present value of an annuity due =
Present value of an annuity x (1 + z)

1__
z(l + /)" (1 + 01

i
P = A

= AxPVFA,, ,x(l+z) (22)

You can see that the present value of an annuity due 
is more than of an annuity by the factor of (1 + z). If you 
multiply the present value of an annuity by (1 + z), you 
would get the present value of an annuity due.

Applying Equation (22), the present value of 
Re 1 paid at the beginning of each year for 4 years is

1 x 3.170 x 1.10 = Rs 3.487

The present value annuity factors in Table D (at the 
end of the book) should be multiplied by (1 + i) to obtai- 
relevant factors for an annuity due.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define an annuity due. Give some examples
2. How are future value and present value of ar. annuity 

due calculated?
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MULTI-PERIOD COMPOUNDING

We have assumed in the discussion so far that cash flows 
occurred once a year. In practice, cash flows could occur 
more than once a year. For example, banks may pay 
interest on savings account quarterly. On bonds or 
debentures and public deposits, companies may pay 
interest semi-annually. Similarly, financial institutions 
may require corporate borrowers to pay interest quarterly 
or half-yearly.

The interest rate is usually specified on an annual 
basis, in a loan agreement or security (such as bonds), and 
is known as the nominal interest rate. If compounding is 
done more than once a year, the actual annualized rate of 
interest would be higher than the nominal interest rate 
and it is called the effective interest rate. Consider an 
example.

Suppose you invest Rs 100 now in a bank, interest 
rate being 10 per cent a year, and that the bank will 
compound interest semi-annually (i.e., twice a year). How 
much amount will you get after a year? The bank will 
calculate interest on your deposit of Rs 100 for first six 
months at 10 per cent and add this interest to your 
principal. On this total amount accumulated at the end of 
first six months, you will again receive interest for next 
six months at 10 per cent. Thus, the amount of interest for 
first six months will be:

Notice that annual interest rate, i, has been divided 
by 2 to find our semi-annual interest rate since we want 
to compound interest twice, and since there are two 
compounding periods in one year, the term (1 + i/ 2) has 
been squared. If the compounding is done quarterly, the 
annual interest rate, i, will be divided by four and there 
will be four compounding periods in one year. This logic 
can be extended further as shown in Illustration 2.8.

ILLUSTRATION 2.8: Effective Rate of Interest
You can get an annual rate of interest of 13 per cent on a 
public deposit with a company. What is the effective rate 
of interest if the compounding is done (a) half-yearly, (b) 
quarterly, (c) monthly, (d) weekly? The calculations are 
shown in Table 2.7.

The general formula for calculating EIR can be written 
in the following general form:

EIR =
11X Hl

m (23)

In Equation (23) i is the annual nominal rate of interest, 
n the number of years and m the number of compounding 
per year. In annual compounding, m = 1, in monthly 
compounding m = 12 and in weekly compounding 
m = 52.

Interest = Rs 100 x 10% x % = Rs 5

and the outstanding amount at the beginning of the second 
six-month period will be: Rs 100 + Rs 5 = Rs 105. Now 
you will earn interest on Rs 105. The interest on Rs 105 for 
next six months will be:

The concept developed in Eq. 23,can be used to 
accomplish the multi-period compounding or 
discounting for any number of years. For example, if a 
company pays 15 per cent interest, compounded quarterly, 
on a 3-year public deposit of Rs 1,000, then the total 
amount compounded after 3 years will be:

F3 = 1,000 x

Interest = Rs 105 x 10% x Vi = Rs 5.25

Thus you will accumulate Rs 100 + Rs 5 + Rs 5.25 = 
Rs 110.25 at the end of a year. If the interest were 
compounded annually, you would have received: Rs 100 
+ 10% x Rs 100 = Rs 110. You received more under semi
annual compounding because you earned interest on 
interest earned during the first six months. You will get 
still higher amount if the compounding is done quarterly 
or monthly.

What effective annual interest rate did you earn on 
your deposit of Rs 100? On an annual basis, you earned 
Rs 10.25 on your deposit of Rs 100; so the effective interest 
rate (EIR) is:

EIR = 5 + 5-25 =10.25%
100

This implies that Rs 100 compounded annually at 
10.25 per cent, or Rs 100 compounded semi-annually at 
10 per cent will accumulate to the same amount.

EIR in the above example can also be found out using 
2uation( 23):

= 1,000 x (1.0375)12 = 1,000 x 1.555 = Rs 1,555

We can thus use the Equation (23) for computing the 
compounded value of a sum in case of the multiperiod 
compounding:

in

77 X 771

(24)

Fn is the future value, P the cash flow today, i the 
annual rate of interest, n is the number of years and m is 
the number of compounding per year. The compound 
value of an annuity in case of the multi-period 
compounding is given as follows:

(l + f/rn)nxm-l
i / m

(25)

EIR =

= 1.1025 -1 = 0.1025 or 10.25%

The logic developed above can be extended to 
compute the present value of a sum or an annuity in case 
of the multi-period compounding. The discount rate will 
be i/m and the time horizon will be equal ton xm.

ILLUSTRATION 2.9; Multiperiod Compounding
Let us find out the compound value of Rs 1,000, interest 
rate being 12 per cent per annum if compounded annually,
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semi-annually, quarterly and monthly for 2 years.

(f) Annual compounding

F2 = 1,000 X (1.12)2 = 1,000 X 1.254 = Rs 1,254

(h) Half-yearly compounding

f 0 12V*2F2 = l,000 x|j + -t—| =1,000 x (1.06)4

= 1,000 x1.262 = Rs 1,262

(Hi} Quarterly compounding

7" 0 12VX4
F2 = 1,000 x^1 + -^—J = 1,000 x(1.03)8

= 1,000x1.267 = Rs 1,267

(iv) Monthly compounding

f 0 12V*12
F, =1,000 x |j + -f—J = 1,000 x(1.01)24

= 1,000x1.270 = Rs 1,270

Continuous Compounding
Sometimes compounding may be done continuously. For 
example, banks may pay interest continuously; they call 
it daily compounding. The continuous compounding 
function takes the form of the following formula:

p _pxe‘”" -pxe= (26)

In Equation (26), x = interest rate i multiplied by the 
number of years n and e is equal to 2.7183.

In Illustration 2.9 if the compounding is done 
continuously, then the compound value will be:

F2 = 1,000 X e(012X2) = 1,000 X e0,24 

= 1,000 x 1.2713 = Rs 1,271.30

The values of ex are available in Table F at the end of 
the book. You can also use of scientific calculator for this 
purpose.

Equation (26) can be transformed into a formula for 
calculating present value under continuous compounding.

(27)

Thus, if Rs 1,271.3 is due in 2 years, discount rate being
12 per cent, then the present value of this future sum is:

1,271.3
1.2713

= Rs 1,000

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define nominal and effective interest rates.
2. How is multi-period compounding done?
3. When do we need continuous compounding? How 

is it done?

NET PRESENT VALUE

We have stated in Chapter 1 that the firm's financial 
objective should be to maximize the shareholder's wealth. 
Wealth is defined as net present value. Net present value 
(NPV) of a financial decision is the difference between the present 
value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows. 
Suppose you have Rs 200,000. You want to invest this 
money in land, which can fetch you Rs 245,000 after one 
year when you sell it. You should undertake this 
investment if the present value of the expected Rs 245,000 
after a year is greater than the investment outlay of 
Rs 200,000 today. You can put your money to alternate 
uses. For example, you can invest Rs 200,000 in units (for 
example, Unit Trust of India sells 'units' and invests 
money in securities of companies on behalf of investors) 
and earn, say, 15 per cent dividend a year. How much 
should you invest in units to obtain Rs 245,000 after a year? 
In other words, if your opportunity cost of capital is 15 
per cent, what is the present value of Rs 245,000 if you 
invest in land? The present value by using Eq. 11 is:

PV = 245,000 x (PVF1/015) = 245,000 x 0.870 = Rs 213,150

The land is worth Rs 213,150 today, but that does not 
mean that your wealth will increase by Rs 213,150. You 
will have to commit Rs 200,000, and therefore, the net

Table 2.7: Effective Interest Rate (EIR)

Half-Yearly 
Compounding

Quarterly
Compounding

Monthly
Compounding

Weekly
Compounding

EIR = EIR =

= (1.065)2-l
= 0.1342 or 13.42%

= (1.0325)4 -1
= 0.1365 or 13.65%

= (1.01083)12 -1
= 0.1380 or 13.80%

EIR =
52

-1

= (1.0025)52 -1
= 0.1386 or : -
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increase in your wealth or net present value is: Rs 213,150 
- Rs 200,000 = Rs 13,150. It is worth investing in land. The 
general formula for calculating NPV can be written as 
follows: pvf5,=

NPV = Ci C2 C„
(1+k) ' (1 + k)2 ' ■” ' (1+k)" -Co

NPV = (28)

1,000
1,762

= 0.576

Ct is cash inflow in period f, Co cash outflow today, k the 
opportunity cost of capital and t the time period. Note 
that the opportunity cost of capital is 15 per cent because 
it is the return foregone by investing in land rather than 
investing in securities (units), assuming risk is the same. 
The opportunity cost of capital is used as a discount rate.

Now you refer to Table C, given at the end of the book, 
that contains the present value of Re 1. Since 0.567 is a 
PVF at i rate of interest for 5 years, look across the row for 
period 5 and interest rate column until you find this value. 
You will notice this factor in the 12 per cent column. You 
will, thus, earn 12 per cent on your Rs 1,000. (Check: Rs 
1,000 x (1.12)5 = Rs 1,000 x 1.762 = Rs 1,762). You can use 
a scientific calculator to solve for the rate of return:

1,000
1,762

(1 + i)5

PRESENT VALUE AND RATE OF RETURN

You may be frequently reading advertisements in 
newspapers: deposit, say Rs 1,000 today and get twice 
the amount in 7 years; or pay us Rs 100 a year for 10 years 
and we will pay you Rs 100 a year thereafter in perpetuity. 
A company or financial institution may offer you bond or 
debenture for a current price lower than its face value and 
repayable in the future at the face value, but without an 
interest (coupon). A bond that pays some specified 
amount in future (without periodic interest) in exchange 
for the current price today is called a zero-interest bond 
or zero-coupon bond. In such situations, you would be 
interested to know what rate of interest the advertiser is 
offering. You can use the concept of present value to find 
out the rate of return or yield of these offers. Let us take 
some examples.

A bank offers you to deposit Rs 100 and promises to 
pay Rs 112 after one year. What rate of interest would 
you earn? The answer is 12 per cent:

100 x (l + f) = 112

112

d + 0
100 =

z =------- 1 = 0.12 or 12%
100

What rate of interest would you earn if you deposit 
Rs 1,000 today and receive Rs 1,762 at the end of five years? 
You can set your problem as follows: Rs 1,000 is the 
present value of Rs 1,762 due to be received at the end of 
the fifth year. Thus,

(1 + 06

6. You can find this by using a scientific calculator and employing Equation (8).

1,762
1,000

1/5

-l = 1.7621/5-l

i = 1.12-1 = 0.12 or 12%

Let us take the example of an annuity. Assume you 
borrow Rs 70,000 from the Housing Development Finance 
Corporation (HDFC) to buy a flat in Ahmedabad. You 
are required to mortgage the flat and pay Rs 11,396.93 
annually for a period of 15 years. What interest rate would 
you be paying? You may note that Rs 70,000 is the present 
value of a fifteen-year annuity of Rs 11,396.93. That is, 

70,000 = 11,396.93 x PVAF151

PVAF15; = 70/000 = 6.142
15-' 11,396.93

You need to look across in Table D (at the end of this 
book) the 15-year row and interest rate columns until you 
get the value 6.142. You will find this value in the 14 per 
cent column. Thus HDFC is charging 14 per cent interest 
from you.

Finding the rate of return for an uneven series of cash 
flows is a bit difficult. By practice and using trial and error 
method you can find it. Let us consider an example to 
illustrate the calculation of rate of return for an uneven 
series of cash flows.

ILLUSTRATION 2.10: Calculating Rate of Return
Suppose your friend wants to borrow from you Rs 1,600 
today and would return to you Rs 700, Rs 600 and Rs 500 
in year 1 through year 3 as principal plus interest. What 
rate to return would you earn?

You should recognize that you earn that rate of return 
at which the present value of Rs 700, Rs 600 and Rs 500 
received, respectively, after one, two and three is Rs 1,600. 
Suppose (arbitrarily) this rate is 8 per cent. When you 
calculate the present value of the cash flows at 8 per cent,

i =
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Excel Application 2.9
MULTI-PERIOD COMPOUNDING

We can set up a worksheet as shown below to see the effect of the multiperiod compounding. In column C 
we calculate the future value of Re 1 at 12 per cent annual rate for different compounding periods. In C6 we 
enter the formula for calculating the future value:

= B$3*(l + B$4/B6)AB6

Alternatively, you can use the Excel built-in formula FV. Since the present value and interest rate are 
fixed, we insert the dollar sign, while changing B6 to B7, B8 ... Bll respectively. For continuous compoun
ding, we enter the formula in C12 as: =B$3*exp(B$4). The built-in EXP function solves for e raised to power 
of a specified number. We can see that the future value increases as the frequency of compounding increases. 
This is also reflected through the higher effective interest rates calculated in column D. You may, however, 
note that the effective interest rate or future value rises slowly as the compounding frequencies increasing.

you get the following amount:

Cash Flow PV ofCash Flow

Year (Rs) PVF at 8%

1 700 0.926 648.20
2 600 0.857 514.20
3 500 0.794 397.00

1,559.40

present value of cash flows is Rs 1,586. You can interpolate 
as follows to calculate the actual rate:

= 6% + (7%-6%)x (1,614-1,600)
(1,614-1,586)

At 6.5 per cent rate of return, present value of Rs 700,
Rs 600 and Rs 500 occurring respectively in year one 
through three is equal to Rs 1,600:

Since the present value at 8 per cent is less than Rs 
1,600, it implies that your friend is allowing you a lower 
rate of return; so you try 6 per cent. You obtain the following 
results:

_ Rs 700 Rs 600 Rs 500
(1.065) (1.065)2 (1.065)3

= 700 x 0.939 + Rs 600 x 0.883 + Rs 500 x 0.828

Year Cash Flow 
(Rs)

PVF 
at 6%

PV of Cash 
Flow (Rs)

1 700 0.943 660.00
2 600 0.890 534.00
3 500 0.840 420.00

1,614.00

= Rs 1,600
The rate of return of an investment is called internal 

rate of return (IRR) or yield since it depends exclusive?- 
on the cash flows of the investment. Once you have 
understood the logic of the calculation of the internal rate 
of return, you can use a scientific calculator or Excel to 
find it.

The present value at 6 per cent is slightly more than 
Rs 1,600; it means that your friend is offering you 
approximately 6 per cent interest. In fact, the actual rate 
would be a little higher than 6 per cent. At 7 per cent, the

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is net present value? How is it calculated?
2. What is rate of return? How is it calculate:
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Excel Application 2.10
YIELD OR IRR CALCULATION .... ■■■■—

Excel has built-in functions for calculating the yield 
or IRR of an annuity and uneven cash flows. The Excel 
function to find the yield or IRR of an annuity is:

RATE(NPER,PMT,PV,FV,TYPE,GUESS)
GUESS is a first guess rate. It is optional; you can 
specify your formula without it. In column C6 we 
enter the formula: =RATE (C5, C4, C2,0,0,0.10). The 
last value 0.10 is the guess rate, which you may omit 
to specify. For investment with an outlay of Rs 20,000 
and earning an annuity of Rs 5,000 for 8 years, the 
yield is 18.62 per cent.

The Excel built-in function IRR calculates the 
yield or IRR of uneven cash flows:

IRR(VAL UES, GUESS)
The values for the cash flows should be in a sequence, 
starting from the cash outflow. GUESS is a first guess 
rate (arbitrary) and it is optional. In the worksheet, 
we have entered the cash flows of an investment

A B
1 YIELD OR RATE OF AN ANNUITY
2 Present value (PV) -20,000
3 Future value (FV) 0
4 Annual payment (PMT) 5000
5 Number of years (NPER) 8
6 Yield (RATE) Excel function 18.62%
7
8 =RATE(NPER,PMT,PV,FV, TYPE,GUESS)
9
10 =RA TE(C5. C4.C2.0.0.0.10)
11

A BCD E F G
1 IRR OR YIELD OF AN UNEVEN CASH FLOWS
2 Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
3 Cash flows -50,000 10,000 25,000 32,000 18,000 15,000
4 IRR or Yield 27.43%-^
5 NPV 8 922 -IRR(B3.G3)
6
7

—
| =NPV(0.20,C3:CG3)+B3 |

project. In column B4 we enter the formula: =IRR(B3:G3) to find yield (IRR). Note that all cash flows in year 
0 to year 5 have been entered in that sequence. The yield (IRR) is 27.43 per cent.

You can also use the built-in function, NPV, in Excel to calculate the net resent value of an investment 
with uneven cash flows. Assume in the present example that the discount rate is 20 per cent. You can enter 
in column B5 the NPV formula: NPV(0.20,C3:G3)+B3. The net present value is Rs 8,922. If you do not enter 
+B3 for the value of the initial cash outflow, you will get the present value of cash inflows (from year 1 
through year 5), and not the net present value.

If you use the internal rate of return (27.43 per cent) to calculate NPV of the cash flows, it would be zero. Why?

( SUMMARY )

Cd Individual investors generally prefer possession of a given amount of cash now, rather than the same amount at 
some future time. This time preference for money may arise because of (a) uncertainty of cash flows, (b) subjective 
preference for consumption, and (c) availability of investment opportunities. The last reason is the most sensible 
justification for the time value of money.

Cd A risk premium may be demanded, over and above the risk-free rate as compensation for time, to account for the 
uncertainty of cash flows.

Cd Interest rate or time preference rate gives money its value, and facilitates the comparison of cash flows occurring at 
different time periods.

Cd A risk-premium rate is added to the risk-free time preference rate to derive required interest rate from risky investments. 
Cd Two alternative procedures can be used to find the value of cash flows: compounding and discounting.
Cd In compounding, future values of cash flows at a given interest rate at the end of a given period of time are found. The 

future value (F) of a lump sum today (P) for n periods at i rate of interest is given by the following formula:

Fn=P(l + i)"=P(CVFnJ
Cd The compound value factor, CVFn; can be found out from Table A given at the end of the book.
Cd The future value of an annuity (that is, the same amount of cash each year) for n periods at i rate of interest is given 

by the following equation.

(1 + i)n -1 
i

= P(CVFAnj)

The compound value of an annuity factor (CVFAn() can be found out from Table B given at the end of the book. The 
: impound value of an annuity formula can be used to calculate an annuity to be deposited to a sinking fund for n
- hods at i rate of interest to accumulate to a given sum. The following equation can be used:
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1

CVFAnj.
A = F = HSFFn

Cd The sinking fund factor (SFFn ;) is a reciprocal of CVFA(!
Cd In discounting, the present value of cash flows at a given interest rate at the beginning of a given period of time is 

computed. The present value concept is the most important concept in financial decision-making. The present value 
(P) of a lump sum (F) occurring at the end of n period at i rate of interest is given by the following equation:

Cd The present value factor (PVFn() can be obtained from Table C given at the end of the book.
Cd The present value of an annuity (A) occurring for n periods at i rate of interest can be found out as follows:

P = A = A(PVFAni)

1

(l+lf-l 1 ‘1 1(l+ir

i 1(1+1T i i(l + i)"_

Cd
□

Table D at the end of this book can be used to find out the present value of annuity factor (PVFA„;).
The present value of an annuity formula can be used to determine annual cash flows to be earned to recover a given 
investment. The following equation can be used:

1
A = P

PVFAni = ^(CRF„.,.)

Cd Notice that the capital recovery factor (CRF;[ () is a reciprocal of the present value annuity factor, PVFA(j■.
□ The present value concept can be easily extended to compute present value of an uneven series of cash flows, cash 

flows growing at constant rate, or perpetuity.
Cd When interest compounds for more than once in a given period of time, it is called multiperiod compounding. If i is the 

nominal interest rate for a period, the effective interest rate (EIR) will be more than the nominal rate i in multi-period 
compounding since interest on interest within a year will also be earned, EIR is given as follows:

EIR =

where m is the number of compounding in a year and n is number of years.
Cd Table 2.8 gives the summary of the compounding and discounting formulae.
O An important corollary of the present value is the internal rate of return (IRR). IRR is the rate which equates the 

present value of cash flows to the initial investment. Thus in operational terms, in the present value equation, all 
variables are known except i; i can be found out by trial and error method as discussed in the chapter.

O In view of the logic for the time value of money, the financial criterion is expressed in terms of wealth maximisation. As 
discussed in Chapter 1, the alternate criterion of profit maximisation is not only conceptually vague but it also does not 
take into account the timing and uncertainty of cash flows.

Cd Wealth or net present value of a financial decision is defined as the difference between the present value of cash 
inflows (benefits) and the present value of cash outflows (costs). Wealth maximisation principle uses interest rate to 
find out the present value of benefits and costs, and as such, it considers their timing and risk.

Table 2.8: Summary of Compounding and Discounting Formulae

Purpose Given Calculate Formula

Compound value 
of a lump sum

P 
(Present 
value)

F 
(Furure 
value)

F = P(l + if

Compound value 
of an annuity

A 
(Annuity)

F 
(Future 
value)

F = A
'(l + iF-i'

i

Sinking fund F 
(Future 
value)

A 
(Annuity)

A = F^ (l + i)"-l]

Present value of 
a lump sum

F 
(Future 
value)

P 
(Present 
value)

P = F
[d+ir]

Present value of 
an annuity

A
(Annuity)

P 
(Present 
value)

P-A\f 1 1
fd+irj

Purpose Given Calculate Formula

Capital recovery P 
(Present 
value)

A 
(Annuity) 1(1 +1)” 

(1 + i)" -1

Present value of A P
a perpetuity (Annuity) (Present P = —

value) 1

Present value of a A P
constantly (Annuity) (Present p _ A
growing perpetuity value) i - g

Compound value A 
of an annuity due (Annuity)

Present value of A

F 
(Future 
value)

an annuity due (Annuity) (Present p _ , 
value)

A = P

P
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KEY CONCEPTS
<---------------------------------------

Annuity
Annuity due
Capital recovery
Compounding
Continuous compounding
Discount rate
Discounting

^Effective interest rate

Hire purchase
Internal rate of return
Lease
Loan amortization
Multi-period compounding 
Net present value
Nominal interest rate

Opportunity cost of capital 
Perpetuity
Required rate of return
Risk
Risk premium
Risk-free rate

Sinking fund
Time preference for money
Time value of money
Uncertainty
Zero-interest bond
Zero coupon bonds

________________________ >

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM_2Jj (i) Calculate the present value of 

Rs 600 (a) received one year from now; (b) received at the 
end of five years; (c) received at the end of fifteen years. 
Assume a 5 per cent time preference rate.

(n) Determine the present value of Rs 700 each paid 
at the end of each of the next six years. Assume an 8 per 
cent of interest.

[iii) Assuming a 10 per cent discount rate, compute 
the present value of Rs 1,100; Rs 900; Rs 1,500 and Rs 700 
received at the end of one through four years. For 
calculations, use the tables given at the end of the book.
SOLUTION: Table C will be used to compute the present 
value.
(i) Present value of Rs 600:

(a) The present value factor at 5 per cent for one year 
is: 0.952. Therefore, the present value of Rs 600 at 
the end of one year will be: Rs 600 x 0.952 = 
Rs 571.20.

(b) The present value factor at 5 per cent at the end of 
five years is: 0.784. Therefore, present value of 
Rs 600 will be: Rs 600 x 0.784 = Rs 470.40.

(c) The present value factor at 5 per cent at the end of 
fifteen years is 0.481. Therefore, present value of 
Rs 600 will be: Rs 600 x 0.481 = Rs 288.60.

(17) As the present value of an annuity of Rs 700 has to be 
computed, Table D will be used. The present value 
factor of an annuity of Re 1 at 8 per cent for 6 years is 
4.623. Therefore, the present value of an annuity of 
Rs 700 will be: 4.623 x Rs 700 = Rs 3,236.10.

(iii) Table C will be used to compute the present value of 
the uneven series of cash flows. The computation is 
shown as follows:
P = Rs 1,100 x 0.909 + Rs 900x0.826

+ Rs 1,500 x 0.751 +Rs 700 x 0.683
= Rs 999.90 + Rs 743.40 + Rs 1,126.50 + Rs 478.10
= Rs 3,347.90

-ROBLEM 2.2 Exactly ten years from now Sri Chand 
i:t receiving a pension of Rs 3,000 a year. The 

’ will continue for sixteen years. How much is the 

pension worth now, if Sri Chand’s interest rate is 10 per 
cent?

SOLUTION: Sri Chand will receive first payment at the 
end of 10th year, and last payment at the end of 25th year. 
That provides him 16 payments of pension money. This 
can be shown on time scale as follows:

Year end 0----------------10--------------------------------2 5
First payment Last payment

The discounted value of the annuity of Rs 3,000 
starting from the end of year 10 until the end of year 25 is 
the present value of pension received by Sri Chand. 
Assuming an annuity for 25 years, PVFA is 9.077. But we 
know that Sri Chand will not receive anything till the end 
of year 9. Therefore, if we subtract PVAF at ten per cent for 
9 years, viz., 5.759 from PVFA at 10 percent for 25 years, 
9.077, we shall be left with 9.077 - 5.759 = 3.318, which is 
a PVAF for the annuity starting from the end of year 10 
and ending at the end of year 25. Thus, the present value 
of pension will be equal to:

(9.077-5.759) x Rs 3,000 = 3.318 x Rs 3,000 = Rs 9,954

Alternatively, the present value of the pension can be 
found in two steps. First, find out present value of the 
16-year annuity at 10 per cent interest rate at the end of 
year 9.

P9 = Rs 3,000 x 7.824 = Rs 23,472

Then find out present value now of the lump sum of 
Rs 23,472:

Po =Rs 23,472x0.424 = Rs 9,954

PROBLEM 2.3 ' Your father has promised to give you 
Rs 100,000 in cash on your 25th birthday. Today is your 
16th birthday. He wants to know two things: (a) If he 
decides to make annual payments into a fund after one 
year, how much will each have to be if the fund pays 
8 per cent? (b) If he decides to invest a lump sum in the
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account after one year and let it compound annually, how 
much will the lump sum be? (c) If in (a) the payments are 
made in the beginning of the year, how much will be the 
value of annuity? Assuming that interest is 8 per cent in 
each case.

instalments for 25 years and 4 per cent interest on 
outstanding balance, what is the amount of instalment? What 
shall be amount of instalment if quarterly payments are 
required to be made?

SOLUTION: 
(a)

SOLUTION: Annual payment:

(h)

(c)

Rs 100,000 = A(CVFA9008) = Rs 100,000 = A(12.488)

. Rs 100,000 „ nn „
A =---------- ------ = Rs 8007.69

12.488

P = A(PVFAn J
Rs 50,000 = A(PVFA25 0 04)
Rs 50,000 = A(15.622)

Rs 100,000 = P(CVF9 0 08) = Rs 100,000 = P(1.999)
„ Rs 100,000 _ ___ _
P =---------- -------= Rs 50,025

1.999
This is a problem of an annuity due since payment is 
made at the beginning of the year.

Rs 50,000
15.622

= Rs 3,200.61

Quarterly payment: The quarterly interest rate will be
0.04/4 = 0.01 and number of compounding periods will 
be 25 x 4 = 100.

Rs 100,000 = A(CVFA9 0 08(1.08))
Rs 1.00,000 = A(12.487)

. Rs 100,000 _
A =---------- ------ = Rs 7,414.55

13.478

= A(PVFA100001)
= A(63.29)

Rs 50,000 „ „=-------------- = Rs 793.28
63.029

PROBLEM 2.4' XYZ Bank pays 12 per cent and 
compounds interest quarterly. If Rs 1,000 is deposited 
initially, how much shall it grow at the end of 5 years?

SOLUTION: The quarterly interest rate will be 3 per cent 
and the number of periods for which it will be compounded 
will be 20 (i.e„ 5 years x 4). Thus,

. -inxm

1
1

= Rs 1,000

= Rs 1,000(1.03)20 = Rs 1,000 x 1.806 = Rs 1,806

Rs 50,000
Rs 50,000

A

PROBLEM 2.8 A company has issued debentures of 
Rs 50 lakh to be repaid after 7 years. How much should the 
company invest in a sinking fund earning 12 per cent in 
order to be able to repay debentures?
SOLUTION: A (pVFA<) ? j = 5 0

A(10.089) = 50
50 

A =---------- = Rs 4.96 lakh
10.089

PROBLEM 2.9 A bank has offered to you an annuity 
of Rs 1,800 for 16 years if you invest Rs 12,000 today. What 
rate of return would you earn?

SOLUTION: 12,000 = 1,800(PVFAr 10)

PROBLEM2.5 How long will it take to double your 
money if it grows at 12 per cent annually? PVFAr.lo = 12,000

1,800
= 6.667

SOLUTION: F„=PxCVF„.

2 = 1xCVF„,0.12

2 = CVF„.o12

From Table A, the factor nearest to 2.00 is CVFe.o.u = 
1.974. Therefore, n = 6 years.

PROBLEM 2.6 Mohan bought a share 15 years ago 
for Rs 10. It is now selling for Rs 27.60. What is the 
compound growth rate in the price of the share?

When you refer to Table D at the end of the book, you 
obtain a present value factor of an annuity of Re 1 equal 
to 6.710, at 8 per cent rate of interest for 10 years. At 9 
per cent the factor is 6.418. Thus, the rate of return lies 
between 8-9 per cent. By interpolation, we can obtain 
the rate of return as follows:

Rate of return = 8% + 6.710- 6.667
6.710- 6.418

8% + 0.043
0.292

SOLUTION: Fn=P(CVF„.)

27.60 = 10(CVF15j)

cvf15, = 27.60
10

= 2,760

= 8%+ 0.15% = 8.15%

PROBLEM 2.10 A firm purchases a machinery ::: 
Rs 800,000 by making a down payment of Rs 150,000 m i 
remainder in equal instalments of Rs 150,000 for six years 
What is the rate of interest to the firm?

From Table A, i = 7%.

PROBLEM 2.7 Sadhulal Bhai is borrowing Rs 50,000 
to buy a low-income group house. If he pays equal

SOLUTION: 800,000-150,000 = 150,000 x PVFA.
PVFA6r = 650,000/150.00: = 4.33 3

For Table B at the end of the book, we observe mat for 10
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per cent rate of interest for 6 years, PVFA is 4.355. Thus, 
the rate of interest, which the firm will be paying, is 
approximately 10 per cent.

PROBLEM 2.11 AB Limited is creating a sinking fund 
to redeem its preference capital of Rs 5 lakh issued on 6 April 
2004 and maturing on 5 April 2015. The first annual payment 
will be made on 6 April 2004. The company will make equal 
annual payments and expects that the fund will earn 12 per 
cent per year. How much will be the amount of sinking fund 
payment?

SOLUTION: AB Ltd wants to accumulate a future sum of 
Rs 500,000. Since the annual payments will be made in 
the beginning of the year, we can use the formula for the 
compound value of an annuity due to solve the problem:

A(CVFA„ J (1 +1) = 500,000
A(CVFA12012)(1.12) = 500,000

A(24.133)(1.12) = 500,000
27.029A = 500,000

A = 500,000/27.029
= Rs 18,498.65

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. ‘Generally individuals show a time preference for money.’ Give reasons for such a preference.
2. ‘An individual’s time preference for money may be expressed as a rate.’ Explain.
3. Why is the consideration of time important in financial decision-making? How can time value be adjusted? 

Illustrate your answer.
4. Is the adjustment of time relatively more important for financial decisions with short-range implications 

or for decisions with long-range implications? Explain.
5. Explain the mechanics of calculating the present value of cash flows.
6. What happens to the present value of an annuity when the interest rate rises? Illustrate.
7. What is multi-period compounding? How does it affect the annual rate of interest? Give an example.
8. What is an annuity due? How can you calculate the present and future values of an annuity due? Illustrate.
9. How does discounting and compounding help in determining the sinking fund and capital recovery?

10. Illustrate the concept of the internal rate of return.

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. You make a fixed deposit of Rs 100,000 in Canara Bank for five years. The annual interest rate is 12 per cent. 

How much total amount will you receive after five years if the interest is compounded (i) annually, (n) half- 
yearly, (in) quarterly, (iv) monthly and (v) continuously?

2. You expect to receive Rs 100,000 after five years. If your required rate of return is 10 per cent, what is the 
present value of Rs 100,000?

3. Assume a discount rate of 12 per cent. Calculate the present value of Rs 10,000 received after three years if the 
interest is compounded (?) annually, (n) half-yearly, (in) quarterly, (iv) monthly and (v) continuously.

4. You invested in the shares of a company which has promised to pay you annual dividend of Rs 1000 perpetually. 
If your required rate of return is 12 per cent per annum, what is the present value of the dividend?

5. A firm is intending to create a sinking fund to retire Rs 500 million, 9% debentures after 10 years. How much 
amount should the firm deposit at the end of each year to accumulate Rs 500 million after 10 years. Assume 
that the fund deposited each year earns interest of 10% p.a.

6. A company has borrowed Rs 200 crore at 14 per cent p.a. from a financial institution for seven years. The 
principal and interest is payable in seven year-end equal instalments. What is the amount of instalment?

7. Your father will get a gratuity of Rs 350,000 after 10 years from now on his retirement. His employer has offered 
to pay him Rs 70,000 per year for 10 years. If your father’s required rate of return is 1 per cent per annum, 
should he accept the offer?

8. You have borrowed Rs 30 lakh from a bank to finance the purchase of an apartment. The interest rate is 13 per 
cent per annum. The bank requires you to make payment of the loan and interest in ten beginning-of-the-year 
installments. How much is each instalment? What will be your answer if the bank requires quarterly beginning- 
of-the-period instalments?

9. You have borrowed Rs 8 lakh from a bank for five years to finance the purchase of a car. The interest rate is 12 
per cent per annum. The bank requires end-of-the period quarterly instalments. It has calculated the instalment 
as follows: Interest: Rs 800,000 x 12% x 5 = Rs 480,000. Quarterly instalment: (Rs 800,000 + Rs 480,000)/20 = 
Rs 64,000. If your required rate of return is 13 per cent per annum, should you accept bank finance?
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PROBLEMS
1. Determine the future values utilizing a time preference 

rate of 9 per cent when:
(i) The future value of Rs 15,000 invested now for a 

period of four years.
(77) The future value at the end of five years of an 

investment of Rs 6,000 now and of an investment 
of Rs 6,000 one year from now.

(777) The future value at the end of eight years of an 
annual deposit of Rs 18,000 each year.

(iv) The future value at the end of eight years of 
annual deposit of Rs 18,000 at the beginning of 
each year.

(v) The future values at the end of eight years of a 
deposit of Rs 18,000 at the end of the first four 
years and withdrawal of Rs 12,000 per year at 
the end of year five through seven.

2. Compute the present value of each of the following 
cash flows using a discount rate of 13 per cent:

(7) Rs 2,000 cash outflow immediately
(77) Rs 6,000 cash inflow one year from now 

(777) Rs 6,000 cash inflow two years from now
(iv) Rs 4,000 cash outflow three years from now
(v) Rs 7,000 cash inflow three years from now

(vi) Rs 3,000 cash inflow four years from now
(vii) Rs 4,000 cash inflow at the end of each of the 

next five years
(viii) Rs 4,000 cash inflow at the beginning of each of 

the next five years
3. Determine the present value of the cash inflows of 

Rs 3,000 at the end of each year for next 4 years and 
Rs 7,000 and Rs 1,000 respectively, at the end of years 
5 and 6. The appropriate discount rate is 14 per cent.

4. Assume an annual rate of interest of 15 per cent. The 
sum of Rs 100 received immediately is equivalent to 
what quantity received in ten equal annual payments, 
the first payment to be received one year from now? 
What could be the annual amount if the first payment 
were received immediately?

5. Assume a rate of interest of 10 per cent. We have a 
debt to pay and are given a choice of paying Rs 1,000 
now or some amount X five years from now. What is 
the maximum amount that X can be for us to be willing 
to defer payment for five years?

6. We can make an immediate payment now of Rs 13,000 
or pay equal amount of A for the next 5 years, first 
payment being payable after 1 year, (a) With a time 
value of money of 12 per cent, what is the maximum 
value of A that we would be willing to accept? (b) What 
maximum value of A we would be willing to accept if 
the payments are made in the beginning of the year?

7. Assume that you are given a choice between incurring 
an immediate outlay of Rs 10,000 and having to pay 
Rs 2,310 a year for 5 years (first payment due one year 
from now); the discount rate is 11 per cent. What would 
be your choice? Will your answer change if Rs 2,310 
is paid in the beginning of each year for 5 years?

8. Compute the present value for a bond that promises 
to pay interest of Rs 150 a year for thirty years and 

Rs 1,000 at maturity. This first interest payment is paid 
one year from now. Use a rate of discount at 8 per 
cent.

9. Exactly twenty years from now Mr. Ahmed will start 
receiving a pension of Rs 10,000 a year. The payment 
will continue for twenty years. How much is pension 
worth now, assuming money is worth 15 per cent per 
year?

10. Using an interest rate of 10 per cent, determine the 
present value of the following cash flow series:

End of period Cash-flow (Rs)

0 - 10,000
1-6 (each period) + 2,000

7 - 1,500
8 + 1,600

9-12 (each period) + 2,500

11. Find the rate of return in the following cases:
(7) You deposit Rs 100 and would receive Rs 114 

after one year.
(77) You borrow Rs 100 and promise to pay Rs 112 

after one year.
(777) You borrow Rs 1,000 and promise to pay Rs 3,395 

at the end of 10 years.
(7v) You borrow Rs 10,000 and promise to pay 

Rs 2,571 each year for 5 years.
12. A bank has offered a deposit scheme, which will triple 

your money in 9 years; that is, if you deposit Rs 100 
today, you can receive Rs 300 at the end of 9 years. 
What rate of return would you earn from the scheme?

13. You have Rs 6,000 to invest. How much would it 
take you to double your money if the interest rate is
(a) 6%, (b) 10%, (c) 20%, and (d) 30%? Assume 
annual compounding. Would your answer change 
if compounding is done half-yearly? Show 
computations.

14. You had annual earnings of Rs 45,000 in 20X1. By 
20X8, your annual earnings have grown to Rs 67,550. 
What has been the compound annual rate of growth 
in your earnings?

15. You are planning to buy a 200 square meters of land 
for Rs 40,000. You will be required to pay twenty equal 
annual instalments of Rs 8,213. What compound rate 
of interest will you be paying?

16. Jai Chand is planning for his retirement. He is 45 years 
old today, and would like to have Rs 3,00,000 when 
he attains the age of 60. He intends to deposit a constant 
amount of money at 12 per cent each year in the public 
provident fund in the State Bank of India to achieve 
his objective. How much money should Jai Chand 
invest at the end of each year, for the next 15 years to 
obtain Rs 3,00,000 at the end of that period?

17. (a) At age 20, how much should one invest at the end 
of each year in order to have Rs 10 lakh at age 5C 
assuming 10 per cent annual growth rate? (b) At age 
20, how much lump sum should one invest new m 
order to have 10 lakh at the age of 50, assuming 10 per 
cent annual growth rate?
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18. Your grandfather is 75 years old. He has total savings 
of Rs 80,000. He expects that he will live for another 
10 years, and will like to spend his savings by then. 
He places his savings into a bank account earning 10 
per cent annually. He will draw equal amount each 
year—the first withdrawal occurring one year from 
now—in such a way that his account balance becomes 
zero at the end of 10 years. How much will be his 
annual withdrawal?

19. You buy a house for Rs 5 lakh and immediately make 
cash payment of Rs 1 lakh. You finance the balance 
amount at 12 per cent for 20 years with equal annual 
instalments. How much are the annual instalments? 
How much of the each payment goes towards reducing 
the principal?

20. You plan to buy a flat for Rs 200,000 by making Rs 40,000 
downpayment. A house financing company offers you 
a 12-year mortgage requiring end-of-year payments of 
Rs 28,593. The company also wants you to pay Rs 5,000 
as the loan-processing fee, which they will deduct from 
the amount of loan given to you. What is the rate of 
interest on loan?

21. An investment promises to pay Rs 2,000 at the end of 
each year for the next 3 years and Rs 1,000 at the end 
of each year for years 4 through 7. (a) What maximum 
amount will you pay for such investment if your 
required rate is 13 per cent? (£>) If the payments are 
received at the beginning of each year, what maximum 
amount will you pay for investment?

22. Mr Sundaram is planning to retire this year. His 
company can pay him a lump sum retirement payment 
of Rs 2,00,000 or Rs 25,000 lifetime annuity—whichever 
he chooses. Mr. Sundaram is in good health and 
estimates to live for at least 20 more years. If his interest 
rate is 12 per cent, which alternative should he choose?

23. Which alternative would you choose: (a) an annuity 
of Rs 5,000 at the end of each year for 30 years; (b) an 
annuity of Rs 6,600 at the end of each year for 20 years; 
(c) Rs 50,000, in cash right now? In each case, the time 
value of money is 10 per cent.

24. Ms Punam is interested in a fixed annual income. She 
is offered three possible annuities. If she could earn 8 
per cent on her money elsewhere, which of the 
following alternatives, if any, would she choose? Why? 
(I) Pay Rs 80,000 now in order to receive Rs 14,000 at 
the end of each year for the next 10 years, (if) Pay 
Rs 1,50,000 now in order to receive Rs 14,000 at the 
end of each year for the next 20 years. (iii) Pay 
Rs 1,20,000 now in order to receive Rs 14,000 at the 
end of each year for the next 15 years.

25. You have come across the following investment 
opportunity: Rs 2,000 at the end of each year for the 
first 5 years plus Rs 3,000 at the end of each year from 
years 6 through 9 plus Rs 5,000 at the end of each year 
from years 10 through 15.
(a) How much will you be willing to pay for this 

investment if your required rate of return is 14 
per cent?

(b) What will be your answer if payments are received 
at the beginning of each year?

26. You have borrowed a car loan of Rs 50,000 from your 

employer. The loan requires 10 per cent interest and 
five equal end-of-year payments. Prepare a loan 
amortisation schedule.

27. If the nominal rate of interest is 12 per cent per annum, 
calculate the effective rate of interest when a sum 
is compounded (a) annually, (b) semi-annually,
(c) quarterly, and (d) monthly.

28. What amount would an investor be willing to pay for 
a Rs 1,000, ten-year debenture that pays Rs 75 interest 
half-yearly and is sold to yield 18 per cent?

29. The Madura Bank pays 12 per cent interest and 
compounds interest quarterly. If one puts Rs 1,000 
initially into a savings account, how much will it 
grow in 71/2 years?

30. An already issued government bond pays Rs 50 interest 
half-yearly. The bond matures in 7 years. Its face value 
is Rs 1,000. A newly issued bond, which pays 12 per 
cent annually, can also be bought. How much would 
you like to pay for the old bond? How much would 
you pay for the bond if it is redeemed at a premium of 
10 per cent?

31. If you deposit Rs 10,000 in an account paying 8 per 
cent interest per year, compounded quarterly, and you 
withdraw Rs 100 per month, (a) How long will the 
money last? (b) How much money will you receive?

32. XY Company is thinking of creating a sinking fund to 
retire its Rs 800,000 preference share capital that 
matures on 31 December 20X8. The company plans to 
put a fixed amount into the fund at the end of each 
year for eight years. The first payment will be made 
on 31 December 20X1, and the last on 31 December 
20X8. The company expects that the fund will earn 
12 per cent a year. What annual contribution must be 
made to accumulate Rs 8,00,000 as of 31 December 
20X8? What would be your answer if the annual 
contribution is made in the beginning of the year, the 
first payment being made on 31 December 20X0?

33. In January 20X1, XLtd. issued Rs 10 crore of five-year 
bonds to be matured on 1 January 20X6. The interest 
was payable semi-annually on January 1 and July 1; 
the interest rate was 14 per cent per annum. Assume 
that on 1 January 20X2, a new four-year bond of 
equivalent risk could be purchased at face value with 
an interest rate of 12 per cent and that you had 
purchased a Rs 1,000 X Ltd. bond when the bonds 
were originally issued. What would be its market value 
on January 1, 20X2?

34. You want to buy a 285-litre refrigerator of Rs 10,000 
on an instalment basis. A distributor of various makes 
of refrigerators is prepared to do so. He states that the 
payments will be made in four years, interest rate being 
13%. The annual payments would be as follows:

What rate of return the distributor is earning?

Rs

Principal
Four years of interest at 13%, i.e.,

10,000

Rs 10,000 x 0.13 x 4 5,200
15,200

Annual payments, Rs 15,200/4 3,800
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35. You have approached a loan and chit fund company 
for an eight-year loan of Rs 10,000; payments to the 
company to be made at the end of year. The loan 
officer informs you that the current rate of interest 
on the loan is 12% and that the annual payment 
will be Rs 2,013. Show that this annual cash flow 
provides a rate of return of 12% on the bank’s 
investment of Rs 10,000. Is 12% the true interest 

rate to you? In other words, if you pay interest of 
12% on your outstanding balance each year, will 
the remainder of the Rs 2,013 payments be just 
sufficient to repay the loan?

36. If a person deposits Rs 1,000 on an account that pays 
him 10 per cent for the first five years and 13 per cent 
for the following eight years, what is the annual 
compound rate of interest for the 13-year period?

CASE 2.1: DIVYA HANDTOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED (DHPL)
L____________________________________________________________________________________ J

DHPL is a small-sized firm manufacturing hand tools. 
Its manufacturing plant is situated in Faridabad. The 
company’s sales in the year ending on 31 March 2009 
were Rs 1,000 million (Rs 100 crore) on an asset base 
of Rs 650 million. The net profit of the company was 
Rs 76 million. The management of the company wants 
to improve profitability further. The required rate of 
return of the company is 14 per cent. The company is 
currently considering two investment proposals. One is 
to expand its manufacturing capacity. The estimated 
cost of the new equipment is Rs 250 million. It is expected 
to have an economic life of 10 years. The accountant 
forecasts that net cash inflows would be Rs 45 million 
per annum for the first three years, Rs 68 million par 
annum from year four to year eight and for the remaining 
two years Rs 30 million per annum. The plant can be 
sold for Rs 55 million at the end of its economic life.

The second proposal before the management is to 
replace one of the old machines in the Faridabad plant to 
reduce the cost of operations. The new machine will 
involve a net cash outlay of Rs 50 million. The life of the 
machine is expected to be 10 years without any salvage 
value. The company will go for the replacement only if it 
generates sufficient cost savings to justify the investment.

If the company accepts both projects, it would need to 
raise external funds of Rs 200 million, as about Rs 100 
million internal funds are available. The company has the 
following options of borrowing Rs 200 million:
• The company can borrow funds from the State Bank 

of India (SBI) at an interest rate of 14 per cent per 
annum for 10 years. It will be required to pay equal 
annual instalments of interest and repayment of 
principal. The managing director of the company was 

wondering if it were possible to negotiate with SBI to 
make one single payment of interest and principal at 
the end of 10 years (instead of annual instalments).

• A large financial institution has offered to lend money 
to DHPL at a lower rate of interest. The institution will 
charge 13.5 per cent per annum. The company will 
have to pay equal quarterly instalments of interest and 
repayment of principal.

The financial institution has made yet another offer 
to the company. It can lease the equipments for the 
capacity expansion and for replacing old equipment 
to the company at annual lease rental of Rs 52 million 
payable at the beginning of the year. 
Assume that there are no taxes.

Discussion Questions

1. Should the company expand its capacity? Show 
the computation of NPV.

2. What is the minimum amount of savings from the 
replacement that would justify the expenditure?

3. What is the annual instalment of the SBI loan?
4. What is the amount of the single payment of 

interest and principal to SBI after 10 years?
5. Calculate the quarterly instalments of the financial 

institution loan?
6. Should the company borrow from the SBI or the 

financial institution? Give reasons for your choice.
7. Would you recommend borrowing from the 

financial institution or get the equipment on lease? 
Show necessary calculations.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Go to the branch of a bank nearest to you. Find out 
(f) the interest rates offered by the bank to depositors 
on current account, savings account and fixed deposit 
accounts; (ii) the methods of the interest calculations 

on savings account balance and fixed deposits, and 
(iff) the house loans schemes with their terms and 
conditions.
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APPENDIX 2A: COMPOUNDING AND DISCOUNTING FORMULAE7
Compound Value of an Annuity

Assuming equal receipts or payments (A) at the end of the year, the compound value of an annuity formula 
is derived as follows:

Fn = A + A(l + i)1 + A(1 + if + A(l + if +... + A(l+ i)n 1 
Fn = A[l + (l + i) + (l+i)2+(l + i)3 +... + (1 + i)n_1]

Note that multiplying Equation (1A) by (1 + i), we get

F„(l + i) = A[(l + if + (1 + if + (1 + if +... + (1 + i)n] 
Subtracting Equation (1A) from Equation (2A), we obtain

Fn(l + i)-F„ = A[(l + i)n-l]
and solving for Fn, we have

(1+ j)n — 1 
i

Present Value of an Annuity
The present value of an annuity is given by the following formula: 

A A A A
(1 + i)1 + (1 + i)2 + (l+i)3 + '+(l + iy 

Multiplying both sides of Equation (A5) by 1/1 + i, we get
P A A A

(1 + i) ~ (1 + if + (1 + i)3 +'" + (1 + i)n+1

Subtracting Equation (6A) from Equation (5A), we obtain

„___ P A A
(1 + i) (1 + i) (1+ir1

and multiplying both sides of Equation (7A) by (1 + i), we have

(8A)

Equation (9A) can be rewritten as follows:

(l + i)n-l 
i(l + i)n i

1

i(l + i)n

(1A)

(2A)

(3A)

(4A)

(5A)

(6A)

(7A)

(9A)

(10A)

(11A)

Present Value of Constantly Growing Annuity
The present value of an amount A (at the end of one year) growing at a constant rate g is given by the 

following equation:
A Atl + g)1 A(l + g)2 + Ad + g)"'1

(1 + i)1 (1 + i)2 (1 + i)3 (l + i)n
(12A)

When we multiply both sides of Equation (12A) by (1 + g), we get
Pd + = A(1 + gr + 14(1 + g)2 + A(1 + g)3 + + A(1 + g)n

1 8J d+i)1 (i+i)2 (i+i)3 ■" (1+ir (13A)

a more rigorous derivation of formulae, see Copeland, T.E., and J.F., Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison- 
+siev, 1983, pp. 699-713.

F = A
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If we define (1 + g)/(l + i) = 1/(1 + /*), Equation (13A) can be rewritten as follows:

Hl + g) =
A A A A

(1 +/*)+ (1 +i*)2 + (1 +j*)3 + + (1 +j*)n (14A)

The right-hand side of Equation (14A) gives the present value of an annuity of A per period, discounted at 
i rate of return. Using the procedures explained in the preceding section to derive Equation (9A), we may 
rewrite Equation (14A) as follows:

(15A)

Following Equation (11A), we can express Equation (15A) as follows:

1
7* f*(l + f*)n (16A)

1

Since 1/(1 + i*) = (1 + g)/(l + /), then i* = (i - g)/(l + g). Using these relationships, Equation (15A) can be 
rewritten as follows:

(17A)

Present Value of Constantly Growing Perpetuity
Annuity occurring indefinitely is called perpetuity. Perpetuity may grow at a constant rate. Equation (17A) 

gives present value of constantly growing annuity where n is a definite time period. In case of perpetuity, n is 
not definite. In mathematical terms, n extends to infinity (°°). When n extends to infinity, the term [(l+g)/(l+ 
j)]n becomes equal to zero. Hence the present value of a growing perpetuity is given by:

i~g

Continuous Compounding and Discounting
The following equation can be used in case of multi-period compounding:

. nxm
F = P 1 + —

m

(18A)

(19A)

Equation (19A) can be modified to allow for continuous compounding. Let us multiply run by i/i and 
rewrite Equation (19A) as follows:

m. ni x —

F = P 1 + — ' (20A)
m

Defining x = m/i and therefore, i/m = 1/x, we can rewrite Equation (20A) as given below:
7UKX

F = P 1 + -
x

It should be clear that as the number of compounding periods, m, increases, x also increases causing the 
term in parentheses in Equation (20A) to increase. Atthe limit, when m and x approach infinity, and compounding 
is continuous, the term in parenthesis approaches the value 2.7183. Thus,

= 2.7183 (21A)

Substituting e for the term in parenthesis, we get

F = Pein (22A

Equation (22A) can be used to find out present value under the assumption of multi-period compounding 
(discounting). Consider the following:

F = Pein

P = F — =Fe’in
-.1/1

(23A)



Valuation of Bonds
and Shares

Learning Objectives

► Explain the fundamental characteristics of ordinary shares, preference shares and bonds (or debentures)
► Show the use of the present value concepts in the valuation of shares and bonds
► Learn about the linkage between the share values, earnings and dividends and the required rate of return on the share
► Focus on the uses and misuses of price-earnings (P/E) ratio

INTRODUCTION

Assets can be real or financial; securities, like shares and 
bonds are called financial assets, while physical assets like 
plant and machinery are called real assets. The concepts of 
return and risk, as the determinants of value, are as 
fundamental and valid to the valuation of securities as to 
that of physical assets. We must clarify at the outset that 
there is no easy way to predict the prices of shares and 
bonds and thus, to become rich by a superior performance 
in the stock exchange. The unpredictable nature of the 
security prices is, in fact, a logical and necessary 
consequence of efficient capital markets. Efficient capital 
market implies a well-informed, properly functioning 
capital market. We can show why some securities are 
priced higher than others by using the concept of present 
value. This will help the financial manager to know the 
variables, which influence the security prices. He can then 
design his investment and financing activities in a manner, 
which exploits the relevant variables to maximise the 
market value of shares. *

There are a number of excellent investment books and articles dealing with valuation of bonds and shares. We suggest the original 
ork of Williams, J.B. The Theory of Investment Value, Harvard University Press, 1938; Sharpe W.F., and G.I., Alexander, Investments, 

-Tentice-Hall: 1989 and Francis, J.C., Investment: Analysis and Management, McGraw Hill, 1972, for further reading.

It should also be noted that ordinary shares are riskier 
than bonds (or debentures), and also that some shares are 
more risky than others. It, therefore, naturally follows that 
investors would commit funds to shares only when they 
expect that rates of return are commensurate with risk. 
We know from our earlier discussion in the preceding 
chapter that the present value formulae are capable of 
taking into account both time and risk in the evaluation 
of assets and securities. What they cannot do is measure 
the degree of risk? For the purpose of our discussion, we 
shall assume risk as known. A detailed analysis of risk is 
deferred to the next chapter.

CONCEPTS OF VALUE

How are bonds and shares valued?1 What is the role of 
earnings per share (EPS) and price-earnings (P/E) ratios 
in the valuation of shares? EPS and P/E ratios are the most 
frequently used concepts by the financial community. Do 
they really have significance in the valuation of shares? 
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Let us emphasize that the present value is the most valid and 
true concept of value. There are many other concepts of value 
that are used for different purposes. They are explained 
below.

Book Value
Book value is an accounting concept. Assets are recorded 
at historical cost, and they are depreciated over years. Book 
value may include intangible assets at acquisition cost 
minus amortized value. The book value of debt is stated 
at the outstanding amount. The difference between the 
book values of assets and liabilities is equal to 
shareholders' funds or net worth. Book value per share is 
determined as net worth divided by the number of shares 
outstanding. Book value reflects historical cost, rather than 
value. Value is what an asset is worth today in terms of 
its potential benefits.

Replacement Value
Replacement value is the amount that a company would 
be required to spend if it were to replace its existing assets 
in the current condition. It is difficult to find cost of assets 
currently being used by the company. Replacement value 
is also likely to ignore the benefits of intangibles and the 
utility of existing assets.

Liquidation Value
Liquidation value is the amount that a company could 
realize if it sold its assets, after having terminated its 
business. It would not include the value of intangibles 
since the operations of the company are assumed to cease. 
Liquidation value is generally a minimum value, which a 
company might accept if it sold its business.

Going Concern Value
Going concern value is the amount that a company could 
realize if it sold its business as an operating business. 
Going concern value would always be higher than the 
liquidation value, since it reflects the future value of assets 
and value of intangibles.

Market Value
Market value of an asset or security is the current price at 
which the asset or the security is being sold or bought in 
the market. Market value per share is expected to be higher 
than the book value per share for profitable, growing 
firms. A number of factors influence the market value per 
share, and therefore, it shows wide fluctuations. What is 
important is the long-term trend in the market value per 
share. In ideal situation, where the capital markets are 
efficient and in equilibrium, market value should be equal 
to present (or intrinsic) value of a share.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define book value and replacement value. What is 
the difference between them?

2. Define and compare going concern value and 
liquidation value.

3. What is market value? Is it different from the present 
value?

FEATURES OF A BOND

A bond is a long-term debt instrument or security. Bonds 
issued by the government do not have any risk of default. 
The government will always honour obligations on its 
bonds. Bonds of the public sector companies in India are 
generally secured, but they are not free from the risk of 
default. The private sector companies also issue bonds, 
which are also called debentures in India. A company in 
India can issue secured or unsecured debentures. In the 
case of a bond or debenture, the rate of interest is generally 
fixed and known to investors. The principal of a 
redeemable bond or bond with a maturity is payable after 
a specified period, called maturity period.

The main features of a bond or debenture are 
discussed below.

Face value Face value is called par value. A bond 
(debenture) is generally issued at a par value of 
Rs 100 or Rs 1,000, and interest is paid on face 
value.
Interest rate Interest rate is fixed and known to 
bondholders (debenture-holders). Interest paid on 
a bond/debenture is tax deductible. The interest 
rate is also called coupon rate. Coupons are 
detachable certificates of interest.
Maturity A bond (debenture) is generally issued 
for a specified period of time. It is repaid on 
maturity.
Redemption value The value that a bondholder 
(debenture-holder) will get on maturity is called 
redemption, or maturity, value. A bond 
(debenture) may be redeemed at par or at a 
premium (more than par value) or at a discount 
(less than par value).
Market value A bond (debenture) may be traded 
in a stock exchange. The price at which it is 
currently sold or bought is called the market value 
of the bond (debenture). Market value max’ be 
different from par value or redemption value

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define a bond/debenture. What are its features:
2. What is redeemable bond?
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BONDS VALUES AND YIELDS

It is relatively easy to determine the present value of a 
bond since its cash flows and the discount rate can be 
determined without much difficulty. If there is no risk of 
default, then there is no difficulty in estimating the cash 
flows associated with a bond. The expected cash flows 
consist of annual interest payments plus repayment of 
principal. The appropriate capitalization, or discount rate 
would depend upon the risk of the bond. The risk in 
holding a government bond is less than the risk associated 
with a debenture issued by a company. Consequently, a 
lower discount rate would be applied to the cash flows of 
the government bond and a higher rate to the cash flows 
of the company debenture.

Bonds maybe classified into three categories: (a) bonds 
with maturity, (b) pure discount bonds and (c) perpetual 
bonds.

Bond with Maturity
The government and companies mostly issue bonds that 
specify the interest rate (coupon) and the maturity period. 
The present value of a bond (debenture) is the discounted 
value of its cash flows; that is, the annual interest payments 
plus bond's terminal, or maturity value. The discount rate 
is the interest rate that investors could earn on bonds with 
similar characteristics. By comparing the present value of 
a bond with its current market value, it can be determined 
whether the bond is overvalued or undervalued. Let us 
consider Illustration 3.1.

ILLUSTRATION 3.1: Value of Bond with Maturity
Suppose an investor is considering the purchase of a five- 
year, Rs 1,000 par value bond, bearing a nominal rate of 
interest of 7 per cent per annum. The investor’s required 
rate of return is 8 per cent. What should he be willing to 
pay now to purchase the bond if it matures at par?

The investor will receive cash Rs 70 as interest each 
year for 5 years and Rs 1,000 on maturity (i.e., at the end of 
the fifth year). We can thus determine the present value of 
the bond (Bo) as follows:

B _ 70 + 70 + 70 + 70 + 70 ' 1000
0 _ (1.08)1 (1.08)2 (1.08)3 (1.08)4 (1.08)5 (1.08)5

It may be observed that Rs 70 is an annuity for 5 years 
and Rs 1,000 is received as a lump sum at the end of the 
fifth year. Using the present value tables, given at the end 
of this book, the present value of bond is:

Bo = 70 x 3.993 + 1,000 x 0.681 = 279.51 + 681 = Rs 960.51

This implies that Rs 1,000 bond is worth Rs 960.51 
today if the required rate of return is 8 per cent. The investor 
would not be willing to pay more than Rs 960.51 for bond 
today. Note that Rs 960.51 is a composite of the present 
value of interest payments, Rs 279.51 and the present value 
of the maturity value, Rs 681.

Since most bonds will involve payment of an annuity 
(equal interest payments each year) and principal at

maturity, we can use the following formula to determine 
the value of a bond:

Bond value = Present value of interest
+ Present value of maturity value:

„ r INT, INT2 INT,0_[(l + kJ + (l + kd)2+-+(l + kJ"

" INT, B„
0 ftd+kj (1+kJ"

Notice that Bo is the present value of a bond 
(debenture), INT,is the amount of interest in period t (from 
year 1 to n), kd is the market interest rate or the bond’s 
required rate of return, Bn is bond’s terminal or maturity 
value in period n and n is the number of years to maturity.

In Equation (1), the right-hand side consists of an 
annuity of interest payments that are constant (i.e., INT, = 
INT2... INT,) over the bond’s life and a final payment on 
maturity. Thus, we can use the annuity formula to value 
interest payments as shown below:

1
kd(l+kj"

Bn 

(l+kdY (2)

Yield-to-Maturity
We can calculate a bond's yield or the rate of return when 
its current price and cash flows are known. Suppose the 
market price of a bond is Rs 883.40 (face value being 
Rs 1,000). The bond will pay interest at 6 per cent per 
annum for 5 years, after which it will be redeemed at par. 
What is the bond's rate of return? The yield-to-maturity 
(YTM) is the measure of a bond's rate of return that 
considers both the interest income and any capital gain 
or loss. YTM is bond's internal rate of return. The yield- 
to-maturity of 5-year bond, paying 6 per cent interest on 
the face value of Rs 1,000 and currently selling for Rs 883.40 
is 10 per cent as shown below:

□on „ 60 60 60
(1 + YTM) (1 + YTM)2 (1 + YTM)

60 , 60 + 1,000
+ (1 + YTM)4 + (1 + YTM)5

We obtain YTM = 10 per cent by trial and error.
It is, however, simpler to calculate a perpetual bond's 

yield-to-maturity. It is equal to interest income divided 
by the bond's price. For example, if the rate of interest on 
Rs 1,000 par value perpetual bond is 8 per cent, and its 
price is Rs 800, its YTM will be:

kj = = —- = 0.10 or 10 per cent
d Bo 800 r

(3)
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Excel Application 3.1 
YIELD TO MATURITY

Yield-to-maturity is the internal rate of return 
of the bond given the current market price, 
interest charges and the maturity value. In the 
worksheet on the right-hand side, we enter 
the values of the parameters as given above. 
Interest is calculated on the face value of the 
bond in C5 to G5. If we enter IRR formula in 
B8: IRR(B7:G7), we obtain the yield-to- 
maturity of 9 per cent.

A B C D E F G
1 Face Value 1000.00
2 Interest rate 6%
3 Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 Current price -883.40
5 Interest 60 60 60 60 60
6 Maturity value 1000
7 Cash flow -883.40 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 1060.00
8 Yield-to-Maturity 9.0% ◄—=IRR(B7:G7)

Current Yield
Yield-to-maturity is not the same as the current yield. 
Current yield is the annual interest divided by the bond's 
current value. In the example, the annual interest is Rs 60 
on the current investment of Rs 883.40. Therefore, the 
current rate of return or the current yield is: 60/883.40 =

The yield-to-maturity is 11.3 per cent. If the bond is 
redeemed at par on maturity, then YTM is 10.9 per cent.

Bond Value and Amortization of Principal
A bond (debenture) may be amortized every year, i.e.,
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Excel Application 3.1 
YIELD TO MATURITY

Yield-to-maturity is the internal rate of return 
of the bond given the current market price, 
interest charges and the maturity value. In the 
worksheet on the right-hand side, we enter 
the values of the parameters as given above. 
Interest is calculated on the face value of the 
bond in C5 to G5. If we enter IRR formula in 
B8: IRR(B7:G7), we obtain the yield-to- 
maturity of 9 per cent.

A B C D E F G
1 Face Value 1000.00 gfi
2 Interest rate 6%
3 Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
4 Current price -883.40
5 Interest 60 60 60 60 60
6 Maturity value 1000
7 Cash flow -883.40 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 1060.00
8 Yield-to-Maturity 9.0% ◄—=IRR(B7:G7)

Current Yield
Yield-to-maturity is not the same as the current yield. 
Current yield is the annual interest divided by the bond's 
current value. In the example, the annual interest is Rs 60 
on the current investment of Rs 883.40. Therefore, the 
current rate of return or the current yield is: 60/883.40 = 
6.8 per cent. Current yield considers only the annual 
interest (Rs 60 in the example) and does not account for 
the capital gain or loss. On maturity, the bond price will 
increase to Rs 1,000 and there would be a capital gain of 
Rs 116.60 [Rs 1,000 - Rs 883.40]. Thus bond's overall rate 
of return over 5 years period would be more than the 
current yield. If the bond's current price were less than its 
maturity value, its overall rate of return would be less 
than the current yield.

Yield-to-Call
A number of companies issue bonds with buy back or 
call provision. Thus a bond can be redeemed or called 
before maturity. What is the yield or the rate of return of a 
bond that may be redeemed before maturity? The 
procedure for calculating the yield-to-call is the same as 
for the yield-to-maturity. The call period would be 
different from the maturity period and the call (or 
redemption) value could be different from the maturity 
value. Consider an example.

Suppose the 10 per cent, 10-year, Rs 1,000 bond is 
redeemable (callable) in 5 years at a call price of Rs 1,050. 
The bond is currently selling for Rs 950. What is bond's 
yield-to-call? The bond's yield-to-call is:

950,y WO , L050
£ (1 + YTCy (1 + YTC)5

You can solve for YTC through trial and error or use 
a financial calculator. The yield-to-call, YTC, is 12.7 per 
cent. Suppose the bond will be redeemed at Rs 1,050 on 
maturity. What is the yield-to-maturity? It is given as 
follows:

950,f 100 , 1/050
£ (1+YTC)' (1 + YTC)10

The yield-to-maturity is 11.3 per cent. If the bond is 
redeemed at par on maturity, then YTM is 10.9 per cent.

Bond Value and Amortization of Principal
A bond (debenture) may be amortized every year, i.e., 
repayment of principal every year rather at maturity. In 
that case, the principal will decline with annual payments 
and interest will be calculated on the outstanding amount. 
The cash flows of the bonds will be uneven. Let us consider 
Illustration 3.2.

ILLUSTRATION 3.2: Value of a Bond When Principal is 
Amortized Each Year

The government is proposing to sell a 5-year bond of 
Rs 1,000 at 8 per cent rate of interest per annum. The bond 
amount will be amortized (repaid) equally over its life. If 
an investor has a minimum required rate of return of 7 per 
cent, what is the bond’s present value for him?

The amount of interest will go on reducing because 
the outstanding amount of bond will be decreasing due to 
amortization. The amount of interest for five years will be: 
Rs 1,000 x 0.08 = Rs 80 for the first year; (Rs 1,000 - 
Rs 200) x 0.08 = Rs 64 for the second year; (Rs 800 - 
Rs 200) x 0.08 = Rs 48 for the third year, (Rs 600 - Rs 200) 
x 0.08 = Rs 32 for the fourth year and (Rs 400 - Rs 200) x 
0.08 = Rs 16 for the fifth year. The outstanding amount of 
bond would be zero at the end of fifth year.

Since the government will have to return Rs 200 every 
year, the outflows every year will consist of interest 
payment and repayment of principal: Rs 200 + Rs 80 = 
Rs 280; Rs 200 + Rs 64 = Rs 264; Rs 200 + Rs 48 = Rs 248: 
Rs 200 + Rs 32 = Rs 232; and Rs 200 + Rs 16 = Rs 216 
respectively from first through five years. Referring to the 
present value table at the end of the book, the value of the 
bond is calculated as follows:

( _ 280 264 + 248 + 232 + 216
0 " (1.07)1 + (1.07)2 + (1.07)3 + (1.07)4 + (1.07)5

= 280 x 0.935 + 264 x 0.873 + 248 x 0.816 +
232x 0.763 + 216x 0.713

= 261.80 + 230.47 + 202.37 +177.02 + 154.C 0
= Rs 1025.66
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Excel Application 3.2:
PRESENT VALUE OF A BOND

We can set an Excel worksheet to find the 
value of a bond. Let us use the values of 
parameters given in Illustration 3.2. In the 
worksheet on the right-hand side, we enter 
in column B3 a formula for interest on the 
outstanding balance in the beginning: 
A3*0.08, and copy it down to column A7. The 
total payment (column D) consists of interest 
(column B) plus repayment of principal 
(column C). The outstanding balance is given 
in column E as the difference between the 
balance in the beginning (column A) and 
repayment (column C). The value of the bond 
is the present value of the total payments 
(column D). We write in column D8 the 
formula for NPV: =NPV(0.07,D3:D7) to find the bond value. The value is the same (except for rounding off 
error) as in Illustration 3.2.

The formula for determining the value of a bond or 
debenture that is amortised every year, can be written as 
follows:

p _ CF, ( CF2 CFn
0 (i+kd)1 + (i+kd)2+"' + (i+kdy

CFt
° S (i+v (4)

Note that cash flow, CF, includes both the interest and 
repayment of the principal.

Bond Values and
Semi-annual Interest Payments
It is a practice of many companies in India to pay interest 
on bonds (or debentures) semi-annually. The formula for 
bond valuation can be modified in terms of half-yearly 
interest payments and compounding periods as given 
below:

B =y 1/2(INT,) B„
° &(1+M2)' (l + krf/2)2x" (5)

ILLUSTRATION 3.3: Semi-annual Interest Payment and
Bond Value

A 10-year bond of Rs 1,000 has an annual rate of interest 
of 12 per cent. The interest is paid half-yearly. What is the 
value of the bond if the required rate of return is (i) 12 per 
cent and (u) 16 per cent?

Given the required rate of return of 12 per cent, the 
value of the bond is

B _y 1/2 (INT,) Bn
(l + kd/2),+(l + kd/2f

_ 1/2 X (120) 1,000
Z? (1 + 0.12/2)'+(1 + 0.12/2)2x1°

-V 60 1,000
(1.06)'+ (1.06)“

= 60 x Annuity factor (6%,20) + l,000 x PV factor (6%,20)

= 60 x 11.4699 + 1,000 x 0.3118 = 688.20 + 311.80

= Rs 1,000

If the required rate of return were 16 per cent, then 
the value of the bond would be

„ 60 1,000
° S (l.O8)'+(l.O8)20

= 60 x Annuity factor (8%,20)+ 1,000
x PV factor (8%,20)

= 60 x 9.8181 + 1,000 x 0.2145 = 589.09 + 214.50
= Rs 803.59

Pure Discount Bonds
Pure discount bonds do not carry an explicit rate of 
interest. They provide for the payment of a lump sum 
amount at a future date in exchange for the current price 
of the bonds. The difference between the face value of the 
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bond and its purchase price gives the return or YTM to 
the investor. For example, a company may issue a pure 
discount bond of Rs 1,000 face value for Rs 520 today for 
a period of five years. Thus, the debenture has (a) purchase 
price of Rs 520, (b) maturity value (equal to the face value) 
of Rs 1,000 and (c) maturity period of five years. The rate 
of interest can be calculated as follows:

520 =
1,000

(1 + YTM)5

(1 +YTM)5 =-^^ = 1.9231
V 7 520

i = 1.92311/5-1 = 0.14 or 14%

You can also use the trial and error method to obtain 
YTM, which is 14 per cent.

Pure discount bonds are also called deep-discount 
bonds or zero-interest bonds or zero-coupon bonds. 
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was the first 
to issue a deep-discount bond in India in January 1992. 
The bond of a face value of Rs 100,000 was sold for 
Rs 2,700 with a maturity period of 25 years. If an investor 
held the IDBI deep-discount bond for 25 years, she would 
earn an implicit interest rate of: 2,700 = 1,00,000/(1 + i)25 
= 15.54 per cent. IDBI again issued a deep-discount bond 
in 1998 at a price of Rs 12,750, to be redeemed after 30 
years at the face value of Rs 500,000. The implicit interest 
rate for this bond works out to be 13 per cent.

2. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Dryden, 1975, p. 538.

It is quite simple to find the value of a pure discount 
bond as it involves one single payment (face value) at 
maturity. The market interest rate, also called the market 
yield, is used as the discount rate. The present value of 
this amount is the bond value.

Value of a pure discount bond = PV of the amount on 
maturity:

R -
° d + fcj" (6)

Consider the IDBI bond with a face value of Rs 500,000 
with a maturity of 30 years. Suppose the current market 
yield on similar bonds is 9 per cent. The value of the IDBI 
pure-discount bond today is as follows:

500,000
(1.O9)30

= Rs 37,685.57

Perpetual Bonds
Perpetual bonds, also called consols, have an indefinite 
life and therefore, have no maturity value. Perpetual bonds 
or debentures are rarely found in practice. After the 
Napoleanic War, England issued these types of bonds to 

pay off many smaller issues that had been floated in prior 
years to pay for the war.2 In case of the perpetual bonds, 
as there is no maturity, or terminal value, the value of the 
bonds would simply be the discounted value of the infinite 
stream of interest flows.

Suppose that a 10 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond will pay 
Rs 100 annual interest into perpetuity? What would be its 
value of the bond if the market yield or interest rate were 
15 per cent? The value of the bond is determined as 
follows:

— = Rs 667
0.15

If the market yield is 10 per cent, the value of the bond 
will be Rs 1,000 and if it is 20 per cent the value will be 
Rs 500. Thus the value of the bond will decrease as the 
interest rate increases and vice-versa. Table 3.1 gives the 
value of a perpetual bond paying annual interest of 
Rs 100 at different discount (market interest) rates.

Table 3.1: Value of a Perpetual Bond at
Different Bond at Different Discount Rates

Discount Rate (%) Value of Bond (Rs)

5 2,000
10 1,000
15 667
20 500
25 400
30 333

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How is a bond with maturity valued?
2. What are pure discount bonds? How are they valued?
3. What is a perpetual bond? How is it valued?
4. Define yield-to-maturity and current yield. How are 

they calculated?

BOND VALUES AND INTEREST RATES

We notice from Illustration 3.3 and calculations in Table 
3.1 that the value of the bond declines as the market 
interest rate (discount rate) increases. Bond values decline 
with rising interest rates because the bond cash flows 
(interest and principal repayment) are discounted at 
higher interest rates. Figure 3.1 shows the value of a 10- 
year, 12 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond for the market interest 
rates ranging from 0 per cent to 30 per cent. You mav n otice 
from the figure that there is a negative relationship 
between bond values and the market interest rates.
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bond and its purchase price gives the return or YTM to 
the investor. For example, a company may issue a pure 
discount bond of Rs 1,000 face value for Rs 520 today for 
a period of five years. Thus, the debenture has («) purchase 
price of Rs 520, (b) maturity value (equal to the face value) 
of Rs 1,000 and (c) maturity period of five years. The rate 
of interest can be calculated as follows:

pay off many smaller issues that had been floated in prior 
years to pay for the war.2 In case of the perpetual bonds, 
as there is no maturity, or terminal value, the value of the 
bonds would simply be the discounted value of the infinite 
stream of interest flows.

2. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Dryden, 1975, p. 538.

520 =
1,000

(1 + YTM)5

Suppose that a 10 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond will pay 
Rs 100 annual interest into perpetuity? What would be its 
value of the bond if the market yield or interest rate were 
15 per cent? The value of the bond is determined as 
follows:

(1 + YTM)5 = ^22 = 1.9231
v 7 520

z = 1.92311/5-1 = 0.14 or 14%

— = Rs 667
0.15

You can also use the trial and error method to obtain 
YTM, which is 14 per cent.

Pure discount bonds are also called deep-discount 
bonds or zero-interest bonds or zero-coupon bonds. 
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was the first 
to issue a deep-discount bond in India in January 1992. 
The bond of a face value of Rs 100,000 was sold for 
Rs 2,700 with a maturity period of 25 years. If an investor 
held the IDBI deep-discount bond for 25 years, she would 
earn an implicit interest rate of: 2,700 = 1,00,000/(1 + z)25 
= 15.54 per cent. IDBI again issued a deep-discount bond 
in 1998 at a price of Rs 12,750, to be redeemed after 30 
years at the face value of Rs 500,000. The implicit interest 
rate for this bond works out to be 13 per cent.

It is quite simple to find the value of a pure discount 
bond as it involves one single payment (face value) at 
maturity. The market interest rate, also called the market 
yield, is used as the discount rate. The present value of 
this amount is the bond value.

Value of a pure discount bond = PV of the amount on 
maturity:

R -° (1 + M" (6)

Consider the IDBI bond with a face value of Rs 500,000 
with a maturity of 30 years. Suppose the current market 
yield on similar bonds is 9 per cent. The value of the IDBI 
pure-discount bond today is as follows:

If the market yield is 10 per cent, the value of the bond 
will be Rs 1,000 and if it is 20 per cent the value will be 
Rs 500. Thus the value of the bond will decrease as the 
interest rate increases and vice-versa. Table 3.1 gives the 
value of a perpetual bond paying annual interest of 
Rs 100 at different discount (market interest) rates.

Table 3.1: Value of a Perpetual Bond at
Different Bond at Different Discount Rates

Discount Rate (%) Value of Bond (Rs)

500,000
(1.O9)30

= Rs 37,685.57

Perpetual Bonds
Perpetual bonds, also called consols, have an indefinite 
life and therefore, have no maturity value. Perpetual bonds 
or debentures are rarely found in practice. After the 
Napoleanic War, England issued these types of bonds to

5
10
15
20
25
30

2,000
1,000
667
500
400
333

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How is a bond with maturity valued?
2. What are pure discount bonds? How are they valued?
3. What is a perpetual bond? How is it valued?
4. Define yield-to-maturity and current yield. How are 

they calculated?

BOND VALUES AND INTEREST RATES

We notice from Illustration 3.3 and calculations in Table 
3.1 that the value of the bond declines as the market 
interest rate (discount rate) increases. Bond values decline 
with rising interest rates because the bond cash flows 
(interest and principal repayment) are discounted at 
higher interest rates. Figure 3.1 shows the value of a 10- 
year, 12 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond for the market interest 
rates ranging from 0 per cent to 30 per cent. You may notice 
from the figure that there is a negative relation?-::? 
between bond values and the market interest rates.
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bond and its purchase price gives the return or YTM to 
the investor. For example, a company may issue a pure 
discount bond of Rs 1,000 face value for Rs 520 today for 
a period of five years. Thus, the debenture has (a) purchase 
price of Rs 520, (b) maturity value (equal to the face value) 
of Rs 1,000 and (c) maturity period of five years. The rate 
of interest can be calculated as follows: 

520 =
1,000

(1 + YTM)5

2. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Dryden, 1975, p. 538.

pay off many smaller issues that had been floated in prior 
years to pay for the war.2 In case of the perpetual bonds, 
as there is no maturity, or terminal value, the value of the 
bonds would simply be the discounted value of the infinite 
stream of interest flows.

Suppose that a 10 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond will pay 
Rs 100 annual interest into perpetuity? What would be its 
value of the bond if the market yield or interest rate were 
15 per cent? The value of the bond is determined as 
follows:

(1 + YTM)5 = 1.9231
v ' 520

— = Rs 667
0.15

z = 1.92311/s-1 = 0.14 or 14%

You can also use the trial and error method to obtain 
YTM, which is 14 per cent.

Pure discount bonds are also called deep-discount 
bonds or zero-interest bonds or zero-coupon bonds. 
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was the first 
to issue a deep-discount bond in India in January 1992. 
The bond of a face value of Rs 100,000 was sold for 
Rs 2,700 with a maturity period of 25 years. If an investor 
held the IDBI deep-discount bond for 25 years, she would 
earn an implicit interest rate of: 2,700 = 1,00,000/(1 + z)25 
= 15.54 per cent. IDBI again issued a deep-discount bond 
in 1998 at a price of Rs 12,750, to be redeemed after 30 
years at the face value of Rs 500,000. The implicit interest 
rate for this bond works out to be 13 per cent.

It is quite simple to find the value of a pure discount 
bond as it involves one single payment (face value) at 
maturity. The market interest rate, also called the market 
yield, is used as the discount rate. The present value of 
this amount is the bond value.

Value of a pure discount bond = PV of the amount on 
maturity:

R -
° d + fcj" (6)

Consider the IDBI bond with a face value of Rs 500,000 
with a maturity of 30 years. Suppose the current market 
yield on similar bonds is 9 per cent. The value of the IDBI 
pure-discount bond today is as follows:

If the market yield is 10 per cent, the value of the bond 
will be Rs 1,000 and if it is 20 per cent the value will be 
Rs 500. Thus the value of the bond will decrease as the 
interest rate increases and vice-versa. Table 3.1 gives the 
value of a perpetual bond paying annual interest of 
Rs 100 at different discount (market interest) rates.

Table 3.1: Value of a Perpetual Bond at
Different Bond at Different Discount Rates

Discount Rate (%) Value of Bond (Rs)

500,000
(1.O9)30

= Rs 37,685.57

Perpetual Bonds
Perpetual bonds, also called consols, have an indefinite 
life and therefore, have no maturity value. Perpetual bonds 
or debentures are rarely found in practice. After the 
Napoleanic War, England issued these types of bonds to

5
10
15
20
25
30

2,000
1,000
667
500
400
333

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How is a bond with maturity valued?
2. What are pure discount bonds? How are they valued?
3. What is a perpetual bond? How is it valued?
4. Define yield-to-maturity and current yield. How are 

they calculated?

BOND VALUES AND INTEREST RATES

We notice from Illustration 3.3 and calculations in Table 
3.1 that the value of the bond declines as the market 
interest rate (discount rate) increases. Bond values decline 
with rising interest rates because the bond cash flows 
(interest and principal repayment) are discounted at 
higher interest rates. Figure 3.1 shows the value of a 10- 
year, 12 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond for the market interest 
rates ranging from 0 per cent to 30 per cent. You may notice 
from the figure that there is a negative relationship 
between bond values and the market interest rates
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Interest Rate

Figure 3.1: Interest rate and bond value

Bond Maturity and Interest Rate Risk
As explained above, the value of a bond depends upon 
the market interest rate. As interest rate changes, the value 
of a bond also varies. There is an inverse relationship 
between the value of a bond and the interest rate. The’ 
bond value would decline when the interest rate rises and 
vice versa. For instance, the value of the perpetual bond in 
Table 3.1 declines to Rs 667 from Rs 1,000 when interest 
rate rises from 10 per cent to 15 per cent, resulting in a 
loss of Rs 333 in value to bondholders. Interest rates have 
the tendency of rising or falling in practice. Thus investors 
of bonds are exposed to the interest rate risk; that is, the 
risk arising from the fluctuating interest rates.

The intensity of interest rate risk would be higher on 
bonds with long maturities than bonds with short maturities. 
This point can be verified by examining Table 3.2 where 
values of 10 per cent 5-year and 10-year bonds (maturity 
value of Rs 1,000) and a perpetual bond are given. These 
values are also plotted in Figure 3.2. At 10 per cent market 
interest rate, values of all three bonds are same, viz., 
Rs 1,000. When the market interest rate rises to, say, 15 
per cent, then the value of 5-year bond falls to Rs 832, 
10-year bond to Rs 749 and perpetual bond still further to 
Rs 667. Similarly, the value of long-term bond will 
fluctuate (increase) more when rates fall below 10 per cent.

Table 3.2: Bond Value at Different Interest Rates

The differential value response to interest rates changes 
between short and long term bonds will always be true. 
Thus, two bonds of same quality (in terms of the risk of

Present Value (Rs)

Dis. rate (%) 5-Yr bond 10- Yr bond Perp, bond

5 1,216 1,386 2,000
10 1,000 1,000 1,000
15 832 749 667
20 701 581 500
25 597 464 400
30 513 382 333

default) would have different exposure to interest rate 
risk—the one with longer maturity is exposed to greater 
degree of risk from the increasing interest rates.3

Figure 3.2: Value of bonds at varying interest rates

The reason for this differential responsiveness is not 
difficult to understand. For example, in the case of 10- 
year bond, one would get just Rs 100 even if interest rate 
rises to, say, 15 per cent. In case of 5-year bond, one can, 
at least, sell the bond after five years, and reinvest money 
to receive Rs 150 for the next five years.

Bond Duration and Interest Rate Sensitivity
We have discussed that bond prices are sensitive to 
changes in the interest rates, and they are inversely related 
to the interest rates. The intensity of the price sensitivity 
depends on a bond's maturity and the coupon rate of 
interest. The longer the maturity of a bond, the higher will 
be its sensitivity to the interest rate changes. Similarly, 
the price of a bond with low coupon rate will be more 
sensitive to the interest rate changes.

A bond's maturity and coupon rate provide a general 
idea of its price sensitivity to interest rate changes. 
However, the bond's price sensitivity can be more 
accurately estimated by its duration. A bond's duration 
is measured as the weighted average of times to each cash 
flow (interest payment or repayment of principal). 
Duration calculation gives importance to the timing of 
cash flows; the weight is determined as the present value 
of cash flow to the bond value. Hence two bonds with 
similar maturity but different coupon rates and cash flow 
patterns will have different durations.

Let us consider two bonds with five-year maturity. 
The 8.5 per cent rate bond of Rs 1,000 face value has a 
current market value of Rs 954.74 and a YTM of 
10 per cent, and the 11.5 per cent rate bond of Rs 1,000 
face value has a current market value of Rs 1,044.57 and 
a yield to maturity of 10.6 per cent. Table 3.3 shows the 
calculation of duration for the two bonds. Each cash flow 
is discounted at YTM to calculate its present value. Next 
we find out the proportion of the present value of each 

■'•eston and Brigham, op. cit., 1975, p. 545. Also , see Nelson, C.R, The Term Structure of Interest Rates, in J.L. Bicksler, Ed., Handbook of 
- ~jincial Economics, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1980, for a review of the interest rate structure theory.
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flow to the value of the bond. The duration of the 
bond is calculated as the weighted average of times 
to the proportion of the present value of cash flows.

We can notice from Table 3.3 that 71.4 per cent 
of the present value of cash flows of the 8.5 per 
cent bond and 65.2 per cent of the 11.5 per cent 
bond occur in the last year. The duration of 8.5 per 
cent bond (the lower coupon bond) is higher than 
the duration of 11.5 per cent bond (the higher 
coupon bond).

The volatility or the interest rate sensitivity of 
a bond is given by its duration and YTM. A bond's 
volatility, referred to as its modified duration, is 
given as follows:

Volatility of bond = PuratlOn
7 (1 + YTM)

Table 3.3: Duration of Bonds (8.5 Per Cent Bond)

The volatilities of the 8.5 per cent and 11.5 per cent 
bonds are as follows:

Year
Cash
Flow

Present
Value at

10%

Proportion 
of Bond 
Price

Proportion 
of Bond 

Price x Time

1 85 77.27 0.082 0.082
2 85 70.25 0.074 0.149
3 85 63.86 0.068 0.203
4 85 58.06 0.062 0.246
5 1,085 673.70 0.714 3.572

943.14 1.000 4.252
(11.5 Per Cent Bond)

Year
Cash
Flow

Present
Value at
10.6 %

Proportion 
of Bond 

Price

Proportion 
of Bond 

Price x Time

1 115 103.98 0.101 0.101
2 115 94.01 0.091 0.182
3 115 85.00 0.082 0.247
4 115 76.86 0.074 0.297
5 1,115 673.75 0.652 3.259

1,033.60 1.000 4.086

4 252
Volatility of 8.5% bond = = 3.87

(1.100)

Volatility of 11.5% bond = ^-086 _
(1.106)

The 8.5 per cent bond has higher volatility. If YTM 
increases by 1 per cent, this will result in 3.87 per cent 
decrease in the price of the 8.5 per cent bond and a 3.69 
per cent decrease in the price of the 11.5 per cent bond.

r
CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

k______________________________________________________ 4

1. What is interest rate risk?
2. What is meant by duration of a bond? How is it 

calculated?
Define volatility of a bond. How is it measured? Why 
is it called modified duration?

Residual Maturity (Number of Years)
. 31-Mar-07____ 30-Sep-07_____ 31-Mar-08

Figure 3.3: Figure 3.3: Yield Curve 
(Government of India Bonds) ' 
Source: Reserve Bank of India

THE TERM STRUCTURE OF 
INTEREST RATES

So far in our discussion, we did not explicitly mention 
whether there was one single interest rate or several rates. 
In fact, there are several interest rates in practice. Both 
companies and the Government of India offer bonds with 
different maturities and risk features. Debt in a particular 
risk class will have its own interest rate.

A yield curve for the Government of India bonds of 
different maturities is shown in Figure. 3.3. Yield curve 
shows the relationship between the yields to maturity of 
bonds and their maturities. It is also called the term 
structure of interest rates. In Figure 3.3, the yield curve 
has an upward slope. The upward sloping yield curve 
implies that the long-term yields are higher than the short
term yields. This is the normal shape of the yield curve, 
which is generally verified by historical evidence. 
However, many economies in high-inflation periods have 
witnessed the short-term yields being higher than the long
term yields. The inverted yield curves result when the 
short-term rates are higher than the long-term rates.

What are the explanations for the shape of the yield 
curve? There are three theories that explain the yield curve 
or the term structure of interest rates: (1) the expectation 
theory, (2) the liquidity premium theory, and (3) the 
market segmentation theory.

The Expectation Theory
The expectation theory supports the upward sloping 
curve since investors always expect the short-term rates 
to increase in the future. This implies that the long-te— 
rates will be higher than the short-term rates. But in. the 
present value terms, the return from investing in t . tri
term security will equal to the return from investm£ m a 
series of a short-term security. Let us consider an e camp le.

Suppose you have an investment horizcr :: three
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years. You have two choices: either you invest in a three- 
year bond, or you invest in one-year bond each year for 
three years. Assume that YTM on a three-year bond is 5.8 
per cent. The current YTM on one-year bond is 5.3 per 
cent. You expect that the interest rate on one-year bond 
one year from now will be 5.7 per cent and after two years 
6.3 per cent. What should you do? The future values of 
your investment from the three-year bond and the series 
of one-year bonds are:

FV, 3-year bond = (1.058)3 = 1.183
FV, series of one-year bonds = (1.053) (1.057) (1.063) 

= 1.183
You may notice that there is no advantage in buying 

a three-year bond at the current yield of 5.8 per cent as 
compared to buying one-year bond every year and 
reinvesting the proceeds. Investing in the three-year bond 
will be beneficial if you expected one-year rates to remain 
constant at the current level. Since the future values from 
the alternative investments are the same, you would be 
indifferent between them. The expectation theory does 
assume that capital markets are efficient, there are no 
transaction costs and the investors' sole purpose is to 
maximize their returns. The long-term rates are geometric 
average of current and expected short-term rates.

A significant implication of the expectation theory is 
that given their investment horizon, investors will earn 
the same average expected returns on all maturity 
combinations. Hence a firm will not be able to lower its 
interest cost in the long run by the maturity structure of 
its debt.

The Liquidity Premium Theory
We have seen that the expectation theory postulates an 
upward-sloping yield curve. This assumes that investors 
always expect yields to increase in the future. The theory 
does not explain reason for this behaviour. The liquidity 
or risk premium theory provides an explanation for the 
expectation of the investors. We have explained earlier 
that the prices of the long-term bonds are more sensitive 
than the prices of the short-term bonds to the changes in 
the market rates of interest. Hence investors prefer short
term bonds to the long-term bonds. The investors can be 
compensated for this risk by offering then higher returns 
on long-term bonds. This extra return, which is called 
liquidity premium, gives the yield curve its upward bias. 
However, the yield curve could still be inverted if the 
declining expectations and other factors have more effect 
than the liquidity premium.

The liquidity premium theory means that rates on 
long-term bonds will be higher than on the short-term 
bonds. From a firm's point of view, the liquidity premium 
theory suggests that as the cost of short-term debt is less, 
:he firm could minimise the cost of its borrowings by 

atinuously refinancing its short-term debt rather taking 
- mg-term debt.

The Segmented Markets Theory
The segmented markets theory assumes that the debt 
market is divided into several segments based on the 
maturity of debt. In each segment, the yield of debt 
depends on the demand and supply. Investors' 
preferences of each segment arise because they want to 
match the maturities of assets and liabilities, to reduce 
the susceptibility to interest rate changes. For example, 
the liabilities of pension funds are long-term and they 
would like to ensure that they have sufficient funds to 
service these liabilities. Therefore, they will invest their 
funds in long-maturity investments to ensure certainty of 
returns. On the other hand, the deposits of commercial 
banks are mostly short-term in nature. Hence, they match 
their liabilities by lending for short-terms or investing in 
short-term securities.

The segmented markets theory approach assumes 
investors do not shift from one maturity to another in their 
borrowing-lending activities and therefore, the shift in 
yields are caused by changes in the demand and supply, 
for bonds of different maturities. Overall, it implies that 
investors strongly prefer to invest in assets with maturities 
matching their liabilities, and borrowers prefer to issue 
liabilities that match the maturity of their assets.

Default Risk and Credit Rating
The Central and State Governments, government bodies, 
and public sector and private sector companies issue 
bonds. There is a difference between the government 
bonds and corporate bonds. Generally, the government 
is not expected to become insolvent. Investors consider 
their investment safe when they invest in the government 
bonds; they do not fear that the government will default 
on its bonds. On the other hand, companies do get into 
financial problems and may become bankrupt. Hence 
there are chances that companies may default on their 
bonds. Bondholders will never get more than the promised 
payments from companies, but financially distressed 
companies may not pay the full promised amount.

Default risk is the risk that a company will default 
on its promised obligations to bondholders. Bondholders 
can avoid the default risk by investing their funds in the 
government bonds instead of the corporate bonds. 
However, they may invest in corporate bonds if they are 
compensated for assuming the default risk. Hence 
companies, in order to induce investors to invest in their 
bonds, offer a higher return than the return on the 
government bonds. This difference, called default 
premium, is compensation for the default risk. Thus, the 
default premium is the spread between the promised 
return on a corporate bond and the return on a government 
bond with same maturity. The default premium will be 
higher for bonds with higher chances of default.

How do investors assess the default risk of bonds? In 
most countries there are credit rating companies that rate 
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bonds according to their safety. In USA, Moody's and 
Standard and Poor's and others provide bond ratings. In 
India, the Credit Rating Information Services Limited 
(CRISIL), Investment Information and Credit Rating 
Agency (ICRA), and Credit Analysis and Research Limited 
(CARE) provide bond and other debt ratings. Table 3.4 
provides debenture ratings scheme of CRISIL. Debentures 
(bonds) with highest safety are rated as AAA (triple A). 
Debentures rated BBB (triple B) and above are investment 
grade debentures. Debentures rated below BBB are 
speculative grade, and they are also known as junk bonds 
or high yield bonds.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is a yield curve ? What is an inverted yield curve ?
2. Briefly explain the expectation theory, the liquidity 

premium theory and the segmented markets theory.
3. What is meant by default risk and default premium?
4. What are the most important consideration in credit 

rating? What are the advantages of credit rating?
5. Define investment grade and junk bonds.

Table 3.4: CRISIL’s Debenture Ratings

High Investment Grades
AAA (Triple A): Highest Safety Debentures rated ‘AAA’ are judged to offer highest safety of timely payment 

of interest and principal. Though the circumstances providing this degree of 
safety are likely to change, such changes as can be envisaged are most unlikely 
to affect adversely the fundamentally strong position of such issues.

AA (Double A): High Safety Debentures rated ‘AA’ are judged to offer high safety of timely payment of 
interest and principal. They differ in safety from ‘AAA’ issues only marginally.

Investment Grades
A: Adequate Safety Debentures rated ‘A’ are judged to offer adequate safety of timely payment of 

interest and principal; however, changes in circumstances can adversely affect 
such issues more than those in the higher rated categories.

BBB (Triple B): Moderate Safety Debentures rated ‘BBB’ are judged to offer sufficient safety of timely payment 
of interest and principal for the present; however, changing circumstances 
are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity to pay interest and repay 
principal than for debentures in higher rated categories.

Speculative Grades
BB (Double B): Inadequate Safety Debentures rated ‘BB’ are judged to carry inadequate safety of timely payment 

of interest and principal; while they are less susceptible to default than other 
speculative grade debentures in the immediate future, the uncertainties that 
the issuer faces could lead to inadequate capacity to make timely interest 
and principal payments.

B: High Risk Debentures rated ‘B’ are judged to have greater susceptibility to default; while 
currently interest and principal payments are met, adverse business or 
economic conditions would lead to lack of ability or willingness to pay interest 
or principal.

C: Substantial Risk Debentures rated ‘C’ are judged to have factors present that make them 
vulnerable to default; timely payment of interest and principal is possible 
only if favourable circumstances continue.

D: In Default Debentures rated ‘B’ are judged to have greater susceptibility to default; while 
currently interest and principal payments are met, adverse business or 
economic conditions would lead to lack of ability or willingness to pay interest 
or principal.

Notes:

1. CRISIL may apply “+” (plus) or (minus) signs for ratings from AA to D to reflect comparative standing within the category
2. The contents within parenthesis are a guide to the pronunciation of the rating symbols.
3. Preference share rating symbols are identical to debenture rating symbols except that the letters “pf” are prefixed to tie 

debenture rating symbols, e.g. pfAAA (“pf Triple A”).
Source: Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited (CRISIL), www.crisil.com

>11
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VALUATION OF PREFERENCE SHARES
A company may issue two types of shares: (a) ordinary 
shares and (b) preference shares. Owners of shares are 
called shareholders, and capital contributed by them is 
called share capital.

Preference shares have preference over ordinary 
shares in terms of payment of dividend and repayment 
of capital if the company is wound up. They may be issued 
with or without a maturity period. Redeemable 
preference shares are shares with maturity. Irredeemable 
preference shares are shares without any maturity.4 The 
holders of preference shares get dividends at a fixed rate. 
With regard to dividends, preference shares may be issued 
with or without cumulative features. In the case of 
cumulative preference shares unpaid dividends 
accumulate and are payable in the future. Dividends in 
arrears do not accumulate in the case of non-cumulative 
preference shares.

4. In some countries like in India, companies are not allowed to issue irredeemable preference shares.

Features of Preference and Ordinary Shares

The investor would expect to receive Rs 10 as 
preference dividend each year for 12 years and Rs 110 on 
maturity (i.e., at the end of 12 years). We can use the present 
value annuity factor to value the constant stream of 
preference dividends and the present value factor to value 
the redemption payment.

Po =10x 1
0.105

______ 1
0.105 x (1.105)12

120
+ (1.105)12

=10 x 6.506 +120 x 0.302 =65.06 +36.24 =Rs 101.30

Note that the present value of Rs 101.30 is composite 
of the present value of dividends, Rs 65.06 and the present 
value of the redemption value, Rs 36.24. The Rs 100 
preference share is worth Rs 101.3 today at 10.5 per cent 
required rate of return. The investor would be better off by 
purchasing the share for Rs 100 today.

A formula similar to the valuation of bond can be used 
to value preference shares with a maturity period:

Value of preference share = Present value of dividends 
+ Present value of maturity value:

The following are the features of preference and ordinary 
shares: P0 =

Claims Preference shareholders have a claim on 
assets and incomes prior to ordinary shareholders. 
Equity (ordinary) shareholders have a residual 
claim on a company's incomes and assets. The 
Equity shareholders are the legal owners of the 
company.
Dividend The dividend rate is fixed in the case 
of preference shares. Preference shares may be 
issued with cumulative rights, i.e., dividend will 
accumulate until paid-off. In the case of equity 
shares neither the dividend rate is known, nor 
does dividend accumulate. Dividends paid on 
preference and equity shares are not tax 
deductible.
Redemption Both redeemable and irredeemable 
preference shares can be issued in India. 
Redeemable preference shares have a maturity 
date while irredeemable preference shares are 
perpetual. Equity shares have no maturity date. 
Conversion A company can issue convertible 
preference shares. That is, after a stated period, 
such shares can be converted into ordinary shares.

Like bonds, it is relatively easy to estimate cash flows 
associated with preference shares. The cash flows may 
include annual preference dividend and redemption value 
on maturity, in case of redeemable preference shares. The 
value of the preference share would be the sum of the 
present values of dividends and the redemption value.

Pn

L. I- 1"

(8)

PDIV, PPIV2 PDIVn
(1 + kp)1 + (l + kp)2 +’"+(l + kp)n

= A PDIV, Pn
0 (1 + kp)' (1 + V

PDIV, is the preference dividend per share in period t, 
k the required rate of return of preference share and Pn the 
value of the preference share on maturity. Since PDIV is 
an annuity, Equation (8) can also be written as follows:

+ (i+V (9)

ILLUSTRATION 3.4: Value of a Preference Share
Suppose an investor is considering the purchase of a 12-year, 
10 per cent Rs 100 par value preference share. The 
redemption value of the preference share on maturity is 
Rs 120. The investor’s required rate of return is 10.5 per cent.

1 1 
k^~kpa+kpy

Note that the term within parentheses on the right
hand side of the equation is the present value factor for an 
annuity of Re 1.

Valuing Irredeemable preference share How can we 
value an irredeemable preference share? Consider that a 
company has issued Rs 100 irredeemable preference 
shares on which it pays a dividend of Rs 9. Assume that 
this type of preference share is currently yielding a 
dividend of 11 per cent. What is the value of the preference 
share? The preference dividend of Rs 9 is a perpetuity. 
Therefore, the present value of the preference share is:

PDIV 9
Po=--------= — = Rs 81.82

0 kp 0.11

Yield on preference share We can ask a different question. 
If the price of the preference share is Rs 81.82, what return 
do investors require? In that case, we will have to solve 
the following equation:

81.82 = —; k =—-— = 0.11 or 11 per cent 
kp ” 81.82

The rate kp, is the preference share's yield-to-maturity. 
For a preference share with maturity (Equation 9), can 
be found out by trial and error.

Po = PDIV x
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define («) preference share, (i) redeemable and 
irredeemable preference share, (c) cumulative and 
non-cumulative preference shares and (</) parti
cipative and non-participative preference share.

2. What are the features of a preference share?
3. How are redeemable and irredeemable preference 

shares valued?
4. How is preference share yield calculated?

VALUATION OF ORDINARY SHARES

The valuation of ordinary or equity shares is relatively 
more difficult. The difficulty arises because of two factors:5 
First, the rate of dividend on equity shares is not known; 
also, the payment of equity dividend is discretionary, i.e., 
dependent on the company's discretion. Thus, the 
estimates of the amount and timing of the cash flows 
expected by equity shareholders are more uncertain. In 
the case of debentures and preference shares, the rate of 
interest and dividend, respectively, are known with 
certainty. It is, therefore, easy to make the forecasts of cash 
flows associated with them. Second, the earnings and 
dividends on equity shares are generally expected to grow, 
unlike the interest on bonds and preference dividend. This 
feature of variable dividend on equity shares makes the 
calculation of share value difficult.

5. Weston and Brigham, op. cit., 1975.

Dividend Capitalization
The general principle of valuation applies to the share 
valuation. The value of a share today depends on cash 
inflows expected by investors and the risks associated with 
those cash inflows. Cash inflows expected from an equity 
share consist of dividends that the owner expects to receive 
while holding the share and the price, which he expects 
to obtain when the share is sold. The price, which the 
owner is expected to receive when he sells the share, will 
include the original investment plus a capital gain (or 
minus a capital loss).

Normally a shareholder does not hold shares in 
perpetuity. He holds shares for some time, receives the 
dividends and finally, sells them to a buyer to obtain 
capital gains. But when he sells the share, the new buyer 
is also simply purchasing a stream of future dividends 
and a liquidating price when he in turn sells the share. 
The logic can be extended further. The ultimate conclusion 
is that, that for shareholders in general, the expected cash 
inflows consist only of future dividends and, therefore, 

the value of an ordinary share is determined by 
capitalising the future dividend stream at the opportunity 
cost of capital. The opportunity cost of capital bond is the 
return that the shareholder could earn from an investment 
of equivalent risk in the market. The value of a share is 
the present value of its future stream of dividends. How 
can a share be valued?

Single Period Valuation Let us assume that an investor 
intends to buy a share and will hold it for one year. 
Suppose he expects the share to pay a dividend of Rs 2 
next year, and would sell the share at an expected price of 
Rs 21 at the end of the year. If the investor's opportunity 
cost of capital or the required rate of return (ke) is 15 per 
cent, how much should he pay for the share today?

The present value of the share today, Po, will be 
determined as the present value of the expected dividend 
per share, at the end of the first year, DIV,, plus the present 
value of the expected price of the share, after a year, Pr

DlVt+fi
l + ke (10)

2 + 21
1.15

= Rs20

Equation (10) gives the fair' or 'reasonable' price of 
the share since it reflects the present value of the share. 
The investor would buy the share if the actual price were 
less than Rs 20. In a well-functioning capital market, there 
ought not to be any difference between the present value 
and market value of the share. Investors would have full 
information and it would be reflected in the market price 
of the share, in a well-functioning market. In practice, there 
could be a difference between the present value and the 
market value of a share. An under-valued share has a 
market price less than the share's present value. On the 
other hand, an over-valued share has a market price 
higher than the share's present value.

It may be seen in the example that the share value 
after a year represents an expected growth (g) or capital 
gain of 5 per cent:

e-Pi~P° 21-20 n„
Po ; 2o =°-05or5Percent

An investor can, thus, represent his expectation with 
regard to the future share price in terms of expected 
growth. If the share price is expected to grow at g per cent, 
then we can write P2 as follows:

Pi = P0(l + g); We can rewrite Equation (10) as

_ Diy1 + po(i+g)
0 i+^

Simplifying Eq. (11), share valuation can be6:

6. p _ DIVi + Po(l+,g) (3A) 
° l + ^e

^o(^e-g) = DIV1 (3D)

Po +P0 ke = DIV, + Po + Pog (3B) (3C)

(3E)

4 1
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(12)
DIV. DIV2+P2 
l + ke+ (1 + kJ2

7. The logic of share valuation is given in the original work of Williams, op. cit., 1938, and in the work of Gordon, Myron, The Investment, 
Financing and Valuation of the Corporation, Richard D. Irwin, 1962. Also, see Brealey, R. and S. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, 
McGraw Hill, 1991, pp. 49-52.

In other words, the present value of a share is 
determined by its expected dividend, discounted (divided) 
by the difference of the shareholders capitalization, or 
required, rate of return (ke) and growth rate (g). In the 
example, if the investor would have expected the share price 
to grow at 5 per cent, the value of the share today using 
Equation (12) will be:

We can further extend the time horizon. We can, for
example, determine the price of the share after 2 years 
(P2);

PIV3+P3 
l+fce (15)

2
0.15-0.05

— = Rs 20
0.10

and determine today's price, Po, in terms of dividends for 
3 years and price after 3 years. If the final period is n, we 
can write the general formula for share value as follows:

Multi-period Valuation In the preceding section, we 
discussed a single-period share valuation model, where 
the investor was expected to hold the share for one year 
and then sell it at the end of the year. The investor will 
receive dividend for one year, DIV1Z and the share value, 
Pt, when he sells the share at the end of the year. The 
value of the share today is given by Equation (10).

Why does the new investor purchase the share at the 
end of one year? Because he also expects a stream of 
dividends during the period he holds the share plus the 
liquidating price of the share. What determines the next 
year's price (PJ if the share is held for one year? The price 
next year (P J will depend on expected dividend in year 2 
and expected price of the share at the end of year 2. For 
example, if we consider that DIV2 = Rs 2.10 and P2 = 
Rs 22.05, then Pj is:

DIV, DIV2 DIV„+P„
(l + kJ + (l + kJ2+’” + (1 + kJ"

P=y_2DL+_^_
° era+kj* (i+kj- (17)

How does Equation (17) work? Consider an example, 
as given in Illustration 3.5.

2.10 + 22.05
1.15

Today's price (Po) can be calculated as the discounted 
value of dividends in years 1 and 2 and liquidating price 
at the end of year 2 as follows:

ILLUSTRATION 3.5: Value of Share Under Constant 
Growth

Suppose the price of a share today (PJ is Rs 20 and it is 
expected to increase at an annual rate of 5 per cent. Thus, 
the price after a year will be: Rs 20 (1.05) = Rs 21; after two 
years: Rs 21 (1.05) = Rs 22.05 and so on. Further, assume 
that the expected dividend after a year (DIVJ is Rs 2, and 
it is also expected to grow at a rate of 5 per cent per annum. 
Thus, the expected dividend after two years will be: Rs 2 
(1.05) = Rs 2.10; after three years: Rs 2.10 (1.05) = Rs 2.21 
and so on. Suppose the opportunity cost of capital is 15 
per cent, what would be the price of share if it were held 
for 5 years?

The price would equal the present value of dividends 
for 5 years plus the present value of the share price at the 
end of 5 years. That is:

2.10 + 22.05
(1.15)2

= Rs20

Thus, if Equation (10) holds, Pj should be given by 
the following formula:

p_PIV2 + P2
1 1 + k,

We can express Po as follows:

Po=^Jr(DIV1 + P1)

(13)

By substituting the value of P^ from Equation (13), 
we obtain the share price today as given below:

DIVX + DIV2+P2
1 + fc,

= 7.31+ 12.69 = Rs 20
The present value of the stream of dividends is Rs 7.31 

and of the share price at the and of five years is Rs 12.69. 
The total present value of the share is Rs 20.

We use the values in Illustration 3.5 to show the 
present values of dividend stream [SPV (DIVf)] and the 
future price [PV (PJ] separately in Table 3.5. You can see 
from Table 3.5 and Figure 3.4 that as the time horizon 
lengthens, the proportion of present value contributed by 
the dividends increases. The present value of future 
(terminal or liquidating) price declines as the time horizon 
increases; it is almost zero for 50-year or higher time 
horizon. You may also notice that after about 50 years the 
present value contribution of additional dividends is 
insignificant. The total present value of dividends plus 
terminal price remains the same, i.e., Rs 20, irrespective 
of the time horizon.7
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In principle, the time horizon n could be very large; 
in fact, it can be assumed to approach infinity (=»). If the 
time horizon, n, approaches to infinity, then the present value 
of the future price will approach to zero. Thus the price of a 
share today is the present value of an infinite stream of 
dividends.

n _ DIV, , DIV, , , DIV„„
0 (i+ke) + (i+v+ +(i+V” (18)

DIV,
0 (i+kef (19)

It will be observed that the procedure for calculating 
the share value is similar to the calculation of an asset's 
present value; cash flows in terms of dividend stream are 
discounted by the opportunity cost of capital or the 
capitalization rate. It must be remembered that the 
formula for determining the share price, i.e.,

Figure 3.4: Present value of dividends and future share price

Equations (18) and (19) does not ignore terminal value 
of the share and capital gains. The basis of formula was 

the assumption that value is determined by expected 
dividends and the terminal price, Pn.8 The term 
representing the terminal price has disappeared from the 
formula because, as we have shown in Table 3.5 and 
Figure 3.4, as the holding .period approaches infinity, the 
present value of the terminal price approaches zero.

Dividends, DIVf, in Equation (17 or 19) represent 
stream of expected dividends. In practice, DIV( could rise, 
fall, remain constant, or fluctuate randomly. In the 
following sections we discuss the cases of rising, falling 
and constant dividends.

Growth in Dividends
Dividends do not remain constant. Earnings and 
dividends of most companies grow over time, at least, 
because of their retention policies. Historical evidence 
indicates that most companies have been retaining a 

substantial portion of their earnings (about 50 per 
cent) for reinvestment in the business. This policy 
would increase the ordinary shareholder's equity 
as well as the firm's future earnings. If the number 
of shares does not change, this policy should tend 
to increase the earnings per share, and consequently, 
it should produce an expanding stream of dividends 
per share.

Normal Growth If a totally equity financed firm 
retains a constant proportion of its annual earnings 
(b) and reinvests it at its internal rate of return, which 
is its return on equity (ROE), then it can be shown 
that the dividends will grow at a constant rate equal 
to the product of retention ratio and return on 
equity; that is, g = b x ROE. To illustrate how 
dividends grow over time, consider a numerical 
example.

Suppose the book value of a firm's equity per share 
today is Rs 100, and its return on equity (ROE) is 10 per 
cent. He firm's retention ratio is 60 per cent (which implies 
a payout ratio of 40 per cent). It is expected that the firm 

Table 3.5: Present Values of Dividends and Future Price under Various Time Horizons

Year (n) DIVt SPV (DIVt ) Pt PV(Pt) Total PV

1 2.00 1.74 21.00 18.26 20.00
2 2.10 3.33 22.05 16.67 20.00
3 2.21 4.78 23.15 15.22 20.00
4 2.32 6.10 24.31 13.90 20.00
5 2.43 7.31 25.53 12.69 20.00

10 3.10 11.95 32.58 8.05 20.00
20 5.05 16.76 53.07 3.24 20.00
25 6.45 17.94 67.73 2.06 20.00
50 21.84 19.79 229.35 0.21 20.00
75 73.97 19.98 776.65 0.02 20.00

100 250.48 20.00 2,630.03 0.00 20.00

S. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, p. 51.

fi ~'wn
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will also earn 10 per cent on its retained earnings. Let us 
also assume that the firm has no debt. The firm's earnings 
per share after one year will be: EPSj = Rs 100 x 0.10 = 
Rs 10. The firm will retain Rs 6 and distribute Rs 4 as 
dividends. The book value of equity per share in the 
beginning of second year will be: BVj = Rs 100 + Rs 6 = 
Rs 106. The firm's EPS in second year will be: EPS2 = 
Rs 106 x 0.10 = Rs 10.6. Again, it will retain 60 per cent of 
the earnings, viz. Rs 6.36 and distribute 40 per cent, viz. 
Rs 4.24. The growth in dividend per share will be:

Growth in dividends =
DIV’-DIV! 6.36-6

DIV! _ 6

= 0.06 or 6 per cent

You can verify that EPS has also grown at the rate of 
6 per cent. It may be noticed that the increase in dividend 
per share by Rs 0.36 in the second year has occurred on 
account of the reinvestment of earnings. The firm had 
retained Rs 6 per share out of the first year's earnings of 
Rs 10 per share, and earned additional earnings of Rs 0.60 
per share at the rate of 10 per cent. The 40 per cent of the 
additional income has also gone as dividend to the 
shareholders in the second year. The example can be 
extended to verify that dividends in subsequent years will 
continue growing at a constant rate of 6 per cent.

Table 3.6 shows the growth in book value, earnings 
per share, dividend per share and retained earnings over 
a given period of time. It should be noted that 6 per cent 
growth in dividends is equal to the product of retention 
rate of 60 per cent and return on equity of 10 per cent: 
0.60 x 0.10 = 0.06 or 6 per cent:

Growth = Retention ratio x Return on equity

It can be seen that growth will be more if the firm 
retains higher portion of earnings. The current dividend 
will, however, be reduced. A share valuation model 
should explicitly involve growth expectations. Let us 
assume that dividends grow at a constant rate to infinity. 
If the firm now pays dividend DIV0 (that is, dividend in 
year, 0), then dividend at the end of first year will be:

DIV1=DIV0(l+g)1

and at the end of the second year, it will be:

DIV2=DIV1(l + g) = DIV0(l + g)2

and so on. Thus, when dividends grow constantly the 
formula for share valuation can be written as follows:

DIV0(l + g) | DIV0(l + g)2 |
(1 + kJ (1 + kJ2

| DIV0(l+g)"=" 
(l + kj"“

JF Diy^i+gy
0 k (i+v

(21)

(22)

After solving Equation (22), we obtain9

DIVo(l + g)

(23)

In words, the present value of a share is equal to the 
dividend after a year, DIVj, divided by the difference of 
the capitalization rate (kJ and the growth rate (g); that is, 
(ke -g). Equation (23) is the perpetual growth model. It is 
based on the following assumptions:10

Table 3.6: BV, EPS, DPS and Retained Earnings Under Constant Growth Assumption

Year
N

Book value in 
Beinning, 

BVb

Earning
Per Share,

EPS

Dividend
Per Share,

DPS

Retained 
Earnings, 

RE

Book
Value at 
the End,

Be

1 100.00 10.00 4.00 6.00 106.00
2 106.00 10.60 4.24 6.36 112.36
3 112.36 11.24 4.49 6.74 119.10
4 119.10 11.91 4.76 7.15 126.25
5 126.25 12.62 5.05 7.57 133.82
6 133.82 13.38 5.35 8.03 141.85
7 141.85 14.19 5.67 8.51 150.36
8 150.36 15.04 6.01 9.02 159.38
9 159.38 15.94 6.38 9.56 168.95

10 168.95 16.89 6.76 10.14 179.08
15 226.09 22.61 9.04 13.57 239.66
20 302.56 30.26 12.10 18.15 320.71
25 404.89 40.49 16.20 24.29 429.19

Brealev and Myers, op. cit., 1991, p. 52.
Gordon, op. cit., 1962.
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’U The capitalization rate or the opportunity cost of 
capital must be greater than the growth rate, (ke > 
g), otherwise absurd results will be attained. If ke 
= g, the equation will yield an infinite price, and 
if ke < g, the result will be a negative price.
The initial dividend per share, DIV1Z must be 
greater than zero (i.e., DIVj > 0), otherwise 
Equation (23) will obtain a zero price.
The relationship between ke and g is assumed to 
remain constant and perpetual.

ILLUSTRATION 3.6: Perpetual Growth
A company paid a dividend of Rs 3.70 in the previous year. 
The dividends in the future are expected to grow 
perpetually at a rate of 8 per cent. Find out the share’s 
price today if the market capitalises dividend at 12 per 
cent?

Using Equation (23), the price of share is:

DIV0(l + g) DIV, 
ke~g ke~g

3.70(108)
0.12-0.08

4
------= Rs 100
0.04

ILLUSTRATION 3.7: Price of a Share Under Perpetual 
Growth

A company has a book value per share of Rs 137.80. Its 
return on equity is 15 per cent and it follows a policy of 
retaining 60 per cent of its earnings. If the opportunity cost 
of capital were 18 per cent, what would be price of the 
share today?

The company’s earnings and dividend per share after 
a year are expected to be:

EPS, = 137.8 x 0.15 = Rs 2067
DIV, = (1 -0.60) x 20.67 = 0.40 x 20.67 = Rs 8.27

The growth in dividend would be:

g= 0.6 x 0.15 = 0.09

Assuming that dividends would grow perpetually, we 
can use Equation (23) to find out Pa:

8.27Po =-------------- = Rs 91.89
0.18-0.09

Super-normal Growth The dividends of a company may 
not grow at the same constant rate indefinitely. It may 
face a two-stage growth situation. In the first stage, 
dividends may grow at a super-normal growth rate when 
the company is experiencing very high demand for its 
products and is able to extract premium from customers. 
Afterwards, the demand for the company's products may 
normalize and therefore, earnings and dividends may 
grow at a normal growth rate. The share value in a two- 
stage growth situation can be determined in two parts. 
First, we can find the present value of constantly growing 
dividend annuity for a definite super-normal growth 

period. Second, we can calculate the present value of 
constantly growing dividend, indefinitely (in perpetuity), 
after the super-normal growth period. Let us consider an 
example in Illustration 3.8.

ILLUSTRATION 3.8: Super-Normal Growth
A company earned Rs 6 per share and paid Rs 3.48 per 
share as dividend in the previous year. Its earnings and 
dividends are expected to grow at 15 per cent for six years 
and then at a rate of 8 per cent indefinitely. The 
capitalization rate is 18 per cent. What is the price of the 
share today?

This is a situation of two-stage growth. You need to 
first determine the stream of dividends for the super-normal 
growth period of 6 years. The dividend per share in the 
first year will be: DIV, = Rs 3.48 (1.15), = Rs 4.00. The 
second year dividend will be: DIV2 = Rs 3.48 (1.15)2 = 
Rs 4.60. You can similarly calculate dividends for other 
years. Figure 3.5 shows the growth in dividends. Dividends 
grow at compound rate of 15 per cent for the first six years 
and at 8 per cent thereafter.

Year

Figure 3.5: Growth in dividends

Once you have calculated dividends for six years, you 
can calculate the present value as shown below.

(f) Present value of the share during the super-normal 
growth period:

_ DlVod + gJ*
0 S d+V

p _ 3.48(1.15)1 + 3.48(1.15)2 3.48(1.15)3
(1.18) (1.18)2 (1.18)3

+ 3.48(1.15)4 + 3.48(1.15)5 + 3.48(1.15)6
(1.18)4 (1.18)5 (1.18)6

= 4 x 0.8475 + 4.60 x 0.7182 + 5.29 x 0.6086

+ 6.08 x 0.5158 + 7.00 x 0.4371 + 8.04 x 0.3704

= Rs 19.10

You may notice that Rs 3.48 is an annuity that is 
growing at constant rate of 15 per cent per annum for 6 
years. Therefore, with the help of a financial calculator, 
you could also calculate the present value of dividends
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Excel Application 3.3: 
TWO-STAGE GROWTH

We can solve the two-stage growth model in Excel. 
The following is the worksheet based on the data 
given in Illustration 3.8. For the first 6 years, the 
dividend grows at a constant rate of 15 per cent 
per annum. Given 15 per cent growth rate, 18 per 
cent required rate of return and the time duration 
of 6 years, in column B8 of the worksheet we enter 
the formula for a constantly growing annuity:

= (1/(B7-B4))*(1-((1+B4)/(1+B7))AB5)
To obtain the present value of the dividends 

over six years, in column B9 we write the formula: 
= B3*(1+B4)*B8. In this formula the dividend in the 
first year is given by: DIVj = B3*(l+B4). After 6 years, 

the dividend grows at 8 per cent indefinitely. The 
value of these dividends is given by: Vo = [DIV7/ 
(0.18 - 0.15)] x (1/(1.18)6. We enter a formula in 
BIO: = ((B3*(1+B6)AB5)*(1+B6))/(B7-B4))*(1/ 
(1+B7)). The formula in Bll: =B9+B10 gives the total 
value of the share.

Using Excel, we create a two-variable table that 
explains the sensitivity of the share value with 
regard to changes in the super-normal growth rate 
(in row) and its duration (in column). The longer 
the super-normal growth rate is, the higher the 
value of the share will be.

A B C D E F G H I J K
1 Tim Stage Growth Model
2 Earning^ 6.50
3 Dividend 3.48 Supemomnl Growth Rate
4 Supernormal Growth 0.15

1

51.30 O.1O 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15
5 Duration of Supernormal Growth 6 3 39.53 40.53 41.55 42.59 43.64 44.71
6 Estimated Constant Growth 0.08 6 41.11 4299 44.94 46.98 49.1C 51.30
7 Required Return 0.18 9 42.39 45.03 47.84 50.84 54.02 57.41
8 Ccnsantly Growing Annuity Factor 4.77 10 42.76 45.64 48.71 5201 55.55 59.34
9 PV of Dividends - Supernormal Growth 19. IQ 15 44.27 48.15 5245 57.20 6246 68.29
1C PV of Dividends - Normal Growth 32.2(j 20 45.33 50.0C 55.32 61.37 68.28 76.15
11 Vrlue of Share 51.3C 25 46.08 51.37 57.53 64.74 73.17 83.07

30 46.6C 5237 59.24 67.44 77.29 89.15

during the super-normal growth period as follows:
PV(P6) = P6

(1 + V
86.83
(1.18)6

Po = DIV, x = 86.90x0.3704 = Rs 32.19

= 4.00 x

= 4.00 x 4.7723 = Rs 19.10

From year 7, dividends grow at a normal rate of 8 per 
cent indefinitely. This is a case of constantly growing 
perpetual cash flows. You can obtain the present value of 
dividends at the end of year 6, if you discount dividends 
in year 7 by the difference of the capitalization rate and 
the normal growth rate. The value so obtained is a single 
amount at the end of year 6. You will have to discount this 
amount to find its present value today (year 0). The 
calculations are shown below.

(if) Present value of the share at the end of year 6, 
growth being 8 per cent:

(a)P6 =
PIV7 8.04(1.08) 8.69

ke-g„ ~ 0.18-0.08 " 0.10

(b) Discount P6 back to present:

You can add the present values of two stages to get the 
total present value of the share as follows.

(iff) Value of the share today:

Po = 19.10 + 32.19 = Rs 51.29

Thus, it is clear that the value of the share is equal to 
the discounted value of dividends for the first six years, 
growing at an above-average or super-normal growth rate 
of 15 per cent, plus the discounted value of dividends 
indefinitely after six years, growing at the normal rate of 
8 per cent.

We find from Illustration 3.8 that the basic valuation 
methodology remains the same in two-stage growth 
situation. The perpetual growth model, as given in 
Equation (23), should be appropriately modified. By 
expanding Equation (23) one could incorporate various 
growth periods in the analysis. If the dividends of a firm 
are expected to grow at a super normal growth rate, gs, 
for n years and then grow at a normal growth rate, gn, till 
infinity, the value of the share is given as follows:
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Share value = PV of dividends during finite super
normal growth period + PV of dividends 
during indefinite normal growth period

p = y DIV0(l + gJ , y Diyn(l + gnrn 
0 h d+V (1+V

In Equation (24), the first term gives the value of 
dividends starting from the first year and growing at a 
super-normal rate, gs, for a finite period, t = n. It may be 
noticed that the second term on the right-hand side of 
Equation (24) gives the share value at the end of the super
normal growth period, n, and equals to the value of a 
stream of dividends starting from t = n + 1 and growing 
at a constant normal rate perpetually. Thus, the second term 
on the right-hand side of Equation (24) can be written as 
follows:

p . y DIV„(l + g„r 
" a+v

p, _ DIV„(l + g„) DIV„+1 (25)
ke ~gn K -gn

You may use the following steps to calculate the value 
of a share growing at the super-normal rate for some 
period and then at the normal rate forever:11

11. Gordon, op. cit., 1962.
12. Brigham, E.F., Financial Management: Theory and Practice, Dryden Press, 1979, p. 84.

Calculate dividend per share for the super-normal 
growth period and use the common procedure 
for calculating the present value of the stream of 
dividends for the super-normal growth period. 
Calculate the present value of the share at the end 
of the supernormal growth period (Pn) as shown 
below:

DIVn(l + g„) _ DIV„+1
ke ~ Sn ke~ Sn

Calculate the present value of Pn at t = 0. That is

1___ ’

(1 + V.
"Qi Calculate the total value of the share by adding 

values arrived in the first and third steps.

ILLUSTRATION 3.9: Zero Growth
What would be the price of the share in Illustration 3.8 if 
(a) growth in dividends is zero and (b) growth in dividends 
is 8 per cent per annum forever?

If g = 0, then PB will be:

and when g = 0.08, then Po will be:

34WW.3^.Rs37,30
0.18-0.08 0.10

It may be noticed from the preceding illustrations that 
as one moves from zero-growth assumption to 

supernormal-growth assumption, the price of the share 
increases from Rs 19.33 to Rs 37.30. Thus, the price of a 
share increases with growth in earnings and dividends, 
other things remaining the same.

Firm Paying no Dividends
It sometimes so happens that a company although earns 
profits but does not declare dividends. How would the 
dividend-capitalization model explain the share value 
under such circumstances? However, companies paying 
no dividends do command positive market prices for their 
shares since the price today depends on the future 
expectation of dividends. The non-payment of dividends 
may not last forever. Eventually, these companies may 
start paying dividends one day. Shareholders hold shares 
of such companies because they expect that in the final 
analysis dividends will be paid, or they will be able to 
realize capital gains. Thus, the dividend capitalization 
model is a valid share valuation model even for those 
companies that are presently paying no dividends.

Suppose a company is expected to pay dividend for 
Rs 2 per share on its shares from fifth year to infinity. In 
present value terms, the share is worth the present value 
of dividends from year five to infinity, discounted at the 
opportunity cost of capital or the required rate of return. 
For example, at a required rate of return of 20 per cent, a 
perpetual sum of Rs 2 starting from fifth year, is worth 
Rs 10 at the end of fourth year:

The Rs 10 may be considered as a lump sum received 
at the end of fourth year. The worth of the share today will 
be the discounted value of Rs 10:

P„ = —= 10 X 0.483 = Rs 4.82
0 (1.2)4

Alternatively, we assume that Rs 2 flows in from the 
very beginning, and thus, calculate the worth of the share 
today as: Rs 10 (PQ = Rs 2/0.20). But we know that the 
firm will not pay any dividend for the first four years. If 
we subtract the present value of dividends not received 
from the calculated price of Rs 10, we obtain the actual 
present worth of the share; this would again be Rs 4.82; 
that is, Rs 10 - (Rs 2 x 2.589) = Rs 4.82. (Note that the 
factor, 2.589, is the present value annuity factor for four 
years at 20 per cent rate). This procedure can be adopted 
to incorporate growth in dividends.

Earnings Capitalization
The dividend capitalization model, discussed so far, is the 
basic share valuation model. However, under two cases 
the value of the share can be determined by capitalizing 
the expected earnings:11 12
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When the firm pays out 100 per cent dividends, 
that is, it does not retain any earnings.

fo When the firm's return on equity (ROE) is equal 
to its opportunity cost of capital (kg).

The first case in which the earnings capitalization 
model may be employed is the one when the earnings of 
the firm are stable. The earnings will not grow if the firm 
does not retain the earnings (and also does not employ 
any debt). Thus, if the retention rate, b, is zero, then the 
growth rate, g, would also be equal to zero and DIVj 
would be equal to EPS1. Under these conditions, the value 
of the share will be equal to the expected earnings per 
share divided by the equity capitalization rate. Since DiVj 
= EPS, (1 - b) and g = rb (where r is equal to ROE), we can 
write formula for share valuation as follows:

EPStfl-fe)
(26)

If b = 0, then g = rb ought to be zero and the formula 
simply becomes:

(27)

The second situation, in which the earnings 
capitalization will yield the same result as the dividend 
capitalization, is when the firm lacks real growth 
opportunities. That is, it earns a rate equal to its cost on 
its retained earnings. If r = ke, then g = rb = keb. Substituting 
the value of g in Equation (26), we obtain:

EPS1(l-Z>)_EPS1(l-fe)_EPS1
P°~ ke-keb ke(l-b) ~ ke (28)

Thus, true growth, as opposed to mere expansion, 
is dependent on the existence of growth opportunities, to 
reinvest retained earnings at a rate higher than the 
capitalization rate, ke, thereby creating net present value 
over and above the investment outlays required.13

13. Brigham, op. cit., 1979, p. 84.
14. Solomon, E., The Theory of Financial Management, Columbia University Press, pp. 60-64. Also see Van Horne, J.C., 

Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1976, pp. 25-28.

ILLUSTRATION 3.10: Earnings Model
Calculate the price of a share if EPS = Rs 2.50, b = 0.4, 
k = 0.10 and ROE = r = 0.20. What shall be the price if 
r = k = 0.10?

e

Employing Equation (26) the price of share, when r = 
0.20 will be

p = EPSJl-b) = 2.5(l-0.4) = 1-5 = Rs 7g
ke-rb 0.1 — (0.2)(0.4) 0.10-0.08

where r = 0.10, the price will be

p _ 2.5(l-0.4) _ 1.5 = 1.5 _Rs25
0 0.10-(0.1)(0.4) 0.10-0.4 0.06

However, if r = ke, the price can be determined simply 

as Po = EPS/k. In this illustration using this formula we 
shall have the same answer as above.

Caution in Using Constant-Growth Formula
The constant growth formula is a useful rule of thumb for 
calculating the present value of a share and the 
opportunity cost of capital (or the capitalization rate)14. A 
blind faith in the formula can be misleading. One should 
be cautious in using the formula for the following:

Estimation errors. It is dangerous to estimate the 
reasons capitalization rate, ke, by analyzing just 
one share. A large sample of equivalent risk shares 
should be employed to estimate ke. This procedure 
would help at least to reduce the extent of 
estimating errors.

fo Unsustainable high current growth. The formula 
should not be used for those companies which 
have high current growth rates. The constant
growth formula unrealistically assumes that such 
growth rates can be sustained indefinitely. Since 
growth rates slow down with the maturity of 
firms, the assumption tends to overestimate ke. It 
is not realistic to assume that a firm will continue 
growing forever at 50 per cent, or even 25 per cent. 
(Imagine the meaninglessness of using the 
constant-growth formula in case of a 'super
growth' company like Reliance Industries 
Limited!)
Errors in forecasting dividends. The market's 
estimate of the value of a share may be different 
from the estimate derived from the constant
growth formula. That does not mean that the 
formula is incorrect; the reason probably may be 
that dividend stream has not been correctly 
forecasted.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are ordinary shares? What are their features?
2. What is meant by dividend capitalization?
3. How are ordinary shares valued under no-growth 

situation?
4. What is dividend-growth model of share valuation? 

Why is it called perpetual-growth model?
5. What is super-normal growth? How is a share valued 

when its dividends grow in two stages—first at super
normal growth and later at normal growth rate?

6. Under what conditions can we use earnings 
capitalization approach for share valuation?

7. What cautions should be taken in using the constant
growth model of share valuation?
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EQUITY CAPITALIZATION RATE

So far we have discussed how the present value of a share 
can be calculated. One must know the expected dividends 
and the required rate of return (the opportunity cost of 
capital or capitalization rate). The required rate of return 
will depend upon the risk of the share. Hence, the required 
rate of return will be equal to the risk-free rate of interest 
plus the risk-premium to account for the share's risk. The 
risk premium would be different for different shares. We 
shall discuss this method of calculating the required rate 
of return on equity in a chapter later on.

Suppose the current market price of BHEL's share is 
Rs 240 and the current dividend per share is Rs 12. You 
expect dividend per share to grow at 10 per cent per 
annum forever. How much return do you require for 
investing in the share? We assume that the current price 
of BHEL's share is a fair price. The expected dividend per 
share next year, DIV]Z is Rs 13.20 (12 x 1.10). The expected 
dividend yield is 5.5 per cent (13.20/240) and the expected 
growth rate is 10 per cent. Therefore, your minimum 
required rate of return is 15.5 per cent. If you earn less 
than 15.5 per cent, the current share price cannot be 
maintained.

In a well-functioning capital market, the market price is 
the/a/r price of a share. Therefore, the shareholders expect 
the share to earn a minimum return that keeps the current 
share price intact. For firms for which dividends are 
expected to grow at a constant rate indefinitely and the 
current market price is given, we can modify and use 
Equation (23) to estimate the capitalization or the required 
rate of return of the share:

» _ DIV,
(from 23)

+ g (29)

ILLUSTRATION 3.11: Equity Capitalization Rate
A company’s share is currently selling for Rs 50 per share. 
It is expected that a dividend of Rs 3 per share after one 
year will grow at 8 per cent indefinitely. What is the equity 
capitalization rate? The equity capitalization rate is given 
as follows:

= — + 0.08
50

LINKAGES BETWEEN SHARE PRICE, 
EARNINGS AND DIVIDENDS

Why do investors buy shares? Do they buy them for 
dividends or for capital gain? Investors may choose 
between growth shares or income shares. Growth shares 
are those, which offer greater opportunities for capital 
gains. Dividend yield (i.e., dividend per shares as a 
percentage of the market price of the share) on such shares 
would generally be low since companies would follow a 
high retention policy in order to have a high growth rate. 
Income shares, on the other hand, are those that pay 
higher dividends, and offer low prospects for capital 
gains. Because of the high payout policy followed by the 
companies, their share prices tend to grow at a lower 
rate. Dividend yield on income shares would generally 
be high. Those investors who want regular income would 
prefer to buy income shares, which pay high dividends 
regularly. On the other hand, if investors desire to earn 
higher return via capital gains, they would prefer to buy 
growth shares. They would like a profitable company to 
retain its earnings in the expectation of higher market 
price of the share in the future. Is there a linkage between 
the share price and earnings and dividends?15 Consider 
an example.

15. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, p. 54.

Suppose a company estimates its earnings per share 
after a year (EPS1) at Rs 6.67, it follows a policy of paying 
100 per cent dividend (i.e., its retention ratio, b, is zero). 
Thus, the company's dividend per share (DIV) will equal 
the earnings per share (EPS), and its earnings and 
dividends would not grow since it does not reinvest any 
earnings. What would be the price of the company's share 
if the opportunity cost of capital were 12 per cent? We 
can use the following formula:

= DIY = EPS1(1 - b) = 6-67(1-0) = 6j7 = 5g
k,-g K~rb 0.12-0 0.12

Notice that since retention ratio, b, equals to zero, then 
DI V, = EPS | and g = rb = 0 and Po is given by the earnings 
per share divided by the opportunity cost of capital, i.e., 
P0 = EPS1/ke.

Suppose that the company would pay a dividend of 
Rs 4 per share in the first year and reinvest the retained 
earnings (RE) at a rate of return (r = ROE) of 20 per cent. 
What is the company's payout ratio, retention ratio and 
growth rate?

= 0.14 or 14 per cent

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is equity capitalization rate?
2. How is equity capitalization rate determined?

Payout ratio =------- =------= 0.6 or 60 per cent
7 EPS1 6.67 7

Retention ratio = 1-payout = 1-0.6 = 0.4 or 40 per cent
Growth rate = Retention ratio X ROE

= b x r = 0.4 x 0.2 = 0.08 or 8 per cent
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If we assume that the company will follow a constant 
policy of retaining 40 per cent earnings (i.e., payout of 60 
per cent) at 20 per cent rate of return, then its earnings 
and dividends will grow perpetually at 8 per cent (g=rb 
= 0.2 x 0.4). What would be the price of the company's 
share? It is calculated as follows:

EPS,(l-b) DlVt

K~S
6.67(1-0.4) 4.00

“ 0.12-0.2x0.4 " 0.12-0.08

You may note that without retention of earnings 
(b = 0), the company has no growth (g = 0) and the price of 
its share is Rs 55.58. But when 8 per cent growth is 
expected (from reinvestment of retained earnings), the 
price of the company's share is Rs 100. Thus the difference: 
Rs 100 - Rs 55.58 = Rs 44.42 is the value of growth 
opportunities. How is the value of growth opportunities 
created?

(i.e. 0.4 x Rs 7.20) and reinvest this amount to earn a 
perpetual cash flow of Rs 0.576 starting from the third 
year:

RE2 = b x EPS2 = 0.40 x 7.20 = Rs 2.88
CF = RE2 x ROE = 2.88 x 0.2 = Rs 0.576

The company's earnings per share in the third year 
wiB be: EPS3 = Rs 6.67 + Rs 0.534 + Rs 0.576 = Rs 7.78. 
Similar calculations can be made for subsequent years (see 
Table 3.7). We may note that earnings per share, dividend 
per share, retained earnings and cash flow from retained 
earnings are growing at a constant rate of 8 per cent per 
year. What is the value of the streams of perpetual cash 
flows generated through retained earnings?

For example, when the company invests Rs 2.67 at 
the end of the first year, it is expected to receive a perpetual 
cash flow of Rs 0.534 starting from the second year. Thus 
the net present value at the end of the first year (NPV,) 
will be the present value of perpetual cash flows (Rs 0.534) 
minus investment at the end of the first year (Rs 2.67):

How to Value Growth Opportunities?
Retention of earnings adds value since it generates cash 
flows. For example, the retained earnings in the first year 
would be: REj = 0.4 x Rs 6.67 = Rs 2.67 and it would be 
reinvested at 20 per cent rate of return per year. It would 
generate a stream of perpetual cash flow (CF) of Rs 0.534 
starting from the second year:

REj = b x EPS = 0.40 x 6.67 = 2.67
CF = REj x ROE = 2.67 x 0.2 = Rs 0.534

Thus, the earnings per share in the second year (EPS2) 
will be enhanced by Rs 0.534, and EPS2 will be: Rs 6.67 + 
Rs 0.534 = Rs 7.20. The company will retain Rs 2.88

■ NPVj=—- -REj
K
0 534

= - 2.67 = 4.45 - 2.67 = Rs 1.78
0.12

The company will be able to generate a stream of 
perpetual cash flows of Rs 0.576 starting from the third 
year from its reinvestment of Rs 2.88 at the end of the 
second year. We may note that since the growth rate is 8 
per cent, perpetual cash flows from additional 
reinvestment would grow at this rate. Thus the second 
stream of cash flows would be: Rs 0.534 x 1.08 = 
Rs 0.576. The net present value of this stream of cash flows 
at the end of the second year would be as follows:

Table 3.7: EPS, DIV, RE and NPV of Perpetual Cash Flows

Year

Perpetual cash flows 
from reinvestment, 

PE x ROE

Earning 
Per share, 

EPS

Dividend
Per share,

DIV

Retained 
earnings, 

RE

NPV of perpetual 
cash flow at 
the end, NPV

1 — 6.67 4.00 2.67 1.78
2 0.53 7.20 4.32 2.88 1.92
3 0.58 7.78 4.67 3.11 2.07
4 0.62 8.40 5.04 3.36 2.24
5 0.67 9.07 5.44 3.63 2.42
6 0.73 9.80 5.88 3.92 2.61
7 0.78 10.58 6.35 4.23 2.82
8 0.85 11.43 6.86 4.57 3.05
9 0.91 12.35 7.41 4.94 3.29
10 0.99 13.33 8.00 5.33 12.44
20 2.13 28.79 17.27 11.51 7.68
25 3.13 42.30 25.38 16.92 11.28

Assumptions: (a) retention ratio: 40 per cent; (b) ROE: 20 per cent.
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(32)

NPV, =
0.534x1.08

0.12
-2.67x1.08 ., bxROExEPS, , ___

NPV, =--------- -----------1 - b x EPS,

= - 2.88 = 4.80 - 2.99 = Rs 1.92
0.12

b x ROE x EPS, - k, x b x EPS!

We may note that NPV also grows at 8 per cent. Thus,

NPV2 = NPV,(1 + 0.08) = 1.78(1.08) = Rs 1.92

NPV3 = NPVJl + g)2 = 1.78(1.08)2 = Rs 2.08

NPV at the end of other years can also be calculated 
in the similar way (see Table 3.8, Column 6). These NPVs 
are expected net values of streams of perpetual cash flows 
resulting from the reinvestment of the company's retained 
earnings. What is the total value of the company's growth 
arising from the reinvestment of its earnings?

The value of growth today, V, would be the sum of 
the discounted values of the stream of NPVs. That is:

TZ _ NPV, NPV2 NPV„_
* ~ (1 + kJ + (1 + kJ2 + "■ + (l + kj"“ (30)

where NPV2= NPV, (1 + g), NPV3 = NPV, (1 + g)2 and so 
on.

We may note that Equation (30) is similar to the 
constant dividend-growth model, and therefore, it can be 
rewritten in the following simplified way:

v
s (K-g)

(31)

bxEPS,(ROE-kJ

Substituting Equation (32) in Equation (31), the 
formula for the value of growth opportunities can be 
rewritten as follows:

NPV, _bxEPS,(ROE-kJ

K~g
(33)

We can notice from Equation (33) that the value of 
the growth opportunities would be positive if the rate of 
return on reinvested earnings is greater than the 
capitalization rate (i.e., V > 0 if ROE > kJ, and it would 
be negative if the rate of return is lesser than the 
capitalization rate (i.e., V$ < 0 if ROE < kJ. In spite of the 
reinvestment of earnings, the value of growth 
opportunities would be zero if the rate of return were equal 
to the capitalization rate (i.e., Vg = 0 if ROE = kJ.

Using Equation (33) in the example, the value of the 
growth opportunities is calculated as follows:

TZ 0.4x6.67(0.20-0.12) 0.21344 „ „„ „„
V =---------------------------- - =---------- = Rs 44.42

g 0.12(0.12-0.08) 0.0048

Since NPV, = Rs 1.78, k = 0.12 and g = 0.08, then Vg 
will be as follows:

Thus, the value of a share today, P& consists of two 
components:

the value of the perpetual stream of earnings 
under no growth assumption and

N the value of growth resulting from the streams of 
cash flows from the reinvestment of earnings.

That is:

3 EPSX ! NPV, 6.67 ! 1.78
K k.~g~ °-12 0.12-0.08

= 55.58 + 44.42 = Rs 100

We know that:

CFNPV, =—L-REj
ke

and since CF = b x ROE x EPS,, and RE, = b x EPS1Z we 
can rewrite the above equation as follows:

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define growth shares and income shares.
2. What is meant by growth opportunities? How can 

you value them?

PRICE-EARNINGS (P/E) RATIO:
IS IT SIGNIFICANT?

P/E ratio is calculated as the price of a share divided by 
earning per share. The reciprocal of P/E ratio is called 
eamings-price (E/P) ratio or earning yield. Investors in 
practice seem to attach a lot of importance to P/E ratios. 
The financial dailies give information on P/E ratios of a 
large number of companies, and financial analysts 
evaluate the performances and prospects of shares in 
terms of P/E ratios. Some people use P/E multiplier to 
value the shares of companies. Suppose a company has a 
P/E multiplier of 14.5 and the company expects its EPS t□ 
be Rs 11.67 next year. The expected share value will he; 
Rs 11.67 x 14.5 = Rs 169.22. Alternatively, you could find 
the share value by dividing EPS by E/P ratio, whicr is 
the reciprocal of P/E ratio: Rs 11.67 +(1/14.5) = Rs
How is P/E ratio related to the capitalization ra>z^
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EXHIBIT MYTHS ABOUT EPS AND P/E 
RATIO: A MANAGER’S VIEWS (36)

The following is taken from the Statement of 
the Chairman, Voltas Limited (39th Annual Report, 
1992-93):
• .. .a little digression on the curious attachment of Indian 

commentators to EPS (Earnings Per Share) and its 
counterpart P/E (Price-Earnings) ratio. While every 
measure of financial performance has its pros and cons 
so that an ideal, easily understandable and widely 
acceptable single ratio still eludes us, to me EPS appears 
to be particularly deficient one. A company’s current 
Earnings Per Share is so dependent on its past policies 
on dividend distribution, bonus declarations, premia 
charged on share issues, debt-equity ratio and other 
factors as to make EPS almost deceptive. Conservative 
policies on bonus issues, large premia on new issues 
and the like can inflate EPS and create an illusory 
impression of the real significance of a high dividend 
rate. So also since EPS is one element of the Price/ 
Earnings ratios; P/E in India means something very 
different from its implications in many other 
countries—such as the US—where earnings are 
calculated on shareholders funds or Net Worth, of 
course, excluding revaluation reserves and similar 
elements.

• .. .Managements should be accountable for the return 
on the entirety of shareholders’ funds rather than on 
that portion which is represented by equity [paid-up] 
capital.

opportunity cost of capital? How reliable is P/E ratio as a 
performance indicator? How reliable is the reciprocal of 
P/E ratio (i.e., E/P ratio) as a measure of the opportunity 
cost of capital?

Let us verify. We have discussed in the preceding 
section that the price of a share is given by the following 
formula:

bxEPS/ROE-k.)

fcA~x) (34)

We can observe from Equation (36) that the earning
price (E/P) ratio (i.e., the reciprocal of P/E ratio) is not 
equal to the capitalization rate, ke. E/P ratio will be lower 
than the capitalization rate, ke, if the value of growth 
opportunities, V , is positive (i.e., E/P < ke if Vg > 0), and 
in the case of negative value of growth opportunities, 
E/P ratio will be higher than the capitalization rate, ke 
(i.e., E/P > ke if V < 0). E/P ratio will be equal to the 
capitalization rate only if the value of growth opportunities is 
zero (i.e., E/P = ke ifV = 0). As we have discussed earlier, 
the value of growth opportunities would be zero under 
two conditions: First, when a company produces a 
constant stream of earnings, which are entirely 
distributed. The dividend per share and the earnings per 
share would be same and remain constant. Second, when 
a company earns a rate of return equal to the 
capitalization rate (i.e., r = ke) on the reinvested earnings. 
The reinvestment of earnings does not make any 
contribution to the share price in such cases because no 
net value is created.

Can P/E Ratio Mislead?

P/E ratio can mislead about the performance of a share. 
A high P/E ratio is considered good but it could be high 
not because the share price is high but because the 
earnings per share are quite low. Further, the 
interpretation of P/E ratio becomes meaningless because 
of the measurement problems of EPS (see Exhibit 3.1). A 
number of arbitrary assumptions and choices are made 
to estimate earnings. Accounting policies may be 
manipulated and changed which may distort the fair 
estimation of earnings. (The recent accounting scams 
involving Enron, WorldCom, Xerox etc. bear this out.) 
Earnings may also include non-cash items such as 
depreciation. Thus it is quite difficult to interpret EPS 
meaningfully and rely on EPS and P/E ratio as measures 
of performance.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

(35)

From Equation (35) we can derive the following 
formula for the earnings-price ratio:16

Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, pp. 56-59.

1. What is the significance of the price-earnings ratio?
2. What are the pitfalls of the price-earnings ratio?
3. What is the price-earnings ratio of a company with 

growth opportunities?
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(summary )
O In this chapter we have applied the concept of present value to explain the value of bonds and shares. Like any other 

assets, the present value of a bond or a share is equal to the discounted value of the stream of cash flows—the 
discount rate being the rate of return that investors expect from securities of comparable risk.

□ Bonds or debentures are debt instruments or securities. In case of a bond/debenture the stream of cash flows consists 
of annual interest payments and repayment of principal. These flows are fixed and known. The value of the bond can 
be found by capitalizing these flows at a rate of return, which reflects their risk. The market interest rate or yield is 
used as the discount rate in case of bonds (or debentures). The basic formula for the bond value is as follows:

0 £(i+kjf (i+kj-
O When the price of a bond is given, a bond's yield to maturity or internal rate of return can be found by equating the 

present value of the bond's cash outflows with its price.
Q Zero-interest bonds (called zero-coupon bonds in USA) do not have explicit rate of interest. They are issued for a 

discounted price; their issue price is much less than the face value. Therefore, they are also called deep-discount 
bonds. The basic discounting principles apply in determining the value or yield of these bonds.

O Preference shares have a preference over ordinary shareholders with regard to dividends. The preference dividend 
is specified and known. Similarly, in the case of irredeemable preference shares the redemption or maturity value is 
also known. Preference share value can be determined in the same way as the bond value.

Cd Cash flows of an ordinary (or equity) share consist of the stream of dividends and terminal price of the share. Unlike 
the case of a bond, cash flows of a share are not known. Thus, the risk of holding a share is higher than the risk of a 
bond. Consequently, equity capitalization rate will be higher than that of a bond. The general formula for the share 
valuation is as follows:

p DIVt | DIV,, | | DIV1 + P„
0 (1 + kJ1 (1 + kJ2 - (1 + kJ"

O As the time horizon, n, becomes very large (say, extends to infinity) the present value of future price approaches 
zero. Thus the term Pn disappears from the formula, and we can use the following equation to find the value of a 
share today:

□ If dividends do not grow, then capitalising earnings can determine the share value. Under no-growth situation, 
earnings per share (EPS) will be equal to dividends per share (DIV) and the present value is obtained by capitalising 
earnings per share:

DIVt EPS]
° ke ke

In practice, dividends do grow over years. If we assume dividends to grow at a constant rate, g, then DIV] = DIV0 
(1 + g), DIV2 = DIV, (1 + g), DIV3 = DIV2 (1 + g)..., and the share price formula can be written as follows:

□ 
D This formula is useful in calculating the equity capitalization rate (kJ when the price of the share (Po) is known. 

Under the assumption of constant growth, the share value is equal to the capitalized value of earnings plus the value 
of growth opportunities as shown below:

EPS]
k

Q

□

The price of a 'growth stock' is not merely the capitalized value of earnings but it also includes the present value of 
growth opportunities.
Given a firm's EPS, ROE, the equity capitalization rate, retention ratio and constant growth, the growth opportunities 
can be valued as follows:

NPV] b x EPS, (ROE - kf) 
ke~g ke(ke-g)

O We can also rewrite the formula to obtain relationship between the earnings-price ratio and capitalization rate 
follows:

FPS V
E/Pratio =------l- = k 1—s-p e p

ro L ' o J
The E/P ratio will equal the capitalization rate only when growth opportunities are zero, otherwise it will either 
over-estimate or under-estimate the capitalization rate.
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KEY CONCEPTS
(
Bond
Book value
Capital gains
Constant-growth model
Convertible debentures
Convertible 
preference shares 
Coupon rate 
Debenture
Dividend capitalization

^Dividend yield

Earnings capitalisation 
Earnings-price (E/P) ratio 
Earnings yield
Efficient capital markets 
Equity shares
Equivalent risk shares 
Expected rate of return 
Fair value
Financial assets
Going concern value 
Growth

Growth shares
Income shares
Interest rate risk
Interest rate structure
Intrinsic value
Irredeemable preference 
share
Liquidation value 
Market value
Perpetual bonds
Preference shares

X
Present value 
Price-earnings (P/E) ratio 
Real assets
Redeemable preference 
share
Replacement value 
Supernormal growth 
Value of growth 
opportunities 
Yield-to-maturity

_________________________/

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 3.1; (a) A Rs 100 perpetual bond is 

currently selling for Rs 95. The coupon rate of interest is
13.5 per cent and the appropriate discount rate is 15 per 
cent. Calculate the value of the bond. Should it be bought? 
What is its yield at maturity?

(b) A company proposes to sell ten-year debentures of 
Rs 10,000 each. The company would repay Rs 1,000 at the 
end of every year and will pay interest annually at 15 per 
cent on the outstanding amount. Determine the present value 
of the debenture issue if the capitalization rate is 16 per cent.

PROBLEM 3.2 The managing director of a company 
decides that his company will not pay any dividends till 
he survives. His current life expectancy is 20 years. After 
that time it is expected that the company could pay 
dividends of Rs 30 per share indefinitely. At present the 
firm could afford to pay Rs 5 per share forever. The required 
rate of this company’s shareholders is 10 per cent. What is 
the current value of the share? What is the cost to each 
shareholder of the managing director’s policy?

SOLUTION: The value of the share at the end of 20 years 
is

SOLUTION: (a) Value of bond= — = = Rs 90
kd 0.15

At Rs 95, the bond is overvalued; therefore, it should 
not be bought.

= Rs 300

The value today will be

Yield at maturity = Interest
Current value of bond

13.5
95

300
(l.l)20

PROBLEM 3.3 ] A company is currently paying a 
dividend of Rs 2.00 per share. The dividend is expected to 
grow at a 15 per cent annual rate for three years, then at 10 
per cent rate for the next three years, after which it is 
expected to grow at a 5 per cent rate forever, (a) What 
is the present value of the share if the capitalization rate is 
9 per cent? (b) If the share is held for three years, what 
shall be its present value?

SOLUTION: (a) PV during super-normal growth period:

= 300(0.1486) = Rs 44.58

= 0,142 or 14.2 per cent
(b) The cash flow of the company every year will be 

Rs 1,000 plus interest on outstanding amount. The present 
value is determined as follows:

If the company could pay dividends of Rs 5 per share 
forever from the beginning, the price would be

Po = - = Rs 50
0.10

Year Interest Repayment Cash PV factor Present

(1)
(Rs)
(2)

(Rs)
(3)

flow (Rs)
(4)=(2)+(3)

16%
(5)

value 16%
(6)=(4)x(5)

1 1,500 1,000 2,500 0.862 2,155.00
2 1,350 1,000 2,350 0.743 1,746.05
3 1,200 1,000 2,200 0.641 1,410.20
4 1,050 1,000 2,050 0.552 1,131.60
5 900 1,000 1,900 0.476 904.40
6 750 1,000 1,750 0.410 717.50
7 600 1,000 1,600 0.354 566.40
8 450 1,000 1,450 0.305 442.25
9 300 1,000 1,300 0.263 341.90
10 150 1,000 1,150 0.227 261.05

Present value of debenture 9,676.35

9 M

Thus, the cost to each shareholder is the loss of the 
difference of two prices:

Rs 50 - Rs 44.58 = Rs 5.42 per share
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Year Dividend 
(Rs)

PVFat
9% (Rs)

PVF
Dividends 

(Rs)
1 2.00 (1.15)1 = 2.30 0.917 2.11
2 2.00 (1.15)2 = 2.64 0.842 2.22
3 2.00 (1.15)3 = 3.04 0.772 2.35
4 3.04 (1.10)1 = 3.35 0.708 2.37
5 3.04 (1.10)2 = 3.68 0.650 2.39
6 3.04 (1.10)3 = 4.05 0.596 2.41

13.85

PV at the end of year 6 = - ---- — = —------------
ke-g 0.09-0.05

4 25= —— = Rs 106.25
0.04

PV of Rs 106.25 today at 9 per cent discount rate = 
Rs 106.25 (0.596) = Rs 63.33

PV of the share today = Rs 13.85 + 63.33 = Rs 77.18
(b) Present value of the share at the end of year 3 will 

be equal to the discounted value of dividends expected 
after three years. Thus,

P3 = Rs 2.37 + Rs 2.39 + Rs 2.41 + Rs 63.33 = Rs 70.50
Present value of dividends expected at the end of years 

1, 2 and 3
= Rs 2.11 + Rs 2.22 + Rs 2.35 = Rs 6.68
The present value of share today, i.e., Po = Rs 70.50 + 

Rs 6.68 = Rs 77.18. Thus, the value is the same if the share 
is held for three years, instead of indefinitely.

PROBLEM 3.4 j A company expects to pay a dividend 
of Rs 7 next year, which is expected to grow at 6 per cent. 
It retains 30 per cent of earnings. Assume a capitalization 
rate of 10 per cent. You are required to (a) calculate the 
expected earnings per share next year (EPS), (b) return on 
equity (ROE), and (c) the value of growth opportunities.

(c) Price of the share with zero-growth:
P :EPS1

0 K
-™- = Rsl00
0.10

Price of the share with 6% growth:

Po=°^ = —Z—= Rsl75
ke-g 0.10-0.06

Value of growth opportunities:
Rs 175 - Rs 100 = Rs 75

Alternatively, the value of growth opportunities can 
be calculated as follows:

bEPS/ROE-kJ _ 0.3x10(0.2-0.1)
ke(ke-g) ~ 0.10(0.10-0.06)

PROBLEM 3.5

0.004

The price of a company’s share is 
Rs 80, and the value of growth opportunities is Rs 20. If 
the company’s capitalization rate is 15 per cent, what is 
the earnings-price ratio? How much is EPS?

SOLUTION:

V~ 201----e- = 0.15 1-
L poj 80

= 0.15(1-0.25) = 0.1125 or 11.25%

EPS,
80

= 0.1125

EPS, = 80x0.1125 = Rs 9

PROBLEM 3.6 A company’s current price of share is 
Rs 60 and dividend per share is Rs 4. If its capitalization 
rate is 12 per cent, what is the dividend growth rate?

SOLUTION: (a) DIV, = (1 - b)EPS,
DIV 7EPS, = = —-— = Rs 10
1-b 1-0.3

(b) g = ROE x b .

ROE = £ = = 0.20 or 20%
b 0.3

SOLUTION:
DIV, DIV(l + g)
K~g ke~g

60=4(1 + g)
0.12-g 

7.2-60g = 4 + 4g

-64 g = -3.2

g = -3.2/-64 = 0.05 or 5%

REVIEW QUESTIONS
l__________________________________________________________________j

1. Explain the concept of valuation of securities? Why is the valuation concept relevant for financial decision
making purposes?

2. What is a bond? Is it same as a debenture? What are the features of a bond?
3. Illustrate the method of valuing (i) bonds in perpetuity and (ii) bonds with maturity.
4. What is the interest rate risk? How are values of bonds affected when the market rate of interest changes? 

Illustrate your answer.
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5. Define a yield curve. What are the reasons for an upward sloping yield curve? What is an inverted yield curve?
6. What is default risk and default risk premium? What is the relation between the default risk and credit ratings 

of bonds (or debentures)?
7. What is the difference between the valuation of a bond and of a preference share? Illustrate.
8. What is the meaning of the term yield-to-maturity for bonds and preference shares? Is it appropriate to talk of 

a yield-to-maturity on a preference share that has no specific maturity date?
9. What is an ordinary share? What are its features? How does it differ from a preference share and a debenture?

10. Explain in detail the method of valuing an ordinary share.
11. What is the perpetual growth model? What are its assumptions? Is this model applicable in a finite case?
12. Why are dividends important in determining the present value of a share? How would you account for the 

positive market value of a company’s share, which currently pays no dividend?
13. What is the difference between the expected and the required rate of return in the context of ordinary shares? 

When would this difference banish?
14. Illustrate with the help of an example the linkage between share price and earnings. What is the importance of 

the price-earnings (P/E) ratio? What are its limitations?
15. What is meant by growth opportunities? How are they valued? Illustrate with an example.

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. You have just bought a 10 per cent, Rs 1000 bond with 7-year maturity. The interest is payable annually. How 

much should you pay for the bond if your required rate of return is (a) 12 per cent; (b) 9 per cent?
2. A 10 per cent, Rs 1000 bond is currently selling for Rs 950. It has a remaining life of five years. If your required 

rate of return is 11 per cent, will you buy the bond? Assume that interest is payable (a) annually; (b) semi
annually.

3. A company has issued a 12 per cent, Rs 1000 bond repayable after 10 years, at 10 per cent premium. Your 
required rate of return is 13 per cent. Will you buy the bond if interest is payable (a) annually; (b) semi
annually.

4. A zero-interest bond of Rs 1000 will pay Rs 2,500 after seven years. What is the bond's yield?
5. A 10 per cent, Rs 1000 bond is selling for Rs 900. It has a remaining life of 8 years. What is the bond's yield-to- 

maturity?
6. A company's expected dividend next year Rs 5 per share. The dividend is expected to grow at 8 per cent per 

annum for ever. The equity capitalization rate is 12 per cent. What should be the value of the company's share?
7. A share is currently selling for Rs 120. The expected dividend after a year is Rs 12. The perpetual dividend 

growth rate is expected to be 8 per cent. What is the equity capitalization rate?
8. PQ Limited paid a dividend of Rs 10 per share. It is expected to grow at 8 per cent for five years and at 4 per cent 

thereafter, forever. Calculate the price of the share if the equity required rate of return is 10 per cent.
9. You bought a share for Rs 100 a year ago. During the year, you received a dividend of Rs 6. The share is now 

selling for Rs 1'20. What is your dividend yield and capital gain?
10. The price of a company's share is Rs 160, and the value of growth opportunities is Rs 60. If the company's 

equity capitalization rate is 15 per cent, what is the earnings-price ratio? How much is EPS?
11. A company's current price of share is Rs 100 and the expected dividend per share is Rs 8. If its capitalization 

rate is 15 per cent, what is the dividend growth rate?

PROBLEMS

1. Suppose you buy a one-year government bond that 
has a maturity value of Rs 1,000. The market interest 
rate is 8 per cent, (a) How much will you pay for the 
bond? (b) If you purchased the bond for Rs 904.98, 
what interest rate will you earn on your investment?

- The Brightways Company has a perpetual bond that 
pay Rs 140 interest annually. The current yield on this 
■-pe of bond is 13 per cent, (a) At what price will it 
;-U? (b) If the required yield rises to 15 per cent, what

will be the new price?
3. The Nutmate Limited has a ten-year debenture that 

pays Rs 140 annual interest. Rs 1,000 will be paid on 
maturity. What will be the value of the debenture if 
the required rate of interest is (a) 12 per cent, (b) 14 
per cent and (c) 16 per cent?

4. What will be the yield of a 16 per cent perpetual bond 
with Rs 1,000 par value, when the current price is 
(a) Rs 800, (b) Rs 1,300 or (c) Rs 1,000?
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5. You are considering bonds of two companies. Taxco’s 
bond pays interest at 12 per cent and Maxco’s at 6 per 
cent per year. Both have face value of Rs 1,000 and 
maturity of three years, (a) What will be the values of 
bonds if the market interest rate is 9 per cent? (b) What 
will be the values of the bonds if the market interest 
rate increases to 12 per cent? (c) Which bond declines 
more in value when the interest rate rises? What is the 
reason? (d) If the interest rate falls to 6 per cent, what 
are the values of the bonds? (e) If the maturity of two 
bonds is 8 years (rather than 3 years), what will be the 
values of two bonds if the market interest rate is (/) 9 
per cent, (ii) 6 per cent and (hr) 12 per cent?

6. Three bonds have face value of Rs 1,000, coupon rate 
of 12 per cent and maturity of 5 years. One pays interest 
annually, one pays interest half-yearly, and one pays 
interest quarterly. Calculate the prices of bonds if the 
required rate of return is (a) 10 per cent, (b) 12 per 
cent and (c) 16 per cent.

7. On 31 March 2003, Hind Tobacco Company issued 
Rs 1,000 face value bonds due on 31 March 2013. The 
company will not pay any interest on the bond until 
31 March 2008. The half-yearly interest is payable from 
31 December 2008; the annual rate of interest will be 
12 per cent. The bonds will be redeemed at 5 per cent 
premium on maturity. What is the value of the bond if 
the required rate of return is 14 per cent?

8. Determine the market values of the following bonds, 
which pay interest semi-annually:

Bond Interest
Rate

Required Rate Maturity
Period (Years)

A 16% 15% 25
B 14% 13% 15
C 12% 8% 20
D 12% 8% 10

r If the par values of bonds are Rs. 100 and if they are 
currently selling for Rs 95, Rs 100, Rs 110 and Rs 115, 
respectively, determine the effective annual yields of 
the bonds? Also calculate the semi-annual yields?

12 A 20-year, 10 per cent, Rs 1,000 bond that pays interest 
half-yearly is redeemable (callable) in twelve years at 
a buy-back (call) price of Rs 1,150. The bond’s current 
yield-to-maturity is 9.50% annually. You are required 
to determine (I) the yield-to-call, (ii) the yield-to-call 
if the buy-back price is only Rs 1,100, and (in) the 
yield-to-call if instead of twelve years, the bond can 
be called in eight years, buy-back price being Rs 1,150.

1 A fertiliser company holds 15-year, 15 per cent bond 
of ICICI Bank Ltd. The interest is payable quarterly. 
The current market price of the bond is Rs 875. The 
company is going through a bad patch and has 
accumulated a substantial amount of losses. It is 
negotiating with the bank for the restructuring of debt. 
Recently the interest rates have fallen and there is a 
possibility that the bank will agree for reducing the 
interest rate to 12 per cent. It is expected that the 
company will be able service debt to the reduce interest 

rates. Calculate stated and the expected yields-to- 
maturity?

12. You are thinking of buying BISCO’s preference share 
of Rs 100 par value that will pay a dividend of 12 per 
cent perpetually, (a) What price should you pay for 
the preference share if you are expecting a return of 
10 per cent? (b) Suppose BISCO can buy back the share 
at a price of Rs 110 in seven years. What maximum 
price should you pay for the preference share?

13. The share of Premier Limited will pay a dividend of 
Rs 3 per share after a year. It is currently selling at 
Rs 50, and it is estimated that after a year the price 
will be Rs 53. What is the present value of the share if 
the required rate of return is 10 percent? Should the 
share be bought? Also calculate the return on share if 
it is bought, and sold, after a year.

14. An investor is looking for a four-year investment. The 
share of Skylark Company is selling for Rs 75. They 
have plans to pay a dividend of Rs 7.50 per share each 
at the end of first and second years and Rs 9 and Rs 15

. respectively at the end of third and fourth years. If the 
investor’s capitalization rate is 12 percent and the 
share’s price at the end of fourth year is Rs 70, what is 
the value of the share? Would it be a desirable 
investment?

15. A company’s share is currently selling at Rs 60. The 
company, in the past, paid a constant dividend of 
Rs 1.50 per share, but it is now expected to grow at 10 
per cent compound rate over a very long period. 
Should the share be purchased if required rate of return 
is 12 per cent?

16. The earnings of a company have been growing at 15 
per cent over the past several years and are expected 
to increase at this rate for the next seven years and 
thereafter, at 9 per cent in perpetuity. It is currently 
earning Rs 4 per share and paying Rs 2 per share as 
dividend. What shall be the present value of the share 
with a discount rate of 12 per cent for the first seven 
years and 10 per cent thereafter?

17. A company retains 60 per cent of its earnings, which 
are currently Rs 5 per share. Its investment 
opportunities promise a return of 15 per cent. What 
price should be paid for the share if the required rate 
of return is 13 per cent? What is the value of growth 
opportunities? What is the expected rate of return from 
the share if its current market price is Rs 60?

18. The total assets of Rs 80,000 of a company are financed 
by equity funds only. The internal rate of return on 
assets is 10 per cent. The company has a policy of 
retaining 70 per cent of its profits. The capitalization 
rate is 12 per cent. The company has 10,000 shares 
outstanding. Calculate the present value per share.

19. A prospective investor is evaluating the share or 
Ashoka Automobiles Company. He is considering three 
scenarios. Under the first scenario the company will 
maintain to pay its current dividend per share without 
any increase or decrease. Another possibility is that
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the dividend will grow at an annual (compound) rate 
of 6 per cent in perpetuity. Yet another scenario is that 
the dividend will grow at a high rate of 12 per cent per 
year for the first three years; a medium rate of 7 per 
cent for the next three years and thereafter, at a constant 
rate of 4 per cent perpetually. The last year’s dividend 
per share is Rs 3 and the current market price of the 
share is Rs 80. If the investor’s required rate of return 
is 10 per cent, calculate the value of the share under 
each of the assumptions. Should the share be 
purchased?

20. Vikas Engineering Ltd has current dividend per share 
of Rs 5, which has been growing at an annual rate of 5 
per cent. The company is expecting significant 
technical improvement and cost reduction in its 
operations, which would increase growth rate to 10 
per cent. Vikas’ capitalization rate is 15 per cent. You 
are required to calculate (a) the value of the share 
assuming the current growth rate; and (h) the value of 
the share if the company achieves technical 
improvement and cost reduction. Does the price 
calculated in (h) make a logical sense? Why?

21. Consider the following data of four auto (two / three- 
wheelers) companies.

Companies
EPS 
(Rs)

DIV 
(%)

Share Price 
(Rs)

1. Bajaj 11.9 50 275.00
2. Hero Honda 10.2 22 135.00
3. Kinetic 12.0 25 177.50
4. Maharashtra Scooters 20.1 25 205.00

The face value of each company’s share is Rs 10. 
Explain the relative performance of the four 
companies.

22. The dividend per share of Skyjet Company has grown 
from Rs 3.5 to Rs 10.5 over past 10 years. The share is 
currently selling for Rs 75. Calculate Skyjet’s 
capitalization rate.

23. Rama Tours and Travels Limited has current earnings 
per share of Rs 8.60, which has been growing at 12 per 
cent. The growth rate is expected to continue in future. 
Rama has a policy of paying 40 per cent of its earnings 
as dividend. If its capitalization rate is 18 per cent, 
what is the value of the share? Also calculate value of 
growth opportunities.

24. A company has the following capital in its balance 
sheet: (a) 12-year, 12 per cent secured debentures of 
Rs 1,000 each; principal amount Rs 50 crore (10 million 
= crore); the required rate of return (on debentures of 
similar risk) 10 per cent; (h) 10-year, 14 per cent 
unsecured debentures of Rs 1,000 each; principal 
amount Rs 30 crore; interest payable half-yearly; the 
required rate of return 12 per cent; (c) preference share 
of Rs 100 each; preference dividend rate of 15 per cent;

principal amount Rs 100 crore; required rate of return
13.5 per cent; and (d) ordinary share capital of Rs 200 
crore at Rs 100 each share; expected dividend next 
year, Rs 12; perpetual dividend growth rate 8 per cent; 
the required rate of return 15 per cent. Calculate the 
market values of all securities.

25. Satya Systems Company has made net profit of Rs 50 
crore. It has announced to distribute 60 per cent of net 
profit as dividend to shareholders. It has 2 crore 
ordinary shares outstanding. The company’s share is 
currently selling at Rs 240. In the past, it had earned 
return on equity at 25 per cent and expects to main 
this profitability in the future as well. What is the 
required rate of return on Satya’s share?

26. A company has net earnings of Rs 25 million (1 crore 
= 10 million). Its paid-up share capital is Rs 200 million 
and the par value of share is Rs 10. If the company 
makes no new investments, its earnings are expected 
to grow at 2 per cent per year indefinitely. It does have 
an investment opportunity of investing Rs 10 million 
that would generate annual net earnings of Rs 2 million 
(1 million = 10 lakh) for next 15 years. The company’s 
opportunity cost of capital is 10 per cent. You are 
required: (a) to find the share value if the company 
does not make the investment; (i>) to calculate the 
proposed investment’s NPV; and (c) to determine the 
share value if the investment is undertaken?

27. Gujarat Bijali Ltd has earnings of Rs 80 crore and it 
has 5 crore shares outstanding. It has a project that 
will produce net earnings of Rs 20 crore after one year. 
Thereafter, earnings are expected to grow at 8 per cent 
per annum indefinitely. The company’s required rate 
of return is 12.5 per cent. Find the P/E ratio.

28. Symphony Limited is an all-equity financed company. 
It has 10 million shares outstanding, and is expected 
to earn net cash profits of Rs 80 million. Shareholders 
of the company have an opportunity cost of capital of 
20 per cent, (a) Determine the company share price if 
it retained 40 per cent of profits and invested these 
funds to earn 20 per cent return. Will the share price 
be different if the firm retained 60 per cent profits to 
earn 20 per cent? (£>) What will be the share price if 
investments made by the company earn 24 per cent 
and it retains 40 per cent of profits? Will share price 
change if retention is 60 per cent?

29. Sonata Company has no investment opportunities. It 
expects to earn cash earnings per share of Rs 10 
perpetually and distribute entire earnings as dividends 
to shareholders, (a) What is the value of the share if 
shareholders’ opportunity cost of capital is 15 per cent? 
(h) Suppose the company discovers an opportunity to 
expand its existing business. It estimates that it will 
need to invest 50 per cent of its earnings annually for 
ten years to produce 18 per cent return. Management 
does not foresee any growth after this ten-year period. 
What will be Sonata’s share price if shareholders’ 
opportunity cost of capital is 15 per cent?
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CASE 3.1:SHYAMULU RAO’S INVESTMENT DECISION ___________________________________________ j
Ashoka Infotech Ltd is a new company. It has come up 
with the initial public issue. The issue price of the share is 
Rs 20 and the par value is Rs 10. Shyamulu Rao, a 
prospective investor, is considering investing Rs 50,000 in 
Ashoka Infotech’s shares. He is not sure about the returns 
from his investment. His required rate of return is 15 per 
cent. Since Ashoka Infotech is a new company, he would 
like to hold the shares for 10 years before he sells them. As 
regards the dividend payment by the company, he 
visualises four possibilities. First, the company may 
reinvest all its earnings and may not pay any dividend. 
Second, the company may pay a constant dividend of 
Rs 3. Third, the company may start with a dividend of 
Rs 1 per share, which may grow at a constant rate of 10 per 
cent. Fourth, the company may start paying a dividend of 
Rs 1.6 per share, which may grow at 15 per cent for the 
first five years and at 10 per cent thereafter. Shyamulu 
expects different share prices after 10 years under the four 

alternatives. The expected earnings per share in year 1 in 
the normal situation will be Rs 3.

Shyamulu Rao can also invest his money in bonds. A 
government-owned financial institution is offering 
Rs 10,000 face value bonds with 10-year maturity at 
Rs 2,720. He is also considering bonds issued by Reliable 
Fertiliser Company. These are 15 per cent, Rs 1,000 bonds 
with 10-year maturity. The company will redeem bonds at 
Rs 1,100 on maturity.

Discussion Questions

1. How much would be Shyamulu’s return if he invests 
his money in Ashoka Infotech’s shares?

2. What would be his return from the bonds of the
(i) financial institution and (n) Reliable Fertiliser?

3. What should Shyamulu do?

CASE 3.2: HITECH CHEM LIMITED
Two IIT graduates founded Hitech Chem Limited, a 
research and development company, in the early eighties, 
as a private limited company. Founders and their family 
members closely held the company for almost a decade. 
The fast growth in the business of the company led the 
::unders to convert the company as a public limited 
: : mpany to access capital from the markets. The initial 
public issue of the company was at a premium of 30 per 
:ent and the par value was Rs 10 per share. Since the 
citeption, the company specialised in the development of 
speciality chemicals. The rights to manufacture of the two- 
tm-ds of products developed by the company are sold to 
cage public and private sector companies. The remaining 
:ne-third products are manufactured and sold by the 
:: mpany itself. The shares of the company are listed on 
ie Bombay Stock Exchange. Hitech Chem has P/E ratio of 

■- 5 1 as compared to the industry average of 21.75:1. The 
; a rage P/E ratio of the entire chemical industry is lower 
at 15:1.

Table 3.1.1 shows the balance sheet of the company 
an 31 March 2009.

The company’s annual capital expenditure is Rs 300 
million. The average straight-line depreciation rate on fixed 
mgi ale assets is 10 per cent. Intangible assets are amortized 

: er a five-year period. The rate of corporate tax is 35 per 
cent

Hitech Chem operates in an unstable business 
• l ironment and its sales fluctuate quite a lot. During the 
past five years, its average sales were Rs 15,000 million 

r the standard deviation of sales was 33 per cent. In the 
_~?nt financial year, Hitech Chem’s sales were Rs 21,500 

e—ton. It earned a PBIT-to-sales ratio of 22 per cent. The 
: zig any has recently revalued its tangible fixed assets at 

5 500 million. Since Hitech Chem is R&D-based

(Rs million)

Table 3.1.1: Hitech Chem Limited: 
Balance Sheet as at 31 March 2009

Assets & Liabilities Rs Rs Rs

Assets
Fixed assets
Land, building & plant 3,750
Goodwill & patents 8,750 12,000
Current assets
Stock 4,500
Debtors 1,750
Bank & cash balance 250 6,500
Less: Current liabilities
Trade creditors 600
15% Bank loan/overdraft 1,400 2,000
Net current assets 4,500

Net Assets 16,500
Liabilities & Capital
Shareholders’ Funds
Ordinary shares capital 7,500
Share premium 2,250
General reserves 3,750 13,500
12% Long-term loan 3,000

Capital Employed 16,500

company, it has a few patents worth Rs 2,000 million (book 
value) and about one-fourth of Hitech Chem’s sales come 
from these patents. All these patents would expire within 
less than a year. The company has been suffering a bacCeg 
in its orders. About half of the stocks represent products 
for which the firm has no order.
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Discussion Questions
1. What is Hitech Chem’s value? Show calculations under 

different methods. Explain the differences in the 
values.

2. In your opinion, how does stock market value 
companies like Hitech Chem?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Collect 10-year earnings, dividends, and other financial companies. How have these companies performed in terms 
data for Infosys, HUL, Tata Motors and BHEL. Use of market values and P/E ratios?
alternative approaches to value the shares of these



Risk and Return:
An Overview of Capital Market Theory
Learning Objectives

* : s cuss the concepts of average and expected rates of return
* Ace and measure risk for individual assets
* I -: .v the steps in the calculation of standard deviation and variance of returns
* C c ain the concept of normal distribution and the importance of standard deviation
► 2:mpute historical average return of securities and market premium
* Ze’ermine the relationship between risk and return
» - ;- ight the difference between relevant and irrelevant risks

PRODUCTION

F -nd return are most important concepts in finance. 
1~ they are the foundation of the modern finance 
frv r.. What is risk? How is it measured? What is return? 
ft ■ - -s it measured? Other related questions are: how are 
■tecs valued in capital markets? How do investors make 
» _• -“.vestment decisions? We attempt to answer these 

■ks ~ : ns in this chapter.

RETURN ON A SINGLE ASSET

I fcc.1 Cements is a large company with several thousand 
■ftsrenolders. Suppose you bought 100 shares of the 

in- : ;.-y, at the beginning of the year, at a market price 
at < • 225. The par value of each share is Rs 10. Your total

J *■ - ■ -.ent is cash that you paid out. That is,

L-vestment: Rs 225 x 100 = Rs 22,500

five--; s -c-twrws Suppose during the year, India Cements 
n ■ c: vidend at 25 per cent. As the dividend rate applies 
* re par value of the share, your dividend per share

I - v be: Rs 10 x 25% = Rs 2.50, and total dividend would

Dividend = (Dividend rate x Par value)
x Number of shares

Dividend = Dividend per share x Number of shares
Dividend = Rs 2.50 x 100 = Rs 250
Further, suppose the price of the share at the end of 

the year turns out to be Rs 267.50. Since the ending share 
price increased, you have made a capital gain:

Capital gain/loss = (Selling price - Buying price)
x Number of shares

Capital gain/loss = (Rs 267.50 - Rs 225) x 100
= Rs 4,250

Your total return is:
Total return = Dividend + Capital gain
Total return = Rs 250 + Rs 4,250 = Rs 4,500
If you sold your shares at the end of the year, your 

cash inflows would be the dividend income plus the 
proceeds from the sale of shares:

Cash flow at the end of the year
= Dividends + Value of sold shares
= Rs 250 + (Rs 267.50 x 100) = Rs 27,000

This amount equals to your initial investment of 
Rs 22,500 plus the total return of Rs 4,500:

Rs 22,500 + Rs 4,500 = Rs 27,000.
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Percentage returns It is more common and convenient 
to express returns in percentage terms. You earned a total 
return of Rs 4,500 on an investment of Rs 22,500. You can 
express your return in percentage term as given below

Rs 4,500
Return in percentage = 500 = °r

Percentage returns are frequently calculated on per 
share basis. We have seen in the example above that 
returns from each share have two components: the 
dividend income and the capital gain. Hence, the rate of 
return on a share would consist of the dividend yield and 
the capital gain yield.1 The rate of return of a share held 
for one year is as follows:

1 For a simple treatment of return and risk concepts and C APM, see, Mullins, D.W., Does the Capital Asset Pricing Model Work? Harvard 
Business Recent, Jan-Feb. 1982, and Butters, J.K., et. al. Case Problems in Finance, Richard D. Irwin, 1991.

Rate of return = Dividend yield + Capital gain yield

DIV P.-Po DIV1+(P1+Po)
Ri= p + p " P I1)

10 10 2 0

Rj is the rate of return in year 1, DIVj is dividend per 
share received in year 1, Po is the price of the share in the 
beginning of the year and P1 is the price of the share at 
the end of the year. Dividend yield is the percentage of 
dividend income, and it is given by dividing the dividend 
per share at the end the year by the share price in the 
beginning of the year; that is, DIVj/Pq. Capital gain is the 
difference of the share price at the end and the share price 
in the beginning divided by the share price in the 
beginning; that is, (Pj^ - P0)/PQ. If the ending price were 
less than the beginning price, there would be a negative 
capital gain or capital loss.

In the example of India Cements, your rate of return 
would be as follows:

2.5 (267.50 - 225)
225+ 225

= 0.011 + 0.189 = 0.20 or 20%
The total return of 20 per cent on your investment is 

made up of 1.1 per cent dividend yield and 18.9 per cent 
capital gain. What would be your return if the market price 
of India Cements' share were Rs 200 after a year? The 
expected rate of return would be:

2.5 200-225
R = — + ——— = 0.011 - 0.111 = -0.10 or -10%

You would earn a negative rate of return (-10 per cent) 
because of the capital loss (negative capital gain). The 
return of a share significantly depends on the change in 
its share price. The market price of a share shows wide 
fluctuations. Hence investment in shares is risky. The risk 
of a security depends on the volatility of its returns.

Unrealized capital gain or loss If an investor holds a 
share and does not sell it at the end of a period, the 
difference between the beginning and ending share prices 

is the unrealized capital gain (or loss). The investor must 
consider the unrealized capital gain (or loss) as part of 
her total return. The fact of the matter is that if the investor 
so wanted, she could have sold the share and realized the 
capital gain (or loss).

Annual Rates of Return:
Example of Hindustan Unilever Limited
The rate of return of a company's shares may be calculated 
for a period longer than one year. Let us consider HUL's 
data of the market prices and dividend per share for the 
11-year period from 1997 to 2007 to calculate the 10-year 
annual rates of return. Table 4.1 shows calculations.

Table 4.1: HUL’s Annual Rates of Return, 1998-2007

1
Year

Share
Drice (Rs) 

Pt

Capital
Gain (%) 

(Pt/Pt-J-l DPSt

Dividend 
Yield (%) 

(DIVt/PtJ

Rate of
Return 

(%)

1997 138.35 — 1.7 — —

1998 166.36 20.25 2.20 1.59 21.84
1999 225.00 35.25 2.90 1.74 36.99
2000 206.35 - 8.29 3.50 1.56 - 6.73
2001 223.65 8.38 5.00 2.42 10.81
2002 181.75 - 18.73 5.16 2.31 - 16.43
2003 204.70 12.63 5.50 3.03 15.65
2004 143.50 - 29.90 5.00 2.44 - 27.45
2005 197.25 37.46 5.00 3.48 40.94
2006 216.55 9.78 6.00 3.04 12.83
2007 213.90 - 1.22 9.00 4.16 2.93

Average 197.90 6.56 4.93 2.58 9.14

Figure 4.1 plots the histogram of the year-to-year total 
returns on HUL share shown in Table 4.1. The heights of 
the bars on the horizontal axis indicate the size of returns. 
The yearly returns show wide variations. During the 10- 
year period, i.e., from 1998-2007, the highest return of 
40.94 per cent was obtained in 2005 and lowest return of 
-27.45 per cent was obtained in 2004.

Average Rate of Return
Given the yearly returns, we can calculate average or mean 
return. The average rate of return is the sum of the various 
one-period rates of return divided by the number of 
periods. The average rate of return of HUL's shares for 
ten years can be calculated as the sum of yearly rates 
divided by the number of years as shown below:

[21.84 + 36.99 - 6.73 +10.81 -16.43 +15.65
___________ - 27.45 + 40.94 +12.84 + 2.93]

10

= [9L39]=914%
10
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Figure 4.1: Year-to-year returns on HUL shares

The simple arithmetic average or mean of HUL's 10 
annual returns from 1998 to 2007 is about 9.14 per cent. 
The formula for the average rate of return is as follows:

R = l[R, + R1+^S.l = ltR. (2) 
ri ri t=1

R is the average rate of return; Rf the observed or 
realized rates of return in periods 1,2... t and n the total 
number of periods.

Rates of Return and Holding Periods
Investors may hold their investment in shares for longer 
periods than for one year. How do we calculate holding
period returns? Suppose you invest Rs 1 today in a 
company's share for five years. The rates of return are 18 
per cent, 9 per cent, 0 per cent, -10 per cent and 14 per 
cent. What is the worth of your shares? You hold the share 
for five years; hence, you can calculate the worth of your 
investment assuming that each year dividends from the 
previous year are reinvested in shares. The worth of your 
investment after five years is:

Investment worth after five years
= (1 + 0.18) x (1 + 0.09) x (1 + 0.0) x (1 - 0.10) x (1 + 0.14) 
= 1.18 x 1.09 x 1.00 x 0.90 x 1.14 = Rs 1.32

Your one rupee investment has grown to Rs 1.32 at 
the end of five years. Thus your total return is: 1.32 -1 = 
0.32 or 32 per cent. Your total return is a five-year holding
period return. How much is the annual compound rate of 
return? We can calculate the compound annual rate of 
return as follows:

Compound annual rate of return

= ^1.18x1.09x1.00x0.90x1.14 -1
= 1.057-1 =0.057 or 5.7%

This compound rate of return is the geometric mean 
return. You can verify that one rupee invested today at 
5.7 per cent compound rate would grow to approximately 
Rs 1.32 after five years: (1.057)5 = Rs 1.32. Let us take 
another example. Suppose you invest Rs 1 in the beginning 
of 1998 in one share of HUL and hold it for two years. 
From Table 4.1 we see that returns for 1998 and 1999 are 

21.84 per cent and 36.99 per cent. The worth of your 
investment at the end of two years is:

Investment worth after two years
= (1 + 0.2184) x (1 + 0.3699)
= 1.2184 x 1.3699 = Rs 1.6690

Your total return is 67 per cent. This is a two-year 
holding-period return. If you hold your one rupee 
investment in HUL's share at the end of 1997 for 10 years 
until the end of 2007, it would grow to Rs 1.979 by the 
end of 2007. Your 10-year holding return is a whopping 
97.9 per cent! You can calculate holding period returns 
for any number of years.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What constitutes return on a single asset? How is it 
calculated?

2. How is unrealised capital gain or loss treated in total 
returns?

3. How is arithmetic average return calculated?
4. Define holding period return.
5. How will you calculate geometric mean return?

RISK OF RATES OF RETURN:
VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

We can observe in Table 4.1 that the annual rates of return 
of HUL's share show wide fluctuations—ranging from 
-27.45 per cent in 2004 to 40.94 per cent in 2005. These 
fluctuations in returns were caused by the volatility of 
the share prices. The changes in dividends also contributed 
to the variability of HUL's rates of return. We can think of 
risk of returns as the variability in rates of return.

How could one measure the variability of rates of 
return of a share (or an asset)? The variability of rates of 
return may be defined as the extent of the deviations i or 
dispersions) of individual rates of return from the a ver a ge 
rate of return. There are two measures of this dispersion: 
variance or standard deviation. Standard deviation is the 
square root of variance.
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Excel Application 4.1:
CALCULATION OF VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION

Columns B and C respectively give Jenson and 
Nicholson's dividend per share and share price for 
six years. You can enter a formula for calculating 
annual return in D3 as shown in the worksheet. 
Excel has built-in formulae to calculate average, 
variance and standard deviation. Let us enter 
formula for average in D8: Average (D3:D7). We 
obtain 52 per cent as the 5-year average of Jenson 
and Nicholson's returns. Similarly, we can write 
formula for calculating variance in column D9: 
Var(D3:D7) and for standard deviation in column 
DIO: Stdev(D3:D7). We find that the standard 
deviation of returns is 54 per cent.

A B c D E

1 Year MV Price Return

2 20X1 1.53 31.25 -

3 20X2 1.53 20.75 -28.7 «- = (B3HC3 - C2)ycr 100

4 20X3 1.53 30.88 562

5 20X4 2.00 67.00 123.4

6 20X5 200 100.00 52 2

7 20X6 aoo 154.00 520 «-= Average (D3 D7)

8
.

Average 2915.1 «-= Var (D3D7)

9 Variance

10
Standard 
deviation

54.0 <- = Stdev (D3:D7)

How to Calculate Variance and
Standard Deviation
The following steps are involved in calculating variance 
or standard deviation of rates of return of assets or 
securities using historical returns:

Calculate the average rate of return using 
Equation (2), i.e.,

Calculate the deviation of individual rates of 
return from the average rate of return and square 
it, i.e.,

Calculate the sum of the squares of the deviations 
as determined in the preceding step and divide it 
by the number of periods (or observations) less 
one to obtain variance, i.e.,

var = o2 =----- -  V ~ ^)2
^-^ = 1

In the case of sample of observations, we divide 
the sum of squares of the deviations by n - 1 to 
account for the degree of freedom. If you were 
using population data, then the divider will be n. 
Calculate the square root of the variance to 
determine the standard deviation, i.e.,

Standard deviation = VVariance

We can summarize the formulae calculating variance 
and standard deviation of historical rates of return of a 
-hare as follows:

(3)

In Table 4.1 the ten annual rates of return for HUL's 
share are calculated. The average rate of return is 9.14 per 
cent. For HUL's rates of return sample of 10 years, you 
can calculate the variance and the standard deviation 
using Equations (3) and (4) as follows:

Variance (a2)

= [(21.84 - 9.14)2 + (36.99 - 9.14)2

+ (6.73 - 9.14)2 + (10.81 - 9.14)2
+ (-16.43 - 9.14)2 + (15.65 - 9.14)2
+ (-27.45 - 9.14)2 + (40.94 - 9.14)2 
+ (12.83 - 9.14)2 + (2.93 - 9.14)2]

= | = 476.67
9

Standard deviation (o) = \l476.67 = 21.83%
The annual rates of return of HUL's share show a high 

degree of variability; they deviate on an average, by 
about 21.83 per cent from the average rate of return of 
9.14 per cent. Can we use HUL's past returns as a guide 
for the future returns? It is difficult to say that past returns 
will help in assessing the future returns since HUL's 
returns are quite volatile. The actual rate of return in any 
given period may significantly vary from the historical 
average rate of return.

Let us consider the example of another company, viz., 
Jenson and Nicholson and show the application of Excel 
functions.
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Figure 4.2: Investment worth of different portfolios, 1980-81 to 2007-08

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is standard deviation of returns? How is it 
calculated?

2. How is variance of returns calculated?

HISTORICAL CAPITAL MARKET RETURNS

What rates of returns on shares and other financial 
instruments have investors in India earned? You can use 
indices for the share prices and other securities for this 
purpose. There are several share price indices available 
in India. The Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and the 
National Stock Exchange (NSE) provide a variety of share 
price indices. We use BSE's Sensitivity Index (Sensex). We 
present year-by-year rates of return for the following 
financial instruments in India for the years from 1981 to 
2008:

1. Ordinary shares We use Sensex share price data 
for calculating market return.

2. Long-term government of India bonds This is a 
portfolio of government of India bonds with 
maturity over 15 years.

3. Call money market This is a portfolio of inter
bank transactions.

4. 91-days treasury bills This is a portfolio of 
treasury bills of three-month maturity. The 
interest rate structure in India was controlled by 
the Government until the beginning of nineties. 
The return on 91-day treasury bills remained fixed 
(arbitrarily) at 4.60 per cent until 1993.

Table 4.2: Year-by-Year Returns in India: 1981-2008

Year

Stock 
Market 
Return

(%)

Call
Money
Market
Rates

Long-term 
Govt.

Bonds
Yields
(%)

91 -Days 
T-bills 
Rates 
(%)

Inflation
Rate 
(%)

1980-81 13.5 7.1 7.0 4.6 11.4
1981-82 49.7 9.0 7.2 4.6 12.5
1982-83 6.5 8.8 7.7 4.6 7.8
1983-84 7.6 8.6 8.2 4.6 12.6
1984-85 11.7 10.0 9.2 4.6 6.3
1985-86 84.9 10.0 9.9 4.6 6.8
1986-87 15.3 10.0 10.2 4.6 8.7
1987-88 -19.9 9.9 10.3 4.6 8.8
1988-89 35.0 9.8 10.6 4.6 9.4
1989-90 18.9 11.5 10.9 4.6 6.1
1990-91 43.9 15.9 11.5 4.6 11.6
1991-92 79.1 19.6 11.2 4.6 13.5
1992-93 54.1 14.4 10.7 4.6 9.6
1993-94 0.1 7.0 13.1 8.9 7.5
1994-95 37.1 9.4 12.6 9.1 10.1
1995-96 -17.3 17.7 12.4 12.7 10.2
1996-97 5.5 7.8 11.6 9.7 9.4
1997-98 9.9 8.7 11.1 6.8 6.8
1998-99 -13.6 7.8 11.7 8.9 3.8
1999-00 41.4 8.9 11.5 9.2 3.5
2000-01 -8.3 9.2 11.2 6.8 3.8
2001-02 -22.0 7.2 9.1 5.7 4.3
2002-03 -3.8 5.9 9.4 4.5 4.0
2003-04 40.1 4.6 6.6 4.8 3.9
2004-05 27.8 4.7 6.6 5.7 3.8
2005-06 44.2 5.6 7.5 6.5 4.4
2006-07 48.3 7.2 8.7 6.9 6.7
2007-08 17.5 7.6 7.9 7.4 7.8
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In Table 4.2 we present year-to-year rates of return 
on the portfolios of these securities from the year from 
1980-81 to 2007-08. It is noticeable that the interest rate 
structure in India was regulated and controlled by the 
government until the 90s. The rates of return have become 
more market determined after deregulation. You may 
observe from Table 4.2 that the yield on 91-day treasury 
bills was fixed at 4.60 per cent until 1992-93. It is now 
market determined and represents a risk-free rate since 
there is no default risk. From Table 4.2, we can calculate 
holding period returns for any combination of years. In 
Figure 4.2 we show the worth of one rupee invested at 
the end of 1979-80 until 2007-08 for various securities. The 
figure shows that Re 1 invested in the Sensex shares at 
the end of 1979-80 would have grown to Rs 118. The long
term government bonds rates and call rates have shown 
similar growth. In the call money market Re 1 investment 
would have grown to about Rs 14 in 2007-08. Since the 
yield on 91-day T-bills remained constant at 4.60 per cent 
until 1992-93, Re 1 investment in T-bills would grow only 
to Rs 5.3 in 2007-08. Hence the total returns from T-bills 
have been less than the growth in inflation.

Securities Arithmetic Standard Risk

Table 4.3: Returns: Average and Standard Deviations, 
1980-81 to 2007-08

mean deviation premium

Stock Market Return 21.7 28.2 —
Call Money Market Rates 9.4 3.6 12.3
Long term Gov.

Bonds Yields 9.8 1.9 11.8
91-Day T-Bills Rates 6.2 2.2 15.5
Inflation Rate 7.7 3.1 —

* Relative to 91-Days T-bills.

We can summarize the historical capital-market 
returns by two numbers: the arithmetic average return 
and the standard deviation. As we have explained earlier, 
standard deviation explains variability and it is a measure 
of total risk. Table 4.3 gives these two numbers for different 
portfolio of securities. The table shows that the average 
return from stock market (Sensex) is not only highest 
(21.7%) but its variability is also highest (28.2%). The 
return from long-term government bonds is 9.8 per cent 
and its standard deviation is lowest at 1.9 per cent. The 
91-day T-bills yield a return of 7.6 per cent with a standard 
deviation of 2.2 per cent. T-bills return is almost equal to 
inflation rate.

Historical Risk Premium
We can compare the high-risk average return on the stock 
market with the low-risk average returns on the 
government securities. T-bills are generally taken for the 
risk-free government security. They are free from risk of 
default and the variability on its returns is the lowest. The 
28-year (from 1980-81 to 2007-08) average return on 

91-day T-bills is 7.6 per cent, and the standard de via tic - 
of returns is 2.2 per cent. The 28-year average return on 
the stock market is higher by about 15 per cent in 
comparison with the average return on 91-day T-bills 
However, the historical average return on 91-day T-bills 
is not very relevant for comparison, since the government 
artificially kept return on T-bills constant at 4.60 per cent 
till 1992-93. Since 1993, T-bills rates are based on more 
active weekly auctions. An alternative is to consider the 
average return on the long-term government bonds for 
comparing with the average return on the stock market. 
The 28-year average return on the stock market is higher 
by about 12 per cent in comparison with the average 
return on the long-term government bonds. This excess 
return is a compensation for the higher risk of the return 
on the stock market; it is commonly referred to as risk 
premium.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How will you calculate historical returns on various 
securities: ordinary shares, long-term government 
bonds, call money market and treasury bills?

2. What differences are observed in practice in the 
average returns and standard deviations of returns 
of vrious securities?

3. What historical risk premium do you observe in 
India?

EXPECTED RETURN AND RISK: 
INCORPORATING PROBABILITIES IN 
ESTIMATES

Instead of using historical data for calculating return and 
risk, we may use forecasted data. Suppose you are 
considering buying one share of India Cements, which 
has a market price of Rs 261.25 today. The company pays 
a dividend of Rs 2.50 per share. You want to hold the share 
for one year. What is your expected rate of return? This 
will depend on the dividend per share you would actually 
receive and the market price at which you could sell the 
share. You do not know both the outcomes. The outcomes 
may depend on the economic conditions, the performance 
of the company and other factors. You will have to think 
of the outcomes of dividend and the share price under 
possible economic scenarios to arrive at a judgment about 
the expected return. You may, for example, assume four 
(equally likely) possible states of economic conditions and 
performance: high growth, expansion, stagnation and 
decline. You also expect the market price of share to be 
Rs 305.50, Rs 285.50, Rs 261.25 and Rs 243.50 and the 
dividend per share Rs 4, Rs 3.25, Rs 2.50 and Rs 2 
respectively under four different states of economic 
conditions. Thus the possible outcomes of return can be 
calculated as follows in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Rates of Returns Under Various Economic Conditions

Economic Conditions
(1)

Share Price
(2)

Dividend
(3)

Dividend Yield
(4)

Capital Gain
(5)

Return
(6) = [4) + (5)

High growth 305.50 4.00 0.015 0.169 0.184
Expansion 285.50 3.25 0.012 0.093 0.105
Stagnation 261.25 2.50 0.010 0.000 0.010
Decline 243.50 2.00 0.008 - 0.068 - 0.060

Note that the current share price is Rs 261.25, and 
depending on the economic conditions, there are four 
possibilities. The rates of return calculations can be shown 
as follows:

4+ (305.50-261.25)
Rt = ----------577-z-------- - = 0.185 or 18.5%

3.25+ (285.50 - 261.25)
R2 = ----------- y, .757-----------  = 0.105 or 10.5%

R3 ~
2.50+ (261.25-261.25)

261.25

2.00 + (243.50 - 261.25)
261.25

= 0.01 or 1%

= -0.060 or -6.0%

Your total return is anticipated to vary between -6 
per cent under the unfavourable condition to +18.5 per 
cent under the most favourable conditions. What is the 
chance or likelihood for each outcome anticipated by you 
to occur? Probability is the percentage of the chance or 
likelihood of an outcome. On the basis of your judgment, 
you may, for example, say that each outcome is equally 
likely to occur, i.e., each outcome has a chance of 0.25 or 
25 per cent. This is your subjective assessment. The 
subjective probability is based on the judgment of the 
investor rather than on an objective assessment of events 
to occur. The objective probability is based on the appraisal 
of the occurrence of an event for a very large number of 
times. The sum of probabilities of the occurrence of 
outcomes is always equal to 1.

Expected Rate of Return
Table 4.5 summarizes the range of returns under the 
possible states of economic conditions along with 
probabilities. You can put this information together to 
calculate the expected rate of return. The expected rate of 
return [E(R)] is the sum of the product of each outcome 
return) and its associated probability:

Expected rate of return

= rate of return under scenario 1 x probability 
of scenario 1 + rate of return under scenario 2 
x probability of scenario 2 + ... + rate of return 
under scenario n x probability of scenario n

Table 4.5: Returns and Probabilities

Economic
Conditions

(1)

Rate of
Return (%)

(2)

Probability

(3)

Expected
Rate of 

Return (%) 
(4) = (2) x 13]

Growth 18.5 0.25 4.63
Expansion 10.5 0.25 2.62
Stagnation 1.0 0.25 0.25
Decline -6.0 0.25 -1.50

1.00 6.00

Thus, the expected rate of return is as given below:
E(R) = (18.5 x 0.25) + (10.5 x 0.25) + (1.00 x 0.25)

+ (-6.0 x 0.25)
= 0.06 or 6%

You can convert this simple procedure of calculation 
in the following equation:

E(R) = Rrx P1 + R2xP2 + ... + Rn Pn

E(R)=,XRiPi (5)
1=1

Note that E(R) is the expected rate of return, R; the 
outcome i, Pt is the probability of the occurrence of i and n 
is the total number of outcomes.

The expected rate of return is the average return. It is 
6 per cent in our example. We know that the possible 
outcomes range between -6 per cent to +18.5 per cent. 
How much is the average dispersion? As stated earlier, 
this is explained by the variance or the standard deviation. 
The steps involved in the calculation of the variance and 
the standard deviation are the same as already discussed 
in the preceding section, except that the square of the 
difference of an outcome (return) from the expected return 
should be multiplied by its probability. The following 
formula can be used to calculate the variance of returns:

o2 = [Rj - E (R)]2 P. + [R2 - £(R)]2 P2 +... + [Rn - E(R)]2P„

n

= £ [R„-£(R)]2P„ (6)
i = l

In the above example, the variance of returns is:
G2 = [(18.5 - 6)2 x 0.25] + [(10.5 - 6)2 x 0.25]

+ [(1 - 6)2 x 0.25)] + [(-6 - 6)2 x 0.25] = 86.375 
and the standard deviation is:
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Risk-averse

Utility
Should you invest in the share of India Cement? The 

returns are expected to fluctuate widely. The expected rate 
of return is low (6 per cent) and the standard deviation is 
high (9.29 per cent). You may like to search for an 
investment with higher expected return and lower 
standard deviation.

ILL USTRATION 4.1: Variance and Standard Calculation
The shares of Hypothetical Company Limited has the 
following anticipated returns with associated probabilities:

The expected rate of return is:
E(R)= -20 x 0.05 + -10 x 0.10 + 10 x 0.20 + 15 x 0.25 

+ 20 x 0.20 + 25 x 0.15 + 30 x 0.05 = 13%
The risk, measured in terms of variance and standard 

deviation, is:
CT2 = (-20 - 13)2 x 0.05 + (-10 - 13)2 x 0.10

+ (10 - 13)2 x 0.20 + (15 - 13)2 x 0.25
+ (20- 13)2 x 0.20
+ (25 - 13)2 x 0.15 + (30 - 13)2 x 0.05 = 156

Return (%) -20 -10 10 15 20 25 30
Probability 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.05

G = V156 = 12.49%

Risk Preference
The information about the expected return and standard 
deviation helps an investor to make decision about 
investments. This depends on the investor's risk 
preference. Generally investors would prefer investments 
with higher rates of return and lower standard deviations. 
According to the economic principle of diminishing 
marginal utility, as a person gets more and more wealth 
his utility for additional wealth increases at a declining 
rate. For example, a person obtains less utility from 
gaining additional Rs 1,000 than she forgoes in losing 
Rs 1,000. Thus the utility function for risk-averse persons 
is concave, as shown in Figure 4.3.

A risk-averse investor will choose from investments 
with the equal rates of return, the investment with lowest 
standard deviation. Similarly, if investments have equal 
risk (standard deviations), the investor would prefer the 
one with higher return. A risk-neutral investor does not 
consider risk, and he would always prefer investments 
with higher returns. A risk-seeking investor likes 
investments with higher risk irrespective of the rates of 
return. In reality, most (if not all) investors are risk-averse. 
How would risk-averse investors make their choices if 
investments have higher returns and higher standard 
deviations or lower returns and lower standard 
deviations? We shall provide answer to this question in 
me next chapter.

Risk-seeker

Figure 4.3: Risk preferences

Risk

Normal Distribution and Standard Deviation
The normal distribution is a smooth, symmetric, 
continuous, bell-shaped curve as shown in Figure 4.4. The 
distribution is neither skewed nor peaked. The spread of 
the normal distribution is characterized by the standard 
deviation. What is the probability of obtaining a return 
exceeding or lower than the expected (mean) return? In 
case of normally distributed returns, it depends only on 
the standard deviation. It is useful to notice certain 
properties of a normal distribution.

The area under the curve sums to 1.
A The curve reaches its maximum at the expected 

value (mean) of the distribution and one-half of 
the area lies on either side of the mean.
Approximately 50 per cent of the area lies within 
±0.67 standard deviations of the expected value; 
about 68 per cent of the area lies within ±1.0 
standard deviations of the expected value; 95 per 
cent of the area lies within ± 1.96 standard 
deviation of the expected value and 99 per cent of 
the area lies within ± 3.0 standard deviations of 
the expected value.

Figure 4.4: Normal distribution
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For example, suppose the mean return from shares 
is 20 per cent with a standard deviation of 25 per cent. 
Assuming that returns are normally distributed, there is 
about 67 per cent probability that the return would range 
between minus 5 per cent [20 per cent - 25 per cent] and 
plus 45 per cent [20 per cent + 25 per cent]. There are 95 
per cent chances that return will be between minus 30 
per cent [20 per cent - 2 x 25 per cent] and plus 70 per 
cent [20 per cent + 2 x 25 per cent]. The normal 
probability table, given at the end of this book, can be 
used to determine the area under the normal curve for 
various standard deviations. The probability of 
occurrence can be read from the normal probability table. 
This table is the 'right tail' of the distribution; that is 
probabilities of the unknown quantity being greater than 
X standard deviations from the expected value (mean) 
are given in the table. The distribution tabulated is a 
normal distribution with mean zero and standard 
deviation of 1. Such a distribution is known as a standard 
normal distribution. However, any normal distribution 
can be standardized and hence the table of normal 
probabilities will serve for any normal distribution. The 
formula to standardise is:

S =
R - E(R)

<7 (7)

Note that R is the outcome (return) in which we are 
interested, E(R) is mean or the expected return and S is 
the number of standard deviations from the expected 
return.

Determine the probability that the return of the asset will 
be zero or less.

As given in Equation (7), we can divide the difference 
between zero and the expected value of the return by 
standard deviation of possible net present value as follows:

0-29.32
13.52

= -2.17

This figure (-2.17) implies that a return of 0 is 
positioned 2.17 standard deviations to the left of the 
expected value of the probability distribution of possible 
returns. The probability of being less than 2.17 standard 
deviations from the expected value, according to the 
normal probability distribution table is 0.015. This means 
that there is 0.015 or 1.5% probability that the return of 
the asset will be zero or less.

Normal distribution is a population-based, theoretical 
distribution. In practice, it is difficult to find sample 
distributions that are normal because of the sampling 
errors. The actual distributions may be approximately 
normal or non-normal. Nevertheless, normal distribution 
is an important concept in statistics and finance. In 
explaining the risk-return relationship, we assume that 
returns are normally distributed. If we have returns series 
for a very long period of time, they would be 
approximately normally distributed.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

ILLUSTRATION 4.2: Probability of 
Expected Return

An asset has an expected return of 29.32 per cent and the 
standard deviation of the possible returns is 13.52 per cent.

1. How is expected rate of return calculated?
2. Define risk preference.
3. Who is a risk-averse investor? Who is a risk-neutral 

investor?
4. What is normal distribution?

SUMMARY )

□ Risk and return concepts are basic to the understanding of the valuation of assets or securities.
□ Return on a security consists of two parts: the dividend and capital gain. The rate of return for one period is given 

by the following equation:

Z) (P — P )Return = Divident yield + Capital gain rate; R = —-4---- ------—
po Po

The expected rate of return on a security is the sum of the products of possible rates of return and their probabilities.

Thus: E(R) = R-J\ + R2P2 + ... + RnPn = X.Rj Pj
i=l

ED The expected rate of return is an average rate of return. This average may deviate from the possible outcomes 
(rates of return). This is referred to as dispersion.

Q Dispersion can be measured by variance and standard deviation of returns of a security. They can be calculated as 
follows:

o2 = [Rj - E (R)]2 P,. + [R2 - E(R)]2 P2 +... + [(R„ - E(R)]2P„ = £ [R; - E (R)]2 Pt; a = 7c?
Z = 1

CD Variance (o2) or standard deviation (o) is a measure of the risk of returns on a security.
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O Historically investors have earned different rates of returns. The average return on shares has been more that the 
average return on government bonds and treasury bills. Also, the variance or standard deviation of returns on 
shares has been more. Shares are more risky than the government bonds.

□ Treasury bills offer risk-free rate, as they do not have risk of default. The government guarantees them.
O The difference between the average share return and return on government bonds or treasury bills is the risk 

premium.
Q Investors have different risk preferences. Investors may be risk-averse, risk-seeker or risk-neutral. Most of them 

are, however, risk-averse.
□ Normal distribution is a smoothed, symmetric curve. It best describes the mean-variance (or standard deviation). 

We generally assume that returns on shares are normally distributed.

KEY CONCEPTS
Arithmetic mean
Average return
Capital gains or loss
Compound rate of 

return
Expected rate of return

Geometric mean 
Holding period return 
Normal distribution 
Objective probability 
Probability
Return

Risk
Risk diversification
Risk premium
Risk-free security
Risk-averse
Risk-free rate of return
Risk-seeker

Risk-neutral
Share price index
Skewness
Standard deviation 
Subjective probability 
Variance

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 4.1 ] The following table gives dividend 

and share price data for Hind Manufacturing Company.

Year
Dividend
Per Share

Closing
Share Price

1999 2.50 12.25
2000 2.50 14.20
2001 2.50 17.50
2002 3.00 16.75
2003 3.00 18.45
2004 3.25 22.25
2005 3.50 23.50
2006 3.50 27.75
2007 3.50 25.50
2008 3.75 27.95
2009 3.75 31.30
You are required to calculate: (f) the annual rates of 

return, (if) the expected (average) rate of return, (in) the 
variance, and (iv) the standard deviation of returns. 
SOLUTION: (i) Annual rates of return

(1) (2) (3) (4)

2002 3.00 16.75 3.00 + (16.75 - 17.50)/
17.50 = 12.86

2003 3.00 18.45 3.00 + (18.45 - 16.75)/
16.75 = 28.06

2004 3.25 22.25 3.25 + (22.25 - 18.45)
18.45 = 38.21

2005 3.50 23.50 3.50 + (23.50 -22.25)/
22.25 = 21.35

2006 3.50 27.75 3.50 + (27.75 - 23.50)/
23.50 = 32.98

2007 3.50 25.50 3.50 + (25.50 - 27.75)/
27.75 = 4.50

2008 3.75 27.95 3.75 + (27.95 - 25.50)/
25.50 = 24.31

2009 3.75 31.30 3.75 + (31.30 - 27.95)/
27.95 = 25.40

14.20 = 40.85

Year
(1)

Div. Per 
Share

(2)

Closing
Share Price

(3)

Annual Rates of 
Return (%) 

(4)

1999 2.50 12.25
2000 2.50 14.20 2.50 + (14.20- 12.25)/

12.25 = 36.33
2001 2.50 17.50 2.50 + (17.50- 14.20)/

(if) Average rate of return: We can take the arithmetic 
average of the annual rates of return.

(36.33 + 40.85 + 12.86 + 28.06 + 38.21 + 21.35 + 32.98 
+ 4.50 + 24.31 + 25.40)/10 = 26.48%

(Hi) Variance and (iv) standard deviation are calculated 
as shown below.

(Contd...)
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Average 26.48

Year Annual Rates 
of Returns

Annual minus
Average Rates 

of Return

Square of Annual 
minus Average 
Rates of Return

1999 36.33 9.84 96.86
2000 40.85 14.36 206.22
2001 12.86 -13.63 185.71
2002 28.06 1.57 2.48
2003 38.21 11.73 137.51
2004 21.35 -5.14 26.38
2005 32.98 6.49 42.17
2006 4.50 -21.98 483.13
2007 24.31 -2.17 4.71
2008 25.40 -1.08 1.17
Sum 264.85 1186.36

1 n _
Variance = ------ Y(R,-R) = 1186.36/(10 - 1) = 131.82

n — 1,=1
Standard deviation = V131-81 = 11.48

PROBLEM 4.2 Star Computer System Limited has 
forecasted returns on its share with the following 
probability distribution:

Return (%) Probability

-20 0.05
-10 0.05
-5 0.10
5 0.10

10 0.15
18 0.25
20 0.25
30 0.05

Calculate the expected return, variance and standard 
deviation of returns for Star.
SOLUTION: Expected Return

= E[R;-E(R)px^.

= (- 20 - ll)2 x .05 + (- 10 - ll)2 x .05
+ (-5 - ll)2 x .10
+ (5 - ll)2 x .10 + (10 - ll)2 x .15
+ (18 - ll)2 x .25
+ (20 - ll)2 x .25 + (30 - ll)2 x .05 = 150

G = 4150 = 12.25

PROBLEM 4.3 j The following are the returns during 
five years on a market portfolio of shares and ‘AAA’ 
corporate bonds:

Year
Portfolio of 
Shares (%)

‘AAA’ 
Bonds(%)

1 29.5 13.4
2 -3.8 12.8
3 26.8 10.5
4 24.6 8.9
5 7.2 9.2

You are require to calculate (2) the realized risk 
premium of shares over the ‘AAA’ bonds in each year; and 
(22) the average risk premium of shares over ‘AAA’ bonds 
during the period. Can the realized premium be negative? 
Why?

SOLUTION:

The calculations for the premium in each year and the 
average premium are shown below. The average premium 
is 4.7 per cent.

The realized premium can be negative as the share 
prices in practice show wide swings. However, over a long 
period of time the premium would be positive, as shares 
are more risky than bonds.

E(R) = R1xP1+R2xP2 + ... + RnxPn = YRiPn 
i=l

(-20 x .05) + (-10 x .05) + (-5 x .10) + (5 x .10) 
+ (10 x .15) + (18 x .25) + (20 x .25) + (30 x .05) 

= 11
Variance of Return
o2 = [Ra - (R)l2 x P1 + [R2 - E (R)]2 x P2 + ...

+ [Rn-E(R)]2xPn

Year Portfolio of 
Shares (%)

‘AAA’ 
Bonds(%) Premium (%}

1 29.5 13.4 16.1
2 -3.8 12.8 -16.6
3 26.8 10.5 16.3
4 24.6 12.9 11.7
5 7.2 11.2 -4.0

Avg. 16.9 12.2 4.7

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What is a return? Explain the components of (total) return? Should unrealized capital gain (or loss) be included 

in the calculations of returns?
2. Illustrate the computation of the expected rate of return of an asset.
3. Define holding-period return. How is it calculated?
4. What is risk? How can risk of a security be calculated? Explain your answer with the help of an example.
5. What is a risk-free security? What is risk premium? How can it be estimated from historical data?
6. What is a normal distribution? How does it help to interpret standard deviation?
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QUIZ EXERCISES
1. A company's share is currently selling for Rs 120. The expected dividend per share and next year’s share price 

are, respectively, Rs 5 and Rs 132. Calculate expected return on the company's share.
2. A company's share is currently selling for Rs 80. The expected dividend per share and next year’s share price 

are, respectively, Rs 5 and Rs 62. Calculate expected return on the company's share.
3. On 1 January 2009, Mr Y.P. Singh purchased 100 shares of a company at Rs 330 each. During the year, he 

received total dividends of Rs 500. Mr Singh sold all his shares at Rs 375 each on 31 December 2009. Calculate 
Mr Singh's (j) capital gain amount, and (n) total return in (a) rupee amount and (b) percentage.

4. The closing price of share last year was Rs 70. The dividend per share was Rs 7 during the year. The current 
year closing price is Rs 77. Calculate the percentage return on the share, decomposing it into the dividend yield 
and the capital gain rate.

5. You bought a company's share for Rs 230 two years ago. You held the stock for two years, and received dividend 
per share of Rs 25 and Rs 35 respectively at the end of the first and the second years. You sold the share for 
Rs 258 after two years. What was your two-year holding period return on Infosys share?

6. You expect to earn a return of 22 per cent on a share. If the inflation rate is 7.5 per cent, what is your real rate 
of return?

7. You have a required rate of return of 5 percent in real terms. You expect to receive 12 percent from your fixed 
deposit next year. What is the expected inflation rate?

8. There is 33 percent probability that your return next year will be 23 percent and 67 percent probability that it 
will be 7 percent. What is your expected return?

9. You have to choose between two investments. Investment A offers an expected return of 20 percent with 
standard deviation of ±12 percent while investment B offers an expected return of 15 percent with standard 
deviation of ±5 percent. Which investment is better and why?

10. An asset has an expected return of 29.32 per cent and the standard deviation of the possible returns is 
13.52 per cent. Determine the probability that the return of the asset will be zero or less.

PROBLEMS
1. On 1 January 2009, Mr Y.P. Sinha purchased 100 

shares of L&T at Rs 212 each. During the year, he 
received total dividends of Rs 700. Mr. Sinha sold 
all his shares at Rs 215 each on 31 December 2009. 
Calculate Mr. Sinha’s (i) capital gain amount, and 
(if) total return in (a) rupee amount and 
(b) percentage.

2. The closing price of share last year was Rs 50. The 
dividend per share was Rs 5 during the year. The 
current year closing price is Rs 57. Calculate the 
percentage return on the share, showing the 
dividend yield and the capital gain rate.

3. You acquired Telco’s 200 shares at Rs 87 each last 
year. The par value of a share is Rs 10. Telco paid 
a dividend of 15 per cent during the year. You sold 
200 shares at a total value of Rs 18,500 after one 
year. What is your (i) dividend yield, (if) rate of 
capital gain, and (Hi) total rupee and percentage 
returns.

4. You bought Infosys share for Rs 4,250 two years 
ago. You held the stock for two years, and received 
dividend per share of Rs 90 and Rs 125 respectively 
at the end of the first and the second years. You 
sold the share for Rs 4.535 after two years. What 
was your two-year holding period return on Infosys 
share?

5. You expect to earn a return of 17 per cent on a 
share. If the inflation rate is 5.5 per cent, what is 

your real rate of return?
6. Suppose shares of Hind Ltd and Nirmala Ltd were 

selling at Rs 100 two years ago. Hind’s price fell in 
the first year by 12 per cent and rose by 12 per 
cent in the second year. The reverse was the case 
for Nirmala’s share price—it increased by 12 per 
cent and then decreased by 12 per cent. Would 
they have the same price after two years? Why or 
why not? Show computations.

7. An asset is expected to earn the following rates of 
return for the period 2004-10:

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Return

(%) 15.3 -5.6 17.3 25.0 16.8 9.5 28.8

What is the seven-year holding period return from 
the asset? How much is the annual compound rate 
of return?

8. The following are the returns on the share of 
Reliable Company for past five years:

Year 1 2 3 4 5
Return (%) 5.3 15.6 -7.3 15.0 19.8

Calculate the average return for the five years. Also 
calculate the standard deviation and variance of 
the returns for the period.
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9. The economy of a country may experience rapid 
growth or moderate growth or recession. There is 
0.15 probability of rapid growth and the stock 
market return is expected to be 19.5 per cent. The 
probability of moderate growth is 55 per cent with 
a 14 per cent expectation of the stock market 
return. There is 0.30 probability of recession and 
the stock market return is expected to be 7 per cent. 
Calculate the expected stock market return and the 
standard deviation of the return.

10. An asset has the following possible returns with 
associated probabilities:

Possible returns 20% 18% 8% 0 - 6%
Probability 0.10 0.45 0.30 0.05 0.10

Calculate the expected rate of return and the 
standard deviation of that rate of return.

11. Securities X and Y have the following 
characteristics:

Security X Security Y
Return Probability Return Probability

30% 0.10 - 20% 0.05
20% 0.20 10% 0.25
10% 0.40 20% 0.30
5% 0.20 30% 0.30

- 10% 0.10 40% 0.10

13. The following are the returns during seven years 
on a market portfolio of shares and 91-day Treasury 
Bills:
You are required to calculate (i) the realized risk 
premium of shares over treasury bills in each year 
and (h) the average risk premium of shares over 
treasury bills during the period. Can the realized 
premium be negative? Why?

Year
Portfolio of
Shares (%)

Treasury
Rills (%)

1 22.5 11.4
2 -6.8 9.8
3 26.8 10.5
4 24.6 9.9
5 3.2 9.2
6 15.7 8.9
7 12.3 11.2

14. The stock market and treasury bills returns are 
expected to be as follows:

Economic
Conditions

Probability Market 
Return (%)

-------------------------------- -

Treasury
Bills (%)

Growth 6.20 28.5 9.7
Decline 0.30 -5.0 9.5
Stagnation 0.50 17.9 9.2

You are required to calculate the expected return 
and standard deviation of return for each security. 
Which security would you select for investment 
and why?

12. The distribution of returns for share P and the 
market portfolio is given below:

Probability
Returns (%)

Share P Market
0.30 30 -10
0.40 20 20
0.30 0 30

You are required to calculate the expected returns, 
standard deviation and variance of the returns of 
share P and the 'market.

You are required to calculate (i) the expected 
market and treasury bills returns and (ii) the 
expected risk premium.

15. Suppose that returns of Sunshine Company 
Limited’s share are normally distributed. The mean 
return is 20 per cent and the standard deviation of 
returns is 10 per cent. Determine the range of 
returns in which about 2/3rd of the company’s 
returns fall.

16. Suppose that the rates of return on Maneklal 
Engineering Ltd’s share have a normal distribution 
with a mean of 22 per cent and a standard deviation 
of 25 per cent. What is the probability of the return 
being 30 per cent?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Collect annual data on dividend per share and market price 
per share for Asian Paints, Berger, Nerolac and Nicholson. 
For each company, calculate (f) annual returns for ten years; 
(if) annual dividend yields and capital gain (loss) 

percentages (in) average rates of return. Draw graphs of 
rates of return. Further, calculate standard deviation of rates 
of return. What are your conclusions?



Risk and Return: Portfolio Theory 
and Assets Pricing Models

Learning Objectives

► Discuss the concepts of portfolio risk and return
► Determine the relationship between risk and return of portfolios
► Highlight the difference between systematic and unsystematic risks
► Examine the logic of portfolio theory
► Show the use of capital asset pricing model (CAPM) in the valuation of securities
► Explain the features and modus operandi of the arbitrage pricing theory (APT)

INTRODUCTION

A portfolio is a bundle or a combination of individual 
assets or securities. Portfolio theory provides a normative 
approach to investors to make decisions to invest their 
wealth in assets or securities under risk.1 It is based on 
the assumption that investors are risk-averse. This implies 
that investors hold well-diversified portfolios instead of 
investing their entire wealth in a single or a few assets. 
One important conclusion of the portfolio theory, as we 
explain later, is that if the investors hold a well-diversified 
portfolio of assets, then their concern should be the 
expected rate of return and risk of the portfolio rather than 
individual assets and the contribution of individual asset 
to the portfolio risk. The second assumption of the 
portfolio theory is that the returns of assets are normally 
distributed. This means that the mean (the expected value) 
and variance (or standard deviation) analysis is the 
foundation of the portfolio decisions. Further, we can 
extend the portfolio theory to derive a framework for 
valuing risky assets. This framework is referred to as the 
capital asset pricing model (CAPM). An alternative model 

r the valuation of risky assets is the arbitrage pricing 

theory (APT). In this chapter, we discuss the portfolio 
theory and show how CAPM and APT work in valuing 
assets.

PORTFOLIO RETURN: TWO-ASSET CASE

The return of a portfolio is equal to the weighted average 
of the returns of individual assets (or securities) in the 
portfolio with weights being equal to the proportion of 
investment value in each asset. Suppose you have an 
opportunity of investing your wealth in either asset X or 
asset Y. The possible outcomes of two assets in different 
states of economy are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Possible Outcomes of two Assets, X and Y

State of Economy Probability
Return (%)

X Y
A 0.10 -b 14
B 0.20 10 -4
C 0.40 8 6
D 0.20 5 15
E 0.10 -4 20

- r a simple treatment of return and risk concepts and the capital asset pricing model, see Mullins, D. W., Does the Capital Asset
7 ing Model Work?, Harvard Business Review, Jan-Feb 1982; and Butters, J.K., et. al., Case Problems in Finance, Richard D. Irwin, 1991.
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The expected rate of return of X is the sum of the product 
of outcomes and their respective probability. That is:

E(RX) = (-8 x 0.1) + (10 x 0.2) + (8 x 0.4) + (5 x 0.2)
+ (- 4x0.1) = 5%

Similarly, the expected rate of return of Y is:

E(R;/) = (14 x 0.1) + (- 4 x 0.2) + (6 x 0.4) + (15 x 0.2)

+ (20x0.1) = 8%

We can use the following equation to calculate the 
expected rate of return of individual asset:

E(Ri) = (R1xP1) + (R2xP)2 +

(R3x^) +.... + (R„x^„)

d>

Note that E(RX) is the expected return on asset X, R-is 
i th return and P; is the probability of z'th return. Consider 
an example.

Suppose you decide to invest 50 per cent of your 
wealth in X and 50 per cent in Y. What is your expected 
rate of return on a portfolio consisting of both X and Y ? 
This can be done in two steps. First, calculate the combined 
outcome under each state of economic condition. Second, 
multiply each combined outcome by its probability. Table 
5.2 shows the calculations.

There is a direct and simple method of calculating 
the expected rate of return on a portfolio if we know the 
expected rates of return on individual assets and their 
weights. The expected rate of return on a portfolio (or 
simply the portfolio return) is the weighted average of 
the expected rates of return on assets in the portfolio. In 
our example, the expected portfolio return is as follows:

E(Rp) = (0.5 x 5) + (0.5 x 8) = 6.5%

In the case of two-asset portfolio, the expected rate of 
return is given by the following formula:

Expected return on portfolio
= weight of security X x expected return

on security X + weight of security Y 
x expected return on security Y

E(Rp) = w x E(RX) + (1 - w) x E(Ry) (2)
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Note that w is the proportion of investment in asset X 
and (1 - w) is the remaining investment in asset Y.

Given the expected returns of individual assets, the 
portfolio return depends on the weights (investment 
proportions) of assets. You may be able to change your 
expected rate of return on the portfolio by changing your 
proportionate investment in each asset. How much would 
you earn if you invested 20 per cent of your wealth in X 
and the remaining wealth in Y? The portfolio rate of return 
under this changed mix of wealth in X and Y will be:

E(Rp) = 0.2 x 5 + (1 - 0.2) x 8 = 7.4%

You may notice that this return is higher than what 
you will earn if you invested equal amounts in X and Y. 
The expected return would be 5 per cent if you invested 
entire wealth in X (i.e., w = 1.0). On the other hand, the 
expected return would be 8 per cent if the entire wealth 
were invested in Y (i.e., 1 - w - 1, since w = 0). Your 
expected return will increase as you shift your wealth from 
X to Y. Thus, the expected return on portfolio will depend 
on the percentage of wealth invested in each asset in the 
portfolio.

What is the advantage in investing your wealth in 
both assets X and Y when you could expect highest return 
of 8 per cent by investing your entire wealth in Y? When 
you invested your wealth equally in assets X and Y, your 
expected return is 6.5 per cent. The expected return of Y 
(8 per cent) is higher than the portfolio return (6.5 per cent). 
But investing your entire wealth in Y is more risky. Under 
the unfavourable economic condition, Y may yield a 
negative return of 4 per cent. The probability of negative 
return is eliminated when you combine X and Y. Further, 
the portfolio returns are expected to fluctuate within a 
narrow range of 3 to 10 per cent (see column 3 of Table 
5.2). You may also note that the expected return of X (5 
per cent) is not only less than the portfolio return (6.5 per 
cent), but it also shows greater fluctuations. We discuss 
the concept of risk in greater detail in the following 
sections.

Table 5.2: Expected Portfolio Rate of Return

State of Economy
(1)

Probability
(2)

Combined Returns (%) 
X(50%) & Y (50%) 

(3)
Expected Return (%) 

(4) = (2) x (3)

A 0.10 (-8 x 0.5) + (14 x 0.5) = 13.0 0.10 x 3.0 = 0.3
B 0.20 (10 x 0.5) + (-4 x 0.5) = 13.0 0.20 x 3.0 = 0.6
C 0.40 (8 x 0.5) + (6 x 0.5) = 17.0 0.40 x 7.0 = 2.8
D 0.20 (5 x 0.5) + (15 x 0.5) = 10.0 0.20 x 10.0 = 2.0
E 0.10 (-4 x 0.5) + (20 x 0.5) = 18.0 0.10 x 8.0 = 0.8

expected return on portfolio 6.5
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PORTFOLIO RISK: TWO-ASSET CASE

We have seen in the previous section that returns on 
individual assets fluctuate more than the portfolio return. 
Thus, individual assets are more risky than the portfolio. 
How is the risk of a portfolio measured? As discussed in 
the previous chapter, risk of individual assets is measured 
by their variance or standard deviation. We can use 
variance or standard deviation to measure the risk of the 
portfolio of assets as well. Why is a portfolio less risky 
than individual assets? Let us consider an example.

Suppose you have two investment opportunities A 
and B as shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Investments in A and B

Economic
Condition Probability

Returns (%)
A B

Good 0.5 40 0
Bad 0.5 0 40

Assuming that the investor invests in both the assets 
equally, the expected rate of return, variance and standard 
deviation of A are:

E(Ra) = 0.5 x 40 + 0.5 x 0 = 20%
<r2 = 0.5(40 - 20)2 + 0.5(0 - 20)2 = 400

aA = 7400 = 20%

Here oA represents the standard deviation of assets 
A, ga2 is the variance of asset A and E(RA) is the estimated 
rate of returns. Note that variance is the square of standard 
deviation.

Similarly, the expected rate of return, variance and 
standard deviation of B are:

E(RB) = 0.5 x 0 + 0.5 x 40 = 20%
a2B = 0.5(0 - 20)2 + 0.5(40 - 20)2 = 400

aB = 7400 = 20%

Both investments A and B have the same expected 
rate of return (20 per cent) and same variance (400) and 
standard deviation (20 per cent). Thus, they are equally 
profitable and equally risky. How does combining 
investments A and B help an investor? If a portfolio 
consisting of equal amount of A and B were constructed, 
the portfolio return would be:

E(RP) = 0.5 x 20 + 0.5 x 20 = 20%

This return is the same as the expected return from 
individual securities, but without any risk. Why? If the 
economic conditions are good, then A would yield 40 per 
cent return and B zero and the portfolio return will be:

E(RP) = 0.5 x 40 + 0.5 x 0 = 20%

When economic conditions are bad, then A's return 
•ill be zero and B's 40 per cent and the portfolio return 
» Jd still remain the same:

E(RP) = 0.5 x 0 + 0.5 x 40 = 20%

Thus, by investing equal amounts in A and B, rather 
than the entire amount only in A or B, the investor is able 
to eliminate the risk altogether. She is assured of a return 
of 20 per cent with a zero standard deviation.

It is not always possible to entirely reduce the risk. It 
may be difficult in practice to find two assets whose 
returns move completely in opposite directions like in the 
above example of securities A and B. It needs emphasis to 
state that the risk of portfolio would be less than the risk 
of individual securities, and that the risk of a security 
should be judged by its contribution to the portfolio risk.

Measuring Portfolio Risk for Two Assets
Like in the case of individual assets, the risk of a portfolio 
could be measured in terms of its variance or standard 
deviation. As stated earlier, the portfolio return is the 
weighted average of returns on individual assets. Is the 
portfolio variance or standard deviation a weighted 
average of the individual assets' variances or standard 
deviations? It is not. The portfolio variance or standard 
deviation depends on the co-movement of returns on two 
assets.

Covariance When we consider two assets, we are 
concerned with the co-movement of the assets. Covariance 
of returns on two assets measures their co-movement. 
How is covariance calculated?

Three steps are involved in the calculation of 
covariance between two assets:

Determining the expected returns on assets.

Determining the deviation of possible returns 
from the expected return for each asset.

Determining the sum of the product of each 
deviation of returns of two assets and respective 
probability.

Let us consider the data of securities of X and Y given 
in Table 5.4. The expected return on security X is:

E(RI) = (0.1x-8) + (0.2xl0) + (0.4x8) + (0.2x5)
+ (0.1x- 4) = 5%

Security Y's expected return is:

E(Ry) = (0.1xl4)+(0.2x-4) + (0.4x6) + (0.2x15)

+ (0.1x20) = 8%

If the equal amount is invested in X and Y, the 
expected return on the portfolio is:

E(Rp) = 5 x 0.5 + 8 x 0.5 = 6.5%

Table 5.4 shows the calculations of variations from 
the expected return and covariance, which is the product 
of deviations of returns of securities X and Y and their 
associated probabilities:
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Table 5.4: Covariance of Returns of Securities X and Y

Deviation Product of 
S:ate of from Deviation &

E nomy Probability Returns Expected Probability 
________ Returns (Covariance)
X Y X Y

A 0.1 -8 14 -13 6 - 7.8
B 0.2 10 -4 5 - 12 -12.0
C 0.4 8 6 3 -2 -2.4
D 0.2 5 15 0 7 0.0
E 0.1 -4 20 -9 12 -10.8

E(RX] K(Rr) Covar = - 33.0
= 5 = 8

The covariance of returns of securities X and Y is 
: 3. The formula for calculating covariance of returns 

:r me two securities X and Y is as follows:

Coviy = ^[Rx-E(RT)][Ry-E(Ry)]xPi (3) 
i=l

Note that Covxl/ is the covariance of returns on 
securities X and Y, Rx and R returns on securities X and 
1 respectively, E(RX) and E(R ) expected returns of X and 
J respectively and P; probability of occurrence of the state 
:r economy i. Using Equation (3), the covariance between 
r e returns of securities X and Y can be calculated as 
- * own below:

Cov^ = 0.1(-8 - 5)(—14 - 8) + 0.2(10 - 5)(-4 - 8)

+0.4(8 - 5)(6 - 8) + 0.2(5 - 5 )(15 - 8) 
+0.1(-4-5)(20-8)

= -7.8 -12 - 2.4 + 0 -10.8 = -33.0
What is the relationship between the returns of 

—: unties X and Y? There are following possibilities:
■'a Positive covariance X's and Y's returns could be 

above their average returns at the same time. 
Alternatively, X's and Y's returns could be below 
their average returns at the same time. In either 
situation, this implies positive relation between 
two returns. The covariance would be positive.

= Negative covariance X's returns could be above 
its average return while Y's return could be below 
its average return and vice versa. This denotes a 
negative relationship between returns of X and 
Y. The covariance would be negative.

‘<z Zero covariance Returns on X and Y could show 
no pattern; that is, there is no relationship. In this 
situation, covariance would be zero. In reality, 
covariance may be non-zero due to randomness 
and the negative and positive terms may not 
cancel out each other.

in our example covariance between returns on X and 
" < negative, that is, -33.0. This is akin to the second 

■I :: ?n above; that is, two returns are negatively related. 
■ ’•a: does the number -33.0 imply? As in the case of 
■Eranoe, covariance also uses squared deviations and 

therefore, the number cannot be explained. We can 
however, compute the correlation to measure the 
relationship between two returns.

Correlation How can we find relationship between two 
variables? Correlation is a measure of the linear 
relationship between two variables (say, returns of two 
securities, X and Y in our case). It may be observed from 
Equation (3) that covariance of returns of securities X and 
Y is a measure of both variability of returns of securities 
and their association. Thus, the formula for covariance of 
returns on X and Y can also be expressed as follows:

Covariance XY = Standard deviation X
x Standard deviation Y 
x Correlation XY

Covjy = arCTyCoriy (4)

Note that ax and oy are standard deviations of returns 
for securities X and Y and Coru/ is the correlation between 
returns of X and Y. From Equation (4), we can determine 
the correlation by dividing covariance by the standard 
deviations of returns on securities X and Y:

Correlation X,Y = Covariance XY
Standard deviation X

x Standard deviation Y

Cor^
Covxy

(5)

The value of correlation, called the correlation 
coefficient, could be positive, negative or zero. It depends 
on the sign of covariance since standard deviations are 
always positive numbers. The correlation coefficient 
always ranges between -1.0 and +1.0. A correlation 
coefficient of +1.0 implies a perfectly positive correlation 
while a correlation coefficient of-1.0 indicates a perfectly 
negative correlation. The correlation between the two 
variables will be zero (or not different from zero) if they 
are not at all related to each other. In a number of 
situations, returns of any two securities maybe weakly 
correlated (negatively or positively).

Let us calculate correlation by using data given in 
Table 5.4. The covariance is -33.0. We need standard 
deviations of X and Y to compute the correlation. The 
standard deviation of securities X and Y are as follows:

a2, = 0.1(-8 - 5)2 + 0.2(10 - 5)2 + 0.4(8 - 5)2

+0.2(5-5)2 + 0.1(-4-5)2
= 16.9 + 3.6 + 0 + 8.1 = 33.6

crx = 733.6 = 5.80%

= 0.1(14 - 8)2 + 0.2(-4 - 8)2 + 0.4(6 - 8)2 

+0.2(15 - 8)2+0.1(20-8)2
= 3.6 + 28.8 +1.6 + 9.8 +14.4 = 58.2

<ry= 758.2 = 7.63%

The correlation of the two securities X and Y is as 
follows:
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Cor^ -33.0
5.80x7.63

-33.0
44.25

= -0.746
Applying Equation (6), the variance of portfolio of X 

and Y will be as follows:

Securities X and Y are negatively correlated. The 
correlation coefficient of -0.746 indicates a high negative 
relationship. If an investor invests her wealth in both 
instead any one of them, she can reduce the risk. How?

Variance and Standard Deviation of a 
Two-Asset Portfolio
We know now that the variance of a two-asset portfolio is 
not the weighted average of the variances of assets since 
they co-vary as well. The variance of two-security portfolio 
is given by the following equation:

+ 2wI«’y C° %

= + 2w/c!,(o-r(Ty Corxi/) (6)

It may be noticed from Equation (6) that the variance 
of a portfolio includes the proportionate variances of the 
individual securities and the covariance of the securities. 
The covariance depends on the correlation between the 
securities in the portfolio. The risk of the portfolio would 
be less than the weighted average risk of the securities for 
low or negative correlation. It is a common practice to use 
a tabular approach, as given Table 5.5, to calculate the 
variance of a portfolio:

a2 = 33.6(0.5)2 +58.2(0.5)2

+ 2(0.5X0.5X5.80X7.63X-0.746)
= 8.4 + 14.55-16.51 = 6.45

The standard deviation of two-asset portfolio is the 
square root of variance:

CFp — (7X + CTy Wy + 2.W XW y<7 X(J y C Ol^y

CTP = V645 = 2.54%
(7)

What does the portfolio standard deviation of 2.54 
per cent mean? The implication is the same as in the case 
of the standard deviation of an individual asset (security). 
The expected return on the portfolio is 6.5 per cent, and it 
could vary between 3.96 per cent [i.e., 6.5 - 2.54] and 9.04 
per cent [i.e., 6.5 + 2.54] within one standard deviation 
from the mean. There is about 68 per cent probability that 
the portfolio return would range between 3.96 per cent 
and 9.04 per cent if we assume that the portfolio return is 
normally distributed.

Minimum Variance Portfolio

Table 5.5: Covariance Calculation Matrix

I II III

c°v„ J W^y tr&x wxwyCoVV

w wx vvy w2 WyWyCOV^. cqx

What is the best combination of two securities so that the 
portfolio variance is minimum? The minimum variance 
portfolio is also called the optimum portfolio. However, 
investors do not necessarily strive for the minimum 
variance portfolio. A risk-averse investor will have a trade
off between risk and return. Her choice of a particular 
portfolio will depend on her risk preference.

We can use the following general formula for 
estimating optimum weights of two securities X and Y so 
that the portfolio variance is minimum:

The first two parts of Table 5.5 contain the variance, 
covariance and weights of two securities, X and Y, in the 
portfolio. The third part gives the cell-by-cell product of 
the values in the two part. We can obtain Equation (6) 
when we add all values in the third part.

Using the sequences of Table 5.6, the variance of the 
portfolio of securities X and Y is given below:

The total of values in the third table: 8.40 - 8.25 - 8.25 
+ 14.55 = 6.45 is the variance of the portfolio of securities 
X and Y.

w* -
-Covxy

<T2 + er2 - 2Covxy (8)

where w* is the optimum proportion of investment or 
weight in security X. Investment in Y will be: 1 - w*. In 
the example above, we find that w* is:

58.2-(-33)
58.2 + 33.6 — 2(—33)

= 0.578

Table 5.6: Covariance calculation Matrix: Example

I II III

33.6

C°vxy

-33.0

W2

(0.5)2 = 0.25

w wx y

(0.5)(0.5) =0.25

2 2
°xwx

(33.6)(0.25) = 8.40

w w Covx y xy

(0.25)(—33.0) = -8.25

Covxy
-33.0 58.20

WxWy

(0.5)(0.5) = 0.25

w2
y 

(0.5)2 = 0.25
w w Covx y xy

(0.25)(—33.0) =-8.25

o2w2
(58.2)(0.25) = 14.55
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Thus the weight of Y will be: 1 - 0.578 = 0.422.
The portfolio variance (with 57.8 per cent of

~ estment in X and 42.2 per cent in Y) is: 
<r2 = 33.6(0.578)2 +58.2(0.422)2

+ 2(0.578X0.422)(5.80)(7.63X-0.746)
= 11.23+10.36-16.11 = 5.48

The standard deviation is: <7 = V5.48 = 2.34

Any other combination of X and Y will yield a higher 
wxhance or standard deviation.

Portfolio Risk Depends on 
Correlation between Assets
'* emphasize once again that the portfolio standard 
□e Latian is not the weighted average of the standard 
:+ ntions of the individual securities. In our example 
iC' ■■ e, the standard deviation of portfolio of X and Y is 
1 *4 per cent. Let us see how much is the weighted 
st.:r dard deviation of the individual securities:

Weighted standard deviation of individual securities 
= 5.8 x 0.5 + 7.63 x 0.5 = 6.7%

Thus, the standard deviation of portfolio of X and Y
- considerably lower than the weighted standard 

■i- cation of these individual securities. This example 
«■: > that investing wealth in more than one security 
ae-: _ces portfolio risk. This is attributed to diversification 
ect However, the extent of the benefits of portfolio 
x ersification depends on the correlation between returns 
■ir securities. In our example, returns on securities X and 
■ are negatively correlated and the correlation coefficient 
s - . “46. This has caused significant reduction in the 
portfolio risk. Would there be diversification benefit (that 
+ -=k reduction) if the correlation were positive? Let us 
c-- _me that correlation coefficient in our example is +0.25.

much is the portfolio standard deviation? (Using 
tc 7 it is 5.34 as shown below:

- = 33.6(0.5)2 + 58.2(0.5)2 + 2(0.5)(0.5)(5.80)(7.63)(+0.25)

= 8.4 + 14.55 + 5.53 = 28.48

- = .2848 = 5.34%

The portfolio risk (o = 5.34%) is still lower than the 
we.gated average standard deviation of individual 
■enmities (o = 6.7%). If the returns of securities X and Y 
. * : : -itively and perfectly correlated (with the correlation 

memdent of 1), then the portfolio standard deviation is 
* follows:

- = 33.6(0.5)2 + 58.2(0.5)2 + 2(0.5)(0.5)(5.80)(7.63)(+l)
= 8.4 + 14.55 + 22.13 = 45.08

<7=445.08 =6.7%

nen correlation coefficient of the returns on 
■idual securities is perfectly positive (i.e., Cor = 1.0), 
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then there is no advantage of diversification. The weighted 
standard deviation of returns on individual securities is 
equal to the standard deviation of the portfolio. We may 
therefore conclude that diversification always reduces risk 
provided the correlation coefficient is less than 1.

ILLUSTRATION 5.1: Risk of Two-Asset Portfolio
Securities M and N are equally risky, but they have different 
expected returns:

M N
Expected return (%) 16.00 24.00
Weight 0.50 0.50
Standard deviation (%) 20.00 20.00

What is the portfolio risk (variance) if (a) Cor = +1.0,
(b) Cor = -1.0, (c) Cor = 0.0, (d) Cor = +0.10, and 
(e) Cor =-0.10?v 7 mn

(a) When correlation is +1.0, Equation (7) will reduce to

+ <r>2 + 2wxwyaxay = <rxwx + <rywy

The standard deviation of portfolio of M and N is as 
follows:

<7p =20x0.5 + 20x0.5 = 20.0%

(b) The portfolio standard deviation is calculated as 
follows:

<Tp = ^202 x 0.52 + 202 x 0.52 + 2x 0.5 X 0.5 x 20 x 20 x -1.0

= 7100 + 100-200 =0.0%

(c) When the correlation is zero, Equation (7) will 
reduce to

For the portfolio of Mand N, the standard deviation is: 

crp = V2O2 x 0.52 + 2 02 X 0.52 = 7200 = 14.14%

(d) The portfolio variance under the weakly positive 
correlation (+0.10) is given below:

cr = 72O2 x 0.52 + 2O2 X 0.52 + 2x 0.5 x 0.5 x 20x 20 x0.10

= 7100 + 100 + 20 = V220 = 14.83%

(e) The portfolio variance under the weakly negative 
correlated (-0.10) returns of two securities M and N is:

cr = x 0.52 + 202 x 0.52 + 2 x 0.5 x 0.5 x 20 x 20 x-0.10

= 7100 + 100-20 = 7180 = 13.42%

It may be observed in the above example that a total 
reduction of risk is possible if the returns of the two 
securities are perfectly negatively correlated, though, such 
a perfect negative correlation will not generally be found 
in practice. Securities do have a tendency of moving 
together to some extent, and therefore, risk may not be 
totally eliminated.



Suppose two securities, Logrow and Rapidex have
the following characteristics:

Financial Management

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define standard deviation and variance. How are 
they calculated?

2. Define covariance. How is it calculated?
3. What is meant by correlation?
4. What is the relationship between correlation and 

covariance?
5. How is the standard deviation and variance of a two- 

asset portfolio calculated?
6. How do we determine minimum variance portfolio?
7. How the portfolio risk depends on the correlation 

between assets?

PORTFOLIO RISK-RETURN ANALYSIS: 
TWO-ASSET CASE

Let us recapitulate that the portfolio return depends on 
the proportion of wealth invested in two assets, and is in 
no way affected by correlation between asset returns. In 
contrast, the portfolio risk depends on both correlation 
and proportions (weights) of the assets forming the 
portfolio. Let us emphasize again that the correlation 
coefficient will always lie between +1.0 and -1.0. Returns 
on assets or securities vary perfectly together in the same 
direction when the correlation coefficient is +1.0 and in 
perfectly opposite directions when it is -1.0. A zero 
correlation coefficient implies that there is no relationship 
between the returns of securities. In practice, the 
correlation coefficients of returns of securities may vary 
between +1.0 and -1.0. Let us consider an example to 
understand the implications of asset correlation and 
weights for the portfolio risk-return relationship.

—
Logrow Rapidex

Expected Return (%) 12.00 18.00
Variance 256.00 576.00
Standard deviation (%) 16.00 24.00

Further, assume five possible correlations between the 
returns of these securities: perfectly positive correlation 
(+1.0); perfectly negative correlation (-1.0); no correlation 
(0.0), positive correlation (0.5) and negative correlation 
(- 0.25). The first three relationships are special situations. 
They are not rare, but they may not be very common in 
practice. In the real world, returns of securities have a 
tendency to move together in the same direction. 
Sometimes they move in opposite direction too. Thus, a 
positive or negative correlation is more likely between two 
risky securities. Given the characteristics of Logrow and 
Rapidex and their correlation, what are the interactions 
between risk and return of portfolios that could be formed 
by combining them?

Logrow is a low return and low risk security as 
compared to Rapidex, which has high return and high 
risk. If you hold 100 per cent investment in Logrow, your 
expected return is 12 per cent and standard deviation 16 
per cent. On the contrary, if you invest your entire wealth 
in Rapidex you may expect to earn a higher return of 18 
per cent, but the standard deviation, 24 per cent, is also 
higher. How would the expected return and risk change 
if you form portfolios of Logrow and Rapidex by 
combining them in different proportions? In Table 5.7 we 
show the calculations of the portfolio return and risk for 
different combinations (weights) of Logrow and Rapidex 
under different assumptions regarding the correlation 
between them. We use Equation (2) for calculating the 

Table 5.7: Portfolio Return and Risk for Different Correlation Coefficients

Portfolio Risk, Gp (%)

Portfolio
Weight Return (%)

Correlation

+ 1.00 - 1.00 0.00 0.50 -0.25
Logrow Rapidex Op Op <5P Op CP

1.00 0.00 12.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00
0.90 0.10 12.60 16.80 12.00 14.60 15.74 13.99
0.80 0.20 13.20 17.60 8.00 13.67 15.76 12.50
0.70 0.30 13.80 18.40 4.00 13.31 16.06 11.70
0.60 0.40 14.40 19.20 0.00 13.58 16.63 11.76
0.50 0.50 15.00 20.00 4.00 14.42 17.44 12.65
0.40 0.60 15.60 20.80 8.00 15.76 18.45 14.22
0.30 0.70 16.20 21.60 12.00 17.47 19.64 16.28
0.20 0.80 16.80 22.40 16.00 19.46 20.98 18.66
0.10 0.90 17.40 23.20 20.00 21.66 22.44 21.26
0.00 1.00 18.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00

Minimum Variance Portfolio
1.00 0.60 0.692 0.857 0.656
0.00 0.40 0.308 0.143 0.344

G2 256.00 0.00 177.23 246.86 135.00
c(%) 16.00 0.00 13.31 15.71 11.62
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. nected return of the portfolio and Equation (7) for the 
standard deviation of returns of the portfolio. We also 
sn ?w the minimum variance portfolios in the lower part 
?f the table. You can use Equation (8) to calculate the 
minimum variance portfolio. Later on we show, that under 
retrain situations, Equation (8) can be simplified.

Perfect Positive Correlation
_et us first consider the case of perfect positive correlation, 
t as not unrealistic, though rare, to find two assets or 

securities that have perfect positive correlation. You can
- rtice from Table 5.7 that as you invest more wealth in 
Rapidex, your expected return increases, but so does the 
standard deviation. We draw Figure 5.1 to show the 
relationship between portfolio return and portfolio risk 
standard deviation) under different combinations of the 

~ : securities, Logrow and Rapidex, when the correlation 
s - 1.0. You can see in Figure 5.1 that the expected 
r: rtf olio return and portfolio risk are linearly related. 
-L gher the expected return, higher the standard deviation 

and vice-versa. You can choose any portfolio depending 
:r l our risk preference. If you are extremely risk-averse,

u may choose to invest all your money in Logrow (point
- This is the minimum variance (standard deviation)
- -tfolio. On the other hand, if you do not mind high risk, 

a could put all your money in Rapidex (point B). Others
-a. choose any points on the line AB.

When correlation is +1.0, the portfolio risk (standard 
: cation) is simply given by the following formula:

5 10 15 20 25 30

Portfolio risk (Stdev, %)

Figure 5.1: Risk-return relationships under 
perfect positive correlation

The standard deviation of the returns of the portfolio 
* cst the weighted average of the standard deviations of 
« : . d ual securities. There is no advantage of diversification 
vtr- :he 'eturns of securities have perfect positive correlation.

serfect Negative Correlation
• Ya - are the consequences for risk and return of portfolios
• ' - ~ securities have perfect negative correlation (- 1.0)? 
~ —"e 5.2 shows the return and risk relationships of 

portfolios of securities Logrow and Rapidex when their 
returns are perfectly negatively correlated. You may 
observe that the portfolio return increases and the portfolio 
risk declines as a higher proportion of the high-risk 
security Rapidex is combined with the low-risk security 
Logrow until the combination of 60 per cent of Logrow 
and 40 per cent of Rapidex is reached. At this combination 
(point A), the portfolio return is 14.40 per cent and 
portfolio risk (i.e., standard deviation) is zero. You have 
been able to diversify (reduce) all risk. This is a risk-less 
portfolio that has resulted from the perfect negative 
correlation. Notice from Figure 5.2 that you are better off 
on any point on the line AC than on the line AB. For 
example, Bj on the line AC offers higher return with same 
risk as point B on the line AB. This is the case with any 
other point on the line AC. Thus, the line AC dominates the 
line AB. This implies that any portfolio of Logrow and 
Rapidex on the line AC dominates any portfolio on the 
line AB.

Portfolio risk (Stdev, %)
Figure 5.2: Risk-return relationships under 

perfect negative correlation

Zero-variance portfolio When correlation is - 1.0, we can 
simplify Equation (8), and the portfolio risk (standard 
deviation) is simply given by the following formula:

+ °>y " 2wxwy°’x<Ty
= ABS

Remember that the standard deviation always has a 
positive value. Therefore, the solution is an absolute 
solution (ABS). We can use Equation (10) to find the 
proportions of securities in the portfolio that would result 
in zero-standard deviation portfolio:

V, - ^y = <¥>x - <T, (1 - ®x) = 0
(1 - «’x) = O-y - <VPx = <V"x + <V"x =

—7—^x+^y
For Logrow and Rapidex, the proportions with 

correlation = - 1.0 are as follows:

«’l =
16

16 + 24
= 0.40 or 40%

zvR = 1 - ws = 1 - 0.40 = 0.60 or 60%
The portfolio with 40 per cent proportion of Logrc .-. 

and 60 per cent of Rapidex has zero standard deviation 
There is maximum benefit of diversification when the 
returns of two securities have perfect negative correlation.
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diversification The risk-return impact ofLimits to
portfolios of Logrow and Rapidex under the assumptions 
of perfect positive correlation and perfect negative 
correlation can be combined in Figure 5.3. Since any 
probable correlation of securities Logrow and Rapidex will 
range between -1.0 and + 1.0, the triangle in Figure 5.3 
specifies the limits to diversification. The risk-return 
curves for any correlations within the limits of - 1.0 and 
+ 1.0, will fall within the triangle ABC.

Figure 5.3: Risk-return relationships under 
perfect negative correlation

15 20 25

Portfolio risk (Stdev, %)

Figure 5.4: Risk-return relationships with zero correlation

Minimum variance When correlation is zero, we can 
simplify Equation (8) and we can determine the minimum 
variance portfolio as follows:

Zero Correlation
Applying this formula in the case of Logrow and 

Rapidex, we find weights as shown below:

Zero correlation means that the returns of two securities 
are independent of each other. Will there be gain from 
diversification if the correlation were zero? Figure 5.4 
shows the risk-return relationship between Logrow and 
Rapidex securities where correlation is zero. You may 
notice that point L on the curve LR represents a portfolio 
entirely consisting of Logrow. Your expected return is 12 
per cent and standard deviation is 16 per cent. You may 
shift to portfolio B where you divide your investment 
equally between Logrow and Rapidex. You may see from 
Table 5.7 that your expected return is 15.0 per cent and 
standard deviation is 14.42 per cent, which is less than 
the standard deviation of either security. The benefit of 
diversification is without any cost; the investor is able to 
invest in the high-risk security (Rapidex) and improve his 
expected return while keeping the portfolio risk less than 
the risk of individual securities. Notice that shifting your 
investment to more risky security (Rapidex) reduces the 
portfolio risk. You can appreciate the powerful effect of 
diversification on risk reduction.

How far can the risk be reduced? You may observe 
the effect of diversification in Figure 5.4. There is no 
possibility of the standard deviation reducing to zero and 
achieving a risk-less portfolio. You may notice in the figure 
that portfolio P is the minimum variance portfolio. 
Portfolio P dominates any portfolio on LP—the downward 
sloping part of the curve LR. On PR—the upward sloping 
portion of the curve LR, there are portfolios that yield 
higher return but they have higher risk as well. Notice 
that portfolio Q is outside the curve LR. It has lower return 
than portfolio R, but it is equally risky. Thus, portfolio R 
dominates portfolio Q and is preferable.

ft _ 242

(T^+cr2 162 +242
576

256+576
= 0.308

wR —\ — wL = 1-0.308 = 0.692

Your risk (variance or standard deviation) will be 
minimum if you invest your wealth 30.8 per cent in 
Logrow and 69.8 per cent in Rapidex. You can verify that 
the expected return for this portfolio is 13.85 per cent and 
standard deviation is 13.31 per cent. Would you prefer 
this portfolio to 50-50 per cent portfolio? This would 
depend on your risk preference.

Positive Correlation
In reality, returns of most assets have positive but less 
than 1.0 correlation. Figure 5.5 shows the risk and return 
of various combinations of Logrow and Rapidex when 
correlation is +0.50. You may notice that the portfolio risk 
and return combinations form a curve, which implies the 
possibility of diversification benefit. The portfolio L in 
Figure 5.5 represents 100 per cent investment in Logrow. 
The investor's expected return is 12 per cent and standard 
deviation is 16 per cent. Instead, if the investor chooses 
portfolio A where he invests 60 per cent of his wealth in 
Logrow and 40 per cent in Rapidex, his expected return is 
14.40 per cent and standard deviation 16.63 per cent. He 
gains an increase of 20 per cent in the return while his 
risk (standard deviation) increases only by 3.9 per cent. 
Thus the incremental return-risk ratio is: 20 + 3.9 = 5.13. 
For one unit increase in risk, the return increases by 5.13 
times. The investor can consider the possibility of putting
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■
 Excel Application 5.1 ■

"SK AND

We can use the Excel spreadsheet to calculate 
portfolio return and standard deviation. In 
the spreadsheet given on the right-hand side, 
column B2 and B3 and column C2 and C3 
deXt ‘"'I7' retUm 3nd standard' 
deviation for security X and security Y. 
Column D4 shows the correlation between 
returns on X and Y. The proportions of X 
and Y m the portfolio are given, respectively 
in column B8 to column B18 for X and 
column C8 to column C18 for Y. The 
“dentations of portfolio return and portfolio 
standard deviation are given in column D 
and column E.

For calculating the portfolio return, we 
enter m column D8 the formula-

=$B$2*B8+$C$2*C8
an<j^opy it down while changing B8 and C8 Minimum variance portfolio 0.143

-$B$2*B8+$C$2*
C8

Expected return (%) 
Standard deviation (%) 
Correlation

=($B$3A2*B8A2+$C$3A2
*C8A2+2*$B$3*$C$3*$ '
D$4)a0.5

0.857

B
X

15
20

C
Y
20
30

D
XY

0.50

E

Weight Portfolio
X Y Return Stdev.

-rocr-0.00-►15.00 ^20.00
0.90 0.10 ^19.67
OJ30_ 16.00 19.70

-<r7o 0.30 16.50 20.07
0.60 0.40 17.00 20.78
0.50 0.50 17.50 21.79
0.40 0.60 18.00 23.07
0.30 0.70 18.50 24.56
0.20 0.80 19.00 26.23
0.10 0.90 19.50 28.05
0.00 1.00 20.00 30.00
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e can use the Excel spreadsheet to calculate 
portfolio return and standard deviation. In 
the spreadsheet given on the right-hand side 
column B2 and B3 and column C2 and C3' 
respectively, have return and standard' 
deviation for security X and security Y. 
Column D4 shows the correlation between 
returns on X and Y. The proportions of X 
and Y m the portfolio are given, respectively, 
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Excel Application 5.1:
CALCULATION OF PORTFOLIO RETURN AND RISK AND 
MINIMUM VARIANCE PORTFOLIO

We can use the Excel spreadsheet to calculate 
portfolio return and standard deviation. In 
the spreadsheet given on the right-hand side, 
column B2 and B3 and column C2 and C3, 
respectively, have return and standard 
deviation for security X and security Y. 
Column D4 shows the correlation between 
returns on X and Y. The proportions of X 
and Y in the portfolio are given, respectively, 
in column B8 to column B18 for X and 
column C8 to column C18 for Y. The 
calculations of portfolio return and portfolio 
standard deviation are given in column D 
and column E.

For calculating the portfolio return, we 
enter in column D8 the formula:

=$B$2*B8+$C$2*C8
and copy it down while changing B8 and C8 
to B9 and C9 so an till B18 and C18. For 
calculating the portfolio standard deviation, 
we enter in column E8 the formula:

= ($B$3A2*B8A2+$C$3A2*C8A2 + 2*$B$3*$C$3*$D$4)A0.5

and copy it down likewise changing the terms B8 and C8. You may notice that the spreadsheet has calculations 
for the minimum variance portfolio as well. To determine the optimum weight of X, in column B19 we enter 
the formula: = (C3A2 B3*C3* D4)/(B3A2+C3A2-2B3*C3*D4).

The optimum weight of X is 0.857 and of Y: 1 - 0.857 = 0.143. Given these weights for X and Y, the portfolio 
standard deviation of 19.64 per cent is given in column E19. This is the minimum standard deviation. The 
portfolio return, given in column D19 is 15.71 per cent.

all his money in Rapidex. His expected return would be 
18 per cent and standard deviation 24 per cent. Now if he 
invests 60 per cent in Logrow, his risk reduces by 44.3 per 
cent but the return decreases only by one-fourth.
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Figure 5.5: Risk-return relation with positive correlation 

Minimum variance portfolio When correlation is 
positive or negative, the minimum variance portfolio is 
given by the following formula:

(T^-cr^Cor^

0-2+ 0-2-2(7^00^ (11)

Applying this formula, you can find that if the 
investor invests 85.7 per cent in Logrow and 14.3 per cent 
in Rapidex, the expected return will be 12.86 per cent and 
standard deviation 15.71 per cent. What should the 
investor do? The investor's choice of the combination of 
Logrow and Rapidex will depend on his risk preference. 
Note that when the variance or standard deviation is 
lower, the expected return is also low. But the conclusion 
is quite clear that when correlation is less than + 1.0, it is 
beneficial to diversify. The incremental return-risk ratio 
can improve through diversification.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the relationship between portfolio risk and 
return of two securities under the following condition: 
(i) perfect positive correlation, (w) perfect negative' 
correlation, (nz) zero correlation, and (w) less than 1 
positive or negative correlation.

2. What is a zero variance portfolio?
3. Does diversification reduce risk? What are limits to 

diversification?
4. How is the minimum variance portfolio determined?

EFFICIENT PORTFOLIO AND 
MEAN-VARIANCE CRITERION

Investment Opportunity Set: 
Two-Asset Case
The investor should be aware of the full set of 
opportunities before she makes her choice of the two-asset 
portfolio. The investment or portfolio opportunity set2 
represents all possible combinations of risk and return 
resulting from portfolios formed by varying proportions 
of individual securities. It presents the investor with the 
risk-return trade-off. In Figure 5.4 or Figure 5.5, the 
investment opportunity set is shown by the curve LR. The 
points on the curves show the possible combinations of 
two securities, Logrow and Rapidex, forming the 
portfolios. Each point indicates the risk and return of the 
portfolio. We can form the portfolios by varying the 
proportions of two securities as shown in Table 5.4. The 
portfolio return and risk are calculated for different 
assumptions about correlation.

2. Markovitz first developed the portfolio theory. See H.H. Markoviz, Portfolio Selection: Efficient Diversification of Investments, John Wiley, 
1959. The concepts discussed here have their origin in Markovitz's landmark work. Others who have contributed to the development 
of the portfolio theory and the capital asset pricing model include Lintner, J., The Valuation of Risk Assets and the Selection of Risky 
Investments in Stock Portfolio and Capital Budgets, Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 47 (Feb. 1965), pp. 13-37; Sharpe, W.F., 
Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of Risk, Journal of Finance, Vol. 19 (Sept. 1964), pp. 425-42; and 
J. Treynor, whose article has not been published.

Figure 5.6: Investment opportunity sets given different 
correlations

We have so far discussed that diversification has 
benefits whenever correlation between returns of assets 
is less than perfectly correlated. The maximum 
diversification benefits occur when there is perfect 
negative correlation between asset returns. Figure 5.6 
shows that as correlation decreases from perfect positive 
correlation, diversification becomes more and more 
attractive. Figure 5.6 also shows that the investment 
opportunity sets of all possible combinations for two-asset 
portfolios depend on correlation. It is important to note 
that each set has only one value of correlation, and one 
line specifies all possible combinations of portfolios for 
each specific case. You can refer to Table 5.4 for the points 
on the various opportunity sets in Figure 5.6.

Mean-variance Criterion
Let us consider Figure 5.4. Note that portfolio P dominates 
portfolio A. It has higher return and lower risk:

£(Rp)>E'(Ra);<tp <crA

Since investors are risk-averse and they behave 
rationally, they would choose portfolio P rather than A. 
Portfolio P has minimum variance. The minimum
variance portfolio P and all portfolios above it dominate 
any portfolio on the downward sloping curve. The 
portfolios below P are inefficient portfolios as they have 
lower return and higher risk. You may also note in Figure 
5.4 that portfolio D dominates C and C dominates P. 
Similarly, portfolio R dominates portfolios below it as well 
as Q. Portfolio Q is outside the investment opportunity 
set, and it has lower return and higher standard deviation 
than R. Which portfolio should an investor choose on the 
upward sloping curve? Again it depends on the risk 
preference of the investor.

Investment Opportunity Set:
The o-Asset Case
What will happen to the portfolio opportunity set if an 
investor holds more than two securities? There are a few 
thousands of that are traded on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange and the National Stock Exchange. We could also 
construct a large number of portfolios combining these 
shares in different proportions. Figure 5.7 shows the risk 
and return of all possible portfolios. The shape of the 
portfolio opportunity set in case of multiple securities will 
remain the same as shown in Figure 5.7. However, two- 
security portfolios are located on a single curve while the 
multiple securities portfolios lie on much broader area. 
We may observe that portfolio B has low risk and low 
return than portfolio C, which has high risk and high 
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return. Portfolio A has high risk and low return as 
compared to portfolio P. Thus portfolio P dominates 
portfolio A. A risk-averse investor will prefer a portfolio 
with the highest expected return for a given level of risk 
or prefer a portfolio with the lowest level of risk for a given 
level of expected return. As explained earlier, in the 
portfolio theory, this is referred to as the principle of 
dominance.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain an investment opportunity set in two-asset 
and w-asset cases with the help of diagrams.

2. What is mean-variance criterion of defining efficient 
and inefficient portfolios?

An efficient portfolio3 is one that has the highest 
expected returns for a given level of risk. The efficient 
frontier is the frontier formed by the set of efficient 
portfolios. In Figure 5.7, the curve starting from portfolio 
P, which is the minimum variance portfolio, and extending 
to the portfolio R is the efficient frontier. All portfolios on 
the efficient frontier are efficient portfolios. All other 
portfolios, which lie outside the efficient frontier, are 
inefficient portfolios. For example, portfolio Q has same 
return as portfolio B but it has higher risk. Similarly,

PORTFOLIO RISK: THE n-ASSET CASE

We have so far discussed the calculation of risk when a 
two-asset portfolio is formed. The calculation of risk 
becomes quite involved when a large number of assets or 
securities are combined to form a portfolio. The matrix 
given in Table 5.8 explains the calculation of the portfolio 
risk in the //-security (asset) case. The diagonal terms 
contain the variances of different securities and the off- 
diagonal terms contain the covariances. The number of
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return. Portfolio A has high risk and low return as 
compared to portfolio P. Thus portfolio P dominates 
portfolio A. A risk-averse investor will prefer a portfolio 
with the highest expected return for a given level of risk 
or prefer a portfolio with the lowest level of risk for a given 
level of expected return. As explained earlier, in the 
portfolio theory, this is referred to as the principle of 
dominance.

An efficient portfolio3 is one that has the highest 
expected returns for a given level of risk. The efficient 
frontier is the frontier formed by the set of efficient 
portfolios. In Figure 5.7, the curve starting from portfolio 
P, which is the minimum variance portfolio, and extending 
to the portfolio R is the efficient frontier. All portfolios on 
the efficient frontier are efficient portfolios. All other 
portfolios, which lie outside the efficient frontier, are 
inefficient portfolios. For example, portfolio Q has same 
return as portfolio B but it has higher risk. Similarly, 
portfolio C has higher return than portfolio Q with same 
amount of risk. Q is an inefficient portfolio. Portfolios B 
and C are efficient portfolios —portfolio B has low risk 
and low return, while portfolio C has high risk and high 
return. B dominates C. The choice of the portfolio will 
depend on the investor's risk-return preference.
Return

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain an investment opportunity set in two-asset 
and w-asset cases with the help of diagrams.
What is mean-variance criterion of defining efficient 
and inefficient portfolios?

2.

PORTFOLIO RISK: THE n-ASSET CASE

We have so far discussed the calculation of risk when a 
two-asset portfolio is formed. The calculation of risk 
becomes quite involved when a large number of assets or 
securities are combined to form a portfolio. The matrix 
given in Table 5.8 explains the calculation of the portfolio 
risk in the n-security (asset) case. The diagonal terms 
contain the variances of different securities and the off- 
diagonal terms contain the covariances. The number of 
variances will be equal to the number of securities. But 
the number of covariances will be much more and increase 
much faster than the number of variances. The portfolio 
variance will depend on the covariances between the 
securities.

Based on the logic of the portfolio risk in a two- 
security case, the portfolio risk in n-security case can be 
calculated. Let us assume a portfolio where all securities 
(n) have equal weights, they have the same variance and 
all covariance terms are equal. In this special case, the 
portfolio variance is given as follows:4

Portfolio variance = <r; = n —

+n(n-l)

x average variance 

'JU 
n2

x average cov.

Portfolio variance = — average variance 
n

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Risk, a

Figure 5.7: Efficient Portfolios of risky securities

, 1+ 1 — x average covariance 
n (12)

Table 5.8: N-Asset Portfolio Risk Matrix

Security Xf Security X, Security X3 Security Xn

Security ■^l-^2A2^i^r2 ■^l-^3Pi2<71°3 X\XnP\na\Cn

Security X2 ^2^iAz3A2A5 X2XnP2na^n

Security X3 ^3-^lAl°3crl -^3-^2A$2^3^2 RsXnPSn^n

•

Security Xn Vl/Wl ^i^2Z?„2<7hct2 ^n-^3Pn3°n°3

' 'tarkovitz, op. cit., 1959. Also see Copeland, T. and J.F. Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Weslev, 1983 p. '.S . 
- - realey, R.A. and S.C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw-Hill, 1991, p. 142.
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We may notice from Equation (12) that the variance 
of the portfolio is the weighted sum of average variance 
and the average covariance of securities. Notice that the 
first term on the right-hand side of Equation (12) will 
become insignificant when n is very large. In fact, when n 
approaches infinity (n —> <*>), the weight of the average 
variance becomes zero and the weight of the average 
covariance term becomes 1. Thus the variance of the 
portfolio will be:

Portfolio variance (when n -»=*>) = average covariance

(13)
Equation (12) shows that the variance of securities 

diminishes as the number of securities increases. As the 
number of securities becomes very large, Equation (13) 
reveals that the variances of the individual securities 
disappear, and only the covariance remains. In fact, the 
portfolio variance becomes equal to the average variance. 
This is an illustration of risk diversification as the number 
of securities in a portfolio is increased. We further explain 
this point in the following section.

RISK DIVERSIFICATION: 
SYSTEMATIC AND UNSYSTEMATIC RISK

Can diversification reduce all risk of securities? We just 
explained that when more and more securities are 
included in a portfolio, the risk of individual securities in 
the portfolio is reduced. This risk totally vanishes when 
the number of securities is very large. But the risk 
represented by covariance remains. Thus, risk has two 
parts: diversifiable (unsystematic) and non-diversifiable 
(systematic).5

5. Sharpe, op. cit., 1964.
6. Sharpe, op. cit., 1964, p. 441.
7. Evans, J.L. and S.H. Archer, Diversification and the Reduction of Dispersion: An Empirical Analysis, Journal of Finance (December 

1968), pp. 761-69.
8. Gupta, L.C., Rates of Return on Equities: The Indian Experience, Delhi, Oxford, 1981, pp. 30-35.

Systematic Risk
Systematic risk arises on account of the economy-wide 
uncertainties and the tendency of individual securities to 
move together with changes in the market. This part of 
risk cannot be reduced through diversification. It is also 
known as market risk. Investors are exposed to market

Table 5.9: Examples of Systematic Risk

The government changes 
the interest rate policy. The 
corporate tax rate is 
increased.
The government resorts to 
massive deficit financing.
The inflation rate increases. 
The RBI promulgates a 
restrictive credit policy.

The government relaxes the 
foreign exchange controls 
and announces full conver
tibility of the Indian rupee. 
The government withdraws 
tax on dividend payments 
by companies.
The government eliminates 
or reduces the capital gain 
tax rate. 

risk even when they hold well-diversified portfolios of 
securities.6 The examples of systematic or market risk are 
given in Table 5.9.

Unsystematic Risk
Unsystematic risk arises from the unique uncertainties 
of individual securities. It is also called unique risk. These 
uncertainties are diversifiable if a large numbers of 
securities are combined to form well-diversified portfolios. 
Uncertainties of individual securities in a portfolio cancel 
out each other. Thus unsystematic risk can be totally 
reduced through diversification. Table 5.10 contains 
examples of unsystematic risks.

Table 5.10: Examples of Unsystematic Risk

The company workers 
declare strike.
The R&D expert leaves the 
company.
A formidable competitor 
enters the market.
The company loses a big 
contract in a bid.

The company makes a 
breakthrough in process 
innovation.
The government increases 
custom duty on the material 
used by the company.
The company is unable to 
obtain adequate quantity of 
raw material

Total Risk
Total risk of an individual security is the variance (or 
standard deviation) of its return. It consists of two parts:

Total risk of a security = Systematic risk
+ Unsystematic risk (14)

Systematic risk is attributable to macroeconomic 
factors. An investor has to suffer the systematic risk, as it 
cannot be diversified away. The unsystematic risk is firm 
specific. Thus, Equation (14) can be written as:

Total risk = variance attributable to macroeconomic 
factors + (residual) variance 
attributable to firm-specific factors

(15)
Total risk is not relevant for an investor who holds a 

diversified portfolio. The systematic risk cannot be 
diversified, and therefore, she will expect a compensation 
for bearing this risk. She will be more concerned about 
that portion of the risk of individual securities that she 
cannot diversify.

Figure 5.8 shows that unsystematic risk can be 
reduced as more and more securities are added to a 
portfolio. How many securities should be held by an 
investor to eliminate unsystematic risk? In USA, it has 
been found that holding about fifteen shares can eliminate 
unsystematic risk.7 In the Indian context, a portfolio of 40 
shares can almost totally eliminate unsystematic risk.8 
Diversification is not able to reduce the systematic risk. 
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Thus, the source of risk for an investor who holds a well- 
diversified portfolio is that the market will swing due to 
economic activities affecting the investor's portfolio. 
Typically, the diversified portfolios move with the market. 
The most common well-diversified portfolios in India 
include the share indices of the Bombay Stock Exchange 
and the National Stock Exchange. In a study in USA, it 
has been found that market risk contributes about 50 per 
cent variation in the price of a share.9 Thus diversification 
may be able to eliminate only half of the total risk (viz. 
unsystematic risk). How can we measure systematic (that 
is, market) risk? What is the relationship between risk and 
return?

- King, B.F., market and Industry Factors in Stock Price Behaviour, Journal of Business, 39, 1 (Jan 1966), pp. 139-90.

Figure 5.8: Systematic and unsystematic risk and 
number of securities

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define systematic risk. Give three examples.
2. Define unsystematic risk. Give three examples.

What is total risk? How is it measured?

COMBINING A RISK-FREE ASSET AND
A RISKY ASSET

A the preceding sections, we have discussed the risk
return implications of holding risky securities, and the 
construction of the portfolio opportunity set. What 
-appens to the choices of investors in the market if they 
c culd combine a risk-free security with a single or multiple 
nsky securities? If investors could borrow and lend at the 
-sk-free rate of interest, how would the portfolio 
cc portunity set be shaped and how could securities be 
• alued in the market?

A risk-free asset or security has a zero variance or 
standard deviation. The risk-free security has no risk of 
default. The government treasury bills or bonds are 

approximate examples of the risk-free security as they 
have no risk of default.

What happens to return and risk when we combine a 
risk-free and a risky asset? Let us assume that an investor 
holds a risk-free security/, of which he has an expected 
return of 5 per cent and a risky security), with an expected 
return of 15 per cent and a standard deviation of 6 per 
cent. What is the portfolio return and risk if the investor 
holds these securities in equal proportion? The portfolio 
return is:

E(Rp)=wE(Rj)+(l-w)Rf
= 0.5x0.15+ (1-0.5)0.05
= 0.075 + 0.025 = 0.10 or 10%

Since the risk-free security has zero standard 
deviation, the covariance between the risk-free security 
and risky security is also zero. The portfolio risk is simply 
given as the product of the standard deviation of the risky 
security and its weight. Thus

<Tp = wa j (17)

<7p — 0.5 x 0.06 = 0.03 or 3%

Borrowing and Lending
The investor can invest all her wealth in the risk-free 
security or the risky-security. She may even borrow funds 
at the risk-free rate of interest and invest more than 100 
per cent of her wealth in the risky security. Alternatively, 
she may invest less than 100 per cent in the risky security 
and lend the remaining funds at the risk-free rate of 
interest. Under different combinations of the risky security 
and the risk-free security, with borrowing and lending at 
the risk-free rate of interest, the expected return and risk 
could be calculated as shown in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Risk-return Analysis for a Portfolio of a 
Risky and a Risk-free Securities

Weights (%) Expected
Return, R 

(%)

Standard 
Deviation (a ) 

(%)Risky 
security

Risk-free 
security

120 - 20 17 7.2
100 0 15 6.0
80 20 13 4.8
60 40 11 3.6
40 60 9 2.4
20 80 7 1.2
0 100 5 0.0

Figure 5.9 illustrates the risk-return relationship for 
various combinations of a risk-free security and a riskv 
security, and the resulting portfolio opportunity set. Point 
B represents 100 per cent investment in the risky secure tv
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expected to yield 15 per cent return and 6 per cent standard 
deviation. The investor can borrow at the risk-free rate 
and invest in the risky security. Point C (to the right of 
Point B) shows 120 per cent investment in the risky 
security after borrowing at the risk-free rate of interest 
and the investor can expect to earn a return of 17 per cent 
with a higher risk, viz., a standard deviation of 7.2 per 
cent. A risk-averse investor may not invest her entire 
wealth in the risky security, and may like to lend a part of 
her wealth at the risk-free rate of interest. Point A (to the 
left of Point B) illustrates this behaviour. At Point A the 
investor invests 60 per cent of her wealth in the risky 
security and lends the remaining amount at 5 per cent 
risk-free rate of interest. She can expect to earn a return of 
11 per cent with a standard deviation of 3.6 per cent. A 
very conservative investor may lend her entire wealth at 
the risk-free rate of interest. Point shows that when the 
investor lends her entire wealth, she could earn 5 per cent 
return with zero risk. Theoretically, it is possible that an 
investor may borrow and invest (lend) more than 100 per 
cent at the risk-free rate of interest. No investor will do 
this in practice since his or her return will be less for equal 
or more risk than for a lending-borrowing combination 
along the line RfD. Thus line RfD illustrates the portfolio 
opportunity set for the possible combinations of a risk- 
free security and a risky security. Notice that a straight 
line represents the portfolio opportunity set.

Figure 5.9: Risk-return relationship for portfolio 
of risky and risk-free securities

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define a risk-free asset. Give an example.
2. What is the risk of a portfolio consisting of a risk- 

free asset and a risky asset?
3. How does borrowing and lending help in determining 

opportunity set of a risk-free asset and risky asset?

MULTIPLE RISKY ASSETS AND 
A RISK-FREE ASSET

In a market situation, a large number of investors holding 
portfolios consisting of a risk-free security and multiple 
risky securities participate. Figure 5.7 shown earlier 
illustrates all efficient portfolios of risky assets. We can 
combine Figures 5.7 and 5.9 to draw Figure 5.10, to 
illustrate the feasible portfolios, consisting of the risk-free 
security and the portfolios of risky securities. We draw 
three lines from the risk-free rate (5%) to the three 
portfolios. Each line shows the manner in which capital is 
allocated. This line is called the capital allocation line 
(CAL). The CAL R, PO is drawn through the minimum 
variance portfolio P. The CAL Ry BN passes through the 
portfolio B. As we know, the risk-averse investors prefer 
highest return for a given level of risk. Therefore, they 
will choose portfolios along line Ry BN since those 
portfolios offer higher return for a given level of risk than 
choosing portfolios along the line Ry PO. The investors 
can continue upwards until the point of tangency with 
the investment opportunity set is reached. They will 
choose portfolios along line Ry.MQ since those portfolios 
offer higher return for a given level of risk than choosing 
portfolios along any other line. For example, portfolios 
along line Ry BN offer low return for the same level of risk. 
Thus, in an equilibrium situation, all investors will select 
portfolios consisting of risk-free security and the risky 
portfolio M. The capital allocation line, RfM, is called the 
capital market line. The capital market line (CML) is an 
efficient set of risk-free and risky securities, and it shows 
the risk-return trade-off in the market equilibrium. 
Portfolio M is the optimum risky portfolio, which can be 
combined with the risk-free asset. The optimum risky 
portfolio is the market portfolio of all risky assets where 
each asset is held in proportion of its market value. It is 
the best portfolio since it dominates all other portfolios. 
An investor can thus mix her borrowing and lending with 
the best portfolio according to her risk preferences. She 
can invest in two separate investments—a risk free asset 
and a portfolio of risky securities. This is known as the 
separation theorem.10

According to the separation theory, the choice of 
portfolio involves two separate steps. The first step 
involves the determination of the optimum risky portfolio. 
This is a technical task as discussed in the preceding 
sections. The second step concerns with the investor's 
decision to form portfolio of the risk-free asset and the 
optimum risky portfolio depending on her risk 
preferences.

We may note in Figure 5.10 that Ry is the intercept of 
the capital market line (CML) and its slope is given by

Slope of CML = EIRJ-R/

--------------------------------- y

10. Tobin, J., Liquidity Preference as Behaviour toward Risk, Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 25 (Feb. 1958), pp. 65-69.

(18)



E(Rp) = Rf +
E(Rm)-Rf

Figure 5.10: Risk-return relationship for portfolio of risky 
and risk-free securities

Figure 5.11: The capital market line

Risk,a

The slope of CML is also referred to as the reward-to- 
. inability ratio. Suppose market portfolio M in 
- sure 5.11 has expected return of 11 per cent and standard 
deviation of 3.6 per cent. With a risk-free rate of return of 
'per cent, the reward-to-variability ratio or the slope of 
±e capital market line P is:

Slope of CML = 11.0-5.0
3.6

= 1.67

The slope of CML describes the best price of a given 
e • el of risk in equilibrium. The expected return on a 
rcrtfolio on CML is defined by the following equation:11

Sharpe, op. cit., 1964.

(19)

where E(Ep) is the expected return on portfolios along the 
capital market line, Rf the risk-free rate of interest 
(borrowing and lending), E(Rm) the expected market 
portfolio (M) return, a the market portfolio standard 
deviation and o the standard deviation of portfolio along 
the CML.

ILLUSTRATION 5.2: Expected Portfolio Return and CML
Let us assume that the risk-free rate of interest is 8 per 
cent. The market portfolio is expected to yield a return of 
18 per cent with a standard deviation of 6 per cent. If an 
investor desires to earn an expected rate of return of 15 
per cent, in what combination should he hold the market 
portfolio and the risk-free security?

If the investor invests w in the market portfolio, his 
investment in the risk-free security will be: 1 - w and his 
expected rate of return from a portfolio consisting of the 
risk-free security and the market portfolio will be:

E(Rp) = 18 x w + (l- w) x 8
15 = 18 x w + (l-w) x 8

10 w = l'5 - 8
w = (15 - 8)/10 = 0.7x 8

The portfolio risk will be:

<Tp = wcrm = 0.7(6) = 4.2%

By combining the risk-free security (lending) with the 
market portfolio, the investor can reduce his risk (from 6 
per cent to 4.2 per cent) but his return will be less (15 per 
cent instead of 18 per cent).

We can also use Equation (17) to calculate the expected 
portfolio rate of return:

E(Bp) = 8% + (18% —8%)
6%

= 8% + 7% = 15%

4.2% = 8%+ 1.667 (4.2%)

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define capital allocation line.
2. What is meant by the capital market line?
3. What is a market portfolio?
4. Explain the separation theorem.
5. How is the slope of the capital market line defined?
6. Illustrate how you could reduce risk by combining a 

risk-free asset with the market portfolio.
7. How is the expected portfolio rate of return calculated 

when you combine the market portfolio and a risk
less asset?



Risk-free rate All investors can lend and borrow
at a risk-free rate of interest. They form portfolios
from publicly traded securities like shares and
bonds.

We have so far discussed the principles of portfolio choices 
as made by investors. We also considered the significance 
of the risk-free asset in portfolio decisions. In the presence 
of the risk-free asset, the capital market line (CML) is the 
relevant efficient frontier, and all investors would choose 
to remain on the CML. This implies that the relevant 
measure of an asset's risk is its covariance with the market 
portfolio of risky assets. How do we determine the 
required rate of return on a risky asset? How is an asset's 
risk related to its required rate of return?

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is a model 
that provides a framework to determine the required rate 
of return on an asset and indicates the relationship 
between return and risk of the asset.12 The required rate 
of return specified by CAPM helps in valuing an asset. 
One can also compare the expected (estimated) rate of 
return on an asset with its required rate of return and 
determine whether the asset is fairly valued. As we explain 
in this section, under CAPM, the security market line 
(SML) exemplifies the relationship between an asset's risk 
and its required rate of return.

12. The development of CAPM is mainly attributed to Sharpe, op. cit., 1964.
13. Sharpe, op. cit., 1964. Also see Fisher, D.E. and R.J. Jordan, Security Analysis and Portfolio Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 199C 

p.622.

Assumptions of CAPM
The capital asset pricing model, or CAPM, envisages the 
relationship between risk and the expected rate of return 
on a risky security. It provides a framework to price 
individual securities and determine the required rate of 
return for individual securities. It is based on a number of 
simplifying assumptions. The most important 
assumptions are:13

Market efficiency The capital market efficiency 
implies that share prices reflect all available 
information. Also, individual investors are not 
able to affect the prices of securities. This means 
that there are large numbers of investors holding 
a small amount of wealth.

‘L Risk aversion and mean-variance optimization 
Investors are risk-averse. They evaluate a 
security's return and risk, in terms of the expected 
return and variance or standard deviation 
respectively. They prefer the highest expected 
returns for a given level of risk. This implies that 
investors are mean-variance optimizers and they 
form efficient portfolios.
Homogeneous expectations All investors have the 
same expectations about the expected returns and 
risks of securities.
Single time period All investors' decisions are 
based on a single time period.

Characteristics Line
We know from the earlier discussion that risk has two 
parts: unsystematic risk, which can be eliminated through 
diversification, and systematic risk, which cannot be 
reduced. Since unsystematic risk can be mostly eliminated 
without any cost, there is no price paid for it. Therefore, it 
will have no influence on the return of individual 
securities. Market will pay premium only for systematic 
risk since it is non-diversifiable. How can we measure the 
risk of individual securities and their risk-adjusted 
required rates of return? Let us consider an example.

The following table gives probable rates of return on 
a market portfolio and on Alpha Company's share. There 
are two possibilities with regard to market conditions, 
either the market will rise or it will fall. Under each market 
condition, there are two equally likely outcomes for both 
the market portfolio and Alpha.

Market
Conditions

Market
Return (%)

Return on Alpha 
Co. 's Share (%}

Rising Market 25 30
Rising Market 20 25
Falling Market -15 -25
Falling Market -10 -15

Let us examine the behaviour of the market return 
and return on Alpha's share. The expected return for the 
market and Alpha are as follows:
Rising market:

Expected market return = 0.5 x 25 + 0.5 x 20 = 22.5%
Expected Alpha return = 0.5 x 30 + 0.5 x 25 = 27.5% 

Falling market:
Expected market return = 0.5 x -15 + 0.5 x -10

= -12.5%
Expected Alpha return = 0.5 x -25 + 0.5 x -15

= -20.0%
The market return in the rising market is 22.5 per cent 

and it is -12.5 per cent in the falling market. This means 
that the market return is 35 per cent higher in the rising 
market when compared to the market return in the falling 
market. In case of Alpha, the return in the rising market is 
47.5 per cent higher compared to the market return in the 
falling market. How sensitive is Alpha's return in relation 
to the market return? Alpha's return increases by 47.5 per 
cent compared to 35 per cent increase in the market return 
in the rising market conditions. Alternatively, Alpha's
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Security
Market Line

E(Rj)

Alpha's Return

■<jm declines by 47.5 per cent compared to 35 per cent 
: ecrease in the market return in the falling market 
: seditions. Thus the sensitivity of the Alpha's return vis- 
j-vis the market return is: 47.5%/35% = 1.36. We can refer 

dus number as the sensitivity coefficient or index. The 
ier^itivity coefficient of 1.36 implies that for a unit change 
r crease or decrease) in the market return, Alpha's return 

change by 1.36 times. The sensitivity of the Alpha's 
-ecum vis-a-vis the market return reflects its risk. The 

vtivity coefficient is called beta.

Market 
Return

Figure 5.12: Characteristics Line: 
Market Return vs. Alpha's Return

We plot the combinations of four possible returns of 
-_rha and market in Figure 5.12. They are shown as four 
: mts. The combinations of the expected returns points 
22' o, 27.5% and -12.5%, -20%) are also shown in the 
-.rare. We join these two points to form a line. This line is 
called the characteristics line. The slope of the 
~ 2 racteristics line is the sensitivity coefficient, which, as 
S3 red earlier, is referred to as beta.

Security Market Line (SML)
- - der CAPM, the risk of an individual risky security is 
refined as the volatility of the security's return vis-a-vis 
he return of the market portfolio. This risk of an individual 
-.sky security is its systematic risk. Systematic risk is 
—easured as the covariance of an individual risky security 
w;:h the market portfolio. Figure 5.13 shows the 
-elationship between return and risk as measured by 
"variance.

The covariance of any asset with itself is represented
- its variance (cow .) = CTy). The return on market portfolio 
=r mid depend on its own risk, which is given by the

ariance of the market return (a2m)- Therefore, the risk- 
-eram relationship equation is as follows:

E(R,„)-R
E(R;) = K/ + (20)

- Sharpe, op. cit., 1964.

The term, covy m/a2m is called the security beta, Py. 
Beta is a standardized measure of a security's systematic 
risk. The beta of the market portfolio is 1. The market 
portfolio is the reference for measuring the volatility of 
individual risky securities. Since a risk-free security has 
no volatility, it has zero beta. We can rewrite the equation 
for SML as follows:14 

E(/?p = Z?/+[£(7?m)-7?/]^. (21)

where E (Ry) is the expected return on security j, R? the 
risk-free rate of interest, E(Rm) the expected return on 
the market portfolio and Py the undiversifiable risk of 
security j.

Figure 5.13: Security market line

P = (covar/a:)

Figure 5.14: Security market line with normalized 
systematic risk (fl)

Figure 5.14 illustrates SLM with normalized 
systematic risk as measured by beta. Figure 5.14 : 
Equation (21) show that the required rate of return - 
security is equal to a risk-free rate plus the risk-p 
for the risky security. The risk-premium on a risk-, 
equals the market risk premium, that is. the
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between the expected market return and the risk-free rate. 
Since the market risk premium is same for all securities, 
the total risk premium varies directly with systematic risk 
measured by beta. For a given amount of systematic risk 
(P), SML shows the required rate of return. A security's 
beta of 1 indicates systematic risk, equal to the aggregate 
market risk and the required rate of return on the security 
will be equal to the market rate of return. If the security's 
beta is greater than 1, then its systematic risk is greater 
than the aggregate market. This implies that the security's 
returns fluctuate more than the market returns, and the 
security's required rate of return will be more than the 
market rate of return. On the other hand, a security's beta 
of less than 1 means that the security's risk is lower than 
the aggregate market risk. This implies that the security's 
returns are less sensitive to the changes in the market 
returns. The security's required rate of return will be less 
than the market rate of return. Can a security's beta be 
negative? Theoretically, beta can be negative. A security 
with negative beta would earn less than the risk-free rate 
of return.

ILLUSTRATION 5.3: Required Rate of Return Calculation
The risk free rate of return is 8 per cent and the market rate 
of return is 17 per cent. Betas for four shares, P, Q, R and S 
are respectively 0.60, 1.00, 1.20 and -0.20. What are the 
required rates of return on these four shares? We can use 
Equation (21) to calculate the required rates of return.

E[R.) = Rf+[E(Rm)~Rf]^
E(RP) = 0.08 + (0.17-0.08) 
E(RQ) = 0.08 + (0.17-0.08)
E(Bb) = 0.08+ (0.17-0.08)
E(RS) = 0.08 + (0.17-0.08)

x 0.60 = 0.134 or 13.4%
x 1.00 = 0.170 or 17.0%
x 1.20 = 0.188 or 18.8%
X -0.20 = 0.062 or 6.2%

Q with beta of 1.00 has a return equal to the market 
return. P has beta lower than 1.00, therefore its required 
rate of return is lower than the market return. R has a return 
greater than the market return since its beta is greater than 
1.00. S has a return lower than the risk-free rate since it 
has a negative beta.

CML vs SML
What is the difference between CML and SML? The CML 
represents the risk premiums of efficient portfolios, as a 
function of portfolio standard deviation. The SML, on the 
other hand, depicts individual security risk premium as a 
function of security risk. The individual security risk is 
measured by the security's beta. Beta reflects the 
contribution of the security to the portfolio risk. We can 
notice from Equation (20) that if a security's return is 
perfectly positively correlated with the return on the 
market portfolio, then CML totally coincides with SML 
with the same slope, viz., Oy /om.

All fairly valued assets exactly lie on the SML. The 
required rates of return of such assets are consistent with 
their risk. The under-priced assets shall lie above the SML 

and their required rates of return are higher than as 
implied by the CAPM. On the other hand, overpriced 
assets lie below the SML and their required rates of return 
are lower than as implied by the CAPM.

IMPLICATIONS AND RELEVANCE OF CAPM

CAPM is based on a number of assumptions. Given those 
assumptions, it provides a logical basis for measuring risk 
and linking risk and return.

Implications
CAPM has the following implications:

Investors will always combine a risk-free asset 
with a market portfolio of risky assets. They will 
invest in risky assets in proportion to their market 
value.

% Investors will be compensated only for that risk 
which they cannot diversify. This is the market- 
related (systematic) risk. Beta, which is a ratio of 
the covariance between the asset returns and the 
market returns divided by the market variance, 
is the most appropriate measure of an asset's risk.

% Investors can expect returns from their investment 
according to the risk. This implies a linear 
relationship between the asset's expected return 
and its beta.

The concepts of risk and return as developed under 
CAPM have intuitive appeal and they are quite simple to 
understand. Financial managers use these concepts in a 
number of financial decision-making such as valuation of 
securities, cost of capital measurement, investment risk 
analysis etc. However, in spite of its intuitive appeal and 
simplicity, CAPM suffers from a number of practical 
problems.

Limitations
CAPM has the following limitations:

It is based on unrealistic assumptions.
% It is difficult to test the validity of CAPM.

Betas do not remain stable over time.

Unrealistic assumptions CAPM is based on a number 
of assumptions that are far from the reality. For example, 
it is very difficult to find a risk-free security. A short-term, 
highly liquid government security is considered as a risk- 
free security. It is unlikely that the government will 
default, but inflation causes uncertainty about the real rate 
of return. The assumption of the equality of the lending 
and borrowing rates is also not correct. In practice, these 
rates differ. Further, investors may not hold highly 
diversified portfolios, or the market indices may not be 
well diversified. Under these circumstances, CAPM may 
not accurately explain the investment behaviour of 
investors and the beta may fail to capture the risk of 
investment.
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Testing CAPM Most of the assumptions of CAPM may 
not be very critical for its practical validity. What we need 
to know, therefore, is the empirical validity of CAPM. We 
need to establish that beta is able to measure the risk of a 
security and that there is a significant correlation between 
the beta and the expected return. The empirical results have 
given mixed results. The earlier tests showed that there was 
a positive relation between returns and betas. However, 
the relationship was not as strong as predicted by CAPM. 
Further, these results revealed that returns were also related 
to other measures of risk, including the firm-specific risk. 
In subsequent research, some studies did not find any 
relationship between betas and returns. On the other hand, 
other factors such as size and the market value and book 
value ratios were found as significantly related to returns.15

- r 2 ma, E.F. and R.R. French, The cross-section of Expected Returns, Journal of Finance, No. 47,1992, pp. 427-66.
- ?. OSS, S.A., The Arbitrage Theory of Capital Asset Pricing, Journal of Economic Theory, Vol. 13, No. 3,1976.

All empirical studies testing CAPM have a conceptual 
problem. CAPM is an ex-ante model; that is, we need data 
on expected prices to test CAPM. Unfortunately, in 
practice, the researchers have to work with the actual past 
ex-post) data. Thus, this-will introduce bias in the 

empirical results.

'tability of Beta Beta is a measure of a security's future 
rsk. But investors do not have future data to estimate beta, 
•'•“hat they have is past data about the share prices and 
die market portfolio. Thus, they can only estimate beta 
: ased on historical data. Investors can use historical beta 
as the measure of future risk only if it is stable over time. 
Most research has shown that the betas of individual 
securities are not stable over time. This implies that 
historical betas are poor indicators of the future risk of 
securities.

Relevance of CAPM
-.PM is a useful device for understanding the risk-return 

-T .itionship in spite of its limitations. It provides a logical 
d quantitative approach for estimating risk. It is better 

ran many alternative subjective methods of determining 
~sk and risk premium. One major problem in the use of 
CAPM is that many times the risk of an asset is not 
iptured by beta alone.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

What is capital asset pricing model (CAPM) ?
_ What are the assumptions of CAPM?

Define the characteristics line.
- What is beta? How is it calculated?

Define (z) security market line (SLM) and (zz) capital 
market line (CML). What is the difference between 
SLM and CML?
What are the implications and limitations of CAPM?

THE ARBITRAGE PRICING THEORY (APT)

The act of taking advantage of a price differential between 
two or more markets is referred to as arbitrage. The 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) describes the method of 
bringing a mispriced asset in line with its expected price. 
An asset is considered mispriced if its current price is 
different from the predicted price as per the model.

The CAPM is not always able to account for the 
difference in assets' returns using their betas. This paved 
way for the development of an alternative approach, called 
the arbitrage-pricing theory (APT), for estimating the 
assets' expected returns.16 APT, unlike CAPM, does not 
assume that investors employ mean-variance analysis for 
their investment decisions. However, like CAPM, APT is 
founded on the notion that investors are rewarded for 
assuming non-diversifiable (systematic) risk; diversifiable 
(unsystematic) risk is not compensated. Beta is considered 
as the most important single factor in CAPM that captures 
the systematic risk of an asset. In APT, there are a number 
of industry-specific and macro-economic factors that affect 
the security returns. Thus, a number of factors may 
measure the systematic (non-diversifiable) risk of an asset 
under APT. The fundamental logic of APT is that investors 
always indulge in arbitrage whenever they find differences 
in the returns of assets with similar risk characteristics.

Concept of Return under APT
In APT, the return of an asset is assumed to have two 
components: predictable (expected) and unpredictable 
(uncertain) return. Thus, return on asset / will be:

E(R.) = Ry+UR (22)

where Ry is the predictable return (risk-free return on a 
zero-beta asset) and UR is the unanticipated part of the 
return.

The predictable or expected return depends on the 
information available to shareholders, that has a bearing 
on the share prices. The unpredictable or uncertain return 
arises from the future information. This information may 
be the firm-specific and the market-related (macro- 
economic) factors. The firm-specific factors are special to 
the firm and affect only the firm. The market-related 
factors affect all firms. Thus the uncertain return may come 
from the firm-specific information and the market related 
information. We can rewrite Equation (22) as follows:

E(Ry) = Rf+URs+URm (23)

URS is the unexpected component of return arising fr: — 
the specific factors related to the firm. UR? is : 
component of the unexpected return, which arises ~ c 
the economy-wide, market-related factors. It is impcrtsr 
to notice that the economy-wide information may
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further divided into the expected part and the unexpected 
or surprise part. For example, the government may 
announce that inflation rate would be 5 per cent next 
month. Since this information is already known, the 
market would have already accounted for this and the 
share prices would reflect it. After a month the 
government announces that the actual inflation rate was 
6 per cent. Shareholders now know that the inflation is 
one per cent higher than the anticipated rate. This is 
surprise news to them. The expected part of information 
influences the expected return while the surprise part 
affects the unexpected part of return.

»

Concept of Risk under APT
The risk arising from the firm-specific factors is 
diversifiable. It is unsystematic risk. The risk arising from 
the market-related factors cannot be diversified. This 
represents systematic risk. In CAPM, market risk primarily 
arises from the sensitivity of an asset's returns to the 
market returns and this is reflected by the asset's beta. 
Just one factor—the market returns—affects the firm's 
return. Hence, CAPM is one-factor model. The betas of 
the firm would differ depending on their individual 
sensitivity to market. On the other hand, APT assumes 
that market risk can be caused by economic factors such 
as changes in gross domestic product, inflation, and the 
structure of interest rates and these factors could affects 
the firms differently. For example, different firms may feel 
the impact of inflation differently. Therefore, under APT, 
multiple factors may be responsible for the expected return 
on the share of a firm. Therefore, under APT the sensitivity 
of the asset's return to each factor is estimated. For each 
firm, there will be as many betas as the number of factors. 
Equation (23) can be expressed as follows:

E(Rj) = Rf + (0^ + 02F2 + 03F3 +■ ■ ■+ 0nFn) + URS (24) 

where Pj is firm j's factor one beta, p2 is factor two beta 
and so on. F represents a surprise in factors. Let us consider 
an example as given in Illustration 5.4.

ILLUSTRATION 5.4: Total Return Under APT
Suppose that GNP, inflation, interest rate, stock market 
index and industrial production affect the share return of 
the firm - Divine Home Company. Further, we have 
information about the forecasts and actual values of these 
factors, and the firm’s GNP beta, inflation beta, interest 
rate beta and the stock market beta.

An investor is considering making an investment in 
the share of Divine Home Company. The following in the 
table are the attributes of five economic forces that 
influence the return on Divine’s share.

The risk-free (anticipated) rate of return on the Divine’s 
share is 9 per cent. How much is the total return on the 
share?

Factor Beta Expected
Value (%)

Actual
Value (%)

GNP 1.95 6.00 6.50
Inflation 0.85 5.00 5.75
Interest rate 1.20 7.00 8.00
Stock market index 2.50 9.50 11.50
Industrial production 2.20 9.00 10.00

It is anticipated return plus unanticipated return. The 
anticipated return includes the effect of known information 
such as expected inflation and other factors. Therefore we 
need to determine the surprise part in the systematic 
factors. The difference in the expected and actual values 
of the factors is the surprise. Shareholders will be 
compensated for this. The difference multiplied by a factor 
beta will compensate shareholders for that factor’s 
systematic risk. The expected value of a factor is the risk- 
free part. The total return will consist of anticipated (risk- 
free) return and unanticipated return as follows:

E(H) = R/+A(Bf, -Hz) + AWf2 -«/) + •• •

“fy) (25)
E(R] = 9 + 1.95(6.5-6) + 0.85(5.75 - 5) + 1.20(8 - 7)

+2.5(11.5-9.5) +2.20(10-9)
= 9 + 10 = 19%

Steps in Calculating
Expected Return under APT
From our discussion in the preceding sections, the 
following three steps are involved in estimating the 
expected return on an asset under APT:

searching for the factors that affect the asset's 
return
estimation of risk premium for each factor 
estimation of factor beta

Factors What factors are important in explaining the 
expected return? How are they identified? APT does not 
indicate the factors that explain assets' returns. The factors 
are empirically derived from the available data. Different 
assets will be affected differently by the factors.

The following factors were found important in a 
research study in the USA:17

17. Chen, L., R. Roll and S. A. Ross, Economic Forces and the Stock Market, Journal of Business, No. 59,1986, pp. 383-04.
18. Fama and French, op. cit., 1992, pp. 427-66.

industrial production
changes in default premium
changes in the structure of interest rates

"Qi inflation rate
changes in the real rate of return

Is this an exhaustive list of macro-economic factors? 
All do not agree. In another study,18 it has been found



regression approach to calculate the factor beta. For 
example, a firm's returns could be regressed to inflation, 
rated to determine the inflation beta.

1 price-to-book-value ratios and size are correlated with 
actual returns. These measures have been found as a

£ x>d proxy of the risk.

Risk premium What is the risk premium for each factor? 
Zcnceptually, it is the compensation, over and above, the 
-isk-free rate of return that investors require for the risk 
:: ~ tributed by the factor. One could use past data on the 
: recasted and actual values to determine the premium.

Factor beta The beta of the factor is the sensitivity of the 
asset's return to the changes in the factor. We can use

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define the arbitrage pricing theory (APT).
2. Define ‘return’ and ‘risk’ under APT.
3. What is factor beta?
4. Explain the method of calculating expected return 

under APT.

SUMMARY )

ZZ Risk and return concepts are basic to the understanding of the valuation of assets or securities. Return on a security 
consists of the dividend yield and capital gain. The expected rate of return on a security is the sum of the products of 
possible rates of return and their probabilities. Thus,

E(R) = /?]P] + 7?2^2 +• ■ •+ RnPn = RiPi
1=1

_ The expected rate of return is an average rate of return. This average rate may deviate from the possible outcomes 
(rates of return). Variance (o2) and standard deviation (o) of returns of a security can be calculated as follows:

tr2 = [/?, - E(R)]2Pt + [/?2 -E(/?)]2P2 + • • •

+ [(/?„ -E(7?)]2P„ = £[/?,• — E(R)]2P 

i=l
(T=y[o^

Z Variance or standard deviation is a measure of the risk of returns on a security.
_ Generally, investors in practice hold multiple securities. Combinations of multiple securities are called portfolios. 

The expected return on a portfolio is the sum of the returns on individual securities multiplied by their respective 
weights (proportionate investment). That is, it is a weighted average rate of return.

_ In the case of a two-security portfolio, the portfolio return is given by the following equation:

E(Rp) = wRx+(l-w)Ry

— In the case of H-security portfolio, the portfolio return will be as follows:

n
E(Rp) = W12?! + W27?2 + + wnR-n

i=l

_ The portfolio risk is not a weighted average risk. Securities included in a portfolio are associated with each other. 
Therefore, the portfolio risk also accounts for the covariance between the returns of securities. Covariance is the 
product of the standard deviations of individual securities and their correlation coefficient.

2Z The portfolio risk in the case of a two-security portfolio can be computed as follows:

cr2 = w2cr2 + (1 - w)2<r2 + 2(w)(l - w) Covx>, 

= w2<r2 + (1 - w)2 <r2 + 2(w)(l - wlcr^CTyCor^
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O We may observe that the portfolio risk consists of the risk of individual securities plus the covariance between the 
securities. Covariance depends on the standard deviation of individual securities and their correlation.

□ The magnitude of the portfolio risk will depend on the correlation between the securities. The portfolio risk will be 
equal to the weighted risk of individual securities if the correlation coefficient is + 1.0. For correlation coefficient of 
less than 1, the portfolio risk will be less than the weighted average risk. When the two securities are perfectly 
negatively correlated, i.e., the correlation coefficient is -1.0, the portfolio risk becomes zero.

□ The minimum variance portfolio is called the optimum portfolio. The following formula can be used to determine 
the optimum weights of securities in a two-security portfolio:

<TV Cov^
=—-——---------------

cr^ +<Ty -2 Covxv

wx is the optimum weight of security x and 1 - wx, of security y.
O In the case of a n-security portfolio, the portfolio risk can be calculated as follows:

— x average risk + 
n

x average covariance

Cd As the number of securities in the portfolio increases, the portfolio variance approaches the average covariance. 
Thus, diversification helps in reducing the risk.

CJ The investment or portfolio opportunity set represents all possible combinations of risk and return, resulting from 
portfolios, formed by varying proportions of individual securities. It presents the investor with the risk-return trade
off.

C~l For a given risk, an investor would prefer a portfolio with higher expected rate of return. Similarly, when the expected 
returns are same, she would prefer a portfolio with lower risk. The choice between high risk-high return or low risk- 
low return portfolios will depend on the investor's risk preference. This is refereed to as the mean-variance criterion.

O An efficient portfolio is one that has the highest expected returns for a given level of risk. The efficient frontier is the 
frontier formed by the set of efficient portfolios.

O The capital market line (CML) is an efficient set of risk-free and risky securities, and it shows the risk-return trade-off 
in the market equilibrium.

Cd The optimum risky portfolio is the market portfolio of all risky assets where each asset is held in proportion of its 
market value. It is the best portfolio since it dominates all other portfolios. An investor can thus mix her borrowing 
and lending with the best portfolio according to her risk preferences. She can invest in two separate investments—a 
risk free asset and a portfolio of risky securities. This is known as the separation theorem.

O Risk has two parts: unsystematic risk and systematic risk.
O Unsystematic risk can be eliminated through diversification. It is a risk unique to a specific security. When individual 

securities are combined, their unique risks cancel out.
□ Systematic risk cannot be eliminated through diversification. It is a market-related risk. It arises because individual 

securities move with the changes in the market.
□ Investors are risk-averse. They will take risk only if they are compensated for the risk, which they bear. Since systematic 

risk cannot be eliminated through diversification, they will be compensated for assuming the systematic risk.
O The market prices the risky securities in a manner that they yield higher expected returns than the risk-free securities. 

The risk-averse investors can be induced to hold risky securities when they are offered a risk premium. The capital 
market line (CML) defines this relationship. The equation for CML is: 

E(/?p) = R/ +
E(Rm)-Rf

am

where E (Rp) is the portfolio return, R^ the risk-free return, E (Rm) the return on market portfolio, the standard 
deviation of market portfolio and op the standard deviation of the portfolio.

Cd The model explaining the risk-return relationship is called the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). It provides that 
in a well-functioning capital market, the risk premium varies in direct proportion to risk.

□ CAPM provides a measure of risk and a method of estimating the market's risk-return line. The market (systematic) 
risk of a security is measured in terms of its sensitivity to the market movements. This sensitivity is referred to as the 
security's beta.

Q A line known as the characteristics line can represent the relationship between the security returns and the market 
returns. The slope of the characteristics line is the sensitivity coefficient, which, as stated earlier, is referred to as beta.
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“3 Beta reflects the systematic risk, which cannot be reduced. Investors can eliminate unsystematic risk when they 
invest their wealth in a well-diversified market portfolio. A beta of 1.0 indicates average level of risk while more than 
1.0 means that the security's return fluctuates more than that of the market portfolio. A zero beta means no risk.

ZZ The expected return on a security is given by the following equation:

E(R;) = R/ + (Rm-R/)^

where Rf is the risk-free rate, Rm the market return and the measure of the security's systematic risk. This equation 
gives a line called the security market line (SML).

Zj In terms of the security market line, beta is the ratio of the covariance of returns of a security, j, and the market 
portfolio, m, to the variance of return of the market portfolio:

Cov,„ cr,<7mCor,„ aa _ _ __ )_ *
' Varm <fL <rm m m

where p ■ is beta of the security, cr • the standard deviation of return of security, the standard deviation of returns of 
the market portfolio, o2m the variance of returns of the market portfolio m and Cor;m the correlation coefficient 
between the returns of the security j and the market portfolio m.

ZZ CAPM is based on a number of restrictive assumptions. The most significant assumption being that an investor is 
compensated for a security's systematic risk that is entirely captured by the security's beta.
The differences of securities' returns may not be fully explained by their betas. The arbitrage pricing theory (APT), 
resulting from the limitations of CAPM, assumes that many macro-economic factors may affect the system risk of a 
security (or an asset). Thus, APT is a multi-factor model to explain the return and risk of a security. The factors 
influencing security return may include industrial production, growth in gross domestic product, the interest rate, 
inflation, default premium, and the real rate of return. Price-to-book-value ratio and size have also been found to 
explain the differences in the security returns.

KEY CONCEPTS
/--------------------------------------

.Arbitrage
Arbitrage pricing theory
Beta
3 jiTowing rate
. apital asset pricing model

C apital market line
Znaracteristics line
1 rrelation coefficient
2 ̂ variance
Efficient frontier

>_________________________

Portfolio opportunity set
Portfolio return
Portfolio risk
Portfolio theory
Principle of dominance
Return
Reward-risk ratio
Risk
Risk diversification
Risk premium

Efficient portfolio
Expected rate of return
Lending rate
Limits of diversification
Market portfolio 
Mean-variance analysis
Minimum portfolio variance 
Objective probability 
portfolio

Risk-free rate of return
Risk-free security
Security market line
Separation theorem
Standard deviation
Subjective probability 
Systematic or market risk 
Unsystematic or unique risk 
Variance

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 5.1 | An investor holds two equity shares 

and y in equaTproportion with the following risk and 
■y’urn characteristics:

E(RJ = 24%; E(fly) = 19%
(Tx= 28%; <ry = 23%

The returns of these securities have a positive 
:: ^relation of 0.6. You are required to calculate the portfolio 
return and risk. Further, suppose the investor wants to 
reduce the portfolio risk (o ) to 15 per cent. How much 

should the correlation coefficient be to bring the portfolio 
risk to the desired level?

SOLUTION: The portfolio return is:

E(Rp) = 24(0.5) +19(0.5) = 12 + 9.5 = 21.5%

and the portfolio risk is:

<fp = (28)2(0.5)z + (23)2(0.5)z + 2(0.5) (0.5) (28) (23
= 196 + 132.25 + 193.2 = 521.45

<Tp = a/521.45 = 22.84%
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If the investor desires the portfolio standard deviation 
to be 15 per cent, the correlation coefficient will be as 
computed below:

(15)2 = (28)2(0.5)2 + (23)z(0.5)2 + 2 (0.5) (0.5) (28) (2 3) Cor^
225 = 196 + 132.25 + 322 Corxl,

-103.25Cor =-----------= -0.321
322

PROBLEM 5.2 A portfolio consists of three securities 
P, Q and R with the following parameters:

P Q R Cor.

Expected return (%) 25 22 20
Standard deviation (%) 30 26 24

Correlation:
PQ -0.50
QP + 0.40
PR + 0.60

If the securities are equally weighted, how much is 
the risk and return of the portfolio of these three securities? 
SOLUTION: The portfolio return is:

E(Rp) = (25)(l/3) +22(1/3) +20(1/3) = 22.33% 

crp = (3 0)2 (1 / 3)2 + (2 6)2 (1 / 3)2 + (24)z (1 / 3)2 

+2(1 / 3) (1 / 3) (—0.5) (30) (26)
+2 (1/3) (1/3) (0.4) (26) (24)
+2(1/3) (1/3) (0.6) (30) (24)

= 100 + 75.11 + 64-86.67 + 55.47 + 96 = 303.91

<Tp = V303.91 = 17.43%

PROBLEM 5.3 I From the following data compute beta 
of security j:

= 12%; <T,„ = 9% and Cor)m = + 0.72

SOLUTION:

B 12X9X0,72 77.76 _ Q
P> cr 92 81 '

PROBLEM 5.4 Calculate the expected rate of return 
for security i from the following information:

Rf = 10%; H„,=18%; £ = 1.35

SOLUTION: The expected return of security i will be:

E(Ri) = Rf=(Rm-Rf')A = 10% + (18%-10%)1.35 
_______ = 10%+ 10.8% = 20.8%

PROBLEM 5.5 | An aggressive mutual fund promises 
an expected return of 16 per cent with a possible volatility 
(standard deviation) of 20 per cent. On the other hand, a 
conservative mutual fund promises an expected return of 
13 per cent and volatility of 15 per cent, (a) Which fund 
would you like to invest in? (b) Would you like to invest in 
both if you have money? (c) Assuming you can borrow 
money from your provident fund at an opportunity cost of 
10 per cent, which fund you would invest your money in? 
(d) Would you consider both funds if you could lend or 
borrow money at 10 per cent?

SOLUTION:
(a) It depends on your preference and risk-taking 

attitude.
(£>) You can achieve diversification gains if you invest 

in both.
(c) The slopes of the capital market line for two funds 

are: aggressive fund = (16 - 10)/20 = 0.30; and 
conservative fund: (13 - 10J/15 = 0.20. Aggressive 
fund is preferable.

(d) You would receive benefits of diversification if you 
invest in both funds and also lend and borrow.

PROBLEM 5.6 P Ltd has an expected return of 22 
per cent and standard deviation of 40 per cent. Q Ltd. has 
an expected return of 24 per cent and standard deviation 
of 38 per cent. P has a beta of 0.86 and Q 1.24. The 
correlation between the returns of P and Q is 0.72. The 
standard deviation of the market return is 20 per cent, 
(a) Is investing in Q better than investing in P? (b) If you 
invest 30 per cent in Q and 70 per cent in P, what is your 
expected rate of return and the portfolio standard 
deviation? (c) What is the market portfolio’s expected rate 
of return and how much is the risk-free rate? (d) What is 
the beta of portfolio if P’s weight is 70 per cent and Q is 
30 per cent?
SOLUTION:

(a) P has lower return and higher risk than Q. 
However, investing in both will yield 
diversification advantage.

(b) ^=22x0.7 + 24x0.3 = 22.6%

cPpq = 402 x 0.72 + 382 X 0.32 + 2 x 0.7
x 0.3x0.72x40x38 = 1374

(c) The risk-free rate will be the same for P and Q. 
Their rates of return are given as follows: 

rp = 22 = r/ + (rm-r/)0.86 

r, = 24 = rz + (rm -rz) 1.24 
rp-r, =-2-(rm-r/)(-0.38) 

rm-rz =-2/-0.38 = 5.26%
rp = 22 = 1)+ (5.26)0.86

rp =22 = r/+(rm-r/)0.86

r, =24 = r/+(rjn-r/)1.24 
rp-r,=-2-(rm-rz)(-0.38) 

rm-rf = -2/-0.38 = 5.26%
rp =22 = +(5.26)0.86

rf =17.5%
rq =24 = rf + (5.26)1.24

rz =17.5%
rm-17.5 = 5.26 

ra =22.76%

(d) ̂ g=^pxwpx^xw,
= 0.86x0.7 + 1.24x0.3 = 0.974 .

/
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1 Illustrate the computation of the expected rate of return of an asset.
2. What is risk? How can risk of a security be calculated? Explain your answer with the help of an example.
3 What is a portfolio? How is the portfolio return and risk calculated for a two-security portfolio?
- Does diversification reduce the risk of investment? Explain with an example.
5 Define systematic and unsystematic risks. Give examples of both.
6 Explain the principle of dominance. Define the efficient portfolio and efficient frontier.

What is the portfolio theory? Explain the assumptions and principles underlying the portfolio theory?
8 What is the capital asset pricing model? Explain its assumptions and implications.
9. Explain the security market line (SML) with the help of a figure. How does it differ from the capital market line?

12 What is beta? How is it measured? How do you calculate the expected rate of return of a security?
11. Explain the logic of the arbitrage-pricing theory (APT)? How does it compare and contrast with CAPM?

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. You hold your investment in two assets—Xand Y—in proportions of 60 per cent and 40 per cent respectively. 

You expect a return of 12 per cent from X and 14 per cent from Y. What is your return from the portfolio of X 
and Y?

2. Your return on HUL's share may either yield a return of 24 per cent with 75 per cent chance or 7 per cent with 
25 per cent chance. What is your expected return?

3. You have investments in assets A and B. You have equal chances of earning either 24 per cent or 12 per cent or 
6 per cent on A and either 33 per cent or 9 per cent or -6 per cent on B under three different economic 
situations. Calculate (i) expected return and variance of the expected return for A and B; (ii) covariance of the 
expected returns of A and B.
The correlation between the returns of assets L and M is 0.60. The standard deviations of returns of L and M are 
respectively 8 and 12. Calculate covariance of returns of L and M.

5. The covariance between the returns of assets P and Q is -33. The standard deviations of returns of P and Q are 
respectively 5.8 and 7.6. Calculate correlation of returns of P and Q.

6. Security C has expected return of 20 per cent and standard deviation of 25 per cent. On the other hand, security 
D has expected return of 24 per cent and standard deviation of 25 per cent. Both securities have equal weights 
in the portfolio. Calculate the portfolio variance if the correlation is (I) 0.00; (n) 0.20; (nf) 0.80 and (fv) -0.20. 
What inferences do you make from the calculations?

7. The risk-free rate of return is 6 per cent. The market rate of return is 12 per cent with a standard deviation of 8 
per cent. If you desire to earn a rate of return of 10 per cent, in what proportion should you hold market 
portfolio and the risk-free asset?

PROBLEMS

1. An asset has the following possible returns with 
associated probabilities:

- ssible returns 20% 18% 8% 0 -6%
Probability 0.10 0.45 0.30 0.05 0.10

Calculate the expected rate of return and the 
standard deviation of the rate of return.

2. Securities X and Y have the following 
characteristics:

Security X Security Y
Beturn Probability Beturn Probability

30% 0.10 -20% 0.05
20% 0.20 10% 0.25
10% 0.40 20% 0.30
5% 0.20 30% 0.30

-10% 0.10 40% 0.10

You are required to calculate (a) the expected 
return and standard deviation of return fcr eith



If the correlation coefficient between the returns
of the new portfolio and the new security is +0.25,
calculate the portfolio return and the standard
deviation of return of the new portfolio.

6. The Sunrise and Sunset companies have the 
following probability distribution of returns:
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security (£>) the expected return and standard 
deviation of the return for the portfolio of X and 
Y, combined with equal weights.

3. The distribution of returns for share P and the 
market portfolio M is given below:

Probability
Returns (%)

P M

0.30 30 -10
0.40 20 20
0.30 0 30

You are required to calculate the expected returns 
of security P and the market portfolio, the 
covariance between the market portfolio and 
security P and beta for the security.

4. The standard deviation of return of security Y is 
20 per cent and of market portfolio is 15 per cent. 
Calculate beta of Y if
(a) Cory m = 0.70,
(b) Corym = + 0.40, and (c) Cory m = - 0.25.

5. An investor holds a portfolio, which is expected 
to yield a rate of return of 18 per cent with a 
standard deviation of return of 25 per cent. The 
investor is considering of buying a new share 
(investment being 5 per cent of the total investment 
in the new portfolio). The new share has the 
following distribution of return:

Return Probability

40% 0.3
30% 0.4

-10% 0.3

Economic 
conditions Probability

Returns (%)

Sunrise Sunset

High growth 0.1 32 30
Normal growth 0.2 20 17
Slow growth 0.4 14 6
Stagnation 0.2 -5 -12
Decline 0.1 -10 -16

You are required (a) to determine the expected 
covariance of returns and (b) the correlation of 
returns between the Sunrise and Sunset 
companies.

7. Two shares, P and Q, have the following expected 
returns, standard deviation and correlation:

E(rp) = 18% E(rQ) = 15%
<7p = 23% <JQ = 19%

Cor Opq = 0

(a) Determine the minimum risk combination for 
a portfolio of P and Q.

(b) If the correlation of returns of P and Q is 
-1.0, then what is the minimum risk portfolio 
of P and Q ?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
b._____________________________________________J

Collect data on monthly closing share prices of State Bank 
of India and ICICI Bank for past two years. Calculate the 
returns as change in the closing share prices. Now calculate 
the average returns, standard deviations and covariance of 

the share returns of two companies. How much is the 
correlation between the returns of the two companies? 
Explain your calculations.

X



Beta Estimation and 
the Cost of Equity

Learning Objectives

► Discuss the methods of estimating beta
► Explain the market model for calculating beta
► Examine the difference between betas of individual firms and the industry beta
► Highlight the beta instability
► Explain the determinants of beta
► Show the use of beta in determining the cost of equity

INTRODUCTION

the earlier chapters, we have discussed two very 
.—portant concepts: the net present value (NPV) and the 
return-risk trade-off. NPV of an investment is the 
discounted value of its future cash flows. The CAPM risk- 
-eturn framework provides us with a method of 
: e remaining the discount rate of an investment. In Chapter
- we have discussed how SML can be used to determine 
me required rate of return on a firm's equity share. From 
me firm's point of view, this required rate of return is its 
: :st of equity. The firm's cost of equity can be used as the 
discount rate to calculate NPV of an investment project, 
mat is as risky as the firm. We have discussed in Chapter
- that we need to know the beta of a firm's share to 
determine the required rate of return. In this chapter we 
explain the estimation of beta, the determinants of beta 
and the use of beta in calculating a firm's cost of equity.

BETA ESTIMATION

Let us summarize the essence of the concept of risk which 
• e have discussed so far. The risk of a portfolio of 

securities is measured by its variance or standard 
deviation. The variance of a portfolio is the sum of:

the variances of individual securities and (the 
square of) their respective weights,
the covariance (that is, the correlation coefficient 
between securities times their standard 
deviations) of securities and twice the product of 
their respective weights.

In a well-diversified portfolio the weights of 
individual securities would be very small and therefore, 
the variances of individual securities would be quite 
insignificant. But the covariance between the securities 
would be significant, and its magnitude would depend 
on the correlation coefficients between the securities. The 
covariance will be negative if all securities in the portfolio 
are negatively correlated. In practice, securities may have 
some correlation because they all have a tendency to m:. e 
with the market. This logic introduces the concepts : 
diversifiable risk and non-diversifiable risk. The .r .. .. 
or the unsystematic risk of a security can be diversified 
when it is combined with other securities to form a • 
diversified portfolio. On the other hand, the mar ke: : * m - 
systematic risk of the security cannot be diversified 
because like other securities, it also moves with the market
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► Explain the market model for calculating beta
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V.TRO DUCTION

me earlier chapters, we have discussed two very
- - zrtant concepts: thenetpresent value (NPV) and the 

3t:_m-risk trade-off. NPV of an investment is the
: unted value of its future cash flows. The CAPM risk- 

«r_m framework provides us with a method of 
a . 'mining the discount rate of an investment. In Chapter
- e have discussed how SML can be used to determine 
t- -equired rate of return on a firm's equity share. From 
re urn's point of view, this required rate of return is its 
as 2f equity. The firm's cost of equity can be used as the 
a : ant rate to calculate NPV of an investment project, 
r:.s as risky as the firm. We have discussed in Chapter 
' mat we need to know the beta of a firm's share to 
jkmnnine the required rate of return. In this chapter we 
e rain the estimation of beta, the determinants of beta 
ar: the use of beta in calculating a firm's cost of equity.

BETA ESTIMATION

_er as summarize the essence of the concept of risk which 
w e have discussed so far. The risk of a portfolio of 

securities is measured by its variance or standard 
deviation. The variance of a portfolio is the sum of:

% the variances of individual securities and (the 
square of) their respective weights,
the covariance (that is, the correlation coefficient 
between securities times their standard 
deviations) of securities and twice the product of 
their respective weights.

In a well-diversified portfolio the weights of 
individual securities would be very small and therefore, 
the variances of individual securities would be quite 
insignificant. But the covariance between the securities 
would be significant, and its magnitude would depend 
on the correlation coefficients between the securities. The 
covariance will be negative if all securities in the portfolio 
are negatively correlated. In practice, securities may have 
some correlation because they all have a tendency to move 
with the market. This logic introduces the concepts 
diversifiable risk and non-diversifiable risk. The unique 
or the unsystematic risk of a security can be divers:.-;2 
when it is combined with other securities to form a ■••. ell- 
diversified portfolio. On the other hand, the marker : - 
systematic risk of the security cannot be diversmed. 
because like other securities, it also moves with the market
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Direct Method
How is the systematic risk of a security measured? We 
have discussed in the previous chapter that beta is also 
the measure of systematic risk and it is the ratio of 
covariance between market return and the security's 
return to the market return variance:

p> a2

<^,„Cor. a
= --------— = — x Cor^

<T,„X(Tm O'm
(1)

Let us consider an example to show the estimation of 
beta and intercept.

ILLUSTRATION 6.1: Estimation of Beta
Table 6.1 shows the percentage returns on the market, 
represented by the BSE Sensex (Sensitivity Index) and the 
share of the Jaya Infotech Limited for recent five years:

Table 6.1: Returns on Sensex and Jaya Infotech
Year Market Return 

r(%)
Jaya Infotech 

r- (%)
1 18.60 23.46
2 -16.50 - 36.13
3 63.83 52.64
4 -20.65 -7.29
5 -17.87 - 12.95

Table 6.2 shows the relevant calculations. One must 
take the following steps to calcuate beta:

1. Calculate the average return on market (Sensex) 
and Jaya’s share (columns 2 and 3)

2. Calculate deviations of returns on market from the 
average return (column 4)

3. Calculate deviations of returns on Jaya’s share from 
the average return (column 5)

4. Multiply deviations of market returns and 
deviations of Jaya’s returns (column 6). Take the 
sum and divide by 5 (number of observations) to 
get covariance:.

4,666.30
5

= 933.26

5. Calculate the squared deviations of the market 
returns (column 7). Take the sum and divide by 5 
to find the variance of market return:

6. Divide the covariance of market and Jaya by the 
market variance to get beta:

m

933.26----------- = 0.88
1,057.65

7. The intercept term is given by the following 
formula:

ai

Here jy represents average return on investment j, 
and rm represents average marker return.

= 3.95 -0.88 x 5.48 = - 0.89
8. Thus, the characteristic line of Jaya Infotech is:

i}=- 0.89 + 0.88rm

Table 6.2: Beta Calculation for Jaya Infotech Limited

ri

(r -r„)'m tn '

Cj-'j)

X

Year rm
(rJ~rJ) <'r - rm )2

1 18.60 23.46 13.11 19.51 255.91 171.98
2 -16.50 -36.13 -21.98 -40.08 880.83 483.08
3 63.83 52.64 58.35 48.69 2841.35 3404.85
4 -20.65 -7.29 -26.13 -11.24 293.64 682.96
5 -17.87 -12.95 -23.35 -16.90 394.57 545.35

r tn
= 5.48

'j

= 3.95
Sum =

4666.30
Sum =

5288.23

The Market Model
Yet another procedure for calculating beta is the use of 
the market or index model. In the market model, we 
regress returns on a security against returns of the market 
index.1 The market model is given by the following 
regression equation:

-a+/3jRm+ej (2)

where R- is the expected return on security j, Rm is the 
expected market return, a is intercept, Py is slope of the 
regression and Cy is the error term (with a zero mean and 
constant standard deviation). The slope, Py, of the 
regression measures the variability of the security's 
returns relative to the market returns and it is the security's 
beta. As discussed earlier, beta is the ratio of the covariance 
between the security returns and the market returns to 
the variance of the market returns. You may note that a 
indicates the return on the security when the market return 
is zero. It could be interpreted as return on the security 
on account of unsystematic risk. Over a long period of 
time a should become zero, given the randomness of 
qnsystematic risks.

We can plot the observed returns on market and Jaya's 
share and fit a regression line as shown in Figure 6.1. The 
fitted line is given by Equation (2). As discussed in Chapter 
5, the regression line of the market model is called the 
characteristics line.

_ Sharpe, W.F., A Simplified Model for Portfolio Analysis, Management Science, Jan. 1963, pp. 277-83.
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Jaya's Share
Return

Notice that in Figure 6.1, the estimates of regression 
equation are also shown. The value of a is - 0.89 and the 
value of p is 0.88. How do we get these estimates? Table 
? 3 gives relevant numbers to estimate the regression 
equation.

The value of P and a in the regression equation are 
given by the following equations:

Affixy-(sx)(£y)
AffiX2-(EX)2

(5)(4,774.49)- (27.42 )(19.73) 

(5)(5,438.58)-(27.42)2

_ 23,872.45-541.00 23,331.45
~ 27,192.90-751.86 ” 26,441.04

Alpha = a = Y - /3X
Alpha = a j = 3.95 - (0.88X5.48) = -0.89

Table 6.3: Estimates for Regression Equation

Year XY X2 y2

1 18.60 23.46 436.30 345.88 550.37
2 -16.50 -36.13 595.99 272.10 1305.38
3 63.83 52.64 3360.26 4074.86 2770.97
4 -20.65 -7.29 150.54 426.42 53.14
5 -17.87 -12.95 231.41 319.31 167.70

Sum SX = SY = SXY = SX2 = SY2 =
27.42 19.73 4774.49 5438.58 4847.56

Average X = Y =
5.48 3.95

We can also calculate the correlation between return 
?n market and Jaya's share as follows:

Coefficient of correlation

_________AffiXy-(SX)ffiy)________
[{(Affiy2)-(zy2)}{Affix2 -(zx)2}]1/2

=__________ (5)(4,774.49)-(27.42)(19.73)__________
r,;"' “ [{(5) (4,847.56)-(19.73)2}{(5)(5,438.58)-(27.42)2}]1/2

23,872.45 - 541.00__________
“ [(24,237.80 - 389.27)(27,192.90 - 751.86)]1/2

=—^————=0.93
25,111.35

The squared correlation coefficient or R-square is 
called the coefficient of determination.

Coefficient of determination:

r2 = (Cor- m)2 = (0.93)2 = 0.86

The R-square indicates the extent to which the market 
model explains a security's returns. In this example, the 
market is able to explain 86 per cent of Jaya Infotech's 
share return.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define: (a) variance; (Z>) covariance; (c) diversifiable 
and non-diversifiable risk; (<f) systematic and non- 
systematic risk.

2. State the steps to calculate the beta of a firm’s equity.
3. What is market model?
4. Define characteristics line.
5. What is co-efficient of determination? What does it 

imply?

BETA ESTIMATION IN PRACTICE

In practice, the market portfolio is approximated by a well- 
diversified share price index. We have several price indices 
available in India. For example, these indices are: (a) the 
Bombay Stock Exchange's Sensitivity Index (Sensex), 
(b) the Bombay Stock Exchange's National Index, (c) the 
National Stock Exchange's Nifty, (e) the Economic Times 
Share Price Index, and (/) the Financial Express Share Price 
Index. Notice that these indices include only shares of 
companies. In theory, the market portfolio should include 
all risky assets—shares, bonds, gold, silver, real estate, 
art objects, etc.

In computing beta by regression, we need data on 
returns on market index and the security for which beta 
is estimated over a period of time. There is no theoreticallv 
determined time period and time intervals for calculating 
beta. The time period and the time interval may vary. The 
returns maybe measured on a daily, weekly or monthlv 
basis. One should have sufficient number of observations 
over a reasonable length of time. A number of agencies 
providing the beta values, in developed countries like the 
USA and the UK, use monthly returns for five-year periods 
for estimating beta.
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Notice that in Figure 6.1, the estimates of regression 
equation are also shown. The value of a is - 0.89 and the 

Uue of P is 0.88. How do we get these estimates? Table 
r 3 gives relevant numbers to estimate the regression 
aquation.

The value of P and a in the regression equation are 
rr. enby the following equations:

NSXy-(SX)(SF)
YZX2-(EX)2

(5)(4,774.49)- (27.42)(19.73) 

(5)(5,438.58)-(27.42)2 

23,872.45-541.00 _ 23,331.45
" 27,192.90-751.86 " 26,441.04

Alpha = tz = K -/A

Alpha = a j = 3.95 - (0.88)(5.48) = -0.89

Table 6.3: Estimates for Regression Equation

1 ixzr XY X2 y2

1 18.60 23.46 436.30 345.88 550.37
2 -16.50 -36.13 595.99 272.10 1305.38
3 63.83 52.64 3360.26 4074.86 2770.97
4 -20.65 -7.29 150.54 426.42 53.14
5 -17.87 -12.95 231.41 319.31 167.70

m SX = SY = SXY = SXZ = sy2 =
27.42 19.73 4774.49 5438.58 4847.56

. -rage X = Y =
5.48 3.95

We can also calculate the correlation between return 
r market and Jaya's share as follows:

Coefficient of correlation

_________ NXXY — (LX)(LY)_________
[{(,N1Y2)-(Y.Y2))[NXX2 -(ZX)2}]1/2

(5)(4,774.49) - (27.42) (19.73)
r>'ra “ [{(5) (4,847.56) - (19.73)2 }{(5)(5,438.58)-(27.42)2}]12

____________ 23,872.45 - 541.00__________
" [(24,237.80 - 389.27)(27,192.90 - 751.86)]1/2

= *^=0.93
25,111.35

The squared correlation coefficient or R-square is 
called the coefficient of determination.

Coefficient of determination:

r2 = (Cor- m)2 = (0.93)2 = 0.86

The R-square indicates the extent to which the market 
model explains a security's returns. In this example, the 
market is able to explain 86 per cent of Jaya Info tech's 
share return.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define: (a) variance; (b) covariance; (c) diversifiable 
and non-diversifiable risk; (</) systematic and non- 
systematic risk.

2. State the steps to calculate the beta of a firm’s equity.
3. What is market model?
4. Define characteristics line.
5. What is co-efficient of determination? What does it 

imply?

BETA ESTIMATION IN PRACTICE

In practice, the market portfolio is approximated by a well- 
diversified share price index. We have several price indices 
available in India. For example, these indices are: (a) the 
Bombay Stock Exchange's Sensitivity Index (Sensex), 
(b) the Bombay Stock Exchange's National Index, (c) the 
National Stock Exchange's Nifty, (e) the Economic Times 
Share Price Index, and (/) the Financial Express Share Price 
Index. Notice that these indices include only shares of 
companies. In theory, the market portfolio should include 
all risky assets—shares, bonds, gold, silver, real estate, 
art objects, etc.

In computing beta by regression, we need data on 
returns on market index and the security for which beta 
is estimated over a period of time. There is no theoretically 
determined time period and time intervals for calculating 
beta. The time period and the time interval may vary. The 
returns maybe measured on a daily, weekly or monthly 
basis. One should have sufficient number of observations 
over a reasonable length of time. A number of agencies 
providing the beta values, in developed countries like the 
USA and the UK, use monthly returns for five-year periods 
for estimating beta.
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The return on a share and market index may be 
calculated as total return; that is, dividend yield plus 
capital gain:

Examples of Beta Estimation for 
Companies in India '

_ (Share price in the
Current + beginning-Share 

Dividend price at the end J 
Rate of return =----- ------------------------------------------

Share price in the beginning
= Dividend yield + Capital gain/loss

For illustrative purposes, our estimation of the regression 
equation in Illustration 6.1 is based on just five 
observations. The sample size is very small to arrive at 
any definite conclusion. In practice, the sample size would

r =
Dr+fPt-P^) 

P,-l (3)

In practice, one may use capital gains/loss or price 
returns [i.e., Pt/Pt^ - 1] rather than total returns to 
estimate beta of a company's share. A further modification 
may be made in calculating the return. One may calculate 
the compounded rate of return as shown below:

r; = ln[P(-Pw] = ln[Pf/Pf_1] (4)

The advantage of Equation (4) is that it is not 
influenced by extreme observations.

Table 6.4: Summaries of Regression Parameters 
for HUL vs Market Returns

Alpha (intercept) - 0.8770
Standard error of alpha 1.0801
Beta 0.6621
Standard error of beta 0.1455
Correlation 0.5130
Coefficient of determination 0.2631
F-statistic 20.713
Significance 0.0000

Market HUL
Average monthly return 2.9957 1.1055
Variance of returns 46.9270 78.1804
Covariance 30.5534

HUL vs. Market Returns - Beta 0.66
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Figure 6.2: Characteristics Lines and Betas for Four Companies
1 Based on Regression of Monthly Returns of Companies against Returns on Sensex for Five Years, April 2003-March 2008)



be large which may cover a reasonably long period, with 
frequent time intervals. We plot monthly returns on shares 
of four companies against the monthly returns on Sensex, 
covering a period of five years from April, 2003 to March, 
2008 (see Figure 6.2). Thus, the total number of 
observations for each company is 60. The characteristic 
line of each firm is drawn (using 'Chart' option in Excel). 
The beta for each company is the slope of its characteristic 
line. You can estimate beta by following the procedure 
discussed in either Table 6.2 or Table 6.3. We have shown 
R2, the coefficient of determination as well. You can use 
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Excel to estimate regression (see Excel Application: Beta 
Estimation box).

There are many important parameters in a regression. 
In Table 6.4, we summarize the statistics of regression 
parameters for one of the companies, viz. HUL. The 
parameters are explained in Table 6.4.

Beta (slope) HUL has a beta of 0.66 based on the 
monthly returns during April 2003 to March 2008. 
A beta of less than 1 means that HUL's returns 
are less volatile than the market (Sensex) returns.

■
 Excel Application 6.1:

BETA ESTIMATION .........................

There are two methods of calculating intercept al
pha, (a) and beta (P) of the characteristic line for a 
firm's returns. The direct method is to calculate co
variance and variances of the company and market 
returns. The Excel has a function, "Covariance", un
der its Data Analysis menu that can be used to get 
the covariance matrix. We use the annual returns on 
the market (Sensex) index and BHEL for 12 months 
for illustration purposes.
Covariance Matrix

BHEL RM
BHEL Return 4672.36
Market Return 1201.72 891.08

The Excel output of covariance matrix shows 
that the covariance of returns on market and BHEL 
is 1201.72 and the variance of market returns is 
891.08. Thus, BHEL's beta is the ratio of covariance 
to the market variance:

BHEL's intercept is its average return minus the 
product of its beta and the average market return:

(XBHEL= 44.37 - 1.349 x 15.66 = 23.24

The alternative method of estimating beta and 
intercept is the regression method. The Excel's 
"Regression" function under its Data Analysis menu 
can be used. The Excel spreadsheet below contains 
the regression output. The results are the same as 
obtained under the direct method. The characteristic 
line of BHEL is, thus, given by the following 
equation:

RBmL = 23.241 + 1.349RMarket

The t-statistic indicates that the coefficient of 
intercept is not statistically significant. The beta co
efficient is significant at 1 per cent level of signifi
cance. The correlation co-efficient is 0.589. The R‘ 
(coefficient of determination) indicates that the 
market index model explains about 35 per cent of 
BHEL's share returns.pBHH = 1201.72 - 891.08 = 1.349

A B C 0 E F G H . 1 J K L M
1

2 Annual Returns (%)
3 Year "1 SUMMARY OUTPUT
4 Mar-94 9.38 34.90

5 Mar-95 31.43 -13.64 Regression Statistics
6 Mar-96 6.52 3.24 Multiple R 0.589
7 Mar-97 138.78 ■0.17 R Square 0.347
8 Mar-98 23.08 15.82 Adjuated R-square 0.297

9 Mar-99 -34.03 -3.92 Standard Error 59.340
10 Mar-00 -47,37 33.73 Obiervaiona 15.000
11 Mar-01 13.60 -27.93

12 Mar-02 18.90 -3.75 ANOVA

13 Mar-03 32.31 •12.12 df SS MS F Significance F
14 Mar-04 170.59 83.38 Resreasion 1 24309.912 24309.912 6.904 0 021
15 Mar-05 26.95 16.14 Residual 13 45775 431 3521.187

16 Mar-06 192.80 73.73 Total 14 70085.343
17 Mar-07 0.62 15.89

18 Mar-08 81.93 19.60 Coefficients Standard Error l-Slat P-valua Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95% Upper 95%
19 Intercept 23.241 17.303 1.343 0.202 -14.139 60.621 -14.139 60 62 f"
20 Beta 1.349 0.513 2.628 0.021 0.240 2.457 0.240 2.457
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Alpha (intercept) The intercept is-0.887. HULhas 
negative 0.9% return (Rh) when the market return 
is zero. HUL's beta (Pft) is 0.66. If the monthly 
market return (Rm) is expected to be 1 per cent, 
HUL's expected monthly return is - 0.23 per cent: 
Rh = a + = - 0.887 + 0.66 x 1 = - 0.227
Coefficient of correlation (Cor) The coefficient of 
correlation is 0.51. The positive correlation 
indicates that when the market return goes up, 
HUL's return also goes up.
Coefficient of determination (Coi2) The squared 
coefficient of correlation or the coefficient of 
determination (Cor2) is 0.26 (or 26%). It indicates
the percentage of the variance of HUL's returns, 
explained by the changes in the market returns. 
Thus, the market explains 26 per cent of HUL's 
risk (variance of returns). The 74 per cent 
unexplained variance is the firm-specific variance. 
Thus, HUL's systematic and non-systematic risks 
are as follows:
Total risk = Security variance

= Systematic risk + Unsystematic risk
Systematic risk = Cor2 x security variance

= 0.26 x 78.1804 = 20.33
Unsystematic risk = (1 - Cor2) x security variance 

= (1 - 0.26) x 78.1804 = 57.85
Variance and covariance: Variance of the security 
is a measure of total risk. The variance of HUL's 
returns is 78.1804 and of the market return is 
46.9270. The covariance of the HUL returns and 
the market returns is 30.5534. HUL's beta can also 
be calculated as follows:

Name of Company Beta Values R2

A.C.C. 0.79 0.30
Jaiprakash Associates 2.28 0.14
Bharti Televentures 0.79 0.34
BHEL 1.12 0.52
CIPLA Ltd 0.46 0.18
DLF Ltd 1.58 0.54
Grasim Ind. 0.77 0.46
Gujarat Ambuja Cement 0.37 0.16
HDFC 1.02 0.46
HDFC Bank 0.99 0.51
HINDALCO 1.23 0.49
Hindustan Lever 0.54 0.22
ICICI Bank 1.26 0.64
Infosys Technologies 0.71 0.32
ITC Ltd 0.66 0.31
Larsen & Toubro 1.11 0.55
Mahindra & Mahindra 0.73 0.34
Maruti Udyog Ltd 0.65 0.29
National Thermal Power 1.18 0.55
ONGC 1.06 0.58
Ranbaxy Lab. 0.63 0.30
Reliance 1.17 0.76
Reliance Comm. 1.19 0.60
Reliance Energy 1.66 0.50
Satyam Computer 0.68 0.25
State Bank of India 1.03 0.54
Tata Consultancy 0.70 0.34
Tata Motors 0.77 0.45
Tata Steel 1.13 0.48
Wipro Ltd 0.76 0.35

HUL's beta = Covm h / Varm = 30.5534/46.9270
= 0.66

Standard error of beta: Standard error of beta 
coefficient is 0.1455. It indicates the extent of error 
in the estimation of beta. The confidence level of 
the estimated value is measured plus or minus 
two standard errors. Thus HUL's beta has a 
confidence range between 0.37 [i.e., 0.66 - (2 x 
0.1455)] and 0.95 [i.e., 0.66 + (2 x 0.1455)] and there 
is 95 per cent probability that it would range 
within these intervals.

Betas for the Sensex Companies
The BSE's sensitivity index includes 30 highly traded 
shares. In Table 6.5 we provide information on beta and 
other parameters for these companies. The estimates are 
based on daily returns for one year. You may note that 
Jaiprakash Associates has the highest beta of 2.28 and 
Gujarat Ambuja Cement the lowest beta of 0.37.

Does Beta Remain Stable Over Time?
Ranbaxy has remained in the pharmaceutical industry for 
several years. It has a beta of 0.81 when we regress 
monthly returns on Ranbaxy against the monthly market 
returns for a 5-year period from April 2003 to March 2008 
(see Figure 6.2). In Figure 6.3, we plot monthly returns on 
Ranbaxy against the monthly market returns for two sub
periods—from April 2003 to September 2005 and from 
October 2005 to March 2008. We find that Ranbaxy's beta 
for the two periods is different; it has increased from 0.70 
to 0.90. These two estimates are also different from the 5- 
year estimate of Ranbaxy's beta (viz., 0.81).

Betas may not remain stable for a company over time 
even if a company stays in the same industry. There could 
be several reasons for this. Over time, a company may 
witness changes in its product mix, technology, 
competition or market share. In India, many industrial 
sectors are witnessing changes in competition and market 
composition due to the government policy of reforms and
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Figure 6.3: Ranbaxy beta for two periods: Apr-03 — Sep-05 and Oct-05 — Mar-08

deregulation. This is expected to affect the betas of many 
companies.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define total return. How can it be measured?
2. In a regression analysis for calculating beta, explain 

the following: (a) intercept (alpha); (b) slope (beta); 
(c) coefficient of correlation; (<f) coefficient of 
determination; («) standard error of beta; (/) variance 
and covariance.

3. In regression analysis of beta, how are total risk, 
systematic risk and unsystematic risk defined?

4. Does beta remain stable over time? Why or why 
not?

the business cycle. If we regress a company's earnings 
with the aggregate earnings of all companies in the 
economy, we would obtain a sensitivity index, which we 
can call the company's accounting beta. The real or the 
market beta is based on share market returns rather than 
earnings. The accounting betas are significantly correlated 
with the market betas. This implies that if a firm's earnings 
are more sensitive to business conditions, it is likely to 
have higher beta.

We must distinguish between the earnings variability 
and the earnings cyclicality. A company's earnings may 
be highly variable, but it may not have high beta. The 
earnings variability is an example of a specific risk that 
can be diversified. Cyclicality of a company's earnings, 
on the other hand, is the variability of its earnings vis-a- 
vis the aggregate earnings of the economy.

DETERMINANTS OF BETA

We have explained that beta is the ratio of covariance 
retween returns on market and a security to variance of 
ne market returns. But what drives the variance and 
:e variance? The variance and covariance and therefore, 
reta depends on three fundamental factors: the nature of 
easiness, the operating leverage and the financial leverage. 
These factors are discussed below.

Nature of Business
All economies go through business cycles. Firms behave 
differently within a business cycle. The earnings of some 
: ompanies fluctuate more with the business cycles. Their 
timings grow during the growth phase of the business 
cycle and decline during the contraction phase. For 
t cample, the earnings of consumer product firms or the 
cargo firms are tied with the business cycle and they go 

or down with the business cycle. On the other hand, 
me earnings of utility companies remain unaffected by

Operating Leverage
Operating leverage refers to the use of fixed costs. The 
degree of operating leverage is defined as the change in 
a company's earnings before interest and tax, due to 
change in sales. Since variable costs change in direct 
proportion of sales and fixed costs remain constant, the 
variability in Earnings before Interest and Taxes, or (EBIT), 
when sales change is caused by fixed costs. Higher the 
fixed cost, higher the variability in EBIT for a given change 
in sales. Other things remaining the same, companies with 
higher operating leverage (because of higher fixed costs) 
are more risky. Operating leverage intensifies the effect 
of cyclicality on a company's earnings. As a consequence 
companies with higher degrees of operating leverage have 
high betas.

Financial Leverage
Financial leverage refers to debt in a firm's capital
structure. Firms with debt in the capital structure are called 
levered firms. The interest payments on debt are fixed
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irrespective of the firm's earnings. Herice, interest charges 
are fixed costs of debt financing. As discussed in the 
preceding section, the fixed costs of operations result in 
operating leverage and cause EBIT to vary with changes 
in sales. Similarly, the fixed financial costs result in 
financial leverage and cause profit after tax to vary with 
changes in EBIT. Hence, the degree of financial leverage 
is defined as the change in a company's profit after tax 
due to change in its EBIT. Since financial leverage increases 
the firm's (financial) risk, it will increase the equity beta 
of the firm.

Asset Beta and Equity Beta
Assets of a levered firm are financed by debt and equity. 
Therefore, the asset beta should be the weighted average 
of the equity beta and the debt beta:

Asset Equity Weight of Debt Weight of
= x + x

beta beta equity beta debt

o o Equity Debt
X F /3j) •

Equity+Debt Equity+Debt

You may note that for an unlevered (all-equity) firm, 
the asset beta and the equity beta would be the same. Debt 
is less risky than equity. Hence the beta of debt will be 
lower than the equity beta. In case of the risk-free debt, 
beta will be zero. If we make the assumption that the beta 
of debt is zero, then the beta of the assets is given as 
follows:

CAPM AND THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF 
EQUITY CAPITAL

Shareholders supply capital to a firm. In return, they 
expect to receive dividends. They can also realize cash by 
selling their shares. The firm has discretion to retain entire 
or a part of profits. If dividends were distributed to 
shareholders, they would have an opportunity to invest 
cash so received in securities in the capital markets and 
earn a return. When the firm retains profits, there is loss 
of opportunity for which shareholders need to be 
compensated. The expected rate of return from a security 
of equivalent risk in the capital market is the cost of the 
lost opportunity. Shareholders require the firm to at least 
earn this rate on their capital invested in projects. From 
the firm's point of view, the expected rate of return from 
a security of equivalent risk is the cost of equity.

Pa ~ Pe*
Equity

Equity+ Debt (6)

For a levered firm, the proportion of equity will be 
less than 1. Therefore, the beta of asset will be less than 
the beta of equity. The beta of equity for a levered firm is 
given as follows:

Pe ~ Pa
. Debt
1 +---------

Equity (7)

The second term on the right-hand side of the 
equation is the measure of financial leverage. You may 
notice that there is a linear relationship between the equity 
beta and the financial leverage. As the financial leverage 
increases, the equity beta also increases. The equity beta 
is equal to the asset beta if debt is zero.

How would taxes affect the equity beta of a leveraged 
firm? Interest on debt is tax deductible, which results into 
tax savings, called interest tax shield. As we shall explain 
later on in this book, the equity beta of a levered firm, 
which employs constant amount of debt, is given by the 
following formula:

A - Pa
Debt

Equity

Table 6.6: Beta Values and the Cost of
Equity for IT Companies

Company Name Beta .Risk free Risk 
rate premium 
% %

Expected 
return 

%

CMC Ltd 0.81 7.90 12.00 17.62
GTL Ltd 1.31 7.90 12.00 23.6
HCL Infosystems Ltd 0.80 7.90 12.00 17.50
HCL Technologies Ltd 0.95 7.90 12.00 19.30
Infomedia India Ltd 0.93 7.90 12.00 19.06

Infosys Tech. Ltd 0.70 7.90 12.00 16.30
Mphasis Ltd 0.91 7.90 12.00 18.82
NUT Ltd 0.85 7.90 12.00 18.10
Pentasoft Tech. Ltd 1.62 7.90 12.00 27.34
Polaris Soft. Lab Ltd 1.42 7.90 12.00 24.94
Ramco Systems Ltd 1.32 7.90 12.00 23.74
Rolta India Ltd 1.31 7.90 12.00 23.62
Satyam Computer
Services Ltd 0.91 7.90 12.00 18.82

Silverline Techn. Ltd 1.64 7.90 12.00 27.58
Wipro Ltd 0.90 7.90 12.00 18.70

(8) Source'. Beta (as on 31 March 2008) based on BSE data.
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The expected rate of return or the cost of equity in
CAPM is given by the following equation:

R. = ke = Rf+(Rm-Rf)Pj (9)

We need the following information to estimate a firm's 
cost of equity:

The risk-free rate
The market premium

<6 The beta of the firm's share

In Table 6.6, we have given betas for IT companies. 
The risk-free rate is approximated by long-term 
government bond yields. The yield in March 2008 was 
”.9 per cent. In Chapter 4, we showed that the historical 
risk premium on shares (as compared to long-term 
government bonds yield), in India, was about 12 per cent. 
We use these numbers to calculate the expected return or 
: ast of equity for various firms listed in Table 6.6.

You may notice that Infosys has the lowest beta (0.70), 
in our sample of IT companies, and its expected rate of 
return is 16.30 per cent. Silverline Technologies has the 
highest beta (1.64) and its expected return is 27.58 per cent.

Industry vs Company Beta
We define the company beta values for the IT industry 
comprising 15 companies in our sample (Table 6.6). In 
Table 6.7, we show IT industry beta values as the average 
:f 15 companies' beta values. The four values of IT 
mdustry beta in Table 6.7 are: simple average (equal 
•■w eighted), sales weighted average, assets weighted 

erage and market capitalization weighted average. The 
simple average beta is 1.09. There is not much difference 
— the sales, assets and market capitalization weighted 
« • erages of beta values.

In Table 6.6, we have shown the BSE betas of the IT 
companies. Though a number of companies have betas 
very close to 1, you may notice that the beta values show 

variations. For example, Silverline Technologies has the 
highest beta of 1.64 and Infosys the lowest beta of 0.70. 
For both these companies, the estimates of the expected 
return would show significant differences, depending on 
whether the companies use the industry beta or their 
individual betas. Based on their beta values, the expected 
rates of return for Silverline Technologies and Infosys, 
respectively, are 27.58 per cent and 16.30 per cent. If these 
companies use the industry beta, then the required rates 
will be the same for both companies.

Table 6.7: IT Industry Beta

Weights IT Industry beta

Equal (simple average) 1.09
Sales 0.84

Assets 0.86
Mcap 0.90

What should companies do? Should they use their 
own betas or the industry beta? The use of the industry7 
beta is preferable for those companies whose operations 
match up with the industry operations. The industry beta 
is less affected by random variations. Those companies 
that have operations quite different from a large number 
of companies in the industry, may stick to the use of their 
own betas rather than the industry beta. Let us emphasize 
that there is no theory for the selection of weights and 
beta values. Beta estimation and selection is an art as well, 
which one learns with experience.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define opportunity cost of equity?
2. What is the relationship between CAPM and the cost 

of equity?
3. What is the difference between the industry beta and 

the company beta?

SUMMARY )

— The market or systematic risk of a security is measured in terms of its sensitivity to the market movements. This 
sensitivity is referred to as the security's beta.

T? Beta is a ratio of the covariance of returns of a security, j, and the market portfolio, m, to the variance of return of 
the market portfolio:

Cov
R = ,m --

’ Var„,
O-,<7mCor;m <r,Cor;m

<T <7in in

... In practice, the following regression equation is used to estimate beta:

R; - « + fi- RIU + e.
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vvecan use fustoricaj data to determinea  firmsMa. fbe estimate ot'beta wouiddepend’on the periods.'analysis 
(say, one year, three years or five years) and the frequency of returns (e.g., daily, weekly or monthly). The analyst 
should be careful in using a reasonable period and time interval.
The beta of a firm depends on a number of factors. The three most important factors are: nature of business, 
operating leverage and financial leverage. A cyclical firm would have higher beta. If we relate the cyclical firm's 
earnings with the aggregate earnings, we would obtain accounting beta. Higher the accounting beta, higher the 
market beta. High operating leverage and financial leverage cause higher beta. As these factors change over time, 
the firm's beta may also change. Hence, betas of firms may not remain stable.
The calculated beta of a firm is the beta of its equity. In case of a firm that does not employ debt, the equity beta is 
the same as the firm's asset beta. However, in case of a firm with debt, the asset beta is the weighted average of the 
equity beta and the debt beta. Since debt is less risky, the debt beta would be less than the equity beta.
If debt is risk-free, the debt beta will be zero and the asset beta and the equity beta are given as follows:

o „ E - D
Pa = Pr'X--------- + Pn x----------A n D + E PD D+E
Pa=Pe^-^—

A E D+E
(since ftD = 0)

-A^f]
Q The firm uses capital supplied by shareholders. Alternatively, shareholders could invest their funds in securities 

in the capital market. Thus, they would require firm to earn a return equal to the expected rate of return on 
security of the equivalent risk. Hence, the cost of equity is equal to the expected rate of return, and can be calculated 
using SML. The risk-free rate and market premium is common to all firms; betas of firms would be different.

KEY CONCEPTS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Accounting beta Earnings cyclicality Levered firm Risk-free rate of return
Asset beta Earnings variability Market index Stability of beta
Correlation coefficient Equity beta Market portfolio Weighted average cost of
Cost of equity Expected rate of return Operating leverage capital
Covariance Financial leverage Risk premium
Debt beta

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 6.1J The following are the returns of share 

S and the market (Al) for the last six years:

Return (%)
Year S M

20X1 18 15
20X2 9 7
20X3 20 16

Year
Return (%)

S M

20X4 -10 -13
20X5 5 4
20X6 12 7

(a) Calculate the covariance and correlation coefficient 
of returns.
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(b) Determine the beta coefficient for S.
(c) What is S’s total risk? How much is systematic risk?

Year
Return (%)

S M S2 M2 SM

20X1 18 15 324 225 270
20X2 9 7 81 49 63
20X3 20 16 400 256 320
20X4 -10 -13 100 169 130
20X5 5 4 25 16 20
20X6 12 7 144 49 84
Sum 54 36 1,074 764 887

Average 9 6 225 270

_________5.322-1.944_________
[(6,444 —2,916)(4,584 -1,296)]’/2 

3,378
[(3,528)(3,288)]1/2

3,406

(b) Beta = NSSM-(DS)(aVf)
AEM2-(SM)2

(6) (887)-(54)(36)
(6)(764) — (36)2

SOLUTION:
1 n _ —

C°VSM = £ (r« " J ~ 1

= —[(18 - 9) (15 - 6) + (9 - 9)(7 - 6)
6

+(2 0 - 9) (16 - 6) + (-10 - 9) (-13 - 6)
4-(5 — 9)(4 — 6) 4-(12 — 9) (7 — 6)

= —[563] = 93.83
6

________N(XSM)-(SS)(SM)________  
{ [(nzs2)-(es)2][(nzm2)-(em)2] }1/2 
__________6(887)-(54)(36)__________  
{ [(6)(1074) — (54)2] [(6) (764) — (36)2] J’'2

5,322-1,944
4,584-1,296
3,376
3,288

= 1.03

Total risk = Security variance
= Systematic risk

+ Unsystematic risk 
Systematic risk = (Corsnl)2 x Security variance

= (0.992)x 117.6 = 116.6 
Unsystematic risk = 117.6 - 116.6 = 1.0

Note that the security variance, that is, Vars = 117.6.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is beta? How is it measured? What are the problems in beta estimation?
2. Do betas remain stable over time? What problem is posed by the instability of the beta?
3. How do you calculate the cost of equity using the CAPM framework?
4. What factors influence the beta of a share? Explain.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. The variance of market returns is 0.05. and the covariance between market returns and returns on X’s shares is 
0.084. What is X’s beta?

2. Calculate LNM’s equity beta given the following information: Correlation between the returns on LMN’s share 
and Sensex = 0.809; Variance of the returns on LMN’s share = 0.00754, Variance of the returns on Sensex = 
0.001578.

3. Market has the following percentage returns during the last five years: 15.7,10.7, - 7.6, - 0.58 and 7.2. Company’s 
returns during the same period were 13.9; 15.6; 3.8; - 0.70 and 12.4. Calculate the following: (a) average returns: 
(b) variances; (c) covariance; (d) beta.

4. Calculate cost of equity: risk-free rate is 7.7 per cent; market rate of return is 15.6 per cent; beta is 1.23.
5. Calculate cost of equity: market premium is 7.5 per cent; market rate of return is 15.6 per cent; beta is 1.33.
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PROBLEMS
_______________________

1. The returns on the share of Delite Industries and 
the Sensex for the past five years are given below:

Calculate the average return on Delite’s share and 
Sensex. What is Delite’s beta?

Sensex (%) Delite (%)

- 12.5 - 5.1
1.7 6.7
7.2 7.1

11.5 18.9
6.3 11.9

2. Royal Paints Limited is an all-equity firm without 
any debt. It has a beta of 1.21. The current risk- 
free rate is 8.5 per cent and the historical market 
premium is 9.5 per cent. Royal is considering a 
project that is expected to generate a return of 20 
per cent. Assuming that the project has the same 
risk as the firm, should the firm accept the project?

3. Calculate Excel Company Limited’s equity beta 
given the following information:
Correlation between the returns on Excel’s share 
and Sensex = 0.725
Variance of the returns on Excel’s share = 0.006455 
Variance of the returns on Sensex = 0.001589

4. The returns for 48 months (April 04 — March 08) 
on the BHEL shares and Sensex (market) are given

below:

(a) Calculate BHEL’s beta using (i) data for 48 
months from April 04 - March 08, (if) data 
for 24 months from April 04 - March 06, and 
(in) data for 24 months from April 06 - March 
08. Based on your calculations, comment on 
beta’s stability.

(b) Assume that risk-free rate is 7.9 per cent and 
risk premium is 12 per cent. Calculate BHEL’s 
expected rate of return.

5. The following are the regression (characteristics) 
lines of three assets:
Asset A: rA = 1.53% + 0.89rM
Asset B: rB = -0.65% + 1.18rM
Asset C: rc= 0.85% + 1.29rM

Cor = 0.78
Cor = 0.83
Cor = 0.65

(a) Which asset is the most risky (systematic 
risk)?

(b) How much is the systematic and unsystematic 
risk for each asset?

6. Sunlite Soap Limited is an all-equity firm. It has a 
beta of 1.21. The current risk-free rate is 6.5 per 
cent and the market premium is 9.0 per cent. 
Sunlite is considering a project with similar risk, 
but the project will be financed 30 per cent by debt 
and 70 per cent by equity. Debt is risk-free. What 
is the expected rate of return on equity that the 
project should earn to be acceptable by the firm?

BHEL and Sensex Returns: April 04 - March 08

Months
Sensex
Returns

BHEL 
Returns Months

Sensex
Returns

BHEL 
Returns

Apr-04 1.154 - 3.001 Apr-06 6.761 4.929
May-04 - 15.835 - 25.796 May-06 - 13.651 - 19.309
Jun-04 0.753 15.344 Jun-06 2.026 2.596
Jul-04 7.817 8.524 Jul-06 1.269 4.778

Aug-04 0.421 1.333 Aug-06 8.890 10.554
Sep-04 7.541 3.997 Sep-06 6.457 5.835
Oct-04 1.588 8.886 Oct-06 4.075 0.917

Nov-04 9.908 - 0.778 Nov-06 5.666 3.810
Dec-04 5.909 24.157 Dec-06 0.661 - 8.323
Jan-05 - 0.708 - 2.494 Jan-07 2.205 9.534
Feb-05 2.409 14.347 Feb-07 - 8.181 - 13.525
Mar-05 - 3.292 - 10.601 Mar-07 1.036 3.857
Apr-05 - 5.212 3.331 Apr-07 6.122 10.019

May-05 9.110 11.103 May-07 4.845 12.485
Jun-05 7.129 - 1.816 Jun-07 0.729 9.961
Jul-05 6.138 16.370 Jul-07 6.146 12.576

Aug-05 2.227 6.169 Aug-07 - 1.494 9.092
Sep-05 10.621 14.541 Sep-07 12.877 7.601
Oct-05 - 8.595 - 7.292 Oct-07 14.729 28.562

Nov-05 11.359 25.718 Nov-07 - 2.393 2.560
Dec-05 6.931 - 2.835 Dec-07 4.771 - 3.582
Jan-06 5.554 29.665 Jan-08 - 13.005 - 20.128
Feb-06 4.540 12.723 Feb-08 - 0.397 10.557
Mar-06 8.772 10.894 Mar-08 - 11.004 - 9.879
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7. You have a portfolio of the following four shares:

Share Beta Investment (Bs)

A 0.80 100,000
B 1.25 100,000
C 1.00 075,000
D 0.60 125,000

What is the expected rate of return on your 
portfolio if the risk-free rate of return is 9 per cent 
and the expected market rate of return is 16 per 
cent?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Collect monthly closing share price data for last 3 7 months 
for, Sensex Infosys, BHEL and ICICI Bank. Calculate the 
share return (ignore dividends) for each company and 

Sensex. Compare and explain average returns and standard 
deviations. Now calculate beta for three of these companies. 
Why do you think betas of these three companies differ?



Options and 
Their Valuation

Learning Objectives

► Explain the meaning of the term option
► Describe the types of options
► Discuss the implications of combinations of options
► Highlight the factors that have an influence on the valuation of options
► Develop a simple model of valuing options
► Show how the Black-Scholes model of option valuation works

INTRODUCTION

Option means several things to different people.1 It may 
refer to a choice or alternative or privilege or opportunity 
or preference or right. To have options is normally 
regarded good. Without any options, one is considered 
unfortunate. Options are valuable since they provide 
protection against unwanted, uncertain happenings. They 
provide alternatives to bail out from a difficult situation. 
Options can be exercised on the occurance of certain 
events.

1. There are a number of books and articles on the subject of option pricing. The two articles that have influenced most writings on the 
subject are: Black F. and M. Scholes, The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities, Journal of Political Economy, 81, pp. 637-54 (May- 
June 1973); and R.C. Merton, Theory of Rational Option Pricing, Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, 4, pp. 141-81 (Spring 
1973). We also suggest the following three books for further reading: (z) Cox J., and M. Rubinstein, Option Markets, Prentice-Hall, 1985; 
(h) Hull J., Options, Futures and other Derivatives, Prentice-Hall, 1993; and (iii) Jarrow R., Option Pricing, Dow. Jones-Irwin, 1983.

Options may be explicit or implicit. When you buy 
insurance on your house, it is an explicit option that will 
protect you, in the event there is a fire or a theft in your 
house. If you own shares of a company, your liability is 
limited. Limited liability is an implicit option to default 
on the payment of debt.

Options have assumed considerable significance in 
finance. They can be written on any asset, including shares, 

bonds, portfolios, stock indices, currencies, etc. They are 
quite useful in risk management. How are options defined 
in finance? What gives value to options? How are they 
valued?

OPTIONS

In a broad sense, an option is a claim without any liability. 
It is a claim, contingent upon the occurrence of certain 
conditions. Thus, an option is a contingent claim. More 
specifically, an option is a contract that gives the holder a 
right, without any obligation, to buy or sell an asset, at an 
agreed price, on or before a specified period of time. The 
option to buy an asset is known as a call option, and the 
option to sell an asset is called a put option. The price at 
which option can be exercised is called an exercise price 
or a strike price. The asset on which the put or call option 
is created is referred to as the underlying asset. Depending 



:n when an option can be exercised, it is classified in one 
:f the following two categories:

European option When an option is allowed to 
be exercised only on the maturity date, it is called 
a European option.
American option When the option can be 
exercised any time before its maturity, it is called 
an American option.

When will an option holder exercise his right? He will 
exercise his option when doing so provides him a benefit 
ever buying or selling of the underlying asset from the 
market at the prevailing price. There are three possibilities: 

In-the-money A put or a call option is said to in- 
the-money when it is advantageous for the 
investor to exercise it. In the case of in-the-money 
call options, the exercise price is less than the 
current value of the underlying asset, while in the 
case of the in-the-money put options, the exercise 
price is higher than the current value of the 
underlying asset.
Out-of-the-money A put or a call option is out- 
of-the-money if it is not advantageous for the 
investor to exercise it. In the case of the out-of- 
the-money call options, the exercise price is higher 
than the current value of the underlying asset, 
while in the case of the out-of-the-money put 
options, the exercise price is lower than the current 
value of the underlying asset

xr At-the-money When the holder of a put or a call 
option does not lose or gain whether or not he 
exercises his option, the option is said to be at- 
the-money. In the case of the out-of-the-money 
options, the exercise price is equal to the current 
value of the underlying asset.

Options do not come free. They involve cost. The 
jetioM premium is the price that the holder of an option 
sas to pay for obtaining a call or a put option. The price 

• ~_1 have to be paid, generally in advance, whether or not 
me holder exercises his option. 
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go up to Rs 150. But you do fear that the price may fall 
below Rs 130. To reduce the chance of your risk and at 
the same time to have an opportunity of making profit, 
instead of buying the share, you can buy a 3 month call 
option on Satyam's share at an agreed exercise price (E) 
of, say, Rs 125. Ignoring the option premium, taxes, 
transaction costs and the time value of money, will you 
exercise your option if the price of the share is Rs 130 in 
three months? You will exercise your option since you 
get a share worth Rs 130 by paying an exercise price of Rs 
125. You will gain Rs 5; that is, the pay-off or the value of 
your call option at an expiration (Cf) of Rs 5. Your call 
option is in-the-money at maturity.

What will you do if the price of the share is Rs 120 
when the call option on Satyam's share expires? 
Obviously, you will not exercise the option. You gain 
nothing. Your call option is worthless, and out-of-the-money 
at expiration. You may notice that the value of your call 
option can never be less than zero. Thus you should 
exercise call option when:

Share price at expiration > exercise price = St> E 
You should not exercise the call option when:

Share price at expiration < exercise price = St<E 
The value of the call option at expiration is:

Value of call option at expiration
= Maximum [Share price - Exercise price, 0]

C, = Max [S’,-£,0] (1)
The expression above indicates that the value of a call 

option at expiration is the maximum of the share price 
minus the exercise price or zero. The call option holder's 
opportunity to make profits is unlimited. It depends on 
what the actual market price of the underlying share is 
when the option is exercised. The greater is the market 
value of the underlying asset, the larger is the value of the 
option. Figure 7.1 shows the pay-off or value of a call 
option.

It may be observed from Figure 7.1 that the call 
buyer's potential pay-off becomes unlimited, once the

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1 Define: (a) option; (b) contingent claim; (c) call option; 
(</) put option; (e) strike price.

_ What is the difference between European and 
American options?
Explain the following: in-the-money options, out-of- 
the-money options and at-the-money options.

CALL OPTION

- call option on a share (or any asset) is a right to buy the 
share at an agreed exercise (strike) price. Suppose that 
me current share price (S) of Satyam Computer's share is 
Rs 130. You expect that price in a 3 month period (Sf) will

Value of the

Figure 7.1: Pay-off of a call option buyer
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price of the share (the underlying asset) goes beyond the 
exercise price. If the share price is on or below the exercise 
price, the call buyer will not exercise his option. Thus, his 
pay-off will be zero, since the option is worth nothing.

It may also be observed from Figure 7.1 that the 
possible outcomes can be divided into two parts: one, 
above the exercise price and other, below the exercise 
price. The outcomes above the exercise price are said to 
be in-the-money and are beneficial to the option holder 
but not the outcomes below the exercise price. It is the 
exercise price that divides the good and bad outcomes.

How is the seller (or the writer) of a call option affected 
when the value of the underlying asset changes? Figure 
7.2 shows his position as a mirror image of the call buyer's 
position. The call the buyers gain is called seller's loss. 
The seller of the call option will not incur any loss when 
the price of the share (the underlying asset) is less than 
the exercise price since the buyer will not exercise his 
option. However, if the share price rises and goes beyond 
the exercise price, the potential loss of the call seller is 
very high.

In-the-money Out-of-the-money 
(good outcomes) (bad outcomes)

Value of the 
call option

Figure 7.2: Pay-off of a call option writer

Call Premium
A call buyer exercises his right only when the outcomes 
are favourable to him. The seller of a call option, being 
the owner of the asset, gives away the good outcomes in 
favour of the option buyer. The buyer of a call option must, 
therefore, pay an up-front price, called call premium, to 
the call seller to buy the option. The call premium is a 
cost to the option buyer and a gain to the call seller. What 
is the net pay-off of the buyer and the seller of a call option 
when the call premium (that the buyer has to pay to the 
seller) is involved? Let us view an Illustration.

ILLUSTRATION 7.1 : Call Option Pay-off
The share of Telco is selling for Rs 104. Radhey Acharya 
buys a 3 months call option at a premium of Rs 5. The 
exercise price is Rs 105. What is Radhey’s pay-off if the 
share price is Rs 100, or Rs 105, or Rs 110, or Rs 115, or 
Rs 120 at the time the option is exercised? It is calculated 
in Table 7.1, and also, shown in Figure 7.3. Radhey will 
exercise his option for any price above the exercise price 

Rs 105. Since the exercise price is Rs 105 and Radhey (the 
buyer) has to pay a premium of Rs 5, his pay-off will be 
zero when the share price rises to Rs 110. Thus, Rs 110 is a 
break-even price (i.e., the exercise price plus the call 
premium) for him. The exercise price, Rs 105, separates 
the good outcomes from the bad outcomes. The seller of 
the call option (the asset owner) is being paid the call 
premium, Rs 5, for giving up the good outcomes in favour 
of the buyer of the call option.

Table 7.1: The Call Option Holder's Pay-off at 
Expiration

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs
Share price (Sf) too 105 110 115 120

Buyer's inflow : 
Sale of share 110 115 120

Buyer's outflow :
Exercise option 105 105 105
Call premium 5 5 5 5 5

Net pay-off -5 - 5 0 + 5 + 10

Note: The call option will not be exercised when St < E.

Figure 7.3: Pay-off of the call option buyer

What is the pay-off of the seller of the call option? 
The position of the call option seller will be opposite to 

that of the buyer as shown in Table 7.2. If the buyer 
(Radhey Acharya) exercises his option, the seller will lose. 
His (seller's) potential loss is very high, and his profit is 
limited to Rs 5 (the call premium). If Figure 7.3 is turned 
up side down, the call seller's position can be depicted 
graphically in Figure 7.4.

Table 7.2: The Call Option Seller's Pay-off at 
Expiration

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs

Share price 100 105 110 115 120
Seller's inflow :

Exercise price — — 105 105 105
Call premium 5 5 5 5 5

Seller's outflow :
Share price — — 110 115 120

Net pay-off (profit) 5 5 0 -5 - 10

Note: The call option will not be exercised when S( < E.
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Figure 7.4: Pay-off of the call option seller

cannot fall below zero. The exercise price is again the 
dividing point between the good and bad outcomes. The 
put option buyer's gain is the seller's loss. The seller 
insures the buyer from the bad outcomes. Figure 7.6 
shows the pay-off of the seller of a put option. It should 
be clear from Figure 7.6 that the potential loss of the put- 
option seller is limited to the exercise price. Since the 
buyer has to pay a premium to the seller for purchasing 
a put option, the potential profit of the buyer and the 
potential loss of the seller will reduce by the amount of 
premium. Let us illustrate this point.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
l.______________________________________________________________j

1. When should a call option be exercised?
2. Define and illustrate a call option.
3. What is call premium?

PUT OPTION

A put option is a contract that gives the holder a right to 
sell a specified share (or any other asset) at an agreed 
exercise price, on or before a given maturity period. 
Suppose you expect price of HPCL's share to fall in the 
-.ear future. Therefore, you buy a 3 month put option at 
an exercise price (E) of Rs 50. The current market price of 
HPCL's share (S) is Rs 48. If the price actually falls to (S() 
Rs 35 after three months, you will exercise your option. 
You will buy the share for Rs 35 from the market and 
deliver it to the put-option seller (writer) to receive Rs 
50. Your gain is Rs 15, ignoring the put option premium, 
transaction costs and taxes. You will forgo your put 
option if the share price rises above the exercise price; 
the put option is worthless for you and its value for you 
is zero. A put buyer gains when the share price falls 
below the exercise price. Ignoring the cost of buying the 
put option (called put premium), his loss will be zero 

hen the share prices rises above the exercise price since 
he will not exercise his option. Thus, you should exercise 
the put option when:

Exercise price > Share price at expiration = E > Sf 
You should not exercise the put option when:

Exercise price < Share price at expiration = E<St 
The value or pay-off of a put option at expiration will be: 
Value of put option at expiration

= Maximum [Exercise price - Share price at 
expiration, 0]

P, =Max[E-Sf,0] (2)

Figure 7.5 shows that the value of the put option for 
the holder depends on the value of the underlying asset. 
The value of the put option is zero when it is out-of-the- 
money. You may observe from Figure 7.5 that the potential 
profit of the put option buyer is limited, since share price

Value of the put option 
(option buyer)

asset)

Figure 7.5: Pay-off for a put option buyer

Value of the put option 
(option seller)

Figure 7.6: Pay-off for a put option seller

ILLUSTRATION 7.2: Put Option Pay-off
An investor hopes that the price of BHEL’s share will fall 
after three months. Therefore, he purchases a put option 
on BHEL’s share with a maturity of three months, at a 
premium of Rs 5. The exercise price is Rs 30. The current 
market price of BHEL’s share is Rs 28. How much is profit 
or loss of the put buyer and the put seller if the price of the 
share, at the time of the maturity of the option, turns out to 
be Rs 18, or Rs 25, or Rs 28, or Rs 30, or Rs 40?
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The put buyer’s net pay-off is shown in Table 7.3 and 
Figure 7.7. It can be noticed from Figure 7.7 that the buyer’s 
maximum loss is confined to Rs 5; that is, the put premium. 
His profit is equal to exercise price minus the sum of share 
price and premium. Since the share price cannot fall below 
zero, he has a limited profit potential. The put buyer will 
always exercise his option if the exercise is more than the 
share price. His break-even share price is Rs 25, that is, the 
exercise price minus premium.

For the seller of a put option, the profit will be limited 
to Rs 5—the amount of premium. His loss potential depends 
on the price of the share (the underlying asset). But it cannot 
exceed Rs 25, that is, the difference between the exercise 
price, Rs 30 and the premium, Rs 5. The pay-off for the put 
seller is shown in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.8.
Table 7.3: The Put Option Holder's Pay-off at Expiration

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs
Share price (SJ 18 25 28 30 40
Buyer's benefit:

Exercise option 30 30 30 — —
Buyer's cost:

Put premium 5 5 5 5 5
Buy share 18 25 28 — —

Net pay-off (profit) 7 0 -3 -5 -5
Note: The call option will not be exercised when S( < E.

Figure 7.7: Pay-off for a put option buyer

Table 7.4: The Put Option Seller's Pay-off at Expiration

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs
18 25 28 30 40Share price (St)

Seller's benefit:
Put premium 5
Sale share 18

Seller's cost:

5 5
25 28

Exercise option 30 30 30_____ — —
Net pay-off - 7 0 3 5 5

Note: The call option will not be exercised when Sf < E.

Share 
price

Figure 7.8: Pay-off for the put option seller

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k______________________________________________________ J

1. When should a put option be exercised?
2. Define and illustrate a put option.
3. What is put premium?

OPTIONS TRADING IN INDIA

In the USA, the trading of options was introduced in 1973. 
The Chicago Board of Trade created the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange (CBOE) as a centralized market for 
trading standardized options contracts. The exchange- 
traded options are a recent phenomenon in India. The 
Security Exchange Board of India (SEBI) announced, for 
the first time, a list of 31 shares for the stock-based option 
trading from July 2002. SEBI selected these shares for 
option trading on the basis of the following criteria:

1. Shares must be among the top 200 in terms of 
market capitalization and trading volume.

2. Shares must be traded in at least 90 per cent of 
the trading days.

3. The non-promoter holding should be at least 30 
per cent and the market capitalization of free-float 
shares should be Rs 750 crore (viz., Rs 7500 
million).

4. The six-month average trading volume in the 
share in the underlying cash market should be a 
minimum of Rs 5 crore (viz., Rs 50 million).

5. The ratio of daily volatility of the share vis-a-vis 
the daily volatility of the index should not be more 
than four times, at any time, during the previous 
six months.

The minimum size of the contract was Rs 200,000. For 
the first six months, there would be cash settlement in 
options contracts and afterwards, there would be physical 
settlement. The option sellers will have to pay the margin, 
but the buyers will only have to pay the premium in 
advance. The stock exchanges can set limits on exercise 
price.

Table 7.5 provides number of contracts and contract 
values of ten most actively traded stock options on NSE 
(as on 20 May 2008).

Table 7.5: Most Actively Traded Options 
(As on 20 May 2008 15:30:05 hours 1ST)

Symbol No of Contracts
Traded

Contract Value 
(Rs million)

NIFTY 602,665 154,020.9
CAIRN 36,013 14,233.0
HDIL 34,910 11,582.7
RELIANCE 48,318 9,465.7
SUZLON 24,748 7,741.4
SAIL 26,203 6,604.4
RCOM 31,349 6,594.6
RPL 16,678 5,228.0
TATA STEEL 15,161 5,219.0
RPOWER 22,768 4,442.1
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Table 7.6: Option Stock - Underlying - Reliance

Order Book

Buy Qty Buy Price Sell Price Sell Qty

Expiry Date 29 May 08

Strike price 2700

Market lot 75 900 12.1 12.95 150

Price Information 450 12 13 900

Open Price 13 150 11.5 13.4 150

High Price 19.75 75 11.1 13.45 75

Low Price 9.7 75 11.05 13.5 2025

Last Price 12.95 Total 13425 Total 27975

Previous Close 22.8

Change from previous close - 9.85

: Change from previous close

-..erage Price 14.25

. “ deriving Value 2605 Other Information

V’umber of contracts traded 1040 Settlement Price -

Turnover in Rs. Lakhs 2117.12 Daily Volatility 2.29

Open Interest 647625 Annualized Volatility 43.79

.-.ange in Open Interest 39600 Client Wise Position Limits 6529889

- Change 6.51 Market Wide Position Limits 130597782

The stock exchanges provide detailed information 
cut individual stock options. For example, in Table 7.6 

w show detailed information on call options on Reliance. 
as you may notice, there is information on contract 
specifications, price, turnover and open interest and order 
• :ck. For example, the price information includes the 
previous day's closing price and the opening and closing 
rr.ce as well as the high, low and average price for the 
day.

index Options
Index options are call or put options on the stock market 
~ dices. In India, there are options on the Bombay Stock 

E< change (BSE) Sensex and the National Stock Exchange 
• SE) Nifty. The Sensex options are European-type 
dons and expire on every last Thursday of the contract 

n cnth. The put and call index option contracts with 1-
- :nth, 2-month and 3-month maturity are available. The 
-dement is done in cash on a T + 1 basis and the prices 
are based on expiration price as may be decided by the 
Exchange. Option contracts will have a multiplier of 100.
- ?r example, you are bullish on the Sensex and buy one 

December call option at 3000 for Rs 10 premium. In value 
terms, it is Rs 300,000 (Rs 3,000 x 100). On expiration, 
suppose the Sensex closes at 3150, you gain Rs 11,150 
[(3150 - 3000) x 100] on an investment of Rs 1,000 (10 x 
100). The multiplier for the NSE Nifty options is 200, with 
a minimum price change of Rs 10 (200 x 0.05).

Table 7.7 provides the details of business growth of 
futures and options market.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the bases of selecting shares for options in 
India?

2. Briefly explain the current status of option trading in 
India?

3. What are index options? How do they work in India?

COMBINATIONS OF PUT, CALL AND SHARE

Theoretically, an investor can form portfolios of options 
with any assets. In practice, stock options are most
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Table 7.7: Business Growth of Futures and options

Month/

Year

Index Options Stock Options

Cell Put Call Put

No. of
Contracts

Traded

National
Trading 

Vol. (Us cr)

No. of
Contracts

Traded

National 
Trading 

Vol. (Rs cr)

No. of
Contracts

Traded

National 
Trading 

Vol. (Rs cr)

No. of
Contracts

Traded

National 
Trading 

Vol. (Rs cr)

Jan-00 to Mar-01 — — — — - - - -
2001-02 113,974 2,466 61,926 1,300 768,159 18,780 269,370 6,383
2002-03 269,674 5,670 172,567 3,577 2,456,501 69,644 1,066,561 30,489
2003-04 1,043,894 31,801 688,520 21,022 4,248,149 168,174 1,334,922 49,038
2004-05 1,870,647 69,373 1,422,911 52,581 3,946,979 132,066 1,098,133 36,972
2005-06 6,413,467 168,632 6,52,649 169,837 4,165,996 143,752 1,074,780 36,518
2006-07 12,632,349 398,219 12,525,089 393,693 4,394,292 161,902 889,018 31,909

Month/
Year

Total Trading 
Volume 

(US$ 
million )

Average
Daily 

Trading 
Volume 

(Rs cr)

Average
Daily 

Trading 
Volume

(US$ 
million )

No. of
Contracts

Traded
Trading 
Volume

(Rs cr) .

2001-02 90,580 2,363 555 12 2.49
2002-03 4,196,873 101,927 20,887 413 8.46
2003-04 16,768.909 439,864 92,603 1,752 368.94
2004-05 77,017,185 2,547,853 5,82,183 10,067 2,301.12
2005-06 156,300,630 4,826,250 1,081,428 19,220 4,308.48
2006-07 216,883,573 7,336,271 1,687,605 29,543 6,777.53

popular. A share, a put and a call can be combined together 
to create several pay-off opportunities. Some of these 
combinations have significant implications. They are 
discussed in this section.

Protective Put:
Share and Put
A long position involves buying and holding shares (or 
any other assets) to benefit from capital gains and 
dividend. An investor may create a long position in the 
shares of a firm. A long position investment strategy is 
risky. The investor will incur loss if the share price 
declines. Figure 7.9 shows the investor's long position in 
the share. He will gain if the share price rises in the future. 
However, he will incur a loss if the price in future turns 
out to be lower than the current price. An investor can, 
however, guard himself against the risk of loss in the share 
value by purchasing a put option that has the exercise 
price equal to the current market price of the share. Put 
option at-the-money is called a protective put (Figure 7.10). 
The combination of a long position in the share and a 
protective put helps to avoid the investor's risk when the 
share price falls.

Let consider an example Suppose the current share price 
and the exercise price to be Rs 100, and possible share Figure 7.10: Protective put option
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Table 7.8: Pay-off of a Portfolio of a Share and a Put Option
—

Situation I: Share price (St) Rs 110, Situation II: Share price (St) Rs 90,

-
Exercise Price (E) Rs 100 Exercise Price (E) Rs 100

St> E Pay-off St<E Pay-off

'■ ilue of share at expiration st 110 St 90
P. js: Value of put at expiration + 0 + 0 + (E-St) + (100 - 90) = 10
'•!ax(E-Sf, 0)]

Total value (pay-off) St 110 + 0 = 110 St +(E-St) = E 90 + 10 = 100

:~:es at expiration to be Rs 90 or Rs 110. The pay-off 
slue) of a portfolio of a share (long) and a put (long) at 

i citation is shown in Table 7.8.
If the price of the share increases, the investor gains 

rd the value of his portfolio at expiration will be equal 
r the share price. The value of put to him will be zero, 
- - := he will not exercise his option [since E < Sf], On the 

-er hand, if the share price falls, the value of the 
r estor's portfolio will be equal to the share price plus 
re value of the put option [E > Sf]. Since the put was at- 
re-money when the investor sold it, the value of his 
:: -tfolio will be at least equal to the share price at that 

e In our example, the share price and exercise price 
»-ere Rs 100 when the investor bought a share and a put.

The value of his portfolio will not be less than Rs 100 
expiration, whatever happens to the share price. 

Figure 7.11 shows the value of the combination of the 
r estor's long position in a share and a protective put.

Value of share

Figure 7.11: Value of portfolio of a share and put option

Protective Put vs Cail
Alternatively, suppose you buy a call option on the share 
ith the same exercise price of Rs 100 as in the case of the 

rut option. How would your portfolio of a share and a 
rut (both long) compare with your call option (long) on 

the share? If the share price moves up to Rs 110, you will 
exercise the call option and the value of call option at 
expiration will be: Sf - E = Rs 110 - Rs 100 = Rs 10. On the 
other hand, if the price falls to Rs 90, you will not exercise 
your call option and your call option at expiration will 
have a zero value. Thus the value of your portfolio of a 
share and a put at expiration will always be greater than 
the value of a call at expiration by the exercise price. You 
can notice this when you compare Figure 7.11 with Figure 
7.10. Thus, at expiration, the position will be as follows:

Share price at expiration + Value of put at expiration 
= Value of call at expiration + Exercise price:

S,+ P, =C, + E
The present value of the portfolio of a share and a 

put option is equal to the value of a call plus the present 
value of exercise price:

S0 + P0=C0+PV(E) (3)

where So is the present value of share, Po is the present 
value of put option, Co is the present value of call option 
and PV (E) is the present value of exercise price. Risk-free 
rate may be used to calculate the present value of the 
exercise price. Thus, 

and assuming continuous compounding,

(4)

Put-call Parity
Suppose you buy a share (long position), buy a put (long 
position) and sell a call (short). The current share price is 
Rs 100 and the exercise price of put and call options is the 
same, that is, Rs 100. Both put and call options are 
European type options and they will expire after three 
months. Let us further assume that there are two possible 
share prices after three months: Rs 110 or Rs 90. What is 
the value of your portfolio? The value of portfolio at 
expiration is given in Table 7.9.

You may notice that whether the share price rises or 
falls, the value of the portfolio at expiration is equal to the
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Situation II: Share price (St) Rs 90,
Exercise Price (E) Rs 100

Table 7.9: Value of a Portfolio of a Share and a Put Option

Situation I: Share price (St) Rs 110,
Exercise Price (E) Rs 100

St> E Pay-off St<E Pay-off

Value of share (long) at expiration St
Plus: Value of put (long) at expiration + 0

110
+ 0

90
+ (100-90) = + 10

0

[Max. (E- St, 0)]

Less: Value of Call ~[St-E) -(110-100) = -10

(short) at expiration

[Max (St- E), 0]

Total value (Pay-off) St- (St- E) = E 100 St+(E-St) = E 90 + 10 = 100

0

exercise price (E). It is a risk-free portfolio since the 
outcome will be the same whatever happens to the share 
price. The present value of the portfolio can be calculated 
using a risk-free rate of return (/y). Let us assume that the 
risk-free rate is 10 per cent. Thus the present value of 
portfolio is:

PV of portfolio = S0 + P0 — Co = Ee~r,t (5)

= 100 1x025 = 100 x 0.9573 = Rs 97.53

We can rewrite Equation (5) as follows :

S0 + P0=C0+Ee~rf‘ (6)

Equation (6) is the same as Equation (4). This 
relationship is called put-call parity. We can also obtain 
the following expressions from Equation (6):

C0 = P0+S0-Ee~r'' (7)

P0=C-S + Ee'r,t (8)

Equations (7) and (8), respectively, give the value of 
call and put options.

Covered Calls:
Buy Share and Sell Call
A naked option is a position where the option writer does 
not hold a share in her portfolio that has a 
counterbalancing effect. The investor can protect herself 
by taking a covered position. A covered call position is 
an investment in a share plus the sale of a call on that 
share. The position is called covered because the investor 
holds the share against a possible obligation to deliver 
the share. The total value or pay-off of a covered call at 
expiration is the share price minus the value (pay-off) of 
the call. The value of call is deducted because the investor 
has taken a short position; that is, he is under an obligation 
to deliver the share to the buyer of the call option, if he 
chooses to exercise his option. The buyer of the call will 
do so when the exercise price is lower than the share price. 
Let us consider an example.

Assume that a call option is at-the-money; that is, both 
the current price of the share and the exercise price is 
Rs 100. Further, suppose the possible share price at 
expiration is either Rs 110 or Rs 90. The value of a covered 
call at expiration is shown in Table 7.10. You may notice 

Table 7.10: Pay-off to a Covered Call

Situation I: Share price (St) Rs 110, Situation II: Share price (St) Rs 90,
Exercise Price (E) Rs 100 Exercise Price (E) Rs 100

________________________________________ St< E__________________ Pay-off_____________ St<E__________Pay-off 
Value of share at expiration_________________ St_____________________ 110_________________ S(_____________90

Less: Value of call at expiration -(S(-E) —(110-100) -0 -0

[Max (St - E, 0)] -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total value (pay-off) Sf-(Sf-E) = E 110 - (110 - 100) = 100 St 90 - 0 = 90
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Share
Price

from Table 7.10 and Figure 7.12 that in the falling market, 
when the share price is equal to or less than the exercise 
price, the investor's pay-off will be equal to the share price. 
The investor's maximum pay-off to a covered call cannot 
exceed the exercise price in the rising market. He sacrifices 
the opportunity of earning capital gains in favour of 
enhancing the current income by premium. Investors who 
are in any case planning to sell shares at a price equal to 
the exercising price will follow this strategy.

Figure 7.12: Pay-off of a covered call.

Straddle: Call and Put at
Same Exercise Price
Suppose Stride Aluminium Company is considering the 
requisition of Hind Aluminium Company. It has offered 
:? buy 20 per cent of Hind's shares. The price of Hind's 
'.■’.are has started increasing. The price could decline 
* -ibstantially if Stride's attempt fails. How would you take 
■ dvantage of rising prices and at the same time avoid the 
nsk if the price falls? You can do so by simultaneously 
r —'chasing both put and call options at the same exercise 
? rice. A straddle is a combined position created by the 
simultaneous purchase (or sale) of a put and a call with 

e same expiration date and the same exercise price.
Suppose the exercise price is Rs 105 for both put and 
options. What will be your pay-off if the price of 

Hind's share increases to Rs 120 in three months? You 
ill forgo put option, but you will exercise call option. 

So your pay-off will be the excess of the share price over 
me call exercise price: Rs 120 - Rs 105 = Rs 15. On the 
: antrary, suppose the acquisition attempt fails and 
Hind's share price falls to Rs 95 in three months. In this 
situation, you will exercise put option and let the call 
mtion lapse. Your pay-off will be the excess of exercise 
rrice over the share price: Rs 105 - Rs 95 = Rs 10. Thus, 

hen you invest in a straddle, you will benefit whether 
me price of the share falls or rises. Figure 7.13 shows the 
r ay-off of the buyer of a straddle.

What will be the position of the seller of a straddle? 
He will always lose whether the price of the share increases

Figure 7.13: Pay-off to a straddle buyer

or decreases. This is shown in Figure 7.14. But the seller 
of a straddle will collect put and call premium. Thus, his 
loss will be reduced or his net pay-off may be even 
positive.

Share
Price

Figure 7.14: Pay-off to a straddle seller

ILLUSTRATION 7.3: Pay-off of a Straddle
You have set up a straddle position on a M&M’s share. You 
have bought one 3-month call with an exercise price of Rs 
75 for a premium of Rs 3 and a 3-month put with same 
exercise price for a premium of Rs 2. Assume that after 
three months the price goes up to Rs 78 or it comes down 
to Rs 70. What is your pay-off at expiration of the options?

Premium paid = Rs 3 + Rs 2 = Rs 5
Profit or loss at expiration:

Share price Rs 78 : Call (Rs 78 - Rs 75) +
Put (0) - Premium (Rs 5) = - Rs 2

Share price Rs 70: Call (0) + Put
(Rs 75 - Rs 70) -
Premium (Rs 5) = Rs 0

Strips and Straps
You can design strategies that are variations of a straddle. 
Strips and straps are two such variations. A strip is a 
combination of two puts and one call, with the same



Figure 7.16: Pay-off to a strangle buyer
Figure 7.15 (a): Pay-off to a strip

Figure 7.15 (b): Pay-off to a strap

exercise price and the expiration date. A strap, on the other 
hand, entails combining two calls and one put. In 
Figure 7.15, we show the pay-offs to a strip and a strap. 
We assume that the exercise price for puts and calls is 
Rs 100 and that share price at expiration is Rs 90, Rs 100 
or Rs 110. The investor would have positive pay-off 
irrespective of the price movement, except when the price 
equals the exercise price. The potential pay-off would be 
higher under a strap strategy for share price above the 
exercise price.

Strangle: Call and Put at
Different Exercise Prices
A strangle is a portfolio of a put and a call with the same 
expiration date but with different exercise prices. The 
investor will combine an out-of-the-money call with an 
out-of-the-money put. That is, he will buy a call with an 
exercise price higher than the underlying share's current 
price and a put with an exercise price lower than the 
underlying share's current price. The effect of this strategy 

is similar to the effect of a straddle except that the pay-off 
range will be larger.

Suppose a Telco share is currently selling for Rs 110. 
The exercise prices for the Telco put and call are, 
respectively, Rs 100 and Rs 105. What will be your pay
off if the price of Telco's share increases to Rs 120 in three 
months? You will forgo the put option, but you will 
exercise call option. So your pay-off will be the excess of 
the share price over the call exercise price: Rs 120 - Rs 105 
= Rs 15. On the contrary, suppose the Telco's share price 
falls to Rs 95 in three months. In this situation, you will 
exercise put option and let the call option lapse. Your pay
off will be the excess of exercise price over the share price: 
Rs 100 - Rs 95 = Rs 5. Your pay-off will be zero when the 
share price ranges between the two exercise prices - 
Rs 100 and Rs 105. The pay-off will be outside this range. 
Figure 7.16 shows the pay-off of the buyer of a strangle. 
The profit of the strangle strategy is the pay-off adjusted 
for the premium of options.

Spread: Put and Call at 
Different Exercise Prices

The put and call options on the same share may have 
different exercise price, and an investor may combine 
them. A spread is a combination of a put and a call with 
different exercise prices. Suppose that an investor buys 
simultaneously a 3-month put option at an exercise price 
of Rs 95 and a call option at an exercise price of Rs 105, on 
a company's share. What shall be the value (pay-off) of 
his portfolio at expiration, if the share price after three 
months is Rs 100?

The investor will not exercise call option since the 
price of the share is less than the exercise price. Put option 
is also worthless for him because the exercise price is less 
than the share price. What will be the investor's positions 
if the share price is Rs 120? He will exercise call option
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Figure 7.17: Pay-off for a spread buyer

Call option sold :

Net pay-off:

= Rs 4.50

Share price Rs 30 : Call: (Rs 0) + Put:

(Rs 40 - Rs 30) - Premium :

(Rs 4.50) = + Rs 5.50

Call : (Rs 0) + Put : (0)

- Premium : (Rs 4.50)

= -Rs 4.50

Profit or loss at expiration:

Share price Rs 50 :
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and gain Rs 20. However, he will let put option lapse. 
How much will be the investor's pay-off if the share price 
is Rs 90? He will exercise put option and benefit Rs 5, but 
will not exercise call option. The buyer's gain is the seller's 
loss. The pay-off for the buyer and the seller of a spread is 
shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.18.

Share
Price

Share

Figure 7.18: Pay-off for a spread seller

i—USTRATION 7.4: Pay-off of a Spread
’ ilhika has bought a 3-month call option on Brite 
Limited’s share with an exercise price of Rs 50, at a 

mium of Rs 4. She has also bought a put option on the 
same share at an exercise price of Rs 40, at a premium of 
Js 1.50. Brite’s share is currently selling for Rs 45. What 
■ d be Radhika’s position after three months, if the share 
price turns out to be Rs 50 or Rs 30?

Premium paid:

= Rs 3 + Rs 1.50

Spread:
Long and Short Options
A spread also involves simultaneously buying and selling 
call or put options. There are two types of spreads:

1. The price spread or the vertical spread involves 
buying and selling options for the same share and 
expiration date but different strike (exercise) 
prices. For example, you may buy a BPCL 
December option at a strike price of Rs 215 and 
sell a BPCL December option at a strike price of 
Rs 210.
The calendar spread or the horizontal spread 
involves buying and selling options for the same 
share and strike price but different expiration 
dates. For example, you may buy a Tata Power 
December 2002 option at a strike price of Rs 95 
and sell a Tata Power January 2002 option at a 
strike price of Rs 90.

Bullish spread An investor maybe expecting the price 
of an underlying share to rise. But she may not like to 
take higher risk. Therefore, she would buy the higher- 
priced (premium) option on the share and sell the lower- 
priced option on the share. Suppose, you buy a BPCL 
December option at Rs 10 (premium) with a strike price 
of Rs 210 and sell a BPCL December option at Rs 5 
(premium) with a strike price of Rs 220. You have paid 
premium of Rs 10 and collected the premium of Rs 5. 
Hence, your immediate loss is Rs 5. What is your pay
off if the BPCL share price turns out to be Rs 250 at the 
expiration date?

Your pay-off will be as follows:

Call option bought: gain:

share price - exercise price

- premium

= 250 - 210 -10 = 30

loss:

share price - exercise price

+ premium

= 250 - 220 + 5 = 25

gain - loss

= 30-25 

= + 5

What would the pay-off if the share price were 
Rs 180 at the expiry date? The pay-off will be :

Call option bought: option not exercised:

loss = 0 - premium = 0 -10 = -10

Call option sold: option not exercised: 

gain = 0 + premium

=0+5=+5
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Net pay-off: - 10 + 5 = - 5
Figure 7.19 shows the profit to a spread that combines 

a long position and a short position on a call option. The 
profit is calculated after accounting for the premium on 
options.

Figure 7.19: Pay-off for a spread combining long position 
and short position on a call

Bearish spread An investor, who is expecting a share or 
index to fall, may sell the higher-priced (premium) option 
and buy the lower-priced option. For example, you may 
sell a BPCL December option at Rs 10 (premium) with a 
strike price of Rs 210 and buy a BPCL December option at 
Rs 5 (premium) with a strike price of Rs 220. Your 
immediate gain is Rs 5—the difference between the buy 
and sell premium. If the share price at expiration is Rs 
210 or below, both options will expire worthless and you 
will have a net pay-off of Rs 5. If the price is Rs 250, you 
will gain: 250 - 220 -5 = Rs 25 and lose : 250 - 210 -10 = 
Rs 30; thus, your net loss will be 25 - 30 = - Rs 5.

Butterfly Spread: Buying and Selling Calls
A long butterfly spread involves buying a call with a low 
exercise price, buying a call with a high exercise price and 
selling two calls with an exercise price in between the two. 
Thus, there are three call contracts involved, with different 
strike prices. A short butterfly spread involves the 
opposite position; that is, selling a call with a low exercise 
price, selling a call with a high exercise price and buying 
two calls with an exercise price in between the two.

Suppose a share is currently selling at Rs 102 per 
share. Further, assume that 3-month calls are selling as 
follows: exercise price Rs 100, premium Rs 12; exercise 
Rs 105, premium Rs 8 and exercise price Rs 110, premium 
Rs 6. An investor buys one call with Rs 100 exercise price, 
one call with Rs 110 exercise price and sells two calls with 
Rs 105 exercise price. The investor will pay call premium 
of Rs 12 + Rs 6 = Rs 18 for buying two calls and receive 
call premium of 2 x Rs 8 = Rs 16. Thus his cost is Rs 2. His 
net loss will be Rs 2 when the share price stays at Rs 95 or 
below above Rs 110. Table 7.11 shows the calculations. 
You can make similar calculations for a short butterfly 
spread.

Table 7.11: Profit to a Butterfly Spread

Pay-off
Share Price Cost Long Calls Short Calls Profit

95 -2 10 -10 -2
100 -2 10 -10 —2
105 -2 15 -10 -3
110 -2 10 -10 -2
115 -2 20 -20 -2

Figure 7.20 shows the pay-off under long and short 
butterfly spreads. The butterfly spread strategy is 
appropriate when the share price is unlikely to show high 
fluctuations. The investor will make profit if the share 
price is closer to the middle exercise price, but he will incur 
small losses if price fluctuates up and down.

Figure 7.20: Pay-off to a butterfly spread

Collars
A collar involves a strategy of limiting a portfolio's value 
between two bounds. Suppose you are holding a large 
number of Infosys shares, currently selling at Rs 4,000 per 
share. You can design a strategy that would let your pay
off to range within a band, irrespective of the price 
fluctuations in Infosys share. If you do not want your pay
off to go below Rs 3,900, you can buy a protective put 
with an exercise price of Rs 3,900. Your outlay will be the 
premium that will be required to pay for buying the put. 
You can sell a call option with an exercise price of, say, 
Rs 4,100, at a premium equal to the put premium. Thus, 
your net outlay would be zero. The short call limits your 
portfolio's upside potential. Even if the price of Infosys 
share increases beyond Rs 4,100, your pay-off would not 
exceed Rs 4,100 because the buyer of the call will exercise 
his option, at the share price higher than the exercise price.

Figure 7.21: Pay-off to a collar
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define protective put. What are its advantages?
2. Explain put-call parity.
3. What is a covered call?
4. Explain: (a) straddle; (Z>) strips and straps; (c) strangle; 

(d) spread.
5. Describe the following: (a) price and calendar spread; 

(Z>) bullish and bearish spread; (c) butterfly spreads.
6. What are collars?

FACTORS DETERMINING OPTION VALUE

It is difficult to say what the price of a share at 
expiration will be. However, we can draw up a 
probabilistic distribution of the future share prices. What 
is the maximum value that the buyer of an option on share 
will pay to the option writer? The call option buyer will 
be utmost prepared to pay for holding the option a price 
equal to the value of the share. Instead of paying more for 
the option, he will prefer to buy the share at present. Thus, 
the maximum value that an option can approach is the 
price of the share (the underlying asset), as shown by line 
Max in Figure 7.22. This is possible only when the present 
value of the exercise price is zero. The exercise price can 
approach to zero under two conditions: (1) the time to 
expiration is very long (almost infinity) and (2) the option 
will not be exercised in the near future.

The seller of an option gives away the good outcomes of 
me asset held by him to the option buyer for a price or 
~ remium. How is this price or premium determined? As 
we have discussed earlier, the value of a call option at 
maturity is either zero or the difference between the price 
: f the share (that is, the underlying asset) and the exercise 
price. Thus:

Value of call option = Maximum [Share price, St 
- Exercise price, £, 0]

The option holder will exercise his option only when 
■ is beneficial to do so. The call option will be beneficial 
: its buyer when the exercise price is less than the price 

: f the share (the underlying asset). When the call option 
s out-of-the-money (i.e., the exercise price is more than 
re price of the underlying asset), the minimum value of 
re call option at expiration will be zero.

How is the value of an option with time to expiration 
retermined? The value of an option depends on the 
r:-lowing factors:2

Hull, op. cit., 1993.

1. Exercise price and the share (underlying asset) 
price

2. Volatility of returns on share
3 Time to expiration
4. Interest rates

Exercise Price and Value of Underlying Asset
: important determinants of options are the value of 

ire underlying asset and the exercise price. If the 
nsceriying asset was a share, the value of a call option 
b : _d increase as the share price increases. At the 
e pration date, the holder will know the share price, and 
fee - ill exercise his option if the exercise price is lower 
■r the share price. The excess of the share price over 

<erdse price is the value of the option at the expiration 
-»■ re option. If the share price is more than the exercise 
res the call option is said to be in-the-money. The deeper 
n - r e-money is an option, the more is its value.

The minimum value of an option is depicted by line 
Min in Figure 7.22. It will be zero until share price rises 
above the exercise price. At maturity, the value of the 
option either will be or the excess of the share price over 
the exercise price. Most often, the value of the options will 
lie between the Max and Min lines as portrayed by the 
convex line in Figure 7.22.

Value of the 
call option

Figure 7.22: Value of a call option

Volatility of Underlying Asset
How is the value of a call option affected by the volatility 
of the underlying asset (say, a share)? Let us consider an 
example. Suppose you hold a 2-month option on the share 
of Brightways Company. The exercise price is Rs 100 and 
the current market price is Rs 100. The option will be 
worthless if the share price remains Rs 100 at maturity. 
But prior to expiration, the option will be valuable if there 
are chances that the share price may rise above Rs 100. 
Assume that the probable price of Brightways' share at 
expiration is as shown in Table 7.12.

You may notice from Table 7.12 that at expiration, 
the expected value of Brightways' share price is Rs 100, 
and the expected value of the option is Rs 15.
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.12: Probability Distribution of Brightways’ 
Share Price at Expiration

Share

Expected 
Value of 
Share at 

Expiration

Value of 
Call

Option at
Expiration

Expected 
Value 
of Call

Option at
Price 
(Us) Probability (Rs) (Rs)

Expiration
(Rs)

040 0.25 010 00 00
100 0.50 050 00 00
160 0.25 040 60 15

Expected value 100 15

Let us suppose that you also hold another option on 
the share of Jyotipath Company Limited with an exercise 
price of Rs 100 with the distribution as given in Table 7.13. 
You may notice that the expected price of share of 
Jyotipath at expiration, is the same as that of Brightways' 
share. However, the expected value of the option on 
Jyotipath's share is much higher (Rs 25) than on 
Brightways' share (Rs 15). The reason for this is that 
Jyotipath's share price has a higher variability; it has a 
standard deviation of 70.7 as compared to 42.4 of 
Brightways' share price. As the option value cannot be 
less than zero, the probability of a higher price of the share 
causes the option to be worth more.
Table 7.13 : Probability Distribution of Jyotipath's Share 

Price at Expiration

Share 
Price 
(Rs) Probability

Expected
Value of 
Share at

Expiration

(Rs)

Value of 
Call

Option at
Expiration

(Rs)

Expected
Value 
of Call

Option at
Expiration

(Rs)

100 0.25 0 0 0
100 0.50 50 0 0
200 0.25 50 100 25

Expected value 100 25

option. The underlying assets in the example are share at 
two companies—Brightways and Jyotipath. Both shares 
have same exercise price and same expected value at 
expiration. However, Jyotipath's share has more risk szxz 
its prices have large variation. It also has higher charices 
of having higher prices over a large area as comparer - c 
Brightways' share. The greater is the risk of the under!) r a 
asset, the greater is the value of an option.

Interest Rate
The holder of a call option pays exercise price, not whes 
he buys the option, rather, later on, when he exercises has 
option. Thus, the present value of the exercise price w-_ 
depend on the interest rate (and the time until the 
expiration of the option). The value of a call option v.ci
increase with the rising interest rate since the present value 
of the exercise price will fall. The effect is reversed in the 
case of a put option. The buyer of a put option receives 
the exercise price and therefore, as the interest rate 
increases, the value of the put option will decline.

Time to Option Expiration
The present value of the exercise price also depends on 
the time to expiration of the option. The present value of 
the exercise price will be less, if time to expiration is longer, 
and consequently, the value of the option will be higher. 
Further, the possibility of share price increasing with 
volatility increases if the time to expiration is longer. 
Longer is the time to expiration, higher is the possibility 
of the option to be more in-the-money.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k

1. What factors determine the value of an option?
2. How do the following factors affect the value of call 

and put options: (a) exercise/strike price; (i) value of 
the underlying asset; (c) volatility; (<7) time to 
expiration; (c) interest rate.Figure 7.23 sho.ws graphically the effect of the 

volatility of the underlying asset on the value of a call

Value of the share 
(the underlying asset)

Figure 7.23: Volatility of the share and the value of a call option



BINOMIAL MODEL FOR OPTION VALUATION

the previous section, we have enumerated factors that 
.-fluence the value of an option. Let us now examine the 
—ethods of valuing options. We shall illustrate only the 
t Luation of stock (share) options. We shall first discuss
- —pie binomial tree approach to option valuation3 and 
2 ter the Black-Scholes option valuation model.

X Hull, op. cit., 1993, Jarrow, op.cit., 1983, and Cox and Rubinstein, op. cit., 1985.

importance of Binomial Model: 
fr-adequacy of DCF Analysis
> e -mow that assets are valued using the DCF (discounted 
zash flow) approach. The value of an asset equals the 
:_s: : unted value of its cash flows. Isn't the value of an 
r - ?r. its present value? The DCF approach does not work 

xr phons because of the difficulty in determining the 
.-red rate of return of an option. Options are derivative 

-e rarities. Their risk is derived from the risk of the 
. * deriving security. The market value of a share 
r r nnuously changes. Consequently, the required rate of 

m to a stock option is also continuously changing.
—* erefore, it is not feasible to value op dons using the DCF 
technique.

Option gives the holder a right over the favourable 
hl ■:: mes of an asset. These outcomes are, however, highly
- -» But a buyer pays much less for an option than the 
.—_j1 price of the asset. The buyer makes a very small
- e? tment in high-risk-outcomes. Options are more risky 

true. the underlying assets.

i Simple Binomial Approach to 
Option Valuation

~ se you own a share that has a current price of Rs
- Its price at the end of one year has two possibilities: 

o u ; r Rs 100 or Rs 300. Assume that you buy a call option
- the share with an exercise price of Rs 200. At the end of 

tre ear, you will exercise your option if the share price is 
<*■ VO and the value of the option will turn out to be: 
>• V«1 - Rs 200 = Rs 100. You will forgo your call option if
■: share price is Rs 100, and the value of option will be 

le - Figure 7.24 shows these two situations.

Figure 7.24: Binomial-tree for option valuation

- ucre price at the
.-.r.ing of the year

Share price at the Portfolio value of the
end of the year end of the year

Rs 300 Max [Rs 300 - Rs 200, 0]
= Rs 100

P = Rs 150 /

\ Rs 100 Max [Rs 100 - Rs 200, 0]
= Rs 0
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Value of long Value of short
Share price at the position in D position in one

beginning of shares at the call option at the Portfolio
the year end of the year end of the year value end 

of the year

Rs. 300 A - Rs 100 Rs 300A - RslOO

P = Rs 150 f

X Rs. 100 A Rs 0 Rs 100 A

Figure 7.25: Binomial-tree for option valuation

Let us slightly change the example. Instead of buying 
a call option, you sell a call option on the share. Can you 
create a portfolio of certain number of shares (let us call it 
delta, a) and one call option in such a way that there is no 
uncertainty of the value of portfolio at the end of one year? 
You can do so if you combine a long position (buying) in 
the share and a short position (selling) in the call option. 
Let us assume that you create a portfolio of shares and an 
option by buying A (delta) shares and selling a call option. 
What is the value of your portfolio if the share prices, at 
expiration, increases, to Rs 300 or decreases, to Rs 100 from 
its present level of Rs 150? When the price goes up to 
Rs 300, the buyer of the option will exercise his option 
and you will lose Rs 100. If the price turns out to be 
Rs 100, the option buyer will not exercise his option and 
you do not gain or lose. This situation is shown in 
Figure 7.25.

Your portfolio will be risk-less if the value of the 
portfolio is same, whether the price of the share increases 
to Rs 300 or falls to Rs 100. That is:

300A-100 = 100A-0

a = _ioo-o_=ioo=O5
300-100 200

You may notice that the formula for determining the 
option delta, represented by symbol A, can be written as 
follows:

. , , ,,, Difference in option values
Option delta(A) =--------------------- ----------------

Difference in share prices 

100-0 _ 100 _Qg
" 300-100 ~ 200 ”

The option delta is the measure of the sensitivity of 
the option value vis-a-vis the change in the share price.

You will have a risk-less portfolio if you combine a 
long position in 0.5 shares with a short position in one 
call option. If the price increases to Rs 300, the value of 
the portfolio is

0.5 x Rs 300 - Rs 100 = Rs 50
And if the share price falls to Rs 50, then the value of 

portfolio is
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0.5 x Rs 100 = Rs 50
The value of portfolio at the end of one year remains 

Rs 50 irrespective of the increase or decrease in the share 
price. What is the present value of the portfolio? Since it 
is a risk-less portfolio, we can use the risk-free rate as the 
discount rate. Suppose the risk-free rate is 10 per cent, the 
present value of the portfolio is:

Rs 50
PV of portfolio = = Rs 45.45

(1.10)1

4. Black, F. and M., Scholes, The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities, Journal of Political Economy, 81, May-June 1973, pp. 637-54.

Since the current price of share is Rs 150, the value of 
the call option can be found out as follows:

Rs 150A-value of a call option = Rs 45.45
Rs 150x0.50-value of a call option = Rs 45.45

Value of a call option = Rs 75-Rs 45.45 = Rs 29.55

The value of the call option will remain the same 
irrespective of any probabilities of increase or decrease in 
the share price. This is so because the option is valued in 
terms of the price of the underlying share, and the share 
price already includes the probabilities of its rise or fall.

Risk Neutrality
There is an alternative way to looking at the option 
valuation. We can assume that investors are risk-neutral. 
Therefore, for their investment in share, they would simply 
expect a risk-free rate of return. In our example, the share 
price could rise by 100 per cent (from Rs 150 to Rs 300) or 
it could fall by 33.3 per cent (from Rs 150 to Rs 100). Under 
these situations, a risk-neutral investor's return from the 
investment in the share is given as follows:

Expected return = (probability of price increase) x 
percentage increase in price + 
(1 - probability of price increase) x 
percentage decrease in price

• = risk-free rate
= p x 100 + (1- p) x (-33.33) = 10

p = 0.325

We can utilize this information to determine the value 
of the call option at the end of the year. The call option is 
worth Rs 100 when the share price increases to Rs 300, 
and its worth is zero if the share price declines. We can 
thus, calculate the value of the call option at the end of 
one year as given below:

Value of call option at the end of the period
= 0.325 x 100 + (1 - 0.352) x 0 = Rs 32.50

The current (present) value of the call option is:
Current value of the call option

= 32.5/1.1 = Rs 29.55

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Why DCF technique is not suitable for valumc 
options?

2. Illustrate a simple binomial approach of optioe 
valuation.

3. Define option delta.
4. What is meant by risk neutrality?

BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL FOR
OPTION VALUATION

The logic of valuing a call option, as discussed in the 
previous section, is quite simple. The framework car. 
however, be extended beyond two periods. We can als. 
make the time period and the movement in the share price 
very small. The computation would be quite comple -- 
Fortunately, we can use the Black and Scholes (B-S) 
model,4 which, under certain assumptions, can be used 
for valuing options as the time period becomes 
continuous.

Assumptions
The B-S model is based on the following assumptions:

1. The rates of return on a share are log normally 
distributed.

2. The value of the share (the underlying asset) and 
the risk-free rate are constant during the life of 
the option.

3. The market is efficient and there are no transaction 
costs and taxes.

4. There is no dividend to be paid on the share 
during the life of the option.

The B-S model is as follows:

C0=50V(d1)-Ee'7W2) (!0)

where
Co = the current value of call option 
So = the current market value of the share 
E = the exercise price
e = 2.7183, the exponential constant
zy = the risk-free rate of interest 
t = the time to expiration (in years)
N(dj) = the cumulative normal probability density 

function

ln(S0/E)+[rz + a2/2~]t
r— (11)

crVt
d2 - dx - Oy[t (12)



where In = the natural logarithm; o = the standard 
deviation

and a2 = variance of the continuously 
compounded annual return on the share.

The Black-Scholes model has two features. First, the 
- 2 rameters of the model, except the share price volatility, 
ire contained in the agreement between the option buyer 
ir d seller. Second, in spite of its unrealistic assumptions, 
-r e model is able to predict the true price of option 
reasonably well. The model is applicable to both European 
•r d American options with a few adjustments.

We know from put-call parity that the value of put is 
= en by the following relationship:

Value of put = Po = Co - So + E e~r,< (7)

Once we know the value of call option, we can 
substitute this value in Equation (7) and determine the 

alue of put option.

Po =S0N(di)-Ee~rf' N(d2)-S0 + Ee~rft
= S0[N(dO-l]+Ee~rf,[l-N(d2)] (13)

Option’s Delta or Hedge Ratio
■■ e have earlier explained the concept of the option's delta. 

The hedge ratio is commonly called the option's delta. 
~* e hedge ratio is a tool that enables us to summarize the 
? erall exposure of portfolios of options, with various 

erase prices and maturity periods. An option's hedge 
■r: is the change in the option price for a one rupee 
r crease in the share price. A call option has a positive 
-edge ratio and a put option has a negative hedge ratio.

Under the Black-Scholes option valuation formula, the 
■edge ratio of a call option is N(dj) and the hedge ratio for 
i cut is Nfd j) -1. Recall that N(d) stands for the area under 
re standard normal curve up to d. Therefore, the call 
action hedge ratio must be positive and the put option 
-edge ratio is negative and of smaller absolute value 
±an 1.0.

--USTRATION 7.5 : Black-Scholes Formula for
Option Valuation

Jukesh Sharma is interested in writing a six-months call 
:cdon on L&T’s share. L&T’s share is currently selling for 
?+ 120. The volatility (standard deviation) of the share 
—rums is estimated as 67 per cent. Rakesh would like the 
exercise price to be Rs 120. The risk-free rate is assumed 

be 10 per cent. How much premium should Rakesh 
serge for writing the call option?

We assume that the share is not a dividend-paying 
scare. Let us first calculate and d2 by Equations (11) and 
'.2) as follows:

d _ In (120/120) +[0.10 + (0.67)2/2] 0.5 _
0.67V(L5

, In (120/120) +[0.10-(0.67)2/2] 0.5d, =--- ----------—----==?----------- ------ = -0.14
0.67V0.5

From Table G at the end of this book, we obtain the 
values of N[d.) and N(d2] as follows:

N (dj = N (0.34) = 0.6331
N (d2) = N (-0.14) = 0.4443

Using Equation (10), we obtain the call value as given 
below:

Co = 120 (0.6331)-120 (0.4443) e-°ll0-5>
= 75.97-120 (0.4443)(0.9512)
= 75.97-50.71 = Rs 25.26

We can use Equation (7) to calculate the value of put 
option:

Po =25.26-120 +120e"°10x050
= 25.26-120 + 114.15 = Rs 19.41

The hedge ratio of the call option is 0.34, which is the 
value of MdJ. The hedge ratio of the put option is: 
MdJ - 1 = 0.34 - 1 = - 0.66.

Implied Volatility
The Black-Scholes option valuation assumes that the 
volatility is given. We can ask a different question: What 
is the volatility (or standard deviation) for the observed 
option price to be consistent with the Black-Scholes 
formula? This is the implied volatility of the stock. Implied 
volatility is the volatility that the option price implies. 
An investor can compare the actual and implied volatility. 
If the actual volatility is higher than the implied volatility, 
the investor may conclude that the option's fair price is 
more than the observed price. Hence, she may consider 
option as potentially a good investment. You can use the 
Excel spreadsheet to calculate the Black-Scholes option 
price and implied volatilities (as shown in the Excel 
Application 7.1).

Dividend-paying Share Option
We have so far assumed that the share on which option 
has been created does not involve dividend during the 
life of the option. This may not be so in practice. We can 
use slightly modified B-S model for this purpose. The 
share price will go down by an amount reflecting the 
payment of dividend. As a consequence, the value of a 
call option will decrease and the value of a put option 
will increase. The share price is assumed to have both a 
risk-less component and a risky component. The B-S 
model includes the risky component of the share price. 
The present value of dividends (from ex-dividend dates 
to present) can be treated as the risk-less component of 
the share price. Thus, for valuing a call option, we should 
adjust the share price downwards, for the present value 
of the dividend payments, during the life of the option, 
and then use the B-S model. We also need to adjust the 
volatility in case of a dividend-paying share since in the 
B-S model, it is the volatility of the risky part of the share 
price. This is generally ignored in practice.
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Excel Application 7.1:
BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL FOR VALUING CALL AND PUT OPTIONS .................

In the given spreadsheet, columns 
A B C D E

Data Formula Equation
Standard deviation <5 0.2500
Variance O' 0.0625
Maturity in years 0.2500
Risk-free rate (annual) ff 0.0850
Share price So 240
Exercise price E 245
Results
d, 0.067546 (LN(C6/C7)+(C5+C3/2)*C4)/(C2*SQRT(C4)) Eq. (11)
d2 -0.057454 C9^C2*SQRT(C4)) Eq- (12)
N(d,) 0.526926 NORMS DI ST(C9)
N(dz) 0.477092 NORMSDIST(CIO)
Cail value C 12.03 C6*C11 C7‘EXP(-C5*C4)*C12 Eq. (10)
Put value P 11.88 CiyC6+C7*EXP( C5*C4) Eq. (7)

C2 to C6 contain data on Satyam's 
stock option. We can use Excel's 
functions to calculate the value of 
the call and put options. First we 
write formulae, as shown in 
columns D9 and DIO, in columns C9 
and CIO to calculate values of d1 and 
d2. We can use the Excel 
NORMSDIST function to find the 
cumulative normal probability 
density functions N^d^ and N(d2). 
Next, we can use the values of N(rL)
and N(d2) in Equation (10) to find the value of the call option. In column C13, we write the formula, as shown 
in column D13, and determine the value of the call option. We use Equation (7) and write the formula for the 
value of put option in column C14.

Excel's Tools menu has the Solver command that can be used to calculate the implied volatility. For 
example, if the observed call price is Rs 12.03 (column C13), then by using it with other data, as shown in the 
spreadsheet, we can find the implied volatility in column C2 by using Solver. The target cell is C13. If you 
click "solve", you get a standard deviation in C2 that is consistent with call price in C13.

In Illustration 7.5, let us assume that the ex-dividend 
date is in three months during the life of the option. The 
dividend per share is Rs 10. The present value (continuous 
compounding) of dividend per share is:

10e~°-25x010 = 10x0.9753= Rs 9.75

The share price of Rs 110.25 (Rs 120 - Rs 9.75) will be 
used in the B-S model to determine the value of the call 
option. Using the B-S model, we obtain the value of call 
option as Rs 19. The reduced value of the call option is 
obtained because of the payment of dividend.

Continuous dividend Instead of assuming that a share 
pays discrete periodic dividend, we can make a simple 
assumption that the share pays a continuous dividend. 
This assumption is not unrealistic in case of an index 
option since the index consists of large number of shares, 
which maybe paying dividends in different time periods. 
Under the assumption of the continuous dividend, the 
formula for the valuation of the European-type call option 
is as follows:

Co = Soe~s' N(d,)- E e~rf' N (d2) (14)

N(dj) is determined as follows:

In(5/E) + Tr, -£+cr/2’|f
d,=---------------^4=-------------(15)

The symbol 8 is the annual dividend yield.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the assumptions of the Black-Scholes 
formula of option valuation?

2. What is hedge ratio?
3. Explain the concept of implied volatility.
4. How are dividend-paying share options valued?

ORDINARY SHARE AS AN OPTION

One distinguishing feature of an ordinary share is that it 
has a limited liability. The limited liability feature 
provides an opportunity to the shareholders to default 
on a debt. If a firm has incurred a debt, each time a 
payment is due, the shareholders can decide to make 
payment or to default. If the firm's value is more than the 
payment that is due, the shareholders will make payment 
since they shall be left with a positive value of their equity 
and can keep the firm. If the payment that is due is more 
than the value of the firm, the shareholders will default 
and let the debt-holders keep the firm. Since the 
shareholders have a hidden right to default on debt 
without any liability, the debt contract gives them a call 
option on the firm. The debt-holders are the sellers of call 
option to the shareholders. The amount of debt to be 
repaid is the exercise price and the maturity of debt is the 
time to expiration.

The value of the shareholders equity is the difference 
between the total value of the firm and the value of the
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"ebt. The value of equity cannot be negative. If the value 
:: the firm is less than the value of the debt, the 
shareholders will not exercise the option of owning the 

Thus, at the time of exercising the option, the value 
:: equity will be either the excess of the total firm's value 
ver the value of the debt, or zero.

There is an alternate way of looking at ordinary share 
is an option. The shareholders' option can be interpreted 
is a put option. The shareholders can sell (hand-over) the 
mn to the debt-holders at zero exercise price if they do 
-<t want to make the payment that is due.

We can use the Black-Scholes model to value the 
rdinary share as an option. The following example 
.astrates this.

^LUSTRATION 7.6: Equity as an Option
Ltzel Corporation is currently valued at Rs 250 crore. It 
: - an outstanding debt of Rs 100 crore with a maturity of 
■ ears. The volatility (standard deviation) of the Excel 
share’s return is 60 per cent. The risk-free rate is 10 per 
: set. What is the market value of Excel’s equity? What is 

current market value of its debt?
We can use the B-S model to determine the current 

nscket values of equity and debt. The current price of the 
:-riving asset (the firm) is Rs 250 crore and the exercise 

3 r (the required amount of debt) is Rs 100 crore. Let us 
fcs" calculate d, and d2 as follows:

In (250Z100) + [0.10 + (0.60)2 /2]5
0.60 ^5

, In (250/100) + [0.10 - (0.60)2/2]5 
d, =---------------------------- 1=----------------- = 0.3673

0.60V5

From the table given at the end of this book, we obtain 
the values MdJ and N(d2] as follows:

IV fdj = IV (1.7090) = 0.9563
W(d2) = N (0.3673) = 0.6433

We obtain the value of equity as

C(Value of equity) = 250 (0.9563)-100 (O.6433)e’01t5)
= 239-64 (0.6065) = 239-39
= Rs 200 crore

The market value of debt is
Market value of debt
= Value of firm - value of equity
= 250 - 200
= Rs 50 crore.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. Show that ordinary share is an option.

SUMMARY )

An option is a contract that gives the holder a right, without any obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset at 
a given exercise (or strike) price, on or before a specified expiration period. The underlying asset (i.e., asset on 
which right is written) could be a share or any other asset.
Call option is a right to buy an asset.
Put option is a right to sell an asset.
American option can be exercised at expiration or any time before expiration while European options can be 
exercised only at expiration.
A buyer of a call option on a share will exercise his right when the actual share price at expiration (Sf) is higher 
than the exercise price (E), otherwise, he will forgo his right. Similarly, the buyer of a put option will exercise his 
right if the exercise price is higher than the share price; he will not exercise his option if the share price is equal to 
or greater than the exercise price. Thus:

Call option Put option

Exercise if St > E In-the-money Exercise if E > St
Does not exercise if Out-of-the-money Does not exercise

St<E if £ < Sf
Does not exercise if At-the-money Does not exercise if

St = E Sf = E

At expiration, the maximum value of a call option is:
Value of call option at expiration = Max [(Sf - E), 0]

Z The value of put option at expiration is:
Value of put option at expiration = Max [(E - St), 0]

There are several trading strategies that an investor can pursue. He can create a hedged position by combining a 
long position in the share with a long position in a protective put—a put that is purchased at-the-money (exercise 
and current share prices being the same).
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□ The investor can also create a portfolio of a call and a put with the same exercise price. This is called a straddle. 
Q If call and put with different exercise price are combined, it is called a spread.
□ There are five factors that affect the value of a share option: (i) the share price, (n) the exercise price, (in) the 

volatility (standard deviation) of the share return, (iv) the risk-free rate of interest, and (v) the option's time to 
expiration.

O A call option's value will increase with increase in the share price, the rate of interest, volatility and time to 
expiration. It will decline with increase in the exercise price.

Q A put option's value will increase with increase in the exercise price, volatility and time to expiration. It will 
decrease with increase in the share price, and the rate of interest.

O The value of call decreases and the value of put increases in the case of dividend paying shares.
□ The value of an option can be determined by simple binomial-tree approach in simple situations. In more complex 

situations, where time period and the share price movements can be made very small, we can use the Black and 
Scholes (B-S) model to value a European call option:

Co = S0N(d{)~ Ee~r/'N (d2)
where CQ = the value of an option, S = the current market value of the share, E = the exercise price, e = 2.7183, the 
exponential constant, ty = the risk-free rate on interest, t = the time to expiration (in years), O = the standard 
deviation of the continuously compounded annual return on the share and N(d1), N(d2) = the cumulative normal 
probability density function. d1 and can be calculated as follows:

ln(S0/£) + [rz
CTx/t

In = the natural logarithm
O The term N(dj) in the B-S model is interpreted as a hedge ratio, or the call option's delta. The option delta 

indicates the number of units of a share to be bought for each call sold.
Q There is a fixed relationship between put and call on the same share with similar exercise price and maturity 

period. This relationship, called put-call parity, is given as follows:
Value of put + value of share = value of call + PV of exercise price

P0+S0=C0+Ee-r''
□ There is a hidden option in the case of an ordinary share that arises because of the limited liability of the shareholders. 

Shareholders have a call option on the firm which has an exercise price equal to the required payment for debt. 
Shareholders will exercise their option to keep the firm (by making required payment to debt-holders) if the value 
of the firm is higher than the debt payment.

KEY CONCEPTS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —.
American option Covered call Option Spread
At-the-money option Equity as option Option delta Straddle
Bearish spread European option Option holder or buyer Strangle
Binomial approach Exercise (strike) price Option writer or seller Strap
Black-Scholes model Hedge ratio Out-of-the-money option Strike (exercise) price
Bullish spread Hedged position Protective put Strip
Butterfly spread Horizontal spread Put option Underlying asset
Calendar spread Implied volatility Put premium Vertical spread
Call option Index option Put-call parity
Call premium In-the-money option Risk-neutrality
Collar
Contingent claims
\_______________

Long position Short position
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ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
________—_______

PROBLEM 7.1 [ A call option with an exercise price 
of Rs 100 can be bought at a premium of Rs 3. A put option 
with an exercise price of Rs 95 is available at a premium of 
Rs 5. How can you combine these options to form a 
portfolio? What will be your pay-off at expiration?
SOLUTION: You can create a portfolio by buying both 
options. It is called a straddle. The pay-off will be as 
follows:

Share Price Profit/loss Option
Exercised

(i>) At share price Rs 45, you will exercise put, but 
not call. Thus,

Profit/loss = (Rs 55 - Rs 45) - Rs 9 = + Rs 1
(c) At share price Rs 75, you will exercise call, but 

not put. Thus,
Profit/loss = (Rs 75 - Rs 60) - Rs 9 = + Rs 6

PROBLEM 7.4 The Infosys share is one of the most 
volatile shares. On 22 September 2002, its put and call 
options with one-week maturity were selling as follows:

CaTT+ Put St > 100 (St- 100) - (3 + 5) call exercised, 
put not 
exercised

Call + Put St < 95 (95 - Sf) - (3 + 5) call not
exercised, put 
exercised 
both call and 
put not 
exercised

Call + Put 95 < St < 100 - (3 + 5)

Strike 
price (Rs)

Premium 
(Rs)

Call 4,100 47.30
Put 4,000 88.25
Current share price (Rs) 3,469.00
Lot size 100.00
Volatility (%) 2.97

:zzna
PROBLEM 7.2 A call option with an exercise price 

Rs 40 is available at a premium of Rs 3. A put with same 
maturity and exercise price can be purchased at a premium 
:f Rs 2. If you create a straddle, show the pay-off from it. 
Alien would the straddle result in loss?
SOLUTION: The profit from the straddle will be as follows:

put
not exercised

Share Price Profit/loss Option
Exercised

Call + Put Sp 40 [(Sf — 40) — (3 + 2)] call 
exercised,

>0, if St > 45 put not 
exercised

Call + Put S(< 40 [(40 St) - (3 + 2)] call not 
exercised,

>0, if St >35 put exercised
Call + Put 35 < S( < 45 - (3 + 2) both call and

If you buy a put option and a call option, what would 
be your profit if the share price ranges between Rs 3,850 to 
Rs 4,250? Show calculations. Also draw a profit graph. 
SOLUTION: Since you have combined a put and a call 
with different exercise prices but the same maturity, you 
have created a price spread. The calculations of profit are 
shown in Table 7.14. You may notice that your minimum 
profit is Rs 35.55.

In Figure 7.26, we plot the profit graph of your 
investment strategy.

Figure 7.26: Infosys share options: Profit
PROBLEM 7.3 A one-year call option with an 

exercise price of Rs 60 is available at a premium of Rs 6. 
You can also buy a one-year put with an exercise price of 
?_s 55, at a premium of Rs 3. If you set up a portfolio of a 
p ut and a call, what will be your pay-off, if the share price 
efter one year is (a) Rs 58, (fa) Rs 45, or (c) Rs 75?

SOLUTION: The pay-off is as follows:
(a) At share price Rs 58, you will neither exercise 

put nor call. Thus,
Profit / loss = - Rs 6 - Rs 3 = - Rs 9

PROBLEM 7.5 A share is currently selling for Rs 120. 
There are two possible prices of the share after one year: 
Rs 132 or Rs 105. Assume that risk-free rate of return is 9 
per cent per annum. What is the value of a one-year call 
option (European) with an exercise price of Rs 125? 
SOLUTION: Let us set up a portfolio of one call option 
(short) and A shares (long). If the price increases to Rs 132, 
the value of portfolio after one year will be: Rs 132A - 
(Rs 132A - Rs 125) = Rs 132A - Rs 7. If the price falls to

A
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Table 7.14: Infosys Share Options: Profit/Loss

Pay-off: Long Call 3500 and Short Call 3400

Long call

E 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100

sf 3850 3900 3950 4000 4050 4100 4150 4200 4250
Pay-off 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 100 150
Premium 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30 47.30
Profit (A) 47.3 47.3 47.3 47.3 47.3 47.3 97.3 147.3 197.3

Short Call

E 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
st 3850 3900 3950 4000 4050 4100 4150 4200 4250
Pay-off 0 0 0 0 50 100 150 200 250
Premium 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25
Profit (B) 88.25 88.25 88.25 88.25 38.25 -11.75 -61.75 -111.75 -161.75
Net profit (A - B) 135.55 135.55 135.55 135.55 85.55 35.55 35.55 35.55 35.55

Rs 105, then the call option is worth nothing and the 
portfolio will be worth: Rs 105A. The pay-off will be equal 
if:

132A —105A = 7-0
A = (7-0)/(132-105) = 7/27 = 0.26

The value of portfolio after one year is: 132 x 0.26-7 
= 105 x 0.26 = Rs 27.30. The current share price (S) is 
Rs 120. Therefore, the present value of call option (C) will 
be:

SA-C = PV of 27.30
27.30120x0.26 =-------
1.09

27 30C = 120x0.26-------— = 31.20-25.05 = Rs 6.15,
1.09

j PROBLEM 7.6 Calculate the value of a call option 
using the B-S model given the following information:

Current market price of the share (S): Rs 75
Volatility (standard deviation, a): 0.45
Exercise price (E): Rs 80
Risk-free rate (ry): 0.12
Time to expiration (t): 6 months = 0.5 years
If an investor wants to buy a put with same 

exercise price and expiration date as call option, what will 
be the value of put?

SOLUTION: We shall first determine the value of call 
option. Let us calculate d1 and d2 as follows:

In (75/80) + [0.12 + (0.45)2/2]0.5
0.45V(k5

= 0.1344

In (75/80) + [0.12-(0.45)2/2]0.5
0.45a/0?5

= -0.1838

From the table at the end of the book, we obtain the 
value of Mdj) and N(d2) as follows:

MdJ = M0.1344) = 0.5534
Md2) = M- 0.1838) = 0.4271

Using Equation (10), we obtain

Co = 75 (0.5534)-80 (0.421) e"°12(051
= 41.50-80 (0.4271) (0.9418) = 41.50-32.18 = Rs 9.32 

We can use put-call parity to calculate the value of 
put;

P + S = C + Ee~r,‘

P = C + Ee~r,t-S

= 9.32+80e"012x0’5-75
= 9.32 + 75.34 —75 = Rs 9.66 .

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What is an option? What is the difference between a call option and a put option? Illustrate your answer with 

the help of position diagrams.
2. Show the pay-off graphs of an investor at expiration with the following portfolios:

(i) One share and a put (long)
(ii) One share and a put (short)
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(iff) One share and a call (short)
(iv) One share and two call (short)
(v) Two shares and a call (short)
(w) A call (long) and a put (short)

3. Explain the difference between selling a call option and buying a put option. Illustrate your answer.
4. Explain when a call option and a put option are in-the-money, at-the-money and out-of-the-money.
5. What are the factors that influence the prices of options on share? Explain how increase in the risk-free rate and 

decrease in volatility can make an American put attractive if it is exercised early?
6. What will be lower and upper bounds for the price of a call option? Explain the reasons.
7. Why isn’t it beneficial to exercise an American call option early? Give reasons.
8. What is a protective put? What position in call option is similar to a protective put?
9. How can a spread be created? What is a straddle? What is a strangle? Draw pay-off graphs to explain the 

implications of a spread, a straddle and a strangle.
10. How and why a collar is created? What are its implications for an investor?
11. Explain and illustrate a one-step binomial approach to value a European option.
12. What is a risk-neutral valuation approach to valuing a European option. Give an example.
13. What are the assumptions of the Black-Scholes model for option pricing? What are the attributes of the model?
14. Illustrate the concept of put-call parity.
15. What is a hedge ratio or a call option delta? How is it determined?
16. Why is ordinary share an option? Explain.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. Jon possesses 6-month call option on a company’s share with an exercise price of Rs 23. The current price of the 
share is Rs 21. Determine the value of call option at expiration, if the share price turns out to be either Rs 47 or 
Rs 54.

2. Suman has sold a 6-month call option on a share with an exercise price of Rs 75. The current share price is 
Rs 75. Calculate the value of call option to Suman at maturity, if the share price increases to Rs 110 or decreases 
to Rs 90.

3. You have bought one 3-month call option on a share with an exercise price of Rs 50 at a premium of Rs 3. The 
share has a current price of Rs 51. You expect the share to either rise to Rs 54 or fall to Rs 48 after three months. 
What will be your pay-off when option matures?

4. Ravishankar has purchased call option on a share at a premium of Rs 8. The current share price is Rs 96 and the 
exercise price is Rs 95. At maturity the share price may either increase to Rs 94 or fall to Rs 103. Will Ravishankar 
exercise his option? Why?

5. Veena has purchased a 3-month put option on a company’s share with an exercise price Rs 51. The current 
price of the share is Rs 50. Determine the value of put option at expiration, if the share price turns out to be 
either Rs 47 or Rs 54.

6. Sunanda has sold a 3-month put option on a company’s share with an exercise price of Rs 90. The current share 
price is Rs 90. Calculate the value of put option to Sunanda, at maturity, if the share price increases to Rs 100 
or decreases to Rs 80.

7. You have bought one 3-month put option on a share with an exercise price of Rs 98 at a premium of Rs 4. The 
share has a current price of Rs 100. You expect the share to either rise to Rs 108 or fall to Rs 95 after six months. 
What will be your pay-off when option matures?

8. You buy a 3-month European put on a share for Rs 6 with an exercise price of Rs 60. The current share price is 
Rs 62. When will you exercise your option and when will you make a profit?

9. Shiney sells a 6-month put with an exercise price of Rs 70 at a premium of Rs 7. Under what situation will the 
option be exercised? When will Shiney make profit?

10. The market value of a firm is Rs 250 crore. The face of its pure discount debt is Rs 105 crore. The standard 
deviation of the firm’s share return is 30 per cent and debt has a maturity of 7 years. The risk-free rate is 7.8 per 
cent. What is the value of the company’s equity?
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PROBLEMS
1. Ram Jethabhai has purchased a 3-month call option 

on a company’s share with an exercise price 
Rs 51. The current price of the share is Rs 50. 
Determine the value of call option at expiration, if 
the share price turns out to be either Rs 47 or 
Rs 54. Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.

2. Sunder Lal has sold a 6-month call option on a 
company’s share with a exercise price of Rs 100. 
The current share price is Rs 100. Calculate the 
value of call option to Sunder Lal at maturity, if 
the share price increases to Rs 110 or decreases to 
Rs 90. Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.

3. You have bought one 6-month call option on a 
share with an exercise price of Rs 98 at a premium 
of Rs 3. The share has a current price of Rs 100. 
You expect the share to either rise to Rs 108 or fall 
to Rs 95 after six months. What will be your pay
off when option matures? Draw a diagram to 
explain.

4. Radhika Krishnan has purchased a call option on 
a share at a premium of Rs 5. The current share 
price is Rs 44 and the exercise price is Rs 42. At 
maturity the share price may either increase to 
Rs 45 or fall to Rs 43. Will Radhika exercise her 
option? Why?

5. Meena Vasudevan has purchased a 3-month put 
option on a company’s share with an exercise price 
of Rs 101. The current price of the share is Rs 100. 
Determine the value of put option at expiration, if 
the share price turns out to be either Rs 97 or 
Rs 104. Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.

6. S. Rammurthy has sold a 6-month put option on a 
company’s share with an exercise price of Rs 100. 
The current share price is Rs 100. Calculate the 
value of put option to Rammurthy at maturity, if 
the share price increases to Rs 110 or decreases to 
Rs 90. Draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.

7. You have bought one 6-month put option on a 
share with exercise price of Rs 96 at a premium of 
Rs 4. The share has a current price of Rs 100. You 
expect share to either rise to Rs 108 or fall to Rs 95 
after six months. What will be your pay-off when 
option matures? Draw a diagram to explain.

8. You buy a 3-month European put on a share for 
Rs 4 with an exercise price of Rs 50. The current 
share price is Rs 52. when will you exercise your 
option and when will you make a profit? Draw a 
diagram to illustrate your answer.

9. Shyam sells a 6-month put with an exercise price 
of Rs 70, at a premium of Rs 5. Under what 
situation the option will be exercised? When will 
Shyam make profit? Draw a diagram to illustrate 
Shyam’s profit or loss position, with the share 
prices at maturity.

10. V. Sridharan has purchased a put option on a share 
at a premium of Rs 5. The current share price is 
Rs 44 and the exercise price is Rs 42. At maturity

the share price may either increase to Rs 45 or fall
to Rs 43. Will he exercise his option? Why?

11. Madan Modi holds 50 share of Zeta Zerox 
Company. He is intending to write calls on Zetas s 
shares. If he writes a call contract for 50 shares 
with an exercise price of Rs 50 each share 
determine the value of his portfolio, when the 
option expires, if (a) the current share price of 
Rs 45 rises to Rs 65, or (£>) the share price falls to 
Rs 40.

12. You buy a call option on a share with an exercise 
price of Rs 100. You also buy a put option on the 
same share with an exercise price of Rs 97. Wha: 
profit or loss will you have on maturity from your 
portfolio of call and put? Explain with the help of 
a diagram.

13. In (12) above, assume that you paid a call premium 
of Rs 3 and a put premium of Rs 5. How would 
your profit pattern change? Show with the help of 
a diagram.

14. R.K. Ramachandran has purchased 3-month call 
on a share with an exercise price of Rs 50, at a 
premium of Rs 4. He has also bought a 3-month 
put on the same share, with an exercise price of 
Rs 50, at a premium of Rs 2. Determine 
Ramchandran’s position at maturity if the share 
price is either Rs 52 or Rs 45.

15. The share of Ashok Enterprises is currently selling 
for Rs 100. It is known that the share price will 
either turn to be Rs 108 or Rs 90. The risk-free rate 
of return is 12 per cent per annum. If you intend 
to buy a 3-month call option with an exercise price 
of Rs 97, how much should you pay for buying the 
option today? Assume no arbitrage opportunity.

16. A share has a current share price of Rs 100. The 
share price after six months will be either Rs 115 
or Rs 90. The risk-free rate is 10 per cent per 
annum. Determine the value of a 6-month call 
option on the share with an exercise price of 
Rs 100 using the risk-neutral argument.

17. Zenith Company’s share is currently selling for 
Rs 60. It is expected that after two months the share 
price may either increase by 15 per cent or fall by 
10 per cent. The risk-free rate is 9 per cent per 
annum. What should be the value of a two-month 
European call option with an exercise price of 
Rs 65? What is the value of a two-month European 
put option with an exercise price of Rs 65?

18. Determine the price of a European call option on 
a share that does not pay dividend. The current 
share price is Rs 60, the exercise price Rs 55, the 
risk-free rate is 10 per cent per annum, the share 
return volatility is 40 per cent per annum and the 
time to expiration is six months.

19. Calculate the value of a European put option on a 
share that does not pay dividend. The current share 
price is Rs 86, the exercise price Rs 93, the risk-



free rate is 12 per cent per annum, the share return 
volatility is 60 per cent per annum and the time to 
expiration is four months.

20. A company has a total market value of Rs 230 crore. 
The face of its debt (assume pure discount debt) is 
Rs 95 crore. The standard deviation of the firm’s 
share return is 25 per cent and debt has a maturity 
of 8 years. The risk-free rate is 12 per cent. What is 
the value of the company’s equity?

21. On 26 August 20X1, the Infosys call option with 
an exercise of the Rs 3,400 is selling at a premium 
of Rs 186.15 and a call option with an exercise of 
Rs 3,500 is selling at a premium of Rs 38.10. The 
current share price is Rs 3,469. The lot size is 100. 
What will be your net profit at share price at 
expiration ranging from Rs 3,200 to Rs 3,700 if you 
buy call with the exercise of Rs 3,500 and sell call 
with the exercise price of Rs 3,400? Draw a profit 
graph.

22. VSNL’s share price is expected to decline due to 
non-payment of its dues by the WorldCom, 
lowering margins and other negative sentiments 
in the market. The current share price is Rs 123.70 
and the daily volatility of the VSNL share is 2.74 
percent. Based on the Value at Risk (VaR), the 
probability of the share price going above Rs 142.5 
is quite low. The put on the VSNL share with an 
exercise price of Rs 150 is selling for Rs 7.50. 
Should you buy the put? Draw a profit graph.

23. The put on the Infosys share is selling with an 
exercise price Rs 3,400 at a premium of Rs 37.50 
on 22 August 20X1. On the same day, the call is 
selling at a premium of Rs 32.50 with an exercise 
price of Rs 3,300. The spot price of the share is 
Rs 3,370. The lot size is 100. What will be your 
net profit at share price at expiration ranging from 
Rs 3,200 to Rs 3,700 if you buy call with the 
exercise price of Rs 3,500 and buy put with the 
exercise price of Rs 3,300? Draw a profit graph.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
1. Collect the latest information and data from 

Internet and prepare a critical note on the status 
of option market and trading in India.

2. Select a Sensex company that has options on its 
shares. Analyze the performance of the company 
and options on its shares.
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Capital Budgeting 
Decisions

Learning Objectives

► Understand the nature and importance of investment decisions
► Explain the methods of calculating net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR)
► Show the implications of net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR)
► Describe the non-DCF evaluation criteria: payback and accounting rate of return
► Illustrate the computation of the discounted payback
► Compare and contrast NPV and IRR and emphasize the superiority of NPV rule

INTRODUCTION Decisions like the change in the methods of sales
distribution, or an advertisement campaign or a research 

An efficient allocation of capital is the most important and development programme have long-term 
finance function in the modern times. It involves decisions implications for the firm's expenditures and benefits, and
to commit the firm's funds to the long-term assetqTCapital 
budgeting or investment decisions are of considerable 
importance~fo~tFie"firm, since they tend to determine its 
value by influencing its growth, profitability and risk. In 
this chapter we focus on the nature and evaluation of 
capital budgeting decisions. /

NATURE OF INVESTMENT DECISIONS

The investment decisions of a firm are generally known 
as the capital budgeting, or capital expenditure decisions. 
A capital budgeting decision may be defined as the firm's 
decision to invest its current funds most efficiently in the 
long-term assets in anticipation of an expected flow of 
benefits over a series of years. The long-term assets are 
those that affect the firm's operations beyond the one-year 
period. The firm's investment decisions would generally 
include expansion, acquisition, modernization and 
replacement of the long-term assets. Sale of a division or 
business (divestment) is also as an investment decision. 

therefore, they should also be evaluated as investment 
‘“decisions. It is important to note that investment in the 
long-term assets invariably requires large funds to be tied 
up in the current assets such as inventories and 
receivables. As such, investment in fixed and current 
assets is one single activity.

The following are the features of investment decisions: 
The exchange of current funds for future benefits 
The funds are invested in long-term assets
The future benefits will occur to the firm over a 
series of years

It is significant to emphasize that expenditures and 
benefits of an investment should be measured in cash. In 
the investment analysis, it is cash flow, which is important, 
and not the accounting profit. It may also be pointed out 
that investment decisions affect the firm's value. The firm's 
value will increase if investments are profitable and add 
to the shareholders' wealth. Thus, investments should be 
evaluated on the basis of a criterion, which is compatible 
with the objective of the Shareholder Wealth 



Maximization. An investment will add to the 
shareholders' wealth if it yields benefits in excess of the 
minimum benefits, as per the opportunity cost of capital. 
In this chapter, we assume that the investment project's 
opportunity cost of capital is known. We also assume that 
the expenditures and benefits of the investment are known 
with certainty. Both these assumptions are relaxed in later 
chapters.

Importance of Investment Decisions
investment decisions require special attention because of 
the following reasons:1

. Quirin, G.D., The Capital Expenditure Decision, Richard D. Irwin, 1977.

They influence the firm's growth in the long run 
% They affect the risk of the firm

They involve commitment of large amount of 
funds

They are irreversible, or reversible at substantial 
loss
They are among the most difficult decisions to 
make

Growth The effects of investment decisions extend into 
me future and have to be endured for a longer period than 
the consequences of the current operating expenditure. A 
arm's decision to invest in long-term assets has a decisive 
-.fluence on the rate and direction of its growth. A wrong 
decision can prove disastrous for the continued survival 
:: the firm; unwanted or unprofitable expansion of assets 
ill result in heavy operating costs to the firm. On the 

: ther hand, inadequate investment in assets would make 
it difficult for the firm to compete successfully and 
maintain its market share.

?.isk A long-term commitment of funds may also change 
me risk complexity of the firm. If the adoption of an 
m. estment increases average gain but causes frequent 

actuations in its earnings, the firm will become more 
risky. Thus, investment decisions shape the basic character of 
I firm. , (

- -nding Investment decisions generally involve large 
amount of funds, which make it imperative for the firm 

? plan its investment programmes very carefully and 
make an advance arrangement for procuring finances 
m temally or externally.

'.'reversibility Most investment decisions are 
irreversible. It is difficult to find a market for such capital 
:ems once they have been acquired. The firm will incur 
reavy losses if such assets are scrapped.

Complexity Investment decisions are among the firm's 
most difficult decisions. They are an assessment of future 
t vents, which are difficult to predict. It is really a complex 
r roblem to correctly estimate the future cash flows of an 
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investment. Economic, political, social and technological 
forces cause the uncertainty in cash flow estimation.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define a capital budgeting decision.
2. State the features of capital budgeting decisions.
3. Why are capital budgeting decisions considered 

significant for the firm?

TYPES OF INVESTMENT DECISIONS

There are many ways to classify investments. One 
classification is as follows:

Expansion of existing business or expansion of 
new business

"Ox Replacement and modernization

Expansion and Diversification
A company may add capacity to its existing product lines 
to expand existing operations. For example, the Gujarat 
State Fertiliser Company (GSFC) may increase its plant 
capacity to manufacture more urea. It is an example of 
related diversification. A firm may expand its activities 
in a new business. Expansion of a new business requires 
investment in new products and a new kind of production 
activity within the firm. If a packaging manufacturing 
company invests in a new plant and machinery to produce 
ball bearings, which the firm has not manufactured before, 
this represents expansion of new business or unrelated 
diversification. Sometimes a company acquires existing 
firms to expand its business. In either case, the firm makes 
investment in the expectation of additional revenue. 
Investments in existing or new products may also be called 
as revenue-expansion investments.

Replacement and Modernization
The main objective of modernization and replacement is 
to improve operating efficiency and reduce costs. Cost 
savings will reflect in the increased profits, but the firm's 
revenue may remain unchanged. Assets become outdated 
and obsolete with technological changes. The firm must 
decide to replace those assets with new assets that operate 
more economically. If a cement company changes from 
semi-automatic drying equipment to fully automatic 
drying equipment, it is an example of modernization and 
replacement. Replacement decisions help to introduce 
more efficient and economical assets and therefore, are 
also called cost-reduction investments. However, 
replacement decisions that involve substantial 
modernization and technological improvements expand 
revenues as well as reduce costs.
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Another useful ways to classify investments is as 
follows:

Mutually exclusive investments
<tz Independent investments

Contingent investments

Mutually Exclusive Investments
Mutually exclusive investments serve the same purpose 
and compete with each other. If one investment is 
undertaken, others will have to be excluded. A company 
may, for example, either use a more labour-intensive, 
semi-automatic machine, or employ a more capital- 
intensive, highly automatic machine for production. 
Choosing the semi-automatic machine precludes the 
acceptance of the highly automatic machine.

Independent Investments
Independent investments serve different purposes and do 
not compete with each other. For example, a heavy 
engineering company may be considering expansion of 
its plant capacity to manufacture additional excavators 
and addition of new production facilities to manufacture 
a new product—light commercial vehicles. Depending on 
their profitability and availability of funds, the company 
can undertake both investments.

Contingent Investments
Contingent investments are dependent projects; the choice 
of one investment necessitates undertaking one or more 
other investments. For example, if a company decides to 
build a factory in a remote, backward area, it may have to 
invest in houses, roads, hospitals, schools, etc., for the 
employees to attract the work force. Thus, building of 
factory also requires investment in facilities for employees. 
The total expenditure will be treated as one single 
investment.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Briefly explain the following types of investments:
(z) expansion; (if) diversification; (Hi) modernization; 
and (iv) replacement.

2. What is the difference between independent and 
contingent investments?

3. What are mutually exclusive investments?

INVESTMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA

Three steps are involved in the evaluation of an 
investment:

Estimation of cash flows

Estimation of the required rate of return the
opportunity cost of capital)
Application of a decision rule for making the 
choice

The first two steps, discussed in the subsequent 
chapters, are assumed as given. Thus, our discussion in 
this chapter is confined to the third step. Specifically, we 
focus on the merits and demerits of various decision rules.

Investment Decision Rule
The investment decision rules may be referred to as capital 
budgeting techniques, or investment criteria. A sound 
appraisal technique should be used to measure the 
economic worth of an investment project. The essential 
property of a sound technique is that it should maximize 
the shareholders' wealth. The following other 
characteristics should also be possessed by a sound 
investment evaluation criterion:2

2. Porterfield, J.T.S., Investment Decisions and Capital Costs, Prentice-Hall, 1965.

It should consider all cash flows to determine the 
true profitability of the project.
It should provide for an objective and 
unambiguous way of separating good projects 
from bad projects.
It should help ranking of projects according to 
their true profitability.
It should recognize the fact that bigger cash flows 
are preferable to smaller ones and early cash flows 
are preferable to later ones.
It should help to choose among mutually 
exclusive projects that project which maximizes 
the shareholders' wealth.
It should be a criterion which is applicable to any 
conceivable investment project, independent of 
others.

These conditions will be clarified as we discuss the 
features of various investment criteria in the following 
pages.

Evaluation Criteria
A number of investment criteria (or capital budgeting 
techniques) are in use in practice. They may be grouped 
in the following two categories:

1. Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Criteria
Net present value (NPV) 
Internal rate of return (IRR) 

■Qz Profitability index (PI)
2. Non-discounted Cash Flow Criteria

Payback (PB)
■Qz Discounted payback
"Qz Accounting rate of return (ARR).

Discounted payback is a variation of the payback
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method. It involves discounted cash flows, but, as we shall 
see later, it is not a true measure of investment profitability. 
We will show in the following pages that the net present 

alue criterion is the most valid technique of evaluating 
an investment project. It is consistent with the objective 
: f maximizing the shareholders' wealth.

Rs 900 Rs 800 Rs 700 Rs 600 
(1+0.10)1 (1+0.10)2 (1+0.10)3 (1+0.10)4

Rs 500H-------------—
(1+0.10)5 

-Rs 2,500

= [Rs 900(PVF10]0)+Rs 800(PVF, 010)+Rs 700(PVF3 010)
CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS +Rs 600(PVF4 010)+Rs 500(PVF5 010)]-Rs 2,500

1. State three important steps in the evaluation of 
investments.

2. What rules should be followed in making investment 
decisions?
What is meant by the DCF criteria? State the DCF 
and non-DCF criteria of investment evaluation.

NET PRESENT VALUE

The net present value (NPV) method is the classic 
economic method of evaluating the investment proposals. 
: is a DCF technique that explicitly recognizes the time 
alue of money. It correctly postulates that cash flows 

; rising at different time periods differ in value and are 
: :mparable only when their equivalents—present 
Lues—are found out. The following steps are involved 

r die calculation of NPV:
Cash flows of the investment project should be 
forecasted based on realistic assumptions.
Appropriate discount rate should be identified to 
discount the forecasted cash flows. The 
appropriate discount rate is the project's 
opportunity cost of capital, which is equal to the 
required rate of return expected by investors on 
investments of equivalent risk.

xz Present value of cash flows should be calculated 
using the opportunity cost of capital as the 
discount rate.
Net present value should be found out by 
subtracting present value of cash outflows from 
present value of cash inflows. The project should 
be accepted if NPV is positive (i.e., NPV > 0).

Let us consider an example.

-LUSTRATION 8.1: Calculating Net Present Value
Assume that Project Xcosts Rs 2,500 now and is expected 

generate year-end cash inflows of Rs 900, Rs 800, 
?.s 700, Rs 600 and Rs 500 in years 1 through 5. The 
::: portunity cost of the capital may be assumed to be 10 
: er cent.

The net present value for Project X can be calculated 
: y referring to the present value table (Table C at the end 
: f the book}. The calculations are shown below:

= [Rs 900x0.909+Rs 800x0.826+Rs 700x0.751
+Rs 600x0.683+Rs 500x0.620]-Rs 2,500

= Rs 2,725-Rs 2,500= +Rs 225

Project X’s present value of cash inflows (Rs 2,725) is 
greater than that of cash outflow (Rs 2,500). Thus, it 
generates a positive net present value (NPV = +Rs 225). 
Project Xadds to the wealth of owners; therefore, it should 
be accepted.

The formula for the net present value can be written 
as follows: 

=z c, 
(i + H -c0 (i)

where Cv C2... represent net cash inflows in year 1, 2..., k 
is the opportunity cost of capital, CQ is the initial cost of 
the investment and n is the expected life of the investment. 
It should be noted that the cost of capital, k, is assumed to 
be known and is constant.

Why is NPV Important?

A question may be raised: why should a financial manager 
invest Rs 2,500 in Project X? Project X should be 
undertaken if it is best for the company's shareholders; 
they would like their shares to be as valuable as possible. 
Let us assume that the total market value of a hypothetical 
company is Rs 10,000, which includes Rs 2,500 cash that 
can be invested in Project X. Thus the value of the 
company's other assets must be Rs 7,500. The company 
has to decide whether it should spend cash and accept 
Project X or to keep the cash and reject Project X. Clearly 
Project X is desirable since its PV (Rs 2,725) is greater than 
the Rs 2,500 cash. If Project X is accepted, the total market 
value of the firm will be: Rs 7,500 + PV of Project X = 
Rs 7,500 + Rs 2,725 = Rs 10,225; that is, an increase by 
Rs 225. The company's total market value would remain 
only Rs 10,000 if Project X was rejected.

Why should the Present Value of Project X reflect in 
the company's market value? To answer this question, let 
us assume that a new company X with Project X as the 
only asset is formed. What is the value of the company? 
We know from our earlier discussion on valuation of
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rerad. It involves discounted cash flows, but, as we shall 
u ter, it is not a true measure of investment profitability.

:11 show in the following pages that the net present 
_e criterion is the most valid technique of evaluating 

bi .-vestment project. It is consistent with the objective 
• — a '.imizing the shareholders' wealth.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

L State three important steps in the evaluation of 
investments.
What rules should be followed in making investment 
decisions?

: ATiat is meant by the DCF criteria? State the DCF 
and non-DCF criteria of investment evaluation.

«T PRESENT VALUE

Zk

W net present value (NPV) method is the classic 
! e comic method of evaluating the investment proposals, 
lisa DCF technique that explicitly recognizes the time 
| w iuue of money. It correctly postulates that cash flows 
I Bcsmg at different time periods differ in value and are

■ -parable only when their equivalents—present
■ zines—are found out. The following steps are involved

the calculation of NPV:
Cash flows of the investment project should be 
forecasted based on realistic assumptions.
Appropriate discount rate should be identified to 
discount the forecasted cash flows. The 
appropriate discount rate is the project's 
opportunity cost of capital, which is equal to the 
required rate of return expected by investors on 
investments of equivalent risk.
Present value of cash flows should be calculated 
using the opportunity cost of capital as the 
discount rate.
Net present value should be found out by 
subtracting present value of cash outflows from 
present value of cash inflows. The project should 
be accepted if NPV is positive (i.e., NPV > 0).

Let us consider an example.

—ISTRATION 8.1: Calculating Net Present Value
+_ime that Project X costs Rs 2,500 now and is expected 
generate year-end cash inflows of Rs 900, Rs 800, 
*00, Rs 600 and Rs 500 in years 1 through 5. The 

:: rrtunity cost of the capital may be assumed to be 10 
Hfr cent.

The net present value for Project X can be calculated 
ty referring to the present value table (Table C at the end 
if Lie book). The calculations are shown below:

Rs900_ Rs 800 Rs 700 Rs 600
I1 (1+0.10)2 (1+0.10)3 (1+0.10)4 

NPV =
(1+0.10)

Rs 500 +

1, 0.10 2, 0.10

, Rs 2,500
(1+0.10)5

= [Rs 900(PVF, 010)+Rs 800(PVF2 010)+Rs 700(PVF3 Olo) 
+Rs 600(PVF4 010)+Rs 500(PVF5 (I1O)]-Rs 2,500

= [Rs 900x0.909+Rs 800x0.826+Rs 700x0.751
+Rs 600x0.683+Rs 500x0.620]-Rs 2,500

= Rs 2,725-Rs 2,500= +Rs 225

Cn -CoNPV =

Project X’s present value of cash inflows (Rs 2,725) is 
greater than that of cash outflow (Rs 2,500). Thus, it 
generates a positive net present value (NPV = +Rs 225). 
Project Xadds to the wealth of owners; therefore, it should 
be accepted.

The formula for the net present value can be written 
as follows:

C, C2 C3
Jl + k)1 +(l + k)2 +(l + k)3 + "’ + (l + k)"_

<‘>
where C2... represent net cash inflows in year 1, 2..., k 
is the opportunity cost of capital, Co is the initial cost of 

. the investment and n is the expected life of the investment.
It should be noted that the cost of capital, k, is assumed to 
be known and is constant.

Why is NPV Important?

A question may be raised: why should a financial manager 
invest Rs 2,500 in Project X? Project X should be 
undertaken if it is best for the company's shareholders; 
they would like their shares to be as valuable as possible. 
Let us assume that the total market value of a hypothetical 
company is Rs 10,000, which includes Rs 2,500 cash that 
can be invested in Project X. Thus the value of the 
company's other assets must be Rs 7,500. The company 
has to decide whether it should spend cash and accept 
Project X or to keep the cash and reject Project X. Clearly 
Project X is desirable since its PV (Rs 2,725) is greater than 
the Rs 2,500 cash. If Project X is accepted, the total market 
value of the firm will be: Rs 7,500 + PV of Project X = 
Rs 7,500 + Rs 2,725 = Rs 10,225; that is, an increase by 
Rs 225. The company's total market value would remain 
only Rs 10,000 if Project X was rejected.

Why should the Present Value of Project X reflect in 
the company's market value? To answer this question, let 
us assume that a new company X with Project X as the 
only asset is formed. What is the value of the company? 
We know from our earlier discussion on valuation of
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Excel Application 8.1: 
CALCULATION OF NPV

We can easily calculate NPV using the Excel 
financial function for NPV. The spreadsheet 
on the right side gives the cash flows of the 
project. We write the NPV formula in column 
C8: =NPV(0.10,C3:C7)+C2. You may note 
that 0.10 (10 per cent) is the discount rate. The 
project cash flows from year 1 through 5 are 
contained in column C3 through column 
C7. The initial cash flow (that is, cash flow in 
year 0) is added.

A B c D E
1 Year Cash flow PVF at 10% PV
2 0 Co -2500 1.000 -2500
3 1 q 900 0.909 818
4 2 c2 800 0.826 661
5 3 C3 700 0.751 526
6 4 C4 600 0.683 410
7 5 C5 500 0.621 310
8 NPV 226 SUM(E2E7) 226
9 NPV(0.1,C3:C7)+C2
10

shares, in Chapter 3, that the market value of a company's 
shares is equal to the present value of the expected 
dividends. Since Project X is the only asset of Company 
X, the expected dividends would be equal to the forecasted 
cash flows from Project X. Investors would discount the 
forecasted dividends at a rate of return expected on 
securities equivalent in risk to company X. The rate used 
by investors to discount dividends is exactly the rate, 
which we should use to discount cash flows of Project X. 
The calculation of the PV of Project X is a replication of 
the process, which shareholders will be following in 
valuing the shares of company X. Once we find out the 
value of Project X, as a separate venture, we can add it to 
the value of other assets to find out the portfolio value.

The difficult part in the calculation of the PV of an 
investment project is the precise measurement of the 
discount rate. Funds available with a company can either 
be invested in projects or given to shareholders. 
Shareholders can invest funds distributed to them in 
financial assets. Therefore, the discount rate is the 
opportunity cost of investing in projects rather than in 
capital markets. Obviously, the opportunity cost concept 
makes sense when financial assets are of equivalent risk 
as compared to the project.

An alternate interpretation of the positive net present 

value of an investment is that it represents the maximum 
amount a firm would be ready to pay for purchasing the 
opportunity of making investment, or the amount at which 
the firm would be willing to sell the right to invest withou: 
being financially worse-off. The net present value (Rs 2251 
can also be interpreted to represent the amount the firm 
could raise at the required rate of return (10%), in addition 
to the initial cash outlay (Rs 2,500), to distribute 
immediately to its shareholders and by the end of the 
projects' life, to have paid off all the capital raised and 
return on it.3 The point is illustrated by the calculations 
shown in Table 8.1.

The calculations in Table 8.1 are based on the 
assumption that the firm chooses to receive the cash 
benefit resulting from the investment in the year it is made. 
Any pattern of cash receipts, such that the net present 
value is equal to Rs 225, can be selected. Thus, if the firm 
raises Rs 2,500 (the initial outlay) instead of 
Rs 2,725 (initial outlay plus net present value) at 10 per 
cent rate of return, at the end of fifth year after having 
paid the principal sum together with interest, it would be 
left with Rs 363, whose present value at the beginning of 
the first year at 10 per cent discount rate is Rs 225. It should 
be noted that the gain to shareholders would be more if 
the rate of raising money is less than 10 per cent. Why?

Table 8.1: Interpretation of NPV

Year

Amount 
outstanding in the 

beginning (Rs)

Return on 
outstanding amount 

at 10% (Rs)

Total 
outstanding 
flows (Rs)

Repayment 
from cash at 
the end (Rs)

Balance 
outstanding 

(Rs)

1 2,725.00 272.50 2,997.50 900 2,097.50
2 2,097.50 209.75 2,307.25 800 1,507.25
3 1,507.25 150.73 1,657.98 700 957.98
4 957.98 95.80 1,053.78 600 453.78
5 453.78 45.38 499.16 500 (0.84)*

* Rounding off error.

3. Bierman, H. and S., Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision, Macmillan, 1975, p. 73.



Acceptance Rule
It should be clear that the acceptance rule using the NPV 
method is to accept the investment project if its net present 
value is positive (NPV > 0) and to reject it if the net present 
value is negative (NPV < 0). Positive NPV contributes to 
the net wealth of the shareholders, which should result in 
the increased price of a firm's share. The positive net 
present value will result only if the project generates cash 
inflows at a rate higher than the opportunity cost of capital. 
A project with zero NPV (NPV = 0) may be accepted. A 
zero NPV implies that project generates cash flows at a 
rate just equal to the opportunity cost of capital. The NPV 
acceptance rules are:

Accept the project when NPV is positive 
NPV>0

■Qz Reject the project when NPV is negative
NPV<0

■Qz May accept the project when NPV is zero
NPV = 0

The NPV method can be used to select between 
mutually exclusive projects; the one with the higher NPV 
should be selected. Using the NPV method, projects would 
r-e ranked in order of net present values; that is, first rank 
■•ill be given to the project with highest positive net 
? resent value and so on.

Evaluation of the NPV Method
\"PV is the true measure of an investment's profitability. 
It provides the most acceptable investment rule for the 
: allowing reasons:

Time value It recognizes the time value of 
money—a rupee received today is worth more 
than a rupee received tomorrow.

■Qz Measure of true profitability It uses all cash flows 
occurring over the entire life of the project in 
calculating its worth. Hence, it is a measure of the 
project's true profitability. The NPV method relies 
on estimated cash flows and the discount rate 
rather than any arbitrary assumptions, or 
subjective considerations.

■Qz Value-additivity The discounting process 
facilitates measuring cash flows in terms of 
present values; that is, in terms of equivalent, 
current rupees. Therefore, the NPVs of projects 
can be added. For example, NPV (A + B) = NPV 
(A) + NPV (B). This is called the value-additivity 
principle. It implies that if we know the NPVs of 
individual projects, the value of the firm will 
increase by the sum of their NPVs. We can also 
say that if we know values of individual assets, 
the firm's value can simply be found by adding 
their values. The value-additivity is an important 
property of an investment criterion because it 
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means that each project can be evaluated, 
independent of others, on its own merit.
Shareholder value The NPV method is always 
consistent with the objective of the shareholder 
value maximization. This is the greatest virtue of 
the method.

Are there any limitations in using the NPV rule? The 
NPV method is a theoretically sound method. In practice, 
however, it may pose some computational problems.

"Qz Cash flow estimation The NPV method is easy 
to use if forecasted cash flows are known. In 
practice, it is quite difficult to obtain the estimates 
of cash flows due to uncertainty.

■Qz Discount rate It is also difficult in practice to 
precisely measure the discount rate.

"Qz Mutually exclusive projects Further, caution 
needs to be applied in using the NPV method 
when alternative (mutually exclusive) projects 
with unequal lives, or under funds constraint are 
evaluated. The NPV rule may not give 
unambiguous results in these situations. These 
problems are discussed in detail in a later chapter.

■Qz Ranking of projects It should be noted that the 
ranking of investment projects as per the NPV rule 
is not independent of the discount rates.4 Let us 
consider an example.

4. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit. 1975, p. 31.

Suppose there are two projects—A and B—both 
costing Rs 50 each. Project A returns Rs 100 after one year 
and Rs 25 after two years. On the other hand, Project B 
returns Rs 30 after one year and Rs 100 after two years. At 
discount rates of 5 per cent and 10 per cent, the NPV of 
projects and their ranking are as follows:

NPV at 5% Rank NPV at 10% Rank

Project A 67.92 II 61.57 I
Project B 69.27 I 59.91 II

It can be seen that the project ranking is reversed when 
the discount rate is changed from 5 per cent to 10 per cent. 
The reason lies in the cash flow patterns. The impact of 
the discounting becomes more severe for the cash flow 
occurring later in the life of the project; the higher is the 
discount rate, the higher would be the discounting impact. 
In the case of Project B, the larger cash flows come later in 
the life. Their present value will decline as the discount 
rate increases.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. State the steps in the calculation of NPV.
2. What does positive NPV imply? Why is NPV 

important?
3. Explain the concept of value-additivity in the NPV 

method.
4. Explain the merit and demerits of the NPV method.



rate of return of a long-term asset. IRR is the best availal
concept. We shall see that although it is a very frequer
used concept in finance, yet at times it can be a misleadi
measure of an investment's worth.6 IRR can be determined
by solving the following equation for r:

C. Cf C3__ 1___ I______ £____I______ £  ... 4-

AA ■
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INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The internal rate of return (IRR) method is another 
discounted cash flow technique, which takes account of 
the magnitude and timing of cash flows.5 6 Other terms used 
to describe the IRR method are yield on an investment, 
marginal efficiency of capital, rate of return over cost, time- 
adjusted rate of internal return and so on. The concept of 
internal rate of return is quite simple to understand in the 
case of a one-period project. Assume that you deposit 
Rs 10,000 with a bank and would get back Rs 10,800 after 
one year. The true rate of return on your investment would 
be:

5. The use of IRR for appraising capital investment was emphasised in the formal terms, for the first time, by Joel Dean. See, Dean, Joel, 
Capital Budgeting, Columbia University Press, 1951, and his article, Measuring the Productivity of Capital in Solomon, E. (Ed.), The 
Management of Corporate Capital.

6. Brealey, R. and S., Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1991, p. 8.

C° (1 + r) + (1 + r)2 + (1 + r)3
Ca

(1 + rF

n p

£(£fc-=° (4)
t=l

Rate of return =
10,800-10,000

10,000
= 10,800 -10,000 = 1.08 -1 = 0.08 or 8%

10,000

The amount that you would obtain in the future 
(Rs 10,800) would consist of your investment (Rs 10,000) 
plus return on your investment (0.08 x Rs 10,000):

10,000 (1.08) = 10,800

10,000 =
10,800
(1.08)

You may observe that the rate of return of your 
investment (8 per cent) makes the discounted (present) 
value of your cash inflow (Rs 10,800) equal to your 
investment (Rs 10,000).

We can now develop a formula for the rate of return 
(r) on an investment (Co) that generates a single cash flow 
after one period (Cj) as follows:

r _ Ci - Co
Co

r = ZL~1 (2)
co

Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows: 
■a=i+r-

Co

From Equation (3), you may notice that the rate of 
return, r, depends on the project's cash flows, rather than 
any outside factor. Therefore, it is referred to as the internal 
rate of return. The internal rate of return (IRR) is the rate 
that equates the investment outlay with the present value 
of cash inflow received, after one period. This also implies 
that the rate of return is the discount rate which makes 
NPV = 0. There is no satisfactory way of defining the true

It can be noticed that the IRR equation is the same as 
the one used for the NPV method. In the NPV method 
the required rate of return, k, is known and the net preser.: 
value is found, while in the IRR method the value of r has 
to be determined at which the net present value becomes 
zero.

Uneven Cash Flows:
Calculating IRR by Trial and Error
The value of r in Equation (4) can be found out by trial 
and error. The approach is to select any discount rate to 
compute the present value of cash inflows. If the calculated 
present value of the expected cash inflow is lower than 
the present value of cash outflows, a lower rate should be 
tried. On the other hand, a higher value should be tried if 
the present value of inflows is higher than the present 
value of outflows. This process will be repeated unless 
the net present value becomes zero. The following 
illustration explains the procedure of calculating IRR.

ILLUSTRATION 8.2: Trial and Error Method for 
Calculating IRR

A project costs Rs 16,000 and is expected to generate cash 
inflows of Rs 8,000, Rs 7,000 and Rs 6,000 at the end of 
each year for next 3 years. We know that IRR is the rate at 
which project will have a zero NPV. As a first step, we try 
(arbitrarily) a 20 per cent discount rate. The project’s NPV 
at 20 per cent is:
NPV = -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000(PVF, 020) + Rs 7,000(PVF2 0 20) 

+ Rs6,000(PVF3 020)
= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000 x 0.833 + Rs 7,000 x 0.694

+ Rs 6,000X0.579
= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 14,996 = -Rs 1,004

A negative NPV of Rs 1,004 at 20 per cent indicates 
that the project’s true rate of return is lower than 20 per 
cent. Let us try 16 per cent as the discount rate. At 16 per 
cent, the project’s NPV is:
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’ P’ = -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000(PVF1016) + Rs 7,000(PVF2O16)
+ Rs6,000(PVF3016)

= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000 x 0.862 + Rs 7,000 x 0.743
+ Rs 6,000x0.641

= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 15,943 = - Rs 57

Since the project’s NPV is still negative at 16 per cent, 
a lower than 16 per cent should be tried. When we 

15 per cent as the trial rate, we find that the project’s 
W5 is Rs 200:

3 = -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000(PVFj 015) + Rs 7,000(PVF2 015
+ Rs 6,000(PVF3 015)

= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 8,000x0.870 +Rs 7,000x0.756
+ Rs 6,000x0.658

= -Rs 16,000 + Rs 16,200 = Rs 200

Difference

The true rate of return should lie between 15-16 
rent. We can find out a close approximation of the rate 

n return by the method of linear interpolation as follows:

W required Rs 16,000
200

at lower rate, 15% 16,200
257

: ■ at higher rate, 16% 15,943^
• = 15% + (16% - 15%)200/257

= 15% + 0.80% = 15.8%

Level Cash Flows
easy procedure can be followed to calculate the IRR 

i - a project that produces level or equal cash flows each 
renod. To illustrate, let us assume that an investment 
• : aid cost Rs 20,000 and provide annual cash inflow of 
> s 5 430 for 6 years. If the opportunity cost of capital is 10

cent, what is the investment's NPV? The Rs 5,430 is 
a- annuity for 6 years. The NPV can be found as follows:

NPV = - Rs 20,000 + Rs 5,430(PVFA 6 010)

= - Rs 20,000+ Rs5,430x4.355 = Rs 3,648

How much is the project's IRR? The IRR of the 
investment can be found out as follows:

NPV = - Rs 20,000 + Rs 5,430(PVFA 6 r) = 0

Rs 20,000 = Rs 5,430(PVFA 6 r)

PVFA6>r =
Rs 20,000
Rs 5,430

) The rate, which gives a PVFA of 3.683 for 6 years, is 
the project's internal rate of return. Looking up PVFA in 
Table D (given at the end of the book) across the 6-year 
row, we find it approximately under the 16 per cent 
column. Thus, 16 per cent is the project's IRR that equates 
the present value of the initial cash outlay (Rs 20,000) with 
the constant annual cash inflows (Rs 5,430 per year) for 6 
years.

NPV Profile and IRR
We again emphasize that NPV of a project declines as the 
discount rate increases, and for discount rates higher than 
the project's IRR, NPV will be negative. NPV profile of 
the project at various discount rates is shown in Table 8.2 
and Figure 8.1. At 16 per cent, the NPV is zero; therefore, 
it is the IRR of the project. As you may notice, we have 
used the Excel spreadsheet to make the computations and 
create the chart using the Excel chart wizard.

Acceptance Rule
The accept-or-reject rule, using the IRR method, is to 
accept the project if its internal rate of return is higher 
than the opportunity cost of capital (r > k). Note that k is 
also known as the required rate of return, or the cut-off, 
or hurdle rate. The project shall be rejected if its internal 
rate of return is lower than the opportunity cost of capital 
(r < k). The decision maker may remain indifferent if the 
internal rate of return is equal to the opportunity cost of

Table 8.2: NPV Profile

NPV Profile

Cash Flow
Discount 

rate NPV

-20000 0% 12,580
5430 5% 7,561
5430 10% 3,649
5430 15% 550
5430 16% 0
5430 20% (1,942)
5430 25% (3,974)

Figure 8.1: NPV profile
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Excel Application 8.2:
CALCULATION OF IRR .........

We can easily calculate IRR using the Excel 
function for IRR. The spreadsheet below gives the 
cash flows of the project. We write the IRR formula 
in column C7: =IRR(C3:C6). The project cash 
flows, including the cash outlay in the beginning 
(Co in year 0) are contained in column C3 through 
column C6. It is optional to include the "guess" 
rate in the formula.

capital. Thus the IRR acceptance rules are:
Accept the project when r >k
Reject the project when r < k
May accept the project when r = k

The reasoning for the acceptance rule becomes clear 
if we plot NPVs and discount rates for the project given 
in Table 8.2 on a graph like Figure 8.1. It can be seen that 
if the discount rate is less than 16 per cent IRR, then the 
project has positive NPV; if it is equal to IRR, the project 
has a zero NPV; and if it is greater than IRR, the project 
has negative NPV. Thus, when we compare the IRR of 
the project with the opportunity cost of capital, we are in 
fact trying to ascertain whether the project's NPV is 
positive or not. In case of independent projects, IRR and 
NPV rules will give the same results if the firm has no 
shortage of funds.

Evaluation of IRR Method
IRR method is like the NPV method. It is a popular 
investment criterion since it measures profitability as a 
percentage and can be easily compared with the 
opportunity cost of capital. IRR method has following 
merits:

Time value The IRR method recognizes the time 
value of money. ■
Profitability measure It considers all cash flows 
occurring over the entire life of the project to 
calculate its rate of return.
Acceptance rule It generally gives the same 
acceptance rule as the NPV method.
Shareholder value It is consistent with the 
Shareholder Wealth Maximization objective. 
Whenever a project's IRR is greater than the 
opportunity cost of capital, the shareholders' 
wealth will be enhanced.

Like the NPV method, the IRR method is also 
theoretically a sound investment evaluation criterion. 
However, IRR rule can give misleading and inconsistent 

results under certain circumstances. Here we briefly 
mention the problems that IRR method may suffer from.

Multiple rates A project may have multiple rates, 
or it may not have a unique rate of return. As we 
explain later on, these problems arise because of 
the mathematics of IRR computation.

<6 Mutually exclusive projects It may also fail to 
indicate a correct choice between mutually 
exclusive projects under certain situations. This 
pitfail of the IRR method is elaborated later on in 
this chapter.

% Value additivity Unlike in the case of the NPV 
method, the value additivity principle does not 
hold when the IRR method is used—IRRs of 
projects do not add.7 Thus, for Projects A and B, 
IRR(A) + IRR(B) need not be equal to 
IRR (A + B). Consider an example given below.

7. Copeland, T.E. and J.F., Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 1983, p. 32.

The NPV and IRR of Projects A and B are given below:

Project Co
(Bs)

Cr
(Bs)

NPV© 10% 
(Bs)

IBB

(%)

A -100 + 120 + 9.1 20.0
B -150 + 168 + 2.7 12.0

A + B -250 + 288 + 11.8 15.2

It can be seen from the example that NPVs of projects 
add:

NPV(A) + NPV(B) = NPV(A + B) = 9.1 + 2.7 = 11.8, while
IRR(A)+IRR(B) * IRR(A + B) = 20%+12% * 15.2%

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the concept of IRR.
2. How is IRR calculated for even and uneven cash 

flows?
3. If NPV of an investment is negative will its IRR be 

greater than or lesser the discount rate? Why?
4. Explain the merits and demerits of IRR method.
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PROFITABILITY INDEX

: et another time-adjusted method of evaluating the 
.•'.vestment proposals is the benefit - cost (B/C) ratio or 
profitability index (PI). Profitability index is the ratio of 
_ne present value of cash inflows, at the required rate of 
•eturn, to the initial cash outflow of the investment. The 

rmula for calculating benefit-cost ratio or profitability 
mdex is as follows:

PV of cash inflows _ PV(Ct) 
Initial cash outlay Co

V ■ C
S (W ’ °

-LUSTRATION 8.3: PI of Uneven Cash Flows
The initial cash outlay of a project is Rs 100,000 and it can 
venerate cash inflow of Rs 40,000, Rs 30,000, Rs 50,000 
md Rs 20,000 in year 1 through 4. Assume a 10 per cent 
-ate of discount. The PV of cash inflows at 10 per cent 
uscount rate is:

PV = Rs 40,000(PVF1010) + Rs 3O,OOO(PVF2 0]0)
+ Rs 5O,OOO(PVF3 o1o) + Rs 20,000(PVF4 010)

= Rs 40,000x0.909 + Rs 30,000x0.826
+ Rs 50,000 x 0.751 + Rs 20,000 X 0.68

NPV = Rs 112,350-Rs 100,000 = Rs 12,350

Relative profitability In the PI method, since the 
present value of cash inflows is divided by the 
initial cash outflow, it is a relative measure of a 
project's profitability.

Like NPV method, PI criterion also requires 
calculation of cash flows and estimate of the discount rate. 
In practice, the estimation of cash flows and discount rate 
poses problems.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k______________________________________________________ J

1. Define profitability index (PI). Why is it called benefit 
- cost ratio?

2. Will PI be greater or lesser than one if a project's 
NPV is (z) negative; (zz) zero; (zzz) positive?

3. What are the merits of PI method?

PAYBACK

The payback (PB) is one of the most popular and widely 
recognized traditional methods of evaluating investment 
proposals. Payback is the number of years required to 
recover the original cash outlay invested in a project. If 
the project generates constant annual cash inflows, the 
payback period can be computed by dividing cash outlay 
by the annual cash inflow. That is:

Rs 112,350
Rs 100,000

= 1.1235. „ , , Initial Investment CT
Payback =-------------------------- = — (6)

Annual Cash Inflow C

Acceptance Rule
T.e following are the PI acceptance rules:

Tr Accept the project when PI is greater than one 
PI>1
Reject the project when PI is less than one
PI<1
May accept the project when PI is equal to one 
PI = 1

The project with positive NPV will have PI greater 
run one. PI less than one means that the project's NPV is 
negative.

Evaluation of PI Method
_<e the NPV and IRR rules, PI is a conceptually sound 
— ethod of appraising investment projects. It is a variation 

: the NPV method, and requires the same computations 
as the NPV method.

Ti Time value It recognizes the time value of money.
Tz Value maximization It is consistent with the 

shareholder value maximisation principle. A 
project with PI greater than one will have positive 
NPV and if accepted, it will increase share
holders' wealth.

ILLUSTRATION 8.4: Payback (Constant Cash Flows)
Assume that a project requires an outlay of Rs 50,000 and 
yields annual cash inflow of Rs 12,500 for 7 years. The 
payback period for the project is:

Rs 50,000
Rs 12,000

= 4 years

Unequal cashflows In case of unequal cash inflows, the 
payback period can be found out by adding up the cash 
inflows until the total is equal to the initial cash outlay. 
Consider the following example.

ILLUSTRATION 8.5: Payback (Uneven Cash Flows)
Suppose that a project requires a cash outlay of Rs 20,000. 
and generates cash inflows of Rs 8,000; Rs 7,000; Rs 4,000; 
and Rs 3,000 during the next 4 years. What is the project’s 
payback? When we add up the cash inflows, we find that 
in the first three years Rs 19,000 of the original outlay is 
recovered. In the fourth year cash inflow generated is 
Rs 3,000 and only Rs 1,000 of the original outlay remains 
to be recovered. Assuming that the cash inflows occur 
evenly during the year, the time required to recover 
Rs 1,000 will be (Rs 1,000/Rs 3,000) x 12 months = 4 
months. Thus, the payback period is 3 years and 4 months.
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Acceptance Rule
Many firms use the payback period as an investment 
evaluation criterion and a method of ranking projects. 
They compare the project's payback with a predetermined, 
standard payback. The project would be accepted if its 
payback period is less than the maximum or standard 
payback period set by management. As a ranking method, 
it gives highest ranking to the project, which has the 
shortest payback period and lowest ranking to the project 
with highest payback period. Thus, if the firm has to 
choose between two mutually exclusive projects, the 
project with shorter payback period will be selected.

Evaluation of Payback
Payback is a popular investment criterion in practice. It is 
considered to have certain virtues.

Simplicity The most significant merit of payback 
is that it is simple to understand and easy to 
calculate. The business executives consider the 
simplicity of method as a virtue. This is evident 
from their heavy reliance on it for appraising 
investment proposals in practice.
Cost effective Payback method costs less than 
most of the sophisticated techniques that require 
a lot of the analysts' time and the use of 
computers.
Short-term effects A company can have more 
favourable short-run effects on earnings per share 
by setting up a shorter standard payback period.8 
It should, however, be remembered that this may 
not be a wise long-term policy as the company 
may have to sacrifice its future growth for current 
earnings.

8. Weston, J.F. and E.F., Brigham, Managerial Finance, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972, p. 145.
9. Quirin, op. cit., 1977, pp. 31-32.

10. Porterfield, op. cit., 1965, p. 22.

<6 Risk shield The risk of the project can be tackled 
by having a shorter standard payback period as 
it may ensure guarantee against loss. A company 
has to invest in many projects where the cash 
inflows and life expectancies are highly uncertain. 
Under such circumstances, payback may become 
important, not so much as a measure of 
profitability but as a means of establishing an 
upper bound on the acceptable degree of risk.9 
Liquidity The emphasis in payback is on the early 
recovery of the investment. Thus, it gives an 
insight into the liquidity of the project. The funds 
so released can be put to other uses.

In spite of its simplicity and the so-called virtues, the 
payback may not be a desirable investment criterion since 
it suffers from a number of serious limitations:

■Qz Cash flows after payback Payback fails to take 
account of the cash inflows earned after the 
payback period. For example, consider the

Cash Flows (Rs)
Project Co Cj c2 c3 Payback NPV

X -4,000 0 4,000 2,000 2 years +806
Y -4,000 2,000 2.000 0 2 years -530

As per the payback rule, both the projects are 
equally desirable since both return the investment 
outlay in two years. If we assume an opportunity 
cost of 10 per cent, Project X yields a positive net 
present value of Rs 806 and Project Y yields a 
negative net present value of Rs 530. As per the 
NPV rule, Project X should be accepted and 
Project Y rejected. The payback rule gave wrong 
results because it failed to consider Rs 2,000 cash 
flow in the third year for Project X.

■Qz Cash flows ignored Payback is not an appropriate 
method of measuring the profitability of an 
investment project as it does not consider all cash 
inflows yielded by the project. Considering Project 
X again, payback rule did not take into account 
its entire series of cash flows.
Cash flow patterns Payback fails to consider the 
pattern of cash inflows, i.e., magnitude and timing 
of cash inflows. In other words, it gives equal 
weights to returns of equal amounts even though 
they occur in different time periods. For example, 
compare the following projects C and D where 
they involve equal cash outlay and yield equal 
total cash inflows over equal time periods:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Project c0 c3 c2 Payback NPV

C -5,000 3,000 2,000 2,000 2 years +881
D -5,000 2,000 3,000 2,000 2 years +798

Using payback period, both projects are equally 
desirable. But Project C should be preferable as 
larger cash inflows will come earlier in its life. This 
is indicated by the NPV rule; Project C has higher 
NPV (Rs 881) than Project D (Rs 798) at 10 per 
cent opportunity cost. It should be thus clear that 
payback is not a measure of profitability. As such, 
it is dangerous to use it as a decision criterion.
Administrative difficulties A firm may face 
difficulties in determining the maximum 
acceptable payback period. There is no rational 
basis for setting a maximum payback period. It is 
generally a subjective decision.
Inconsistent with shareholder value Payback is 
not consistent with the objective of maximizing 
the market value of the firm's shares. Share values 
do not depend on payback periods of investment 
projects.10
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The payback period is defined as follows:

(7)Payback=
Initial investment _ Co 

Annual cash inflow(annuity) C

EXHIBIT CAPITAL BUDGETING 
METHODS IN PRACTICE

• In a study of the capital budgeting practices of fourteen 
medium to large size companies in India, it was found 
that all companies, except one, used payback. With 
payback and/or other techniques, about two-thirds of 
companies used IRR and about two-fifths NPV. IRR 
was found to be the second most popular method.

• The reasons for the popularity of payback in order of 
significance were stated to be its simplicity to use and 
understand, its emphasis on the early recovery of investment 
and focus on risk.

• It was also found that one-third of companies always 
insisted on the computation of payback for all projects, 
one-third for majority of projects and remaining for 
some of the projects. For about two-thirds of companies 
standard payback ranged between 3 and 5 years.

• Reasons for the secondary role of DCF techniques in 
India included difficulty in understanding and using these 
techniques, lack of qualified professionals and 
unwillingness of top management to use DCF techniques. 
One large manufacturing and marketing organization 
mentioned that conditions of its business were such 
that DCF techniques were not needed. Yet another 
company stated that replacement projects were very 
frequent in the company, and it was not considered 
necessary to use DCF techniques for evaluating such 
projects.
Source: Pandey, I.M., Capital Budgeting Practices of 
Indian Companies, MDI Management Journal, Vol. 2, 
No. 1 (Jan. 1989).

Let us re-emphasize that the payback is not a valid
— . 'hod for evaluating the acceptability of the investment 
: r: jects. It can, however, be used along with the NPV rule 
ts a first step in screening the projects roughly. In practice, 
the use of DCF techniques has been increasing but payback

-finues to remain a popular and primary method of 
r: estment evaluation (Exhibit 8.1).

Payback Reciprocal and the Rate of Return
Payback is considered theoretically useful in a few 
situations. One significant argument in favour of payback

- that its reciprocal is a good approximation of the rate of 
■.-turn under certain conditions.11

. L Gordon, Myron, Payoff Period and Rate of Profit, Journal of Business, XXVIII, No. 4, pp. 253-60.
L In fact, the optimal cut-off for the payback can be computed from the present value of an annuity formula:

The formula for the present value of an annuity is 
given by the following equation as discussed in 
Chapter 2. (z in the original equation is being replaced by 
r, the internal rate of return.)

(1 + r)"

C co -
r r

1

(1 + r)”

Multiplying both sides by r, we get

rC0=C-c\—^-\
Ld + r)" J

Solving for r, we find

Q c0
i

(8)(1 + r)''

where Co is the initial investment, C is annual cash inflow, 
r is rate of return and n is the life of investment.

In Equation (8), the first right-hand term is the 
reciprocal of the payback period. The second right-hand 
term is payback reciprocal multiplied by 1/(1 + r)". If n is 
very large or extends to infinity, the second term becomes 
insignificant (almost equal to zero), and we are left with 
the term C / Co. Thus, IRR becomes equal to the reciprocal 
of payback.12

The reciprocal of payback will be a close 
approximation of the internal rate of return if the following 
two conditions are satisfied:

% The life of the project is large or at least twice the 
payback period
The project generates equal annual cash inflows

The payback reciprocal is a useful technique to 
quickly estimate the true rate of return. But its major 
limitation is that every investment project does not satisfy 
the conditions on which this method is based. When the 
useful life of the project is not at least twice the payback 
period, the payback reciprocal will always exceed the rate 

Optimal cutoff = — 1 1
r r(l + r)“
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of return. Similarly, it cannot be used as an approximation 
of the rate of return if the project yields uneven cash 
inflows.

DISCOUNTED PAYBACK

One of the serious objections to the payback method is 
that it does not discount the cash flows for calculating the 
payback period. We can discount cash flows and then 
calculate the payback. The discounted payback period is 
the number of periods taken in recovering the investment 
outlay on the present value basis. The discounted payback 
period still fails to consider the cash flows occurring after 
the payback period.

Let us consider an example. Projects P and Q involve 
the same outlay of Rs 4,000 each. The opportunity cost of 
capital may be assumed as 10 per cent. The cash flows of 
the projects and their discounted payback periods are 
shown in Table 8.3.

The projects indicated are of same desirability by the 
simple payback period. When cash flows are discounted 
to calculate the discounted payback period, Project P 
recovers the investment outlay faster than Project Q, and 
therefore, it would be preferred over Project Q. Discounted 
payback period for a project will be always higher than 
simple payback period because its calculation is based on 
the discounted cash flows. Discounted payback rule is 
better as it discounts the cash flows until the outlay is 
recovered. But it does not help much. It does not take into 
consideration the entire series of cash flows. It can be seen 
in our example that if we use the NPV rule, Project Q (with 
the higher discounted payback period) is better.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is payback? How is it calculated?
2. Why is payback popular despite being a non-DCF 

method of investment evaluation?
3. What are the limitations of payback?
4. Under what conditions, payback reciprocal gives an 

estimate of IRR?
How is discounted payback calculated? Is it an 
improvement over simple payback?

5.

ACCOUNTING RATE OF RETURN

The accounting rate of return (ARR), also known as the 
return on investment (ROI), uses accounting information, 
as revealed by financial statements, to measure the 
profitability of an investment. The accounting rate of 
return is the ratio of the average after tax profit divided 
by the average investment. The average investment would 
be equal to half of the original investment if it were 
depreciated constantly. Alternatively, it can be found out 
by dividing the total of the investment's book values after 
depreciation by the life of the project. The accounting rate 
of return, thus, is an average rate and can be determined 
by the following equation:

Average income
ARR —---------------------------

Average investment

In Equation (9), average income should be defined in 
terms of earnings after taxes without an adjustment for 
interest, viz., EBIT (1 - T) or net operating profit after tax. 
Thus:

(9)

ARR =

n

^EBITf(l-T) In 

_r=l_________ .__
(/0+/n)/2 (10)

where EBIT is earnings before interest and taxes, T tax 
rate, Io book value of investment in the beginning, In book 
value of investment at the end of n number of years.13

13. We assume straight-line depreciation.

ILLUSTRATION 8.6: Accounting Rate of Return
A project will cost Rs 40,000. Its stream of earnings before 
depreciation, interest and taxes (EBDIT) during first year 
through five years is expected to be Rs 10,000, Rs 12,000, 
Rs 14,000, Rs 16,000 and Rs 20,000. Assume a 50 per cent 
tax rate and depreciation on straight-line basis. Project’s 
ARR is computed in Table 8.4.

„ 3,200
Accounting Rate of Return =--------- x 100 = 16 per cent

6 20,000

A variation of the ARR method is to divide average 
earnings after taxes by the original cost of the project 
instead of the average cost. Thus, using this version, the 
ARR in Illustration 8.6 would be:

PV of cash flows

Q
PV of cash flows

Table 8.3: Discounted Payback Illustrated

Cash Flows
(Rs) Simple 

PB
Discounted 

PB
NPV at

10%Co Cr c2 c3 c4
-4,000 3,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 2 yrs — —
- 4,000 2,727 826 751 683 — 2.6 yrs 987

- 4,000 0 4,000 1,000 2,000 2 yrs — —
- 4,000 0 3,304 751 1,366 — 2.9 yrs 1,421
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Table 8.4: Calculation of Accounting Rate of Return

.- eriod 1 2 3 4 5 Average

;rings before depreciation, interest and taxes (EBDIT) 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 20,000 14,400
Depreciation 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000

£ rtttngs before interest and taxes (EBIT) 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 12,000 6,400
_ c--.es at 50% 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 6,000 3,200

; truings before interest and after taxes [EBIT (1- T)J 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 6,000 3,200

•: k value of investment:
3 eginning 40,000 32,000 24,000 16,000 8,000
Ending 32,000 24,000 16,000 8,000 —
Average 36,000 28,000 20,000 12,000 4,000 20,000

Rs 3,200 -s- Rs 40,000 x 100 = 8 per cent. This version 
the ARR method is less consistent as earnings are 

. raged but investment is not.14

Quirin, op. cit., 1977, p. 33.

Acceptance Rule
an accept-or-reject criterion, this method will accept 

. . those projects whose ARR is higher than the minimum 
-i established by the management and reject those 
: ■: iects which have ARR less than the minimum rate. This 
Tithod would rank a project as number one if it has 
•.chest ARR and lowest rank would be assigned to the 
r •. ject with lowest ARR.

Evaluation of ARR Method
• e .ARR method may claim some merits:

% Simplicity The ARR method is simple to 
understand and use. It does not involve 
complicated computations.
Accounting data The ARR can be readily 
calculated from the accounting data; unlike in the 
NPV and IRR methods, no adjustments are 
required to arrive at cash flows of the project.
Accounting profitability The ARR rule 
incorporates the entire stream of income in 
calculating the project's profitability.

The ARR is a method commonly understood by 
rccountants, and frequently used as a performance 
treasure. As a decision criterion, however, it has serious 
- - artcomings.

Cash flows ignored The ARR method uses 
accounting profits, not cash flows, in appraising 
the projects. Accounting profits are based on 
arbitrary assumptions and choices and also 
include non-cash items. It is, therefore, 
inappropriate to rely on them for measuring the 
acceptability of the investment projects.

"Qz Time value ignored The averaging of income 
ignores the time value of money. In fact, this 
procedure gives more weightage to the distant 
receipts.

% Arbitrary cut-off The firm employing the ARR 
rule uses an arbitrary cut-off yardstick. Generally, 
the yardstick is the firm's current return on its 
assets (book-value). Because of this, the growth 
companies earning very high rates on their 
existing assets may reject profitable projects (i.e., 
with positive NPVs) and the less profitable 
companies may accept bad projects (i.e., with 
negative NPVs).

The ARR method continues to be used as a 
performance evaluation and control measure in practice. 
But its use as an investment criterion is certainly 
undesirable. It may lead to unprofitable allocation of 
capital.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L______________________________________________________________ J

1. Define accounting rate of return (ARR). How is it
calculated?

2. What are the merits and demerits of ARR?

NPV vs IRR

The net present value and the internal rate of return 
methods are two closely related investment criteria. Both 
are time-adjusted methods of measuring an investment's 
worth. In case of independent projects, two methods lead 
to same decisions. However, under certain situations (to 
be discussed later in this section), a conflict arises between 
them. It is under these cases that a choice between the 
two criteria has to be made.
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Equivalence of NPV and IRR: 
Case of Conventional Independent Projects
It is important to distinguish between conventional and 
non-conventional investments in discussing the 
comparison between NPV and IRR methods. A 
conventional investment can be defined as one whose 
cash flows take the pattern of an initial cash outlay 
followed by cash inflows. Conventional projects have only 
one change in the sign of cash flows; for example, the initial 
outflow followed by inflows, i.e., —i- + +. A non- 
conventional investment, on the other hand, is one, which 
has cash outflows mingled with cash inflows throughout 
the life of the project.15 Non-conventional investments 
have more than one change in the signs of cash flows; for 
example, - + + + -++-+.

15. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit., 1975, pp. 7-8.
16. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit. 975, pp. 218-51, and Brealey and Myers, op. cit. 1991, pp. 82-83.

In case of conventional investments, which are 
economically independent of each other, NPV and IRR 
methods result in same accept-or-reject decision if the firm 
is not constrained for funds in accepting all profitable 
projects. Same projects would be indicated profitable by 
both methods. The logic is simple to understand. As has 
been explained earlier, all projects with positive net 
present values would be accepted if the NPV method is 
used, or projects with internal rates of return higher than 
the required rate of return would be accepted if the IRR 
method were followed. The last or marginal project 
acceptable under the NPV method is the one, which has 
zero net present value; while using the IRR method, this 
project will have an internal rate of return equal to the 
required rate of return. Projects with positive net present 
values would also have internal rates of return higher than 
the required rate of return and the marginal project will 
have zero present value only when its internal rate of 
return is equal to the required rate of return.

We know that NPV is;

npv = £-^7-co (1)

and IRR is that rate r which satisfies the following 
equation:

Npv = f-^--Co=O (4)
Z?(l + r)'

Subtracting Equation (4) from Equation (1), we get:

n

Npv=y ct
(1+r)'

C' 

t

As we know that Cf, k, r and f are positive, NPV can 
be positive (NPV > 0) only if r > k. NPV would be zero if 
and only if r = k and it would be negative (NPV < 0) if r < 
k. Thus, we find that NPV and IRR methods are equivalent 
as regards the acceptance or rejection of independent 

conventional investments.

Figure 8.2: Equivalency of NPV and IRR

Figure 8.2 also substantiates this argument where a, 
represents the highest net present value for the project at 
zero discount rate; at this point NPV is simply the 
difference between cash inflows and cash outflows. At r-, 
discount rate, the net present value is zero and therefore, 
by definition, r2 is the internal rate of return of the project. 
For discount rate (say r3) greater than IRR, the net present 
value would be negative (a3). Conversely, for discount rate 
(say r1) lower than IRR, the net present value of the project 
will be positive (a4). Thus, if the required rate of return is 
rv the project will be accepted under both methods since 
the net present value, alr is greater than zero and internal 
rate, r2, exceeds the required rate, rr Project could also be 
accepted if the required rate is r2 as net present value is 
zero and the required rate and internal rate are equal. But 
the project would be rejected under either method if the 
required rate is r3 as the net present value is negative (a3) 
and the internal rate of return is lower than the required 
rate of return (i.e., r2 < r3).

Lending and Borrowing-type Projects
Figure 8.3 shows that the NPV of a project declines as the 
discount rate increases. This may not be true in the case 
of all projects. Investment projects may have the 
characteristics of lending or borrowing or both.16 Consider 
the following situations:

(11)
Project

Cash Flows (Rs)
NPV at 10%c0 c3 IRR

X - 100 120 20% 9
Y 100 -120 20% -9

Figure 8.3 is drawn to show the NPV profiles of 
projects X and Y. It can be seen in Figure 8.3(a) that for 
Project X, the NPV declines as the discount rate increases. 
The NPV is zero at 20 per cent of return; it is positive for 
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rates lower than 20 per cent rate and negative for rates 
-jgher than 20 per cent. Project X, a lending-type project, 
is a typical example of a conventional investment in which 
a series of cash outlays is followed by a series of cash 
mflows. Interpreted differently, it can be stated that in the 
rase of Project X we are lending Rs 100 at a rate of return 
?f 20 per cent. If our opportunity cost of capital is 
13 per cent, we shall lend (or invest) Rs 100. The higher 
the rate we earn, the happier we are.

For Project Y, on the other hand, we find that the 
NPV increases with increase in the discount rate [Figure
- 3(b)]. Like in the case of Project X, the NPV is zero at 20 
per cent discount rate. However, it is negative at rates
?wer than 20 per cent and positive at rates higher than 

1 ? per cent. Project Y is a borrowing-type-project. In the 
:ase of Project Y, we are borrowing Rs 100 at a rate of return 
:f 20 per cent. The 20 per cent is a return to the lender; to 
us it is a cost. We shall be well-off only if we could borrow 
it a rate less than our opportunity cost of capital (viz., 

3 per cent in the example). Thus, for us, the borrower, 
me NPV is negative for rates of discount less than 20 per 
rent and positive for higher rates of discount. In a
- :rrowing-type project, the lower the rate we pay, the

Non-conventional Investments:
Problem of Multiple IRRs
A serious shortcoming of the IRR method, when used to 
evaluate non-conventional investments, is that it can yield 
multiple internal rates of return.17 The reason for more 
than one rate of return solution lies in the algebra of the 
IRR equation. As we know, the formula to calculate IRR 
is as follows:

2(—3,750)
_ —4,000±l,000 _ 2 2

-7,500 53

Since x =------ , therefore
1 + r

nPv = E"~-Co=O
r=l(l + r)f

(4)

In solving for r as the unknown, the analyst is actually 
solving for n roots of r. In case of conventional investment 
only one positive value for r exists, other roots being either 
imaginary or negative. It is in the case of non-conventional 
project, which involves more than one reversal of signs in 
cash flows that there is the possibility of multiple positive 
roots of r. To illustrate the problem of multiple rates, 
consider the following example.

ILLUSTRATION 8.7: Dual Rates of Return
Let us consider the following project I:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Project Ca Ct C2

I- 1,000 4,000-3,750

We can use the IRR formula to solve the internal rate 
of return of this project:

4,000
(1 + r)

(-3,750)
(1 + r)2

-(-l,000) = 0

Assuming -----= x, we obtain
1+r

-3,750x2+4,000x-l,000 = 0
This is a quadratic equation of the form: ax2 + bx + c =

0, and we can solve it by using the following formula:

-b ± Vb2 -4ac
x =-------- ----------- (12)2a

Substituting values in Equation (12), we obtain

_ -4,000 ± 7(4,000)2 - 4 (-1,000) (-3,750)

The problem of the multiple rates of return was pointed out by Lorie, J.H. and Savage, L.J., Three Problem in Capital Rationing, Journal 
of Business, 28 (October 1955), pp. 229-39.
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1 _ 2 1 2
l + r_5’ l + r~3

r = - or 150%, r = —= 50%
2 2

It is obvious from the above calculation that Project I 
yields dual rates of return: 50 per cent and 150 per cent. At 
these two rates of return the net present value of the project 
is zero. It needs to be emphasized here that this dilemma 
does not arise when the NPV method is used—we have 
simply to specify the required rate of return and find NPV. 
The relationship between discount rates and NPVs are 
shown in Figure 8.4, where the discount rate is plotted 
along the horizontal axis and net present value along the 
vertical axis.

Figure 8.4: Dual rates of return

At zero rate of discount, the net present value of the 
project is simply the difference of undiscounted cash flows. 
It is -Rs 750 for Project I (-1,000 + 4,000 -3,750 = -750). 
As the discount rate increases, the negative net present 
value diminishes and becomes zero at 50 per cent. The 
positive net present value increases as the discount rate 
exceeds 50 per cent, but after reaching a maximum it starts 
decreasing and at 150 per cent it again becomes zero.

It should be clear from Figure 8.4 that Project I 
combines the features of both lending and borrowing.18 The 
first part of the figure has an upward slope typical of a 
loan; the second part has a downward slope typical of an 
ordinary investment (lending). Since the NPV curve cuts 
the horizontal-axis twice, the project has two rates of return, 
50 and 150 per cent.

18. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit., 1975, pp. 48-51.
19. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit., 1975, p. 42.
20. Weston, J.F. and E.F.Brigham, On Capital Budgeting Techniques, in Brigham, E.F. and R.E. Johnson (Ed.), Issues in Managerial Finance, 

Dryden, 1976, p. 108. Also, see Weston, J.F and T.E. Copeland, Managerial Finance Dryden, 1986, pp. 113-20.

Which of the two rates is correct? None. The project 
would be worthwhile only when the opportunity cost of 
the capital falls between these two rates; NPV is positive 
at the discount rates ranging between 50 and 150 per cent.

The number of rates of return depends on the number 
of times the sign of the cash flow stream changes. In the

case of Project I above, there are two reversals of sign
(- + -), and there are two rates of return. Reversal of sign
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for multiple
rates of return.

A number of adaptations of the IRR criterion have 
been suggested to take care of the problem of multiple 
rates. In our opinion, none of them will work satisfactorily. 
The simple, straightforward alternative is to use the NPV 
rule.

Difference: Case of Ranking Mutually 
Exclusive Projects
We have shown that the NPV and IRR methods yield the 
same accept-or-reject rule in case of independent 
conventional investments. However, in real business 
situations there are alternative ways of achieving an 
objective and, thus, accepting one alternative will mean 
excluding the other. As defined earlier, investment 
projects are said to be mutually exclusive when only one 
investment could be accepted and others would have to 
be excluded.19 For example, in order to distribute its 
products, a company may decide either to establish its 
own sales organization or engage outside distributors. The 
more profitable out of the two alternatives shall be 
selected. This type of exclusiveness may be referred to as 
technical exclusiveness. On the other hand, two 
independent projects may also be mutually exclusive if a 
financial constraint is imposed. If limited funds are 
available to accept either Project A or Project B, this would 
be an example of financial exclusiveness or capital 
rationing. The NPV and IRRmethods can give conflicting 
ranking to mutually exclusive projects. In the case of 
independent projects, ranking is not important since all 
profitable projects will be accepted. Ranking of projects, 
however, becomes crucial in the case of mutually exclusive 
projects. Since the NPV and IRR rules can give conflicting 
ranking to projects, one cannot remain indifferent as to 
the choice of the rule.

The NPV and IRR rules will give conflicting ranking 
to the projects under the following conditions:20

<fl The cash flow pattern of the projects may differ. 
That is, the cash flows of one project may increase 
over time, while those of others may decrease or 
vice versa.

"fl The cash outlays (initial investments) of the 
projects may differ.

"fl The projects may have different expected lives.

Timing of cash flows The most commonly found 
condition for the conflict between the NPV and IRR 
methods is the difference in the timing of cash flows. Let 
us consider the following two Projects, M and N.
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Project

Cash Flows (Rs)
NPV 
at 9% IRRc0 c3 c2 c3

M -1,680 1,400 700 140 301 23%
N -1,680 140 840 1,510 321 17%

At 9 per cent discount rate, Project N has higher NPV 
:Rs 321 than Project M's NPV of Rs 301. However, Project 
V has a lower IRR of 17 per cent than Project M's IRR of 
23 per cent. Why this conflict? Which project should we 
a ccept? Let us see how NPVs of Projects M and N behave 
•••ith discount rates. The NPV profiles of two projects

■ ould be as shown in Table 8.5.
The net present values of Projects M and N, as a 

•unction of discount rates, are plotted in Figure 8.5. It is 
noticeable from the NPV calculations as well as from 
Figure 8.5 that the present value of Project N falls rapidly, 
is the discount rate increases. The reason is that its largest 
cash flows come late in life, when the compounding effect 
: i time is most significant. The reverse is true with Project

■ as its largest cash flows come early in the life when 
: impounding effect is not so severe. The internal rates of 
Projects M and N respectively are 23 per cent and 17 per 
rent. The NPV profiles of two projects intersect at 10 per 
rent discount rate. This is called Fisher's intersection.21

21. Fisher, Irwing. The Rate of Interest, Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1907.

Table 8.5: NPV Profiles of Projects M and N

Discount Rate (%) Project M Project N

0 560 810
5 409 520

10 276 276
15 159 70
20 54 - 106
25 -40 -257
30 -125 - 388

Figure 8.5: NPV versus IRR

Fisher's intersection occurs at the discount rate where 
the NPVs of two projects are equal. We can determine the 
discount rate at which Fisher's intersection occurs as 
follows:

, 1400 700 140
(1 + r*)1 (1 + r*)2 (1 + r*)3

-_1 +sn 140 840 1,510
' (1 + r*)1 + (1 + r*)2 + (1 + r*)3

This equation can be simplified by bringing all terms 
over from the left-hand side.

1,260 140 1,370------------ +-------- — + —-------- = 0
(1 + r*) (1 + r*)2 (1 + r*)3

Solving for r*—Fisher's intersection rate—by trial 
and error, we obtain: r* = 10%.

We can write the following formula for determining 
the rate at which Fisher's intersection occurs for two 
Projects M and N:

NPV;W = NPV;V

V (Ct)M 
r=l(l + r*)'

V (Ct)N 
r=i(l + r*)'

(Q)v (13)“(Q))a/

It is notable from Table 8.5 and Figure 8.5 that at the 
discount rates less than the intersection rate (10 per cent), 
Project N has the higher NPV but lower IRR (17 per cent). 
On the other hand, at the discount rates greater than the 
intersection rate (10 per cent), Project M has both higher 
NPV as well as higher IRR (23 per cent). Thus, if the 
required rate of return is greater than the intersection rate, 
both NPV and IRR methods wiRyield consistent results. 
That is, the project with higher internal rate of return will 
also have higher net present value. However, if the 
required rate of return is less than the intersection rate, 
the two methods will give contradictory results. That is, 
the project with higher internal rate of return will have 
lower net present value and vice versa.

Which project should we choose between Projects M 
and N? Both projects generate positive net present value 
at 9 per cent opportunity cost of capital. Therefore, both 
are profitable. But Project N is better since it has a higher 
NPV. The IRR rule, however, indicates that we should 
choose Project M as it has a higher IRR. If we choose Project 
N, following the NPV rule, we shall be richer by an 
additional value of Rs 20. Should we have the satisfaction 
of earning a higher rate of return, or should we like to be 
richer? The NPV rule is consistent with the objective of 
maximizing wealth. When we have to choose between 
mutually exclusive projects, the easiest procedure is to 
compare the NPVs of the projects and choose the one with 
the larger NPV.
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Incremental approach It is argued that the IRR method 
can still be used to choose between mutually exclusive 
projects if we adapt it to calculate rate of return on the 
incremental cash flows. If we prefer Project N to Project 
M, there should be incremental benefits in doing so. To see 
this, let us calculate the incremental flows of Project N 
over Project M. We obtain the following cash flows:

Cash Flows (Rs)
NPV

Project Cg CT C2 C3 at 9% IRR

(M-N) 0 - 1,260 140 1,370 20 10%

The IRR on the incremental flows is 10 per cent. It is 
more than the opportunity cost of 9 per cent. Therefore, 
Project N should be accepted. Project N is better than 
Project M despite its lower IRR because it offers all benefits 
that Project M offers plus the opportunity of an incremental 
investment at 10 per cent—a rate higher than the required 
rate of return of 9 per cent. It may be noticed that the NPV 
of the incremental flows is the difference of the NPV of 
Project N over that of Project M; this is so because of the 
value-additivity principle.

The incremental approach is a satisfactory way of 
salvaging the IRR rule. But the series of incremental cash 
flows may result in negative and positive cash flows (i.e., 
lending and borrowing type pattern). This would result 
in multiple rates of return and ultimately the NPV method 
will have to be used.

Some people find it difficult to appreciate that the IRR 
rule can mislead?” Let us, for instance, assume that we 
are considering two mutually exclusive Projects M and 
N, and we are also contemplating an investment 
opportunity, say Project O, to occur after one year. Project 
O has the following cash follows:

Cash Flows (Rs)
NPV

Project Cg Cj c, C3 at 9% IRR

O 0 -1,400 700 948 37 11%

We have established so far that Project N is better than 
Project M, since it adds more wealth. Still some may argue 
in favour of Project M. Their reasoning could be that if we 
accept Project M today, we would also be able to undertake 
Project O next year that can be financed out of the cash 
flows generated by Project M in the first year. This 
reasoning implies a capital shortage next year to undertake 
Project O if Project M is rejected. In the absence of capital 
constraint, Project N is definitely better (NPV is higher) 
than Project M, and Project O can also be accepted next 
year by raising Rs 1,260 at a rate equal to the cost of capital. 
It is very unlikely that the large companies would face 
capital constraint. However, some companies do impose 
capital rationing on their divisions for control purposes. 
Such impositions are thought to be real constraints by 

management people at the lower levels. Even if there is a 
capital constraint, real or self-imposed, the IRR rule cannot 
be used for ranking projects. The problem under capital 
rationing is to determine the portfolio of projects, which 
have the largest net present value satisfying such portfolio. 
We shall show later on that this problem can be handled 
through the programming techniques.

Scale of investment Another condition under which the 
NPV and IRR methods will give contradictory ranking to 
the projects, is when the cash outlays are of different sizes. 
Let us consider Projects A and B, involving following cash 
flows:

Projects

Cash Flow (Rs)
NPV 

at 10% IRRCo C,

A -1,000 1,500 364 50%
B -100,000 120,000 9,091 20%

Project A's NPV at 10 per cent required rate of return 
is Rs 364 and IRR is 50 per cent. Project B's NPV at 10 per 
cent required rate of return is Rs 9,091 and internal rate of 
return is 20 per cent. Thus, the two projects are ranked 
differently by the NPV and IRR rules.

As we have explained earlier, the NPV method gives 
unambiguous results. Since the NPV of Project B is high, 
it should be accepted. The same result will be obtained if 
we calculate the internal rate of return on the incremental 
investment:

Cash Flow (Rs)
NPV

Projects Co Ct at 10% IRR

(B-A) -99,000 118,500 8,727 19.7%

The incremental investment of Rs 99,000 (i.e., 
Rs 1,00,000 - Rs 1,000) will generate cash inflow of 
Rs 118,500 after a year. Thus, the return on the incremental 
investment is 19.7 per cent, which is in excess of the 10 
per cent required rate of return. We should, therefore, 
prefer Project B to Project A. )

Project life span Difference in the life spans of two 
mutually exclusive projects can also give rise to the conflict 
between the NPV and IRR rules. To illustrate, let us 
consider two mutually exclusive Projects, X and Y, of 
significantly different expected lives:

Cash Flows (Rs)
----------------------------------------------------- NPV

Projects Co Cf C2 C3 C4 C5 at 10% IRR

' X - 10,000 12,000 — — — — 909 20%
Y - 10,000 0 0 0 0 20,120 2,493 15% *

Both the projects require initial cash outlays of 
Rs 10,000 each. Project X generates a cash flow of Rs 12,000 
at the end of one year, while Project Y generated cash flow 
of Rs 20,120 at the end of fifth year. At 10 per cent required

22. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, pp. 75-77.
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example, Rs 100 (1 + 20)2 + Rs 56 = Rs 200. Given the
initial value (Rs 115.74) and terminal value (Rs 200), the
compound average annual return should be equal to IRR
as shown below:

rate of return, Project X's net present value is Rs 908 and 
internal rate of return is 20 per cent, while Project Y's net 
present value is Rs 2,495 and internal rate of return is 15 
per cent. Thus, the two methods rank the projects 
differently. The NPV rule can be used to choose between 
me projects since it is always consistent with the wealth 
maximization principle. Thus, Project Y should be 
preferred since it has higher NPV. The problem of 
choosing between the short and long-lived assets, which 
nave to be replaced in future, is discussed later on.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
_____________________ ±___ j

Projects Co

Cash Flows (Rs)

C3
- NPV 
at 10% IRRc> C2

X -115.74 100 0 56 17.24 20%
Y - 115.74 0 0 200 34.52 20%

1. Define conventional and non-conventional 
investment projects.

2. Prove that NPV and IRR are equivalent methods for 
evaluating a project.

3. Distinguish between lending-type and borrowing-type 
projects.

4. Why do non-conventional projects have problem of 
multiple rates of return?

5. Under what conditions do NPV and IRR methods 
of ranking mutually exclusive projects rank 
differently?

6. What is Fisher's intersection rate?

REINVESTMENT ASSUMPTION AND 
MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 
(MIRR)

The NPV and IRR rules are sometimes assumed to rest 
man underlying implicit assumption about reinvestment 
:f the cash flows generated during the lifetime of the 
project. It is contented that the source of conflict between 
the two techniques lies in their different implicit 
reinvestment rates.23 The IRR method is assumed to imply 
that the cash flows generated by the project can be 
reinvested at its internal rate of return, whereas the NPV 

23. Rangarajan, C. and Paul Mampilly, Net Present Value Versus Internal Rate of Return, Economic and Political Weekly, Nov. 27,1971, pp. 
M-153-56; and Gupta, L.C., A Comment, Economic and Political Weekly, Feb. 27,1972, and "Further Comment", May 6,1972.

24. Gupta, op. cit., 1972.

method is thought to assume that the cash flows are 
reinvested at the opportunity cost of capital. Advocates 
of the reinvestment assumption calculate terminal values 
of the project to prove their point. For example, consider 
die following projects:

Projects X and Y are equally attractive if the IRR 
method is used. The terminal value of Project Y is Rs 200. 
X should also have a terminal value of Rs 200 to have 
same IRR as Y. Following the IRR method, the terminal 
value of X would be Rs 200 only when its cash flows are 
assumed to be reinvested at its IRR of 20 per cent. For

3 _222__ i = o.2O or 20%
V 115.74

Some people argue that it is more realistic to use the 
opportunity cost of capital as the reinvestment rate. If we 
use 10 per cent as the reinvestment rate, X's terminal value 
will be Rs 177. Now Project X's compound average annual 
return would approximately be:

177
3------------1 = 0.15 or 15%
V 115.74

This is a modified internal rate of return. The modified 
internal rate of return (MIRR) is the compound average 
annual rate that is calculated with a reinvestment rate 
different than the project's IRR. You can use the Excel 
function to calculate the MIRR. The Excel built-in function 
is: MIRR (Values, Finance_Rate, Reinvest_Rate), where 
Values represent the range of cash flows, Finance_Rate is 
the opportunity cost of capital (the required rate of return) 
and Reinvest_Rate is the reinvestment rate.

You may notice that when we use 10 per cent —the 
opportunity cost of capital — as the reinvestment rate, 
we get X's terminal value less by Rs 23 than the Project 
Y's terminal value. The present value of Rs 23 at 10 per 
cent is equal to the difference between the net present 
values of Projects X and Y (Rs 34.52 - Rs 17.24) = Rs 23 x 
0.751 = Rs 17.28.

Is reinvestment assumption logical? All do not accept 
the implicit reinvestment assumption vis-a-vis the IRR. 
They do not consider it valid. According to this view, the 
source of the implicit reinvestment assumption lies in the 
use of compounding the cash flows to the terminal date of 
a project, instead of the use of discounting to the starting 
date. Taking the above given example of Project X, let us 
see whether the IRR and NPV calculations depend in any 
way on the reinvestment assumption:24
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assumptions about reinvestment of cash flows.Project X Rs
Initial investment 115.74
Add: 20% return on investment 23.15

Less: Recovery in year 1
138.89
100.00

Outstanding investment at the 
beginning of year 2 38.89

Add: 20% return on outstanding investment 7.78

Less: Recovery in year 2
46.67

nil
Outstanding investment in the 

beginning of year 3 46.67
Add: 20% return on outstanding investment 9.33
Outstanding investment 56.00
Less: Recovery in year 3 56.00
Balance nil

Similar calculations can be made for Project Y. What 
is indicated by these calculations is that 20 per cent return 
is earned only on the outstanding balance of investment. The 
calculations of IRR and NPV are quite independent of the 
way in which cash flows are utilized. Let us, for example, 
consider in the case of Project X that Rs 115.74 is a loan 
made to a small firm by a bank. The loan is to be repaid 
Rs 100 after 1 year and Rs 56 after 3 years. This is an 
investment for the bank. If the bank does not reinvest the 
cash flows occurring on account of the loan repayment, 
can it be stated that the bank's return is not 20 per cent? 
No, the rate of return would still remain 20 per cent. The 
internal rate of return is a time-adjusted percentage of the 
principal amount outstanding, and it is independent of 
how cash flows are received and utilized. We would like 
to add here that we are not implying that the way in which 
cash flows are put to use will have no effect on the overall 
profitability of the organisation. What is emphasized is 
that the profitability of the project under consideration 
currently remains unaffected by such reinvestments of cash 
flows. We feel that the superficial aspects of the 
mathematics of the IRR rule should not be focussed at the 
cost of the economic interpretation of the project's cash 
flows. Economics provides the logical rationale; 
mathematics is just a tool in financial decision-making.

The reason for the ranking-conflict between the IRR 
and NPV rules lies in the different timing of the projects' 
cash flows, rather than in the wrongly conceived 
reinvestment assumption. One can see in Figure 8.5 that 
NPV falls more rapidly in the case of Project N than Project 
M as the discount rate increases. This is so because the 
more distant flows from a project show a steeper fall in 
their present value, as compared to earlier flows, as the 
discount rate increases. Thus the slopes of the NPV curves 
for different projects will differ because of the difference 
in the time-patterns of their cash flows. In Figure 8.5, the 
ranking changes after the point of intersection of the NPV 
curves. The change in ranking has nothing to do with any

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Briefly explain reinvestment rate assumption in the 
NPV versus IRR controversy.

2. What is modified IRR? How is it calculated?

VARYING OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL

We have made a simple assumption that the opportur_ ~ 
cost of capital remains constant over times. This may nol 
be true in reality. If the opportunity cost of capital varies 
over time, the use of the IRR rule creates problems as 
there is not a unique benchmark opportunity cost of capita 
to compare with IRR.

There is no problem in using the NPV method when 
the opportunity cost of capital varies over time. Each cash 
flow can be discounted by the relevant opportunity cos: 
of capital, as shown below:

NPV = ——+ - C?_+■■■+---- £1!------- Co (14
(1 + *1) (l + *2) (l + fc„)n

It is clear that for each period there is a different 
opportunity cost of capital. With which of the several 
opportunity costs do we compare the IRR to accept or 
reject an investment project? We cannot compare IRR with 
any of these costs. To get a comparable opportunity cost 
of capital, we will have to, in fact, compute a weighted 
average of these opportunity costs, which is a tedious job. 
It is, however, much easier to calculate the NPV with 
several opportunity costs.

NPV vs PI
The NPV method and PI, yield same accept-or-reject rules, 
because PI can be greater than one only when the project's 
net present value is positive. In case of marginal projects, 
NPV will be zero and PI will be equal to one. But a conflict 
may arise between the two methods if a choice between 
mutually exclusive projects has to be made.25 Consider 
the following illustration where the two methods give 
different ranking to the projects.

25. Weston and Brigham, op. cit., 1972.

ILLUSTRATION 8.8: Project C vs Project D

Project C Project D
PV of cash inflows (Rs) 100,000 50,000
Initial cash outflow (Rs) 50,000 20,000
NPV (Rs) 50,000 30,000
PI 2.00 2.50

Project C should be accepted if we use the NPV 
method, but Project D is preferable according to the PI. 
Which method is better?



The NPV method should be preferred, except under 
capital rationing, because the net present value represents 
the net increase in the firm’s wealth. In our illustration, 
Project C contributes all that Project D contributes plus 
additional net present value of Rs 20,000 (Rs 50,000 - Rs 
30,000) at an incremental cost of Rs 50,000 (Rs 1,00,000 - 
Rs 50,000). As the net present value of Project C’s 
incremental outlay is positive, it should be accepted. 
Project C will also be acceptable if we calculate the 
incremental profitability index. This is shown in the table:

Project C

Rs

Project D

Rs

Incremental 
Flow 

Rs

PV of cash
inflows (Rs) 100,000 50,000 50,000

Initial cash
outlay (Rs) 50,000 20,000 30,000

NPV (Rs) 50,000 30,000 20,000
PI 100,000/50,000 50,000/20,000 50,000/30,000

= 2.0 = 2.5 = 1.67
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Because the incremental investment has a positive net 
present value, Rs 20,000 and a PI greater than one, Project 
C should be accepted.

If we consider a different situation where two
mutually exclusive projects return Rs 100,000 each, in 
terms of net present value and one project costs twice as 
much as another, the profitability index will obviously 
give a logical answer. The net present value method will 
indicate that both are equally desirable in absolute terms. 
However, the profitability index will evaluate these two 
projects relatively and will give me correct answer. 
Between two mutually exclusive projects with same NPV, 
the one with lower initial cost (or higher PI) will be 
selected.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How does NPV method work under varying discount 
rates?

2. What is the difference between NPV and PI methods?

SUMMARY )

Q Investments involve cash flows. Profitability of an investment project is determined by evaluating its cash flows.
□ NPV, IRR and PI are the discounted cash flow (DCF) criteria for appraising the worth of an investment project.
Q The net present value (NPV) method is a process of calculating the present value of the project's cash flows, using 

the opportunity cost of capital as the discount rate, and finding out the net present value by subtracting the initial 
investment from the present value of cash flows.

Cd Under the NPV method, the investment project is accepted if its net present value is positive (NPV > 0). The 
market value of the firm's share is expected to increase by the project's positive NPV. Between the mutually 
exclusive projects, the one with the highest NPV will be chosen.

□ The internal rate of return (IRR) is that discount rate at which the project's net present value is zero. Under the IRR 
rule, the project will be accepted when its internal rate of return is higher than the opportunity cost of capital 
(IRR > k).

O Both IRR and NPV methods account for the time value of money and are generally consistent with the wealth 
maximization objective. They give same accept-reject results in case of conventional independent projects.

Q Under a number of situations, the IRR rule can give a misleading signal for mutually exclusive projects. The IRR 
rule may also yield multiple rates of return for non-conventional projects and fails to work under varying cost of 
capital conditions. Since the IRR violates the value-additivity principle; since it may fail to maximize wealth 
under certain conditions; and since it is cumbersome, the use of the NPV rule is recommended.

O Profitability index (PI) is the ratio of the present value of cash inflows to initial cash outlay. It is a variation of the 
NPV rule. PI specifies that the project should be accepted when it has a profitability index greater than one 
(PI > 1.0) since this implies a positive NPV.

O A conflict of ranking can arise between the NPV and PI methods, in case of mutually exclusive projects. Under 
such a situation, the NPV rule should be preferred since it is consistent with the wealth maximization principle.

□ In practice, two other methods have found favour with the business executives. They are the payback (PB) and 
accounting rate of return (ARR) methods.

O PB is the number of years required to recoup the initial cash outlay of an investment project. The project would be 
accepted if its payback is less than the standard payback. The greatest limitations of this method are that it does 
not consider the time value of money, and does not consider cash flows after the payback period.

Q The discounted payback considers the time value of money, but like the simple payback, it also ignores cash flows 
after the payback period. Under the conditions of constant cash flows and a long life of the project, the reciprocal 
of payback can be a good approximation of the project's rate of return.
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ARR is found out by dividing the average net operating profit after-tax by the average amount of investment A 
project is accepted if its ARR is greater than a cut-off rate (arbitrarily selected). This method is based on accounting 
flows rather than cash flows; therefore, it does not account for the time value of money. Like PB, it is also not 
consistent with the objective of the Shareholders' Wealth Maximization.
Table 8.6 provides a summary of the features of various investment criteria.

Table 8.6: Summaries of Investment Criteria
I. Discounted Cash Flow Methods

1. Net present value (NPV): The difference between PV of cash flows and PV of cash outflows is equal to NPV 
firm's opportunity cost of capital being the discount rate.

2.

NPV = C, Co Co Cn—— + •••+---- ----
- (1-f-fc)3 (1+k)"_(l + k) (1 + fc)2

NPV= S 
r=l(l + kf

-Q

C,
-Co

Acceptance rule
=> Accept if NPV > 0 (i.e., NPV is positive) 
=> Reject if NPV < 0 (i.e., NPV is negative) 
=> Project may be accepted if NPV = 0

Merits

Considers all cash flows
True measure of profitability

Demerits

Requires estimates of cash flows which is a tedious task
Requires computation of the opportunity cost of capital which poses 
practical difficulties
Sensitive to discount rates value of moneyBased on the concept of the time

Satisfies the value-additivity principle
(i.e., NPV's of two or more projects can be added)
Consistent with the Shareholders'
Wealth Maximization (SWM) principle.

Internal rate of return (IRR): The discount rate which equates the present value of an investment's cash inflows and 
outflows is its internal rate of return.

C, Co c, c„—I—|---- =---- 1-----i------ 1-... -i---- a—
i2 (1 + r)3 (1 + r)"

n
NPV = X-^—-Co=O 

r=l (1 + r)
Acceptance rule

=> Accept if IRR > k
=> Reject if IRR < k
=> Project may be accepted if IRR = k

Merits

Considers all cash flows
True measure of profitability

= C0

Demerits

Requires estimates of cash flows which is a tedious task
Does not hold the value additivity principle (i.e., IRRs of two or more 
projects do not add)
At times fails to indicate correct choice between
mutually exclusive projects
At times yields multiple rates
Relatively difficult to compute

3.

Based on the concept of the 
time value of money 
Generally, consistent with 
wealth maximization principle

Profitability index (PI): The ratio of the present value of the cash flows to the initial outlay is profitability index or 
benefit-cost ratio:

_(! + '■) (1 + r)
+ •
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PV of Annual Cash Flows
Initial Investment

Acceptance rule
=> Accept if PI > 1.0
=> Reject if PI < 1.0
=> Project may be accepted if PI = 1.0

Merits Demerits

• Considers all cash flows
• Recognizes the time value of money

Requires estimates of the cash flows which is a tedious task 
At times fails to indicate correct choice between mutually exclusive 
projects

• Relative measure of profitability
• Generally consistent with the wealth maximization principle

II. Non-Discounted Cash Flow Criteria
4. Payback (PB): The number of years required to recover the initial outlay of the investment is called payback.

Initial Investment Co r d — —
Annual Cash Flow C

Acceptance rule
=> Accept if PB < standard payback
=> Reject if PB > standard payback

Merits Demerits

5.

6.

Ignores the time value of money

Ignores cash flows occurring after the payback period 
Not a measure of profitability
No objective way to determine the standard payback 
No relation with the wealth maximization principle

Easy to understand and compute and •
inexpensive to use
Emphasizes liquidity •
Easy and crude way to cope with risk •
Uses cash flows information •

•

Discount payback: The number of years required in recovering the cash outlay on the present value basis is the 
discounted payable period. Except using discounted cash flows in calculating payback, this method has all the 
demerits of payback method.
Accounting rate of return (ARR): An average rate of return found by dividing the average net operating profit 
[EBIT (1 - T)j by the average investment.

Average Net Operating Profit after Tax
ARR —------------------------------------------------------------

Average Investment 
Acceptance rule

=> Accept if ARR > minimum rate
=> Reject if ARR < minimum rate

Merits Demerits

• Uses accounting data with which 
executives are familiar

• Ignores the time value of money

• Easy to understand and calculate
• Gives more weightage to future 

receipts

• Does not use cash flows
• No objective way to determine the minimum acceptable rate of 

return
Conclusion: Net present value (NPV) method is the most superior investment criterion as it is always consistent with the 
wealth maximization principle.
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KEY CONCEPTS
/
Accounting rate of 
return

Benefit-cost ratio 
Borrowing-type 
projects

Capital rationing 
Contingent 
investments

Cost-reduction 
investments

Cut-off rate

Discounted payback 
Diversification
Expansion
Fisher’s intersection 
Hurdle rate
Incremental approach 
Independent investments 
Internal rate of return
Investment yield 
Lending-type projects

Marginal efficiency of 
capital

Marginal investment 
Modernization 
Multiple rates of return 
Mutually exclusive 

investments
Net present value 
Non-conventional

investments
Opportunity cost of capital

Payable reciprocal 
Profitability index 
Reinvestment rate 
Replacement decisions 
Return on investment 
Revenue-expansion 

investments 
Time-adjusted rate of 
return

Value-additivity principle

_____ >

STUDENT AC

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 8.1J A company is considering the 

following investment projects:

Project C (18,000-10,000)1/3
(10,000)1/2

2,667
5,000

= 53%Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects c0 C3 C2 C3
^A - 10,000 + 10,000

B - 10,000 + 17,500 + 7,'500
C - 10,000 + 12,000 + 4,000 + 12,000
D - 10,000 + 10,000 + 3,000 + 13,000

Project D (16,000-10,000)1/3
(10,000)1/2

2,000
5,000

= 40%

(a) Rank the project according to each of the following 
methods: (i) Payback, (h) ARR, (Iff) IRR and (iv) NPV; 
assuming discount rates of 10 and 30 per cent.

(b) Assuming the projects are independent, which 
one should be accepted? If the projects are mutually 
exclusive, which project is the best?

SOLUTION:
(a) (I) Payback

Project A : ■ 10,000/10,000 = 1 yr. 
Project B : 10,000/7,500 = l1/3 yrs.

10,000-6,000 
Project C : 2 yrs + 12,000

= 2% yrs.

Project D : 1 yr.
(h) ARR

(10,000-10,000)1/2 _ 
Project A : (10,000)1/2

Project B (15,000-10,000)1/2
(10,000)1/2

2,500
5,000

= 50%

Note: The net cash proceeds include recovery of 
investment also. Therefore, net cash earnings are found 
by deducting initial investment.

(hi) IRR
Project A : The net cash proceeds in year 1 are 

just equal to investment. Therefore, 
r = 0%.

Project B : This project produces an annuity of 
Rs 7,500 for two years. Therefore, 
the required PVAF is: 10,000/7,500 
= 1.33. Looking in Table D across 
year 2 row, this factor is found 
under 32% column. Therefore, r = 
32%.

Project C : Since cash flows are uneven, the 
trial and error method will have to 
be followed. Let us try 20% rate of 
discount. The NPV is +Rs 1,389. A 
higher rate should be tried. At 30% 
rate of discount, the NPV is 
-Rs 633. The true rate of return 
should be less than 30%. At 27% 
rate of discount we find that the 
NPV is -Rs 86 and at 26% 
+Rs 105. Through interpolation, we 
find r= 26.5%.
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Project D : In this case also we use the trial and 
error method, and find that at 37.6% 
rate of discount NPV becomes 
almost zero. Therefore, r= 37.6%.

(iv) NPV
Project A :

at 10% -10,000 + 10,000 x 0.909 = -910
at 30% -10,000 + 10,000 x 0.769 = -2,310 

Project B :
at 10% -10,000 + 7,500 (0.909 + 0.826) 

= + 3,013
at 30% -10,000 + 7,500 (0.769 + 0.592) 

= + 208
Project C :

at 10% -10,000 + 2,000 x 0.909 + 4,000 x 
0.826 + 12,000 x 0.751 = +4,134

at 30% -10,000 + 2,000 x 0.769 + 4,000 x
0.592 + 12,000 x 0.455 = -633

Project D :
at 10% -10,000 + 10,000 x 0.909 + 3,000

x (0.826 + 0.751) = + 3,821 
at 30% -10,000 + 10,000 x 0.769 + 3,000

x (0.592 + 0.4555) = + 831
The projects are ranked as follows according to the 

mious methods:

Project
Banks

PB ARR IRR NPV-10% NPV-30%

A 1 4 4 4 4
B 2 2 2 3 2
C 3 1 3 1 3
D 1 3 1 2 1

(b) Payback and ARR are theoretically unsound 
methods for choosing between the investment projects. 
Herween the two time-adjusted (DCF) investment criteria, 
'-PV and IRR, NPV gives consistent results. If the projects 
me independent (and there is no capital rationing), either 
2RR or NPV can be used since the same set of projects will 
be accepted by any of the -methods. In the present case, 
except Project A all the three projects should be accepted 
j the discount rate is 10%. Only Projects B and D should 

undertaken if the discount rate is 30%.
If we assume that the projects are mutually exclusive, 

men under the assumption of 30% discount rate, the choice 
-s between B and D (A and C are unprofitable). Both criteria 
RR and NPV give the same results—D is the best. Under 
me assumption of 10% discount rate, rankings according 

: IRR and NPV conflict (except for Project A). If we follow 
me IRR rule, Project D should be accepted. But the NPV 
mle tells that Project C is the best. The NPV rule generally 
rives consistent results in conformity with the wealth 
maximization principle. We would, therefore, accept 
Project C following the NPV rule.

PROBLEM 8.2 The cash flows of Projects C and D in 
Problem 8.1 are reproduced below:

Cash Flows (Rs)
NPV

Projects Co Ct C2 C3 at 10% IRR

C - 10,000+ 12,000+ 4,000+ 12,000 + 4,134 
D -10,000+ 10,000+ 3,000+ 3,000 + 3,821

26.5%
37.6%

(a) Why is there a conflict of rankings?
(b) Why should you recommend Project C in spite of a 

lower rate of return?

SOLUTION:

(a) Suppose the discount rate as 0, 10, 15, 30 and 40 
per cent. The NPV for each of the projects is given below:

Discount NPV (Rs)
Rate (%) C D

0 8,000 6,000
10 4,134 3,821
15 2,660 2,942
30 -634 831
40 -2,164 -238

It is noticeable that for Project C, the larger cash flows 
occur later in its life. At the lower discount rates, Project 
C's NPV will be higher than that of Project D. As discount 
rates start increasing, Project C’s NPV will, however, fall at 
a faster rate simply because its largest cash flows come 
late in life when the compounding effects of timings are 
most significant. Till the discount rate reaches 12.5%, 
Project C has higher NPV than Project D. After this break
even discount rate, Project D has higher NPV as well as 
higher IRR. Thus the rankings of the projects have differed 
because of the difference in time-patterns of cash flows.

(b) If the opportunity cost of capital is 10%, Project C 
should be undertaken because the firm will be richer by 
additional Rs 313 (i.e., Rs 4,134 - Rs 3,821). This can be 
better appreciated if we calculate the profitability of the 
incremental investment (C- D).

Cash Flows (Rs)

Project
NPV

IRRCg Cj C2 C3 at 10%

C-D 0 -8,000 +1,000 +9,000 +313 12.5%

The incremental Project C - D involves an outlay of 
Rs 8,000 in year 1 and produces cash inflows Rs 1,000 and 
Rs 9,000 in years 2 and 3. At 10% opportunity cost of 
capital, the NPV is positive, Rs 313. The IRR is 12.5%. 
What does this imply? It implies that Project C has all the 
benefits of Project D as well as gives additional wealth.

PROBLEM 8.3 An investment project has two 
internal rates of return, 20 and 50 per cent. The investment’s 
NPV at 30 per cent discount rate is +Rs 1,000. Would the 
project be acceptable if the discount rate is: (a) 40 per cent, 
(b) 10 per cent, and (c) 60 per cent. Draw NPV graph to 
justify your answer.
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SOLUTION:
The investment in question has features of both 

lending and borrowing. It can be seen from the graph that 
NPV is positive if discount rate lies within 20 per cent and 
50 per cent range. Therefore, the investment should be 
accepted at 40 per cent discount rate (since NPV > 0) and 
rejected at 10 and 60 per cent (since NPV < 0).

SOLUTION:
Equipment A:

NPV = 20,000 x PVAF6 0 „ - 75,000 
= 20,000x4.231-75,000 
= 84,620-75,000 = Rs 9,620

IRR = 20,000 x PVAF6 r =75,000
PVAF6r = 75,000/20,000 = 3.75

From the present value of an annuity table, we find:

PVAF6015 = 3.784
PVAF6016 = 3.685

Therefore,

IRR = r = 0.15 + 0.01 3.784- 3.75
3.784- 3.685

PROBLEM 8.4 A company is considering an 
investment proposal, involving an initial cash outlay of 
Rs 45 lakh. The proposal has an expected life of 7 years 
and zero salvage value. At a required rate of return of 12 
per cent, the proposal has a profitability index of 1.182. 
Calculate the annual cash inflows.

= 0.15 + 0.0034 = 0.1534 or 15.34%

SOLUTION:

y —A—
(1+0-12) =1.i82

45
Ax4,564 = 45x1.182

A = 53.19/4.564 = Rs 11.65 lakh

PI = 1=1

PROBLEM 8.5 Equipment A has a cost of Rs 75,000 
and net cash flow of Rs 20,000 per year, for six years. A 
substitute equipment B would cost Rs 50,000 and generate 
net cash flow of Rs 14,000 per year for six years. The 
required rate of return of both equipments is 11 per cent. 
Calculate the IRR and NPV for the equipments. Which 
equipment should be accepted and why?

Equipment B:
NPV = 14,000 x PVAF6 o n - 50,000

= 14,000x4.231-50,000
= 59,234-50,000 = Rs 9,234

IRR = 14,000 x PVAF6r = 75,000
PVAF6r =3.571

From the present value of an annuity table, we find:

3.589- 3.571
3.589- 3.498

PVAF6 017 =3.589
PVAF6018 = 3.498

Therefore,

IRR = r = 0.17 + 0.01

= 0.17 + 0.002 = 0.172 or 17.20%
Equipment A has a higher NPV but lower IRR as 

compared with equipment B. Therefore equipment A 
should be preferred since the wealth of the shareholders 
will be maximized.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is capital budgeting? Why is it significant for a firm?
2. Despite its weaknesses, the payback period method is popular in practice? What are the reasons for its popularity?
3. How do you calculate the accounting rate of return? What are its limitations?
4. Explain the merits and demerits of the time-adjusted methods of evaluating the investment projects.
5. What is meant by the term value of money? Which capital budgeting methods take into consideration this 

concept? How is it possible for the capital budgeting methods that do not consider the time value of money to 
lead to wrong capital budgeting decisions?

6. Under what circumstances do the net present value and internal rate of return methods differ? Which method 
would you prefer and why?

7. What are the mutually exclusive projects? Explain the conditions when conflicting ranking would be given by 
the internal rate of return and net present value methods to such projects.

8. What is profitability index? Which is a superior ranking criterion, profitability index or the net present value?
9. Under what conditions would the internal rate of return be a reciprocal of the payback period?
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10. ‘The payback reciprocal has wide applicability as a meaningful approximation of the time adjusted rate of 
return. But it suffers from certain major limitations.’ Explain.

11. Comment on the following statements:
(a) ‘We use payback primarily as a method of coping with risk.’
(b) ‘The virtue of the IRR rule is that it does not require the computation of the required rate of return.’
(c) ‘The average accounting rate of return fails to give weight to the later cash flows.’

12. ‘Discounted payback ensures that you don’t accept an investment with negative NPV, but it can’t stop you 
from rejecting projects with a positive NPV.’ Illustrate why this can happen.

QUIZ EXERCISES
k________________________________j

1. An investment would cost Rs 100,000 and provide annual cash inflow of Rs 21,150 for 6 years. If the opportunity 
cost of capital is 10 per cent, what is the investment’s NPV? What is the investment’s IRR?

2. Suppose two projects—X and Y—both costing Rs 500 each. Project A returns Rs 1000 after one year and Rs 250 
after two years. On the other hand, Project B returns Rs 300 after one year and Rs 1000 after two years. Calculate 
NPV of projects at discount rates of 5 per cent and 10 per cent. What happens to projects’ (NPV-based) rankings 
at these discount rates? Why there is difference in ranking?

3. A project costs Rs 96,000 and is expected to generate cash inflows of Rs 48,000, Rs 42,000 and Rs 36,000 at the 
end of each year for next 3 years. Calculate project’s IRR.

4. A project will cost Rs 200,000 and will generate annual cash flows of Rs 70,000. What is the project’s payback 
period

5. The initial cash outlay of a project is Rs 500,000 and it can generate cash inflow of Rs 190,000, Rs 170,000, Rs 
160,000 and Rs 120,000 in year 1 through 4. Calculate the project’s payback period.

6. A project will cost Rs 400,000. Its stream of earnings before depreciation, interest and taxes (EBDIT) during first 
year through five years is expected to be Rs 100,000, Rs 120,000, Rs 140,000, Rs 160,000 and Rs 200,000. 
Assume a 30 per cent tax rate and depreciation on straight-line basis. Calculate the project’s accounting rate of 
return.

7. Consider the following two Projects. Calculate their NPV at 9 per cent and IRR. Do you find a difference in 
project ranking as per these two criteria? Why? Which project will you choose?

Cash Flows Project P Project Q

Co -840 -840
ci 700 70
C2 350 420
C3 70 760

8. An investment project has two internal rates of return, 30 and 60 per cent. The investment’s NPV at 30 per cent 
discount rate is + Rs 1,000. Would the project be acceptable if the discount rate is: (a) 40 per cent, (b) 20 per 
cent, and (c) 70 per cent? Why?

9. A company is considering an investment proposal, involving an initial cash outlay of Rs 450 lakh. At a required 
rate of return, the proposal has a profitability index of 1.21. What is the proposal’s NPV?

10. A machine will cost Rs 500,000 and will provide annual net cash inflow of Rs 150,000 for six years. The cost of 
capital is 15 per cent. Calculate the machine’s net present value, profitability index and the internal rate of 
return. Should the machine be purchased?

11. A project costs Rs 810,000 and is expected to generate net cash inflow of Rs 400,000, Rs 350,000 and Rs 300,000 
over its life of 3 years. Calculate the internal rate of return of the project.

1. The following are the net cash flows of an 
investment project:

Cash Flows (Rs)

Co

-5,400 + 3,600 + 14,400

Calculate the net present value of the project at 
discount rates of 0, 10, 40, 50 and 100 per cent.

2. A machine will cost Rs 100,000 and will provide 
annual net cash inflow of Rs 30.000 for six years. 
The cost of capital is 15 per cent. Calculate the 
machine’s net present value and the internal rate 
of return. Should the machine be purchased?



The cost of capital is 12 per cent. Compute the
NPV and IRR for each project. Which projec:
should be undertaken? Why?

9. You have an opportunity cost of capital of 15 per
cent. Will you accept the following investment?

Cash Flows (Rs)

_______ Q____________________ Gj____________  
+ 50,000 -56,000

3. A project costs Rs 81,000 and is expected to 
generate net cash inflow of Rs 40,000, Rs 35,000 
and Rs 30,000 over its life of 3 years. Calculate the 
internal rate of return of the project.

4. The G.K. Company is evaluating a project with 
following cash inflows:

Cash Flows (Rs)

1,000 800 600 400 200

The cost of capital is 12 per cent. What is the 
maximum amount the company should pay for the 
machine?

5. Consider the following three investments:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co c2 c2

X -2,500 0 + 3,305
Y -2,500 + 1,540 + 1,540
Z -2,500 + 2,875 0

The discount rate is 12 per cent. Compute the net 
present value and the rate of return for each project.

6. You want to buy a 285 litre refrigerator for 
Rs 10,000 on an instalment basis. A distributor is 
prepared to sell the refrigerator on instalments. He 
states that the payments will be made in four years, 
interest rate being 12 per cent. The annual 
payments will be as follows:
—

Rs

What rate of return is the distributor earning? If 
your opportunity cost of capital is 14 per cent will 
you accept the offer? Why?

Principal
Four year of interest at 12%, i.e.,

10,000

Rs 10,000 x 0.12 x 4 4,800
14,800

Annual payments (Rs 14,800 + 4) 3,700

7. Compute the rate of return of the following 
projects:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co c7 c2 c3

P -20,000 + 8,326 + 8,326 + 8,326
Q -20,000 0 0 + 24,978

Which project would you recommend? Why?
8. A firm is considering the following two mutually 

exclusive investments:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co c2 c3

A - 25,000 + 15,000 + 15,000 + 25,640
B - 28,000 + 12,672 + 12,672 + 12,672

10. Is the following investment desirable if the 
opportunity cost of capital is 10 per cent:

Cash Flows (Rs)

+ 100,000 - 33,625 -33,625 -33,625 -33,625

11. Consider the following two mutually exclusive 
investments:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co C2 c3

A - 10,000 + 12,000 + 4,000 + 11,784
B - 10,000 + 10,000 + 3,000 + 12,830

(a) Calculate the NPV for each project assuming 
discount rates of 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 per cent:
(b) draw the NPV graph for the projects to 
determine their IRR, (c) show calculations of IRR 
for each project confirming results in (b). Also, state 
which project would you recommend and why?

12. For Projects X and Y, the following cash flows are 
given:

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co c3 c2 c3

X -750 + 350 + 350 + 159
Y -750 + 250 + 250 + 460

(a) Calculate the NPV of each project for discount 
rates 0,5,8,10,12 and 20 per cent. Plot these 
on an PV graph.

(b) Read the IRR for each project from the graph 
in (a).

(c) When and why should Project Abe accepted?
(d) Compute the NPV of the incremental 

investment (Y-X) for discount rates, 0, 5, 8, 
10, 12 and 20 per cent. Plot them on graph. 
Show under what circumstances would you 
accept X!

13. The following are two mutually exclusive projects.

Assume a 10 per cent opportunity cost of capital.
Compute the NPV and IRR for each project.
Comment on the results.

Cash Flows (Rs)
Projects Co Ci c2 C4

I -25,000 + 30,000 — — —
II -25,000 0 0 0 43,750
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by Rs 1,000 each year, what will be the
project’s accounting rate of return. Also,
calculate the project’s NPV if the cost of
capital is 9 per cent.

17. An investment project has the following cash 
flows:

14. Consider the following projects:---- -———--------------------------------------------
Cash Flows (Rs)

Projects Co c3 c, c3 c4
A -1,000 + 600 + 200 + 200 + 1,000
B - 1,000 + 200 + 200 + 600 + 1,000
C -1,300 + 100 + 100 + 100 + 1,600
D -1,300 0 0 + 300 + 1,600

(a) Calculate the payback period for each project.
(b) If the standard payback period is 2 years, 

which project will you select? Will your 
answer be different if the standard payback 
is 3 years?

(c) If the cost of capital is 10 per cent, compute 
the discounted payback for each project? 
Which projects will you recommend if the 
standard payback is (i) 2 years; (if) 3 years?

(d) Compute the NPV of each project? Which 
projects will you recommend?

15. A machine will cost Rs 10,000. It is expected to 
provide profits before depreciation of Rs 3,000 each 
in years 1 and 2 and Rs 4,000 each in years 3 and 
4. Assuming a straight-line depreciation and no 
taxes, what is the average accounting rate of return? 
What will be your answer if the tax rate is 35 per 
cent?

16. A firm has the following information about a 
project:

Income Statement (Rs’ 000)

ct c2 c3
Cash revenue 16 14 12
Cash expenses 8 7 6
Gross profit 8 7 6
Depreciation 4 4 4
Net profit 4 3 2

The initial investment of the project is estimated 
as Rs 12,000.
(a) Calculate the project’s accounting rate of 

return.
(b) If it is found that the initial investment will 

be Rs 9,000 and cash expenses will be more

Cash Flows (Rs)

c0 Ci c2
-150 + 450 300

What are the rates of return of the investment? 
Assume a discount rate of 10 per cent. Is the 
investment acceptable?

18. A firm is considering the following project:

Cash Flows (Rs)

Co c. C2 C3 C4 c5
-50,000 +11,300 +12,769 +14,429 +16,305 + 18,421

(a) Calculate the NPV for the project if the cost 
of capital is 10 per cent. What is the project’s 
IRR?

(b) Recompute the project’s NPV assuming a cost 
of capital of 10 per cent for and C2, of 12 
per cent for C3 and C4, and 13 per cent for C5. 
Should the project be accepted? Can the 
internal rate of return method be used for 
accepting or rejecting the project under these 
conditions of changing cost of capital over 
time? Why or why not?

19. A finance executive has calculated the profitability 
index for a new proposal to be 1.12. The proposal’s 
initial cash outlay is Rs 500,000. Find out the 
proposal’s annual cash inflow if it has a life of 5

Calculate the project’s IRRs. If the required rate 
of return is 25 per cent, would you accept the 
project. Why?

years and the required rate of return is 8 per cent. 
. Project Phas the following cash flows:

Cash Flows (Rs)

c0 Ci c2
-800 + 1,200 -400

CASE 8.1: G.S. PETROPULL COMPANY (GSPC)26

> The case is based on published newspaper information. The data and names have been disguised to maintain confidentiality.

LSPC is a fast growing profitable company. The company 
i situated in Western India. Its sales are expected to grow 

atcut three times from Rs 360 million in 2009 to Rs 1,100 
~;llion in 2010. The company is considering of 

zmmissioning a 35 km pipeline between two areas to carry 
ss to a state electricity board. The project will cost Rs 250 

million. The pipeline will have a capacity of 2.5 MMSCM. 
The company will enter into a contract with the state 
electricity board (SEB) to supply gas. The revenue from 
the sale to SEB is expected to be Rs 120 million per annum. 
The pipeline will also be used for transportation of LNG to 
other users in the area. This is expected to bring additional
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revenue of Rs 80 million per annum. The company 
management considers the useful life of the pipeline to be 
20 years. The financial manager estimates cash profit to 
sales ratio of 20 per cent per annum for the first 12 years of 
the projects operations and 17 per cent per annum for the 
remaining life of the project. The project has no salvage 
value. The project being in a backward area is exempt from 
paying any taxes. The company requires a rate of return of 
15 per cent from the project.

Discussion Questions

1. What is the project’s payback and return on 
investment (ROI)?

2. Compute project’s NPV and IRR.
3. Should the project be accepted? Why?

CASE 8.2: CALMEX COMPANY LTD

Calmex is situated in North India. It specializes in 
manufacturing overhead water tanks. The management of 
Calmex has identified a niche market in certain Southern 
cities that need a particular size of water tank, not currently 
manufactured by the company. The company is therefore 
thinking of producing a new type of overhead water tank. 
The survey of the company’s marketing department reveals 
that the company could sell 1,20,000 tanks each year for 
six years at a price of Rs 700 each. The company’s current 
facilities cannot be used to manufacture the new-size tanks. 
Therefore, it will have to buy new machinery. A 
manufacturer has offered two options to the company. The 
first option is that the company could buy four small 
machines with the capacity of manufacturing 30,000 tanks 
each at Rs 15 million each. The machine operation and 
manufacturing cost of each tank will be Rs 535. 
Alternatively, Calmex can buy a larger machine with a 

capacity of 1,20,000 units per annum for Rs 120 million. 
The machine operation and manufacturing costs of each 
tank will be Rs 400. The company has a required rate of 
return of 12 per cent. Assume that the company does not 
pay any taxes.

Discussion Questions

1. Which option should the company accept? Use the 
most suitable method of evaluation to give your 
recommendation and explicitly state your 
assumptions.

2. Why do you think that the method chosen by you 
is the most suitable method in evaluating the 
proposed investment? Give the computation of the 
alternative methods.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
l_________________________________ j

Identify a small or medium size company closer to your company. Ask the company the reasons for using a 
location and find out the investment criteria used by the particular criterion or criteria.



The Cost of
Capital

Learning Objectives

> Explain the general concept of the opportunity cost of capital
> Distinguish between the project cost of capital and the firm's cost of capital
► learn about the methods of calculating component cost of capital and the weighted average cost of capital
» Recognize the need for calculating cost of capital for divisions
► Understand the methodology of determining the divisional beta and divisional cost of capital
» Illustrate the cost of capital calculation for a real company

‘CTRODUCTION

We have emphasized in Chapter 8 that the use of the DCF 
uniques for evaluating an investment project requires 

* ? basic inputs: (1) the estimates of the project's cash 
•vs and (2) the discount rate. In our discussions of the 

-- vestment decisions so far, we have assumed that the 
: _<ount rate is known. In this chapter, we focus on the 
; ncept of the opportunity cost of capital as a discount 
-j te and the procedure of its measurement.

The opportunity cost of capital (or simply, the cost of 
: vital) for a project is the discount rate for discounting 

rs :ash flows. The project's cost of capital is the minimum 
v aired rate of return on funds committed to the project, 

wnich depends on the riskiness of its cash flows. Since 
- e investment projects undertaken by a firm may differ 
it risk, each one of them will have its own unique cost of 
a vital. It should be clear at the outset that the cost of 

= vital for a project is defined by its risk, rather than the 
■ racteristics of the firm undertaking the project.

The firm represents the aggregate of investment 
v- jects undertaken by it. Therefore, the firm's cost of 
jpital will be the overall, or average, required rate of 
•eram on the aggregate of investment projects. Thus the 
ir~t s cost of capital is not the same thing as the project's 

cost of capital. Can we use the firm's cost of capital for 
discounting the cash flows of an investment project? The 
firm's cost of capital can be used for discounting the cash 
flows of those investment projects, which have risk 
equivalent to the average risk of the firm. As a first step, 
however, the firm's cost of capital can be used as a 
standard for establishing the required rates of return of 
the individual investment projects. In the absence of a 
reliable formal procedure of calculating the cost of capital 
for projects, the firm's cost of capital can be adjusted 
upward or downward to account for risk differentials of 
investment projects. That is, an investment project's 
required rate of return may be equal to the firm's cost of 
capital plus or minus a risk adjustment factor, depending 
on whether the project's risk is higher or lower than the 
firm's risk. There does exit a methodology to calculate the 
cost of capital for projects. The objective method of 
calculating the risk-adjusted cost of capital for projects is 
to use the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), as we show 
later in this chapter.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COST OF CAPITAL

We should recognize that the cost of capital is one of the 
most difficult and disputed topics in the finance theory.
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Financial experts express conflicting opinions as to the 
correct way in which the cost of capital can be measured. 
Irrespective of the measurement problems, it is a concept 
of vital importance in the financial decision-making. It is 
useful as a standard for:

evaluating investment decisions,
designing a firm's debt policy and 
appraising the financial performance of top 
management.

Investment Evaluation
The primary purpose of measuring the cost of capital is 
its use as a financial standard for evaluating the 
investment projects. In the NPV method, an investment 
project is accepted if it has a positive NPV. The project's 
NPV is calculated by discounting its cash flows by the 
cost of capital. In this sense, the cost of capital is the 
discount rate used for evaluating the desirability of an 
investment project. In the IRR method, the investment 
project is accepted if it has an internal rate of return greater 
than the cost of capital. In this context, the cost of capital 
is the minimum required rate of return on an investment 
project. It is also known as the cut-off rate or the hurdle 
rate.

An investment project that provides a positive NPV 
when its cash flows are discounted by the cost of capital 
makes a net contribution to the wealth of shareholders. If 
the project has zero NPV, it means that its cash flows have 
yielded a return just equal to the cost of capital, and the 
acceptance or rejection of the project will not affect the 
wealth of shareholders. The cost of capital is the minimum 
required rate of return on the investment project that keeps 
the present wealth of shareholders unchanged. It may be, 
thus, noted that the cost of capital represents a financial 
standard for allocating the firm's funds, supplied by 
owners and creditors, to the various investment projects 
in the most efficient manner.

Designing Debt Policy
The debt policy of a firm is significantly influenced by the 
cost consideration. As we shall learn later on, debt helps 
to save taxes, as interest on debt is a tax-deductible 
expense. The interest tax shield reduces the overall cost 
of capital, though it also increases the financial risk of the 
firm. In designing the financing policy, that is, the 
proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure, the 
firm aims at maximizing the firm value by minimizing 
the overall cost of capital.

The cost of capital can also be useful in deciding about 
the methods of financing at a point of time. For example, 
cost may be compared in choosing between leasing and 
borrowing. Of course, equally important considerations 
are control and risk.1

1. Quirin, G. D., The Capital Expenditure Decision, Richard D. Irwin, 1967, p. 92.
2. Bhattacharya, S.K., A Cost-of-Capital Framework for Management Control, Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 35, 29 August, 1970.

Performance Appraisal
The cost of capital framework can be used to evaluate the 
financial performance of top management.2 Such an 
evaluation will involve a comparison of actual profitability 
of the investment projects undertaken by the firm with 
the projected overall cost of capital, and the appraisal of 
the actual costs incurred by management in raising the 
required funds.

The cost of capital also plays a useful role in dividend 
decision and investment in current assets. The chapters 
dealing with these decisions show their linkages with the 
cost of capital.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define the firm's cost of capital.
2. Why is the cost of capital important?

THE CONCEPT OF THE
OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL

Decision-making is a process of choosing among 
alternatives. In the investment decisions, an individual 
or a manager encounters innumerable competing 
investment opportunities to choose from. For example, 
you may invest your savings of Rs 1,000 either in 7 per 
cent, 3 year postal certificates or in 6.5 per cent, 3 year 
fixed deposit in a nationalized bank. In both the cases, the 
government assures the payment, so the investment 
opportunities reflect equivalent risk. You decide to deposit 
your savings in the bank. By this action, you have foregone 
the opportunity of investing in the postal certificates. You 
have, thus, incurred an opportunity cost equal to the 
return on the foregone investment opportunity. It is 7 per 
cent in case of your investment. The opportunity cost is 
the rate of return foregone on the next best alternative investment 
opportunity of comparable risk. Thus, the required rate of 
return on an investment project is an opportunity cost.

Shareholders’ Opportunities and Values

In the case of companies, there is a divorce between 
management and ownership. In an all-equity financed 
company, management makes investment decisions, but 
shareholders supply the capital. Therefore, a question may 
be raised: whose opportunity cost (or the required rate of 
return) should be considered in evaluating the investment 
projects? Since the firm's objective is to maximize the 
shareholder's wealth, the investment projects should be 
analyzed in terms of their values to shareholders. To 
appreciate this point, suppose you are the owner-manager 
of a firm. You make the investment decisions and you 
supply funds to finance the investment projects. You will



Since the firm sells various securities to investors to 
raise capital for financing investment projects, it is,

Creditors’ Claims and Opportunities

use your required rate of return to evaluate the investment 
projects. Your required rate of return will depend on 
--vestment opportunities of equivalent risk available to 

?u in the financial markets. Thus the required rate of 
return (or the opportunity cost of capital) is market- 

■ etermined rate.
Suppose you appoint a manager to manage your 

7 _siness. She has the responsibility for the investment 
decisions. Whose opportunity cost should the manager 
_se? Since you are the supplier of funds and you own the 
r_rm and the manager is acting on your behalf, you will 
require her to use your required rate of return in making 
r vestment decisions. If she is unable to earn returns equal 
I: your required rate of return, you can ask her to return 
re money to you, which you can invest in securities in 
7- e financial markets and earn the required rate of return.

Assume that you convert your firm into a joint-stock 
rmpany where you invite other shareholders to 

7cntribute the capital and share ownership with them. 
Sew many shareholders own the firm. The manager 
should consider all owners' (shareholders') required rate 
:: return in evaluating the investment decisions. If the 
—onager is unable to earn the rates on the investment 
projects, which the shareholders could themselves earn 
- alternative investment opportunities, they will be 

< thin their rights to ask for returning their funds. Thus, 
-onagement acts as an agent of shareholders. It should 
; aluate investment opportunities using the shareholders' 
-portunity cost; that is, the rate the shareholders would

- if they were themselves appraising the investment 
. rportunities. Hence, in an all-equity financed firm, the equity 
.^rital of ordinary shareholders is the only source to finance
-vestment projects, the firm's cost of capital is equal to the 
:-:ortunity cost of equity capital, which will depend only on

- v- business risk of the firm.

■ practice, both shareholders and creditors (debt-holders) 
-vpply funds to finance a firm's investment projects.
- estors hold different claims on the firm's assets and 

cash flows, and thus, they are exposed to different degrees 
:f risk. Creditors have a priority claim over the firm's 
assets and cash flows. The firm is under a legal obligation 
:: pay interest and repay principal. Debt holders are, 
rowever, exposed to the risk of default. Since the firm's 
cash flows are uncertain, there is a probability that it may 
ccfault on its obligation to pay interest and principal, 
-reference shareholders hold claim prior to ordinary
- rareholders but after debt holders. Preference dividend 
s fixed and known, and the firm will pay it after paying 
~ rerest but before paying any ordinary dividend. Because 
7 reference dividend is subordinated to interest, preference 
capital is more risky than debt. Ordinary shareholders
- apply capital, either in the form of retained earnings or 
c purchasing new shares. Unlike creditors, they are
wners of the firm and retain its control. They delegate 

7 ewers to management to make investment decisions on 

their behalf in such a way that their wealth is maximized. 
However, ordinary shareholders have claim on the 
residual assets and cash flows. The payment of ordinary 
dividend is discretionary. Ordinary shareholders may be 
paid dividends from cash remaining after interest and 
preference dividends have been paid. Also, the market 
price of ordinary share fluctuates more widely than that 
of the preference share and debt. Thus, ordinary share is 
more risky than both preference share and debt. Various 
forms of corporate debt can also be distinguished in terms 
of their differential riskiness. If we compare corporate 
bonds and government bonds, the latter are less risky since 
it is very unlikely that the government will default in its 
obligation to pay interest and principal.

Risk Differences in Shareholders’ and 
Creditor Claims
Investors will require different rates of return on various 
securities since they have risk differences. Higher the risk 
of a security, the higher the rate of return demanded by 
investors. Since ordinary share is most risky, investors will 
require highest rate of return on their investment in 
ordinary shares. Preference share is more risky than debt; 
therefore, its required rate of return will be higher than 
that of debt. The risk-return relationship for various 
securities is shown in Figure 9.1. It may be observed in 
the figure that the required rate of return of any security 
is composed of two rates—a risk-free rate and a risk
premium. A risk-free will require compensation for time 
value and its risk-premium will be zero. Government 
securities, such as the treasury bills and bonds, are 
examples of the risk-free securities. Investors expect higher 
rates of return on risky securities. The higher the risk of a 
security, the higher will be its risk-premium and therefore, 
a higher required rate of return.
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3. Porterfield J.T.S., Investment Decisions and Capital Costs, Prentice-Hall, 1965, p. 45.
4. Barges, A., The Effect of Capital Structure and the Cost of Capital, Prentice-Hall, 1963, p. 2.
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therefore, necessary that investment projects to be 
undertaken by the firm should generate at least sufficient 
net cash flow to pay investors—shareholders and debt 
holders—their required rates of return. In fact, investment 
projects should yield more cash flows than to just satisfy 
the investors' expectations, in order to make a net 
contribution to the wealth of ordinary shareholders. Viewed 
from all investors' point of view, the firm's cost of capital is the 
rate of return required by them for supplying capital for 
financing the firm's investment projects by purchasing various 
securities. It may be emphasized that the rate of return 
required by all investors will be an overall rate of return— 
a weighted rate of return. Thus, the firm's cost of capital is 
the 'average' of the opportunity costs (or required rates 
of return) of various securities, which have claims on the 
firm's assets. This rate reflects both the business 
(operating) risk and the financial risk resulting from debt 
capital. Recall that the cost of capital of an all-equity 
financed firm is simply equal to the ordinary shareholders' 
required rate of return, which reflects only the business 
risk.

General Formula for the
Opportunity Cost of Capital
How does a firm know about the required rates of return 
of investors? The required rates of return are market- 
determined. They are established in the capital markets by 
the actions of competing investors. The influence of market 
is direct in the case of new issue of ordinary and preference 
shares and debt. The market price of securities is a function 
of the return expected by investors. The demand and 
supply forces work in such a way that equilibrium rates 
are established for various securities. Thus, the 
opportunity cost of capital is given by the following 
formula:

- Q C2 C„
0 (1 + k) (1 + fc)2 (1 + k)

where Io is the capital supplied by investors in period 0 (it 
represents a net cash inflow to the firm), Cn are returns 
expected by investors (they represent cash outflows to the 
firm) and k is the required rate of return or the cost of 
capital.

In terms of Equation (1), the cost of capital is the 
internal rate of return, which equates the present values 
of inflows and outflows of a financial opportunity.3 The 
outflows in Equation (1) represent the returns that 
investors could earn on the alternative investment 
opportunities of equivalent risk in the financial markets.

In the case of retained earnings, firms are not required 
to pay any dividends; no cash outflow takes place. 
Therefore, retained earnings have no explicit cost of 
capital. But they have a definite opportunity cost. The 
opportunity cost of retained earnings is the rate of return, 

which the ordinary shareholders would have earned on 
these funds if they had been distributed as dividends to 
them. The firm must earn a rate of return on retained funds 
which is at least equal to the rate that shareholders could 
earn on these funds to justify their retention.

Weighted Average Cost of Capital vs 
Specific Costs of Capital

A firm obtains capital from various sources. As explained 
earlier, because of the risk differences and the contractual 
agreements between the firm and investors, the cost of 
capital of each source of capital differs. The cost of capital 
of each source of capital is known as component, or 
specific, cost of capital. The combined cost of all sources 
of capital is called overall, or average cost of capital. The 
component costs are combined according to the weight 
of each component capital to obtain the average costs of 
capital. Thus, the overall cost is also called the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC).

Suppose a firm has the cost of equity of 11 per cent 
and cost of debt of 6 per cent. In the beginning of the year, 
the firm considers Project A, which has an expected rate 
of return of 10 per cent. The firm decides to finance this 
project by debt. If the component cost of capital is used to 
evaluate Project A, the firm will accept it since its IRR (10 
per cent) is greater than the component cost (6 per cent.). 
After some time, the company considers Project B, which 
has same risk as Project A and also has an expected rate 
of return of 10 per cent. The firm finds that Project A has 
exhausted its borrowings capacity, and hence, it will have 
to raise equity funds to finance Project B. Using the 
component cost of capital as the cut-off rate, the firm will 
reject Project B since its expected rate of return (10 per 
cent) is less than the component cost (11 per cent). Thus, 
out of two projects that are economically identical, the firm 
accepts one and rejects another simply because it 
associates the method of financing with the investment 
projects. What is wrong with this policy? It fails to consider 
the relationships between component costs. The various 
sources of capital are related to each other. The firm's 
decision to use debt in a given period reduces its future 
debt capacity as well as increases risk of shareholders. 
The shareholders will require a higher rate of return to 
compensate for the increased risk. Similarly, the firm's 
decision to use equity capital would enlarge its potential 
for borrowings in the future. Over the long run, the firm 
is expected to maintain a balance between debt and equity. 
The mix of debt and equity is called the firm's capital 
structure. Because of the connection between the sources 
of capital and the firm's desire to have a target capital 
structure in the long run, it is generally agreed that the 
cost of capital should be used in the composite, overall 
sense.4 That is, in terms of the weighted average cost of 
capital.
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The overall cost of capital is the weighted average 
. ost of the various sources of capital. For example, if the 
ang-run proportions of debt and equity in the above 

mentioned example respectively are 60 per cent and 40 
rer cent, then the combined cost of capital is: 0.06 x 0.60 + 
i .11 x 0.40 = 0.8 or 8 per cent. Thus, both Projects A and B 
should be accepted since each of them is expected to yield 
■ rate of return higher than the overall cost of capital. 
Accepting both Projects A and B will maximize the 
shareholders' wealth.

In practice, firms do not use the same debt-equity mix 
? finance their capital expenditures every year. They raise 

*unds in 'lumps'. They may issue bonds at one time and 
•- another time, they may either issue ordinary shares or 
may use retained earnings. The target capital structure is 
= policy decision. Firms may not hold the target capital 
structure in a particular year. But they maintain it in the 

: ng run. Therefore, in spite of 'lumpy' financing by firms 
=: different points in time, the overall cost of capital, rather 
man the component cost of capital, should be used in 
evaluating investment projects. It is not correct to associate 
= particular source of financing with a particular 

vestment project.
Like the firm's WACC, we can also calculate the 

project's WACC. The debt capacity of the project may be 
different from the firm's overall debt capacity. Therefore, 
me capital structure of the project should be considered 
m calculating its WACC. In practice, financial managers, 

r convenience, may use the firm's capital structure to 
estimate the project's WACC.

You must remember that the relevant cost in the 
r . estment decisions is the future cost or the marginal 
cost Marginal cost is the new or the incremental cost that 
is firm incurs if it were to raise capital now, or in the 
rear future. The historical cost that was incurred in the 
: mt in raising capital is not relevant in financial decision- 
raking. Historical costs may be significant to the extent 
mat they help in predicting the future costs and in 
providing an evaluation of the past performance when 
: tmpared with standard, or predetermined, costs.

DETERMINING COMPONENT
COSTS OF CAPITAL

Generally, the component cost of a specific source of 
apital is equal to the investors' required rate of return, 

md it can be determined by using Equation (1). But the 
m’. estors' required rate of return should be adjusted for 
axes in practice for calculating the cost of a specific source 
f capital to the firm.5 In the investment analysis, net cash 

£ ?ws are computed on an after-tax basis, therefore, the 
: : mponent costs, used to determine the discount rate, 
should also be expressed on an after-tax basis.

It is argued later in the chapter that flotation costs should not be incorporated in the computation of the cost of capital, rather they 
should be adjusted in the investment project's cash flows.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define the concept of the opportunity cost of capital.
2. What opportunities are available to shareholders with 

regard to investment and return?
3. What opportunities are available to creditors with 

regard to investment and return?
4. What is the nature of shareholders' and creditors' 

claims and risks?
5. What is weighted average cost of capital? What is its 

logic?

COST OF DEBT

A company may raise debt in a variety of ways. It may 
borrow funds from financial institutions or public either 
in the form of public deposits or debentures (bonds) for a 
specified period of time at a certain rate of interest. A 
debenture or bond may be issued at par or at a discount 
or premium as compared to its face value. The contractual 
rate of interest or the coupon rate forms the basis for 
calculating the cost of debt.

Debt Issued at Par
The before-tax cost of debt is the rate of return required 
by lenders. It is easy to compute before-tax cost of debt 
issued and to be redeemed at par; it is simply equal to the 
contractual (or coupon) rate of interest. For example, a 
company decides to sell a new issue of 7 year 15 per cent 
bonds of Rs 100 each at par. If the company realizes the 
full face value of Rs 100 bond and will pay Rs 100 principal 
to bondholders at maturity, the before-tax cost of debt will 
simply be equal to the rate of interest of 15 per cent. Thus:

, . INT‘■'=,=TT <2)
where kd is the before-tax cost of debt, i is the coupon rate 
of interest, BQ is the issue price of the bond (debt) and in 
Equation (2) it is assumed to be equal to the face value 
(F), and INT is the amount of interest. The amount of 
interest payable to the lender is always equal to:

Interest = Face value of debt x Interest rate
The before-tax cost of bond in the example is:

Rs_15 or
d Rs 100

We could arrive at same results as above by using 
Equation (1): cash outflow are Rs 15 interest per year for 7 
years and Rs 100 at the end of seventh year in exchange 
for Rs 100 now. Thus:
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15 15 15 1500 — —----- - "I--------- 7 1---------------7 4.............  .
(1 + kJ (1 + kJ2 (1 + kJ3 (1 + kJ4

6. Financial institutions generally require principal to be amortized periodically. The issue of bond or debenture by a company may also
provide for periodical amortization. When principal is repaid each period instead of a lump sum at maturity, cash outflows each period 
will include interest and principal, and interest each period will be calculated on the outstanding principal. The following formula can 
be used to calculate the before-tax cost of debt in this situation:

15 15 15 100
+(l+kj5+(l+kj6+(l+kj7+(l+kj7

100 = 15 ! 100
w(l + kjt+(l + kj7 

100 = 15 (PVFA 7, k) +100 (PVF7 J

By trial and error, we find that the discount rate (krf), 
which solves the equation, is 15 per cent:

100 = 15 (4.160) +100 (0.376) = 62.40 + 37.60 = 100
Clearly, the before-tax cost of bond is the rate, which 

the investment should yield to meet the outflows to 
bondholders.

Debt Issued at Discount or Premium
Equations (1) and (2) will give identical results.only when 
debt is issued at par and redeemed at par. Equation (1) 
can be rewritten as follows to compute the before-tax cost 
of debt:

(3)

where Bn is the repayment of debt on maturity and other 
variables as defined earlier.6 Equation (3) can be used to 
find out the cost of debt whether debt is issued at par or 
discount or premium, i.e., BQ = F or Bo > F or Bo < F. Let us 
consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 9.1: Cost of a Bond Sold at Discount
Assume that in the preceding example of 7 year 15 per 
cent bonds, each bond is sold below par for Rs 94. Using 
Equation (3), kd is calculated as:

g4 = y _______ |________
f-i(i+V. (1+V

94 = 15(PVF A7 J + 100(PVF7 J

By trial and error, kd= 16.5 per cent. Let us try 17%:

15(3.922) +100(0.333)
58.83 + 33.30 = 91.13 <94

= 15(4.038) +100(0.354) = 60.57 + 35.40 = 95.97 > 94
The discount rate kd should lie between 16 - 17%. By 

interpolation, we find:
PV required 94.00

^>.1.97
PV at 16% 95.97

J^>3.84
PV at 17% 92.13

1 97
k, =16% + (17%-16%)-----= 16.5%

d 3.84
kd = 16.5 per cent, Equation (3) is satisfied
94 = 15(3.980) +100(0.343) = 59.70 + 34.30 = 94

If the discount or premium is adjusted for computing 
taxes, the following short-cut method can also be used to 
calculate the before-tax cost of debt:

INT + 1 (F-Bo)

k. = —----------- (4)
| (F + Bo)

Thus, using data of Illustration 9.1, we obtain:

15 + 1(100-94) 15g6
k, = —j-Z------------- = -^2 = o.164 or 16.4%

1(100 + 94) 97

Note that the short-cut method gives approximate!} 
the same result as Equation (3). The principal drawback 
of the method is that it does not consider the sinking fund 
payments or the annual compounding.7

It should be clear from the preceding discussion that 
the before-tax cost of bond to the firm is affected by the 
issue price. The lower the issue price, the higher will be 
the before-tax cost of debt. The highly successful 
companies may sell bond or debenture at a premium 
(Bo > F); this will pull down the before-tax cost of debt.

Tax Adjustment
The interest paid on debt is tax deductible. The higher the 
interest charges, the lower will be the amount of tax

B0 = Z
r = l

INT, + B, 

(l + kd)‘ (1A)

where INT( and B, are respectively the periodical payment of interest and principal. 
7. Quirin, op. cit., 1967.
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(l+kj + (l + kj2 + (l+kj3+(l+kj4

6. Financial institutions generally require principal to be amortized periodically. The issue of bond or debenture by a company may also
provide for periodical amortization. When principal is repaid each period instead of a lump sum at maturity, cash outflows each period
will include interest and principal, and interest each period will be calculated on the outstanding principal. The following formula can
be used to calculate the before-tax cost of debt in this situation:

15 15 15 100
+ (l + kjs+(1 + kJ6 + (1 + kJ7 * * + (1 + kJ7

100 = z 15 , + 10 0 7
'-*(l+kj f (1 + kJ7

100 = 15(PVFA7 tj) + 100(PVF7 J

By trial and error, we find that the discount rate (kJ, 
which solves the equation, is 15 per cent:

100 = 15 (4.160) +100 (0.376) = 62.40 + 37.60 = 100
Clearly, the before-tax cost of bond is the rate, which 

the investment should yield to meet the outflows to 
bondholders.

Since PV at 17% is less than the required PV (Rs 94 
let us try 16%:

= 15(4.038)4-100(0.354) = 60.57 4-35.40 = 95.97 > 94
The discount rate kd should lie between 16 — 17% B 

interpolation, we find:
PV required 94.00

^>.1.97
PV at 16% 95.97

^J>3.84

PV at 17% 92.13

1 97
k. = 16% 4- (17% -16%)—— = 16.5%

d 3.84
kd - 16.5 per cent, Equation (3) is satisfied
94 = 15(3.980)4-100(0.343) = 59.70 4-34.30 = 94

Debt Issued at Discount or Premium
Equations (1) and (2) will give identical results.only when 
debt is issued at par and redeemed at par. Equation (1) 
can be rewritten as follows to compute the before-tax cost 
of debt:

If the discount or premium is adjusted for computing 
taxes, the following short-cut method can also be used t: 
calculate the before-tax cost of debt:

(4

(3)
Thus, using data of Illustration 9.1, we obtain:

where Bn is the repayment of debt on maturity and other 
variables as defined earlier.6 Equation (3) can be used to 
find out the cost of debt whether debt is issued at par or 
discount or premium, i.e., Bg = F or Bg> F or Bo< F. Let us 
consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 9.1: Cost of a Bond Sold at Discount
Assume that in the preceding example of 7 year 15 per 
cent bonds, each bond is sold below par for Rs 94. Using 
Equation (3), kd is calculated as:

15 + ^(100 - 94)

1(100 + 94)
15.86

97
= 0.164 or 16.4%

94 = V
t=l

15 100
(1+V.+ (1+V

94 = 15(PVF A7 J + 100(PVF7 J

Note that the short-cut method gives approximately 
the same result as Equation (3). The principal drawback 
of the method is that it does not consider the sinking fund 
payments or the annual compounding.7

It should be clear from the preceding discussion tha: 
the before-tax cost of bond to the firm is affected by the 
issue price. The lower the issue price, the higher will be 
the before-tax cost of debt. The highly successful 
companies may sell bond or debenture at a premium 
(Bo > F); this will pull down the before-tax cost of debt.

By trial and error, kd = 16.5 per cent. Let us try 17%:

15(3.922)4-100(0.333)
58.834-33.30 = 91.13 <94

Tax Adjustment
The interest paid on debt is tax deductible. The higher the 
interest charges, the lower will be the amount of tax

B0= X
r = l

INT, + B, 

(l + kd)‘ (1A)

where INT, and B( are respectively the periodical payment of interest and principal. 
7. Quirin, op. cit., 1967.
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payable by the firm. This implies that the government 
indirectly pays a part of the lender's required rate of return. 
As a result of the interest tax shield, the after-tax cost of 
debt to the firm will be substantially less than the 
investors' required rate of return. The before-tax cost of 
debt, kd, should, therefore, be adjusted for the tax effect as 
follows:

After- tax cost of debt = kd (1 - T) (5)

where T is the corporate tax rate. If the before-tax cost of 
bond in our example is 16.5 per cent, and the corporate 
tax rate is 35 assumed per cent,8 the after-tax cost of bond 
will be:

8. Currently (2010) the corporate tax rate in India is 30 per cent plus 3 per cent education cess. Hence, it is about 31 per cent.

kd(l-T) = 0.1650 (1-0.35) = 0.1073 or 10.73%

It should be noted that the tax benefit of interest 
deductibility would be available only when the firm is 
profitable and is paying taxes. An unprofitable firm is not 
required to pay any taxes. It would not gain any tax benefit 
associated with the payment of interest, and its true cost 
: f debt is the before-tax cost.

It is important to remember that in the calculation of 
the average cost of capital, the after-tax cost of debt must 
he used, not the before-tax cost of debt.

LLUSTRATION 9.2: Cost of a Bond Sold at Discount and 
Redeemable at Premium

A 7 year, Rs 100 debenture of a firm can be sold for a net 
price of Rs 97.75. The rate of interest is 15 per cent per 

ear, and bond will be redeemed at 5 per cent premium on 
rraturity. The firm’s tax rate is 35 per cent. Compute the 
after-tax cost of debenture.

The annual interest will be: F x i = Rs 100 x 0.15 = 
Rs 15, and maturity price will be: Rs 100 (1.05) = Rs 105. 
We can use Equation (3) to compute the after-tax cost of 
debenture:

„„ " 15 105
(=i(i+kd) (l+v

By trial and error, we find:
kd =16%: 15(4.038) +105(0.354) = 97.75
The after-tax cost of debenture will be:
^(1-7) = 0.16(1-0.35) = 0.104 or 10.4%

Cost of the Existing Debt
Sometimes a firm may like to compute the "current" cost 
?f its existing debt. In such a case, the cost of debt should 
be approximated by the current market yield of the debt. 
Suppose that a firm has 11 per cent debentures of 
Rs 100,000 (Rs 100 face value) outstanding at 31 December 
2009 to be matured on 31 December 2014. If a new issue 
of debentures could be sold at a net realizable price of 
Rs 80 in the beginning of 2010, the cost of the existing 
debt, using short-cut method (Equation 4), will be

ll+l/5(100 - 80) = 15 =Q167 of 167%
" 1/2(100 + 80) 90

If T = 0.35, the after-tax cost of debt will be:

^(1-7) = 0.167(1-0.35) = 0.109 or 10.9%

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk_______________________ j
1.
2.

3.

How is the cost of debt calculated?
How is the cost affected when debt is issued at a 
discount or at a premium?
Why and how the cost of debt is adjusted for taxes?

COST OF PREFERENCE CAPITAL

The measurement of the cost of preference capital poses 
some conceptual difficulty. In the case of debt, there is a 
binding legal obligation on the firm to pay interest, and 
the interest constitutes the basis to calculate the cost of 
debt. However, in the case of preference capital, payment 
of dividends is not legally binding on the firm and even if 
the dividends are paid, it is not a charge on earnings; rather 
it is a distribution or appropriation of earnings to preference 
shareholders. One may, therefore, be tempted to conclude 
that the dividends on preference capital do not constitute 
cost. This is not true.

The cost of preference capital is a function of the 
dividend expectedby investors. Preference capital is never 
issued with an intention not to pay dividends. Although 
it_is not legally binding upon the firm to pay dividends 
on preference capital, yet it is generally paid when the 
firm makes sufficient profits. The failure to pay dividends, 
although does not cause bankruptcy, yet it can be a serious 
matter from the ordinary shareholders' point of view. The 
non-payment of dividends on preference capital may 
result in voting rights and control to the preference 
shareholders. More than this, the firm's credit standing 
may be damaged. The accumulation of preference 
dividend arrears may adversely affect the prospects of 
ordinary shareholders for receiving any dividends, 
because dividends on preference capital represent a prior 
claim on profits. As a consequence, the firm may find 
difficulty in raising funds by issuing preference or equity 
shares. Also, the market value of the equity shares can be 
adversely affected if dividends are not paid to the 
preference shareholders and, therefore, to the equity 
shareholders. For these reasons, dividends on preference 
capital should be paid regularly except when the firm does 
not make profits or it is in a very tight cash position.

Irredeemable Preference Share
The preference share may be treated as a perpetual
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security if it is irredeemable.9 Thus, its cost is given by 
the following equation:

9. In India, irredeemable preference shares cannot be issued.
10. In fact, companies in India now (2010) will have to pay tax at 15 per cent and surcharge of 3 per cent on the amount of dividend 

distributed. Thus, the effective cost of preference capital to a company would be more than that shown by Equation (6) or (7). The same 
argument will be applicable to the equity capital.

, PDIVkp = (6)

where k is the cost of preference share, PDIV is the 
expected preference dividend, and Po is the issue price of 
preference share.

ILLUSTRATION 9.3: Cost of Irredeemable
Preference Share

A company issues 10 per cent irredeemable preference 
shares. The face value per share is Rs 100, but the issue 
price is Rs 95. What is the cost of a preference share? What 
is the cost if the issue price is Rs 105?

We can compute cost of a preference share as follows:
Issue price Rs 95:

PDIV 10k =^D- = — = 0.1053 or 10.53%
-Po 95

Issue price Rs 105:

, PDIV 10k =----- =------= 0.0952 or 9.52%p Po 105

Redeemable Preference Share
Redeemable preference shares (that is, preference shares 
with finite maturity) are also issued in practice. A formula 
similar to Equation (3) can be used to compute the cost of 
redeemable preference share:

Po
V PDIV, 
^(l + V

Pn 
fi+kpy (7)

The cost of preference share is not adjusted for taxes 
because preference dividend is paid after the corporate 
taxes have been paid. Preference dividends do not save 
any taxes.10 Thus, the cost of preference share is 
automatically computed on an after-tax basis. Since 
interest is tax deductible and preference dividend is not, 
the after-tax cost of preference share is substantially higher 
than the after-tax cost of debt.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is redeemable preference share? How is its 
cost calculated?

2. What is irredeemable preference share? How is its 
cost calculated?

COST OF EQUITY CAPITAL

Firms may raise equity capital internally by retaining 
earnings. Alternatively, they could distribute the entire 
earnings to equity shareholders and raise equity capital 
externally by issuing new shares. In both cases, 
shareholders are providing funds to the firms to finance 
their capital expenditures. Therefore, the equity 
shareholders' required rate of return would be the same 
whether they supply funds by purchasing new shares 
or by foregoing dividends, which could have beer, 
distributed to them. There is, however, a difference 
between retained earnings and issue of equity shares 
from the firm's point of vliew. The firm may have to issue 
new shares at a price lower than the current market price. 
Also, it may have to Incur flotation costs. Thus, 
external equity will cost more to the firm than the 
internal equity.

Is Equity Capital Free of Cost?

It is sometimes argued that the equity capital is free of 
cost. The reason for such argument is that it is not legally 
binding for firms to pay dividends to ordinary 
shareholders. Further, unlike the interest rate or preference 
dividend rate, the equity dividend rate is not fixed. It is 
fallacious to assume equity capital to be free of cost. As 
we have discussed earlier, equity capital involves an 
opportunity cost; ordinary shareholders supply funds to 
the firm in the expectation of dividends and capital gains 
commensurate with their risk of investment. The market 
value of the shares, determined by the demand and supply 
forces in a well functioning capital market, reflects the 
return required by ordinary shareholders. Thus, the 
shareholders' required rate of return, which equates the 
present value of the expected dividends with the market 
value of the share, is the cost of equity. The cost of external 
equity would, however, be more than the shareholders' 
required rate of return if the issue price were different 
from the market price of the share.

In practice, it is a formidable task to measure the cost 
of equity. The difficulty derives from two factors: First, it 
is very difficult to estimate the expected dividends. 
Second, the future earnings and dividends are expected 
to grow over time. Growth in dividends should be 
estimated and incorporated in the computation of the cost 
of equity. The estimation of growth is not an easy task. 
Keeping these difficulties in mind, the methods of 
computing the cost of internal and external equity are 
discussed below.
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Cost of Internal Equity:
The Dividend-growth Model
A. firm's internal equity consists of its retained earnings. 
The opportunity cost of the retained earnings is the rate 
:f return foregone by equity shareholders. The 
snareholders generally expect dividend and capital gain 
:rom their investment. The required rate of return of 
shareholders can be determined from the dividend 

aluation model.11

Rs 4 50
k =------- -— + 0.08 = 0.05 + 0.08 = 0.13 or 13%

Rs 90

If the company intends to retain earnings, it should 
at least earn a return of 13 per cent on retained earnings 
to keep the current market price unchanged.

Normal growth As explained in Chapter 8, the dividend- 
aluation model for a firm whose dividends are expected

: a grow at a constant rate of g is as follows:

DIV! 

ke ~g (8)

• here DIVj = DIV0 (1 + g).
Equation (8) can be solved for calculating the cost of 

equity ke as follows:

(9)

Supemorma I growth A firm may pass through different 
phases of growth. Hence, dividends may grow at different 
rates in the future. The growth rate may be very high for 
a few years, and afterwards, it may become normal, 
indefinitely, in the future. The dividend-valuation model 
can also be used to calculate the cost of equity under 
different growth assumptions. For example, if the 
dividends are expected to grow at a super-normal growth 
rate, gs, for n years and thereafter, at a normal, perpetual 
growth rate of, gn, beginning in year/n + 1, then the cost of 
equity can be determined by the following formula:

A DIV0 (1 + gj \ 
° L (1 + V (1 + V

P„

t=l
(10)

The cost of equity is, thus, equal to the expected 
idend yield (DIVX/Po) plus capital gain rate as reflected 

r v expected growth in dividends (g). It may be noted that 
H; nation (9) is based on the following assumptions:12

The market price of the ordinary share, PQ, is a 
function of expected dividends.
The dividend, DIV,, is positive (i.e., DIVt > 0).

% The dividends grow at a constant growth rate g, 
and the growth rate is equal to the return on 
equity, ROE, times the retention ratio, b (i.e., g = 
ROE xj).
The dividend payout ratio [i.e., (1 - &)] is constant.

The cost of retained earnings determined by the 
in. idend-valuation model implies that if the firm would 
-uve distributed earnings to shareholders, they could have 
--.vested it in the shares of the firm or in the shares of 
: rher firms of similar risk at the market price (PQ) to earn 
’ rate of return equal to kg. Thus, the firm should earn a 
return on retained funds equal to ke to ensure growth of 
dividends and share price. If a return less than kc is earned 
in retained earnings, the market price of the firm's share 

ill fall. It may be emphasized again that the cost of 
retained earnings will be equal to the shareholders' 
required rate of return since no flotation costs are involved.

Pn is the discounted value of the dividend stream, 
beginning in year n + 1 and growing at a constant, 
perpetual rate gn, at the end of year n, and therefore it is 
equal to:

DIVn+i
ke ~8n

(U)

When we multiply Pn by 1/(1 + ke)n we obtain the 
present value of Pn in year 0. Substituting Equation (11) 
in Equation (10), we get:

D A DIV0(l + gs)‘ DIV+1 1
Po = > ------------- +------------- — x------------- (12)

S (l + kg)f ke~8n (l + ke)n

The cost of equity, ke, can be computed by solving 
Equation (12) by trial and error.

ILLUSTRATION 9.5: Cost of Equity: Two-Stage Growth
Assume that a company’s share is currently selling for Rs 
134. Current dividends, DIV0 are Rs 3.50 per share and are 
expected to grow at 15 per cent over the next 6 years and 
then at a rate of 8 per cent forever. The company’s cost of 
equity can be found out as follows:

LLUSTRATION 9.4: Constant-Growth Model and the 
Cost of Equity

Suppose that the current market price of a company’s share 
- Rs 90 and the expected dividend per share next year is 

Rs 4.50. If the dividends are expected to grow at a constant 
rate of 8 per cent, the shareholders’ required rate of return

134 = 4.3.50(1.15/ DIV, 1
h d+kj' (kt.-0.08) (1 + kJ6

4.03 4.63 5.33
(i+kj + (i+v + (i+kj3

6.13 7.05 : 8.11 y 8.11(1.08) 1
+ (1 + kJ4 + (1 + kJ5 + (1 + kJ6 J + (ke -0.08) X (1 + kJ6

11. The cost of equity can also be determined by using the capital asset pricing model. This is discussed in a later section.
12. Gordon, M., The Investment, Financing and Valuation of the Corporation, Richard D. Irwin, 1962.
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= 4.03(PV A, k) + 4.63(PV A2 ) + 5.33(PV A3 ) 
+6.13(PV A4 ) +7.05(PV A5 J + 8.11(PV A6 k_) 

+ 8-76 (PvA6 J
k„-0.08 6’V

By trial and error, we find that ke = 0.12 or 12 per cent:

134 = 4.03(0.893) +4.63(00.797) +5.33(0.712) +6.13(0.636)
8 76+7.05(0.567) +8.11(0.507) +------ - ------ (0.507)

0.12-0.08

Zero-growth In addition to its use in constant and 
variable growth situations, the dividend valuation model 
can also be used to estimate the cost of equity of no-growth 
companies. The cost of equity of a share on which a 
constant amount of dividend is expected perpetually is 
given as follows:

■ ' Po

The growth rate g will be zero if the firm does not 
retain any of its earnings; that is, the firm follows a policy 
of 100 per cent payout. Under such case, dividends will 
be equal to earnings, and therefore Equation (13) can also 
be written as:

(13)

(14)
, DIVj EPS!
^=-—= (since# = 0)

ro ro
which implies that in a no-growth situation, the expected 
earnings-price (E/P) ratio may be used as the measure of 
the firm's cost of equity.

Cost of External Equity:
The Dividend-growth Model
The firm's external equity consists of funds raised 
externally through public or right issues. The minimum 
rate of return, which the equity shareholders require on 
funds supplied by them by purchasing new shares to 
prevent a decline in the existing market price of the equity 
share, is the cost of external equity. The firm can induce 
the existing or potential shareholders to purchase new 
shares when it promises to earn a rate of return equal to:

, MV!
r0

Thus, the shareholders' required rate of return from 
retained earnings and external equity is the same. The cost 
of external equity is, however, greater than the cost of 
internal equity for one reason. The selling price of the new 
shares may be less than the market price. In India, the 
new issues of ordinary shares are generally sold at a price 
less than the market price prevailing at the time of the 
announcement of the share issue. Thus, the formula for 
the cost of new issue of equity capital may be written as 
follows:

(15)

where is the issue price of new equity. The cost of 
retained earnings will be less than the cost of new issue of 
equity if Po > Pr

ILLUSTRATION 9.6: Cost of Internal and External Equity
The share of a company is currently selling for Rs 100. It 
wants to finance its capital expenditures of Rs 100 million 
either by retaining earnings or selling new shares. If the 
company sells new shares, the issue price will be Rs 95. 
The dividend per share next year, DIVr is Rs 4.75 and it is 
expected to grow at 6 per cent. Calculate (1) the cost of 
internal equity (retained earnings) and (if) the cost of 
external equity (new issue of shares).

Equation (9) can be used to calculate the cost of internal 
equity: |

Rs 4 75 \k =------- :— + 0.06 = 0.0475 + 0.06 ='0.1075 orl0.75%
Rs 100

The cost of external equity can be calculated as follow:
Rs 4 75k =------ -— + 0.06 = 0.05 + 0.06 = 0.11 or 11%

e Rs 95
It is obvious that the cost of external equity is greater 

than the cost of internal equity because of the under-pricing 
(cost of external equity = 11 per cent > cost of internal 
equity = 10.75 per cent).

Earnings-Price Ratio and the Cost of Equity
As a general rule, it is not theoretically correct to use the 
ratio of earnings to price as a measure of the cost of equity. 
The earnings-price (E/P) ratio does not reflect the true 
expectations of the ordinary shareholders. For example, 
if the current market price of a share is Rs 500 (face value 
being Rs 100) and the earning per share is Rs 10, the E/P 
ratio will be: Rs 10 + Rs 500 = 0.02 or 2 per cent. Does this 
mean that the expectation of shareholders is 2 per cent? 
They would, in fact, expect to receive a stream of dividends 
and a final price of the share that would result in a return 
significantly greater than the E/P ratio. Thus, the dividend 
valuation model gives the most of valid measure of the 
cost of equity.

There are exceptions, however. One exception that 
we have already pointed out is the no-growth firms. The 
cost of equity in the case of the no-growth firms is equal 
to the expected E/P ratio:

J’o

EPSi

(••• g = br)

(•.b = 0)

where b is the earnings retention rate, EPSj is the expected 
earnings per share and r is the return investment (equity).



Another situation where the expected earnings-price 
ratio may be used as a measure of the cost of equity is 

z.vision, rather than growth faced by the firm. A firm is 
-aid to be expanding, not growing, if the investment 

t? oortunities available to it are expected to earn a rate of 
■ etum equal to the cost of equity.13 For example, Equation 
-i may be written as follows:

E Salomon, E., The Theory of Financial Management, Columbia University Press, 1963, p. 64.

p EPStd-fe)
° (ke-rb)

If r = ke, then

p EPS^l-fe) EPSid-fe) EPS! 
0 (ke-keb) ke(\-b) ke

(16)

■M ing for ke, we get ke =-------

L _. S "RATION 9.7: Earnings-Price Ratio and the Cost 
of Equity

*. firm is currently earning Rs 100,000 and its share is 
■aling at a market price of Rs 80. The firm has 10,000 shares 
■^standing and has no debt. The earnings of the firm are 
•ejected to remain stable, and it has a payout ratio of 100 
i+r sent. What is the cost of equity? If the firm’s payout 

is assumed to be 60 per cent and that it earns 15 per 
•ec: rate of return on its investment opportunities, then, 
« zz: would be the firm’s cost of equity?

In the first case, since expected growth rate is zero, 
•? san use expected earnings-price ratio to compute the 
■st of equity. Thus:

, = Rs 10 = Q 125 or 12 5% 
Rs 80

The earnings per share are Rs 100,000 a 10,000 = Rs 
TH. 1: the firm pays out 60 per cent of its earnings, the 
e t lends per share will be: Rs 10 x 0.6 = Rs 6, and the 

■Frt.don ratio will be 40 per cent. If the expected return 
i internal investment opportunities is 15 per cent, then 
- arm’s expected growth is: 0.40 x 0.15 = 0.06 or 6 per 

■ct The firm’s cost of equity will be:
Rs 6

k =---------+0.06= 0.075 + 0.06 = 0.135 or 13.5%
' Rs 80

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

Is equity cost free? Why or why not?
Explain the dividend growth model for calculating 
equity under (i) no growth; (it) constant growth and 
(iii) super-normal growth.
Is there a difference between the cost of external 
equity (new issue) and internal equity (retained 
earnings)? Explain.
Can you use earnings-price ratio as the cost of equity? 
Why or why not?

COST OF EQUITY AND THE
CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL (CAPM)

You may recall from Chapter 6, that the CAPM provides 
an alternative approach for the calculation of the cost of 
equity. As per the CAPM, the required rate of return on 
equity is given by the following relationship:

ke = Rf + (Rm - Rf)fij (17)

Equation (17) requires the following three parameters 
to estimate a firm's cost of equity:

% The risk-free rate (Rfi The yields on the 
government Treasury securities are used as the 
risk-free rate. You can use returns either on the 
short-term or the long-term treasury securities. 
It is a common practice to use the return on the 
short-term Treasury bills /as the risk-free rate. 
Since investments are long-|term decisions, many 
analysts prefer to use yields on long-term 
government bonds as the risk-free rate. You 
should always use the current risk-free rate rather 
than the historical average.

% The market risk premium (Rm - Rd The market 
risk premium is measured as the difference 
between the long-term, historical arithmetic 
averages of market return and the risk-free rate. 
Some people use a market risk premium based 
on returns of the most recent years. This is not a 
correct procedure since the possibility of 
measurement errors and variability in the short
term, recent data is high. As we explained in 
Chapter 4, the variability (standard deviation) of 
the estimate of the market risk premium will 
reduce when you use long series of market returns 
and risk-free rates. We showed in Chapter 4, that 
the historical market risk premium on shares in 
India was about 12 per cent when we use return 
on the long-term government bonds as the risk- 
free rate. If you use the current long-term 
government bonds as the risk-free rate, then the 
market risk premium should also be based on the 
historical average return of the long-term bond. 
On the other hand, if you use the current yield on 
long-term government bonds as the risk-free rate, 
then the market risk premium should also be 
based on the historical average yield of long-term 
government bonds. You should be consistent; you 
should match the estimation of the market risk 
premium with the maturity of the security used 
as the risk-free rate.
The beta of the firm's share (0) Beta (0) is the 
systematic risk of an ordinary share in relation to 
the market. In Chapter 4, we have explained the 
regression methodology for calculating beta for
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an ordinary share. The share returns are regressed 
to the market returns to estimate beta. A broad
based index like the BSE's Sensitivity Index 
(Sensex) is used as a proxy for the market.

Suppose in the year 2002 the risk-free rate is 6 per 
cent, the market risk premium is 9 per cent and beta of 
L&T's share is 1.54. The cost of equity for L&T is:

kLbT = 0.06 + 0.09 x 1.54 = 0.1986 « 20%

COST OF EQUITY: 
CAPM vs DIVIDEND-GROWTH MODEL

The dividend-growth approach has limited application 
in practice because of its two assumptions. First, it assumes 
that the dividend per share will grow at a constant rate, g, 
forever. Second, the expected dividend growth rate, g, 
should be less than the cost of equity, ke, to arrive at the 
simple growth formula. That is:

ro 

capital to obtain the weighted average cost of capital 
(WACC). The proportions of capital must be based on 
target capital structure. WACC is the composite, or overall 
cost of capital. You may note that it is the weighted average 
concept, not the simple average, which is relevant in 
calculating the overall cost of capital. The simple average 
cost of capital is not appropriate to use because firms 
hardly use various sources of funds equally in the capital 
structure.

The following steps are involved for calculating the 
firm's WACC:

"Qx Calculate the cost of specific sources of funds.
Multiply the cost of each soured by its proportion 
in the capital structure.
Add the weighted component costs to get the 
WACC. \

In financial decision-making, the cost of capital should 
be calculated on an after-tax basis. Therefore, the 
component costs should be the after-tax costs. If we 
assume that a firm has only debt and equity in its capital 
structure, then the WACC (k0) will be:

ko = kd^~T')wd + kewe
Required

k0
E

D+E
(18)

where k0 is the WACC, kd (1 - T) and ke are, respectively, 
the after-tax cost of debt and equity, D is the amount of 
debt and E is the amount of equity. In a general form, the 
formula for calculating WACC can be written as follows:

k0 = fcjVtq + k2w2 + k3w3 +••• v (19)

Risk (P) where kv k2, ... are component costs and w2, ... 
weights of various types of capital, employed by the 
company.Figure 9.2: Cost of equity under CAPM

These assumptions imply that the dividend-growth 
approach cannot be applied to those companies, which 
are not paying any dividends, or whose dividend per share 
is growing at a rate higher than ke, or whose dividend 
policies are highly volatile. The dividend-growth 
approach also fails to deal with risk directly. In contrast, 
the CAPM has a wider application although it is based on 
restrictive assumptions. The only condition for its use is 
that the company's share is quoted on the stock exchange. 
Also, all variables in the CAPM are market determined 
and except the company specific share price data, they 
are common to all companies. The value of beta is 
determined in an objective manner by using sound 
statistical methods. One practical problem with the use 
of beta, however, is that it does not normally remain stable 
over time.

THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
COST OF CAPITAL

Once the component costs have been calculated, they are 
multiplied by the proportions of the respective sources of 

Weighted marginal cost of capital (WMCC) Marginal 
cost is the new or the incremental cost of new capital 
(equity and debt) issued by the firm. We assume that new 
funds are raised at new costs according to the firm's target 
capital structure. Hence, what is commonly known as the 
WACC is in fact the weighted marginal cost of capital 
(WMCC); that is, the weighted average cost of new capital 
given, the firm's target capital structure.

Book Value vs Market Value Weights
You should always use the market value weights to 
calculate WACC. In practice, firms do use the book value 
weights. Generally, there will be difference between the 
book value and market value weights, and therefore, 
WACC will be different. WACC, calculated using the 
book-value weights, will be understated if the market 
value of the share is higher than the book value and vice 
versa.

ILLUSTRATION 9.8: Weighted Average Cost of Capital
Lohia Chemicals Ltd has the following book value capital 
structure on 31 March 2004:
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1,000,000 100

Source of Amount Proportion
Finance (FIs’ 000) (%)
Share capital 450,000 45
Reserves and surplus 150,000 15
Preference share capital 100,000 10
Debt 300,000 30

The expected after-tax component costs of the various 
-: ,rces of finance for Lohia Chemicals Ltd are as follows:

Source Cost (%)

Equity 18.0
Reserve and surplus 18.0
Preference share capital 11.0
Debt 8.0

The weighted average cost of capital of Lohia 
'/.-■mi cals Ltd, based on the existing capital structure, is 
zmputed in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Computation of Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital

Source
(1)

Amount 
(Rs’ 000)

(2)

Proportion After-tax Weighted
Cost (%) 

(5 = 3x4)
(%)
(3)

Cost (%)
(4)

Equity capital 450,000 45 18 8.1
?eserves &

surplus 150,000 15 18 2.7
Preference

capital 100,000 10 11 1.1

cost of capital (14.3%), because the market value of equity 
share capital (Rs 900,000,000) is higher than its book value 
(Rs 600,000,000).

Why do managers prefer the book value weights for 
calculating WACC? Besides the simplicity of the use, 
managers claim following advantages for the book value 
weights:

"Os Firms in practice set their target capital structure 
in terms of book values.

% The book value information can be easily derived 
from the published sources.

■Qz The book value debt-equity ratios are analysed 
by investors to evaluate the risk of the firms in 
practice.

The use of the book-value weights can be seriously 
questioned on theoretical grounds. First, the component 
costs are opportunity rates and are determined in the 
capital markets. The weights should also be market- 
determined. Second, the book-value weights are based on 
arbitrary accounting policies that are used to calculate 
retained earnings and value of assets. Thus, they do not 
reflect economic values. It is very difficult to justify the 
use of the book-value weights in theory.

Market-value weights are theoretically superior to 
book-value weights. They reflect economic values and are 
not influenced by accounting policies. They are also 
consistent with the market-determined component costs. 
The difficulty in using market-value weights is that the



Source of Amount Proportion
Finance (Rs’ 000) (%)
Share capital 450,000 45
Reserves and surplus 150,000 15
Preference share capital 100,000 10
Debt 300,000 30

1,000,000 100

The expected after-tax component costs of the various
■ ■ _rces of finance for Lohia Chemicals Ltd are as follows:

Source Cost (%)

Equity 18.0
Reserve and surplus 18.0
Preference share capital 11.0
Debt 8.0

The weighted average cost of capital of Lohia 
micals Ltd, based on the existing capital structure, is 

zaputed in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Computation of Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital

Source
fl)

Amount
(Rs’ 000)

(2)

Proportion After-tax Weighted
Cost (%) 

(5 = 3x4)
(%)
(3)

Cost (%)
(4)

E htv capital 450,000 45 18 8.1
’.eserves &

surplus 150,000 15 18 2.7
Preference

capital 100,000 10 11 1.1
Debt 300,000 30 8 2.4

1,000,000 100 WACC 14.3

Suppose Lohia Chemicals Ltd has 45,000,000 equity 
: ares outstanding and that the current market price per 

•sare is Rs 20. Assume that the market values and the book 
sues of debt and the preference share capital are the same, 

f me component costs were the same as before, the market 
sue weighted average cost of capital would be about 
‘ per cent:

.able 9.2: Computation of Weighted Average Cost of 
Capital (Market-value Weights)

Source 
fl)

Amount 
(Rs’ 000)

(2)

Proportion After-tax Weighted
Cost (%) 

(5 = 3x4)
(%)
(3)

Cost (%)
(4)

Equity
capital 900,000 69.2 18 12.5

-reference 100,000 7.7 11 0.8
capital

Debt 300,000 23.1 8 1.8
1,300,000 100.1 WACC 15.1

It should be noticed that the equity capital for Lohia 
Zhemicals Ltd is the total market value of the ordinary 
-cares outstanding, which includes retained earnings 
reserves). It is obvious that the market value weighted cost 
:f capital (15.1%) is higher than the book value weighted 
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cost of capital (14.3%), because the market value of equity 
share capital (Rs 900,000,000) is higher than its book value 
(Rs 600,000,000).

Why do managers prefer the book value weights for 
calculating WACC? Besides the simplicity of the use, 
managers claim following advantages for the book value 
weights:

Firms in practice set their target capital structure 
in terms of book values.
The book value information can b6 easily derived 
from the published sources.
The book value debt-equity ratios are analysed 
by investors to evaluate the risk of the firms in 
practice.

The use of the book-value weights can be seriously 
questioned on theoretical grounds. First, the component 
costs are opportunity rates and are determined in the 
capital markets. The weights should also be market- 
determined. Second, the book-value weights are based on 
arbitrary accounting policies that are used to calculate 
retained earnings and value of assets. Thus, they do not 
reflect economic values. It is very difficult to justify the 
use of the book-value weights in theory.

Market-value weights are theoretically superior to 
book-value weights. They reflect economic values and are 
not influenced by accounting policies. They are also 
consistent with the market-determined component costs. 
The difficulty in using market-value weights is that the 
market prices of securities fluctuate widely and frequently. 
A market value based target capital structure means that 
the amounts of debt and equity are continuously adjusted 
as the value of the firm changes.

FLOTATION COSTS, COST OF CAPITAL AND 
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

A new issue of debt or shares will invariably involve 
flotation costs in the form of legal fees, administrative 
expenses, brokerage or underwriting commission. One 
approach is to adjust the flotation costs in the calculation 
of the cost of capital. Let us take an example to illustrate 
the point.

Suppose that a firm is considering an investment 
project, which involves a net cash outlay of Rs 450,000, 
and that it is expected to generate an annual net cash 
inflow of Rs 150,000 for 7 years. The project's target debt 
ratio is 50 per cent. The flotation costs of debt and share 
issues are estimated at 10 per cent of the amount raised. 
To finance the project, the firm will issue 7-year 15 per 
cent debentures of Rs 250,000 at par (Rs 100 face value), 
and new shares of Rs 250,000. The issue price of a share is 
Rs 20 and the expected dividend per share next year is 
Rs 1.80. Dividends are expected to grow at a compound 
rate of 7 per cent forever. Assume that corporate tax rate 
is 50 per cent. What is the NPV of the project?
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The project's NPV can be calculated using WACC 
adjusted for flotation costs as the discount rate. Under this 
procedure, the before-tax cost of debt is given by the 
following equation:

per cent and the cost of equity will be

k =Rs_T80+ 0 07 = 0 09 + o.O7 = 0.16 or 16 per cent 
" Rs 20

*0(i-/)=£^4

Zt (!+*</)'

14. Keene, Simon E., The Investment Discount Rate—In Defence of the Market Rate of Interest, Accounting and Business Research (Summer
1976); and Ezzell, John R. and R. Pourr Porter, Floatation costs and the Weighted Average Cost of Capital, Journal of Financial and 
Quantitative Analysis, 11, (Sept. 1976). Also, refer Van Horne, op. cit.,

and the cost of equity as follows:

(20)

, DIVj
ke =------------ + 8

Pod"/)

where/is the fraction of flotation costs. Thus, the before
tax cost of debt in the example will be:

(21)

100(1 - 0.10) = ^ ——— + 100

m(1+v (1+fcrf)7

By trial and error, we find kd = 17.6 per cent. If tax 
rate is 50 per cent, the after-tax cost of debt will be: 0.176 
(1 - 0.50) = 0.088 or 8.8 per cent. The cost of equity will be 
as follows:

WACC, without the adjustment of floatation costs 
will be

k0 = 0.075 x 0.5 + 0.16 x 0.5 = 0.12 or 12%

The NPV of the investment project will be:

NPV =-500,000+ £ 15O'V-
h (1-12V

= -500,000 + 150,000 x 4.564
= Rs 184,600

The project's NPV in the example is overstated when 
we adjust flotation costs in computing the discount rate.

In some situations, it may not be possible to exactlv 
apportion flotation costs to given projects, particularly 
when the firm raises large amount of capital for 
unidentified future investments.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

The 'flotation-costs adjusted' weighted average cost 
of capital will be:

ko = 0.088 x 0.50 + 0.17 x 0.50 = 0.13 or 13%

The NPV of the investment project using the discount 
rate of 13 per cent is:

NPV = -450,000 + £ 15°'00t°
m (1-13/

= -450,000 + 150,000 x 4,423 = Rs 213,450

This is not a correct procedure. Flotation costs are not 
annual costs; they are one-time costs incurred when the 
investment project is undertaken and financed. If the cost 
of capital is adjusted .for the flotation costs and used as 
the discount rate, the effect of the flotation costs will be 
compounded over the life of the project. Thus, the net 
present value of the investment project will be biased. The 
correct procedure is to adjust the investment project's cash 
flows for the flotation costs and use the weighted average 
cost of capital, unadjusted for the flotation costs, as the 
discount rate.14 Since the flotation costs are incurred at 
the time the investment project is financed, they can be 
added to the project's initial cost. The flotation costs in 
the example are: 0.1 (2,50,000 + 2,50,000) = Rs 50,000. Thus, 
the net cash outlay of the project will be Rs 500,000. Since 
the component costs are not adjusted for flotation costs, 
the after-cost of debt will be: 0.15 (1 - 0.5) = 0.075 or 7.5

1. How is the cost of equity calculated using the CAPM? 
What is the logic of using CAPM for calculating the 
cost of equity?

2. What is the difference between the cost of equity 
calculated by the dividend-growth model and the 
CAPM? Which method is better?

3. How is the weighted average cost of capital 
calculated? Should you use book value or market 
value based weights? Why?

4. How are flotation costs treated in the cost of capital 
calculation and investment evaluation?

CALCULATION OF THE COST OF
CAPITAL IN PRACTICE:
CASE OF LARSEN & TOUBRO LIMITED

The elegance of a theory lies in its practical application. 
The theory of measuring cost of capital is not simple. How 
can we estimate cost of capital in practice? We will use 
the data of L&T to calculate its cost of capital in the year 
2002. L&T was founded in the year 1938. It is a large 
engineering company with diversified activities. L&T's 
main activities include dairy equipment, cement and 
cement equipment, steel, paper, nuclear power and space 
exploration, hydraulic excavators, switch gears, electronics 
controls, valves, welding alloys, computer peripherals, test



Ibc measuring equipment, etc. It had total sales of Rs 
■ ? 90 million, total gross assets of Rs 156,540 million and 

j rrofit of Rs 3,470 million in 2002. The capital structure
' ~e company is given in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3: L&T’s Capital Structure, 2001-02

Source of
Capital

BV
(Rs 

million)

BV
Weights

MV 
(Rs 

million )

MV
Weights

art term debt 9,033.8 0.13 9,033.8 0.11
og term debt 26,420.3 0.39 26,420.3 0.33

i. 35,454.1 0.52 35,454.1 0.44
5raity 33,074.5 0.48 44,943.5 0.56
~:'al capital 68,528.6 1.00 80,397.6 1.00

S: -ure: CMIE database.
■rre: Equity excludes revaluation reserves

The market capitalization (the market value of equity) 
ar L&T in March 2002 is Rs 44,943.5 million. The market 
■ Lue of debt is assumed to be equal to the book value.

Table 9.4 provides data on L&T's EPS, DPS, payout, 
rarket value, dividend yield, earnings yield, and ROE 
fcr the years 1993 to 2002.

Estimation of L&T’s Cost of Equity
~rere are two approaches for calculating the cost of equity: 

the constant dividend-growth model 
the capital asset pricing model (CAPM)

ridend-Growth Model The formula for calculating the 
:st of equity is as follows:

were the first term, DIVj/Pq, is the expected dividend 
eld and the second term, g, is the expected (constant) 
- wth in dividends. L&T's dividend yield in 2002 is 3.02 
rer cent. The dividend yield of the company has varied 

from 1.39 per cent to 3.08 per cent with an average yield 
of 2.25 per cent. We assume that the current dividend yield 
of 3.02 per cent is a fair approximation of L&T's expected 
yield.

Estimation of growth rate In practice, three methods 
may be used to estimate the growth rate:

(1) Internal groivth Internal growth is the product of 
retention ratio and return on equity (ROE):

g - Retention ratio x ROE
This approach may be used when the firm has a stable 

dividend policy. L&T's payout ratio has fluctuated over 
years. However, on an average^ it has distributed about 
45 per cent of its net profit and retained 55 per cent in the 
past decade. In the most recent year (2002), it retained 
about 58 per cent of its profit. The company's ROE in 2002 
is 10.06 per cent and 10-year average is 11.44 per cent. 
Assuming that the current retention ratio of 58 per cent 
and ROE of 10.06 per cent will continue in the future, then 
L&T's dividend is expected to grow at 6.1 per cent per 
year:

g = Retention ratio x ROE
= 0.58x0.106 = 0.061 or 6.1%

The constant growth model has its limitations. It is 
not applicable to those companies, which have highly 
unstable dividend policy (or retention ratio) and 
fluctuating ROE. One way to overcome this limitation is 
to estimate ke for a large sample of companies of equivalent 
risk in the same industry and use the average ke as an 
approximation of the cost of equity of the company under 
consideration. It is difficult to find similar companies like 
L&T. It is a diversified company but with a major presence 
in the engineering industry. One could calculate cost of 
equity of the industries where L&T has its operations and 
then, estimate the weighted average cost of equity using 
the proportion of L&T's investment in each business. In 
practice, this estimate of L&T's cost of equity may be 
relatively more reliable that the one based exclusively on 
its own data.

Table 9.4: L&T’s Financial Data, 1993-2002

Year
EPS

(Rs million)
DPS

(Rs million)
BV

(Rs million)
MV

(Rs million)
ROE 
(%)

EY 
(%)

DY 
(%)

Payout 
(%)

Mar 93 15.64 3.50 64.46 287.50 18.75 2.30 1.43 62.06
Mar 94 19.17 4.00 69.12 240.00 13.27 3.19 1.39 43.62
Mar 95 12.09 5.00 89.74 268.75 ‘ 13.47 5.04 2.08 41.36
Mar 96 13.44 6.00 110.62 262.00 12.15 5.00 2.23 44.64
Mar 97 16.55 6.00 122.80 253.00 13.48 6.32 2.29 36.25
Mar 98 21.39 6.50 135.88 230.00 15.74 8.45 2.57 30.39
Mar 99 18.94 6.50 147.41 211.25 12.85 8.23 2.83 34.32
Mar 00 13.74 6.50 153.83 397.73 8.93 6.50 3.08 47.31
Mar 01 8.85 6.50 155.10 232.08 5.71 2.23 1.63 73.45
Mar 02 16.51 7.00 163.56 201.28 10.06 7.11 3.02 42.40
Average 13.63 5.75 121.25 258.36 11.44 5.44 2.25 45.58

Source: CMIE database.
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(2) Past average growth In practice, growth may be 
based on past EPS rather than DPS since companies do 
not change their DPS frequently with changes in EPS. 
Thus, DPS grows at a slower rate. The average of EPS 
past growth rates may be used as a proxy for the future 
growth. There are two alternatives available for calculating 
the average (1) the arithmetic average and (2) the 
geometric average. These two methods will give different 
estimates of the average growth rate. The geometric 
average will give a compounded average and is preferable 
when there is much variability in EPS data. Table 9.5 
shows the calculation of the arithmetic average and the 
geometric average. The EPS growth in 1993 is calculated 
as: g*  = (EPS93 - EPS92) = EPS92. Growth for other years is 
calculated similarly. The arithmetic average growth (for 
10-year period from 1993 to 2002) is found as follows:

<y _]_ n- -f- ... -f- O'

Arithmetic average = ———--------- —
n

The geometric mean is calculated as follows:

Geometricmean = (1 + g, )x(l + g2 )x...... x(l + gn )V” -1

Table 9.5: EPS Growth of L&T, 1993-2002

Year EPS Seps I1 + Seps^
Mar-9 2 7.82 —
Mar-93 5.64 -0.279 0.721
Mar-94 9.17 0.626 1.626
Mar-95 12.09 0.318 1.318
Mar-96 13.44 0.112 1.112
Mar-97 16.55 0.231 1.231
Mar-9 8 21.39 0.292 1.292
Mar-99 18.94 -0.115 0.885
Mar-00 13.74 -0.275 0.725
Mar-01 8.85 -0.356 0.644
Mar-02 16.51 0.866 1.866
Average

Arithmetic
Geometric

0.142
0.078

An alternative method for calculating the 
compounded growth rate is as follows:

EPS,, = EPS0(l + g)”
FPS (i+g)" = £A22L 

5 EPS0

i/»
-1EPS,,

EPS0

16.51]1/10
-1 = 1.078-1

7.82]
= 0.078 or 7.8%

g =

(3) Regression approach for estimating growth or log- 
linear approach Both the arithmetic average and the 
geometric average methods of calculating growth have 
limitations. Simple average gives equal weight to each 

year's earnings. Both techniques are quite inadequate tc 
use when earnings are widely fluctuating. The regression 
technique estimates growth over time (t) incorporating 
all observations.

The linear regression model is as follows:

EPS, =a + bt (23)

The linear model indicates growth in terms of rupees, 
rather than in percentage terms.

We know that the following formula explains the 
compound growth in EPS (or any other variable):

EPS, = EPS0(l + g)' (24)

If we take the natural logarithm of EPS, and EPSq, 
Equation (24) can be written as follows:

In EPS, = In EPS0 +1 In (1+ V) (25)

where In EPS, is natural logarithm of EPS,. The regression 
model can be written as follows:

In EPS, = a + bt (26)
where a = In EPS0 and b = In (1 + g). The slope of the 
regression line is b = In (1 + g) and it is estimated as follows:

11

E
In (1+?)=J=1-

(f-t) In EPS,

Ev?
t=l

(27)

where yt is t -1

Using the data in Table 9.6, we obtain

In (l + g)= 5-6717 =0.0687
5 82.50

Taking antilog on both sides, we get:

l + g = 1.0712
g = 1.0712 -1 = 0.0712 or 7.12%

Table 9.6: Log-linear Regression Growth
Estimate for L&T

(22)

Year t y = t-t EPS In (EPS) yin (EPS) y2

1993 1 -4.50 5.64 1.7299 -7.7845 20.25
1994 2 -3.50 9.17 2.2159 -7.7558 12.25
1995 3 - ?.50 12.09 2.4924 -6.2309 6.25
1996 4 - 1.50 13.44 2.5982 -3.8974 2.25
1997 5 -0.50 16.55 2.8064 -1.4032 0.25
1998 6 0.50 21.39 3.0629 1.5315 0.25
1999 7 1.50 18.94 2.9413 4.4119 2.25
2000 8 2.50 13.74 2.6203 6.5508 6.25
2001 9 3.50 8.85 2.1804 7.6315 12.25
2002 10 4.50 16.51 2.8040 12.6178 20.25
Sum 25.4517 5.6717 82.50

The growth rates estimated according to the different 
methods are summarized in Table 9.7. The growth rate
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—:.mated by log-linear model is the most appropriate 
- 'ce L&T's EPS are highly variable. Thus, for the 
calculation of the L&T's cost of equity, we shall assume 
rt the future dividend rate will be the same as the current 
: idend yield (3.02%) is and that the future growth will

Tl per cent. According to the dividend-growth model, 
_&T's cost of equity will be as follows:

+8

ke = 3.02% + 7.12% = 10.14%

able 9.7: Estimate of Growth Rates and Cost of Equity

Method Growth Rate (%) Cost of Equity (%)

internal growth 6.10 9.12
Arithmetic average 14.20 17.22
Geometric average 7.80 10.82
Log-linear growth 7.12 10.14

For different growth rates, L&T's cost of equity is 
calculated in Table 9.7. It varies from 9.12 per cent to 17.22 
r>er cent. The geometric average and the log-linear growth 
iremods give almost the same estimates for the growth 
see and the cost of capital, i.e., about 10-11 per cent, for 
. JrT-

Capital Asset Pricing Model and
LATs Cost of Equity
- —ore objective alternative model for calculating L&T's 

■dk of equity is the Capital asset pricing model (CAPM). 
"re use of CAPM requires the following information:

« the expected risk-free rate of return
■<x the expected risk premium
xz beta of L&T's returns

■ ~k-free rate The risk-free rate is generally 
ac nroximated by the highly liquid government security.

vield on 91-day T-bills in India in March 2002 was 
arout 6 per cent. This rate could be used as a proxy for 
r - risk-free rate.

Market premium The market premium is the excess of 
a e expected market return over the expected risk-free rate 

: return. We can use the historical average over a very 
: ng period as a proxy for the market premium. There are 

* : estimates of the market premium available in India. In 
Zhapter 4 we showed that the average market premium 
rver a period of 28 years was about 8-9 per cent. We will 
_~e 9 per cent as the market premium in our calculations.

1 &T's beta We use 5-year monthly data from April 1997 
:: March 2002 for calculating L&T’s beta. We can calculate 
L&T’s beta through the following regression equation:

R L&T= /^Markit + £

We use the regression analysis under the Tools wizard 
: f the Excel to calculate L&T beta. Table 9.8 provides the 

beta coefficient and other regression statistics.

Table 9.8: Beta for L&T

Regression Statistics
Alpha Beta

Coefficient -0.0014 1.5439
t-value -0.2543 9.4639
P-value 0.8002 0.0000
Multiple R 0.7791
R Square 0.6070
Adjusted R Square 0.6002
Standard Error 0.0429
F-value // 89.5650
P-value 0.0000
Observations J 60

L&T's beta is 1.54. This implies that L&T has above 
average risk of the market. The correlation coefficient of 
0.78 between the market returns and L&T's returns 
indicates high positive relationship. Given the risk-free 
rate of return of 6 per cent, risk premium of 9 per cent and 
beta of 1.54, the cost of equity of L&T is 20 per cent:

L&T's cost of equity = Risk-free rate + (Market rate 
-Risk - free rate) L&T's beta

= 0.06+(0.09xl.54)
= .1986 « 0.20 or 20%

The CAPM-based cost of equity for L&T (20%) is 
much higher than the estimates, according to the dividend
growth model. CAPM is theoretically superior to the 
dividend-growth model. We shall use 20 per cent as L&T's 
cost of equity.

L&T’s Cost of Debt
L&T has both short-term (mostly bank borrowing) and 
long-term debt in its capital structure. It also has current 
liabilities such as creditors. What is the cost of current 
liabilities? Should it be included in the computation of 
the weighted cost of capital? There is no unanimity on 
this issue. The majority view is that current liabilities do 
not involve any explicit cost, and therefore, should be 
excluded from the cost of capital calculation. An 
alternative view is that they involve implicit cost since 
creditors build it in the price of their products. How can 
we compute the implicit cost of current liabilities? Since 
they involve the same risk as bank borrowings, the before
tax cost of current liabilities can be treated as equal to the 
cost of bank borrowing. We have ignored current liabilities 
in the calculation of L&T's cost of capital.

In the year 2002, L&T has a debt ratio of 52 per cent, 
comprising 13 per cent short-term debt and 39 per cent 
long-term debt. This implies that of total debt, short-term 
debt is 25 per cent (13%/52%) and long-term debt 75 per 
cent (39%/52%). Over the last five years (from 1998 to 
2002), there has been some increase in short-term debt and 
long-term debt and a decline in L&T's equity. The cost of
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the short-term debt was about 16 per cent and long-term 
debt about 14 per cent in 2002. We may assume that L&T 
will incur these costs in obtaining debt in the future as 
well. Further, we assume that L&T's short-term debt will 
continue to be 25 per cent of total debt and long-term debt 
75 per cent, and that corporate tax rate will be 
approximately 35 per cent. The after-tax weighted cost of 
L&T's debt will be:

After-tax weighted cost of debt:

= 0.16(1 - 0.35) x 0.25 + 0.14(1 - 0.35) x 0.75
= 0.026 + 0.068
= 0.094 or approx. 9.4%

L&T’s Weighted Average Cost of Capital
We have estimated L&T's cost of equity and cost of debt. 
If we know L&T's target capital structure, we can estimate 
L&T's weighted average cost of capital. Theoretically, the 
target capital structure should be stated in terms of market 
value. However, target capital structure in practice may 
be expressed in terms of book value. Let us assume that 
L&T will maintain its current capital structure in the 
future. Its weighted average cost of capital will be as 
follows:

Source of
Capital

Cost of 
Capital

Weights WACC

Book 
Value

Market
Value

Book 
Value

Market
Value

Equity 0.200 0.48 0.56 0.096 0.112
Debt 0.094 0.52 0.44 0.049 0.041
Total 0.145 0.153

L&T's weighted average cost of capital is 
approximately 14.5 per cent at book value weights and 
15.3 per cent at market value weights. Its market value 
weighted average cost of capital is slightly higher than 
the book value weighted average cost of capital since the 
market value of equity is more than the book value. If 
L&T is considering an investment project of'average risk' (that 
is, similar to L&T's risk) that has the same capital structure as 
the firm, then it can use 15 per cent as discount rate to compute 
the project's NPV. L&T cannot use its WACC for evaluating 
those projects that have higher or lower risk than the firm.

L&T’s Cost of Capital Revisited: 
Data from 2003-04 to 2006-07
During the year 2003-04, L&T's capital and assets were 
restructured due to business reorganization. The paid up 
equity capital reduced to one-tenth in the year 2003-04. 
The company also issued bonus share in the ratio of 1:1 in 
2006. Table 9.9 provides earnings and dividend data for 
L&T during the four year period from 2003-04 to 
2006-07.

Table 9.9: L&T Earnings Data: 2004 to 2007

Year EPS 
(Rs)

DPS 
(%)

Payout RE NW 
(Rs) (Cr.)

ROE 
(%)

MP
(Rs)(%) (%)

2004 42.8 18.1 42.2 57.8 2696.2 19.8 574.4
2005 77.6 32.1 41.3 58.7 3298.3 29.8 497.6
2006 76.1 26.2 34.5 /65.5 4588.8 22.0 1216.3
2007 100.4 30.6 30.5 / 69.5 5730.7 24.5 1619.2
Average 74.2 26.7 37.1 62.9 4078.5 24.0 976.8

The 4-year average ROE is 24 per cent and average 
retention ratio is about 63 per cent. Both ROE and retention 
ratio are showing increasing trend. We could reasonab? 
assume that L&T's ROE will be about 25 per cent an; 
retention ratio about 70 per cent. Thus, expected growtr 
rate will be:

g = ROE x Retention ratio = 25% x 0.70 = 17.5C
The dividend yield in 2007 is: DPS/MP = 30.6/1619 2 

= 2.0% (approx.). Thus, L&T's cost of equity, using internal 
growth model, is:

L&T's cost of equity
= dividend yield + expected growth
= 2% + 17.5% = 19.5%

L&T's growth expectations have increase: 
significantly in the last four years. Consequently, its RC E 
has also increased.

Figure 9.3: L&T’s Beta based on monthly returns data fro ■ 
Apr-04 to Mar-07

Alternatively, we can use CAPM to calculate L&T s 
ROE. We have discussed in Chapter 6 that keeping in nurd 
the current conditions, risk-free rate in India mav re 
approximated at about 8 per cent and risk premium a: - 
per cent. Further, using monthly return data from Apd 
2004 to March 2007, L&T's beta is estimated as 1.16 (see 
Figure 9.3). L&T's beta has reduced from 1.54 to 1.16. T-- 
company's cost of equity as per CAPM is follows:

L&T's cost of equity
= risk-free rate + risk premium x L&T's beta
= 8% + 12% x 1.16 = 21.9%
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Notice that the CAPM-based cost of equity is much 
■ £her than the cost of equity based on the constant- 
~ ?wth model. The CAPM-based cost of equity is more 
c'ective and reliable estimate.

In the last four years, L&T's capital structure has 
--dergone changes as the company is financially more 
conservative. It employs almost about 75 per cent 
equity and 25 per cent debt, mostly long-term debt (see 
Table 9.10). A triple-A company like L&T is able to raise 
debt at about 15 per cent interest rate. Assuming 35 per 
rent corporate tax rate, the after-tax cost of debt is: 

1 - 0.35) x 15% = 9.75 per cent.

Table 9.10: L&T’s Debt and Equity Ratios

Year
LTD 

ratio (%)
STD 

ratio (%)
Debt 

ratio (%]
Equity 

ratio (%)

2004 24.2 8.6 32.9 67.1
2005 28.1 7.8 35.9 64.1
2006 20.0 4.2 24.2 75.8
2007 20.0 6.5 26.5 73.5

L&T's weighted average cost of capital is calculated 
as follows:

L&T's WACC = 21.9% x 0.75 + 9.75% x 0.25
= 18.9% or 19%.

This estimate of L&T's WACC is about 3.5 per cent 
-jgher than the estimate based on data until 2002. There 
ire two reasons for this: (a) higher risk premium and 

lower debt ratio.

evaluating individual divisions or investment projects that 
have different degrees of risk. The firm's cost of capital as 
a required rate of return for all projects may work well in 
case of companies that have a single line of business or 
where different businesses are highly correlated. In highly 
diversified, multiple-business firms like L&T, or Grasim 
Industries Limited, all projects cannot have same risk. 
Even Hidustan Unilever Limited (HUL), which basically 
operates in fast moving consumer products markets, has 
distinct markets for its consumer products. In each market 
segment, HUL is exposed t6 different degrees of 
competition and other environmental forces, which results 
in different risks for all its market segments. Hence, it is 
essential to estimate the r ?qui red rate of return for each 
market segment or division fhan using the firm's cost of 
capital as a single, corpora te-\ dde required rate of return 
for evaluating projects of divisions. Further, projects 
within a single division may differ in risk. For example, 
the risk of introducing a new, innovative product will be 
higher than the expansion of an existing product. Hence 
there is need for calculating the required rate of return for 
projects within a division.

The capital asset pricing model is helpful in 
determining the required rate of return (or the cost of 
capital) for a division or a project. The risk-free rate and 
the market premium for divisions or projects are same as 
for the firm. What we need is the divisional or project 
betas. In practice, it is difficult to estimate divisional or 
project betas. What approach could we follow to estimate 
the required rate of return of a division or a project?

: VISIONAL AND PROJECT
TOST OF CAPITAL

B e emphasize again that the required rate of return, or 
te cost of capital is a market determined rate and it reflects 

~ipensation to investors for the time value of money 
: - d risk of the investment project. It is, thus, composed 
:t a risk-free rate (compensation for time) plus a risk- 
rremium rate (compensation for risk). Investors are 
smerally risk-averse, and demand a premium for bearing
- -x The greater the risk of an investment opportunity, 
re greater the risk-premium required by investors. 
Th erefore, the required rate of return of a division or a 
: -□ ject depends on its risk. Since investors are risk-averse, 
c.visions and projects with differing risks should be 
i . aluated using their risk-adjusted required rates of 
return.

The firm's risk is composed of its overall operating 
~sk and financial risk. Operating risk arises due to the 
—ncertainty of cash flows of the firm's investments.
- mancial risk arises on account of the use of debt for 
-_itancing investments. The firm's risk is also a composite 
~.sk of assets financed by the firm. Thus, the firm's cost of 
:apital reflects the rate of return required on its securities 
: mmensurate with the perceived 'average' risk. The

rm's cost of capital, therefore, cannot be used for

The Pure-play Technique

Suppose that Surya Enterprises Limited has three 
divisions: Pharmaceuticals Division, Financial Services 
Division and Power Generation Division. The company's 
cost of capital is 12 per cent. Since the company has three 
diverse businesses with different operating characteristics, 
it cannot use its overall cost of capital as the required rate 
of return for its divisions. It should estimate the required 
rate of return for each division separately. Suppose Surya 
is considering an investment in the Pharmaceuticals 
Division, and therefore, it would like to estimate the 
required rate of return for the division. A most commonly 
suggested method for calculating the required rate of 
return for a division (or project) Is the pure-play 
technique. The basic idea is to use the beta of the 
comparable firms, called pure-play firms, in the same 
industry or line of business as a proxy for the beta of the 
division or the project. The application of the pure-play 
approach for calculating the Pharmaceuticals Division's 
cost of capital will involve the following steps:

Identify comparable firms The critical step is the 
identification of comparable or pure-play firms. These 
firms should have business identical to the division or the 
project. It is rare to find perfectly comparable or pure-play 
firms in practice, as any two firms in the same line of 
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business cannot have exactly similar features; they would 
have some differences. However, it is not impossible to 
identify approximately equivalent matches in terms of 
product line and product mixes. One or two good matches 
would suffice as proxy for the division or the project. If 
good matches cannot be found, the average data of a 
broader sample of firms should be used to even out the 
differences.

Surya has identified the following three pure-play 
firms:

(Rs million)

Firm
Sales Assets Debt Market 

value equity

Excel Pharma 1,000 650 325 645
Sunshine Pharma 800 700 180 700
Kiran Pharma 1,400 1,250 625 750

Estimate equity betas for comparable firms Once the 
comparable or the pure-play firms have been identified, 
their betas should be calculated using CAPM framework 
and a market index such as Sensex. Alternatively, we can 
use betas computed by organizations like the Bombay 
Stock Exchange or the National Stock Exchange or any 
other agency. These betas are based on the share price 
and the market index data. Hence they are the equity betas 
for the pure-play firms. An equity beta (pf) is also called 
levered beta (p;).

The equity betas for Excel, Sunshine and Kiran, 
estimated using the CAPM approach, are 1.24, 0.94 
and 1.05.

Estimate asset betas for comparable firms The 
comparable firms also employ debt to finance their assets. 
The equity betas of these firms are affected by their debt 
ratios. The firm may have a different target capital 
structure that the debt ratios of the proxy firms. Therefore, 
the pure-play technique requires that the levered equity 
betas of the proxy firms should be changed to unlevered 
or all-equity beta. Unlevered or all-equity betas are also 
called asset betas. In Chapter 6, we showed that unlevered 
(or asset) beta is the weighted average of beta for debt 
and equity (or levered) beta:

A

If we consider that debt is risk free, then Prf is zero, 
and we can find unlevered beta as follows:

(28) 

where PK is the beta of the pure-play firm after removing 
the effect of leverage; p; is its equity beta with leverage 
and E/V is the ratio of the pure-play firm's equity tc ns 
total market value. Note that Equation (28) is based or 
two important assumptions. First, that debt is risk free 
and hence the beta for debt is zero. Second, all pure-ph 
firms maintain target capital structures and therefore, the 
amounts of debt change with the change in the values : 
firms.15 The unlevered or all-equity beta is also called the 
asset beta as it incorporates' only the firm's operating risi 
and is not influenced by the financial risk arising fro— 
the use of debt.

15. The implication is that the amount of debt, and hence the interest tax shield will fluctuate with the firm's operations. This means that 
the interest tax shield will be as risky as the operations. Thus, we do not make any adjustment for interest tax shield in unlevering (or 
levering beta). This point is explained in a subsequent chapter.

The unlevered or asset betas for Excel, Sunshine and 
Kiran are as follows:

Asset Beta for Excel

B = 1.24x——— = 1.24x0.665 = 0.82
a 325 + 645

Asset Beta for Sunshine

Ba = 0.94 x ——— = 0.94 x 0.795 = 0.75
a 180 + 700

Asset Beta for Kiran

A = 1.05x ------------- = 1.05 x 0.545 = 0.55
625 + 750

Calculate the division's beta We can use the average 
asset beta of the pure-play firms as a proxy for the asset 
beta of the Pharmaceutical Division of Surya Enterprises 
Limited. We can use either simple or the weightec 
average. We can use either sales or assets or the value of 
the firms as weights. The theory does not tell us whether 
we should use simple or weighted average and what 
should be the weights. In practice, financial analysts will 
have to use their judgment. We think that since there is 
no theory and since we do not know the nature of 
measurement error, a simple average will do a good job. 
For illustration, we calculate the weighted beta using 
assets as weights:

Weighted asset beta
650 nr7r 700 1,250= 0.82x------- + 0.75 x-------- +0.55 x-^—

2,600 2,600 2,600
= 0.67

Calculate the division's all-equity cost of capital 
Suppose that the risk-free rate is 6 per cent and market 
risk premium is 9 per cent. The Pharmaceutical Division's 
all-equity cost of capital is:

ka=rf + risk - premium x fda

= 0.06 + 0.09 x 0.67 = 0.12 or 12%

The all-equity cost of capital is without financial risk.
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it reflects only the business risk, it is also referred to as 
* e asset or unlevered cost of capital.

Calculate the division's equity cost of capital The asset 
ar unlevered) beta for the Pharmaceutical Division is 0.67. 

A’e need to convert the asset (unlevered) beta into the 
acuity (levered) beta for calculating the cost of equity for 
me Pharmaceutical Division. To obtain the equity beta, 
me asset beta should be relevered to reflect the target 
mpital structure of the Pharmaceutical Division. What is 
me target capital structure of the Pharmaceutical Division? 
' rrya Enterprises Limited may use the firm's target capital 
-iructure for the Pharmaceutical Division as well.

tentatively, it may decide the Pharmaceutical Division's 
target capital structure based on the average debt ratio of 
me pure-play firms. The average debt ratio (D/V) of the 
c are-play firms is 0.33. Using this ratio, the equity beta 
:r the Pharmaceutical Division is 1.00:

(29)

1
1-0.33

= 0.67x1.49 = 1.00

Now we can calculate the cost of equity for the
7 -armaceutical Division as follows:

ke = 0.06 + 0.09'1.00 = 0.15 or 15%

"alculate the division's cost of capital The cost of 
i rital for the division is the weighted average of the cost 
: equity and the cost of debt. We have estimated the target 

tebt ratio for the Pharmaceutical Division as 0.33. Suppose 
me cost of debt (before tax) for the Pharmaceutical Division 
s 10 per cent and tax rate is 35 per cent, its weighted cost 
:: capital can be calculated as follows:

<30)

= 0.10(1 - 0.35)(0.33) + 0.15(0.67) = 0.12 or 12%

It should be clear from the approach discussed here 
mat each division has its own operating risk and debt 
capacity. Therefore, for calculating the cost of capital for 
each division, you should determine its operating risk and 
debt capacity. Assets of the firm are the aggregate of assets 

f the divisions. Therefore, the beta of assets for the firm 
should be the weighted average of betas for the divisions:

Firm's asset beta = beta of division 1
x weight of division 1
+ beta of division 2
x weight of division 2 a— 
+beta of division n x 
weight of division n

It seems plausible that weights may be expressed in 
terms of market value of assets. In practice, the market 
value of assets of divisions are not available, therefore, 
weights may be expressed in terms of book value assets 
or sales.

The calculated average asset beta for the firm may be 
more than its observed asset beta. This may happen 
because of the synergy effect. A vertically integrated firm 
is likely to be more efficient than if the divisions operate 
as independent, separate firms. The vertically integrated 
firms are able to reduce operating cost. This premium 
resulting from diversification should be allocated to the 
divisions. Management will have to use its judgment in 
doing so as there is no formula available. Yet another 
problem that may arise in moving from a single cut-off 
rate to multiple cut-off rates, relates to the behaviour of 
managers. Some managers may resist the change. For 
some divisions (with higher risks), the divisional cut-off 
rates will be higher than the corporate-wide cut-off rate. 
These divisions are likely to get fewer funds allocated to 
them. They may therefore oppose the system of the 
multiple cut-off rates. Management must take all into 
confidence and convince them that the use of a single, 
corporate-wide cut-off rate use is biased in favour of the 
investment projects of high-risk divisions since their 
expected returns will be higher. In the long-term, this 
approach will make the firm highly risky. Ideally, the firm 
would like to balance risk by having a portfolio of high 
risk and low risk projects.

ILLUSTRATION 9.9: Calculation of Beta and 
Cost of Capital for a Division

Sinhgarh Engineering Company wants to diversify into 
fertilizer business and organise it as a new division. The 
company found a comparable fertilizer company of 
roughly the same characteristics as the proposed division. 
It has equity beta of 1.35, and debt ratio of 0.72. The 
corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. Sinhgarh will have a 
debt ratio of 0.50 for the proposed fertilizer business. The 
risk-free rate is 8 per cent and the risk premium is 10 per 
cent. Calculate the cost of equity for the proposed new 
division.

First, we shall ‘unlever’ the levered equity beta (that 
is, calculate the asset beta) of the comparable (pure-play) 
firm:

A =^(l-^= 1.35(1-0.72) = 0.38

We can use the asset beta of the comparable firm as a 
proxy for the asset beta of the fertilizer division.

Second, we can now ‘lever’ the asset beta to obtain 
the equity beta for the division by incorporating its debt 
ratio:

= 0.38 = 0.38x2.00 = 0.76
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The equity beta for the division is lower than that of 
the comparable firm since it will employ less debt.

Third, we can calculate the division’s cost of equity as 
follows:

ke =0.08+0.10 x 0.76 = 0.156 or 15.6% 

flows. Cash flows could show high variability. With.:? e a db 
category, projects could be further sub-divided. Figur; - 3 
illustrates the risk-adjusted discount rates for pre erB 
classified according to their perceived risk.

Figure 9.4 indicates that projects' risk differ arfl

The Cost of Capital for Projects
The procedure described for calculating the cost of 
capital for divisions can be followed in the case of large 
projects. Many times it may be quite difficult to identify 
comparable (pure-play) firms. We explained in Chapter 
4 that the risk of a project depends on its operating 
leverage. So you can estimate a project's beta based on 
its operating leverage. You may also consider the 
variability of the project's earnings to estimate the beta.

A simple practical approach to incorporate risk 
differences in projects is to adjust the firm's or 
division's WACC (upwards or downwards), and use 
the adjusted WACC to evaluate the investment project:

Adjusted WACC = WACC ± R (31)

That is, a project's cost of capital is equal to the 
firm's or division's weighted average cost of capital 
plus or minus a risk adjustment factor, R. The risk 
adjustment factor would be determined on the basis 
of the decision maker's past experience and judgment 
regarding the project's risk. It should be noted that 
adjusting of division's WACC for risk differences is not 
theoretically a very sound method; however, this 
approach is better than simply using the firm's or division 
WACC for all projects without regard for their risk.

Companies in practice may develop policy guidelines 
for incorporating the project risk differences. One 
approach is to divide projects into broad risk classes, and 
use different discount rates based on the decision maker's 
experience. For example, projects may be classified as:

Low risk projects
Medium risk .projects

Qi High risk projects
Low risk projects include replacement and 

modernization projects. The decision maker can estimate 
the benefits (increase in revenue and/or reduction in costs) 
of replacement/modernization projects with relative 
accuracy. Medium risk projects include investment for 
expansion of the current business. Although revenue and 
cost estimates are relatively difficult to make, yet the 
decision maker is familiar with the nature of businesses. 
Therefore, using his experience and judgment, he can have 
a reasonable idea of the variability of cash flows. High- 
risk projects include diversification into new businesses. 
As the decision maker has no or little idea of new business, 
he or she would find greater difficulty in estimating cash

Figure 9.4: L&T's Beta based on monthly returns data from 
Apr-04 to Mar-07

higher the project risk, the higher will be the risk-adjusted 
discount rate. Replacement projects are discounted at a 
lower rate than expansion or diversification projects since 
its risk is the lowest. Diversification projects involve high 
risk; therefore, their cash flows are discounted at a high 
discount rate. It may be noted that WACC reflects, 
'average risk', therefore it is drawn as a horizontal line. It 
fails to distinguish between projects with different risk 
characteristics, and can mislead in undertaking profitable 
projects. For example, consider Projects A and B which 
respectively have internal rates of return, IRRA and IRR- 
You can see from Figure 9.3 that if WACC criterion is used 
Project A will be rejected (because IRR^ < WACC) and 
Project B will be accepted (because IRRB > WACC). 
However, if risk-adjusted discount rates are used, then 
Project A should be accepted while Project B rejected. Note 
that discount rate must reflect risk of the project.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Why can't a company use the firm's (corporate) cost 
of capital in evaluating the divisional projects?

2. What is meant by the beta of a division? How is it 
calculated?

3. Explain the steps in the pure-play technique of 
determining the divisional cost of capital?

4. How is the cost of capital of projects determined?
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SUMMARY )

2] The cost of capital to a firm is the minimum return, which the suppliers of capital require. In other words, it is a 
price of obtaining capital; it is a compensation for time and risk.

21 The cost of capital concept is of vital significance in the financial decision-making. It is used: (a) as a discount, or 
cut-off, rate for evaluating investment projects, (b) for designing the firm's debt-equity mix and (c) for appraising 
the top management's financial performance.

Cl Firms obtain capital for financing investments in the form of equity or debt or both. Also, in practice, they maintain 
a target debt-equity mix. Therefore, the firm's cost of capital means the weighted average cost of debt and equity.

2 Debt includes all interest-bearing borrowings. Its cost is the yield (return), which lenders expect from their 
investment. In most cases, return is equal to annual contractual rate of interest (also called coupon rate). Interest 
charges are tax deductible. Therefore, cost of debt to the firm should be calculated after adjusting for interest tax 
shield:

kj(l — T) where kd is before-tax cost of debt and T is the corporate tax rate.
21 Equity includes paid-up capital and reserve and surplus (retained earnings). Equity has no explicit cost, as payment 

of dividends is not obligatory. However, it involves an opportunity cost.
2 The opportunity cost of equity is the rate of return required by shareholders on securities of comparable risk. 

Thus, it is a price, which the company must pay to attract capital from shareholders.
21 In practice, shareholders expect to receive dividends and capital gains. Therefore, the cost of equity can be thought 

to include expected dividend yield and percentage capital gain:

, -DIV,
p + 8 where DIVj is the expected dividend per share, P() is the market price today and g is the 

expected dividend growth (capital gain). The dividend growth rate, g, can be calculated as the product of the 
firm's retention ratio and rate of return (ROE) in case of a totally equity financed firm. It can also be approximated 
by the past growth in earnings per share or dividend per share.

21 When a company issues new share capital, it has to offer shares at a price, which is much less than the prevailing 
market price. Therefore, the cost of retained earnings will be less than the cost of new issue of equity.

2) A more objective method for calculating the cost of equity is provided by CAPM:

ke =Rf + (R„, where Rpis the risk-free rate equal to current yield on the Treasury bills or
government bonds; (Rm - Ry) is the market risk premium measured as average of historical returns of a long 
series; and bj is the beta of the firm j.

2 Three steps are involved in calculating the firm's weighted average cost of capital (WACC). First, the component 
costs of debt and equity are calculated. Second, weights to each component of capital are assigned according to 
the target capital structure. Third, the product of component costs and weights is summed up to determine WACC. 
The weighted average cost of new capital is the weighted marginal cost of capital (WMCC). WACC for a firm, 
which has debt and equity in the capital structure, is given by the following formula:

where ke is the cost of equity, kd is the cost of debt, T is the tax rate, D is debt and E is equity. The market value 
weights should be used in calculating WACC.

2 A firm may have several divisions or product lines with different risks. Therefore, the firm's WACC cannot be 
used to evaluate divisions or projects. The following procedure can be used to estimate the divisional or the 
project's cost of capital:
• Identify comparable or pure-play firms and determine their equity beta based on the market data
• Find the average equity beta, and unlever it as follows:

• Determine the division's target capital structure, and relever the beta as follows:

• This is division or project's levered or equity beta. Use CAPM to calculate the cost of equity. Calculate the after
tax cost of debt for the division or project.

• Use the target capital structure to calculate the division or project's WACC.
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KEY CONCEPTS
Component cost of capital
Cost of debt
Cost of equity
Cost of preference capital 
Cost of retained earnings 
Divisional cost of capital 
Earnings-price ratio

Explicit cost of capital
Financial risk 
Financing policy 
Firm’s cost of capital 
Flotation cost
Implicit cost of capital 
Interest tax shield

Investment opportunity curve 
Irredeemable
Marginal cost of capital 
Opportunity cost of capital 
Preference shares
Project cost of capital 
Redeemable preference shares

Risk-adjusted disco —-1 
rates

Sinking fund 
Supernormal growth 
Target capital structure 
Weighted average c: st

of capital

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 9.1 Assuming that a firm pays tax at a 50 

per cent rate, compute the after-tax cost of capital in the 
following cases:

(i) A 8.5 per cent preference share sold at par.
(n) A perpetual bond sold at par, coupon rate of 

interest being 7 per cent.
(iii) A ten-year, 8 per cent, Rs 1000 par bond sold at Rs 

950 less 4 per cent underwriting commission.
(iv) A preference share sold at Rs 100 with a 9 per 

cent dividend and a redemption price of Rs 110 if 
the company redeems it in five years.

(v) An ordinary share selling at a current market price 
of Rs 120, and paying a current dividend of Rs 9 
per share, which is expected to grow at a rate of 8 
per cent.

(vi) An ordinary share of a company, which engages 
no external financing, is selling for Rs 50. The 
earnings per share are Rs 7.50 of which sixty per 
cent is paid in dividends. The company reinvests 
retained earnings at a rate of 10 per cent.

SOLUTION:
(/) The after-tax cost of the preference issue will be 

8.5 per cent.
(if) The after-tax cost of bond is:

kd(l-T) = 0.07(1-0.5) = 0.035 or 3.5%

(h'i) The after-tax cost of bond is (using approximate 
method):

PROBLEM 9.2 A firm finances all its investments by 
40 per cent debt and 60 per cent equity. The estimated 
required rate of return on equity is 20 per cent after-taxes 
and that of the debt is 8 per cent after-taxes. The firm is 
considering an investment proposal costing Rs 40,000 with 
an expected return that will last forever. What amount (in 
rupees) must the proposal yield per year so that the market 
price of the share does not change? Show calculations to 
prove your point.

SOLUTION:
The minimum overall required rate of return is:

(1-T)[INT+|(F-BO)]
1/2(F + BO)

(1 - 0.5) [Rs 80 + 1/10 (Rs 1000 - Rs 950)]
l/2(Rs 1000+Rs 950)

(l-0.5)[Rs 80+l/10(Rs 50)]
l/2(Rs 1950)

(l-0.5)(Rs 85)
Rs 975

= 0.0436 or 4.36%

Note: Flotation costs such as underwriting commission should 
be adjusted to the project’s cash flows.

Debt 0.40 x 0.08 = 0.032
Equity 0.60 x 0.20 = 0.120
Weighted average 0.152

Thus, the investment proposal must earn 0.152 x 
Rs 40,000 = Rs 6,080 per year.

Annual return before taxes Rs 6,080
Less: interest 0.08 x 0.40 x Rs 40,000 1,280
Return on equity Rs 4,800

After-tax rate of return on equity:
Rs 4,800 + (0.60 x Rs 40,000)
Rs 4,800 -s- Rs 24,000 = 0.20
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PROBLEM 9.3 The Kay Company has the following 
capital structure at 31 March 2009 which is considered to 
be optimum.

Rs

14% Debentures 300,000
11% Preference 100,000
Equity (1,00,000 shares) 1,600,000

2,000,000

The company’s share has a current market price of 
Rs 23.60 per share. The expected dividend per share next 
year is 50 per cent of the 2009 EPS. The following are the 
warnings per share figure for the company during the 
preceding ten years. The past trends are expected to 
continue.

Year EPS (Rs) Year EPS (Rs)

2005 1.00 1999 1.61
2006 1.10 2000 2000
2007 1.21 2001 1.95
2008 1.33 2002 2.15
2009 1.46 2003 2.36

. he existing capital structure of the firm is assumed to be 
optimum. Thus, the optimum proportions are:

Type of Capital Amount (Rs) Proportions

14% Debentures 300,000 0.15
11% Preference 100,000 0.05
Equity 1,600,000 0.80

2,000,000 1.00

(a) (f) After-tax cost of debt:

= 0.1667. Rs 16
=-------a Rs 96

(h) After-tax cost of preference capital:

Note: Preference shares are assumed to be irredeemable.
(iff) After-tax cost of retained earnings:

k =^^- + g = Rs-1 * * * * * * *’^ +0.10 = 0.05 + 0.10 = 0.15 
Po Rs 23.60

The company can issue 16 per cent new debentures, 
company’s debenture is currently selling at Rs 96. The 

c- .v preference issue can be sold at a net price of Rs 9.20, 
: :ng a dividend of Rs 1.1 per share. The company’s 

marginal tax rate is 50 per cent.
(a) Calculate the after-tax cost (f) of new debt, (77) of 

new preference capital and (j77) of ordinary equity,
assuming new equity comes from retained 
earnings.

(b) Find the marginal cost of capital, again assuming 
no new ordinary shares are sold.

(c) How much can be spent for capital investment 
before new ordinary shares must be sold? Assume 
that retained earnings available for next year’s 
investment are 50 per cent of 2009 earnings.

(d) What is the marginal cost of capital (cost of funds 
raised in excess of the amount calculated in part 
(c), if the firm can sell new ordinary shares to net 
Rs 20 a share? The cost of debt and of preference 
capital is constant.

SOLUTION:

kd(l-T) = (l-0.5)(0.1667) = 0.0833

Vote: The above formula is used since the maturity period of the 
:ebentures is not given.

DIVj = 50% of 2008 EPS
= 50% of Rs 2.36 = Rs 1.18

Calculation ofg: It can be observed from the past trends 
of EPS that it is growing at an annual compound rate of 10 
per cent. For example Et = Eo (1 + g)( = Rs 2.36 = Re 1 (1 + 
g)9. Using Table A at the end of the book, we find that the 
present value factor of 2.36 at the end of 9th year is obtained 
when the interest rate is 10 per cent. The growth rate is, 
therefore, 10 per cent.

Type of Proportion Specific Cost Product
Capital

(1) (2) (3) 4 = (2) x(3)

Debt 0.15 0.0833 0.0125
Preference 0.05 0.1200 0.0060
Equity 0.80 0.1500 0.1200
Marginal cost

of capital 0.1385

(b) The marginal cost of capital (MCC) is the weighted 
average cost of new capital. The firm would 
maintain its existing capital structure. Therefore, 
new capital would be raised in proportion to the 
existing capital structure.

(c) The company can spend the following amount 
without increasing its MCC and without selling 
the new shares:
Retained arnings = (0.50) (Rs 2.36 x 100.000)

= Rs 118,000;
The ordinary equity (retained earnings in this case) 
is 80 per cent of the total capital. Thus
Investment before issue of equity

Retained earnings Rs 118,000 _=----------------------=------------------- = Rs 147,500
Per cent equity 0.80

(d) If the company spends more than Rs 147,500, it 
will have to issue new shares. The cost of new issue 
of ordinary shares is:

Rs 118+q 10 = 0.059 + 0.10 = 0.159 
Rs 20

The marginal cost of capital in excess of Rs 147,500 
is:

0.1457

Type of Capital Proportion Specific Costs Product

Debt 0.15 0.0833 0.0125
Preference 0.05 0.1200 0.0060
Ordinary Equity

(new) 0.80 0.1590 0.1272
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Define cost of capital? Explain its significance in financial decision-making.
2. What are the various concepts of cost of capital? Why should they be distinguished in financial managenie* '
3. How is the cost of debt computed? How does it differ from the cost of preference capital?
4. ‘The equity capital is cost free.’ Do you agree? Give reasons.
5. The basic formula to calculate the cost of equity is: (DIV1/ Po) + g. Explain its rationale.
6. Are retained earnings less expensive than the new issue of ordinary shares? Give your views.
7. What is the CAPM approach for calculating the cost of equity? What is the difference between this apprc i 

and the constant growth approach? Which one is better? Why?
8. ‘Debt is the cheapest source of funds.’ Explain.
9. How is the weighted average cost of capital calculated? What weights should be used in its calculation?

10. Distinguish between the weighted average cost of capital and the marginal cost of capital. Which one shoulc ne 
used in capital budgeting and valuation of the firm? Why?

11. ‘Marginal cost of capital is nothing but the average cost of capital.’ Explain.
12. How would you apply the cost of capital concept when projects with different risks are evaluated?

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A company sells a new issue of 10 year, 12 per cent bonds of Rs 100, each at par. It will pay interest annual-' 
and repay bonds at par on maturity. What is the cost of bonds? If the tax rate is 30 percent, what is the after-tax 
cost of the bond?

2. A company sells a new issue of 10 year, 12 per cent bonds of Rs 100 each, at par. It will pay interest annual?, 
and repay bonds at 10 premium on maturity. What is the cost of bonds? If the tax rate is 30 percent, what is the 
after-tax cost of the bond?

3. A bond of Rs 1000 is currently sold for Rs 200. It will be fully repaid after 25 years. The tax rate is 30 per cent 
What is the after-tax cost of the bond?

4. A 10-year, Rs 1000 debenture of a firm canbe sold for a net price of Rs 977. The rate of interest is 14 per cent per 
year, and bond will be redeemed at par on maturity. The firm’s tax rate is 30 per cent. Compute the after-tax cost 
of the debenture.

5. A company issues 10 per cent preference shares in perpetuity. The face value per share is Rs 100, but the iss_- 
price is Rs 95. What is the cost of the preference share? What is its cost if the issue price is Rs 105?

6. The current market price of a company’s share is Rs 120 and the expected dividend per share next year is Rs 12- 
If the dividends are expected to grow at a constant rate of 8 per cent, what is the company’s cost of equity?

7. The current market price of a company’s share is Rs 200 and the expected dividend per share next year is Rs 18 
The company’s payout ratio is 30 per cent and internal rate of return is 5 per cent. What is the company’s cos: 
of equity?

8. The share of a company is currently selling for Rs 300. It wants to finance its capital expenditures of Rs 1006 
million either by retaining earnings or selling new shares. If the company sells new shares, the issue price will 
be Rs 255. The dividend per share next year is Rs 30 and it is expected to grow at 7.5 per cent. Calculate (f) the 
cost of internal equity (retained earnings) and (h) the cost of external equity (new issue of shares).

9. A firm is currently earning Rs 1250 million and its share is selling at a market price of Rs 180. The firm has 10C 
million shares outstanding and has no debt. The earnings of the firm are expected to remain stable, and it has 
a payout ratio of 100 per cent. What is the firm’s earnings-price ratio? What is firm’s the cost of equity? If the 
firm’s payout ratio is assumed to be 75 per cent and that it earns 16 per cent rate of return on its investment 
opportunities, then what would be the firm’s cost of equity?

10. A company has equity beta of 1.45. The risk-free rate is 9 per cent and the market risk premium is 10 percent. 
What is the cost of the company’s equity?

11. An engineering company wants to diversify into construction business. The new business will be organized as 
a division. The company found a comparable construction company of roughly the same characteristics as the 
proposed division. It has equity beta of 1.65, and debt ratio of 0.80. The corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. The 
engineering company will have a target debt ratio of 0.50 for proposed business. The risk-free rate is 7.8 per 
cent and the risk premium is 10 per cent. Calculate the cost of equity for the proposed new division.

12. A company’s cost of equity is 21 per cent and the before-tax cost of debt is 14 per cent. It has net worth of 
Rs 3400 crore and borrowings of Rs 1360 core. The market capitalization of the company is Rs 5100 crore. The 
tax rate is 30 per cent. What is the company’s weighted average cost of capital?
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PROBLEMS

1. The Ess Kay Refrigerator Company is deciding to 
issue 2,000,000 of Rs 1,000, 14 per cent, 7 year 
debentures. The debentures will have to be sold 
at a discount rate of 3 per cent. Further, the firm 
will pay an underwriting fee of 3 per cent of the 
face value. Assume a 35 per cent tax rate.
Calculate the after-tax cost of the issue. What would 
be the after-tax cost if the debenture were sold at a 
premium of Rs 30?

2. A company issues new debentures of Rs 2 million, 
at par; the net proceeds being Rs 1.8 million. It 
has a 13.5 per cent rate of interest and 7 year 
maturity. The company’s tax rate is 52 per cent. 
What is the cost of debenture issue? What will be 
the cost in 4 years if the market value of debentures 
at that time is Rs 2.2 million?

3. A company has 100,000 shares of Rs 100 at par, of 
preference shares, outstanding at 9.75 per cent 
dividend rate. The current market price of the 
preference share is Rs 80. What is its cost?

4. A firm has 8,000,000 ordinary shares outstanding. 
The current market price is Rs 25 and the book 
value is Rs 18 per share. The firm’s earnings per 
share is Rs 3.60 and dividend per share is Rs 1.44. 
How much is the growth rate assuming that the 
past performance will continue? Calculate the cost 
of equity capital.

5. A company has 5,000,000 ordinary shares 
outstanding. The market price of the share is Rs 96 
while the book value is Rs 65. The firm’s earnings 
and dividends per share are Rs 10 and Rs 7 
respectively. The company wants to issue 
1,000,000 shares with a net proceeds of Rs 80 per 
share. What is the cost of capital of the new issue?

6. A company has paid a dividend of Rs 3 per share 
for last 20 years and it is expected to continue so 
in the future. The company’s share had sold for 
Rs 33 twenty years ago, and its market price is also 
Rs 33. What is the cost of the share?

7. A firm is thinking of raising funds by the issuance 
of equity capital. The current market price of the 
firm’s share is Rs 150. The firm is expected to pay 
a dividend of Rs 3.55 next year. The firm has paid 
dividend in past years as follows:

The firm can sell shares for Rs 140 each only. In 
addition, the flotation cost per share is Rs 10. 
Calculate the cost of new issue.

Year Dividend per Share (Rs)

2003 2.00
2004 2.20
2005 2.42
2006 2.66
2007 2.93
2008 3.22

8. A company is considering the possibility of raising 
Rs 100 million by issuing debt, preference capital, 
and equity and retaining earnings. The book values 
and the market values of the issues are as follows:

(Rs million)

Book Value Market Value

Ordinary shares 30 60
Reserves 10 —
Preference shares 20 24
Debt 40 36

100 120

The following costs are expected to be associated 
with the above-mentioned issues of capital. 
(Assume a 35 per cent tax rate.)

(7) The firm can sell a 20 year, Rs 1,000 face value 
debenture with a 16 per cent rate of interest. An 
underwriting fee of 2 per cent of the market price 
would be incurred to issue the debentures.

(n) The 11 per cent, Rs 100 face value preference issue 
can fetch Rs 120 per share. However, the firm will 
have to pay Rs 7.25 per preference share as 
underwriting commission.

(hi) The firm’s ordinary share is currently selling for 
Rs 150. It is expected that the firm will pay a 
dividend of Rs 12 per share at the end of the next 
year, which is expected to grow at a rate of 7 per 
cent. The new ordinary shares can be sold at a price 
of Rs 145. The firm should also incur Rs 5 per share 
flotation cost.
Compute the weighted average cost of capital using 
(i) book value weights (ii) market value weights.

9. A company has the following long-term capital 
outstanding as on 31 March 2009: (a) 10 per cent 
debentures with a face value of Rs 500,000. The 
debentures were issued in 2002 and are due on 31 
March 2009. The current market price of a 
debenture is Rs 950. (b) Preference shares with a 
face value of Rs 400,000. The annual dividend is 
Rs 6 per share. The preference shares are currently 
selling at Rs 60 per share, (c) Sixty thousand 
ordinary shares of Rs 10 par value. The share is 
currently selling at Rs 50 per share. The dividends 
per share for the past several years are as follows:

Year Rs Year Rs

2002 2.00 2006 2.80
2003 2.16 2007 3.08
2004 2.37 2008 3.38
2005 2.60 2009 3.70

Assuming a tax rate of 35 per cent, compute the 
firm’s weighted average cost of capital.

10. A company is considering distributing additional 
Rs 80,000 as dividends to its ordinary
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shareholders. The shareholders are expected to 
earn 18 per cent on their investment. They are in
30 per cent tax and incur an average brokerage fee 
of 3 per cent on the reinvestment of dividends 
received. The firm can earn a return of 12 per cent 
on the retained earnings. Should the company 
distribute or retain Rs 80,000?

11. The Keshari Engineering Ltd has the following 
capital structure, considered to be optimum, on
31 June 2009.

(Rs million)

14% Debt 93.75
10% Preference 31.25
Ordinary equity 375.00
Total 500.00

The company has 15 million shares outstanding. 
The share is selling for Rs 25 per share and the 
expected dividend per share is Rs 1.50, which is 
expected to grow at 10 per cent.
The company is contemplating to raise additional 
funds of Rs 100 million to finance expansion. It 
can sell new preference shares at a price of Rs 23, 
less flotation cost of Rs 3 per share. It is expected 
that a dividend of Rs 2 per share will be paid on 
preference. The new debt can be issued at 10 per 
cent rate of interest. The firm pays taxes at rate of 
35 per cent and intends to maintain its capital 
structure.
You are required (/') to calculate the after-tax cost 
(a) of new debt, (b) of new preference capital, and 
(c) of ordinary equity, assuming new equity comes 
only from retained earnings which is just sufficient 
for the purpose, (if) to calculate the marginal cost 
of capital, assuming no new shares are sold, 
(iff) to compute the maximum amount which can 
be spent for capital investments before new 
ordinary shares can be sold, if the retained earnings 
are Rs 700,000, and (iv) to compute the marginal 
cost of capital if the firm spends in excess of the 
amount computed in (iff). The firm can sell 
ordinary shares at a net price of Rs 22 per share.

12. The following is the capital structure of X Ltd as 
on 31 December 2009.

(Rs million)

Equity capital (paid up) 563.50
Reserves and surplus 485.66
10% Irredeemable Preference shares 56.00
10% Redeemable Preference shares 28.18
15% Term loans 
Total

377.71
1.511.05

The share of the company is currently selling for 
Rs 36. The expected dividend next year is Rs 3.60 
per share anticipated to be growing at 8 per cent 
indefinitely. The redeemable preference shares 
were issued on 1 January 2003 with twelve-year 
maturity period. A similar issue today will be at 
Rs 93. The market price of 10% irredeemable 
preference share is Rs 81.81. The company had 

raised the term loan from IDBI in 1993. A similar 
loan will cost 10% today.
Assume an average tax rate of 35 per cent. Calculate 
the weights average cost of capital for the company 
using book-value weights.

13. The following capital structure is extracted from 
Delta Ltd’s balance sheet as on 31 March 2009:

The earnings per share of the company over the 
period 2000-2009 are:

(Rs’ 000)

Equity (Rs 25 par) 66,412
Reserves 65,258
Preference (Rs 100 par) 3,000
Debentures 30,000
Long-term loans 5,360

170,030

Year Rs Year Rs

2000 2.24 2005 4.40
2001 3.00 2006 5.15
2002 4.21 2007 5.05
2003 3.96 2008 6.00
2004 4.80 2009 6.80

The equity share of the company is selling for 
Rs 50 and preference for Rs 77.50. The preference 
dividend rate and interest rate on debenture 
respectively are 10 per cent and 13 per cent. The 
long-term loans are raised at an interest rate of 14 
per cent from the financial institution. The equity 
dividend is Rs 4 per share.
Calculate the weighted average cost of capital for 
Delta Ltd, making me necessary assumptions.

14. A company has the following capital structure at 
the end of 31 March 2009:

(Rs million)

Share Capital 6,808
Reserve 34,857
Long-term loans 538,220

The company’s EPS, DPS, average market price and 
ROE for last seven years are given below:

Note: EPS, DPS and AMP have been adjusted for bonus 
issues.

Year EPS DPS AMP ROE

2003 21.55 5.28 143.04 20.9
2004 22.14 5.76 187.52 18.6
2005 26.40 5.76 312.32 11.7
2006 20.16 6.53 587.52 11.0
2007 20.40 7.68 366.72 9.5
2008 23.09 11.53 416.64 10.3
2009 22.00 7.68 355.20 8.4

You are required to calculate: (a) growth rate g, 
using alternative methods; (b) cost of equity, using 
dividend - growth model, and (c) weighted average 
cost of capital, using (I) book-value weights and 
(if) market-value weights. Assume that the interest
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rate on debt is 11 per cent and the corporate income 
tax rate is 35 per cent.

15. Eskayef Limited manufactures human and 
veterinary pharmaceuticals, bulk drugs, skin-care 
products, and veterinary feed supplements and 
markets bio-analytical and diagnostic instruments. 
On 31 March 2009, the company has a paid-up 
share capital of Rs 75 million and reserves of 
Rs 325.90 million. It does not employ long-term 
debt. The following are other financial highlights 
on the company during 2004-2009:

You are required to calculate (a) ROE, 
(b) dividend payout, (c) retention ratio, (d) growth 
rate, (e) dividend yield, (/) earnings yield and 
(g) cost of equity.

Note: (1) Years 2004, 2005 and 2006 closed on 30 November while 
years 2007, 2008 and 2009 on 31 March. (2) Market value is the 
averages of high and low share prices.

Year EPS (Rs) DPS (Rs) Book 
Value (Rs)

Market
Value

2004 6.21 2.00 26.03 100.00
2005 10.91 2.50 34.44 205.00
2006 11.57 2.50 43.52 209.38
2007 11.47 2.70 37.98 164.00
2008 10.44 3.00 45.42 138.88
2009 11.23 3.20 53.45 155.00

CASE 9.1: HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED
L______________________________________________________________________ J

Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) was known as 
-Lndustan Lever Limited (HLL) until 18 May 2007. The 
::mpany was set up in 1933. It completed 75 years of 
; erations in India on 17 October 2007. It is an important 

r.bsidiary of Unilever. Unilever has a large number of 
■absidiary and associate companies in more than 100 
:. mtries. HUL’s business areas include home and personal 
Bsre. foods and beverages, industrial, agricultural and other 
; r: ducts. It is one of the largest producers of soaps and

- rgents in India. The company has grown organically 
* well as through acquisitions.

HUL places equal focus on serving both the employees 
ai r 'he shareholders, and it is committed to add value to 
b: s Over years, the company has built diversified 
yz.tfolio of powerful brands, a number of them being 
: _sehold names.

The company requires the cost of capital estimates for 
mating its acquisitions, investment decisions and the 

»■ ~: rmance of its businesses and for determining the value 
ifed to shareholders. It needs to develop a methodology 
: :alculating costs of equity and debt and determine the 

weighted average cost of capital. 

price in the stock market. The company’s share price has 
increased from Rs 138.35 in 1997 to Rs 213.90 in 2007. 
The company’s sales and assets have shown significant 
growth, and company’s profitability has also increased over 
years (Table 9.1.2). The companyis conservatively financed 
(Table 9.1.2).

(Rs million)

Table 9.1.2: HUL’s Financial Performance

2005 2006 2007

Net sales 110,606 121,034 137,178
Total income 112,130 122,949 139,426
PBDIT 15,958 18,395 21,105
Interest expense 192 107 255
PBT 16,045 18,617 21,845
PAT (before

exceptional items) 13,545 15,397 17,691
Net profit 14,081 18,554 19,255
Share Capital 2,201 2,207 2,177
Reserves & Surplus 20,855 25,028 12,215
Loan Funds 569 736 885

-UL’s Performance
Txble 9.1.1 contains a summary of HUL’s EPS, DPS, share 
;rl~e and market capitalization. The company has been 
: -:ying dividends regularly. HUL’s shares have enjoyed high

Cost of Capital Assumptions at HUL
The company considers cost of its debt as the effective 
rate of interest applicable to an ‘AAA’ rated company. It 
thinks that considering the trends over years, this rate is

Table 9.1.1: Hindustan Unilever Limited: EPS, DPS and Share Price
— ------------ .—

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 —_ —2006 —ztztt2007

DPS (Rs) 1.70 2.20 2.90 3.50 5.00 5.16 5.50 5.00 5.00 6.00 9.00
EPS (Rs) 2.81 3.67 4.86 5.95 7.46 8.04 8.05 5.44 6.40 8.41 8.73
Share

Price (Rs) 138.35 166.36 225.00 206.35 223.65 181.75 204.70 143.50 197.25 216.55 213.90/
MCap. Rs

(billion) 275.55 365.25 495.13 454.09 492.31 400.08 450.59 315.87 434.19 47.7.88 4r
::e: Data adjusted for bonus shares (stock dividend).
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Figure 9.1.1: HUL’s monthly returns vs. Market (Sensex) monthly returns: Apr-03-Dec-07

9.5 per cent in 2007. The risk-free rate is assumed as the 
yield on long-tern government bonds, which the company 
regards as about 8 per cent. HUL regards the market-risk 
premium to be equal to 11 per cent. The company uses 
CAPM to calculate its cost of equity. The alternative method 
is the constant growth model.

Figure 9.1.1 charts the monthly rates of return for 
shares and the stock markets (the BSE’s Sensex) for the 
period from April 2003 to December 2007. As shown in 
the figure, the regression equation given below indicates 
beta of 0.78. HUL’s own estimate of beta is 0.98.

Y = a + |3X + e
Rhul =-1-7603 + 0.7813 RMarket
R2 = 0.3093

Discussion Questions

1. Calculate HUL’s cost of equity by using the 
dividend-growth model.

2. Calculate HUL’s cost of equity by using the capital 
asset pricing model. Do you agree with the 
company’s assumptions regarding the estimates of 
the risk-free rate and the market premium?

3. Between the dividend-growth model and CAPM, 
which method do you recommend to HUL and 
why?

4. Calculate HUL’s cost of assets reflecting only the 
business risk?

5. What is HUL’s before tax and after-tax weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC)?

CASE 9.2: SOLIDAIRE INFRASTRUCTURE COMPANY

Solidaire Infrastructure Company has three businesses 
organized under three separate divisions. The cement 
division has its manufacturing plant in Gujarat. It sells 
about two-thirds of its cement in Gujarat and the remaining 
quantity in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. The fertilizers 
division manufactures and markets urea in Gujarat, 
Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. The power generation 
division, under a long-term agreement, supplies three- 
fourths of power generated to the government of Gujarat at 
an agreed price, which is periodically revised with mutual 
consent of the two parties. All three divisions are profitable 
and they have plans to expand their activities in the future. 
Table 9.2.1 gives some financial data for the divisions.

Table 9.2.1: Financial Data for
Solidaire Infrastructure Company

(Rs million)

Cement Fertilizer Power
Division Division Division Solidaire

Sales 700 450 350 1,500
PAT 29 17 24 70
Assets 550 230 420 1,200
Current assets 210 100 20 330
Equity
(Market value) 1,000

Debt 1,800



Solidaire has so far used the corporate-wide weighted 
erage cost of capital (WACC) as a cut-off rate for allocating 

—nds to the divisions. The company uses CAPM to 
determine the cost of equity. Its equity beta, as observed in 
tze market, is 1.5. Investments of the company have long 
gestation period and lives. Therefore, it uses yield on 30- 

ear government bonds as the risk-free rate, which 
-rrently is 5.6 per cent. The company’s estimates show 

—at the 30-year simple average of the Sensex stock returns 
js 17.6 per cent, and 30-year government bonds’ yield is 

3 per cent. The current debt-equity ratio of Solidaire is 
. 3:1. Being a highly capital intensive company, it has a 

■—■get debt-equity ratio of 2.5:1. The company after-tax 
a erage borrowing rate is 8 per cent.

The power division has strongly opposed the use of 
he firm’s WACC as cut-off rate for allocating funds and 
• aluating its investment projects. The divisional head of 
:•: .ver argues that his division is not exposed to the demand 
—certainty, and it has steady flow of earnings. Hence, its 
: rerating risk is much less than the risks of other divisions. 
He also thinks that the power division has a higher debt 
rapacity; as an independent company, it could easily 
rcrrow four times of equity. He wondered that because of 
~e low operating risk and high debt capacity, the cut-off 
rate for his division should be lower. The CEO and some 
: .sional heads thought that the corporate-wide, single 
~_ t-ofif would ensure that only the highly profitable projects 

be accepted, and thus, the company will be able to 
maximize the shareholders wealth. They also thought the 
i erage borrowing capacity of the company defines the 
:r=l amount that it can borrow, and therefore, the debt 

rapacity of a division is not relevant. The target debt-equity 
r.:s for the fertilizer and cement divisions, respectively, 

are 2:1 and 2.5:1.
The CFO didn’t subscribe to this reasoning. According 

aim, the cut-off rates of the divisions should reflect their 
. a.que risk-return characteristics and debt-bearing 
spacities. Each division has its own economic sector in 
■ rich it competes with other firms. According to him, the 
cc zip any’s beta is the average of the betas for divisions, 
and it reflects average risk. He argued that if there are 

uergy benefits, than there is a possibility that the average 
:e:a of divisions will be less than the company’s beta.

The CFO proposed that for each division WACC may 
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be computed as follows: First, identify comparable firm or 
firms in each sector in which divisions operate, and 
determine their equity beta based on the market data. 
Second, adjust the equity betas of comparable firms to 
remove the effect of their capital structure. Third, estimate 
the debt and equity proportion of each division and 
recalculate the betas in steps two to reflect the leverage 
effect of the divisions. Fourth, use the CAPM and equity 
betas estimated in step three to estimate the cost of equity 
of each division. Fifth, calculate the after-tax cost of debt 
for each division. Last, use the target capital structure to 
calculate the WACC or cut-off rate for each division.

The CFO asked his assistant to collect relevant 
information about the comparable firms so that he could 
estimate the cut-off rates for divisions. The assistant was 
unable to identify a comparable power generation firm as 
most firms were under the government control and they 
did not have market data. The information about two 
comparable cement and fertilizer firms is given in 
Table 9.2.2.

Table 9.2.2: Financial Data for Comparable Firms
(Rs million)

Kisan
Fertilizers Ltd

Camel
Cement Ltd

Sales 550 850
PAT 023 041
Assets 320 700
Current assets 140 300
Market Value of Equity 150 320
Debt 220 650
Equity beta 1.20 1.36

Discussion Questions

1. Estimate the company’s WACC.
2. State your position with regard to the choice 

between the single company-wide, cut-off rate 
versus the multiple divisional cut-off rates.

3. Calculate cost of capital for divisions.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
L____________________________________________J

Zcllect the following data for past 10 years for a listed 
: empany included in the Sensex: (i) EPS; (ii) DPS; (Hi) book 
due per share; (iv) average market value per share (average 

:: high and low during a year). From the data calculate 
z: wth rates and payout ratio. Using the dividend growth 
- odel, determine the firm's cost of equity. From the BSE 

or NSE site or from any other source, ascertain the 
company's latest beta and calculate the cost of equity using 
the CAPM. Further, collect the information about the 
company's debt and interest rate and calculate the weighted 
average cost of capital.
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Determining Cash Flows for 
Investment Analysis

Learning Objectives

► Show the conceptual difference between profit and cash flow
► Discuss the approach for calculating incremental cash flows
► Explain the treatment of inflation in capital budgeting
► Highlight the interaction between financing and investment decisions

INTRODUCTION

The important message of the preceding chapter is that 
sound investment decisions should be based on the net 
present value (NPV) rule. The first difficult problem to 
be resolved in applying the NPV rule in practice is: What 
should be discounted? In theory, the answer is obvious: 
We should always discount cash flows. In reality, 
estimating cash flows is the most difficult task. The 
difficulty in estimating cash flows arises because of 
uncertainty and accounting ambiguities. Events 
affecting investment opportunities change rapidly and 
unexpectedly. There is no easy way to anticipate changes 
in events. Mostly accounting data forms the basis for 
estimating cash flows. Accounting data are the result of 
arbitrary assumptions, choices and allocations. If care 
is not taken in properly adjusting the accounting data, 
errors could be made in estimating cash flows.

We consider the cash flow estimation as the most 
crucial step in investment analysis. A sophisticated 
technique applied to incorrect cash flows would produce 
wrong results. The management of a company should 
devote considerable time, effort and money in obtaining 
correct estimates of cash flows. The financial manager 
prepares the cash flow estimates on the basis of the 
information supplied by experts in accounting, 
production, marketing, economics and so on. It is his 

responsibility to check such information for relevance 
and accuracy.

The second major problem in applying the NPV rule 
is: What rate should be used to discount cash flows? In 
principle, the opportunity cost of capital should be used 
as the discount rate. The concept of opportunity cost of 
capital and its measurement is discussed in Chapter 9.

CASH FLOWS vs PROFIT

The use of NPV rule in investment decisions requires 
information about cash flows. It is the inflow and outflow 
of cash, which matters in practice. It is cash, which a 
firm can invest, or pay to creditors to discharge its 
obligations, or distribute to shareholders as dividends. 
Cash flow is a simple and objectively defined concept. It 
is simply the difference between rupees received and 
rupees paid out.

Cash flow should not be confused with profit. 
Changes in profits do not necessarily mean changes in 
cash flows. It is not difficult to find examples of firms in 
practice that experience cash shortages in spite of 
increasing profits. Cash flow is not the same thing as 
profit, at least, for two reasons. First, profit, as measured 
by an accountant, is based on accrual concept—revenue 
(sales) is recognized when it is earned, rather than when
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rash is received, and expense is recognized when it is 
-curred rather than when cash is paid. In other words, 

nrofit includes cash revenues as well as receivables and 
:xcludes cash expenses as well as payable. Second, for 
imputing profit, expenditures are arbitrarily divided 
nto revenue and capital expenditures. Revenue 

expenditures are entirely charged to profits while capital 
expenditures are not. Capital expenditures are 
.apitalized as assets (investments), and depreciated over 
:heir economic life. Only annual depreciation is charged 
:o profit. Depreciation (DEP) is an accounting entry and 
does not involve any cash flow. Thus, the measurement 
af profit excludes some cash flows such as capital 
expenditures and includes some non-cash items such 
as depreciation.

Let us illustrate the difference between profit and 
rash flow. Assume that a firm is entirely equity-financed, 
end it receives its revenues (REV) in cash and pays its 
expenses (EXP) and capital expenditures (CAPEX) in 
ash. Also, assume that taxes do not exist. Under these 
„'cumstances, profit is equal to:

Profit = Revenues — Expenses — Depreciation
Profit = REV-EXP-DEP (1)

I. Copeland, T.E. and J.F. Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 1983, p. 39.

and cash flow is equal to:
Cash flow = Revenues - Expenses

- Capital Expenditure

CF = REV - EXP - CAPEX (2)

It may be noticed from Equations (1) and (2) that 
: ■: fit does not deduct capital expenditures as investment 

..days are made. Instead, depreciation is charged on 
capitalized value of investments. Cash flow, on the 

x_er hand, ignores depreciation since it is a non-cash 
n- m and includes cash paid for capital expenditures. In 
te accountant's book, the net book value of capital
- cenditures will be equal to their capitalized value 
runus depreciation.

We can obtain the following definition of cash flows 
r we adjust Equation (2) for relationships given in 
Equation (1):

CF = (REV - EXP - DEP) + DEP - CAPEX
CF = Profit + DEP - CAPEX (3)

Equation (3) makes it clear that even if revenues and 
expenses are expressed in terms of cash flow, still profit 

JI not be equal to cash flows. It overstates cash inflows 
: v excluding capital expenditures and understates them 
: including depreciation.1 Thus, profits do not focus 

cash flows. Financial managers will be making 
--.correct decisions if they put emphasis on profits or 
?.rnings per share. The objective of a firm is not to 

maximize profits or earnings per share, rather it is to
- aximize the shareholders' wealth, which depends on 
-.-.e present value of cash flows available to them. In the 

absence of taxes and debt, Equation (3) provides the 
definition of profits available for distribution as cash 
dividends to shareholders. Profits fail to provide 
meaningful guidance for making financial decisions. 
Profits can be changed by affecting changes in the firm's 
accounting policy without any effect on cash flows. For 
example, a change in the method of inventory valuation 
will change the accounting profit without a 
corresponding change in cash flows.

In our discussion so far, we have assumed for 
simplicity an entirely equity-financed firm with no takes. 
In the absence of taxes, depreciation is worthless since if 
has no impact on cash flows. However, it assumes 
relevance when taxes exist because depreciation is a 
deductible expense for computing taxes. Thus, it affects 
cash flows by saving taxes. In the next section, we show 
the computation of cash flows when taxes exist and the 
firm also employs debt.

INCREMENTAL CASH FLOWS

It is important to note that all additional cash flows that 
are directly attributable to the investment project should 
be considered. A cash flow stream is a series of cash 
receipts and payments over the life of an investment. 
The estimates of amounts and timing of cash flows 
resulting from the investment should be carefully made 
on an incremental basis.

What do we mean by incremental cash flows? Every 
investment involves a comparison of alternatives. The 
problem of choice will arise only if there are at least two 
possibilities. The minimum investment opportunity, 
which a company will always have, will be either to 
invest or not to invest in a project. Assume that the 
question before a company is to introduce a new product. 
The incremental cash flows in this case will be 
determined by comparing cash flows resulting with and 
without the introduction of the new product. If, for 
example, the company has to spend Rs 50,000 initially 
to introduce the product, we are implicitly comparing 
cash outlay for introducing the product with a zero cash 
outlay of not introducing the product. When the 
incremental cash flows for an investment are calculated 
by comparing with a hypothetical zero-cash-flow project, 
we call them absolute cash flows.

Assume now that the question before a company is 
to invest either in Project A or in Project B. One way of 
analysing can be to compute the absolute cash flows for 
each project and determine their respective NPVs. Then, 
by comparing their NPVs, a choice can be made. 
Alternatively, two projects can be compared directly. For 
example, we can subtract (algebraically) cash flows of 
Project B from that of Project A (or vice versa) to find out 
incremental cash flows (of Project A minus Project B). 
The positive difference in a particular period will tell 



how much more cash flow is generated by Project A 
relative to Project B. The incremental cash flows found 
out by such comparison between two real alternatives 
can be called relative cash flows.2 NPV of this series of 
relative cash flows will be equal to NPV of the absolute 
cash flows from Project A minus NPV of the absolute 
cash flows from Project B. Thus, NPV (A-B) = NPV (A) 
- NPV (B). As discussed in the preceding chapter, this is 
so because of the principle of value additivity. The 
principle of incremental cash flows assumes greater 
importance in the case of replacement decisions. Let us 
consider an example.

2. Bierman, H., Jr. and S. Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision, Macmillan, 1975, p. 115.

ILLUSTRATION 10.1: Incremental Cash Flows
Assume that a firm wants to replace an old equipment, which 
is capable of generating cash flows of Rs 2,000, Rs 1,000 
and Rs 500 during the next 3 years. It has a book value of 
Rs 5,000 and a market value of Rs 3,000. The firm is 
considering a new equipment, which will require an initial 
cash outlay of Rs 10,000, and is estimated to generate cash 
flows of Rs 8,000, Rs 7,000 and Rs 4,500 for the next 3 years. 
Both old and new equipments may be assumed to have a 
zero resale value after 3 years. Further, we assume for the 
sake of simplicity that taxes do not exist. (Depreciation 
becomes irrelevant in investment analysis if taxes do not 
exist).

It should be recognized that the book value of Rs 5,000 
of old equipment is not relevant; it is a sunk cost. In fact, 
cash outflow occurred when the equipment was bought. 
The initial cost of Rs 10,000 of new equipment is an outflow 
of cash. However, i/The firm acquires new equipment, then 
the old equipment will be sold. The market value of 
Rs 3,000 of old equipment is an opportunity cost. Thus, on 
an incremental basis, the net cash outflow of new equipment 
is: Rs 10,000 - Rs 3,000 = Rs 7,000. Further, if the firm 
continues with old equipment, it would, in any case, receive 
cash inflows of Rs 2,000, Rs 1,000 and Rs 500 during the 
next 3 years. Therefore, the firm should ask the question: 
What incremental (additional) cash flows will occur if a net 
cash outflow of Rs 7,000 is incurred on the new equipment? 
The differences of the cash flows of new equipment over 
the cash flows of old equipment are incremental cash flows. 
See Table 10.1 for computations.

Table 10.1: Incremental Cash Flows: Replacement 
Decision

Cash Flows (Rs)
Year 0 1 2 3

Let us relax the assumption of no resale value for 
old and new equipments after 3 years. Assume that the 
old equipment will realize Rs 500 and new equipment

Cash flows of 
new equipment 
Less .-Cash flows 
of old equipment

-10,000

-3,000

8,000

2,000

7,000

1,000

4,500

500

Incremental cash -7,000 6,000 6,000 4,000
flows (New - Old)

Rs 2,500 as salvage values after 3 years. If the firm goes 
for the new equipment, the estimated proceeds of 
Rs 2,500 from its sale after 3 years is an inflow of cash; 
but then the firm will discard old equipment today and 
forgo the opportunity of realizing Rs 500 from its sale 
after 3 years. As a consequence, the net cash inflow from 
sale proceeds after 3 years will be Rs 2,500 - Rs 500 = 
Rs 2,000.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the difference between profit and cash flow 
(from operation) ?

2. Illustrate the concept of incremental cash flow. Why 
is it important in investment decisions?

COMPONENTS OF CASH FLOWS

A typical investment will have three components of cash
flows:

Initial investment
Annual net cash flows
Terminal cash flows

Initial Investment
Initial investment is the net cash outlay in the period in 
which an asset is purchased. A major element of the 
initial investment is the gross outlay or original value 
(OV) of the asset, which comprises of its cost (including 

•accessories and spare parts) and freight and installation 
charges. Original value is included in the existing block 
of assets for computing annual depreciation. Similar 
types of assets are included in one block of assets. 
Original value minus depreciation is the asset's book 
value (BV). When an asset is purchased for expanding 
revenues, it may require a lump sum investment in net 
working capital also. Thus initial investment will be 
equal to: gross investment plus increase in net working 
capital. Further, in case of replacement decisions, the 
existing asset will have to be sold if the new asset is 
acquired. The sale of the existing asset provides cash 
inflow. The cash proceeds from the sale of the existing 
assets should be subtracted to arrive at the initial 
investment. We shall use the term Co to represent initial 
investment.

In practice, a large investment project may comprise 
of a number of cost components and involve a huge initial 
net cash outlay. For example, a company is considering 
the manufacture of wattle extract. The project will require 
land and site development for constructing a factor, 
building where plant and machinery to be bought by 
the company will be erected. Its estimated initial 
investment is shown in Table 10.2.
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Table 10.2: Wattle Extract Project: Initial
Investment

Land and site development 65
Factory building 500
Plant and machinery:

Imported 1,320

Indigenous 460
Duty and transportation 340

Erection expenditure 125
Miscellaneous capital expenditure 290
Preliminary and pre-operative expenses 250 
Contingency 200
Net working capital

Total initial investment (Co)

2,120

Net cash flow = Revenues — Expenses — Taxes
NCF = REV - EXP - TAX (4)

Miscellaneous capital expenditure includes 
expenditure on electrification, water supply, vehicles 
and fire fighting. Preliminary and pre-operative expenses 
include legal and promotional expenses and brokerage 
and commission. These expenses may have to be 
incurred before the company's actual operations start. 
Contingencies are ad hoc in nature and are provided for 
any possible delay in, say, land acquisition and 
development, or in the installation of plant or any other 
activity. It is important to note that contingencies do not

Notice that in Equation (4) taxes are deducted for 
calculating the after-tax cash flows. Taxes are computed 
on the accounting profit, which treats depreciation as a 
deductible expense.

Depreciation and Taxes

865
600

The computation of the after-tax cash flows requires a 
careful treatment of non-cash expense items such as 
depreciation. Depreciation is an allocation of cost of an 
asset. It involves an accounting entry and does not 
require any cash outflow; the cash outflow occurs when 
the assets are acquired.

h

Depreciation, calculated as per the income tax rules, 
is a deductible expense for computing taxes. In itself, it 
has no direct impact on cash flows, but it indirectly 
influences cash flow since it reduces the firm's tax 
liability. Cash outflow for taxes saved is in fact an inflow 
of cash. The saving resulting from depreciation is called 
depreciation tax shield. Consider an example.

Table 10.3: Profit and Loss Account for the 
Investment Project

Rs
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(Rs million)

Table 10.2: Wattle Extract Project: Initial 
Investment

_and and site development
F actory building
r ’ant and machinery:

65
500

Imported 1,320

Indigenous 460
Duty and transportation 340 2,120

Erection expenditure 125
Miscellaneous capital expenditure 290
-reliminary and pre-operative expenses 250
Contingency 200 865
Xet working capital 600

Total initial investment (Co) 4,150

Miscellaneous capital expenditure includes 
a ■ penditure on electrification, water supply, vehicles 

d fire fighting. Preliminary and pre-operative expenses 
r elude legal and promotional expenses and brokerage 
md commission. These expenses may have to be 
~curred before the company's actual operations start. 
Zrntingencies are ad hoc in nature and are provided for 

possible delay in, say, land acquisition and 
d e -elopment, or in the installation of plant or any other 
■ rtivity. It is important to note that contingencies do not 
recount for the uncertainties in the estimates of cash 
Sows; the cash flow uncertainties should be handled 
differently.

Net Cash Flows
-m investment is expected to generate annual cash flows 
oom operations after the initial cash outlay has been 
made. Cash flows should always be estimated on an 
after-tax basis. Some people advocate computing of cash 
:Zows before taxes and discounting them at the before- 
ax discount rate to find NPV. Unfortunately, this will 
not work in practice since there does not exist an easy 
and meaningful way for adjusting the discount rate on 
a before-tax basis.

We shall refer to the after-tax cash flows as net cash 
flows (NCF) and use the terms Cj , C2, C3 ... Cn 
respectively for NCF in period 1,2,3,... n. NCF is simply 
me difference between cash receipts and cash payments 
including taxes. NCF will mostly consist of annual cash 
flows occurring from the operation of an investment, 
but it is also affected by changes in net working capital 
and capital expenditures during the life of the 
investment. To illustrate, we first take the simple case 
where cash flows occur only from operations. Let us 
assume that all revenues (sales) are received in cash 
and all expenses are paid in cash (obviously cash 
expenses will exclude depreciation since it is a non
cash expense). Thus, the definition of NCF will be:

Net cash flow = Revenues — Expenses — Taxes
NCF = REV-EXP-TAX (4)

Notice that in Equation (4) taxes are deducted for 
calculating the after-tax cash flows. Taxes are computed 
on the accounting profit, which treats depreciation as a 
deductible expense.

Depreciation and Taxes
The computation of the after-tax cash flows requires a 
careful treatment of non-cash expense items such as 
depreciation. Depreciation is an allocation of ebst of an 
asset. It involves an accounting entry and does not 
require any cash outflow; the cash outflow occurs when 
the assets are acquired.

Depreciation, calculated as per the income tax rules, 
is a deductible expense for computing taxes. In itself, it 
has no direct impact on cash flows, but it indirectly 
influences cash flow since it reduces the firm's tax 
Lability. Cash outflow for taxes saved is in fact an inflow 
of cash. The saving resulting from depreciation is called 
depreciation tax shield. Consider an example.

Table 10.3: Profit and Loss Account for the 
Investment Project

Revenues (cash) 25,000
Less:Expenses (cash) 10,000
Revenues (cash) 25,000
Less:Expenses (cash) 10,000
Earnings before depreciation, interest and taxes 15,000 
Less: Depreciation 5,000
Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) 10,000
Less: Taxes (35%) 3,500
Profit after taxes 6,500

Suppose that an investment requires an initial cash 
outlay of Rs 50,000. It is expected to generate total annual 
cash sales of Rs 25,000 and to incur total annual cash 
expenses of Rs 10,000 for the next 10 years. Also, assume 
that an annual depreciation of Rs 5,000 (i.e., cost 
recovered equally over the life of the investment) will be 
charged. If taxes do not exist, depreciation is of no use in 
computing cash flows and NCF will simply be: 
Rs 25,000 - Rs 10,000 = Rs 15,000 per year. In practice, 
taxes do exist and depreciation is tax deductible. Let us 
assume a corporate tax rate of 35 per cent. We can recast 
a profit and loss account for the investment as given in 
Table 10.3. We see that the investment yields an annual 
profit of Rs 6,500. However, this is not equal to the 
annual cash flow. Depreciation is a noncash item, and 
should be added to profit to compute actual cash flows. 
Thus net cash flows will be equal to: Rs 6,500 + Rs 5,000 
= Rs 11,500. Now we develop an analytical method for 
computing the net cash flows from operations.

Taxes are paid on profits and can be calculated as 
follows:
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Taxes = Tax rate x profit
= Tax rate x (Revenues - Expenses 

-Depreciation)
TAX = T (REV - EXP - DEP) (5)

where T is the corporate tax rate. Notice that the 
expression within brackets is the taxable income, which 
in our example is equal to earning before interest and 
taxes (EBIT), or net operating income (NOI). Thus,

Equation (5) can be rewritten as:

TAX = T (EBIT) (6)

In the example (Table 10.3), taxes are equal to:
Tax = 0.35 x 10,000 = Rs 3,500

and using Equation (4), net cash flow from operations
will be:

NCF = REV-EXP-TAX
= Rs 25,000 - Rs 10,000 - Rs 3,500 = Rs 11,500

NCF can also be measured in the following way if 
we substitute Equation (5) into Equation (4):

NCF = (REV - EXP) - T (REV - EXP - DEP)
= (REV - EXP) - T (REV - EXP) + T (DEP)
= (REV - EXP) (1 - T) + T (DEP)
= EBDIT (1 - T) + T (DEP) (7)

where EBDIT is earnings before depreciation, interest 
and taxes. Using Equation (7), NCF is computed as 
follows:

NCF = (Rs 25,000 - Rs 10,000) (1 - 0.35) + 0.35 (Rs 5,000)
= Rs 9,750 + Rs 1,750 = Rs 11,500

It may be noted from the above computation that 
depreciation has provided a tax shield (DTS) equal to 
tax rate multiplied by the amount of depreciation:

Depreciation tax shield = Tax rate x Depreciation

DTS = T x DEP = 0.35 x Rs 5,000 = Rs 1,750

After-tax cash flows would have been only Rs 9,750 
if the government did not allow depreciation as a tax
deductible expense. Note that for tax computation, 
depreciation amount must be calculated as per the 
Income Tax rules. This is explained later on in this 
section.

We can obtain yet another definition of net cash 
flows by adjusting Equation (4). Let us add and subtract 
depreciation (DEP) on the right hand-side of Equation 
(4):

NCF = REV - EXP - DEP - TAX + DEP
= EBIT-TAX + DEP

and if we use the definition of tax as given in Equation 
(6), then:

NCF = EBIT -T(EBIT) + DEP
= EBIT (1-T) + DEP (8)

Note from Equation (8) that net cash flow frcem 
operation is equal to after-tax operating income pks 
depreciation. In the example, NCF using Equation • - s 
given as follows:

NCF = (Rs 25,000 - Rs 10,000 - Rs 5,000) (1 - 0.35)
+ Rs 5,000

= Rs 10,000(0.65) + Rs 5,000 = Rs 6,500 + Rs 5/O
= Rs 11/00

Net Working Capital
In computing net cash flows in the above example e 
have assumed that all revenues are received in cash and 
all expenses are paid in cash. In reality, the actual casn 
receipts and cash payments will differ from revenues 
(sales) and expenses as given in the profit and loss 
account. This difference is caused by changes in working 
capital items, which include trade debtors (accounts 
receivable), trade creditors (accounts payable) and stock 
(inventory). Therefore, Equations (7) and (8) may over- 
or under-state cash flows. Consider the following 
situations:

Change in accounts receivable The firm s 
customers may delay payment of bills which will 
increase receivable. Since revenues (sales 
include credit sales, it will overstate cash inflov. 
Thus, increase (or decrease) in receivable shouk 
be subtracted from (or added to) revenues for 
computing actual cash receipts.
Change in inventory The firm may pay cash for 
materials and production of unsold output. The 
unsold output increases inventory. Expenses dc 
not include cash payments for unsold 
inventory, and therefore, expenses understate 
actual cash payments. Thus, increase (or 
decrease) in inventory should be added to (or 
subtracted from) expenses for computing actual 
cash payments.

<L Change in accounts payable The firm may delay 
payment for materials and production of sole 
output (sales). This will cause accounts payable 
(suppliers' credit) to increase. Since account? 
payable is included in expenses, they overstate 
actual cash payments. Thus, increase (or 
decrease) in accounts payable should be 
subtracted from (or added to) expenses for 
computing actual cash payments.

It is, thus, clear that changes in working capital item? 
should be taken into account while computing net cash 
inflow from the profit and loss account. Instead or 
adjusting each item of working capital, we can simply 
adjust the change in net working capital, viz. the 
difference between change in current assets (e.g 
receivables and inventory) and change in curren: 
liabilities (e.g., accounts payable) to profit. Increase it 
net working capital should be subtracted from anc
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decrease added to after-tax operating profit. Thus, we 
can extend Equation (8) as follows for computing net 
cash flow:

NCF = EBIT (1 —T) + DEP -NWC (9)
where NWC is net working capital.

Free Cash Flows
In addition to an initial cash outlay, an investment project 
may require some reinvestment of cash flow (for 
example, replacement investment) for maintaining its 
revenue-generating ability during its life. As a 
consequence, net cash flow will be reduced by cash 
outflow for additional capital expenditures (CAPEX). 
Thus, net cash flow will be equal to: after-tax operating 
income plus depreciation minus (plus) increase 
(decrease) in net working capital and minus capital 
expenditure:

NCF = EBIT (1-T) +DEP-NWC-CAPEX (10)

Net cash flows as defined by Equation (10) are called 
free cash flow (FCF). It is the cash flow available to service 
both lenders and shareholders, who have provided, 
respectively, debt and equity, funds to finance the firm's 
investments. It is this cash flow, which should be 
discounted to find out an investment's NPV.

Notice the difference between Equations (3) and (10); 
Equation (10) adjusts profits for taxes and net working 
capital. Equation (10) provides the most valid definition 
of free cash flows or net cash flow. Since net cash flows 
are stated on incremental basis in investment analysis, 
Equation (10) may be rewritten as follows:3

3. In practice, sales are taken as the basis for computing expected profits and cash flows. If we assume a constant relationship 
between sales and profit, net working capital and capital expenditure, Equation (11) can be restated as follows:

ANCF = ASALES (p) (1 - T) + AEP - (w +/) ASALES
where p = EBIT as a percentage of sales, w = net working capital as a percentage of sales and f = capital expenditure as a percentage of sales.

FCF = AEBIT (1 - T) + ADEP - ANWC - ACAPEX (11)

■• here D (delta) indicates change (increase or decrease).

Terminal Cash Flows
Equation (11) provides a general definition of incremental 
net cash flow in any period. However, the last or terminal 
year of an investment may have additional cash flows.

Salvage Value
Salvage value (SV) is the most common example of 
terminal cash flows. Salvage value may be defined as 
the market price of an investment at the time of its sale. 
The cash proceeds net of taxes from the sale of the assets 
will be treated as cash inflow in the terminal (last) year. 
As per the existing tax laws in India, no immediate tax 
liability (or tax savings) will arise on the sale of an asset 
because the value of the asset sold is adjusted in the 
depreciable base of assets.

In the case of a replacement decision, in addition to 
the salvage value of the new investment at the end of its 

life, two other salvage values have to be considered: 
(a) the salvage value of the existing asset now (at the time 
of replacement decision) and (b) the salvage value of the 
existing asset at the end of its life, if it were not replaced. If 
the existing asset is replaced, its salvage value now will 
increase the current cash inflow, or will decrease the initial 
cash outlay of the new asset. However, the firm will have 
to forego its end-of-life salvage value. This means reduced 
cash inflow in the last year of the new investment.

The effects of the salvage values of existing and new 
assets may be summarized as follows:

■Qz Salvage value of the new asset It will increase 
cash inflow in the terminal (last) period of the 
new investment.
Salvage value of the existing asset now It will 
reduce the initial cash outlay of the new asset.
Salvage value of the existing asset at the end of 
its normal life It will reduce the cash flow of the 
new investment of the period in which the 
existing asset is sold.

Sometimes removal costs may have to be incurred to 
replace an existing asset. Salvage value should be 
computed after adjusting these costs.

Tax effect of salvage value A company will incur a 
book loss if an asset is sold for a price less than the 
asset's book (depreciated) value. On the other hand, the 
company will make a profit if the asset's salvage value 
is more than its book value. The profit on the sale of an 
asset may be divided into ordinary income and capital 
gain. Capital gain on the sale of an asset is equal to 
salvage value minus original value of the asset, and 
ordinary income is equal to original value minus book 
value (depreciated value) of the asset. Capital gains are 
generally taxed at a rate lower than the ordinary income. 
Does a company pay tax on profit or get tax credit on 
loss on the sale of an asset? In a number of countries, the 
sale of an asset has tax implications. This was also a 
practice in India till recently. But as per the current 
Income Tax rules in India, the depreciable base of the 
block of assets is adjusted for the sale of the block asset 
and no taxes are computed when the asset is sold. This 
point is illustrated later on in this chapter.

The net salvage value (i.e., net proceeds from the 
sale of the asset) can be calculated as follows assuming 
tax implications of the sale of assets:

1. SV < BV: Loss
Net proceeds = Salvage value

+ Tax credit on loss
Net proceeds = SV - T (SV - BV)

2. SV > BV but SV < OV: Ordinary Profit
Net proceeds = Salvage value - Tax on profit
Net proceeds = SV - T (SV - BV)



3. SV > OV: Ordinary Profit and Capital Gain 
Net proceeds = Salvage value

- Tax on ordinary profit - Tax on capital gain
Net proceeds = SV - T (OV - BV) - Tc (SV - OV) 

where SV = salvage value; BV = book (depreciated) value; 
OV = original value; T = ordinary corporate income tax 
rate, and Tc = capital gain tax rate.

Release of Net Working Capital
Besides salvage value, terminal cost flows will also 
include the release of net working capital. It is reasonable 
to assume that funds initially tied up in net working 
capital at the time the investment was undertaken would 
be released in the last year when the investment is 
terminated. As discussed earlier, the net working capital 
in reality may change in every period of the investment's 
life. Such changes should be considered in computing 
annual net cash flows. Increase in net working capital 
is a cash outflow while decrease in net working capital 
is a cash inflow. In practice, it may not be possible for a 
firm to recover the entire net working capital at the end 
of the project's life. The actual amount of net working 
capital recovered should be considered as the cash inflow 
in the terminal year.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k____________________________________________ __________

1. What are three components of cash in investments?
2. How is depreciation treated in calculating cash flow 

from operation?
3. How do changes in working capital—receivables 

(debtors), inventory (stock of goods) and payables 
(creditors)—affect the computation of cash flow from 
operation?

4. Define free cash flow.
5. What does terminal value mean? How is it estimated? 

How is it accounted for in the cash flow estimation?

CALCULATION OF DEPRECIATION FOR 
TAX PURPOSES 

of which some percentage of depreciation is prescribs 
Ocean-going ships are also included in the block 
assets. Assets have been divided into several blocks - 
different rates of depreciation: for example, 25 per oes 
50 per cent and 100 per cent. Most of the plants a 
machineries are covered in the 25 per cent depreda n 
block. No depreciation is allowed on land.

How is written down value defined? In simple ters 
for a single asset, it is the original cbst of the asset mon 
the amount of depreciation charged: OV - DEF 
illustrate, let us consider that an asset'of Rs 1,000 •■■■ la 
has a three-year life, is acquired on January 1, 20X1 
the prescribed depreciation rate is 25 per cent, the w- - 
down value and depreciation of the asset over its 1 
will be as follows:

Year Initial cost 
of asset 

(Rs)

WDV depreciation 
at 25%

(Rs)

Written domi 

value of 
asset(Rs'

0 1,000 — l.OM
1. 1,000 X 0.25 = 250 1,000 - 250 = 75®
2 750 x 0.25 = 188 750 - 188 = 563
3 562 x 0.25 = 141 562 - 141 = 411

Depreciation base In the case of block of assets, the 
written down value is calculated as follows:

The aggregate of the written down value of all 
assets in the block at the beginning of the year
Plus the actual cost of any asset in the block 
acquired during the year
Minus the proceeds from the sale of any asset in 
the block during the year (provided such reduction 
does not exceed the written down value of the block 
arrive in the first two items above)
Thus, in a replacement decision, the depreciation base 

of a new asset (assuming that the new and the old assets 
belong to the same block of assets) will be equal to: 
Cost of new equipment + Written down value of old 

equipment - Salvage value of old equipmen:
How do you estimate cash flows of an investmer.: 

project? We illustrate the cash flow computations for 
investment projects, involving the treatment of 
depreciation and salvage value in the following sections.

Two most popular methods of charging depreciation 
are: straight-line and diminishing balance or written- 
down value (WDV) methods. For reporting to the 
shareholders, companies in India could charge 
depreciation either on the straight-line or the written- 
down value basis. However, no choice of depreciation 
method and rates for the tax purposes is available to 
companies in India. In India, depreciation is allowed as 
deduction every year on the written-down value basis 
in respect of fixed assets as per the rates prescribed in 
the Income Tax rules. Depreciation is computed on the 
written down value of the block of assets. Block of assets 
means a group of assets falling within a class of assets, 
being buildings, machinery, plant or furniture, in respect

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. If depreciation is a non-cash expense, why is it 
considered in the cash flow computation?

2. What is the concept of 'block of assets' under the 
Indian tax rules?

3. How is the 'depreciation base' calculated for an asset 
which is a replacement for the existing asset?

4. What is written down value (WDV) depreciation? 
What is the value of depreciation tax shield under 
the WDV if the asset is depreciated indefinitely 
(perpetually)?
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(Rs ’000)

Cash Flow Estimates for a New Product
A. new product may be a slight modification of the firm's 
existing product or it may be an altogether different, 
innovative product. The cash flow estimates for a new 
product will depend on forecasts of sales and operating 
expenses. Sales forecasts require information on the 
quantity of sales and the price of the product. The selling 
price and sales quantity depend on the nature of 
competition. Anticipating the competitors' reactions 

■• hen an innovative product is introduced is not easy. 
~hus the estimation of cash flows for a new product 
poses considerable difficulty and challenge. The 
marketing executives developing sales forecasts should 
?e aware with the forecasting techniques as well as 
:hey should have the ability of understanding the 
dynamics of competition. Hence the cash flow 
estimation for a new product is both an art and a 
science. We show in Illustration 10.2 the cash flow 
rattern for a new product.

LLUSTRATION10.2: Cash Flows for a New Product

z carat Foods Limited is a consumer goods manufacturing 
::mpany. It is considering a proposal for marketing a 
cew food product. The project will require an investment 

: Rs 1 million in plant and machinery. It is estimated 
that the machinery can be sold for Rs 100,000 at the end 
:: its economic life of 6 years. Assume that the loss or 
profit on the sale of the machine is subject to the corporate 
ax The company can charge annual written-down 
appreciation at 25 per cent for the purpose of tax 
imputation. Assume that the company’s tax rate is 35 

jer cent’ and the discount rate is 18 per cent. Table 10.4 
a . es the initial capital investment, annual depreciation 
m d annual working capital for the project. Notice that 
a - annual written-down value depreciation is calculated 

is the depreciation rate 25 per cent times the book value 
r the end of the previous year (which is also book value 
r. the beginning of the current year). Lines 2-4 show 
imputation of depreciation and book value. Line 5 gives 

me estimates of net working capital, which may be 
expected to change with sales.

A simplified profit and loss statement for the project is 
p. en in Table 10.5. The first step in estimating the project’s 
; esh flows is the forecasts of sales. The marketing executives 

• .11 have to forecast the units of the product that they could 
jell as well as the selling price of the product. They will 
xave to keep in mind the competitive pressure and reaction. 
This makes sales forecasting a tricky job. The estimated 
rn.es forecasts in Table 10.5 show that the product demand 
- ses quickly and then starts declining after the fourth year. 
~-e estimates of operating expenses and working capital 
fallow the sales forecasts.' Table 10.4 and Table 10.5 provide 
zata for determining the project’s net cash flows, which are 
: imputed in Table 10.6.

Table 10.4: Investment Data for the New Product

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Initial 1,000

investment
2. Depreciation 250 188 141 105 79 59
3. Accumulated 250 438 579 6^4 763 822

depreciation
4. Book value 1,000 750 562 421 237 178

(1-2-3) /
5. Net working 20 30 50 70 70 30 0

capital
6. Total book 1,020 780 612 491 386 267 178

value (4 + 5)
7. Salvage value 100

(Rs ’000)

Table 10.5: Summarized Profit & Loss Statement for 
the New Product

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Revenues 550 890 1,840 2,020 1,680 1,300
2. Expenses -300 -472 -958 -1,075 -890 -680
3. Depreciation -250 -188 -141 -105 -79 -59
4. Taxable profit 0 230 741 840 711 561

(1-2-3)
5. Tax (.35 x 4) 0 81 259 294 249 196
6. Profit after tax 0 149 482 546 462 365

Table 10.6: Computations of Net Cash Flows for the 
New Product

Year
(Rs ’000)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Investment
2. Profit after tax

-1,000
0 149 482 546 462 365

3. Depreciation 250 188 141 105 79 59
4. A NWC -20 -10 -20 -20 0 40 30
5. Cash flow from 240 317 603 651 581 454

operations 
(2 + 3+4)

6. After-tax SV 127
[100 - .35
(100 - 178)]

7. Net cash -1,020+240 +317+603+651+581+581
flows
(1 + 5 + 6)

8. Present value 1.000 .847 .718 .609 .516 .437 .370
factor at 18%

9. Present ■1,020 203 228 367 336 254 215
value (7 x 8)

10. NPV + 583

Cash flows from operations Cash flows with - 
(minus) signs are outflows and those with + (plus) signs are 
inflows. Cash flows from operations (line 5 in Table 10.6) 
are measured as revenues minus expenses and taxes. It would 
also be computed as earnings after taxes plus depreciation

4 The actual corporate tax rate in India may be different from this assumed rate. For example, for domestic Indian companies the 
rate in the year 2010-11 is 30 percent.
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[EBIT (1 - T) + DEP]. Note that depreciation is an operating 
expense for computing taxes, but it is a non-cash expense. 
Therefore, depreciation is added back to profit after taxes 
to arrive at cash flow from operations. The change in net 
working capital is yet another item that affects cash flow 
from operations. Line 5 in Table 10.4 shows the level of 
working capital to sustain the forecasted sales. Bharat Foods 
needs upfront working capital investment of Rs 20,000 
before it could sell the new product. This is an outflow of 
cash. The working capital requirement increases by 
Rs 10,000 in the first year. This is a use of cash. A decrease 
in working capital will release cash, which means cash 
inflow. It may be noticed that net working capital increases 
(outflows) through year 3, but then gets released (inflows) 
in the last two years. It is assumed that the working capital 
is recovered without any diminution in value.

After-tax salvage value The machine has a book 
value of Rs 178,000 and its salvage value is Rs 100,000 at 
the end of its useful life of 6 years. Hence the book loss on 
sale of machine is Rs 78,000. Since in this Illustration it is 
assumed that book loss is subject to corporate tax, the firm 
will charge loss to its profits and save taxes. Therefore, the 
after-tax cash proceeds from the sale of machine are 
Rs 100,000 plus the tax saved; that is: 100,000 - 0.35(100,000 
- 178,000) = 100,000 + 27,000 = Rs 127,000.

The net cash flows may be summarised as follows:

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
NetCashflows -1,020 240 317 603 651 581 581

We may assume that the project's risk is similar to the 
company's risk. Hence the company's opportunity cost of 
capital of 18 per cent is used to discount the project's 
cash flows.

NPV = - 1020 + 240 (PVF018-1) + 317 (PVF018/2)
+ 603 (PVF018 3) + 651 (PVFO1S 4)
4-581 (PVFo18 5) +581 (PVF01S6)

= -1020 + 240 x 0.847 + 317 x 0.718 + 603 x 0.609
+ 651 x 0.516 + 581 x 0.437 + 581 x 0.370

= - 1020 + 203 + 228 + 367 + 336 4- 254 + 215
= Rs 583

The company obtains a net present value of 
Rs 583,000 when the cash flows are discounted at 18 
per cent. Since NPV is positive, the project should be 
accepted.

How much is the project's IRR? We can find out the 
IRR by trial and error. (It is easy to calculate IRR using a 
computer or a financial calculator.) Let us try 30 per cent 
discount rate: PV = Rs 1,151 and NPV is Rs 131. We 
should try a higher rate. Let us try 34 per cent. At 34 per 
cent: PV is Rs 1,043 and NPV is Rs 23. Since NPV is 
positive at 34 per cent, let us try 35 per cent. At 35 per 
cent, PV is Rs 1,018 and NPV is minus Rs 2, which is 

close to zero. Thus, IRR is approximately 35 per cent. Ir 
fact, IRR should be between 34 to 35 per cent. We can 
find IRR as follows:

IRR = 34% + (35% - 34%)
1,043-1,020
1,043 -1,018

= 34% + l%

Since the project's IRR is greater than the cut-off rate 
(the opportunity cost of capital), it should be accepted 
Note that a project with positive NPV will have IRR 
greater than the opportunity cost of capital.

Salvage Value and Tax Effects
In Illustration 10.2, we assumed that the firm would get 
tax credit on the book loss (or unrecovered cost) when 
the machine is sold. In India, as per the current tax laws, 
the remaining book value (i.e., book value minus salvage 
value) of an asset is included in the block of assets and 
therefore, the firm continues availing depreciation 
deduction on the asset's unrecovered cost after its sale. 
This implies that the tax advantage on unrecovered cost 
via depreciation tax shield would occur over a long 
period of time (in fact, an infinite period) rather than at 
the time the asset is sold.

An asset may be sold for more that its book value 
(written down). This difference, in excess of the asset's 
book value, is a book profit on the sale of the asset. 
According to the Indian tax laws, the balance of the block 
of assets will reduce by this difference. Hence instead of 
paying tax on this book profit at the time of sale of the 
asset, the firm would lose depreciation tax shield in the 
future. Thus, as per the current tax laws in India, the 
after-tax salvage value should be calculated at follows:

Book value (WDV) > Salvage value (SV):
After-tax salvage value = Salvage value + PV of 

depreciation tax shield on (BV - SV)
Salvage value (SV) > Book value (BV):

After-tax salvage value = Salvage value - PV of 
depreciation tax shield lost on (SV - BV)

In Illustration 10.2, book value is greater than 
salvage value and the remaining balance of the book 
value is Rs 78,000. Depreciation on this amount will 
save tax for the firm forever (infinity). We can use the 
following formula to calculate the present value of the 
(perpetually declining annuity) depreciation tax shield 
after the asset is sold at the end of its useful life:5

5. The formula is derived in Appendix 10A.

PVDTS,, = (12)
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Terminal Value for a New Business

(13)

You may notice that this amount is less than the tax 
saved on book loss allowed at the time of sales of the 
asset. This is so because the depreciation tax shield 
recurs over a long period in the future.

The project is profitable even when the cash flow 
growth rate is negative (-5 per cent). Pure Drinks should 
accept the project. Note that this analysis ignores any 
subsequent investment needed to maintain the competitive 
position of the product. It also ignores the growth

NPV is still negative if we assume that the entire initial 
investment is recovered as salvage value at the end of year 
7 (tax effect ignored):

x (178,000 -100,000)PVDTS,, =

_NCF„(1 + ^)__NCF„+1
1 VH —

PV|W| > »■«
(1.25)7 .25-.10

= 0.210 x 84.3 = Rs 17.7 million

.35 x 25
.18 + .25

= .2035 x 78,000 = Rs 15,873

5.0 t 2.5 ! 5.0
(1.25)1 (1.25)2 (1.25)3

+ 7-5 + 9-5 + 10.5 + 11.5
(1.25)4 (1.25)5 (1.25)6 (1.25)7

— — Rs 3.5 million

ILLUSTRATION 10.3: Effect of Estimated Salvage Value
Suppose that Healthy Drinks Limited is considering 
introducing a new fruit drink in the market. Sales and cash

= -3.5 + -l-x13-5(0 95)
(1.25)7 .30

= - 3.5 + 0.210 x 36.4 = - 3.5 + 7.6 = Rs 4.1 million

NPV = —15-

Note that PVDTSn is the present value of 
depreciation tax shield at the end of n period, T the tax 
rate, d the depreciation rate, k the discount rate, BVM is 
rook value at the end of n period and SVn is salvage 

alue at the end of n period. In Illustrationl0.2, PV of 
depreciation tax shield on the remaining book value of 
Rs 78,000 is:

_n Illustrationl0.2, Bharat Foods Limited considered the 
Lie of project as six years. The terminal value included 
me salvage value of the asset and the release of the 
•■•orking capital. In practice, many new products 
generate new businesses and have the potential of 
venerating revenues and cash flows much beyond the 
assumed period of analysis, which is referred to as 
-orizon period. Managers make assumption of horizon 
reriod because detailed calculations for a long period 
recome quite intricate. The financial analysis of such 
projects should incorporate an estimate of the value of 
cash flows after the horizon period without involving 
retailed calculations.

A simple method of estimating the terminal value at 
die end of the horizon period is to employ the following 
formula, which is a variation of the dividend growth 
model:

k~g k~g

■ here NCFn+1 is the project's net cash flow one year 
after the horizon period, k is the opportunity cost of 
capital (discount rate) and g is the expected growth in 
die project's net cash flows. The value of g will be positive 
if net cash flows are expected to grow; it will be negative 
if net cash flows are expected to decline; and it will be 
zero if net cash flows are expected to remain constant. In 
practice, the financial manager could calculate the effect 
of a range of values of g on the project's NPV. This will 
enable him or her to determine the minimum growth 
rate of cash flows after horizon period that will make 
the project's NPV positive. The financial manager will 
be quite confident to accept the project if the minimum 
growth rate is equal to or greater than the most 
pessimistic forecast. Let us consider an example. 

flows are expected to grow steadily over years. The firm’s 
investment in working capital will not be significant as it 
expects to finance the accounts receivable (credit given to 
distributors) by the fruit suppliers’ credit. The firm expects 
to carry small inventory. However, the firm will have to 
incur significant expenditure on marketing and distribution. 
Management consider this as a risky project and specifies 
its discount rate as 25 per cent. The financial manager has 
made the following estimates of the project’s cash flows 
assuming a horizon period of 7 years:

The project’s NPV is negative:

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Net cash flows -15 -5.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 9.5 10.5 11.5
(Rs million)

NPV = — 3.5 4-----= — Rs 0.4 million
(1.25)7

You may notice that the project has initial negative 
cash flows, but after year 2 its net cash flows become positive 
and start growing rapidly through year 5. After year 5, net 
cash flows show a steady growth; the growth rate after 5 
years is about 10 per cent. If you assume that the net cash 
flows will grow at 10 per cent after year 7, then the present 
value of terminal value (TV) is:

The project’s NPV is: -3.5 + 17.7 = Rs 14.2 million. 
What will be project’s NPV if net cash flows remain constant 
after year 7? It will be: -3.5 + (11.5/.25) ' .210 = -3.5 + 9.66 
= Rs 6.2. It is also likely that due to competitive pressure, 
sales and cash flows may decline. As a pessimistic forecast, 
suppose that cash flows will decline at 5 per cent per annum, 
then the project’s NPV will be:

NPV —3.5 + ^xli«1^2«
(1.25)7 .25 —(—.05)
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opportunities that this product will provide in introducing 
other new products in the future.

Cash Flow Estimates for 
Replacement Decisions
Replacement decisions include decisions to replace the 
existing assets with new assets. Firms undertake 
replacement decisions either for cost reduction or quality 
improvement or both. It is relatively easy to estimate cash 
flow for replacement decision. Generally, these decisions 
do not involve sales forecasts. They need an assessment 
of the possible cost savings or improvement in the quality 
of product, which, to a large extent, depends on the 
technical specifications of the equipments. In Illustration 
10.4, we show the cash flow calculations for a 
replacement decision.

ILLUSTRATION 10.4: Replacement Decision
Excel Engineering Company is considering replacement of 
one of its existing fabrication machines by a new machine, 
which is expected to cost Rs 160,000. The existing machine 
has a book value of Rs 40,000, and can be sold for Rs 20,000 
now. It is good for the next 5 years and is estimated to 
generate annual cash revenues of Rs 200,000 and incur 
annual cash expenses of Rs 140,000. If sold after 5 years, the 
salvage value of the existing machine can be expected to be 
Rs 2,000. The new machine will have a life of 5 years. It is 
expected to save costs and improve the quality of the 
product that would help to increase sales. The new machine 
will yield annual cash revenues of Rs 250,000 and incur 
annual cash expenses of Rs 130,000. The estimated salvage 
value of the new machine is Rs 8,000.

Excel Company pays tax at 35 per cent, and can write 
off depreciation at 25 per cent on the written-down value of 
the asset. The company’s opportunity cost of capital is 20 
per cent. Should Excel place the existing machine? Assume 
that there is no inflation.

Given the information, we can compute the incremental 
cash flows of the replacement decision. Table 10.8 shows 
the computation of net cash flows and net present value. 
Cash flows with - (minus) signs are outflows and those with 
+ (plus) signs are inflows.

The following steps are involved in the computation of 
net cash flows:

Initial investment The initial investment of the new 
machine will be reduced by the cash proceeds from the sale 
of the existing machine:

Gross investment in new machine -160,000
Salvage value of the existing machine 20,000
Net cash outlay -140,000

On the acquisition of the new machine and sale of old 
machine, the incremental gross block will be: Rs 140,000. 
Notice that taking the incremental gross block as Rs 140,000 
fully adjusts for the lost depreciation tax shield (DTS) on 
the salvage value and that it is not necessary to make any 
further adjustments while computing the initial outlay.

Annual cash flows from operations The annual cash 
flows are found on an incremental basis. The new machine 

will increase gross cash flows by Rs 60,000, which consists 
of revenues of Rs 50,000 and decrease in expenses of Rs 
10,000. Note that the decrease in expenses is an inflow. Net 
cash flows from operation are found by subtracting payment 
for taxes after considering incremental depreciation. Table 
10.7 shows the depreciation schedule for the incremental 
block of assets.

Table 10.7: Depreciation Schedule

= AEBIT (1 - T) + ADEP x T
Applying the formula to data for year 1 NCF is:
NOCF = [(250,000 - 200,000) - (130,000 - 140,000)

Year Differential Depreciation DDEP

1 35,000
2 26,250
3 19,687
4 14,765
5 11,074

Total depreciation 106,776 /
Book value after 5 years 33,224

140,000

We could use the following formula for computing net 
cash flows from operations:

ANOCF = (AREV - AEXP) (1 - T) + ADEP x T

(1 - 0.35) + (45,000 - 10,000) x 0.35
= [50,000 - (-10,000)] 0.65 + 35,000 x 0.35
= 39,000 + 12,250 = Rs 51,250

Similar computation can be made for other periods.
Terminal cashflows The firm can charge depreciation 

forever. Therefore, we need to calculate the value of 
depreciation tax shield (DTS) at the end of year 5. We can 
make the calculations of DTS as follows:

Depreciation tax shield at year 5

0.25 + 0.20
= 33.223x0.19444 = Rs 6,460

The old machine has a salvage value of Rs 20,000 and 
its book value is Rs 40,000. The firm can avail depreciation 
of the remaining book value (Rs 40,000 - Rs 20,000) of the 
old machine forever. Thus, the after-tax salvage value of the 
old machine now is more than Rs 20,000. This adjustment 
is made automatically when we calculate depreciation on 
the net block of assets (cost of new assets less salvage of the 
old asset). The net block incorporates adjustment of the old 
machine’s book value and salvage value.

Salvage value of the new and old machines after 5 years 
will affect cash flows in the last year. If the company decides 
to go for the new machine, it can expect to obtain a salvage 
value of Rs 8,000, but then it forgoes the option of receiving 
Rs 2,000 as the existing machine’s salvage value. Thus, the 
incremental cash proceeds from salvage value are Rs 6,000. 
In exchange for the salvage value, the firm will lose 
depreciation tax shield forever. Thus:

6,000 - [(.35 x ,25)/(.20 + .25)] x 6,000 = 6,000 -1,167
= Rs 4,833
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Table 10.8: Computation of NCF and NPV based on After-Tax Salvage Values

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5

'.-.vestment in new machine -160,000
S alvage value of old machine 20,000
Net cash outlay -140,000
Fash flows from operations
ZBDIT (1 - T) 39,000 39,000 39,000 39,000 39,000
-.cremental Depreciation 35,000 26,250 19,687 14,765 11,074

depreciation tax shield 12,250 9,188 6,890 5,168 3,876
Z epreciation tax shield at year end:
BV5 x [Td/(k + d)J = 33,223 x [(.35 x ,25)/(.2O + .25)] 6,460

Year-end incremental salvage value 6,000
L :st depreciation tax shield on incremental salvage value
SV5 x [Td/(k + d} = 6,000 x [(.35 x ,25)/(.20 + .25)] -1,167

Net cash flows -140,000 51,250 48,188 45,890 44,168 54,169
FIT at 20% 1.000 0.8333 0.6944 0.5787 0.4823 0.4019
.-resent value -140,000 42,707 33,462 26,557 21,302 21,771
'•TV +5,798

Table 10.9: Computation of NPV: Alternative Method

Year 0 Year 10

Incremental investment (Rs 160,000 - Rs 20,000)
FV of after-tax saving: 39,000 x 2.9906 (5-year annuity factor at 20%)
FV of perpetual depreciation tax shield (DTS) on incremental block of assets:

-140,000
116,634

PVDTSn
.35X.25
.25 + .20

x 140,000 = Rs 2 7,222

nsremental salvage value: 6,000 x 0.4019 (PV factor at year 5)
FV of lost DTS on incremental salvage value, year 5 : 1,167 x 0.4019 (PVF)

27,222

2,411
- 469

6,000
1,167

”VDTSn =

Net present value

•35x,25jx6,000 = Rs 1,167
25 + .20]

+5,798

The net cash flows and NPV of the replacement decision 
ill be as shown in Table 10.8.

There is a simple way of calculating NPV of the 
replacement decision in Illustration 10.4 as shown in Table 
10.9.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
lj

1 How is the terminal value of a new business calculated ?
2. How do cash flow estimates of a replacement decision 

differ from the cash flows of a new asset?
3. How will you calculate the differential after-tax salvage 

value in the case of a replacement decision?

ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF 
NCREMENTAL CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

The incremental principle should be carefully used in 
determining an investment's cash flows. All cash flows 
recurring because of the investment under consideration 
should be included. Cash flows, which would occur 
rtherwise, whether or not the project is undertaken, 

should not be taken into account Similarly, cash flows, 
which have occurred before the consideration of an 
investment, are irrelevant in taking the decision now. 
The following are the examples of some more aspects of 
incremental cash flow analysis.

Allocated Overheads
Firms generally have a practice of allocating budgeted 
general overheads to projects, including the new projects 
under consideration. Since the general overheads will 
be incurred whether or not the new projects are 
undertaken, those allocated overheads should be 
ignored in computing the net cash flows of an investment. 
However, some of the overheads may increase because 
of the new project; these specific to the project should be 
charged to the project. The incremental cash flow rule 
indicates that only incremental overheads are relevant.

The allocation of overheads is a difficult question in 
practice. One or two investment projects may not cause 
any change in overhead items such as supervision, rent, 
employees' welfare or accounting. But the cumulative 
effect of many investments may ultimately result in an 
increase in overheads. This creates a problem of cash
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flow estimation. It is difficult to know when the 
overheads will change. Efforts should be made to identify 
such changes so that they may be included in the 
calculation of net cash flows.

Opportunity Costs of Resources
Sometimes a proposed investment project may use the 
existing resources of the firm for which explicit, or 
adequate, cash outlays may not exist. The opportunity 
costs of such projects should be considered. Opportunity 
costs are the expected benefits, which the company would 
have derived from those resources if they were not 
committed to the proposed project. Assume, for example, 
that a company is considering a project, which requires 
7,000 cubic feet of area. Also suppose that the firm has 
10,000 cubic feet area available. What is the cost of the 
area available within the firm if it is used by the project? 
One answer could be that since no cash outlay is 
involved, therefore, no charges should be made to the 
project. But from the point of the alternative investment 
opportunity foregone by transferring this available area 
to the project, it seems desirable to charge the opportunity 
cost of the area to the project. Suppose that the company 
could rent the area at Rs 18 per cubic feet, and then Rs 
126,000 should be considered as the opportunity cost of 
using the area. The opportunity cost of other resources 
can also be computed in the same manner. It may be 
sometimes difficult to estimate opportunity cost. If the 
resources can be sold, its opportunity cost is equal to the 
market price. It is important to note that the alternative 
use rule is a corollary of the incremental cash flow rule.

Incidental Effects
An investment project under consideration may 
influence the cash flows of other investment 
opportunities, or the existing projects or products. The 
incremental cash flow rule applies here; it tells us to 
identify all cash flows, direct or incidental, occurring as 
a result of the acceptance of an investment opportunity. 
It is, therefore, important to note that all incidental effects, 
in terms of cash flows, should be considered in the 
evaluation of an investment opportunity. Let us take 
some examples to illustrate this point.

Contingent costs A company is contemplating setting 
up of a chemical plant in a remote, backward area of the 
State of Gujarat. The company can attract the working 
force for the plant only if it provides basic facilities such 
as residential houses, approach roads, schools and 
hospital to the employees. The estimates of cash flows of 
the chemical plant would include cash outlay to be 
incurred in creating these basic facilities for the 
employees.

Cannibalization A soft-drink manufacturer is 
considering the introduction of a new soft-drink, a low- 
calorie drink. The market research has indicated that 

the total market for soft drinks would be growing at JI 
per cent. The company's product, 'Sip-It', is antidp a - 
to capture 20 per cent of the total soft-drink market. It s- 
also revealed that one-sixth of the total volume of ~e 
new product would come from erosion of the compar ■ ’» 
one of the existing products, 'Fresh Cola', a high-calcne 
drink. The cash flow estimates of 'Sip-It' should indude 
this cannibalization effect, i.e., the lost contribution c t 
the existing product, 'Fresh Cola.' Let us add some more 
information to the present example. The managirc 
director of the soft drink company is not convinced that/ 
the sale of 'Fresh Cola' will be eroded because of the 
introduction of the new product, 'Sip-It.' His opinion is 
that if they do not introduce a low-calorie drink like 
'Sip- It', competitors would do so; therefore, sale of 'Fresh 
Cola' would be eroded, whether 'Sip-It' is introduced or 
not. If this is a correct information, then the lost 
contribution of 'Fresh Cola' cannot be considered in tb - 
evaluation of 'Sip-It'.

Revenue enhancement Consider yet another example 
A state government is considering the construction of a 
railroad bridge. In itself the construction of the bridge 
may not be beneficial. However, if the incidental effects 
such as the operation of railroad, are considered, the 
proposal may become enormously profitable. The cash 
flow estimates of constructing the bridge should include 
the net benefits of operating the railroad. Similarly, a 
new project may create opportunities for increasing the 
sale of existing products. Such benefits should be 
included in the cash flows of the new project.

Sunk Costs
Sunk costs are cash outlays incurred in the past. They 
are the results of past decisions, and cannot be changed 
by future decisions. Since they do not influence future 
decisions, they are irrelevant costs. They are unavoidable 
and irrecoverable historical costs; they should simply 
be ignored in the investment analysis.

To illustrate, let us assume in our preceding example 
of the soft drink that before deciding to introduce a new 
product, the company has conducted a market test. The 
results of the market test were found to be favourable. 
Should the company include the market test costs in the 
evaluation of the new product? The answer is no. The 
costs of the market test have already been incurred and 
they are sunk costs; the decision to introduce a new 
product cannot affect them. They are, therefore, irrelevant 
to the decision of introducing a new product.

Consider another example. A company set up a plant 
for a cost of Rs 200 million to manufacture ball bearings. 
The project proved to be bad for the company, and it 
started accumulating losses. The total outflows to-date 
is Rs 300 million. The company is thinking of 
abandoning the plant. Some executives consider it 
suicidal to abandon a plant on which Rs 300 million 
have already been spent. Others feel it equally unwise to 
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. jntinue with a plant, which has been incurring losses 
nd offers no possibility of any satisfactory return on 

that money spent. The arguments of both the groups do 
not make sense. The Rs 300 million spent by the 
. xmpany is a sunk cost; therefore, it is irrelevant. It is 
ilso not correct to discard the plant since it is not earning 
i satisfactory return on a sunken investment. The 
: tmpany should take the decision to sell or not to sell 
me plant today in light of the future cash flows and 
return.

Tax Incentives
In India, the government provides a number of tax 
renefits to firms to encourage capital investment. For 
example, there are tax incentives available for 
nfrastructure projects. In the past the most significant 
ncentives in India have been development rebate and 
- vestment allowance (withdrawn now) and benefits 
nder Sections 80HH and 801 of the Income Tax Act. 

The purpose of investment allowance was to encourage 
mvestment in fixed assets by the corporate sector for 
. rowth and development. It has also been withdrawn 
now.

There are or have been a number of tax and non-tax 
incentives available to a firm when it undertakes a new 
-a estment project. For projects in backward areas, the 
i?vernment provided interest free, non-refundable 
subsidy. Industrial undertakings set up in a specified 
-ackward area were allowed tax exemption for a part of 
rrofits. The sales tax deferral was also available to a 
._-Jt set up in a specific backward area.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

How should 'allocated' overhead be treated in an 
investment evaluation?

_ What are sunk costs ? Are they relevant in determining 
a project's cash flows? Why or why not?
Give an example of 'cannibalization' effect on a 
project's cash flows.

‘• VESTMENT DECISIONS UNDER 
NFLATION

* common problem, which complicates the practical 
r estment decision-making, is inflation. The rule of the 
nme is, as we shall emphasise in the following pages, 

: be consistent in treating inflation in the cash flows 
- d the discount rate.

Inflation is a fact of life all over the world. A double- 
: rate of inflation is a common feature in developing

.mtries. Because the cash flows of an investment project 
c c ar over a long period of time, a firm should usually 

re concerned about the impact of inflation on the 
beet's profitability. The capital budgeting results will 

be biased if the impact of inflation is not correctly 
factored in the analysis.

Business executives do recognize that inflation exists 
but they do not consider it necessary to incorporate 
inflation in the analysis of capital investment. They 
generally estimate cash flows assuming unit costs and 
selling price prevailing in year zero to remain imehanged. 
They argue that if there is inflation, prices can be 
increased to cover increasing costs; therefore, the impact 
on the project's profitability would be the same if they 
assume rate of inflation to be zero. This line of argument, 
although seems to be convincing, is fallacious for two 
reasons. First, the discount rate used for discounting 
cash flows is generally expressed in nominal terms. It 
would be inappropriate and inconsistent to use a 
nominal rate to discount constant cash flows. Second, 
selling prices and costs show different degrees of 
responsiveness to inflation. In the case of certain 
products, prices may be controlled by the government, 
or by restrictive competition, or there may exist a long
term contract to supply goods or services at a fixed price. 
The drugs and pharmaceutical industry is an example 
of controlled, slow-rising prices in spite of the rising 
general price level. Costs are usually sensitive to 
inflation. However, some costs rise faster than others. 
For example, wages may increase at a rate higher than, 
say, fuel and power, or even raw materials. There are yet 
examples of certain items, which are not affected by 
inflation. The depreciation tax shield remains 
unaffected by inflation since depreciation is allowed on 
the book value of an asset, irrespective of its replacement 
or market price, for tax purposes.

The working capital tied up in an investment project 
may also increase during inflationary conditions. 
Because of the increasing input prices and 
manufacturing costs, more funds may have to be tied up 
in inventories and receivable. The salvage value of the 
project may also be affected by inflation. In the period of 
rising prices, the firm may be able to sell an asset at the 
end of its useful life at a good price. A number of textile 
and engineering machineries have a good second-hand 
market in India. They can be sometimes sold at about 50 
per cent of replacement cost after having been used for 
a long period of time.

How should the rate of inflation be taken into 
account in the capital budgeting decisions? We should 
be consistent in treating inflation. Since the discount 
rate is market-determined, and it is therefore stated in 
nominal terms; then the cash flows should also be 
expressed in nominal terms. In other words, cash flows 
should reflect effect of inflation, when they are 
discounted by the inflation affected discount rate. We 
shall elaborate this point in the following section.

Nominal vs Real Rates of Return
Suppose a person—we call him Jose, deposits Rs 100 in 
the State Bank of India for one year at 10 per cent rate of 
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interest. This means that the bank agrees to return Rs 
110 to Jose after a year, irrespective of how much goods 
or services this money can buy for him. The sum of Rs 
110 is stated in nominal terms—the impact of inflation 
not separated. Thus, 10 per cent is a nominal rate of 
return on Jose's investment. Let us assume that the rate 
of inflation is expected to be 7 per cent next year. What 
does the rate of inflation imply? It means that prices 
prevailing today will rise by 7 per cent next year. In 
other words, a 7 per cent rate of inflation implies that 
what can be bought for Re 1 now can be bought for 
Rs 1.07 next year. We can thus say that the purchasing 
power of Rs 1.07 next year is the same as that of Re 1.00 
today. What is the purchasing power of Rs 110 received 
next year? It is Rs 110/1.07 = Rs 102.80; that is, the 
Rs 110 received next year can buy goods worth Rs 102.80 
now. The Rs 110 next year and Rs 102.80 today are 
equivalent in terms of the purchasing power if the rate 
of inflation is 7 per cent. The Rs 110 is expressed in 
nominal terms since they have not been adjusted for the 
effect of inflation. On the other hand, the Rs 102.80 are 
in real terms since they have been adjusted for the effect 
of inflation. Our investor, Jose, thus earns, 10 per cent 
nominal rate of return, but only 2.8 per cent real rate of 
return. It should be noted that the rate of inflation is an 
expected rate; therefore, the real rate of return is also 
expected. The actual rate of inflation may be different 
from the expected rate.

The opportunity cost of capital of a firm or project is 
generally market determined and is based on expected 
future returns. It is, therefore, usually expressed in 
nominal terms and reflects the expected rate of inflation. 
The opportunity cost of capital or the discount rate is a 
combination of the real rate (say, K) and the expected 
inflation rate (let us call it, alpha). This relationship, 
long ago recognised in the economic theory, is called the 
Fisher's effect. It may be stated as follows:

Nominal discount rate =(1 + Real discount rate)
x (1 + inflation rate) — 1

• k = (l + K)(l + a)-l (14)

If a firm expects a 10 per cent real rate of return from 
an investment project under consideration and the 
expected inflation rate is 7 per cent, the nominal required 
rate of return on the project would be:

k = (1.10)(1.07) -1 = 1.177 -1 = 0.177 or 17.7%

In practice, it is customary to add the real rate and 
the expected inflation rate to obtain the nominal required 
rate of return: k = K + a.

Equation (14) can be used to derive the real rate of 
return (K):

v 1.177 n . .,K =----------1 = 1.10-1= . ;
1.07

Let us consider some examples to s - 
concepts can be applied in practice to treat nlflH 
the investment decisions.6 Suppose a firm is :-araailH 
a project with the following cash flows, 
assumption that prices and costs increase at n*M  
rate, the firm follows the practice of stating cast 
the prices of period zero.

6. The analytical approach discussed here is based on Van Horne, J.C., A Note on Biases in Capital Budgeting Introduced by 
Inflation, Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 6 (March 1971); and Findlay, M.C. and A.W. Frankie, Capital Budgeting 
Procedure under Inflation.... Financial Management, Autumn, 1976, pp. 83-90. Also see Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial 
Finance, Dryden Press, 1986, pp. 153 55 for a similar discussion.

3
3,000

' -----------------------
0 1

flows -10,000 3,000
2

3,000 —

expresses th
f t .... ■

This means that cash flows are expressed hi 
terms. The firm's opportunity cost of capital, ■ 
market determined and is expressed in nominal n-ti 
is 14 per cent. Can the project's real cash flow s 1 
discounted at the 14% nominal rate of discount' Zejd 
the answer is no! It would be inconsistent to discsi 
the real cash flows of the project by the nominal disc :>m 
rate. If we do so, the NVP of the project, as calcua «■ 
below, will be biased:

NPV = £^--C0 = g ^000 -10,000
^(1 + k) 0 £((1.14) 

= 3,000(2.914) -10,000 = -Rs 1,258
The project shows a negative NPV and, then ■ 

would be rejected. But a bias has entered into the anal-, s 
The cash flows are in real terms while the discount n 
is in nominal terms. For a correct analysis, t*  
alternatives are available:

"Qz either the cash flows should be converted in 
nominal terms and then discounted at tl 
nominal required rate of return or 
the discount rate should be converted into re 
terms and used to discount the real cash flows

Let us assume that in our example the rate ot 
inflation is expected to be 7 per cent. Thus, the cash 
flows in nominal terms will be:

Cash Flows (Rs)

Year Real Inflation adjustment Nominal

0 - 10,000 -10,000 (1.07)° -10,000
1 3,000 3,000 (1.07)1 3,210
2 3,000 3,000 (1.07)2 3,435
3 3,000 3,000 (1.07)3 3,675
4 3,000 3,000 (1.07)4 3,932

If we discount these nominal cash flows at the 14 
per cent nominal discount rate, the NPV of the project 
will be:
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NPV = 10,000 + 3,210 -3,435
(1.14)+ (1.14)2

The NPV of the project is:

XTm, 3,092 3,189 3,292 3,402NPV = -10,000 + — + —   + —   + —  
(1.14) (1.14)2 (1.14)3 (1.14)4

= -10,000 + 2,712+2,452+2,222 + 2,014

= -10,000 + 9,400 =-Rs 6003

The NPV of the project is negative, so it should be 
rejected. Clearly, the effects of inflation on the cash outflows 
were far greater than on the cash inflows.

The computation shown in Illustration 10.6 can be 
written in the form of an equation as given below:8

NPV = y [(/)(! + «,)' -(O,)(l + «„)'](!-T) + T(DEPt) _
S (l+v

(16) 
where I is cash inflow, O,is cash outflow, a. is the inflation 
rate for cash inflows and a0 is the inflation rate for cash
outflows.

Let us summarize our discussion on the capital 
budgeting procedure under inflation. In the first 
instance when we discounted the real cash flows by the 
nominal rate (14%), we obtained a negative NPV 
(-Rs 1,258) of the project. This was a fallacious approach.

3,932
+ (1.14)4 S *

= -10,000 + 2,815 + 2,642 + 2,481 + 2,328

= -10,000+ 10,266 = Rs 266

.Alternatively, we can find out the real discount rate 
■' d discount the cash flows without converting them 
- : nominal terms. The real discount rate will be:

1.14K =------ 1 = 0.0654
1.07

The NPV of the Project will be:

n=4
NPV = ^

f=l

3,000
(1.0654)'

10,000

= Rs 3,000(3.422) - Rs 10,000 = +Rs 266

Notice that the results under both alternatives are 
>me. The project's NPV is positive, so accept it. Always 

-.—ember: Discount nominal cashflows at nominal discount 
. : or discount real cashflows at real discount rate.

The NPV formula can be written as follows when 
□sr. flows and discount rates are expressed in nominal 
er ms:

NPV = f + -Co 
£(1+ £)'(!+a)' (15)

■mere K is the real discount rate, a is the expected
.ation rate and Cf is the series of real cash flows, using 

-- : mtion (15) in the example, we get:

Rs 3,000, (1.07)' 
(1.0654/(1.07)'

-10,000= Rs 266

Since the inflation factor in the numerator and 
denominator of Equation (15) is same, the formula 
becomes:

NPV = V—-----Co
Md + ^)z

Thus it is obvious that when the expected inflation 
-ite is properly reflected in the cash flow estimates and 
me discount rate, the resulting NPV is stated both in 
■:=1 and nominal terms,7 and it is free of inflation bias.

Let us now consider a complex example involving 
— ultiple inflation rates.

ILLUSTRATION 10.5: Multiple Inflation Rates
insider the same example as above. Now we assume that 

:.rsh inflows are subject to an inflation rate of 7 per cent and 
: ish outflows to 8 per cent. The project provides annual 

cash inflow of Rs 3,000 in real terms and involves an outlay 
of Rs 10,000. For simplicity let us assume that depreciation 
is charged on straight-line basis, and the salvage value of 
the asset is zero. The nominal discount rate is 14 per cent, 
reflecting a 7 per cent general inflation. Assume that tax 
rate is 60 per cent. The details about the net cash inflows 
(annual) at today’s price are as follows:

Cash sales 7,000
Cash expenses - 3,250
Profit before tax 3,750
Tax at 60% -2,250
Profitaftertax 1,500
Depreciation tax shield (.60 x 2,500) 1,500
Net cash flows 3,000

The cash inflows and outflows should be subjected to 
their respective inflation rates to compute unbiased NPV. 
The nominal cash flows are calculated below:

Cash Flows (Rs)

c. c2 c3
Cash inflows (a =7%) 7,490 8,014 8,575 9,176
Cash outflows (a = 8%) 3,510 3,791 4,094 4,422
Profit before taxes 3,980 4,223 4,481 4,754
Taxes @ 60% 2,388 2,534 2,689 2,852
Profit after taxes 1,592 1,689 1,792 1,902
Depreciation tax shield 

(Rs 2,500 x 0.60) 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
Net cash inflows 3,092 3,189 3,292 3,402

’. Findlay and Frankie, op. cit., 1976, pp. 83-90.
5. Copeland, T.E. and J.F. Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 1983, p. 39.
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Excel Application 10.1
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS UNDER INFLATION .........

The Excel worksheet makes cash flow analysis very 
easy. Let us illustrate the use of Excel worksheet in 
investment analysis. Suppose a firm is considering 
introducing a new product. The basic assumptions 
are shown in the worksheet in column A and column 
B. The equipment will cost Rs 800,000 and it will 
have a life of 8 years. Salvage value is assumed to be 
zero. The firm will be able to sell 100,000 units of the 
product at Rs 12 per unit. The variable cost per unit 
is expected to be Rs 6 and total fixed cost Rs 300,000. 
Written down value depreciation rate is 25 per cent, 
tax rate is 45 per cent and the real required rate of 
return is 8 per cent. The inflation rate is expected to 
be 5 per cent per annum.

The worksheet shows the calculation of cash 
flows. Revenues depend on volume, price and 
inflation. Enter the formula for revenues in cell D18 
as: =$B$8*$B$4*(1+$B$9) AD16 and copy it to cell E18 
through K18. You can similarly enter formula for 
variable costs and fixed costs. Depreciation depends 
on the equipment's book value and the depreciation 
rate. For depreciation, enter formula in cell D22 as: 
=(1-$B$7)AC16*$B$2*$B$7  and copy to other cells. 
Working capital depends on sales and the working 
capital ratio. Since sales are adjusted for inflation 
and working capital is a fixed percentage of sales, 

the working capital calculation automatically 
accounts for inflation. Remember to adjust cash flows 
for the changes in working capital rather than the 
absolute amount of working capital. Also remember 
to account for the release for net working capital at 
the end of the equipment's life. We have ignored the 
tax effect of the remaining book value of the equipment 
at the end of its life for simplifying the example.

Once you have estimated the cash flow, you can 
use the Excel built in formula for calculating NPV 
and IRR. For calculating NPV, you are the discount 
rate. Since the cash flows are in nominal terms, you 
should use the nominal cost of capital as the discount 
rate. Recall that nominal discount rate is calculated 
as: (1 + real cost) x (1 + inflation) -1. This formula is 
used to calculate the nominal cost of capital in cell 
B13. Now we can enter the NPV formula in cell C30 
as: = NPV(B13,D29:K29)+C29. The project has a 
positive NPV of Rs 926,77; it should be accepted. For 
calculating IRR, enter the IRR formula in cell C31 as: 
=IRR(C29:K29). The project's IRR of 15.4 per cent is 
higher than the required rate of return of 13.4 per 
cent. The advantage of using the Expel worksheet is 
that you can change any of the assumptions and see 
its impact on NPV or IRR.

A B C D E F G H I J K
1 Basic Assumptions
2 Equipment cost (Rs) 800,00(
3 Equipment life (years) 8
4 Selling price (Rs) 12
5 Variable cost per unit (Rs) 6
6 Fixed cost (Rs) 300.00(
7 WDV depreciation 25%
8 Volume (units) 100,00(
9 Inflation 5%
10 Working capital ratio 30% l=(l- B12)*(l+B
11 Tax rate 45% /
12 Real cost of capital 8%
13 Nominal cost of capital 13.4%

--------------

14 |=$BS8»$BS 4*(1+$BS9) 'di4 |=$r $8*$B$5*( +SB$9)AD1 F~

15 Cash Flow Analysis \ / (Rs)
16 Year 0 \ 1 A 3 4 5 6 7 8
17 Equipment cost -800,00(1 /
18 Revenue 1,260,000 1^23.000 1,389,150 1,458,608 1,531.538 1,608,115 1,688,521 1,772,947
19 Less: Variable costs 630,000 k 661,500 694.575 729,304 765,769 804,057 844,260 886,473
20 Contribution [=$ 3$6*(1+$B .9)-ci<4\ 630,000 661,500 694,575 729,304 765,769 804,057 844,260 886,473
21 Less: Fixed costs *315,000 330,750 347,288 364,652 382,884 402,029 422,130 443,237
22 Less: depreciation [~(1 $B S7)AC16*$l $2*$B$7  j -►200.000 150,000 112,500 84,375 63,281 47,461 35,596 26,697
23 Profit before tax 115,000 180,750 234,788 280,277 319,603 354,568 386,534 416,540
24 Tax 51,750 81,338 105,654 126,125 143,821 159,555 173,940 187,443
25 Profit after tax |=D18*$i JS10 I 63,250 99,413 129,133 154,152 175,782 195,012 212,594 229,097
26 Add: depreciation 200,000 150,000 112,500 84,375 63,281 47,461 35,596 26,697
27 Working capital 3>8,000 396,900 416.745 437,582 459.461 482,434 506,556 531,884 0
28 Less : Increase in WC 378,000 18,900 19,845 20,837 21,879 22,973 24,122 25,328 -531,884
29 Net cash flows -1,178,000 244,350 229,568 220,796 216,648 216,090 218,351 222,862 787,678
30 NPV 96,772 —H=ni V(A13,D2S :K29)+C29|
31 IRR L=IRR(C2 9.K29) 2H“► 15.4%
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'■_-ce the discount rate was in nominal terms, the cash
: ■vs should also have been restated in nominal terms.

> hen we did that, the project yielded a positive net 
present value (+Rs 266). The same results were obtained 
w hen the real cash flows were discounted at the real 
-ate. Thus, a profitable project would have been rejected 
_ inflation were not properly taken into account. When 
.-f.ation is not consistently treated it introduces a bias 
- the investment decisions, and leads to unsound 
i_ acation of funds. Finally, we assumed the components 
f the cash flows and the discount rate to be affected 

ihferently by inflation. It was assumed that increases in 
-ts (outflows) could not be entirely covered by 

-creases in prices (inflows). As a result, the project, 
meh had a positive NPV under the assumption of same 

-flation effects for the components of cash flows, 
snowed a negative NPV. How would the NPV of the 
7 reject be affected by inflation depends on the magnitude 
:: inflation rates affecting various components of the 
msh flows.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1 What is inflation?
What is the difference between nominal and real rates 
of return?

3. Explain Fisher's effect.
4. How should inflation be treated in the investment 

evaluation?

FINANCING EFFECTS IN
INVESTMENT EVALUATION

bi our discussion so far, we have ignored the question of 
financing an investment project in the computation of 
new cash flows. We have implicitly assumed that the 
:rm undertaking the project is a pure-equity financed 
firm and therefore, the project is subject only to business 
risk. The opportunity cost.of capital as the discount rate 
reflects the business risk of the project. Hence the NPV 
:f the project does not include the financing effect.

A firm in practice may finance an investment project 
either by debt or partly by debt and partly by equity. 

How should we treat the financing effect in the 
investment evaluation? Should the proceeds of debt and 
equity and payments of interest, dividends and principal 
be considered in the computation of the investment's 
net cash flows? According to the conventional capital 
budgeting approach in which the discount rate is 
adjusted for financing effects, cash flows should not be 
adjusted for the financing effects. The firm should not 
treat the debt and equity proceeds as the investment's 
inflows nor should it recognize payments of interest, 
dividends and principal as outflows. Thus, unlike in 
the computation of the accounting profit, the net cash 
flows of an investment do not incorporate interest 
charges and their tax shield. The net cash flows are 
defined as the free cash flows and calculated as follows:

ANCF = AEBIT( 1 - T) + ADEP - ANWC - AC APEX

The adjustment for the financing effect is made in 
the discount rate. The firm's weighted average cost of 
capital (WACC) is used as the discount rate.9 When we 
discount an investment's free cash flows by the weighted 
average cost of debt and equity, we are in fact ensuring 
that the investment yields enough cash flows to make 
payments of interest and repayment of principal to 
creditors and dividends to shareholders. Any cash flows 
remaining after servicing debt and equity capital is an 
addition to the wealth of shareholders. It is important to 
note that this approach of adjusting for the finance effect 
is based on the assumptions that:

9. Van Horne, op. cit., pp. 653-58, and Weston and Copeland, op. cit., 1986, pp.153-55.

The investment project has the same business 
risk as the firm.
The investment project does not cause any 
change in the firm's target capital structure.

These assumptions may be valid for small projects, 
but not in the case of large projects, which may have 
different business risk and debt capacity. We shall 
discuss later on the limitations of WACC approach and 
the alternative approaches of handling the financing 
effect.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is a pure-equity financed firm?
2. Why and how are financing and investment decisions 

separated in the investment analysis?
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The estimation of cash flows, though difficult, is the most crucial step in investment analysis.
Profits vs cashflows: Cash flows are different from profits. Profit is not necessarily a cash flow; it is the differedce 
between revenue earned and expenses incurred rather than cash received and cash paid. Also, in the calculaticr 
profits, an arbitrary distinction between revenue expenditure and capital expenditure is made.
Incremental cashflows: Cash flows should be estimated on an incremental basis. Incremental cash flows are foun z 
out by comparing alternative investment projects. The comparison may simply be between cash flows with z~ z 
without the investment proposal under consideration when real alternatives do not exist.
Components of cash flows: Three components of cash flows can be identified: (1) initial investment, (2) annual casri 
flows, and (3) terminal cash flows.
Initial investment: Initial investment will comprise the original cost (including freight and installation charges) of the 
project, plus any increase in working capital. In the case of replacement decision, the after-tax salvage value of the 
old asset should also be adjusted to compute the initial investment.
Net cashflow: Annual net cash flow is the difference between cash inflows and cash outflows including taxes. Ta •- 
computations are based on accounting profits. Care should be taken in properly adjusting depreciation while 
computing net cash flows.
Depreciation is a non-cash item, but it affects cash flows through tax shield. The following formula can be used t 
calculate change in net cash flows from operations:

ANCF = AEBIT(1 - T) + ADEP
Working capital and capital expenditure: In practice, changes in working capital items — debtors (receivables), creditc rs 
(payable) and stock (inventory) — affect cash flows. Also, the firm may be required to incur capital expenditure 
during the operation of the investment project. Therefore, the following formula should be used to compute the 
investment's net cash flows or free cash flows:

FCF = ANCF = AEBIT( 1 - T) + ADEP - ANWC - ACAPEX
Free cash flows and the discount rate: Free cash flows are available to service both the shareholders and the debt 
holders. Therefore, debt flows (interest charges and repayment of principal) are not considered in the computation 
of free cash flows. The financing effect is captured by the firm's weighted cost of debt and equity, which is used tc 
discount the project's cash flows. This approach is based on two assumptions: (1) the project'sriskis the same as the 
firm's risk, and (2) the firm's debt ratio is constant and the project's debt capacity is the same as the firm's.
Terminal cashflows are those, which occur in the project's last year in addition to annual cash flows. They would 
consist of the after-tax salvage value of the project and working capital released (if any). In case of replacement 
decision, the foregone salvage value of old asset should also be taken into account.
Terminal value of a new product may depend on the cash flows, which could be generated much beyond the assumed 
analysis or horizon period. The firm may make a reasonable assumption regarding the cash flow growth rate after 
the horizon period and use the following formula for calculating terminal value:

NCF„(l + g)
1 k~g

The term incremental cash flows should be interpreted carefully. The concept should be extended to include the 
opportunity cost of the existing facilities used by the proposal. Sunk costs and allocated overheads are irrelevant 
in computing cash flows. Similarly, a new project may cannibalise sales of the existing products. The project's cash 
flows should be adjusted for the reduction in cash flows on account of the cannibalisation.
Inflation: The NPV rule gives correct answer to choose an investment under inflation if it is treated consistently in 
cash flows and discount rate. The discount rate is a market-determined rate and therefore, includes the expected 
inflation rate. It is thus generally stated in nominal terms. The cash flows should also be stated in nominal terms to 
obtain an unbiased NPV. Alternatively, the real cash flows can be discounted at the real discount rate to calculate 
unbiased NPV. The following equation gives the relationship between nominal and real cost of capital: 
Nominal discount rate:

o

o

= (1 +/eal discount rate) (1 + inflation rate) -1
_ ... 1 + nominal discount rate .
Real discount rate =-------------- ----------------------1

1 + inflation rate
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KEY CONCEPTS
Accrual concept
Block of assets

1 Cannibalization
1 Capital expenditure 
Capitalized expenses 
Cash flow from operation 
Contingent costs

Depreciation
Depreciation tax shield 
Free cash flow
Incremental cash flow 
Inflation
Investment allowance 
Nominal cash flows

Nominal discount rate
Opportunity cost 
Profit
Real cash flows
Real discount rate 
Revenue expenditure 
Salvage value

Sunk cost
Terminal cash flow
Terminal value
Value additivity 
Written-down value

J

9

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4&5

(1) Payback
Project A:

= 3 y years or 3 years and 5 months

Project B:
Rs 4,000 + Rs 2,500 + Rs 2,000 = Rs 8,500 recovered in 

three years.
The remaining amount of Rs 10,000 - Rs 8,500 = 

Rs 1,500 to be recovered in the fourth year. Thus,

Average Income = [(4,000 - 2,000) (1 - .5)
+ (4,000-2,000) (1-.5)
+ (4,000-2,000) (1-.5)
+ (4,000-2,000) (1-.5)
+ (4,000-2,000) (1 —,5)-s-5

nD Rs 10,000
r n =----------------------

Rs 3,000
1

= 3 - years or 3 years and 4 months

■■■■■■■■
PROBLEM 10.1 A company is considering two 

mutually exclusive projects. Both require an initial cash 
:utlay of Rs 10,000 each, and have a life of five years. The 
company’s required rate of return is 10 per cent and pays 
tax at a 50 per cent rate. The projects will be depreciated on 
a straight-line basis. The before taxes cash flows expected 
to be generated by the projects are as follows:

Project
Before-tax Cash Flow [Bs]

1 2 3 4 5

A 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
B 6,000 3,000 2,000 5,000 5,000

Calculate for each project: (1) the payback, (2) the 
average rate of return, (3) the net present value and 
profitability index, and (4) the internal rate of return. Which 
project should be accepted and why?

SOLUTION: NCF = EBDIT (1 - T) + T x DEP

EBDIT is earnings before depreciation, interest and tax and 
in the absence of changes in working capital is treated equal 
•_o before-tax (operating) cash flows. The annual straight- 
line depreciation for projects A and B is: Rs 10,000 + 5 
= Rs 2,000.

Net cash flow
Project A:

NCF = (Rs 4,000) (l-0.5) + 0.5 (Rs 2,000)
= Rs 2,000 +Rs 1,000= Rs 3,000

NCF of Rs 3,000 is an annuity for 5 years.
Project B:

NCF = (Rs 6,000) (l-0.5) + 0.5 (Rs 2,000) 
= Rs 3,000+Rs 1,000 = Rs 4,000

NCF = (Rs 3,000) (l-0.5) + 0.5 (Rs 2,000) 
= Rs 1,500+Rs 1,000 = Rs 2,500

NCF = (Rs 2,000) (1-0.5J + 0.5 (Rs 2,000) 
= Rs 1,000+Rs 1,000 = Rs 2,000

NCF = (Rs 5,000) (l-0.5) + 0.5 (Rs 2,000)
= Rs 2,500+Rs 1,000 = Rs 3,500

(2) Average Rate of Return
Net (accounting) income can be calculated by using the 

following equation:

Net income = (EBDIT - DEP) (1 - T)

Project A:

Average Income = (Rs 1,000 + Rs 1,000 + Rs 1,000 
+ Rs 1,000 +Rs 1,000)-s-5

= Rs 1,000
Average Investment = Rs 10,000/2 = Rs 5,000

ARR = Rs 1,000/Rs 5,000
= 0.20 or 20%
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Project B:

Average Income = [(6,000 - 2,000) (1 - .5)
+ (3,000-2,000)(l-.5)
+ (2,000-2,000)(l-.5)
+ (5,000 — 2,000) (1-.5)
+ (5,000-2,000)(l-.51-S-5

Average Income = (Rs 2,000 + Rs 500
+ Rs 1,500 +Rs 1,5

= Rs 1,100
Average Investment = Rs 10,000 + 2 = Rs

ARR = Rs 1,100/Rs 5,000
= 0.22 or 22%

(3) Net Present Value and Profitability Index
Project A:

NPV = Rs 3,000 (PVAF5 010)-Rs 10,000

= Rs 3,000x3.791 —Rs 10,000 = Rs 1,373
PI = Rs 11,373+-Rs 10,000 = 1.137

ProjectB:

NPV = [Rs 4,000 (PVF1010) + Rs 2,500 (PVF2 0,10)

+ Rs 2,000 (PVF3 010) + Rs 3,500 (PVF4i0.10)

+ Rs 3,500 (PVF5 0 10)] — Rs 10,000

= [Rs 4,000x0.909 + Rs 2,500x0.826
+ Rs 2,000x0.751 + Rs 3,500x0.683
+ Rs 3,500x 0.621] — Rs 10,000

= Rs 1,767
PI = Rs 11,767+-Rs 10,000 = 1.77

You can find NPV using the Excel worksheet and the 
Excel built in formulae for NPV and IRR:

= NPV (discount rate, cash flows, year 1 to year n) 
+ investment (with negative sign)

= IRR (cash flows, year 0 to year n)
(4) Internal Rate of Return
Project A:

0.019
0.078

From Table D, we find that the nearest factor is 3.352 at 
15 per cent. At 16 per cent, the factor is 3.274. Thus the true 
rate lies between 15-16 per cent. By interpolation, we find 
IRR as:

PVAF required 3.333~~^^
^>0.019

PVAF at 15% 3.352<C^
2^>O.O78

PVAF at 16% 3.274'"'^

0 019
IRR = 15% + 1% ------ = 15.24%

0.078
You can use the Excel worksheet and the Excel buih 

function to calculate IRR of an annuity. The formula is as 
follows:

= RATE (Nper, Pmt, PV, FV, Type)
Nper is the number of period; Pmt is annuity-paymen: 

(receipt) per period; PV is the investment today; FV is tl 
future value which will be taken as zero and Type 
beginning of the period (1) or end-of-the-year (0) payrm 
or receipt. Using the numbers in our illustration, IRR 
calculated as follows:

= RATE (5,3000, -10,00,000) = 15.24%
Project B:
Since the cash flows of Project B are uneven we wil 

have to use trial and error method. Let us try 20 per cent 
rate of discount. At 20 percent, NPV = -Rs 684. Since NF' 
is negative at 20 per cent, we should try a lower rate. At1 I 
per cent, NPV = - Rs 284. NPV is still negative, therefore. 
us try 16 per cent rate of discount. At 16 per cent, NPV s 
+ Rs 186. It is clear that the rate should lie between 16—11

470

per cent. By interpolation, we get
PV required Rs 10,000

186
PV at 16% 10,186

470
PV at 18% 9,716

IRR = 16% + 2%— = 16.79%

Which project should be preferred? According to tl 
DCF methods, Project B is more profitable. Therefore, 
should be preferred over Project A. TheARR method alsc 
indicates choice of Project B while payback shows 
preference for Project A. Both these methods (ARR an: 
payback) are theoretically unsound.

PROBLEM 10.2 A company is faced with the problem 
of choosing between two mutually exclusive projects. 
Project A requires a cash outlay of Rs 100,000 and cash 
running expenses of Rs 35,000 per year. On the other hans 
Project B will cost Rs 150,000 and require cash running 
expenses of Rs 20,000 per year. Both the machines have an 
eight-year life. Project A has a Rs 4,000 salvage value anc 
Project B has Rs 14,000 salvage value. The company’s tax 
rate is 50 per cent and has a 10 per cent required rate of 
return. Assume depreciation on straight-line basis and no 
tax on salvage values of assets. Which project should be 
accepted?
SOLUTION:
We can work with the cash flows of Project (B - A).

Net Cash Outlay (B-A)

ANCO = Rs 150,000 - Rs 100,000 = Rs 50,000

Incremental depreciation (B-A)

A DEP = Rs 50,000/8 = Rs 6,250



= 6%+ 0.39% = 6.39%

(b)

(c)

(d)

155 140 130 125 110 180

IRR = 6%+2%

Net Cash Flows (Annual) (B-A)

A NCF = (A Cash savings) (1 - T] + T(DEP)
= (35,000-20,000) (1-0.5) + 0.5 (6,250)
= Rs 7,500 + Rs 3,125 = Rs 10,625

Terminal Cash Flow (B-A)
Incremental salvage value

= Rs 14,000 - Rs 4,000 = Rs 10,000
Net Present Value (B-A)
NPV = -50,000 + 10,625 x 5.3349 + 10,000 x 0.4665 

= + Rs 11,348
Note: Book values of both projects are zero after 8 years. 

Therefore, entire differential salvage value is a gain. No tax 
: n this gain is assumed.

PROBLEM 10.3 A company is considering a proposal 
:: installing a drying equipment. The equipment would 
s'. olve a cash outlay of Rs 600,000 and working capital of 

Rs 80,000. The expected life of the project is 6 years without 
y salvage value. Assume that the company is allowed to 

narge depreciation on straight-line basis for tax purposes, 
md that the tax rate is 50 per cent. The estimated before-tax 
:+sh flows are given below:

(Rs ’000]

Before-tax Cash Flows
Year 12 3 4 5 6

210 180 160 150 120 100

If the company’s opportunity cost of capital is 12 per
rent, calculate the equipment’s net present value and 
internal rate of return.
SOLUTION:

Equipment’s initial cost: Rs 600,000 + Rs 80,000 
= Rs 680,000
Annual straight line depreciation: Rs 600,000/6 
= Rs 100,000
Net cash flows can be calculated as follows:

Before-tax cash flows (1 - T) + Tax x Depreciation NPV 
calculation are given below:

(Rs ’000]

Cash Flows
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Initial cost - 680
2. Before-tax 210 180 160 150 120 100

cash flows
3. Tax at 50% 105 90 80 75 60 50
4. After-tax 105 90 80 75 60 50

cash flows
5. Depreciation 50 50 50 50 50 50

tax shield:
TxDEP

6. Working
capital released

7. Net cash flows: _
(4 + 5 + 6) - 680_________________________________

8. PVF at 12% 1.000 0.8930.7970.7120.6360.5670.507
9. PV (6x7) - 680
10. NPV - 104
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Since the equipment has a negative NPV, its IRR would 
be less than the opportunity cost of capital (12 per cent). At 
8 per cent trial rate NPV is - Rs 33 and at 6 per cent +Rs 8. 
Thus the true IRR lies between 6 and 8 per cent:

<688-647?

PROBLEM 10.4 Television Ltd is a highly profitable 
firm, it has a proposal for manufacturing car televisions. 
The project would involve cost of plant of Rs 500 lakh (or 
Rs 55 million), installation cost of Rs 100 lakh and working 
capital of Rs 125 lakh. The annual capacity of the plant is to 
manufacture 20,000 sets. The price per set in the first year 
would be Rs 12,000. The variable cost to sales ratio is 
expected to be 65 per cent. The fixed cost per annum would 
be Rs 300 lakh (excluding depreciation). The company 
would have to incur promotion expenditure of Rs 120 lakh 
in the first year. Written-down depreciation rate for tax 
purposes is 25 per cent. Working capital requirement is 
estimated to be 25 per cent of sales. The company expects 
that the plant’s capacity utilization over its economic life of 
7 years will be as follows:

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Capacity utilization (%) 40 40 50 75 100 100 100

The terminal value of the project is expected to be 20 
per cent of its original cost. (1) Calculate the project’s NPV 
assuming a target rate of return of 14 per cent. The corporate 
tax rate of 35 per cent and profit from the sale of the asset is 
taxed as ordinary income. (2) How will NPV change if you 
consider the tax effects on the remaining book value and 
salvage value as per the current tax laws in India?
SOLUTION:
(1) Project’s NPV is almost equal to zero. Its IRR is about 14 
per cent which is equal to the discount rate.
Assumptions:

(a) The company incurs losses in the first two years. It 
is assumed that the losses can be set-off against the 
company’s other profitable operations. Thus, tax 
savings are assumed.
Net working capital is assumed to be released at 
the end of the project’s economic life.
Depreciation has been calculated at 25 per cent on 
the assets’ written-down value. Book value at the 
end would be: Rs 80 lakh.
Salvage value has been calculated on the cost of 
plant (excluding installation cost) 0.2 x Rs 500 lakh 
= 100 lakh. The after-tax salvage value is:

SV - T (SV - BV) = 100 - 0.35 (100 - 80) = Rs 93 lakh 
(2) Current tax laws: remaining book value, salvage value 
and taxes

Remaining book value: BV7 = (1 - 0.25)7 x 600
= Rs 80 lakh

Salvage value: SV7 = Rs 100 lakh
The after-tax salvage value will be: SV - PVDTS (SV - 

BV) = 100 - (0.35 x 0.25)/(0.14 + 0.25) x (100 - 80) = 
Rs 95.53 lakh.
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(Rs lakh)

Year 0
Cash Flows
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Capacity (%) 40 40 50 75 100’ 100 100
Units (’000) 8 8 10 15 20 20 20
Sales 960 9601200 1800 2400 2400 2400
Less: Variable 624 624 780 1170 1560 1560 1560
cost

Contribution
Less: Fixed

336 336 420 630 840 840 840

cost 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
Less: 120
Promotion expd.

PBDIT -84 36 120 330 540 540 540
Less: 150 113 84 63 47 36 270
Depreciation
PBIT -234 -77 36 267 493 504 513
Less: -82* -27 * 12 93 172 177 180
Tax, 52%
PAT -152 -50 23 173 320 328 334
Add-. 150 113 84 63 47 35 27
Depreciation

Funds from -2 63 108 237 368 363 360
operations

Change -125 --115 0 -60 -150 -150 0 0
in NWC
Investment-600
After-tax 

salvage value 93
Release of NWC 600
NCF -725 --117 63 48 87 218 363 1053

1.000 0.877 0.7695 0.675 0.592 0.519 0.455 0.3996PVF
at 14%

PV of
cashflows -725 -103 48 32

NPV 4
IRR 14.14%

51 113 166 421

* Tax credit assumed.
If we consider DTS on the remaining book value and 

salvage value as per the current Indian laws, NPV will 
increase marginally as after-tax salvage value is higher by 
Rs 2.53 lakh.

PROBLEM 10.5 A cosmetic company is considering 
to introduce a new lotion which is useful both in winters 
and summers. The manufacturing equipment will cost 
Rs 560,000. The expected life of the equipment is 8 years. 
The company is thinking of selling the lotion in a single 
standard pack of 50 grams at Rs 12 each pack. It is estimated 
that variable cost per pack would be Rs 6 and annual fixed 
cost, Rs 450,000. Fixed cost includes (straight-line) 
depreciation of Rs 70,000 and allocated overheads of 
Rs 30,000. The company expects to sell 100,000 packs of 
the lotion each year. Assume that the tax rate is 45 per cent 
and straight-line depreciation is allowed for tax purposes. 
If the opportunity cost of capital is 12 per cent, should the 
company manufacture the lotion? Also calculate the time- 
adjusted break-even point.

SOLUTION:
Allocated overheads (Rs 30,000 included in the fixed costs 
are irrelevant for the project under consideration since they 
are not specific to it, and they would be incurred whether 
or not the project is undertaken.

The annual after-tax cash flows would be:
NCF = [Units (Selling price - Variable cost)

— Fixed cost] (1 - Tax rate) + Depreciation

= [100,000(12-6)-420,000] (1 -0.45) + 70,000
= 180,000 x 0.55 + 70,000 = Rs 169,000

NPV = -560,000 +169,000 x PVF Ao> 12>B

= -560,000x169,000x4,968 = + Rs 279, 592 

IRR for the project is 25.2 per cent.
B/E point in terms of NPV = 0 is calculated below:

NPV = [{Q(12-6) - 420,000}(l - 0.45)
+ 70,000] x 4,968 - 560,000

= 0
= [(6Q — 420,000) xO.55+ 70,000]

x 4,968-560,000
= 0
= 16.3944Q-l,147,608+347,760-560,000
= 0

16.3944Q =1,359,848
Q = 82,946 packs.

PROBLEM 10.6 ABC Company purchased a machine 
three years ago at a cost of Rs 10,000. The machine had a 
life of 8 years at the time of its purchase. It is being 
depreciated on straight-line basis for the purpose of taxes. 
The company is thinking of replacing it with a new machine 
costing Rs 20,000 with an expected 5-year life. The profit 
before depreciation is estimated to increase by Rs 2,440 a 
year. Assume that the old and new machines will be 
depreciated on straight-line basis for tax purposes. The 
salvage value of the new machine is anticipated as Rs 2,500 
after 5 years. The market value of the old machine today is 
Rs 11,500. It is estimated to have zero salvage value after 5 
years. The corporate income tax rate may be assumed as 30 
per cent. Further, the long-term capital gain tax rate 20 per 
cent. The amount in excess of the original cost is treated as 
the long-term capital provided the asset is held, at least, for 
one year. The short-term capital gains are treated as ordinary 
income and taxed at 30 per cent. The company’s after-tax 
cost of capital is 12 per cent. Should the new machine be 
bought?

SOLUTION:
The depreciated value of the old machine today is Rs 6,250 
as shown below:

The total proceeds from the sale of the old machines 
Rs 11,500. The total book profit is: 11,500 - 6,250 = 
Rs 5,250. Of this profit, Rs 1,500 (i.e., Rs 11,500-10,000) is 
long-term capital gain and remaining Rs 3,750 is short-term 
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capital gain (treated as ordinary income). Thus, the after
rax sale proceeds are:

= 11,500 - 0.20 x 1,5000 - 0.30 x 3,750 = Rs 10,075

'.ear Depreciation (15%) Book-value (balance)

0 — 10,000
1 1,250 8,500
2 1,250 7,500
3 1,250 6,250

New machine costs Rs 20,000. If it is acquired, the old 
machine will be sold. Thus the net cash outlay will be as 
given below.

Net cash outlay
Cost of new machine Rs 20,000
Less: Total sale proceeds of old machine 10,075
After tax Rs 9,925
Differential depreciation The differential 

incremental) depreciation base will be: cost of new 
machine minus the depreciated value of the old machine: 
Rs 20,000 - Rs 6,250 = Rs 13,750. The differential straight- 
line depreciation will be:

Rs 13,750/5 = Rs 2,750
Annual cashflows Net cash flows

= Profit before depreciation and tax x (1 Tax rate) 
+ Tax rate x differential depreciation

= 2,440 x (1 - 0.30) + 0.30 x 2,750 = Rs 2,533
Terminal cash flows The salvage value of the new 

machine is Rs 2,500. Since the asset is fully depreciated, the 
cook profit is Rs 2,500. The after-tax salvage value will be:

After-tax salvage value = SV - T (SV - BV)
= Rs 2,500 - 0.30 (2,500 - 0)
= Rs 1,750

Net present value
NPV = - Rs 9,925 + Rs 2,533 x PVA5 0 12

+ Rs 1,750 x PVF5 012
= -Rs 9,925 + Rs 2,533 x 3.6048

+ Rs 1,750 x 0.5674 = Rs 1,990
The new machine should be accepted.
IRR of the project is approximately 12,75 per cent.

PROBLEM 10.7 Excel Chemical Ltd manufactures a 
special chemical. It is thinking of replacing its existing 
machine by a new machine, which would cost Rs 24 lakh. 
The company’s current production is 80,000 units, and it is 
expected to increase to 100,000 units if the new machine is 
bought. The selling price of the product would remain 
unchanged at Rs 80 per unit. The following is the cost of 
producing one unit of product using both the existing and 
new machines:

The existing machine has an accounting book value of 
Rs 40,000, and it may practically be treated at fully 
depreciated for tax purposes. It is estimated that the machine 
will be useful for 5 years. The supplier of the new machine 
has offered to accept the old machine in exchange for 
Rs 100,000. However, the market price of the old machine 

today is Rs 60,000 and it is expected to be Rs 14,000 after 
year 5 year. New machine has a life of 5 years and a salvage 
value of Rs 100,000 at the end of its economic life. Assume 
that tax rate is 50 per cent, depreciation is charged on 
straight-line basis for tax purposes and the after-tax required 
rate of return is 20 per cent. Further, assume that book profit 
is treated at ordinary income for tax purposes.

Unit Cost (Rs)

Existing 
machine 

(80,000 units)

New machine

(100,000 units) Difference

Material 30.0 25.5 (4.5)
Wages & 
salaries

20.5 15.0 (5.5)

Supervision 8.0 10.0 2.0
Repairs 4.5 3.0 (1.5)
Power & fuel 6.2 5.7 (0.5)
Depreciation 
Allocated

0.1 2.0 1.9

corporate 
overheads 4.0 5.0 1.0

73.3 66.2 (7.1)

SOLUTION:
(f) Net cash outlay of new machine Rs

Purchase price 2,400,000
Less: Exchange value of old
machine 100,000 - 0.5 (1,000,000 - 0) 50,000

Rs 2,350,000
(n) Market value of old machine: Note that old machine 

could be sold for Rs 60,000 in the market. Since the 
exchange value is more than the market value, this 
option is not attractive. This opportunity will be 
lost whether the old machine is retained or 
replaced. Thus, on incremental basis, it has no 
impact.

(iii) Depreciation base: Old machine is fully depreciated 
for tax purposes; hence, for the purpose of tax 
depreciation, the book value is zero. Thus, the 
depreciation base of the new machine will be its 
original cost, viz., Rs 2,400,000.

(iv) Net cash flows: Unit cost includes depreciation and 
allocated overheads. Allocated overheads are 
allocations from corporate office; therefore, they 
are irrelevant. We can calculate DTS separately. 
Excluding depreciation and allocated overheats, 
unit costs can be calculated. The company will 
obtain additional revenue from 20,000 additional 
units sold. Thus, after-tax saving, excluding 
depreciation tax shield, would be:

= [100,000(80 - 59.2) - 80,000(80 - 69.2)] (1 - 0.5)
= (2,080,000 - 864,000)0.5 = Rs 608,000

After adjusting depreciation tax shield and salvage 
value, NCF and NPV are calculated in Table 10.10.

The proposed project will add a new present value of 
Rs 569,000. Also, it has IRR of 27.8 per cent. It should be 
accepted.
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(Rs ’000
Table 10.10: Calculation ofCash Flows and Project Profitability

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. After-tax savings 608 608 608 608 608 608 608 fi ” »£
2. Depreciation 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
3. Tax shield on Dep.:

Tax rate x Dep. 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
4. Net cash flows from 758 758 758 758 758 758 758

operations (1+3)
5. Initial cost - 2350
6. Net salvage

value
7. NCF - 2350 758 758 758 758 758 758 758

(4 + 5 + 6)
8. PVF at 20% 1.000 0.833 0.694 0.579 0.482 0.402 0.335 0.279 0.233
9. PV - 2350 632 526 439 366 305 254 212 It*:

10. NPV + 569
11. IRR 27.8%

‘Salvage value of the old machine will be foregone. Thus, on differential basis, salvage value will be: SV of new - SV of olc = 
100,000 - 14,000 = Rs 86,000. Since old and new machines are fully depreciated, the book profit is Rs 86,000. The after-’js. 
salvage value is: Rs 86,000 - 0.5 (86,000 — 0) = Rs 43,000.

PROBLEM 10.8 The general manager of the 
engineering division of Modern Engineering Company is 
considering the replacement of a six-year old equipment. 
The company has to incur excessive maintenance cost of 
the equipment. The equipment has a zero written down 
value. It can be modernized at a cost of Rs 120,000 enhancing 
its economic life to 5 years. The equipment could be sold 
for Rs 20,000 after 5 years. The modernization of the 
equipment would help in material handling and in reducing 
labour and maintenance and remain costs. The company 
has yet another alternative. It can buy a new machine at a 
cost of Rs 300,000 with an economic life of 5 years with a 
terminal value of Rs 60,000. The new machine is expected 
to be more efficient in reducing costs of material handling, 
labour and maintenance and repairs, etc. The annual costs 
are as follows:

Existing
Equipment Modernization

New
Equipment

Wages and 40,000 30,700 11,800
salaries
Supervision 20,000 9,500 7,000
Maintenance 28,000 8,000 2,500
Power 20,000 18,000 15,000
Total 108,000 66,200 36,300

The company has a tax rate of 50 per cent and a required 
rate of return of 10 per cent. Assume straight-line depreciation 
for tax purposes, and tax on the sale of equipment at the 
corporate tax rate. Depreciation is calculated net of the 
expected salvage value. Should the company modernize its 
equipment or buy new equipment? Make your assumptions 
explicit.
SOLUTION:
We calculate net cash savings of modernization and new 
equipment, as compared to the existing equipment.

Incremental Savings (vs. Existing Equipment)

Modernization New machine Differen

Wages & 9,300 28,200 18,900
salaries

Supervision 10,500 13,000 2,500
Maintenance 20,000 25,500 5,500
Power 2,000 5,000 3,000
Cost savings 41,800 71,700 29,900
Less:
Depreciation 20,000 48,000 28,000

Taxable savings 21,800 23,700 1,900
Tax at 50% 10,900 11,850 950
After-tax savings 10,900 11,850 950
Add:Depreciation 20,000 48,000 28,000
Net cash flow 30,900 59,850 28,950

Depreciation = (Cost - Salvage)/No. of years
Existing Nil
Modernization (120,000 - 20,000)/5 = Rs 20,OO;
New (300,000 - 60,000)/5 = Rs 48,000

NPV:
Modernization = — 120,000 + 30,900xPVAF0105

+20,000 xPVF0105

= -120,000 + 30,900x3.791
+ 20,000x0.621

= -120,000 + 117,142 + 12,420
= + 9,562

New machine = —300,000 + 59,850 x PVAF010 5
+60,000 xPVF010 5

= -300,000 + 59,850x3.791
+ 60,000x0.621

= -300,000 + 226,891 + 37,260
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New machine minus modernization:

= -180,000 + 28,950x3,791 + 40,000x0.621
= -180,000 +109,749 + 24,840 = -45,411
= NPV, new machine — NPV, modernization
= (—35,849) —(+9,562) = -45,411

The company should modernize its equipment and not 
:uy the new equipment.
.Vote; The text-book method of calculating straight-line 
depreciation has been followed. Salvage value at the end 
has been subtracted from the cost of calculated depreciation. 
Since at the end book value will be equal to salvage value, 
no tax adjustments have been made on the sale of the asset.

PROBLEM 10.9 Telestra Company Limited is a 
growing and highly profitable consumer goods firm. The 
5rm is introducing a new breakfast cereal. The cost of plant 
is estimated as Rs 250 lakh. The annual capacity of the plant 

to manufacture 50,000 packets of 850 grams each. The 
price per set in the first year would be Rs 140 and the 
variable cost per packet will be Rs 85. The initial fixed cost 

ould be Rs 150 lakh which includes one-time promotion 
expenditure of Rs 75 lakh in the first year. Written-down 
depreciation rate for tax purposes is 25 per cent. Working 
d apital requirement in the beginning of the year is estimated 
to be 15 per cent of sales. The company expects its revenue 
and costs to be affected by inflation which is expected to be 

4.6 per cent per annum. The company expects that the 
plant’s capacity utilization over its economic life of 7 years 
will be as follows:

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Capacity utilization (%) 25 35 50 75 90 100 100

The terminal value of the project is estimated to be 
Rs 25 lakh. Calculate the project’s NPV assuming a target 
real rate of return of 9 per cent. The corporate tax rate 35 
per cent and profit from the sale of the asset is taxed as 
ordinary income. Assume that depreciation is charged on 
the block of assets as per the current tax laws in India.
SOLUTION:
The NPV and IRR of the projects are given below. You can 
notice that the price and costs estimated in year 1 are 
increased in the subsequent years due to inflation of 4.6 per 
cent per annum. Working capital is estimated as a percentage 
(15%) of sales with one-year lag (that is, incurred in the 
beginning of the year). It is assumed that working capital is 
released in the last year of the project’s life. The book value 
of the asset in year 7 is: (1 - 0.25) A 7 x 250,000 = Rs lakh. 
The after-tax salvage value would be:

Rs 25 - PVDTS (Rs 25 - Rs 18)
= Rs 25 - ((0.35*0.25)/(0.25  + 0.14)*7)  = Rs 27 lakh.

The estimated cash flows are in nominal terms. The 
real discount would be converted into nominal rate as 
follows:

NPV 59
IRR 17.7%

Year 0 1 2 3 4 4 6 7

Capacity (%) 100 25 35 50 75 90 100 100
Units (000) 500 125 175 250 375 450 500 500
Selling price (Rs) 140 140 146 153 160 168 175 183
Variable cost (Rs) 85 85 89 93 97 102 106 111
Inflation 4.6%

(Rs lakh)
Sales 175 256 383 601 754 877 917
Less: Variable cost 106 156 232 365 458 532 557

Contribution 69 101 150 236 296 344 360
Less: Fixed cost 150 75 75 75 75 75 75
PBDIT 25% -81 26 75 161 221 269 285
Less: Depreciation 63 47 35 26 20 15 11

PBIT -144 -21 40 135 202 255 274
Less: Tax 35% -50 — 7 14 47 71 89 96

PAT -93 -14 26 88 131 165 178
Add: Depreciation 63 47 35 26 20 15 11

Funds from operations -31 33 61 114 151 180 189
Change in NWC 15% -26 -12 -19 -33 -23 -18 -6 138
Investment -250
After-tax salvage value 27
Release of NWC 0
Net cash flows -276 - 43 14 29 91 132 174 354
PVF at nominal rate 14% 1.0000 0.8772 0.7695 0.6750 0.5921 0.5194 0.4556 0.3996
PV -276 -38 11 19 54 69 79 141
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(1 + nominal rate) = (1 + real rate) x (1 + inflation rate) 
Nominal rate = (1.09) x (1.046) - 1 = 0.14 or 14%
Since the project’s NPV is positive, it should be 

accepted. The nominal IRR of 17.7 per cent is higher than 
the nominal discount rate of 14 per cent. The IRR in real 
terms is: (1.177) = (1.046) x (1 + real IRR) = (1.177/1.046) - 
1 = 0.125 or 12.5 per cent which is higher than the real 
discount rate of 9 per cent.

PROBLEM 10.10 I Ashok Garments Ltd is considering 
a new investment proposal of Rs 500,000. The project will 
provide before-tax cash flows of Rs 300,000 for 5 years. It 
would be financed by a 5-year loan with the following 
repayment schedule:

*Rounding off error.

Total Payment Interest at 15% Principal Balance

149,165 75,000 74,165 425,835
149,165 63,875 85,290 340,545
149,165 51,081 98,083 242,462
149,165 36,369 112,796 129,666
149,165 19,450 129,715 (49)*

The income tax rate is 50 per cent. Assume straight 
line depreciation for tax purpose. Given the project’s busines s 
risk and target capital structure, the discount rate is 14 per 
cent. Calculate the project’s NPV.
SOLUTION:
The project’s discount rate is based on the target capital 
structure. Hence, we would discount free cash flows (that 
is, cash flows without adjusting for interest and repavmetr 
of debt) to find the project’s NPV is:

NCF = 300, 000x(l — 0.5) + 0.5x100,000
= 150,000 + 50,000 = Rs 200,000

NPV = —500,000 + 200,000 x PVAF014 5

= -500,000 + 200,000x3,433
= + Rs 186,600

Note that the straight-line depreciation is Rs 100,000 
per year, and therefore, depreciation tax shield is: 0.5 x 
Rs 100,000 = Rs 50,000. Project’s IRR is 28.65 per cent.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Distinguish between profits and cash flows. Why are cash flows important in investment decisions?
2. What are incremental cash flows? Briefly explain the effects of the following on the calculation of incremental 

cash flows: (a) sunk costs, (b) allocated overheads and (c) opportunity costs.
3. A company has just tested the market for a new product. The test indicates that the product may capture about 40 

per cent of the market share. It is also expected that 25 per cent of the new product’s share will be at the cost of an 
existing product. The new product can be manufactured in the existing facilities, which could also be used to 
meet the expected increase in one of the company’s existing products. The company’s financial analyst argues 
that she would include the test costs in the new product’s cash flows since they were incurred for testing the new 
product, but would exclude the lost contribution on an existing product and the value of the existing facilities to 
be used for the manufacture of the new product because no out-of-pocket cost is incurred. Do you agree with the 
analyst? Why or why not?

4. How should depreciation be treated in capital budgeting? Do the depreciation methods affect the cash flows 
differently? How?

5. In an interview with the chief executive of a motorcycle manufacturing company, he commented: ‘We present 
our capital budgeting numbers in real terms. Therefore, we have got to anticipate the inflation rate.’ Discuss the 
chief executive’s comment.

6. The chairman of a rubber company stated, ‘We don’t adjust our capital budgeting calculations for inflation 
because the price and costs of the product increase by the same rate.’ Comment.

7. Illustrate the distinction between real and nominal rates of return. Is this distinction important in capital budgeting 
decisions? Why?

8. Why should investment decisions be separated from financing decisions? Illustrate your answer.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A firm wants to replace old equipment, which is capable of generating cash flows of Rs 35,000, Rs 25,000 and 
Rs 15,000 during the next 3 years. It has a book value of Rs 50,000 and a market value of Rs 15,000. The firm is 
considering new equipment, which will require an initial cash outlay of Rs 100,000, and is estimated to generate 
cash flows of Rs 78,000, Rs 70,000 and Rs 45,000 for the next 3 years. Both old and new equipments may be 
assumed to have a zero resale value after 3 years. The tax rate is zero. Calculate the incremental cash flows.

2. A company is considering a proposal for marketing a new product. The project will require an investment of 
Rs 100 million in plant and machinery and it will generate annual cash flows of Rs 64 million. It is estimated that
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the machinery can be sold for Rs 5 million at the end of its economic life of 7 years. Assume that the loss or profit 
on the sale of the machine is subject to the corporate tax. The company can charge annual written-down depreciation 
at 25 per cent for the purpose of tax computation. Assume that the company's tax rate is 30 per cent and the 
discount rate is 18 per cent. Should the proposal be accepted?

3. A company is considering a proposal of installing new equipment. The equipment would involve a cash outlay
of Rs 600 million and working capital of Rs 80 million. The expected life of the project is 8 years without any 
salvage value. Assume that the company is allowed to charge depreciation on straight-line basis for tax purposes, 
and that the tax rate is 30 per cent. The estimated before-tax cash flows from year 1 through year 8 are: Rs 210 
million, Rs 180 million, Rs 160 million, Rs 150 million, Rs 120 million, Rs 100 million, Rs 90 million and Rs 70 
million. If the company's opportunity cost of capital is 12 per cent, calculate the equipment's net present value 
and internal rate of return. ,

4. The cash flows of a project from year 0 through year 3 are Rs 65,000 each year. There is a cash outflow of 
Rs 250,000. The firm's cost of capital is 10 per cent? Should the project be accepted?

5. A firm is considering an investment project involving an initial cost of Rs 400 million. The life of the project is 
estimated as 5 years. The project will provide annual net cash inflow of Rs 160 million. The cost of capital is 
15 per cent. Should the project be accepted?

6. A firm is considering an investment project involving an initial cost of Rs 400 million. The life of the project is 
estimated as 5 years. The project will provide annual net cash inflow of Rs 165 million. The cost of capital is 
15 per cent. The inflation rate is 5 per cent per annum. Should the project be accepted?

7. A company is evaluating a project, which will cost Rs 500,000 and will have no salvage value at the end of its 
5-year life. The project will save costs of Rs 200,000 a year. The company will finance the project by a 12 per cent 
loan and will repay loan in equal instalments of Rs 100,000 a year. The firm's tax rate is 30 per cent and the after
tax cost of capital is 15 per cent. What is the NPV of the project? Assume straight-line depreciation for tax 
purposes.

8. A firm has abeta of 1.45. The risk-free rate is 9 per cent and the market risk premium is 10 per cent. The firm's cost 
of borrowings is 12 per cent and it maintains a target debt-equity ratio of 1.5:1. The tax rate is 30 per cent. Calculate 
the firm's weighted average cost of capital. What is the firm's real cost of capital if inflation rate is 5 per cent?

PROBLEMS
lj

1. The following data relates to five independent 
investment projects:
Assume a 10 per cent required rate of return and a 
35 per cent tax rate. Rank these five investment 
projects according to each of the following criteria: 
(a) payback period, (b) accounting rate of return, 
(c) net present value index, and (d) internal rate of 
return.

Projects Initial (Rs)
Outlay

Annual Cash
Inflow (Rs)

Life in Years

A 500,000 125,000 8
B 120,000 12,000 15
C 92,000 15,000 20
D 5,750 2,000 5
E 40,000 6,000 10

2. A company has to choose one of the following two 
mutually exclusive projects. Both the projects will 
be depreciated on a straight-line basis. The firm’s 
cost of capital is 10 per cent and the tax rate is 
35 per cent. The before-tax cash flows are:

Project Co C2 C2 C3 C4 C5

X -20,000 4,200 4,800 7,000 8,000 2,000
Y -15,000 4,200 4,500 4,000 5,000 1,000 

Which project should the firm accept if the 
following criteria are used: (a) payback period, 
(b) internal rate of return, (c) net present value, and 
(d) profitability index.

3. From the following data calculate (r) net present 
value, (rd) internal rate of return, and (iii) payback 
period for the following projects. Assume a required 
rate of return of 10 per cent and a 35 per cent tax 
rate. Assume straight-line depreciation for tax 
purpose, and that tax is calculated on book loss or 
profit on the sale of asset.

Project M N
(Bs) (Bs)

Initial cash outlay 100,000 140,000
Salvage value Nil 20,000
Earnings before
depreciation and taxes

Year 1 25,000 40,000
Year 2 25,000 40,000
Year 3 25,000 40,000
Year 4 25,000 40,000
Year 5 25,000 40,000
Expected life 5 years 5 years

4. (a) A company has to choose one of the following 
three mutually exclusive projects. Which project is
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the most desirable? Assume a required rate of return 
of 12 per cent.

Projects Co Ci c2 c3
Rate of
Return 

(%)

O (Rs)- 50,000 25,270 25,270 25,270 24
P (Rs)- 25,000 5,000 5,000 25,570 15
Q (Rs)- 28,000 12,670 12,670 12,670 17

(b) Compute the corresponding incremental cash 
flow for projects P and Q in problem 4(a). Which 
project is more desirable?

5. Kemp & Co. is faced with a problem of choosing 
among two alternative investments. It can invest 
either in Project A right now or wait for a year and 
invest in Project B. The following are the cash flows 
of the two projects:

Projects Co Cl c2
A (Rs) -6,000 8,000 2,000 2,000
B (Rs) — -8,000 12,000 4,000

Assume a required rate of return of 10 per cent. 
Which project should the firm select? Use the 
present value and internal rate of return methods. 
Also calculate the rate of return for incremental 
cash flows.

6. Is the following investment desirable if the firm’s 
cost of capital is 10 per cent?

Co Ci c2 c3 c4
(Rs) 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 -25,000

7. The following data relate to a proposed new 
machine. Should it be acquired? Assume after-tax 
required rate of return of 10 per cent and a 40 per 
cent income tax rate. For simplicity assume that 
machines are depreciated on straight-line basis for 
tax purposes. Assume no tax on the profit or loss 
from the rate of asset.

40,000
8,000

Purchase price of the new machine
Installation cost
Increase in working capital at the time 
of purchase of new machine
Cash salvage value of the new machine 
in four years
Annual cash savings (before depreciation 
and taxes)
Cash salvage value of the old machine 
today
Cash salvage value of the old machine
in four years
Current book value of the old machine
Service life of both machines is four years

14,000

16,000

20,000

8. Ram Singh, 45 years of age, has received an 
inheritance of Rs 300,000 from his father. He is 

currently working in materials managemen' 3 a 
company, and his salary is Rs 36,000 per yeat, 
which he does not expect to change if he remands ml 
his present employment till his retirement age tr 
58. He is considering two alternative investm-i® 
of his inheritance. The first alternative is to cor.'.' 
in his present employment and to depisdl 
Rs 300,000 in 13-year fixed deposit yielding 19 
per cent compound interest. The second woul d » 
to purchase and operate a general store. He kn: 
that to own a store, he will have to spend] 
Rs 240,000 including Rs 100,000 for merchandise 
and the balance for building and fixtures. If hei 
purchases the store, an additional Rs 60,000 wil 
have to be invested for working capital needs. That 
expected annual receipts of this store arw 
Rs 390,000. Annual out-of-pocket costs are 
estimated at Rs 300,000. As Ram Singh would 
manage his own store, he would have to leave has 
present employment. At the end of 13 years, whei 
he wishes to retire in any event, he estimates the 
store would be sold for Rs 50,000. The applicable 
personal income tax rate is 30 per cent.
Which course of action would be more profitable 
for Ram Singh? Why?

9. The Manekshaw Company is considering the 
purchase of a new machine. The old machine is in 
good working condition, and will last for six years 
However, the new machine will operate efficiently 
It is expected that materials, labour and other dire: t 
expenses of the operations will be saved to the 
extent of Rs 16,000 per year. The new machine will 
cost Rs 80,000 and will be useful for six years. The 
old machine has a book value of Rs 64,000. The 
after-tax minimum required rate of return expecte d 
by the company is 10 per cent. Assume a 25 per 
cent written down depreciation and a 35 per cen: 
tax rate of income. Assume that profit or loss from 
the sale of the assets are taxed at 35 per cent.
What action should be taken by the company if
(a) the salvage value of the old machine is zero:
(b) the salvage value of the old machine today is 
Rs 16,000 and if retained for six years it has zero 
salvage value; and (c) the salvage value of the old 
machine today is Rs 16,000, and if retained for six 
years, its salvage value will be Rs 2,000.

10. X Company is using a fully depreciated machine 
having a current market value of Rs 20,000. The 
salvage value of the machine eight years from now 
would be zero. The company is considering 
replacing this machine by a new one costing 
Rs 102,500, and having an estimated salvage value 
of Rs 12,500. With the use of the new machine, 
annual sales are expected to increase from Rs 80,000 
to Rs 92,500. Operating efficiencies with the new 
machine will save Rs 12,500 per year as operating 
expenses. Depreciation will be charged on written 
down basis at 25 per cent. The cost of capital is 11 
per cent. The new machine has a 8-year life and the 
company’s taxation rate is 35 per cent. Assume that 
book profit or loss from the sale of the asset are 
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taxable at corporate tax rate. Should the company 
replace the old machine? Show calculations on 
incremental cash flow basis. How would your 
decision be affected if another new machine is 
available at a cost of Rs 175,000 with a salvage 
value of Rs 25,000. The machine is expected to 
increase sales by Rs 12,500 a year and save 
Rs 30,000 of operating expenses annually over its 
8-year life.

11. Alpha Limited is considering replacing its old 
machine by a new machine. The new machine will 
cost Rs 360,000. The supplier of the new machine 
has agreed to accept the old machine at a value of 
Rs 40,000 in exchange for the new machine. Old 
machine has been fully depreciated for tax 
purposes, but it has a book value of Rs 20,000 in 
the accounting statements meant for external 
reporting. If the old machine is sold in the market, 
it cannot fetch more than Rs 30,000. After 10 years, 
it can be sold for Rs 6,000. The new machine has an 
expected life of 10 years and a salvage value of 
Rs 40,000 after 10 years. Alpha uses the old machine 
for producing a special component used in its main 
product
The production from old or new machine would 
be 15,000 units each year.
The following are the projected revenues and costs 
from the old and new machines:

Old Machine 
(Rs)

New Machine 
(Rs)

Sales 1,080,000 1,080,000
Material cost 240,000 195,000
Direct labour 180,000 120,000
Indirect labour 90,000 100,000
Variable overheads 75,000 50,000
Allocated fixed 120,000 130,000
overheads
Depreciation 2,000 36,000

707,000 631,000
Profit before tax 373,000 449,000
Tax 186,500 224.500
Profit after tax , 186,500 224,500

Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis. 
For tax purposes, written down depreciation at 25 
per cent per annum is allowed. If Alpha’s required 
rate of return is 12 per cent, should the old machine 
be replaced? What would be your decision if the 
component could be bought from outside at a cost 
of Rs 40 per unit? Assume that as per the current 
laws in India, depreciation is based on the block of 
assets.

12. ABC Co. is using a five-year old machine, which 
was bought for a cost of Rs 129,000. The machine 
is depreciated over its 12-year original life. The 
current market price of the machine is Rs 40,000. 
The salvage value of the machine at the end of its 
life is estimated to be zero.
The company is thinking of replacing this machine 
by a new machine which will cost Rs 175,000, and 

would need an installation cost of Rs 25,000. The 
life of the machine is estimated to be 7 years with a 
disposal value of Rs 18,000 at the end of its life. 
Because of the greater capacity of the new machine, 
it is expected that annual sales will increase from 
Rs 1,800,000 to Rs 1,870,000. The operating 
efficiency is not likely to change. The current 
operating expenses (excluding depreciation) are 
Rs 1,080,000. The company expects an additional 
working capital investment of Rs 25,000 if it buys 
the new machine. The company’s cost of capital is 
12 per cent.
Assume that the company will be allowed to 
depreciate the cost of machine on diminishing 
balance basis at 25 per cent for tax purposes. 
Assume a corporate tax rate of 35 per cent. You 
may also assume that no tax is paid on salvage value 
and it is adjusted for calculating depreciation as 
per the income tax rules. Would you recommend 
replacement of the machine? What would be your 
consideration in arriving at the decision?

13. A company has decided to buy a new machine either 
by an outright cash purchase at Rs 175,000 or by 
hiring it at Rs 42,000 per year for the life of the 
machine. The other relevant data are as follows:

Purchase price of the machine (Rs) 175,000
Estimated life (years) 5
Estimated salvage value if the machine 21,000 

is bought (Rs)
Annual cost of maintenance

(whether hired or purchased) (Rs) 3,500

For simplicity assume that the company depreciates 
its assets on straight-line basis and pays tax at 50 
per cent. Assuming a cost of capital of 10 per cent, 
which alternative is preferable?

14. A company is considering two mutually exclusive 
projects. Project Pwill require gross investment of 
Rs 250,000, and working capital of Rs 50,000. It is 
expected to have a useful life of ten years and a 
salvage value of Rs 30,000 at the end of ten years. 
At the end of five years, an additional investment 
of Rs 45,000 will have to be made to restore the 
efficiency of the equipment. The additional 
investment will be written off to depreciation over 
the last five years. The project is expected to yield 
before-tax cash flow (annual) of Rs 90,000.
Project Q will require an investment of Rs 300,000 
and working capital of Rs 60,000. It is expected to 
have a useful life of ten years with a residual salvage 
value of Rs 25,000 at the end of ten years. The 
annual cash flow returns from this project before 
income tax have been estimated at Rs 80,000 for 
each of the first five years, and at Rs 160,000 for 
each of the last five years.
Depreciation is to be charged at 25 per cent on 
declining balance on the block of assets as per the 
current tax laws. The corporate income tax rate is 
50 per cent, and the opportunity cost of capital is 
18 per cent. Calculate the NPV for each project. 
Which project is better?
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15. The Bright Company is evaluating a project, which 
will cost Rs 100,000 and will have no salvage value 
at the end of its 5-year life. The project will save 
costs of Rs 40,000 a year. The company will finance 
the project by a 14 per cent loan and will repay 
loan in equal instalments of Rs 20,000 a year. If the 
firm’s tax rate is 50 per cent and the after-tax cost of 
capital is 18 per cent, what is the NPV of the project? 
Assume straight-line depreciation for tax purposes.

16. The Vikrant Corporation is considering a new 
project, which costs Rs 50,000. The project will 
provide cost savings of Rs 30,000 a year for 5 years. 
It would be financed by a 5-year loan with the 
following payment schedule:

Total
Payment

Interest at 15% Principal Balance

14,916 7,500 7,416 42,584
14,916 6,388 8,528 34,056
14,916 5,108 9,808 24,248
14,916 3,637 11,279 12,969
14,916 1,947 12,969 0

The corporate tax rate is 50 per cent. The project 
has the same risk as the firm’s risk. The firm’s cost 
of capital is 12 per cent. Calculate the project’s NPV.

17. A company is considering replacing its existing 
machine by a more efficient new machine. The cost 
of production per unit is estimated as follows:

—
Cost production per unit (Bs)
Old Machine New Machine

Materials 040 38
Labour 060 40
Variable overheads 030 15
Fixed overheads 020 30

150 123

For the old machine, fixed overheads include 
allocations from other departments and the 
depreciation. In case of the new machine, fixed 
overheads also include its maintenance cost of 
Rs 2 per unit.
The old machine was bought 5 years ago for a cost 
of Rs 300,000, and has a book value of Rs 200,000 
now after being depreciated on a straight-line basis 
for both book as well as tax purposes. It has a 
remaining life of 10 years. It has a capacity to 
produce 3,000 units each year, and its capacity is 
fully utilised.
The new machine would cost Rs 500,000 and would 
have a salvage value of Rs 50,000 at the end of its 
life of 10 years. The supplier of the new machine 
has agreed to buy back the old machine at 50 per 
cent of its book value in exchange for the new 
machine. He has also agreed that the remaining 
amount could be paid in two instalments: half of 
the amount now and half, a year later.

The new machine is capable of producing 4,0 
units each year. The company is confident of selli 
the additional units by reducing its current pries 
per unit of Rs 200 by 10 percent. It is also expected 
that for operating the new machine, a working 
capital investment of Rs 25,000 wouldbe required 
Should the new machine be acquired? Assume tax 
rate of 50 per cent and required rate of return :: 
15 per cent. Further, assume that depreciation can 
be charged on straight-line basis for computing tax 
and ordinary tax is applicable on the gain or loss 
from the sale of asset.

18. A firm is considering an investment projec 
involving an initial cost of Rs 200,000. The life of 
the project is estimated as 5 years. The project will 
provide annual net cash inflow of Rs 70,000. The 
cost of capital is 10 per cent. Should the project be 
accepted?
A subsequent evaluation revealed that firm had n: t 
considered price level changes in its estimates : f 
cash flows and the cost of capital. The expected 
annual rate of inflation is 5 per cent. If inflation is 
accounted for, what would be the firm’s decision’

19. The Indopax Company is considering investment 
in a machine that produces Product X. The machine 
will cost Rs 500,000. In the first year 10,000 units 
of X will be produced and the price will be Rs 2C 
per unit. The volume is expected to increase by 20 
per cent and the price of the product by 10 per cent 
The material used to manufacture the product is 
becoming more expensive. The cost of production 
is therefore expected to increase by 15 per cen: 
The production cost in the first year will be Rs 10 
per unit.
Assume for simplicity that the company will charge 
straight-line depreciation on the machine for tax 
purposes. There will be no salvage values of the 5- 
year life of the machine. The tax rate is 35 per cent, 
and the discount rate is 20 per cent, based on the 
expected general inflation rate of 10 per cent. 
Should the machine be bought?

20. Lodha Chemical Company is considering a project 
involving a cash outlay of Rs 6 million. Sales are 
expected to be Rs 1.20 million in year 1 and Rs 2 
million in year 2 and thereafter, to grow at 10 per 
cent due to general rise is price. Operating expenses 
are estimated to be Rs 600,000 in year 1 and to rise 
at 10 per cent thereafter. An initial working capital 
of Rs 500,000 would be needed and afterwards 
working capital is expected to be 25 per cent of 
sales. The life of the project is 7 years, and it could 
be sold for 20 per cent of its original cost adjusted 
for inflation. Depreciation is charged at 25 per cent 
on the written down value basis. The company pays 
tax at 35 per cent. Assume that no tax is payable on 
the sale of the project at the end of its life. Calculate 
the project’s NPV when the opportunity cost of 
capital is 21 per cent. Would your answer change if 
you analyse the project in real terms?
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CASE 10.1: HIND PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY

The central government has a refinery in a backward area 
:: Western India. The petrochemical plants of Hind 
-atrochemicals Company (HPC) are situated in South and 
East They want to expand in the West. HPC’s existing refinery 
rapacity is 9.5 metric ton. The government refinery has a 
rapacity of 3.5 metric ton. HPC has strategic interest in 
acquiring the refinery. As a part of its privatization policy, 
rhe central government is willing to sell the refinery for Rs 
'..550 million. The company is in touch with the 
government for the purchase of the refinery for last few 
months.

The corporate planning department of the company 
rras estimated the profit from the refinery operation as given 
in Table 10.1.1:

(Rs million)

Table 10.1.1: Profitability Projections

Year
1 2 3 4 5

Sales 5730 5930 5870 3790 4500
’■ ages and salaries 1450 1500 1850 1030 1210

Selling and distribution 760 770 1080 530 650
:osts
Materials and 180 270 290 200 230
msumables

Depreciation 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500
Z : rporate office costs 400 400 400 400 400
S irvey costs 40 — — — —
interest 750 750 750 750 750
Profit (loss) before-tax 650 740 0 -620 -240
Less: Tax @ 35% 230 260 0 0 0
Profit after-tax 420 480 0 -620 -240

According to the company appointed valuers, the 
refinery would need an additional investment of Rs 5,950 
million in machineries and Rs 300 million for working 
capital before starting the operations. According to the 
valuer, if the company so desired, the refinery including 
mese facilities (including working capital) could be sold 
:or Rs 3,800 million after the planning horizon of five years, 
m that case, the company will have to incur Rs 200 million 

the end of the economic life of the refinery to clean the 

site. The initial cost of valuers’ work was Rs 25 million. 
They will be paid an additional amount of Rs 15 million in 
the first year if the company buys the refinery.

The company has a policy of charging depreciation on 
straight-line basis. However, for tax purposes, the WDV 
depreciation on the block of assets applies. The depreciation 
rate is 25 per cent. Corporate overhead costs include the 
three-fourths costs as the corporate overhead allocations 
and one-fourth costs incurred by the corporate office 
exclusively for the proposed project. The company proposes 
to finance the projects mostly by raising a 5-year 10 per 
cent loan from a financial institution. The management of 
the company feels that the investment in the refinery has 
the same risk and debt capacity as the current business; it 
must yield a return of 15 per cent.

The executives of the company are not unanimous on 
accepting the project. The financial controller’s 
recommendation is to reject the project as it earns profits 
only in the first two years of the five-year period. The 
production manager considers the location as a strategic 
advantage since the company will have a plant in the West 
and could meet the demand easily. The marketing manager 
argues that the company should look at the investment’s 
payback period. According to her, the depreciation included 
in the profit estimates is the recovery of the investment, 
and in addition, the company also has profit in the first two 
years.

Discussion Questions

1. Should the project be accepted? Use the most suitable 
method of evaluation to give your recommendation 
and explicitly state your assumptions.

2. Does your decision to accept the project change if 
you use other methods of evaluation? Show 
computations. Do you agree with the views of the 
financial controller, the production manager and 
the marketing manager?

3. Why do you think that the method chosen by you is 
the most suitable method in evaluating the proposed 
investment?

CASE 10.2: PURE DRINKS COMPANY

Pure Drinks is in the business of packaged fruit juices. It 
already produces and sells orange, apple and pineapple 
juices. It intends to increase its range of juices. The company 
engaged a well-known marketing consultant to conduct a 
market survey to find the scope for guava juice. The market 
survey indicated tremendous scope for guava juice, and 
•.hat the company could sell 900,000 sachets of guava juice 
each year. The Rs 5 million cost of the survey has not been 
yet paid in cash.

The survey has also shown that for one 1-litre sachet of 
guava juice, consumers are not prepared to pay more that 
Rs 65. The management accounting department of the 
company has estimated that the variable cost per sachet 
would be Rs 15, which includes material cost of Rs 6.50, 
labour cost of Rs 3.50 and overhead cost of Rs 5.00. At a 
capacity of one million sachets, the fixed overhead cost per 
sachet is estimated at Rs 6.75. The fixed overhead costs are 
allocations of the corporate general and administrative
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costs. Because of the project, the corporate marketing 
expenses and some administrative cost are likely to increase 
by Rs 0.50 million per year. The management accountant 
feels that the profitability of the project would be affected 
by inflation. He expects 4 per cent annual consumer price 
inflation and estimates that the price increases in variable 
overhead cost and labour cost would be 5 per cent per annum 
and in material cost 3 per cent per annum. The management 
is confident that they would be able to increase selling 
price by the expected consumer price inflation. The 
company is implementing a computer-based inventory 
control system that is likely to decrease the project’s working 
capital by about 4 per cent per year by sales volume. In the 
absence of the new inventory control system the working 
capital ratio is expected to be 30 per cent. The working 
capital investment preceeds sales by one year.

The company is considering using its existing building 
for processing the guava juice. The building was fully 
depreciated for tax purposes and was not in use so far. But a 
few months ago it received an offer of Rs 100 million (net of 
taxes) for the purchase of the building from a computer 
company. If the company does not sell the building 
immediately, its value is likely to appreciate by 

Rs 100 million (net of taxes) after five years. The processing 
facility for guava juice would cost Rs 200 million. It is 
expected to have an economic life of five years. The 
estimated savage value of the processing equipment is 
Rs 100 million. The company uses straight-line depreciation 
method for tax purpose and tax is applicable on the profi: 
or loss from the sale of the assets at the corporate income 
tax rate of 35 per cent.

The company has no debt. The project will be financed 
from the internally generated funds. The shareholders 
expect a real rate of 8.65 per cent from the proposed guava 
project.

Discussion Questions

1. If you ignore inflation, should the projects be 
accepted? Explicitly state your assumptions anc 
show calculations.

2. What shall be your decision if inflation is 
considered? Explain how inflation affects business 
decisions?

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Approach a company or a bank or a financial institution 
and request for the copy of the financial feasibility of a 
proposed investment project. Go through the report and 

critically evaluate the methods of cash flow determination 
and evaluation. Do the methods differ from what you have 
learnt in this chapter? Why is the difference?

APPENDIX 10.A: PRESENT VALUE OF DEPRECIATION TAX SHIELD

When depreciation is charged on straight-line basis, depreciation tax shield (DTS) will be a constant series over 
the asset’s life. Thus the present value of depreciation tax shield (PVDTS) will be given by the following equation:

PV of depreciation tax shield = Depreciation tax shield x Present value annuity factor:

PVDTS = DTS (PVFA)„ k (1)

Table C given at the end of the book can be used to find out PVFA. It may be recalled that depreciation tax 
shield (DTS) is equal to:

Depreciation tax shield = Depreciation x Tax rate
DTS = DEP x T

and depreciation is equal to:

Depreciation = Depreciation rate x Original value of the asset
DEP = d (OV)

where d is the straight-line depreciation rate and OV is the original value of the asset. Thus, Equation (1) can be 
written as:

PVDTS = T(d) (OV) [PVFAn k] (2)

As we have noted earlier, companies in India are allowed to charge depreciation as per the diminishing 
balance method (DBM) or written-down value (WDV) method. When DBM (or WDVM) of charging depreciation 
is followed, depreciation charge each year declines at a constant rate.

Thus, depreciation tax shield (DTS) under WDV is a decreasing series over the asset’s life. For example, if 
Re 1 is the original value of an asset which has to be depreciated at a rate of depreciation (say d) charged on the
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declining value, the amount of depreciation in the first year (DEP1) will be: 1 x d = d, and the asset’s written-down 
value or book value at the end of first year will be: 1 — d. The amount of depreciation in the second year (DEP2) 
will be: d(l - d], and the asset’s book value at the end of the second year will be: (1 - d) - d( 1 — d) = (l — d)(l — d) 
= (1 - d)2. Similarly, the amount of depreciation in the third year (DEP3) will be: d(l - d)2, and the asset’s book 
value at the end of the third year will be: (1 - d)2 - d (1 - d)2 = (1 - d)2 (1 - d) = (1 - d)3 and so on. Table 10 A.l 
shows the amount of depreciation, book value, etc.

Table 10A.1: Depreciation, Depreciation Tax Shield and Book Value

Year Depreciation Depreciation Tax Shield Book Value

1 DEP1 = d T(DEP) = Td (1-d)
2 DEP2 = d (1 - d) T (DEP2) = Td (1-d) (1-d)2
3 DEP3 = d (1 - d)2 T(DEP3)= Td(l-d)2 (1-d)3

n DEPn = d (1 - d)n 1 T(DEPn) = Td(l-d)n"1 (l-d)n

The present value of depreciation tax shield under WDV will be given by the following equation:

PVDTS = T DEP1 DEP, DEP3 DEP„
(1 + k) + (1 + k)2 + (1 + k)3 + + (l + k)n

PVDTS = T
d d(l-d) d(l-d)2 dd-d)"-1

(l+k)+(1 + k)2 + (1 + k)3 + + (1 + k)”

If we multiply both sides of Equation (3) by 1 - d, we get:

PVDTS (1-d)

= r ^(l-d) d(l-d)2 d(l-d)3 ! d(l-d)”
(1 + k) (1 + k)2 (1 + k)3 (1 + k)n

1 (1-d)
Let us assume that + 1 + £

Then Equation (4) becomes as follows:

PVDTS(l-d)

=T \ d \ d i d \ d
L(1 + k*) + (1 + k*) 2 + (1 + k*) 3 + "' + (1 + k*) n _

(3)

(4)

Since d is constant, its present value is given by the present value of an annuity formula. Thus, Equation (5) 
can be written as follows:

PVDTS =------
1-d k*

Substituting (1 - d)/(l + k) for 1/(1 + k*),  we obtain:

'T’ z7
PVDTS = ——

1-d

1-

(7)
1-d

PVDTS = T
d (8)

n

The term within brackets of the right side of equation is the present value of depreciation tax shield factor 
(PVDTSF) for given n, k and d when the asset value is Re 1 and WDV method of charging depreciation is followed.
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Thus PVDTS for the asset’s given original value (OV) will be:

PVDTS = T (PVDTSndt)xOV

With the use of a scientific calculator, we can calculate PVDTSF for various combinations of n, d and k ? 
should be noted that Equation (8) or (9) does not include the present value of terminal depreciation tax shield. As 
discussed earlier, terminal depreciation (or the remaining book value) is adjusted in calculating the net proceeds 
from the sale of the asset.

In Equation (8), we may assume that n extends to infinity (n ® ¥). In that situation, Equation (8) can be 
expressed in simple terms as follows:

PVDTS = (10)
k + d

Let us take an example. The book (depreciated) value of an asset at the end of five years is Rs 2.37 million. 
The WDV depreciation rate is 25 per cent and the discount rate is 15 per cent. What is the present value of 
depreciation tax shield at the end of 5 years if the asset is depreciated for ever? We can make the calculations as 
follows:

Td 3 5 X 25
PVDTS, = ------- xBV = ---------—x2.37 = .21875x2.37 = Rs 0.52

k + d .15 + .25
The present value of depreciation tax shield today is:

PVDTS0 = Td 
k + d

xBV
1 _ ,35x,25

(1 + k)5 _ .15 + .25
x2.37x 1

(1.15)5
= .21875X2.37x.497 = Rs 0.26

ILLUSTRATION 10.A.1: PVDTS
A company is considering the purchase of a machine requiring an immediate cash outlay of Rs 7,500, and it has 
an expected life of 5 years. The corporate tax rate is 55 per cent and the company’s required rate of return is

1
10 per cent. If WDV depreciation of 33 — per cent is allowed, calculate the present value of depreciation tax 

shield, using Equation (8). What would be the answer if depreciation rate is 25 per cent and the tax rate is 35 per 
cent?

We can use Equation (8):

x 7,500
<1-0.333?

PVDTS = 0.55
0.333

1 1 + 0.10 J
0.10 + 0.333

= 0.55 x 7,500
0.33 3

0.433 J.
= 0.55(0.333)(2.120) x Rs 7,500
= 0.55x0.70596x7,500 = Rs 2,912

If the depreciation rate is 25 per cent and the tax rate is 35 per cent, then PVDTS will be as follows:

= 0.35
< 1-0.25? 
li+o.ioJ

0.10 + 0.25
X 7,500

0.25

= 0.35x0.25x2.436x7,500
= 0.35X0.609X7,500 = Rs 1,599



Complex Investment
Decisions

Learning Objectives

► Show the application of the NPV rule in the choice between mutually exclusive projects, replacement decisions, projects with 
different lives, etc.

► Understand the impact of inflation on mutually exclusive projects with unequal lives
► Make choice between investments under capital rationing
► Illustrate the use of linear programming under capital rationing situation

INTRODUCTION

The simple accept-or-reject investment decisions with 
conventional cash flows may not be quite common in 
practice. Generally, a firm faces complex investment 
situations and has to choose among alternatives. The use 
of the NPV rule can be extended to handle complicated 
investment decisions.

The choice between mutually exclusive projects is a 
simple example of project interaction. Project interactions 
occur in numerous other ways. The following are some of 
the complex investment problems, which we shall discuss 
in this chapter:1

1. For more details, see Bierman, H., Jr. and S. Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision, Collier Macmillan, 1975, Chapters 5, 8,16 and 17; 
Copeland, T.E. and J.F. Weston, Financial Theory and Corporate Policy. Addison-Wesley, 1983, Chapter 3 and Brealey, R. and S. Myers, 
Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1991, Chapter 6.

How shall choice be made between investments 
with different lives?

G Should a firm make investment now or should it 
wait and invest later?
When should an existing asset be replaced?
How shall choice be made between investments 
under capital rationing?

INVESTMENT DECISIONS:
PROJECTS WITH DIFFERENT LIVES

The correct way of choosing between mutually exclusive 
projects with the same lives is to compare their NPVs and 
choose the project with a higher NPV. The two mutually 
exclusive projects being compared, however, may have 
different lives. The use of the NPV rule without accounting 
for the difference in the projects' lives may fail to indicate 
correct choice. In analysing such projects, we should 
answer the question: What would the firm do after the 
expiry of the short-lived project if it were acquired instead 
of the long-lived project? We shall show in the following 
examples that the choice between projects with different 
lives should be made by evaluating them for equal periods 
of time.

Let us assume that a firm has to choose between two 
projects X and Y, which are designed differently but 
perform essentially the same function. X would involve 
an initial cash outlay of Rs 1,20,000 and operating cash 
expenses of Rs 30,000 per year for 4 years. On the other 
hand, Y would involve an initial cash outlay of Rs 60,000
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and operating cash expenses of Rs 40,000 per year for 2 
years. Since the two projects do exactly the same job, we 
can choose between them on the basis of cost comparison. 
Cash flows of projects are in real terms, and the real discount 
rate is 10 per cent. The present value of costs are shown 
below:

Cash Flows (Rs ’000)
0 1 2 3 4 NPV, 10%

X 120 30 30 30 30 215.10
Y 60 40 40 — — 129.42

present value of cash flows of machine X is Rs 2,15 1 t. 
Suppose you would like to exchange this lump sum ■■ r 
a 4-year annuity starting after one year. You can divide 
Rs 2,15,100 by a 4-year present value factor for 
of Re 1 at 10 per cent. This factor is 3.1699:

PVFA4 o 10 =  ------------—4 = 3.16994,01 .10 .10(1.10)4

The annual equivalent value of X's cash flows is;

NPV

- ide
an annm r

If the difference in the projects' lives is disregarded, 
one may choose project Y since it has a lower present value 
of costs. But this need not necessarily be the best decision 
for the firm. X will perform the job for 4 years. If Y is 
chosen, it will expire after 2 years and therefore, it will 
have to be replaced at the end of year 2.

Let us call Y undertaken today as Yj and Y replaced 
after 2 years as Y2. The comparison should be between 
the PV of costs of Yj plus Y2 [i.e., PV (Y1 + Y2)] and the PV 
of costs of X. Thus, the cash flows of two alternative 
investments would be as follows:

AEV =
Annuity factor

= 215400 =Rg 57 
3.1699 1

We can make similar calculation for Machine Y. Far 
Machine Y, the annual equivalent value is: 1,29,42 - 
1.7355 = Rs 74,572. The annual equivalent cost of Machine 
X is lower than Machine Y; therefore, it should be accepted.

Cash Flows (Rs ’000)
0 1 2 3 4 NPV, 10%

Y, 60 40 40 00 00 129.42
y2 0 0 60 40 40 106.96
y=y1+y2 60 40 100 40 40 236.38
X 120 30 30 30 30 215.10

By the end of year 4, Project X wears out while Project 
Y wears out twice. At this point, a decision has to be made 
to choose between X and Y (or other versions) regardless 
of the initial choice of X or Y. When we compare the PV of 
costs of X with that of the chain of Y lasting same period 
of time as X, we would choose X since the PV of its costs 
is lower. Thus, the use of simple NPV rule would give 
incorrect results in the case of projects with different lives. 
The correct procedure is to compare NPVs of the projects 
for equal periods of time.

AEV for Perpetuities
We could assume that Machine X or Y would be replaced 
indefinitely. Then the NPV of costs of machine X « 
perpetuity would be: Rs 67,857/0.10 = Rs 678,570 and :t 
machine Y Rs 74,572/0.10 = Rs 745,720. The firm would 
be better off by Rs 67,150 by always choosing Machine X. 
Same results are provided below in formal terms.

When we assume that projects can be replicatec .+ 
constant scale indefinitely, we imply that an annuitv s 
paid at the end of every n years starting from the fast 
period. This can be written as:

XTTO7 XTTV[7 NPV„ NPV„
NPV = NPV„ +-------- +------^-+ •••

" (1 + k)" (1 + k)2"

Solving this series, we get

NPV,=(NPV„) +
(1 + k)"

(l+k)"-l

Annual Equivalent Value (AEV) Method
In a choice between machines with different lives, we 
assume that each machine is replaced in the last year of 
its life. For the purpose of analysis, the replacement chains 
of the machines can be assumed to extend to the periods 
of time equal to the least common multiple of the lives of 
the machines. In the above example of Machines X and Y, 
we took the time period equal to four years, which is the 
least common multiple of the lives of these machines.

The method for handling the choice of the mutually 
exclusive projects with different lives, as discussed above, 
can become quite cumbersome if the projects' lives are 
very long. The problem fortunately can be handled by a 
simpler method. We can calculate the annual equivalent 
value (AEV) of cash flows of each project. We shall select 
the project that has lower annual equivalent cost. The

where NPVto is the present value of the investmesi 
indefinitely, NPVn is the present value of the investir 
for the original life, n and k is the opportunity cost rf 
capital.

Using Equation (2) for Machine X, we get

NPV=(215.10)
(1.10)4

(1.10)4 — 1
= 215.10x3.1547

= 678.57 or Rs 6,78,570

Similarly, for Machine Y, we get

NPV = (129.42)
(1.10)2

(1.10)2 — 1
= 129.42 x 5.7619

= 745.72 or Rs 7,45,720



Nominal Cash Flows and
Annual Equivalent Value
In the example of Machines X and Y', we used real cash 
flows (outflows or costs) and real discount rate, and 
calculated present value of cash flows. Using the expected 
inflation rate, we can convert real cash flows into nominal 
cash flows and real discount rate into nominal discount 
rate. The present value of cash flows will remain the same. 
However, the annual equivalent value would be different. 
Suppose the real rate is 10 per cent and the inflation rate 
is 4 per cent. The nominal discount rate will be: (1.10) x 
(1.04) -1 = .144 or 14.4 per cent. For Machine Y, the present 
value annuity factor will be 1.6382 and the annual 
equivalent value will be: 1,29,420 + 1.6382 = Rs 79,000. 
Similarly, for Machine X, the annual equivalent value will 
be: 2,15,100 + 2.8900 = Rs 74,430. Still Machine X is 
preferable since its annual equivalent value (cost) is lower. 
Let us try a higher inflation rate, say, 15 per cent. As shown 
in Table 11.1, the annual equivalent value (cost) for 
Machine X is Rs 93,520 and for Machine Y, it is Rs 91,440. 
Now Machine X is less attractive than Machine Y. Thus, 
we find that at higher inflation rates, the ranking of two 
mutually exclusive projects with unequal lives could 
change. It is therefore preferable to compare the real annual 
equivalent values (costs) of two mutually exclusive 
projects and make an appropriate choice.

We can summarize the decision criterion for choosing 
from mutually exclusive projects with unequal lives as 
follows: Calculate the real annual equivalent value (net 
. perating cost or net operating cash flow) of each project, 
and go for the project with the least real annual equivalent 
value. This criterion is based on the premise that each asset 
will be replaced with an identical asset. However, if the 
assets are vulnerable to technological changes, this simple 
rule will not work, and the decision may not be optimal. 
In such cases, the analysis should consider the future 
investment opportunities, and the decision may be made 
on the basis of the NPV of projects: accept the project with 
lowest net present value of costs or in case of revenue
generating projects, the project with the highest NPV.

1. What problems arise when we evaluate mutually 
exclusive projects with different lives?

2. How does annual equivalent value method help in 
handling the problems of projects with different lives?

3. How is annual equivalent value created when cash 
flows are perpetual?

INVESTMENT TIMING AND DURATION

A firm evaluates a number of investment projects every 
year. In the absence of a capital constraint, it will undertake 
all those projects, which have positive NPVs and reject 
those, which have negative NPVs. Further analysis may, 
however, indicate that some of the profitable projects may 
be more valuable (that is, they may have higher NPVs) if 
undertaken in the future. It may also be revealed that some 
of the unprofitable projects may yield positive NPVs if 
they are accepted later on. These categories of investment 
projects may have different degrees of postponability; 
some of them may be postponed at the most to one or two 
periods, while a few may be undertaken any time in future. 
Those projects, which are postponable, involve two 
mutually exclusive alternatives: undertake investments 
now or later. The firm should determine the optimum 
timing of in ves tmen t.

The timing of investment may be a critical factor in 
case of those investment projects, which occur once in a 
while and those, which are of strategic importance to the 
firm. Such projects cannot be deferred for long. 
Postponability also creates uncertainty. For example, the 
NPV analysis may show that a firm should introduce a 
new product next year. The firm may still decide to 
introduce the product this year for two reasons: The firm 
may have a corporate strategy of remaining market leader 
in introducing new products. If it anticipates that its 
competitors will introduce the product this year if it does 
not, it may come up with the product this year to remain

Table 11.1: Inflation and Annual Equivalent Value

Machines

Real Cash Flows (Rs ’000) Nominal Cash Flows (Rs ’000)

X Y X Y X Y
Year Inflation 4% Inflation 15%

0 120.00 60.00 120.00 60.00 120.00 60.00
1 30.00 40.00 31.20 41.60 34.50 46.00
2 30.00 40.00 32.45 43.26 39.68 52.90
3 30.00 33.75 45.63
4 30.00 35.10 52.47

Discount rate .10 .10 .144 .144 .265 .265
NPV 215.10 129.42 215.10 129.42 215.10 129.42

PVFA 3.1699 1.7355 2.8900 1.6382 2.2999 1.4154
AEC 67.86 74.57 74.43 79.00 93.52 91.44
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the market leader. Also for the reason of unanticipated 
competition from unknown quarters the firm may decide 
to introduce the product now.

How do we decide the optimum timing of an 
investment project, which is postponable? The rule is 
straightforward: undertake the project at that point of 
time, which maximizes the NPV. Let us take an example.

Suppose the Alpha Company is considering an 
investment opportunity, which can be undertaken now, 
or after one period, or after two periods. The cash flows 
of the three mutually exclusive alternatives in terms of 
timing are as follows:

Project Undertaken_____________ Cash Flows (Rs)
at Period Co Ct c2 c3 |

0 -100 150
1 -120 180
2 -140 205

To decide the optimum timing of investment, we can 
compare the NPVs of the alternative investment dates. If 
the opportunity cost of capital is assumed 10 per cent, the 
NPVs are:

Project Undertaken
at Period NPV

0 -100 + 150 x 0.909 = 36.35
1 -120 x 0.909 + 180 x 0.826 = 39.60
2 -140 x 0.826 + 205 x 0.751 = 38.32

Since the NPV of the second alternative is highest, 
the firm should wait and undertake the project after one 
period.

An alternative way of approaching the timing 
problem is to ascertain the net value as of each alternative 
period when the investment can be undertaken and 
compare the present value of alternative periods. For 
example, the net value as of each period is:

Project 
Undertaken 
at Period

Net Value % Change 
in Value

0 - 100 + 150 x 0.909 = Rs 36.35 —
1 - 120 + 180 x 0.909 = Rs 43.62 + 20.0
2 - 140 + 205 x 0.909 = Rs 46.35 + 6.3

It is noticeable that the firm will make more money 
as investment is deferred to one or two periods. But the 
objective of the firm should be to choose that period for 
undertaking investment which maximizes the NPV. If the 
net value is divided by (1 + k)n, we will obtain the NPV:

Project Undertaken 
at Period NPV (Rs)

0 36.35/(1.10) = 36.35
1 43.62/(1.10) = 39.60
2 46.35/(1.10) = 38.32

The results are the same as previously calculated. The 
optimum point to undertake the project is period 1 because 
this alternative has the maximum NPV.

It should be noticed that the net value increases by 20 
per cent, which is greater than the opportunity cost of 
capital of 10 per cent, when the investment is postponed 
by one period; obviously the NPV also increases. The net 
value increases by 6.3 per cent if the investment is 
postponed by two periods; but the gain in value is less 
than the opportunity cost of capital. Therefore, the NPV 
drops. It may be thus concluded that the NPV will be 
maximised at that point of time where the gain in value 
equals the cost of capital.

Tree Harvesting Problem

The optimum investment timing analysis is of direct 
relevance in the case of tree harvesting type problems*  
Suppose that we own a piece of land and are considering 
growing a crop of trees, we would like to maximize the 
NPV of investment. The maximization of the investment's 
NPV would depend on when we harvest trees. The net 
future value of trees increases when harvesting is 
postponed; but the opportunity cost of capital is incurred 
by not realizing the value by harvesting the trees. The NPV 
will be maximized when the trees are harvested at the 
point where the percentage increase in value equals the 
opportunity cost of capital.

2. For a more formal treatment, see Copeland and Weston, op. cit., 1983, pp. 50-55, and Bierman and Smidt, op. cit., 1975, pp. 325-27.
3. Refer to Chapter 2 for continuous compounding.

Suppose the net future value obtained over the years 
from harvesting the trees is At and if the opportunity cost 
of capital is k, then the present value (PV) of the net 
realizable value of trees is given by:

PV = At = At(l + k')~t

(1 + *)'

If we assume continuous compounding,2 3 the PV will 
be equal to:

PV = Ate-k‘ 0)

Assume that At is given by the function:

A, = 3,000(1 +1)1/2

and k is equal to 10 per cent. Table 11.2 gives the net future 
value of the trees over years and the percentage increase 
in future value and their present value (continuous 
compounding assumed):
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Table 11.2: Net Future Value, etc.

Time

t

Net Future
Value At

Rs

Change 
in Value

AAt
Rs

Increase 
in Value 
AAt/At 

Rs

PVF 
e~kt

Present
Value

At x e~kl
Rs

1 4,243 - - 0.9048 3,839
2 5,196 953 0.225 0.8187 4,254
3 6,000 804 0.155 0.7408 4,445
4 6,708 708 0.118 0.6703 4,497
5 7,348 640 0.095 0.6065 4,457
6 7937 589 0.080 0.5488 4,356

The present value is maximum when the trees are 
narvested in period 4. It is noticeable that after four years, 
the rate of increase in the value of trees declines below 
the opportunity cost of capital of 10 per cent.

We may have to incur initial cost of planting the trees. 
.Assume that the initial cost, C, is Rs 4000. The NPV will 
be:

NPV = Ate~kt -C= 3,000(1 + 4)1/2(0.6703) -4,000

= 4,497-4,000 = Rs 497

The NPV is highest (+Rs 497) when the trees are 
Harvested in four years.

The discussion so far can be put in the formal terms. 
To determine the optimum harvesting time, which 
maximizes the NPV, we set the derivative of the NPV with 
respect to t in Equation (3) equal to zero:4

4. Copeland and Weston, op. tit., 1983, p. 52.
5. Copeland and Weston, op.cit., 1983, p. 53

NPV = A,e_to-C

dt dt

Solving for k, we obtain:

z. dAt!dt

At

The expression (dAt /dt)/At is the rate at which the 
obtainable net future values change with time; it is the 
incremental (marginal) rate of change in value. Thus the 
NPV will be maximized, when the marginal rate of change 
in value equals the opportunity cost of capital.

In the example, we can obtain the incremental value 
as follows:

= —(3,000)(l +1)_1/2 = 1,500(1 +1)”1/2 
dt 2

and the incremental rate of gain in value is:

dA,/dt _ 1,500(1 + r)"1/2 ___1_
A, (3,000)(l + f)~1/2 2(l + t)

To find out the optimum value of t,
we set (dAt /dt)/At equal to k:

—-— = 0.10
2(1 +1)

2(1 + 00.10= 1
0.2r = 0.8

t = 0.8/0.2 = 4 years

The example above assumed that the land has no 
value after the trees are harvested. In fact, land may have 
value since the trees can be replanted. Therefore, the 
correct formulation of the problem will be to assume that 
once the trees are harvested, the land will be replanted. 
Thus, if we consider a constant replication of the tree
harvesting investment indefinitely, then the NPV will be:5

NPV = -C + (A, -C)e~kt + (At -C)e~2kt + •••

Summing this infinite series, we get:

npv = -c+<^-2 (4)

We can apply Equation (4) to find out the optimum 
duration of the trees, when the land is replanted 
indefinitely. Table 11.3 gives the calculations.

Table 11.3: Optimum Duration

Time At
Rs

At-C 
Rs

At-C/ 
e^-l

ekt- 1 NPV
t Rs Rs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) = (5) - 4,000

1... 4,243 243 0.1052 2,310 (1690)
2 5,196 1,196 0.2214 5,402 1,402
3 6,000 2,000 0.3499 5,716 1,716
4 6,708 2,708 0.4918 5,506 1,506
5 7,348 3,348 0.6487 5,161 1,161
6 7,937 3,937 0.8221 4,789 789

We can see from Table 11.3 that the optimum 
harvesting time is 3 years since at this point the NPV is 
maximum (+ Rs 1,716).

In general terms, to maximize the NPV, we take 
derivative of NPV with respect to f in Equation (4) and set 
it equal to zero:

d NPV dA, (A~C) k

dt dt 1 - e_w
_dA. _ (At-C) k (5)

dt l-e* B

Using Equation (5), the value of t can be found by 
trial and error. The NPV will be maximum at the point 
where incremental value (dAt /dt) is equal to the present 
value of the difference between the future value and the 
initial cost times the opportunity cost of capital.

It may be noticed that under the assumption of simple 
NPV, the optimum life of the tree-harvesting project was 
found as 4 years and the NPV was + Rs 497. On the other
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Project

Cash Flows (Rs ’000)
NPV 

at 10%
Profitability 

Index
Co c2 c3

L -50 + 30 + 25 + 20 12.94 1.26
M -25 + 10 + 20 + 10 8.12 1.32
N -25 + 10 + 15 + 15 7.75 1.31

If the firm has no capital constraint, it should 
undertake all three projects because they all have positive 
NPVs. Suppose there is a capital constraint and the firm 
can spend only Rs 50,000 in year zero, what should the 
firm do? If the firm strictly follows the NPV rule and starts 
with the highest individual NPV, it will accept the highest 
NPV Project L, which will exhaust the entire budget. We 
can, however, see that Projects M and N together have 
higher NPV (Rs 15,870) than project L (Rs 12,940) and their 
outlays are within the budget ceiling. The firm should, 
therefore, undertake M and N rather than L to obtain the 
highest possible NPV. It should be noted that the firm 
couldn't select projects solely on the basis of individual 
NPVs when funds are limited. The firm should intend to 
get the largest benefit for the available funds. That is, those 
projects should be selected that give the highest ratio of 
present value to initial outlay. This ratio is the profitability 
index (PI). In the example, M has the highest PI followed 
by N and L. If the budget limit is Rs 50,000, we should 
choose M and N following the PI rule.

The capital budgeting procedure under the simple 
situation of capital rationing may be summarized as 
follows: The NPV rule should be modified while choosing 
among projects under capital constraint. The objective 
should be to maximize NPV per rupee of capital rather than 
to maximize NPV. Projects should be ranked by their 
profitability index, and top-ranked projects should be 
undertaken until funds are exhausted.

Limitations of Profitability Index
The capital budgeting procedure described above does 
not always wprk. It fails in two situations:

% Multi-period capital constraints
■Qz Project indivisibility
A serious limitation in using the PI rule is caused by 

the multi-period constraints. In the above example, there 
is a budget limit of Rs 50,000 in year 1 also and the firm is 
anticipating an investment opportunity O in year 1. Thus, 
the decision choices today are as follows:

Project

Cash Flows (Rs ’000)

NPV Profitability
Co c3 c2 c3 at 10% Index Rank

L -50 + 30 + 25 + 20 12.94 1.26 III
M -25 + 10 + 20 + 10 8.12 1.32 I
N -25 + 10 + 15 + 15 7.75 1.31 II
O 0 -80 + 60 + 40 6.88 1.09 IV

Projects M and N have first and second ranks in terms 
of PI. They together have highest NPV and also exhaust 
the budget in year 0; so the firm would choose them. 
Further, projects M and N together are expected to 
generate Rs 20,000 cash flow next year. This amount with 
the next year's budget (i.e., Rs 20,000 + Rs 50,000 = 
Rs 70,000) is not sufficient to accept Project O. Thus, by 
accepting projects M and N, the firm will obtain a total 
NPV of Rs 15,870. However, a careful examination of the 
projects' cash flows reveals that if project L is accepted 
now, it is expected to generate a cash flow of Rs 30,000 
after a year, which together with the budget of Rs 50,000 
is sufficient to undertake Project O next year. Projects L 
and O have lower PI ranks than Projects M and N, but 
they have higher total NPV of Rs 19,820.

The PI rule of selecting projects under capital 
rationing can also fail because of project indivisibility. It 
may be more desirable to accept many lower ranked 
smaller projects than a single large project. The acceptance 
of a single large project, which may be top-ranked, 
excludes the possibility of accepting small projects, which 
may have higher total NPV. Consider the following 
projects:

Project Outlay (Rs) NPV (Rs) PI Rank

A 5,00,000 1,10,000 1.22 1
B 1,50,000 (7,500) 0.95 6
C 3,50,000 70,000 1.20 2
D 4,50,000 81,000 1.18 4
E 2,00,000 38,000 1.19 3
F 4,00,000 20,000 1.05 5

Suppose that the firm has a budget ceiling of Rs 10 
lakh (i.e., Rs 1 million). Following the ranking by PI, the 
firm would choose A and C. These projects spend Rs 
8,50,000 of the total a budget and have a total NPV of Rs 
1,80,000. The next best project E needs an investment of 
Rs 2,00,000, while the firm has only Rs 1,50,000. If we 
examine the various combinations of projects satisfying 
the budget limit, we find the package of C, E and D as the 
best. They exhaust the entire budget and have a total NPV 
of Rs 189,000. Thus the firm can choose two lower ranked, 
small projects, E and D, in place of the high ranked, large 
project, A. The selection procedure will become very 
unwieldy if the firm has to choose the best package of 
projects from a large number of profitable projects.

Our discussion has shown that the profitability index 
can be used to choose projects under simple, one-period, 
capital constraint situation. It breaks down in the case of 
multi-period capital constraints. It will also not work when 
any other constraint is imposed, or when mutually 
exclusive projects, or dependent projects are being 
considered.

Programming Approach to Capital Rationing
The limitations of the profitability index method make it 
necessary to have a better method for investment decisions
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under capital rationing. Let us develop a general 
procedure for solving the capital rationing problem. 
Reconsider the example in which we had a two-period 
budget constraint. Our objective is to choose that package 
of projects, which gives us maximum total net present 
value subject to the firm's resources. Assume that we can 
invest in X fraction of each of the four projects. Then NPV 
from L will be 12.94 XL, from M 8.12 XM, and so on. The 
total NPV will be:

NPV = 12.94X, + 8.12XM + 7.75XN + 6.88XO

It should be clear that the values of X's should be such 
that total NPV is maximum. There are certain conditions 
for investing in various projects. For example, the total 
cash outlay in each of the two periods should not exceed 
Rs 50,000. Thus, the following two constraints should be 
satisfied while maximising the NPV:

50X£ + 25X,W + 25XW + 0Xo < 50

- 30X£ - 10XM - 10X,v + 80Xo < 50

It would be obvious to note that the investment in 
any project cannot be negative and we cannot invest in 
more than one of each project. Thus we have:

0 < XL < 1

0<XM<l

0 < XN < 1

0 < Xo < 1
We can summarize the decision problem as follows: 
Maximise

12.94X£ + 8.12Xm +7.75Xw +6.88XO

Subject to
50X£ + 25XiW + 25XW + 0Xo < 50 

-30X£ -10XM -10XN + 80Xo <50 

0 < XL < 1

0<XM<l

0 < XN < 1

0 < Xo < 1

Linear Programming (LP)
It may be realized that the above situation is a linear 
programming (LP) problem.8 It can be easily solved with 
the help of a computer. (You can use Solver in Excel to 
solve linear programming problems.) Using the LP model, 
the computer tells us that we should accept Projects M 
and N entirely and a fraction equal to 0.875 of Project O; 
Project L should be rejected. This is the optimal solution, 
and we shall obtain a maximum NPV equal to:

8. Van Home, J.C., Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1985, p. 135.
9. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, pp. 118-19

10. Van Home, op. cit., 1985, p. 136.

12.94 x 0 + 8.12 x 1 + 7.75 x 1 + 6.88 x 0.875
= 21.89 or Rs 21,890

This answer is quite different from the one, which we 
obtained earlier. Our earlier answer was that we should 
accept entire of Projects L and O, generating maximum 
NPV of Rs 19,820.

Integer Programming (IP)
It may be noted in this example that the LP solution 
requires us to accept a fraction of Project O. Perhaps some 
projects can be divided. If Project O is divisible, it may be 
appropriate to undertake a part of it and assume that cash 
flows will be reduced proportionately. However, a large 
number of projects in practice are indivisible. When 
projects are not divisible, we can use integer programming 
(IP) by limiting the X's to be integers of either 0 to 1. Integer 
programmes are difficult to solve. It may take unwieldy 
number of iterations for the model to converge on a 
solution. Also, other restrictions may prove to be 
redundant on account of integer restriction.

Dual Variable
One important advantage in using the programming 
models for solving the capital-rationed capital budgeting 
decisions is the information about 'dual variables.' Dual 
variables for the budget constraints may be interpreted 
as 'opportunity costs' or 'shadow prices.' In the example, 
dual variables for the budget constraints in periods 0 and 
1 respectively, are 0.344, and 0.086.

The dual variables of 0.344 for period 0 imply that 
NPV can be increased by Rs 0.344 if the budget in period 
0 is increased by Re 1. In other words, the opportunity 
cost of the budget constraint for period 0 is 34.4 per cent, 
and for period 1 it is 8.6 per cent. This implies that the 
NPV could be increased if funds were shifted from period 
1 to period 0. Thus, dual variables provide information 
for deciding the shifting of funds from one period to 
another.9

Extensions of Programming Approach
The use of LP or IP models can be extended to cope with 
other constraints.10 A firm may like to provide for the carry 
over of unspent cash from one period to another. Let C 
denote funds carried from period 0 to period 1 and let 
them earn interest at the rate i. Then in the example, we 
can rewrite budget constraint for the period 0 as:

50Xl + 25XW + 25XW + 0Xo + C = 50

and the constraint for period 1 will become
1

-30X£ - 10XM - 10Xw + 80Xo < 50 + (1 + i)C

We will also add one more restriction limiting C £ 0 
since carrying forward a negative amount is equal to 
borrowing.
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(summary )
l°~l A firm in practice faces complicated investment decisions. The most common situations include choosing among 

investments with different lives, deciding about the replacement of an existing asset or timing of an investment 
and evaluating investments under capital rationing. The NPV rule can be extended to handle such situations.

Q The choice between projects with unequal lives should be made by comparing their real annual equivalent values 
(AEVs). AEV is the NPV of an investment divided by the annuity factor given its life and risk-free discount rate:

Annuity factor

O The procedure of comparing AEVs can be followed while replacing an existing asset by a new asset. The NPV rule 
also proves handy in resolving the timing problem of an investment.

r~l Capital rationing occurs because of either the external or internal constrain on the supply of funds. In capital 
rationing situations, the firm cannot accept all profitable projects. Therefore, the firm will aim at maximizing NPV 
subject to the funds constraint.

□ In simple one-period capital rationing situations, the profitability index (PI) rule can be used. PI rule breaks in the 
case of multi-period funds constraints and project indivisibility.

Q A more sophisticated approach—either linear programming or integer programming—can be used to select 
investment under capital rationing. However, two factors limit the use of these approaches in practice. First, they 
are costly, and second, they assume investment opportunities as known. Also, large companies in reality hardly 
face the real capital shortage situations. Mostly it arises on account of the internal constraints imposed by the 
management for control purposes

KEY CONCEPTS
/ '
Annual equivalent value
Capital rationing
Dual variable
\__ __________

External capital rationing Mutually exclusive Project indivisibility
Internal capital rationing projects Replacement chains
Multi-period capital constraint Profitability index Shadow prices

STUDENT A

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 11.1 A company is evaluating two 

mutually exclusive projects. Project X will cost Rs 10,000 
now and will generate cash flows of Rs 5000 each year 
over its life of four years. Project Y will cost Rs 2500 and 
will generate cash flows of Rs 3000 each year over its life 
of three years. Which project would you select assuming a 
risk-free cost of capital of 10 per cent?

SOLUTION: Since the projects have different lives, we 
can compare their annual equivalent value (AEV):

AEV= NPV
Annuity factor

Project X:

AEV = -10,000+ (5000X3170)
3170

5,850
3,170

=Rs 1845

Project Y:

ABV . -2500 + (3000 x 2487) = «61 = 1M.
2487 2,487

Project Y should be selected since it has higher AE1 
Note that Project X has higher NPV if the differences in th 
lives of projects are not considered.

PROBLEM 11.2 At a cash outlay of Rs 6,00,000, 
company has kegged its recently found fine wine. Now 
expects the value of wine to grow as: At = Rs 9,00,000 In 
If the company has an opportunity cost of capital of 18 pt 
cent, determine the optimum time of bottling for the win 
Assume continuous compounding.

SOLUTION: We can use Equation (5) given in the chapte 
assuming that the project can be replicated indefinitely:
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(summary )

i

D A firm in practice faces complicated investment decisions. The most common situations include choosing amor z 
investments with different lives, deciding about the replacement of an existing asset or timing of an investmer t 
and evaluating investments under capital rationing. The NPV rule can be extended to handle such situations.
The choice between projects with unequal lives should be made by comparing their real annual equivalent values 
(AEVs). AEV is the NPV of an investment divided by the annuity factor given its life and risk-free discount rate

NPV

o

o

□

o

□

AEV=
Annuity factor

The procedure of comparing AEVs can be followed while replacing an existing asset by a new asset. The NPV rule 
also proves handy in resolving the timing problem of an investment.
Capital rationing occurs because of either the external or internal constrain on the supply of funds. In capital 
rationing situations, the firm cannot accept all profitable projects. Therefore, the firm will aim at maximizing NPV 
subject to the funds constraint.
In simple one-period capital rationing situations, the profitability index (PI) rule can be used. PI rule breaks in the 
case of multi-period funds constraints and project indivisibility.
A more sophisticated approach—either linear programming or integer programming—can be used to select 
investment under capital rationing. However, two factors limit the use of these approaches in practice. First, thev 
are costly, and second, they assume investment opportunities as known. Also, large companies in reality hardly 
face the real capital shortage situations. Mostly it arises on account of the internal constraints imposed by the 
management for control purposes

KEY CONCEPTS---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
Annual equivalent value External capital rationing Mutually exclusive Project indivisibility
Capital rationing Internal capital rationing projects
Dual variable Multi-period capital constraint Profitability index

Replacement chains 
Shadow prices

Sit.’ ffr-

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 11.1 A company is evaluating two 

mutually exclusive projects. Project X will cost Rs 10,000 
now and will generate cash flows of Rs 5000 each year 
over its life of four years. Project Y will cost Rs 2500 and 
will generate cash flows of Rs 3000 each year over its life 
of three years. Which project would you select assuming a 
risk-free cost of capital of 10 per cent?

SOLUTION: Since the projects have different lives, we 
can compare their annual equivalent value (AEV):

NPVAEV=
Annuity factor

Project X:

AEy _—10,000 4-(5000x3170) _&850 _
3,1703170

PROBLEM 11.2

Project Y-.

AEV = -2500.(3000 x 2487) _ 4961 _
2487 2,487

Project Y should be selected since it has higher AEV 
Note that Project Xhas higher NPV if the differences in the 
lives of projects are not considered.

At a cash outlay of Rs 6,00,000, a 
company has kegged its recently found fine wine. Now it 
expects the value of wine to grow as: At = Rs 9,00,000 In t. 
If the company has an opportunity cost of capital of 18 per 
cent, determine the optimum time of bottling for the wine. 
Assume continuous compounding.

SOLUTION: We can use Equation (5) given in the chapter, 
assuming that the project can be replicated indefinitely:
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dA, _ (A, - C)k 
dt ~ l-e“fa

Since the project has negative NPV, it should not be 
accepted.

d A, _ d(9,00,000 in t) 9,00,000 
dt dt t

(A,-C)k _ (900,000 In t-600,000)°18
1 - e w 1 - e’018'

I Dat/dt 1 - e~kt (At-C)k
(At-C)k 
l-e^

1 9,00,000 -1,08,000 0.1647 -6,55,737
2 4,50,000 4,290 0.3023 14,191

3,00,000 69,975 0.4173 1,67,685
4 2,25,000 1,16,580 0.5132 2,27,163
5 1,80,000 1,52,729 0.5934 2,57,380

The optimum kegging time is approximately 4 years

dAt/dt = (At-C)k/l-e-kl =225,000

PROBLEM 11.3 Kay Bee company is thinking of 
ta-ying an equipment for Rs 4,00,000. The equipment is
- rected to produce each year 10,000 units, 15,000 units,
- I 100 units and 8000 units of product X over its estimated

of four years. The price per unit is Rs 30, which is
- yected to increase by 5 per cent per year after the first 

- it. The cost of production per unit in first year is Rs 20
md is likely to increase by 10 per cent each year. The 
£-zeral rate of inflation is 8 per cent. The market- 
: -.-mined cost of capital is 10 per cent. The company tax 
rs:e is 50 per cent. Assume that depreciation can be charged 
: n the straight- ne hasis Cfimniltl tflirnn H 11

'_ PROBLEM 11.4] A company is considering the
following six projects:

Project Cost (Rs) NPV (Rs ’000)

1 01,000 0210
2 6,000 1,560
3 5,000 0850
4 2,000 0260
5 2,500 0500
6 0500 095

You are required to calculate the profitability index 
for each project and rank them. Which projects would you 
choose if the total available funds are Rs 80,00,000?

SOLUTION:
(a)

Project
PV of Inflows 
(Cost + NPV)

PI 
(PV/Cost) Rank

1 1,210 1.21 II
2 7,560 1.26 I
3 5,850 1.17 V
4 2,260 1.13 VI
5 3,000 1.20
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Since the project has negative NPV, it should not be 
accepted.

' PROBLEM 11.4 A company is considering the 
following six projects:

(b) Projects 2 and 1 are best in terms of PI. They use 
Rs 70,00,000 funds and generate NPV of Rs 17,70,000. The 
company is left with unspent funds of Rs 1,000,000. By 
trial and error, we can find other combination of projects:

- ne optimum kegging time is approximately 4 years

dA, _ (A, - C)k
d t 

dA, _
dt

A-C)k
l-eu

l-e’*
d(9,00,000 In t) 9,00,000 

d t t

(900,000 In t- 600,000)°18
1 - e“0,18'

Dat /dt 1 - e~kt (At-C)k

U 
'<u

1 
1

9.00,000 -1,08,000 0.1647 -6,55,737
4.50,000 4,290 0.3023 14,191
3.00.000 69,975 0.4173 1,67,685

4 2,25,000 1,16,580 0.5132 2,27,163
1.80,000 1,52,729 0.5934 2,57,380

dAt/dt = [Al-C)k/l-e-k‘ =225,000

PROBLEM 11.3 Kay Bee company is thinking of 
an equipment for Rs 4,00,000. The equipment is 

:ed to produce each year 10,000 units, 15,000 units, 
units and 8000 units of product X over its estimated 

:f four years. The price per unit is Rs 30, which is 
to increase by 5 per cent per year after the first 

w?sr The cost of production per unit in first year is Rs 20 
«£. t is likely to increase by 10 per cent each year. The 
s -ral rate of inflation is 8 per cent. The market- 
l - rmined cost of capital is 10 per cent. The company tax 
s'- is 50 per cent. Assume that depreciation can be charged 
w. the straight-line basis for computing taxes. Should the 
■a. -ipment be bought?

SOLUTION:

Project Cost (Rs) NPV (Rs ’000)

1 01,000 0210
2 6,000 1,560
3 5,000 0850
4 2,000 0260
5 2,500 0500
6 0500 095

You are required to calculate the profitability index 
for each project and rank them. Which projects would you 
choose if the total available funds are Rs 80,00,000?

SOLUTION:
(a)

Project
PV of Inflows 
(Cost + NPV)

PI
(PV/Cost) Rank

1 1,210 1.21 II
2 7,560 1.26 I
3 5,850 1.17 V
4 2,260 1.13 VI
5 3,000 1.20 III
6 595 1.19 IV

1. Units
2. Price

10,000 15,000 20,000 8,000
Projects NPV Outlay

(5% increase) 30.00 31.50 33.08 34.73 1, 2 1.770 7,000
3. Unit cost

(10% increase) 20.00 22.00 24.20 26.62 2, 4 1,820 8,000
4. Sales (1 x 2) 300,000 472,500 661,600 277,840 2, 1, 6 1,865 7,500
5. Costs (1 x 3) 200,000 330,000 484,000 212,960
6. PBDIT 100,000 142,500 177,600 64,880 1, 3, 4 1,320 8,000
7. Tax 50,000 71,250 88,800 32,440 3, 4, 6 1.205 7,500
8. PAT 50.000 71,250 88,800 32,440
9. Depreciation 3, 5, 6 1,445 8,000

tax shield 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
10. NCF (8 + 9) 100,000 121,250 138,800 82,440 The best combination is that of Projects 2, 1 and 6.
II. PVF at 10% 0.909 0.826 0.751 0.683 They yield maximum NPV.
12. PVofNCF 90,900 100,153 104,239 56,307
13. NPV (Rs) 351,599-400,000 = 48,401
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REVIEW QUESTIONSk_________________ j
1. Why should you not compare the simple NPV of the mutually exclusive projects with different lives? What is 

the correct procedure to compare such projects?
2. Show with the help of an illustration that the annual equivalent value and the NPV for infinite period procedures 

lead to same results in case of the mutually exclusive projects with different lives.
3. How does the NPV rule help in determining the optimum duration of an investment? Illustrate your answer.
4. What are the important considerations in a replacement decision? How would you decide when to replace an 

equipment?
5. Define capital rationing. How would you select the investment projects under one-period capital constraint’ 

Would capital rationing lead to sub-optimal investment decision?
6. A finance director of a multi-crore engineering company once stated, ‘We do not face any capital rationing 

problem. The capital market is big enough to supply us funds in various ways to finance any profitable project 
We do, however, impose budget ceiling on the capital expenditures of divisions for control purposes. But that 
does not imply shortage of funds and therefore, non-acceptance of genuinely profitable projects.’ What is the 
finance director talking about?

7. Explain the limitations of the NPV and PI rules in selecting investment projects under capital rationing.
8. How does mathematical programming help in the optimum choice of projects under capital rationing? Why 

not programming approach popular in practice?

QUIZ EXERCISESk__________________ 4

1. A firm has to choose between two projects P and Q, which are designed differently, but perform essentially the 
same function. P will cost Rs 240,000 and operating cash expenses of Rs 60,000 per year for 4 years. On the 
other hand, Q would involve an initial cash outlay of Rs 120,000 and operating cash expenses of Rs 80,000 per 
year for 2 years. The discount rate is 10 per cent. How and which project should we choose?

2. A company is evaluating two mutually exclusive projects. Project Xwill cost Rs 100,000 now and will generate 
cash flows of Rs 50,000 each year over its life of four years. Project Y will cost Rs 25,000 and will generate cash 
flows of Rs 30,000 each year over its life of three years. The cost of capital is 12 per cent. Calculate the NPV of 
the projects. Can you select X or Y on the basis of the calculated NPV? Why or why not? What approach will 
you use?

3. A company is thinking of replacing an old machine. The machine was bought 4 years ago for Rs 500,000. It is 
expected to last for 3 years more and to produce annual net cash inflow of Rs 300,000. The new alternative 
machine will cost Rs 750,000 and provide annual net cash flows of Rs 450,000 for five years. There is no 
salvage value for machines. The cost of capital is 12 per cent. Should the old machine be replaced?

4. Project A will cost Rs 500,000 and generate annual net cash flow of 160,000 for six years. Project B will also cost 
Rs 500000 but generate annual net cash flow of Rs 120,000 for 12 year. The cost of capital is 10 per cent. Since 
the firm has only Rs 500,000, it can choose only one project. Which project should it accept and why?

5. Consider the following investment projects:

Project
Cash Flows (Rs)

Co c3 c2
L - 30,000 22,500 27,000
M - 39,500 27,000 32,400

Calculate the NPV and PI for each project assuming a 20 per cent cost of capital. Which project should be 
accepted if only one project can be accepted because of capital rationing.
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PROBLEMS
L_______________________________________________ J

1. The Damodar Company is considering two 
mutually exclusive projects with different lives. 
The costs (cash flows) of the projects are given 
below:

Project
Cash Flows (Rs ’000)

c0 ^2 C3 c4
X 150 30 30 30 30
Y 75 40 40

The discount rate is 10 per cent. Which project 
should be selected and why?

2. The K&K Company has two alternative investment 
projects, A and B. A, short-lived project, will cost 
Rs 1,50,000 initially and involve annual operating 
cash expenses of Rs 40,000 for 4 years. B, on the 
other hand, will cost Rs 2,00,000 and involve 
annual operating expenses of Rs 25,000 for 7 years. 
Projects have no salvage value. The discount rate 
is 12 per cent. Which project do you recommend?

3. A firm is evaluating two mutually exclusive 
machines. Machine P will require an initial 
investment of Rs 1,20,000 and provide annual net 
cash inflows after taxes of Rs 42,000 for 6 years. 
Machine Q will involve an investment of 
Rs 3,00,000 and provide annual net cash inflows 
after taxes of Rs 80,000 for 8 years. Machine Q is 
riskier than machine P. The required rate of return 
of Machine Q is 14 per cent and of Machine P is 
12 per cent. Which machine should be selected?

4. A company is thinking of replacing an old 
machine. The machine was bought 4 years ago for 
Rs 1,00,000. It is expected to last for 3 years more 
and to produce an annual net cash inflow of 
Rs 60,000. The new alternative machine will cost 
Rs 1,50,000 and provide net cash flows of 
Rs 90,000, Rs 90,000, Rs 80,000, Rs 80,000 and 
Rs 70,000 from year 1 through year 5. There is no 
salvage value for machines. The cost of capital is 
12 per cent.- Should the old machine be replaced?

5. R.K. Company had acquired 5 years ago, a machine 
for Rs 300,000. The current net salvage value of 
the machine is Rs 60,000. It is expected to last 
another 3 years and provide net cash inflows of 
Rs 70,000, Rs 60,000, and Rs 50,000. The salvage 
value of the machine after 3 years is estimated as 
Rs 40,000. A technologically superior design is 
available now. The new machine will cost 
Rs 300,000 and have a life of 5 years. It will provide 
annual net cash inflows of Rs 150,000, Rs 130,000, 
Rs 120,000, Rs 100,000 and Rs 80,000. It is also 
expected that the new machine will have a net 
salvage value of Rs 20,000 after 5 years. The 
required rate of return is 10 per cent. Should the 
firm replace old machine now or after 3 years.

6. Radiant Engineers Ltd has two machines doing the 
same job. Due to improved processing and 

manufacturing, the company is in a position to se 
one of the machines. Machine X needs repairin 
costing Rs 10,000 to be operative for next thre 
years. Its annual operating costs are expected t< 
be Rs 12,500 and it could be sold for Rs 8,000 afte 
3 years. Its market value today is Rs 20,000 
Machine Khas a market value of Rs 45,000 tode;. 
and Rs 10,000 after 8 years. Its annual operating 
costs are Rs 9,000 and would require repairs 
costing Rs 12,000 after 3 years. The book values of 
Machines X and Y are Rs 12,000 and Rs 24.000 
respectively. Assume that depreciation is charged 
on straight-line basis for computing tax. The tax 
rate is 45 per cent and the required rate of return 
is 10 per cent. Which machine should be sold?

7. A company manufactures product X by operating 
two machines, each of which has a capacity of 
5,000 units a year. Assume for simplicity the: 
machines have infinite life and no salvage value. 
The cost of manufacturing one unit of the product 
is Rs 6. The demand is high between September to 
February, and machines work full capacity during 
this period. During March to July, the demand is 
low and machines work at 50% of capacity. The 
company is considering whether to replace these 
machines with available new designed machines. 
The new machines have the same capacity and 
therefore, two such machines would be needed to 
meet peak demand. Each new machine costs 
Rs 30,000 and lasts indefinitely. The cost of 
production would be Rs 3 per unit. Should the 
company buy new machines?

8. The Wangers Ltd has kegged one of its special 
wines costing Rs 150,000. Its value is expected to 
increase over time in the following manner: At = 
Rs 200,000 In t. The firm’s cost of capital is 13 per 
cent. Determine the optimum time of bottling for 
the wine. Assume continuous compounding.

9. You have a tract of land on which trees can be 
grown. The initial cost of planting the trees is 
Rs 80,000. The net revenue realisable from the 
harvesting of trees would be as follows:

At = Rs 80,000(1 + t)°5

The opportunity cost of capital is 10 per cent. What 
is optimum time for harvesting the trees? Assume 
continuous compounding.

10. A firm is considering the following two Projects, 
M and N:

Project M Project N

Investment (Rs) 250,000 250,000
Annual net cash inflow (Rs) 80,000 60,000
Life (years) 6 10
Cost of capital (per cent) 10 10
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Because of capital rationing imposed by 
management, the firm can choose only one project. 
Which project should be selected? Why?

11. Consider the following investment projects:

Project
Cash Flows (Rs)

c0 Q
L -3,000 2,250 + 2,700
M -3,950 + 2,700 + 3,240

(a) Calculate the NPV and PI for each project 
assuming a 20 per cent cost of capital.

(b) Which project should be accepted if only one 
project can be accepted because of capital 
rationing.

12. A firm has a budget ceiling of Rs 1,00,000 for 
capital expenditures. The following proposal with 
associated profitability index and IRR have been 
identified:

Proposals
Cash Outlay 

(Rs)
Profitability 

Index
Internal Rate 
of Return (%)

A 100,000 1.22 15
B 50,000 1.17 14
C 40,000 1.46 20
D 30,000 1.72 25
E 20,000 1.13 13
F 10,000 1.04 11

Which project(s) should be undertaken? Which 
method would you prefer in making you: 
recommendation and why?

13. Zee Company is evaluating the following sever, 
investment proposals. The company has a capita- 
expenditure ceiling of Rs 150 million, an: 
therefore, can accept just enough proposals. Yo - 
are required to rank proposals according tc 
profitability index and indicate the group of 
proposals to be accepted.

Project Cash Outlay 
(Rs million)

NPV
(Rs million)

O 10 1.8
P 50 8.0
Q 20 4.0
s 60 3.6
T 100 25.0
U 80 18.0
V 40 4.0

CASE 11.1: RITESH FOUNDRIES LIMITED

Rajesh Bhatt, the production manager of Ritesh Foundries 
Ltd (RFL) has just come to know that Indus Engineering 
Ltd (IEL) has recently introduced a new fabrication machine 
for medium-size foundries. This new model is more 
efficient than the currently available models. Rajesh 
thought that if the new machine were economically 
attractive, he could discuss with general manager of the 
company the possibility of replacing the existing machine, 
which his company had bought five years ago. He therefore 
decided to collect the technical and financial information 
of the machine from IEL.

Jaikumar, the marketing manager of RFL, explained to 
Rajesh the technical features of the machine, and tried to 
convince him that his company should go for the new 
model as it was far superior to their existing machine. 
Rajesh asked him the financial details of buying the new 
model. He informed Jaikumar that the existing machine 
has annual operating cost of Rs 6,00,000. Jaikumar stated 
that RFL would incur annual operating cash cost of 
Rs 2,50,000, and thus will be able to save cash costs of 
Rs 3,50,000 per year. In addition to these savings, RFL 
would charge straight-line depreciation on the new 
machine, which will save taxes for the company. He also 
felt that the new machine would have a salvage value equal 

to 10 per cent of its original cost at the end of its useful life 
of ten years. The machine will cost Rs 16,00,000 plus 
Rs 2,00,000 as installation cost.

Rajesh knew that his company had bought the existing 
machine five years ago for Rs 6,00,000 and the installation 
cost was Rs 1,00,000. The book value of the machine, after 
charging straight-line depreciation for tax purpose, is 
Rs 35,000. The machine, if sold today, could fetch a price 
of Rs. 75,000; if it is not replaced, it could be sold for 
Rs 1,25,000 at the end of its original economic life of ten 
years.

RFL is a cash rich company. It is entirely equity 
financed and it has no plans for using long-term debt 
in the near future to finance its projects. If it decides to 
replace the old machine, it will utilize internal cash. 
RFL is a privately held company. It has a practice of 
measuring its cost of capital by adding premium for 
inflation and risk to the yield on one-year long-term 
government bond, which is currently 6 per cent. 
According to the company management, the expected 
inflation rate is 5 per cent and the risk premium is 7 
per cent. However, for replacement decisions the company 
considers a risk premium of 4 per cent as reasonable. 
RFL’s corporate income tax is 35 per cent.
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Discussion Questions

1. Compute cash flows. Make your assumptions 3. Which alternative should the company choose and
explicit. why? Explain the logic of the procedure followed

2. What is the appropriate discount rate in this case by you.
and why?

CASE 11.2: XYZ COMPANY

XYZ Company is a highly profitable company. It regularly 
pays dividends, which is generally about 30 per cent of 
net profits. For the current year, after paying dividends, 
the company has Rs 125 million internal funds. The 
company does not employ long-term debt, and uses short
term bank borrowings for working capital. The various 
departments of the company have forwarded the following 
projects for management consideration:

Project
Investment in 

Year 0 
(Rs million)

NPV @10% 
(Rs million)

Common material 
used by Project 

(million 
units)

P 100 10.89 1.25
Q 75 13.81 1.00
R 50 10.41 1.00
S 25 12.30 1.50
T 50 10.93 1.25

limitation of a common material that is shared by these 
projects. We have 2.5 million units of material available. 
Given these limitations of funds and material, we need to 
select those projects, which maximize our NPV. Table given 
below provides information about projects' profitability 
index and NPV per unit of material consumed. It may be 
useful in arriving at the final decisions.’

Project PI Rank NPV/Mat. 
units

Rank

P 1.11 5 8.72 4
Q 1.18 4 13.81 1
R 1.21 3 10.41 2
S 1.49 1 8.20 5
T 1.22 2 8.75 3

Discussion Questions
All five projects use a common material that has 

limitation on availability. Total available units for the 
current year are 2.5 million.

The finance director prepared the following brief note 
for the management discussions

‘The objective of our company is to maximise 
shareholders' wealth. Our policy is to accept all positive- 
NPV projects. We are conservatively financed, and our 
capital budget is limited to available internal funds. For 
the current year, our capital budget is limited to Rs 125 
million. All five projects under consideration have positive 
NPVs but only a few can be accepted. We also have

1. Why does XYZ Company have funds constraint 
in accepting all positive-NPV projects? What are 
the consequences if it has to reject certain positive- 
NPV projects?

2. How does information about projects' profitability 
index and NPV per unit of material used help you 
in taking a decision?

3. Which projects should the company choose to 
maximize NPV subject to fund and material 
constraints?

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Identify a list of ten companies from capital intensive 
industries. Based on the annual accounts of these 
companies, examine their capital expenditure and 
financing pattern. Further use email interview with the 
senior executives of the companies to answer the following 
questions:

(a) Do companies face internal or external capital 
rationing situations?

(b) How do these companies select investment project 
if they face capital rationing?



Risk Analysis in 
Capital Budgeting

Learning Objectives

► Discuss the concept of risk in investment decisions
► Understand commonly used techniques of handling risk
► Focus on the need and mechanics of sensitivity analysis and scenario analysis
► Highlight the utility and methodology of simulation analysis
► Explain the decision tree approach in sequential investment decisions
► Focus on the relationship between utility theory and capital budgeting decisions

INTRODUCTION

In discussing the capital budgeting techniques, we have 
so far assumed that the proposed investment projects do 
not involve any risk. This assumption was made simply 
to facilitate the understanding of the capital budgeting 
techniques. In real world situation, however, the firm in 
general and its investment projects in particular are 
exposed to different degrees of risk. What is risk? How 
can risk be measured and analysed in the investment 
decisions?

NATURE OF RISK

Risk exists because of the inability of the decision maker 
to make perfect forecasts. Forecasts cannot be made with 
perfection or certainty since the future events on which 
they depend are uncertain. An investment is not risky if 
we can specify a unique sequence of cash flows for it. But 
the whole trouble is that cash flows cannot be forecast 
accurately, and alternative sequences of cash flows can 
occur depending on the future events. Thus, risk arises in 

investment evaluation because we cannot anticipate the 
occurrence of the possible future events with certainty and. 
consequently, cannot make any correct prediction about 
the cash flow sequence. To illustrate, let us suppose that 
a firm is considering a proposal to commit its funds in a 
machine, which will help to produce a new product. The 
demand for this product may be very sensitive to the 
general economic conditions. It may be very high under 
favourable economic conditions and very low under 
unfavourable economic conditions. Thus, the investment 
would be profitable in the former situation and 
unprofitable in the latter case. But, it is quite difficult to 
predict the future state of economic conditions. Because 
of the uncertainty of the economic conditions, uncertainty 
about the cash flows associated with the investment 
derives.

A large number of events influence forecasts. These 
events can be grouped in different ways. However, no 
particular grouping of events will be useful for all 
purposes. We may, for example, consider three broad 
categories of the events influencing the investment 
forecasts:1

1. Harold Bierman Jr. and Seymour Smidt, Capital Budgeting Decision, Macmillan, 1975, p. 162.
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General economic conditions This category 
includes events which influence the general level 
of business activity. The level of business activity 
might be affected by such events as internal and 
external economic and political situations, 
monetary and fiscal policies, social conditions, etc. 
Industry factors This category of events may 
affect all companies in an industry. For example, 
companies in an industry would be affected by 
the industrial relations in the industry, by 
innovations, by change in material cost, etc.
Company factors This category of events may 
affect only the company. The change in 
management, strike in the company, a natural 
disaster such as flood or fire may directly affect a 
particular company.

In formal terms, the risk associated with an 
nvestment may be defined as the variability that is likely 
to occur in the future returns from the investment. For 
example, if a person invests, say Rs 20,000 in short-term 
government bonds, which are expected to yield 9 per cent 
return, he can accurately estimate the return on the 
investment. Such an investment is relatively risk free. The 
reason for this belief is that government will not fail and 

•ill pay interest regularly and repay the amount invested. 
It is for this reason that the rate of interest paid on 
government securities, such as short-term treasury bills, 
is the risk-free rate of interest. Instead of investing Rs 20,000 
in government securities, if the investor purchases the 
shares of a company, then it is not possible to estimate 
future return accurately. The return could be negative, 
zero or some extremely large figure. Because of the high 
degree of the variability associated with the future returns, 
this investment would be considered risky.

Risk is associated with the variability of future returns 
of a project. The greater the variability of the expected 
returns, the riskier the project. Risk can, however, be 
measured more precisely. The most common measures 
of risk are standard deviation and coefficient of 
variations.

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR 
RISK ANALYSIS

Statistical techniques are analytical tools for handling risky 
investments.2 These techniques, drawing from the fields 
of mathematics, logic, economics and psychology, enable 
the decision maker to make decisions under risk or 
uncertainty.3

2. For detailed discussion see Grayson, C. Jackson, The Use of Statistical Techniques in Capital Budgeting, in Financial Research and 
Management Decisions, ed., Alexander A. Robichek, John Wiley, 1967, and Robicheck, A. and S. Myers, Optimal Financing Decisions, 
Prentice-Hall, 1965.

3. Grayson, op. cit., 1967, p. 98.
4. Grayson, op. cit., 1967, p. 99.

The concept of probability is fundamental to the use 
of the risk analysis techniques. How is probability defined?

How are probabilities estimated? How are they used in 
the risk analysis techniques? How do statistical techniques 
help in resolving the complex problem of analysing risk 
in capital budgeting? We attempt to answer these 
questions in this section.

Probability Defined
The most crucial information for the capital budgeting 
decision is the forecast of future cash flows. A typical 
forecast is single figure for a period. This is referred to as 
'best estimate' or 'most likely' forecast. But the questions 
are: To what extent can one rely on this single figure? How 
is this figure arrived at? Does it reflect risk? In fact, the 
decision analysis is limited in two ways by this single 
figure forecast. Firstly, we do not know the chances of 
this figure actually occurring, i.e., the uncertainty 
surrounding this figure. In other words, we do not know 
the range of the forecast and the chance or the probability 
estimates associated with figures within this range. 
Secondly, the meaning of best estimates is not very clear. 
It is not known whether it is mean, median or mode. For 
these reasons, a forecaster should not give just one 
estimate, but a range of associated probability—a 
probability distribution.

Probability may be described as a measure of 
someone's opinion about the likelihood that an event will 
occur. If an event is certain to occur, we say that it has a 
probability of one of occurring. If an event is certain not 
to occur, we say that its probability of occurring is zero. 
Thus, probability of all events to occur lies between zero 
and one. A probability distribution may consist of a 
number of estimates. But in the simple form it may consist 
of only a few estimates. One commonly used form 
employs only the high, low and best guess estimates, or 
the optimistic, most likely and pessimistic estimates. For 
example, the annual cash flows expected from a project 
could be Rs 2,00,000 or Rs 1,70,000 or Rs 80,000:—

Assumption Cash Flow (Rs)
Best guess 2,00,000
High guess 1,70,000
Low guess 80,000

It can easily be seen that this is an improvement over 
the single figure forecast. But still some more information 
can be disclosed. What does the forecaster feel about the 
occurrence of these estimates? Are these forecasts likely 
equal? The forecast should describe more accurately his 
degree of confidence in his forecasts; that is, he should 
describe his feelings as to the probability of these estimates 
occurring.4 For example, he may assign the following 
probabilities to his estimates:
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Assumption Cash Flows (Rs) Probability

Best guess 2,00,000 0.2
High guess 1,70,000 0.6
Low guess 80,000 0.2

The forecaster considers the chance or probability of 
the annual cash flows being either Rs 2,00,000 (maximum) 
or Rs 80,000 (minimum) at 20 per cent each. There is a 60 
per cent probability that annual cash flows may be 
Rs 1,70,000. The additional information provided by the 
forecaster is useful in assessing more clearly the impact 
of a variable, which may assume different values on the 
profitability of an investment. A pertinent question is: 
How to obtain probability distributions?

Assigning probability The classical probability theory 
assumes that no statement whatsoever can be made about 
the probability of any single event. In fact, the classical 
view holds that one can talk about probability in a very 
long-run sense, given that the occurrence or non
occurrence of the event can be repeatedly observed over 
a very large number of times under independent identical 
situations. Thus, the probability estimate, which is based 
on a very large number of observations, is known as an 
objective probability.

The classical concept of objective probability is of little 
use in analysing investment decisions because these 
decisions are non-repetitive and hardly made under 
independent identical conditions over time. As a result, 
some people opine that it is not very useful to express the 
forecaster's estimates in terms of probability. However, 
in recent years another view of probability has revived, 
that is, the personalistic view, which holds that it makes a 
great deal of sense to talk about the probability of a single 
event, without reference to the repeatability, long-run 
frequency concept. It is perfectly valid, therefore, to talk 
about the probability of rain tomorrow, the probability of 
sales reaching a certain level next year, or the probability 
that earnings per share will exceed Rs 2.50 next year, or 
five years hence.5 Such probability assignments that reflect 
the state of belief of a person rather than the objective 
evidence of a large number of trials are called personal or 
subjective probabilities.

5. Bierman and Smidt, op. cit., 1975, p. 164.

Risk and Uncertainty
Risk is sometimes distinguished from uncertainty. Risk 
is referred to a situation where the probability distribution 
of the cash flow of an investment proposal is known. On 
the other hand, if no information is available to formulate 
a probability distribution of the cash flows the situation 
is known as uncertainty. Most financial authors do not 
recognize this distinction and use the two terms 
interchangeably. We too follow this approach.

Expected Net Present Value
Once the probability assignments have been made to tat 
future cash flows, the next step is to find out the expectj-r 
net present value. The expected net present value can M 
found out by multiplying the monetary values of me 
possible events (cash flows) by their probabilities 
following equation describes the expected net presznr 
value.

Expected net present value = Sum of present vjija 
of expected net cask 
flows

« FNCF
ENPV= y --------

where ENPV is the expected net present value, ENCF 
expected net cash flows (including both inflows and 
outflows) in period f and k is the discount rate. Th 
expected net cash flow can be calculated as follows:

ENCFr = NCF;f x Pjt

where NCy is net cash flow for jth event in period f an d 
Pjt probability of net cash flow for ;th event in period t.

ILLUSTRATION 12.1 Expected Net Cash Flow:
Single Period

The following are the possible net cash flows of Projects A 
and Yand their associated probabilities. Both projects have 
a discount rate of 10 per cent. Calculate the expected net 
present value for each project. Which project is preferable'

Project X_________ Project Y
Possible
Event

Cash Flow Cash Flow 
(Rs) Probability(Rs) Probability

A 4,000 0.10 12,000 0.10
B 5,000 0.20 10,000 0.15
C 6,000 0.40 8,000 0.50
D 7,000 0.20 6,000 0.15
E 8,000 0.10 4,000 0.10

Table 12.1 gives the calculations of the expected value 
for Project X and Project Y.

Table 12.1: Calculation of Expected Value for 
Project X and Project Y

X Y
Net

Possible 
events

Net Cash 
Flow 
(Rs)

Proba
bility

Expected 
Value

Rs

Cash 
Flow

Rs

L 
Proba
bility

Jxpectec
Value

A 4,000 0.10 400 2,000 0.10 200
B 5,000 0.20 1,000 10,000 0.15 1,500
C 6,000 0.40 2,400 8,000 0.50 4,000
D 7,000 0.20 1,400 6,000 0.15 900
E 8,000 0.10 800 4,000 0.10 400

ENCF 6,000 8,000

It can be seen from Table 12.1 that Project Y has a 
higher expected net cash flow, i.e., Rs 8,000 and, therefore.
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would be preferable to Project X which has an expected 
net cash flow of Rs 6,000. Project Y will also have a higher 
net present value when the expected net cash flows of the 
two projects are discounted at the same rate. If we assume 
a discount rate of 10 per cent and an equal initial cost of 
Rs 5,000 for each project, the net present value for Project 
.Vis (0.909 x Rs 6,000 - Rs 5,000) = Rs 454. Project Vs NPV 
is: (0.909 x Rs 8,000 - Rs 5,000) = Rs 2,272.

Instead of one-year cash flow estimates if we have cash 
flow estimates for several years, the mechanism for 
calculating the expected value just described can be simply 
extended.

ILLUSTRATION 12.2: Expected Net Present Value:
Multiple Period

A company has determined the following probabilities for 
net cash flows for three years generated by a project:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Cash 
Flow 
(Rs)

Probabi
lity

Cash 
Flow 
(Rs)

Probabi
lity

Cash
Flow Probabi

lity
1,000 0.1 1,000 0.2 1,000 0.3
2,000 0.2 2,000 0.3 2,000 0.4
3,000 0.3 3,000 0.4 3,000 0.2
4,000 0.4 4,000 0.1 4,000 0.1

Calculate the expected net cash flows. Also calculate 
the present value of the expected cash flow, using 10 per 
cent discount rate.

Table 12.2 shows the calculation of the expected net 
present value.

The present value of the expected value of cash flow 
at 10 per cent discount rate has been determined as follows: 

pv ENCF%
(i + k)1 (i + k)2 (i + k)3

_ 3,000 ! 2.400 ! 2,100
(l.l)1 (l.l)2 (l.l)3

= 3,000 x 0.909 + 2,400 x 0.826 4- 2,100 x 0.751
= Rs 6,286.50

ILLUSTRATION 12.3: Expected NPV
Suppose an investment project has a life of three years, 

and it would involve an initial cost of Rs 10,000. Based on 
the possible economic conditions, the expected net cash 
flows and associated probabilities are given in Table 12.3. 
If the discount rate is 15 per cent, calculate the expected 
NPV.

Table 12.3: Expected Cash Flow
Year Economic Conditions NCF (Rs) Probability

0 -10,000 1.0
1 High growth 5,000 0.2

Average growth 3,000 0.7
No growth 1,000 0.1

2 High growth 6,000 0.3
Average growth 4,000 0.5
No growth 2,000 0.2

3 High growth 8,000 0.4
Average growth 6,000 0.3
No growth 3,000 0.3

For each year, ENCF can be calculated as follows:

ENCFj = (5,000x0.2)+ (3,000x0.7)+ (1,000x0.1) = 3,200
ENCF2 = (6,000 x 0.3) + (4,000 x 0.5) + (2,000 x 0.2) = 4,200
ENCF3 = (8,000 x 0.4) x (6,000x0.3)+ (3,000x0.3) = 5,900

Cash outlay of Rs 10,000 in year 0 is expected to remain 
the same in all economic conditions. The expected NPV 
can be calculated as follows:

ENpv = 1222 + A221 + A221_lo,ooo
(1.15) (1.15)2 (1.15)3

= 3,200x0.870 + 4,200x0.756+5,900
x 0.658-10,000

= -Rs 159

Variance or Standard Deviation:
Absolute Measure of Risk
Although, through the calculation of the expected net 
present value, risk is explicitly incorporated into the 
capital budgeting analysis, yet a better insight into the 
risk analysis will be obtained if we find out the dispersion 
of cash flows, i.e., the difference between the possible cash 
flows that can occur and their expected value. The 
dispersion of cash flow indicates the degree of risk. A 
commonly used measure of risk is the standard deviation 
or variance. Simply stated, variance measures the 
deviation about expected cash flow of each of the possible 
cash flows. Standard deviation is the square root of 
variance. The formulae to calculate variance and standard 
deviation are as:

Table 12.2: Calculation of the Expected Value 
(Three-Year Period)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Cash 

Flow (Rs) Probability
Expected
Value (Rs)

Cash 
Flow (Rs) Probability

Expected
Value (Rs)

Cash 
Flow (Rs) Probability

Expected
Value (Rs)

1,000 0.1 100 1,000 0.2 200 1,000 0.3 300
2,000 0.2 400 2,000 0.3 600 2,000 0.4 800
3,000 0.3 900 3,000 0.4 1,200 3,000 0.2 600
4,000 0.4 1,600 4,000 0.1 400 4,000 0.1 400
ENCF 3,000 2,400 2,100
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Variance of NCF = (NCFj - ENCF)2Probj 

+(NCE,-ENCF)2Prob2 

+ ...+ (NCF„ - ENCF)2 Prob,, 
n

6. Grayson, op. cit., 1967; Robicheck and Myers, op. cit., 1969.

7 = 1
(2)

(3)

As stated earlier, the square root of variance is 
standard deviation (o):

<r (NCF) = ^ct2 (NCF)

Given the data for Projects X and Y in Illustration 12.1 
and using Equations (2) and (3), we can calculate variance 
and standard deviation as follows:
Project X: 

o2 (NCF) = (4,000 - 6,000)2 (0.1) + (5,000 + 6,000)2 (0.2)

+ (6,000 - 6,000)2(0.4) + (7,000 - 6,000)2 (0.2)

+ (8,000 - 6,000)2 (0.1) = 1,200,000

<j2(NCF) = 71,200,000 = 1,095.45

Project Y;

<r2 (NCF) = (12,000 - 8,000)2(0.1) + (10,000 - 8,000)2(0.15) 

+ (8,000 - 8,000)2 (0.5) + (6,000 - 8,000)2 (0.15) 

+ (4,000 - 8,000)2(0.1) = 44,00,000

a2 (NCF) = 744,00,000 = 2,097.62

The calculation of standard deviation clearly shows 
that Project Y is riskier as it has a higher standard 
deviation. Had the expected net present values of the two 
projects been the same, on the basis of the standard 
deviation as a measure of risk, Project X would have been 
favoured. But the decision maker is in a dilemma because 
Project Y not only has a larger expected net present value, 
but also a larger standard deviation as compared to Project 
X. To resolve such problems, instead of analysing risk in 
absolute terms, it may be measured in relative terms.

Coefficient of Variation: 
Relative Measure of Risk
A relative measure of risk is the coefficient of variation. 
It is defined as the standard deviation of the probability 
distribution divided by its expected value:

Coefficient of variation =

Cy Standard deviation 
Expected value (4)

The coefficient of variation is a useful measure of risi 
when we are comparing the projects which have (zj same 
standard deviations but different expected values, or 
(zz) different standard deviations but same expected values 
or (z'z'zj different standard deviations and different expected 
values. In Illustration 12.1, Project X has an expected value 
of Rs 6,000 and a standard deviation of Rs 1,095.45, while 
Project Y has an expected value of Rs 8,000 and a standar c 
deviation of Rs 2,097.62. Intuitively, Project Y may be 
preferred because of the larger expected net present value 
But it is more risky as compared to Project X. This - 
verified by calculating the coefficients of variation for ~e 
two projects. The coefficient of variation for Project X 
(1,095.45/6,000) = 0.1826, while for Project Y it is (2,097.62 
8,000) = 0.2622.

Whether Project X or Project Y should be accepted 
will depend upon the investor's attitude towards risk. He 
would prefer Project Y if he is ready to assume more risi 
in order to obtain a higher expected monetary value. _r 
case he has a great aversion to risk, he would accept Projec 
X for it is less risky.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define the concept of risk. Is it different from 
uncertainty?

2. What factors cause investment uncertainty?
3. Define probability. How does objective probability 

differ from subjective probability?
4. How is expected present value calculated?
5. What are the statistical measures of risk and how are 

they calculated?

CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES OF 
RISK ANALYSIS

A number of techniques to handle risk are used by 
managers in practice (see Exhibit 12.1). They range from 
simple rules of thumb to sophisticated statistical 
techniques.6 The following are the popular, non- 
conventional techniques of handling risk in capital 
budgeting:

Payback
Risk-adjusted discount rate
Certainty equivalent

These methods, as discussed below, are simple, 
familiar and partially defensible on theoretical grounds. 
However, they are based on highly simplified and, at 
times, unrealistic assumptions. They fail to take account 
of the whole range of the effect of risky factors on the 
investment decision making.
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Payback
Payback is one of the oldest and commonly used methods 
for explicitly recognizing risk associated with an 
.-vestment project. This method, as applied in practice, 
3 more an attempt to allow for risk in capital budgeting 
decision rather than a method to measure profitability, 
business firms using this method usually prefer short 
payback to longer ones, and often establish guidelines that 
a firm should accept investments with some maximum 
payback period, say three or five years.

The merit of payback is its simplicity. Also, payback 
makes an allowance for risk by (z) focusing attention on 
the near-term future and thereby emphasizing the 
liquidity of the firm through recovery of capital, and 
:;) by favouring short-term projects over what may be 

riskier, longer-term projects/
It should be realized, however, that the payback 

period, as a method of risk analysis, is useful only in 
allowing for a special type of risk—the risk that a project 
••■■ill go exactly as planned for a certain period and will 
men suddenly cease altogether and be worth nothing. It 
is essentially suited to the assessment of risks of time 
nature. Once a payback period has been calculated, the 
decision maker would compare it with his own assessment 
?f the projects likely, and if the latter exceeds the former, 
he would accept the project. This is a useful procedure, 
and economic only if the forecasts of cash flows associated 
■■■ith the project are likely to be unimpaired for a certain 
period. The risk that a project will suddenly cease 
altogether after a certain period may arise due to reasons 
such as civil war in a country, closure of the business due 
to an indefinite strike by the workers, introduction of a 
new product by a competitor which captures the whole 
market and natural disasters such as flood or fire. Such 
risks undoubtedly exist but they, by no means, constitute 
a large proportion of the commonly encountered business 
risks. The usual risk in business is not that a project will 
go as forecast for a period and then collapse altogether, 
rather the normal business risk is that the forecasts of cash 
flows will go wrong due to lower sales, higher cost, etc.7 8

7. Grayson, op. cit., 1967, p. 93.
8. Merrett, A.J., and Allen Sykes, The Finance and Analysis of Capital Projects, Longman, 1966, p. 230.

Further, even as a method for allowing risks of time 
nature, it ignores the time value of cash flows. For 
example, two projects with, say, a four-year payback 
period are at very different risks if in one case the capital 
is recovered evenly over the four years, while in the other 
it is recovered in the last year. Obviously, the second 
project is more risky. If both cease after three years, the 
first project would have recovered three-fourths of its 
capital, while all capital would be lost in the case of second 
project. Given the uncertainty element, it may well be that 
a four-year payback period based on fairly certain 
estimates might be preferred to a three-year payback 
period, calculated with very uncertain estimates.

EXHIBIT
12.1: RISK ANALYSIS IN PRACTICE

• Most companies in India account for risk while 
evaluating their capital expenditure decisions. The 
following factors are considered to influence the 
riskiness of investment projects:

price of raw material and other inputs 
price of product 
product demand 
government policies 
technological changes 
project life 
inflation.

• Out of these factors, four factors thought to be 
contributing most to the project riskiness are: selling 
price, product demand, technical changes and 
government policies.

• The most commonly used methods of risk analysis in 
practice are:

sensitivity analysis 
conservative forecasts.

• Sensitivity analysis allows to see the impact of the change 
in the behaviour of critical variables on the project 
profitability. Conservative forecasts include using short 
payback or higher discount rate for discounting cash 
flows.

• Except a very few companies, most companies do not 
use the statistical and other sophisticated techniques 
for analysing risk in investment decisions.

Source: I.M. Pandey, Capital Budgeting Practices of Indian 
Companies; MDIManagementJournal, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Jan. 1989).

Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate
For a long time, economic theorists have assumed that, to 
allow for risk, the businessman required a premium over 
and above an alternative, which was risk free. 
Accordingly, the more uncertain the returns in the future, 
the greater the risk and the greater the premium required. 
Based on this reasoning, it is proposed that the risk 
premium be incorporated into the capital budgeting 
analysis through the discount rate. That is, if the time 
preference for money is to be recognized by discounting 
estimated future cash flows, at some risk-free rate, to their 
present value, then, to allow for the riskiness of those 
future cash flows a risk premium rate may be added to risk- 
free discount rate. Such a composite discount rate, called 
the risk-adjusted discount rate, will allow for both time 
preference and risk preference and will be a sum of the risk- 
free rate and the risk-premium rate reflecting the investor's



attitude towards risk. The risk-adjusted discount rate 
method can be formally expressed as follows:

n

NPV = £
r = 0

NCFf 

(1 + *)'

9. Grayson, op. cit. 1967, p. 90.

(5)

where A: is a risk-adjusted rate. That is:
Risk-adjusted discount rate = Risk-free rate 

+ Risk premium 
k = kf+kr (6)

Under CAPM, the risk premium is the difference 
between the market rate of return and the risk-free rate 
multiplied by the beta of the project.

The risk-adjusted discount rate accounts for risk by 
varying the discount rate depending on the degree of risk 
of investment projects. A higher rate will be used for riskier 
projects and a lower rate for less risky projects. The net 
present value will decrease with increasing k, indicating 
that the riskier a project is perceived, the less likely it will 
be accepted. If the risk-free rate is assumed to be 10 per 
cent, some rate would be added to it, say 5 per cent, as 
compensation for the risk of the investment, and the 
composite 15 per cent rate would be used to discount the 
cash flows.

ILLUSTRATION 12.4: Risk-adjusted Discount Rate and
NPV

An investment project will cost Rs 50,000 initially and it 
is expected to generate cash flows in years one through 
four of Rs 25,000, Rs 20,000, Rs 10,000 and Rs 10,000. What 
is the project’s NPV if it is expected to generate certain 
cash flows? Assume a 10 per cent risk-free rate. The net 
present value for the project, using a 10 per cent risk-free 
discount rate, is:

If the project is risky, then a higher rate should be used 
to allow for the perceived risk. Assuming this rate to be 15 
per cent, the net present value of the project will be:

Thus, we observe that the project would be accepted 
when no allowance for risk is granted, but it is unacceptable 
if a risk premium is added to the discount rate.

In contrast to the net present value method, if a firm 
uses the internal rate of return method, then to allow for 

perceived risk of an investment project, the internal rate 
of return for the project should be compared with the risi - 
adjusted minimum required rate of return. If the internal 
rate of return is higher than this adjusted rate, then the 
project would be accepted; otherwise, it should be rejected

Evaluation of risk-adjusted discount rate The following 
are the advantages of risk-adjusted discount rate method

It is simple and can be easily understood.
It has a great deal of intuitive appeal for risk- 
averse businessman.

T? It incorporates an attitude (risk aversion) towards 
uncertainty.

This approach, however, suffers from the following 
limitations:

M There is no easy way of deriving a risk-adjusted 
discount rate. As discussed earlier, CAPM 
provides for a basis of calculating the risk- 
adjusted discount rate. Its use has yet to pick up 
in practice.
It does not make any risk adjustment in the 
numerator for the cash flows that are forecast over 
the future years.
It is based on the assumption that investors are 
risk averse. Though it is generally true, there exists 
a category of risk seekers who do not demand 
premium for assuming risks; they are willing to 
pay a premium to take risks. Accordingly, the 
composite discount rate would be reduced, not 
increased, as the level of risk increases.9

Certainty Equivalent
Yet another common procedure for dealing with risk in 
capital budgeting is to reduce the forecasts of cash flows 
to some conservative levels. For example, if an investor, 
according to his 'best estimate', expects a cash flow of Rs 
60,000 next year, he will apply an intuitive correction factor 
and may work with Rs 40,000 to be on the safe side. There 
is a Certainty-equivalent cash flow. In a formal way, the 
certainty equivalent approach may be expressed as:

NPV = £
f = 0

at NCFf
(1 + V

(7)

where NCFf = the forecasts of net cash flow without 
risk adjustment

at = the risk-adjustment factor or the 
certainty-equivalent coefficient

Ay = risk-free rate assumed to be constant 
for all periods.

The certainty-equivalent coefficient, cq, assumes a 
value between 0 and 1, and varies inversely with risk. A 
lower at will be used if greater risk is perceived and a 
higher oq will be used if lower risk is anticipated. The 



decision maker subjectively or objectively establishes the 
coefficients. These coefficients reflect the decision maker's 
confidence in obtaining a particular cash flow in period t. 
For example, a cash flow of Rs 20,000 may be estimated 
in the next year, but if the investor feels that only 80 per 
cent of it is a certain amount, then the certainty-equivalent 
coefficient will be 0.80. That is, he considers only Rs 16,000 
as the certain cash flow. Thus, to obtain certain cash flows, 
we will multiply estimated cash flows by the certainty
equivalent coefficients.

The certainty-equivalent coefficient can be determined 
as a relationship between the certain cash flows and the 
risky cash flows. That is:

*
NCR Certain net cashflow
NCF, Risky net cash flow ' '

For example, if one expected a risky cash flow of 
Rs 80,000 in period t and considers a certain cash flow of 
Rs 60,000 equally desirable, then a, will be 0.75 = 60,000/ 
80,000.

ILLUSTRATION 12.5: Certainty Equivalent and NPV
A project costs Rs 6,000 and it has cash flows of Rs 4,000, 
Rs 3,000, Rs 2,000 and Rs 1,000 in years 1 through 4. 
Assume that the associated at factors are estimated to be: 
a0 = 1.00, a, = 0.90, a2 = 0.70, a3 = 0.50 and a4 = 0.30, and 
the risk-free discount rate is 10 per cent. The net present 
value will be:

NFV = 1.0 (-6,000) + 0.90 (4,000) 0.70 (3,000)
(1 + 0.10)1 (1 + 0.10)2

0.50(2,000) 0.30(1,000)
(1 + 0.10)3 (1 + 0.10)4

= - Rs 36

The project would be rejected as it has a negative net 
present value.

If the internal rate of return method is used, we will 
calculate that rate of discount which equates the present 
value of certainty-equivalent cash inflows with the present 
value of certainty-equivalent cash outflows. The rate so 
found will be compared with the minimum required risk- 
free rate. Project will be accepted if the internal rate is 
higher than the minimum rate; otherwise it will be 
unacceptable.

Evaluation of certainty equivalent The certainty
equivalent approach explicitly recognizes risk, but the 
procedure for reducing the forecasts of cash flows is 
implicit and is likely to be inconsistent from one 
investment to another. Further, this method suffers from 
many dangers in a large enterprise. First, the forecaster, 
expecting the reduction that will be made in his forecasts, 
may inflate them in anticipation. This will no longer give 
forecasts according to 'best estimate'. Second, if forecasts 
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have to pass through several layers of management, the 
effect may be to greatly exaggerate the original forecast 
or to make it ultra conservative. Third, by focusing explicit 
attention only on the gloomy outcomes, chances are 
increased for passing by some good investments.

Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate vs 
Certainty-equivalent
The certainty-equivalent approach recognizes risk in 
capital budgeting analysis by adjusting estimated cash 
flows and employs risk-free rate to discount the adjusted 
cash flows. On the other hand, the risk-adjusted discount 
rate adjusts for risk by adjusting the discount rate. It has 
been suggested that the certainty equivalent approach is 
theoretically a superior technique over the risk-adjusted 
discount approach because it can measure risk more 
accurately. 0

The risk-adjusted discount rate approach will yield 
the same result as the certainty-equivalent approach if the 
risk-free rate is constant and the risk-adjusted discount 
rate is the same for all future periods. Thus,

a, NCF, NCF,
(1 + kff ~ (1 + kf

To solve for af

at NCF; (1 + kf = NCFr (1 + k/)‘

0, _NCFt(i+fc/y d+fcfy (10) 
» ‘ NCFji+^y (1+iiy

For period t + 1, Equation (9) will become:

(ID

Earlier, we have stated that the values of at will vary 
between 0 and 1. Thus, if k?and k are constant for all future 
periods, then k must be larger than Ay to satisfy the 
condition that at varies between 0 and 1. As a result, af+1 
would be less than af. To illustrate, let us assume k = 10 
per cent Ay = 5 per cent and t = 1. Then:

When f = 2, then

(1.10)1
= 0.955

(1.05)2

(1.10)2
= 0.911

Risk over time It can be observed that af will be a 
decreasing function of time with a constant k. This implies 
that risk is an increasing function of time. This assumption

10. Robicheck and Myers, op. cit., 1969, pp. 82-86.
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may or may not be true in the actual investment under 
consideration. We can think of an investment, which may 
be more risky during the gestation period, and once 
established, the risk may reduce. In such a situation, the 
use of a constant risk-adjusted discount rate is not valid. 
But the increased or decreased risks over a period of time 
can easily be accounted for by changing ut factors when 
the certainty-equivalent approach is used. Therefore, the 
certainty-equivalent approach is considered superior to 
the risk-adjusted discount rate.

Even if the assumption that risk increases with time 
is valid, the problem with the risk-adjusted discount rate 
is to select the value of k, which properly measures the 
degree of increasing risk. It is difficult to specify such a 
rate. With the certainty-equivalent approach, the af factors 
in each period will specify the different degree of risk.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Defend payback as a method of handling investment 
risk.

2. What is risk-adjusted discount rate method? How 
does it work? What are its merits and demerits?

3. What is certainty-equivalent method? How does it 
work? What are its merits and demerits?

4. What is the difference between the risk-adjusted and 
the certainty-equivalent methods? Which one is a 
better method of risk handling?

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In the evaluation of an investment project, we work with 
the forecasts of cash flows. Forecasted cash flows depend 
on the expected revenue and costs. Further, expected 
revenue is a function of sales volume and unit selling price. 
Similarly, sales volume will depend on the market size 
and the firm's market share. Costs include variable costs, 
which depend on sales volume, and unit variable cost and 
fixed costs. The net present value or the internal rate of 
return of a project is determined by analysing the after
tax cash flows arrived at by combining forecasts of various 
variables. It is difficult to arrive at an accurate and 
unbiased forecast of each variable. We can't be certain 
about the outcome of any of these variables. The reliability 
of the NPV or IRR of the project will depend on the 
reliability of the forecasts of variables underlying the 
estimates of net cash flows. To determine the reliability of 
the project's NPV or IRR, we can work out how much 
difference it makes if any of these forecasts goes wrong. 
We can change each of the forecast, one at a time, to at 
least three values: pessimistic, expected and optimistic. 
The NPV of the project is recalculated under these different 
assumptions. This method of recalculating NPV or IRR 
by changing each forecast is called sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis is a way of analysing change in 
the project's NPV (or IRR) for a given change in one of the 

variables. It indicates how sensitive a project's NPV «■ 
IRR) is to changes in particular variables. The mol 
sensitive the NPV, the more critical is the variable. The 
following three steps are involved in the use of sensit’ * 
analysis:

Identification of all those variables, which ha - 
an influence on the project's NPV (or IRR). 
Definition of the underlying (mathematical*  
relationship between the variables.
Analysis of the impact of the change in each ?: 
the variables on the project's NPV.

The decision maker, while performing sensith 
analysis, computes the project's NPV (or IRR) for eadt 
forecast under three assumptions: (a) pessim:-c_ 
(b) expected and (c) optimistic. It allows him to ask 
if' questions. For example, what (is the NPV) if volunei 
increases or decreases? What (is the NPV) if variable : at 
or fixed cost increases or decreases? What (is the NF • r 
the selling price increases or decreases? What (is the N TVt 
if the project is delayed or outlay escalates or the pro --dtl 
life is more or less than anticipated? A whole range x 
questions can be answered with the help of sensit' * 
analysis. It examines the sensitivity of the variables 
underlying the computation of NPV or IRR rather thaw 
attempting to quantify risk. It can be applied to am 
variable, which is an input for the after-tax cash flows. 
Let us consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 12.6: Sensitivity Analysis
The financial manager of XL Food Processing Company iis 
considering the installation of a plant costing Rs 10 mill:: i 
to increase its processing capacity. The expected value: : : 
the underlying variables are given in Table 12.4, and 12 : 
provides the project’s after-tax cash flows over its expects-: 
life of seven years. Salvage value is assumed to be zero.

Table 12.4: Expected Values of Variables
1. Investment (Rs ’000) 10,000
2. Sales volume (units ’000) 1,000
3. Unit selling price (Rs) 15
4. Unit variable cost (Rs) 6.75
5. Annual fixed costs (Rs ’000) 4,000
6. Depreciation (WDV) 25%
7. Corporate tax rate 35%
8. Discount rate 12%

The project’s NPV at 12 per cent discount rate an; 
IRR are as follows:

NPV = + 4,973
IRR = 27.05%

Since NPV is positive (or IRR > discount rate), the 
project can be undertaken.

How confident is the financial manager about his 
forecasts of various variables? Before he takes a decision, 
he may like to know whether the NPV changes, if any, if 
the forecasts goes wrong. A sensitivity analysis can be 
conducted with regard to volume, price, costs, etc. In order 
to do so, we must obtain pessimistic and optimistic 
estimates of the underlying variables. Let us assume the
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(Rs ’000]

Table 12.5: Net Cash Flows of the Project

Cash Flows

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Investment -10,000
2. Revenue 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000

3. Variable cost 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750
4. Fixed cost 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
5. Depreciation 2,500 1,875 1,406 1,055 1,791 1,593 1,347

6. EBIT (2 - 3 - 4 - 5) 1,750 2,375 2,844 3,195 3,459 3,657 2,903
7. Tax 1,613 1,831 1,995 1,118 1,211 1,280 1,016
8. PAT (6 - 7) 1,138 1,544 1,848 2,077 2,248 2,377 1,887
9. NCF (1 + 5 + 8) -10,000 3,638 3,419 3,255 3,132 3,039 2,970 3,234

Note: Depreciation in the seventh year includes depreciation of the seventh year, Rs 445 and the present value of depreciation beyond 
seventh year, Rs 902 = [.25/(. 12 + .25)] x Rs 1,335. Rs 1,335 is the book value at the end of seventh year.

pessimistic and the optimistic values for volume, price and 
:osts as shown in Table 12.6.

Variable Pessimistic Expected Optimistic

Table 12.6: Forecasts Under Different Assumptions

Volume (units ’000) 750 1,000 1,250
Units selling price (Rs) 12.75 15.00 16.50
Units variable cost (Rs) 7.425 6.75 6.075

Annual
fixed costs (Rs ’000) 4,800 4,000 3,200

If we change each variable (others holding constant), 
'.he project’s NPVs are recalculated in Table 12.7 (detailed 
zalculations are not shown).

Table 12.7: Sensitivity Analysis Under Different 
Assumptions (Rs ’000)

Variable
Net Present Value

Pessimistic Expected Optimistic
Volume -1,146 4,973 10,091
Units selling price -1,702 4,973 9,422
Units variable cost 2,970 4,973 6,975
Annual fixed costs 2,599 4,973 7,346

Table 12.7 shows the project’s NPV when each variable 
s set to its pessimistic, expected and optimistic values. 

The most critical variables are sales volume and unit selling 
price. If the volume declines by 25 per cent (to 7,50,000 
units), NPV of the project becomes negative 
(— Rs 11,46,000). Similarly, if the unit selling price falls by 
15 per cent (to Rs 12.75), NPV is minus Rs 17,02,000.

DCF Break-even Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a variation of the break-even 
analysis.11 What you are asking is: what shall be the 
: ?nsequences if volume or price or cost changes? You can 
ask this question differently: How much lower can the 

1 Reinhardt, U.E., Break-even Analysis for Lockheed's Tristar: An Application of Financial Theory, Journal of Finance, 28 (September 
1973), pp. 821-38, provides an elaborate exposition of break-even analysis in capital budgeting. Also, see Brealey, R. and S. Myers, 
Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw-Hill, 1991, pp. 215-23.

sales volume become before the project becomes 
unprofitable? What you are asking for is the break-even 
point. Let us work with the expected values of the 
variables in Illustration 12.6. We can measure the after
tax cash flows as follows (assuming revenues and 
expenses are entirely on cash basis):

NCF = (REV - EXP) (1 - T) + TDEP
In our example, the first part of the right-hand 

expression is an annuity:
[1,000 (15 - 6.75) - 4,000] (1 - 0.35) = Rs 2,763 

and its present value at 12 per cent discount rate is:
2,763 x 4.5638 = 12,610

The salvage value is zero. Under the gross block of 
assets method, the depreciation tax shield is available 
forever (until the block of assets is sold). Hence, assuming 
indefinite period of time, the present value of depreciation 
tax shield on plant of Rs 10,000 is as follows:

PVDTS = x 0V = '-35X—- x 10,000
d + k .25+ .12

= Rs 2,365
Here by the break-even point we mean that point 

where NPV is zero. We can use the following expression 
to determine break-even point:

NPV = PV of NCF - Investment = 0 (12)
= [{V(15 - 6.75) - 4,000} 0.65 x 4.5638

+ 2,365] - 10,000 = 0
where V is the sales volume, 4.5638 is the present value 
factor of a seven-year annuity (at 12 per cent) and Rs 2,365 
is the present value of the series of depreciation tax shield. 
We can solve Equation (12) as follows:

NPV = 24.4734V - 11,866 + 2,365 - 10,000 = 0 
24.4734V = 19,501

V = 797
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The project will start losing money if the sales volume 
goes below 7,97,000 units (i.e., if the sales decline by more 
than 20 per cent). Let us verify if NPV is zero at this sales 
volume:

NPV = [(797(15 - 6.75) - 4,000) 0.65
x 4.5638 + 2,365]10,000

= 7,639 + 2,365 -10,000 = 0
We can similarly work out the lowest selling price. 

Given other assumptions, how low the units selling price 
can go before the project's NPV becomes negative? We 
can solve the following equations:

NPV = [(100 (p - 6.75) - 4,000)0.65 x 4.5638 + 2,365] -10,000 
= 0
= 2,966.47p - 20,024 -11,866 + 2,365 -10,000 = 0
= 29,66.47p-39,525 = 0

p = 39,525/2,966.47 = 13.32

Let us verify:

NPV = [(1,000(13.32 - 6.75) - 4,000)0.65 x 4.5638 + 2,365] 
-10,000

= 7,625 + 2,365 - 10,000 = 0

You should note that the DCF break-even point is 
different from the accounting break-even point. The 
accounting break-even point is estimated as fixed costs 
divided by the contribution ratio. It does not account for 
the opportunity cost of capital, and fixed costs include 
both cash plus non-cash costs (such as depreciation). Thus, 
you may be operating above the accounting break-even 
point but still losing money because you have ignored 
the opportunity cost of capital.

Pros and Cons of Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis has the following advantages:

<h

It does not provide clear-cut results. The 
'optimistic' and 'pessimistic' could mear. dd 
things to different persons in an org. 
Thus, the range of values suggested znai 
inconsistent.
It fails to focus on the interrelationship bl 
variables. For example, sale volume ~jylMM 
related to price and cost. A price cut ma} -at 
high sales and low operating cost.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

The simple sensitivity analysis assumes that variabies®! 
independent of each other. In practice, the variables MK 
be interrelated and they may change in combinatic * 12 3m 
way to examine the risk of investment is to ana? - Me 
impact of alternative combinations of variables :.-iK 
scenarios, on the project's NPV (or IRR). The deodli 
maker can develop some plausible scenarios for 
purpose. For instance, in our example, we can ccraaOBr 
three scenarios: pessimistic, optimistic and expected, b 
the expected scenario, it may be possible to increase b■■ 
volume of 10,00,000 units to 12,50,000 units (25 per cem 
increase) if the company reduces selling price from Rs S 
to Rs 13.50 (10 per cent reduction), and resorts n 
aggressive advertisement campaign, thereby incree-rsr 
unit variable cost to Rs 7.10 (5 per cent increase) and facd 
cost to Rs 44,00,000 (10 per cent increase). Table 12.8 she*  - 
that this scenario generates a positive NPV of Rs 29,01 jXK 
NPVs under other scenarios are also shown in Tablel.r 
More plausible scenarios could be thought out arc 
analyzed to arrive at a final judgement about the project

• ■ - ................................................... ,.12

It compels the decision maker to identify the 
variables, which affect the cash flow forecasts. 
This helps him in understanding the investment 
project in totality.
It indicates the critical variables for which 
additional information may be obtained. The 
decision maker can consider actions, which may 
help in strengthening the 'weak spots' in the 
project.
It helps to expose inappropriate forecasts, and 
thus guides the decision maker to concentrate on 
relevant variables.

Let us emphasize that sensitivity analysis is not a 
panacea for a project's uncertainties. It helps a decision 
maker to understand the project better. It has the following 
limitations:13

12. Hastie, K.L., One Businessman's View of Capital Budgeting, Financial Management (Winter 1974), p. 38; and Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 
1991, p. 198.

13. Brealey and Myers, op. cit. 1991.

Table 12.8: Scenario Analysis: Summary Report

Note: NPV calculation for the expected scenario:
NPV = [(1,250 (13.5 - 7.1) - 4,400) 0.65 x 4.5638

+ 2,365] - 10,000
= 10,679 + 2,222 - 10,000 = Rs 3,044

Scenario Summary Base 
Values

Pessi
mistic

Opti
mistic

Expectee

Variables combinations:
Sales volume

(units ’000) 1,000 750 1,250 1,250
Selling price/ 

unit (Rs) 15.00 12.75 16.50 13.50
Variable cost/ 
unit (Rs) 6.75 7.43 6.75 7.10

Fixed cost 
(Rs ’000) 4,000 4,800 3,200 4,400

Result:
NPV (Rs ’000) 4,972 --10,038 19,026 3,044

The present value of the written-down value 
depreciation tax shield is Rs 2,365.



Excel Application 12.1: 
SCENARIO ANALYSIS

,4¥

A B c D E | F G H I |
1 BASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS
2 Investment (Rs 000) 10,000
3 Sales volume (units 000) 1,000
4 Unit elling price (Rs) 15
5 Unit variable cost (Rs) 6.75
6 Annual fixed cost (Rs) 4,000
7 Depreciation (WDV) 25%
8 Corporate tax rate 35%
9 Discount rate 12%
10
11 Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12 Invetment -10,000
13 Revenue 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
14 Variable cost 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750 6,750
15 Fixed cost 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
16 Depreciation 2,500 1,875 1,406 1,055 791 593 1,347
17 EBIT 1,750 2,375 2,844 3,195 3,459 3,657 2,903
18 Tax 613 831 995 1,118 1,211 1,280 1,016
19 PAT 1,138 1,544 1,848 2,077 2,248 2,377 1,887
20 Depreciation 2,500 1,875 1,406 1,055 791 593 1,347
21 NCF -10,000 3,638 3,419 3,255 3,132 3,039 2,970 3,234
22 NPV 4,972

We can use Excel to analyze 
scenarios. First, create an 
Excel worksheet giving basic 
assumptions and the base 
case NPV calculations as 
shown above. Note that 
depreciation in the seventh 
year also includes present 
value of (terminal) 
depreciation beyond seventh 
year.

Suppose that you are 
considering four possible 
scenarios as given in the 
upper portion of Table 12.8. 
In Tools, you can go to 
Scenario; the Add Scenario 
dialogue box will open.

In the Add Scenario box, 
you fill in Scenario name (for 
example, Pessimistic) and 
highlight the basic 
assumption cells in the Excel 
worksheet and click in 
Changing cells. When you
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- Iw * k

14. Hertz was the first author to show the application of Monte Carlo simulation in capital budgeting. See Hertz, David B., "Investment 
Policies that Pay-off", Harvard Business Review, 46, Jan.-Feb. 1968, pp. 96-108.

JU

Scenario Values

Enter values for each of the changing cells.

y

a click OK, the Scenario Values box will appear with 
values of base (current) assumptions. You car 
change these values. For example, under Pessimistic 
scenario, we assume the sales emits are 750, unit 
selling price is Rs 12.75, unit variable cost is Rs 7.435 
and annual fixed cost is Rs 4,800.

After entering these values, you click OK; the 
Scenario manager dialogue box will appear. You can 
click Add and repeat this procedure to enter another 
scenario. If you highlight a scenario, say, Pessimistic, 
and click on Show, the Worksheet will change to

show cash flows and NPV under the pessimistic assumptions. You can switch another scenario and click 
Show; the worksheet will change to show for the assumption of the chosen scenario.

You can create a summary of all scenarios when you click Summary. Table 12.8 is the edited version of the 
Scenario Summary Report.

J K LA B c D
E

F G H 1
1 BASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS
2 Investment (Rs 000) 10.1X0
3 Sales volume (units 000) 750

4 Unit elling price (Rs) 12.75
5 Unit variable cost (Rs) 7.43
6 lAnnual fixed cost (Rs) 4,800

7 Depreciation (WDV) 25%

8 Corporate tax rate 35%

9 Discount rate 12%

10

11 Yeai 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12 Invetment -10,000

13 Revenue 9,563 9,563 9,563 9,563 9,563 9,563 9,563

14 Variable cost 5,573 5,573 5,573 5,573 5,573 5,573 5,573

16 Fixed cost 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800 4,800

16 Depreciation 2,500 1,875 1,406 1,055 791 593 1,347

17 EBIT -3,310 -2,685 -2,216 -1,865 -1,601 -1,403 -2,157

18 Tax -1,159 -940 -776 -653 -560 -491 -755

19 PAT -2,152 -1,745 -1,441 -1,212 -1,041 -912 -1,402

20 Depreciation 2,500 1,875 1,406 1,055 791 593 1,347

21 NCF -10,000 349 130 -34 -157 -250 -319 -55

22 NPV -10,038
23

NM

SIMULATION ANALYSIS

We have explained in the previous sections that sensitivity 
and scenario analyses are quite useful to understand the 
uncertainty of the investment projects. But both 
approaches suffer from certain weaknesses. As we have 
discussed, they do not consider the interactions between 
variables and also, they do not reflect on the probability 
of the change in variables.

The Monte Carlo simulation or simply the simulation 
analysis considers the interactions among variables and 
probabilities of the change in variables.14 It does not give 
the project's NPV as a single number; rather it computes 
the probability distribution of NPV. The simulation analysis 
is an extension of scenario analysis. In simulation analysis 

a computer generates a very large number of scenarios 
according to the probability distributions of the variables. 
The simulation analysis involves the following steps:

First, you should identify variables that influence 
cash inflows and outflows. For example, when a 
firm introduces a new product in the market, these 
variables are initial investment, market, size, 
market growth, market share, price, variable costs, 
fixed costs, product life cycle and terminal value. 

% Second, specify the formulae that relate variables.
For example, revenue depends on sales volume 
and price; sales volume is given by market size, 
market share and market growth. Similarly, 
operating expenses depend on production, sales, 
and variable and fixed costs.
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■Qi Third, indicate the probability distribution for 
each variable. Some variables will have more 
uncertainty than others. For example, it is quite 
difficult to predict price or market growth with 
confidence.

Qi Fourth, develop a computer programme that 
randomly selects one value from the probability 
distribution of each variable and uses these values 
to calculate the project's NPV. The computer 
generates a large number of such scenarios, 
calculates NPVs and stores them. The stored 
values are printed as a probability distribution of 
the project's NPVs along with the expected NPV 
and its standard deviation. The risk-free rate
should be used as the discount rate to compute
the project's NPV. Since simulation is performed 
to account for the risk of the project's cash flows,
the discount rate should reflect only the time value 
of money.

Simulation analysis is a very useful technique for risk 
analysis. Unfortunately, its practical use is limited because 
of a number of shortcomings. First, the model becomes 
quite complex to use because the variables are interrelated 
with each other, and each variable depends on its values 
in the previous periods as well. Identifying all possible 
relationships and estimating probability distribution is a 
difficult task; it's time consuming as well as expensive. 
Second, the model helps in generating a probability 
distribution of the project's NPVs. But it does not indicate 
whether or not the project should be accepted. Third, 
simulation analysis, like sensitivity or scenario analysis, 
considers the risk of any project in isolation of other 
projects. We know that if we consider the portfolio of 
projects, the unsystematic risk can be diversified. A risky 
project may have a negative correlation with the firm's 
other projects, and therefore, accepting the project may 
reduce the overall risk of the firm.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
lj

1. What is sensitivity analysis? How does it work?
2. What are the pros and cons of the sensitivity analysis?
3. What is the DCF break-even analysis? How is it done?
4. Define scenario analysis? What is its importance?
5. What is simulation analysis? What steps are invoved 

in simulation analysis?

DECISION TREES FOR
SEQUENTIAL INVESTMENT DECISIONS

We have so far discussed simple accept-or-reject decisions, 
which view current investments in isolation of subsequent 

decisions. But in practice, the present investment decisions 
may have implications for future investment decisions, 
and may affect future events and decisions. Such complex 
investment decisions involve a sequence of decisions over 
time. It is argued that 'since present choices modify future 
alternatives, industrial activity cannot be reduced to a 
single decision and must be viewed as a sequence of 
decisions extending from the present time into the 
future.'15 If this notion of industrial activity as a sequence 
of decisions is accepted, we must view investment 
expenditures not as isolated period commitments, but as 
links in a chain of present and future commitments.16 An 
analytical technique to handle the sequential decisions is 
to employ decision trees.17 In this section, we shall 
illustrate the use of decision trees in analyzing and 
evaluating the sequential investments.

15. Masse, Pierre, Optimal Investment Decisions. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962, p. 250.
16. Mao, James, C.T., Quantitative Analysis of Financial Decisions, Macmillan, 1969, p. 307.
17. Magee, J.F., How to Use Decision Trees in Capital Investment? Harvard Business Review, 42 (September-October 1964), pp. 79-96, for a 

detailed discussion on decision trees.

Steps in Decision Tree Approach
At present decision depends upon future events, and the 
alternatives of a whole sequence of decisions in future are 
affected by the present decision as well as future events. 
Thus, the consequence of each decision is influenced by 
the outcome of a chance event. At the time of taking 
decisions, the outcome of the chance event is not known, 
but a probability distribution can be assigned to it. A 
decision tree is a graphic display of the relationship 
between a present decision and future events, future 
decisions and their consequences. The sequence of events 
is mapped out over time in a format similar to the branches 
of a tree.

While constructing and using a decision tree, some 
important steps should be considered:

Qi Define investment The investment proposal 
should be defined. Marketing, production or any 
other department may sponsor the proposal. It 
may be either to enter a new market or to produce 
a new product.

■Qi Identify decision alternatives The decision 
alternatives should be clearly identified. For 
example, if a company is thinking of building a 
plant to produce a new product, it may construct 
a large plant, a medium-sized plant or a small 
plant initially and expand it later on or construct 
no plant. Each alternative will have different 
consequences.

■Qi Draw a decision tree The decision tree should be 
graphed indicating the decision points, chance 
events and other data. The relevant data such as 
the projected cash flows, probability distributions, 
the expected present value, etc., should be located 
on the decision tree branches.

■Qi Analyze data The results should be analysed and 
the best alternative should be selected.
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ILLUSTRATION 12.7: Decision Tree Analysis: 
Water Purity Limited

Water Purity Limited has developed a scientifically more 
effective water filter than the ones currently available in 
the market. One option before the company is to start 
production on a large scale by installing a large plant 
costing Rs 50 lakh. Alternatively, it can initially install a 
small plant at a cash outlay of Rs 10 lakh and then decide 
to expand the capacity after a year at a cost of Rs 45 lakh if 
the initial demand is high. There is a 50—50 chance that 
the initial demand will be high or low. If it is high, then 
there is a 70 per cent chance that demand in the subsequent 
years will be high. If it turns out to be low, it is expected to 
remain low in subsequent years also.

The large plant is likely to generate net cash flow of 
Rs 10 lakh in year 1 if demand is high and Rs 7 lakh if 
demand is low. With a high initial demand, net cash flows 
are expected to be Rs 16 lakh in perpetuity if the subsequent 
demand is high and Rs 10 lakh if the subsequent demand 
is low. The subsequent demand will remain low if the initial 
demand is low and the expected cash flow in perpetuity 
will be Rs 7 lakh. The small plant is estimated to yield net 
cash flows of Rs 4 lakh in year 1 if demand is high and 
Rs 2 lakh if demand is low. If the initial demand is high, 
the company will expand its capacity, and it is expected 
to generate net cash flows of Rs 20 lakh in perpetuity if the 
subsequent demand is high and Rs 8 lakh if the subsequent 
demand is low. If the initial demand is low, the subsequent 
demand will be low, and the expected net cash flow is 
Rs 2 lakh in perpetuity. What should Water Purity Limited 
do?

Figure 12.1: Water Purity Ltd.: Decision tree approach

The problem of water filter in Illustration 12.7 is a 
sequential decision, and can be depicted as a decision tree 
as shown in Figure 12.1. We may notice the following in 
Figure 12.1:

decision points shown by squares;
% chance events shown by circles;
The decision points faced by the company are 

represented by squares. The company has to first decide 
whether a large plant or a small plant should be built. After 
one year, it has to decide whether the capacity should be 
expanded if the initial choice was to build a small plant. 

The chances of initial and subsequent demand bexj 
and low are shown by circles, and are known as 
events. The expected net cash flows with assa_ 
probabilities are shown on the branches of tree, 
probabilities of demand after year 1 depend on the oa 
conditions in year 1. For example, there is a 70 per 
probability that the subsequent demand will be is 
demand in year 1 is high. What is the probabiliti 
demand will be high in the first year as well a 
subsequent years? This is given by the joint probabii 
occurrences of high demand, i.e., 0.5 ' 0.7 = 0.35.

In order to decide whether the company shoul d : 
a large plant or a small plant, we should first analyse 
problem of plant expansion after the first year. This is ca 
the method of backward induction or rolling back 
initial demand is high and the company expands its p i 
the expected net cash flow (ENCF) is:

ENCF = 0.7 x 20 + 0.3 x 8 = Rs 16.4 lakh
To calculate the net present value of the expected 

cash flow, we need a discount rate. Let us assume tha: W 
Purity Limited has an opportunity cost of capital of 2. 
cent. Thus the expected net present value (ENPV) 
expansion costing Rs 45 lakh at the end of year 1 is;

16 4ENPV = - 45 = Rs 37 lakh
0.2

Note that ENCF of Rs 16.4 is perpetuity, and its value 
is found by simply dividing it by the discount rate. Wba: 
will be ENPV in year 1 if the company decides no: 
expand that plant? In our illustration this is possible only 
if the initial demand is low. The expected net cash flow 
will remain Rs 2 lakh in perpetuity. Thus ENPV in year 1 
is:

ENPV = - 0 = Rs 10
0.20

and ENPV today is:

ENPV = 2t.1.9._o = lo
1.20

We may note that when the initial demand is low, n □ 
future decision is involved since the company will not 
expand. We could directly calculate ENPV as follows:

ENPV =-10 + —= 0
0.2

since ENCF of Rs 2 lakh is a perpetuity from the beginning 
Expansion is expected to yield a higher expected ne 

present value if the initial demand is high. What is ENP’ 
today if the company decides in favour of expansion? Th 
company will have to incur an initial cost of Rs 10 lak’ 
The expected net cash flow in year 1 will be Rs 4 + Rs 37 
Rs 41 lakh if demand is high and Rs 2 + Rs 10 = Rs 12 lai 
if demand is low. Thus ENCF today is:

ENCF = 0.5 x 41 + 0.5 x 12 = Rs 26.5 lakh
and ENPV today is:

26 5
ENPV = -10 + —— = Rs 12.08 lakh

1.2



Instead of building a small plant and then 
expanding later on, the company has the option of 
building a large plant today. What is ENPV today 
if Water Purity Limited decides to build a large 
plant? The present value of ENCF in year 1 with 
high initial demand is: 

0.7x16 + 0.3x10
0.20

14 2
— = Rs 71 lakh
0.20

and with low initial demand:

NPV = 1-°--7- = Rs 35 lakh
0.20

Thus the net cash flow in year lis 10 + 71 = 
Rs 81 lakh if demand is high and Rs 7 + 
Rs 35 lakh = Rs 42 lakh if demand is low. Thus, 
ENCF today is:

ENCF = 0.5 x 81 + 0.5 x 42 = Rs 61.5 lakh 
and ENPV today is:

61 5
ENPV = - 50 x —- = Rs 1.25 lakh

1.2
In fact, there is no need to perform backward 

calculation in case of the large plant since no future 
decision is involved. We can calculate ENPV today as 
follows:

0.5X10 + 0.5X7ENPV = - 50 +-----------------------
1.2

! 0.510.7 X 16 + 0.3 + 10] + 0.5 (1 x 7)
0.2(1.2)

8.5 +(10.6)/0.2 , , 8.5 + 53
= - 50 +------- ------ -------+ -50 +------------

' " 1.21.2
= +Rs 1.25 lakh

Note that the expected net cash flow in perpetuity after 
vear 1 is Rs 10.6 lakh and its present value today is Rs 53 
lakh. Thus the expected net cash flow in year 1 is: 8.5 + 53 
= Rs 61.5 and their present value is Rs 51.25 lakh.

Given ENPV calculations, the best alternative for Water 
Purity Limited seems to build a small plant today and 
expand it after a year if the initial demand is high. This 
alternative yields a higher ENPV than the other alternative.

Let us consider another example of sequential 
investment decision making.

ILLUSTRATION 12.8: Decision Tree Analysis:
Supreme Engineering Limited

Supreme Engineering Limited (SEL) has developed a new 
product which has a 10-year expected life. A market study 
conducted by the company has revealed that a domestic 
as well as an export market exists for the product. It is also 
indicated that a small plant will suffice to cater to the 
domestic demand. However, a large plant will have to be 
built if export demand also has to be met. The exact 
magnitude of the export market is not known. The company 
has the option of building a small plant today, and then, 
after three years decide to expand. The company may
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Table 12.9: Data for Alternative Investment Options

(Rs lakh) 

, Initial (1-3 years) Subsequent (4-10 years)
Plant Cash _____________ ' _______________________
Size Outlay Demand Prob. NCF Demand Prob. NCF

Large 50 H 0.6 10 H 0.8 12
L 0.2 10

L 0.4 8 H 0.2 8
L 0.8 6

Small 20 H 0.6 4 H 0.8 4
L 0.2 3

L 0.4 3 H 0.2 3
L 0.8 2

Expansion:
Large 30 H

L
0.8
0.2

13
9

Small 10 H 0.8 7
L 0.2 5

decide to expand if the initial demand consisting of both 
domestic and export is high. Further, the company has two 
options vis-a-vis its decision to expand: the small plant 
could be expanded to a large size or a small size. The market 
study indicates that the chance that the initial demand will 
be high is 0.60 and low 0.40. Given a high initial demand, 
there is 0.80 probability that demand will be high in the 
subsequent years, and 0.20 probability of demand being 
low. Table 12.9 summarizes the relevant data for various 
options. SEL uses a 10 per cent discount rate for evaluating 
its investment proposals.

The data contained in Table 12.9 is shown in the form 
of a decision tree in Figure 12.2. In order to select the best 
alternative, we start at the last chronological decision on 
the tree. At decision point 2 three options are involved: 
either the firm expands to a large size and incurs an outlay 
of Rs 30 lakh or expands to a small size and incurs an 
outlay of Rs 10 lakh or does not expand even if the initial 
demand is high. Let us consider expansion to large size 
first. The annual expected net cash flow for 7 years is:

ENCF = 0.8 x 13 + 0.2 x 9 = Rs 12.2
and ENPV is:

ENPV = -30 + 12.2 x PVAF at 10% for 7 years
= -30 + 12.2 x 4.868 = +Rs 29.39 lakh

For expansion to a small size, ENCF is:
ENCF = 0.8 x 7 + 0.2 x 5 = Rs 6.6 lakh

and ENPV is:
ENPV = -10 + 6.6 x PVAF at 10% for 7 years

= -10 + 6.6 x 4.868 = +Rs 22.13 lakh
What will be ENPV if the initial demand is high and 

the firm does not want to expand? For this option, ENCF 
at the end of year 3 is:

ENCF = 0.8 x 4 + 0.2 x 3 = Rs 3.8 lakh 
and ENPV is:

ENPV = -0 + 3.8 x PVAF at 10% for 7 years 
= -0 + (3.8 x 4.868) = +Rs 18.50 lakh
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If the initial demand is low, the firm will not expand. 
ENCF at the end of year 3 is:

ENCF = 0.2 x 3 + 8 x 0.2 = Rs 2.2 lakh 
and ENPV is:

ENPV = - 0 + 2.2 x 4.686 = Rs 10.71 lakh
The optimum decision at point 2 is to expand the small 

plant to a large size since ENPV is the highest. All other 
alternatives at decision point 2 can be eliminated and 
replaced by ENPV of Rs 29.39 lakh. We can now roll back 
to decision point 1. If the initial demand is high, the firm 
is expected to receive net cash flow of Rs 4 lakh each for 
years 1 and 2 and Rs 4 + Rs 29.39 = Rs 33.39 lakh in year 3. 
On the other hand if the initial demand is low, net cash 
flow will be Rs 3 lakh each years for years 1 and 2 and 
Rs 3 + Rs 10.71 (i.e., present value of ENCF if demand is 
low and the firm does not expand) = Rs 13.71 lakh in year
3. Thus ENCF will be: 

Years 1 & 2
Year 3

and ENPV is:

0.6 x 4 + 0.4 x 3 = Rs 3.6 lakh
0.6 x 33.39 + 0.4 x 13.71 = Rs 25.52 lakh

ENPV = -20 - 3,6 3.6 25,52
(1.1) (l.l)2 (l.l)3

= -20 + 3.6 X 0.909 + 3.6 X 0.826 + 25.52 x 0.751
= -20 + 27.75 = Rs 5.41 lakh

Usefulness of Decision Tree Approach
The decision tree approach is extremely useful in handlir c 
the sequential investments. Working backwards—fro— 
future to present—we are able to eliminate unprofitab^ 
branches and determine optimum decision at various 
decision points. The merits of the decision tree approach 
are:18

Clarity It clearly brings out the implicit 
assumptions and calculations for all to see 
question and revise.
Graphic visualization It allows a decision make • 
to visualize assumptions and alternatives ir 
graphic form, which is usually much easier tc 
understand than the more abstract, analytical 
form.

However, the decision tree diagrams can become 
more and more complicated as the decision maker decides 
to include more alternatives and more variables and tc 
look farther and farther in time. It is complicated ever, 
further if the analysis is extended to include 
interdependent alternatives and variables that are 
dependent on one another; for example, sales volume 
depends on market share which depends on promotion 
expenses, etc. The diagram itself quickly becomes

18. Grayson, op. cit.,1967, p. 109.



cumbersome and calculations become very time - 
consuming or almost impossible.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are sequential investments?
2. What are the steps in the decision tree analysis of 

sequential investments?
3. What is the utility of the decision tree analysis?

UTILITY THEORY AND CAPITAL BUDGETING

We have earlier discussed the use of the concepts of 
expected value and standard deviation for analyzing risk 
in capital budgeting. On the basis of figures of the expected 
values and standard deviations, it is difficult to say 
whether a decision maker should choose a project with a 
high expected value and a high standard deviation or a 
project with a comparatively low expected value and a 
low standard deviation. The decision-maker's choice 
would depend upon his risk preference. Individuals and 
firms differ in their attitudes towards risk. In contrast to 
the approaches for handling risk discussed so far, utility 
theory aims at incorporation of decision maker's risk 
preference explicitly into the decision procedure.19 In fact, 
a rational decision-maker would maximize his utility. 
Thus, he would accept the investment project which yields 
maximum utility to him.

19. Neumann and Morgenstern developed the utility theory. See Neumann, John Von and Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and Economic 
Behaviour, Princeton University, 1955. This section draws from their work as well as Grayson op. cit.,1967.

20. Van Home, Financial Management and Policy, Prentice Hall of India, 1985, p. 32; and Copeland, T.E. and J.F. Weston, Financial Theory and 
Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 1983, pp. 77-101 for a discussion of axioms and illustration of utility functions.

Risk Attitude
As regards the attitude of individual investors towards 
risk, they can be classified in three categories:

Risk-averse investors attach lower utility to 
increasing wealth. For them the value of the 
potential increase in wealth is less than the 
possible loss from the decrease in wealth. In other 
words, for a given wealth (or return), they prefer 
less risk to more risk.
Risk-neutral investors attach the same utility to 
increasing or decreasing wealth. They are 
indifferent to less or more risk for a given wealth 
(or return).
Risk-seeking investors attach the more utility to 
the potential of additional wealth than to the 
possible loss from the decrease in wealth. For 
earning a given wealth (or return), they are 
prepared to assume higher risk.

It is well established by many empirical studies that 
individuals are generally risk averters and demonstrate a 
decreasing marginal utility for money function. The utility
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function for a risk-averse individual may resemble Figure 
12.3 in which the horizontal line represents the potential 
gain or loss in rupees and the vertical line represents the 
attitudes of the individual towards such gains and losses, 
as defined by his utility functions. The utility 'values', 
measured on relative basis, are called 'utiles' and are 
measured on an arbitrary scale. The curve in Figure 12.3, 
which is upward sloping and convex to the origin, 
indicates that an investor always prefers a higher return 
to a lower return, and that each successive identical 
increment of money is worth less to him than the preceding 
one. In other words, the marginal utility of money is 
declining, although it is positive.

Figure 12.3: Marginal utility of money

The utility theory approach can be applied to 
investment decisions, provided the decision maker's 
utility functions could be defined.20 Let us assume that 
the owner of a firm is considering an investment project, 
which has 60 per cent of probability of yielding a net 
present value of Rs 10 lakh and 40 per cent probability of 
a loss of net present value of Rs 10 lakh. The project's 
expected net present value is:

ENPV = 10 x 0.6 + (-10) x 0.4 = Rs 2 lakh

Should the project be accepted? Without considering 
the owner's utility function, the answer is affirmative since 
the project has a positive expected NPV of Rs 2 lakh. 
However, the owner may be risk averse, and he may 
consider the gain in utility arising from the positive 
outcome (positive PV of Rs 10 lakh) less than the loss in 
utility as a result of the negative outcome (negative PV of 
Rs 10 lakh). His utility function may be similar to the one 
shown in Figure 12.3. Because of his risk averseness and 
given his utility function, the owner may reject the project 
in spite of its positive ENPV.

Benefits and Limitations of Utility Theory
The utility approach to risk analysis in capital budgeting 
has certain advantages. First, the risk preferences of the
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decision maker are directly incorporated in the capital 
budgeting analysis. Second, it facilitates the process of 
delegating the authority for decision. If it is possible to 
specify the utility function of the superior—the decision 
maker, the subordinates can be asked to take risks 
consistent with the risk preferences of the superior.

The use of utility theory in capital budgeting is not 
common. It suffers from a few limitations. First, in practice, 
difficulties are encountered in specifying a utility function. 
Whose utility function should be used as a guide in 
making decisions? For small firms, the utility function of 
the owner or one dominant shareholder may be used to 
guide the decision-making process of the firm.21 Second, 
even if the owner's or a dominant shareholder's utility 

function is used as a guide, the derived utility fund 
a point of time is valid only for that one point or 
Third, it is quite difficult to specify the utility func 
the decision is taken by a group of persons. Indhd 
differ in their risk preferences. As a result, it is ver. ± 
to derive a consistent utility function for the group

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by risk preferences?
2. Define the three categories of risk attitudes.
3. What is the meaning of the decreasing marginal 

of money? Illustrate.
4. What are the benefits and limitations of the utility 1

(summary )
O Risk arises in the investment evaluation because the forecasts of cash flows can go wrong. Risk can be defined as 

variability of returns (NPV or IRR) of an investment project. Standard deviation is a commonly used measure :<f 
variability.

Q Statistical techniques are used to measure and incorporate risk in capital budgeting. Two important statistics 
this regard are the expected monetary value and standard deviation. The decision maker instead of working v. * 
one single forecast can work with a range of values and their associated probabilities. The expected monetary 
value is the weighted average of returns where probabilities of possible outcomes are used as weights.

□ Decision makers in practice may handle risk in conventional ways. For example, they may use a shorter payba ck 
period, or use conservative forecasts of cash flows or discount net cash flows at the risk-adjusted discount rates.

Q A more useful technique is the sensitivity analysis. It is a method of analyzing change in the project's NPV for a 
given change in one variable at a time. It helps in asking 'what if' questions and calculates NPV under different 
assumptions.

Q Scenario analysis is the extension of sensitivity. It considers a few combinations of variables and calculates NF • 
for each of them. It is a usual practice to calculate NPV under normal, optimistic or pessimistic scenario.

O Sensitivity or scenario analysis forces the decision-maker to identify underlying variables, indicates critical variables 
and helps in strengthening the project by pointing out its weak links. Its limitations are that it cannot handle a 
large number of interdependent variables and at times, fails to give unambiguous results.

Q Simulation analysis overcomes the limitations of sensitivity or scenario analysis. The analyst specifies probabilitv 
distributions for variables and computer generates several hundred scenarios, probability distribution for the 
project's NPV along with the expected NPV and standard deviation.

□ Yet another technique of resolving risk in capital budgeting, particularly when the sequential decision making is 
involved, is the decision tree analysis. The decision tree provides a way to represent different possibilities so tha • 
we can be sure that the decisions we make today, take proper account of what we can do in the future.

Q To draw a decision tree, branches from points marked with squares are used to denote different possible decisions, 
and branches from points marked with circles denote different possible outcomes. In a decision tree analysis, one 
has to work out the best decisions at the second stage before one can choose the best first-stage decision.

Q Decision trees are valuable because they display links between today's and tomorrow's decisions. Further, the 
decision maker explicitly considers various assumptions underlying the decision. The use of decision tree is, 
however, limited because it can become complicated.

Q One important theory which provides insight into risk handling in capital budgeting is the utility theory. It aims 
at including a decision maker's risk preferences explicitly into the capital expenditure decision. The underlying 
principle is that an investor prefers a higher return to a lower return, and that each successive identical increment 
of money is worthless to him than the preceding one. The decision maker's utility function is derived to determine 
the decision's utility value.

Q The direct use of the utility theory in capital budgeting is not common. It is very difficult to specify utility function 
in practice. Even if it is possible to derive utility function, it does not remain constant over time. Problems are also 
encountered when decision is taken by a group of people. Individuals differ in their risk preferences.

21. Grayson, op. cit., 1967, p. 109.
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KEY CONCEPTS
Backward induction 
Certainty equivalent 
Chance events 
Coefficient of variation 
DCF break-even analysis 
Decision points

^Decision tree

Expected net present value 
Marginal utility of money 
Monte Carlo simulation 
Objective probability 
Payback
Risk
Risk averters

Risk-neutrals
Risk seekers
Risk-adjusted discount 
rate

Scenario analysis 
Sensitivity analysis

Simulation analysis 
Standard deviation 
Subjective probability 
Uncertainty 
Utility theory 
Variance

>

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 12.1 A company is considering two 

mutually exclusive projects. The company uses the 
certainty equivalent approach. The estimated cash flow 
and certainty equivalents for each project are as follows:
—

Project 1 Project 2

Certainty Certainty

Year Cash Flow Equivalents Cash Flow Equivalents

0 -30,000 1.00 ■ 40,000 1.00
1 15,000 0.95 25,000 0.90
2 15,000 0.85 20,000 0.80
3 10,000 0.70 15,000 0.70
4 10,000 0.65 10,000 0.60

Which project should be accepted, if the risk-free 
discount rate is 5 per cent?
SOLUTION:
Project 1

0.95(15,000) 0.85(15,000)NPV = 1.0 (-30,000) +-----—--------- +
(1.05)2

Project 2

0.80 (20,000)
(1.05)2

Project 2 should be preferred since it has higher NPV.

PROBLEM 12.2 KC company is considering two 
mutually exclusive projects. The initial cost of both projects 
is Rs 5,000, and each has an expected life of five years. 
Under three possible states of economy, their annual cash 
flows and associated probabilities are as follows:

Economic

State Probability

NCF(Bs)

Project A Project B

Good 0.3 6,000 5,000
Normal 0.4 4,000 4,000
Bad 0.3 2,000 3,000

If the discount rate is 7 per cent, which project should 
the company accept?

SOLUTION:

Project A

ENCF = (0.3 x 6,000) + (0.4 x 4,000) + (0.3 x 2,000)
= Rs 4,000

cr = (6,000 - 4,000)2 (0.3) + (4,000 - 4,000)2 (0.4)
+ (2,000-4,000)2 (0.3)

= 24,00,000

cr = 724,00,000 Rs 1549.2
ENPV = - 5,000 + 4,000 x PVAF0 07 5

= -5,000 + 4,000 x 4.100 = Rs 11,400

Project B

ENCF = (0.3 x 5,000) + (0.4 x 4,000) + (0.3 x 3,000)
= Rs 4,000

CT = (5,000 - 4,000)2 (0.3) + (4,000 - 4,000)2 (0.4)
+ (3,000-4,000)2 (0.3)

= 6,00,000

cr = 76,00,000 = Rs 774.6
ENPV = -5,000 + 4,000 x PVAF007 5

= -5,000 + 4,000 x 4.100 = Rs 11,400

Projects A and B have equal expected net present value 
of Rs 11,400 but the standard deviation of Project A’s cash 
flow is higher than that of Project B. Therefore, KC 
Company should choose Project B.
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L PROBLEM 12.3 j A company is considering Projects 
X and y with the following information

Project

X y

Expected NPV 60,000 2,27,000
Standard deviation 40,000 1,35,000

to be two years.

year 1 Probability Year 2 Probability

NCF 10,000 0.4 8,000 0.5
12,000 0.5

NCF 12,000 0.6 16,000 0.4
20,000 0.6

Which project will you recommend? Will your answer 
change if you use coefficient of variation as a measure of 
risk instead of standard deviation? Which measure is more 
appropriate in this situation? Give reasons.

The cost of equipment is Rs 20,000, and the company’s 
cost of capital is 12 per cent. Use the decision tree approach 
to recommend whether the equipment should be bought 
or not.

SOLUTION:
(a) Project Khas higher standard deviation; therefore, it 

is more risky than Project X. On the basis of standard 
deviation criterion Project X should be accepted.

(b) The coefficients of variations of projects are as 
follows:

SOLUTION

0.20Project X

CV = ^222=0.67
60,000

Project Y
cy_ 1,35,000

" 2,27,000
= 0.59

Project X has relatively more risk if we use the 
coefficient of variation criterion.

8,000 -4,694

(c) In the present situation, it seems more appropriate 
to consider the coefficient of variation criterion since 
the expected NPVs of projects are vastly different 
from each other. Project Y is better since it has a 
much higher expected NPV and lower coefficient 
of variation.

PROBLEM 12.4 A company is considering a new 
equipment. The net cash flows of the equipment have been 
estimated as given below. The equipment’s life is estimated

-939

/0.5

,io,ooo(

^0.5--12,000-1,506 0.20 -301
z0.4--16,000 3,468 0.24 832

'12,000^
\

0.6 20,000
6,656 0.36 2,396

1.00 1,988

NPV of each path in the decision tree is calculated by 
discounting NCF at 12 per cent

-20,000 + 10,000x0.893 + 8,000x0.797= -Rs 4,694
-20,000 + 10,000x0.893 + 12,000x0.797= -Rs 1,506
-20,000 + 12,000x0.893 + 16,000x0.797= -Rs 3,468
-20,000 + 12,000x0.893 + 20,000x0.797= -Rs 6,656

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A project will cost Rs 60,000. It has one year life. It is expected to generate cash flows of Rs 120,000, Rs 90,000, 
Rs 20,000 and Rs 10,000 with associated probabilities, respectively, of 0.20, 0.30, 0.30, and 0.20. The discount 
rate is 10 per cent. Should the project be accepted?

2. A project costs Rs 3,000 and it has cash flows of Rs 2,000, Rs 2,000, Rs 1,500 and Rs 1,000 in years 1 through 4. 
Assume that the associated a( factors are estimated to be: a() = 1.00, at = 0.90, a2 = 0.70, a3 = 0.50 and a4 = 0.30, 
and the risk-free discount rate is 10 per cent. Should the project be accepted?

3. A company is considering two mutually exclusive projects. The initial cost of both projects is Rs 50,000, and 
each has an expected life of five years. Under three possible states of economy, their annual cash flows and 
associated probabilities are as follows:

Economic State Probability
NCF (Rs)

Project A Project B
Good 0.30 60,000 50,000
Normal 0.60 40,000 40,000
Bad 0.10 20,000 30,000

If the discount rate is 7 per cent, which project should the company accept? Why?
4. A company is considering Projects X and Y. X has expected NPV of Rs 120,000 with a standard deviation of 

Rs 60,000. y has expected NPV of Rs 240,000 with a standard deviation of Rs 160,000. Which project will you 
recommend? Why?
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the concept of risk? How can risk be measured?
2. What are the advantages of the risk-adjusted discount rate? What is the major problem in using this approach to 

handle risk in capital budgeting?
3. What are the advantages of using the certainty-equivalent approach? Does it suffer from any limitation?
4. ‘The certainty-equivalent approach is theoretically superior to the risk-adjusted discount rate.’ Do you agree? 

Give reasons.
5. What are the limitations of payback method as a risk handling technique? Can it be used as a supplement to 

more sophisticated techniques?
6. How can you conduct the DCF break-even analysis? Why is the DCF analysis important in risk analysis in 

capital budgeting?
7. What is sensitivity analysis? What are its advantages and limitations?
8. How can the probability theory be utilized in analysing risk of investment projects? Illustrate.
9. Describe the decision tree approach with the help of an example. How is this technique useful in capital 

budgeting?
10. How can utility theory be incorporated in the capital budgeting decision to account for the risk preferences of 

the decision maker?

PROBLEMSk______________ j
1. If following is the only available information, 

which project should be accepted?
(I) Project A has ENCF Rs 10,000, 

aA = Rs 500; Project B has 
ENCF = Rs 10,000, = Rs 1,000

(17) Project A has ENCF = Rs 10,000
oA = Rs 1,000; Project B has
ENCF = Rs 12,000, Gfl = Rs 500

(171) Project A has ENCF = Rs 500
G^ = Rs 500; Project B has
ENCF = Rs 12,000, = Rs 1,000

(iv) Project A has ENCF = Rs 10,000,
G?1 = Rs 500; Project B has
ENCF = Rs 12,000, aB = Rs 600

2. A firm is considering two investment projects, 
Project A requires a net cash outlay of Rs 6,000; B 
requires Rs 5,000. Both projects have an estimated 
life of three years. The net cash inflows have been 
estimated as: For Project A, year 1, a 0.40 chance 
of Rs 2,000 and a 0.60 chance of Rs 3,000; year 2, 
a 0.30 chance of Rs 4,000 and a 0.70 chance of Rs 
2,000; year 3, a 0.50 chance of Rs 3,000 and a 0.50 
chance of Rs 2,200; For Project B, year 1, a 0.30 
chance of Rs 1,000 and a 0.70 chance of Rs 2,000; 
year 2, a 0.20 chance of Rs 2,000 and a 0.80 chance 
of Rs 1,000; year 3, a 0.40 chance of Rs 2,000 and 
a 0.60 chance of Rs 4,000. Assume a 10 per cent 
discount rate. Which project should be accepted 
and why?

3. The Walchand Company is considering two 
mutually exclusive projects. The expected cash 
flows and the associated certainty-equivalent 
coefficients for each project are as follows:

Year
Project A 

(Bs)
Certainty

Equivalent
Project B 

(Rs)
Certainty
Equivalent

0 - 5,000 1.00 - 8,000 1.00
1 1,000 0.90 6,000 0.90
2 2,000 0.80 5,000 0.70
3 3,300 0.70 4,000 0.60
4 4,000 0.60 3,000 0.50
5 1,000 0.30 1,000 0.25

To account for the riskiness of the projects, the 
company uses the certainty-equivalent approach. 
Which of the two projects should be selected if 
the risk-free discount rate is 6 per cent? If the firm 
were to use risk-adjusted discount rates instead of 
certainty-equivalent approach, what rates would 
be used in order to obtain an equivalent solution?

4. The Laichand Co. is analyzing two mutually 
exclusive proposals, each costing Rs 30,000 and 
having a five-year expected life. Each project will 
have expected cash flows which will increase by 
Rs 3,000 each year after the first year, and will not 
have any value after the fifth year. The first year 
possible net cash inflows for project 1 are 
Rs 10,000, Rs 14,000 and Rs 16,000 with associated 
probabilities of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.25, respectively. 
The first year possible net cash inflows for Project 
2 are Rs 4,000, Rs 12,000 and Rs 25,000 with 
associated probabilities of 0.20, 0.50 and 0.30, 
respectively. Project 1 is considered less risky and 
can be evaluated at 8 per cent, while Project 2 is 
more risky and can be evaluated at 10 per cent 
rate of discount. Which project should be chosen?

5. The Weston Co. is thinking of building a plant to 
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manufacture a new product recently developed by 
its R&D department. Several alternatives are 
available to the firm regarding the size of the plant. 
The company can construct a large plant, which 
will cost Rs 5,00,000. Under different demand 
conditions the cash flows with associated 
probabilities are expected to be as follows: 6.

Large Plant
Demand 
condition Probability

Cash inflow (Rs) 
(year 1-10)

High 0.50 1,25,000
Medium 0.40 1,00,000
Low 0.10 50,000

The alternative to building a large plant is to 
build a smaller plant for Rs 2,00,000 now, with an 
option to build an additional plant after two years 
if the product achieves sufficient success. The 
small plant has a capacity to maintain Rs 80,000 
in cash flows. Under high or medium demand the 
plant will be fully utilized.

The expected cash flows with associated 
probabilities are as follows:

Small Plant

Demand 
condition Probability

Cash inflow (Rs) 
(year 1-2)

High 0.50 80,000
Medium 0.40 80,000
Low 0.10 40,000

The company also considers the possibility :: n 
building any addition regardless of the level < 
demand.

Design a decision tree and solve for the ran 
profitable alternative. Assume a 10 per cent disc na 
rate and that the plants do not have any salvage viia 
A management group of a company has determ_za 
its relative utility values for cash flows as follows

- 20,000 - 100
- 10,000 - 40
- 1,000 - 3

0 0
+ 10,000 +30

+ 9,000 +25
+ 8,000 +18
+ 7,000 + 10

Given this utility function, which of the follow rin 
projects should be accepted? Why?

Project A Project B

Cash flow Rs Prob. Cash flow (Rs) Prob.

- 20,000 0.10 -10,000 0.15
10,000 0.20 7,000 0.25
9,000 0.25 8,000 0.40
8,000 0.30 9,000 0.20
7,000 0.15 — —

After two years, the company can review the 
situation to expand the smaller plant. If the 
company experiences a high initial demand for 
the first two years, a Rs 3,00,000 addition could 
be built, increasing yearly revenue potential by 
Rs 60,000.

The company estimates the net cash flows with 
associated probabilities under different demand 
conditions as follows:

If only medium demand was achieved in the first 
two years then a Rs 1,50,000 addition would be 
considered. The expected cash flows and 
probabilities are as follows:

High Initial Demand: Additional Plant of Rs 3,00,000

Demand 
condition Probability

Cash inflow (Rs) 
(year 3-10)

High 0.60 1,40,000
Medium 0.30 1,10,000
Low 0.10 80,000

Medium Initial Demand: Additional Plant of Rs 1,50,000

Demand 
condition Probability

Cash inflow (Rs) 
(year 3-10)

High 0.60 1,10,000
Medium 0.30 80,000
Low 0.10 25,000

7. A company is considering buying an equipment for a 
new process. The equipment will cost Rs 2,45,700. The 
company has made the following estimates of the after
tax cash flows over the equipments possible life of 
two years:

Year 1 Year 2
NCF Prob. NCF Prob.

153,500 0.5 1,22,800 0.7
1,84,300 0.3

125,000 0.5 2,40,500 0.4
3,07,000 0.6

The outcome of year 2 is dependent on the
outcome of year 1. Use a decision tree approach to 
answer the following questions (assume 12 per cent 
discount rate):
(a) What is the equipment’s expected net present 

value?
(b) If the worst outcome occurs, then what would be 

the project’s net present value?
(c) What net present value will be realized if the best 

outcome occurs? What is its probability?
(d) What is the probability of the company realizing 

a net present value less than zero?
8. The R&D department of a company has developed a new 

product with an expected life of six years. The 
manufacturing of the product will require an investment 
of Rs 3 lakh. The following annual profit from the 
investment is expected:
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Selling price 25
Less: Unit variable cost

Materials 8
Labour 4
Overheads 3 15
Contribution 10

Sales revenue (30,000 units) 7,50,000
Less: Variable costs 4,50,000
Contribution 3,00,000
Less: Fixed costs

(including depreciation Rs 50,000) 1,20,000
Profit before tax 1,80,000
Less: Tax at 50% 90,000
Profit after tax 90,000

Assume that the company can charge depreciation on 
straight-line basis for tax purpose. If the company has a 
discount rate of 10 per cent, calculate the investment’s NPV. 
Identify the factors which are most critical to the decision. 
To answer this question, calculate the volume, selling price, 
unit variable cost, and cash outlay, at which the 
investment’s NPV would be zero, other things remaining 
the same.

CASE 12.1: RICHA FOODS COMPANYL______________________ 4

Richa Foods Company is a medium-sized firm specializing 
in packaged food items. The R&D department of the 
company has developed a new product with an expected 
life of six years. The manufacturing facilities of the product 
will require a cash outlay of Rs 60 million (6 crore), which 
the firm would depreciate over six years. The salvage value 
is assumed to be zero. The company expects to sell one 
million (10 lakh) units per annum at a price of 
Rs 60 per unit. The marketing manager has informed that 
depending on competition and Richa Foods’ response to 
it, both actual volume and price could differ from the 
expectations. The selling price could decrease as much as 
by 10 per cent under adverse economic conditions and 
increase as much as by 15 per cent under favourable 
economic conditions. Similarly, actual volume could vary 
from the expected volume between —5 per cent to +10 per 
cent. The accountant felt that the actual outlay and variable 
costs could also be different from the forecasts. The actual 
outlay could increase by 10 per cent and variable costs by 
5 per cent to 10 per cent from the expected values. Table 
12.1.1 gives financial forecasts based on the most expected 
assumptions.

Per unit Rs Total
Rs (’000)

Labour
Overhead 
Total 

Contribution 
Fixed costs
Profit before tax
Tax @ 35%
Profit after tax

8 8,000
6 6,000

30 30,000
30 30,000
20 20,000
10 10,000

3.5 3,500
6.5 6,500

Fixed costs include depreciation on straight-line basis. 
Assume that the company can charge straight-line 
depreciation for tax purposes. The company has a required 
rate of return of 12 per cent. Assume zero inflation.

Discussion Questions

Table 12.1.1: Financial Forecasts Based on 
Expected Sales of One Million Units

Per unit Rs Total
Rs (’000)

Selling price 60 60,000
Variable costs:

Material 16 16,000
(Contd...)

1. Identify the factors that are most critical to the 
decision. Answer this question by calculating the 
volume, selling price, unit variable cost and cash 
outlay at which the investment’s NPV would be 
zero, other things remaining the same.

2. Assume that the current assumptions relate to 
expected scenario. Create two more scenarios: 
pessimistic and optimistic. Using Excel, show the 
consequences on NPV under three scenarios.

3. What is your recommendation to the company? 
State any additional information that will be 
helpful to answer this question.
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8
4
3

Selling price
Less: Unit variable cost

Materials
Labour
Overheads
Contribution

Sales revenue (30,000 units)
Less: Variable costs
Contribution
Less: Fixed costs

(including depreciation Rs 50,000) 
Profit before tax
Less: Tax at 50%
Profit after tax

25

15
______10
7,50,000
4,50,000
3,00,000
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Assume that the company can charge depreciation on 
straight-line basis for tax purpose. If the company has a 
discount rate of 10 per cent, calculate the investment’s NPV. 
Identify the factors which are most critical to the decision. 
To answer this question, calculate the volume, selling price, 
unit variable cost, and cash outlay, at which the 
investment’s NPV would be zero, other things remaining 
the same.

CASE 12.1: RICHA FOODS COMPANY

Richa Foods Company is a medium-sized firm specializing 
m packaged food items. The R&D department of the 
: jmpany has developed a new product with an expected 
_fe of six years. The manufacturing facilities of the product 
will require a cash outlay of Rs 60 million (6 crore), which 
die firm would depreciate over six years. The salvage value 
.5 assumed to be zero. The company expects to sell one 
million (10 lakh) units per annum at a price of 
Rs 60 per unit. The marketing manager has informed that 
nepending on competition and Richa Foods’ response to 
it, both actual volume and price could differ from the 
-xpectations. The selling price could decrease as much as 
by 10 per cent under adverse economic conditions and 
increase as much as by 15 per cent under favourable 
economic conditions. Similarly, actual volume could vary 
from the expected volume between -5 per cent to +10 per 
cent. The accountant felt that the actual outlay and variable 
:osts could also be different from the forecasts. The actual
outlay could increase by 10 per cent and variable costs by DlSCUSSIOn Questions 
5 per cent to 10 per cent from the expected values. Table 
12.1.1 gives financial forecasts based on the most expected 
assumptions.

Per unit Rs Total
Rs (’000)

Labour 8 8,000
Overhead 6 6,000
Total 30 30,000

Contribution 30 30,000
Fixed costs 20 20,000
Profit before tax 10 10,000
Tax © 35% 3.5 3,500
Profit after tax 6.5 6,500

Fixed costs include depreciation on straight-line basis. 
Assume that the company can charge straight-line 
depreciation for tax purposes. The company has a required 
rate of return of 12 per cent. Assume zero inflation.

Table 12.1.1: Financial Forecasts Based on 
Expected Sales of One Million Units

Selling price
Variable costs:

Material

Per unit Rs Total
Rs (’000)

60,00060

16 16,000
(Contd...)

1. Identify the factors that are most critical to the 
decision. Answer this question by calculating the 
volume, selling price, unit variable cost and cash 
outlay at which the investment’s NPV would be 
zero, other things remaining the same.

2. Assume that the current assumptions relate to 
expected scenario. Create two more scenarios: 
pessimistic and optimistic. Using Excel, show the 
consequences on NPV under three scenarios.

3. What is your recommendation to the company? 
State any additional information that will be 
helpful to answer this question.
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CASE 12.2: WESTON PLASTICS COMPANY

Weston Plastics Company is a medium-size company 
manufacturing household plastic appliances. The R&D 
department has come up with the idea of a new product — 
a plastic shelf to keep utensils. The company is thinking 
of manufacturing a foldable utensil shelf. The shelf would 
have a height of five feet, width of one and a half feet, and 
depth of one foot. It could be fixed on the wall. The shelf 
could be used to keep cutlery, crockery, dinnerware, 
cooking utensils, etc. The price of the shelf would be 
Rs 300 each.

The company does not have surplus plant capacity to 
produce the utensil shelf. It would have to acquire new 
equipment. Equipments with different manufacturing 
capacities are available in the market. The company can 
acquire large-size equipment, which will cost Rs 50 lakh. 
The expected demand conditions, their probabilities and 
cash inflows are given in Table 12.2.1.

Table 12.2.1: Large Equipment (Rs 50 lakh)

Demand
Condition Probability

Cash flow 
(Rs in lakh) 
(Year 1-10)

High 0.50 12.50
Medium 0.40 10.00
Low 0.10 5.00

The company does not know the demand for the 
product. It may take two years to know the level of demand. 
Therefore, it may not be wise to go for large capacity 
equipment right now. The alternative to buying large 
equipment is to get a smaller plant for Rs 20 lakh now, 
with an option to acquire additional equipment after two 
years if the demand for the product achieves sufficient 
success. The small plant has a capacity to maintain Rs 8 
lakh in cash flows. Under high or medium demand the 
plant will be fully utilized. Table 12.2.2 gives the expected 
demand conditions, their probabilities and cash inflows 
for two years.

Table 12.2.2: Small Equipment (Rs 20 lakh)

Demand 
Condition Probability

Cash flow (Rs lakh)
Year 1-2

High 0.50 8.00
Medium 0.40 8.00
Low 0.10 4.00

After two years, the company can review the situat. :i: 
to expand its capacity by acquiring additional equipment! 
If the company experiences a high initial demand for th 
first two years, an additional equipment of Rs 30 lakh coul 
be acquired, increasing yearly revenue potential by Rs 
lakh at full capacity utilization. The company estimates tik 
cash flows with associated probabilities under different 
demand conditions as in Table 12.2.3.

Table 12.2.3: High Initial Demand: 
Acquire Additional Equipment for Rs 30 lakh

Demand Cash inflow (Bs lakh
Condition Probability Year 3-10
High 0.60 14.00
Medium 0.30 11.00
Low 0.10 8.00

If only medium demand was achieved in the first twc 
years, then a Rs 15 lakh addition would be considered 
The expected cash flows and probabilities are as shown in 
Table 12.2.4.

Table 12.2.4: Medium Initial Demand:
Acquire Additional Equipment for Rs 15 lakh

Demand 
condition Probability

Cash inflow (Rs lakh 
(Year 3 - 10)

High 0.60 11.00
Medium 0.30 8.00
Low .0.10 2.50

The company also considers the possibility of not 
acquiring any additional equipment regardless of the level 
of demand.

Discussion Questions

1. Compute the net present values for the various 
options.

2. Design a decision tree and solve for the most 
profitable alternative. Assume a 10 per cent 
discount rate and that the equipments do not have 
any salvage value.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

find out the investment risks faced by the company and the 
risk handling techniques used by the company.

NHPC is a hydropower company which invests large erated by the company. Interview the company officials to 
amounts of funds in hydroprojects all-over the country.
The government also regulates the price of electricity gen-



Real Options,
Investment Strategy and Process

Learning Objectives

► Understand the capital budgeting process
► Document the policies and practices of companies in India and compare them with that of the companies in developed 

countries
► Understand the linkage between corporate strategy and investment decisions
► Define strategic real options
► Show the valuation of real options

INTRODUCTION

Capital expenditure or investment planning and control 
involve a process of facilitating decisions covering 
expenditures on long-term assets. Since a company's 
survival and profitability hinges on capital expenditures, 
especially the major ones, the importance of the capital 
budgeting or investment process cannot be over
emphasized.1 A number of managers think that 
investment projects have strategic elements, and the 
investment analysis should be conducted within the 
overall framework of corporate strategy. Some managers 
feel that the qualitative aspects of investment projects 
should be given due importance.

1. This chapter is partially adapted from Pandey, I.M., Capital Budgeting Practices of Indian Companies, MDI Management Journal, Vol. 2, 
No. 1 (Jan. 1989).

In this chapter, we explore the issues relating to the 
capital budgeting process and practice, and the strategic 
aspects of capital budgeting. We will answer the following 
questions: What is the process of capital budgeting that 
companies employ? What capital budgeting policies and 
practices do they follow? Is there any link between the 
corporate strategy and capital budgeting? What are the 
strategic aspects of capital budgeting? Can the discounted 

cash flow technique handle the strategic aspects of capital 
investments? How can we evaluate investment projects 
that are capable of creating future opportunities and 
flexibility (options) for companies?

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

Strictly speaking, capital investments should include all 
those expenditures, which are expected to produce 
benefits to the firm over a long period of time, and 
encompass both tangible and intangible assets. Thus R&D 
(research and development) expenditure is a capital 
investment. Similarly, the expenditure incurred in 
acquiring a patent or brand is also a capital investment. 
In practice, a number of companies follow the traditional 
definition, covering only expenditures on tangible fixed 
assets as capital investments (expenditures). The Indian 
companies are also influenced considerably by accounting 
conventions and tax regulations in classifying capital 
expenditures. Large expenditures on R&D, advertising, 
or employees training, which tend to create valuable 
intangible assets, may not be included in the definition of
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capital investments since most of them are allowed to be 
expensed for tax purposes in the year in which they are 
incurred. From the point of view of sound decision
making, these expenditures should be treated as capital 

In vestments and sair/ec/eci togtngrer evaluation.

A number of companies follow the accounting 
convention to prepare asset wise classification of capital 

expenditures, which is hardly of much use in decision- 
making. Some companies classify capital expenditures in 
a manner, which could provide useful information 
for decision-making. Their classification is (z) replacement, 
(zz) modernization, (z'zz') expansion, (zb) new project, 
(v) research and development, (vi) diversification, and 
(vii) cost reduction.

the marketing department or from the plant manager who 
may think of a better way of utilizing idle capacity. 
Suggestions for replacing an old machine or improving 
the production techniques may arise at the factory level. 

In view of the fact that enough investment proposals 

should be generated to employ the firm's funds fully ••• 
and efficiently, a systematic procedure for genera"; 

proposals may be evolved by a firm.
In a number of Indian companies, the investmen £ 

ideas are generated at the plant level. The contribution ;c 
the board in idea generation is relatively insignificant 
However, some companies depend on the board for 
certain investment ideas, particularly those that are 
strategic in nature. Other companies depend on research 
centres for investment ideas.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
PLANNING AND CONTROL

At least five phases of capital expenditure planning and 
control can be identified:

Qi Identification (or origination) of investment 
opportunities

Qz Development of forecasts of benefits and costs
Qi Evaluation of the net benefits
Qi Authorization for progressing and spending 

capital expenditure
Qi Control of capital projects
The available literature puts the maximum emphasis 

on the evaluation phase. Two reasons may be attributed 
to this bias. First, this phase is easily amenable to a 
structured, quantitative analysis. Second, it is considered 
to be the most important phase by academicians. 
Practitioners, on the other hand, consider other phases to 
be more important.2 The capital investment planning and 
control phases are discussed below.

2. Hastie, K. L., One Businessman's View of Capital Budgeting, Financial Management, 3 (Writer 1974), pp. 36,196.
3. Haynes, W.W. and M.B. Solomon, A Misplaced Emphasis in Capital Budgeting, Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, (Jan.-Feb. 

1964), pp. 95-106.
4. King, P., Is the Emphasis of Capital Budgeting Theory Misplaced? Journal of Business Finance and Accounting, (Spring 1975), 

pp. 69-82.
5. Rockley, L.E., Investment for Profitability, Business Books, 1973.
6. Petty, J.W., and D.F. Scott, Capital Budgeting Practices in large US Firms: A Retrospective Analysis and Update, in Derkindem and 

Crum (Ed.), Readings in Strategy for Corporate Investments, Pitman, 1981.

Investment Ideas: Who Generates?
Investment opportunities have to be identified or created; 
they do not occur automatically.3'4 Investment proposals 
of various types may originate at different levels within a 
firm. Most proposals, in the nature of cost reduction or 
replacement or process or product improvements take 
place at plant level. The contribution of top management 
in generating investment ideas is generally confined to 
expansion or diversification projects. The proposals may 
originate systematically or haphazardly in a firm. The 
proposal for adding a new product may emanate from

Is the investment idea generation primarily a bottom- 
up process in India? In UK, both bottom-up, as well as 
top-down processes exist.5 The Indian practice is more like 
that in USA. Project initiation is a bottom-up process in 
USA, with about more than three-fourths of investment 
proposals coming from divisional management and plant 
personnel.6 However, we should note that the small 
number of ideas generated at the top may represent a high 
percentage in terms of investment value, so that what 
looks to be an entirely bottom-up process may not be really 
so.

Indian companies use a variety of methods to 
encourage idea generation. The most common methods 
used are: (a) management sponsored studies for project 
identification, (b) formal suggestion schemes, and 
(c) consulting advice. Most companies use a combination 
of methods. The offer of financial incentives for generating 
investment idea is not a popular practice. Other efforts 
employed by companies in searching investment ideas 
are: (a) review of researches done in the country or abroad, 
(b) conducting market surveys, and (c) deputing 
executives to international trade fairs for identifying new 
products/technology.

Once the investment proposals have been identified, 
they are be submitted for scrutiny. Many companies 
specify the time for submitting the proposals for scrutiny.

Developing Cash Flow Estimates
Estimation of cash flows is a difficult task because the 
future is uncertain. Operating managers with the help of 
finance executives should develop cash flow estimates. 
The risk associated with cash flows should also be 
properly handled and should be taken into account in the 
decision making process. Estimation of cash flows requires 



collection and analysis of all qualitative and quantitative 
data, both financial and non-financial in nature. Large 
companies would generally have a management 
information system (MIS) providing such data.

Executives in practice do not always have clarity 
about estimating cash flows. A large number of companies 
do not include additional working capital while estimating 
the investment project cash flows. A number of companies 
also mix up financial flows with operating flows. Although 
companies claim to estimate cash flows on incremental 
basis, some of them make no adjustment for sale proceeds 
of existing assets while computing the project's initial cost. 
The prevalence of such conceptual confusion has been 
observed even in the developed countries. For example, 
in the 70s, a number of UK companies were treating 
depreciation as cash flows.7

7. Rockley, op. cit., 1973.
8. Schall, L.D., G.L. Sundem, and W.R., Geijsbeak Survey and Analysis of Capital Budgeting Methods, Journal of Finance, (March 1978), 

pp. 281-87.
9. Rockley, op. cit., 1973.

10. Pike, R.H., Capital Budgeting Survey: An Update, Bradford University Discussion Paper, 1992.

In the past, most Indian companies chose an arbitrary 
period of 5 or 10 years for forecasting cash flows. This 
was so because companies in India largely depended on 
government-owned financial institutions for financing 
their projects, and these institutions required 5 to 10 years' 
forecasts of the project cash flows.

Project Evaluation
The evaluation of projects should be performed by a group 
of experts who have no axe to grind. For example, the 
production people may be generally interested in having 
the most modern type of equipments and increased 
production even if productivity is expected to be low and 
goods cannot be sold. This attitude can bias their estimates 
of cash flows of the proposed projects. Similarly, 
marketing executives may be too optimistic about the sales 
prospects of goods manufactured, and overestimate the 
benefits of a proposed new product. It is, therefore, 
necessary to ensure that projects are scrutinized by an 
impartial group and that objectivity is maintained in the 
evaluation process.

A company in practice should take all care in selecting 
a method or methods of investment evaluation. The 
criterion selected should be a true measure of the 
investment's profitability (in terms of cash flows), and it 
should lead to the net increase in the company's wealth 
(that is, its benefits should exceed its cost adjusted for time 
value and risk). It should also be seen that the evaluation 
criteria do not discriminate between the investment 
proposals. They should be capable of ranking projects 
correctly in terms of profitability. The net present value 
method is theoretically the most desirable criterion as it is 
a true measure of profitability; it generally ranks projects 
correctly and is consistent with the wealth maximization 

criterion. In practice, however, managers' choice may be 
governed by other practical considerations also.

A formal financial evaluation of proposed capital 
expenditures has become a common practice among 
companies in India. A number of companies have a formal 
financial evaluation of almost three-fourths of their 
investment projects. Most companies subject more than 
50 per cent of the projects to some kind of formal 
evaluation. However, projects, such as replacement or 
worn-out equipment, welfare and statutorily required 
projects below certain limits, small value items like office 
equipment or furniture, replacement of assets of 
immediate requirements, etc., are not often formally 
evaluated.

Methods of Eva luation As regards the use of evaluation 
methods, most Indian companies use payback (PB) 
criterion. In addition to payback and/or other methods, 
companies also use internal rate of return (IRR) and net 
present (NPV) methods. A few companies use accounting 
rate of return (ARR) method. IRR is the second most 
popular technique in India.

The major reason for payback to be more popular than 
the DCF techniques is the executives' lack of familiarity 
with DCF techniques. Other factors are lack of technical 
people and sometimes unwillingness of top management 
to use the DCF techniques. One large manufacturing and 
marketing organization, for example, thinks that 
conditions of its business are such that the DCF techniques 
are not needed. By business conditions the company 
perhaps means its marketing nature, and its products 
being in seller's markets. Another company feels that 
replacement projects are very frequent in the company, 
and therefore, it is not necessary to use the DCF techniques 
for such projects. Both these companies have fallacious 
approaches towards investment analysis. They should 
subject all capital expenditures to formal evaluation.

The practice of companies in India regarding the use 
of evaluation criteria is similar to that in USA. Almost 
four-fifths of US firms use either the internal rate of return 
or net present value models, but only about one-fifth use 
such discounting techniques without using the payback 
period or average rate of return methods.8 The tendency 
of US firms to use naive techniques as supplementary tools 
has also been reported in recent studies. However, firms 
in USA have come to depend increasingly on the DCF 
techniques, particularly IRR. The British companies use 
both DCF techniques and return on capital, sometimes in 
combination sometimes solely, in their investment 
evaluation; the use of payback is widespread.9 In recent 
years the use of the DCF methods has increased in UK, 
and NPV is more popular than IRR.10 However, this 
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increase has not reduced the importance of the traditional 
methods such as payback and return on investment 
Payback continues to be employed by almost all 
companies.

One significant difference between practices in India 
and USA is that payback is used in India as a 'primary' 
method and IRR/NPV as a 'secondary' method, while it 
is just the reverse in USA. Indian managers feel that 
payback is a convenient method of communicating an 
investment's desirability, and it best protects the recovery 
of capital—a scarce commodity in the developing 
countries.

Cut-off Rate In the implementation of a sophisticated 
evaluation system, the use of a minimum required rate of 
return is necessary. The required rate of return or the 
opportunity cost of capital should be based on the riskiness 
of cash flows of the investment proposal; it is a 
compensation to investors for bearing the risk in supplying 
capital to finance investment proposals.

Not all companies in India specify the minimum 
acceptable rate of return. Some of them compute the 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) as the discount 
rate. Unfortunately, all companies do not follow correct 
methodology of calculating the WACC. Almost all 
companies use the book value weights.

Business executives in India are becoming 
increasingly aware of the importance of the cost of capital, 
but they perhaps lack clarity about its computation. 
Arbitrary judgment of management also seems to play a 
role in the assessment of the cost of capital. The fallacious 
tendency of equating borrowing rate with minimum 
required rate of return also persists in the case of some 
companies.11 In USA, a little more than 50 per cent 
companies have been found using WACC as cut-off rate.12 
In UK, only a very small percentage of firms were found 
attempting any calculation of the cost of capital.13 14 15 As in 
USA and UK, companies in India have a tendency to 
equate the minimum rate with interest rate or cost of 
specific source of finance. The phenomenon of depending 
on management Judgment for the assessment of the cost 
of capital is prevalent as much in USA and UK as in India.

11. Pandey, I.M., Financing Decision: A Survey of Management Understanding, Management Review: Economic & Political Weekly, (Feb. 
1984), pp. 27-31.

12. Petty and Scott, op. cit., 1981
13. Rockley, op. cit., 1973
14. Schall et al., op. cit., 1978
15. Petty and Scott, op. cit., 1981
16. Rockley, op. cit., 1973
17. Hastie, op. cit., 1974

Recognition of Risk The assessment of risk is an 
important aspect of an investment evaluation. In theory, 
a number of techniques are suggested to handle risk. Some 
of them, such as the computer simulation technique are 
not only quite involved but are also expensive to use. How 
do companies handle risk in practice?

Companies in India consider the following as retMl 
most important contributors of investment risk -■ .hnq 
price, product demand, technologicalchanges andgacem-^—t 
policies. India is fast changing from sellers' market to 
buyers' market as competition is intensifying in a large 
number of products; hence uncertainty of selling price ar. d 
product demand are being realized as important risk 
factors. Uncertain government policies (in areas such as 
custom and excise duty and import policy, the foreign 
investment etc.), of course, are a continuous source ot 
investment risk in developing countries like India.

Sensitivity analysis and conservative forecasts - 
two equally important and widely used methods 

handling investment risk in India. Each of these techn.c. - 
is used by a number of Indian companies with other 
methods, while many other companies use either 
sensitivity analysis or conservative forecasts with other 
methods. Some companies also use shorter payback and 
inflated discount rates (risk-adjusted discount rates).

In USA, risk adjusted discount rate is more popular 
than the use of payback and sensitivity analysis.14,15 The 
British companies hardly use sensitivity analysis.16 The 
contrasts in risk evaluation practices in India, on the one 
hand, and USA and UK, on the other, are sharp and 
significant. Given the complex nature of risk factors in 
developing countries, risk evaluation cannot be handled 
through a single number such as the NPV calculation 
based on conservative forecasts or risk-adjusted discount 
rate. Managers must know the impact on project 
profitability of the full range of critical variables. An 
American businessman states: "there appear to be more 
corporations using sensitivity analysis than surveys 
indicate. In some cases firms may not know that what they 
are undertaking is called 'sensitivity analysis', and it 
probably is not in the sophisticated, computer oriented 
sense... Typically, analysts or middle managers eliminate 
the alternative assumptions and solutions in order to 
simplify the decision- making process for higher 
management. "17

Capital Rationing Indian companies, by and large, de 
not have to reject profitable investment opportunities for 
lack of funds, despite the capital markets not being so well 
developed. This may be due to the existence of the 
government-owned financial system, which is alwavs 
ready to finance profitable projects. Indian companies d. 
not use any mathematical techniques to allocate resources 
under capital shortage which may sometimes arise or. 
account of internally imposed restrictions or 
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management's reluctance to raise capital from outside. 
Priorities for allocating resources are determinedby 
management, based on the strategic need for and 
profitability of projects.

Authorization
It may not be feasible in practice to specify standard 
administrative procedures for approving investment 
proposals. Screening and selection procedures may differ 
from one company to another. When large stuns of capital 
expenditures are involved, the authority for the final 
approval may rest with top management. The approval 
authority may be delegated for certain types of investment 
projects. Delegation may be affected subject to the amount 
of outlay, prescribing the selection criteria and holding 
the authorized person accountable for results.

Funds are appropriated for capital expenditures after 
the final selection of investment proposals. The formal 
plan for the appropriation of funds is called the capital 
budget. Generally, the senior management tightly controls 
the capital expenditures. Budgetary controls may be 
rigidly exercised, particularly when a company is facing 
liquidity problem. The expected expenditure should 
become a part of the annual capital budget, integrated 
with the overall budgetary system.

Top management should ensure that funds are spent 
in accordance with appropriations made in the capital 
budget. Funds for the purpose of project implementation 
should be spent only after seeking formal permission from 
the financial manager or any other authorized person.

In India, as in UK, the power to commit a company 
to specific capital expenditure and to examine proposals 
is limited to a few top corporate officials. However, the 
duties of processing the examination and evaluation of a 
proposal are somewhat spread throughout the corporate 
management staff, in case of a few companies.

Senior management tightly control capital spending. 
Budgetary control is also exercised rigidly. The expected 
capital expenditure proposals invariably become a part 
of the annual capital budget in all companies. Some 
companies also have formal long-range plans covering a 
period of 3 to 5 years. Some companies feel that long-range 
plans have a significant influence on the evaluation and 
funding of capital expenditure proposals.

Control and Monitoring
A capital investment reporting system is required to 
review and monitor the performance of investment 
projects after completion and during their life. The follow
up comparison of the actual performance with original 
estimates not only ensures better forecasting but also helps 
to sharpen the techniques for improving future forecasts. 

Based on the follow-up feedback, the company may 
reappraise its projects and take remedial action.

Indian companies practice control of capital 
expenditure through the use of regular project reports. 
Some companies require quarterly reporting, others need 
monthly, half-yearly and yet a few companies require 
continuous reporting. In most of the companies, the 
evaluation reports include information on expenditure to 
date, stage of physical completion, and approved and 
revised total cost.

Most of the companies consider comparison between 
actual and forecast capital cost, saving and rate of return, 
in reappraising investment proposals. They perceive the 
following advantages of reappraisal: (z) improvement in 
profitability by positioning the project as per the original 
plan; (zz) ascertainment of errors in investment planning 
which can be avoided in future; (iii) guidance for future 
evaluation of projects; and (iv) generation of cost 
consciousness among the project team. A few companies 
abandon the project if it becomes uneconomical. The 
power of review is generally invested with the top 
executives of the companies in India.

QUALITATIVE FACTORSAND 
JUDGMENT IN CAPITAL BUDGETING

In theory, the use of sophisticated techniques is 
emphasized since they maximize value to shareholders. 
In practice, however, companies, although tending to shift 
to the formal methods of evaluation, give considerable 
importance to qualitative factors. Most companies in India 
are guided, one time or other, by three qualitative factors: 
urgency, strategy, and environment. All companies think that 
urgency is the most important consideration while a large 
number thinks that strategy plays a significant role. Some 
companies also consider intuition, security and social 
considerations as important qualitative factors. 
Companies in USA consider qualitative factors like 
employees' morals and safety, investor and customer 
image, or legal matters important in investment analysis.18

18. Porwal, L.S. Capital Budgeting in India, Sultan Chand, 1976.

Due to the significance of qualitative factors, 
Judgment seems to play an important role. Some typical 
responses of companies about the role of Judgment are:

Vision of judgment of the future plays an 
important role. Factors like market potential, 
possibility of technology change, trend of 
government policies, etc., which are judgmental, 
play important role.
The opportunities and constraints of selecting a 
project, its evaluation of qualitative and 
quantitative factors, and the weightage on every 
bit of pros and cons, cost-benefit analysis, etc., are 
essential elements of judgment. Thus, it is 
inevitable for any management decision.
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Judgment and intuition should definitely be used 
when a decision of choice has to be made between 
two or more, closely beneficial projects, or when 
it involves changing the long-term strategy of the 
company. For routine matters, liquidity and 
profits should be preferred over judgment.
It (judgment) plays a very important role in 
determining the reliability of figures with the help 
of qualitative methods as well as other known 
financial matters affecting the projects.

We feel that what businessmen call intuition or 
(simply) judgment is in fact informed judgment based on 
experience. A firm growing in a favourable economic 
environment will be able to identify profitable 
opportunities without making NPV or IRR computation. 
Businessmen often act more intelligently than they talk.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. State the five phases of the capital budgeting process. 
Which phase do you think is the most important?

2. Briefly explain the capital budgeting practices of 
companies in India. How do they compare with the 
companies in other countries?

3. What role do qualitative factors play in the capital 
budgeting decisions?

4. What is the significance of judgment in capital 
budgeting decisions?

INVESTMENT DECISIONS AND 
CORPORATE STRATEGY
Recently, a lot of emphasis has been placed on the view 
that a business firm facing a complex and changing 
environment will benefit immensely, in terms of improved 
quality of decision-making, if capital budgeting decisions 
are taken in the context of its overall corporate 
strategy.19,20 This approach provides the decision-maker 
with a central theme or a big picture to keep in mind at all 
times as a guideline for effectively allocating corporate 
financial resources. As argued by a chief financial officer:19 20 21

19. Derkindem, F.G.J. and R.L., Crum, Capital Budgeting as an Open System, in Derkindem and Crum, (ed.), op. cit.
20. Pandey, I.M., Financial Policy and Stratetic Management, Working Paper 85-1, Kansas State University, USA, 1985.
21. Hall, W.K., Changing Perspective on the Capital Budgeting Process, Long-range Planning, (Winter 1974), pp. 36-44.
22. Hastie, op. cit., 1974.
23. Bower, J.F., Managing the Resource Allocation Process, Richard D. Irwin, 1972.
24. Donaldson, G, Managing Corporate Wealth, Praeger, 1984.
25. Petty, D.W., D.F. Scott, and M.M. Bird, Capital Expenditure Decision-Making Process of Large Corporations, Engineering Economist, 

(Spring 1975), pp. 159-72.

Allocating resources to investments without a 
sound concept of divisional and corporate strategy 
is a lot like throwing darts in a dark room.

Similarly, an American businessman argues as 
follows:22 23

We have erred too long by exaggerating the 
'improvement in decision-making' that might result 

from the adoption of DCF or other refined evaluation 
techniques. What is needed are approximate 
answers to the precise problems rather than precise 
answer to the approximate problems. There is little 
value in refining an analysis that does not consider 
the most appropriate alternative and does not utilise 
sound assumptions. Management should spend its time 
improving the quality of assumptions and assuring that 
all the strategic questions have been asked, rather than 
implementing and using more refined evaluation 
techniques. (Emphasis added).

In fact a close linkage between capital expenditures 
at least major ones, and strategic positioning exists which 
has led some researchers to conclude that the set of 
problems companies refer to as capital budgeting is a task 
for general management rather than financial analyst.- 
Some recent empirical works amply support the 
practitioners concern for strategic considerations in capital 
expenditure planning and control.24 It is therefore a 
myopic point of view to ignore strategic dimensions or to 
assume that they are separable from the problem of 
efficient resource allocations addressed by capital 
budgeting theory.25

Most companies in India consider strategy as an 
important factor in investment evaluation. What are the 
specific experiences of the companies in India in this 
regard? Examples of six companies showing how they 
defined their corporate strategy are given as follows:

To remain market leader by highest quality and 
remunerative prices. This company undertook the 
production of a new range of products (which was 
marginally profitable) for competitive reasons. 
To have moderate growth for saving taxes and to 
set up plants for forward and backward 
integration.
Our strategy is to grow, diversify and expand in 
related fields of technology only. Any project, 
which is within the strategy and satisfied 
profitability yardsticks is accepted. This company 
found a low-profit chemical production proposal 
acceptable since it came within its technological 
capabilities.
Strategy involves analysis of the company's 
present position, nature of its relationship with 
the environmental forces, company's business 
philosophy and evaluation of company's strong 
and weak points.
To take up new projects for expansion in the fields, 
which are closer to present projects or technology. 
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This company rejected a profitable project (of deep 
sea fishing and ship building) while it accepted a 
marginally profitable project (of paint systems) 
since it was very close to its current heat transfer 
technology.
To stay in industrial intermediate and capital 
goods line, and in the process to achieve three
fold profits in real terms over a 5-year period. This 
company rejected a highly profitable project (of 
manufacturing mopeds) since it was a consumer 
durable and accepted a marginal project (of cold 
formed structured purlins).

One more example is that of an Indian subsidiary of 
a giant multinational company that looks for projects in 
high technology, priority sector. This company even sold 
one of its profitable non-priority sector division to a sister 
concern to maintain its high-tech priority sector profile.

Strategic management has emerged as a systematic 
approach in properly positioning companies in the 
complex environment by balancing multiple objectives. 
In practice, therefore, a comprehensive capital expenditure 
planning and control system will not simply focus on 
profitability, as assumed by modern finance theory, but 
also on growth, competition, balance of products, total 
risk diversification, and managerial capability and 
flexibility. There are umpteen examples in the developing 
countries like India where unprofitable ventures are not 
divested even by the private sector companies because of 
their desirability from the point of view of consumers and 
employees, in particular, and the society, in general. Such 
considerations are not at all less important than 
profitability since the ultimate survival of companies (and 
certainly that of management) hinges on them. One must 
appreciate the dynamics of complex forces influencing 
resource allocation in practice; it is not simply the use of 
the most refined DCF techniques.

Certain other practical considerations are as follows: 
Apart from the profitability of the project, other 
features like its (project's) critical utility in the 
production of the main product, strategic 
importance of capturing the new product first, 
adapting to the changing market environments, 
have a definite bearing on investment decisions. 
Technological developments play a critical role 
in guiding investment decisions. Government 
policies and concessions also have a bearing on 
these.
Investment in production equipment is given top 
priority among the existing products and the new 
project. Capital investment for expansion in 
existing lines where market potential is proved is 
given first priority. Capital investment in new 
projects is given the next priority. Capital 
investment for buildings, furniture, cars, office 
equipments, etc., is done on the basis of 
availability of funds and immediate needs.

These statements reinforce the need for a strategic 
framework for problem solving under complexities and 

the relevance of strategic considerations in investment 
planning. It also implies that resource allocation is not 
simply a matter of choosing the most profitable new 
projects as shown by the DCF analysis. What is being 
stressed is that the strategic framework provides a higher- 
level screening and an integrating perspective to the whole 
system of capital expenditure planning and control. Once 
strategic questions have been answered, investment 
proposals may be subjected to the DCF evaluation.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by strategy and strategic management?
2. What is the link between strategy and capital 

budgeting?
3. Give some examples of strategic fit and capital 

budgeting decisions.

MANAGERIAL FLEXIBILITY AND 
COMMITMENT

Most often we hear managers saying: 'Our plans and 
decisions are always clouded by uncertainty'; 'Investment 
commitments have tremendous competitive value, 
although you have to pay a cost'; 'There is nothing like 
now or never; we become wiser by waiting for certain 
decisions'; "Flexibility helps to capture future 
opportunities'; 'Relinquishing an on-going project or 
liquidating a business may be a good opportunity to bail 
out a firm'. They consider these issues as strategic. In 
practice, managers consider strategic aspects of 
investment projects as crucial for making the investment 
decisions. They will always like to have right to expand; 
right to exit; right to exchange investments, etc., since these 
rights provide flexibility to managers. Because of 
uncertainty, managers endeavour to build flexibility into 
a capital investment. Managers also like to commit doing 
things in response to competitive, technological, or 
environmental forces. They like to do things differently 
from others. These commitments that may be contingent 
upon certain events taking place, provide managers with 
flexibility, operating freedom and opportunities to 
proactively gain an advantage over competition. The 
discounted cash flow (DCF) method of investment 
analysis is unable to handle managerial flexibility and 
commitments and other strategic aspects in investment 
projects. How do we evaluate strategic investments that 
incorporate flexibility and commitments?

STRATEGIC REAL OPTIONS

There are a number of investments that may contain 
elements that could provide valuable opportunities to a 
firm in the future. Some investments may not be profitable 
but attractive, for the opportunities that they are capable 
of creating in the future. For example, a chemical company
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may invest in R&D that may help it to develop new 
chemical and exploit it to introduce new products in the 
market. Similarly, a fast-moving consumer-products 
company may invest in a brand to leverage sales of its 
other products. A fertilizer company may install a small 
plant to manufacture and sell caprolectum to see the 
reaction of the market, and scale up the plant in future if 
demand is high. These opportunities are highly valuable 
and must be identified, while evaluating capital 
investments. Investments with potential future 
opportunities or flexibility are more valuable than 
investments without such strategic elements.

Real options are those strategic elements in 
investments that help creating flexibility of operations, or 
that have the potential of generating profitable 
opportunities, in the future, for the firm. Real options 
provide discretion to managers to take certain investment 
decisions, without any obligation, for a given price. We 
may clarify that real options are not confined to real assets 
only. Patent, R&D, brands, etc., are examples of assets that 
have a value to the owner. The capital investments should 
be viewed as strategic investments that incorporate real 
options. Hence the value of a capital investment will also 
include the value of the strategic elements in the 
investment. Valuing real options is real challenge for 
managers.

The option pricing theory provides a framework for 
valuing strategic investments. We have discussed the 
valuation of financial options in Chapter 7. The methods 
of valuing real options are the same as the financial options 
although it is difficult to identify the values of certain 
inputs in case of real options. An investment with real 
option consists of two values: the value of cash flows from 
the project's assets plus the value of any future 
opportunity (option) arising from holding the asset. Like 
in a financial option, an exchangeable asset underlies a 
real option. For example, the underlying asset in the case 
of an option to expand is the value added through 
expansion. The cost of expansion is the exercise price.

Some capital investments have embedded options. 
Managers must recognize and value these options and 
exercise them when it is advantageous to do so. A firm 
can attain flexibility and make commitments by 
intentionally creating simple options into investment 
projects. It can obtain flexibility by creating long positions 
in call or put options. For example, right to expand or 
right to enter a new venture, in the future, at a given price, 
is a long position in call option, and right to abandon or 
right to liquidate in the future at a given price is a long 
position in put option. Managerial commitments are akin 
to short positions in call or put options. A firm may agree 
to disinvest (short call) or invest (short put) contingent 
upon the action of another party. Some large investment 
projects may involve complex options. There may be 
options on options, or options may be interdependent or 
mutually exclusive. Managers must play an active role in 
identifying or creating options, valuing them, monitoring 
them and using them appropriately to create values for 
the company.

Growth Options
In practice, managers may accept investment projects 
have negative or insignificant NPV, but may ea 
companies to find opportunities in the future that 
considerable profitability and value. These projects 
said to have growth options. Examples of growth opt 
include an initial investment in a new (domestic or fore 
market with the intention to expand later on, invest: 
in R&D to develop possible new technology and prod 
carrying out an expensive advertisement campaign 
push sales, acquisition of a patent to have proted 
returns, acquiring rights over a copper mine, or acquit: 
a vacant land to develop it in the future. Such investee 
are called strategic since they define the compete • 
position of the firm. Options to expand are useful :w 
achieving the future growth. Such options allow the ten 
to make further investments later on if the bus."-:-® 
conditions are favourable. The advantage of making 
investment in stages, rather than at once, is that the firm 
gains knowledge about the project's true profitability =_-c 
collects information that may help to unravel uncertain " 
surrounding the project. Option to expand in the fur_~t 
or make investment in stages provides the manufacture 
and marketing flexibility to the firm. Consider an exarr r e 
of an option to expand.

Magic Foods Limited specializes in ready-to-rru_» - 
South Indian dishes. It is toying with an idea : 
introducing a breakfast cereal. There is a lot of uncertain" 
about the demand for the breakfast cereal since most 
Indians like the traditional breakfast foods such as iut 
bada, dosa, puri sag, paratha, khaman, dhokala, etc. There 
are indications that the middle and upper class Indians 
have started going for the Western-type breakfast cereals 
Magic Foods Limited anticipates the demand for sudi 
cereals to go up since India has strong middle-class buyers 
The company will initially introduce the cereal in tw: 
cosmopolitan cities, Delhi and Mumbai, to judge the 
reaction of consumers and the pattern of demand. The 
estimated cost of this introduction is Rs 30 million an: 
the present value of the estimated cash inflows is Rs 2 
million. Thus the project has a negative NPV of Rs - 
million. Management anticipates that if the company does 
not introduce the cereal, the competitors will do so in te 
future. Introducing the cereal now will give the compare, 
the first mover's advantage, and if the demand picks up 
it will have the option to scale up production in the future 
The cost of expansion to the company is estimated as 
Rs 50 million and the present value of the cash flows over 
the project's anticipated life of five years is expected to be 
Rs 45 million. This project also has a negative NPV. Thus 
on the face of it, the entire investment proposition looks 
an unattractive investment. But two points may be noticed. 
First, the second investment is an option, and the companv 
needs to exercise it (that is, invest Rs 50 million) if the 
expected NPV is positive. Second, the demand for the 
breakfast cereal is highly uncertain, and hence, investment 
can turn out to be highly beneficial to the company if the 
market picks up.
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Valuing option to expand We should value the second 
investment as an option. The expansion project is the 
underlying asset, which has a value of Rs 45 million. The 
exercise price is the cost of investment, viz., Rs 50 million. 
The investment is out-of-the-money since the exercise 
price is higher than the value of the underlying asset. Since 
the market for cereal is quite uncertain, the value of the 
project will fluctuate. Let us assume that the expansion 
project will have average standard deviation of 30 per cent. 
Based on these assumptions, we have the following 
parameters to value the option:

So = present value of cash flows = Rs 45 million
E = exercise price = Rs 50 million
f = 5 years
o = Standard deviation = 0.30
ry = risk-free rate of return = 8 per cent
Using the Black-Scholes method of option pricing, we 

obtain the following results:

C?1 0.7746
d2 0.1038
N(dJ 0.7807
N(d2) 0.5413
Call value Rs 17 million

The value of call option is found as follows:

C0=S0N(d1)-Ee'7tN(d2)

= 45 x 0.7807 - 50e<_008)x<5) x 0.5413
= 35.13-18.13 = Rs 17 million

The value of the option to expand is Rs 17 million. 
The project without considering the expansion option has 
a negative NPV. The value of the project with the option 
to expand is:

Value of the project with option to expand

= NPV of the proj ect + Value of option to expand

= (-30 + 21)+ 17 = Rs 8 million

Magic Foods Limited should introduce the product, 
in spite of a negative NPV, since it will acquire a much 
more valuable option.
Valuing a patent Patents give valuable options to firms 
to achieve growth and create value. Firms, through R&D 
efforts, can develop technology, products or services and 
can patent them. A patent allows a firm to have exclusive 
right for certain number of years to develop and market a 
product or service. Thus patent may be viewed as a call 
option. The firm will develop the product only if it creates 
value; that is, the present value of cash inflows exceeds 
the cost of introducing the product. Let us consider an 
example.

ILLUSTRATION 13.1: The Value of a Patent
Sodrux is a pharmaceutical firm that posses a patent on a 
drug called Acidex. It is an approved drug, and Sodrux 

can produce and market it. The firm has the patent on drug 
for 15 years, and after this period, any pharmaceutical 
company can produce it. The firm estimates that it will 
have to incur Rs 125 million (or Rs 12.5 crore) to develop 
and market the drug. Based on the estimates of potential 
market and price, the present value of the expected cash 
flow from the sale of the drug is Rs 167 million. A 
simulation study shows that the average variance in the 
value of the project is 0.268. The current yield on 15-year 
government bonds is 7.8 per cent. What is the value of the 
patent to the company?

Notice that the life of patent is 15 years. The firm will 
earn patent-protected returns only during the life of the 
patent. Delay in introducing the drug will cause the loss of 
cash flows. The loss of cash flows is like the payment of 
dividends in the case of a stock option. Assuming that cash 
flows occur evenly over the life of the project, the cost of 
initial delay will be 1/15, it will be 1/14 next year and so 
on.

The following are the inputs for valuing the patent as 
a call option:

So = the present value of cash flows = Rs 167 million
E = Cost of developing the drug = Rs 125 million
T = life of the patent = 15 years
r = 7.8%
a2 = Variance = 0.268
Expected cost of delay = y= 1/15 = 6.67%
We can use the Black-Scholes formula to value the 

patent. We obtain the following output:

4

WJ
/V(d2)
Call Value

1.2318
-0.7732

0.8910
0.2197

Rs 46.21 million

The value of the patent, which is analogous to a call 
option, is:

Co = So e^N (dJ-E e ri,N(d2)
= 167e("00667’115’ x 0.8910-125eM078M151 x 0.2197
= 167x0.3680x0.8910-125x0.3104x0.2197
= 54.71-8.51 = Rs 46.20 million

Abandonment Option
Most investments relating to expansions or diversifica
tions require large amount of funds. Once the decision 
has been made and funds have been committed, these 
decisions cannot be reversed without incurring huge 
losses. When uneconomical investment projects are sold 
or discarded, it is quite difficult to get a good value. In 
case of some projects the firm may have to incur 
substantial dismantling cost. In such projects, which may 
turn out to be quite unprofitable under adverse economic 
conditions, the firm may like to have the option to abandon 
the projects without incurring immense losses. The right
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Figure 13.3: Capital investment planning and control model

Expected return = 8% = p x 83.3% + (1 - p) x -37.14% 
p = 37.5%

The probability of high electricity rate is 0.375 (37.5%) 
and low rate: 1 - 0.375 = 0.625 or 62.5 per cent. We know 
that at the end of year 1, the pay-off to the put option will 
be either Rs 10 million or zero. Thus, the expected pay-off 
is:

Expected pay-off = 0.375 x 10 + 0.625 x 0
= Rs 3.75 million

The expected pay-off occurs at year 1; hence the 
present value of the expected pay-off is:

PV of pay-off = 3.75/1.08 = Rs 3.47 million
The option is worth Rs 3.47 million if you keep it open. 

The project has negative NPV. But it is not sufficient reason 
for rejecting the project. There is a strategy that is 
attractive: wait and see.

Flexibility and Operating Options

Most firms would like to build flexibility in their 
investment projects to be able to do several alternative 
things in different ways. The flexibility built into the 
investment projects involves a set of options, called 



operating options. For example, a power-generation 
company may either build a thermal (coal-based) power 
plant or a gas power plant or a power plant that could 
operate on both coal and gas. Building a plant that runs 
on both coal and gas will be quite expensive, but 
management will have the flexibility of using either gas 
or coal depending the fuel prices. The company will gain 
significantly when the prices of coal and gas are unrelated 
and vary considerably. The extra cost to create the 
manufacturing flexibility may be quite valuable to the 
company.

A company will benefit from the flexibility when it 
can choose from different raw materials to make the same 
product or it can use the same material to manufacture 
different products. Oil refineries and chemical plants quite 
often face these situations. Options resulting from 
flexibility would prove to be very valuable when input or 
output prices fluctuate enormously. Companies need 
manufacturing flexibility to maintain their market shares 
and competitive position in highly fluctuating and 
unpredictable markets. For example, the quick changes 
in fashions have made it very difficult for the ready-made 
garments industry to meet the consumers' changing 
demand without the flexibility of changing product-mix 
quickly. To meet the challenge and to have manufacturing 
flexibility, a large number of companies have invested 
heavily in sophisticated computer-controlled machines 
that can easily handle product-mix changes almost 
instantly.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define real option exchangeable assets and 
embedded options.

2. What are growth options? How are they evaluated?
3. What is meant by option to abandon? How is it 

valued?
4. Define timing option and explain how timing options 

are valued.
5. How do companies build flexibility in their 

investments?

CAPITAL BUDGETING DECISION-MAKING 
LEVELS

For planning and control purposes, three levels of 
decision-making have been identified: 26

26. Gordon, L. A., D. Miller and H. Mintzberg, Normative Models in Decision-Making, New York: N.A.A., 1975.
27. Ackerman, R. W., Administrative Science Quarterly, (September 1970), pp. 341-51.

operating
administrative, and
strategic

Capital budgeting decisions could be categorized into 
these three decision levels:
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Operating capital budgeting, which may include 
routine minor expenditures, such as expenditure on office 
equipment. The lower or the middle level management 
can easily handle the operating capital budgeting 
decisions.

Strategic capital budgeting, which involves large 
investments such as acquisition of a new business or 
expansion in a new line of business. Strategic investments 
are unique and unstructured and involve simple or 
complex options, and they cast a significant influence on 
the direction and value of the business. Top management, 
therefore, generally handles such investments.

Administrative capital budgeting, which involves 
medium-size investments such as expenditure on 
expansion of existing line of business. Administrative 
capital budgeting decisions are semi-structured in nature, 
and they may also involve some options, such as option 
to delay. Generally, the senior management is assigned 
the responsibility of handling these decisions.

Keeping in view the different decision-making levels, 
capital expenditures could be classified in a way, which 
would reflect the appropriate managerial efforts to be 
placed in planning and controlling them.27 One useful 
classification could be: (z) strategic projects, (zz) expansion 
in the new line of business, (zzz) general replacement 
projects, (zb) expansion in the existing line of business, 
and (v) statutory required and welfare projects. Further, 
each of these categories could be sub-classified according 
to funds required by the projects.

The model for comprehensive capital expenditure 
planning and control (Figure 13.3) may be summarized 
as follows:

Corporate strategy provides the focal point for the 
firm's long rim strategic planning. The capital budgeting 
system, particularly for large strategic projects, is 
determined in the context of strategic planning and, thus, 
it is a top-down process. Corporate strategy and strategic 
planning play the most crucial role at the identification 
and evaluation phases. Operating and administrative 
capital budgeting decisions can be decided at lower/ 
middle level of management within the overall strategic 
framework and guidelines from top management. The 
capital budgeting system at lower/middle level will 
largely be a bottom-up process. It may be noted that 
external and internal environment provides a context to 
the company to establish and review its mission's 
concerns, and multiple objectives, which, in turn, shape 
its corporate strategy.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the three levels of capital budgeting decision 
making.

2. Describe a capital expenditure planning and control 
model.
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( SUMMARY)

□ The most important aspects of the capital budgeting process are (z) identification (zz) development, (in) evaluation, 
(iu) authorization and (v) control.

O Identification of investment ideas is the most critical aspect of the investment process, and should be guided bv 
the overall strategic considerations of a firm. It needs appropriate managerial focus. Each potential idea should be 
developed into a project.

O A company should have systems for estimating cash flows of projects. A multi-disciplinary team of manager- 
should be assigned the task of developing cash flow estimates.

□ Once cash flows have been estimated, projects should be evaluated to determine their profitability. Evaluation 
criteria chosen should correctly rank the projects.

□ Once the projects have been selected they should be monitored and controlled to ensure that they are properlv 
implemented and estimates are realized. Proper authority should exist for capital spending. The top managemen: 
may supervise critical projects involving large sums of money. The capital spending authority may be delegated 
subject to adequate control and accountability.

O A company should have a sound capital budgeting and reporting system for this purpose. Based on the comparison 
of actual and expected performance, projects should be reappraised and remedial action should be taken.

O Companies in practice have a total capital budgeting system including processes for project identification, 
development, evaluation, authorization and control. Most companies prepare a capital budget, and integrate it 
with the overall budgeting system.

O Companies are increasingly using DCF techniques, but payback remains universally popular for its simplicity 
and focus on recovery of funds and liquidity.

Cd In practice, Judgment and qualitative factors also play an important role in investment analysis. A number of 
companies pay more attention to strategy in the overall selection of projects.

□ Strategic investments are large-scale expansion or diver-sification projects, and they involve either by their nature 
or by managerial actions valuable options. Such options include right to expand, right to abandon, right to delay, 
right to build new businesses, or right to disinvest or harvest.

□ Real options create managerial flexibility and commitment. In principle, they can be valued in the same way as 
financial options are valued. But in practice, it is difficult to get all input parameters for valuing real options. Since 
large numbers of real assets are not traded in the market, it is quite difficult therefore to get information on the 
value of the underlying assets and the volatility.

O Since real options are valuable, managers must identify them, value them, monitor them and exercise them when 
it is optimal to do so. Managers generally strive to create flexibility and commitment by building real options into 
investment projects.

KEY CONCEPTS
A

Abandonment value
Administrative capital 

budgeting
Budgetary control
Capital budget

Capital budgeting process 
Capital rationing 
Conservative forecasts 
Corporate strategy

Growth option 
Long-range planning 
Managerial flexibility 
Operating capital

budgeting

A
Operating options
Real options
Sensitivity analysis
Strategic capital budgeting

J

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Explain the important steps in the capital budgeting process.
2. Is capital budgeting merely a question of selecting investment projects? Defend your position.
3. What role is played by Judgment and qualitative factors in the investment selection? Is it justifiable?
4. Is there any interface between strategy and the capital budgeting system? Why should capital budgeting be seen 

within a strategic perspective?
5. Briefly discuss the capital budgeting practices of companies in India.
6. What are real options? Give examples of real options. How should real options be evaluated?
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QUIZ EXERCISES
1. Consider the following data for an expansion project: So = present value of cash flows = Rs 45 million, 

E = exercise price = cost of the project = Rs 50 million, t = 5 years, o = Standard deviation = 0.30, iy = risk-free 
rate of return = 8 per cent. Using the Black-Scholes formula, calculate dv d2, N( d^), N(d2), and the value of the 
call option.

2. A firm has a patent on a drug for 15 years. The firm will incur an expenditure of Rs 250 crore to develop and 
market the drug. The present value of the expected cash flow from the sale of the drug is estimated as Rs 340 
crore. The average variance in the value of the project is 0.268. The current yield on 15-year government bonds 
is 7.8 per cent. What is the value of the patent to the company?

3. A hydropower generation plant will cost Rs 3,000 million. The project will have a life of 25 years. The present 
value of the project’s cash flows is expected to be Rs 2,700 million. Since the project has a negative NPV, the 
firm is reluctant to build the plant. As an incentive to the company, the government agrees that the company 
will have the option to sell the plant to the government at Rs 2,500 million at the end of ten years. What is the 
value of this abandonment option to the company?

4. A company is analyzing an investment project. It will cost Rs 1950 crore, and will generate annual cash flows 
of Rs 240 crore forever. The company’s cost of capital is 10 per cent. The project value will have a standard 
deviation of 35 per cent. Suppose that the company has rights to this project for 25 years. The current yield on 
25-year government bond is 6 per cent. What is the project’s DCF value? What is the value of the project as an 
option? Why is there a difference between these two values?

5. A project is expected to cost Rs 500 crore. The project is expected to generate after-tax cash flows of Rs 80 crore 
per annum over its estimated economic life of 15 years. The firm’s cost of capital is 12.5 per cent, and the risk
free rate is 7.8 per cent. The firm thinks that the cash flows will fluctuate and variance of the value of the cash 
flows will be 0.076. As an alternative to taking up the project now, it is thinking of delaying the project. What 
should the firm do?

PROBLEMS

1. ACC is considering building a cement 
manufacturing plant in Sri Lanka. The project will 
cost Rs 800 crore and the present value of the cash 
flows will be Rs 700 crore. The finance director is 
not in favour of the proposal since it has a negative 
NPV. The marketing director, on the other hand, 
thinks that the potential market for cement in Sri 
Lanka is enormous. He argues that the company 
should build the plant now to establish it 
competitive position and expand after 3 years. The 
cost of expansion will be Rs 2,000 crore and the 
present value of cash flows will be Rs 2,100. The 
demand for cement is expected to fluctuate. The 
standard deviation of the values of cash flows is 
estimated to be 32 per cent. The risk-free rate is 
7.5 per cent. What is the value of the option to 
expand?

2. L&T is thinking of entering into a joint venture to 
build a multi-purpose commercial complex in 
Dehradun, the capital of Uttaranchal, with a local 
real estate developer. The development is 
expected to cost Rs 1,200 crore, and have a present 
value of cash flows of Rs 1,000 crore. The 
economic life of the project is 30 years. The joint 
venture will be on 50-50 per cent basis where two 
partners will share costs and benefits equally. L&T 
will have a right to sell the complex to the local 

developer any time over the next seven years for 
Rs 450 crore. L&T’s finance manager finds that the 
standard deviation in the value of real estate 
companies is 35 per cent. Assume that the risk- 
free rate is 7.8 per cent. What is the value of L&T’s 
right to abandon? What should L&T do?

3. A company is analyzing an investment project. It 
will cost Rs 185 crore, and will generate annual 
cash flows of Rs 24 crore for ever. The company’s 
cost of capital is 10 per cent. A simulation on the 
project’s cash flows shows that the value of the 
project will have a standard deviation of 25 per 
cent. Suppose that the company has rights to this 
project for 25 years. The current yield on 25-year 
government bond is 5 per cent. What is the project’s 
DCF value? What is the value of the project as an 
option? Why is there a difference between these 
two values?

4. A firm is considering a project that is expected to 
cost Rs 50 crore. The project, on an average, will 
generate after-tax cash flows of Rs 7.50 crore per 
annum over its estimated economic life of 15 years. 
The firm’s cost of capital is 15 per cent, and the 
risk-free rate is 8 per cent. The firm thinks that the 
cash flows will fluctuate and variance of the value 
of the cash flows will be 0.0676. As an alternative 
to taking up the project now, it is thinking of 
delaying the project. What should the firm do?
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CASE 13.1: HIND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED (HSCL)

HSCL was formed almost a century ago to carry on steel 
making business in India. Its manufacturing plants are 
situated in a state in the Eastern India. The company has a 
total licensed capacity of 30 million tons.

The vision of the founder of the company was to 
strengthen India’s industrial base through increased 
productivity and continued application of modern 
scientific and managerial methods, as well as through 
systematic growth, in keeping with national aspirations. 
The company recognizes that profitability provides the 
main spark for economic activity. The company believes 
in the protection and safeguarding of the shareholders’ 
investment and ensuring to them a fair return. The policies 
and objective of the company are also directed towards 
the effective discharge of its duties and obligations towards 
employees, customers and community.

Although the company’s major objective is to earn higher 
rates of return on its investments, capital projects have been 
sometimes undertaken even if return on investment has 
been less than the cut-off rate. The guiding principle has 
been the optimization of the system as a whole rather than 
optimization of a sub-system.

Capital Expenditure Planning and Control
The planning horizon of the company is five years. It has a 
rolling plan for its capital expenditures. In the rolling plan, 
the estimates of capital expenditures for the next five years 
are made every year. A review of expenditure and budget 
shortfall or excess is made in December-January. On the 
basis of this information, revised estimates of expenditure 
are prepared for the ongoing projects.
Capital budget-. Annual capital expenditure budget 
consists of two parts: (1) Carry over items: These are the 
projects, which were started in the past years and are still 
continuing. The concept of rolling plan is especially 
applicable to these items. This is so because the revision 
in capital expenditure is required on account of various 
environmental factors. (2) New projects: These are 
important because the company makes the crucial decision 
of committing valuable resources at this point. It is at this 
point that a cost-benefit analysis is made. These projects 
go over to the carry over items in the succeeding years. 
Both for carry over and new projects, phasing of 
expenditure is worked out on the basis of availability of 
funds and technical requirements.
Capital projects: The capital expenditure projects of the 
company have been dividend into two categories: (1) Minor 
Schemes: involving outlays under Rs 25 lakh. 
Approximately Rs 7 crore are allocated to these schemes 
annually. Schemes undertaken under this heading are: new 
equipment and modification, prototypes, balancing 
facilities, replacements, system changes etc. (2) Major 
Schemes: involving outlays of more than Rs 25 lakh. A 
total of Rs 30 to Rs 35 crore is allocated to these projects 
annually. The rationale for this classification is that whereas 
minor schemes involve routine expenditure requiring less 

intensive managerial attention, major schemes deal with 
areas that are relatively unknown and the company’s 
commitments are high.
Capital budgeting process: The capital expenditure 
planning and control at HSCL involves the following 
process:
Conception stage: The company has a top-down of capital 
budgeting process. There exists a ‘suggestion system’ that 
seeks suggestions mainly with regard to plant operations. 
The flow of ideas with regard to capital outlays is not 
frequent. In the suggestions system there exists a system 
of cash award. The ideas for minor schemes mainly come 
from departmental heads, possibly because of technical 
requirements. The ideas for major schemes come from the 
experiences of steel plants abroad, research and 
development and top management.
Formalization stage: Departmental head submits the 
proposals to the Chief Engineer for his consideration. If 
the proposal is acceptable, it is sent to the project division 
Project division provides: (I) Estimated life of the projec: 
on the basis of the experiences of the respective department, 
(ii) Essentiality of the project—here the factors, which 
cannot be quantified, are considered, (iii) The details of 
the existing facilities and the description of the proposed 
projects in terms of technical details, f/'v) Lists of various 
alternatives available to achieve the objective and evaluates 
them, (v) The details of the planning of expenditure 
involved. It also provides information about any further 
expenditure required and not covered by the estimate, 
(vi) An estimate of the likely date of starting the project 
and completion time, (vn) An estimate of the financial 
benefits and the operating cost of project. On the basis of 
these estimates, ROI is calculated.

Project division submits this formalized proposal to the 
Chief Engineer for his/her reconsideration. The Chief 
Engineer submits the proposal, if found suitable, to the 
Controller of Budgets.
Co-ordination: There is a special cell called Projects Division 
for formalization of the project, which takes into account 
the impact that a project will have on other departments. To 
ensure that certain facets of a certain proposal affecting other 
departments are not missed out, there is a periodical meeting 
of all the concerned officials. There is a format system for 
such meeting and the maximum interval between any two 
such meetings is one week.
Evaluation: The formal proposal is submitted to a study 
group for studying the viability of the project for the project 
for the system as a whole. The study group consists of the 
Chief Engineer, the Controller of Budgets, Controller of 
Accounts and representatives from works. In case the study 
group is satisfied, the proposal is put forward to the Capital 
Expenditure Control Committee. This committee selects the 
priority projects in view of the financial constraints spelt 
out by the head office. Criteria to Assign Priority to a Project.

• A simple method of return on investment (book 
value) is used. Sometimes the payback period is 
also taken into account. Minimum return on
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investment is fixed at 15 per cent.
• Apart from the monetary criteria, there are non

monetary factors, which are also considered. These 
factors are, essentially of the project, government 
rules and regulations, union contractual 
requirements and the social objectives of the 
company.

The company so far did not use the discounted cash 
flow (DCF) techniques. The reasons for not using DCF 
techniques are: (1) It is thought to be too complicated, (if) 
Needs a lot of data, which is not available, (iii) Most of the 
capital expenditures are replacement expenditures, where 
the time-tested technique of ROI is preferred, and (fv) There 
is a normal human resistance to change. The company 
expects, that in future large amounts of capital expenditure 
would be incurred on modernization and expansion. It is 
actively thinking of using NPV and IRR for the purpose of 
project evaluation. The top management was wondering 
how it should implement the system.
Approval and budget finalization stage: All the proposal 
cleared by the Capital Expenditure Control Committee go 
into the formal budget. The budget is prepared on an annual 
basis with phasing over the years. Once in three months 
the proposals are sent to head office, to be approved by the 
Board of Directors.

The concerned department head approves the capital 
expenditure of less than Rs. 1,000, which is charged to the 
current year’s account. Projects up to Rs. 10,000 can be 
approved, if required, by the Vice-Chairman, keeping in 
view its urgency. A fixed amount of budget is given to the 
Vice-Chairman for such emergency sanctions. Projects 
involving expense of Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 25,00,000 (minor 
schemes) are sent to the board of directors for their 
approval. Project involving expenditure of more than Rs. 
25 lakh are scrutinized at the head office and only then 
the approval is given. So long as the total budget for the 
minor schemes does not exceed the financial constraints, 
they are sanctioned. Since major projects involve greater 
commitment of the company resources, they are scrutinized 

in detail at the head office level. The normal time for 
proposal to be approved is approximately 10-12 months. 
However, in the case of urgent expenses, the Controller of 
Budgets allows the expenditure under intimation to the 
head office.
Disbursement of sanctioned fund: Immediately after the 
schemes are approved, the Controller of Budgets is 
informed by fax of the approval, giving the scheme 
numbers. The Controller of Budget then disbursesThe funds 
to the concerned departments. The Controller of Accounts 
is also informed about the approval of these schemes so 
that the necessary funds may be released.
Control of expenses: A check is kept on the way the 
expenses are being incurred in different phases. If 
deviations are very large, the causes for the deviations are 
investigated. In case deviations exceed 15 per cent of the 
original approval, a fresh revised estimate is submitted for 
approval, along with the reason for deviation.
Performance appraisal: The company has a Make-Good 
Reports Committee, which goes into the appraisal of 
projects performance. A kind of ABC analysis is done to 
analyze the actual performance vis-a-vis the estimated 
performance. On a random basis, a few projects are picked 
up for investigations of their performance. In case the actual 
performance is very poor, it is investigated as to whether 
the project itself was wrongly conceived or was it due to 
the wrong operating procedures. It is also investigated as 
to the grounds on which the project was wrongly 
formulated. Corrective actions are taken whenever possible; 
otherwise the project is abandoned in extreme cases.

Discussion Questions

1. What are the objectives of HSCL’s capital budgeting 
system?

2. Critically evaluate the capital budgeting process 
of HSCL.

CASE 13.2: TECH SAVVY LIMITED
Tech Savvy, a start up, is a high technology company. It 
has yet to produce and sell products in the market. It has 
developed an air purifier for residential use, which is 
technically highly superior as compared to the existing 
competing products. The company has a patent over the 
product for 15 years. The cost of introducing the product 
is estimated to be Rs 2500 million. The current potential 
market for the product is small since the customers are not 
very sure about the technical superiority of the product 
yet. Based on the current demand for the product, the 
present value of cash flows is Rs 1500 million. As the 
customer awareness about the product will increase, the 
demand is expected to pick up in the future. Assuming 

different demand scenarios, the standard deviation of the 
present value of the product is estimated to be 50 per cent. 
The risk-free rate is 8 per cent.

Discussion Questions

1. The patent has a negative NPV. Is there any strong 
reason to consider the possibility of re-evaluating 
the decision?

2. Suggest an alternative valuation approach 
explaining how it works? Use this approach to 
value patent?
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CASE 13.3: HERITAGE HOSPITAL

Heritage Hospital is acquiring Uma Devi Hospital. The 
hospital management wants to assess the value of 
acquisition. The expected revenue is Rs 200 million a year. 
The expected life of the acquisition is 25 years. The risk- 
free opportunity cost of capital is 10 per cent. There is 50 
per cent chance that expected cash flows will be Rs 25 
million per year if demand is good and the hospital is able 
to integrate and manage acquisition successfully. There is 
50 per cent probability that hospital could lose Rs 2 million 
each year if there is low demand and/or hospital is not 
able to manage acquisition successfully. The liquidation 
value of the acquisition is expected to be Rs 30 million 
after 10 years.

Discussion Questions

1. What is the DCF value of the acquisition?
2. Do you think that the DCF value gives true value 

of the acquisition? Why or why not?
3. What approach of valuation will be appropriate 

in this case? What information do you need to use 
this approach? Make appropriate assumptions tc 
calculate the value of acquisition as per this 
approach?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Visit a company in the city where you live and interview finance to find out its capital budgeting practices and 
its managers in marketing, production, planning, and processes.
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Learning Objectives

INTRODUCTION

CAPITAL STRUCTURE DEFINED

Given the capital budgeting decision of a firm, it has to 
decide the way in which the capital projects will be 
financed. Every time the firm makes an investment 
decision, it is at the same time making a financing 
decision also. For example, a decision to build a new 
plant or to buy a new machine implies specific way of 
financing that project. Should a firm employ equity or 
debt or both? What are implications of the debt-equity 
mix? What is an appropriate mix of debt and equity?

The assets of a company can be financed either by 
increasing the owner claims or the creditor claims. The 
owner claims increase when the firm raises funds by 

. issuing ordinary shares or by retaining the earnings;
the creditors' claims increase by borrowing. The various 
means of financing represent the financial structure of 
an enterprise. The left-hand side of the balance sheet 
(liabilities plus equity) represents the financial structure 
of a company.1 Traditionally, short-term borrowings are 
excluded from the list of methods of financing the firm's

Operating Leve

capital expenditure, and therefore, the long-term 
are said to form the capital structure of the er.-errriM 
The term capital structure is used to represent IM 
proportionate relationship between debt and eadl 
Equity includes paid-up share capital, share pre.-.■■ 
and reserves and surplus (retained earnings).

The financing or capital structure decision - ■ 
significant managerial decision. As discussed LsnrrM 
this chapter, it influences the shareholder's retu~ aol 
risk. Consequently, the market value of the share — ? 
affected by the capital structure decision. The compaJ 
will have to plan its capital structure initially, at :*■  
time of its promotion. Subsequently, whenever fund 
have to be raised to finance investments, a capital 
structure decision is involved. The process of the caprai 
structure decision is shown in Figure 14.1. A dema-J 
for raising funds generates a new capital structure sina 
a decision has to be made as to the quantity and forms :r 
financing. This decision will involve an analysis of 
existing capital structure and the factors, which 3 
govern the decision at present. The dividend decisi :v. 
as discussed later on, is, in a way, a financing decisi :r. 
The company's policy to retain or distribute earnings 
affects the owners' claims. Shareholder equity posit :i* 
is strengthened by retention of earnings. Thus, tru

1. In USA the right-hand side of the balance sheet is used to show liabilities and equity.
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Operating Leverage

Learning Objectives

► Explain the concept of financial leverage
► Discuss the alternative measures of financial leverage
► Understand the risk and return implications of financial leverage
► Analyze the combined effect of financial and operating leverage
► Highlight the difference between operating risk and financial risk

INTRODUCTION

Given the capital budgeting decision of a firm, it has to 
decide the way in which the capital projects will be 
financed. Every time the firm makes an investment 
decision, it is at the same time making a financing 
decision also. For example, a decision to build a new 
plant or to buy a new machine implies specific way of 
financing that project. Should a firm employ equity or 
debt or both? What are implications of the debt-equity 
mix? What is an appropriate mix of debt and equity?

CAPITAL STRUCTURE DEFINED

The assets of a company can be financed either by 
increasing the owner claims or the creditor claims. The 
owner claims increase when the firm raises funds by 
issuing ordinary shares or by retaining the earnings; 
the creditors' claims increase by borrowing. The various 
means of financing represent the financial structure of 
an enterprise. The left-hand side of the balance sheet 
(liabilities plus equity) represents the financial structure 
of a company.1 Traditionally, short-term borrowings are 
excluded from the list of methods of financing the firm's 

capital expenditure, and therefore, the long-term claim? 
are said to form the capital structure of the enterprise 
The term capital structure is used to represent the 
proportionate relationship between debt and equity 
Equity includes paid-up share capital, share premiur- 
and reserves and surplus (retained earnings).

The financing or capital structure decision is a 
significant managerial decision. As discussed later in 
this chapter, it influences the shareholder's return anc 
risk. Consequently, the market value of the share may be 
affected by the capital structure decision. The company 
will have to plan its capital structure initially, at the 
time of its promotion. Subsequently, whenever funds 
have to be raised to finance investments, a capital 
structure decision is involved. The process of the capital 
structure decision is shown in Figure 14.1. A demand 
for raising funds generates a new capital structure since 
a decision has to be made as to the quantity and forms of 
financing. This decision will involve an analysis of the 
existing capital structure and the factors, which will 
govern the decision at present. The dividend decision, 
as discussed later on, is, in a way, a financing decision. 
The company's policy to retain or distribute earnings 
affects the owners' claims. Shareholder equity position 
is strengthened by retention of earnings. Thus, the

1. In USA the right-hand side of the balance sheet is used to show liabilities and equity.
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Figure 14.1: The capital structure decision process

dividend decision has a bearing on the capital structure 
of the company. The new financing decision of the 
company may affect its debt-equity mix. The debt-equity 
mix has implications for the shareholders' earnings and 
risk, which in turn, will affect the cost of capital and the 
market value of the firm.

The management of a company should seek answers 
to the following questions while making the financing 
decision:

How should the investment project be financed? 
Does the way in which the investment projects 
are financed matter?
How does financing affect the shareholders' 
risk, return and value?
Does there exist an optimum financing mix in 
terms of the maximum value to the firm's 
shareholders?
Can the optimum financing mix be determined 
in practice for a company?

■Qi What factors in practice should a company 
consider in designing its financing policy?

We will provide answers to these questions in this 
and next two chapters.

MEANING OF FINANCIAL LEVERAGE

As stated earlier, a company can finance its investments 
by debt and equity. The company may also use preference 
capital. The rate of interest on debt is fixed irrespective 
of the company's rate of return on assets. The company 
has a legal binding to pay interest on debt. The rate of 
preference dividend is also fixed; but preference 
dividends are paid when the company earns profits. 
The ordinary shareholders are entitled to the residual 
income. That is, earnings after interest and taxes (less 
preference dividends) belong to them. The rate of the 
equity dividend is not fixed and depends on the 
dividend policy of a company.

V.The use of the fixed-charges sources of funds, such 
as debt and preference capital along with the owners' 
equity in the capital structure, is described as financial 
leverage or gearing or trading on equity. The use of the 
term trading on equity is derived from the fact that it is 
the owner's equity that is used as a basis to raise debt; 
that is, the equity that is traded upon. The supplier of 
debt has limited participation in the company's profits
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and, therefore, he will insist on protection in earnings
and protection in values represented by ownership
equity.2

The financial leverage employed by a company is 
intended to earn more return on the fixed-charge funds 
than their costs. The surplus (or deficit) will increase (or 
decrease) the return on the owners' equity. The rate of 
return on the owners' equity is levered above or below 
the rate of return on total assets. For example, if a 
company borrows Rs 100 at 8 per cent interest (that is, 
Rs 8 per annum) and invests it to earn 12 per cent return 
(that is, Rs 12 per annum), the balance of 4 per cent (Rs 4 
per annum) after payment of interest will belong to the 
shareholders, and it constitutes the profit from financial 
leverage. On the other hand, if the company could earn 
only a return of 6 per cent on Rs 100 (Rs 6 per annum), 
the loss to the shareholders would be Rs 2 per annum. 
Thus, financial leverage provides the potentials of 
increasing the shareholders' earnings as well as creating 
the risks of loss to them. It is a double-edged sword. The 
following statement very well summarizes the concept 
of financial leverage:2 3 4

2. Waterman, Merwin H., Trading on Equity, in Eitman, W.J. (ed.), Essays on Business Finance, Masterco Press, 1953.
3. Ibid.
4. Bierman, H., Jr., Financial Policy, Macmillan, 1970.
5. Fixed charges may also include sinking funds (SF). Then the ratio will be as follows:

L _______________ EBIT______________
3 Interest + (Sinking fund /1 - Tax rate)

Depreciations, being a non-cash item, may be included in the numerator of the equation.

'.This role of financial leverage suggests a lesson in 
physics, and there might be some point in considering 
the rate of interest paid as the fulcrum used in applying 
forces through leverage. At least it suggests consideration 
of pertinent variables; the lower the interest rate, the 
greater will be the profit, and the less the chance of loss; 
the less the amount borrowed the lower will be the profit 
or loss; also, the greater the borrowing, the greater the 
risk of unprofitable leverage and the greater the chance 
of gain.

MEASURES OF FINANCIAL LEVERAGE

The most commonly used measures of financial leverage 
4 are:
1. Debt ratio The ratio of debt to total capital, i.e.,

L - D -D
1 D + E V 

where D is value of debt, E is value of 
shareholders' equity and V is value of total 
capital (i.e., D + E). D and E may be measured in 
terms of book value. The book value of equity is 
called net worth. Shareholder's equity may be 
measured in terms of market value.

2. Debt-equity ratio The ratio of debt to equity
i.e.,

(1)

3. Interest coverage The ratio of net operating 
income (or EBIT) to interest charges, i.e.,5

EBIT
Interest (2)

The first two measures of financial leverage can be 
expressed either in terms of book values or market values. 
The market value to financial leverage is theoretically 
more appropriate because market values reflect the 
current attitude of investors. But it is difficult to get reliable 
information on market values in practice. The market 
values of securities fluctuate quite frequently.

There is no difference between the first two measures 
of financial leverage in operational terms. They are 
related to each other in the following manner.6

_ L2 _ E)/E _ D
1~1 + L2~1 + D/E~V (3)

D/V _ D 
l-D/V ~ E

These relationships indicate that both these 
measures of financial leverage will rank companies in 
the same order. However, the first measure (i.e. D/\r + 
more specific as its value will range between zero to one 
The value of the second measure (i.e. D/E) may vary fror- 
zero to any large number. The debt-equity ratio, as a 
measure of financial leverage, is more popular in practice 
There is usually an accepted industry standard to whic? 
the company's debt-equity ratio is compared. The 
company will be considered risky if its debt-equity rat::

then D = L2E.T - D -D- ——— - — then D = L<V. Similarly, since 
D + E V J6. Since,
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exceeds the industry standard. Financial institutions 
and banks in India also focus on debt-equity ratio in 
their lending decisions.

^The first two measures of financial leverage are also 
measures of capital gearing. They are static in nature as 
they show the borrowing position of the company at a 
point of time. These measures, thus, fail to reflect the 
level of financial risk, which is inherent in the possible 
failure of the company to pay interest and repay debt.

The third measure of financial leverage, commonly 
known as coverage ratio, indicates the capacity of the 
company to meet fixed financial charges. The reciprocal 
of interest coverage, that is, interest divided by EBIT, is a 
measure of the firm's income gearing. Again, by 
comparing the company's coverage ratio with an 
accepted industry standard, investors can get an idea of 
financial risk. However, this measure suffers from certain 
limitations.7 First, to determine the company's ability to 
meet fixed financial obligations, it is the cash flow 
information, which is relevant, not the reported earnings. 
During recessionary economic conditions, there can be 
wide disparity between the earnings and the net cash 
flows generated from operations. Second, this ratio, when 
calculated on past earnings, does not provide any guide 
regarding the future riskiness of the company. Third, it 
is only a measure of short-term liquidity rather than of 
leverage.

7. Bierman, op. cit., 1970, p. 89.

Financial Leverage of Companies in India
How much financial leverage do Indian companies 
employ? Companies differ in the use of financial leverage 
since it depends on a number of factors such as the size, 
nature of product, capital intensity, technology, market 
conditions, management attitude etc. In Table 14.1, we 
provide the measures of financial leverage for a few large 
companies in India for the financial year 2008. As you 
may observe, companies show wide variations in the 
use of financial leverage. Banks or finance companies 
employ very high amount of dent. Housing Development 
Finance Corporation has the highest debt ratio of 91 per 
cent and its debt-equity ratio is 10:1. Infosys does not 
use any debt. Amongst manufacturing companies, 
Ranbaxy has the highest debt ratio followed by Tata 
Steel, Reliance Energy and Tata Motors. In spite of high 
debt, these companies have sufficient interest coverage 
due to their high profitability.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

Company Balance Sheet Gearing Income Gearing
Debt Debt-equity Interest Interest to 
ratio ratio coverage EBIT ratio

Bajaj Auto 0.223 0.288 321.569 0.003

BHEL 0.010 0.010 87.305 0.011

Bharti Airtel 0.291 0.410 17.772 0.056

Cipla 0.035 0.036 73.400 0.014

Dr. Reddy’s 0.069 0.074 28.059 0.036
Grasim
Industries 0.320 0.472 33.754 0.030
HDFC Bank 0.487 0.948 1.515 0.660
Hindalco
Industries 0.371 0.589 15.787 0.063
HUL 0.025 0.025 203.926 0.005
Housing Dev.
Fin. Corp. 0.910 10.078 1.536 0.651
ICICI Bank 0.741 2.865 1.223 0.818
ITC 0.018 0.019 245.400 0.004
Infosys 0.000 0.000 - -
L&T 0.264 0.358 7.068 0.141
Mahindra 0.305 0.439 73.627 0.014
Maruti Suzuki
India 0.095 0.106 61.777 0.016

NTPC 0.332 0.498 5.337 0.187
ONGC 0.006 0.006 7.544 0.133
Ranbaxy 0.560 1.273 8.502 0.118
Reliance
Comm. 0.415 0.710 8.562 0.117

Reliance
Energy 0.385 0.627 3.976 0.252

Reliance
Industries 0.302 0.432 12.185 0.082

Satyam 0.002 0.002 207.732 0.005
SBI 0.641 1.785 1.324 0.755
TCS 0.006 0.006 1216.067 0.001
Tata Motors 0.365 0.574 6.834 0.146
Tata Steel 0.404 0.679 25.698 0.039
Wipro 0.025 0.025 442.139 0.002

* Source: CMIE database.

1. Define capital structure.
2. What do you understand by ’financial leverage’ ? Is it 

same as ’gearing’?
3. What are the measures of financial leverage?
4. How does capital gearing differ from income gearing?

FINANCIAL LEVERAGE AND
THE SHAREHOLDERS’ RETURN

The primary motive of a company in using financial 
leverage is to magnify the shareholders' return under
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favourable economic conditions. The role of financial 
leverage in magnifying the return of the shareholders is 
based on the assumptions that the fixed-charges funds 
(such as the loan from financial institutions and banks 
or debentures) can be obtained at a cost lower than the 
firm's rate of return on net assets (RONA or ROI). Thus, 
when the difference between the earnings generated by 
assets financed by the fixed-charges funds and costs of 
these funds is distributed to the shareholders, the 
earnings per share (EPS) or return on equity (ROE) 
increases. However, EPS or ROE will fall if the company 
obtains the fixed-charges funds at a cost higher than the 
rate of return on the firm's assets. It should, therefore, be 
clear that EPS, ROE and ROI are the important figures 
for analyzing the impact of financial leverage.

EPS and ROE Calculations
EPS is calculated by dividing profit after taxes, PAT also 
called net income, NI, by the number of shares 
outstanding. PAT is found out in two steps. First, the 
interest on debt, INT, is deducted from the earnings before 
interest and taxes, EBIT, to obtain the profit before taxes, 
PBT. Then, taxes are computed on and subtracted from 
PBT to arrive at the figure of PAT. The formula for 
calculating EPS is as follows:8

8. If a company uses preference capital, then EPS may be calculated as follows:
£pc_ (EBIT - INT)(1 - T) - PDIV

N
Notice that PDIV, the preference dividend, is not tax deductible.

9. ROE can also be found out by dividing the earnings per share by the equity capital (book value) per share.

_ . . Profit after tax
Earnings per share =-------------------------

Number of shares
Epg _ PAT (EBIT-INT)(1-T) 

N N ( ’

where T is the corporate tax rate and N is the number of 
ordinary shares outstanding. If the firm does not employ 
any debt, then the formula is:

EPS^61^1-^ (6)
N W

ROE is obtained by dividing PAT by equity (E). Thus, 
the formula for calculating ROE is as follows:9

„ , ., • Profit after taxReturn on equity =----------------------
Value of equity

ROE = (EBn^TXl-T)
E

For calculating ROE either the book value or the 
market value equity may be used.

How does the financial leverage affect EPS and 
ROE? We shall describe two situations to illustrate the 

impact of the financial leverage on EPS and ROE. Firs: 
we shall analyze the impact of the alternative financial 
plans on EPS and ROE assuming that EBIT is constar: 
Second, we shall assume that EBIT varies and shows 
the effect of the alternative financial plans on EPS and 
ROE under the conditions of varying EBIT.

Analyzing Alternative Financial Plans: 
Constant EBIT
Suppose a new firm, Brightways Ltd, is being formed 
The management of the firm is expecting a before-:: 
rate of return of 24 per cent on the estimated total 
investment of Rs 500,000. This implies EBIT = Rs 500, OOC 
x 0.24 = Rs 120,000. The firm is considering tw: 
alternative financial plans: (z) either to raise the entire 
funds by issuing 50,000 ordinary shares at Rs 10 per 
share, or (zz) to raise Rs 250,000 by issuing 25,01".' 
ordinary shares at Rs 10 per share and borrow Rs 250,NC 
at 15 per cent rate of interest. The tax rate is 50 per cent 
What are the effects of the alternative plans for the 
shareholders' earnings? Table 14.2 shows calculations

Table 14.2: Effect of Financial Plan on EPS and ROE
Constant EBIT

Financial Plan
Debt-equity 

(Us)
All-equiti 

(Rs)

1. Earnings before interest
and taxes, EBIT 120,000 120,000

2. Less: Interest, INT 0 37,500
3. Profit before taxes,

PBT = EBIT-INT 120,000 82,500
4. Less: Taxes = T (EBIT - INT) 60,000 41,250
5. Profit after taxes,

PAT = (EBIT - INT) (1 - T) 60,000 41,250
6. Total earnings of investors,

PAT + INT 60,000 78,750
7. Number of ordinary shares, N 50,000 25.000
8. EPS = (EBIT - INT) (1 - T)/N 1.20 1.65
9. ROE = (EBIT - INT) (1 - T)/E 12.0% 16.5H1

From Table 14.2, we see that the impact of the 
financial leverage is quite significant when 50 per cerr 
debt (debt of Rs 250,000 to total capital of Rs 500,000> » 
used to finance the investment. The firm earns Rs ' 
per share, which is 37.5 per cent more than Rs 1.21 per 
share earned with no leverage. ROE is also greater rw 
the same percentage.
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Table 14.3: Gain from Financial Leverage

Rs

1. EBIT on assets financed by
debt, Rs 250,000 x 0.24 60,000

2. Less: Interest, Rs 250,000 x 0.15 37,500
3. Surplus earnings to the shareholders,

Rs 250,000 x (0.24 - 0.15) 22,500
4. Less: Taxes at 50 per cent 11,250
5. After tax surplus earnings accruing to the

shareholders (leverage gain) 11,250

EPS is greater under the debt-equity plan for two 
reasons. First, under this plan, the firm is able to borrow 
half of its funds requirements at a cost (15 per cent) lower 
than its rate of return on total investment (24 per cent). 
Thus, it pays a 15 per cent (or 7.5 per cent after tax) 
interest on the debt of Rs 250,000 while earns a return of 
24 per cent (or 12 per cent after tax) by investing this 
amount. The difference of 9 per cent (or 4.5 per cent after 
tax) accrues to the shareholders as owners of the firm 
without any corresponding investment. The difference 
in terms of rupees is Rs 22,500 before taxes and Rs 11,250 
after taxes. Thus, the gain from the financial leverage is 
as shown in Table 14.3.

Second, under the debt-equity plan, the firm has only 
25,000 shares as against 50,000 shares under the all
equity plan. Consequently, the after-tax favourable 
leverage of Rs 11,250 dividend by 25,000 shares increases 
EPS by Re 0.45 from Rs 1.20 to Rs 1.65.

Interest Tax Shield
Another important way of explaining the effect of debt 
is to see the impact of the interest charges on the firm's 
tax liability. The interest charges are tax deductible and, 
therefore, provide tax shield, which increases the 
earnings of the shareholders. See line 6 in Table 14.2 
that compares the total earnings of all investors 
(shareholders as well debt holders) under two alternative 
financial plans. The total earnings are more by Rs 18,750 
under the debt-equity plan that is exactly the amount of 
tax saved (i.e. Rs 60,000 - Rs 41,250), on account of the 
tax deductibility of the interest charges. The interest tax 
shield under the second financial plan could be directly 
found out as:

Interest tax shield = Tax rate x Interest
= 0.5 x 37,500 = Rs 18,750

It is the fact of the tax deductibility of the interest 
charges, which makes the use of the debt in the capital 
structure beneficial to a firm.

Instead of following the long procedure discussed 
in Table 14.2, Equation 5 or 7 can be used to examine the 
effect of the alternative financial plans on the 
shareholders' return. Suppose that the management of 
the firm in the example is considering a third alternative. 
They want to use 75 per cent debt and 25 per cent equity 

to finance the assets. Under this financial plan, for 
raising equity investment of Rs 125,000, the firm will 
sell 12,500 shares and pay Rs 56,250 interest on a debt 
of Rs 375,000 at 15 per cent. EPS and ROE will be as 
follows:

Eps = (EBIT - INT)(1 - T)
N

_ (120,000 - 56,250)(l - 0.50) _ 31,875 
12,500 ~ 12,500

= Rs 2.55
ROE = (EBIT —INT)(1—T) = 2^870 _ = 2 g

E 125,000

Under the third alternative financial plan of 75 per 
cent debt, EPS and ROE are more than double as 
compared with all-equity, no-leverage financial plan.

In the example, we assume that the firm earns EBIT 
of 24 per cent on its investment (or Rs 500,000 x 0.24 = 
Rs 120,000). Since the firm pays 15 per cent on debt and 
earns more (24 per cent) on these funds, the effect of 
leverage is favourable. The more debt the firm uses, the 
greater is the EPS or ROE. The 24 per cent overall return 
is an expected figure. Suppose that, for some reason, the 
firm may not be able to earn 24 per cent before-tax return 
on its total capital, rather it can earn only 12 per cent 
return (i.e., EBIT = Rs 60,000). What would be the impact 
on EPS and ROE? We can use Equations 5 and 7 to 
calculate EPS and ROE:

No debt plan

EPS _ (60,000 - 56,250)(l -0.5) _ 1,875
12,500 ” 12,500

= Re 0.15

ROE= 1,875 =1.5%
125,000

We can see from the calculations above that the effect 
of financial leverage is unfavourable. EPS and ROE 
decline as more debt is used. Why is the effect of financial 
leverage unfavourable? It is unfavourable because the 
firm's rate of return on total funds or assets is less than 
the cost of debt. The firm is paying 15 per cent on debt
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and earning a return of 12 per cent on funds employed. 
The shareholders will have to meet the deficit of 3 per 
cent. As a result, EPS and ROE decline. If the rate of 
return on assets were just equal to the cost of debt, it can 
be seen that financial leverage will have no impact on 
the shareholders' return. EPS and ROE would be the 
same under all plans. We are thus led to an important 
conclusion: The financial leverage will have a favourable 
impact on EPS and ROE only when the firm's return on 
investment (ROI) exceeds the interest cost of debt (i). The impact 
will be unfavourable if the return on investment is less than 
the interest cost. It is in this sense that the financial leverage 
is said to be a double-edged sword.

Effect of Leverage on ROE and EPS

Favourable ROI > i
Unfavourable ROI < i
Neutral ROI = i

These conclusions become very clear if we rewrite 
the formula for ROE. Suppose r is the before-tax return 
on assets or investment i.e. EBIT divided by V = E + D, 
and i is the interest rate on debt. Equation 7 can be written 
as follows:

roe = = [r(E+D)-fD](l-T)
E E

ROE = r+(r-i)|-(l-T) (8)

For an all-equity capital structure firm, D/E will be 
zero. Therefore, ROE for such firm is simply the after-tax 
return on assets:

ROE = r(l — T) (9)
A comparison of Equations (8) and (9) clearly shows 

that ROE is more by [(r - i) D/E] (1 - T) factor when the 
firm uses debt. It is also indicated that if the return on 
assets exceeds the interest rate (r > i), ROE will increase 
linearly with increase in the financial leverage (viz., 
D/E). The effect of leverage will depend on both D/E and 
the spread between the rate of return on assets (r) and 
interest cost (z). If the return on assets equals the interest 
rate (r = i), no benefit of the financial leverage will be 
obtained; that is, (r - z) D/E (1 - T) = 0. The leverage effect 
will be unfavourable when the return on assets is less 
than the interest rate (when r < i, then (r - z) D/E (1 - T), 
would become negative). Equation (8) also shows that 
for a given level of financial leverage with the interest 
rate and tax rate being constant, ROE will increase or 
decline with the increase or decline in the rates of return 
on assets. The following section illustrates the behaviour 
of EPS with varying EBIT.

Analyzing Alternative Financial Plans: 
Varying EBIT
In the previous example, we assumed EBIT as constant. 
In practice, EBIT for any firm is subject to various 
influences. For example, because of the fluctuations in 

the economic conditions, sales of a firm change and as i 
result, EBIT also varies. In a given period, the actual 
EBIT of the firm may be more or less than anticipates ft 
is therefore useful to analyze the impact of the finance, 
leverage on EPS (and ROE) for possible fluctuations nr 
EBIT (or r).

^BIT-EPS analysis Suppose that Brightways Ltd me 
face any of the four possible economic conditions: * er 
poor, poor, normal and good. The firm may have a 5 re
cent chance of performing very poorly and earning 1 
negative 5 per cent return on its total assets [EBIT = 
(—0.05) x Rs 500,000 = -Rs 25,000]. If the economic 
condition is neither very poor nor normal, the firm ma 
be able to manage a return of 10 or 15 per cent. It ma 
have 10 per cent chance of earning 10 per cent return 
(EBIT = Rs 50,000). Under normal economic conditions 
the firm has a 35 per cent chance of earning 24 per cere 
return (EBIT = Rs 120,000) and a 30 per cent chance or 
earning 32 per cent return (EBIT = Rs 160,000). If the 
economic conditions are really favourable, the firm can 
earn as high as 60 per cent return (EBIT = Rs 300,00.' 
But there is only 5 per cent possibility that the econom.; 
conditions will prove to be so good. Brightways' possible 
levels of sales and operating expenses with their 
probability of occurrence are given in Table 14.4.

Table 14.4: Expected Sales, EBIT, ROI with
Associated Probabilities

[Rs 'OOO

Economic Conditions
Very poor Poor Normal Goo:

Probability 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.35 0.30 0.05
Sales (Rs) 510 660 710 800 880 1,160
Costs:
Variable (Rs) 255 330 355 400 440 580
Fixed (Rs) 280 280 280 280 280 280

Total Costs (Rs) 535 610 635 680 720 860
EBIT (Rs) - 25 50 75 120 160 300
ROI (r) -5% 10% 15% 24% 32% 60%

The behaviour of EPS (and ROE) with fluctuating 
EBIT (or return on assets) under the alternative financial 
plans is analyzed in Table 14.5. The summary of the 
effect of the increasing financial leverage on EPS with 
changing EBIT (see Tables 14.6 and 14.7) provides 
interesting insights.

Table 14.5: Impact of Financial Leverage: 
Varying EBIT

[Rs ’ 000)

_____________Economic Conditions  
Very poor Poor Normal Good

Plan I:
No debt
EBIT -25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00 
Less:Interest 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(Contd...)
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(Rs ’ 000)

Economic Conditions
Very poor Poor Normal Good

PBT -25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00
Less:
Tax, 50% -12.50* 25.00 37.50 60.00 80.00 150.00
PAT - 12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00 80.00 150.00
No. of
shares (’000)50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
EPS (Rs) -0.25 0.50 0.75 1.20 1.60 3.00
ROE (%) - 2.50 5.00 7.50 12.00 16.00 30.00

Plan II: 25% debt
EBIT - 25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00
Less:
Interest 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75
PBT -43.75 31.25 56.25 101.25 141.25 281.25
Less:
Tax, 50% -21.88* 15.63 28.13 50.63 70.63 140.63
PAT -21.87 15.62 28.12 50.62 70.62 140.62
No. of
shares (’000)37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50
EPS (Rs) -0.58 0.42 0.75 1.35 1.88 3.75
ROE (%) -5.80 4.20 7.50 13.50 18.80 37.50

Plan III: 50% debt

EBIT -25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00
Less: 
Interest 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50
PBT -62.50 12.50 37.50 82.50 122.50 262.50
Less:
Tax, 50% -31.25* 6.25 18.75 41.25 61.25 131.25
PAT - 31.25 6.25 18.75 41.25 61.25 131.25
No. of
shares (’000) 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00
EPS (Rs) - 1.25 0.25 0.75 1.65 2.45 5.25
ROE (%) -12.50 2.50 7.50 16.50 24.50 52.50

Plan IV: 75% debt

EBIT - 25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00
Less:
Interest 56.25 56.25' 56.25 56.25 56.25 56.25
PBT -81.25 -6.25 18.75 63.75 103.75 243.75
Less:
Tax, 60%

-40.63* -3.13 9.38 31.88 51.88 121.88

PAT -40.62 -3.12 9.37 31.87 51.87 121.87
No. of
shares (’000)12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50
EPS (Rs) - 3.25 -0.25 0.75 2.55 4.15 9.75
ROE (%) -32.50 -2.50 7.50 25.50 41.50 97.50

* It is assumed that losses will be set off against other profits 
or tax credit will be available to the firm.

Financial Plan I does not employ any leverage. As 
EBIT increases, EPS also increases. In fact, EPS increases 
with improved EBIT under all financial plans (Table 
14.6). What is important to note is that as the financial 
leverage is increased, EPS is further magnified. Take the 
example of normal and good years. When EBIT increases 
from Rs 120,000 to Rs 160,000—an increase by 33 per

cent, EPS under no financial leverage plan increases 
proportionately (i.e., by 33 per cent). But EPS increases 
faster under the high financial leverage plans; it 
increases by 40 per cent when debt is 25 per cent, by 
48 per cent when debt is 50 per cent and by 63 per cent 
when debt is 75 per cent. Same conclusions can be drawn 
from Table 14.7 for the behaviour of ROE in relation to 
return on assets (r). It may be worth repeating that the 
favourable effect of the increasing financial leverage 
during normal and good years is on account of the fact 
that the rates of return on assets (investment) exceed the 
cost on debt.

Financial leverage works both ways. It accelerates 
EPS (and ROE) under favourable economic conditions, 
but depresses EPS (and ROE) when the procedings are 
not good for the firm. It can be seen from Tables 14.6 and 
14.7 that EPS or ROE is lower with debt in the capital 
structure in the poor years. With no leverage plan, if the 
firm's return on assets is positive, although low, the 
shareholders do obtain positive EPS or ROE. For 
example, when the firm's return (r) is 10 per cent, EPS 
under no leverage plan is Re 0.40 (or ROE is 4 per cent). 
But it becomes lower with more debt used, and even 
turns negative under very high leverage plan, such as 
Financial Plan IV. The unfavourable effect on EPS (and 
ROE) is more severe with more debt in the capital 
structure when EBIT (or r) is negative.

Table 14.6: Summary of the Behaviour of EPS with 
Fluctuating EBIT under Alternative Financial Plans

Financial Plan

Economic
Conditions EBIT

No 
debt 
IEPS

25% 
debt

HEPS

50% 
debt 

IIIEPS

75%
debt 

IVEPS
Very poor -25,000 -0.25 - 0.58 - 1.25 -3.25
Poor 50,000 0.50 0.42 0.25 -0.25

75,000 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Normal 1,20,000 1.20 1.35 1.65 2.55

1,60,000 1.60 1.88 2.45 4.15
Good 3,00,000 3.00 3.75 5.25 9.75

Table 14.7: Summary of the Behaviour of ROE with
Fluctuating Return on Assets under 

Alternative Financial Plans

Economic
Conditions

Return 
on assets

Financial Plan
No 

debt I
25% 

debt II
50% 

debt III
75% 

debt IV

Very poor -5% -2.5% — 5.8% -12.5% - 32.5%
Poor 10% 5.0% 4.2% 2.5% - 2.5%

15% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5%
Normal 24% 12.0% 13.5% 16.5% 25.5%

32% 16.0% 18.8% 24.5% 41.5%
Good 60% 30.0% 37.5% 52.5% 97.5%

The reason again lies in the relationship between 
the return on assets and the cost of debt. If the cost of 
debt were more than the return on assets, EPS (or ROE) 
would depress with more leverage. It is indicated from
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Table 14.6 or Table 14.7 that when the firm earns 15 per 
cent return on its assets, which is equal to the cost of 
debt, EPS (or ROE) is the same under all financial plans. 
Whatever the firm earns on the funds raised through 
debt is exactly paid to the suppliers of debt as interest 
charges.

Variability of EPS Yet another significant point to be 
noted from Table 14.6 is that the higher the financial 
leverage, the wider the range over which EPS varies with 
fluctuating EBIT. For example, when no debt is used 
(Financial Plan I), EPS ranges between a negative 
Re 0.25 to a positive Rs 3.00—a range of Rs 3.25. Under 
Financial Plan II, where 25 per cent debt is introduced 
in the capital structure, EPS ranges from a negative 
Re 0.58 to a positive Rs 3.75—a range of Rs 4.33. The 
range of EPS increases to Rs 6.50 and Rs 13.00 when 
debt is respectively 50 per cent and 75 per cent. The 
range for ROE shows the similar behaviour (Table 14.7). 
Thus, for any given level of variability in EBIT (or r), the 
increased financial leverage increases the degree of 
variability in EPS (or ROE). The indiscriminate use of 
financial leverage without taking into account the 
uncertainty surrounding EBIT (or r) can lead a firm into 
financial difficulties. More about the risk of the financial 
leverage is explained in the next section.

EBIT-EPS chart One convenient and useful way of 
showing the relationship between EBIT and EPS for the 
alternative financial plans is to prepare the EBIT-EPS 
chart. The chart is easy to prepare since, for any given 
level of financial leverage, EPS is linearly related to 
EBIT.10 As noted earlier, the formula for calculating EPS 
is:

io. Bierman, op. cit., 1970.

(EB1T-INT)(1-T)
N

= 'L—^-[EBU-INT]

Equation (10) can also be written as follows:

EPS = ——EBIT - INT
N N

= - -1 ~ INT + — ---r- EBIT (11)
N N

We assume that the level of debt, the cost of debt and 
the tax rate are constant. Therefore, in Equations (10) 
and (11), the terms (1 - T)/N and INT (which is equal to 
interest rate times debt, z'D) are constant; EPS will increase 
if EBIT increases and fall if EBIT declines.

Under the assumptions made, the first part of 
Equation (11) is a constant and can be represented by a. 
EBIT is a random variable since it can assume a value 
more or less than expected. The term (1 - T)/N is also a 
constant and can be shown as b. Thus, the EPS formula 
can be rewritten as:

EPS = a + bxEBIT

Equation (12) clearly indicates that EPS is a line 
function of EBIT.

The EBIT-EPS analysis shown in Table 14.8 com 
be worked out with the help of Equation (12). As 
illustration, we work out Equation (12) for Financial K 
IV: equity Rs 125,000, 15 per cent debt Rs 375 
number of shares 12,500 and tax rate 50 per cent T 
values of a and b ('000 eliminated) are:

= _!L_n INT = X 56.25 = -2.25
N 12.5

EPS for various levels of EBIT will be as shown 
Table 14.8.

Table 14.8: EPS Calculations for Financial Plan H 
EPS = a + b EBIT

(1 - T)/N
= b

EBIT = b EBIT + a = EPS =
x E3~

(0.04) (-25) = -1.00 + -2.25 = -3.25
(0.04) (50) = 2.00 4- -2.25 = -0.25
(0.04) (75) = 3.00 + -2.25 = 0.75
(0.04) (120) = 4.80 + -2.25 = 2.55
(0.04) (160) = 6.40 + -2.25 = 4.15
(0.04) (300) = 12.00 + -2.25 = 9.75

Because of the linear relation between EPS and EE 1 
the EBIT-EPS chart can be drawn easily. We can use th 
following information of Financial Plans I and III in oa 
example to draw EBIT- EPS chart in Figure 14.2.

(10)

EBIT (Rs ’000)
EPS

No debt 50% debt

- 25,000 -0.25 - 1.25
0 0.00 -0.75

25,000 0.25 -0.25
50,000 0.50 0.25
75,000 0.75 0.75

1,00,000 1.00 1.25
1,25,000 1.25 1.75
1,50,000 1.50 2.25
1,75,000 1.75 2.75
2,00,000 2.00 3.25

In Figure 14.2, EBIT is shown on a horizontal line 
and EPS on a vertical line. If we identify any two points 
of EPS for two given levels of EBIT and join them in i 
straight line, we obtain EPS-line for a particular finanda. 
plan. For example, at EBIT of Rs 50,000 and Rs 75,C« 
two points of EPS are respectively Re 0.25 and Re 0.~ 
for Financial Plan III. If we join these two points in a 
straight line, we get EPS-line for Financial Plan III. The 
EPS-line can be similarly drawn for 100 per cent equir 
plan. We can see from Figure 14.2 that EPS-lines for al
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equity and 50 per cent debt plans intersect at EBIT 
Rs 75,000. EPS under both plans are same at this level of 
EBIT. Figure 14.3, drawn similarly as Figure 14.2, shows 
I >ur financial plans together.

The steep solid lines in Figure 14.3 show the relation 
between EBIT and EPS. The line relating EBIT and EPS 
becomes steeper with more debt in the capital structure, 
and steeper the line, the more the profit potential to the 
shareholders with increasing EBIT. If EBIT is declining, 
the loss to the shareholders will be magnified. The point 
of intersection of four EBIT-EPS lines in Figure 14.3 
indicates the indifference point or the EBIT-EPS break
even point at which EPS is same regardless of the level 
of the financial leverage. In the example (see Table 14.6), 
EPS is same for all financial plans when the firm earns a 
15 per cent return on assets or EBIT of Rs 75,000.

EBIT No debt
EPS

25% debt 50% debt 75% debt

-25,000 - 0.25 -0.583 - 1.25 -3.25
0 0.00 -0.250 -0.75 -2.25

25,000 0.25 0.083 -0.25 - 1.25
50,000 0.50 0.417 0.25 -0.25
75,000 0.75 0.750 0.75 0.75

1,00,000 1.00 1.083 1.25 1.75
1,25,000 1.25 1.417 1.75 2.75
1,50,000 1.50 1.750 2.25 3.75
1,75,000 1.75 2.083 2.75 4.75
2,00,000 2.00 2.417 3.25 5.75

Figure 14.3: EBIT-EPS chart
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The 15 per cent return on assets is just equal to the 
cost of debt. It can also be noticed from Figure 14.3 that 
below the 'indifference point' the EBIT-EPS lines shift 
more towards the right when the level of financial 
leverage increases, indicating unfavourable effect 
because of a low rate of return on assets than the interest 
cost. The EBIT-EPS line shifts more towards the left 
beyond the 'indifference point' when the level of the 
financial leverage increases. This indicates a favourable 
effect of leverage because the return on assets exceeds 
the interest rate. We thus again reach the conclusion 
that the shareholders will benefit by the use of the 
financial leverage in terms of the increased EPS if return 
on assets is higher than the interest cost, and will have 
reduced EPS if return on assets is lower than the interest 
cost; the shareholders' earnings will not be affected by 
the level of leverage if return on assets is just equal to the 
interest cost.

Calculation of indifference point The break-even, or 
indifference, point between two alternative methods of 
financing can be determined by a formula. In the earlier 
example, suppose the firm is considering only two 
financial plans—an all-equity plan (Financial Plan I) 
and a 25 per cent debt and 75 per cent equity plan 
(Financial Plan II). The firm wants to know the level of 
EBIT at which EPS would be the same under both the 
plans. To find out the break-even level of EBIT, we may 
set the EPS formulae of two plans equal. The EPS formula 
under all-equity plan is

_ (1-T) EBIT
EPS= - - ----------

where N) is number of ordinary shares under first plan 
and since the firm has no debt, no interest charges exist. 
The EPS formula under debt-equity plan is:

Eps Jl-T) (EBIT-INT)
N2

where INT is the interest charges on debt and N2 is the 
number of ordinary shares under second plan. Setting 
the two formulae equal, we have:

(1-T) EBIT (1-T) (EBIT-INT)
Nj ~ N2 <13>

Using the values for Financial Plans I and II given 
in the example, we can determine EBIT as follows:

(l-0.5)EBIT _ (l-0.5)(EBIT-18,750) 
50,000 ” 37,500

37 500
0.5 EBIT—- - = 0.5 EBIT- 9,375 

50,000
9,375 = 0.5 EBIT - 0.375 EBIT

9 375
EBIT = ------= Rs 75,000

0.125
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We can simplify Equation (13) as follows:

EBIT =— xINT (14)

Thus, in the example:

Assume that the corporate tax rate is 50 per cent ar: 
the price of the ordinary share is Rs 10 in each case.

The indifference points for the various combinations 
of the methods of finance are calculated as follows:

(i) Ordinary shares vs. ordinary shares and debentures:

EBIT = 50,000
50,000-37,500

x18,750

= 4x18,750 = Rs 75,000

Sometimes a firm may like to make a choice between 
two levels of debt. Then, the indifference point formula 
will be:

EBIT = ——xINT
Nr-N2

100,000=----------- :----------- x 75,000
100,000-50,000

= Rs 150,000

(If) Ordinary shares vs. ordinary and preference shares

(1-T) (EBIT-INT,) (1-T) (EBIT-INT2)

where INTj and INT2 represent the interest charges 
under the alternative financial plans. After simplifying 
Equation (15), we obtain:

EBIT=^-x™
Nr-N2 1-T

_ 100,000 65,000
_ 100,000-50,000 1-0.5
= 2 x 130,000 = Rs 260,000

N, xINT, -A, xINT, , x

A,-A2

Many other combinations of the methods of 
financing may be compared. The firm may compare 
between an all-equity plan and an equity-and-preference 
share plan. Then the indifference point formula will be:

(iii) Ordinary shares vs. ordinary and preference share? 
and debentures

EBIT =
- N2 I
100,000 26,000

(1-T)(EBIT) (l-T)EBIT-PDIV 
A, ’ N2 (17)

x 45,000 + 
100,000-50,000

= 2 x (45,000 + 52,000) = Rs 194,000
(fv) Ordinary shares and debentures vs. ordinary and 

preference shares and debentures:

(1 — 0.5)

Equation (17) can be simplified as follows:

EBIT =
A] PDIV

Nx-N2 1-T (18)

EBIT =--------------x INT,+
Ni - N2 I

-------—xINTj

PDIV
(1-T)

ILLUSTRATION 14.1: Calculation of Indifferent Points
Calculate the level of EBIT at which the indifference point 
between the following financing alternatives will occur:

(1) Ordinary share capital Rs 10 lakh or 15% 
debentures of Rs 5 lakh and ordinary share capital 
of Rs 5 lakh.

(if) Ordinary share capital of Rs 10 lakh or 13% 
preference share capital of Rs 5 lakh and ordinary 
share capital of Rs 5 lakh.

(iff) Ordinary share capital of Rs 10 lakh or ordinary 
share capital of Rs 5 lakh, 13% preference share 
capital of Rs 2 lakh and 15% debenture of Rs 3 
lakh.

(jv) Ordinary share capital of Rs 6 lakh and 15 
debentures of Rs 4 lakh or ordinary share capital of 
Rs 4 lakh, 13% unit preference share capital of Rs 2 
lakh and 15% debentures of Rs 4 lakh.

(v) Ordinary share capital of Rs 8 lakh and 13% 
preference share capital of Rs 2 lakh or ordinary 
share capital of Rs 4 lakh, 13% preference share 
capital of Rs 2 lakh and 15% debentures of 
Rs 4 lakh.

60,000 26,000
(1-0.5)

(v) Ordinary shares and preference shows vs. ordinar- 
and preference shares and debentures:

EBIT = INT + PDIV,
(1-T)

N2 ;,PDIVi
Nt-N2 (1-T)
80,000

80,000-40,000
x 60,000 + 26,000:

1-0.5
40,000 26,0001

80,000-40,000 X 1-0.5 J

= 2x112,000-1x52,000
= Rs 172,000
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Applying Equation (20), DOL is:

1. How will you calculate EPS and ROI for a firm with 
and without debt?

2. What is interest tax sield?
3. Illustrate the effect of the EBIT changes on EPS.
4. How will you calculate EBIT-EPS break-even point?

100,000 (Rs 8-Rs 4)
100,000(Rs8-Rs4)-Rs 280,000
Rs 400,000 „ „„
---------- ------= 3.33

120,000

DOL of 3.33 implies that for a given change in 
Brightways' sales, EBIT will change by 3.33 times.

COMBINING FINANCIAL AND
OPERATING LEVERAGES

Operating leverage affects a firm's operating profit 
(EBIT), while financial leverage affects profit after tax 
or the earnings per share. The combined effect of two 
leverages can be quite significant for the earnings 
available to ordinary shareholders.

Let us suppose in the case of Brightways that a 
technical expert appointed by the management tells them 
that they can choose a more automated production
processes which will reduce unit variable cost to Rs 2 
but will increase fixed costs to Rs 480,000. If the
management accepts the expert's advice, then the income 
statement will look as follows:

Sales (100,000 at Rs 8)
Less: Variable costs (100,000 at Rs 2)
Contribution
Less; Fixed costs
EBIT

800,000

Degree of Operating Leverage
The degree of operating leverage (DOL) is defined as 
the percentage change in the earnings before interest 
and taxes relative to a given percentage change in sales. 
Thus:

200,000
600,000
480,000
120,000

DQL _ %Change in EBIT
%Change in Sales

DOL = AEBIT/EBIT
ASales/Sales

(19)

The following equation is also used for calculating 
DOL:

DOL = Q(s-v)
2(s-v)-F (20)

With high fixed costs and low variable costs, DOL 
for Brightways will be:

D0L _ Rs 600.000 _ 5 Q
Rs 120,000

If Brightways Ltd chooses the high-automated 
technology and if its actual sales happen to be more 
than expected, its EBIT will increase greatly; an increase 
of 100 per cent in sales will lead to a 500 per cent increase 
in EBIT.

where Q is the units of output, s is the unit selling price, 
v is the unit variable cost and F is the total fixed costs.
Equation (20) can also be written as follows:

DOL = Contribution
EBIT (21)

Since contribution = EBIT + Fixed cost, Equation 
(21) can be expressed as follows:

EBIT+Fixed Cost
EBIT

1 +--------
EBIT

(22)

Suppose that in the earlier example of Brightways 
Ltd the management had developed the following 
income statement based on an expected sales volume of 
100,000 units:

Degree of Financial Leverage
We have seen earlier in this chapter that financial 
leverage affects the earnings per share. When the 
economic conditions are good and the firm's EBIT is 
increasing, its EPS increases faster with more debt in the 
capital structure. The degree of financial leverage (DFL) 
is defined as the percentage change in EPS due to a given 
percentage change in EBIT:

_ „ % Changein EPSDFL =----------- ------------
% Change in EBIT

or

Sales (100,000 units at Rs 8) 800,000
Less: Variable costs (100,000 at Rs 4) 400,000
Contribution 400,000
Less: Fixed costs 280,000
EBIT

A EPS/EPS
A EBIT/EBIT

(23)

120,000

In the case of Brightways Ltd, when EBIT increases 
from Rs 120,000 to Rs 160,000, EPS increases from 
Rs 1.65 to Rs 2.45, when it employs 50 per cent debt and 
pays interest charges of Rs 37,500 (see Table 14.6). 
Applying Equation (23), DFL at EBIT of Rs 120,000 is:
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(2.45-1.65)/1.65DFL =
(160,000 -120,000)/120,000

=°^=IA56
0333

combined leverage (DCL) is given by the followir.i: 
equation:

This implies that for a given change in EBIT, EPS 
will change by 1.456 times.

The following equation can also be used to calculate 
DFL:

% Changem EBIT %ChangeinEPS
% Change'm sales % Chan gem EBIT
% Changein EPS
% Change in Sales

Yet another way of expressing the degree of 
combined leverage is as follows:

EBIT EBIT ] ! INT 
EBIT-INT ~ PBT " PBT (24)

We know that EBIT = Q (p - u) - F (and EBIT - INT = 
PBT). Thus Equation (24) can also be written as follows:

Q(s-v) Q(s-v)-F
Q<s-v)-F QVi-v)-F-INT

DFL =
Q(s-v)-F

Q(s -v)-F- INT

Q(s-v)
(2(s-v)-F-INT (27:

(25)

The numerator of Equation (24) or (25) is earnings 
before interest and taxes and the denominator is profit 
before taxes.

In the example, Brightways Ltd was considering 
four alternative debt levels (see Table 14.5). Applying 
Equation (24), DFL for those alternatives at EBIT of 
Rs 120,000 is given below:

Table 14.9: Degree of Financial Leverage of 
Alternative Financial Plans at EBIT of Rs 120,000

Since Q(s-v) is contribution and Q (s - v) - F - INT 
is the profit after interest but before taxes, Equation (27) 
can also be written as follows:

Contribution
Profit before taxes
EBIT+Fixed costs

PBT
PBT+INT+F _ INT+F

PBT ~ PBT
(28)

Debt Level DFL

0 1.000
25% 1.185
50% 1.456
75% 1.882

It is indicated from Table 14.9 that if the firm does 
not employ any debt, EPS will increase at the same rate 
at which EBIT increases. EPS increases faster for a given 
increase in EBIT when debt is introduced in the capital 
structure; more the debt in the capital structure, the greater 
the increase in EPS. The opposite will happen if EBIT 
declines—the greater will be the fall in EPS with more 
debt in the capital structure.

Combined Effect of Operating and
Financial Leverages
Operating and financial leverages together cause wide 
fluctuation in EPS for a given change in sales. If a 
company employs a high level of operating and financial 
leverage, even a small change in the level of sales will 
have dramatic effect on EPS.) A company with cyclical 
sales will have a fluctuatingEPS; but the swings in EPS 
will be more pronounced if the company also uses a 
high amount of operating and financial leverage.

The degrees of operating and financial leverages 
can be combined to see the effect of total leverage on EPS 
associated with a given change in sales. The degree of

For Brightways Ltd when it used less automated 
production processes, the combined leverage effect at a 
sales of Rs 8 lakh (100,000 units at Rs 8) and 50 per cent 
debt level is:

pCLz 100,000(8-4)
100,000(8 - 4) - 280,000- 37,500 
400,000 , oc

=----- ------= 4.85
82,500

In the case of Brightways Ltd the combined effect of 
leverage is to increase EPS by 4.85 times for one unit 
increase in sales when it chooses less automated 
production process and employs 50 per cent debt. Thus, 
if the Brightways' sales increase by 10 per cent from 
Rs 8 lakh to Rs 8.80 lakh, then EPS will increase by: 10% 
x 4.85 = 48.5%. EPS at the sales level of Rs 8 lakh is 
Rs 1.65 then the new EPS will be:

EPS = 1.65x1.485 = Rs 2.45
The results tally with those worked out in 

Table 14.5.
Firms can employ operating and financial leverages 

in various combinations. Biightways Ltd, for example, 
can either choose high-automated production processes 
and high degree of operating leverages or low automated 
production processes and low degree of operating 
leverage associated with high or low level of debt. The 
following are the possible combinations of operating 
and financial leverages for Brightways Ltd:
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. able 14.10: Combinations of Operating and Financial
Leverage for Brightways Ltd

Table 14.10 indicates that the largest effect of leverage 
(9.41 times) will be obtained when the firm combines 
higher amount of operating leverage (5.00 times) with 
the highest level of debt (DFL = 1.882). If the company 
has this combination, EPS will increase by 9.41 times 
than the increase in sales. Thus, if Brightways' sales 
increase from Rs 8 lakh to Rs 11.60 lakh—an increase of 
45 per cent and EPS increases from Rs 2.55 to Rs 13.35— 
an increase by 423 per cent (i.e., 45 per cent x 9.41). 
Detailed calculations are given in Table 14.11.

Table 14.11: Brightways Ltd: EPS Calculations
for Chan

Low Automation High Automation

DOL DFL DCL DOL DFL DCL

3.33 1.000 3.33 5.00 1.000 5.00
3.33 1.185 3.95 5.00 1.185 5.93
3.33 1.455 4.85 5.00 1.456 7.28
3.33 1.882 6.27 5.00 1.882 9.41

leverage since they generally have stable or rising sales. 
A company whose sales fluctuate widely and erratically 
should avoid use of high leverage since it will be exposed 
to a very high degree of risk.

FINANCIAL LEVERAGE AND 
THE SHAREHOLDERS’ RISK

We have seen that financial leverage magnifies the 
shareholders' earnings. We also find that the variability 
of EBIT causes EPS to fluctuate within wider ranges with 
debt in the capital structure. That is, with more debt, 
EPS rises and falls faster than the rise and fall in EBIT. 
Thus, financial leverage not only magnifies EPS but also 
increases its variability.

The variability of EBIT and EPS distinguish between 
two types of risk—operating risk and financial risk.
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Table 14.10: Combinations of Operating and Financial
Leverage for Brightways Ltd

(26

of

Low Automation High Automation

DOL DFL DCL DOL DFL DCL

3.33 1.000 3.33 5.00 1.000 5.00
3.33 1.185 3.95 5.00 1.185 5.93
3.33 1.455 4.85 5.00 1.456 7.28
3.33 1.882 6.27 5.00 1.882 9.41

Table 14.10 indicates that the largest effect of leverage 
- 41 times) will be obtained when the firm combines 

nigher amount of operating leverage (5.00 times) with 
±e highest level of debt (DFL = 1.882). If the company 
■as this combination, EPS will increase by 9.41 times 
man the increase in sales. Thus, if Brightways' sales 
ncrease from Rs 8 lakh to Rs 11.60 lakh—an increase of 
45 per cent and EPS increases from Rs 2.55 to Rs 13.35— 
an increase by 423 per cent (i.e., 45 per cent x 9.41). 
Detailed calculations are given in Table 14.11.

Table 14.11: Brightways Ltd: EPS Calculations
for Change in Sales

'/nits sold 100,000 145,000
Sales (at Rs 8) 800,000 1,160,000
Less: Variable costs (at Rs 2) 200,000 290,000
Contribution 600,000 870,000
Less: Fixed costs 480,000 480,000
EBIT 120,000 390,000
Less:Interest 56,250 56,250
PBT 63,750 333,750
Less: Taxes (50%) 31,875 166,875
PAT 31,875 166,875
No. of shares 12,500 12,500
EPS 2.55 13.35

1,160,000-800,000
% Change in sales: 800,000

13.35-2.55

- = 40 7o

= 423%% Change in EPS: 2.55

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define operating leverage.'
2. How do you measure the degree of operating, financial 

and combined leverage?
3. What are the implications of operating, financial and 

combined leverage for risk.

This combination can, however, prove risky for the 
company. If sales decline, the adverse effect on EPS will 
be very severe. The right combination of operating and 
financial leverages will differ among companies. It would 
generally be governed by the behaviour of sales. Public 
utilities such as electricity companies can afford to 
combine high operating leverage with high financial 

leverage since they generally have stable or rising sales. 
A company whose sales fluctuate widely and erratically 
should avoid use of high leverage since it will be exposed 
to a very high degree of risk.

FINANCIAL LEVERAGE AND
THE SHAREHOLDERS’ RISK

We have seen that financial leverage magnifies the 
shareholders' earnings. We also find that the variability 
of EBIT causes EPS to fluctuate within wider ranges with 
debt in the capital structure. That is, with more debt, 
EPS rises and falls faster than the rise and fall in EBIT. 
Thus, financial leverage not only magnifies EPS but also 
increases its variability.

The variability of EBIT and EPS distinguish between 
two types of risk—operating risk and financial risk. 
The distinction between operating and financial risk 
was long ago recognized by Marshall in the following 
words:11

11. Marshall, A., The Principles of Economics. Macmillan 8th ed., 1952, pp. 589-90.
12. Solomn, E. and J.J. Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 1978, pp. 470-71.

... Let us suppose that two men are carrying on 
similar business, the one working with his own, 
the other chiefly with borrowed, capital. There 
is one set of risks common to both, which may 
be described as the trade risk of the particular 
business in which they are engaged.... But there 
is another set of risks, the burden of which has 
to be borne by the man working with borrowed 
capital, and not by another.

Operating Risk
Operating risk can be defined as the variability of EBIT 
(or return on assets). The environment—internal and 
external—in which a firm operates, determines the 
variability of EBIT. So long as the environment is given 
to the firm, operating risk is an unavoidable risk. A firm is 
better placed to face such risk if it can predict it with a 
fair degree of accuracy.

The variability of EBIT has two components:12 
variability of sales 
variability of expenses

Variability of sales The variability of sales revenue is 
in fact a major determinant of operating risk. Sales of a 
company may fluctuate because of three reasons. First, 
the changes in general economic conditions may affect 
the level of business activity. Business cycle is an 
economic phenomenon, which affects sales of all 
companies. Second, certain events affect sales of 
companies belonging to a particular industry. For 
example, the general economic conditions may be good 
but a particular industry may be hit by recession. Other 
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factors may include the availability of raw materials, 
technological changes, actions of competitors, industrial 
relations, shifts in consumer preferences and so on. 
Third, sales may also be affected by the factors, which 
are internal to the company. The change in management, 
the product-market decisions of the company and its 
investment policy, or strike in the company have a great 
influence on the company's sales.

Variability of expenses Given the variability of sales, 
the variability of EBIT is further affected by the 
composition of fixed and variable expenses. Higher the 
proportion of fixed expenses relative to variable 
expenses, higher the degree of operating leverage. We 
have seen in the previous section that operating leverage 
affects EBIT. High operating leverage leads to faster 
increase in EBIT when sales are rising. In bad times when 
sales are falling, high operating leverage becomes a 
nuisance; EBIT declines at a greater rate than fall in sales. 
Operating leverage causes wide fluctuations in EBIT 
with varying sales. Operating expenses may also vary 
on account of changes in input prices, and may also 
contribute to the variability of EBIT.

Financial Risk
For a given degree of variability of EBIT, the variability 
of EPS (and ROE) increases with more financial leverage. 
The variability of EPS caused by the use of financial 
leverage is called financial risk. Firms exposed to same 
degree of operating risk can differ with respect to 
financial risk when they finance their assets differently. 
A totally equity financed firm will have no financial 
risk. But when debt is used, the firm adds financial risk. 
Financial risk is thus an avoidable risk if the firm decides not 
to use any debt in its capital structure.

Measuring the Operating and Financial Risk
How do we measure the riskiness of EBIT and EPS? We 
can use two measures of risk: the standard deviation 
and coefficient of variation. We first calculate the extent 
of Brightways' operating risk by determining the 
standard deviation and coefficient of variation of its 
expected earnings before interest and taxes. Table 14.12 
shows the calculations.13

Table 14.12 indicates that the expected EBIT 
(Rs 120,000) has a standard deviation of ± Rs 62,809, 
which means that on an average, EBIT will range 
between Rs 57,191 to Rs 182,809. The coefficient of 
variation, calculated by dividing standard deviation by 
the expected value of EBIT, is 52.34 per cent. Brightways 

Ltd's shareholders will be exposed to this risk ever, c 
the company does not use debt. In the absence of deb: 
the capital structure, the variability of the earnings 
available to the shareholders will be same as the 
variability of EBIT. The use of debt accentuates the 
variability of the shareholders' earnings.

Table 14.12: Standard Deviation and Coefficient 
Variation of Expected EBIT: Brightways Ltd

Prob.

Pi EBITj F’jEBITj
EBITr

E(EBIT)
EBITj-

E (EBIT)2
PfEBIT-

E[(EBIT\

0.05 - 25 -1.25 -145 21,025 1,051.25
0.10 50 5.00 -70 4,900 490.00
0.15 75 11.25 -45 2,025 303.75
0.35 120 42.00 0 0 0
0.30 160 48.00 40 1,600 480.00
0.05 300 15.00 180 32,400 1,620.00

E (EBIT) =420.00 O2 = 3,945.00

a = ^3,945 = 62.809 CV = 62.809/120 = 0.5234

We can use the following formulae to calculate the 
expected earnings per share, E (EPS) and its variance 
(cr), standard deviation (a) and coefficient of variation 
(CV):

E(EPS) = EPSj x P1 + EPS2 x P2 + • • • 4-EPSyPy
11

= ^2EPS iPi (29)
;=1

CT2 (EPS) = [EPS! - E(EPS)]2P1 + [EPS2 - E(EPS)]2P2

+ ■•■ +[EPS(-E(EPS)]2P;

= ^[EPSj-E(EPS)]2P;
>i

(30)

cr(EPS) = 7<r2 (EIPS) (31)

CV = a (EPS)/E (EPS) (32)
Plan I

E(EPS) = (-0.25 x 0.05) + (0.50 x 0.10) + (0.75 x 0.15) 
+(1.20 x 0.35) +(1.60 x 0.30) + (3.00 x 0.05)

= 1.20
<72(EPS) = (-0.25 -1.20)2 X 0.05 + (0.50 -1.20)2 x 0.10 

+(0.75-1.20)2x0.15 +(1.20-1.20)2 x0.35 
+(1.60 -1.20)2 x 0.30 + (3.00 -1,20)2 x 0.05 

= 0.3945

cr(EPS) = >/0.3945 = 0.6281
CV = 0.6281/1.20 = 0.5234 or 52.34%

, o , , rnrr , i i , j £11 Contribution Contribution , INT + f13. The expected EBIT can be calculated as follows: DCL =----------------- =------------------ = 1 +----------
F EBIT-INT PBT PBT

and standard deviation of EBIT as:

a(EBIT) = ^PjKEBITj -E(EBIT)]2 +P2[(EBIT2 -E(EBIT)]2--- = ^XPj [(EBIT,- -E(EBIT)]2

where P- is probability of occurrence of EBIT in /th event.



Plan II

E(EPS) = (-0.58 x 0.05) + (0.42 x 0.10) + (0.75 x 0.15) 
+(1.35 x 0.35) +(1.88 x 0.30) + (3.75 x 0.05)

= 1.35
er2 (EPS) = (-0.58 -1.35)2 x 0.05 + (0.42 -1.35)2 x 0.10 

+ (0.75-1.35)2x 0.15 +(1.35-1.35)2x 0.35 
+(1.88 -1.35)2 x 0.30 + (3.75 -1.35)2 x 0.05

= 0.6990

cr(EPS) = VO.6990 = 0.8361

CV= 0.8361/1.35 = 0.6193 or 61.93%
Plan III

E(EPS) = (-1.25 x 0.05) + (0.25 x 0.10)+(0.75 x 0.15) 
+(1.65 x 0.35) +(2.45 x 0.30) + (5.25 x 0.05) 

= 1.65
(/(EPS) = (-1.25 -1,65)2 x 0.05 + (0.25 -1,65)2 x 0.10 

+(0.75-1.65)2 xO.15 +(1.65-1.65)2x0.35 

+(2.45-1.65)2 x 0.30 +(5.25 -1.65)2 x 0.05 
= 1.578

ofEPS) = 71.578 =1.2562
CV = 1.2562/1.65 = 0.7613 or 76.13%

Plan IV

E(EPS) = (-3.25 x 0.05) + (0.25 x 0.10)+(0.75 x 0.15) 
+ (2.55 x 0.35) +(4.15 x 0.30)+(9.75 x 0.05) 

= 2.55

(/(EPS) = (-3.25 - 2.55)2 x 0.05 + (0.25 - 2.55)2 x0.10 

+(0.75 - 2.55)2 xO.15 +(2.55-2.55)2 x0.35 

+(4.15 - 2.55)2 x 0.30 + (9.75 - 2.55)2 x 0.05
= 6.312

c/EPS) = 76.312 = 2.5124
CV = 2.5124 / 2.55 = 0.9852 or 98.52%

Data in Table 14.13 shows that the shareholders are 
always exposed to basic business risk. With variations 
in sales and expenses, EBIT fluctuates. The variability 
of EPS measured in terms of the coefficient of variation
is same as that of EBIT when the firm does not use any 
debt.

Table 14.13: Variability of EBIT and EPS—Summary

Debt Ratio Expected
Value (Rs)

Standard
Deviation (Rs)

EBIT

Coefficient of 
Variation

120,000 62,809
EPS

0.5234

0 1.20 0.6281 0.5234
25% 1.35 0.8361 0.6193
50% 1.65 ‘ 1.2562 0.7613
75% 2.55 2.5124 0.9852

14. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Halt, Rinehart & Weston, 1972, p. 256.
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An increase in debt increases both the expected 
value of EPS and its standard deviation or coefficient of 
variation. Figure 14.4 shows the relationship of expected 
EPS and its standard deviation with debt. It is clearly 
indicated that debt increases both risk and return. The 
relationship between debt ratio and risk measured by 
the standard deviation is upward curvilinear. If we draw 
a graph relating debt ratio and coefficient of variation, a 
linear relationship will be found. What is important to 
note is that financial leverage adds to financial risk.

Figure 14.4: Expected EPS and standard deviation

There is yet another way to see the risk of using 
debt. If we assume many possible levels of EBIT, then a 
continuous probability distribution of EPS can be 
drawn.14 Assuming only two levels of leverage, the 
probability distributions will look as shown in Figure 
14.5. From the figure, we can see that the low-leverage 
financial plan has the tighter, more peaked, distribution. 
It will have smaller standard deviation or coefficient of 
variation. The high-leverage financial plan has higher 
expected EPS and is also more risky as it shows greater 
dispersion or variability.

Figure 14.5: Probability distribution of EPS
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Risk-Return Trade-off
We have now a lot of information about Brightways Ltd 
We know the firm's expected EPS and its variability. We 
also know expected EPS and its variability, in relation 
to the alternative levels of debt.

We find from Table 14.13 that for a given degree of 
operating risk (i.e., variability of EBIT), an increase in 
debt increases expected EPS as well as its variability. 
How much debt should Brightways employ? In fact, the 
firm faces a trade-off between risk and return. If the firm 
wants higher return (EPS or ROE) for the shareholders 
for a given level of EBIT, it will have to employ more debt 
and will also be exposed to greater risk (as measured by 
standard deviation or coefficient of variation). It should 
be noted that EBIT is a random variable. In an uncertain 
world, the actual EBIT may be so low that the solvency 
of the firm may be threatened.

Financial leverage increases the chance or 
probability of insolvency. Suppose two firms are 
identical except that one is levered and another is not. 
Each firm has an expected EBIT of Rs 50,000. The interest 
burden of levered firm is Rs 20,000. If the actual EBIT 
happens to be Rs 10,000 in one year for both firms, the 
levered firm will not be able to meet its obligation to pay 
interest. The non-levered firm's shareholders still get a 
return of Rs 10,000 (taxes are ignored). The levered firm 
can legally be forced into liquidation for non-payment 

of interest charges. If the insolvency proceedings actually 
follow, the levered firm will have to incur costs in the 
form of liquidation fees and other legal expenses. If the 
firm is not liquidated, it may be reorganized. During the 
reorganization period, its earnings will be reduced 
because of the additional costs and reduced sales volume 
due to the adverse effect on the firm's goodwill. If 
liquidation becomes unavoidable, the additional costs 
incurred would result in a decline in the net value of the 
firm's assets available to the shareholders after the 
creditors claims have been satisfied. Leverage has 
benefits as well as costs—it is not an unmixed blessings.

How does the financial manager know that the risk
return trade off is favourable? Where does he stop in the 
usage of debt? Risk and return affect value. Therefore, a 
decision criterion in terms of the value of the firm will 
have to be developed to answer these questions. The 
next chapter discusses the relationship between leverage 
and the value of the firm.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
l_______________________ j

1. Define operating and financial risk.
2. How will you measure operating and financial risk?
3. What kind of trade-off exists between risk-return when 

you consider a firm?

(summary )
□ The debt-equity mix of a firm is called its capital structure. The term financial structure, on the other hand, is used 

in a broader sense, and it includes equity and all liabilities of the firm.
O The capital structure decision is a significant financial decision since it affects the shareholders’ return and risk, and 

consequently, the market value of shares.
□ The use of the fixed-charges capital like debt with equity capital in the capital structure is described as financial 

leverage or trading on equity. The main reason for using financial leverage is to increase the shareholders' return. 
Consider an example.

O Suppose you have an opportunity of earning 20 per cent on an investment of Rs 100 for one year. If you invest 
your own money, your return will be 20 per cent. On the other hand, you can borrow, say, Rs 50 at 10 per cent rate 
of interest from your friend and put your own money worth Rs 50. You shall get total earnings of Rs 20, out of 
which you will have to pay Rs 5 as interest to your friend. You shall be left with Rs 15 on your investment of Rs 50, 
which gives you a return of 30 per cent. You have earned more at the cost of your friend.

23 A firm determines the advantage of financial leverage by calculating its impact on earnings per share (EPS) or

EBIT(1 - T)
~Nreturn on equity (ROE). For a 100 per cent equity-financed company, EPS is calculated as follows: EPS —

Q For a company that employs both debt and equity EPS is given by the following formula:

EPS = (EBIT - INT)(1 - T) 
N

where EBIT is earnings before interest and taxes, INT is interest charge which is

Cl

□

given by the product of interest rate i and the amount of debt (D), T is corporate tax rate and N is number df shares. 
If the firm's overall profitability is more than interest rate, EPS increases with debt. With increasing EBIT, EPS 
increases faster with more debt.
The percentage change in EPS occurring due to a given percentage change in EBIT is referred to as the degree of

% Change in EPS 
% Change in EBIT

financial leverage (DFL): DFL =
A EPS/EPS

A EBIT/EBIT
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Risk-Return Trade-off
We have now a lot of information about Brightways Ltd 
We know the firm's expected EPS and its variability. We 
also know expected EPS and its variability, in relation 
to the alternative levels of debt.

We find from Table 14.13 that for a given degree of 
operating risk (i.e., variability of EBIT), an increase in 
debt increases expected EPS as well as its variability. 
How much debt should Brightways employ? In fact, the 
firm faces a trade-off between risk and return. If the firm 
wants higher return (EPS or ROE) for the shareholders 
for a given level of EBIT, it will have to employ more debt 
and will also be exposed to greater risk (as measured by 
standard deviation or coefficient of variation). It should 
be noted that EBIT is a random variable. In an uncertain 
world, the actual EBIT may be so low that the solvency 
of the firm may be threatened.

Financial leverage increases the chance or 
probability of insolvency. Suppose two firms are 
identical except that one is levered and another is not. 
Each firm has an expected EBIT of Rs 50,000. The interest 
burden of levered firm is Rs 20,000. If the actual EBIT 
happens to be Rs 10,000 in one year for both firms, the 
levered firm will not be able to meet its obligation to pay 
interest. The non-levered firm's shareholders still get a 
return of Rs 10,000 (taxes are ignored). The levered firm 
can legally be forced into liquidation for non-payment 

of interest charges. If the insolvency proceedings act_i Jr 
follow, the levered firm will have to incur costs in “it 
form of liquidation fees and other legal expenses. If “r 
firm is not liquidated, it may be reorganized. During ar 
reorganization period, its earnings will be reduced 
because of the additional costs and reduced sales volume 
due to the adverse effect on the firm's goodwill M 
liquidation becomes unavoidable, the additional ccsr- 
incurred would result in a decline in the net value of me 
firm's assets available to the shareholders after the 
creditors claims have been satisfied. Leverage has 
benefits as well as costs—it is not an unmixed blessings

How does the financial manager know that the ris*-  
return trade off is favourable? Where does he stop in the 
usage of debt? Risk and return affect value. Therefore a 
decision criterion in terms of the value of the firm 
have to be developed to answer these questions. The 
next chapter discusses the relationship between leverage 
and the value of the firm.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define operating and financial risk.
2. How will you measure operating and financial risk
3. What kind of trade-off exists between risk-return when 

you consider a firm?

(summary )
Q The debt-equity mix of a firm is called its capital structure. The term financial structure, on the other hand, is used 

in a broader sense, and it includes equity and all liabilities of the firm.
O The capital structure decision is a significant financial decision since it affects the shareholders' return and risk, and 

consequently, the market value of shares.
Q The use of the fixed-charges capital like debt with equity capital in the capital structure is described as financial 

leverage or trading on equity. The main reason for using financial leverage is to increase the shareholders' return 
Consider an example.

O Suppose you have an opportunity of earning 20 per cent on an investment of Rs 100 for one year. If you invest 
your own money, your return will be 20 per cent. On the other hand, you can borrow, say, Rs 50 at 10 per cent rate 
of interest from your friend and put your own money worth Rs 50. You shall get total earnings of Rs 20, out of 
which you will have to pay Rs 5 as interest to your friend. You shall be left with Rs 15 on your investment of Rs 50, 
which gives you a return of 30 per cent. You have earned more at the cost of your friend.

O A firm determines the advantage of financial leverage by calculating its impact on earnings per share (EPS) or

return on equity (ROE). For a 100 per cent equity-financed company, EPS is calculated as follows: EPS =
EBIT(1 - T)

N

D For a company that employs both debt and equity EPS is given by the following formula:

EPS = (EBIT - INT)(1 - T)
N where EBIT is earnings before interest and taxes, INT is interest charge which is

given by the product of interest rate i and the amount of debt (D), T is corporate tax rate and N is number of shares.
If the firm's overall profitability is more than interest rate, EPS increases with debt. With increasing EBIT, EPS 
increases faster with more debt.

□ The percentage change in EPS occurring due to a given percentage change in EBIT is referred to as the degree of

financial leverage (DFL): DFL =
% Change in EPS 
% Change in EBIT

A EPS/EPS
A EBIT/EBIT
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SOLUTION:
The EPS is determined as follows:

A EBIT/EBIT
A Sales/Sales
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An alternative formula to calculate the degree of financial leverage is as follows:

DFL EBIT EBIT INT 
~ EBIT - INT ~ PBT “ + PBT

EBIT depends on sales. A change in sales will affect EBIT. The variability in EBIT due to a change in sales is affected 
by the composition of fixed and variable costs.
The percentage change in EBIT occurring due to a given percentage change in sales is referred to as the degree of

i _T x % change in EBIToperating leverage (DOL): DOL =----------2------------
% change in Sales

Contribution Fixed Cost
An alternative formula for calculating DOL is as follows: DOL =------ ------= 1-1------—

EBIT EBIT
DOL and DFL can be combined to see the effect of total leverage on EPS. The degree of combined leverage (DCL) 

% Chano-p in FPS Contribution Contribution „ INT + Fis given as follows: DCL = DOL x DFL = AChangemblb . DCL = =------—------= 1 + ——
8 % Change in sales EBIT-INT PBT PBT

Financial leverage, on the one hand, increases shareholders' return and on the other, it also increases their risk. For 
a given level of EBIT, EPS varies more with more debt. Consider a simple example.
Let us assume that a firm's expected EBIT is Rs 120 with a standard deviation of Rs 63. This implies that earnings 
could vary between Rs 57 to Rs 183 on an average. Suppose that the firm has some debt on which it pays Rs 40 as 
interest. Now the shareholders' expected earnings will be: Rs 120 - Rs 40 = Rs 80 (ignoring taxes) and standard 
deviation will remain unchanged. Shareholders' earnings will, on an average, fluctuate within a range of Rs 17 and 
Rs 143. If EBIT is less than Rs 40, the earnings of shareholders will be negative.
In the extreme situation if the firm is unable to pay interest and principal, its solvency is threatened.
In the insolvency, shareholders are the worst sufferers. Thus, we find that financial leverage is a double-edged 
sword. It increases return as well as risk. A trade-off of between return and risk will have to be struck to determine 
the appropriate amount of debt.

KEY CONCEPTS
Break-even point 
Capital gearing 
Capital structure 
Coefficient of variation 
Combined leverage 
Coverage ratio

EBIT-EPS analysis Income gearing Risk-return trade off
EBIT-EPS chart Indifference point Standard deviation
Financial leverage Insolvency Trading on equity
Financial risk Interest tax shield Variance
Financial structure Operating leverage
Gearing Operative risk

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 14.1 AB Ltd needs Rs 10 lakh (one million) 

for expansion. The expansion is expected to yield an annual 
EBIT of Rs 160,000. In choosing a financial plan, AB Ltd has 
an objective of maximizing earnings per share. It is 
considering the possibility of issuing equity shares and 
raising debt of Rs 100,000, or Rs 400,000 or Rs 600,000. 
The current market price per share is Rs 25 and is expected 
to drop to Rs 20 if the funds are borrowed in excess of 
Rs 500,000. Funds can be borrowed at the rates indicated 
below: (a) up to Rs 100,000 at 8%; (b) over Rs 100,000 up to 
Rs 500,000 at 12%; (c) over Rs 500,000 at 18%.

Assume a tax rate of 50 per cent. Determine the EPS for 
the three financing alternatives.

Alternatives
I

(Rs 100,000 
debt) Rs

II
(Rs 400,000 

debt) Rs

III
(Rs 600,000 

debt) Rs
EBIT 160,000 160,000 160,000
Interest 8,000 44,000 74,000
PBT 152,000 116,000 86,000
Taxes at 50% 76,000 58,000 43,000
PAT 76,000 58,000 43,000
No. of shares 36,000 24,000 20,000
EPS 2.11 2.42 2.15
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The second alternative maximizes EPS; therefore, it is 
the best financial alternative in the present case.

The interest charges for alternatives II and III are 
calculated as follows:

Interest Calculation, Alternative II

Rs Rs

100,000 @ 8% 8,000
300,000 @ 12% 36,000

Total 44,000

Interest Calculation, Alternative III

Rs Rs

100,000 @ 8% 8,000
400,000 @ 12% 48,000
100,000 @ 18% 18,000

Total 74,000

The number of shares are found out by dividing the 
amount to be raised through equity issue by the market 
price per share. The market price per share is Rs 25 in case 
of first two alternatives and Rs 20 in case of the last 
alternative.

PROBLEM 14.2 A company needs Rs 500,000 for 
construction of a new plant. The following three financial 
plans are feasible: (i) The company may issue 50,000 
ordinary shares at Rs 10 per share, (ii) The company may 
issue 25,000 ordinary shares at Rs 10 per share and 2,500 
debentures of Rs 100 denominations bearing a 8 per cent 
rate of interest, (in) The company may issue 25,000 ordinary 
shares at Rs 10 per share and 2,500 preference shares at 
Rs 100 per share bearing a 8 per cent rate of dividend.

If the company’s earnings before interest and taxes are 
Rs 10,000, Rs 20,000 Rs 40,000, Rs 60,000 and Rs 100,000, 
what are the earnings per share under each of the three 
financial plans? Which alternative would you recommend 
and why? Determine the indifference points by formulae 
and graphically. Assume a corporate tax rate of 50 per cent.
SOLUTION:
The earnings per share under the three financial plans are 
calculated as follows:
First Alternative:

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs

EBIT 10,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 1,00,000
Interest 0 0 0 0 0
PBT 10,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 1,00,000
Taxes @ 50% 5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 50,000
PAT 5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 50,000
No. of shares 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
EPS 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 1.00

Second Alternative:

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs

EBIT 10,000* 20,000 40,000 60,000 100,000
Interest 20,000* 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000

(Contd...)

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs

PBT (10,000)* 0 20,000 40,000 80 .OX
Taxes (5,000)* 0 10,000 20,000 40.0CK
@ 50%
PAT (5,000)* 0 10,000 20,000 40.00:
No. of 25,000* 25,000 25,000 25,000 25.000
shares
EPS (0.20)* 0.00 0.40 0.80 1.60

* It is assumed that the company will be able to set-off losses 
against other profits. If the company has no profits from 
other operations, losses will be carried forward.

Third Alternative:

Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs

EBIT 10,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 100,OOC
Interest 0 0 0 0 d
PBT 10,000 20,000 40,000 60,000 100,00:
Taxes @50% 5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 50,000
PAT 5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 50,000
Pref. Dividend 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
PAT for ordinary
shareholders (15,000) (10,000) 0 10,000 30,000
No. of shares 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000
EPS (0.60) (0.40) 0.00 0.40 1.20

The choice of the financial plan will depend on the 
state of economic conditions. If the company’s sales are 
increasing, the earnings per share will be maximum under 
the second financial alternative. Under favourable 
conditions, debt financing gives more benefit than equi: 
or preference financing. Debt capital is cheaper than 
preference capital because interest on debt is tax deductib - 
while preference dividend is not.

Figure 14.6: EBIT-EPS chart

The indifference points are determined by formula and 
graphically as follows:

(i) Indifference point between first and second 
alternatives:

(1 - DEBIT (EBIT - INT)(1 - T)
~ N2
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EBIT = —— x INT

50,000=------ --------------- x 20,000
50,000-25,000

EBIT = 2x20,000 = Rs 40,000

(II) Indifference point between first and third 
alternatives:

(1 - T)EBIT _ (1 - T)EBIT - PDIV 
Nj ~ N2

EBIT = Nj PDIV
Nj-N2X 1-T

50,000 20,000
” 50,000-25,000 1-0.5

EBIT = 2x40,000 = Rs 80,000

PROBLEM 14.3 Two firms A and B have the following 
information:

(Rs lakh)

• Sales Variable Costs Fixed Costs

Firm >1 1,800 450 900
Firm B 1,500 750 375

Firm B: —— = 2.0375
Firm A has a higher contribution ratio as well as a 

higher operating leverage. Therefore, under favourable 
economic conditions, the firm’s profit margin (EBIT/Sales 
ratio) will increase at a fast rate. Firm B has a lower 
contribution ratio but a lower break-even point and 
operating leverage as compared to Firm A. Its profits would 
grow relatively at a lower rate. At present, the profit margin 
for the two firms is same, but it would change with change 
in sales. If sales increase by 20 per cent, then profit margin 
would be as follows:

„ (1,800x1.20)0.75-900 720
1,800x1.20 2,160

= 0.33 or 33% 
„. (1,500x1.20)0.50-375 525Firm B : --------------------------------=--------

1,500x1.20 1,800
= 0.29 or 29%

You may notice that 20 per cent increase in sales led to 
60 per cent increase in profits (from Rs 450 lakh to Rs 720 
lakh) for A and 40 per cent increase for B (for Rs 375 lakh to 
Rs 525 lakh). This has changed the profit margin for A higher 
than B.

You are required to calculate (a) profit to sales ratio, 
(b) break-even point, and (c) the degree of operating leverage 
for both firms.

Comment on the positions of the firms. If sales increase 
by 20 per cent what shall be the impact on the profitability 
of the two firms?
SOLUTION:
(a) (I) Contribution ratio: Contribution/Sales

PROBLEM 14.4 Consider the following information 
for Kaunark Enterprise:

Rs in lakh

EBIT 1,120
PBT 320
Fixed cost 700

„ 1,800-450 1,350
Firm A:------------ —

1,800
= 0.75

1,800
or 75%

Firm B:
1,500-750

1,500
------- = 0.50 or 50%
1,500

(if) Profit margin: Profit/Sales

Firm A:
1,350-900

1,800
—-----= 0.25 or 25%
1,800

Firm B:
750-375

1,500
—---- = 0.25 or 25%
1,500

(b) Break-even point

Calculate percentage change in earnings per share if 
sales increased by 5 per cent.

SOLUTION:
(a) Degree of operating leverage

DOL _ Contribution _ EBIT + Fixed Cost 
EBIT EBIT

= 1,120 +700 =i625
1,120

fb) Degree of financial leverage

DFL = ^ = 1^ = 3.5
PBT 320

(c) Degree of combined leverage

DCL = DOL x DFL = 1.625 x 3.5 = 5.6875

Change in EPS can be calculated as:

(c)

375
Firm B: = Rs 750

0.50

Degree of operating leverage: Contribution/EBIT

DCL _ % Change in EPS 
% Change in Sales

5.6875 =%Change 111
5

450 % change in EPS = 5 x 5.6875 = 28.4375%
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PROBLEM 14.5 j Arun Chemicals Ltd is considering 
expansion of its plant capacity to meet the growing demand. 
The company would finance the expansion either with 15 
per cent debentures or issue of 10 lakh shares at a price of 
Rs 16 per share. The funds requirement is Rs 160 lakh. The 
company’s profit and loss statement before expansion is as 
follows.

Rs lakh

Sales 1,500
Less: Costs 1,050
EBIT 450
Less: Interest 50
PBT 400
Less: Tax at 51.75% 207
PAT 193
Number of shares (lakh) 50
EPS (Rs) 3.86

The company’s expected EBIT with associated 
probabilities after expansion is as follows:

EBIT (Rs lakh) Probability

250 0.10
450 0.30
540 0.50
600 0.10

You are required to calculate the company’s expected 
EBIT and EPS and standard deviation of EPS and EBIT for 
each plan.
SOLUTION:

(a) E(EBIT) = EBIT! x Pr + EBIT2 x P2 + EBIT3 
xP3 + •••

Plan I and II: E(EBIT) = 250 x 0.10 + 450 x 0.30
+ 540x0.50 + 600x0.10

= 490

(&) 
cP(EBIT) = [EBIT, - RfEBIT)]2?, + [EBIT,

- E(EBIT)]2P2 + [EBIT3 - P(EBIT)]3P3 + ■••
= (250 - 490)2 x 0.10 + (450- 490)2 x 0.30

+ (540 - 490)2 x 0.50 + (600 - 490)2 X 0.10
= 8,700

ofEBIT) = 78,700 = 93.27

(i) Plan I: issue of 15% debenture (Rs lakhj

EBIT 250 450 540 630
Less: Interest* 74 74 74 74
PBT 176 376 466 556
Tax at 51.75% 91 195 241 288
PAT 85 181 225 268
No. of shares 50 50 50 50
EPS 1.70 3.62 4.50 5.36

* Includes existing and incremental interest.
E(EPS) = 1.70x0.10 + 3.62x0.30 + 4.50x0.50

+ 5.36x0.10
= 4.036

<t2(EPS) = (1.70 — 4.036)2 x0.10+(3.62 —4.036)2 

xO.30 +(4.50-4.036)2x0.50

+ (5.36 —4.036)2 X0.10
= 0.8805

<t(EPS) = VO.8805 = 0.94
(ii] Plan II: Issue of shares (Rs lakh.

EBIT 250 450 540 630
Less: Interest 50 50 50 50
PBT 200 400 490 580
Tax at 51.75% 104 207 254 300
PAT 96 193 236 280
No of shares* 60 60 60 60
EPS 1.60 3.22 3.93 4.67

* Includes existing and new shares.
E(EPS) = 1.60x0.10 + 3.22x0.30 + 3.93

xO.50 + 4.67x0.10
= 3.558

o2(EPS) = (1.60 -3.558)2 x0.10 + (3.22— 3.5 58)2

x 0.30+ (3.93 — 3.558)2x 0.50

+ (4.67 — 3.558)2x 0.10
= 0.610496

o(EPS) = V0.610496 = 0.7813

Plan I (issue of debenture) has not only a higher expected 
EPS but also a higher standard deviation as well. The 
coefficient of variation is: 0.94/4.036 = 0.233 or 23.3% 
The coefficient of variation of EPS under Plan II is: 0.7813/ 
3.558 = 0.2196 or 21.96%. Thus Plan I has higher return as 
well as higher risk. The firm’s overall risk is reflected by the 
variability of EBIT. The coefficient of variation of EBIT is: 
93.27/490 = 0.1903 or 19.03%.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the concept of financial leverage. Show the impact of financial leverage on the earnings per share.
2. Does financial leverage always increase the earnings per share? Illustrate your answer.
3. What is financial risk? How does differ from business risk? How does the use of financial leverage result in 

increased financial risk?
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4. If the use of financial leverage magnifies the earnings per share under favourable economic conditions, why do 
companies not employ very large amount of debt in their capital structures?

5. What is an EBIT-EPS analysis? Illustrate your answer.
6. What is an indifference point in the EBIT-EPS analysis? How would you compute it?
7. Explain the merits and demerits of the various measures of financial leverage.
8. Define operating and financial leverage. How can you measure the degree of operating and financial leverage? 

Illustrate with an example.
9. What is the degree of combined leverage? What do you think is the appropriate combination of operating and 

financial leverage?

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A firm has to choose between two capital structures: either ordinary share capital Rs 10 crore (Rs 100 per share) 
or 15% debentures of Rs 5 crore and ordinary share capital of Rs 5 crore. Assume that the corporate tax rate is 40 
per cent. Calculate EBIT at which the plans give same EPS.

2. Firm Q wants to choose between two financing plans. Plan I: ordinary share capital Rs 8 crore (Rs 100 per share) 
and 15% debentures of Rs 2 crore. Plan II: ordinary share capital of Rs 5 crore (Rs 100 per share) and 15% 
debentures of Rs 2 crore. Assume that the corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. Calculate EBIT at which plans give 
same EPS.

3. Firm Alias sales of Rs 360 crore, variable cost of Rs 90 crore and fixed cost of Rs 180 crore. Firm Y has sales of 
Rs 300 crore, variable cost of Rs 150 crore and fixed cost of Rs 75 crore. Calculate (a) profit to sales ratio,
(b) break-even point, and (c) the degree of operating leverage for both firms. Comment on the positions of the 
firms. If sales increase by 20 per cent what shall be the impact on the profitability of the two firms?

4. Firm Z has EBIT of Rs 1200 lakh, PBT of Rs 480 lakh and fixed costs of Rs 600 lakh. What is the percentage change 
in EPS if sales increase by 5 per cent?

5. A firm has EBIT of Rs 300 lakh,- contribution margin of Rs 600 lakh and interest of Rs 100 lakh. Calculate the 
percentage change in EPS if sales decline by 5 per cent.

6. The expected earnings of firms U and L are Rs 120 crore with a standard deviation of Rs 30 crore. Firm 17 is non
levered. Firm L is levered and has to pay annual interest charges of Rs 30 crore. Which firm is more risky? Why?

PROBLEMS
lj

1. A company has assets of Rs 1,000,000 financed 
wholly by equity share capital. There are 100,000 
shares outstanding with a book value of Rs 10 per 
share. Last year’s profit before taxes was Rs 250,000. 
The tax rate is 35 per cent. The company is thinking 
of an expansion programme that will cost 
Rs 500,000. The financial manager considers the 
three financing plans: (I) selling 50,000 shares at 
Rs 10 per share, (h) borrowing Rs 500,000 at an 
interest rate of 14 per cent, or (Hi) selling 
Rs 500,000 of preference shares with a dividend 
rate of 14 per cent. The profit before interest and 
tax are estimated to be Rs 375,000 after expansion. 
You are required to calculate: (a) the after-tax rate 
of return on assets, (b) the earnings per share, and
(c) the rate of return on shareholders’ equity for 
each of the three financing alternatives. Also, suggest 
which alternative should be accepted by the firm.

2. A company is considering to raise Rs 200,000 to 
finance modernization of its plant. The following 
three financing alternatives are feasible: (i) The 
company may issue 20,000 shares at Rs 10 per share,
(ii) The company may issue 10,000 shares at Rs 10 

per share and 1,000 debentures of Rs 100 
denomination bearing a 14 per cent rate of interest.
(iii) The company may issue 5,000 shares at Rs 10 
per share and 1,500 debentures of Rs 100 
denominations bearing a 14 per cent rate of interest.
If the company’s profits before interest are 

(a) Rs 5,000, (b) Rs 12,000, (c) Rs 25,000, what are 
the respective earnings per share, rate of return on 
total capital and rates of return on total equity 
capital, for each of the three alternatives? Which 
alternative would you recommend and why? If the 
corporate tax rate is 35 per cent, what are your 
answers to the above questions? How do you explain 
the difference in your answers?

3. The Apex Limited is a newly incorporated 
company and wants to plan an appropriate capital 
structure. It can issue 15 per cent debt and 11 per 
cent preference capital and has a 35 per cent tax 
rate. The firm’s initial requirement for funds is 
Rs 400 lakh and equity shares can be sold for a net 
price of Rs 25 per share. The possible capital 
structures are:



Alternatives Equity Preference Debentures
1 100% — —

2 75% — 25%
3 75% 25% —
4 50% 20% 30%
5 50% — 50%
6 30% 20% 50%

share (ii) compute the indifference p - ~ 'ju*  
/W determine the financial risk, for each 

three alternatives. Assume a tax rate of 35 per cen
7. For XLtd the following data is available:

EBIT
Contribution
Interest

Rs 200
400
100

(I) Construct an EBIT-EPS chart for the six 
alternatives over an EBIT range of Rs 10 lakh 
to Rs 80 lakh.

(h) Determine the indifference points for first and 
fourth alternatives and for fourth and sixth 
alternatives.

(hi) Is the maximization of EPS at a specific level 
of EBIT the only function of a firm’s capital 
structure? If not, are the points determined in 
(if) truly ‘indifference’ points?

1. Empire Ltd needs Rs 1,000,000 to build a new 
factory which will yield EBIT of Rs 150,000 per 
year. The company has to choose between two 
alternative financing plans: 75 per cent equity and 
25 per cent debt or 50 per cent equity and 50 per 
cent debt. Under the first plan, shares can be sold at 
Rs 50 per share, and the interest rate on debt will 
be 14 per cent. Under the second plan, shares can 
be sold for Rs 40 per share and the interest rate on 
debt will be 16 per cent. Determine the EPS for 
each plan assuming a 35 per cent tax rate.

5. Howard Company is considering three financing 
plans: all equity; 60 per cent equity and 40 per cent 
debt; and 40 per cent equity and 60 per cent debt. 
Total funds needed are Rs 300,000. EBIT is expected 
to be Rs 45,000. Shares can be sold at the rate of 
Rs 20 per cent share. Funds can be borrowed as 
follows: up to and including Rs 60,000 at 14 per 
cent; Rs 60,000 to Rs 150,000 at 16 per cent and 
over Rs 150,000 at 18 percent. Compute the EPS of 
each plan. Assume a tax rate of 35 per cent.

6. XYZ Ltd wishes to raise Rs 1,000,000 to finance 
the acquisition df new assets. It is considering three 
alternative ways of financing assets: (I) to issue only 
equity shares at Rs 20 per share, (ii) to borrow 
Rs 500,000 at 14 per cent rate of interest and issue 
equity shares at Rs 20 per share for the balance or 
(in) to borrow Rs 750,000 at 14 per cent rate of 
interest and issue equity shares at Rs 20 per share 
for the balance. The following are the estimates of 
the earnings from the assets with their probability 
distribution:

EBIT (Rs] Probabilities

80,000 0.10
120,000 0.20
160,000 0.40
200,000 0.20
320,000 0.10

If the company’s sales are expected to decline by 5 
per cent, determine the percentage change in EPS

8. The expected earnings of firms A and B are 
Rs 120,000 with a standard deviation of Rs 30,000 
Firm A is non-levered. Firm B is levered and has to 
pay annual interest charges of Rs 30,000. Which 
firm is more risky? Why?

9. Rastogi Ltd is considering two plans (a) 15% deb' 
or (b) issue of 100,000 shares of Rs 10 each to finance 
a proposed expansion at a cost of Rs 1,000,000 
The company expects EBIT with associated 
probabilities as follows:

EBIT (Rs) Probabilities

100,000 0.05
150,000 0.10
200,000 0.30
250,000 0.40
300,000 0.10
400,000 0.05

Determine the expected EBIT and coefficient of 
variation of EBIT. Also calculate expected EPS arc 
its variability under two plans. Comment on your 
results. The company has 100,000 shares 
outstanding, and the corporate tax rate is 35 per 
cent.

10. A large chemical company is considering acquiring 
two small companies. The following is the financial 
data about two companies:

(Rs lakh

Company 1 Company 2

Sales 108.65 108.65
Less: Variable cost 43.46 35.85
Contribution 65.19 72.80
Less: Fixed cost 52.69 61.40
EBIT 12.50 11.40
Less: Interest 9.27 6.95
PBT 3.23 4.45
Less: Tax (35%) 1.13 1.56
PAT 2.10 2.89
Total assets 92.70 92.70
Equity 30.90 46.35
Debt 61.80 46.35

What would be the effect on companies ’ profitabiliy 
and risk if sales fluctuate by 10 per cent? If the 
chemical company intends to acquire a less ris.< 
firm, which one should it buy? Give reasons.
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11. Indus Engineering Company has gross sales of 
Rs 137.5 crore and profit after tax of Rs 7.15 crore 
in the year 2008. The company is considering 
expanding its capacity by adding 30 per cent more 
to its existing fixed assets. Sales are likely to 
increase by Rs 55 crore. For the proposed expansion, 
PBIT to sales ratio is 18 per cent. The company has 
never borrowed in the past.

Balance Sheet as on 31 December 2008 
(Rs crore)

Share capital
(4 crore shares Fixed assets 100.0
at Rs 10) 40.0

Reserve 95.0 Current assets:
Net worth 135.0 Debtors 20.0
Current Inventory 30.0
liabilities 35.5

Cash 20.5
170.5 170.5

The finance director has recommended that the 
company should raise 15 per cent interest bearing 
debt for financing the expansion. In his opinion, 
given 35 per cent corporate income tax rate, the 
effective cost of debt will be 9.75 per cent, and 
considering the current net worth (see balance sheet 

given below), debt-equity ratio will be only 0.22, 
which is quite low for an engineering firm. Indus is 
a highly capital intensive company; its fixed costs 
are 70 per cent of the total costs. It is notable that 
the performance of engineering industry is quite 
susceptible to economic changes. Should the 
company borrow? Give your analysis by making 
appropriate assumptions.

12. Volga is a large manufacturing and marketing 
company in the private sector. In 2008, the company 
had a gross sales of Rs 980.2 crore. The other 
financial data for the company are given below:

Some Financial Data for Volga, 2008

Items Rs crore

Net worth 152.31
Borrowing 165.47
EBIT 43.17
Interest 34.39
Fixed costs (excluding interest) 118.23

You are required to calculate (a) debt—equity ratio; 
(b) debt ratio; (c) interest coverage, (d) operating 
leverage, (e) financial leverage and (/),combined 
leverage. Interpret your results and comment on 
the Volga’s debt policy.

CASE 14.1: CENTRAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY15
L___________________________________________________________________________ J

In the beginning of January 2009, Mr L.C. Tandon, Director 
of Finance of Central Equipment Company (CEC), was 
evaluating the pros and cons of debt and equity financing 
for the purpose of expansion of CEC’s existing production 
facilities. At a recent meeting of the board of directors, a 
heated discussion took place on the best method of financing 
the expansion. Mr K.C. Soni, Chairman and Managing 
Director (CMD), had therefore directed Mr Tandon to 
critically evaluate the points made by the various members 
of the board. He also asked him to prepare a report on behalf 
of the company’s management to be presented at the board 
meeting to be held in the last week of January 2009.

Background of the Company
CEC was started in the late fifties as a government company. 
It is one of the important engineering companies in the 
public sector in India, manufacturing a wide range of 
products. CEC’s products include industrial machinery and 
equipments for chemicals, paper, cement, and fertilizers 
industries, super heaters, economizers, and solid material 
handling and conveying equipments.

CEC had started with a paid-up capital of Rs 10 million 
in 1959. As per the estimated balance sheet at the end of the 
financial year 2009, it has a paid-up capital of Rs 180 million

Table 14.1.1: Central Equipment Company: 
Selected Financial Data for the Year ending on 31 March

FY
Sales

(Rs
PBIT
(Rs 

million)

PAT 
(Rs 

million)

Dividend 
(Rs 

million)

EPS 
(Rs 

million)
2000 1804.0 34.3 17.1 9.0 9.50
2001 1707.8 15.5 7.8 9.0 4.33
2002 1894.0 41.2 20.6 9.0 11.44
2003 2270.8 52.2 26.1 9.0 14.50
2004 2520.0 58.0 29.0 10.8 16.11
2005 2775.0 66.6 33.3 10.8 18.50
2006 2949.2 76.8 38.4 14.4 21.33
2007 2433.8 -5.3 -5.3 9.0 —
2008 3042.3 66.2 43.5 27.0 24.17

2009$ 3376.9 77.5 50.3 27.0 27.94

$=Estimates

(divided into 1.8 million shares of Rs 100 each) and reserves 
of Rs 459.6 million. The company’s sales have shown a 
general increasing trend in spite of a number of difficulties 
such as recessionary conditions, high input cost, frequent 
power cuts and unremunerative regulated prices of certain 
products. In the last decade, CEC’s sales have increased 
from Rs 1,804 million in the financial year 2000 to Rs 3,042

15. Case adapted from, Pandey, I.M. and Ramesh Bhat, Cases in Financial Management, New Delhi: Tata McGraw, 2nd edition, 2002.
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11. Indus Engineering Company has gross sales of 
Rs 137.5 crore and profit after tax of Rs 7.15 crore 
in the year 2008. The company is considering 
expanding its capacity by adding 30 per cent more 
to its existing fixed assets. Sales are likely to 
increase by Rs 55 crore. For the proposed expansion, 
PBIT to sales ratio is 18 per cent. The company has 
never borrowed in the past.

Balance Sheet as on 31 December 2008 
(Rs crore)

Share capital
(4 crore shares Fixed assets 100.0
at Rs 10) 40.0

Reserve 95.0 Current assets:
Net worth 135.0 Debtors 20.0
Current Inventory 30.0
liabilities 35.5

Cash 20.5
170.5 170.5

The finance director has recommended that the 
company should raise 15 per cent interest bearing 
debt for financing the expansion. In his opinion, 
given 35 per cent corporate income tax rate, the 
effective cost of debt will be 9.75 per cent, and 
considering the current net worth (see balance sheet 

given below), debt-equity ratio will be only 0.22, 
which is quite low for an engineering firm. Indus is 
a highly capital intensive company; its fixed costs 
are 70 per cent of the total costs. It is notable that 
the performance of engineering industry is quite 
susceptible to economic changes. Should the 
company borrow? Give your analysis by making 
appropriate assumptions.

12. Volga is a large manufacturing and marketing 
company in the private sector. In 2008, the company 
had a gross sales of Rs 980.2 crore. The other 
financial data for the company are given below:

Some Financial Data for Volga, 2008

Items Rs crore

Net worth 152.31
Borrowing 165.47
EBIT 43.17
Interest 34.39
Fixed costs (excluding interest) 118.23

You are required to calculate (a) debt-equity ratio; 
(b) debt ratio; (c) interest coverage, (d) operating 
leverage, (e) financial leverage and (/) .combined 
leverage. Interpret your results and comment on 
the Volga’s debt policy.

CASE 14.1: CENTRAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY15
L______________________________________________________________________ J

In thebeginning of January 2009, Mr L.C. Tandon, Director 
of Finance of Central Equipment Company (CEC), was 
evaluating the pros and cons of debt and equity financing 
for the purpose of expansion of CEC’s existing production 
facilities. At a recent meeting of the board of directors, a 
heated discussion took place on the best method of financing 
the expansion. Mr K.C. Soni, Chairman and Managing 
Director (CMD), had therefore directed Mr Tandon to 
critically evaluate the points made by the various members 
of the board. He also asked him, to prepare a report on behalf 
of the company’s management to be presented at the board 
meeting to be held in the last week of January 2009.

Background of the Company
CEC was started in the late fifties as a government company. 
It is one of the important engineering companies in the 
public sector in India, manufacturing a wide range of 
products. CEC’s products include industrial machinery and 
equipments for chemicals, paper, cement, and fertilizers 
industries, super heaters, economizers, and solid material 
handling and conveying equipments.

CEC had started with a paid-up capital of Rs 10 million 
in 1959. As per the estimated balance sheet at the end of the 
financial year 2009, it has a paid-up capital of Rs 180 million

Table 14.1.1: Central Equipment Company: 
Selected Financial Data for the Year ending on 31 March

FY
Sales 
(Rs

PBIT 
(Rs 

million )

PAT 
(Rs 

million )

Dividend 
(Rs 

million )

EPS 
(Rs 

million J
2000 1804.0 34.3 17.1 9.0 9.50
2001 1707.8 15.5 7.8 9.0 4.33
2002 1894.0 41.2 20.6 9.0 11.44
2003 2270.8 52.2 26.1 9.0 14.50
2004 2520.0 58.0 29.0 10.8 16.11
2005 2775.0 66.6 33.3 10.8 18.50
2006 2949.2 76.8 38.4 14.4 21.33
2007 2433.8 -5.3 -5.3 9.0 —
2008 3042.3 66.2 43.5 27.0 24.17

2009$ 3376.9 77.5 50.3 27.0 27.94

$=Estimates

(divided into 1.8 million shares of Rs 100 each) and reserves 
of Rs 459.6 million. The company’s sales have shown a 
general increasing trend in spite of a number of difficulties 
such as recessionary conditions, high input cost, frequent 
power cuts and unremunerative regulated prices of certain 
products. In the last decade, CEC’s sales have increased 
from Rs 1,804 million in the financial year 2000 to Rs 3,042

15. Case adapted from, Pandey, I.M. and Ramesh Bhat, Cases in Financial Management, New Delhi: Tata McGraw, 2nd edition, 2002.
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million in 2008. The sales for the year ending 31 March 
2009 are estimated to be Rs 3,377 million. Net profit (profit 
after tax, PAT) has increased from Rs 17.1 million in FY 
2000 to Rs 43.5 million in FY 2008. The company is 
projecting a profit after tax of Rs 50.3 million in FY 2009. 
Due to the recessionary and other economic factors, sales 
and profits of the company have shown a cyclical behaviour 
over the last decade. Table 14.1.1 gives sales and profit data 
since FY 2000.

The Expansion Project
The need for expansion was felt because the market was 
fast growing and the company has at times reached its 
existing capacity. The project is expected to cost Rs 200 
million, and generate an average profit before interest and 
taxes (PBIT) of Rs 40 million per annum, for a period of ten 
years. It is expected the new plant will cause significant 
increase in the firm’s fixed costs. The annual total expenses 
of the company after expansion are expected to consist of 
55 per cent of fixed and 45 per cent variable expenses. The 
company’s financial condition in 2010 is expected as shown 
in Table 14.1.2 without and with the expansion.

Table 14.1.2: Central Equipment Company: 
Sales and Profits without and with Expansion

FY
Sales
(Rs

PBIT 
(Rs 

million)

PAT
(Rs 

million)

Dividend 
(Rs 

million )

EPS 
(Rs) 

million )

Without
Exp. 3579.5 85.0 56.1 27.0 31.17

With
Exp.# 4032.3 125.0 82.5 57.0 21.71

# Projections include financial impact of proposed expansion 
and equity financing Rs 100 per share is assumed.

The management has already evaluated the financial 
viability of the project and found it acceptable even under 
adverse economic conditions. Mr. Soni felt that there would 
not be any difficulty in getting the proposal approved from 
the board and relevant government authorities. He also 
thought that the production could start as early as from 
April 2009.

Financing of the Project
CEC has so far followed a very conservative financing policy. 
All these years, the company has financed its growth 
through budgetary support from the government in the form 
of equity capital and internally generated funds. The 
company has also been meeting its requirements for 
working capital finance from the internal funds. The 
company has, however, negotiated a standing credit limit 
of Rs 50 million from a large nationalized bank. In the past, 
it has hardly used the bank limit because of sufficient internal 
resources. As may be seen from the estimated balance sheet 
as on 31 March 2009 in Table 14.1.3, CEC’s capital employed 
included paid-up share capital and reserves without any 
debt. The CMD feels that given the government’s current 
attitude whereby it would like profitable companies to raise 
funds from the capital markets for their investments, it may 

look odd for CEC to obtain budgetary support from the 
government. However, in his assessment, CEC being a 
profitable company, government may agree to allow it to 
come up with an IPO, provided the government s 
shareholding remains at least equal to 51 per cent of the 
total paid up capital and may also be willing to provide 
budgetary support for the project. More significantly, he 
felt that raising equity capital might be difficult and it may 
dilute equity earnings. The company’s merchant banker 
suggested that in case it wants to go for IPO, it may be able 
to sell its shares about 20 to 50 per cent above its par value 
of Rs 100. Given these facts, CMD decided to reconsider the 
company’s policy of avoiding long-term debt. It was though: 
that the use of debt could be justified by the expected 
profitable position of the company.

Table 14.1.3: CEC: Estimated Balance Sheet as on
31 March 2009

Capital Assets

Sundry creditors 151.8 Cash and bank 89.0

Tax provision 30.3
balance
Sundry debtors 180.7

Other current 121.5 Inventory 41.1
liabilities

Current 303.6

Other current 
assets
Current assets

47.1
357.9

Liabilities
Paid-up share 180.0 Gross block 819.9

capital
Reserve & surplus 459.6 Accumulated 234.6

Net worth 639.6
depreciation
Net block 585.3

Total Capital 943.2 Total Assets 943.2

Mr Tandon has determined that the company could 
sell Rs 1,000 denomination bonds for an amount of Rs 2 W 
million either to the public or to the financial instituti□ n - 
through private placement. The interest rate on bonds wi_ 
be 10 per cent per annum, and they could be redeemed after 
seven years in three equal annual instalments. The bor. t ■ 
and interest thereon will be fully secured against the asset? 
of the company. In Mr Tandon’s view, the company v. 
have to sell a large number of bonds to the financie 
institutions as CEC being a new company in the capite. 
market, the public may not fully subscribe to the issue. The 
bond-holders shall have right to appoint one nominee 
director on the board of the company which shall, howe’. -t 
be exercised by the bond trustees only if the compar 
defaults in the payment of interest or repayment on the :. - 
date.

In Mr Tandon’s opinion the bond was a cheaper source 
of finance, since interest amount was tax deductible. Gi -- 
the corporate tax rate of 34 per cent, the 10 per cent interefl 
rate was equal to 6.6 per cent from the company’s point :f 
view. On the other hand, he thought that equity capital wc _: 
be costly to service, as CEC is currently paying a dividend 
of 15 per cent on its paid-up capital. Further, as per 
current tax laws in India, the company would have to 
tax on dividends. Thus, the bond alternative looked
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existing business and the new project. The discussion onattractive to Mr Tandon on the basis of the comparison of 
costs.

The expansion proposal was discussed in the January 
2009 meeting of the board. As most of the members were 
convinced about the profitability and desirability of the 
project, they did not take much time to approve it. 
Immediately after this decision, Mr Tandon informed the 
members about the possibility of raising finance through a 
bond issue. He then presented his report highlighting the 
comparison between bond and equity financing. His 
conclusions clearly showed that bond financing was better 
for the company. Mr Tandon was surprised to note that 
substantial disagreement existed among the members 
regarding the use of bond.

One director questioned the correctness of Mr Tandon’s 
calculation of the cost of the bond as he had ignored the 
implications of the repayment of loan. According to him, 
this would mean higher cost of bond as compared to equity 
capital. Yet another director emphasized that a lot of annual 
cash outflow will also take place under the bond alternative. 
He felt that the issue of bond would thus add to the 
company’s risk by pressurizing its liquidity. Most of the 
directors, however, were in agreement with the estimate of 
post expansion profit before interest and taxes (PBIT) of 
Rs 125 million.

One of the directors argued that given the expected 
higher PBIT, the post-expansion equity return would 
significantly increase if the funds are raised by issuing bonds. 
He even emphasized that the job of the management should 
be to maximize profitability of equity owners by taking 
reasonable risks. Another director countered this argument 
by stating that the equity return could be diluted if the 
company was unable to earn sufficient profit from the 

bond versus equity financing was so involved that there
did not seem to be any sign of a unanimous agreement 
being reached. At this juncture, Mr Tandon suggested that 
the discussion on financing alternatives might be
postponed until January end to allow him sufficient time 
to come up with a fresh analysis incorporating the various 
points raised in the current meeting. Mr Tandon was 
wondering what he should do so that a unanimous decision 
could be reached.

Discussion Questions

1. Calculate EPS under the alternatives of employing
(a) Rs 200 million debt and no fresh equity,
(b) Rs 100 million debt and Rs 100 million equity 
and (c) Rs 200 million equity and no debt. Also 
make calculations for uncommitted-EPS. Draw a 
chart showing PBIT on x-axis and EPS and 
uncommitted-EPS on y-axis for debt-equity mix. 
What inferences do you derive?

2. Debate the issues raised in the case for and against 
the use of debt. Why do a large number of board 
members seem to be against the use of debt? What 
are the real risks involved? How would you 
measure them?

3. In addition to profitability and risk factors, what 
are other considerations before CEC to decide about 
its debt policy? Should it employ debt to finance 
its expansion?

4. Is there a relationship between debt and value of 
the firm?

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Get the latest annual report of BHEL. From the information 
given in the profit and loss statement and various annexures, 
identify the company's fixed and variable costs. Make 

reasonable assumptions in doing show. Collect information 
about the company's capital structure and interest paid. 
Calculate the company's operating and financial leverage.



Capital Structure:
Theory and Policy

Learning Objectives

► Understand the theories of the relationship between capital structure and the value of the firm
► Highlight the differences between the Modigliani-Miller view and the traditional view on the relationship between capital 

structure and the cost of capital and the value of the firm
► Fotus on the interest tax shield advantage of debt as well as its disadvantage in terms of costs of financial distress
► Explain the impact of agency costs on capital structure
► Discuss the information asymmetry and the pecking order theory of capital structure
► Study the determinants of capital structure in practice

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 14, we discussed the effect of leverage on the 
shareholders' earnings and risk. Under favourable 
economic conditions, the earnings per share increase with 
financial leverage. But leverage also increases the financial 
risk of shareholders. As a result, it cannot be stated 
definitely whether or not the firm's value will increase 
with leverage. The objective of a firm should be directed 
towards the maximization of the firm's value. The capital 
structure or financial leverage decision should be 
examined from the point of its impact on the value of the 
firm. If capital structure decision can affect a firm's value, 
then it would like to have a capital structure, which 
maximizes its market value. However, there exist 
conflicting theories on the relationship between capital 
structure and the value of a firm. The traditionalists believe 
that capital structure affects the firm's value while 
Modigliani and Miller (MM), under the assumptions of 
perfect capital markets and no taxes, argue that capital 
structure decision is irrelevant. MM reverse their position 
when they consider corporate taxes. Tax savings resulting 

from interest paid on debt create value for the firm. 
However, the tax advantage of debt is reduced by personal 
taxes and financial distress. Hence, the trade-off between 
costs and benefits of debt can turn capital structure into a 
relevant decision. There are other views also on the 
relevance of capital structure. We first discuss the 
traditional theory of capital structure followed by MM 
theory and other views.

RELEVANCE OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE:
THE NET INCOME AND
THE TRADITIONAL VIEWS

There are several variations of the traditional theory. But 
the thrust of all views is that capital structure matters. 
One earlier version of the view that capital structure is 
relevant is the net income (NI) approach.1 We will first 
discuss the NI approach, followed by other traditional 
views.

1. Durand, David, 'Costs of Debt and Equity Funds for Business: Trends and Problems of Measurement', reprinted in The Management of 
Corporate Capital, Ezra Solomon (ed.), The Free Press, 1959, pp. 91-16.



The Net Income Approach
A firm that finances its assets by equity and debt is called 
a levered firm. On the other hand, a firm that uses no 
debt and finances its assets entirely by equity is called an 
unlevered firm. Suppose firm L is a levered firm and it 
has financed its assets by equity and debt. It has perpetual 
expected EBIT or net operating income (NOI) of Rs 1,000 
and the interest payment of Rs 300. The firm's cost of 
equity (or equity capitalization rate), ke, is 9.33 per cent 
and the cost of debt, kd, is 6 per cent. What is the firm's 
value? The value of the firm is the sum of the values of all 
of its securities. In this case, firm L's securities include 
equity and debt; therefore the sum of the values of equity 
and debt is the firm's value. The value of a firm's shares 
(equity), E, is the discounted value of shareholders' 
earnings, called net income, NI. Firm L's net income is: 
NOI - interest = 1,000 - 300 = Rs 700, and the cost of equity 
is 9.33 per cent. Hence the value of L's equity is: 700/0.0933 
= Rs 7,500:

Value of equity = discounted value of net income
E _ Net Income _ NI

Cost of equity ke
(1)

700
0.0933

= Rs 7,500

Similarly the value of a firm's debt is the discounted 
value of debt-holders' interest income. The value of L's 
debt is: 300/0.06 = Rs 5,000:

Value of debt = discounted value of interest
_ Interest _ INT 

Cost of debt kd

= 300 =Rg 5 000 
0.06

(2)

The value of firm L is the sum of the value of equity 
and the value of debt:

Value of the firm = value of equity + value of debt
V = E + D (3)

= 7,500 + 5,000 = Rs 12,500

Firm's L's value is Rs 12,500 and its expected net 
operating income is Rs 1,000. Therefore, the firm's overall 
expected rate of return or the cost of capital is:

Firm's cost of capital

ko

Net operating income
Value of the firm

NOI
V

(4)

1,000
12,500

= 0.08 or 8%
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The firm's overall cost of capital is the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC). There is an alternative 
way of calculating WACC. WACC is the weighted average 
of costs of all of the firm's securities. Firm L's securities 
include debt and equity. Therefore, firm L's WACC or k0, 
is the weighted average of the cost of equity and the cost 
of debt. Firm L's value is Rs 12,500, value of its equity is 
Rs 7,500 and value of its debt is Rs 5,000. Hence, the firm's 
debt ratio (D/V) is: 5,000/12,500 = 0.40 or 40 per cent, and 
the equity ratio (E/V) is: 7,500/12,500 = 0.60 or 60 per cent. 
Firm L's weighted average cost of capital is:

WACC = cost of equity x equity weight 
+ cost of debt x debt weight

k=k„x —1-kjX —0 e v a v
1 n nnoo 7,500 _ 5,000k„ = 0.0933 x —------- h 0.06 x —- 

0 12,500 12,500
k0 = 0.0933 x 0.60 + 0.06 x 0.40

= 0.056+0.025 = 0.08 or 8%

(5)

Suppose firm L operates in africtionless world. There 
are no taxes and transaction costs and debt is risk-free 
and shareholders perceive no financial risk arising from 
the use of debt. Under these conditions, the cost of equity, 
ke, and the cost of debt, kd, will remain constant with 
financial leverage. Since debt is a cheaper source of finance 
than equity, the firm's weighted average cost of capital 
will reduce with financial leverage. Suppose firm L's 
substitutes debt for equity and raises its debt ratio to 90 
per cent. Its WACC will be: 0.0933 x 0.10 + 0.06 x 0.90 = 
0.0633 or 6.33 per cent. Firm L's WACC will be 6 per cent 
if it employs 100 per cent debt.

Rearranging Equation (5), we get

WACC = k0 = kex(l-^| + kdx^ (6)

WACC = k0 = ke-(ke-kd)£

You may note from Equation (6) that, given the 
constant cost of equity, ke, and cost of debt, kd, and kd less 
than ke, the weighted average cost of capital, k0, will 
decrease continuously with financial leverage, measured 
by D/V. You may also notice that kg equals the cost of 
equity, ke, minus the spread between the cost of equity 
and the cost of debt multiplied by D/V. WACC, kfl, will 
be equal to the cost of equity, ke, if the firm does not employ 
any debt (i.e. D/V = 0), and k0 will approach kd, as D/V 
approaches one (or 100 per cent).

Under the assumption that ke and kd remain constant, 
the value of the firm will be:
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Table 15.1 shows the calculations of the firm's value
and weighted average cost of capital.

Suppose the firm uses more debt in place of equit;, 
and increases debt to Rs 900,000. As shown in Table 15.1 
the firm’s value increases to Rs 1,450,000, and the weighted 
average cost of capital reduces to 8.1 per cent. Thus, by 
increasing debt, the firm is able to increase the value of 
the firm and lower the WACC.

(7)

You may notice that for an unlevered firm, the second 
term on the right-hand side of Equation (7) will be zero. 
The unlevered firm's cost of equity is also its WACC and 
its expected net operating income is its expected net 
income. Hence, the value of an unlevered (an all-equity) 
firm is the discounted value of the net operating income. 
You may also notice from Equation (7) that as the firm 
substitutes debt for equity and so long as ke and k(t are 
constant, the value of the firm, V, increases by debt 
multiplied by a constant rate, (ke-kd )/ke.

ILLUSTRATION 15.1: Firm Value Under
Net Income Approach

Suppose that a firm has no debt in its capital structure. It 
has an expected annual net operating income of Rs 100,000 
and the equity capitalization rate, ke, of 10 per cent. Since 
the firm is 100 per cent equity financed firm, its weighted 
cost of capital equals its cost of equity, i.e., 10 per cent. 
The value of the firm will be: 100,000 + 0.10 = Rs 1,000,000.

Let us assume that the firm is able to change its capital 
structure replacing equity by debt of Rs 300,000. The cost 
of debt is 5 per cent. Interest payable to debt-holders is: 
Rs 300,000 x 0.05 = Rs 15,000. The net income available to 
equity holders is: Rs 100,000 - Rs 15,000 = Rs 85,000.

The value of the firm is equal to the sum of values of 
all securities:

Table 15.1: Value of the Firm (NI Approach)

Zero debt

5%
Rs 300,000 

debt

5%
Rs 900,000 

debt

Net operating 
income, NOI

Total cost of debt,
100,000 100,000 100,000

INT = kdD 0 15,000 45,000

Net income,
NI: NOI - INT 100,000 85,000 55,000

Market value of 1,000,000 850,000 550,000
equity, E: NI/ke 

Market value of 0 300,000 900,000
debt, D: INT/kd

Market value of the 1,000,000 1,150,000 1,450,000
firm, V=E + D = NOI/ko

Debt/Total value,
D/V 0.00 0.261 0.62

WACC, NOI + V 0.100 0.087 0.081
= kgx E/V + kdx D/V

NOI-interest NI 85,000 „ „ „
E =----------------------= — = —- ----- = Rs 850,000

ke ke 0.10
„ Interest 15,000 „„„ „„„
D =---------- = —- ----- = Rs 300,000

kd 0.05
V = E + D = 50,000 + 300,000

= Rs 1,150,000

We construct Table 15.2 to show the effect of financial 
leverage on the value of the firm and WACC under the 
NI approach. It is assumed that the net operating income 
is Rs 100,000 and the debt-capitalization rate and the 
equity-capitalization rate respectively are 5 per cent and 
10 per cent, and they remain constant with debt. It is 
noticeable from the table that the value of the firm

You can also calculate the value of the firm as follows:
100,000 (V =----- ------ + 300,000 1

0.10 (
= 1,000,000 + 150,000 = Rs 1,150,000

The weighted average cost of capital, k, is:

0.05
0.10

+ 0.10
Figure. 15.1: The effect of leverage on the cost of 

capital under NI approach



Table 15.2: Effect of Leverage on Value and Cost of Capital under NI Approach

Leverage (D/V) % 0.00 18.18 33.34 46.15 66.67 94.74 100

NOI Rs 100 Rs 100 Rs 100 Rs 100 Rs 100 Rs 100 Rs 100
Interest, INT - 10 20 30 50 90 100

NI = NOI - INT Rs 100 Rs 90 Rs 80 Rs 70 Rs 50 Rs 10 Rs 0
kd (%) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
k0 (%) 10.0 9.1 8.3 7.7 6.7 5.3 5.0
E = (NOI-INT)/ke Rs 1,000 Rs 900 Rs 800 Rs 700 Rs 500 Rs 100 Rs 0
D = INT/kd 0 200 400 600 1,000 1,800 2,000
V=E+D Rs 1,000 Rs 1,100 Rs 1,200 Rs 1,300 Rs 1,500 Rs 1,900 Rs 2,000

increases steadily as the debt ratio, D/V, increases and 
WACC declines continuously, ultimately reducing to 5 
per cent at 100 per cent debt ratio.

Figure 15.1 plots WACC as a function of financial 
leverage. Financial leverage, D/V, is plotted along the 
horizontal axis and WACC, k0, and the cost of equity, ke, 
and the cost of debt, fcd, on the vertical axis. You may notice 
from Figure 15.1 that, under NI approach, ke and kd are 
constant. As debt is replaced for equity in the capital 
structure, being less expensive, it causes weighted average 
cost of capital, k0, to decrease, so that it ultimately 
approaches the cost of debt with 100 per cent debt ratio 
(D/ V). The optimum capital structure occurs at the point 
of minimum WACC. Under the NI approach, the firm will 
have the maximum value and minimum WACC when it 
is 100 per cent debt-financed.

The Traditional View
The traditional view2 has emerged as a compromise to 
the extreme position taken by the NI approach. Like the 
NI approach, it does not assume constant cost of equity 
with financial leverage and continuously declining 
WACC. According to this view, a judicious mix of debt 
and equity capital can increase the value of the firm by 
reducing the weighted average cost of capital (WACC or 
k0) up to certain level of debt. This approach very clearly 
implies that WACC decreases only within the reasonable 
limit of financial leverage and after reaching the minimum 
level, it starts increasing with financial leverage. Hence, a 
firm has an optimum capital structure that occurs when 
WACC is minimum, and thereby maximizing the value 
of the firm. Why does WACC decline? WACC declines 
with moderate level of leverage since low-cost debt is 
replaced for expensive equity capital. Financial leverage, 
resulting in risk to shareholders, will cause the cost of 
equity to increase. But the traditional theory assumes that 
at moderate level of leverage, the increase in the cost of 
equity is more than offset by the lower cost of debt. The 

2. Solomon, Ezra, The Theory of Financial Management, University Press, 1963, p. 92.
3. Barges, A., The Effect of Capital Structure on the Cost of Capital, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963, p. 11.

assertion that debt funds are cheaper than equity funds 
carries the clear implication that the cost of debt plus the 
increased cost of equity, together on a weighted basis, will 
be less than the cost of equity that existed on the equity 
before debt financing.3 For example, suppose the cost of 
capital for a totally equity-financed firm is 12 per cent. 
Since the firm is financed only by equity, 12 per cent is 
also the firm's cost of equity (ke). The firm replaces, say, 
40 per cent equity by a debt bearing 8 per cent rate of 
interest (cost of debt, krf). According to the traditional 
theory, the financial risk caused by the introduction of 
debt may increase the cost of equity slightly, but not so 
much that the advantage of cheaper debt is taken off 
totally. Assume that the cost of equity increases to 13 per 
cent. The firm's WACC will be:

WACC = cost of equity x weight of equity
-I- cost of debt x weight of debt

WACC = k0=kex we + kdx wd

= 0.13 x 0.6 + 0.08 x 0.4 = 0.078 + 0.032
= 0.11 or 11%

Thus, WACC will decrease with the use of debt. But 
as leverage increases further, shareholders start expecting 
higher risk premium in the form of increasing cost of 
equity until a point is reached at which the advantage of 
lower-cost debt is more than offset by more expensive 
equity. Let us consider an example as given in Illustration 
15.2.

ILLUSTRATION 15.2: The Traditional Theory of
Capital Structure

Suppose a firm is expecting a perpetual net operating 
income of Rs 150 crore on assets of Rs 1,500 crore, which 
are entirely financed by equity. The firm’s equity 
capitalization rate (the cost of equity) is 10 per cent. It is 
considering substituting equity capital by issuing perpetual 
debentures of Rs 300 crore at 6 per cent interest rate. The 
cost of equity is expected to increase to 10.56 per cent.
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The firm is also considering the alternative of raising 
perpetual debentures of Rs 600 crore and replace equity. 
The debt-holders will charge interest of 7 per cent, and the 
cost of equity will rise to 12.5 per cent to compensate 
shareholders for higher financial risk.

Notice that at higher level of debt (Rs 600 crore), both 
the cost of equity and cost of debt increase more than at 
lower level of debt. The calculations for the value of the 
firm, the value of equity and WACC are shown in Table 
15.3.

Table 15.3: Market Value and the Cost of Capital of the 
Firm (Traditional Approach)

Net operating

No Debt 6% Debt 7% Debt 
(Rs in crore) (Rs in crore) (Rs in crore)

income, NOI 
Total cost of debt,

150 150 150

INT = kdD 0 18 42

Net income, NOI- INT 150 132 108

Cost of equity, ke 
Market value of equity,

0.1000 0.1056 0.1250

E = (NOI- INT)/ ke
Market value of

1,500 1,250 864

debt, D 0 300 600
Total value of

firm, V = E + D 1,500 1,550 1,464

Equity-to-total 
value, we = ElV

Debt-to-total
1.00 0.806 0.590

value, wd = DI V 
WACC, ko = NOI/V

0.00 0.194 0.410

= ke x we + kd x wd 0.1000 0.0970 0.1030

When the firm has no debt, WACC and the cost of 
equity are the same (10 per cent). We assume that the 
expected net operating income, the net income and interest 
are perpetual flows. We also assume that the expected net 
income is distributed entirely to shareholders. Therefore, 
the value of equity is:

Value of equity = Net income 
Cost of equity

The value of debt is interest income to debt-holders 
divided by the cost of debt:

Value of debt = Interest income
Cost of debt

The sum of values of debt and equity is the firm’s total 
value, and is directly given by net operating income divided 
by WACC:

Value of firm = Net operating income 
WACC

= S+D = NOI 
ko

You may notice from the above discussion tha: 
according to the traditional theory, the value of the fin- 
may first increase with moderate leverage, reach the 
maximum value and then start declining with higher 
leverage. This is so because WACC first decreases and after 
reaching the minimum, it starts increasing with leverage 
Thus, the traditional theory on the relationship between 
capital structure and the firm value has three stages.’

First stage: Increasing value In the first stage, the cos: 
of equity, ke, the rate at which the shareholders capitalize 
their net income, either remains constant or rises slight? 
with debt. The cost of equity does not increase fast enougr 
to offset the advantage of low-cost debt. During this stage 
the cost of debt, kd, remains constant since the market 
views the use of debt as a reasonable policy. As a result 
the overall cost of capital, WACC or k0, decreases with 
increasing leverage, and thus, the total value of the firm 
V, also increases.
Second stage: Optimum value Once the firm has reaches 
a certain degree of leverage, any subsequent increases in 
leverage have a negligible effect on WACC and hence, or. 
the value of the firm. This is so because the increase in the 
cost of equity due to the added financial risk just offsets 
the advantage of low-cost debt. Within that range or at 
the specific point, WACC will be minimum, and the 
maximum value of the firm will be obtained.
Third stage: Declining value Beyond the acceptable lirrt 
of leverage, the value of the firm decreases with leverage 
as WACC increases with leverage. This happens because 
investors perceive a high degree of financial risk and 
demand a higher equity-capitalization rate, which exceeds 
the advantage of low-cost debt.

The overall effect of these three stages is to suggest 
that the cost of capital (WACC) is a function of leverage 
It first declines with leverage and after reaching a 
minimum point or range, starts rising. The relation 
between costs of capital and leverage is graphically shown 
in Figure 15.2 wherein the overall cost of capital curve, k,, 
is saucer-shaped with a horizontal range. This implies that 
there is a range of capital structures in which the cost of 
capital is minimized. ke, is assumed to increase slightly in 
the beginning and then at a faster rate. In Figure 15.3 the 
cost of capital curve is shown as U-shaped. The U-shaped 
cost of capital implies that there is a precise point at which 
the cost of capital is minimum. This precise point defines 
the optimum capital structure.

As stated earlier, many variations of the traditional 
view exist (Figures 15.2 and 15.3). Whether the cost of 
equity function is horizontal or slightly rising is not very 
pertinent from the theoretical point of view, as a number 
of different costs of equity curves can be consistent with a 
declining average cost of capital curve. The relevant issue 
is whether or not the average cost of capital curve declines 
at all, as debt is used.4 5 All supporters of the traditional 
view agree that the cost of capital declines with debt.

4. Solomon, op.cit., 1963, p. 94, Brigham, Eugene F. and Roman E. Johnson, (eds.), Issue in Managerial Finance, Dryden Press, 1976, p. 256.
5. Barges, op. cit. 1963, p. 12.



Figure 15.2: The cost of capital (saucer-shaped)

Figure 15.3: The cost of capital (U-shaped)

Criticism of the Traditional View
The traditional theory implies that investors value levered 
firms more than unlevered firm. This means that they pay 
a premium for the shares of levered firms. The contention 
of the traditional theory, that moderate amount of debt in 
'sound' firms does not really add very much to the 
'riskiness' of the shares, is not defensible. There does not 
exist sufficient justification for the assumption that 
investors' perception about risk of leverage is different at 
different levels of leverage. Ftowever, as we shall explain 
later, the existence of an optimum capital structure can 
be supported on two counts: the tax deductibility of 
interest charges and other market imperfections.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the net income approach of valuing a firm? 
What are its assumptions?

2. What is the traditional approach of valuing a firm? 
Briefly explain the three stages of the traditional 
approach.

3. What are the assumptions of the traditional approach? 
Are they plausible?
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IRRELEVANCE OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE: 
NOI APPROACH AND THE MM HYPOTHESIS 
WITHOUT TAXES
Modigliani and Miller (MM) do not agree with the 
traditional view.6 They argue that, in perfect capital 
markets without taxes and transaction costs, a firm's 
market value and the cost of capital remain invariant to 
the capital structure changes. The value of the firm 
depends on the earnings and risk of its assets (business 
risk) rather than the way in which assets have been 
financed. The MM hypothesis can be best explained in 
terms of their two propositions.

6. Modigliani, H., and M.H. Miller. The Cost Capital, Corporation Finance and The Theory of Investment, American Economic Review, 48 
(June 1958), pp. 261-97.

Proposition I
Consider two pharmaceutical firms, Ultrafine and Lifeline, 
which have identical assets, operate in same market 
segments and have equal market share. These two firms 
belong to the same industry and they face similar 
competitive and business conditions. Hence, they are 
expected to have same net operating income and exposed 
to similar business risk. Since the two firms have identical 
business risk, it is logical to conclude that investors' 
expected rates of return from assets, ka, or the opportunity 
cost of capital of the two firms, would be identical. 
Suppose both firms are totally equity financed and both 
have assets of Rs 225 crore each. Both expect to generate 
net operating income of Rs 45 crore each perpetually. 
Further, suppose the opportunity cost of capital or the 
capitalization rate for both firms is 15 per cent. Let us 
assume that there are no taxes so that the before and after
tax net operating income is the same. Capitalizing NOI 
(Rs 45 crore) by the opportunity cost of capital (15 per 
cent), you can find the value of the firms. The two firms 
would have the same value: 45/0.15 = Rs 300 crore.

Let us now change the assumption regarding the 
financing. Suppose Ultrafine is an unlevered firm with 
100 per cent equity and Lifeline a levered firm with 50 per 
cent equity and 50 per cent debt. Should the market values 
of two firms differ? Debt will not change the earnings 
potential of Lifeline as it depends on its investment in 
assets. Debt also cannot affect the business conditions and 
therefore, the business (operating) risk of Lifeline—the 
levered firm. You know that the value of a firm depends 
upon its expected net operating income and the overall 
capitalization rate or the opportunity cost of capital. Since 
the form of financing (debt or equity) can neither change 
the firm's net operating income nor its operating risk, the 
values of levered and unlevered firms ought be the same. 
Financing changes the way in which the net operating 
income is distributed between equity holders and debt
holders. Firms with identical net operating income and 
business (operating) risk, but differing capital structure, 
should have same total value. MM's Proposition I is that, 
for firms in the same risk class, the total market value is

IIP*
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independent of the debt-equity mix and is given by 
capitalizing the expected net operating income by the 
capitalization rate (i.e., the opportunity cost of capital) 
appropriate to that risk class:7

7. Modigliani; and Miller, op.cit., 1958, p. 266.

Value of levered firm = Value of unleverd firm

,, , , , Net operating income
Value of the firm =----------------£-------- - -------- -----------

Firm's opportunity cost of capital 

V = V,=V„=^ (8)
Ai

where V is the market value of the firm and it is sum of 
the value of equity, E, and the value of debt, D; NOI = 
EBIT = X, the expected net operating income; and ka = 
the firm's opportunity cost of capital or the capitalization 
rate appropriate to the risk class of the firm.

MM's approach is a net operating income approach 
because the value of the firm is the capitalized value of 
net operating income. Both net operating income and the 
firm's opportunity cost of capital are assumed to be 
constant with regard to the level of financial leverage. For 
a levered firm, the expected net operating income is sum 
of the income of shareholders and the income of debt
holders. Debt-holders' income is interest and shareholders' 
income, called net income, is the expected net operating 
income less interest. The levered firm's value is the sum 
of the value of equity and value of debt. The levered firm's 
expected rate of return is the ratio of the expected 
operating income to the value of all its securities. This is 
an average expected rate of return that the levered firm's 
all security-holders would require the firm to earn on total 
investments. The average rate of return required by all 
security-holders in a levered firm is the firm's weighted 
average cost of capital; i.e., WACC = k0 or . Thus:

v,=
k, = k0 

k, = k,= ™*

In the case of an unlevered firm, the entire net 
operating income is the shareholders net income. 
Therefore, the unlevered firm's WACC or ku is equal to its 
opportunity cost of capital:

, t NO1

K=ku = —~ (io)
v u

Since the values of the levered and unlevered firms 
and the expected net operating income (NOI) do not 
change with financial leverage, the weighted average cost 
of capital would also not change with financial leverage. 
Hence, MM's Proposition I also implies that the weighted 
average cost of capital for two identical firms, one levered 
and another unlevered, will be equal to the opportunity 
cost of capital (Figure 15.4):

Levered firm's cost Unlevered firm's cost 
of capital (k;) _ of capital (kH)

kl = k0 = ka = ku

(9)

k0 ke

0 ----------------------------
Leverage

D/V

Figure 15.4: The cost of capital under MM proposition I

Arbitrage Process
Why should MM's Proposition I work? As stated earlier, 
the simple logic of Proposition I is that two firms with 
identical assets, irrespective of how these assets have been 
financed, cannot command different market values. 
Suppose this were not true and two identical firms, except 
for their capital structures, have different market values. 
In this situation, arbitrage (or switching) will take place 
to enable investors to engage in the personal or 
homemade leverage as against the corporate leverage, 
to restore equilibrium in the market. Consider the 
following example.

ILLUSTRATION 15.3: The MM Proposition I and Arbitrage
Suppose two firms—Firm U, an unlevered firm and Firm 
L, a levered firm—have identical assets and expected net 
operating income (NOI = X) of Rs 10,000. The value of 
Firm L is Rs 100,000 assuming the cost of equity of 10 per 
cent under the traditional view. Since Firm U has no debt, 
the value of its equity is equal to its total value (2?u = Vu). 
Firm L employs 6 per cent Rs 50,000 debt. Suppose its 
cost of equity under the traditional view is 11.7 per cent. 
Thus, the value of Firm L’s equity shares (E) is Rs 60,000, 
and its total value (VJ firm is Rs 110,000 (Vj = Et + Dt = 
60,000 + 50,000).

Table 15.4: Value of Levered and Unlevered Firms

Firm U Firm L
(Unlevered) (Levered)

Net operating income, X 10,000 10,000
Interest, INT 0 3,000
Net income (dividends), X - INT 10,000 7,000
Cost of equity, ke (traditional view) 0.100 0.117
Market value of equity, E 100,000 60,000
Market value of debt, D 0 50,000
Market value of firm, V = E + D 100,000 110,000
WACC, ko (traditional view) 0.10 0.091
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You may notice that Firm L and Firm U have identical 
assets and NOI, but they have different market prices. The 
cheaper debt of Rs 50,000 of Firm L has increased 
shareholders wealth by Rs 10,000. MM argue that this 
situation cannot continue for long, as arbitrage will bring 
two prices into equilibrium. How does arbitrage work?

Assume that you hold 10 per cent shares of the levered 
firm L. What is your return from your investment in the 
shares of firm Li Since you own 10 per cent of L’s shares, 
your equity investment is: 0.10 x (110,000 - 50,000) = 
Rs 6,000. You also ‘own’ 10 per cent of L’s corporate debt: 
0.10 x 50,000 = Rs 5,000. You are entitled to 10 per cent of 
the equity income (dividends):

Return = 0.10 (X-INT)
= 0.10[(10,000-0.06x50,000)]
= 0.10(10,000-3,000) = Rs700

You can earn same return at lesser investment through 
an alternate investment strategy. This you can do by 
switching your investment from firm L and firm U as 
follows:

1. Selling your investment in firm L’s shares for 
Rs 6,000.

2. Borrowing on your personal account an amount 
equal to your share of firm L’s corporate debt at 6 
per cent rate of interest: 0.10 (50,000) = Rs 5,000.

3. Buying 10 per cent of the unlevered firm U’s shares 
investing: 0.10 x 100,000 = Rs 10,000.

You have Rs 11,000 with you; that is, Rs 6,000 from 
sale of L’s shares and Rs 5,000 borrowed funds. Your 
investment in U’s shares is Rs 10,000. Thus, you have 
surplus cash of Rs 1,000.

Your return from U is:
Return from investment in U’s share = 0.10 x 10,000

= Rs 1,000
However, you have borrowed Rs 5,000 at 6 per cent. 

Therefore, you will have to pay an interest of Rs 300:
Interest payable on borrowed funds = 0.06 x 5,000

= Rs 300
Thus your net return is Rs 700 = Rs 1,000 - Rs 300:

Rs

Equity return from U: 0.10 x Rs 10,000 1,000
Less: Interest on personal 

borrowing: 0.06 x Rs 5,000 300
Net return 700

You earn the same return from the alternate strategy. 
But now you also have extra cash of Rs 1,000 that you can 
invest to enhance your return. Thus, the alternate strategy 
will yield higher overall return. Your risk is same in both 
the cases. While shifting your investment from firm L to 
firm U, you replaced your share of L’s debt by personal 
debt. You have created ‘personal’ or ‘homemade leverage’ 
instead of ‘corporate leverage’.

Due to the advantage of the alternate investment 
strategy, a number of investors will be induced towards it. 
They will sell their shares in firm L and buy shares and 
debt of firm U. This arbitrage will tend to increase the price 
of firm U’s shares and to decline that of firm L’s shares. It 
will continue until the equilibrium price for the shares of 
firm U and firm L is reached.

The arbitrage would work in the opposite direction if 
we assume that the value of the unlevered firm U is greater 
than the value of the levered firm L (i.e., Vu > Vp. Let us 
assume that Vu = Eu = Rs 100,000 and Vt = + Dt =
Rs 40,000 + Rs 50,000 = Rs 90,000. Further, suppose that 
you still own 10 per cent shares in the unlevered firm U. 
Your return and investment will be:

Return = 0.10 (10,000) = Rs 1,000
Investment = 0.10 (100,000) = Rs 10,000

You can design a better investment strategy. You 
should do the following:

1. Sell your shares in firm U for Rs 10,000.
2. Buy 10 per cent of firm L’s shares and debt:

Investment = 0.10 (40,000 + 50,000)
= 4,000 + 5,000 = Rs 9,000

Your investment in firm L is Rs 9,000. You have extra 
cash of Rs 1,000. Since you own 10 per cent of equity and 
debt of firm L, your return will include both equity income 
and interest income. Thus your return is Rs 1,000:

Return = 0.10 (10,000) = 0.10 (10,000 - 3,000)
+ 0.10 (3,000)

= Rs 1,000
Note that your alternate investment strategy pays you 

off the same return but at a lesser investment. Both 
strategies give the investor same return, but your alternate 
investment strategy costs you less since Vt< Vu. In such a 
situation, investors will sell their shares in the unlevered 
firm and buy the shares and debt of the levered firm. As a 
result of this switching, the market value of the levered 
firm’s shares will increase and that of the unlevered firm 
will decline. Ultimately, the price equilibrium will be 
reached (i.e., Vt = V ) and there will be no advantage of 
switching anymore.

We can generalize our discussion in the formal terms.8 
In the first instance, let the value of levered firm L be 
greater than the value of unlevered firm U (i.e., Vt > Vu). 
Both firms earn the same expected net operating 
income, X . The borrowing and lending rate, kd, is same 
for both corporations and individuals. Assume that an 
investor holds a (alpha) fraction of firm L's shares. His 
investment and return will be as follows:

8. Modigliani and Miller, Reply to Heins and Sprenkle, American Economic Review, 59 (Sept. 1969), pp. 592-95.

Investment Beturn

Investment in L’s shares <x(V;-Dz) a(X

The investor can also design the following alternate 
investment strategy:



Investment Return

Buy fraction of Us shares 
Borrow equal to fraction of

L’s debt

aVu 
- aDI

aX
- akd Dj

«(VU-D;) a{X - kdDj)

The investor obtains the same return, a( X -ka D{) in 
both the cases, but his first investment strategy costs more 
since > Vu. The rational investors at the margin would 
prefer switching from levered to unlevered firm. The 
increasing demand for the unlevered firm's shares will 
increase their market price, while the declining demand 
for the levered firm's shares will decrease their market 
price. Ultimately, market values of the two firms will reach 
equilibrium, and henceforth, arbitrage will not be 
beneficial.

Let us take the opposite case where Vu > Vj. Suppose 
our investor holds a fraction of firm Il's shares. His 
investment and return will be as follows:

Investment Return

Investment in U’s shares aVu aX

The investor can design an alternate investment 
strategy as follows:

Investment Return

Buy fraction of L’s shares afVj-Dj) a( X - kdDj)
Buy equal to fraction of + aDj + a kdD]

L’s debt
aVj aX

The investor earns the same return from the alternate 
strategy but by investing less since Vu > Vt. Other investors 
can also benefit similarly by switching their investment. 
Investors will sell shares of firm U and buy shares of firm 
L. This arbitrage will cause the price of firm Id's shares to 
decline and that of firm L's shares to increase. It will 
continue until the value of the levered firm's equals that 
of the unlevered firm. Thus, in equilibrium the value of 
levered firm will be equal to the value of unlevered firm, 
i-e.,Vz = V„.

On the basis of the arbitrage process, MM conclude 
that the market value of a firm is not affected by leverage. 
Thus, the financing (or capital structure) decision is 
irrelevant. It does not help in creating any wealth for 
shareholders. Hence one capital structure is as much 
desirable (or undesirable) as the other.

Key Assumptions
MM's Proposition I is based on certain assumptions. These 
assumptions relate to the behaviour of investors and 
capital markets, the actions of the firm and the tax 
environment.

■Qj Perfect capital markets Securities (shares zrj 
debt instruments) are traded in the perfect caprai 
market situation. This specifically means “at
(a) investors are free to buy or sell secuntiesj
(b) they can borrow without restriction at the sane 
terms as the firms do; and (c) they behai t 
rationally. It is also implied that the transact 
costs, i.e., the cost of buying and selling securities 
do not exist. The assumption that firms and 
individual investors can borrow and lend a: ~e 
same rate of interest is a very critical assumph :r 
for the validity of MM Proposition I. The 
homemade leverage will not be a substitute : tr 
the corporate leverage if the borrowing 
lending rates for individual investors are differs:~t 
from firms.
Homogeneous risk classes Firms operate ~ 
similar business conditions and have similar 
operating risk. They are considered to ha e 
similar operating risk and belong to homogeneous 
risk classes when their expected earnings have 
identical risk characteristics. It is generally impii . 
under the MM hypothesis that firms within sarre 
industry constitute a homogeneous class. 
Risk The operating risk is defined in terms of tre 
variability of the net operating income (NOI). The 
risk of investors depends on both the randc- 
fluctuations of the expected NOI and the possibiltr 
that the actual value of the variable may turn out 
to be different than their best estimate.9

9. Robicheck, A. and S. Myers, Optimal Financing Decisions, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1965, pp. 31-34.

No taxes There do not exist any corporate taxes 
This implies that interest payable on debt do - at 
save any taxes.
Full payout Firms distribute all net earning? - 
shareholders. This means that firms follow a U 
per cent dividend payout.

Proposition II
We have explained earlier that the value of the firn 
depends on the expected net operating income and the 
opportunity cost of capital, ka, which is same for b: t* 
levered and unlevered firms. In the absence of corpora a 
taxes, the firm's capital structure (financial leverage) d oes 
not affect its net operating income. Hence, for the value :: 
the firm to remain constant with financial leverage, the 
opportunity cost of capital, ka, must also stay constant with 
financial leverage. The opportunity cost of capital. • 
depends on the firm's operating risk. Since financial 
leverage does not affect the firm's operating risk, there s 
no reason for the opportunity cost of capital, ka to change 
with financial leverage.

Financial leverage does not affect a firm's net 
operating income, but as we have discussed in Chapter 
14, it does affect shareholders' return (EPS and ROE). EPS 
and ROE increase with leverage when the interest rate - 
less than the firm's return on assets. Financial leverage
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also increases shareholders' financial risk by amplifying 
the variability of EPS and ROE. Thus, financial leverage 
causes two opposing effects: it increases the shareholders' 
return but it also increases their financial risk. 
Shareholders will increase the required rate of return (i.e., 
the cost of equity) on their investment to compensate for 
the financial risk. The higher the financial risk, the higher 
the shareholders' required rate of return or the cost of 
equity. This is MM's Proposition II.

An all-equity financed or unlevered firm has no debt; 
its opportunity cost of capital is equal its cost of equity; 
that is, unlevered firm's ke = ka. MM's Proposition II 
provides justification for the levered firm's opportunity 
cost of capital remaining constant with financial leverage. 
In simple words, it states that the cost of equity, ke, will 
increase enough to offset the advantage of cheaper cost of 
debt so that the opportunity cost of capital, ka, does not 
change. A levered firm has financial risk while an 
unlevered firm is not exposed to financial risk. Hence, a 
levered firm will have higher required return on equity 
as compensation for financial risk. The cost of equity for a 
levered firm should be higher than the opportunity cost 
of capital, ka; that is, the levered firm's ke > ka. It should be 
equal to constant kn, plus a financial risk premium. How 
is this financial risk premium determined? You know that 
a levered firm's opportunity cost of capital is the weighted 
average of the cost of equity and the cost of debt:

You can solve this equation to determine the levered 
firm's cost of equity, ke:

K=ka+(k„~kd) ~ (11)

You may note from the equation that for an unlevered 
firm, D (debt) is zero; therefore, the second part of the 
right-hand side of the equation is zero and the opportunity 
cost of capital, kn equals the cost of equity, ke. We can see 
from the equation that financial risk premium of a levered 
firm is equal to debt-equity ratio, D/E, multiplied with 
the spread between the constant opportunity cost of 
capital and the cost of debt, (k0 - fcd). The required return 
on equity is positively related to financial leverage, 
because the financial risk of shareholders increases with 
financial leverage. The cost of equity, ke, is a linear function 
of financial leverage, D/E. It is noteworthy that the 
functional relationship given in Equation (11) is valid, 
irrespective of any particular valuation theory. For 
example, MM assume the levered firm's opportunity cost 
of capital or WACC to be constant, while according to the 
traditional view, WACC depends on financial leverage.

Let us consider the following example to understand 
the impheations of MM's Proposition II.

ILLUSTRATION 15.4: Implications of MM’s Proposition II
Suppose Information Technology Limited (ITL) is an all
equity financed company. It has 10,000 shares outstanding. 

The market value of these shares is Rs 120,000. The 
expected operating income of the company is Rs 18,000. 
The expected EPS of the company is: Rs 18,000/10,000 = 
Rs 1.80. Since ITL is an unlevered company, its opportunity 
cost of capital will be equal to its cost of equity, ke:

Expected NOIka = ke =
Market value of debt and equity 

_ 18,000 _ Q or 15%

120,000

Let us assume that ITL is considering borrowing Rs 
60,000 at 6 per cent rate of interest and buying back 5,000 
shares at the market value of Rs 60,000. Now ITL has Rs 
60,000 equity and Rs 60,000 debt in its capital structure. 
Thus, the company’s debt-equity ratio is 1. The change in 
the company’s capital structure does not affect its assets 
and expected net operating income. However, EPS will 
change. The expected EPS is:

Epg = Net income = 18,000-3,600 = Rg 2 g8 
Number of shares 5,000

ITL’s expected EPS increases by 60 per cent due to 
financial leverage. If ITL’s expected NOI fluctuates, its EPS 
will show greater variability with financial leverage than 
as an unlevered firm. Since the firm’s operating risk does 
not change, its opportunity cost of capital (or WACC) will 
still remain 15 per cent. The cost of equity will increase to 
compensate for the financial risk:

ke=ka+(ka-kd)^.

, . 60,000= 0.15 + (0.15-0.06 —------ = 0.24 or 24%
60,000

The crucial part of Proposition II is that the levered 
firm’s opportunity cost of capital will not rise even if very 
excessive use of financial leverage is made. The excessive 
use of debt increases the risk of default. Hence, in practice, 
the cost of debt, kd, will increase with high level of financial 
leverage. MM argue that when kd increases, ke will increase 
at a decreasing rate and may even turn down eventually.10 
The reason for this behaviour of k , is that debt-holders, in 
the extreme leveraged situations, own the firm’s assets and 
bear some of the firm’s business risk. Since the operating 
risk of shareholders is transferred to debt-holders, k 
declines. This is illustrated in Figure 15.5.

10. Modigliani and Miller, op. cit.
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also increases shareholders' financial risk by amplifying 
the variability of EPS and ROE. Thus, financial leverage 
causes two opposing effects: it increases the shareholders' 
return but it also increases their financial risk. 
Shareholders will increase the required rate of return (i.e., 
the cost of equity) on their investment to compensate for 
the financial risk. The higher the financial risk, the higher 
the shareholders' required rate of return or the cost of 
equity. This is MM's Proposition II.

An all-equity financed or unlevered firm has no debt; 
its opportunity cost of capital is equal its cost of equity; 
that is, unlevered firm's ke = kn. MM's Proposition II 
provides justification for the levered firm's opportunity 
cost of capital remaining constant with financial leverage. 
In simple words, it states that the cost of equity, ke, will 
increase enough to offset the advantage of cheaper cost of 
debt so that the opportunity cost of capital, ka, does not 
change. A levered firm has financial risk while an 
unlevered firm is not exposed to financial risk. Hence, a 
levered firm will have higher required return on equity 
as compensation for financial risk. The cost of equity for a 
levered firm should be higher than the opportunity cost 
of capital, ka; that is, the levered firm's ke > kn. It should be 
equal to constant kn, plus a financial risk premium. How 
is this financial risk premium determined? You know that 
a levered firm's opportunity cost of capital is the weighted 
average of the cost of equity and the cost of debt:

You can solve this equation to determine the levered 
firm's cost of equity, ke:

(11)

You may note from the equation that for an unlevered 
firm, D (debt) is zero; therefore, the second part of the 
right-hand side of the equation is zero and the opportunity 
cost of capital, ka equals the cost of equity, ke. We can see 
from the equation that financial risk premium of a levered 
firm is equal to debt-equity ratio, D/E, multiplied with 
the spread between the constant opportunity cost of 
capital and the cost of debt, (k0 - kd). The required return 
on equity is positively related to financial leverage, 
because the financial risk of shareholders increases with 
financial leverage. The cost of equity, ke, is a linear function 
of financial leverage, D/E. It is noteworthy that the 
functional relationship given in Equation (11) is valid, 
irrespective of any particular valuation theory. For 
example, MM assume the levered firm's opportunity cost 
of capital or WACC to be constant, while according to the 
traditional view, WACC depends on financial leverage.

Let us consider the following example to understand 
the implications of MM's Proposition II.

ILLUSTRATION 15.4: Implications of MM’s Proposition II
Suppose Information Technology Limited (ITL) is an all
equity financed company. It has 10,000 shares outstanding. 

The market value of these shares is Rs 120,000. The 
expected operating income of the company is Rs 18,000. 
The expected EPS of the company is: Rs 18,000/10,000 = 
Rs 1.80. Since ITL is an unlevered company, its opportunity 
cost of capital will be equal to its cost of equity, ke:

Expected NOI
Market value of debt and equity

18,000
120,000

= 0.115 or 15%

Let us assume that ITL is considering borrowing Rs 
60,000 at 6 per cent rate of interest and buying back 5,000 
shares at the market value of Rs 60,000. Now ITL has Rs 
60,000 equity and Rs 60,000 debt in its capital structure. 
Thus, the company’s debt-equity ratio is 1. The change in 
the company’s capital structure does not affect its assets 
and expected net operating income. However, EPS will 
change. The expected EPS is:

Eps = Net income = 18,000-3,600 = Rg £ gg 
Number of shares 5,000

ITL’s expected EPS increases by 60 per cent due to 
financial leverage. If ITL’s expected NOI fluctuates, its EPS 
will show greater variability with financial leverage than 
as an unlevered firm. Since the firm’s operating risk does 
not change, its opportunity cost of capital (or WACC) will 
still remain 15 per cent. The cost of equity will increase to 
compensate for the financial risk:

ke=k0+(V*d)^

z x 60,000= 0.15+ (0.15-0.06) —----- = 0.24 or 24%
60,000

The crucial part of Proposition II is that the levered 
firm’s opportunity cost of capital will not rise even if very 
excessive use of financial leverage is made. The excessive 
use of debt increases the risk of default. Hence, in practice, 
the cost of debt, kd, will increase with high level of financial 
leverage. MM argue that when kd increases, ke will increase 
at a decreasing rate and may even turn down eventually.10 
The reason for this behaviour of k , is that debt-holders, in 
the extreme leveraged situations, own the firm’s assets and 
bear some of the firm’s business risk. Since the operating 
risk of shareholders is transferred to debt-holders, k 
declines. This is illustrated in Figure 15.5.

10. Modigliani and Miller, op. cit.
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Criticism of the MM Hypothesis
The arbitrage process is the behavioural foundation for 
MM's hypothesis. The shortcomings of this hypothesis lie 
in the assumption of perfect capital market in which 
arbitrage is expected to work. Due to the existence of 
imperfections in the capital market, arbitrage may fail to 
work and may give rise to discrepancy between the market 
values of levered and unlevered firms. The arbitrage 
process may fail to bring equilibrium in the capital market 
for the following reasons:11

11. Solomon, op. cit., 1963, Durand, op.cit. 1959, Also see, Pandey, I.M., Capital Structure and the Cost of Capital, Vikas, reprint, 1996.
12. Modigliani, F. and M.H. Miller, Corporate Income Taxes and the Cost of Capital: A Correction, American Economic Review, 53, June 

1966, pp. 433^3.

Lending and borrowing rates discrepancy The 
assumption that firms and individuals can borrow and 
lend at the same rate of interest does not hold in practice. 
Because of the substantial holding of fixed assets, firms 
have a higher credit standing. As a result, they are able to 
borrow at lower rates of interest than individuals. If the 
cost of borrowing to an investor is more than the firm's 
borrowing rate, then the equalization process will fall short 
of completion.

Non-substitutability of personal and corporate 
leverages It is incorrect to assume that "personal (home
made) leverage" is a perfect substitute for "corporate 
leverage." The existence of limited liability of firms in 
contrast with unlimited liability of individuals clearly 
places individuals and firms on a different footing in the 
capital markets. If a levered firm goes bankrupt, all 
investors stand to lose to the extent of the amount of the 
purchase price of their shares. But, if an investor creates 
personal leverage, then in the event of the firm's 
insolvency, he would lose not only his principal in the 
shares of the unlevered company, but will also be liable 
to return the amount of his personal loan. Thus, it is more 
risky to create personal leverage and invest in the 
unlevered firm than investing directly in the levered firm.

Transaction costs The existence of transaction costs also 
interferes with the working of arbitrage. Because of the 
costs involved in the buying and selling securities, it would 
become necessary to invest a greater amount in order to 
earn the same return. As a result, the levered firm will 
have a higher market value.

Institutional restrictions Institutional restrictions also 
impede the working of arbitrage. The "home-made" 
leverage is not practically feasible as a number of 
institutional investors would not be able to substitute 
personal leverage for corporate leverage, simply because 
they are not allowed to engage in the "home-made" 
leverage.

Existence of corporate tax The incorporation of the 
corporate income taxes will also frustrate MM's 
conclusions. Interest charges are tax deductible. This, in 
fact, means that the cost of borrowing funds to the firm is 

less than the contractual rate of interest. The very existence 
of interest charges gives the firm a tax advantage, which 
allows it to return to its equity and debt-holders a larger 
stream of income than it otherwise could have. Consider 
an example.

Suppose a levered and an unlevered firm have NCI 
= Rs 10,000. Further, the levered firm has: kd = 0.06 and D 
= Rs 20,000. Assume that the corporate income tax exists 
and the rate is 50 per cent. The unlevered firm's after tax 
operating income will be: NOI - tax on NOI, i.e., 10,000 - 
10,000 x 0.50 = 10,000 - 5,000 = Rs 5000. Interest is tax 
exempt. Therefore, levered firm's taxes will be less. The 
after-tax net operating income of the levered firm will be; 
NOI - tax on NOI minus interest, i.e., 10,000 - (10,000 - 
1,200) x 0.50 = 10,000 - 4,400 = Rs 5,600. Thus, the total 
after-tax operating earnings of debt-holders and equity 
holders is more in the case of the levered firm. Hence, the 
total market value of a levered firm should tend to exceed 
that of the unlevered firm for this very reason. This point 
is explained further in the following section.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the MM Proposition I? What are its key 
assumptions?

2. Is there a similarity between the MM hypothesis and 
the net operating income approach?

3. Illustrate the arbitrage process as explained by MM.
4. What is the MM Proposition II? What are its 

implications?
5. What is the criticism of the MM hypotheses without 

taxes?

RELEVANCE OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE:
THE MM HYPOTHESIS UNDER 
CORPORATE TAXES
MM's hypothesis that the value of the firm is independent 
of its debt policy is based on the critical assumption that 
corporate income taxes do not exist. In reality, corporate 
income taxes exist, and interest paid to debt-holders is 
treated as a deductible expense. Thus, interest payable 
by firms saves taxes. This makes debt financing 
advantageous. In their 1963 article, MM show that the 
value of the firm will increase with debt due to the 
deductibility of interest charges for tax computation, and 
the value of the levered firm will be higher than of the 
unlevered firm.12 Consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 15.5: Debt Advantage: Interest Tax Shields
Suppose two firms L and U are identical in all respects 
except that firm L is levered and firm U is unlevered. Firm 
His an all-equity financed firm while firm L employs equity



and Rs 5,000 debt at 10 per cent rate of interest. Both firms
have an expected earning before interest and taxes (or net
operating income) of Rs 2,500, pay corporate tax at 50 per
cent and distribute 100 per cent earnings as dividends to
shareholders.

The after-tax income accruing to investors of firm L 
and firm U are shown in Table 15.5. You may notice that 
the total income after corporate tax is Rs 1,250 for the 
unlevered firm Uand Rs 1,500 for the levered firm L. Thus, 
the levered firm L’s investors are ahead of the unlevered 
firm L/’s investors by Rs 250. You may also note that the 
tax liability of the levered firm L is Rs 250 less than the tax 
liability of the unlevered firm U. For firm L the tax savings 
has occurred on account of payment of interest to debt
holders. Hence, this amount is the interest tax shield or 
tax advantage of debt of firm L: 0.5 x (0.10 x 5,000) = 0.5 x 
500 = Rs 250. Thus,

Interst tax shield = corporate tax rate x interest
INTS = TxINT = TxkdD (12)

where T is the corporate tax rate, kd is the cost of debt, D is 
the amount of debt and krJD is the amount of interest (INT). 
The total after-tax income of investors of firm L is more by 
the amount of the interest tax shield. The levered firm’s 
after-tax income (Table 15.5) consists of after-tax net 
operating income and interest tax shield. Note that the 
unlevered firm is an all-equity firm and its after-tax income 
is just equal to the after-tax net operating income: 
The after-tax income The after tax income _ interest 
of levered firm of unlevered firm ~ tax shield

= [X(l - T) + TkdD~\ - [X(l - T)] = TkdD

= [2,500 (1-0.50)+ 0.50x0.10x5,000]-[2,500 (1-0.50)]
= Rs 250

Table 15.5: Income of Levered and Unlevered Firms 
under Corporate Income Tax

Income Firm U Firm L

Net operating income 2,500 2,500
Interest 0 500

Taxable income 2,500 2,000
Tax at 50% 1,250 1,000

Income after tax 1,250 1,000

Total income to investors after
corporate tax:

Dividends to shareholders 1,250 1,000
Interest to debt-holders 0 500

Total income to investors 1,250 1,500

Interest tax shield (tax advantage of debt) 0 250
Relative advantage of debt: 1,500/1,250 1.20

Value of Interest Tax Shield
Interest tax shield is a cash inflow to the firm and therefore, 
it is valuable. Suppose that firm L will employ debt of 
Rs 5,000 perpetually (forever). If firm L's debt of Rs 5,000
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is permanent, then the interest tax shield of Rs 250 is a 
perpetuity. What is the value of this perpetuity? For this, 
we need a discount rate, which reflects the riskiness of 
these cash flows.

The cash flows arising on account of interest tax shield 
are less risky than the firm's operating income that is 
subject to business risk. Interest tax shield depends on 
the corporate tax rate and the firm's ability to earn enough 
profit to cover the interest payments. The corporate tax 
rates do not change very frequently. Firm L can be 
assumed to earn at least equal to the interest payable 
otherwise it would not like to borrow. Thus, the cash 
inflows from interest tax shield can be considered less 
risky, and they should be discounted at a lower discount 
rate. It will be reasonable to assume that the risk of interest 
tax shield is the same as that of the interest payments 
generating them. Thus, the discount rate is 10 per cent, 
which is the rate of return required by debt-holders. The 
present value of the unlevered firm L's perpetual interest 
tax shield of Rs 250 is:

PV of interest tax shield =------= Rs 2,500
0.10

Thus, under the assumption of permanent debt, we 
can determine the present value of the interest tax shield 
as follows:

_,, .. , . , , Corporate tax rate x interest
PV of interest tax shield =----- £-------------------------------

Cost of debt
PVINTS = rxk‘;P=TD (13)

You may note from Equation (13) that the present 
value of the interest tax shields (PVINTS) is independent 
of the cost of debt: it is simply the corporate tax rate 
multiplied by the amount of permanent debt (TD). For 
firm L, the present value of interest tax shield can be 
determined as: 0.50 x 5,000 = Rs 2,500. Note that the 
government, through its fiscal policy, assumes 50 per cent 
(the corporate tax rate) of firm L's Rs 5,000 debt obligation.

Value of the Levered Firm
In our example, the unlevered firm LI has the after-tax 
operating income of Rs 1,250. Suppose the opportunity 
cost of capital of the unlevered firm U, ku = ka is 12.5 per 
cent. The value of the unlevered firm LI will be Rs 10,000:

After-tax net operating
Value of the unlevered firm = ----------- income----------

Unlevered firm's cost 
of capital

y _ NOI(l-T) _ 1,250
“ ka ~ 0.125

= Rs 10,000

What is the total value of the levered firm L? The after
tax income of the levered firm includes the after-tax
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operating income, NOI(1 - T) plus the interest tax shield, 
TkjD. Therefore, the value of the levered firm is the sum 
of the present value of the after-tax net operating income 
and the present value of interest tax shield. The after-tax 
net operating income, NOI (1 - T), of the levered firm L is 
equal to the after-tax income of the pure-equity (the 
unlevered) firm LI. Hence, the opportunity cost of capital 
of a pure-equity firm, ku or ka, should be used to discount 
the stream of the after-tax operating income of the levered 
firm. Thus, the value of the levered firm L is equal to the 
value of the unlevered firm LI plus the present value of 
the interest tax shield:

Value of levered firm = Value of unlevered firm
+ PV of tax shield

= 10,000 + 2,500 = Rs 12,500

We can write the formula for determining the value 
of the levered firm as follows:

V1=VU+TD (15)

Equation (15) implies that when the corporate tax rate, 
T, is positive (T > 0), the value of the levered firm will 
increase continuously with debt.13 Thus, theoretically the 
value of the firm will be maximized when it employs 100 
per cent debt. This is shown in Figure 15.6.

13. Equation (13) can also be written as follows: 

V/=v„+ro
V, V TT) V
— = — + —,l= — + TL (setting(D/V.) = L 
Vi Vl Vi Vi

Thus, for T > 0, will increase with L, and will be maximum at L = 1.

Figure 15.6: Value of the levered firm

One significant implication of the MM hypothesis 
with the corporate tax in practice is that a firm without 
debt or with low debt can enhance its value if it exchanges 

debt for equity. We consider the example of Infosys 
Technologies Limited to illustrate this point.

Enhancing the Firm Value through Debt: 
Infosys Technologies Limited
Infosys is a highly regarded computer software company. 
The company's market value of equity is about ten times 
of its book value. It does not emplpy any debt. The 
summarized book and market value balance sheet of the 
company for year ending on 31 March 2008 is given in 
Table 15.6.

Table 15.6: Infosys Technologies Limited: 
Balance Sheet as on 31 March 2008

Book Value (Rs million)

Equity 134,900 Total assets 134,900
Debt 0

Total capital 134,900 Total assets 134,900

Market Value (Rs million)

Equity 823,620 Total assets 823,620
Debt 0

Total capital 823,620 Total assets 823,620

What will happen to Infosys' market value if it decides 
to replace equity by debt? Suppose the company borrows 
Rs 67,450 million at 10 per cent rate of interest and uses 
the money to buy back its shares (at the current market 
value). The book value total assets and capital will not 
show any changes; however, the mix of capital will change. 
Debt will increase by Rs 67,450 million and the book value 
equity will reduce to half by this amount. Suppose that 
debt is permanent and the corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. 
The company will save taxes on interest paid to debt
holders: 0.35 x 0.10 x 67,450 = Rs 2,361 million. The value 
of the tax saved is: 2,361/0.10 = Rs 23,610 million. The 
firm is richer by this amount and other things remaining 
the same, the firm's market value should increase to 
Rs 847,230 million. The increase in the firm's value is a 
gain to its shareholders. How? The market value of equity 
after recapitalization is: Rs 823,620 - Rs 67,450 + Rs 23,610 
= Rs 779,780 million. Thus, the value of equity drops by 
Rs 43,604 million (Rs 823,620 - Rs 779,780 = Rs 43,840 
million). But remember that the shareholders received 
Rs 67,450 million when the company bought back their 
shares. Hence, the net gain of shareholders is: Rs 67,450 - 
Rs 43,840 = Rs 23,610 million—the value of interest tax 
shield.
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Table 15.7: Infosys Technologies Limited

Book Value (Rs million)

Equity 67,450 Total assets 134,900
Debt 67,450

Total 134,900 Total 134,900

Market Value (Rs million)

Equity
Debt

779,780
67,450

Total assets
Value of tax shield

823,620
23,610

Total 847,230 Total 847,230

Implications of the MM Hypothesis with 
Corporate Taxes
The MM's "tax-corrected" view suggests that, because 
of the tax deductibility of interest charges, a firm can 
increase its value with leverage. Thus, the optimum 
capital structure is reached when the firm employs 
almost 100 per cent debt. But the observed experience 
does not entirely support this view. In practice, firms do 
not employ large amounts of debt, nor are lenders ready 
to lend beyond certain limits, which they decide. MM 
suggest that firms would adopt a target-debt ratio so as 
not to violate the limits of the debt level imposed by 
lenders. They state:

...existence of a tax advantage for debt financing... 
does not necessarily mean that corporations should 
at all times seek to use the maximum possible 
amount of debt in their capital structures... (T) here 
are, as we pointed out, limitations imposed by 
lenders, as well as many other dimensions in real- 
world problems of financial strategy which are not 
fully comprehended within the framework of static 
equilibrium models... These additional considera
tions, which are typically grouped under the rubric 
of the need for preserving flexibility, will normally 
imply the maintenance by the corporation of a 
substantial reserve of untapped borrowing power.14

14. Modigliani and Miller, op. cit.
15. The effect of personal and corporate taxes on the firm value considered in this section has its origin in the work of Miller, M.H., Debt 

and Taxes, Journal of Finance, 32 (May 1977). Also, see Brealey, R. and S. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw-Hill, 1991, pp. 
381-89, for a simple exposition.

Why do companies not employ extreme level of debt 
in practice? There could be two possibilities: First, we need 
to consider the impact of both corporate and personal taxes 
for corporate borrowing. Personal income tax may offset 
the advantage of the interest tax shield. Second, borrowing 
may involve extra costs (in addition to contractual interest 
cost)—costs of financial distress—that may also offset the 
advantage of the interest shield. We examine these points 
in the following sections.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the interest tax shield? How is it valued?
2. What is the value of the levered firm under the MM 

hypothesis with taxes?
3. What are the impheations of the MM hypothesis with 

taxes?

FINANCIAL LEVERAGE AND
CORPORATE AND PERSONAbTAXES
Companies everywhere pay corporate tax on their 
earnings. Hence, the earnings available to investors are 
reduced by the corporate tax. Further, investors are 
required to pay personal taxes on the income earned by 
them. Therefore, from investors' point of view, the effect 
of taxes will include both corporate and personal taxes. A 
firm should thus aim at minimizing the total taxes (both 
corporate and personal) to investors while deciding about 
borrowing. How do personal income taxes change 
investors' return and value?15 It depends on the corporate 
tax rate and the difference in the personal income tax rates 
of investors. Consider an example.

Suppose the expected net operating income of a firm 
is Rs 100. The firm may distribute this income either as 
interest income or equity income. In case of interest, there 
will be no corporate taxes and debt-holders will receive Rs 
100. But they will have to pay personal tax. Assume that 
the personal tax rate on interest income is 40 per cent. Thus, 
debt-holders' interest income after personal taxes is:

Interest income after personal taxes
= Interest income - personal tax on interest income 
= 100 -(0.40X100) = 100(1 - 0.40) = 100 - 40 = Rs 60

Note that the firm saves corporate taxes, but the debt
holders pay personal taxes. The overall taxes are Rs 40 
and investors (debt-holders) receive Rs 60. If the firm's 
expected net operating income is not distributed as 
interest, rather it belongs to shareholders after paying 
corporate tax. Suppose that the corporate tax rate is 50 
per cent. Thus, the equity income will be:

Equity income
= net operating - coporate tax on net operating income
= 100 - (0.50 x 100) = 100(1 - 0.50) = 100 - 50 = Rs 50

The equity shareholders will pay personal tax on the 
equity income received from the firm. Assume that the 
personal tax rate on equity income is 30 per cent. Thus, 
the equity income after personal tax is:

Equity income after personal taxes
= equity income — personal tax on equity income
= 50 - (0.30 x 50) = 50(1 - 0.30) = 50 -15 = Rs 35
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Since shareholders' income is derived after paying 
corporate tax and personal tax, we can calculate the equity 
income after personal tax as follows:

Equity income after personal tax
= Net operating income (1 - Corporate tax rate)

x (1-Personal tax rate) = 100 (1- 0.50)(l-0.30) = Rs 35

Note that the firm pays corporate tax (Rs 50) as well 
as shareholders pay personal tax (Rs 15). Overall taxes 
are Rs 65 and shareholders receive Rs 35. You may note 
that the borrowing alternative is better as the firm saves 
corporate taxes and a larger part of the firm's income goes 
to investors.

Limits to Borrowings
Is there a limit to borrowing? Suppose that the corporate 
tax rate is 40 per cent instead of 50 per cent and the 
personal tax rate on equity income is 20 per cent instead 
of 30 per cent. Under the debt alternative, the interest 
income after personal tax will remain Rs 60, but the firm 
will save Rs 40 corporate tax instead of Rs 50. Under the 
equity alternative, the equity income will be: 100 - (100 x 
0.40) = Rs 60. The personal tax on equity income will be: 
60 x 0.20 = Rs 12. Thus the equity income after personal 
tax will be Rs 48:

Equity income after personal tax = 100(1-0.40)(l -0.20)
= Rs48

You may notice that when the corporate tax rate and 
equity income personal tax rate decrease, the advantage 
of borrowing reduces. With reduced corporate tax rate 
and personal tax rate on equity income, the overall tax is 
less under the equity alternative and inventors 
(shareholders) get a larger share of the firm's income. 
Thus, the attractiveness of borrowing depends on 
corporate tax rate, personal tax rate on interest income 
and personal tax rate on equity income. The advantage of 
borrowing reduces when corporate tax rate decreases, or 
when the personal tax rate on interest income increases, 
or when the personal tax rate bn equity income decreases. 
When will a firm stop borrowing?

Suppose the expected net operating income of a firm 
is Re 1 and it is distributed as interest. The personal tax 
rate on interest is Debt-holders' interest income after 
personal taxes will be:

Interest income after personal taxes = 1- Tprf (16)

On the other hand, if the firm's expected net operating 
income is distributed as equity income, then the firm will 
pay corporate tax, T and the equity income will be:

Equity income = 1- T (17)

Assume that the personal tax rate on equity income 
is Tpe. The equity income after personal tax will be:

Equity income after personal tax =

(l-T)-Tpe(l-T) = (l-nx(l-Tpe) (18)

We can see that corporate borrowing will be 
advantageous if the interest income after personal tax is 
greater than the equity income after personal tax:

(1-Tp(() > (1 - T) x (1 - Tpe) (19)

A firm will stop borrowing when (1 - r„d) becomes 
equal to (1 - Tpe) (1 - T). Thus, the net tax advantage of 
debt or the interest tax shield after personal taxes is given 
by the following:

Net tax advantage
of debt = (1-Tpd)-(1-T)x(l-Tpe) (20)

We can rewrite Equation (20) as follows:

Net tax advantage of debt = (T-T^ + T^fl-T) (21)

You may notice the following from Equation (21):
In the absence of personal taxes (i.e., Tpd = Tpe = 
0), the tax advantage of debt is determined by the 
corporate tax rate, T.
The corporate tax and the personal tax on equity 
income favour debt and the personal tax on 
interest income reduces tax advantage of debt.
In the absence of the personal tax on equity 
income, the personal tax on interest income 
reduces the tax advantage of debt and it 
disappears if the personal tax rate on interest 
income is equal to the corporate tax rate.

<6 In case of a single personal tax rate for equity 
income and interest income (Tpd = T = Tp), the 
tax advantage of debt is reduced by the personal 
tax rate of equity income and interest income:

Net tax advantage of debt=(T-Tp) + Tp(l-T)

= T-Tp+Tp-TTp = T(l-Tp)

In practice, the finance manager will find it difficult 
to arrive at the numerical values of Tpd and Tpe since the 
firm will have a large number of shareholders and debt
holders in different tax brackets.

Equal personal tax rates for equity income and debt 
income Suppose we are in a country where the 
government does not distinguish between interest income, 
dividends and capital gains for the purpose of taxes and 
has one rate of personal tax for all personal incomes. In 
this situation, the relative advantage of debt comes from 
the corporate tax.

Let us consider an example. In Illustration 15.5, let us 
add information about the personal taxes for investors of 
firms L and U. Assume that firms distribute the entire 
income after corporate tax as dividend to shareholders, 
and that both shareholders and lenders are required to
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pay 30 per cent personal tax on their incomes. The after
tax income accruing to all investors is shown in Tablel5.8.

Table 15.8: Income of Investors of Unlevered and 
Levered Firms: Corporate Tax at 50% and Personal 

Tax on Dividends and Interest at 30%

Income Firm U Firm L

Net operating income
Interest paid to debt-holders

Income before tax
Tax at 50%

Income after tax

Combined income to investors
after all taxes:

Dividends to shareholders
Personal taxes on dividends at 30%

Dividends after personal taxes (a)

Interest to debt-holders
Personal taxes on interest at 30%

Interest income after personal tax (£>)

Total income to investors (a + b)

Interest tax shield or net tax advantage 
of debt

Relative advantage of debt: 1,050/875

2,500 2,500
0 500

2,500 2,000
1,250 1,000

1,250 1,000

1.20

1,250
375

1,000
300

875 700

0 500
0 150

0 350

875 1,050

0 175

We have shown earlier that in the absence of personal 
taxes, the after-tax income of the unlevered firm LI and 
the levered firm L is, respectively, Rs 1,250 and Rs 1,500 
and the interest tax shield is Rs 250. When we assume 30 
per cent personal rate for equity income and interest 
income, the after-tax income available to all investors 
(shareholders and debt-holders) of firms LI and L is less 
by 30 per cent on account of personal taxes. For the 
unlevered firm U the total income after corporate and 
personal taxes is Rs 875 and for the levered firm U, it is 
Rs 1,050. Therefore, the net tax advantage of debt or the 
interest tax shield after personal tax is: Rs 1,050 - 875 = 
Rs 175.

If the personal tax rate for equity income and interest 
income is same (i.e., Tpd = 7^, = Tp), then the interest tax 
shield (INTS) after all taxes is given as follows:

INTS = kdD[(l-Tp)-(l-T)(l-Tp)]
= kdDT(l-T„) (since Tpd = T^ = Tp) (22)

You may notice that the tax advantage of debt (interest 
tax shield) reduces by the personal tax rate. However, the 
relative advantage of debt remains same with or without 
personal taxes. The tax advantage of debt ratio is 1.20 in 
both cases.

When there is no difference between the personal tax 
rates of equity income and interest income, then the 
levered firm's total income after all taxes is:

Levered firm’s income after all taxes
= Unlevered firm's income after all taxes
+ Net tax advantage of debt

= X(1-T)(l-Tp) + kdTD(l-Td)

You may notice that the total income after all taxes of 
the unlevered firm is:

Unlevered firm's income after all taxes

= X (1 - T) (1 - ) = 2,500(1 - 0.50)(1 - 0.30)

= 2,500x0.50x0.70 = Rs 875

For the levered firm, the total income after all taxes is:
Levered firm's income after all taxes

= (X - ^D)(l - T)(l - 7^) + kdD(l -

= X(1 - T)(l - Tpc) - kdD(l - T)(l - 7^) +kdD(l - Tpd)

= X(1 - T)(l - 7^) + fcdD[(l - T^) - (1 - T)(l - T^)]

= 2,500(l-0.5)(l-0.30)+500 [(1 - 0.30)- (1 - 0.50)(l- 0.30)]

= (2,500 x 0.50 x 0.70) + [500 x (0.70 - 0.50 x 0.70)]

= (2,500x0.35)+(500x0.35)

= 875 + 175 = Rs 1,050

You may notice that the levered firm's income after 
all taxes is equal to the unlevered firm's income after all 
taxes (Rs 875) plus the net tax advantage of debt (Rs 175).

Assuming that debt is permanent, the net tax 
advantage of debt of Rs 175 will be perpetual. What is the 
present value of these cash flows? In the presence of the 
personal tax on interest income, we will adjust the discount 
rate for the personal taxes. This is done because the cash 
flows of the net tax advantage are computed after personal 
taxes. The debt-holders of the levered firm L expect 10 
per cent return before tax, but they can expect only 0.10 
(1 - 0.3) = 0.07 or 7 per cent after personal tax. Thus, the 
present value of the interest tax shield after all taxes, 
PVINTS (or the net tax advantage of debt) is:

PVINTS - ^nterest tax sWeld after personal taxes
Cost of debt after personal taxes

175
= — = Rs 2,500

0.07

This present value of the interest tax shield after 
personal taxes is same as obtained earlier when the 
personal taxes were ignored. It is because both income 
(cash flows) and discount rate have been reduced by the 
personal tax rate of 30 per cent. Thus, the following is the 
formula for calculating the present value of interest tax 
shield after corporate and personal taxes, assuming that 
there is one single personal rate for equity income and 
interest income:
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Interest x corporate tax rate x
PVINTS = (1-personal tax rate)

Cost of debt x (1 - corporate tax rate)
= ^DxTx(l-TpJ =

_ 0.10 x 5,000 x 0,50 x (1-0,30) 175
0.10(1-0.30) 0.07

= Rs 2,500
Hence, the value of the levered firm with corporate 

and personal taxes is still given by the following formula:
V^Vu+TD

Unequal personal tax rates for equity income and debt 
income In reality, in a number of countries, dividends 
are treated differently from interest income for tax 
purposes. Debt-holders are required to pay personal tax 
on interest income. Shareholders may also be required to 
pay personal tax on dividends. But in some countries, 
either there is no tax on dividends or the personal tax rate 
on dividends may be lower than the personal tax rate on 
interest income. However, in most countries, the capital 
gain tax rates are lower than the personal tax rates on 
interest income and dividends. Shareholders can choose 
to receive their income in the form of capital gains, and 
they can defer paying tax on capital gains for a long period 
if they do not realize them. Thus, the effective tax rate on 
equity income is almost close to zero or much less than 
the tax rate on interest income. Consider an example.

In our earlier illustration, let us assume that the 
personal tax rate on interest income is 30 per cent and the 
personal tax rate on equity income is 10 per cent. The after
tax income of investors is shown in Table 15.9. It can be 
seen that corporate borrowing is still advantageous since 
interest tax shield after personal taxes of Rs 125 is 
generated, which we can compute directly as follows:

INTS = kdD[(l-Tf,J-(l-T) (1-7;)]

= 0.10x 5,000 {(1 - 0.30) -(1 - 0.50)x(l - 0.10)] 
= 500 x(0.70 - 0.50 x 0.90) = 500 x(0.70 - 0.45) 
= 500 x 0.25 = Rs 125

Alternatively, we can compute interest tax shield after 
personal taxes as follows:

INTS = kdD [(l-T^) + TfK(l-T)]

= 0.10 x 5,000[(0.50 - 0.30) + 0.10 x(l - 0.50)]
= 500x(0.20 + 0.05) = Rs 125

Note that the interest tax shield is reduced by the 
personal tax on interest income. Thus, when a company 
pays interest, it saves corporate taxes but debt-holders pay 
personal tax on interest.

The present value of this perpetual stream of interest 
tax shield is:

PVINTS =—— = Rs 1,786
0.07

Table 15.9: Combined Income of Investors: 
Unequal Personal Tax Rates

Income Firm U Firm L

Net operating income 2,500 2,500
Interest 0 500

Income before tax 2,500 2,000
Corporate tax at 50% 1,250 1,000

Income after corporate tax 1,250 1,000

Combined income to investors after
all taxes:

Dividends to shareholders 1,250 1,000
Personal taxes on dividends 125 100

Dividends after personal taxes 1,125 900

Interest to debt-holders I 0 500
Personal taxes on interest at 30% \0 150
Interest after personal tax 0 350

Total income to investors 1,125 1,250

Interest tax shield 0 125

Relative advantage of debt: 1,250/1,125 1.11

Corporate and Personal Tax Rates in India
In India, investors are required to pay tax at a marginal 
rate, which can be as high as 30 per cent. Dividends in the 
hands of shareholders are tax-exempt. Capital gains on 
shares are treated favourably. The capital gains tax in 2010 
is 10 per cent for the listed shares held for less than one 
year, otherwise it is zero tax. Tax on capital gains is 
payable only when they are realized. In India, companies 
are required to pay dividend tax at 15 per cent (as in 2010) 
on the amount distributed as dividend. Thus, dividends 
are taxed twice at the company level; currently (2010) 
domestic companies are required to pay corporate tax at 
30 per cent (plus three per cent education cess; thus the 
effective rate is 30.9 per cent). If a company has 100 per 
cent payout, how much dividends do shareholders get 
and how much tax does the company pay? As shown 
below, the shareholders get 60 per cent of the firm's equity 
earnings and the government gets about 40 per cent. Thus, 
the effective tax rate for the equity-financed companies 
that distribute their entire earnings as dividends is about 
40 per cent.

* Devidend tax: .691/1.15 = .100.

Net operating income 1.000
Less: Corporate tax at 30% 0.309

Income for distribution 0.691
Less: Dividend tax at 15% * 0.091

Dividend 0.600
Total tax (0.309 + 0.091) 0.400

Let us consider an example. Suppose firms U 
(unlevered) and L (levered) have expected net operating 
income of Rs 100. The levered firm pays half of its income



unlevered firm, the shareholder's income after corporate 
and personal taxes will be:

taxes, the relative advantage of debt is shown in Table 
15.10.

Table 15.10: Combined Income of Investors: 
Unequal Personal Tax Rates

Income Firm U Firm L

Net operating income 100.00 100.00
Interest 0.00 50.00

Income before tax 100.00 50.00
Corporate tax at 30.9% 30.90 15.45

Income after tax 69.10 34.55

Combined income to investors after
all taxes:

Income available for distribution to
shareholders 69.10 34.55

Less: Dividend tax payable by
company at 15% 9.10 4.51

Dividends to shareholders 60.00 30.04

Personal taxes on dividends 0 0
Dividends after personal taxes 60.00 30.04

Interest to debt-holders 0 50.00
Personal taxes on interest at 30% 0 15.00
Interest after personal tax 0 35.00

Total income to investors 60.00 65.04

Interest tax shield 5.04
Relative advantage of debt: 65.04/60 1.084

Miller’s Model
How does financial leverage affect the value of the firm 
when the personal tax rates of shareholders and debt
holders are considered? We have shown that the after-tax 
income of the firm will be reduced when the personal tax 
rate of lenders is higher than personal tax rate of 
shareholders. As we know, the present value of interest 
tax shield (PVINTS) represents gain from financial 
leverage, and it is the difference between the value of the 
levered firm and the value of the unlevered firm. PVINTS 
is the present value of tax saved on interest paid by the 
firm to lenders. It is given by the product of the corporate 
tax rate and the amount of debt under the assumption of 
perpetual debt and no personal taxes:

INTS = Tx^D 

PVINTS = TxkdP=TD

v;-k=td

You will recall that this is the MM hypothesis with 
corporate tax. Miller introduced personal taxes in the 
model.16 Let us put together our discussion in the previous

16. Miller, op. cit., 1977.

Unlevered firm's income after all taxes
= X(l-T) (1-7^) (23)

What is the value of these cash flows? Since these cash 
flows are after the corporate tax as well as the personal 
tax, the appropriate discount rate will be the pure-equity 
capitalization rate, ka (or fcu) adjusted for personal taxes,
i.e.,  ka (1 - T ). The value of the unlevered firm with 
corporate and personal taxes will be:

Xa-TXl-T^)
vu (24)

In case of the levered firm, the shareholders' income 
is adjusted for interest before calculating corporate and 
personal taxes as shown below:

Levered firm's equity income after all taxes

= (X-ki/D)(l-T)(l-Tpe) (25)

= X(l-T)(l-Tpe)-kljD (1-TXl-T^)

The levered firm's debt-holders' income after personal 
taxes will be:

Debt-holders' income after personal tax
= krfD(l-Tpd) (26)

The levered firm's to investors (shareholders and 
debt-holders) after corporate and personal taxes will be:

Levered firm's combined income after all taxes

= X(1 - T)(l - T^) - kdD(l - T)(l - ) + kdD(l - Tpd)

= X(1 - T)(l - ) + kdD[(l - ) - (1 - T)(l - TpJ] (27)

Note that the first term of Equation (27) is equal to 
the unlevered firm's income after all taxes. Hence, the 
value of these cash flows is equal to the value of unlevered 
firm, V . The second term is interest tax shield including 
the effect of personal taxes. Therefore, these cash flows 
have the same risk as the interest payments, and the 
appropriate rate to discount these cash flows is kd (1 - Tp(j). 
Thus, the value of the levered firm is equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm plus the present value of interest tax 
shield:

Value of levered firm = Value of unlevered firm
+ PV of interest tax shield

xa-TXi-T^) | ^[(l-^j-q-TXl-^)]
Ml-^) + ^(l-T^)

(28)
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You may notice that the second term on the right
hand side of Equation (28) is the present value of the 
interest tax shield. We can notice the following important 
relationships with regard to the present value of interest 
tax shield.

Qz If personal taxes do not exist (i.e., Tpe = Tpd = 0\ 
the present value of the interest tax shield is equal 
to the product of the corporate tax rate times the 
amount of debt, viz., TD. You may recall that this 
is MM's hypothesis with corporate taxes.

Qz If the personal tax rate on interest income is 
greater than the personal tax rate on equity income 
(i.e., T^d > T ), the present value of the interest 
tax shield will be less than TD.
If personal tax on equity is zero (i.e., T = 0), the 
present value of the interest tax shield depends 
on the corporate tax rate, T, and the personal tax 
rate, T rf, on interest income. The value of interest 
tax shield declines as the personal tax rate 
increases. It will be zero once the personal tax rate 
becomes equal to the corporate tax rate, i.e., T d = 
T. r

Qi If (1 - Tpd) = (1 - T) (1 - T ), the advantageous of 
leverage will be completely lost as the present 
value of interest tax shield will be zero.

Miller's model is based on the assumption that the 
personal tax rate on equity income is zero (T = 0).17 18 If 
the personal tax rate on equity income were zero, investors 
would prefer to invest in equity. From the firms' point of 
view, there is strong incentive to borrow, as they will be 
able to reduce corporate taxes. These firms can issue debt 
to those investors who do not have enough taxable income. 
To induce tax-paying investors to lend to the firms, they 
will have to offer them a higher before-tax interest rate. 
This implies that if the rate of interest on the debt of tax- 
exempt investors is, say 10 per cent, then investors with 
personal tax rate of, say 20 per cent, will have to be offered 
a rate of interest equal to: 0.10/(1 - 0.20) = 0.125 or 12.5 
per cent. The tax-paying investors, like the tax-exempt 
debt-holders, will earn 10 per cent after personal tax. In 
formal terms, if the tax-exempt investors get interest rate 
kd, the tax-paying investors will be offered before-tax rate 
of interest equal to kd /(I - v otherwise they will not 
lend to the firms. The personal income tax system is 
generally progressive. Therefore, the firms will have to 
keep the interest rate rising to attract investors in high tax 
brackets. Firms will be motivated to keep the interest rate 
rising if the corporate tax saving is greater than the 
personal tax loss. They will stop borrowing once the 
corporate tax rate, T, equals the personal tax rate, Tpd. 
Thus, in the equilibrium, the interest rate should be equal 
to:fcrf/(l-T).

17. See Copeland, T.E. and J.F. Weston, Finance Theory and Corporate Policy, Addison-Wesley, 1983, pp. 396-98.
18. Ibid. Also, see Brealey and Myers, op. cit., pp. 383-85.

The advantage from leverage will become zero once 
the interest rate offered (i.e., the supply rate) becomes

equal to tax-exempt rate grossed up for taxes, 
ksd = - T)- The supply rate

ksd is equal to the demand rate kd in equilibrium:

(29)

Figure 15.7: Aggregate supply and demand for borrowing

Miller's model has two important impheations:
Qi There is an optimum amount of debt in the 

economy, which is determined by the corporate 
and personal tax rates. In other words, there is an 
optimum debt-equity ratio for all firms in the 
economy.

Qz There is no optimum debt-equity ratio for a single 
firm. There are hundreds of firms, which have 
already induced 'tax-exempt' and Tow tax 
bracket' investors. Therefore, a single firm cannot 
gain or lose by borrowing more or less.

Miller's model has certain limitations:
Qz Miller's model implies that tax-exempt persons 

and institutions will invest only in debt securities 
and 'high-tax bracket' investors in equities. In 
practice, investors hold portfolio of debt and 
equity securities.

Qz The personal tax rate on equity income in a 
number of countries is not zero. Firms pay 
dividends, and shareholders are required to pay 
personal taxes on dividends. If the personal tax 
rate on dividends, Tf,.„ is positive, more investors 
can be induced to hold debt securities. Assume 
Tpe = 0.25 and T = 0.50. Then the total tax on equity' 
income is: 0.5 + 0.25 (1 - 0.5) = 0.625 or 62.5 per 
cent. More debt can be raised until investors in 
62.5 per cent tax brackets are covered.

Qz Investors in high-tax brackets can be induced to 
invest in debt securities indirectly. They can invest



in the tax-exempt institutions. These institutions,
in turn, can invest in the corporate bonds.

We can summarize our discussion of MM's and 
Miller's models as follows. Under MM's model, the 
existence of the corporate taxes provides a strong incentive 
to borrow. In fact, it is ideal for a firm to have 100 per cent 
debt in its capital structure. They ignore personal taxes. 
Miller's model considers both the corporate as well as the 
personal taxes. It concludes that the advantage of 
corporate borrowing is reduced by the personal tax loss. 
The important implication of the model is that there is no 
optimum capital structure for a single firm, although for 
the economy as a whole, there does exist equilibrium 
amount of aggregate debt. From a single firm's point of 
view, therefore, the capital structure does not matter. 
Miller's model is based on some controversial 
assumptions, and therefore, most people still believe that 
in balance, there is a tax advantage to corporate 
borrowing.19

19. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How is equity income affected under corporate and 
personal taxes?

2. Show the interaction between the corporate and 
personal taxes in limiting the use of borrowings.

3. What are the implications of the current corporate 
tax rate and the tax rates on personal income 
(dividend and capital gains) for the company and 
the individual investors?

4. What is Miller’s model under the personal taxes? 
What are its limitations?

THE TRADE-OFF THEORY: COSTS OF 
FINANCIAL DISTRESS AND AGENCY COSTS

We have argued earlier that it is difficult to believe that a 
firm will have 100 per cent debt because of tax advantage. 
Why don't firms in practice borrow 100 per cent? What 
are the corresponding disadvantages of debt? Miller has 
shown that personal tax on interest income reduces the 
attractiveness of debt. The other corresponding 
disadvantages of debt are grouped under financial 
distress. Financial distress arises when a firm is not able 
to meet its obligations (payment of interest and principal) 
to debt-holders. The firm's continuous failure to make 
payments to debt-holders can ultimately lead to the 
insolvency of the firm. For a given level of operating risk, 
financial distress exacerbates with higher debt. With 
higher business risk and higher debt, the probability of 
financial distress becomes much greater. The degree of 
business risk of a firm depends on the degree of operating 
leverage (i.e., the proportion of fixed costs), general 
economic conditions, demand and price variations, 
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intensity of competition, extent of diversification and the 
maturity of the industry. Companies operating in 
turbulent business environment and in highly competitive 
markets are exposed to higher operating risk. The 
operating risk is further aggravated if the companies are 
highly capital intensive and have high proportion of fixed 
costs. Matured companies in relatively stable market 
conditions have lesser operating risk. Similarly, diversified 
companies with unrelated businesses are in better position 
to face fluctuating market conditions.

Costs of Financial Distress
Financial distress may ultimately force a company to 
insolvency. Direct costs of financial distress include costs 
of insolvency. The proceedings of insolvency involve 
cumbersome process. The conflicting interests of creditors 
and other stakeholders can delay liquidation of the 
company's assets. The physical conditions of assets, which 
are not in use once the insolvency proceedings start, may 
deteriorate over time. They may not be properly 
maintained. Their realizable values may decline. Finally, 
these assets may have to be sold at "distress" prices, which 
may be much lower than their current values. Insolvency 
also causes high legal and administrative costs. The 
expected costs of insolvency raises the lenders' required 
rate of return, which causes a dampening effect on the 
market value of equity.

Financial distress, with or without insolvency, also 
has many indirect costs. These costs relate to the actions 
of employees, managers, customers, suppliers and 
shareholders.

Employees of a financially distressed firm 
become demoralized, as they are worried about 
their future. Their efficiency and productivity 
decline. This affects the quality of products. The 
efficient managers and other employees start 
leaving the company. This affects the reputation 
of the firm, and sales of its products may drop.

■Qr Customers of the financially distressed firm may 
fear its liquidation, and get concerned about the 
quality of product or service. They presume 
problems concerning to after-sale services and 
maintenance. Consequently, the demand for the 
firm's products or services starts falling rapidly. 
Suppliers also curtail or discontinue granting 
credit to the firm fearing liquidation and liquidity 
problems of a financially distressed firm. 
Creditors become less tolerant when a firm faces 
financial problems. They force the firm into 
liquidation to realize their claims.
Investors become concerned. Hence more
important consideration during the financial 
distress is the firm's inability of raising funds to 
undertake profitable inv^lments. Either the 
investors are not ready to supply capital to the 
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firm or they make funds available at high costs
and rigid terms and conditions. Non-availability
of funds on acceptable terms could adversely
affect the operating performance of the firm.
Shareholders start behaving differently. When 
a firm is under financial distress, but not insolvent, 
shareholders may be tempted to undertake risky 
projects using whatever cash the firm is left with. 
If a risky project succeeds, their gain can be 
substantial. If the project fails, the creditors will 
suffer the loss. Suppose a financially distressed 
firm has a liability of Rs 300 crore, due after a year, 
towards its creditors. The market value of the 
firm's equity is Rs 50 crore. The firm has Rs 100 
crore cash besides other current and fixed assets. 
Let us assume that there is an investment 
opportunity requiring Rs 100 crore. There is 20 
per cent probability that the present value of the 
project's cash flows will be Rs 400 crore and 80 
per cent probability that the present value of the 
project's cash flows will be zero. Thus, the 
expected net present value of the project is 
negative: -100 + 0.2 x 400 + 0.8 x 0 = -Rs 20 crore. 
It is a risky project. The shareholders may 
undertake the project. If the project succeeds, the 
firm can meet the creditors claims of Rs 300 crore 
and shareholders will gain a wealth of Rs 100 
crore. On the other hand, if the project fails, the 
creditors' claim on assets reduces and 
shareholders do not suffer any further loss. 
Shareholders have limited liabilities. They have 
the option of easily exiting from a financially 
distressed firm.
Managers generally have a tendency to 
expropriate the firm's resources in the form of 
perquisites and avoid risk. When the firm is under 
financial distress, they may have higher 
temptation to pocket the firm's resources. 
Managers also start making decisions keeping in 
mind short-term rather than the long-term 
interests of the company. They may cut costs that 
affect the quality of products and sell productive 
assets to improve the short-term liquidity of the 
company. They may pass up profitable 
investment opportunities to avoid any sort of risk. 
These sub-optimal decisions will further deepen 
the problems of a distressed firm, and ultimately 
cause its liquidation.

Financial distress reduces the value of the firm. Thus, 
the value of a levered firm is given as follows:

Value of levered firm = Value of unlevered firm
+ PV of tax shield
- PV of financial distress

Vl = Vu + PVINTS - PVFD (30)
Figure 15.8 shows how the capital structure of the firm 

is determined as a result of the tax benefits and the costs 
of financial distress. The present value of the interest tax 
shield increases with borrowing but so does the present

Figure 15.8: Value of levered firm under corporate 
taxes and financial distress

value of the costs of financial distress. However, the cosls 
of financial distress are quite insignificant with modera:= 
level of debt, and therefore, the value of the firm increases 
with debt. With more and more debt, the costs of financial 
distress increases and therefore, the tax benefit shrinks. 
The optimum point is reached when the marginal present 
values of the tax benefit and the financial distress cost are 
equal. The value of the firm is maximum at this point.

Agency Costs
In practice, there may exist a conflict of interest amor.c 
shareholders, debt holders and management. These 
conflicts give rise to agency problems, which involve 
agency costs. Agency costs have their influence on a firm s 
capital structure.

Qz Shareholders-Debt-holders conflict Deb:- 
holders have a preferential, but fixed claim over 
the firm's assets. Shareholders, on the other hans 
have a residual, but unlimited claim on the firm s 
assets. They also have limited liability for the 
firm's obligations. In financial crisis, shareholders 
can simply opt out from owning the firm. In a 
highly geared (levered) firm, the debt holders' risk 
is very high since shareholders have limited 
liability. They are not compensated for the added 
risk of default, which tantamounts to transfer of 
wealth from debt-holders to shareholders. The 
conflict between shareholders (or managers 
working on behalf of shareholders) and debt
holders arise because of the possibility of 
shareholders transferring the wealth of debt
holders in their favour. The debt-holders may lend 
money to invest in low-risk projects while the firm 
may invest it in high-risk projects. Firm may also 
raise substantial risky new debt and thus, increase 
the debt-holders' risk.
Shareholders-Managers conflict Shareholders 
are the legal owners of a company, and 



management is required to act in their best 
interests as their agents. The conflict between 
shareholders and managers may arise on two 
counts. First, managers may transfer shareholders 
wealth to their advantage by increasing their 
compensation and perquisites. Second, managers 
may not act in the best interest of shareholders in 
order to protect their jobs. Managers may not 
undertake risk and forego profitable investments.

■Qz Monitoring and agency costs The agency 
problems arising from the conflicts between 
shareholders, debt-holders and managers are 
handled through monitoring and restrictive 
covenants. External investors know that managers 
may not function in their interests; therefore, they 
have a tendency of discounting the prices of the 
firm's securities. These investors require 
monitoring and restrictive covenants to protect 
their interests. Debt-holders put restrictions on the 
firm in terms of new debt. They also involve 
experts and outsiders to evaluate the soundness 
of the firm and monitor the firms' subsequent 
actions. Similarly, shareholders create many 
monitoring mechanisms to ensure that managers 
raise and invest funds keeping in mind the 
principle of Shareholders' Wealth Maximization. 
The costs of monitoring and restrictive covenants 
are called agency costs. Agency costs of debt take 
account of the likelihood of the shareholders' 
attempt to expropriate wealth. Agency costs of 
equity comprise incentives to managers to 
motivate them to act in the best interests of 
shareholders by maximizing their wealth. The 
impheations of agency costs for capital structure 
are that management should use debt to the extent 
that it maximizes the shareholders' wealth. 
Agency costs reduce the tax advantage of debt. 
Thus, Figure 15.8 can be redrawn to include 
agency costs with costs of financial distress.

PECKING ORDER THEORY

The 'pecking order' theory is based on the assertion that 
managers have more information about their firms than 
investors. This disparity of information is referred to as 
asymmetric information. Other things being equal, 
because of asymmetric information, managers will issue 
debt when they are positive about their firms' future 
prospects and will issue equity when they are unsure. A 
commitment to pay to fixed amount of interest and 
principal to debt-holders implies that the company expects 
steady cash flows. On the other hand, an equity issue 
would indicate that the current share price is overvalued.

Therefore, the manner in which managers raise capital 
gives a signal of their belief in their firm's prospects to 
investors. This also implies that firms always use internal 
finance when available, and choose debt over new issue 
of equity when external financing is required. Myers has 
called it the "pecking order" theory since there is not a 
well-defined debt-equity target, and there are two kinds 
of equity, internal and external, one at the top of the 
pecking order and one at the bottom.20 Debt is cheaper 
than the costs of internal and external equity due to interest 
deductibility. Internal equity is cheaper and easier to use 
than external equity. Internal equity is cheaper because 
(1) personal taxes might have to be paid by shareholders 
on distributed earnings while no taxes are paid on retained 
earnings, and (2) no transaction costs (issue costs etc.) are 
incurred when the earnings are retained.21 22

20. Myers, S.C., The Capital Structure Puzzle, Journal of Finance, 3 (July 1984), p. 581.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.

Managers avoid signalling adverse information about 
their companies by using internal finance. The profitable 
firms have lower debt ratios not because they have lower 
targets but because they have internal funds to finance 
their activities. They will issue equity capital when they 
think that shares are overvalued. Because of this, it has 
been found that the announcement of new issue of shares 
generally causes share prices to fall. Thus, the pecking 
order theory implies that managers raise finance in the 
following order.-2

1. Managers always prefer to use internal finance.
2. When they do not have internal finance, they 

prefer issuing debt. They first issue secured debt 
and then unsecured debt followed by hybrid 
securities such as convertible debentures.

3. As a last resort, managers issue shares to raise 
finances.

The pecking order theory is able to explain the 
negative inverse relationship between profitability and 
debt ratio within an industry. However, it does not fully 
explain the capital structure differences between 
industries.

r
CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

k______________________________________________________J

1. What is meant by financial distress? What are its 
costs?

2. What are agency costs? Illustrate.
3. Briefly explain the essence of the pecking order 

theory.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE PLANNING
AND POLICY

Some companies do not plan their capital structures; it 
develops as a result of the financial decisions taken by
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the financial manager without any formal policy and 
planning. Financing decisions are reactive and they evolve 
in response to the operating decisions. These companies 
may prosper in the short-run, but ultimately they may 
face considerable difficulties in raising funds to finance 
their activities. With unplanned capital structure, these 
companies may also fail to economize the use of their 
funds. Consequently, it is being increasingly realized that 
a company should plan its capital structure to maximize 
the use of the funds and to be able to adapt more easily to 
the changing conditions.

Theoretically, the financial manager should plan an 
optimum capital structure for the company. The optimum 
capital structure is one that maximizes the market value 
of the firm. So far our discussion of the optimum capital 
structure has been theoretical. In practice, the 
determination of an optimum capital structure is a 
formidable task, and one has to go beyond the theory. 
There are significant variations among industries and 
among companies within an industry, in terms of capital 
structure. Since a number of factors influence the capital 
structure decision of a company, the judgment of the 
person making the capital structure decision plays a 
crucial part. Two similar companies may have different 
capital structures if the decision-makers differ in their 
judgment of the significance of various factors. A totally 
theoretical model perhaps cannot adequately handle all 
those factors, which affect the capital structure decision 
in practice. These factors are highly psychological, 
complex and qualitative and do not always follow 
accepted theory, since capital markets are not perfect and 
the decision has to be taken under imperfect knowledge 
and risk.

The Board of Directors or the Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO) of a company should develop an appropriate or 
target capital structure, which is most advantageous to 
the company. This can be done only when all those factors, 
which are relevant to the company's capital structure 
decision, are properly analyzed and balanced. The capital 
structure should be planned generally, keeping in view 
the interests of the equity shareholders and the financial 
requirements of a company. The equity shareholders, 
being the owners of the company and the providers of 
risk capital (equity), would be concerned about the ways 
of financing a company's operations. However, the 
interests of other groups, such as employees, customers, 
creditors, society and government, should also be given 
reasonable consideration. As stated in Chapter 1, when 
the company lays down its objective in terms of the 
Shareholder's Wealth Maximization (SWM), it is generally 
compatible with the interests of other groups. Thus, while 
developing an appropriate capital structure for its 
company, the financial manager should inter alia aim at 
maximizing the long-term market price per share. 
Theoretically, there may be a precise point or range within 

which the market value per share is maximum. In practice, 
for most companies within an industry there may be a 
range of an appropriate capital structure within which 
there would not be great differences in the market value 
per share. One way to get an idea of this range is to observe 
the capital structure patterns of companies vis-a-vis their 
market prices of shares. It may be found empirically that 
there are not significant differences in the share values 
within a given range. The management of a company may 
fix its capital structure near the top of this range in order 
to make maximum use of favourable leverage, subject to 
other requirements such as flexibility, solvency, control 
and norms set by the financial institutions, the Security 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and stock exchanges.

Elements of Capital Structure
A company formulating its long-term financial policy 
should, first of all, analyze its current financial structure. 
The following are the important elements of the 
company's financial structure that need proper scrutiny 
and analysis:23

23. Piper, Thomas R. and Wolf A. Weinhol, "How Much Debt is Right for Your Company?" Harward Business Review, 1982; and Bruner, F. 
Robert, "Structuring Corporate Financial Policy: Diagnosis of Problems and Evaluation of Strategies", in Bruner, Robert F., Cases Studies 
in Finance: Managing for Value Creation, Illinois: Irwin/McGraw, 1999, pp. 832-49.

Capital mix Firms have to decide about the mix of debt 
and equity capital. Debt capital can be mobilized from a 
variety of sources. How heavily does the company depend 
on debt? What is the mix of debt instruments? Given the 
company's risks, is the reliance on the level and 
instruments of debt reasonable? Does the firm's debt 
policy allow its flexibility to undertake strategic 
investments in adverse financial conditions? The firms and 
analysts use debt ratios, debt-service coverage ratios, and 
the funds flow statement to analyze the capital mix.

Maturity and priority The maturity of securities used 
in the capital mix may differ. Equity is the most permanent 
capital. Within debt, commercial paper has the shortest 
maturity and public debt has the longest. Similarly, the 
priorities of securities also differ. Capitalized debt like 
lease or hire-purchase finance is quite safe from the 
lender's point of view and the value of assets backing the 
debt provides the protection to the lender. Collateralized 
or secured debts are relatively safe and have priority over 
unsecured debt in the event of insolvency. Do maturities 
of the firm's assets and liabilities match? If not, what trade
off is the firm making? A firm may obtain a risk-neutral 
position by matching the maturity of assets and liabilities; 
that is, it may use current liabilities to finance current 
assets and short-medium and long-term debt for financing 
the fixed assets in that order of maturities. In practice, firms 
do not perfectly match the sources and uses of funds. They 
may show preference for retained earnings. Within debt, 
they may use long-term funds to finance current assets 
and assets with shorter life. Some firms are more 
aggressive, and they use short-term funds to finance long
term assets.
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Terms and conditions Firms have choices with regard 
to the basis of interest payments. They may obtain loans 
either at fixed or floating rates of interest. In case of equity, 
the firm may like to return income either in the form of 
large dividends or large capital gains. What is the firm's 
preference with regard to the basis of payments of interest 
and dividend? How do the firm's interest and dividend 
payments match with its earnings and operating cash 
flows? The firm's choice of the basis of payments indicates 
the management's assessment about the future interest 
rates and the firm's earnings. Does the firm have protection 
against interest rates fluctuations? The financial manager 
can protect the firm against interest rates fluctuations 
through the interest rates derivatives.24 There are other 
important terms and conditions that the firm should 
consider. Most loan agreements include what the firm can 
do and what it can't do. They may also state the schemes 
of payments, pre-payments, renegotiations, etc. What are 
the lending criteria used by the suppliers of capital? How 
do negative and positive conditions affect the operations 
of the firm? Do they constraint and compromise the firm's 
operating strategy? Do they limit or enhance the firm's 
competitive position? Is the company level to comply with 
the terms and conditions in good time and bad time?

24. Derivatives are explained in Chapter 33.

Currency Firms in a number of countries have the choice 
of raising funds from the overseas markets. Overseas 
financial markets provide opportunities to raise large 
amounts of funds. Accessing capital internationally also 
helps company to globalize its operations fast. Because 
international financial markets may not be perfect and 
may not be fully integrated, firms may be able to issue 
capital overseas at lower costs than in the domestic 
markets. The exchange rates fluctuations can create risk 
for the firm in servicing it foreign debt and equity. The 
financial manager will have to ensure a system of risk 
hedging. Does the firm borrow from the overseas markets? 
At what terms and conditions? How has firm benefited— 
operationally and/or financially—in raising funds 
overseas? Is there a consistency between the firm's foreign 
currency obligations and operating inflows?

Financial innovations Firms may raise capital either 
through the issues of simple securities or through the 
issues of innovative securities. Financial innovations are 
intended to make the security issue attractive to investors 
and reduce cost of capital. For example, a company may 
issue convertible debentures at a lower interest rate rather 
than non-convertible debentures at a relatively higher 
interest rate. A further innovation could be that the 
company may offer higher simple interest rate on 
debentures and offer to convert interest amount into 
equity. The company will be able to conserve cash 
outflows. A firm can issue varieties of option-linked 
securities; it can also issue tailor-made securities to large 
suppliers of capital. The financial manager will have to 
continuously design innovative securities to be able to 
reduce the cost. An innovation introduced once does not 

attract investors any more. What is the firm's history in 
terms of issuing innovative securities? What were the 
motivations in issuing innovative securities and did the 
company achieve intended benefits?

Financial market segments There are several segments 
of financial markets from where the firm can tap capital. 
For example, a firm can tap the private or the public debt 
market for raising long-term debt. The firm can raise short
term debt either from banks or by issuing commercial 
papers or certificate deposits in the money market. The 
firm also has the alternative of raising short-term funds 
by public deposits. What segments of financial markets 
have the firm tapped for raising funds and why? How 
did the firm tap and approach these segments?

Framework for Capital Structure:
The FRICT Analysis
A financial structure may be evaluated from various 
perspectives. From the owners' point of view, return, risk 
and value are important considerations. From the strategic 
point of view, flexibility is an important concern. Issues 
of control, flexibility and feasibility assume great 
significance. A sound capital structure will be achieved 
by balancing all these considerations:

Flexibility The capital structure should be 
determined within the debt capacity of the 
company, and this capacity should not be 
exceeded. The debt capacity of a company 
depends on its ability to generate future cash 
flows. It should have enough cash to pay 
creditors' fixed charges and principal sum and 
leave some excess cash to meet future 
contingency. The capital structure should be 
flexible. It should be possible for a company to 
adapt its capital structure with a minimum cost 
and delay if warranted by a changed situation. It 
should also be possible for the company to 
provide funds whenever needed to finance its 
profitable activities.

Risk The risk depends on the variability in the 
firm's operations. It may be caused by the 
macroeconomic factors and industry and firm 
specific factors. The excessive use of debt 
magnifies the variability of shareholders' 
earnings, and threatens the solvency of the 
company.

Income The capital structure of the company 
should be most advantageous to the owners 
(shareholders) of the firm. It should create value; 
subject to other considerations, it should generate 
maximum returns to the shareholders with 
minimum additional cost.

Control The capital structure should involve 
minimum risk of loss of control of the company.
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The owners of closely held companies are 
particularly concerned about dilution of control. 
Timing The capital structure should be feasible 
to implement given the current and future 
conditions of the capital market. The sequencing 
of sources of financing is important. The current 
decision influences the future options of raising 
capital.

The FRICT (flexibility, risk, income, control and 
timing) analysis provides the general framework for 
evaluating a firm's capital structure.25 26 The particular 
characteristics of a company may reflect some additional 
specific features. Further, the emphasis given to each of 
these features will differ from company to company. For 
example, a company may give more importance to 
flexibility than control, while another company may be 
more concerned about solvency than any other 
requirement. Furthermore, the relative importance of these 
requirements may change with shifting conditions. The 
company's capital structure should, therefore, be easily 
adaptable.

25. Bruner, Robert, F., op. cit., 1999.
26. Modigliani and Miller, op. cit.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is a target capital structure? How is it different 
from the optimum capital structure?

2. What are the elements of the capital structure that 
need proper scrutiny and analysis?

3. Explain the FRICT approach to the capital structure 
analysis.

APPROACHES TO ESTABLISH
TARGET CAPITAL STRUCTURE

The capital structure will be planned initially when a 
company is incorporated. The initial capital structure 
should be designed very carefully. The management of 
the company should set a target capital structure and the 
subsequent financing decisions should be made with a 
view to achieve the target capital structure. The financial 
manager has also to deal with an existing capital structure. 
The company needs funds to finance its activities 
continuously. Every time when funds have to be procured, 
the financial manager weighs the pros and cons of various 
sources of finance and selects the most advantageous 
sources keeping in view the target capital structure. Thus, 
the capital structure decision is a continuous one and has 
to be taken whenever a firm needs additional finances.

As discussed in the previous chapter and earlier this 
chapter, the following are the three most common 
approaches to decide about a firm's capital structure:

EBIT-EPS approach for analyzing the impact of 
debt on shareholders' return and risk

Valuation approach for determining the impact 
of debt on the shareholders' value
Cash flow approach for analyzing the firm's 
ability to service debt and avoid financial distress

EBIT-EPS Analysis
We have discussed the EBIT-EPS analysis in Chapter 14. 
Let us summarize the most important points here. The 
EBIT-EPS analysis is an important tool to analyze the 
impact of alternative financial plans on the shareholders' 
income and its variability. The firm should consider the 
possible fluctuations in EBIT and examine their impact 
on EPS (or ROE) under different financial plans. If the 
probability of the rate of return on the firm's assets falling 
below the cost of debt is low, the firm can employ high 
debt to increase EPS. Other things remaining the same, 
this may also have a favourable effect on the market value 
the firm's share. On the other hand, if the probability of 
the rate of return on the firm's assets falling below the 
cost of debt is very high, the firm should refrain from 
employing too much debt capital. Thus, the greater the 
level of EBIT and lower the probability of downward 
fluctuations, the more beneficial it is to employ debt. 
However, it should be realized that the EBIT-EPS analysis 
is a first step in deciding about a firm's capital structure. 
It suffers from certain limitations and does not provide 
unambiguous guide in determining the level of debt in 
practice.

EPS is one of the most widely used measures of a 
company's performance in practice. Hence, in choosing 
between debt and equity, sometimes too much attention 
is paid on EPS, which, however, has serious limitations 
as a financing-decision criterion. As discussed in Chapter 1, 
the major shortcomings of the EPS as a financing-decision 
criterion are:

It is based on arbitrary accounting assumptions 
and does not reflect the economic profits.
It does not consider the time value of money.
It ignores the variability about the expected value 
of EPS, and hence, ignores risk.

The belief that investors would be just concerned with 
the expected EPS is not well founded. Investors in valuing 
the shares of the company consider both expected value 
and risk (variability). 6

EPS variability and financial risk We know that the EPS 
variability, resulting from the use of leverage, causes 
financial risk. The extreme variability in earnings can 
threaten the firm's solvency. A firm can avoid financial 
risk altogether if it does not employ any debt. But then 
the shareholders will be deprived of the benefit of the 
expected increases in EPS. Therefore, a company may 
employ debt to take advantage of the increase in earnings, 
provided that shareholders do not perceive the financial
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risk exceeding the benefit of increased EPS. As we have 
discussed earlier in this chapter, as a firm increases the 
use of debt, the expected EPS may continue to increase, 
but the value of the company may fall because of the 
greater exposure of shareholders to financial risk in the 
form of financial distress. Shareholders expect higher 
compensation for taking the additional financial risk.

The EPS criterion does not consider the long-term 
perspectives of financing decisions. It fails to deal with 
the risk-return trade-off. A long-term view of the effects 
of financing decisions will lead one to a criterion of wealth 
maximization rather than EPS maximization. The EPS 
criterion is an important performance measure but not a decision 
criterion.27

27. Solomon, E. and Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 1978, p. 449.
28. lWd.,451.

Given its limitations, should the EPS criterion be 
ignored in making financing decisions? Remember that it 
is an important index of the firm's performance and that 
investors rely heavily on it for their investment decisions. 
Investors also do not have information on the projected 
earnings and cash flows and they base their evaluation 
on historical data. In choosing between alternative 
financial plans, management should start with the 
evaluation of the impact of each alternative on near-term 
EPS. But the best interests of shareholders should guide 
management's ultimate decision making. Therefore, a 
long-term view of the effect of the alternative financial 
plans on the value of the shares should be taken. If 
management opts for a financial plan, which will 
maximize value in the long run but has an adverse impact 
on near-term EPS, the reasons must be communicated to 
investors. A careful communication to market will be 
helpful in reducing the misunderstanding between 
management and investors.28

Operating conditions and business risk The level and 
variability of EPS depends is the growth and stability of 
sales. As you may recall from Chapter 14, EPS will fluctuate 
with fluctuations in sales. The magnitude of the EPS 
variability with sales will depend on the degrees of 
operating and financial leverages employed by the 
company. A firm with stable sales and favourable cost 
and price structure and well-focused operating strategy 
will have stable earnings and cash flows and thus, it can 
employ a high degree of financial leverage; it will not face 
difficulty in meeting the fixed charges commitments of 
debt. The likely fluctuations in sales increase the business 
risk. A small change in sales can lead to a dramatic change 
in the earnings of a company when its fixed costs are high. 
The fixed interest charges shift the break-even point 
upward. Hence, shareholders perceive a high degree of 
financial risk if companies with high operating leverage 
employ high amount of debt. A company will get into a 
debt trap if operating conditions become unfavourable and 
if it lacks a well articulated, focussed strategy (see Exhibit 
15.1 for an example of a company in a debt trap).

EXHIBIT DEBT TRAP: CASE OF 
HINDUSTAN SHIPYARD

• The fluctuating raw materials and component prices 
cause ups and downs in the revenues and profits of a 
ship-building company. With the right operating 
strategy and appropriate prudent financing, a company 
can manage to sail safely. Hindustan Shipyard Limited 
(HSL), however, found it quite difficult to come out of 
the troubled waters due to huge borrowings. In 1990, 
it had total outstanding debt of Rs 554 crore: working 
capital loan Rs 138 crore, development loan for 
modernization Rs 69 crore, and outstanding interest 
on these loans Rs 160 crore; cash credit Rs 62 crore, 
outstanding interest on cash credit Rs 65 crore and 
penal interest Rs 60 crore. How did this happen?

• HSL’s trouble began when, between 1981 and 1982, 
Japanese and South Korean shipbuilders started offering 
“heavily subsidized rates” against the rates fixed by the 
Indian government, based on international parity price. 
In effect, building ships turned out to be unviable for 
the yard. Further, HSL’s overtime wages bill soared up, 
being a highly overstaffed company. It had 11,000 
workers in 1990. A lack of strategy paved way for 
unchecked downfall. Orders continued declining, and 
became almost nil by 1988 and 1989. To tide over this, 
company borrowed funds, and since operating 
performance did not improve, the company fell deeper 
and deeper into debt trap.

• HSL was technically insolvent. The capital restructuring 
plans helped to put the company back on its feet.

Source: Messias, Lionel, Hindustan Shipyard: A Dead Weight 
Debt, The Economic Times, 15 Feb. 1994.

Sales of the consumer goods industries show wide 
fluctuations; therefore, they do not employ a large amount 
of debt. On the other hand, the sales of public utilities are 
quite stable and predictable. Public utilities, therefore, 
employ a large amount of debt to finance their assets. The 
expected growth in sales also affects the degree of 
leverage. The greater the expectation of growth, the greater 
the amount of external financing needed since it may not 
be possible for the firm to cope up with growth through 
internally generated funds. A number of managers 
consider debt to be cheaper and easy to raise. The growth 
firms, therefore, may usually employ a high degree of 
leverage. Companies with declining sales should not 
employ debt, as they would find difficulty in meeting their 
fixed obligations. Non-payment of fixed charges can force 
a company into liquidation. It may be noted that sales 
growth and stability is just one factor in the leverage 
decision; many other factors would dictate the final 
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decision. There are instances of a large number of high 
growth firms employing no or small amount of debt.

Valuation Approach
We have discussed that shareholders assume a high 
degree of risk than debt-holders. Hence debt is a cheaper 
source of funds than equity. But debt causes financial risk, 
which increases the cost of equity. Higher debt increases 
the costs of financial distress and the agency costs also 
increase. The tax deductibility of interest charges, 
however, adds value to shareholders. Thus, there is a 
trade-off between the tax benefits and the costs of financial 
distress and agency problems. The firm should employ 
debt to the point where the marginal benefits and costs 
are equal. This will be the point of maximum value of the 
firm and minimum weighted average cost of capital.

The difficulty with the valuation framework is that 
managers find it difficult to put into practice. It is not 
possible for them to quantify the effect of debt on the value 
of the firm. Also, the operations of the financial markets 
are so complicated that it is not easy for the financial 
managers to understand them. But the analysis of the 
impact of debt on the value is crucial and it must be carried 
out. A financial manager should think and act like 
investors. He or she must determine the contribution of 
alternative financial policies in creating value for 
shareholders. The most desirable capital structure is the 
one that creates the maximum value.

Cash Flow Analysis
One practical method of assessing the firm's ability to 
carry debt without getting into serious financial distress 
is to carry out a comprehensive cash flow analysis over a 
long period of time. A sound capital structure is expected 
to be conservative. Conservatism does not mean 
employing no debt or small amount of debt. Conservatism 
is related to the firm's ability to generate cash to meet the 
fixed charges created by the use of debt in the capital 
structure under adverse conditions. Hence, in practice, the 
question of the optimum debt-equity mix boils down to 
the firm's ability to service debt without any threat of 
insolvency and operating inflexibility. A firm is considered 
prudently financed if it is able to service its fixed charges 
under any reasonably predictable adverse conditions.

Ttje fixed charges of a company include payment of 
interest and principal, and they depend on both the 
amount of loan, interest rates and the terms of payment. 
The amount of fixed charges may be high if the company 
employs a large amount of debt with short-term maturity. 
Whenever a company thinks of raising additional debt, it 
should analyze its expected future cash flows to meet the 
fixed charges. It is mandatory to pay interest and repay 
the principal amount of debt. If a company is not able to 
generate enough cash to meet its fixed obligation, it may 

face financial distress leading to insolybncy. The 
companies expecting larger and stable cash inflows in the 
future can employ a large amount of debt in their capital 
structure. It is quite risky to employ high amount of debt 
by those companies whose cash inflows are unstable and 
unpredictable. It is possible for a high growth, profitable 
company to suffer from cash shortage if its liquidity 
(working capital) management is poor. We have examples 
of Indian companies like BHEL and NTPC, whose debtors 
are very sticky and they continuously face liquidity 
problem in spite of being profitable and high growth 
companies. Servicing debt proves burdensome for these 
companies.

Debt-servicing coverage ratio One important ratio, 
which should be examined at the time of planning the 
capital structure, is the ratio of expected net operating cash 
flows to fixed charges or the debt-servicing coverage ratio. 
This ratio indicates the number of times the fixed financial 
obligations are covered by the net operating cash flows 
generated by the company. The greater is the expected 
coverage ratio, the greater is the amount of debt a company 
could use. However, a company with a small coverage 
can also employ high amount of debt if there are not 
significant yearly variations in its operating cash flows 
and if there is a low probability of these cash flows being 
considerably less to meet fixed charges in a given period. 
Thus, it is not the average cash flows but the yearly cash 
flows, which are important to determine the debt capacity 
of a company. Fixed financial obligations must be met 
when due, not on an average or in most years, but 
always.29 This requires a full cash flow analysis showing 
the impact of different capital structures under different 
economic conditions.30

29. Johnson, R.L., Financial Decision Making, Goodyear, 1973.
30. Donaldson, G., Corporate Debt Capacity, Harvard Business School, 1961.

Debt capacity The technique of cash flow analysis is 
helpful in determining a firm's debt capacity. Debt 
capacity is the amount, which a firm can service easily 
even under adverse conditions; it is the amount that the 
firm should employ. There may be lenders who are 
prepared to lend to the firm at higher interest rates. But 
the firm should borrow only if it can service the debt 
without any problem. A firm can avoid the risk of financial 
distress if it can maintain its ability to meet contractual 
obligation of interest and principal payments. Debt 
capacity, therefore, should be thought in terms of the 
operating cash flows servicing debt rather than debt ratios. 
A high debt ratio is not necessarily bad. If a firm can service 
high amount of debt without much financial risk, it will 
increase shareholders' wealth. On the other hand, a low 
debt ratio can prove to be burdensome for a firm, which 
has liquidity problem. A firm faces financial distress (or 
even insolvency) when it has cash flow problem. It is 
dangerous to finance a capital-intensive project out of 
borrowings, which has built in uncertainty about the 
earnings and cash flows. National Aluminium Company 
is an example of a wrong initial choice of capital structure,
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which was inconsistent with its operating conditions (see
Exhibit 15.2).

FXHIRIT DEBT BURDEN UNDER CASH 1 Ani ’ 1 CRUNCH SITUATION:
CASE OF NALCO15.2:

• National Aluminium Company (NALCO), started in 
1981, is the largest integrated aluminium complex in 
Asia of total investment of Rs 2,408 crore, borrowings 
from a consortium of European banks financed to the 
extent of $ 830 million or Rs 1,119 crore (46.5 per 
cent). The loan was repayable by 1995. Aluminium is 
an electricity-intensive business; each tonne of 
aluminium needs over 15,000 kw of electricity. Since 
its commissioning in 1988, Nalco has exported 
substantial portion of its production since the domestic 
demand has been very low than what the company had 
projected at its inception. The falling international 
prices in last few years have eroded the company’s 
profitability. The net profit of Rs 172 crore in 1989 
dropped to Rs 14 crore in 1991-92. The Rs 1,119 
crore Eurodollar loan has appreciated to Rs 2,667 crore 
inspite of having repaid Rs 644 crore. Due to 
profitability and liquidity problem and hit by the 
depreciating rupee and the liberalized exchange 
mechanism, the company is forced to reschedule 
repayments ofits debt by the year 2003 instead of 1995. 
Nalco’s debt-equity ratio has increased from 1:1 to 2.7:1.

• The reasons for Nalco’s plight is its decision to go for 
the production of aluminium which consumes heavy 
electricity in addition to alumina. The problem of power 
shortage led to the setting up of power plant, which is 
proving very costly to the company. The overcapacities 
of aluminium production worldwide and highly 
competitive prices have added to Nalco’s woes. Nalco 
is trying to get out of its problems by attempting to 
diversify into value-added products.

• Nalco’s fate can change if the domestic demand for 
aluminium picks up and international prices rise. The 
mounting debt of the company poses a question: Should 
you use heavy dose of debt (since it is available from 
certain sources) to finance investments in a business 
like aluminium which has worldwide overcapacity, 
fluctuating international prices and expensive and short 
supply of electricity in the country in which it is set up? 
Debt would accentuate the financial crises when a 
company has built-in operating uncertainties.

Source: Based on an article by Sudipt Dutta, “NALCO: 
Under a Debt Mountain”, Business India, August 17-30, 
1992, pp. 77-78.

Some companies define their target capital structure 
or debt capacity in terms of the debt rating they desire. 

They choose the debt-equity ratio consistent with the debt 
rating. They work out the financial consequences of this 
choice and adjust their operations and other sources of 
finance ensuring the feasibility of the chosen capital 
structure.

Components of cash flows The cash flows should be 
analyzed over a long period of time, which can cover the 
various adverse phases, for determining the firm's debt 
policy.31 The cash flow analysis involves preparing pro
forma cash flow statements showing the firm's financial 
conditions under adverse conditions such as a recession. 
The expected cash flows can be categorised into three 
groups:32

Operating cash flows
% Non-operating cash flows
A Financial flows

Operating cashflows relate to the operations of 
the firm and can be determined from the projected 
profit and loss statements. The behaviour of sales 
volume, output price and input price over the 
period of analysis should be examined and 
predicted.
Non-operating cash flows generally include 
capital expenditures and working capital changes. 
During a recessionary period, the firm may have 
to specially spend on advertising etc. for the 
promotion of the product. Such expenditures 
should be included in the non-operating cash 
flows. Certain types of capital expenditures 
cannot be avoided even during most adverse 
conditions. They are necessary to maintain the 
minimum operating efficiency of the firm's 
resources. Such irreducible, minimum capital 
expenditures should be clearly identified.
Financial flows include interest, dividends, 
lease rentals, repayment of debt, etc. They are 
further divided into: contractual obligations and 
policy obligations. Contractual obligations 
include those financial obligations, like interest, 
lease rentals and principal payments that are 
matters of contract, and should not be defaulted. 
Policy obligations consist of those financial 
obligations, like dividends, that are at the 
discretion of the board of directors. Policy 
obligations are also called discretionary 
obligations.

The cash flow analysis may indicate that a decline in 
sales, resulting in profit decline or losses, may not 
necessarily cause cash inadequacy. This may be so because 
cash may be realized from permanent inventory and 
receivables. Also, some of the permanent current liabilities 
may decline with fall in sales and profits. On the other 
hand, when sales and profits are growing, the firm may 
face cash inadequacy, as large amount of cash is needed 
to finance growing inventory and receivables. If the profits

31. Donaldson, op. cit.,1961.
32. Donaldson, op. cit.,1981, and Solomon and Pringle, op. cit., 1978, p. 489.
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decline due to increase in expenses or falling output prices, 
instead of the decline in the number of units sold, the firm 
may face cash inadequacy because its funds in inventory 
and receivables will not be released. The point to be 
emphasized is that a firm should carry out cash flow 
analysis to get a clear picture of its ability to service debt 
obligations even under the adverse conditions, and thus, 
decide about the proper amount of debt. The firm must 
examine the impact of alternative debt policies on the 
firm's cash flow ability. The firm should then choose the 
debt policy, which it can implement.

Utility of cash flow analysis Is cash flow analysis 
superior to EBIT-EPS analysis? How does it incorporate 
the insights of the finance theory? The cash flow analysis 
has the following advantages:3’

It focuses on the liquidity and solvency of the firm 
over a long period of time, even encompassing 
adverse circumstances. Thus, it evaluates the 
firm's ability to meet fixed obligations.
It is more comprehensive and goes beyond the 
analysis of profit and loss statement and also 
considers changes in the balance sheet items.
It identifies discretionary cash flows. The firm can 
thus prepare an action plan to face adverse 
situations.
It provides a list of potential financial flows, which 
can be utilized under emergency.

■Qs It is a long-term dynamic analysis and does not 
remain confined to a single period analysis.

The most significant advantage of the cash flow 
analysis is that it provides a practical way of incorporating 
the insights of the finance theory. As per the theory, debt 
financing has tax advantage. But it also involves risk of 
financial distress. Therefore, the optimum amount of debt 
depends on the trade-off between tax advantage of debt 
and risk of financial distress. Financial distress occurs 
when the firm is not in a position to meet its contractual 
obligations. The cash flow analysis indicates when the firm 
will find it difficult to service its debt. Therefore, it is useful 
in providing good insights to determine the debt capacity, 
which helps to maximize the market value of the firm.

Cash flow analysis versus debt-equity ratio The cash 
flow analysis might reveal that a higher debt-equity ratio 
is not risky if the company has the ability of generating 
substantial cash inflows in the future to meet its fixed 
financial obligations. Financial risk in this sense is 
indicated by the company's cash-flow ability, not by the 
debt-equity ratio. To quote Van Horne:33 34

33. Donaldson, op.cit., 1961, Solomon and Pringle, op.cit., 1978, p. 489.
34. Van Horne, James C., Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 195, p. 290.

.. .the analysis of debt-to-equity ratios alone can be 
deceiving, and analysis of the magnitude and 
stability of cash-flows relative to fixed charges is 
extremely important in determining the appropriate 
capital structure for the firm. To the extent that 

creditors and investors analyze a firm's cash-flow 
ability to service debt, and management's risk 
preferences correspond to those of investors, capital 
structure decisions made in this basis should tend 
to maximize share price.

The cash-flow analysis does have its limitations. It is 
difficult to predict all possible factors, which may influence 
the firm's cash flows. Therefore, it is not a foolproof 
technique to determine the firm's debt policy.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is EBIT—EPS analysis? What are its limitations?
2. What is valuation approach for the capital structure 

analysis?
3. Explain the elements, utility and limitations of the 

cash flow approach for the cpital structure analysis.
4. What is meant by debt capacity? How will a firm 

decide its debt capacity?

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 
DETERMINING CAPITAL STRUCTURE
The determination of capital structure in practice involves 
additional considerations in addition to the concerns about 
EPS, value and cash flow. A firm may have enough debt 
servicing ability but it may not have assets to offer as 
collateral. Attitudes of firms with regard to financing 
decisions may also be quite often influenced by their desire 
of not losing control, maintaining operating flexibility and 
have convenient timing and cheaper means of raising 
funds. Some of the most important considerations are 
discussed below.

Assets
The forms of assets held by a company are important 
determinants of its capital structure. Tangible fixed assets 
serve as collateral to debt. In the event of financial distress, 
the lenders can access these assets and liquidate them to 
realize funds lent by them. Companies with higher 
tangible fixed assets will have less expected costs of 
financial distress and hence, higher debt ratios. On the 
other hand, those companies, whose primary assets are 
intangible assets, will not have much to offer by way of 
collateral and will have higher costs of financial distress. 
Companies have intangible assets in the form of human 
capital, relations with stakeholders, brands, reputation 
etc., and their values start eroding as the firm faces 
financial difficulties and its financial risk increases.

Growth Opportunities
The nature of growth opportunities has an important 
influence on a firm's financial leverage. Firms with high 



market-to-book value ratios have high growth opportuni
ties. A substantial part of the value for these companies 
comes from organizational or intangible assets. These 
firms have a lot of investment opportunities. There is also 
higher threat of bankruptcy and high costs of financial 
distress associated with high growth firms once they start 
facing financial problems. These firms employ lower debt 
ratios to avoid the problem of under-investment and costs 
of financial distress. But bankruptcy is not the only time 
when debt-financed high-growth firms let go of the 
valuable investment opportunities. When faced with the 
possibility of interest default, managers tend to be risk 
averse and either put off major capital projects or cut down 
on R&D expenses or both. Therefore, firms with growth 
opportunities will probably find debt financing quite 
expensive in terms of high interest to be paid due to lack 
of good collateral and investment opportunities to be lost. 
High growth firms would prefer to take debts with lower 
maturities to keep interest rates down and to retain the 
financial flexibility since their performance can change 
unexpectedly any time. They would also prefer unsecured 
debt to have operating flexibility.

Mature firms with low market-to-book value ratio and 
limited growth opportunities face the risk of managers 
spending free cash flow either in unprofitable maturing 
business or diversifying into risky businesses. Both these 
decisions are undesirable. This behaviour of managers can 
be controlled by high leverage that makes them more 
careful in utilizing surplus cash. Mature firms have 
tangible assets and stable profits. They have low costs of 
financial distress. Hence these firms would raise debt with 
longer maturities as the interest rates will not be high for 
them and they have a lesser need of financial flexibility 
since their fortunes are not expected to shift suddenly. 
They can avail high interest tax shields by having high 
leverage ratios.

Debt and Non-debt Tax Shields
We know that debt, due to interest deductibility, reduces 
the tax liability and increases the firm's after-tax free cash 
flows. In the absence of personal taxes, the interest tax 
shields increase the value of the firm. Generally, investors 
pay taxes on interest income but not on equity income. 
Hence, personal taxes reduce the tax advantage of debt 
over equity. The tax advantage of debt implies that firms 
will employ more debt to reduce tax liabilities and increase 
value. In practice, this is not always true as is evidenced 
from many empirical studies. Firms also have non-debt 
tax shields available to them. For example, firms can use 
depreciation, carry forward losses, etc., to shield taxes. 
This implies that those firms that have larger non-debt 
tax shields would employ low debt, as they may not have 
sufficient taxable profit available to have the benefit of 
interest deductibility. However, there is a link between 
the non-debt tax shields and the debt tax shields since 
companies with higher depreciation would tend to have 
higher fixed assets, which serve as collateral against debt. 

Financial Flexibility and Operating Strategy
A cash flow analysis might indicate that a firm could carry 
high level of debt without much threat of insolvency. But 
in practice, the firm may still make conservative use of 
debt since the future is uncertain and it is difficult to be 
able to consider all possible scenarios of adversity. It is. 
therefore, prudent to maintain financial flexibility that 
enables the firm to adjust to any change in the future 
events or forecasting error.

As discussed earlier, financial flexibility is a serious 
consideration in setting up the capital structure policy. 
Financial flexibility means a company's ability to adapt 
its capital structure to the needs of the changing 
conditions. The company should be able to raise funds, 
without undue delay and cost, whenever needed, to 
finance the profitable investments. It should also be in a 
position to redeem its debt whenever warranted by the 
future conditions. The financial plan of the company 
should be flexible enough to change the composition of 
the capital structure as warranted by the company's 
operating strategy and needs. It should also be able to 
substitute one form of financing for another to economize 
the use of funds. Flexibility depends on loan covenants, 
option to early retirement of loans and the financial slack, 
viz., excess resources at the command of the firm.

Loan Covenants
Restrictive covenants are commonly included in the long
term loan agreements and debentures. These restrictions 
curtail the company's freedom in dealing with the financial 
matters and put it in an inflexible position. Covenants in 
loan agreements may include restrictions to distribute cash 
dividends, to incur capital expenditure, to raise additional 
external finances or to maintain working capital at a 
particular level. The types of covenants restricting the 
firm's investment, financing and dividend policies vary 
depending on the source of debt. While private debt 
contains both affirmative and negative covenants, public 
debt has a lot of negative covenants and commercial paper 
does not entail much restrictions. Loan covenants may 
look quite reasonable from the lenders' point of view as 
they are meant to protect their interests, but they reduce 
the flexibility of the borrowing company to operate freely 
and it may become burdensome if conditions change. 
Growth firms prefer to take private rather than public debt 
since it is much easier to renegotiate terms in time of crisis 
with few private lenders than several debenture-holders. 
Generally, a company while issuing debentures or 
accepting other forms of debt should ensure to have 
minimum of restrictive clauses that circumscribe its 
financial actions in the future in debt agreements. This is 
a tough task for the financial manager. A highly levered 
firm is subject to many constraints under debt covenants 
that restrict its choice of decisions, policies and 
programmes. Violation of covenants can have serious 
adverse consequences. The firm's ability to respond
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quickly to changing conditions also reduces. The operating 
inflexibility could prove to be very costly for the firms 
that are operating in unstable environment. These 
companies are likely to have low debt ratios and maintain 
high financial flexibility to remain competitive and not 
allow compromising their competitive posture. Thus, 
financial flexibility is essential to maintain the operating 
flexibility and face unanticipated contingencies.

Financial Slack
The financial flexibility of a firm depends on the financial 
slack it maintains. The financial slack includes unused 
debt capacity, excess liquid assets, unutilized lines of credit 
and access to various untapped sources of funds. The 
financial flexibility depends a lot on the company's debt 
capacity and unused debt capacity. The higher is the debt 
capacity of a firm and the higher is the unused debt 
capacity, the higher will be the degree of flexibility enjoyed 
by the firm. If a company borrows to the limit of its debt 
capacity, it will not be in a position to borrow additional 
funds to finance unforeseen and unpredictable demands, 
except at restrictive and unfavourable terms. Therefore, a 
company should not borrow to the limit of its capacity, 
but keep available some unused capacity to raise funds 
in the future to meet some sudden demand for finances.35

35. Solomon, E. and Pringle, op.cit., 1978; p.490.

Early repayment A considerable degree of flexibility will 
be introduced if a company has the discretion of repaying 
its debt early. This will enable management to retire or 
replace cheaper source of finance for the expensive one is 
whenever warranted by the circumstances. When a 
company has excess cash and does not have profitable 
investment opportunities, it becomes desirable to retire 
debt. Similarly, a company can take advantage of declining 
rates of interest if it has a right to repay debt at its option. 
Suppose that funds are available at 12 per cent rate of 
interest presently. The company has outstanding debt at 
16 per cent rate of interest. It can save in terms of interest 
cost if it can retire the 'old' debt and replace it by the 'new' 
debt.

Limits of financial flexibility Financial flexibility is 
useful, but the firm must understand its limit. It can help 
a profitable firm to seize opportunities, and it can provide 
temporary help in adverse situation, but it cannot save a 
firm, which is basically unhealthy. No doubt that financial 
flexibility is desirable, but the firm should have basic 
financial strength. Also, it is achieved at a cost. A company 
trying to obtain loans on easy terms will have to pay 
interest at a higher rate. Also, to obtain the right of 
refunding, it may have to compensate lenders by paying 
a higher interest or may have to allow them to participate 
in the equity. Therefore, the company should compare the 
benefits and costs of attaining the desired degree of 
flexibility and balance them properly.

Sustainability and Feasibility
The financing policy of a firm should be sustainable and 
feasible in the long run. Most firms want to maintain the 
sustainability of their financing policy over a long period 
of time. The sustainable growth model helps to analyze 
the sustainability and the feasibility of the long-term 
financial plans in achieving growth. This model is based 
on the assumption that the firm uses the internal financing 
and debt, consistent with the target debt-equity ratio and 
payout ratio and does not issue shares during the planning 
horizon. Given the firm's financing and payout policies 
and operating efficiency, this model implies that its assets 
and sales will grow in tandem with growth in equity 
(internal). Thus, the sustainable growth depends on return 
on equity (ROE) and retention ratio:

Sustainable growth = ROE x (1 - payout) (30)

ROE depends on assets turnover, net margin, and 
financial leverage:

ROE = asset turnover x net margin x leverage

ROE = assets/sales x net profit/sales x assets/equity

(31)

Alternatively, ROE depends on the firm's before-tax 
return on capital employed (ROCE), the financial leverage 
premium and the tax rate:

ROE = [ROCE + (ROCE - kd) D/E](l - T) (32)
The sustainable growth model indicates the growth 

rate that the firm should target. Any other growth rate 
will not be consistent with the financial policies set by the 
management. If the firm intends to achieve a different 
growth rate than that implied by the sustainable growth 
model, it will have to change its financial policy, either 
the debt-equity ratio, or the payout ratio or both. In fact, 
the model also indicates the trade-offs between the 
financing and operating policies. Instead of changing its 
financial policies for achieving higher growth, the firm 
can examine its operating policies vis-a-vis price, cost, 
assets utilization, etc. The firm must realize that growth 
does not ensure value creation. If the firm does not account 
for the investment duration and the cost of capital, growth 
may destroy value. The firm should also examine the 
impact of alternative financial policy on the value of the 
firm.

Control
In designing the capital structure, sometimes the existing 
management is governed by its desire to continue control 
over the company. This is particularly so in the case of 
the firms promoted by entrepreneurs. The existing 
management team not only wants control and ownership 
but also to manage the company, without any outside 
interference.



Widely held companies The ordinary shareholders elect 
the directors of the company. If the company issues new 
shares, there is risk of dilution of control. The company 
can issue rights shares to avoid dilution of ownership. But 
the existing shareholders may not be willing to fully 
subscribe to the issue. Dilution is not a very important 
consideration in the case of widely held companies. Most 
shareholders are not interested in taking active part in a 
company's management. Nor do they have time and 
money to attend the meetings. They are interested in 
dividends and capital gains. If they are not satisfied, they 
will sell their shares. Thus, the best way to ensure control 
and to have the confidence of the shareholders is to 
manage the company most efficiently and compensate 
shareholders in the form of dividends and capital gains. 
The risk of loss of control can be reduced by distribution 
of shares widely and in small lots.

Closely held companies The consideration of 
maintaining control may be significant in case of closely 
held and small companies. A shareholder or a group of 
shareholders can purchase all or most of the new shares 
of a small or closely held company and control it. Even if 
the owner-managers hold the majority shares, their 
freedom to manage the company will be curtailed when 
they go for initial public offerings (IPOs). Fear of sharing 
control and being interfered by others often delays the 
decision of the closely held small companies to go public. 
To avoid the risk of loss of control, small companies may 
slow their rate of growth or issue preference shares or raise 
debt capital. If the closely held companies can ensure a 
wide distribution of shares, they need not worry about 
the loss of control so much.

The holders of debt do not have voting rights. 
Therefore, it is suggested that a company should use debt 
to avoid the loss of control. However, when a company 
uses large amount of debt, a lot of restrictions are put by 
the debt-holders, specifically the financial institutions in 
India, since they are the major providers of loan capital to 
the companies. These restrictions curtail the freedom of 
the management to run the business. A very excessive 
amount of debt can also cause serious liquidity problem 
and ultimately render the company sick, which means a 
complete loss of control.

Marketability and Timing
Marketability means the readiness of investors to purchase 
a security in a given period of time and to demand 
reasonable return. Marketability does not influence the 
initial capital structure, but it is an important consideration 
to decide about the appropriate timing of security issues. 
The capital markets are changing continuously. At one 
time, the market favours debenture issues, and, at another 
time, it may readily accept share issues. Due to the 
changing market sentiments, the company has to decide 
whether to raise funds with an equity issue or a debt issue. 
The alternative methods of financing should, therefore, 
be evaluated in the light of general market conditions and 
the internal conditions of the company.
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Capital market conditions If the capital market is 
depressed, a company will not issue equity shares, but it 
may issue debt and wait to issue equity shares till the share 
market revives. During boom period in the share market, 
it may be advantageous for the company to issue shares 
at high premium. This will help to keep its debt capacity 
unutilized. The internal conditions of a company may also 
dictate the marketability of securities. For example, a 
highly levered company may find it difficult to raise 
additional debt. Similarly, when restrictive covenants in 
existing debt-agreements preclude payment of dividends 
on equity shares, convertible debt may be the only source 
to raise additional funds. A small company may find 
difficulty in issuing any security in the market merely 
because of its small size. The heavy indebtedness, low 
payout, small size, low profitability, high degree of 
competition, etc., cause low rating of the company, which 
would make it difficult for the company to raise external 
finance at favourable terms.

Issue Costs
Issue or flotation costs are incurred when the funds are 
externally raised. Generally, the cost of floating a debt is 
less than the cost of floating an equity issue. This may 
encourage companies to use debt than issue equity shares. 
Retained earnings do not involve flotation costs. The 
source of debt also influences the issue costs, with fixed 
costs, being much higher for issue of commercial paper 
and public debt (debenture) than the private debt. This 
also means that economies of scale are high for the debt 
instruments having high fixed costs. Hence these 
instruments should be used when large amounts of funds 
are needed. Issue costs as a percentage of funds raised 
will decline with larger amount of funds. Large firms 
require large amounts of funds, and they may plan large 
issues of securities to economize on the issue costs. These 
firms are more likely than others to resort to commercial 
paper or public debt for raising capital. A large issue of 
securities can, however, curtail a company's financial 
flexibility. The company should raise only that much 
funds, which it can employ profitably. Many other more 
important factors have to be considered when deciding 
about the methods of financing and the size of a security 
issue.

Capacity of Raising Funds
The size of a company may influence its capital and 
availability of funds from different sources. A small 
company finds great difficulties in raising long-term loans. 
If it is able to obtain some long-term loan, it will be 
available at a higher rate of interest and inconvenient 
terms. The highly restrictive covenants in loan agreements, 
in case of small companies, make their capital structures 
very inflexible and its management cannot run the 
business freely without interference. Small companies, 
therefore, depend on share capital and retained earnings 
for their long-term fund requirements. It is quite difficult
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for small companies to raise share capital in the capital 
markets. Also, the capital base of most small companies 
is so small that they cannot be listed on the stock 
exchanges. For those small companies, which are able to 
approach the capital markets, the cost of issuing shares is 
generally more than the large ones. Further, resorting 
frequently to ordinary share issues to raise long-term 
funds carries a greater risk of the possible loss of control 
for a small company. The shares of small companies are 
not widely scattered and the dissident group of 
shareholders can be easily organized to get control of the 
company. The small companies, therefore, sometimes 
limit the growth of their business to what can easily be 
financed by retaining the earnings.

A large company has relative flexibility in designing 
its capital structure. It can obtain loans on easy terms and 
sell ordinary shares, preference shares and debentures to 
the public. Because of the large size of issues, its cost of 
distributing a security is less than that for a small 
company. A large issue of ordinary shares can be widely 
distributed and thus, making the loss of control difficult. 
The size of the firm has an influence on the amount and 
the cost of funds, but it does not necessarily determine 
the pattern of financing. In practice, the debt-equity ratios 
of the firms do not have a definite relationship with their 
size.

MANAGER’S ATTITUDE TOWARDS DEBT

We know now the factors, which are theoretically 
important in determining the capital structure policy of a 
company. They are interest tax shield (adjusted for 
personal taxes) and costs of financial distress. We also 
know the additional factors in practice such as sales 
growth and stability, cash flow, market conditions, 
transaction costs etc. which may have influence on the 
choice of capital structure. How do managers really view 
the question of borrowing? There seems to be a mixed 
feeling. Some would prefer borrowing while others would 
like to decide after considering a variety of factors. They 
also feel that they can borrow only when lenders are 
prepared to lend. They think that lenders evaluate a 
number of factors before deciding to lend, and these factors 
go beyond the theoretical considerations of risk, return 
and value. Exhibit 15.3 summarizes the perceptions of 
managers vis-a-vis borrowing.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. List the most critical factors of the determination of 
the capital structure.

2. What is meant by financial and operating flexibility?
3. Define financial slack.
4. What is meant by sustainable growth? What are the 

elements of the sustainable growth model?

EXHIBIT DO MANAGERS PREFER 
BORROWING?

• A number of companies in practice prefer to borrow 
for the following reasons:
O Tax deductibility of interest 
O Higher return to shareholders due to gearing 
O Complicated procedure for raising equity capital 
O No dilution of ownership and control 
O Equity results in a permanent commitment than 

debt.
• There are, however, managers whose choice of financing 

depends on internal and external factors. The internal 
factors include: purpose of financing, company’s 
earning capacity, existing capital structure, cash flow' 
ability, investment plans, etc. The external factors are: 
capital and money market conditions, debt-equity 
stipulations followed by financiers, restrictions imposed, 
etc. A company, for example, feels:

‘There can be no specific preference towards 
borrowings as a source of finance. The company’s 
financial requirement will vary from time to time 
depending on factors such as its existing capital 
structure, investment plans vis-a-vis expansion, 
modernization and replacement as also its margin 
money requirement for incremental working capital. 
In addition, the cost of share issue, existing money 
market and banking conditions and the impact of 
statutory regulations would influence the mix of finance 
required by a company.’

• In practice, it may not be possible for a company to 
borrow whenever it wants. Lenders may analyze a 
number of characteristics of the borrower before they 
decide to lend. What factors do borrowers think are 
considered by lenders? Borrowing firms’ managers 
perceive the following factors in order of importance 
being considered by lenders: (z) profitability, (H) quality 
of management, (iii) security, (iv) liquidity, (v) existing 
debt-equity ratio, (vi) sales growth, (vit) net worth, 
(viii) reserve position, and (ix) fluctuations in profits.

Source: Pandey, I.M., Financing Decisions: A Survey of 
Management Understanding, Economic & PoliticalWeekly, 
Feb. 1984.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF
L&T LIMITED

In this section, we shall analyze the capital structure of 
L&T. We introduced L&T in Chapter 9. L&T is a large 
diversified company in the private sector. In 2003, it had 
a total sales of Rs 8,783 crore and gross fixed assets of Rs 
6,305 crore. Table 15.11 provides data about L&T's debt
equity ratio, interest coverage, interest as a percentage of 
sales and average share price for the period from 1990 to 
2003. L&T's debt-equity ratio shows a fluctuating pattern



Table 15.11: L&T's Debt-Equity Ratio and
Other Financial Data

Interest
Year D/E 

ratio
D/E 

index
Interest

Coverage
to Sale 
Ratio

s AMP AMP 
Index

1990 2.46 100.00 1.81 7.92 71.00 100.00
1991 1.53 100.62 1.82 7.73 122.50 172.54
1992 0.70 145.52 2.63 6.43 245.00 345.07
1993 0.20 287.62 5.19 2.26 287.50 404.93
1994 0.34 288.35 5.21 2.15 240.00 338.03
1995 0.32 325.12 5.87 2.35 268.75 378.52
1996 0.40 305.01 5.51 2.58 262.00 369.01
1997 0.65 242.48 4.38 3.16 253.00 356.34
1998 0.84 274.36 4.96 2.35 230.00 323.94
1999 0.92 167.18 3.02 3.39 211.25 297.54
2000 1.05 109.81 1.98 5.37 397.73 560.18
2001 1.09 93.86 1.70 6.14 232.08 326.87
2002 1.07 119.26 2.15 4.62 201.28 283.49
2003 0.92 213.23 3.85 2.56 182.80 257.46
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L&T's interest coverage ratio has been more than 3.0,
times except during 1990-92 and 2000-2002. (Fig. 15.10).
Thus, the company has been maintaining a good debt
servicing ability and has also been employing debt to take 
advantage of interest tax shield. Interest, as a percentage 
of sales, was quite high in the beginning of the 90s and 
during 2000-02 but it has reduced to about 3 per cent of 
sales in 2003.

How have L&T's share price and debt-equity ratio 
moved? From 1990 to 1998, L&T's share price and debt
equity ratio have moved in tandem and have shown an 
increasing trend. However, they seem to have moved in 
opposite direction during 1998-2003. (Fig. 15.11 and 
columns 3 and 7 in Table 15.11). Figure 15.11 shows that 
in the recent years, L&T's debt-equity ratio has been 
increasing while the share price has been declining.

L&T has borrowed funds from various sources. Long
term sources provide more than 70 per cent of total debt. 
Its long-terms sources include debentures, borrowings 
from banks and financial institutions and other sources 
such as public deposits etc. For financing its net current 
assets, the company has mostly used bank borrowing. 
L&T's short-term borrowings come from banks and

during this period. From a high level of 2.5 in 1990, it has 
significantly reduced to a very low level of 0.20 in 1993. 
The ratio started increasing gradually and was close to 1

Year

Year

Figure 15.10: L&T's interest coverage ratio, 1990-2003
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during 2000-02 but it has reduced to about 3 per cent of 
sales in 2003.
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equity ratio have moved in tandem and have shown an 
increasing trend. However, they seem to have moved in 
opposite direction during 1998-2003. (Fig. 15.11 and 
columns 3 and 7 in Table 15.11). Figure 15.11 shows that 
in the recent years, L&T's debt-equity ratio has been 
increasing while the share price has been declining.

L&T has borrowed funds from various sources. Long
term sources provide more than 70 per cent of total debt. 
Its long-terms sources include debentures, borrowings 
from banks and financial institutions and other sources 
such as public deposits etc. For financing its net current 
assets, the company has mostly used bank borrowing. 
L&T's short-term borrowings come from banks and
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Year

Figure 15.11: L&T's share price and debt-equity indices

commercial papers. In the last few years the company has 
reduced its borrowing from financial institutions and is 
using banks borrowings and debentures for financing its 
investments. (Table 15.12).

L&T has a history of heavily relying on internal funds 
and equity issues until 1980. The company made 
substantial use of debt during 80s and the beginning of 
90s. A large part of long-term was raised through 

convertible debentures. The company has strengthened 
its equity base by converting its debentures into equity as 
well as retaining about 60 per cent of its profit. At the end 
of 2003, L&T has a total debt-equity ratio of 0.92. The debt 
includes both short-term and long-term debt. It has a 
strong coverage ratio. Thus, the company has strong 
financial capability and will be able to raise debt and 
equity funds for its future growth.

Table 15.12: L&T’s Sources and Uses of Funds (in per cent)

Year Debt STD LTD

STD LTD

STBB CP LTBB FIB Deb. OLTB

1990 100 15.72 84.28 100.00 0.00 4.91 4.38 78.61 12.10
1991 100 4.79 95.21 100.00 0.00 9.17 2.83 77.90 10.10
1992 100 10.30 89.70 100.00 0.00 11.13 2.24 75.58 11.04
1993 100 52.72 47.28 100.00 0.00 44.90 5.04 13.45 36.60
1994 100 39.07 60.93 100.00 0.00 32.40 38.56 2.80 26.23
1995 100 48.52 51.48 100.00 0.00 55.78 21.52 0.39 22.31
1996 100 38.42 61.58 100.00 0.00 62.88 18.76 0.14 18.22
1997 100 22.89 77.11 93.50 6.50 34.85 19.78 33.28 12.08
1998 100 20.15 79.85 82.56 17.44 30.30 14.99 41.20 13.52
1999 100 21.81 78.19 42.48 57.52 26.15 10.20 48.10 15.55
2000 100 29.38 70.62 69.57 30.43 21.20 9.46 57.73 11.61
2001 100 32.20 67.80 60.47 39.53 21.67 6.57 63.35 8.41
2002 100 24.14 75.86 62.39 37.61 30.65 2.88 53.35 13.12
2003 100 27.20 72.80 88.46 11.54 30.07 2.27 52.63 15.04

Note: STD = short-term debt; LTD = long-term debt; STBB = short-term bank borrowings; CP = commercial paper; LTBB = long-term 
bank borrowings; FIB = borrowings from financial institutions; Deb. = debentures; OLTB = other long-term borrowings.
Source: CMIE Database.
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The capital structure decision of the firm can be characterised as a choice of that combination of debt and equity, 
which maximizes the market value of the firm.
According to Modigliani and Miller's (MM's) Proposition I, the firm's market value is not affected by capital 
structure; that is, any combination of debt and equity is as good as any other.
Firms borrow by offering investors various types of securities. In MM's world of perfect capital market, because 
of same borrowing and lending rates for all investors and no taxes, investors can borrow at their own. Why 
should they pay a premium for a firm's borrowing?
MM accept that borrowing increases shareholders return, but they argue, it also increases financial risk. They 
show that increased financial risk via increased cost of equity exactly offsets the increased return; thus leaving the 
position of shareholders unchanged. This is MM's Proposition II.
As against MM's hypothesis, the traditionalists argue that market imperfections make borrowing by individual 
investors costly, risky and inconvenient.
The arbitrage envisaged by MM will not work because of market imperfections, and investors may be willing to 
pay a premium for shares of levered firms. But thousands of the levered firms would have already satisfied the 
demand of investors who like their shares. Therefore, a firm changing its debt policy is unlikely to influence the 
market value of the firm.
One unrealistic assumption of MM's hypothesis is that, they assume no existence of taxes. When corporate taxes 
are assumed, firms can increase earnings of all investors through borrowing which results in interest tax shield.

The value of perpetual interest tax shield (PVINTS) is equal to TD: PVINTS = — = TD
kj 

where T is the corporate tax rate, is the cost of debt and D is the amount of debt.
Thus the market value of the levered firm will be equal to the market value of an all-equity or unlevered firm (V ) 
plus the present value of interest tax shield (TD); V; = Vu + TD

This equation implies that a firm can continuously increase its value by borrowing more debt. Thus firms 
should have 100 per cent debt in their capital structures.
In practice, we do not find all firms using high amounts of debt. One explanation for this behaviour could be 
personal income taxes.
Miller has propounded a theory incorporating both corporate and personal income taxes. According to him, the 
advantage of interest tax shield is offset by the personal taxes paid by debt-holders on interest income.
Interest income is tax-exempt at corporate level while dividend income is not. Interest income is taxed at personal 
level while dividend income may largely escape personal taxes.
Thus, companies can induce tax-paying investors to buy debt securities if they are offered high rate of interest. But 
after a stage it will not be possible to attract investors in the high-tax brackets. This point establishes the optimum 
debt ratio for the individual firms.
It is difficult to believe that corporate borrowing is not at all beneficial to the firms. In reality, personal taxes on 
dividend income may not be zero in all countries. Also, there are always investors in different tax brackets. Thus, 
the tax advantage of corporate borrowing is partly taken away by the lost personal taxes.
There is another factor, which reduces the tax advantage of borrowing. It is financial distress, which is costly. It 
includes cost of inflexibility, inconvenience and insolvency. Thus the value of a levered firm is:

VI = VU + TD - PV of financial distress
The value will reach optimum value where advantage of corporate borrowing, TD, equals present value of costs 
of financial distress (PVFD).
The capital structure is also affected by the agency costs. Agency costs arise because of the conflict between 
managers and shareholders interests, on the one hand and shareholders and debt holders interests, on the other 
hand.
The advantage of debt is that it saves taxes since interest is a deductible expense. On the other hand, its disadvantage 
is that it can cause financial distress. Therefore, the capital structure decision of the firm in practice should be 
governed by the trade-off between tax advantage and costs of financial distress and agency costs.
Many firms in practice follow a pecking order—they first use retain earnings then low risk debt followed by high 
risk debt and lastly new equity to finance their assets.
Financial distress becomes costly when the firm finds it difficult to pay interest and principal. From this point of 
view, both debt ratio and EBIT-EPS analysis have their limitations. They do not reflect the debt-servicing ability 
of the firm.
A full cash flow analysis over a long period, which covers the ad verse situation, also helps to determine the firm's 
debt capacity.
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□ Debt capacity means the amount of debt, which a firm should use given its cash flows. Cash flow analysis indicates 
how much debt a firm can service without any difficulty.

□ A firm does not exhaust its debt capacity at once. It keeps reserve debt capacity to meet financial emergencies.
O The actual amount of debt also depends on flexibility, control and size of the firm in terms of its assets.
□ Other factors, which are important when capital is actually raised, include timing (marketability) and flotation 

costs.

KEY CONCEPTS
Agency costs
Arbitrage
Capitalization rate
Cash inadequacy
Corporate leverage
Cost of debt
Cost of equity
Debt capacity
Discretionary obligations
\__________

Financial distress 
Financial flexibility 
Flotation costs 
Growth opportunities 
Homemade leverage 
Homogeneous risk class 
Information asymmetry 
Interest tax shield

Net income approach
Net operating income approach 
Non-operating cash flows 
Optimum capital structure 
Over-investment
Pecking order hypothesis 
Perfect capital markets 
Personal leverage

Policy obligations
Signalling
Target capital structure 
Trade-off theory 
Traditional approach 
Under-investment 
Weighted average cost of 

captial
________________________ ■

capitalization of Rs 1,000,000, and it normally earns 
Rs 100,000 (before interest and taxes). The financial 
manager of the firm wants to take a decision regarding the 
capital structure. After a study of the capital market, he 
gathers the following data:

(a) What amount of debt should be employed by the 
firm if the traditional approach is held valid?

(b) If the Modigliani-Miller approach is followed, 
what should be the equity capitalization rate?

Assume that corporate taxes do not exist, and that the 
firm always maintains its capital structure at book values.

is minimum. The weighted average cost of capital 
calculations at book value weights are as follows:

The firm should employ debt of Rs 400,000 as the 
weighted average cost of capital is minimum at this level 
of debt.

(b) According to the MM approach, the cost of capital 
is a constant, and the cost of equity increases linearly with 
debt. The equilibrium cost of capital is assumed to be equal 
to pure equity capitalization rate, which is 10 per cent in 
the present problem. The equity capitalization rate is given 
by the following approach:

Amount of Debt 
Rs

Interest Rate
%

Equity Capitalization
Rate %

(at given level of debt)

0 — 10.00
100,000 4.0 10.50
200,000 4.0 11.00
300,000 4.5 11.60
400,000 5.0 12.40
500,000 5.5 13.50
600,000 6.0 16.00
700,000 8.0 20.00

SOLUTION:
(a) As per the traditional approach, optimum capital 

structure exists when the weighted average cost of capital

(1) (2)

kd

(3)

wd
(4)

kewe

(5)

kdwd

(6)

koW =

(5) + (6)

0.100 1.0 — — 0.1000 — 0.1000

0.105 0.9 0.040 0.1 0.0945 0.0040 0.0985

0.110 0.8 0.040 0.2 0.0880 0.0080 0.0960

0.116 0.7 0.045 0.3 0.0812 0.0135 0.0947

0.124 0.6 0.050 0.4, 0.0744 0.0200 0.0944

0.135 0.5 0.055 0.5 0.0675 0.0275 0.0950

0.160 0.4 0.060 0.6 0.0640 0.0360 0.1000

0.200 0.3 0.080 0.7 0.0600 0.0560 0.1160

The equity capitalization rates are shown in 
Table 15.13.
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Table 15.13: Equity Capitalisation Rates

Debt (Rs) ko (k0-kd) Debt/Equity ke

0 — 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.000) 0 — 0.1000
100,000 0.040 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.040) 100,000 / 900,000 = 0.1067
200,000 0.040 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.040) 200,000 / 800,000 = 0.1150
300,000 0.040 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.045) 300,000 / 700,000 = 0.1236
400,000 0.050 0.10 + (0.10 — 0.050) 400,000 / 600,000 = 0.1333
500,000 0.050 0.10 + (0.10 — 0.055) 500,000 / 500,000 = 0.1450
600,000 0.060 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.060) 600,000 / 400,000 = 0.1600
700,000 0.080 0.10 + (0.10 - 0.080) 700,000 / 300,000 = 0.1467

PROBLEM 15.2 The Levered Company and the 
Unlevered Company are identical in every respect except 
that the Levered Company has 6 per cent Rs 200,000 debt 
outstanding. As per the NI approach, the valuation of the 
two firms is as follows:

Unlevered
Co. (Rs)

Levered
Co. (Rs)

Net operating income X 60,000 60,000
Total cost of debt, kd D 0 12,000
Net earnings, NI 60,000 48,000
Equity capitalization rate, ke 0.100 0.111
Market value of shares, E 600,000 432,000
Market value of debt, D 0 200,000
Total value of the firm, V 600,000 632,000

cent; NOI is Rs 40,000 and the cost of equity is 10 per cent. 
(I) Calculate the value of the firms, if the M-M assumptions 
are met. (ii) Suppose VB = Rs 360,000. According to MM, 
do these represent equilibrium values? How will 
equilibrium be set? Explain.

SOLUTION:

(/) The value of the unlevered firm is:
(l-T)X 

k
(l-0.4)Rs40,000

0.10
= Rs 240,000

The value of the levered firm is:

Mr Xholds Rs 2,000 worth of the Levered Company’s 
shares. Is it possible for Mr X to reduce his outlay to earn 
same return through the use of arbitrage? Illustrate.

SOLUTION: Through arbitrage it is possible for Mr X to 
reduce his outlay and earn the same return.

1. Mr X would sell his shares in the Levered 
Company for Rs 2,000.

2. He would create a personal leverage equal to his 
share of debt in the Levered Company by 
borrowing Rs 926 = Rs 2,000 x Rs 200,000/ 
Rs 432,000).

3. He would buy Rs 2,778 = Rs 600,000 x Rs 2,000/ 
Rs 432,000) of the Unlevered Company’s shares. 
His return is:

return and outlay would beReturn on the Unlevered Co.’s
shares: Rs 2,778 xl0% Rs 277.80

Less: Interest, Rs 926 x 6% 55.56
Net return Rs 222.24

VB =VA + TD = Rs 240,000 + 0.4 of Rs 200,000
= Rs 240,000 + Rs 80,000 = Rs 320,000

(II) These do not represent the equilibrium values. 
Firm B is overvalued by Rs 40,000 (Rs 360,000 - 
Rs 320,000). The arbitrage process with taxes will work as 
follows to restore equilibrium.

Assume an investor owns 10 per cent of B Co.’s shares. 
His investment is:

0.10x(Rs 360,000-Rs 200,000) = 0.10xRs 160,000
= Rs 16,000

and return is
0.10x[(Rs 40,000-Rs 10,000)(l-0.4)]

= O.lOxRs 18,000 = Rs 1,800
The investor can get the same income by shifting his 

investment to A Co. He would sell his holdings in B Co. 
for Rs 16,000 and borrow on personal account Rs 12,000, 
which is his percentage holdings in B Co.’s debt i.e., 0.10 
(1 - 0.4) 200,000 = Rs 12,000. He would, then, purchase 10 
per cent of A Co.’s shares: 0.10 x Rs 2,40,000 = 24,000. His

His return from the Levered Co. is Rs 2,000 x 11.1% = 
Rs 222.22, same as in the Unlevered Co. However, the funds 
involved in the Unlevered Co. are Rs 2,778 - Rs 926 = 
Rs 1,852 which is less than Rs 2,000 cash outlay involved 
in the Levered Company.

PROBLEM 15.3 Firms A and B are similar except that 
A is unlevered, while B has Rs 200,000 of 5 per cent 
debentures outstanding. Assume that the tax rate is 40 per

Rs 

Return 0.10 [(1 - 0.4) Rs 40,000] 2,400
Less: Cost of personal debt 0.05 x Rs 12,000 , 600

Net return 1,800

Total funds available at his disposal:
From sale of B Co.’s shares 16,000
Borrowed funds 12,000

28,000 
Total cash outlay in A Co.’s shares 24,000

Uncommitted funds 4,000
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Through arbitrage and the substitution of personal for 
corporate leverage, the investor can switch from B 
Company to A Company, earn the same total return of Rs 
1,800, and have funds left over to invest elsewhere. This 
process would continue till the equilibrium is restored.

PROBLEM 15.4 The following are the costs and 
values for the firms A and B according to the traditional 
approach:

A (Bs) B (Rs)

Total value of firm, V 50,000 60,000
Market value of debt, D 0 30,000
Market value of equity, E 50,000 30,000
Expected net operating income 5,000 5,000
Cost of debt, INT = kd D 0 1,800
Net income, NOI - kd D 5,000 3,200
Cost of equity, ke = (- kd D)/E 10.00% 10.70%
Debt-equity ratio, D/E 0 0.5
Average cost of capital, k0 10.00% 8.33%

Compute the equilibrium value for Firms A and B iz. 
accordance with the MM thesis. Assume that (i) taxes d: 
not exist and (ii) the equilibrium value of k0 is 9.09 Lu
cent.
SOLUTION: The equilibrium values are shown below

A
Rs

B
Rs

Expected net operating income, X 5,000 5,000
Total cost of debt, INT = kdD 0 1,800
Net income, X - kdD 5,000 3,200
Average cost of capital, ko 0.909 0.909
Total value of firm. V = X /k0 55,000 55,000
Market value of debt, D 0 30.000
Market value of shares, S = V- D 55,000 25.000
Cost of equity, ke = (X -kd D)/S 0.909 0.128

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Explain the assumptions and implications of the NI approach and the NOI approach. Illustrate your answer 

with hypothetical examples.
2. Describe the traditional view on the optimum capital structure. Compare and contrast this view with the X□ i 

approach and the NI approach.
3. Explain the position of MM on the issue of an optimum capital structure, ignoring the corporate income taxes. 

Use an illustration to show how home-made leverage by an individual investor can replicate the same risk an d 
return as provided by the levered firm.

4. Assuming the existence of the corporate income taxes, describe MM’s position on the issue of an optimum 
capital structure.

5. ‘The MM thesis is based on unrealistic assumptions.’ Evaluate the reality of the assumptions made by MM.
6. How does the cost of the equity behave with leverage under the traditional view and the MM position?
7. Consider two firms, L and U, that are identical except that L is levered whereas U is unlevered. Let and 

stand respectively, for the market values of L and U. In a perfect market, would one expect Vu to be less than, 
greater than, or equal to Vfl Explain.

8. ‘When the corporate income taxes are assumed to exist, Modigliani and Miller and the traditional theorist* 
agree that capital-structure does affect value, so the basic point of dispute disappears.’ Do you agree? Why or 
why not?

9. Explain the effect of capital structure on the value of the firm when both corporate and personal income taxes 
are considered?

10. What is financial distress? How does it affect the value of the firm?
12. Define the capital structure. What are the elements of a capital structure? What do you mean by an appropriate 

capital structure? What are the features of an appropriate capital structure?
13. Briefly explain the factors that influence the planning of the capital structure in practice.
14. Explain the features and limitations of three approaches of determining a firm’s capital structure: (a) EBIT—E? 5 

approach, (h) valuation approach, and (c) cash flow approach.
15. ‘...the analysis of debt-to-equity ratios alone can be deceiving, and an analysis of the magnitude and stability c: 

cash-flows relative to fixed changes is extremely important in determining the appropriate capital structure ’ 
Give your opinion.

16. What are the implications of growth opportunities for the financial leverage?
17. What is meant by financial flexibility? Is a flexible capital structure costly?
18. What is the importance of marketability and floatation costs in the capital structure decision of a company'
19. How do the considerations of control and size affect the capital structure decision of the firm?
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QUIZ EXERCISES
lj

1. Suppose that a firm has no debt in its capital structure. It has an expected annual net operating income of 
Rs 100,000 and the equity capitalisation rate, ke, of 10 per cent. Assuming net income approach, what is the 
firm’s cost of capital and what is its value?

2. Suppose that a firm has no debt in its capital structure. It has an expected annual net operating income of 
Rs 100,000 and the equity capitalisation rate, ke, of 10 per cent. Let us assume that the firm changes its capital 
structure replacing equity by debt of Rs 300,000 at 7 per cent interest rate. Assuming net income approach, 
what is the firm’s weighted average cost of capital? What is its value?

3. A firm has net operating income of Rs 100,000 and investment of Rs 500,000 in assets. Using the NI approach 
and an equity-capitalization rate of 18 per cent, compute the total value of the firm and the weighted average 
cost of capital if the firm has (i) no debt, (ii) Rs 100,000 debt or (in) Rs 300,000 debt. Assume at 12 per cent rate 
of interest on debt and zero tax rate.

4. Suppose Firm E is an all-equity financed company. It has 10 crore shares outstanding. The market value per 
share is Rs 120. The expected operating income of the company is Rs 240 crore. What is the firm’s expected EPS 
and the opportunity cost of capital?

5. Assume in (4) above that the company changes its capital structure by replacing 40 per cent equity by debt at 10 
per cent cost. What is the change in the firm’s expected EPS? If you assume the MM propositions under no-tax 
assumption, then what are the firm’s opportunity cost of capital and the cost of equity?

6. A firm has net operating income of Rs 100,000 and investment of Rs 500,000 in assets. Using the NOI approach 
and an overall capitalization rate of 12 per cent, compute the total value of the firm, value of shares and the cost 
of equity if the firm has (I) no debt, (ii) Rs 300,000 debt, (iii) Rs 600,000 debt. Assume at 12 per cent rate of 
interest on debt and zero tax rate.

7. L — the levered firm—has 9 per cent Rs 40 lakh loan outstanding. U is an unlevered firm. Both firms have assets 
of Rs 100 lakh and 15 per cent EBIT-to-assets ratio. Assume a corporate tax rate of 30 per cent and a pure equity 
capitalization rate of 12 per cent. Compute the total value of the firms using (i) the NI approach, (ii) the NOI 
approach.

8. The following data relate to two firms with identical business risk. Firm X has net operating income of 
Rs 500,000, the value of equity of Rs 5,000,000 and zero debt. Firm Khas net operating income of Rs 500,000, 
the value of equity of Rs 2,800,000 and value of 8 per cent debt of Rs 2,500,000. Calculate the cost of equity and 
the weighted average cost of capital of two firms. If an investor owns 5 per cent of Us shares, how can she 
benefit by resorting to the arbitrage process?

9. Firms M and N are similar except that M is unlevered, while <V has Rs 200 crore of 10 per cent debentures 
outstanding. Assume that the tax rate is 30 per cent; NOI is Rs 80 crore and the pure-equity opportunity cost is 
14 per cent. (f) Calculate the values of the firms if the MM assumptions are met. (ii) Suppose V^is Rs 500 crore. 
According to MM, do these values represent equilibrium values? How will equilibrium be set? Explain.

10. Firm Pis levered and Firm Q unlevered. Both firms have EBIT of Rs 25 crore. Both firms have employed capital 
of Rs 100 crore. Firm Y has 50 per cent debt at an interest rate of 12 per cent. You are required to calculate for 
each firm: (a) earnings of all investors and (b) the value of interest tax shield under 30 per cent corporate taxes, 
10 per cent personal taxes on dividend income and 20 per cent personal taxes on interest income.

11. A company has set its target debt-equity ratio at 1.5:1 and target payout ratio at 40 per cent. The company is 
expecting before tax return on assets of 20 per cent. The expected interest rate is 12 per cent. The corporate tax 
rate for the company is 30 per cent. Calculate the company’s sustainable growth rate.

PROBLEMS

1. X Co. has a net operating income of Rs 200,000 
on an investment of Rs 1,000,000 in assets. It can 
raise debt at a 16 per cent rate of interest. Assume 
that taxes do not exist.
(a) Using the NI approach and an equity

capitalization rate of 18 per cent, compute the 
total value of the firm and the weighted 
average cost of capital if the firm has 
(i) no debt, (ii) Rs 300,000 debt, (iii) Rs 600,000 
debt.

(b) Using the NOI approach and an overall 
capitalization rate of 12 per cent, compute the 
total value of the firm, value of shares and 
the cost of equity if the firm has 
(i) no debt, (ii) Rs 300,000 debt, (iii) Rs 600,000 
debt.

2. Firm L and Firm U are in the same risk class and 
are identical in every respect except that Firm L is 
levered and Firm U is unlevered. Firm L has 12 
per cent Rs 400,000 debentures outstanding. Both
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1. Suppose that a firm has no debt in its capital structure. It has an expected annual net operating income of 
Rs 100,000 and the equity capitalisation rate, ke, of 10 per cent. Assuming net income approach, what is the 
firm’s cost of capital and what is its value?

2. Suppose that a firm has no debt in its capital structure. It has an expected annual net operating income of 
Rs 100,000 and the equity capitalisation rate, ke, of 10 per cent. Let us assume that the firm changes its capital 
structure replacing equity by debt of Rs 300,000 at 7 per cent interest rate. Assuming net income approach, 
what is the firm’s weighted average cost of capital? What is its value?

3. A firm has net operating income of Rs 100,000 and investment of Rs 500,000 in assets. Using the NI approach 
and an equity-capitalization rate of 18 per cent, compute the total value of the firm and the weighted average 
cost of capital if the firm has (!) no debt, (li) Rs 100,000 debt or (Hi) Rs 300,000 debt. Assume at 12 per cent rate 
of interest on debt and zero tax rate.

4. Suppose Firm E is an all-equity financed company. It has 10 crore shares outstanding. The market value per 
share is Rs 120. The expected operating income of the company is Rs 240 crore. What is the firm’s expected EPS 
and the opportunity cost of capital?

5. Assume in (4) above that the company changes its capital structure by replacing 40 per cent equity by debt at 10 
per cent cost. What is the change in the firm’s expected EPS? If you assume the MM propositions under no-tax 
assumption, then what are the firm’s opportunity cost of capital and the cost of equity?

6. A firm has net operating income of Rs 100,000 and investment of Rs 500,000 in assets. Using the NOI approach 
and an overall capitalization rate of 12 per cent, compute the total value of the firm, value of shares and the cost 
of equity if the firm has (i) no debt, (if) Rs 300,000 debt, (iii) Rs 600,000 debt. Assume at 12 per cent rate of 
interest on debt and zero tax rate.

7. L — the levered firm—-has 9 per cent Rs 40 lakh loan outstanding. U is an unlevered firm. Both firms have assets 
of Rs 100 lakh and 15 per cent EBIT-to-assets ratio. Assume a corporate tax rate of 30 per cent and a pure equity 
capitalization rate of 12 per cent. Compute the total value of the firms using (i) the NI approach, (h) the NOI 
approach.

8. The following data relate to two firms with identical business risk. Firm X has net operating income of 
Rs 500,000, the value of equity of Rs 5,000,000 and zero debt. Firm Khas net operating income of Rs 500,000, 
the value of equity of Rs 2,800,000 and value of 8 per cent debt of Rs 2,500,000. Calculate the cost of equity and 
the weighted average cost of capital of two firms. If an investor owns 5 per cent of Y’s shares, how can she 
benefit by resorting to the arbitrage process?

9. Firms M and N are similar except that M is unlevered, while IV has Rs 200 crore of 10 per cent debentures 
outstanding. Assume that the tax rate is 30 per cent; NOI is Rs 80 crore and the pure-equity opportunity cost is 
14 per cent. (/) Calculate the values of the firms if the MM assumptions are met. (h) Suppose Uy is Rs 500 crore. 
According to MM, do these values represent equilibrium values? How will equilibrium be set? Explain.

10. Firm Pis levered and Firm Q unlevered. Both firms have EBIT of Rs 25 crore. Both firms have employed capital 
of Rs 100 crore. Firm Khas 50 per cent debt at an interest rate of 12 per cent. You are required to calculate for 
each firm: (a) earnings of all investors and (b) the value of interest tax shield under 30 per cent corporate taxes, 
10 per cent personal taxes on dividend income and 20 per cent personal taxes on interest income.

11. A company has set its target debt-equity ratio at 1.5:1 and target payout ratio at 40 per cent. The company is 
expecting before tax return on assets of 20 per cent. The expected interest rate is 12 per cent. The corporate tax 
rate for the company is 30 per cent. Calculate the company’s sustainable growth rate.

PROBLEMS

1. X Co. has a net operating income of Rs 200,000 
on an investment of Rs 1,000,000 in assets. It can 
raise debt at a 16 per cent rate of interest. Assume 
that taxes do not exist.
(a) Using the NI approach and an equity

capitalization rate of 18 per cent, compute the 
total value of the firm and the weighted 
average cost of capital if the firm has 
(!) no debt, (ii) Rs 300,000 debt, (hi) Rs 600,000 
debt.

(b) Using the NOI approach and an overall 
capitalization rate of 12 per cent, compute the 
total value of the firm, value of shares and 
the cost of equity if the firm has 
(!) no debt, (ii) Rs 300,000 debt, (iii) Rs 600,000 
debt.

2. Firm L and Firm U are in the same risk class and 
are identical in every respect except that Firm L is 
levered and Firm U is unlevered. Firm L has 12 
per cent Rs 400,000 debentures outstanding. Both



(c)

firms earn 18 per cent before interest and taxes on 
their total assets of Rs 800,000. Assume a corporate 
tax rate of 50 per cent and a pure equity 
capitalization rate of 15 per cent.

Compute the total value of the firms using 
(f) the NI approach, (if) the NOI approach.
Using the NOI approach, calculate the after
tax weighted average cost of capital for both 
the firms. Which of the two firms has an 
optimum capital structure and why?
According to the NOI approach, the values 
for Firms A and B computed in part (a) using 
the NI approach are not in equilibrium. Under 
such a situation, an investor can secure same 
return at lower cash outlay through the 
arbitrage process. Assume that an investor 
owns 5 per cent of L’s shares, show the 
arbitrage process. When would this arbitrage 
process stop?

3. The values for two firms X—an unlevered firm and 
Y—a levered firm with Rs 600,000 debt at 6 per 
cent rate of interest are given as below. An investor 
holds Rs 20,000 worth of Ys shares. Show the 
process by which he can earn same return at a 
lesser cost.

he values for the two firms X and Yin accordance 
below:

Vj = Dj + Ej = Rs 530,000. Calculate the cose i 
equity and the weighted average cost of capital 
two firms. If an investor owns 5 per cent :: u 
levered firm’s shares, how can he be benefited ia 
resorting to the arbitrage process?

6. A new company proposes to invest Rs 10 lakh ■ 
assets and will maintain its capital structure st 
book value. It is expected to earn a net operatise 
income of Rs 160,000. The company wants to hew 
an optimum mix of debt and equity. The cost rf 
debt and the equity-capitalization rate at different 
debt-equity ratio are as follows:
(a) What is the optimum capital structure for this 

company?
(b) If the MM hypothesis is valid, what should 

be the equity-capitalization rate at different 
debt-equity ratios?

Debt-Equity
Ratio

Cost of
Debt

Equity-capitaliza::
Rate

— — 0.125
10: 90 0.05 0.130
20: 80 0.05 0.136
30: 70 0.06 0.143
40: 60 0.07 0.160
50: 50 0.08 0.180
60: 40 0.10 0.200

I
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firms earn 18 per cent before interest and taxes on 
their total assets of Rs 800,000. Assume a corporate 
tax rate of 50 per cent and a pure equity 
capitalization rate of 15 per cent.
(a) Compute the total value of the firms using 

(i) the NI approach, (n) the NOI approach.
(b) Using the NOI approach, calculate the after

tax weighted average cost of capital for both 
the firms. Which of the two firms has an 
optimum capital structure and why?

(c) According to the NOI approach, the values 
for Firms A and B computed in part (a) using 
the NI approach are not in equilibrium. Under 
such a situation, an investor can secure same 
return at lower cash outlay through the 
arbitrage process. Assume that an investor 
owns 5 per cent of L’s shares, show the 
arbitrage process. When would this arbitrage 
process stop?

3. The values for two firms X—an unlevered firm and

VI = Di + Ei = Rs 530,000. Calculate the coM 
equity and the weighted average cost of capCa. i 
two firms. If an investor owns 5 per cer.: of 1 
levered firm’s shares, how can he be benefited tar 
resorting to the arbitrage process?

6. A new company proposes to invest Rs 10 Liaj: * 
assets and will maintain its capital structurs al 
book value. It is expected to earn a net open rj 
income of Rs 160,000. The company wants to ham 
an optimum mix of debt and equity. The • -«£ 
debt and the equity-capitalization rate at diffe«a| 
debt-equity ratio are as follows:
(a) What is the optimum capital structure for riua 

company?
(b) If the MM hypothesis is valid, what she _ 4 

be the equity-capitalization rate at 
debt-equity ratios?

Y—a levered firm with Rs 600,000 debt at 6 per 
cent rate of interest are given as below. An investor 
holds Rs 20,000 worth of Us shares. Show the 
process by which he can earn same return at a 
lesser cost.

Net operating income X , 
Cost of debt, INT = kd D
Net income, NI 
Equity-capitalization rate, ke 
Market value of equity, E 
Market value of debt, D 
Total value of firm, V = E + D 
Overall capitalization rate, k0

X Y
Rs Rs

200,000 200,000 
_______ — 36,000

200,000 164,000
0.111 0.125

1,800,000 1,312,000
— 600,000

1,800,000 1,912,000
0.1111 0.1046

4. Two firms A and B are identical in all respect 
except that B has Rs 500,000 debt outstanding at a 
6 per cent rate of interest. The values of the two 
are given as follows:

Debt-Equity 
Ratio

Cost of
Debt

—
Equity-capitalizat: ■

Rate

— — 0.125
10: 90 0.05 0.130
20: 80 0.05 0.136
30: 70 0.06 0.143
40: 60 0.07 0.160
50: 50 0.08 0.180
60: 40 0.10 0.200

7. The values for the two firms X and Yin accord.-, r ce 
with the traditional theory are given below:

X
Rs

r
Rs

Expected net operating income, X 50,000 50,000
Total cost of debt, kdD = INT 0 10,000
Net income, X — INT 50,000 40,000
Cost of equity, ke 0.10 0.11
Market value of shares, E 500,000 360,000
Market value of debt, D 0 200,000
Total value of firm, V = E + D 500,000 560,000
Average cost of capital, k0 = X/V 0.10 0.09
Debt-equity ratio 0 0.556

Net operating income X
Cost of debt, kd
Net income NI 
Equity-capitalization rate, ke 
Market value of equity, E 
Market value of debt, D
Total value of firm, V= E + D 
Overall capitalization rate, ke

150,000 150,000
30,000

150,000 120,000
0.10 0.15

1,500,000 800,000
— 500,000

1,500,000 1,300,000
0.10 0.1154

Assume that an investor owns 10 per cent of A’s 
shares. How can the investor obtain same return 
at a lower cost?

Compute the values for firms X and Y as per the MM 
thesis. Assume that (I) corporate income taxes do not exist 
and (if) the equilibrium value of ko is 12.5 per cent.

8. The following table has the equilibrium values for 
two firms M and N as per the Modigliani-Miller 
approach:

Recompute the values for firms M and N in 
accordance with the traditional theory. Assume 
that the cost of equity of firm Mis 10 per cent and 
for firm N it is 10.5 per cent.

5. Suppose X = Rs 50,000, kd = 0.06, Eu = Vu = 
Rs 500,000, Ej = Rs 280,000. D] = Rs 250,000 and
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M (Rs) N (Rs)

Net operating income X , 12,000 12,000
Total cost of debt, INT = kdD 0 2,000

Net income, X - INT 12,000 10,000
Overall capitalization rate, ko 0.08 0.08
Total value of firm, V = X/ko 1,50,000 1,50,000
Market value of debt, D 0 40,000
Market value of shares, E = V- D 1,50,000 1,10,000
Cost of debt, kd = INT/D 0 0.05
Cost of equity, ke = (X - INT)/E 0.08 0.091

9. Firm L and U have same expected earnings before 
interest and taxes of Rs 25,000. Firm U has 
employed 100 per cent equity of Rs 100,000 while 
firm L has employed Rs 50,000 equity and 
Rs 50,000 debt at an expected rate of return (cost 
of debt) of 15 per cent. You are required to calculate 
for each firm: (a) earnings of all investors and 
(b) value of interest tax shield under the following 
alternatives: (f) no corporate and personal taxes; 
(h) 50 per cent corporate taxes and zero personal 
taxes; (in) 50 per cent corporate taxes and 30 per 

cent personal taxes; and (fv) 50 per cent corporate 
taxes, 20 per cent personal taxes on dividend 
income and 40 per cent personal taxes on interest 
income.

10. A company has set its target debt-equity ratio at 
1:1 and target payout ratio at 40 per cent. The 
company wants to achieve a growth rate of 20 per 
cent per annum. The company is expecting before 
tax return on assets of 21 per cent. Its sales-to-assets 
ratio is 1.8 times. The current interest rate is 12 
per cent. The corporate tax rate for the company 
is 35 per cent. Can the company sustain its 
intended growth? What should it do to achieve 
the growth rate?

11. Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL): From the 
following financial data for years from 1992 to 
2002 (year ending 31 December) for HUL in Table 
15.14, critically review the company’s financing 
practice.

12. Philips India Limited: Table 15.15 gives data for 
Philips India Limited for the years froml990 to 
2002. The Company changed its accounting period 
from March to December in 1993, thus, data for 
the year 1993 are for 9 months. Comment on the 
company’s investment and financing policy.

(Rs crore)
Table 15.14: Hindustan Unilever Limited

Year GFA NCA INVST NW Debt NS PBIT INT PAT

1992 330.5 323.1 12.3 333.3 200.3 1221.1 197.0 32.2 60.0
1993 365.6 285.8 51.0 385.7 115.2 1505.0 244.9 27.2 79.8
1994 491.8 299.7 191.5 538.3 146.5 1721.3 327.4 29.5 97.3
1995 563.8 193.0 122.8 638.3 160.2 2039.4 385.2 20.2 122.1
1996 953.6 168.9 328.8 937.5 260.1 2798.8 654.2 57.0 185.2
1997 1035.2 567.2 544.6 1260.8 186.6 3337.8 874.2 33.9 232.0
1998 1273.4 895.3 729.5 1712.4 264.3 6560.7 1130.5 29.3 404.7
1999 1349.7 1151.8 1068.1 2102.6 177.3 7736.8 1420.1 22.4 570.3
2000 1539.4 1087.1 1832.2 2487.6 111.6 9426.1 1668.4 13.2 808.2
2001 1778.3 1349.7 1668.9 3043.0 83.7 10116.5 1865.6 7.7 1079.8
2002 1836.9 1639.0 2397.7 3658.2 58.3 10588.2 2154.4 9.2 1300.3

(Rs crore)
Table 15,15: Philips India Limited

Year GFA NCA INVST NW TD STBB LTB DEBN NS PAT

1990 154.7 82.1 2.1 41.3 116.5 12.1 104.4 56.7 391.2 -8.2
1991 162.1 97.1 7.6 63.6 101.8 16.0 85.8 48.3 523.1 26.7
1992 181.8 122.9 12.2 76.5 114.6 31.1 83.6 41.2 689.5 21.5
1993 232.1 112.8 13.8 129.3 69.3 6.4 52.9 22.8 672.0 9.0
1994 253.1 141.3 13.2 175.9 62.5 12.8 39.6 3.2 1092.7 33.7
1995 319.2 223.4 14.7 187.4 169.7 91.3 63.4 3.0 1454.4 22.1
1996 376.1 194.3 19.6 190.9 186.9 71.5 100.3 32.7 1438.8 11.8
1997 386.0 175.8 16.7 171.7 168.3 47.6 80.7 32.7 1509.4 44.6
1998 414.8 217.8 15.5 176.2 195.7 44.8 110.9 72.2 1620.1 39.2
1999 330.4 213.1 14.0 191.6 159.9 35.4 104.5 50.0 1662.9 41.4
2000 363.3 134.1 14.0 167.8 127.3 25.8 86.5 53.8 1444.4 -3.1
2001 334.7 40.0 17.3 147.3 66.1 45.9 20.2 0.0 1459.5 40.4
2002 605.4 67.6 1.9 306.4 48.0 5.5 42.5 8.3 1492.8 85.5

GFA = gross fixed assets; NCA = net current assets; INVST = investment; NW = net worth; TD = total debt borrowings; STBB = short
term bank borrowings; LTB = long-term borrowings including debentures; DEBN = debentures; NS = net sales; PAT = profit after tax.
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CASE 15.1: SAMRUDH COMPANY LIMITED36

36. The author is thankful to Professor Jayanth R. Varma, IIMA, Ahmedabad for his useful suggestions.

Samrudh Company Limited (SCL) is a public limited 
company, whose shares are listed on the Ahmedabad Stock 
Exchange. The company produces and markets a wide 
range of well-known home-use products. Because of the 
fragmented market shares of its products and high 
competition from small and medium size firms, the sales 
of the company have grown moderately. The company 
finances its activities employing both debt and equity. It 
follows an implicit policy of not allowing its debt level to 
exceed the industry average. The company’s current debt 
ratio is not high in comparison with the industry average. 
However, the company is constrained by the terms and 
conditions of debt.

At the end of March 2009, the management is worried 
as it is near violating the terms and conditions of debt that 
it had borrowed from the Industrial Development Bank of 
India (IDBI) in 2003. The interest rates when the company 
borrowed from IDBI in 2003 were high. It had raised the 
loan amount at 14 per cent from IDBI to buy plant and 
machinery for expanding its business. The loan was secured 
against the plant and machinery. The loan is repayable in 
equal instalments at, par, during 2010-12. There are three 
covenants attaching to the loan from IDBI. These covenants 
are: (1) The company’s book value debt-equity ratio should 
not exceed 1:1; (2) the current ratio, defined as sum of stock, 
debtors and cash divided by the sum of creditors, 
provisions and bank credit, shall be at least 1; and (3) the 
interest coverage ratio should be at least 3 times.

The current interest rates are very low. Banks and 
financial institutions have a lot of liquidity and long-term 
loans are available at about 9.0 per cent rate of interest. 
The finance director argues that SCL should take advantage 
of low interest rates. The company should refinance its 
existing debt by borrowing funds at about 9 per cent from 
the banks. IDBI may not agree to the company’s proposal 
of pre-payment unless it is given some incentives. It will 
ask for redemption of principal at a premium of 11 per 
cent. The finance director proposes to pay this premium 
by drawing down the company’s surplus cash and negotiate 
more flexible debt covenants with the new lender. He 
argues that since the interest rate comes down by five 
percentage points, the 11 per cent redemption premium 
will be recovered in a little over two years. He also claims 
that the improved profitability and EPS will lead to a rise 
in the share price. SCL’s share is currently selling for 
Rs 35.25. The average P/E ratio of the companies in the 
same industry is 8.5.

Assume that for income tax purposes, SCL will be able 
to charge the premium paid as expense in equal annual 
instalments during five years.

(Rs crore)

Table 15.1.1: Estimated Summarized Balance Sheet for 
Samrudh for Year Ending 31 March 2009

Assets and Liabilities Rs Rs Rs

Fixed Assets (net):
Land 167.39
Buildings 186.91
Machinery and equipments 468.26

822.56

Current Assets:
Stocks 83.70
Debtors 83.91
Cash 66.74 234.35

Current liabilities:
Creditors 133.91
Provisions 100.44 234.35
Net current assets 0.00

Net Assets V 822.56

Financed by:
Ordinary shares (Rs 10 par value) 217.00
Reserves 185.56

Shareholders’ funds 402.56
Borrowings:

14% IDBI Loan 420.00

822.56

Table 15.1.2: Estimated Profit and Loss Account for the 
year ended 31 March 2009

(Rs crore)

Sales 771.75
Less: Variable cost 355.96
Less: Fixed cost 170.60
Profit before interest and taxes 235.19
Less:Interest 58.80
Profit before tax 176.39
Less: Tax @35% 61.74
Profit after tax 114.65

Discussion Questions

1. How close is SCL to violating the loan covenants?
2. If SCL wants to refinance, which loan covenants 

will it have to renegotiate with the new lender? 
Would the new lender agree?

3. Should SCL refinance its existing debt?
4. Assuming that the market was not expecting a 

refinancing, estimate the impact on SCL’s share 
price if it decides to refinance?
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CASE 15.2: HINDUSTAN UNILEVER
LIMITED CAPITAL STRUCTURE

Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL), earlier known as 
Hindustan Lever Limited (HLL), was set up in 1933. It is 
an important subsidiary of Unilever. Unilever has a large 
number of subsidiary and associate companies in more than 
100 countries. HUL’s business areas include home and 
personal care, foods and beverages, and industrial, 
agricultural and other products. It is one of the largest 

producers of soaps and detergents in India. The company 
has grown organically as well as through acquisitions.

HUL is a profitable company and it is a favourite of 
investors. Share price of the company has shown steady 
growth. Table 15.2.1 contains HUL’s financial data for 10 
years.

(FIs million)

Table 15.2.1: HUL’s Financial Position: 1998-2007

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Profit &■ Loss Account
Sales* 102,152 109,177 113,921 117,813 109,516 110,960 108,884 119,755 130,351 147,574
Other Income 2,447 3,190 3.451 3,818 3,845 4,598 3,188 3,048 3,545 4,627

Interest 293 224 132 77 92 668 1,300 192 107 255
Profit Before Taxation 11,304 13,879 16,651 19,434 21,971 22,450 15,053 16,045 18,617 21,845
Profit After Taxation
Balance Sheet

8,374 10,699 13,101 15,410 17,313 18,043 11,993 13,545 15,397 17,691

Fixed Assets 10,538 10,872 12,035 13,201 13,223 13,695 15,176 14,835 15,110 17,081
Investments 6,975 10,061 17,697 16,359 23,647 25,749 22,296 20,142 24,139 14,408
Net Deferred Tax — — — 2,465 2,699 2,674 2,260 2,201 2,246 2,124
Net Current Assets 2,261 1,873 -3,734 -750 -2,398 -3,688 -4,093 -13,553 -13,534 -18,336

19,773 22,805 25,998 31,274 37,172 38,430 35,638 23,626 27,961 15,278
Share Capital 2,196 2,201 2,201 2,201 2,201 2,201 2,201 2,201 2,207 2,177
Reserves & Surplus 14,935 18,832 22,682 28,236 34,388 19,186 18,726 20,855 25,028 12,215
Loan Funds 2,643 1,773 1,116 837 583 17,043 14,711 569 173 885

19,773 22,805 25,998 31,274 37,172 38,430 35,638 23,626 27,308 15,278

Additional Information:
Market 365,250 495,130 454,090 492,310 400,080 450,590 315,870 434.190 477,880 465,750
capitalization 

Share price (Rs) 166.36 225.00 206.35 223.65 181.75 204.70 143.50 197.25 216.55 213.90
EPS (Rs) 3.67 4.86 5.95 7.46 8.04 8.05 5.44 6.40 8.41 8.73

‘Sales before Excise Duty Charged

Discussion Questions

. „ ... „ . ttttt> k • i ju- j 2. Analyze HUL’s share price and financing policy.1. Critically review HULs financial condition and J 1 ° 1 -
practice.

PRACTICAL PROJECT
l__________________________________ j

Identify three different companies and obtain information the senior financial managers of these companies to
on their capital structure and analyze it. Further, interview ascertain.
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Learning Objectives

►
►
►
►
►
►

Understand the relationship between leverage, beta and the cost of capital
Explain the unlevering and levering of beta for calculating the cost of capital
Discuss the utility and limitations of WACC in evaluating an investment project
Compare the free cash flow (FCF) approach and the capital cash flow (CCF) approach of investment evaluation 
Focus on the advantages of using the adjusted present value (APV) approach in project evaluation
Explain the methodology for determining the value of the firm and the value of equity

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 15, we have explained the relationship between 
the firm's value and cost of capital and its capital structure. 
The use of debt results in tax savings on interest, which 
creates additional value for the firm. It also increases the 
financial risk of the firm's shareholders. Thus, the capital 
structure of the firm also affects its cost of capital. The 
firm's cost of capital will change with change in its capital 
structure.

We have discussed so far that evaluation of a project 
requires estimates of FCFs and the cost of capital, that 
reflects the risk of the project and its target capital 
structure. We made the simplifying assumption that the 
risk and target capital structure of the project and firm 
are equivalent. Hence the firm's weighted average cost of 
capital (WACC) was used to discount the project's cash 
flows. WACC is based on the assumption that the target 
capital structure remains unchanged over time. In practice, 
all projects do not necessarily have the same risk and 
capital structure as the firm. Also, some projects support 
fixed amount of debt instead of a constant capital 
structure. In this chapter, we focus on these issues and 
discuss alternative approaches of valuation and dealing 
with the financing effects.

BETA, COST OF CAPITAL AND 
CAPITALSTRUCTURE

The Modigliani-Miller (MM) capital structure models are 
based on the assumption that the levered and the 
unlevered firms belong to the same 'homogeneous risk
class'. This assumption is necessary to control the 
operating or the business risk of the firms and isolate 
the effects of the financial leverage and risk. The 
opportunity cost of capital of a firm depends on its 
business risk. Hence, the opportunity cost of capital of a 
levered firm and an unlevered firm, belonging to the 
same homogeneous (business) risk class, will be the 
same. You may recall that under the capital asset pricing 
model (CAPM), the observed equity beta captures both 
the business and the financial risk. The equity beta may. 
thus, be referred to as the levered equity beta. Financial 
leverage causes variability in the return of shareholders. 
This adds financial risk. As a consequence, beta of a 
levered firm's equity will increase as debt is introduced 
in the firm's capital structure. The unlevered beta is a 
measure of the business risk of the firm. It is not directly 
observed in the market place. However, it can be derived 
from the equity and debt betas of the firm. How can we 
do this?



Asset Beta We know that a portfolio consists of 
individual securities. Each security has its beta, and the 
beta of the portfolio is the weighted average beta of 
individual securities in the portfolio. Similarly, a firm has 
a portfolio of assets, and therefore, the asset beta of a firm, 
ba is the weighted average of betas of individual assets. 
Thus, asset beta is given by the following equation:

Asset beta = beta of asset 1 x weight of asset 1
+ beta of asset 2 x weight of asset 2
+... + beta of asset n x weight of asset n

Pa = P\™\ + P^W2 +---+Pnwn

= ZPiWi (1)

where Pa is the weighted average beta of assets, P; is the 
beta of zth asset and w{ is the weight of zth asset.

A firm's assets are generally financed by debt and 
equity. Therefore, a firm's asset beta is also equal to the 
weighted average of the firm's equity beta and debt beta. 
Assuming no corporate tax, the beta of assets will be as 
follows:

Asset beta = equity beta x equity weight
+ debt beta x debt weight

„ „ E „ D
Pa ~ Pe Pd y (2) 

where Pe is equity beta, prf is debt beta, E is the market 
value of shareholders' equity, D is the market value of 
debt and V is the total value of the firm (V = E + D). You 
can observe equity beta and debt beta for a company from 
the market place, but not its asset beta. Based on the 
observed equity and debt betas, you can calculate the asset 
beta using Equation (2). A risky debt will have a positive 
debt beta (greater than zero), but generally much less than 
the equity beta.

We can rewrite Equation (2) to obtain the following 
equation for the equity beta of a levered firm:

Pe Pa+(^ Pa~ Pd')— (3)
E

You can see from Equation (3) that the equity beta 
increases linearly with leverage (debt-to-equity, D/E, 
ratio) since it adds financial risk to shareholders.

Asset Cost of Capital Under the CAPM, the asset or 
opportunity cost of capital of a pure-equity (unlevered) 
firm depends on the asset beta and is given as follows:

Opportunity Risk-free Risk Asset
cost of capital rate premium beta

ka=rf+rpPa , (4)

The cost of debt and the cost of equity of a levered 
firm are given as follows:
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Pre-tax cost of debt = kd=rf + rp/3d (5)

Cost of equity = ke =iy + rp/3e (6)

You can calculate the pre-tax weighted average cost 
of capital (WACC) as follows:

E D
Pre-tax WACC = ke — + kd — (7)

Substituting the values for kd and ke, respectively, from 
Equations (5) and (6) in Equation (7), we obtain:

Pre-tax WACC = (zy + r/J ^(zy + r^)

(8)

You may notice that the terms within parentheses on 
the right-hand side of Equation (8) represent the asset beta. 
Hence, we can conclude that the asset or opportunity cost 
of capital is the same as the pre-tax WACC. Hence,

Pre-tax WACC= k.— + kd — = k e y ay a

= rf+rpPa (9)

Levered Cost of Equity What is the cost of equity of a 
levered firm? The levered cost of equity is equal to the 
risk-free rate plus the risk premium, multiplied by equity 
beta. The shareholders of a levered firm require 
compensation for both business risk and financial risk. 
Hence,

Cost of _ Risk-free Business risk Financialrisk 
equity rate premium \ premium

You can substitute Equation (3) for the equity beta in 
Equation (6) for calculating the cost of equity of a levered 
firm with risky debt as follows:

ke=rf+rp Pa+{Pa~Pd^
(10)

We can rewrite Equation (10) as follows to decompose 
risk premium into business risk and financial risk:

ke=rf+rpPa+rp(Pa-Pd^ (H)

You may notice that shareholders of the levered firm 
demand premium equal to rp{5a for assuming the business 
risk and additional premium equal to rp(Pa - fJd) D/E for 
assuming the financial risk. In the case of an unlevered 
firm (pure-equity firm), the financial risk premium is zero 
and shareholders are compensated only for the business 
risk.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define (a) asset beta (£) asset cost of capital.
2. What is meant by pure-equity firm? What is its beta?
3. Define the opportunity cost of capital. Is it same as 

the asset cost of capital?
4. Define (a) levered beta (/>) levered equity cost of 

capital.
5. Explain that the levered cost of equity consists of 

compensation for business risk ad financial risk.

Risk-free Debt, Equity Beta and
Cost of Equity
Debt may be risk free. The beta of the risk-free debt will 
be zero (Pd = 0). If Prf = 0, then the second term on the 
right-hand side of Equation (2) will disappear and asset 
beta, Pfl is given as follows:

^E + D (12)

When the beta of debt is zero, the equation for equity 
beta can be written as follows:

D D E 0.40 „
V 1 + D/E 1.40
E D— = 1-----= 1-0.286 = 0.714
V V

You can now calculate firm L’s asset beta to estimate 
its opportunity or asset cost of capital. The asset beta is 
given as follows:

= 1.20x0.714 + 0.20x0.286 = 0.914
The opportunity cost of capital is:

^=7 + rpA
= 0.10 + 0.09x0.914 = 0.182 or 18.2%

The alternative way of calculating the asset or the 
opportunity cost of capital is to calculate the pre-tax WACC:

Pre-tax WACC = k. — + kd —e y dv

= 0.208x0.714 + 0.118x0.276
= 0.182 or 18.2%

Now let us assume that firm L’s debt is risk free and 
beta of debt is zero. What is L’s asset beta? How much is its 
opportunity cost of capital? The asset beta will be as 
follows:

0a ~~ 0a
E+D

E (13)

You can rewrite Equation (13) for calculating the cost 
of equity of a levered firm with risk-less debt as follows:

= 0e~ =1.20x0.714 = 0.86

The opportunity cost of capital is:

(14)

ka = rf + rp0a

= 0.10 + 0.09x0.86 = 0.177 or 17.7%
Alternatively, the opportunity cost of capital can be 

calculated as follows:

ILLUSTRATION 16.1: Calculating Asset Beta and
Costs of Capital

The observed beta on the equity of a levered firm, L is 1.20. 
The beta of debt is 0.20. The company has a debt-equity 
ratio of 0.40. The risk-free rate of return is 10 per cent and 
the market risk premium is 9 per cent. What is firm L’s cost 
of debt, the cost of equity and the opportunity cost of 
capital? How will these estimates change if debt was risk 
free and the equity beta still is 1.20?

The cost of debt is as follows:

= 0.10+0.09x0.20 = 0.118 or 11.8%
The cost of equity is as follows:

ko=r/+r/e
= 0.10 + 0.09x1.20 = 0.208 or 20.8%

The firm has debt-equity ratio of 0.40. Hence, debt to 
value and equity to value ratios will be as follows:

Pre-tax WACC = ke ~ + kd ~

= 0.208x0.714 + 0.10x0.276
= 0.177 or 17.7%

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define risk-free debt. What is its beta?
2. What is the cost of risk-free and risky debt?
3. How is the cost of equity calculated under (a) risky 

debt (b) risk-free debt?
4. How is the asset or opportunity cost of capital 

calculated?

Capital Structure Changes:
Unlevering and Relevering Beta
Suppose a levered firm has an equity beta of 1.15, debt 
beta of 0.30 and market value debt ratio equal to 0.40. You
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can calculate the firm's asset beta as: 1.15 x 0.60 + 0.30 x 
0.40 = 0.81. What happens to the equity beta of the firm if 
it changes its capital structure? Suppose the firm is 
contemplating to increase market value debt ratio to 0.60. 
The equity beta of the firm will change since its financial 
risk has changed. Two steps are involved in estimating 
the new equity beta of the firm:

First, you should unlever the firm's equity beta. 
This means that you should estimate the firm's 
asset beta:

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. State the condition which requires unlevering and 
relevering of beta.

2. Explain the steps in unlevering and relevering beta.
3. Given equity beta and debt beta of a firm, how will 

you calculate asset or unlevered beta?
4. Given asset beta, how will you calculate equity beta 

if debt beta is zero?

In our example the asset or unlevered beta is 0.81. In 
practice, we generally assume debt beta is zero. Then the 
asset beta is given as follows:

Pa=Pe^

Second, you should now relever the equity beta 
to reflect the new debt-equity ratio:

&=&+(&" Az )xf
E

In the example, the new debt ratio is 0.60. This implies 
debt-equity ratio of 0.60/(1 - 0.60) = 1.50. Thus, the 
relevered equity beta will be 0.81 + (0.81 - 0.30) x 1.50 = 
1.575. We assume that the debt beta remains 0.30.

In case the debt beta is zero, the equity beta is 
relevered as follows:

= Pa

ILLUSTRATION 16.2: Unlevering and Relevering Beta
A large engineering company wants to diversify into 
fertilizer business and organizes it as a new division. The 
company found a comparable fertilizer company that has 
an equity beta of 1.20, and debt-to-market value ratio of 
0.72. The debt beta is zero. The engineering company will 
have a debt-to-value ratio of 0.60 for proposed fertilizer 
business. Calculate the beta for the proposed new division.

The capital structure of the project is different from 
the comparable firm’s capital structure. Hence its equity 
beta will be different. First, we shall unlever the equity 
beta of the comparable firm to calculate its asset beta:

p
A =AXy = 1-20x0.28 = 0.336

1. Ruback, R.S., "A Note on Capital Cash Flow Valuation", Harvard Business School, 1995.

The proposed debt ratio for the division is 0.60; 
therefore, we shall now relever beta for the division by 
incorporating its debt ratio:

R _ A A
Pe E/V 1-D/V

P„ =0.336/(1-0.60) = 0.84

Corporate Taxes, Interest Tax Shields and 
Beta
Firms in practice pay taxes, and interest paid on debt is 
tax deductible. Interest tax shields add value. According 
to the MM tax-corrected hypotheses, the values of levered 
and unlevered firms would differ by the value of interest 
tax shield. Do the interest tax shields reduce a firm's 
business risk? It depends on whether the interest tax 
shields are less risky than the operating income of the firm. 
We shall discuss two situations: First, we shall assume 
that debt-to-value ratio is fixed; that is, debt is a fixed 
proportion of the value. In the second situation, we shall 
assume that the amount of debt is fixed.

Fixed debt-to-value ratio Most firms have target capital 
structures. The target capital structure is what a firm 
intends its capital structure to be, given its financial 
conditions and other factors; it is expressed in terms of an 
intended debt-to-value ratio. Value means market value 
of a firm. In case of a new investment, value means present 
value of the expected cash flows. If we assume that debt- 
to-value ratio is fixed, then the debt levels will change 
whenever the value changes. In this situation, the interest 
tax shields are tied to the firm's operations and value, and 
therefore, they are as risky as the firm's operations are. 
Under the assumption of the fixed debt ratio, the beta of 
the interest tax shields will be equal to the asset beta.1 
This implies that interest tax shield will not reduce the 
risk of the firm. Hence, there is no case for adjusting the 
asset beta for the effect of interest tax shields. The asset 
beta of the levered firm (Pj) will be equal to the asset beta 
of the unlevered firm (Pu). The equity beta of the levered 
firm will be given by Equation (3) in case of risky debt

E 
and by Equation (13) in case of risk-free debt

ILLUSTRATION 16.3: Calculating Cost of Equity
Desai Chemicals has asset beta of 1.25. The company has 
a target capital structure with a fixed debt-to market value 
ratio of 0.4. The risk-free rate of return is 9 per cent and
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the expected market premium is 12 per cent. The corporate 
tax rate is 35 per cent. What is Desai Chemical’s required 
rate of return on equity?

Since the company has a fixed debt ratio, the interest 
tax shields beta will be equal to the asset beta. Hence there 
is no need of any adjustment for the tax effects. Assuming 
that debt is risk free, the equity beta will be as follows:

0.20. Calculate firm’s asset beta. Asset beta is:

= 1.25x1.67 = 2.083

= 1.20x0.60 + 0.20x0.40 = 0.80

Now assume that corporate tax exists and the corporate 
tax rate for the firm is 34 per cent. Taxes result in interest 
tax shields. The asset beta of the firm will be as follows:

Desai Chemicals’ cost of equity will be as follows:
1

l-(TxD/V)
ke =0.09 + 0.12x2.083 = 0.34 or 34%

Fixed Amount of Debt
When a firm (or project) employs fixed amount of debt, it 
will not fluctuate with the value. However, the debt-to- 
value ratio will vary with the firm's or project's value. In 
case of fixed amount of debt, the interest flows and tax 
savings are known, and they will remain tied to the 
amount of debt, and they remain insulated from 
fluctuations in the firm's value. The interest tax shields 
are as safe or risky as debt is. If debt is risk free, the interest 
tax shields will also be risk free. The interest tax shields 
will be risky if debt is risky. Hence the beta of the interest 
tax shields will be equal to the beta of debt.2 When debt is 
a fixed amount, and interest tax shields have same risk as 
debt, it is quite plausible to discount the interest tax shields 
by the cost of debt.

2. Ruback, op. cit., 1995.
3. Hamada, R.S., "Portfolio Analysis: Market Equilibrium and Corporate Finance", Journal of Finance, March 1969.

The equality of the betas of the interest tax shields 
and debt under the fixed debt assumption means that a 
levered firm (or project) will have a lower systematic risk. 
Therefore, the asset beta should be adjusted for the tax 
effects of debt. Hamada3 showed that the adjustment 
factors would include the corporate tax rate and the firm's 
leverage (debt ratio). The adjusted asset beta of the levered 
firm will be as follows:

= [1.20x0.60 + 0.20x0.40]xl/(l —.34x0.40)

= 0.80x0.864 = 0.69
If debt is risk free, debt holders will earn risk-free rate 

and the beta of debt (j3rf) will be zero. Thus, in case of the 
risk-free debt, Equation (17) can be expressed as follows:

(18)

Equation (13) defines the equity beta without tax 
effects. When we consider taxes, you may notice from 
Equation (17) that the equity beta of a levered firm is 
reduced by the tax effect. From Equation (18), we obtain 
the asset beta as follows:4

Pe

1 + - (i-r)
E

(19)

Using Equation (18), we can write the following 
formula for calculating the cost of equity:

ke =rf+rp/3a (20)

We can rearrange Equation (20) as follows:
Pa=Pe-^+Pd~^—

y-TD V-TD
We can rewrite Equation (15) as follows:

A ~A ~ + 7_ G-T(D/V)]

(15)

(16)

We can derive the equity beta from Equation (15) and 
simplify it as follows:

Ae=Aa[i+|(i-r)l-A.f
£ c.

D

E (17)

ILLUSTRATION 16.4: Effect of Interest Tax Shield on
Asset Beta

Suppose that corporate tax rate is zero. A firm has debt 
ratio of 40 per cent. Its equity beta is 1.20 and debt beta is

You may notice from Equation (21) that shareholders 
of a levered firm demand premium for assuming the 
business risk, r B and premium for assuming the financial 
risk, rp^a[D/E(l - T)]. In the case of an unlevered firm, 
shareholders are compensated only for the business risk.

When debt is risk free and the debt amount is fixed, 
Equations (18) and (19) are the appropriate equations for 
unlevering and relevering beta.5 However, in practice, 
even with risk-free fixed debt, interest tax shields may be 
considered risky. Interest tax shields are tied to the 
uncertain earnings of the firm and to the tax rate that 
government may change. Further, those companies, that

4.

5.

The equity beta is also given as follows: J3e = J3a 

Here the implicit assumption is that the amount

l-LT

1-L
, where L is D/ V and T is the corporate tax rate.

of debt is fixed during the investment horizon period.
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Fixed Amount of Debt

Risky Debt Risk-free DebtRisky Debt Risk-free Debt

Table 16.1: Summary of Methods of Calculating Asset Beta and Equity Beta for Levered and Unlevered Firms 
under Different Capital Structure Assumption

Fixed Debt Ratio

No Corporate Taxes

Asset beta Pa ~Pe~+ Pd~

D
Equity beta Pe = Pa + (Pa ~ Pd)~
Corporate Taxes

o o E o D
Asset beta Pa ~ Pe~ + Pd~

pe=pa+(pa-pd^
E

Pa = Pe- + Pd- [-------
L V V ]<1-T(D/V).

Equity beta Pe ~ Pa+(P a ~ Pdk*~

have non-interest tax shields like depreciation and carry 
forward losses, may not be able to take advantage of 
interest tax shields. Further, in case of risky debt, the 
information on the debt beta may not be available or it 
may be small. Hence, in practice, the debt beta may be 
assumed to be zero and the effect of interest tax shield 
may be ignored in unlevering or relevering beta. Thus, 
for practical purpose, Equations (12) and (13) may be used 
for unlevering and relevering beta.

ILLUSTRATION 16.5: Tax Effects, Asset Beta and
Cost of Equity

Nicole Publishing Company’s market value of shares and 
debt is Rs 50 crore and Rs 15 crore, respectively. The 
company’s equity beta is 1.32. The risk-free rate of return 
is 10 per cent and the market risk premium is 9 per cent. 
The expected corporate tax rate for the company is 35 per 
cent. Calculate Nicole’s cost of equity.

Let us first calculate the asset beta:

1.32
1.195

= 1.105

We can use the following alternative formula for 
calculating the asset beta:

ke = rf+ rpPa + rpPa ^(1 - T)j

= 0.10+ (0.09x1.105)+ ^0.09 1.105 x x (1-0.35)

= 0.10 + 0.10 + 0.019 = 0.219 or 21.9%
You may notice that the premium for the business risk 

is 10 per cent, and there is an additional premium of 1.9 pet 
cent for the financial risk. If the firm were unlevered, then 
the cost of equity, which is also the unlevered (or all-equity 
financing) cost of capital, is 20 per cent and it includes only 
the premium for the business risk.

You may have noticed that the calculation of betas 
for the levered and unlevered firms depends on the 
assumption with regard to whether debt is a fixed 
proportion or a fixed amount. The various approaches to 
the calculations of asset beta and equity beta for levered 
and unlevered firms are summarized in Table 16.1.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by the target capital structure?
2. What is the implication of the fixed debt-to-value 

ratio?
3. If the firm has its target capital structure in terms of a 

fixed debt-to-value ratio, does the interest tax shield 
affect the levered firm’s asset beta?

4. Is a levered firm’s asset beta affected by the interest 
tax shield if it carries fixed amount of debt?

1-D/V
(1-D/V)T

= 1.32 x 1 - 15/65
1-(15/65) X 0.35

FREE CASH FLOW AND
THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL

1-0.23= 1.32 X ..... ..................  =1.32x0.837 = 1.105
1-0.23x0.35

Nicole’s cost of equity is given as follows:
How can you handle the effect of interest tax shield in the 
investment evaluation? The traditional approach of 
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investment evaluation is to use free cash flows (FCFs) and 
WACC. WACC is the weighted average of the after-tax 
costs of equity and debt; the after-tax cost of debt includes 
the effect of the interest tax shield. This is the approach 
that we have explained in the previous chapters so far for 
evaluating investment projects. Let us examine the 
assumptions and merits and demerits of this approach 
again. As we shall see, unfortunately, WACC breaks down 
in many practical situations.

You may recollect that FCFs exclude debt flows 
(interest and debt repayment). As discussed earlier, FCF 
is calculated as follows:

FCF = EBIT (1 - T) + DEP - ANWC - CAPEX
A more elaborate way of calculating FCF is as follows:

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) xxx 
Less: Tax xxx
Add: Depreciation xxx
Less: Increase in working capital xxx
Less: Capital expenditure xxx
FCF xxx

FCFs are unlevered cash flows, which are available 
for serving both equity shareholders and debt holders. 
How do we account for the financing effect of the interest 
tax shields? This is accounted through WACC as the 
discount rate. WACC uses after-tax cost of debt since 
interest saves taxes; thus, it includes the effect of interest 
tax shields. WACC is calculated as the average of the cost 
of equity multiplied by the weight of shareholders' equity 
plus the after-tax cost of debt multiplied by the weight of 
debt. Remember that WACC assumes a target capital 
structure based on the market values of equity and debt. 
WACC is given as follows:

WACC = ke— + kd(l-T)—
e y a y

You may recall that ke can be determined either using 
the CAPM or the constant dividend growth model. 
WACC is the 'levered' cost of capital. How can you 
determine the 'unlevered' cost'of capital? The opportunity 
or the asset cost of capital of a pure-equity firm is the 
unlevered cost of capital. As discussed earlier, under the 
CAPM, the opportunity cost of capital, ka, is given as 
follows:

ka = risk - free rate + risk premium x asset beta 

^=’'/+^xA

We have shown earlier that the opportunity cost of 
capital, kn, is also equal to the pre-tax WACC:

Protax WACC = k„ = k„ — + kd —a e y ay

You may recall from Chapter 15 that the concept of 
pre-tax WACC as the opportunity' (or unlevered) cost of 
capital is based on the MM Proposition I. It assumes that 
financing (capital structure) does not affect the firm's 

opportunity cost of capital, ka (pre-tax WACC). The 
opportunity (or unlevered) cost of capital of two identical 
firms—one levered and another unlevered — is the same. 
In practice, we do not observe a firm's opportunity cost 
of capital, ka. But we can easily estimate k., and kd and then 
compute kn. Let us consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 16.6: Opportunity Cost of Capital, 
WACC and FCF

Gujarat Engineering Company (GEC) has book value equity 
of Rs 166 crore; the market value of equity is Rs 208 crore. 
The company has a debt of Rs 312 crore. Let us assume 
that the book and the market values of debt are same. The 
firm’s cost of equity is 20 per cent and the cost of debt is 15 
per cent. The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. What is the 
company’s opportunity cost of capital? What is its after
tax WACC?

We use the MM Proposition I to estimate the 
opportunity cost of capital (OCC) as follows:

OCC = Pre-tax WACC = 0.20x-----+ 0.15x------
520 520

= 0.20x0.40+0.15x0.60
= 0.17 or 17%

The firm’s after-tax WACC is given as follows:

208 312
WACC = 0.20x-----+ 0.15(1-0.35)------

520 520
= 0.20x0.40+0.15x0.65x0.60 
= 0.1385 or 13.85%

Further, suppose that GEC is considering an expansion 
project to manufacture steel tubes. The estimated project 
outlay is Rs 64 crore. Let us assume that the project has the 
same risk as the firm, and its debt capacity also equals the 
firm’s existing debt capacity. The project is expected to 
generate PBIT (or EBIT) of Rs 11.50 crore annually over its 
eight-year life. Assume straight-line depreciation for tax 
purposes, and Rs 1 crore for capital charges (increase in 
net working capital, NWC and capital expenditure, Capex) 
annually. For simplicity assume that the terminal value of 
the project is zero. Should the company make the 
investment to manufacture steel tube?

The relevant cash flows are free-cash flows (or 
unlevered cash flows). Since the project is a replica of the 
firm, we can use the firm’s WACC as the appropriate 
discount rate. The annual after-tax unlevered or FCF of 
the project, as shown below, is Rs 14.50 crore:

* Increase in net working capital (NWC) and capital expenditure 
(Capex).

The project is expected to generate an after-tax annuity 
of Rs 14.5 crore for 8 years. As per the FCF and WACC

Rs crore

PBIT
....

Less: Tax at 35% 4.0
PAT 7.5
Add: Straight-line depreciation 8.0
Less: Capital charges* 1.0
FCF 14.5



approach, the NPV of the project is as follows:

NPV = -64 + V 1 ,
Z?(1.1385)

= - 64 + 14.5x4.6623 = - 64 + 67.60 = Rs 3.60

The project’s value is Rs 67.60 crore and it generates 
positive NPV of Rs 3.60 crore; the firm should accept it.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define FCFs.
2. Why FCFs are called unlevered cash flows?
3. Why are FCFs discounted at after-tax WACC?

Constant Capital Structure and
Debt Rebalancing
The concept of WACC is based on the assumption that 
debt is a constant proportion of value. This means that as 
the firm's or project's value changes, the amount of debt 
is adjusted to maintain the proportionality of debt. For 
example, the debt capacity of GEC's project is 60 per cent. 
This implies that GEC can borrow 60 per cent of the 
project's value every year. Since the project value will 
change each year (based on the remaining future cash 
flows), the amount of debt will change every year, 
maintaining debt proportionality at 60 per cent of the 
project's value. We will have to calculate the project value 
at the start of each year to determine the amount of debt. 
The value at the start of the project in year 1 (or end of 
year 0) is the value of FCFs over 8 years. This value is: Rs 
14.5 x 4.6623 = Rs 67.6 crore. GEC will borrow 60 per cent 
of this value, viz., Rs 40.60 crore. The value at the start of 
year 2 (or end of year 1) will be the value of cash flows for 
the remaining 7 years. This value is: Rs 24.5 x 4.3080 = 
Rs 62.5 crore. GEC debt will be Rs 62.5 x 60% = Rs 37.5 
crore. It is implied that Rs 3.1 crore (Rs 40.6 crore - Rs 37.5 
crore) debt is repaid to rebalance capital structure, and to 
keep debt ratio at 60 per cent. Similar calculations can be 
made for other years (see Table 16.2). WACC remains 
constant during the life of the project since capital structure 
does not change.

Table 16.2: Calculations of Value and Debt

Value 
Year (Rs cr.

Deb
.) (Rs cr.) D/V s/v WACC

Interest 
tax 

shield 
Interest (Rs cr.)

1 67.6 40.6 0.60 0.40 0.1385 6.1 2.1
2 62.5 37.5 0.60 0.40 0.1385 5.6 2.0
3 56.6 34.0 0.60 0.40 0.1385 5.1 1.8
4 50.0 30.0 0.60 0.40 0.1385 4.5 1.6
5 42.4 25.4 0.60 0.40 0.1385 3.8 1.3
6 33.7 20.2 0.60 0.40 0.1385 3.0 1.1
7 23.9 14.4 0.60 0.40 0.1385 2.2 0.8
8 12.7 7.6 0.60 0.40 0.1385 1.1 0.4

Note that in practice there is no need for calculating 
the amount of debt, interest and interest tax shields under 
the FCF approach of project evaluation because the capital 
structure is assumed to be constant and WACC is adjusted 
for the interest tax shields. WACC assumes that debt is 
rebalanced to maintain the constant capital structure.

GEC's expansion project is an 'average-risk' project. 
The firm's risk is the average risk of all projects (assets). 
What if the project's risk is higher or lower than the 
'average' risk, and/or its debt capacity is different from 
the firm's debt capacity? In these situations, you cannot 
use the firm's WACC for discounting the project's FCFs. 
You will have to calculate the project's cost of capital 
commensurate with its operating risk and capital 
structure. Can we adjust the firm's WACC to arrive at an 
estimate of the project's cost of capital if its capital 
structure is different from the firm's capital structure? We 
show below how you can do this.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by debt rebalancing?
2. Do we need to perform debt rebalancing in case of 

the FCF approach?

Adjusting the Firm’s WACC for 
the Project’s Risk and Debt Capacity
We just stated that we could use the firm's WACC as 
discount rate only for those projects that are carbon copies 
of the firm. We should calculate the project's cost of capital 
if its risk or debt capacity is different. Let us assume that 
in the example above, GEC's expansion project has the 
same business risk as the firm, but it can only support 40 
per cent debt rather than 60 per cent. Let us assume that 
the cost of debt remains 15 per cent. What is the project's 
cost of capital? The following steps are involved in 
calculating the project's cost of capital:

1. First, calculate the firm's opportunity cost of 
capital (assuming that MM Proposition I works) 
as follows:

208 312
OCC = Pre - tax WACC = 0.20x----- + 0.15x------

520 520
= 0.20x0.40 + 0.15x0.60
= 0.17orl7%

You can use 17 per cent as the project's 
opportunity cost of capital provided the project's 
business risk is the same as the firm's. If the 
project's risk is different, you will have to make 
adjustment to the firm's opportunity cost of 
capital to approximate the project's opportunity 
cost of capital. As we have discussed in an earlier 
chapter, you might consider the project's 
operating leverage or earnings variability vis-a- 
vis the firm's operating leverage or earnings 
variability to make the adjustment.
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2. Second, calculate the new cost of debt. The cost 
of debt may change if the capital structure of the 
project changes. In the present example, we 
assume that the cost of debt does not change.

3. Third, calculate the project's cost of equity, as 
given by MM's Proposition II, using the 
opportunity cost of capital and the project's debt
equity ratio:

— ka +(ka -kd)D/E

= 0.17 + (0.17-0.15)x0.667
= 0.1833 or 18.33%

Note that debt ratio of 40 per cent translates 
into debt-equity ratio of 0.667. The project's cost 
of equity is less than the firm's cost of equity 
because the financial risk of the project is less due 
to lower debt-equity ratio.

4. Fourth, calculate the project's cost of capital as 
the after-tax weighted average cost of debt and 
the cost of equity:
Project's WACC

= 0.1833 x 0.60 + 0.15 x(l- 0.35) x0.40
= 0.1833 x 0.60 + 0.0975 x 0.40 = 0.149 or 14.9%
The project's cost of capital, 14.9 per cent, is 

more than the firm's WACC, 13.85 per cent. You 
may notice that the project has less financial risk; 
therefore, its cost of equity is less than the firm's 
cost of equity. But its interest tax shields are also 
less, which is reflected in its weighted cost of 
capital. Overall, we find that the project's loss of 
tax shields (because of lower debtcapacity) is more 
than the gain in the cost of equity, and as a 
consequence, it has higher cost of capital than the 
firm's WACC.

It is important to note that the firm's WACC or 
the project's WACC as the 'adjusted WACC' 
assumes that the debt ratio (debt as a proportion 
of value) remains constant. This implies that the 
firm continuously adjusts the amount of debt as 
the value of the firm or project changes to maintain 
the debt ratio. Thus, a constant debt ratio means 
rebalancing capital structure. In practice, the 
financing of large projects involves fixed amount 
of debt rather than fixed debt ratio. Hence you 
cannot use the firm's or the project's WACC as 
the discount rate.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Under what conditions can you use the firm’s WACC 
to discount a project’s FCFs?

2. State steps to calculate a project’s WACC from the 
firm’s WACC when the project’s capital structure is 
different from the firm’s capital structure.

Limitations of the WACC

The FCF approach using WACC as discount rate cannot 
be used to evaluate projects with different risks or debt 
capacity. This approach has the following limitations:

Cashflow patterns The original form of WACC assumes 
that FCFs are level and perpetual. In practice, we rarely 
witness projects with perpetual cash flow. However, it 
has been shown that WACC works for any patterns of 
cash flows.6

6. Miles, J. and R. Ezzell, "The Weighted Average Cost of Capital, Perfect Capital Markets, and Project Life: A Clarification," Journal of 
Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 15 (September 1980), 719-30.

Business risk WACC application assumes that the 
project under evaluation has the same business risk as 
the existing assets of the firm. This may be a tenable 
assumption for replacement and minor expansion projects 
in the same line of business. However, the project 
evaluation will be distorted if the project has different 
business risk profile. Projects belonging to different 
businesses of a company will not have the same business 
risk. In such cases, you need to work out the divisional 
costs of capital. As we have shown in an earlier chapter, 
the CAPM methodology is quite useful in calculating the 
divisional costs of capital.

Debt capacity The application of the firm's WACC as 
discount rate assumes that the project under evaluation 
contributes debt capacity equal to the firm's debt capacity 
and like the firm, it has a fixed capital structure (debt ratio). 
Except for a few average projects, this might not be true 
in reality for all projects. Projects have a finite life, and 
firms are able to raise funds from financial institutions or 
public, which are tied to specific projects. This is more so 
under project financing. Thus, the amounts of interest 
and principal repayments are predetermined, and thev 
are accounted for within the life of the project. Such 
projects have their unique capital structures, which change 
as the amount of debt is repaid.

Issue costs WACC does not provide a sound basis for 
treating the costs of issuing securities. These are one-time 
costs; therefore, they cannot be adjusted in the calculation 
of WACC which is used as a discount rate for FCFs 
occurring over a long period of time.

Financing effects WACC accounts for the interest tax 
shields on debt financing. But there are several other 
financing effects that it is unable to incorporate. For 
example, it is quite common in many countries, 
particularly the developing countries, to grant subsidized 
loans (loans at interest rates lower than the market cost of 
borrowing) and provide guarantees to certain categories 
of projects, or projects located in economically backward 
areas. In India, the government also makes available non- 
returnable capital subsidy for certain categories of 
businesses located in the economically backward areas. 
Certain special tax benefits and investment incentives 
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are also available for these businesses. It is quite difficult 
to estimate WACC for projects which have several 
financing effects.

We need alternative methodologies than the WACC 
approach to evaluate projects that do not have constant 
debt ratio, have different cash flow patterns and have 
several financing effects. We discuss two alternative 
approaches—the capital cash flows (CCF) and the adjusted 
present value (APV)—below, which are capable of 
handling multiple financing effects of a project.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the limitations of using the firm’s WACC 
to evaluate projects?

2. Give examples of financing effects. 

debt flows are calculated in Table 16.2. Table 16.3 shows 
the calculation of ECFs for GEC's project. Notice that 
unlike FCFs, EFCs are adjusted for interest, interest tax 
shields and incremental debt flows. Like in FCF approach, 
we assume that capital structure is constant (i.e., debt is 
60 per cent of value) and the cost of equity, 18.33 per cent, 
remains constant. Interest is calculated as 15 per cent of 
the debt outstanding. We assume that the interest rate and 
the cost of debt are the same. The initial investment is net 
of initial debt flow, and it is the equity capital contributed 
by shareholders. Like in the FCF approach, NPV is Rs 3.6 
crore. Conceptually, both the FCF approach and the ECF 
approach are the same and give the same results under 
the assumption that debt is a constant proportion of value. 
Hence it is easier to use FCF and WACC approach when 
debt proportion is fixed since it avoids the need of 
calculating the debt flows.

EQUITY CASH FLOWS OR 
FLOW-TO-EQUITY APPROACH

A variation of the FCF approach is the flow-to-equity (FTE) 
or equity cash flow (ECF) approach. In this approach, 
ECFs are calculated net of debt flows (i.e., interest, interest 
tax shield and debt repayments are deducted). Since these 
residual cash flows include the effect of debt, they are 
also called levered cash flows. The ECF approach 
discounts ECFs— the cash flows available to 
shareholders—at the levered cost of equity, k£. Like the 
FCF (and WACC) approach, this approach also asstunes 
that the capital structure is constant and hence, the cost of 
equity, ke does not change over time. You need to know 
the amount of debt and interest to calculate ECFs. Given 
the constant debt ratio, the amount of debt will change as 
the value of the firm changes. For the GEC project the

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How are equity cash flows (ECF) calculated?
2. How do ECFs differ from FCFs?

CAPITAL CASH FLOWS AND
THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL

In the FCF approach, we adjust the effect of the interest 
tax shields in the discount rate (WACC) rather than the 
cash flows. We can use an alternative approach—the 
capital cash flow approach—where we may adjust the 
interest tax shields in the cash flows instead of the discount 
rate. In this approach, capital cash flows are discounted 
at the project's opportunity cost of capital. Capital cash 
flows are the FCFs plus the interest tax shields:

Table 16.3: ECF Approach

PBIT 11.5
Less: Interest
PBT
Less: Tax
PAT
Add: Depreciation 
Less: Capital charges
Net cash flows 
Investment 
Incremental debt

________ 6.1
5.5
T9
3.5
8.0
1.0

10.5
-64.0

40.6 -3.1

__________________ Year____________________________________
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5
5.6 5.1 4.5 3.8 3.0 2.2 1.2
5.9 6.4 7.0 7.7 8.5 9.4 10.4
2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6

Equity cash flows (ECF) -23.4
Discount factor at 18.33% 1.000
PV -23.4

7.5
0.833

6.2

3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.5 6.1 6.8
8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

10.8 11.2 11.6 12.0 12.5 13.1 13.8

-3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.2 -5.9 -6.7 -7.6
7.3 7.2 7.0 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.1

.694 0.579 0.482 0.402 0.335 0.279 0.233
5.1 4.2 3.4 2.7 2.2 1.8 1.4

NPV 3.6
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Capital Cash Flows (CCFs):

= Free cash flows + Interest tax shield
— {EBIT— kdD)(l-T) + kdD + DEP - ANWC - Capex 
= [eBIT(\-T ) +DEP-i\NWC-Capex]+ TkdD

Interest 
Tax Shield

In practice, CCF may be calculated as follows:

EBIT XXX

Less:Interest XXX

PBT XXX

Less: Tax XXX

Profit after tax XXX

Plus: Interest XXX

Plus: Depreciation XXX

Less: Increase in working capital XXX

Less: Capital expenditure XXX

Capital cash flows (CCF) XXX

In the CCF approach, the discount rate—the 
opportunity cost of capital—does not depend on the 
project's capital structure, and given the project's business 
risk, it remains constant during the project's life. The CCF 
approach gives the same results as the FCF approach. 
However, this approach is simpler to use when the project 
has fixed debt (rather than fixed debt ratio). How does 
the CCF approach work? We shall assume two situations 

company will borrow Rs 38.40 crore for eight years, at 15 
per cent rate of interest, from a financial institution. The 
financial institution requires GEC to repay, the loan in 
three equal instalments at the end of years 6,7 and 8. You 
will notice that the amount of loan, Rs 38.40 crore, is fixed 
and the repayment schedule is indicated. There is no fixed 
debt ratio; the capital structure will change with change 
in the project's value. Hence we cannot use the FCF 
approach with constant WACC to value the project. You 
can, of course, find the debt ratio each year and estimate 
WACC each year. You can determine the value of the 
project discounting FCFs by the varying WACC. These 
will be highly involved calculations. The much easier way 
is to use the CCF approach discounting CCFs by the 
opportunity cost of capital, which is independent of the 
capital structure. Table 16.4 shows the calculations where 
CCFs have been discounted by the project's unlevered or 
opportunity cost of capital, 17 per cent. The NPV of the 
project is Rs 4.8 crore.

Fixed Debt Ratio
How does the CCF approach work when the project has a 
constant capital structure? Let us consider the GEC project 
again. Suppose capital structure is constant and debt ratio 
(debt as a proportion of value) is fixed at 60 per cent. We 
need to determine the value of the project each year to 
determine the amount of debt and interest tax shields; the
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Capital Cash Flows (CCFs):

= Free cash flows + Interest tax shield
= (EBIT— kdD)(l — T) + kdD + DEP-AAWC-Capex
= [E5/T(l-T) + DEP-AAWC-Capex]+ TkdD

Free Cash Flows Interest
Tax Shield

In practice, CCF may be calculated as follows:

EBIT XXX

Less: Interest XXX

PBT XXX

Less: Tax XXX

Profit after tax XXX

Plus: Interest XXX

Plus: Depreciation XXX

Less: Increase in working capital XXX

Less: Capital expenditure XXX

Capital cash flows (CCF) XXX

In the CCF approach, the discount rate—the 
opportunity cost of capital—does not depend on the 
project's capital structure, and given the project's business 
risk, it remains constant during the project's life. The CCF 
approach gives the same results as the FCF approach. 
However, this approach is simpler to use when the project 
has fixed debt (rather than fixed debt ratio). How does 
the CCF approach work? We shall assume two situations 
with regard to capital structure: the fixed amount of debt 
and the fixed proportion of debt.

Fixed Debt
In project financing, the debt amount may be fixed. 
Suppose that the debt financing of the GEC project will 
support fixed amount of debt equal to 60 per cent of the 
project cost (initial book value). Let us assume that the 

company will borrow Rs 38.40 crore for eight years, at 15 
per cent rate of interest, from a financial institution. The 
financial institution requires GEC to repay, the loan in 
three equal instalments at the end of years 6,7 and 8. You 
will notice that the amount of loan, Rs 38.40 crore, is fixed 
and the repayment schedule is indicated. There is no fixed 
debt ratio; the capital structure will change with change 
in the project's value. Hence we cannot use the FCF 
approach with constant WACC to value the project. You 
can, of course, find the debt ratio each year and estimate 
WACC each year. You can determine the value of the 
project discounting FCFs by the varying WACC. These 
will be highly involved calculations. The much easier way 
is to use the CCF approach discounting CCFs by the 
opportunity cost of capital, which is independent of the 
capital structure. Table 16.4 shows the calculations where 
CCFs have been discounted by the project's unlevered or 
opportunity cost of capital, 17 per cent. The NPV of the 
project is Rs 4.8 crore.

Fixed Debt Ratio
How does the CCF approach work when the project has a 
constant capital structure? Let us consider the GEC project 
again. Suppose capital structure is constant and debt ratio 
(debt as a proportion of value) is fixed at 60 per cent. We 
need to determine the value of the project each year to 
determine the amount of debt and interest tax shields; the 
value in turn will depend on the amount of interest tax 
shield. Thus, we need a dynamic approach to determine 
value. For simplicity and convenience, let us use the values 
already calculated under the FCF approach and use this 
information to estimate debt, interest, interest tax shields 
and CCFs. Table 16.5 shows calculations of CCFs. When 
we discount CCFs by the project's opportunity cost of 
capital, we obtain NPV of Rs 3.6 crore, same amount as in 
the case of the FCF approach. Both the FCF approach and 

Table 16.4: Capital Cash Flow Approach—Fixed Debt

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Debt outstanding
Interest at 15%

38.40 38.40
5.76

38.40
5.76

38.40
5.76

38.40
5.76

38.40
5.76

25.60
5.76

12.80
3.84

0.00
1.92

NPV

PBIT 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50
Less:Interest 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 3.84 1.92

PBT 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74 7.66 9.58
Less: Tax 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.01 2.68 3.35

PAT 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 3.73 4.98 6.23
Add: Interest 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 3.48 1.92
Add: Depreciation 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
Less: Capital charges 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CCF -64.00 16.49 16.49 16.49 16.49 16.49 16.49 15.82 15.15
Discount factor 1.000 0.855 0.731 0.624 0.534 0.456 0.390 0.333 0.285

PV -64.00 14.10 12.05 10.29 8.81 7.52 6.43 5.27 4.32

4.79



the CCF approach yield the same results.7 You might have 
realized that when debt ratio is fixed (constant capital 
structure), it is easier to use the FCF (and WACC) approach 
as the CCF approach involves additional calculations of 
the project value each year, debt and interest tax shields. 
It is much easier to use the CCF approach when the 
amount of debt is fixed.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define capital cash flows (CCFs).
2. How do CCFs differ from FCFs?
3. Why is opportunity or asset cost of capital used to 

discount CCFs?
4. How does the CCF approach work under («z) fixed 

amount of debt and (/>) fixed debt-to-value ratio?

ADJUSTED PRESENT VALUE (APV)

We have seen that the FCF approach and the CCF 
approach of project evaluation are equivalent. The FCF 
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approach is very convenient to use when debt ratio is fixed 
and the CCF approach is more expedient to use when the 
debt level is fixed and known and the capital structure 
changes in each period. These approaches handle the 
interest tax shields differently—one in the discount rate 
and another in the cash flows, but they arrive at the same 
value. In addition to the interest tax shield, the financing 
effects of a project may involve issues costs, subsidised 
financing, backward area subsidies, guarantees or tax 
concessions. Each of these effects may have different risk, 
and hence, it may require a different discount rate. We 
need an approach that unbundles the various sources of 
value of an investment project.

The adjusted present value (APV) approach8 is the 
most appropriate approach for evaluating projects, which 
have several financing effects. This logic of APV approach 
is based on the MM model about the value of a levered 
firm:

Value of the levered firm = Value of the unlevered 
firm + Value of interest 
tax shields

V,=VU+TD (22)

(Rs crore)
Table 16.5: Capital Cash Flow Approach

Year
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

PBIT 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5
Less:Interest 6.1 5.6 5.1 4.5 3.8 3.0 2.2 1.2
PBT 5.5 5.9 6.4 7.0 7.7 8.5 9.4 10.4
Less: Tax 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6
PAT 3.5 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.5 6.1 6.8
Add: Interest 6.1 5.6 5.1 4.5 3.8 3.0 2.2 1.2
Add: Depreciation 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Less: Capital charges 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
CCF -64.0* 16.6 16.5 16.3 16.1 15.8 15.6 15.3 14.9
Discount factor 1.000 0.855 0.731 0.624 0.534 0.456 0.390 0.333 0.285
PV -64.0 14.2 12.0 10.2 8.6 7.2 6.1 5.1 4.2
NPV 3.6

* Initial investment.

7. Let us assume that cash flows are constant and perpetual. Under the free cash flow approach, the value is given by the equation: 

WACC
WACC =keE/V + kd(\- T) D/V

WACC = (ke E/V + kd D/v)-Tkd D/V

(0

The after-tax WACC is given as (ii)

We can express the formula for WACC as
The expression within parenthesis on the left-hand side is the pre-tax WACC and equal to the opportunity cost of capital, ka as per the 

FCF

(iii)

MM Proposition I. Using Equation (iii), we can rewrite Equation (f) as V = 
ka-TkdD/V

Dividing both sides of Eq. (iv) by V and rearranging the equation, we get the following expression: V =
FCF + TkdD 

ka
You may notice that on the right-hand side of Equation (v), the numerator is capital cash flow (free cash flow plus interest tax shields) 
and denominator is the opportunity cost of capital. Thus, CCF and FCF methods give the same value.

8. Myers suggested this approach. See Myers, S.C., "Interactions of Corporate Financing and Investment Decisions - Implications for 
Capital Budgeting," Journal of Finance, 29 (March 1974), pp.1-25.

1
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The value of the levered firm is an adjusted value; it 
is the value of the unlevered, all-equity-firm plus the value 
of the financing effect, that is, the interest tax shields 
resulting from the use of debt financing. The MM model 
assumes that the interest tax shields are perpetual and 
they are as risky as debt flows are. Hence, under the MM 
model, the interest tax shields are discounted at the market 
cost of borrowing.9

9. The before-tax cost of debt rather than the after-tax cost of debt is used on the assumption that interest tax shields are not used to 
enhance the debt capacity.

10. Personal taxes on interest income of debt holders and other non-tax shields may reduce the actual tax savings.

The APV approach can handle any patterns of cash 
flows (perpetuity or uneven cash flows) and it can be 
extended to calculate the adjusted present value of an 
investment project incorporating several financing effects. 
It divides the net present value of a project into two main 
parts: the first part consists of the all-equity NPV or the 
base-case NPV assuming that the project is entirely equity 
financed and the second part consists of the value of the 
interest tax shields and other financing effects:

APV = All-equity NPV
+ Value of financing effects (23) 

The application of the APV approach involves the 
following three steps:

1. First, find the 'all-equity NPV', or the 'base-case 
NPV'. The base case assumes that the project is 
entirely financed by equity and that there are no 
financing effects. Thus, the firm is exposed to 
operating risk only. The after-tax cash flows, 
which are FCFs, are discounted by the project's 
opportunity cost of capital. The project's 
opportunity cost of capital is what shareholders 
would require on an entirely equity financed 
project. Hence, this is also referred to as "all-equity 
cost of capital".

2. Second, find the present value of cash flows 
resulting from the financing of the project. Each 
stream of cash flows are discounted by the 
discount rate appropriate to the risk of those cash 
flow. For example, in MM tax-corrected model the 
debt amount is fixed and perpetual and the 
interest tax shields are considered as risky as debt. 
Therefore, the interest tax shields are discounted 
by the market cost of debt. But, as we shall discuss 
below, there may be situations where interest tax 
shields may be considered as risky as the 
operating cash flows. In such situation, a higher 
discount rate is used to determine the value of 
the interest tax shields. In addition to the interest 
tax shields, the project may involve other 
financing effects like the issue costs, special tax 
benefits, capital subsidy, subsidized interest etc. 
All these flows are discounted at their risk- 
adjusted rates.

3. Third, sum the 'all-equity NPV' and the present 
value of financing effects to arrive at the project's 
NPV.

Firms should accept the positive APV projects and 
reject the ones with negative APV. Consider the example 
of GEC's project in Illustration 16.7 to see the application 
of the APV approach.

ILLUSTRATION 16.7: Application of APV
Let us assume that GEC will borrow fixed loan amount of 
Rs 38.4 crore for eight years at 15 per cent rate of interest 
from a financial institution, and repay the loan in three 
equal instalments at the end of years 6, 7 and 8.

The first step in the APV approach is to value the 
project as an all-equity financed (unlevered) project. The 
relevant cash flows are FCFs (unlevered cash flows) and 
the appropriate discount rate is the opportunity cost of 
capital, ka. The project is expected to generate the after-tax 
FCF annuity of Rs 14.5 crore for 8 years. The opportunity 
cost of capital is 17 per cent. The all-equity or base-case 
NPV of the project is as follows:

8 14 5
All-equity NPV = — 64 + Y---- -L-t-

■S(1.17)'
= -64+ 14.5x4.2072 =-Rs 3

The negative NPV of Rs 3 crore implies that the project 
is not viable, and it will destroy the shareholder value. 
However, the project can support fixed debt of Rs 38.4 
crore. The use of debt will create value, as the interest paid 
on debt will save taxes. The interest tax shield each year 
will be interest paid times the corporate tax rate.10 At what 
rate should the interest tax shields be discounted? The 
amount of loan is fixed and known. Therefore, the interest 
tax shields are as risky as debt and less risky than the cash 
flows from operations. Hence the appropriate discount rate 
is the market rate of interest (cost of debt), which, in the 
present case, is 15 per cent. Discounting the interest tax 
shields at the cost of debt will give the present value of the 
interest tax shields. Calculations of the interest tax shields 
and their values are given in Table 16.6. The present value 
of the interest tax shields is Rs 8.4 crore. Adding the value 
of interest tax shield to the all-equity NPV gives APV of 
the project as follows:

APV = -3 + 8.4 = + Rs 5.4 crore
After considering the value created by debt, the project 

becomes valuable to the firm. GEC should accept the 
project. Notice that we have considered only the interest 
tax shields in calculating APV and ignored the cash flows 
arising from loan amount, repayments and the before-tax 
interest flows. If you discount these flows at the rate of 
interest, the present value will be zero. Try it out yourself.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the adjusted present value (APV) approach.
2. State steps involved in using the APV approach.
3. How can borrowing create value to a project?
4. Under the APV approach, what is the discount rate 

for interest tax shields?
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Table 16.6: Value of Interest Tax Shield
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum

Loan at the Beginning 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 25.60 12.80
Interest paid — 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 3.84 1.92
Principal Repayment — — — — — — 12.80 12.80 12.80
Loan at the End 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 25.60 12.80 0.00
Interest Tax Shield (ITS) — 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.02 1.34 0.67
Value of ITS at 15% — 1.75 1.52 1.33 1.15 1.00 0.87 0.51 0.22 8.35
Value of ITS at 17% — 1.72 1.47 1.26 1.08 0.92 0.79 0.45 0.19 7.87

Issue Costs
When a firm raises equity or debt capital for financing a 
project, it incurs costs of issuing securities. These are 
onetime costs. There is no way to adjust these costs in the 
calculation of WACC or the opportunity cost of capital. The 
APV method can easily handle the issue costs. These costs 
are incurred at the start of the project and hence they reduce 
the project's APV. In case of the GEC project, let us assume 
that the firm has to incur Rs 1.10 crore costs of issuing equity 
and debt securities. The project's APV will be:
APV = All-equity NPV + PV of interest tax shields

- Issue costs
APV = - 3.0 + 8.4 - 1.10 = + Rs 4.30 crore
You may notice from the example in Illustration 16.6 

that APV calculation is based on the assumption that debt 
amounts are fixed and repayments are as per specified 
payment schedule. The initial amount of debt equals 60 
per cent of the initial book value of the project. Like the 
CCF approach, the APV approach is easy to use when the 
debt is attached to the project's book value or when debt 
repayment schedule is known. Both approaches use the 
opportunity cost of capital to discount the FCFs. However, 
the interest tax shields are discounted by different rates 
under the two approaches. In the CCF approach, the 
interest tax shields are discounted by the opportunity cost 
of capital while in the APV approach by the cost of debt. 
Since the cost of debt is always less than the opportunity 
cost of capital, the NPV of a project under the CCF 
approach will always be less than its APV.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are issue costs?
2. How are issue costs handled in calculating APV of a 

project?

Fixed Debt Ratio
In the above example, we assumed that the amount of 
debt is fixed with a known schedule of payments. As 
stated earlier, in many situations it might be more 

plausible to assume that the project debt capacity is related 
to the project value as a constant percentage. Suppose the 
debt capacity of GEC's project is 60 per cent of the value. 
We will have to calculate the project value at the start of 
each year to determine the amount of debt. The value at 
the start of the project in year 1 (or end of year 0) is the 
value of cash flows over 8 years. The value at the start of 
year 2 (or end of year 1) will be the value of cash flows for 
the remaining 7 years. Similar calculations can be made 
for other years.

At what discount rate should the interest tax shields 
be discounted when the debt ratio is fixed? The risk of 
these savings is different from the savings under the 
assumption of fixed debt. Here the amounts of debt are 
not known. They are tied to the value of the project. As 
the project value fluctuates, they also fluctuate. To 
maintain the proportionality of debt, the firm will have to 
rebalance debt as the project value changes. The interest 
tax shields under the assumption of debt rebalancing (i.e., 
constant debt-to-value ratio) are as risky as the project's 
operations. Therefore, it is more appropriate to discount 
these flows at the project's opportunity cost of capital 
instead of the cost of debt as under the fixed debt 
assumption.11

11. Theoretically, a further adjustment is needed since for some interest tax shields, uncertainty resolution takes place over time. For 
example, the interest tax shield in year 1 is known in year 0 as the amount of debt is known at the start of the project. The appropriate 
discount rate for year l's interest tax shield is the cost of debt. Year 2's interest tax shield is not known in year 0. But in year 1, once the 
debt has been rebalanced, the interest tax shield is known. Hence at year 2, interest tax shield should be discounted one year at the 
opportunity cost of capital and one year at the cost of debt. This procedure will continue until the investment horizon period. See 
Brealey and Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 6th edition, 2000, pp. 561-62.

In the case of the GEC project, we have seen under 
the CCF approach that at 17 per cent discount rate (the 
opportunity cost of capital), the present value of interest 
tax shields is Rs 6.6 crore. Thus, the project's APV is: - Rs 
3 crore + Rs 6.6 crore = Rs 3.6 crore. This value is the same 
as NPV under the CCF approach or the FCF approach. 
But it is different from the value that we obtained under 
the assumption of fixed debt. There are two reasons for 
this. First, the amounts of debt differ. Second, the interest 
tax shields are discounted now at a higher rate (the 
opportunity cost of capital rather than the cost of debt).

When you use the APV approach under the 
assumption of constant capital structure, you should 
calculate the value of cash flows including the interest tax 
shields each year to estimate the amount of debt. But you 
would need to know the amount of debt to determine the 
interest tax shields. Thus the determination of the value 
each year requires a dynamic approach. In practice, you
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may calculate base present value of the FCFs each year 
and determine the amount of debt. For the GEC project, 
these calculations are shown in Table 16.7. Notice that the 
amounts of debt and the interest tax shields are less than 
what they ought to be and consequently, you get slightly 
lower present value of the interest tax shields; that is, Rs 
6.1 crore instead Rs 6.3 crore.

the advantage of the interest tax shields. Thus, the interest 
tax shields may not really be less risky.

The APV approach is more flexible and can handle 
many financing side effects. Let us show how you can 
use the APV approach for evaluating subsidised financing.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
JTable 16.7: Value of Interest Tax Shield: Debt Rebalanced

Base PV
Year (Rs cr.)

Debt 
Outst

anding 
(Rs cr.)

Interest 
@ 15% 
(Rs cr.)

INTS 
(Rs cr.)

PVF 
@ 17% ( 
(Rs cr.) (.

PV 
INTS) 
Rs cr.)

0 61.00 36.6
1 56.9 34.1 5.5 1.9 0.855 1.6
2 52.0 31.2 5.1 1.8 0.731 1.3
3 46.4 27.8 4.7 1.6 0.624 1.0
4 39.8 23.9 4.2 1.5 0.534 0.8
5 32.0 19.2 3.6 1.3 0.456 0.6
6 22.3 13.8 2.9 1.0 0.390 0.4
7 12.4 7.4 2.1 0.7 0.333 0.2
8 0.00 0.00 1.1 0.4 0.285 0.1
Value of interest tax shield 6.1

1. What is the difference between the CCF and APV 
approaches?

2. Why is the CCF approach called ‘compressed’ APV 
approach?

You may notice that under the assumption of fixed 
debt ratio and debt rebalancing, both FCFs and interest 
tax shields are discounted at the project's opportunity cost 
of capital to determine the APV. Hence, you can combine 
these two flows and then discount them by the project's 
opportunity cost of capital. We know that the FCFs plus 
the interest tax shields are equal to the capital cash flows. 
Thus, the CCF approach and the APV approach under 
the assumption of constant capital structure and debt 
rebalancing are the same. The CCF approach is, therefore, 
referred to as the "compressed" APV approach. You may 
recall that the CCF approach is equal to the FCF approach. 
Hence, under the assumption of the constant capital 
structure (fixed debt ratio), the CCF approach, the 
modified (compressed) APV approach and the FCF will 
give the same value for the project. The FCF approach 
with WACC as the discount rate is easier to use under 
this situation because it does not require calculations of 
the project value, debt amounts and the interest tax 
shields.

The CCF and the APV approaches differ when debt 
is fixed and payment schedules are known. The CCF 
approach still discounts the interest tax shields at the 
project's opportunity cost of capital while the APV 
approach considers them less risky and discounts at the 
cost of debt (the market interest rate). One could argue 
that the CCF approach is more realistic in discounting the 
interest tax shields by the opportunity cost of capital. Even 
when the debt amount is fixed, the interest tax shields are 
tied to the project's (or the firm's) operations. The project's 
operations fluctuate randomly. It can avail the interest tax 
shields only when the operations are profitable. If the 
project (or the firm) gets into problems over a long period 
of time, the interest tax shields may be totally lost. The 
personal taxes on the income of lenders also take away

Subsidized Financing
In many countries, particularly the developing countries, 
governments provide a number of financing incentives 
to the companies for undertaking new projects to achieve 
economic growth and efficiency. The APV approach is 
quite flexible to determine the value of the various 
incentives. Let us consider the case of subsidised financing.

Assume that GEC can borrow 60 per cent of the 
project's cost (book value in the beginning) and it will 
repay principal in three equal instalments in the last three 
years. What will happen to the APV of GEC's project if 
the company is able to negotiate loan at subsidized interest 
rate of 10 per cent from the Government of Gujarat? The 
market interest rate is 15 per cent; hence the project gets 
'interest subsidy' of 5 per cent. The after-tax interest 
subsidy is discounted at the after-tax cost of debt. The firm 
saves paying interest at 5 per cent per annum. It will get 
tax shield on interest paid at 10 per cent per annum. The 
interest tax shield will be discounted at the after-tax cost 
of debt. The after-tax interest subsidy and interest tax 
shields are calculated as follows (assuming that loan is 
repaid in equal instalments at the end of years 6,7 and 8):

0.35

Year Interest Tax After-tax Interest Tax
Shield Shield Subsidy

0.10 38.40 = 1.34 38.40 0.65 = 1.251 x xX X

2 0.35 0.10 38.40 = 1.34 38.40 0.65 = 1.25x x X X

3
4
5
6
7

8

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

x

x

x

x

x

x

0.10
0.10
0.10

x

x

x

0.10
0.10
0.10

x

x

x

38.40 = 1.34
38.40 = 1.34
38.40 = 1.34
38.40 = 1.34
25.60 = 0.90
12.80 = 0.45

X

X

X

X

X

X

38.40
38.40
38.40
38.40
25.60
12.80

X

X

X

X

X

X

0.65 = 1.25
0.65 = 1.25
0.65 = 1.25
0.65 = 1.25
0.65 = 0.83
0.65 = 0.42

The interest tax shields are discounted at the pre-tax 
cost of debt, and the after-tax interest subsidies are 
discounted at the after-tax cost of debt. The project's APV 
will be as shown below:

APV = - Investment + All-equity PV
+ PV of interest tax shields
+ PV of interest subsidies
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may calculate base present value of the FCFs each year 
and determine the amount of debt. For the GEC project, 
these calculations are shown in Table 16.7. Notice that the 
amounts of debt and the interest tax shields are less than 
what they ought to be and consequently, you get slightly 
lower present value of the interest tax shields; that is, Rs 
6.1 crore instead Rs 6.3 crore.

Table 16.7: Value of Interest Tax Shield: Debt Rebalanced

Base PV
Year (Rs cr.)

Debt 
Outst

anding 
(Rs cr.)

Interest 
@ 15% 
(Rs cr.)

INTS 
(Rs cr.)

PVF 
© 17% ( 
(Rs cr.) (.

PV 
INTS) 
Rs cr.)

0 61.00 36.6
1 56.9 34.1 5.5 1.9 0.855 1.6
2 52.0 31.2 5.1 1.8 0.731 1.3
3 46.4 27.8 4.7 1.6 0.624 1.0
4 39.8 23.9 4.2 1.5 0.534 0.8
5 32.0 19.2 3.6 1.3 0.456 0.6
6 22.3 13.8 2.9 1.0 0.390 0.4
7 12.4 7.4 2.1 0.7 0.333 0.2
8 0.00 0.00 1.1 0.4 0.285 0.1
Value of interest tax shield 6.1

You may notice that under the assumption of fixed 
debt ratio and debt rebalancing, both FCFs and interest 
tax shields are discounted at the project's opportunity cost 
of capital to determine the APV. Hence, you can combine 
these two flows and then discount them by the project's 
opportunity cost of capital. We know that the FCFs plus 
the interest tax shields are equal to the capital cash flows. 
Thus, the CCF approach and the APV approach under 
the assumption of constant capital structure and debt 
rebalancing are the same. The CCF approach is, therefore, 
referred to as the "compressed" APV approach. You may 
recall that the CCF approach is equal to the FCF approach. 
Hence, under the assumption of the constant capital 
structure (fixed debt ratio), the CCF approach, the 
modified (compressed) APV approach and the FCF will 
give the same value for the project. The FCF approach 
with WACC as the discount rate is easier to use under 
this situation because it does not require calculations of 
the project value, debt amounts and the interest tax 
shields.

The CCF and the APV approaches differ when debt 
is fixed and payment schedules are known. The CCF 
approach still discounts the interest tax shields at the 
project's opportunity cost of capital while the APV 
approach considers them less risky and discounts at the 
cost of debt (the market interest rate). One could argue 
that the CCF approach is more realistic in discounting the 
interest tax shields by the opportunity cost of capital. Even 
when the debt amount is fixed, the interest tax shields are 
tied to the project's (or the firm's) operations. The project's 
operations fluctuate randomly. It can avail the interest tax 
shields only when the operations are profitable. If the 
project (or the firm) gets into problems over a long period 
of time, the interest tax shields may be totally lost. The 
personal taxes on the income of lenders also take away 

the advantage of the interest tax shields. Thus, the interest 
tax shields may not really be less risky.

The APV approach is more flexible and can handle 
many financing side effects. Let us show how you can 
use the APV approach for evaluating subsidised financing.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the difference between the CCF and APV 
approaches?

2. Why is the CCF approach called ‘compressed’ APV 
approach?

Subsidized Financing
In many countries, particularly the developing countries, 
governments provide a number of financing incentives 
to the companies for undertaking new projects to achieve 
economic growth and efficiency. The APV approach is 
quite flexible to determine the value of the various 
incentives. Let us consider the case of subsidised financing.

Assume that GEC can borrow 60 per cent of the 
project's cost (book value in the beginning) and it will 
repay principal in three equal instalments in the last three 
years. What will happen to the APV of GEC's project if 
the company is able to negotiate loan at subsidized interest 
rate of 10 per cent from the Government of Gujarat? The 
market interest rate is 15 per cent; hence the project gets 
'interest subsidy' of 5 per cent. The after-tax interest 
subsidy is discounted at the after-tax cost of debt. The firm 
saves paying interest at 5 per cent per annum. It will get 
tax shield on interest paid at 10 per cent per annum. The 
interest tax shield will be discounted at the after-tax cost 
of debt. The after-tax interest subsidy and interest tax 
shields are calculated as follows (assuming that loan is 
repaid in equal instalments at the end of years 6, 7 and 8):

Year Interest Tax
Shield

After-tax Interest Tax 
Shield Subsidy

1 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
2 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
3 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
4 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
5 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
6 0.35 x 0.10 x 38.40 = 1.34
7 0.35 x 0.10 x 25.60 = 0.90
8 0.35 x 0.10 x 12.80 = 0.45

(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 38.40 x 0.65 = 1.25 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 25.60 x 0.65 = 0.83 
(0.15 - 0.10) x 12.80 x 0.65 = 0.42

The interest tax shields are discounted at the pre-tax 
cost of debt, and the after-tax interest subsidies are 
discounted at the after-tax cost of debt. The project's APV 
will be as shown below:

APV = - Investment + All-equity PV
+ PV of interest tax shields
+ PV of interest subsidies
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6 1.25, 0.83 0.42
------1--------------- 1-----—----

,8+ X 
r=i(1.0975)r (1.0975)7 (1.0975);

= -64 + 61 + 5.57 + 6.11 = Rs 8.68

The project's APV is positive. The interest tax shields 
together with the interest subsidy have added more value 
to the project. Notice that the APV approach has 
unbundled the value created by the project into three parts: 
the value created from operations (which is negative Rs 3 
crore in the present case); the value created by the interest 
tax shields (Rs 5.6 crore); and the value created by the 
interest subsidy (Rs 6.1 crore). But for the financing effects, 
the project is not economically profitable.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is ‘subsidized’ financing?
2. How does subsidized financing affect the value of a 

project?
3. How are interest subsidies valued?

Value of the Subsidized Financing
GEC has the opportunity of borrowing Rs 38.4 crore at 10 
per cent rate of interest instead of 15 per cent market rate 
of return. What is the value of this loan? The value of the 
loan is the present value of after-tax cash flows. Cash 
outflows include interest plus principal repayment and 
interest tax shield is deducted to obtain after-tax cash 
outflows of the loan. If the value of the loan is less than 
Rs 38.4 crore, the borrower—in this case GEC—will be 
happy. GEC will commit to make fixed payments once it 
agrees to take the loan. Inflation will not change cash flows 
since the debt flows are fixed. Thus, these are nominal 
cash flows and they are quite safe. The appropriate 
discount rate for discounting nominal after-tax cash flows 

of debt is the after-tax borrowing rate. In this case, it is: 
0.15 (1 - 0.35) = 0.097 or 9.75 per cent. The value of GEC's 
Rs 38.4 crore loan is calculated in Table 16.8.

The value of GEC's after-tax cash outflows is Rs 32.30 
crore. In other words, the after-tax cash flows can service 
a loan of Rs 32.31 crore if the borrowing rate is 15 per 
cent. For GEC, the same cash flows are serving a higher 
amount of debt, viz., Rs 38.4 crore. GEC benefits from the 
subsidized loan to the extent of Rs 38.4 crore - Rs 32.3 
crore = Rs 6.1 crore. As we have shown above, this amount 
is equal to the present value of the interest subsidy.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT
k__________________________________________________________ j

1. How will you calculate value of a subsidized loan?

THE ADJUSTED COST OF CAPITAL:
CASE OF PERPETUAL CASH FLOWS

Suppose a firm is evaluating a project that will require 
investment of Rs 10,000 and generate annual after-tax 
FCFs of Rs 1,500 in perpetuity. The project's opportunity 
cost of capital (all-equity financing cost) is 15 per cent. 
The all-equity NPV of the project will be:

All - equity NPV = -10,000+= -10,000 +10,000 = 0 
0.15

The project has zero NPV. Can it be more attractive? 
Let us assume that it will support the perpetual fixed 
amount of debt of Rs 5,000 at the cost of debt, 10 per cent. 
The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. The perpetual interest 
tax shields on debt will be: 0.35 x 0.10 x Rs 5,000 = Rs 175. 
The present value of the interest tax shields will be:

PV(ITS) = — = Rs 1,750
0.10

Thus, the project's APV will be as follows:
Project's APV = - Investment

+ PV with all-equity financing
+ PV of interest tax shield

Table 16.8: Value of Subsidized Financing

Year (1)
Cash 

outflows
Interest 

Tax 
shield

After-tax 
cash 

outflows

Discount 
factor 

at 9.75%

Present value

1 0.10 x 38.4 3.84 1.34 2.50 0.91 2.28
2 0.10 x 38.4 3.84 1.34 2.50 0.83 2.08
3 0.10 x 38.4 3.84 1.34 2.50 0.76 1.89
4 0.10 x 38.4 3.84 1.34 2.50 0.69 1.72
5 0.10 x 38.4 3.84 1.34 2.50 0.63 1.57
6 0.10 x 38.4 + 12.80 16.64 1.34 15.30 0.57 8.76
7 0.10 x 25.6 + 12.80 15.36 0.90 14.46 0.52 7.54
8 0.10 x 12.8 + 12.80 14.08 0.45 13.63 0.48 6.48
Present value of subsidized loan 32.30
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APV = -10,000+ 1,500 175
0.15 0.10

= -10,000+10,000+1,750
= Rs 1,750

The APV of the project is Rs 1,750 (-Rs 10,000 + 
Rs 10,000 + Rs 1,750). The total value of the project is 
Rs 11,750. The fixed amount of debt is Rs 5,000. Given the 
perpetual cash flows and the expected value of cash flows 
each year of Rs 1,500, the value each year will remain at 
Rs 11,750. Therefore, debt as a proportion of value is: 
5,000/11,750 = 0.4255. The after-tax return of the project 
is: (1,500 + 175)/ll,750 = 0.1426 or 14.26 per cent. What is 
the minimum rate of return that the project should yield 
to be acceptable to the firm? It is that rate of return at 
which the project's APV is zero. At zero APV, the value 
of the project will be equal to the investment.

C Tk D
Project’s APV = -Io +---- 1 —-— = 0

ka kd

= -Iq+—+TD — G (24)
ka

where Io is investment, C is (perpetual) after-tax FCFs, ka 
is the asset or the opportunity cost of capital, T is the 
corporate tax rate, kd is the cost of debt and D the perpetual 
amount of debt. Rearranging the equation, we get the 
minimum rate of return as follows:

Minimum rate of return = — = ka~kaT— C25)
7o 'o

The ratio of (after-tax) cash flows to investment, C//(| 
is the minimum required rate of return from the project. 
Notice that the project's investment is Rs 10,000 and it 
supports debt equal to 42.55 per cent of the value. Since 
at zero APV, value will be equal to Rs 10,000 (investment), 
the amount of debt will be Rs 4,255. The interest tax shields 
on debt will be: 0.35 x 0.10 x 4,255 = Rs 148.93. We can 
plug these numbers in the equation to obtain minimum 
rate of return and the minimum cash flows as follows:

Minimum rate of return =---------
10,000

4 255= 0.15-0.15 x 0.35 x-^-
10,000

C
Minimum rate of return =--------- = 0.15 — 0.0223

10,000
= 0.1277

Minimum cash flow = C = 10,000 x 0.1277 = Rs 1,277
On an investment of Rs 10,000, the minimum 

perpetual cash flow is Rs 1,277, or the minimum rate of 
return is 12.77 per cent. This minimum rate is the adjusted 
cost of capital, k*. The project's NPV will be zero at this 

rate. The adjusted cost of capital is equal to the opportunity 
cost of capital (15% in the example) less the value created 
by the project by adding to the firm's debt capacity (2.23°; 
in the example). This adjusted cost of capital, 12.77 per 
cent, can be used as a discount rate to any other project 
with similar business risk (and therefore, same 
opportunity cost of capital, 15 per cent) and similar debt 
capacity (42.55 debt ratio). Instead of using APV approach, 
we can discount a project's FCFs at the adjusted cost of 
capital. In our example, we can calculate the project's NPV 
using the adjusted cost of capital approach as follows:

„ . , >TTO, x Free Cash Flow
Project s NPV = -Investment!---------—- ---------

k

Project’s NPV =

Project's NPV = -10,000+
1,500

0.1277
= -10,000+11,750 = Rs 1,750

You get the same answer as under the APV approach. 
The adjusted cost of capital is the MM formula for the 
cost of capital of a levered firm (project). The opportunity 
cost of capital is reduced by the value created by the 
interest tax shields. In general terms, the adjusted cost of 
capital for a levered firm is as follows:

Adjusted = Opportunity x(i_taxratex leverage) 
cost of capital Cost of capital

** =fca (1-7’—) (26)
V

We can also express Equation (26) as follows:

fc* =(7+^)^-^ (27)

Equations (26) and (27) imply that the cost of capital 
of a levered firm is equal to the cost of capital of an 
unlevered firm less the debt advantage equal to the 
product of tax rate (T), financial leverage (D/V) and the 
pure-equity capitalization rate, ka. It should be clear from 
Equation (26) or Equation (27) that the levered firm's cost 
of capital declines with financial leverage. When we use 
the levered firm's cost of capital to evaluate the project, 
we assume that the project's risk is equivalent to the firm's 
risk and both have same debt capacity.

The levered firm's cost of capital under MM "tax- 
corrected" hypothesis is strictly based on two critical 
assumptions:

The firm's cash flows are perpetual.
The amount of debt is fixed and permanent. Thus, 
the firm's capital structure determined initially 
does not change; the debt ratio remains the same.



If the APV approach is also based on these 
assumptions, then it will give the same results as the 
adjusted cost of capital (ACC) approach. However, the 
APV approach is quite versatile and more general than 
the ACC approach. It works for projects with different 
cash flow patterns and changing amounts of debt.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define the MM adjusted cost of capital.
2. What are the conditions for using the MM adjusted 

cost of capital?

WACC AND MILES-EZZELL’S FORMULA 
FOR ADJUSTED COST OF CAPITAL

Can we use MM's adjusted cost of capital when the cash 
flows are perpetual but debt is proportional to value? In 
case of the proportional debt, the amount of debt will 
rebalance whenever value changes. MM's adjusted cost 
of capital does not allow for rebalancing of debt. But there 
is an alternative. We can use the Miles-Ezzell formula 
when debt ratio is fixed and the amount .of debt 
rebalances:12 

12. As discussed in footnote 11, the Miles-Ezzell formula is based on the assumption that some interest tax shields are uncertain and for 
some uncertainty resolves over time. The term (1 + fcn)/(l + kJ makes the correction for the resolved uncertainty.
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flows. Hence it has highly restricted application. It will 
give distorted values for projects with uneven cash flows 
and finite life. WACC and the Miles-Ezzell formula, on 
the other hand, work for projects with even or uneven 
cash flows with finite or infinite life. Both are based on 
the assumption that debt-to-market value ratio remains 
constant. The implication of the fixed debt ratio is that in 
case of uncertain cash flows, the market value will go up 
or down, and debt levels will be adjusted each time. You 
can easily guess that for those projects for which the 
amount of debt is fixed, the debt ratio will not remain 
constant. Hence, for such projects, the constant WACC 
will not work. But if you calculate WACC for each period 
as the debt ratio changes, you could still use FCF and 
WACC approach. But it will become an involved exercise. 
The APV approach (and the CCF approach as well) is an 
easier method to handle the situation of changing amounts 
of debt.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. State the assumptions of the Miles-Ezzell adjusted 
cost of capital.

2. How does the Miles-Ezzell adjusted cost of capital 
compare with the weighted average cost of capital 
and the MM adjusted cost of capital?

(28)

Plugging numbers from our example, we get adjusted 
cost of capital using the Miles-Ezzell formula as follows:

T.15'
.1.10.

k' = 0.15 - 0.35 x 0.10 x 0.4255

= 0.15 - 0.0156 = 0.1344 or 13.44%

You may recognize that WACC is also an adjusted 
cost of capital. Like the Miles-Ezzell's formula, it assumes 
that debt is rebalanced. We can rewrite WACC formula 
as follows:

WACC = ke-+Ul-T)_ = k , — + kd —-Tkd —
!V V V V V

= k-~Tk^ (29)

Look at Equations (28) and (29). You can observe that 
the Miles-Ezzell formula will give a slightly lower estimate 
of the adjusted cost of capital than WACC. Using the 
numbers from the example, WACC works out 13.51 per 
cent. The Miles-Ezzell adjusted cost of capital of 13.44 per 
cent does not differ significantly from the WACC of 13.51 
per cent.

MM's adjusted opportunity cost of capital is based 
on the assumptions of permanent debt and constant cash

CHOICE OF THE
APPROPRIATE VALUATION APPROACH

The choice among the APV, FCF and CCF approaches 
rests more on the convenience of calculation rather than 
on the theoretical grounds. The ease of the use depends 
on whether debt ratio is fixed or the debt amount is fixed. 
In case of those investment projects where the debt 
amounts are fixed for the future periods, or the debt 
repayment schedule is given, it is much easier to use the 
APV approach or the CCF approach (also known as the 
compressed APV approach). Both these methods can 
easily handle the value the interest tax shields consequent 
upon the changing amount of debt over the life of the 
project as well as after financing effects.

In case of those projects where the debt policy is 
specified in terms of the fixed proportion of debt in relation 
to the value of the project, the WACC method is much 
easier to apply. Given the constant capital structure, the 
interest tax shields are easily incorporated in the 
calculation of the WACC. The APV or CCF approach 
requires highly involved calculations of the project's value 
for each period in order to calculate the implied debt flows.

Apart from the interest tax shields, an investment 
project may have other financing effects. The APV 
approach (or its variant the compressed APV approach)
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Table 16.9 Comparison of FCF, CCF and APV Valuation Approaches

Approaches Cash flows Discount rate Fixed debt Fixed debt ratio

FCF/WACC Unlevered cash flows 
(without financing effects)

WACC Difficult to use as it requires 
estimation of debt ratio and 
WACC each year.

Easier to use; automatic 
debt rebalancing ensures 
constant debt ratio.

CCF FCF plus interest tax shield Asset cost of capital Easier to use; any pattern of 
cash flows including interest 
tax shields can be discounted 
at the asset cost of capital.

Difficult to use as it 
requires beta estimation 
and the asset cost of 
capital each year.

APV (a) FCF plus
(b) Interest tax shield

(a) Asset cost of capital
(b) Cost of debt

Easier to use; any pattern of 
interest tax shields can be 
discounted at the cost of debt; 
value of other financing effects 
can be incorporated easily.

Difficult to use as it requires 
beta estimation and the asset 
cost of capital each year.

is more versatile as it allows for the incorporation of the 
impact of several side effects on the project's NPV. See 
Table 16.9 for a comparison between the three approaches.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. When should the FCF/WACC approach be used?
2. When should the CCF approach be used?
3. When should APV approach be used?

VALUATION OF A FIRM

Valuing a firm involves the same basic principles that are 
applied in valuing an investment project. The discounted 
cash flow (DCF) approach is theoretically the most 
appropriate valuation approach. The value of a firm 
depends on the expected cash flows and the discount rate. 
The expected cash flows of the firm depend on the 
operating efficiencies and market conditions. The discount 
rate depends on the risk of the expected cash flows. Firms 
generally specify target capital structures in terms of fixed 
debt-to-value ratio. Hence, WACC is the appropriate 
discount rate for valuing a firm. A firm in operations is 
assumed to be a going concern with an infinite life. 
Therefore, the value of the firm is given as follows:

«=“ FCF,
v= s-------—

r=l (1 + M' (30)

where FCF is the FCF and k0 is the weighted average cost 
of capital (WACC). FCF can follow any growth pattern in 
practice. If FCF remains constant forever (i.e., FCF being 
a perpetuity), then the value of the firm is given by the 
following simple equation:

(31)

Earnings are the basis for estimating FCFs of a firm. 
Cash flows include adjustments for depreciation, capital 
expenditure and working capital. Earnings depend on 
sales. If we assume constant relations of earnings, working 

capital and capital expenditure to sales, we can write the 
equation for the FCFs as follows:

NCF = FCF
= SALES x px(l-T) + DEP-(w + fjSALES (32) 

where p = profit margin is the EBIT as a percentage of 
sales, T = corporate tax rate, DEP = depreciation, w = net 
working capital as a percentage of sales and f = capital 
expenditure as a percentage of sales.

The following steps are involved in estimating FCFs 
of the firm:

1. Sales projections The first step in the estimation of 
cash flows is the projection of sales. The financial analyst 
evaluating the firm must consider the drivers of sales. Sales 
growth will depend on the firm's market share and the 
market growth rate. Market share of the firm will be 
determined by its competitive advantage and its ability 
to sustain that advantage. A firm cannot continuously 
maintain its competitive superiority. It goes through 
super-normal, normal and declining growth phases. The 
financial analyst should estimate the time horizon of 
super-normal growth and other growth periods to 
estimate the firm's sales and cash flows.

2. Estimate of expenses The second step is to estimate 
expenses. Two major categories of expenses are cost of 
goods sold and selling and administrative expenses. The 
most important component of the cost of goods sold in 
the case of manufacturing companies is raw material 
followed by wages and salaries and power and fuel. If 
the firm has control over the supply of raw material or it 
has a better bargaining power vis-a-vis its suppliers, it 
can reduce the cost of raw material. The firm can also 
reduce the effective cost of wages and salaries and power 
and fuel by improving labour and machine productivity 
through innovations and better management practices.

3. Estimate of depreciation Depreciation is a non-cash 
item, but it is a deductible expense for calculating taxes. 
Hence it affects the after-tax cash flows of the firm. 
Depreciation amount will depend on fixed assets and the



prescribed depreciation method and rates. In India, the 
written down value method of depreciation at specified 
rates is applicable for calculating the amount of deductible 
depreciation expense. Assets are categorized into different 
blocks and different depreciation rates apply to the 
different blocks of assets. The anticipated capital 
expenditure should be considered to estimate the amount 
of depreciation.

4. Capital expenditure In order to maintain the firm's 
operating efficiency and sales growth, the firm may be 
required to continuously incur capital expenditure each 
year. However, constant growth firms may not need high 
capital expenditure; they may invest an amount equal to 
depreciation as capital expenditure to maintain their 
current operations. Capital expenditure is an outflow of 
cash and it reduces the after-tax cash flows of the firm.

5. Estimates of increase in net working capital In 
estimating FCFs, the financial analyst should also account 
for changes in net working capital (NWC) due to 
expansion of sales. If the sales of the firm are constant, 
there will be no change in the working capital (except for 

period (H) for detailed calculations of cash flows. Financial 
analysts or managers make assumption of horizon period 
because detailed calculations for a long period become 
quite intricate. The financial analysis of such projects 
should incorporate an estimate of the value of cash flows 
after the horizon period without involving detailed 
calculations. Thus, the value of the firm is given as follows:

v_y FCF, TVh
^(l+k0)1 (l + k0)H (33)

What happens to the cash flows after the horizon 
period? Since the firm is a going concern, it will continue 
making investments so long as the investment return is 
higher than the cost of capital and earn revenues. 
Generally, the horizon period is the period of superior 
growth. It is assumed that during this period the company 
has superior advantage over its competitors. But after this 
period, the competitors may imitate the company and its 
competitive advantage may be eroded.

Constant perpetual cash flows There are various 
possibilities vis-a-vis the competitive advantage after the 

III I I
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prescribed depreciation method and rates. In India, the 
written down value method of depreciation at specified 
rates is applicable for calculating the amount of deductible 
depreciation expense. Assets are categorized into differen t 
blocks and different depreciation rates apply to the 
different blocks of assets. The anticipated capital 
expenditure should be considered to estimate the amount 
of depreciation.

4. Capital expenditure In order to maintain the firm's 
operating efficiency and sales growth, the firm may be 
required to continuously incur capital expenditure each 
year. However, constant growth firms may not need high 
capital expenditure; they may invest an amount equal to 
depreciation as capital expenditure to maintain their 
current operations. Capital expenditure is an outflow of 
cash and it reduces the after-tax cash flows of the firm.

5. Estimates of increase in net working capital In 
estimating FCFs, the financial analyst should also account 
for changes in net working capital (NWC) due to 
expansion of sales. If the sales of the firm are constant, 
there will be no change in the working capital (except for 
the effect of change in prices). Increase in NWC is outflow 
of cash and decrease in inflow.

6. Treatment of interest expenses In calculating FCFs, 
we ignore interest expenses. The FCF approach determines 
the value of the firm—representing the value of both 
equity and debt. Therefore, our concern is to determine 
the after-tax cash flows available to service all investors 
of the firm. The weighed cost of capital, which includes 
after-tax cost of debt, is used as the discoimt rate. Hence 
interest expenses are not subtracted in calculating free 
flows. We repeat that the FCF approach assumes that the 
debt ratio remains constant throughout the period of 
analysis.

7. Tax rate FCFs should always be determined after 
taxes. The marginal corporate tax rate should be used to 
calculate the FCFs.

8. Inflation We have explained in Chapter 10 that to 
avoid any bias in your computation of value, you should 
treat inflation consistently in estimating cash flows and 
the discount rate. Generally the firm's all cash flows should 
be estimated in nominal terms. Discoimt rate is market 
determined and therefore, it is always given in the nominal 
terms.

Horizon Period and Terminal Value
In the evaluation of an investment project, the financial 
analyst estimates the project's economic life based on the 
technology and other economic factors. In the terminal 
year, the project's cash flows also include the realizable 
value of the asset and the release of the working capital. 
In the case of a firm, it continuously makes investments 
that generate revenues and cash flows, theoretically, 
forever. Therefore, the financial analyst assumes a horizon 

period (H) for detailed calculations of cashflows. Financial 
analysts or managers make assumption of horizon period 
because detailed calculations for a long period become 
quite intricate. The financial analysis of such projects 
should incorporate an estimate of the value of cash flows 
after the horizon period without involving detailed 
calculations. Thus, the value of the firm is given as follows:

v_y FCF, | TVh 
h(l + kof (l + k0)H (33)

What happens to the cash flows after the horizon 
period? Since the firm is a going concern, it will continue 
making investments so long as the investment return is 
higher than the cost of capital and earn revenues. 
Generally, the horizon period is the period of superior 
growth. It is assumed that during this period the company 
has superior advantage over its competitors. But after this 
period, the competitors may imitate the company and its 
competitive advantage may be eroded.

Constant perpetual cash flows There are various 
possibilities vis-a-vis the competitive advantage after the 
initial phase (horizon period). One possibility is that after 
the horizon period, the competitors will dominate and the 
firm will totally lose its competitive advantage. Under this 
scenario, the firm's revenues will stop growing, and hence, 
no additional working capital will be needed. The firm 
will not incur any new capital expenditure and the capital 
expenditure equal to depreciation amount may be 
sufficient to maintain the constant level of operations. 
Thus, the firm will obtain constant perpetual cash flows 
after the horizon period. The value of these perpetual cash 
flows in the terminal year (end of the horizon period) is 
given as follows:

(34)

Groiving perpetual cash flows There is another 
possibility. The growth of the firm may slow down and it 
may grow at normal or lower rate to infinity. A simple 
method of estimating the terminal value at the end of the 
horizon period is to employ the following formula, which 
is the same as the dividend growth model: 

(35)

where NCF|;+1 is the project's net cash flow one year after 
the horizon period, k0 (WACC) is the opportunity cost of 
capital (discoimt rate) and g is the expected growth in the 
project's net cash flows. The value of g will be positive if 
net cash flows are expected to grow; it will be negative if 
net cash flows are expected to decline; and it will be zero 
if net cash flows are expected to remain constant. In 
practice, the financial manager or analyst could calculate 
the effect of a range of values of g on the firm's value.
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Other methods of horizon terminal value There are many 
other ad hoc methods used in practice to determine 
terminal value at a horizon period.

Price earnings (PIE) ratio Terminal value at 
horizon period could be determined as the 
product of the estimated after-tax earnings in the 
year after the horizon period and the expected 
P/E ratio:

TVh = Profit after tax in year n + 1
x Expected P/E ratio

This approach suffers from several limitations: 
(a) Earnings depend on arbitrary accounting 
policies and choices. Hence they do not provide 
an objective measurement of the firm's 
profitability, (b) Value depends on cash flows; 
earnings are not cash flows, (c) It is quite difficult 
to determine the expected P/E ratio.

■Qi Market-to-book value (M/B) ratio In this 
approach, the terminal value is calculated as the 
estimated book value of equity in the year after 
the horizon period multiplied by expected M/B 
ratio:

TVH = Book value of equity in year n + 1
x Expected M/B ratio

This approach is similar to P/E ratio approach. It 
also suffers from certain limitations; (a) Book value 
of equity depends on accounting earnings. Hence 
it is not an objectively determined number to rely 
upon, (b) Value does not depend on book value, 
(c) There is a problem in estimating the expected 
M/B ratio.

■Qr Replacement cost of assets Under this method, 
the terminal value is equal to the replacement cost 
of the firm's assets at the end of the horizon 
period. In practice, it is difficult to get information 
of replacement cost of all assets. Some assets may 
be worthless or some may be more valuable than 
their replacement costs. This method also ignores 
the value of intangible assets such as the brand 
value and the value of the human capital.

Value of the Firm’s Equity
The FCFs and WACC approach gives the value of the 
firm's assets. In a number of situations like mergers or 
acquisition, the firm may be interested in finding the value 
of the equity. The value of the equity can be obtained as 
the value of the firm minus the value of the firm's debt:
Value of the equity = Value of the firm - Value of the debt

Value of the equity per share
Value of the firm - Value of the debt
Number of outstanding equity shares

As we have discussed earlier, you can follow the 
equity cash flows (ECF) approach to directly determine 
the value of equity. The ECFs account for debt flows 
(interest, interest tax shields and debt repayments) and 
are discounted at the equity cost of capital. Like WACC, 
the cost of equity capital assumes that the capital structure 
is constant and therefore, it will remain constant in the 
future periods. The cost of equity will change if the 
leverage changes. In practice, it is difficult to use the ECF 
approach since it requires calculation of the firm's value 
to determine the expected debt flows.

In summary, the following steps are involved in the 
valuation of a firm:

Identify sales growth and profitability 
assumptions
Consider depreciation, change in net working 
capital, capital expenditure and taxes in 
estimating the FCFs
Estimate the amounts of FCFs for the horizon 
period
Estimate the cash flow patterns beyond the 
horizon period and determine the terminal value 
Estimate the firm's weighted average cost of 
capital
Be consistent in treating inflation in the estimation 
of FCFs and WACC
Compute present value of FCFs using WACC as 
the discount rate
Subtract the value of the outstanding debt from 
the value of the firm to find out the value of its 
equity. The value of the equity divided by the 
outstanding number of shares gives the equity 
value per share.

ILLUSTRATION 16.8: Valuing a Firm
Sahitya Printing Press Limited is thinking of acquiring the 
Royal Paper Company. For Sahitya, it is a backward 
integration and the acquisition would help in stabilizing 
its operations. Sahitya is less profitable than Royal, but it 
is less risky. Sahitya’s P/E ratio is 12 and it has a weighted 
average cost of capital of 14 per cent. The financial manager 
of Sahitya has prepared the forecasts for the Royal’s 
operations for the next 10 years (Table 16.10). She was not 
sure about the value of Royal’s assets after 10 years. She 
thought that most of the growth of the business would take 
place in the first 10 years and thereafter the business might 
not grow or grow at a very low rate. Royal does not employ 
any debt, and it has 2.5 million outstanding equity shares. 
Its current P/E ratio is 8 and the equity beta is 1.28. The 
financial manager argued that the acquisition of Royal 
would contribute to the firm’s debt capacity equal to 30 
per cent of its value. Sahitya will be able to borrow at risk- 
free rate of 8.5 per cent. The risk premium is 9 per cent. 
The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. What is the value of 
Royal?
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(Rs in million)
Table 16.10: Forecasts for Royal

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

PBDIT 71.21 101.26 140.84 126.25 132.51 121.60 131.40 136.31 109.75 105.33
Capex 43.07 70.76 97.33 21.32 21.32 13.69 10.91 10.91 5.17 4.62
Depreciation 32.66 44.22 54.69 61.41 64.53 61.41 53.59 42.34 41.09 39.53
Change in NWC 20.19 37.12 23.34 10.45 8.36 8.35 8.80 7.04 7.38 5.50

To value Royal, we need estimates of its FCFs, value 
at horizon period and WACC. Currently, Royal does not 
employ any debt; hence its equity beta of 1.28 is the 
unlevered beta. The equity beta will change with the 
addition of debt equal to 30 per cent of the value. Thus the 
levered equity beta will be: unlevered beta/proportion of 
equity = 1.28/0.70 = 1.83. Royal’s cost of equity and WACC 
will be as follows:

Royal’s cost of equity = 0.085 + 0.09 x 1.83
= 0.25 or 25%

Royal’s WACC = 0.25 x 0.70 + 0.085 x (1 - 0.35) x 0.30 
= 0.19 or 19%

Table 16.10 gives estimates of the FCFs. We have 
adjusted depreciation, working capital changes and capital 
expenditure to profits after tax to estimate the FCFs. Our 
next step is to calculate the terminal or horizon value. The 
FCFs at the end of 2018 are Rs 72.18 million. We may 
assume that these cash flows would remain constant 
forever. Thus, the terminal value will be:

TV = FCF™ = —I8 = Rs 379.89 million 
19 WACC 0.19

Another alternative to calculate terminal value is to 
use P/E multiplied to profit after tax (PAT) at the end of 
the horizon period. As shown below, Royal’s PAT in 2018 
is Rs 42.77 million (and EPS Rs 17.11). Its currentP/E ratio 
is 8. One conservative assumption is that P/E ratio will 
stay at 8 in the future. Using this ratio, the terminal value 
at the end of 2018 is: Rs 42.77 x 8 = Rs 340.16 million. In 
fact, if Royal performs as forecasted, it is likely that its P/E 
ratio would improve. The two estimates of the terminal 
values are not significantly different. However, we prefer 
the value based on cash flows rather than earnings.

As shown in Table 16.12, the value of Royal is Rs 208.13 
million—the present value of FCFs is Rs 151.42, million 
and the present value of the terminal value is Rs 66.70. 
The firm’s debt ratio is 30 per cent; hence the value of 
equity will be: Rs 208.13 million x (1 - 0.30) = Rs 145.69 
million and the value per share: Rs 145.69/2.5 = Rs 58.28.

Table 16.11: Earning Per Share

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
PAT 25.06 37.08 56.00 42.15 44.18 39.13 50.58 61.08 44.63 42.77
Number of shares 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
EPS 10.02 14.83 22.40 16.86 17.67 15.65 20.23 24.43 17.85 17.11

(Rs million)

Table 16.12: Estimates of Free Cash Flows

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

PBDIT 71.21 101.26 140.84 126.25 132.51 121.60 131.40 136.31 109.75 105.33
Less: Depreciation 32.66 44.22 54.69 61.41 64.53 61.41 53.59 42.34 41.09 39.53
PBIT 38.55 57.04 86.16 64.84 67.98 60.20 77.81 93.96 68.66 65.79
Tax 13.49 19.97 30.15 22.69 23.79 21.07 27.23 32.89 24.03 23.03
PAT 25.06 37.08 56.00 42.15 44.18 39.13 50.58 61.08 44.63 42.77
Add: Depreciation 32.66 44.22 54.69 61.41 64.53 61.41 53.59 42.34 41.09 39.53
Less: Change in NWC 20.19 37.12 23.34 10.45 8.36 8.35 8.80 7.04 7.38 5.50
Less: Capex 43.07 70.76 97.33 21.32 21.32 13.69 10.91 10.91 5.17 4.62
Free Cash Flows -5.54 -26.58 -9.98 71.78 79.04 78.49 84.46 85.47 73.17 72.18
Terminal Value 379.89
Net Cash Flows -5.54 -26.58 -9.98 71.78 79.04 78.49 84.46 85.47 73.17 452.07
PVF at 19% 0.8403 0.7062 0.5934 0.4987 0.4190 0.3521 0.2959 0.2487 0.2090 0.1756
Present value -4.65 -18.77 -5.92 35.80 33.12 27.64 24.99 21.25 15.29 79.38
Value of the Firm 208.13
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the components of FCFs?
2. How is the value of a firm calculated?
3. If you know the value of a firm, how will you calculate 

the value of its equity and value per share?
4. How is horizon value calculated?

The after-tax cost of debt is:

kd (1 - T) = 0.123 (1 - 0.35) = 0.08 or 8%

The firm’s WACC is as follows:

WACC = 0.16x0.75 + 0.08x0.25 = 0.14 or 14%

The first scenario anticipates two-stage growth. The 
value of the firm is given by the following equation:

Growth Patterns and the Firm Value
Firms in practice might go through different stages of 
growth. For example, a firm may experience two-stage 
growth - a high growth followed by a normal growth. 
Some firms might experience high growth followed by 
the medium growth and they might finally revert to 
normal or no growth. The DCF valuation of a firm makes 
assumptions about the growth patterns of the firm during 
the horizon period and beyond. Generally, there are the 
following four possibilities:

No growth The firm has reached maturity and its 
earnings show no growth.
Constant growth The firm is in a stable growth 
stage and there is no high growth period for the 
firm. It will grow at a constant rate forever.
Two-stage growth The firm will grow at a high 
rate for a period followed by constant growth rate 
for infinity.
Three-stage growth The firm will grow at a high 
rate for a period followed by a period of declining 
growth before growing at a constant growth rate 
forever. In the third stage, it is possible that the 
firm reaches maturity stage and its growth rate 
becomes zero.

The growth pattern of a firm depends on the market 
growth rate, the size of market, the firm's market share, 
the barriers to entry and the firm's competitive 
advantages. Because of the competitive forces, it is very 
difficult for a firm to sustain high growth for a very long 
period of time.

ILLUSTRATION 16.9: Two-stage Growth
Sangma Corporation has 100 million outstanding shares. 
The firm will maintain the debt-to-market value ratio 
forever. The expected interest rate on debt is 12.3 per cent. 
The firm’s equity beta is 1.15. The 30-year government 
bonds yield is 5.65 per cent. The historical market premium 
is estimated as 9 per cent. The marginal corporate tax rate 
of the company is 35 per cent. The company’s current FCFs 
are Rs 225 million. The company expects its cash flows to 
grow at 12 per cent for 7 years and thereafter, at 6 per cent 
forever. Determine the value of the firm? What is the value 
of the firm’s equity? How much is the value per share?

We should calculate the cost of equity and the cost of 
debt to determine the firm’s WACC. We can use CAPM to 
calculate the cost of equity:

k = 0.0565 + 0.09 x 1.15 = 0.16 or 16%

v= ^FCF(l + gh), 
h (1 + V

Value of FCF
during horizon period

FCFJl + gJ

^0 - gn
Value of FCF
after horizon period

(36)

where gh is high growth rate during the horizon period and 
gr is the stable (normal) growth rate into infinity. The first 
part on the right-hand side of Equation (36) is the present 
value of a constantly growing annuity during the horizon 
period and the second part is the present value of a 
constantly growing perpetuity beyond the horizon period. 
We can simplify Eq. (36) as follows (refer to Chapter 2):

n
v = ^-

k0~gh
1- [1 + g/

11 + k„

FCFd + gJ-d + gJ 1
+ ’ d + k0)« (37)K~gn

Substituting the given values in the above equation, 
we obtain the value of Sangma Corporation as follows:

V =
225

0.14-0.12
225(1.12)7(1.06) 1

0.14-0.06 1.147

527 25
V = 11,250 xO. 1165 -I----- '—x0.400 = 1,311+ 2,634

0.08
= Rs 3,945 million

The value of equity shares is:

Value of equity shares = value of the firm-value of debt
= 3,945-1,500 = Rs 2,445 million

Value per share = 2,445/100 = Rs 24.45

Comparative Firms Valuation Approach
In the comparable companies or comparable transactions 
approach, key relationships are calculated for a group of 
similar companies or similar transactions as a basis for 
the valuation of a firm. This approach is based on the 
premise that similar companies should sell for similar 
prices. This is a straight-forward approach that appeals 
to managers and financial analysts in practice.

The following steps are involved in applying the 
comparative firms approach:

Identify the comparable firms based on the criteria 
of similar products, size, age, growth and 
profitability trends.
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Calculate the firm value as a ratio of sales, EBIT, 
FCFs and market value-to-book value of assets 
for the comparable firms. Sales, EBIT, FCF and 
book value of assets are assumed as value drivers. 
Notice that firm value to EBIT ratio is equivalent 
of price-earnings (P/E) ratio.
Find the average of the ratios of the comparable 
firms, and apply them to the sales, EBIT and FCF 
data of the firm.

Let us illustrate the application of the comparable 
firms approach. Suppose you are interested in valuing 
firm Z. You have identified P, Q, R and S as four 
comparable firms which are approximately similar to Z. 
The four ratios and their averages for these firms are given 
in Table 16.13, Part A. You may notice that there are not 
significant differences in the ratios of the four comparable 
firms. In case of significant differences, the use of average 
ratio is not very meaningful. In Part B of the table we apply 
the average ratios of the comparable firms to Z. We get 
four estimates of value based on sales, EBIT, FCF and book 
value of assets. The four calculated values are quite close 
to each other, and therefore, you can be confident to rely 
on them. The average of the four values is Rs 784 crore.

Part A: Ratios for Comparable Firms

Table 16.13: Comparative Firms Data

Comparable Firm 
market 

firms 
/sales

Firm 
market 

value 
/EBIT

Firm 
market 

value 
/FCF

Firm 
market 

value 
to 

value 
book 

value

P 1.52 16.50 19.00 1.27
Q 1.45 18.50 24.50 1.54
R 1.43 22.00 28.00 1.22
S 1.39 20.50 21.50 1.40

Average 1.45 19.38 23.25 1.36

Part B: Value of Firm Z

(Rs crore) Average ratio Estimated 
value 

(Rs crore)

Sales 500 01.45 725
EBIT 043 19.38 833
FCC 035 23.25 814
Book value of assets 562 01.36 764
Average 784

The virtue of the comparable firms approach is its 
simplicity. It does not require involved computations and 
assumptions. Most managers and financial analysts 
favour this approach since it is based on the ratios that 

they easily understand. This approach is quite useful in 
case of those firms which do not publicly available share 
values. The limitation of this approach is that it is not 
very scientific. It assumes that value is driven by a factor 
like sales or EBIT. True or fair value depends on cash 
flows and discount rate which are driven by many 
factors.

Balance Sheet Approach to Firm Valuation

Balance sheet or adjusted book value uses assets and 
liabilities information to determine the value of the firm. 
Without any adjustment, the book value of equity funds 
and debt funds represent the claims of investors over the 
firm's assets. Hence, the value of the firm is at least equal 
to the book value of its assets. However, assets are not 
worth the amounts shown in the balance sheet. They are 
worth more or less than the book values because of change 
in technology, inflation and earnings capacity. For 
example, non-operating assets are worthless or worth 
much less than their book values. On the other hand, some 
other assets are still quite useful and their replacement 
cost is much higher than the current book value. Therefore, 
assets should be revalued to determine the value of the 
firm. One approach to estimate the adjusted book values 
of assets is to determine their current or replacement costs. 
It is relatively easy to find out the current costs of current 
assets. For example, the stated amoimt of debtors may be 
adjusted for bad and doubtful debts and inventories may 
be valued at the current costs after adjusting for redundant 
inventories. Fixed assets like land and buildings are also 
relatively easy to value as some benchmark prices are 
available. It is hard to find the replacement value of plant 
and machinery, particularly when the technology has 
changed significantly and there is no active secondary 
market for these assets. In this regard, the firm can use 
the services of valuers.

A firm is not worth the current or replacement costs 
of its assets only. The value of the intangible assets like 
brand equity, customer loyalty or human capital drives 
the value of the firm. In practice, both tangible and 
intangible assets should be valued to determine the value 
of the firm.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What growth prospects do firms follow?
2. How is the firm’s value calculated under two-stage 

growth scenario?
3. Explain comparative firms approach of valuation.
4. What does balance sheet approach to the firm 

valuation mean?
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( SUMMARY)

Q We need estimate of the discount rate to determine the net present value of a project. The discount rate depends 
on the project's business risk and financial risk. Under CAPM, the equity beta captures both the business risk and 
the financial risk. Financial risk arises when the firm uses debt.

O The asset beta, Pa reflects the business risk of the firm or the project. Thus, under CAPM the firm's or the project's 
opportunity cost of capital is given by the risk-free rate plus the product of the risk premium and the asset beta.

O Following the MM Proposition I, the all-equity or opportunity cost of capital can be calculated as the pre-tax 
weighted average cost of capital.

□ The asset beta is not observable in practice. You can estimate the equity beta and the debt beta from the market 
data and then estimate the asset beta. Assuming the debt is risk-free and the debt beta is zero, the asset beta and 
the equity beta are given as follows:

Pa =Pe^

Pe=Pa^ = Pa[l+jD
E

□ In case of fixed amount of debt, the interest tax shields reduce the systematic risk. If debt is risk free, the asset beta 
is given as follows:

F.

□ The equity beta and the asset beta of an all-equity (unlevered) firm will be same. But the equity beta of a levered 
firm (assuming fixed amount of debt) will be as follows:

O In practice, the interest tax shields depend on the firm's profitability, which fluctuates randomly. Therefore, the 
interest tax shields may not reduce the systematic risk. Under this assumption, the levered firm's cost of equity 
shown below includes compensation for financial risk as well:

ke = rf + (rm ~rf )Pa + (rm ~rf > Pa ~

Following MM's Proposition II, the levered firm's cost of equity can also be calculated as follows:

ke =ka +(ka-kd)-_
E

O There are four methods of investment evaluation. The most popular method of the project evaluation is to discount 
the FCFs at the firm's weighted average cost of capital (WACC):

TV1 rn
t=i(l + WACC)‘ (1 + WACC)11

WACC is calculated as follows:

WACC = ke — + kAl-T)— e y a y

O FCFs are unlevered cash flows; they are calculated without considering interest on debt. The FCF approach adjusts 
the effect of the interest tax shields in the discount rate (WACC) rather than the project's cash flows. This approach 
is based on the assumption that the capital structure (debt ratio) is constant over time. It also assumes that the 
project's and the firm's risk and capital structures are the same. Hence, this approach will not work if the project's 
and the firm's risk and capital structure are different, and where the project's capital structure is not constant.

O The equity cash flow (ECF) or flow-to equity approach is similar to the FCF approach and it is based on the same 
assumptions. In the ECF approach the equity cash flows, which are residual cash flows available to the equity 
shareholders, are discounted by the levered cost of equity.
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□ An alternative approach, the capital cash flow (CCF) approach, is much easier to use when the project's debt 
amount is fixed and the capital structure does not remain constant. CCFs are calculated as the FCFs plus the 
interest tax shields, and they are discounted by the project's all-equity or opportunity cost of capital. The project's 
opportunity cost of capital depends on its business risk and is not affected by the capital structure. In the CCF 
approach the effect of the interest tax shields are adjusted in the cash flows rather than the discount rate.

□ The adjusted present value (APV) approach is an alternative approach for the project's evaluation. It is a flexible 
approach that unbundles the project's value into several parts. It separates the operational part from the financing 
effects. The base-case NPV is calculated by discounting the FCFs at the project's opportunity cost of capital. The 
present values of the financing effects are calculated separately using the discount rates appropriate to the risk of 
these effects. For example, the interest tax shields are treated as risky as debt. Hence, the interest tax shields are 
discounted at the cost of debt. APV is the sum of the base-case NPV and the value of financing effects:

APV = Base-NPV + value of interest tax shields + value of other financing effects
CD APV is a useful approach in the project financing where the debt is fixed and there are several other financing 

effects like issue costs, investment incentives and special tax benefits.
CD The APV formula under the assumption of the perpetual cash flows and the perpetual fixed amount of debt and 

without other financing effects is as follows:

APV -
FCF ! TkdD 

ka kd

CD An alternative to the above approach is to estimate the adjusted cost of capital (or discount rate) and use it to 
discount the FCFs:

ACC = k* = ka[\-TD/v] 

k*

CD The concept of the adjusted cost of capital is based on the MM tax-corrected hypothesis. Two critical assumptions 
are that that the cash flows are perpetual and the amount of debt is fixed. In case of the fixed debt ratio, which 
implies rebalancing of debt, the adjusted cost of capital can be estimated using the Miles-Ezzell formula as given 
below:

ACC=k* =ka - Tkd D/V
i + kd

This formula is same as WACC except for the last term, fl + k 
assume the fixed debt ratin and rlnliI 1
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CD An alternative approach, the capital cash flow (CCF) approach, is much easier to use when the project's debt 
amount is fixed and the capital structure does not remain constant. CCFs are calculated as the FCFs plus the 
interest tax shields, and they are discounted by the project's all-equity or opportunity cost of capital. The project's 
opportunity cost of capital depends on its business risk and is not affected by the capital structure. In the CCF 
approach the effect of the interest tax shields are adjusted in the cash flows rather than the discount rate.

Q The adjusted present value (APV) approach is an alternative approach for the project's evaluation. It is a flexible 
approach that unbundles the project's value into several parts. It separates the operational part from the financing 
effects. The base-case NPV is calculated by discounting the FCFs at the project's opportunity cost of capital. The 
present values of the financing effects are calculated separately using the discount rates appropriate to the risk of 
these effects. For example, the interest tax shields are treated as risky as debt. Hence, the interest tax shields are 
discounted at the cost of debt. APV is the sum of the base-case NPV and the value of financing effects:

APV = Base-NPV + value of interest tax shields + value of other financing effects
O APV is a useful approach in the project financing where the debt is fixed and there are several other financing 

effects like issue costs, investment incentives and special tax benefits.
□ The APV formula under the assumption of the perpetual cash flows and the perpetual fixed amount of debt and 

without other financing effects is as follows:

APV =
FCF TkdD-----+ —2—

Q An alternative to the above approach is to estimate the adjusted cost of capital (or discount rate) and use it to 
discount the FCFs:

ACC = k* = ka[\-TD/v]

k*

Q The concept of the adjusted cost of capital is based on the MM tax-corrected hypothesis. Two critical assumptions 
are that that the cash flows are perpetual and the amount of debt is fixed. In case of the fixed debt ratio, which 
implies rebalancing of debt, the adjusted cost of capital can be estimated using the Miles-Ezzell formula as given 
below:

1 + kg 
i + kd

ACC = k* =ka—Tkd D/V

This formula is same as WACC except for the last term, (1 + kfl)/(l + kd). Both WACC and the Miles-Ezzell formula 
assume the fixed debt ratio and debt rebalancing.

O The use of the DCF techniques can be extended to value a business firm. In the valuation of a firm a financial 
analyst usually assumes a constant debt ratio.

Cd The firm can be valued using FCFs and WACC. Further, the analyst assumes a horizon period for analysis and 
calculates the horizon value at the end of the horizon period. Horizon value depends on the growth prospects of 
the firm after the horizon period. Thus, the value of the firm is given as follows:

y = » FCF, + TVh

r=l(l +WACC)' (1 + WACC)"

□ The value of equity is obtained by subtracting the outstanding amount of debt from the value of the firm. The 
value of equity divided by the number of outstanding shares gives the equity value per share.

KEY CONCEPTS
Adjusted cost of capital 
Adjusted present value 
Assets cost of capital 
Base-NPV

Capital cash flows 
Compressed APV 
Free cash flows
Horizon value

Levered beta
Levering beta
Opportunity cost of capital
Project financing

Unlevered beta 
Unlevering beta 
Weight average cost of 

capital (WACC)
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ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 16.1 Brightways Diversified Limited has 

multiple products. The company’s debt capacity is 50 per 
cent of the market value of its assets. The company’s equity 
beta is 1.20. The risk-free rate is 10 per cent and the average 
market premium is 9 per cent. The corporate tax rate is 30 
per cent. Brightways so far has the practice of using WACC 
in evaluating the investment projects. The company is 
currently considering an electronic project requiring an 
investment of Rs 50 crore. The project is expected to 
generate the after-tax FCFs of Rs 8.85 crore in perpetuity. 
According to the finance manager, this project will add 
only 30 per cent debt capacity. She also feels that 
electronics business is more risky than the average risk of 
the firm. In her opinion, the fluctuations in electronics 
business will be 1.30 times of the fluctuations in the overall 
business of the company. What is Brightways WACC? 
Should the project be evaluated using the firm’s WACC? 
In your opinion how should the project be evaluated? Show 
calculations.

SOLUTION:
(1) Brightways’ WACC:

Brightways’ cost of equity= 0.10 + 0.09 x 1.20
= 0.208 or 20.8%

Brightways’ after-tax cost of debt
= 0.10 x (1-0.30)
= 0.07 or 7%

Brightways’ WACC = 0.208 x 0.50 + 0.07 x 0.50 
= 0.139 or 13.9%

(2) The electronic project has higher risk and lower 
debt capacity than the firm. Therefore, it is inappropriate 
to use the firm’s WACC to evaluate it. We should calculate 
the project’s opportunity cost of capital and WACC. Let us 
first unlever the firm’s equity beta and estimate the asset 
beta:

Firm’s asset beta, pa = pe (E/V) = 1.20 (0.50) = 0.60
This is the firm’s asset beta. The project has 1.30 higher 

business risk than the firm. Hence the project’s asset beta 
is:

Project’s asset beta, Pa = 0.60 x 1.30 = 0.78
Project’s equity beta, Pe = Pa (WE) = 0.78 x (1/0.7)

= 1.114
The project’s opportunity cost of capital and cost of 

equity are:
Project’s opportunity cost of capital,

ka = 0.10 + 0.09 x 0.78 = 0.1702 or approx. 17% 
Project’s cost of equity,

ke = 0.10 + 0.09 x 1.114 = 0.2002 or approx. 20% 
We can also estimate the project’s cost of equity using 

MM’s Proposition II as follows:

Project’s cost of equity,
ke = 0.17 + (0.17-0.10)(0.3/0.7)

= 0.20 or approx. 20%
The project’s WACC is as follows:
Project’s WACC = 0.20 x 0.7 + 0.07 x 0.3 = 0.161
(3) The project has a fixed debt ratio. Hence we can 

use WACC approach to evaluate the project as follows:

NPV = -50+ 8~ 5- = Rs 5 crore

PROBLEM 16.2 Star Engineering Company has cost 
of equity of 17 per cent, cost of debt of 12 per cent and 
debt ratio of 40 per cent. The company is considering an 
investment project in its existing line of business. The 
project will need a cash outlay of Rs 120 crore. It is expected 
to generate annual EBDIT of Rs 35 crore for 8 years. The 
project will require Rs 3 crore each year for net working 
capital and capital expenditure. Star will be able to borrow 
50 per cent of the project’s cost from a financial institution. 
The interest rate is 12 per cent p.a., and the loan will be 
repaid in five equal instalments after three years. The 
corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. Assume straight-line 
depreciation for computing taxes and zero terminal value 
of the project. Should Star accept the project? What shall 
happen to the project’s NPV if Star is able to negotiate loan 
from the financial institution at lower interest rate of 10 
per cent p.a.?

SOLUTION: In this situation, the project has fixed amount 
of debt, therefore, the WACC approach will be difficult to 
use. The APV approach will be more appropriate. First, 
we shall discount the FCFs by the project’s opportunity 
cost of capital to determine the base-case NPV. Since the 
risk of the firm and the project is same, we can use the 
firm’s opportunity cost of capital as the project’s 
opportunity cost of capital. MM proposition I gives the 
firm’s opportunity cost of capital as follows:

ka =0.17x0.6 + 0.12x0.4 = 0.15 or 15%

The FCFs are as follows:
FCF = (EBDIT - depreciation) (1 - T) + depreciation

- (NWC + Capex)
FCF = (35 - 15) (1 - 0.30) + 15 -3

= Rs 26 crore
The base-case NPV of the project is as follows:

8 26
Base-case NPV = —120 + V -----

£ (1.15)'
= -120 + 26x4.487 =-Rs 3.34

Without considering the financing effect, the project 
is unattractive as it has negative base-case NPV.

_______ __ 0.161



Let us now calculate the present value of the interest 
tax shields. The calculations are shown below:

The adjusted present value of the project is: 
Project’s APV = Base-case NPV + PV of INTS

= —3.34 + 8.78 = Rs 5.44 crore

Year Loan Interest 
@ 12% 
(Rs cr.)

Interest 
tax 

shield (ITS)
(Rs cr.)

Discount 
factor

PV of
ITS

(Rs cr.)
Outstan

ding 
(Rs cr.)

0 60 — — —
1 60 7.20 2.16 0.893 1.93
2 60 7.20 2.16 0.797 1.72
3 60 7.20 2.16 0.712 1.54
4 48 7.20 2.16 0.636 1.37
5 36 5.76 1.73 0.567 0.98
6 24 4.32 1.30 0.506 0.66
7 12 2.99 0.90 0.452 0.41
8 0 1.44 0.43 0.404 0.17

Present value of interest tax shields 8.78
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The project has positive APV, Rs 5.44 crore. The 
financing effect has turned the project profitable. The 
company should accept it.

If the company is able to negotiate a subsidized loan, 
it shall save taxes on interest paid at the rate of 10 per cent 
and obtain after-tax interest subsidy at the rate of 1.40 per 
cent p.a.; that is, (12% - 10%) (1 - 0.30) = 1.40 per cent. 
The calculations of the present value of interest tax shields 
and the interest tax subsidy are shown below:

The project’s APV is:
Project’s APV = Base-case NPV

+ PV of interest tax shields
+ PV of after-tax interest subsidy

Project’s NPV = - 3.34 + 7.30 + 3.80 = Rs 7.76 crore
If you discount the outflows of the subsidized loan at 

the after-tax cost of debt (8.4 per cent), you will get the 
value of the subsidized loan as Rs 56.20 crore. The actual 
borrowing is Rs 60 crore. The difference is the value of the 
subsidy for the company.

Table 16.14: Present Value of Interest Tax Shield and Interest Tax Subsidy

Year
Loan Outstanding INT @10%

Discount Factor INTSUB 
@2% 

(Rs cr.)

AT INTSUB 
@ 1.4% 
(Rs cr.)

Discount 
factor 
@ 8.4%

PV (AT
INTSUB)
(Rs cr.)

ITS 
(Rs cr.)

@ 12%
(Rs cr.)

PV (ITS)
(Rs cr.)(Rs cr.) (Rs cr.)

0 60 — — —
1 60 6.0 1.80 0.893 1.61 1.20 0.84 0.923 0.77
2 60 6.0 1.80 0.797 1.43 1.20 0.84 0.851 0.71
3 60 6.0 1.80 0.712 1.28 1.20 0.84 0.785 0.66
4 48 6.0 1.80 0.636 1.14 1.20 0.84 0.724 0.61
5 36 4.8 1.44 0.567 0.82 0.96 0.67 0.668 0.45
6 24 3.6 1.08 0.506 0.55 0.72 0.50 0.616 0.31
7 12 2.4 0.72 0.452 0.33 0.48 0.34 0.569 0.19
8 0 1.2 0.36 0.404 0.15 0.24 0.17 0.525 0.09

7.30 3.80

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What is an asset beta? How is it calculated? Assume no taxes.
2. Do the interest tax shields reduce the systematic risk? If yes, how is the asset’s beta affected by the interest tax 

shields?
3. How is the equity beta determined? How is it affected by the capital structure?
4. What is the asset cost of capital? How is it calculated? Is the asset cost of capital same as the opportunity cost of 

capital?
5. Using CAPM, how would you calculate the cost of equity? Show that the levered firm’s cost of equity requires 

compensation for both the business risk and the financial risk?
6. How is the levered firm’s cost of equity determined according to the MM Proposition II? Is it equivalent to the 

cost of equity under CAPM?
7. What is the logic of the MM adjusted cost of capital? Can you use it as a discount rate for evaluating an investment 

project?
8. How do you calculate WACC? What are its assumptions? Can you use it to evaluate an investment proposal? Is 

it same as the MM adjusted cost of capital?
9. How will you calculate a project’s WACC with its unique capital structure given the firm’s cost of capital and 

capital structure data?
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10. How does the FCF and WACC approach work in the project evaluation? What are the limitations of this approach?
11. Does the equity cash flow approach give the same results as the FCF approach in evaluating a project? Why?
12. What are the capital cash flows? How does the capital cash flow approach work? How does it differ from the 

FCF approach?
13. What is the adjusted present value (APV) of a project? How is it calculated? What is the difference between the 

CCF approach and the APV approach?
14. What principles govern the valuation of a firm? How will you calculate the value of the firm’s equity?
15. Why is the calculation of the terminal value critical in determining the value of the firm? How is the terminal 

value calculated?
16. What is the comparative firm valuation approach? How does it work?
17. What is the balance sheet approach to the valuation of a firm? What are its merits and limitations?

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. A company’s equity beta is 1.84 and debt beta is 0.20. Its debt ratio is 25 per cent. What is the company’s assets 

beta?
2. A company’s equity beta is 1.50 and debt beta is zero. Its debt ratio is 40 per cent. What is the company’s assets 

beta?
3. A pure-equity firm’s beta is 0.90. The firm decides to borrow and maintain its debt ratio at 30 per cent. The debt 

is risk free. Calculate the firm’s levered beta.
4. The unlevered beta of a firm is 1.25. The firm’s debt ratio is 50 per cent and debt beta is 0.30. Calculate the 

firm’s levered beta.
5. The risk-free rate is 6.5 per cent and the average market premium is 9 per cent. A company is considering an all

equity financed project that has a beta of 1.015 and the expected internal rate of return of 18 per cent. Calculate 
the project’s opportunity cost of capital. Should the company accept the project?

6. A manufacturing company has 80 per cent debt-to-assets ratio and an equity beta of 1.90. The risk-free rate is 
6.5 per cent and the expected market rate of return is 15.5 per cent. The corporate taxes are 35 per cent. What 
is the opportunity cost of capital of the company? How much is the required return on the equity?

7. A software company has no debt. Its equity beta is 1.20. Assume that the corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. If the 
company wants its beta to increase to 2.50, how much leverage should it take?

8. The market risk premium is 8 per cent and the expected market return is 14 per cent. The asset beta of the 
company is 1.10 and debt ratio is 25 per cent. What is the firm’s cost of equity? How much is the business risk 
premium and the financial risk premium for the firm’s equity?

9. A firm has outstanding debt of Rs 300 crore in its books. The market value of debt is 95 per cent of its book value 
and the yield to maturity is 10 per cent. The firm’s share is selling at Rs 90 and it has 5 crore shares outstanding. 
Shareholders expect a rate of return of 20 per cent on their investment. The corporate tax rate is 34 per cent. 
What is the firm’s WACC?

10. The firm in the above case decides to reduce its debt ratio to 25 per cent. The interest rate increases to 12 per 
cent. There is no change in the business risk and the corporate tax rate. Calculate the firm’s WACC.

11. A firm’s opportunity cost of capital is 18 per cent. The firm is considering a project with one-year life. The 
initial investment is Rs 20,000 and the expected after-tax cash inflow is Rs 30,000. What is project’s base-NPV? 
If the firm borrows 40 per cent of the required investment at 9 per cent, what is the project’s APV? Assume that 
corporate tax rate is 30 per cent.

12. A firm is considering a pure-equity financed project which requires an initial outlay of Rs 50 lakh and is 
expected to generate annual cash flows of Rs 50 lakh into perpetuity. The annual cash expenses are 75 per cent 
of expected cash flows. The firm’s opportunity cost of capital is 18 per cent and the corporate tax rate is 35 per 
cent, (a) What is the project’s NPV? (b) Now suppose that the project is financed by Rs 21 crore in perpetual 
debt; the market cost of debt is 12 per cent. What is the project’s APV?

13. Given that the project in Question (12) above is financed by equity and 12 per cent Rs 21 crore debt, calculate 
the project’s flow-to-equity (or equity cash flows) and the cost of equity. What is project’s NPV to shareholders? 
Next, calculate project’s FCFs, weighted average cost of capital and NPV. Further, evaluate project using the 
capital cash flow approach.

14. A project requires an initial investment of Rs 20 lakh. The FCFs are estimated to be Rs 4.50 lakh into perpetuity. 
The assets cost of capital is 20 per cent. The firm wants debt ratio of the project to be 30 per cent of the project’s 
present value. The corporate tax rate is 34 per cent. Calculate the amount of debt and the present value of the 
project.
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PROBLEMS
k_____________________________________________ j

1. A company’s equity beta is 1.84 and it has a debt 
ratio of 50 per cent. The risk-free rate is 9 per cent 
and the average market premium is 8.5 per cent. 
The company is considering a project that has zero 
debt capacity and the expected rate of return of 
the project is 18 per cent. The business risk of the 
project is similar to the firm. Should the company 
accept the project?

2. A power equipment company has 85 per cent debt- 
to-assets ratio and an equity beta of 1.25. The risk- 
free rate is 6.5 per cent and the expected market 
rate of return is 12.5 per cent. The corporate taxes 
are 35 per cent. What is the opportunity cost of 
capital of the company? How much is the required 
return on the equity?

3. A software company has no debt. Its unlevered 
beta is 1.0. Assume that the corporate tax rate is 
30 per cent. If the company wants its beta to 
increase to 2.50, how much leverage should it take?

4. A firm’s debt ratio is 60 per cent. The risk-free rate 
is 8 per cent and the expected market return is 14 
per cent. The asset beta of the company is 1.10. 
Calculate the firm’s cost of equity. How much is 
the business risk premium and the financial risk 
premium for the firm’s equity?

5. Suppose the risk-free rate is 8 per cent, the market 
risk premium is 9 per cent and the tax rate is 30 
per cent. A firm has the following market values 
and beta based on the market data and the 
company’s own analysis for various sources of 
financing:

Source of Capital
Market value 

(Rs crore) Beta

Ordinary share capital 500 1.45
Debentures 400 0.30
Public deposits 100 0.15

You are required to calculate (?) the required rate 
of return for each source of finance; (if) the 
weighted average cost of capital; (in) the asset beta; 
and (fv) the opportunity cost of capital on the firm’s 
assets.

6. An engineering company has a debt-to-market 
value ratio of 40 per cent. The company can raise 
new debt at 12 per cent. The corporate tax rate for 
the company is 35 per cent. The company has 
estimated the required return on equity as 22 per 
cent. What is the company’s weighted average cost 
of capital? The company is thinking of raising its 
debt-to-market value ratio to 60 per cent. What will 
be the company’s new weighted cost of capital?

7. A project will require an investment of Rs 1,00,000 
and generate post-tax FCFs of Rs 15,000 in 
perpetuity. The project’s all-equity cost of capital 
is 15 per cent. The project will support a perpetual 
10 per cent debt of Rs 50,000. (i) Calculate project’s 
NPV. (ii) Suppose the tax rate is 35 per cent. 
Calculate the project’s APV. (Hi} Calculate the 

project’s minimum required rate of return?
8. A firm’s all-equity cost of capital is 15 per cent. 

The cost of debt is 10 per cent and debt ratio is 35 
per cent. The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. 
Calculate MM’s tax-adjusted levered cost of capital. 
What will be the adjusted levered cost of capital 
under the Miles-Ezzell formula? Why the adjusted 
cost of capital under the MM and the Miles-Ezzell 
formulae differ?

9. A firm’s cost of equity is 20 per cent. The cost of 
debt is 10 per cent and debt ratio is 40 per cent. 
The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. Calculate 
MM’s tax-adjusted levered cost of capital. What 
will be the adjusted levered cost of capital under 
the Miles-Ezzell formula?

10. Torrent Automotive Company’s debt capacity is 
50 per cent of the market value of its assets. The 
company’s equity beta is 1.40. The risk-free rate is 
9 per cent and the average market premium is 12 
per cent. The corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. The 
company is considering an investment project in 
the existing line of business requiring an 
investment of Rs 100 crore. The project is expected 
to generate the after-tax FCFs of Rs 15 crore in 
perpetuity. What is the project’s NPV if it has the 
zero debt capacity? Suppose that the company can 
borrow 30 per cent of the cost of the project for an 
indefinite period, how will you evaluate the 
project? Show calculations.

11. Delhi Transport Company is intending to expand 
its fleet of trucks. It is considering buying 30 Tata 
trucks for Rs 600 lakh. The company expects the 
fleet to have a useful life of six years and generate 
earnings before interest, taxes and depreciation of 
Rs 120 lakh per year. Delhi Transport Company is 
a zero-debt company. Assume that the corporate 
tax rate is 34 per cent and straight-line depreciation 
is allowed for tax purposes. The company’s all
equity opportunity cost of capital is 20 per cent.
(a) What is the NPV of the new fleet of trucks?
(b) Suppose that Delhi Transport Company will 
raise 5-year debt of Rs 300 lakh at 10 per cent rate 
of interest per year. The principal will be paid 
entirely at the end of the sixth year. What is the 
project’s APV?

12. ABC Ltd is an all-equity financed company. The 
firm is thinking of investing in a project that will 
involve an initial outlay of Rs 20 crore. It is 
expected that the project will generate FCFs (net 
of taxes) of Rs 3 crore each year over a period of 
five years. The project has business risk similar to 
the firm. The firm’s unlevered cost of capital is 16 
per cent. ABC Ltd is contemplating to borrow a 
five-year 10 per cent loan of Rs 20 crore from a 
financial institution to finance the project. The 
principal is repayable in four equal instalments 
starting from the end of year two. The firm will 
have to incur flotation cost of Rs 20 lakh to raise
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debt from the financial institution. The corporate 
tax rate is 34 per cent. Calculate the project’s APV.

13. Indosoftware Company has cost of equity of 20 per 
cent, cost of debt of 10 per cent and debt-to-total 
assets ratio of 20 per cent. The company is 
considering an expansion project. The project will 
need a cash outlay of Rs 80 crore. It is expected to 
generate annual EBDIT of Rs 20 crore for 8 years. 
The project will require Rs 1 crore each year for 
net working capital and capital expenditure. 
IndoSoftware will be able to borrow 40 per cent of 
the project’s cost from a financial institution. The 
interest rate is 10 per cent p.a., and the loan amount 
will be repaid in equal annual instalments over 
eight years. The corporate tax rate is 34 per cent. 
Assume straight-line depreciation for computing 
taxes and zero terminal value of the project. Should 
the company accept the project?

14. Delite Manufacturing Company is expanding its 
business in the rural area of Andhra Pradesh. The 
expansion will cost the company Rs 24 crore. It is 
expected that expansion benefits will last for 12 
years and it will increase revenue by Rs 10 crore 
growing at 10 per cent each year for three years, 
then at 5 per cent each year for next four years 
followed by no growth period in the last four years. 
The cost of goods sold is expected to be 60 per 
cent and other expenses 15 per cent of revenue. 
Depreciation will be charged on straight-line basis. 
Working capital is estimated to be 25 per cent of 
the revenue to be incurred at the end of the 
previous period. The corporate tax rate is 34 per 
cent. The firm has debt-equity ratio of 1:1 and its 
levered beta and the cost of equity are 1.20 and 22 
per cent, respectively. The risk-free rate of return 
is 10 per cent. The project has 1.5 times of the firm’s 
business risk. The market cost of debt is 10 per 
cent per annum. The firm will be able to raise 
subsidized loan of Rs 12 crore from the government 
of India’s rural development funds at 8 per cent 
annual interest. The loan will be paid at the end 
of year 12. Find out project’s APV. What is the value 
of the subsidized loan?

15. Dhatu Industries Limited is a manufacturer of iron 
and steel. It has an equity beta of 1.10. The target 
debt-equity ratio of the company is 2:1. The 
company is intending to diversify into different 
lines of businesses. It is considering a cement 
project requiring an investment of Rs 105 crore. 
The company will be able to raise Rs 70 crore loan 
from a financial institution at 10 per cent p.a. The 
loan is repayable at the end of 5 years. The project 
is expected to generate annual profit before interest 
and taxes of Rs 22 crore for 7 years. Assume that 
the project’s cost can be depreciated over its life 
of 7 years on the straight-line basis. The company 
has identified one public limited cement company 
as a proxy for the project. This company has an 
equity beta of 1.3 and debt-equity ratio of 1.5:1. 
The risk-free rate is 7 per cent and the market risk 
premium is 8 per cent. The corporate tax rate is 30 

per cent. Should Dhatu undertake the cement 
project?

16. Suppose that Dhatu Industries Limited in (15) 
above decides to locate the cement project in an 
economically backward area. As a consequence, 
it is able to negotiate the loan amount from the 
financial institution at 8 per cent instead of the 
market rate of interest of 10 per cent. Evaluate the 
viability of the project showing the sources of value 
for the project.

17. Suppose that Dhatu Industries Limited in (15) 
above does not have to pay any taxes on the income 
of the cement project since it is located in the 
backward area. How does this affect the 
profitability of the project?

18. A firm has debt capacity equal to debt-equity ratio 
of 1:1. The firm’s interest payments are Rs 5 lakh 
per year. The risk-free rate is 8 per cent and the 
market risk premium is 9 per cent. The unlevered 
beta of the firm is 1.20 and beta of debt is zero. 
The firm’s annual revenues are estimated at Rs 100 
lakh each year; the cost of goods sold will be Rs 45 
lakh and general and administrative expenses will 
be Rs 20 lakh. All revenues and expenses are on 
cash basis and are expected to remain the same 
forever. The corporate tax rate is 34 per cent. What 
is the value of the firm’s equity? What is the total 
value of the firm?

19. PQR Ltd. is an all-equity firm. It has unlevered 
cost of equity of 20 per cent, corporate tax rate of 
30 per cent and annual cash flows of Rs 40 crore 
in perpetuity. The firm is thinking of restructuring 
its capital. It wants to replace its equity by issuing 
perpetual debt of Rs 25 crore at 12 per cent annual 
interest rate. Calculate (i) PQR’s total value and 
equity value before restructuring; (h) PQR’s total 
value and equity value after restructuring.

20. Brite Ltd. is considering a project unrelated to its 
existing business. The firm collected the following 
information of similar firms in the industry to 
determine the risk of the project: Average debt
equity: 0.8:1; average equity beta: 1.6 and average 
cost of debt: 12 per cent. The project’s target debt
equity is 0.5:1. The risk-free rate is 6 per cent and 
the market risk premium is 9 per cent. Brite’s 
corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. The initial outlay 
on project is estimated as Rs 50 crore, (i) The 
expected post-tax FCFs at the end of the first year 
are Rs 5 crore which will remain constant 
thereafter for an indefinite period. Should the 
investment be made? (h) Suppose that the expected 
post-tax FCFs of Rs 5 crore at the end of the first 
year will grow at 8 per cent per year until the end 
of sixth year and will remain constant thereafter 
for an indefinite period. What is the value of 
investment? (in) Suppose that the expected post
tax FCFs of Rs 5 crore at the end of the first year 
will grow at 6 per cent per year until the end of 
sixth year and at 2 per cent there after for an an 
indefinite period. What is the value of 
investment?



21. The following information relate to NM Company: 
target debt-equity ratio 0.75:1; the unlevered cost 
of capital 18 per cent; the annual interest rate 10 
per cent; corporate tax rate 35 per cent; expected 
pre-tax cash flows for indefinite period Rs 10.80 
crore, (i) What is the value of NM Company if it is 
entirely financed by equity? (n) If the firm is 
levered, what is its cost of equity? (in) Calculate 
the levered firm’s weighted average cost of capital. 
What is the value of the firm under the FCF 
approach? (fv) Calculate the value of the firm’s 
equity using flow-to-equity approach and APV 
approach.

22. The market value of equity of XYZ Ltd. is Rs 140 
crore. It has 10 crore outstanding shares. The 
market value of the firm’s debt is Rs 70 crore. The 
firm intends to maintain the current market value 
debt ratio forever. The expected interest rate is 12 
per cent. The firm’s equity beta is 1.20 and the 
corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. The risk-free rate 
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is 6 per cent and the risk premium is 8.5 per cent. 
The firm’s expected post-tax FCFs next year are 
Rs 25 crore. The FCFs are expected to grow at 10 
per cent for eight years and thereafter, at 5 per cent 
for ever. How much is the value of the firm? What 
is the value of equity? How much is the value per 
share?

23. The market value of equity of a firm is Rs 2 00 crore. 
It has one crore outstanding shares. The firm 
intends to maintain the market value debt ratio of 
40 per cent forever. The expected interest rate is 
10 per cent. The firm’s equity beta is 1.50 and the 
corporate tax rate is 30 per cent. The risk-free rate 
is 6 per cent and the risk premium is 8.5 per cent. 
The firm’s expected post-tax FCFs next year are 
Rs 40 crore. The FCFs are expected to grow at 12 
per cent for five years, at 8 per cent for next five 
years and thereafter, at 5 per cent forever. How 
much is the value of the firm? What is the value of 
equity? How much is the value per share?

CASE 16.1:SUPREME BUILDINGS PRODUCTS LIMITEDk__________________________________ j
Supreme Buildings Products Limited manufactures 
building products. The company’s profitability in the last 
five years has been low as the construction industry was 
under recession. It has just come out of the recession, and 
its sales and profits have shown improvement. The 
company is thinking of adding a new product—the designer 
ceramic tiles—to its product portfolio. This product is 
meant for home improvement and beautification. 
Therefore, the company thinks that the demand will be 
less susceptible to the economic conditions of the 
construction industry. The company will organize the new 
business as a separate division. The project has an 
estimated cost of Rs 70 crore, including Rs 3.33 crore for 
initial working capital. The details of the costs are as 
follows:

The project will be located in a backward area of 
Maharashtra. The company will be entitled to receive an 
interest-free non-refundable subsidy of Rs 25 lakh, of which 
the company expects to receive Rs 10 lakh immediately 
and the remaining amount after a year. Also, the company 
will be able to avail certain tax benefits. Under Section 
80HH of the Income Tax Act, Supreme will be exempt 20 
per cent of the project’s taxable profits from taxes for a 
period of 10 years. Further, under Section 801 of the Income 
Tax Act, 25 per cent of the project’s taxable profits, after 
computing the benefits from Section 80 HH, will be exempt 
from taxes for 8 years. In computing the amount of 
deductions under Sections 80HH and 801, the relevant 
profit will be reckoned as if it were the sole source of 
income of the company. However, the company can set off 
unabsorbed depreciation and a normal loss from the project 
against the company’s other profits.

—
Rs lakh

Land and site development 68
Buildings 285
Plant and machinery 5,549
Miscellaneous fixed asset 57
Engineering fees 120
Preliminary and pre-operative expenses 284
Provision for contingency 305
Margin money for working capital 332
Total cost 7,000

The estimated sales, expenses and changes in working 
capital of the company over a period of 10 years are given 
in Table 16.1.1. Table 16.1.2 shows computation of 
depreciation for tax purposes. Further, it is expected that 
the project will have a salvage value of 20 per cent of the 
original cost of the project. The corporate tax rate is 35 per 
cent.

Supreme’s market capitalization is Rs 500 crore and it 
has total borrowings of Rs 300 crore. It has always paid 
dividend to its shareholders. However, its share prices have 
fluctuated more than the stock market prices. The 
company’s estimated cost of equity is 20 per cent. The 
finance director states that the company can avail 
borrowings up to Rs 42 crore for financing the project at a 
subsidized interest rate of 10 per cent p.a. The company 
can start repaying the loan amount after two years in equal 
instalments during the life of the project. The market rate 
of interest is 12 per cent. He suggests that the company 
should borrow since it will pay interest at the subsidized 
rate and the interest paid will be allowed as deductible
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Table 16.1.1: Summarized Profit and Loss Statement of the Project (Rs lakh)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Gross sales 2,370 3,950 5,925 7,110 7,900 7,900 7,900 7,900 7,900 7,900
Excise duty 395 658 987 1,210 1,317 1,317 1,317 1,317 1,317 1,317

Net sales 1,975 3,292 4,937 5,900 6,583 6,583 6,583 6,583 6,583 6,583

Variable expensesl,024 1,696 2,544 3,053 3,392 3,392 3,392 3,392 3,392 3,392
Fixed expenses 193 242 287 300 302 327 341 357 373 389

Total expenses 1,217 1,938 2,831 3,353 3,694 3,719 3,733 3,749 3,765 3,780

EBDIT 757 1,354 2,106 2,547 2,889 2,864 2,850 2,834 2,818 2,803

Change in WC -600 -312 -392 -235 -157 0 0 0 52 1,642

Table 16.1.2: Depreciation on Assets (Rs lakh)

Dep. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Land 0.00 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Building 10.00 312 31 28 25 23 20 18 17 15 13 12
Machinery 33.33 6,087 2,029 1,352 902 601 401 267 178 119 79 53
Misc. assets 10.00 62 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 2
Eng. Fees 16.67 131 22 22 22 22 22 22 0 0 0 0

6,667 2,088 1,408 954 650 447 312 198 137 95 67

Note: (1) Preliminary and pre-operating expenses have been proportionately allocated to other assets. (2) Engineering fees have been 
amortised equally over 6 years. (3) Depreciation rates are as per the rules existing at the time project was considered. The block of 
assets concept is followed for charging depreciation.

expenses for computing taxes on profits. The marketing 
director is not in favour of borrowing. According to her 
the increased debt ratio of the company will make its 
operations more vulnerable to the economic fluctuations. 
She also argues that the cash outlay for servicing debt will 
be much more than the payment of dividend if the project 
is financed by the issue of shares. The managing director 
suggested that the staff of the finance director should work 
out the profitability of the project under both borrowing 
and no borrowing options.

Discussion Questions

1. Do you agree with the views of the marketing 
director? Explain.

2. Work out the cash flows of the project assuming:
(i) no borrowing
(ii) borrowing Rs 30 crore.

3. What is the company’s levered and unlevered cost 
of capital?

4. Can the company use its WACC to evaluate the 
proposed project? Why?

5. Evaluate the project’s profitability under both no 
borrowing and Rs 30 crore borrowing options. 
Clearly show the values created from the 
operations, special tax benefits and financing 
effects.

CASE 16.2: SUNLIGHT PAINTS LIMITED
Sunlight Paints Limited is one of the six large paints 
manufacturers in India. The company was established as a 
private limited company in 1959 to manufacture decorative 
paints. Over the years, Sunlight diversified into industrial 
paints, and has very recently added marine paints also in 
its portfolio of products. It was converted to a public 

limited company in 1987. Sunlight’s business has grown 
steadily and has been consistently profitable. From 2001 
to 2006, its sales and profits have grown about 9 to 10 per 
cent each year, but its performance was adversely affected 
in 2007 and 2008 due to an industry downturn. In 2007, 
Sunlight’s share price fell to a record low in the last 10



(Rs crore

Table 16.2.1: Sales and Profits Forecasts

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Sales 202.30 224.91 281.14 334.55 386.07 443.99 497.26 546.99 601.69 649.83
Cash expenses 161.27 173.70 204.63 234.00 262.34 294.19 323.50 350.84 380.93 407.40
Depreciation 135.92 105.20 77.72 59.63 44.72 34.29 26.05 20.10 15.52 12.15

Table 16.2.2: Capital Expenditure and NWC
  (Rs crore)

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Capex 75.00 50.00 20.60 18.80 18.00 16.60 15.00 16.20 13.20 13.50
NWC 70.81 78.72 98.40 117.09 130.18 144.28 151.50 159.07 167.03 175.38

years. The company addressed its low performance by cost 
reduction, downsizing its workforce and consolidating its 
marketing efforts by focusing on high margin marine and 
industrial paints businesses. These efforts helped the 
company to improve its sales and profits and its share price 
increased substantially in 2008 and it ranged between 
Rs 50 and 62. The managing director of the company was 
very optimistic about the future prospects of the company 
as the economy was fast recovering, and the company has 
strong product lines and investment plans to expand sales, 
improve productivity and cut costs. The company’s book 
value equity is Rs 250 crore (divided into 25 crore 
outstanding shares) and it has Rs 100 crore AAA-rated debt. 
The current yield on the AAA-rated bonds is 8.1 per cent. 
The market value of the company’s equity is Rs 500 crore. 
The company has an equity beta of 1.05. Sunlight has an 
estimated cost of equity of 18 per cent. The market risk 
premium is 10 per cent.

Sunlight’s business has confined mostly to major cities 
in the Northern India. The company has plans to expand 
its business to Western India. This will require substantial 
capital expenditure to enhance production capacity. The 
managing director is aware that the company will take one 
or two years to build the customer base, and hence, the 
profitability will suffer temporarily.

The managing director felt that at the current debt
equity ratio of 1:5, his company was conservatively 
financed. He thought he could create more value for his 
shareholders by adding more debt. He felt his company 
could easily have a debt-equity ratio of 2:5. He was 
interested to know the worth of his company’s shares today 
based on his future plans of expansion, profitability 
improvement and enhanced debt capacity. He asked the 
finance department staff to make estimates and work out 
the value of the company’s shares. The finance department 
estimated that the company would require about Rs 125 

crore to expand and modernize its facilities. This amount 
will be spent immediately on plant and machinery, but it 
will improve sales and profits after two years.

Table 16.2.1 shows estimates of sales and profits 
prepared by Sunlight’s finance department. These forecasts 
are based on capital expenditures to expand facilities, 
modernize the plants, to improve their efficiency and to 
maintain the existing facilities. The company would also 
invest in working capital for financing inventory and 
debtors (Table 16.2.2). The company’s sales and profits in 
2008 were Rs 191 crore and Rs 9.6 crore. The company did 
not incur any capital expenditure, but the net working 
capital was Rs 67 crore. The company has planned major 
capital expenditures in the beginning of 2009 and 2010.

Sunlight’s finance staff assumed that after 2018 the 
capital expenditure would equal the depreciation amount, 
and the company’s sales might grow at about 3-5 per cent 
and it may earn about 10 per cent after-tax cash flows on 
sales indefinitely. But the finance staff also considered a 
more conservative scenario, which acknowledged 
increased competition and as a consequence, the company 
might be just able to maintain its sales without much 
growth.

Discussion Questions

1. Calculate the FCFs.
2. Determine the appropriate discount rate to find 

the present value of the FCFs.
3. What value will you assign to the company’s 

operations after 2018? Justify your answer.
4. What is the value of the firm? What is the value 

per equity share? Why do you think there is a 
difference between this value and the current 
market value of the firm’s share?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
The annual accounts and other financial data of a number 
of companies are available on the web. Choose one listed 
company each from software, power generation and FMCG 
sectors and find their annual accounts. Calculate debt ratios 
of these companies. For each company, search for equity 

beta from stock exchange sites or other sources. Assume 
that marginal tax rate for all companies is 30 per cent. 
Calculate the unlevered beta, asset cost of capital, cost of 
equity and weighted average cost of capital for each 
company. State and justify assumptions made by you.



Dividend
Theory

Learning Objectives

► Highlight the issues of dividend policy
► Critically evaluate why some experts feel that dividend policy matters
► Discuss the bird-in-the-hand argument for paying current dividends
► Explain the logic of the dividend irrelevance
► Identify the market imperfections that make dividend policy relevant
► Understand information content of dividend policy

INTRODUCTION

Dividend decision of the firm is yet another crucial area 
of financial management. The important aspect of 
dividend policy is to determine the amount of earnings to 
be distributed to shareholders and the amount to be 
retained in the firm. Retained earnings are the most 
significant internal sources of financing the growth of the 
firm. On the other hand, dividends may be considered 
desirable from shareholders' point of view as they tend 
to increase their current return. Dividends, however, 
constitute the use of the firm's funds. Dividend policy 
involves the balancing of the shareholders' desire for 
current dividends and the firm's needs for funds for 
growth.

ISSUES IN DIVIDEND POLICY

In theory, the objective of a dividend policy should be to 
maximize a shareholder's return so that the value of his 
investment is maximized. Shareholders' return consists 
of two components: dividends and capital gains. Dividend 
policy has a direct influence on these two components of 
return.

Let us consider an example to highlight the issues 
underlying the dividend policy. Payout ratio—which is 
dividend as a percentage of earnings or dividend per share 
as a percentage of earnings per share—is an important 
concept vis-a-vis the dividend policy. Retention ratio is 
100 per cent minus payout percentage. Suppose two 
companies, Low Payout Company and High Payout 
Company, both have a return on equity (ROE) of 20 per 
cent. Assume that both companies' equity consists of one 
share each of Rs 100. High Payout Company distributes 
80 per cent while Low Payout Company distributes 20 
per cent of its earnings as dividends. As you may recall, 
growth rate is the product of return on equity (ROE) times 
retention ratio (b):

Growth = ROE x Retention ratio
g = ROExZ?

For Low Payout Company, the growth rate is:

g = 0.20x0.80 = 0.16 or 16%

For High Payout Company the growth rate will be: 

g = 0.20x0.20 = 0.04 or 4%

It may be seen from Table 17.1 that High Payout's 
dividend is initially four times that of Low Payout's.
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Table 17.1: Consequences of High and Low Payout Companies’ Policies

Year
Equity 

(Rs)
Earnings at 20% 

(Rs)

—
Dividends 

(Rs)
Retained Earnings 

(Rs)

High Payout Company
1 100.00 20.00 16.00 4.00
2 104.00 20.80 16.64 4.16
3 108.16 21.63 17.31 4.32
4 112.48 22.50 18.00 4.50
5 116.98 23.40 18.72 4.68

10 142.33 28.47 22.77 5.69
15 173.17 34.63 27.71 6.92
20 210.68 42.14 33.71 8.43

Low Payout Company
1 100.00 20.00 4.00 16.00
2 116.00 23.20 4.64 18.56
3 134.56 26.91 5.38 21.53
4 156.09 31.22 6.24 24.98
5 181.07 36.21 7.24 28.97

10 380.30 76.06 15.21 60.85
15 798.75 159.75 31.95 127.80
20 1,677.65 335.53 67.11 268.42

Year

Figure 17.1: Dividend per share under High and Low Payout Companies' Policies

However, over a long period of time, Low Payout 
overtakes High Payout's dividend payments. As shown 
in Figure 17.1, in our example, fourteenth year onwards 
Low Payout's dividend exceeds that of High Payout. Note 
that Low Payout retains much more than High Payout, 
and as a consequence, Low Payout's earnings, dividends 
and equity investment are growing at 16 per cent while 
that of High Payout's at 4 per cent only.

A low payout policy might produce a higher share 
price because it accelerates earnings growth. Investors of 
growth companies will realize their return mostly in the 
form of capital gains (resulting from the appreciation in 
the share value). Dividend yield—dividend per share 

divided by the market price per share—will be low for 
such companies. The impact of dividend policy on future 
capital gains is, however, complex. Capital gains occur in 
distant future, and therefore, many people consider them 
uncertain. It is not sure that low-payout policy will 
necessarily lead to higher prices in reality. It is quite 
difficult to clearly identify the effect of payout on share 
price. Share price is a reflection of so many factors that 
the long-run effect of payout is quite difficult to isolate.

A high payout policy means more current dividends 
and less retained earnings, which may consequently result 
in slower growth and perhaps lower market price per 
share. As stated earlier, low payout policy means less
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current dividends, more retained earnings and higher 
capital gains, and perhaps higher market price per share. 
Capital gains are future earnings while dividends are 
current earnings. Dividends in most countries are taxed 
more than capital gains.1 Therefore, it is quite plausible 
that some investors would prefer high-payout companies 
while others may prefer low-payout companies.

1. In India, there is no personal tax on dividends and long-term capital gains on shares while the short-term capital gains on shares are 
taxed at 10 per cent. However, companies are liable to pay 15 per cent tax and 3 per cent surcharge on distributed profits (dividends).

2. Walter, James E., Dividend Policy: Its Influence on the Value of the Enterprise, Journal of Finance, 18 May, 1963, p. 280-91.
3. Francis, Jack Clark, Investments: Analysis and Management, McGraw Hill, 1972, p. 344.

What does dividend policy imply? Paying dividends 
involves outflow of cash. The cash available for the 
payment of dividends is affected by the firm's investment 
and financing decisions. A decision to incur capital 
expenditure implies that less cash will be available for 
the payment of dividends. Thus, investment decision 
affects dividend decision. If the firm's value is affected, is 
it because of the investment decision or the dividend 
decision? Given the firm's capital expenditure, and that it 
does not have sufficient internal funds to pay dividends, 
it can raise funds by issuing new shares. In this case, the 
dividend decision is not separable from the firm's 
financing decision.

The firm will have a given amount of cash available 
for paying dividends, given its investment and financing 
decisions. Thus, a dividend decision involves a trade-off 
between the retained earnings and issuing new shares. It 
is essential to separate the effect of dividend changes from 
the effects of investment and financing decisions. Do 
changes in the dividend policy alone affect the value of 
the firm? What factors are important in formulating a 
dividend policy in practice?

On the relationship between dividend policy and the 
value of the firm, different theories have been advanced. 
These theories can be grouped into two categories: 
(a) theories that consider dividend decision to be irrelevant 
and (b) theories that consider dividend decision to be an 
active variable influencing the value of the firm. In the 
latter, there are two extreme views, that is: 
(z) dividends are good as they increase the shareholder 
value; (zz) dividends are bad since they reduce the 
shareholder value. The following is the critical evaluation 
of some important theories representing these points of 
views.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define payout ratio, retention ratio and dividend 
yield.

2. How do high payout and low payout policies affect 
future earnings, dividends and growth?

3. What is meant by dividend policy?

DIVIDEND RELEVANCE: WALTER S MODEL

Professor James E. Walter argues that the choice of 
dividend policies almost always affect the value of the 
firm.2 His model, one of the earlier theoretical works, 
shows the importance of the relationship between the 
firm's rate of return, r, and its cost of capital, k, in 
determining the dividend policy that will maximize the 
wealth of shareholders. Walter's model is based on the 
following assumptions:3

Internal financing The firm finances all 
investment through retained earnings; that is, 
debt or new equity is not issued.
Constant return and cost of capital The firm's 
rate of return, r, and its cost of capital, k, are 
constant.
100 per cent payout or retention All earnings are 
either distributed as dividends or reinvested 
internally immediately.
Constant EPS and DIV Beginning earnings and 
dividends never change. The values of the 
earnings per share, EPS, and the dividend per 
share, DIV, may be changed in the model to 
determine results, but any given values of EPS or 
DIV are assumed to remain constant forever in 
determining a given value.
Infinite time The firm has a very long or infinite 
life.

Walter's formula to determine the market price per 
share is as follows:

DIV r(EPS-DIV)/zt
P = —+---------- ----------- (1)

where P = market price per share
DIV = dividend per share
EPS = earnings per share 
r = firm's rate of return (average) 
k = firm's cost of capital or capitalization 

rate
Equation (1) reveals that the market price per share 

is the sum of the present value of two sources of income: 
(z) the present value of the infinite stream of constant 
dividends, DIVA and (zz) the present value of the infinite 
stream of capital gains, [r (EPS - DIV)/k]/k. When the 
firm retains a perpetual sum of (EPS - DIV) at r rate of 
return, its present value will be: r (EPS - DIV)/fc. This 
quantity can be known as a capital gain which occurs when 
earnings are retained within the firm. If retained earnings 
occur every year, the present value of an infinite number



distributes all earnings. Thus, the optimum payout ratio 
for a growth firm is zero. The market value per share P, 
increases as payout ratio declines when r>k.

of capital gains, r (EPS - DIV)/k, will be equal to: [r (EPS
- DIV)/k] / k. Thus, the value of a share is the present value
of all dividends plus the present value of all capital gains
as shown in Equation (1) which can be rewritten as follows:

„ DIV + (r / fc)(EPS - DIV)P =---------1-------------- L (2)

ILLUSTRATION 17.1: Dividend Policy:
Application of Walter’s Model

To illustrate the effect of different dividend policies on 
the value of share respectively for the growth firm, normal 
firm and declining firm, Table 17.2 is constructed.

Table 17.2 shows that, in Walter’s model, the optimum 
dividend policy depends on the relationship between the 
firm’s rate of return, r and its cost of capital, k. Walter’s 
view on the optimum dividend-payout ratio is explained 
in the next section.4

Growth Firm: Internal Rate more than 
Opportunity Cost of Capital (r> k)

Growth firms are those firms which expand rapidly 
because of ample investment opportunities yielding 
returns higher than the opportunity cost of capital (r > k). 
These firms are able to reinvest earnings at a rate (r) which 
is higher than the rate expected by shareholders (k). They 
will maximize the value per share if they follow a policy 
of retaining all earnings for internal investment. It can be 
seen from Table 17.2 that the market value per share for 
the growth firm is maximum (i.e., Rs 150) when it retains 
100 per cent earnings and minimum (i.e., Rs 100) if it 

Normal Firms: Internal Rate equals 
Opportunity Cost of Capital (r = k)
Most of the firms do not have unlimited surplus
generating investment opportunities. After exhausting 
super profitable opportunities, normal firms earn on their 
investments rate of return equal to the cost of capital, 
r = k. For normal firms with r = k, the dividend policy has 
no effect on the market value per share in Walter's model. 
It can be noticed from Table 17.2 that the market value 
per share for the normal firm is same (i.e., Rs 100) for 
different dividend-payout ratios. Thus, there is no unique 
optimum payout ratio for a normal firm. One dividend 
policy is as good as the other. The market value per share 
is not affected by the payout ratio when r = k.

Declining Firms: Internal Rate less than 
Opportunity Cost of Capital (r < k)
Declining firms do not have any profitable investment 
opportunities to invest the earnings. These firms would 
earn on their investments rates of return less than the 
minimum rate required (r < k) by investors. Investors of such 
firm would like earnings to be distributed to them so that 
they may either spend it or invest elsewhere to get a rate 
higher than earned by the declining firms. The market 
value per share of a declining firm with r < k will be

Table 17.2: Dividend Policy and the Value of Share (Walter's Model)

Growth Firm, r> k Normal Firm, r = k
Basic Data

Declining Firm, r < k

r= 0.15 r= 0.10 r= 0.08
k= 0.10 k= 0.10 k = 0.10

EPS = Rs 10 EPS = Rs 10 EPS = Rs 10
Payout Ratio 0%

DIV = Re 0 DIV = Re 0 DIV = Re 0
P = 0 + (0.15/0.10) (10 - 0)/0.10 P = 0 + [(0.10/0.10) (10-0)1/0.10 P = 0 +[(0.08/0.10) (10 - 0)]/0.10

= Rs 150 = Rs 100 = Rs 80
Payout Ratio 40%

DIV = Rs 4 DIV =Rs4 DIV = Rs 4
P = [4 + (0.15/0.10) (10 - 4)]/0.10 P = [4 + (0.10/0.10) (10 - 4)]/0.10 P = [4 + (0.08/0.10) (10 - 4)]/0.10

= Rs 130 = Rs 100 = Rs 88
Payout Ratio 80%

DIV = Rs 8 DIV =Rs8 DIV = Rs 8
P = [8 + (0.15/0.10) (10 - 8)]/0.10 P = [8+ (0.10/0.10) (10-8)]/0.10 P = [8+ (0.08/0.10) (10-8)]/0.10

= Rs 110 = Rs 100 = Rs 96
Payout Ratio 100%

DIV = Rs 10 DIV =Rsl0 DIV = Rs 10
P = [10 +(0.15/0.10)(10 - 10)]/0.10 P = [10 +(0.10/0.10)(10 - 10)1/0.10 P = [10+(0.08/0.101(10-10)]/0.10

= Rs 100 = Rs 100 = Rs 100

4. Walter, op. cit., 1963, also, see Francis, op. cit., 1972.

r I
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maximum when it does not retain earnings at all. It can 
be observed from Table 17.2 that, when the declining 
firm's payout ratio is 100 per cent (i.e., zero retained 
earnings) the market value per share is Rs 100 and it is 
Rs 80 when payout ratio is zero. Thus, the optimum 
payout ratio for a declining firm is 100 per cent. The market 
value per share, P, increases as payout ratio increases 
when r <k.

Thus, in Walter's model, the dividend policy of the 
firm depends on the availability of investment 
opportunities and the relationship between the firm's 
internal rate of return, r and its cost of capital, k. Thus:

Qi Retain all earnings when r > k
Distribute all earnings when r < k

■Qi Dividend (or retention) policy has no effect 
when r = k.

Thus, dividend policy in Walter's model is a 
financing decision. When dividend policy is treated as 
a financing decision, the payment of cash dividends is a 
passive residual.5

5. Solomon, Ezra, The Theory of Financial Management, Columbia Press, 1963, pp. 139-40.
6. Francis, op. cit., 1972, p. 347.

Criticism of Walter’s Model
Walter's model is quite useful to show the effects of 
dividend policy on all equity firms under different 
assumptions about the rate of return. However, the 
simplified nature of the model can lead to conclusions 
that are not true in general, though true for the model. 
The following is a critical evaluation of some of the 
assumptions underlying the model.

No external financing Walter's model of share valuation 
mixes dividend policy with investment policy of the firm. 
The model assumes that retained earnings finance the 
investment opportunities of the firm and no external 
financing—debt or equity—is used for the purpose. When 
such a situation exists, either the firm's investment or its 
dividend policy or both will be sub-optimum. This is 
shown graphically in Figure 17.2.6 The horizontal axis 
represents the amount of earnings, investment and new 
financing in rupees. The vertical axis shows the rates of 
return and the cost of capital. It is assumed that the cost 
of capital, k, remains constant, regardless of the amount 
of new capital raised.

Thus, the average cost of capital ka is equal to the 
marginal cost of capital, kni. The rates of return on 
investment opportunities available to the firm are 
assumed to be decreasing. This implies that the most 
profitable investments will be made first and the poorer 
investments made last. In Figure 17.2, I rupees of 
investment occurs where r = k. I* is the optimum 
investment regardless of whether the capital to finance 

this investment is raised by selling shares, debentures, 
retaining earnings or obtaining a loan. If the firm's 
earnings are Elz then (I* - Ej) amount should be raised to 
finance the investments. However, external financing is 
not included in Walter's simplified model. Thus, for this 
situation Walter's model would show that the owner's 
wealth is maximized by retaining and investing firm's total 
earnings of E1 and paying no dividends. In a more 
comprehensive model allowing for outside financing, the 
firm should raise new funds to finance I investment. The 
wealth of the owners will be maximized only when this 
optimum investment is made.

Figure 17.2

Constant return, r Walter's model is based on the 
assumption that r is constant. In fact, r decreases as more 
and more investment is made. This reflects the assumption 
that the most profitable investments are made first and 
then the poorer investments are made. The firm should 
stop at a point where r = k. In Figure 17.2, the optimum 
point of investment occurs at I* where r = k; if the firm's 
earnings are E2 it should pay dividends equal to (E2 — I); 
on the other hand, Walter's model indicates that, if the' 
firm's earnings are E2, they should be distributed because 
r<k at E2- This is clearly an erroneous policy and will fail 
to optimize the wealth of the owners.

Constant opportunity cost of capital, k A firm's cost of 
capital or discount rate, k, does not remain constant; it 
changes directly with the firm's risk. Thus, the present 
value of the firm's income moves inversely with the cost 
of capital. By assuming that the discount rate, k, is constant, 
Walter's model abstracts from the effect of risk on the value 
of the firm.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the essence of Walter’s model?
2. State the assumptions of Walter’s model.
3. What are the limitations of Walter’s model?

g = br per period. When we incorporate growth in earnings 
and dividends, resulting from the retained earnings, in 
the dividend-capitalization model, the present value of a 
share is determined by the following formula:

DIVIDEND RELEVANCE: GORDON’S MODEL

Myron Gordon develops one very popular model 
explicitly relating the market value of the firm to dividend 
policy.7 Gordon's model is based on the following 
assumptions:8

All-equity firm The firm is an all-equity firm, and 
it has no debt.
No external financing No external financing is 
available. Consequently, retained earnings would 
be used to finance any expansion. Thus, just as 
Walter's model, Gordon's model too confounds 
dividend and investment policies.
Constant return The internal rate of return, r, of 
the firm is constant. This ignores the diminishing 
marginal efficiency of investment as represented 
in Figure 17.2.
Constant cost of capital The appropriate 
discount rate, k for the firm remains constant. 
Thus, Gordon's model also ignores the effect of a 
change in the firm's risk class and its effect on k. 
Perpetual earnings The firm and its stream of 
earnings are perpetual.
No taxes Corporate taxes do not exist.
Constant retention The retention ratio, b, once 
decided upon, is constant. Thus, the growth rate, 
g = br, is constant forever.
Cost of capital greater than growth rate The 
discount rate is greater than growth rate, k = g. If 
this condition is not fulfilled, we cannot get a 
meaningful value for the share.

According to Gordon's dividend-capitalization 
model, the market value of a share is equal to the present 
value of an infinite stream of dividends received by the 
shareholders as explained earlier in Chapter 3. Thus:

= DIV(l+g) DIV(l+g)2 DIV(l+g)3
0 (1 + k) (1 + k)2 (1 + k)3

DIV(l+gF
(1+kF

Diy(l+g)(
h (l + k)f W

When Equation (4) is solved it becomes:

(5)

Substituting EPS! (1 - b) for DIV, and br forg, Equation 
(5) can be rewritten as

EPS/l-b) 
k-br (6)

Equation (6) explicitly shows the relationship of 
expected earnings per share, EPS1Z dividend policy as 
reflected by retention ratio, b, internal profitability, r, and 
the all-equity firm's cost of capital, k, in the determination 
of the value of the share. Equation (6) is particularly useful 
for studying the effects of dividend policy on the value of 
the share.

Let us consider the case of a normal firm where the 
internal rate of return of the firm equals its cost of capital, 
i.e., r = k. Under this situation, Equation (6) may be 
expressed as follows:

EPS/l-fr) rA(l-b) 
k — br k-br

DIV, DIV, DIV„------ !_ +----- U-+••-+■—— 
(1 + k) (1 + k)2 (l + k)“ r=l

DIV, 
(1 + k)' (3)

However, the dividend per share is expected to grow 
when earnings are retained. The dividend per share is 
equal to the payout ratio, (1 - b) times earnings per share, 
EPS; that is, DIVf = (1 - b) EPS, where b is the fraction of 
retained earnings. It is assumed that the retained earnings 
are reinvested within the all-equity firm at the firm's 
internal rate of return, r. This allows earnings to grow at

(since EPS = rA, A = assets per share)

If r = k, then

„ EPS.(l-b) rA(l-b) EPS rA APn------- -------- - =-----i------ - =------= — = A (8)
0 k-br k-br k r

Equation (8) shows that regardless of the firm's 
earnings per share, EPS1Z or risk (which determines k), the 
firm's value is not affected by dividend policy and is equal 
to the value of assets per share. That is, when r = k, 
dividend policy is irrelevant since b, completely cancels 
out of Equation (8). Interpreted in economic sense, this 
finding implies that, under competitive conditions, the 
opportunity cost of capital, k, must be equal to the rate of 
return generally available to investors in comparable 
shares. This means that any funds distributed as dividends 
may be invested in the market at the rate equal to the firm's 
internal rate of return. Consequently, shareholders can 
neither lose nor gain by any change in the company's

7. Gordon, Myron J., The Investment, Financing and Valuation of Corporation, Richard D. Irwin, 1962.
8. Francis, op. cit., 1972, p. 352.
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dividend policy, and the market value of their shares must 
remain unchanged.9

Considering the case of the declining firm where r<k, 
Equation (8) indicates that, if the retention ratio, b, is zero 
or payout ratio, (1 - b), is 100 per cent the value of the 
share is equal to:

Po=!Y (h = 0) (9)

If r < k then r/k < 1 and from Equation (9) it follows 
that Po is smaller than the firm's investment per share in 
assets, A. It can be shown that if the value of b increases, 
the value of the share continuously falls.10 These results 
may be interpreted as follows:

If the internal rate of return is smaller than k, 
which is equal to the rate available in the market, 
profit retention clearly becomes undesirable from 
the shareholders' standpoint. Each additional 
rupee (sic) retained reduces the amount of funds 
that shareholders could invest at a higher rate 
elsewhere and thus further depresses the value 
of the company's share. Under such conditions, 
the company should adopt a policy of contraction 

and disinvestment, which would allow the owner 
to transfer not only the net profit but also paid in 
capital (or a part of it) to some other, more 
remunerative enterprise.11
Finally, let us consider the case of a growth firm where 

r > k. The value of a share will increase as the retention 
ratio, b, increases under the condition of r >k. However, 
it is not clear as to what the value of b should be to 
maximize the value of the share, Po. For example, if b = k/r, 
Equation (6) reveals that denominator, k - br = 0, thus 
making Po infinitely large, and if b = 1, k - br becomes 
negative, thus making Po negative. These absurd results 
are obtained because of the assumption that r and k are 
constant, which underlie the model. Thus, to get the 
meaningful value of the share, according to Equation (6), 
the value of b should be less than k/r. Gordon's model is 
illustrated in Illustration 17.2.

ILLUSTRATION 17.2: Application of
Gordon’s Dividend Model

Let us consider the data in Table 17.3. The implications of 
dividend policy, according to Gordon’s model, are shown 
respectively for the growth, the normal and the declining 
firms.

Table 17.3: Dividend Policy and the Value of the Firm

Growth Firm, r> k
r= 0.15 
k = 0.10

EPS1 = Rs 10

Basic Data
Normal Firm, r = k 

r = 0.10 
k= 0.10

EPS1 = Rs 10

Declining Firm, r < k 
r= 0.08 
k= 0.10

EPS1 = Rs 10

Payout Ratio 40%

g = br = 0.6 x 0.08 = 0.048
D 10(1-0.6) n 10(1 — 0.6)

0.10-0.06 0.10-0.048

= Rs 100 - 4 -Rs 77
0.04 0.052

Payout Ratio 60% •

g = br = 0.4 x 0.10 = 0.04 g = br — 0.4 x 0.08 = 0.032
10(1-0.4) p 10(1-0.4)

0.10-0.04 0.10 — 0.032

= Rs 100 = —= Rs 88
0.06 0.068

Payout Ratio 90%

g = br = 0.10x0.10 - 0.01 g = br = 0.10 x 0.08 = 0.008
p _ 10(1-0.1) p_ 10(1-0.1)

0.10-0.01 0.10 — 0.008

— Rs 106 = Rs 100 —------- — Rs 98
0.092

9. Dobrovolsky, Sergie P., The Economics of Corporation Finance, McGraw Hill, 1971, p. 55.
10. Ibid., p. 56.
11. Ibid.



It is revealed that under Gordon’s model:
■Qr The market value of the share, Po, increases with 

the retention ratio, b, for firms with growth 
opportunities, i.e., when r > k.
The market value of the share, Po, increases 
with the payout ratio, (1 - b), for declining firms 
with r < k.
The market value of the share is not affected by 
dividend policy when r= k.

Gordon's model's conclusions about dividend policy 
are similar to that of Walter's model. This similarity is 
due to the resemblance of assumptions that underlie both 
the models. Thus the Gordon model suffers from the same 
limitations as the Walter model.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain Gordon’s dividend model?
2. State the assumptions of Gordon’s model.
3. What are the limitations of Gordon’s model?

DIVIDEND AND UNCERTAINTY:
THE BIRD-IN-THE-HAND ARGUMENT

According to Gordon's model, dividend policy is 
irrelevant where r = k, when all other assumptions are 
held valid. But when the simplifying assumptions are 
modified to conform more closely to reality, Gordon 
concludes that dividend policy does affect the value of a 
share even when r = k. This view is based on the 
assumption that under conditions of uncertainty, investors 
tend to discount distant dividends (capital gains) at a 
higher rate than they discount near dividends. Investors, 
behaving rationally, are risk averse and, therefore, have a 
preference for near dividends to future dividends. The 
logic underlying the dividend effect on the share value can 
be described as the bird-in-the-hand argument. Kirshman, 
first of all, put forward the bird-in-the-hand argument in 
the following words: •

Of two stocks with identical earnings record, and 
prospects but the one paying a larger dividend 
than the other, the former will undoubtedly 
command a higher price merely because 
stockholders prefer present to future values. 
Myopic vision plays a part in the price-making 
process. Stockholders often act upon the principle 
that a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush 
and for this reason are willing to pay a premium 
for the stock with the higher dividend rate, just 
as they discount the one with the lower rate.12 
Graham and Dodd also hold a similar view when they 

state:

12. Kirshman, John, E., Principles of Investment. McGraw Hill, 1933, p. 737; cf. in Mao, J.C.T., Quantitative Analysis of Financial Decision, 
Macmillan, 1969.

13. Graham, Benjamin and David L. Dodd, Security Analysis.; McGraw Hill, Inc., 1st ed., 1934, p. 327.
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The typical investor would most certainly prefer 
to have his dividend today and let tomorrow take 
care of itself. No instances are on record in which 
the withholding of dividends for the sake of 
future profits has been hailed with such 
enthusiasm as to advance the price of the stock. 
The direct opposite has invariably been true. 
Given two companies in the same general position and 
with the same earning power, the one paying the larger 
dividend will always sell at a higher price.13 
(Emphasis added)
Myron Gordon has expressed the bird-in-the-hand 

argument more convincingly and in formal terms. 
According to him, uncertainty increases with futurity; that 
is, the further one looks into the future, the more uncertain 
dividends become. Accordingly, when dividend policy is 
considered in the context of uncertainty, the appropriate 
discount rate, k, cannot be assumed to be constant. In fact, 
it increases with uncertainty; investors prefer to avoid 
uncertainty and would be willing to pay higher price for 
the share that pays the greater current dividend, all other 
things held constant. In other words, the appropriate 
discount rate would increase with the retention rate as 
shown in Figure 17.2. Thus, distant dividends would be 
discounted at a higher rate than near dividends. 
Symbolically, kt > kt_ j for t = 1,2,... because of increasing 
uncertainty in the future. As the discount rate increases 
with the length of time, a low dividend payment in the 
beginning will tend to lower the value of share in future.

When the discount rate is assumed to be increasing, 
Eq. (3) can be rewritten as follows:

DIV, DIV2 DIV3 DIV,,
(1 + k,) (l + k2)2 + (l + k3)3 + ■" + (1 + kJ"

++ DIV,
= S(TW (10)

where Po is the price of the share when the retention rate, 
b, is zero and kt > kt _ r If the firm is assumed to retain a 
fraction b of earnings, dividend per share will be equal to 
(1 - b) EPSj in the first year. Thus, the dividend per share 
is expected to grow at rate g = br, when retained earnings 
are reinvested at r rate of return. The dividend in the 
second year will be DIV0 (1 + g)2 = (l-b) EPSt (1 + br)2, in 
the third year DIV0 (1 + g)3 = (1 - b) EPS2 (1 + br)3 and so 
on. Discounting this stream of dividends at the 
corresponding discount rates of kj, k2... we obtain the 
following equation:

piVoa+g)1. piVo(i+g)2 Diyxi+g)"
(l+kj1 (i+kj2 (i+kj-

(id
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where Pb is the price of the share when the retention rate 
b is positive, i.e., b > 0. The value of Pb calculated in this 
way can be determined by discounting this dividend 
stream at the uniform rate, k', which is the weighted 
average of kf:14

14. Mao, James C.T., Quantitative Analysis of Financial Decision, Macmillan, 1969, p. 482.
15. Francis, op. cit., 1972, p. 354.
16. Miller, Merton H. and Modigliani, France, Dividend Policy, Growth and Valuation of the Shares, Journal of Business, XXIV (October

DIV0(l + g) DIV0(l + g)2 DIV0(l+g)" 
(1 + k') (1 + k')2 (1 + k')"

_ DIV, _(l-b)EPS1
k' — g k’ — br (12)

Assuming that the firm's rate of return equals the 
discoimt rate, will Pb be higher or lower than Po? Gordon's 
view, as explained above, is that the increase in earnings 
retention will result in a lower value of share. To 
emphasize, he reached this conclusion through two 
assumptions regarding investors' behaviour: (i) investors 
are risk averters and (n) they consider distant dividends 
as less certain than near dividends. On the basis of these 
assumptions, Gordon concludes that the rate at which an 
investor discounts dividend stream increases with the 
futurity of this dividend stream. If investors discount 
distant dividend at a higher rate than near dividends, 
increasing the retention ratio has the effect of raising the 
average discount rate, k', or equivalently lowering share 
prices.

Thus, incorporating uncertainty into his model, 
Gordon concludes that dividend policy affects the value 
of the share. His reformulation of the model justifies the 
behaviour of investors who value a rupee of dividend 
income more than a rupee of capital gains income. These 
investors prefer dividend above capital gains because 
dividends are easier to predict, are less uncertain and less 
risky, and are therefore, discounted with a lower discount 
rate.15 However, all do not agree with this view.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the bird-in-the-hand argument of dividend?
2. What are Gordon’s arguments regarding the 

uncertainty of capital gains?

DIVIDEND IRRELEVANCE:
THE MILLER-MODIGLIANI (MM) 
HYPOTHESIS

According to Miller and Modigliani (MM), under a perfect 
market situation, the dividend policy of a firm is irrelevant, 
as it does not affect the value of the firm.16 They argue 
that the value of the firm depends on the firm's earnings that 
result from its investment policy. Thus, when investment 

decision of the firm is given, dividend decision—the split 
of earnings between dividends and retained earnings—is 
of no significance in determining the value of the firm.

A firm, operating in perfect capital market conditions, 
may face one of the following three situations regarding 
the payment of dividends:

The firm has sufficient cash to pay dividends.
+ The firm does not have sufficient cash to pay 

dividends, and therefore, it issues new shares to 
finance the payment of dividends.
The firm does not pay dividends, but shareholders 
need cash.

In the first situation, when the firm pays dividends, 
shareholders get cash in their hands, but the firm's assets 
reduce (its cash balance declines). What shareholders gain 
in the form of cash dividends, they lose in the form of 
their claims on the (reduced) assets. Thus, there is a 
transfer of wealth from one shareholders' pocket to 
another pocket. There is no net gain or loss. Since it is a 
fair transaction under perfect capital market conditions, 
the wealth of shareholders will remain unaffected.

In the second situation, when the firm issues new 
shares to finance the payment of dividends, two 
transactions take place. First, the existing shareholders get 
cash in the form of dividends, but they suffer an equal 
amount of capital loss since the value of their claim on 
assets reduces. Thus, the wealth of shareholders does not 
change. Second, the new shareholders part with their cash 
to the company in exchange for new shares at a fair price 
per share. The fair price per share is the share price before 
the payment of dividends less dividend per share to the 
existing shareholders. The existing shareholders transfer 
a part of their claim (in the form of new shares) to the new 
shareholders in exchange for cash. There is no net gain or 
loss. Both transactions are fair, and thus, the value of the 
firm will remain unaltered after these transactions.

In the third situation, if the firm does not pay any 
dividend a shareholder can create a home-made dividend 
by selling a part of his/her shares at the market (fair) price 
in the capital market for obtaining cash. The shareholder 
will have less number of shares. He or she has exchanged 
a part of his claim on the firm to a new shareholder for 
cash. The net effect is the same as in the case of the second 
situation. The transaction is a fair transaction, and no one 
loses or gains. The value of the firm remains the same, 
before or after these transactions. Consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 17.3: Dividend Irrelevance:
The Miller-Modigliani Hypothesis

The Himgir Company Limited currently has 2 crore 
outstanding shares selling at a market price of Rs 100 per 
share. The firm has no borrowing. It has internal funds 
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available to make a capital expenditure (Capex) of 
Rs 30 crore. The Capex is expected to yield a positive net 
present value of Rs 20 crore. The firm also wants to pay a 
dividend per share of Rs 15. Given the firm’s Capex plan 
and its policy of zero borrowing, the firm will have to issue 
new shares to finance payment of dividends to its 
shareholders. How will the firm’s value be affected (i) if it 
does not pay any dividend; (if) if it pays dividend per share 
Rs 15?

The firm’s current value is: 2 x 100 = Rs 200 crore. 
After the Capex, the value will increase to: 200 + 20 = 
Rs 220 crore. If the firm does not pay dividends, the value 
per share will be: 220/2 = Rs 110.

If the firm pays a dividend of Rs 15 per share, it will 
entirely utilize its internal funds (15 x 2 = Rs 30 crore), 
and it will have to raise Rs 30 crore by issuing new shares 
to undertake capex. The value of a share after paying 
dividend will be: 110 - 15 = Rs 95. Thus, the existing 
shareholders get a cash of Rs 15 per share in the form of 
dividends, but incur a capital loss of Rs 15 in the form of 
reduced share value. They neither gain nor lose. The firm 
will have to issue: 30 crore/95 = 31,57,895 (about 31.6 lakh) 
shares to raise Rs 30 crore. The firm now has 2.316 crore 
shares at Rs 95 each share. Thus, the value of the firm 
remains as: 2.316 x 95 = Rs 220 crore.

The crux of the MM dividend hypothesis, as explained 
above, is that shareholders do not necessarily depend on 
dividends for obtaining cash. In the absence of taxes, 
flotation costs and difficulties in selling shares, they can 
get cash by devising "home-made dividend" without any 
dilution in their wealth. Therefore, firms paying high 
dividends (i.e., high-payout firms), need not command 
higher prices for their shares. A formal explanation of the 
MM hypothesis is given in the following pages.

MM's hypothesis of irrelevance is based on the 
following assumptions:17

17. Francis, op. cit., 1972.

% Perfect capital markets The firm operates in 
perfect capital markets where investors behave 
rationally, information is freely available to all, 
and transactions and flotation costs do not exist. 
Perfect capital markets also imply that no investor 
is large enough to affect the market price of a 
share.
No taxes Taxes do not exist; or there are no 
differences in the tax rates applicable to capital 
gains and dividends. This means that investors 
value a rupee of dividend as much as a rupee of 
capital gains.
Investment policy The firm has a fixed investment 
policy.
No risk Risk of uncertainty does not exist. That 
is, investors are able to forecast future prices and 
dividends with certainty, and one discount rate 
is appropriate for all securities and all time 
periods. Thus, r = k = kt for all t.

Under the MM assumptions, r will be equal to the 
discount rate, k, and identical for all shares. As a result, 

the price of each share must adjust so that the rate of 
return, which is composed of the rate of dividends and 
capital gains, on every share will be equal to the discount 
rate and be identical for all shares. Thus, the rate of return 
for a share held for one year may be calculated as follows:

_ Dividends + Capital gains (or loss)
Share price

DIV+(?!-?„) (13)

where Po is the market or purchase price per share at time 
0, Pj is the market price per share at time 1 and DIV] is 
dividend per share at time 1. As hypothesized by MM, r 
should be equal for all shares. If it is not so, the low-return 
yielding shares will be sold by investors who will purchase 
the high-return yielding shares. This process will tend to 
reduce the price of the low-return shares and increase the 
prices of the high-return shares. This switching or 
arbitrage will continue until the differentials in rates of 
return are eliminated. The discount rate will also be equal
for ah firms under the MM assumptions since there are 
no risk differences.

From MM's fundamental principle of valuation 
described by Equation (13), we can derive their valuation 
model as follows:

DIV1 + (P1-P0)
Po

DIV] + P, _ DIV] + 
(1 + r) (1 + k)

(14)

since r = k in the assumed world of certainty and perfect 
markets. Multiplying both sides of Equation (14) by the 
number of shares outstanding, n, we obtain the total value 
of the firm if no new financing exists:

^ntpiy^
0 d+fc) (15)

If the firm sells m number of new shares at time 1 at a 
price of Pj, the value of the firm at time 0 will be:

n Po
n(DIV] +P]) + mP] — mP, 

o+fc) 
nDIV] +nPj 4-mP] -mP1 

(i+fcj

DIV] +(n + m')Pi-mPJ 
(1 + k)

(16)

MM's valuation Equation (16) allows for the issue of 
new shares, unlike Walter's and Gordon's models. 
Consequently, a firm can pay dividends and raise funds 
to undertake the optimum investment policy (as explained 
in Figure 17.1). Thus, dividend and investment policies 
are not confounded in the MM model, like Walter's and 
Gordon's models. As such, MM's model yields more 
general conclusions.

The investment programmes of a firm, in a given 
period of time, can be financed either by retained earnings 
or the issue of new shares or both. Thus, the amount of 
new shares issued will be:



CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the concept of ‘home-made dividend’.
N1M'S argument about dividend

n DIVX + (n + ffl) Pj - (Zt -X.+n DIVj)
(1 + fc)

(n + m)^ -Ix +X1
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= ^ - (Xj - n DI Vi ) = I1-X1+n DIV, (17) 

where represents the total amount of investment 
during the first period and Xj is the total net profit of the 
firm during the first period.

By substituting Equation (17) into Equation (16), MM 
showed that the value of the firm is unaffected by its 
dividend policy, Thus,

_ nDIV, +(n + m)P1 -mP1 
n (i+7

nDlV1+(n+m)P1-(J1-X1+nDIV1) 
(1+fc)

_ (n + m)P1-Z1 + X1
(1+fc)

A firm which pays dividends will have to raise funds 
externally to finance its investment plans. MM's argument, 
that dividend policy does not affect the wealth of the 
shareholders, implies that when the firm pays dividends, 
its advantage is offset by external financing. This means 
that the terminal value of the share (say, price of the share 
at first period if the holding period is one year) declines 
when dividends are paid. Thus, the wealth of the 
shareholders—dividends plus terminal price—remains 
unchanged. As a result, the present value per share after 
dividends and external financing is equal to the present 
value per share before the payment of dividends. Thus, 
the shareholders are indifferent between payment of 
dividends and retention of earnings.

ILLUSTRATION 17.4 : Dividend Policy with and without 
Issue of Shares

The Vikas Engineering Co. Ltd., currently has one lakh 
outstanding shares selling at Rs 100 each. The firm has net 
profits of Rs 10 lakh and wants to make new investments 
of Rs 20 lakh during the period. The firm is also thinking 
of declaring a dividend of Rs 5 per share at the end of the 
current fiscal year. The firm’s opportunity cost of capital 
is 10 per cent. What will be the price of the share at the 
end of the year if (f) a dividend is not declared; (ii) a 
dividend is declared, (in) How many new shares must be 
issued?

The price of the share at the end of the current fiscal 
year is determined as follows:

DIV.+fi 
° (1 + *)

Pr = Pt(l+k)-DN1

The value of P, when dividend is not paid is:
PA = Rs 100(1.10) - 0 = Rs 110

The value of P1 when dividend is paid is:
P, = Rs 100(1.10) - Rs 5 = Rs 105

It can be observed that whether dividend is paid or 
not the wealth of shareholders remains the same. When 
the dividend is not paid the shareholder will get Rs 110 by 
way of the price per share at the end of the current fiscal 

year. On the other hand, when dividend is paid, the 
shareholder will realize Rs 105 by way of the price per 
share at the end of the current fiscal year plus Rs 5 as 
dividend.

The number of new shares to be issued by the company— 
to finance its investments is determined as follows:

mP, =Z-(X-nDIV,)
105m = 2,000,000 - (1,000,000 - 500,000)
105m = 1,500,000

m = 1,500,000/105 = 14,285 shares.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
lj

1. Explain the concept of ‘home-made dividend’.
2. Explain the crux of MM’s argument about dividend 

irrelevance.
3. What are the assumptions of MM’s dividend 

irrelevance argument?

RELEVANCE OF DIVIDEND POLICY UNDER 
MARKET IMPERFECTIONS

The MM hypothesis of dividend irrelevance is based on 
simplifying assumptions as discussed in the preceding 
section. Under these assumptions, the conclusion derived 
by them is logically consistent and intuitively appealing. 
But the assumptions underlying MM's hypothesis may 
not always be found valid in practice. For example, we 
may not find capital markets to be perfect in reality; there 
may exist issue costs; dividends may be taxed differently 
than capital gains; investors may encounter difficulties in 
selling their shares. Because of the unrealistic nature of 
the assumptions, MM's hypothesis is alleged to lack 
practical relevance. This suggests that internal financing 
and external financing are not equivalent. Dividend policy 
of the firm may affect the perception of shareholders and, 
therefore, they may not remain indifferent between 
dividends and capital gains. The following are the 
situations where the MM hypothesis may go wrong.

Uncertainty and Shareholders’ Preference for 
Dividends
Many believe that dividends are relevant under conditions 
of uncertainty. It is suggested that dividends resolve 
uncertainty in the minds of investors and, therefore, they 
prefer dividends than capital gains. As explained earlier, 
Gordon and others have referred to the argument that 
dividends are relevant under uncertainty as the bird-in- 
the-hand argument. Gordon asserts that uncertainty 
increases with the length of time period. Investors are risk 
averters and, therefore, prefer near dividends to future 
dividends. Thus, future dividends are discounted at a 
higher rate than near dividends. This implies that the 
discount rate increases with uncertainty. As a result, a



firm paying dividends earlier will command a higher 
value than a firm which follows a policy of retention. This 
view implies that there exists a high-payout clientele who 
values shares of dividend paying more than those which 
do not pay dividends.

The uncertainty argument is not very convincing. MM 
argues that even if the assumption of perfect certainty is 
dropped from their hypothesis, dividend policy continues 
to be irrelevant. They contend that the market prices of 
two firms with identical investment and capital structure 
policies and risk cannot be different because they follow 
different dividend policies. These firms will have the same 
cash flows from their investments despite the differences 
in dividend policies. The risk (uncertainty) of the firms' 
shareholders is alike, given the similarities of their risk 
and investment and capital structure policies. Dividend 
policy does not change the amount and risk of cash flows 
from investments; it simply splits these cash flows into 
dividend payments and retained earnings.

The current receipt of money in the form of dividends 
is considered safer than the uncertain potential gain in 
the future. The reason for this safety is that it is cash in 
hand rather than that it is dividend income and not a 
capital gain. The shareholders can sell some of their shares 
to obtain current cash if a firm does not distribute 
dividends. The risk-return trade-off will make 
shareholders to expect lower returns from those firms that 
have high-payout ratios. Let us emphasize again that 
given a firm's investment and capital structure policies, 
paying dividends does not affect the firm's or 
shareholders' risk. Thus the difference between current 
dividends and the future capital gains does not alter the 
firm's value under the efficient market conditions. 
However, there may still exist a high-payout clientele, not 
because current dividends are safer, but because some 
shareholders need a steady source of income, or because 
some will prefer to receive dividends as early as possible 
since some firms do not provide reliable information about 
their investments and earnings.

Yet another reason for shareholders preferring current 
dividends maybe their desire to diversify their portfolios 
according to their risk preferences. Hence, they would like 
firms to distribute earnings. They will be able to invest 
dividends received in other assets keeping in mind their 
need for diversification. Under these circumstances, 
investors may discount the value of the firms that use 
internal financing.

Transaction Costs and the 
Case against Dividend Payments
MM argues that internal financing (retained earnings) and 
external financing (issue of shares) are equivalent. This 
implies that when firms pay dividends, they can finance
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their investment plans by issuing shares. Whether the firm 
retains earnings or issues new shares, the wealth of 
shareholders would remain unaffected. This cannot be true 
since the issue of shares involve flotation or issue costs, 
including costs of preparing and issuing prospectus, 
underwriting fee, brokers' commission, etc. No flotation 
costs are involved if the earnings are retained. The 
presence of flotation or transaction costs makes the 
external financing costlier than the internal financing via 
retained earnings. Thus, if flotation costs are considered, 
the equivalence between retained earnings and new share 
capital is disturbed and the retention of earnings would 
be favoured over the payment of dividends. In practice, 
dividend decisions seem to be sticky. Companies continue 
paying same dividends, rather increasing it, unless 
earnings decline, in spite of need for funds.

Under the MM hypothesis, the wealth of a 
shareholder will be same whether the firm pays dividends 
or not. If a shareholder is not paid dividends and she 
desires to have current income, she can sell the shares held 
by her. When the shareholder sells her shares to satisfy 
her desire for current income, she will have to pay 
brokerage fee. This fee is more for small sales. Further, it 
is inconvenient to sell the shares, particularly for investors 
with small share holdings. Some emerging markets are 
not very liquid, and many shares are not frequently traded. 
Because of the transaction costs and inconvenience 
associated with the sale of shares to realize capital gains, 
shareholders may prefer dividends to capital gains.

Information Asymmetry and Agency Costs 
and the Case for Dividend Payments
Managers in practice may not share complete information 
with shareholders. This gap between information 
available with managers and what is actually shared with 
shareholders is called information asymmetry. This leads 
to several agency problems, viz., conflicts between 
managers and shareholders. Managers may not have 
enough incentive to disclose full information to 
shareholders. They may act in their own self-interest and 
take away the firm's wealth in the form of non-pecuniary 
benefits. Shareholders incur agency costs to obtain full 
information about a company's investment plans, future 
earnings, expected dividend payments, etc. The 
shareholders—managers conflict can be reduced through 
monitoring which includes bonding contracts and limiting 
the power of managers vis-a-vis allocation of wealth and 
managerial compensation.18 However, monitoring 
involves costs that are referred to as agency costs. Payment 
of dividend allocates resources to shareholders, and thus, 
alleviates the need for monitoring and incurring agency 
costs.

18. Jensen, M.C. and W.H. Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behaviour, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure, Journal of Financial 
Economics, October 1976.

19. Rozeff, M., Growth, Beta and Agency Cost as Determinants of Dividend Payout Ratios, Journal of Financial Research, Fall 1982, pp. 249-59.

The high-payout policy of a company helps to reduce 
the conflict arising out of information asymmetry.19 It is 
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argued that companies which pay high dividends 
regularly may be raising capital more frequently from the 
primary markets. Therefore, the actors in primary markets 
like the financial institutions and banks would be 
monitoring the performance of these companies. If the 
professionals in the banks and financial institutions 
continuously do such monitoring, shareholders need not 
incur monitoring (agency) costs.

Dividend payout also allocates financial resources in 
favour of shareholders as against lenders. Lenders have 
prior claims over a company's cash flows generated 
internally. The payment of dividend changes this priority 
in favour of shareholders as they receive cash flows before 
the loan principals of lenders are redeemed. Thus, we 
observe that from the point of view of agency costs, 
shareholders would generally prefer payment of dividend.

Tax Differential:
Low-Payout and High-Payout Clientele
MM's assumption that taxes do not exist is far from reality. 
Investors have to pay taxes on dividends and capital gains. 
But different tax rates are applicable to dividends and 
capital gains. Dividend income is generally treated as the 
ordinary income, while capital gains are specially treated 
for tax purposes. In most countries, the capital gains tax 
rate is lower than the marginal tax rate for ordinary 
income. From the tax point of view, a shareholder in high 
tax bracket should prefer capital gains over current 
dividends for two reasons: (z) the capital gains tax is less 
than the tax on dividends, and (z’z) the capital gains tax is 
payable only when the shares are actually sold. The effect 
of the favourable tax differential in case of capital gains 
will result in tax savings. As a consequence, the value of 
the share should be higher in the internal financing case 
than in the external financing one. Thus, the tax advantage 
of capital gains over dividends strongly favours a low- 
dividend payout policy. This implies that investors will 
pay more for low-dividend yield shares. Tax differential 
should attract tax clienteles. Investors in high-tax brackets 
should own low-payout shares, and those in low-tax 
bracket should own high-payout shares. In reality, most 
investors may have marginal income tax rate higher than 
the capital gains tax rate. Thus, dividends, on an average, 
are considered bad since they will result in higher taxes 
and reduction in the wealth of shareholders. Tax 
differential generally favour low-payout clientele.

Consider an example. Two identical firms X and Y 
have different dividend policy. Both have after tax profit, 
P of Rs 100. X pays 100 per cent dividend. Y does not pay 
any dividend and shareholders get capital gains. Assume 
further that capital gains from shares held at least for one 
year are taxed at 20 per cent and marginal income tax rate 
is 40 per cent. Suppose Y's shareholders are in highest tax 
bracket and pay tax on dividend income at 40 per cent. 
X's shareholders will receive dividends of Rs 100 and their 
after-tax dividend income will be: 100 ' (1 - 0.40) = Rs 60. 
Y's shareholders will realize capital gains of Rs 100 and 

their after-tax capital gains will be: 100 x 
(1 - 0.20) = Rs 80. Y's shareholders are better off as they 
have tax advantage. Since the after tax equity income of 
Y's shareholders is higher than X's shareholders and since 
both firms are identical in all other respects, Y's equity 
price will be higher. To match capital gain of Re 1 of Y's 
shareholders, X's shareholders should receive dividend 
of Rs 1.33:

After-tax dividend = After-tax capital gain 
(1-0.40) DIV = (1-0.20)

DIV = 0.80/0.60 = 1.33

If X's shareholders get dividend of Rs 1.33 and Y's 
shareholders get capital gain of Rs 1, both will have after
tax income of Rs 0.80.

If a tax system favours capital gains to dividend 
income, there may still be several investors who are in 
lower tax brackets. These investors investing in shares will 
prefer dividend income rather than capital gains. Thus, 
there may exist high-payout clientele. In a tax system that 
treats dividends more favourably than capital gains, 
shareholders in high tax brackets will also prefer receiving 
dividends rather than capital gains. Under this tax system, 
dividends will be considered good and it will generally 
attract high-payout clientele. This situation prevails 
currently in India. There is no tax on dividend income in 
the hands of shareholders (both individuals and 
companies), but companies are required to pay dividend 
distribution tax at 15 per cent on dividends paid to 
shareholders. Short-term capital gains are taxed is the 
hands of shareholders at 10 per cent. As a result of this 
system, shareholders in India will prefer to receive current 
dividends rather than capital gains. Since companies 
paying dividends are required to pay additional tax, this 
taxation system may create a conflict between 
shareholders and companies. Companies would like to 
pay no or low dividends to save additional tax while 
shareholders would like to have more dividends as they 
have no tax liability on the dividend income. If the 
objective of the companies is to maximize the wealth of 
shareholders, the tax system augurs for paying higher 
dividends.

India is an exception where dividends are not taxed 
but capital gains are. In most countries, tax systems favour 
capital gains with no or low tax rates as compared to 
dividends. Thus, the preference for low-payout or high- 
payout shares will depend on the tax status of the 
individual investors. (See Exhibit 17.1 for the different tax 
systems regarding dividends and capital gains.)

Neutrality of Dividend Policy: 
The Black-Scholes Hypothesis
We have just explained that the benefits of dividends for 
shareholders are that they satisfy their desire for current 
income, avoid the need to sell shares, and incur transaction 
costs and signal the firm's prospects and risk allowing



EXHIBIT TAXESAND 
DIVIDENDS

I/.I:

Shareholders’ earnings are taxed differently in different 
countries. We can identify the following four tax systems 
regarding the taxation of shareholders’ earnings:

• Double taxation: Under this system, shareholders’ 
earnings are taxed twice; first the corporate tax is levied 
on profits at the level of the company, and then, the 
after-tax profits distributed as dividends are taxed as 
ordinary income in the hands of shareholders. Most 
countries have a higher marginal tax rate for dividend 
income than capital gains. The wealthy shareholders 
with high personal tax rates will prefer capital gains to 
dividends. A number of countries such as USA follow 
the double (or two-tier) taxation system. India practised 
this system until the change in the tax laws in 1997.

• Single taxation: Under this system, shareholders’ 
earnings are taxed only once at the corporate level. 
Dividends received by shareholders are exempt from 
tax. India currently follows this system. Companies in 
India pay tax on their profits at about 31 per cent, and 
they will have to pay additional tax at 15 per cent on 
the after-tax profits distributed as dividends to 
shareholders. Shareholders, both individuals and 
corporates, do not pay taxes on the dividend income. 
However, they do pay tax on short-term capital gains. 
The marginal personal tax rate ranges from 10 to 30 
per cent (plus education cess) and short-term capital 
gain tax rate is 10 per cent. Under this system, all 
investors will prefer dividends. In India, long-term 
capital gains are also tax exempt. A capital gain is treated 
as long-term if the share was held for at least one year 
before it was sold.

• Split-rate taxation: Under this system, corporate profits 
are divided into retained earnings and dividends for 
the purpose of taxation. A higher tax rate is applied to 
retained eatnings and a lower rate to earnings 
distributed as dividends. Shareholders pay tax on 
dividends and capital gains. This system, but for a lower 
tax rate on dividend, is similar to double taxation 
system. Tax-exempt and low-tax paying shareholders 
would prefer dividends while shareholders in high tax 
brackets will prefer capital gains.

• Imputation taxation: Under this system, shareholders’ 
earnings are not subjected to double taxation. A 
company pays corporate tax on its earnings. 
Shareholders pay personal taxes on dividends but get 
full or partial tax relief for the tax paid by the company. 
In Australia, shareholders get full tax relief while in 
Canada they get partial relief. Under full tax relief, a 
tax-exempt shareholder or a shareholder, who has a 
personal tax rate lower than the corporate tax rate, will 
get a tax refund.

them to make choices with regard to their investme: 
portfolios. The cost of dividends is the higher tax c 
dividend. Black and Scholes argue that shareholders trad 
off the benefits of dividends against the tax loss. Based a 
the trade-offs that shareholders make, they could b 
classified into three clienteles: (z) a clientele that consider 
dividends are always good (zz) a clientele that consider 
dividends are always bad and (zzz) a clientele that i: 
indifferent to dividends. Shareholders in high tax bracket 
may belong to high-payout clientele since in their case 
the tax disadvantage may outweigh the benefits oi 
dividends. On the other hand, shareholders in low tax 
brackets may fit in to low-payout clientele as they mav 
suffer marginal tax disadvantage of dividends. Tax- 
exempt investors are indifferent between dividends and 
capital gains, as they pay no taxes on their income.

In a real-world situation, all three clienteles exist as 
tax status and need for current incomes of investors differ. 
There are several htmdreds of companies that 'supplv 
dividends to meet the demand of the three types of 
clienteles. Black and Scholes argue that since the supply 
of dividends and demand for dividends match, there will 
be no gains if a firm changes its dividend policy; the 
investors have already made their choices or there alreadv 
exist opportunities for shareholders to shift from one firm 
to another. How will companies determine whether 
change in dividend policy will affect their share prices? 
This is an empirical question and a difficult question to 
answer, given the problems with statistical techniques. 
However, the Black-Scholes hypothesis shows that the 
tax disadvantage of dividends is not so great as made out 
by some academicians.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Give two reasons for shareholders preferring current 
dividend over capital gains.

2. What are MM’s arguments against uncertainty in the 
context of current vs. future dividends (capital gains)?

3. What are transactions costs? How do they affect 
dividend policy?

4. In the context of dividend policy, explain the 
influence of information asymmetry and agencv 
costs?

5. How do tax differentials create high-payout and low- 
payout clientele?

6. What is meant by the tax neutrality of dividend?

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT OF DIVIDENDS

It is contended that dividends are relevant because thev 
have informational value. A company can make 
statements about its expected earnings growth to inform 
shareholders in order to create a favourable impression 
on them. However, these statements would be paid better
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attention if they follow with a dividend action - a 
disbursement of cash. The cash payment for dividends 
conveys to shareholders that the company is profitable 
and financially strong. When a firm changes its dividend 
policy in a significant manner, investors assume that it is 
in response to an expected change in the firm's profitability 
which will last long. An increase in payout ratio signals 
to shareholders a permanent or long-term increase in a 
firm's expected earnings. It is, therefore, argued that the 
announcement of changes in dividend policy influences 
shares prices, and that managers use the dividend changes 
to convey information about the future earnings of their 
companies. They may also influence the perceptions of 
the investors about the risk of the company which follows 
a stable dividend policy. This sort of argument is also 
known as the dividend-signalling hypothesis.20 Solomon 
contends that dividends may offer tangible evidence of 
the firm's ability to generate cash, and as a result, the 
dividend policy of the firm may affect the share price. He 
states,

20. Ross, S., The Determinant of Financial Structure: The Incentive-Signalling Approach, Bell Journal of Economics, spring 1977, pp. 23-40.
21. Solomon, Ezra, The Theory of Financial Management, Colombia University Press, 1963, p. 142.

...in an uncertain world in which verbal 
statements can be ignored or misinterpreted, 
dividend action does provide a clearcut means 
of 'making a statement' that 'speaks louder than 
a thousand words'.21
The dividend-signalling hypothesis implies that the 

most valuable dividend policy is the one that provides 
information that cannot be effectively communicated 
through other means. The most dividend policies are likely 
to be those that very closely reflect the firm's long-term 
performance. Let us consider some examples. Suppose 
that a company has been following a dividend policy of 
paying Rs 2 per share for quite sometime. Assume that 
the company's current earnings of, say, Rs 4 per share 
increases to, say, Rs 7 per share. If the company does not 
increase dividend from Rs 2 per share, the message 
conveyed to the shareholders will be that the increase in 
earnings is only a temporary, cyclical occurrence. 
Therefore, the market price of the share may not be 
affected very significantly. On the other hand, if the 
dividends were raised from, say, Rs 2 per share to Rs 3 
per share, the shareholders would imply that management 
is expecting a long-term increase in the earning levels. This 
thinking of shareholders might have a favourable impact 
on the market value of the share. The market value of the 
share is affected not because of the change in dividends, 
but because of the information about change in the future 
expected earnings conveyed through the payment of 
higher dividends. Dividends per share do not affect the 
share value.

The reaction of market to the information conveyed 
by the dividend action depends upon the established 
dividend policy of the company. If the long-established 
policy of the firm is to pay, say, 50 per cent of earnings to 

shareholders and has increased dividends in the past only 
when earnings increased to new levels on a permanent 
basis, an increase in dividends will communicate 
convincing information that the earnings of the company 
have grown. As a result, the market price of the share may 
be significantly influenced. On the other hand, if a 
company follows a dividend policy of changing dividends 
with every cyclical change in earnings, the market price 
may not be affected or may be affected a little because 
shareholders had the information.

The payout ratios of the companies may depend on 
the fact whether they are mature or growth companies. 
Mature companies may characterize high payout ratios 
as they may have few profitable investment opportunities. 
Shareholders of such companies are more concerned with 
dividend income. Therefore, any change in the amount of 
dividend is immediately reflected in the market price of 
the share. Growth companies, on the other hand, have a 
low payout ratio as they have enough internal investment 
opportunities to employ retained earnings. The 
shareholders of growth companies are interested in capital 
gains than dividends. A steady increase in both earnings 
and dividends coupled with a continuing low payout ratio 
gives the message that the firm expects to keep growing. 
A greater increase in the dividends than the earnings may 
convey to the shareholders that profitable investment 
opportunities of the firm are diminishing. This 
understanding of shareholders may depress the market 
price of the share in spite of an increase in the dividends.

MM accepts the informational content of dividends. 
They contend that the price of the share is determined by 
the expected future earnings and the firm's investment 
policy and not by the dividends. They argue that the 
informational value of dividends indicates that they are 
merely a reflection of the firm's investment policy and 
the expected earnings and do not have any impact on the 
value in their own accord.

Do dividends matter? The above discussion of market 
imperfections indicates that shareholders may not be 
indifferent as to how the earnings of the firms are divided 
between dividends and retained earnings. The tax 
differential effect and the presence of flotation costs favour 
the capital gains resulting from the retention of earnings, 
while the existence of transactions costs, agency costs, 
information asymmetry and desire for current income and 
diversification favour the payment of dividends. The 
dividend policy may also become relevant because of the 
informational content of dividend.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by ‘information content of dividend’?
2. Explain the dividend-signalling hypothesis.
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SUMMARY )

CH Earnings distributed to shareholders are called dividends. The percentage of earnings paid as dividends is called 
payout ratio. Dividend per share divided by the share price is called dividend yield.

CZ) A high payout ratio means more dividends and less funds for expansion and growth. A low payout, on the other 
hand, results in a higher growth.

□ Whether dividend will increase value or not may depend on the profitable investment opportunities available to 
the firm.

O In Walter's view the value of the firm depends on the profitability of investment opportunities available to the 
firm and the cost of capital. If the firm has profitable opportunities, its value will be maximum when 100 per cent 
of earnings are retained.

CH Walter's formula for the market price of shares is:

_ DIV ! r-(EPS-DIV)/^
k k

where DIV is dividend per share, EPS is earnings per share, r is return on investment opportunities and k is the 
cost of capital.

— Walter's model is based on unrealistic assumptions: perfect markets, no taxes, no transaction costs, no external 
financing etc. In fact, this model mixes investment and dividend decisions.

CH Gordon also considers dividend as relevant and arrives at the same conclusion with the help of the following 
formula:

p - DIV>

where b is the retention ratio and rb = g is growth in dividends. This model makes the same assumptions as the 
Walter model and suffers from similar limitations.

CH Yet another view is that because of the uncertainty of capital gains, investors like more dividends. This implies 
that the market price of shares of high-payout companies will command premium.

CH Miller and Modigliani do not agree with the view that dividends affect the market value of shares. According to 
them if the investment policy of the firm is given, then dividend policy is a trade-off between cash dividends and 
issue of ordinary shares. The share price will be adjusted by the amount of dividend distributed. Thus, the existing 
shareholder is neither better off nor worse off. His wealth remains unchanged. For their view, MM assume perfect 
capital market, no transaction costs and no taxes.

ZZ The practical world is not simple; there exist transaction costs as well as taxes. In such a world, one view is that 
investors like cash dividends. Thus there is a clientele for high-payout shares.

2H Except tax-exempt investors, there does not seem to be a strong reason for investors to prefer high-payout shares. 
In fact, in a tax-differential world, where capital gains are taxed at a low rate, investors in high-tax brackets would 
prefer low-payout shares.

HZ In an extreme situation like the one currently prevailing in India, where dividends are not taxed while capital 
gains are taxed, investors will prefer dividends.

ZZ Managers have more information about the prospects of a firm than shareholders. This is called information 
asymmetry and it leads to conflict between managers and shareholders—agency problems and agency costs of 
monitoring the behaviour of managers. The high payout is considered as a device to reduce agency costs.

ZZ Dividends have information value as they convey signals about a company's future earnings and growth prospects.
ZZ Thus, there does not seem to be a consensus on whether dividends matter or not. In practice, a number of factors 

will have to be considered before deciding about the appropriate dividend policy of the firm.

KEY CONCEPTS
'----------------------------
Agency costs

i Capital markets 
Declining firm 
Dividend signalling 
Dividend yield

Double taxation
Growth firm
High-payout clientele
Imputation taxation 
Information asymmetry

Information content of dividends
Low-payout clientele
Payout ratio
Retention ratio

Single taxation
Split-rate taxation
The bird-in-the-hand

argument



ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 17.1 j The earnings per share of a company 

are Rs 10. It has an internal rate of return of 15 per cent
and the capitalization rate of its risk class is 12.5 per cent. 
If Walter’s model is used: (i) What should be the optimum 
payout ratio of the firm? (n) What would be the price of 
the share at this payout? (hi) How shall the price of the 
share be affected if a different payout were employed?

SOLUTION: Walter’s model to determine share value is:

p DIV+(r/k)(EPS —DIV)
k

(i) If r/k > 1, the value of the share will increase as 
EPS has increased. The price of the share would be 
maximum when the firm retains all the earnings. Thus, 
the optimum payout ratio in this case is zero.

(h) When the optimum payout is zero, the price of 
the share is:

the firm is 10 per cent, determine the price of its share 
using Gordon’s model. What shall happen to the price of 
the share if the company has a payout of 80 per cent or 20 
per cent?

SOLUTION: The share valuation model of Gordon is:

DIV, (l-b)EPS, (l-b)M
0 k - g k — br k — br

where A represents investment per share, which is Rs 10 
in this case.

(i) At a payout of 50 per cent, the price of the share 
is:

(1 — 0.5)0.15x10 0,75
0 0.10-0.15x0.5 0.025

(h) At a payout of 80 per cent, the price of the share 
is:

0 + (0.15/0.125)(10 — 0)
0.125

------- = Rs 96
0.125

(1-0.2)0.15x10
0.10-0.15x0.2

17

(hi) If the firm, under the condition of r/k > 1, chooses 
a payout other than zero, the price of the share will fall. 
Suppose the firm has a payout of 20 per cent, the price of 
the share will be:

p = 2 + (0.15/0.125)(10 — 2) = 1L60 = Rs 92 80
0.125 0.125

PROBLEM 17.2 A company has a total investment 
of Rs- 500,000 in assets, and 50,000 outstanding ordinary 
shares at Rs 10 per share (par value). It earns a rate of 15 
per cent on its investment, and has a policy of retaining 50 
per cent of the earnings. If the appropriate discount rate of

(ill) When the payout is 20 per cent, the price of the 
share is determined as follows:

p (1 — 0.8)0.15x10 0.30 Rc lg
0 0.10-0.15x0.8 (—)0.02

The price is negative. This is an absurd result and is 
due to some simplifying assumptions of Gordon’s model. 
For example, it is assumed that k and r constant and do 
not change with retention and uncertainty. If these factors 
are allowed in the model, we will not get negative price of 
the share.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What are the essentials of Walter’s dividend model? Illustrate with example. Explain its shortcomings.
2. What are the assumptions which underlie Gordon’s model of dividend effect? Does dividend policy affect the 

value of the firm under Gordon’s model? Explain with example.
3. “Walter’s and Gordan’s models are essentially based on the same assumptions. Thus, there is no basic difference 

between the two models.” Do you agree or not? Why?
4. “According to Walter’s model the optimum payout ratio can be either zero or 100 per cent.” Explain the 

circumstances when this is true.
5. “The contention that dividends have an impact on the share price has been characterized as the bird-in-the- 

hand argument.” Explain the essentials of this argument. Why is this argument considered fallacious?
6. What is Miller-Modigliani’s dividend irrelevance hypothesis? Critically evaluate its assumptions.
7. “The assumptions underlying the MM dividend irrelevance hypothesis are unrealistic.” Explain and illustrate.
8. Give arguments to support the view that dividends are relevant.
9. Explain the effect of following on the dividend policy: (i) transaction costs; (ii) agency costs.

10. What is the informational content of dividend payments? How does it affect the share value?



11. What is the relationship between taxes and dividend policy? Explain by citing the impact of different ta 
systems.

1 _ What is the argument about the tax neutrality of dividend? Illustrate your answer.

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. A company has internal rate of return of 15 per cent. Its retention ratio is 60 per cent. What is the company ? 

growth rate?
2. A firm has earnings per share of Rs 12 and dividend per share of Rs 4. What is the firm’s payout ratio?
3. The current share price of a firm is Rs 72. Its earnings per share and dividend per share are, respectively, Rs 8 

and Rs 5. Calculate the firm’s price-earning (P/E) ratio, earnings yield and dividend yield.
4. The current P/E of a company is 10. The payout ratio is 30 per cent. Calculate the firm’s dividend yield.
5. A firm’s EPS is Rs 5 and its internal rate is 14 per cent. The firm has a policy of paying 50 per cent of earnings 

as dividends. If the required rate of return is 10 per cent, determine the price of the share under Walter’s model.
6. A firm’s asset per share is Rs 60. It earns 15 per cent rate of return on its assets. The firm has a policy of paying 

40 per cent of earnings as dividends. If the required rate of return is 10 per cent, determine the price of the 
share under Gordon’s model.

7. A firm’s EPS is Rs 10. The firm has a policy of paying 50 per cent of earnings as dividends. The required rate of 
return is 10 per cent. Determine the price of the share under Walter’s model if the expected rate of return is 
(/) 15 per cent; (h) 10 per cent; (iff) 8 per cent.

8. A firm’s EPS is Rs 10. The firm has a policy of paying 50 per cent of earnings as dividends. The required rate of 
return is 10 per cent. Determine the price of the share under Gordon’s model if the (i) 15 per cent; (ii) 10 per 
cent; (iff) 8 per cent.

9. A company has outstanding two million shares. The current share price is Rs 120 per share. The company is 
contemplating an investment of Rs 50 crore that has a net present value of Rs 10 crore. The company has Rs 50 
crore internally generated cash that is available for distribution as dividend. The discount rate is 10 per cent. 
Show the consequences if (i) the company distributes Rs 50 crore internal cash as dividend; (if) the company 
uses Rs 50 crore to finance the investment.

PROBLEMS
k.____________________________________________ 4

1. A company earns Rs 10 per share at an internal 
rate of 15 per cent. The firm has a policy of paying 
40 per cent of earnings as dividends. If the required 
rate of return is 10 per cent, determine the price of 
the share under (i) Walter’s model, (n) Gordon’s 
model.

2. Saraswati Glass Works has an investment of Rs 30 
crore divided into 30 lakh ordinary shares. The 
profitability rate of the firm is 20 per cent and the 
capitalization rate is 12.5 per cent. What is the 
optimum dividend payout for the firm if the 
Walter’s model is used? What shall be the price of 
the share at optimum payout? Would your answer 
change if the profitability rate is assumed to be 15 
per cent? What would happen if profitability rate 
is 10 per cent? Show computations.

3. The following data relate to a firm: earnings per 
share Rs 10, capitalization rate 10 per cent, 
retention ratio 40 per cent. Determine the price 
per share under Walter’s and Gordon’s models if 
the internal rate of return is 15 per cent, 10 per 
cent and 5 per cent.

4. Manex Company has outstanding 50 lakh shares 
selling at Rs 120 per share. The company is 
thinking of paying a dividend of Rs 10 per share at 
the end of the current year. The capitalization rate 
for the risk class of this firm is 10 per cent. Using 
Modigliani and Miller’s model you are required: 
(/) to calculate the price of the share at the end of 
the current year if dividends are paid and if they 
are not paid; (fi) to determine the number of shares 
to be issued if the company earns Rs 9 crore, pavs 
dividends and makes new investments of Rs 6.60 
crore?

5. A company has outstanding 10 lakh shares. The 
company needs Rs 5 crore to finance its 
investments, for which Rs 1 crore is available out 
of profits. The market price of per share at the end 
of current year is expected to be Rs 120. If the 
discount rate is 10 per cent, determine the present 
value of a share using the MM model.

6. The current market price of a company’s shares is 
Rs 125 per share. The expected earnings per share 
and dividend per share are Rs 10 and Rs 5, 
respectively. The shareholders’ expected rate of



return is 15 per cent. Suppose the company
declares that it will switch to 100 per cent payout
policy, issuing shares as necessary to finance
growth. Use the perpetual-growth model to show
that current price of share is unchanged.

7. The following data relate to a firm in the cotton 
textile industry:
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Rs in crore

Share capital (at Rs 10 per share) 12.50
Reserve 7.50
Profit after tax 1.85
Dividends paid 1.50
P/E ratio 13.33

You are required (a) to comment on the firm’s 
dividend policy using the Walter’s model; (h) to 
determine the optimum payout ratio using the 
Walter’s model; (c) to determine the price-earnings 
ratio at which dividend payout will have no effect 
on share price.

8. Turant Pharma is thinking of diversifying its 
business in the field of energy. The firm has 
decided to make a capital expenditure of Rs 35 
crore in an energy project. The project is expected 
to yield a positive net present value of Rs 25 crore. 
The firm is also considering a payment of 
dividends of Rs 20 crore. The internal funds 
available with the firm are Rs 10 crore. It has a 
paid-up share capital of Rs 50 crore divided into 5 
crore shares of Rs 10 each. The current price of 
the firm’s share is Rs 25. The firm has not borrowed 
funds in the past, and would continue with this 
policy in the future.
Given the firm’s capital expenditure and the policy 
of zero borrowing, show the implications of the 
payment of dividends for the shareholder value. 
Will your answer be different if Turant decides not 
to pay any dividends? Assume no taxes and no 
issue costs.

9. The share of XCompany is selling for Rs 100. It is 
a no-tax paying company. The price of JCs share is 
expected to be Rs 115 after one year. Company Y 
is identical to company X in terms of risk and 
future earnings potential. It is a dividend paying 
company, and is expected to pay a dividend of 
Rs 10 per share after one year. Assume dividend 
income is taxed at 35 per cent and there is no tax 
on capital gains. What should be the current price 
of B’s share and how much should be its before
tax expected return?

10. The shares of Firm A and Firm B have identical 
risk. Both have an after-tax required rate of return 
of 15 per cent. Firm A pays no dividend, while 
Firm B is a high dividend paying firm. The price 
of Firm A’s share is expected to be Rs 60 after one 
year and the price of Firm B Rs 50 with Rs 10 
dividend per share. Assume that the income tax 
rate is 40 per cent and capital gain tax rate is 20 
per cent. Determine the current prices of Firm A’s 
and Firm B’s shares.

11. The expected before-tax incomes (consisting of 
dividend and capital gains) on shares of firms X, 
Y and Z are given below:

Share Dividend income 
(Rs)

Capital gain 
(Rs)

X 0 10
Y 5 5
Z 10 0

Suppose that the current price of each share is 
Rs 60. Further, an investor is in 50 per cent tax 
bracket and capital gain tax rate is 20 per cent. 
Which share will give highest after-tax return to 
the investor? Now suppose that the each share 
was expected to have expected after-tax yield of 
12 per cent for the investor. Determine the price 
of each share.

CASE 17.1:GREAT EASTERN SHIPPING CO. LTD (GESC)

GESC was started in 1948, and today, it is the largest 
shipping company in th e private sector. The chairman of 
the company in his statement in 1993 focused on the future 
dividend policy of the company.22 His statement is given 
below:

22. For a full understanding of GESC's dividend policy, refer to Professor S. Sinha's case on Great Eastern Shipping, Indian Institute of 
Management, Ahmedabad.

“I wish to concentrate on a specific issue germane to 
the future growth of your company. The matter I wish to 
address is the question of how best to balance the dividend 
payments on your Company’s fleet.

Shipping, as we all know, is a very capital-intensive 
business in which freight rates and value of ships can move 

quickly. In the wake of this, I believe a shipping company 
should always be cash rich and should limit its overall 
borrowings to match its equity. Secondly, the industry is 
dominated by private ship-owners who, due to the nature 
of their ownership structure, look at ship investments with 
a medium to long term approach. (They are not influenced 
by short term considerations). Being independent they 
neither need to concern themselves about dividend 
payment nor do they need to ensure immediate returns on 
equity. They can, and do, retain all their earnings in the 
company for future growth...



There are four sources of funds for investment. First 
there is retained earnings; second there is the raising of 
fresh capital from existing shareholders through a rights 
issue; third the raising of the capital from investors outside 
the existing shareholders and fourth there is borrowings 
from banks and institutions.

Of all these four methods of raising resources, the first 
and fourth, i.e, retained earnings and borrowings are the 
least disturbing. The other two methods involve issuing 
fresh capital which means permanent change in the 
structure of the company.

The issuance of shares to the existing shareholders has 
the advantage of eliminating the risk of mispricing since 
the market price of the share adjusts to the new rights so 
issued. Here, your company would like to continue its 
hitherto policy of pricing its rights at the cheapest possible 
value, i.e., at par. In pursuing this policy, your Company’s 
equity capital would increase quite substantially. This in 
my opinion should not matter if you remove the 
misconception that dividends are recognized in percentage 
terms. Managements all over the world distribute dividends 
in relation to the company’s profit. Moreover, dividend 
paid out is always a certain amount per share held by the 
shareholder and, therefore, so long as the company’s 
earning’s grow the total dividend received by a shareholder 
will increase. All companies follow this rule as a broad 
dividend policy. However, the dividend distribution per 
share varies from company to company because some 
managements prefer to issue rights at premium whereas 
some managements, like yours, prefer to issue rights at par. 
As I have said earlier, the pricing of the share issued as 
rights is not important because of the price adjustment of 
the share after issuance of rights. What does vary, due to 
the difference in the pricing of the rights, is the dividend 
payment per share. When a company increases its capital 
through rights issue at par it is obviously difficult to 
maintain the same dividend per share so issued although 
the total amount of dividend that the shareholder will 
receive would be higher in quantum. Although, as I have 
explained before, shareholders should be quite indifferent 
to any reduction in the dividend per share that they receive 
so long as the total amount of dividend received in their 
hands is increasing since that is a clear sign of their 
company’s earnings increasing.

There are two principal disadvantages, however, in 
the payment of dividends. Firstly, in the case of Indian 
companies, the dividend receipt is taxed in the hands of 
the shareholder.23 Thus, for example if we pay a divided 
of Rs 100, you, the shareholder, may receive only Rs 70, if 
there is a 30 per cent average tax on dividend. Now 
supposing we give you Rs 100 as dividend and 
simultaneously ask you to subscribe to Rs 100 in a right 
issue, we will all lose because (a) on the dividend you will 
pay Rs 30 in tax and (b) on the rights issue your company 
will have to bear substantial expenses which amount to at 
least 5% of the issue. So, for every Rs 100 the Company 
pays in dividend, the shareholder receives Rs 95. So, 
between the company and its shareholders, there is a total 
loss of resources from transferring money from and to the

23. This is not true now. Shareholders are not required to pay tax on their dividend income received from Indian companies in India.
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company. The total loss is not insubstantial.
The payment of dividends has another rather subtle 

deleterious effects on the shareholder. This is a 
consequence of the modern method that values shares on 
price/earning multiples. Let me try to explain. I am told 
that most institutions tend to appraise shares at many times 
the earnings of a company. Thus, if the earnings, per share 
is Rs 10 and the multiple they apply to the company is 
15X, then the fair value of the share is considered to be 
Rs 150. Now take a company that pays out Rs 3 per share 
as dividend. If the company does not pay this money out 
but invests in business, earning a return, of let us say, 30%, 
then its permanent income should rise by Re 0.90 per share 
than what it would have been paying out a dividend. The 
result is that if shares are valued at 15 times multiple of 
earnings than for every Re 0.90 per share increase in 
earnings, the share value will go up by Rs 13.5. Thus, for a 
sacrifice of Rs 3 in dividends, the worth of shares should 
go up by Rs 13.5.

Many of you will find this argument too theoretical 
and therefore, somewhat unpersuasive. I sympathize with 
those of you who are unconvinced. However, I must tell 
you that the example I have given is quite realistic. It is a 
fact that the return on your equity in shipping has, over 
time, been well in excess of 30%. Further the shares of 
your company have been valued at anywhere between 
twelve and fifteen times earnings. Although the past is no 
guide to the future, it would be unreasonable to deny the 
fact that the growth of your company would be faster if we 
took less out of it in dividends.

In partial pursuit of these policies, we have repeatedly 
tried to tell you that we intend to restrict our dividends. 
We recognize that there must be some formula for a 
dividend policy and we have chosen to restrict it to a 
percentage of net profits after tax. Unfortunately, this 
message has not got home. Let me therefore repeat what 
we have already said. We do not intend to maintain 
dividends as a percentage of the face value of your shares, 
nor do we intend to maintain the dividend at a fixed rupee 
value. Subject to your approval it is our intention to retain 
as much profit as we possibly can ideally we should like 
to retain all our earnings, as we believe that to be in 
shareholders’ interest, but we also have to recognize that 
dividend policies can only be modified gradually. I do hope 
you will take note of these policy statements because 
otherwise you will be disappointed by misconceived 
notions.

Let me now summarize the main thrust of my 
argument. I have attempted to show that payment of 
dividends is an inefficient way of increasing the 
shareholders’ wealth. That, had we been a new company 
the most sensible policy may well have been to pay no 
dividends and accumulate our profits. This is a policy 
followed by some of the most successful companies in the 
world. We have been inhabited in doing so by tradition 
and conventional wisdom. Perhaps we have no escape from 
following a system which you are familiar, but I have to 
put these issues before you so that you can consider for 
yourselves whether we should adopt a different course.”
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Discussion Questions

1. Identify and critically evaluate the issues raised 
by GESC’s chairman in his above statement 
regarding the financing of the company’s growth 

and the role of dividend policy.
2. How would you justify GESC’s chairman’s views 

on theoretical grounds?
3. Do you think the issues raised in the case are still 

relevant in 2003?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
Carefully consider the dividend controversy as discussed practices of companies in India and elsewhere. Prepare a 
in the chapter. Also, search and read articles on dividend brief report explaining that dividend is a puzzle.



Dividend

Learning Objectives

► Explain the objectives of dividend policy in practice
► Understand the factors that influence a firm's dividend policy
► Focus on the importance of the stability of dividend.
► Discuss the significance and implications of bonus shares and stock splits and the share buyback
► Explain Lintner's model of corporate behaviour of dividends

INTRODUCTION

We have discussed in Chapter 17 whether or not dividends 
affect the value of a share. The theoretical views differ on 
this issue. On the one hand, we have the view that 
dividends increase the value of the share. On the other 
hand, there is the view that dividends are bad as they 
result in the payment of higher taxes (because of the 
difference in the ordinary income and capital gains tax 
rates), and thus, they reduce the shareholders' wealth. We 
also have a moderate view, which asserts that because of 
the information value of dividends, some dividends 
should be always paid to maintain the value of the share. 
Given these theoretical differences, how do companies set 
their dividend policies in practice? What factors do they 
consider in setting their policies?

OBJECTIVES OF DIVIDEND POLICY

As discussed in the previous chapter, a firm's dividend 
policy has the effect of dividing its net earnings into two 
parts: retained earnings and dividends. The retained 
earnings provide funds to finance the firm's long-term 
growth. It is the most significant source of financing a 

firm's investments in practice. Dividends are paid in cash. 
Thus, the distribution of earnings uses the available cash 
of the firm. A firm which intends to pay dividends and 
also needs funds to finance its investment opportunities 
will have to use external sources of financing, such as the 
issue of debt or equity. Dividend policy of the firm, thus, 
has its effect on both the long-term financing and the 
wealth of shareholders. As a result, the firm's decision to 
pay dividends may be shaped by the following two 
possible viewpoints.

Firm’s Need for Funds
When dividend decision is treated as a financing decision, 
the net earnings of the firm may be considered as a source 
of long-term funds. With this approach, dividends will 
be paid only when the firm does not have profitable 
investment opportunities. The firm grows at a faster rate 
when it accepts highly profitable investment projects. 
External equity could be raised to finance investments. 
But retained earnings are preferred because, unlike 
external equity, they do not involve any flotation costs. In 
addition, in India companies are required to pay dividend 
distribution tax on the distributed dividend. Thus, firms 
have more funds available to invest than what 



shareholders could invest if they received dividends. The 
distribution of cash dividends causes a reduction in 
internal funds available to finance profitable investment 
opportunities and consequently, either constrains growth 
or requires the firm to find other costly sources of 
financing.1 Thus, firms may retain their earnings as a part 
of long-term financing decision. The dividends will be paid 
to shareholders when a firm cannot profitably reinvest 
earnings. With this approach, dividend decision is viewed 
merely as a residual decision.

1. Rozeff, M.S., Growth, Beta and Agency Costs as Determinants of Dividends Payout Ratios. Journal of Financial Research, 5 (fall 1982), 
pp. 249-59; Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial Finance; Dryden Press, 1986, p. 659.

2. This is the bird-in-the-hand argument expounded by Gordon, M.J., The Investment, Financing and Valuation of Corporation, Richard D. 
Irwin, 1962. Also, see Ch. 17 of this book.

Shareholders’ Need for Income
One may argue that capital markets are not perfect; 
therefore, shareholders are not indifferent between 
dividends and retained earnings. Because of the market 
imperfections and uncertainty, shareholders may prefer 
near dividends to future dividends and capital gains. 
Thus, the payment of dividends may significantly affect 
the market price of the share. Higher dividends may 
increase the value of the shares and low dividends may 
reduce the value. It is believed by some that, in order to 
maximize wealth under uncertainty, the firm must pay 
enough dividends to satisfy investors.2 Investors in high 
tax brackets, on the other hand, may prefer to receive 
capital gains rather than dividends when dividends are 
taxed at higher rate than capital gains. Their wealth will 
be maximized if firms retain earnings rather than 
distributing them.

The management of a firm, while evolving a dividend 
policy, must strike a proper balance between the above- 
mentioned two approaches. When the firm increases the 
retained portion of the net earnings, shareholders' current 
income in the form of dividends, decreases. But the use of 
retained earnings to finance profitable investments will 
increase the future earnings. On the other hand, when 
dividends are increased, shareholders' current income will 
increase, but the firm may have to forego some investment 
opportunities for want of funds and consequently, the 
future earnings may decrease. Management should 
develop a dividend policy, which divides the net earnings 
into dividends and retained earnings in an optimum way 
to achieve the objective of maximizing the wealth of 
shareholders. The development of such policy will be 
greatly influenced by investment opportunities available 
to the firm and the value of dividends as against capital 
gains to the shareholders. The other possible aspects of 
the dividend policy relate to the stability of dividends, 
the constraints on paying dividends and the forms of 
dividends.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. Explain objectives of a firm’s dividend policy.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
DIVIDEND POLICY

The view that dividends are irrelevant is not entirely 
correct, once we modify the assumptions underlying this 
view to consider the realities of the world. In practice, 
every firm follows some kind of dividend policy. The 
typical dividend policy of most firms is to retain between 
one-third to half of the net earnings and distribute the 
remaining amount to shareholders. Companies in India 
specify dividends in terms of a dividend rate which is a 
percentage of the paid-up capital per share. Most of them 
also tend to increase dividend rate particularly when their 
profits increase substantially.

There are a very few exceptions to the practice of 
paying high dividends and continuously increasing 
dividends. For example, deliberating on the Great Eastern 
Shipping Co. Ltd (1992-93) dividend policy, the Chairman 
stated:

... We do not intend to maintain dividends as a 
percentage of the face value of your share, nor 
do we intend to maintain dividend at a fixed 
rupee value.... it is our intention to retain as much 
profit as we possibly can, ideally we should like 
to retain all our earnings, we certainly believe that 
to be in the shareholders' interest,... payment of 
dividends is an inefficient way of increasing 
shareholders' wealth. That, had we been a new 
company the most sensible policy may well have 
been to pay no dividends and accumulate our 
profits. This is a policy followed by the most 
successful companies in the world. We have been 
inhibited in doing so by tradition and 
conventional wisdom. ...
The following questions relate to the dividend policy 

of a firm:
What are the firm's financial needs given its 
growth plans and investment opportunities? 
Who are the firm's shareholders and what are 
their preferences with regard to dividend 
payments?
What are the firm's risks—business and financial? 
What are the firm's constraints—financial and 
legal—in paying dividends?
Is control a consideration for the firm?
Should the firm follow a stable dividend policy? 
How should the firm pay dividends—cash 
dividend or bonus shares or shares buyback?

It is not easy to answer these questions. A number of 
factors will have to be evaluated to analyze each of these 
questions to evolve a long-term dividend policy for the 
firm. Broadly speaking, to develop a long-term dividend



policy, the directors of a company should aim at bringing
a balance between the desires of shareholders and the
needs of the company. The factors that generally influence
the dividend policy of the firm are discussed below.3

Firm’s Investment Opportunities and 
Financial Needs
Firms should tailor their dividend policies to their long
term investment opportunities to have maximum financial 
flexibility and avoid financial frictions and costs of raising 
external funds. Growth firms have a large number of 
investment opportunities requiring substantial amount of 
funds. Hence they will give precedence to the retention of 
earnings over the payment of dividends in order to finance 
its expanding activities. For matured firms, investment 
opportunities occur infrequently. These firms may 
distribute most of their earnings. The retained earnings 
of these firms during periods, when they do not have 
investment opportunities, may be invested in short-term 
securities yielding nominal returns. Some of these firms 
may follow the policy of paying 100 per cent dividends 
and raise external funds when investment opportunities 
occur.

Generally, retained earnings should be used as a 
source of internal financing only when a company has 
profitable investment opportunities. If shareholders 
themselves have better investment opportunities, the 
earnings should be distributed to them so that they may 
be able to maximize their wealth. Theoretically, when 
the company has an internal rate of return greater than 
the return required by shareholders, it would be to the 
advantage of shareholders to allow the reinvestment of 
earnings by the company. When the company does not 
have highly profitable opportunities and earns a rate on 
investment, which is lower than the rate required by 
shareholders, it is not in the interest of shareholders to 
retain earnings.

It is sometimes argued that, even if the company has 
highly profitable investment opportunities, earnings 
should be distributed and funds should be raised 
externally to finance the investment. This will exert a 
discipline on the company's management in proper 
deployment of funds. But companies in practice prefer to 
retain earnings because issuing new share capital is 
inconvenient as well as involves flotation costs. If the 
company raises debt, the financial obligations and risk 
will increase. As a matter of fact, directors may neither 
follow a practice of paying 100 per cent dividends, nor a 
practice of retaining 100 per cent earnings. The company 
may have a target payout ratio consistent with its 
investment opportunities and may like to achieve it slowly
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and steadily. In the absence of profitable investment 
opportunities, it can pay some 'extra' dividend, but still 
retain some earnings for the continued existence of the 
enterprise. Though shareholders are the owners of the 
company and directors should follow a policy desired by 
them, yet they cannot sacrifice the interests of other 
groups, such as debt holders, employees, society and 
customers. Shareholders are the residual claimants to the 
earnings of the company. Directors must retain some 
earnings, whether or not profitable investment 
opportunities exist, to maintain the company as a sound 
and solvent enterprise and to have financial flexibility. 
Only a financially sound and flexible company can 
discharge its debt obligations, provide monetary benefits 
to its employees, produce quality products for its 
customers and make social contributions by paying taxes 
and making donations.3 4

3. A variety of factors are indicated to influence a firm's dividend policy. See Hastings, P.G., The Management of Business Finance; Von
Nostrand Co., 1966; Weston, J.F., and E.F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Dryden Press, 1972, pp. 346-49; Brandt, L.K., Analysis for 
Financial Management, Prentice-Hall, 1972; Van Home, J.C., Finance Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1976, pp. 287-90.

4. Hastings, ibid.

Thus, depending on the needs to finance their long
term investment opportunities, companies may follow 
different dividend policies. Mature companies that have 
fewer investment opportunities may generally have high 
payout ratios. Shareholders of these companies would be 
more interested in dividends, as they obtain higher return 
on their investments outside the company. The share 
prices of such companies are very sensitive to dividend 
changes. The directors of these companies retain only a 
small portion of the earnings to meet emergent financial 
needs and to finance the occasional investment 
opportunities and distribute the rest. Growth companies, 
on the other hand, have plenty of investment opportunities 
and hence, they may have low payout ratios. They are 
continuously in need of funds to finance their fast growing 
fixed assets. The distribution of earnings will reduce the 
funds of the company. Therefore, sometimes growth 
companies retain most of their earnings and issue bonus 
shares, regularly or from time to time, to satisfy the 
dividend needs of shareholders. These companies would 
slowly increase the amount of dividends as the profitable 
investment opportunities start fading.

Shareholders’ Expectations
Legally, the board of directors has the discretion to decide 
the distribution of the earnings of a company. 
Shareholders are the legal owners of the company, and 
directors, appointed by them, are their agents. Therefore, 
directors should give due importance to the expectations 
of shareholders in the matter of dividend decision. 
Shareholders' preference for dividends or capital gains 
may depend on their economic status and the effect of tax 
differential on dividends and capital gains. In most 
countries, dividend income is taxed at a rate higher than 
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the capital gains. A wealthy shareholder, in a high income 
tax bracket, may be interested in capital gains than current 
dividends. On the other hand, a retired person with small 
means, whose main source of income is dividend, would 
like to get regular dividend and may not be interested in 
capital gains? The ownership concentration in a firm may 
define the shareholders' expectations.

In case of a closely held company, the body of the 
shareholders is small and homogeneous and management 
usually knows the expectations of shareholders. Therefore, 
they can easily adopt a dividend policy which satisfies 
most shareholders. If most of the shareholders are in high 
tax brackets and have a preference for capital gains to 
current dividend incomes, the company can establish a 
dividend policy of paying sufficient dividends and 
retaining the earnings within the company, subject to its 
growth opportunities.

It is a formidable task to ascertain the preferences of 
shareholders in a widely held company. The number of 
shareholders is very large, they are dispersed and they 
may have diverse desires regarding dividends and capital 
gains. Hence it is not possible in case of widely held 
company to follow a dividend policy, which equally 
satisfies all shareholders. The firm may follow a dividend 
policy, which serves the purpose of the dominating group, 
but does not completely neglect the desires of others. 
Shareholders of a widely held company may be divided, 
for example, into four groups: small, retired, wealthy and 
institutional shareholders?

Small shareholders are not the frequent purchasers 
of the shares. They hold a small number of shares in a few 
companies with the purpose of receiving dividend income, 
or sometimes making capital gains. They may not have a 
definite investment policy. They purchase shares only 
when their savings permit. Retired and old 
persons generally invest in shares to get a regular income. 
They use their savings or provident or pension funds to 
purchase shares. These persons may, therefore, select 
shares of the companies that have a history of paying 
regular and liberal dividends. However, a retired person 
who has some source of income and is in a high tax bracket 
may be interested in capital gains as well. Wealthy 
investors are very much concerned with the dividend 
policy followed by a company. They have a definite 
investment policy of increasing their wealth and 
minimizing taxes. These persons are in high tax brackets 
and the dividends received in cash by them would be 
taxed at a high rate. Therefore, they generally prefer a 
dividend policy of retaining earnings and distributing 
bonus shares. The wealthy shareholders' group is quite 
dominating in many companies as they hold relatively 
large blocks of shares and are able to influence the 

composition of the board of directors by their significant 
voting rights. On the dividend policies of these companies, 
this group will have a considerable influence. Institutional 
investors purchase large blocks of shares to hold them 
for relatively long periods of time. Institutional investors, 
unlike wealthy shareholders, are not concerned with 
personal income taxes but with profitable investments. 
Most institutional investors avoid speculative issues, seek 
diversification in their investment portfolio and favour a 
policy of regular cash dividend payments.

It should be obvious from the above discussion that, 
in the case of a widely held company, the interests of the 
various shareholders' groups are in conflict. It is not easy 
to reconcile these conflicting interests of the different types 
of shareholders. However, the board of directors should 
consider two points.5 6 7 First, the board should adopt a 
dividend policy, which gives some consideration to the 
interests of each of the groups comprising a substantial 
proportion of shareholders. Second, the dividend policy, 
once established, should be continued as long as it does 
not interfere with the financing needs of the company. A 
definite dividend policy, followed for a long period in the 
past, tends to create a particular kind of clientele for the 
company. That is, it attracts those investors who consider 
the dividend policy in accord with their investment 
requirements. If the company suddenly changes its 
dividend policy, it may work to the detriment of these 
shareholders, as they may have to switch to other 
companies to fulfil their investment needs. Thus, an 
established dividend policy should be changed slowly and 
only after having analysed its probable effects on the 
existing shareholders.

5. Dividend income in India has been completely exempted from tax while on short-term capital gains, the tax rate is 10 per cent. Thus, 
the Indian shareholders may prefer dividend over capital gains. The companies, on the other hand, will have to pay tax at 15 per cent 
on the dividends distributed to shareholders. Thus, the effective corporate tax rate would be higher for the dividend distributing 
companies.

6. Hastings, op. cit., 1966, p. 378.
7. Ibid., p. 380.

Constraints on Paying Dividends
Most companies recognize that the shareholders have 
some desire to receive dividends, although shareholders 
are also interested in the capital gains. How much 
dividend should a company pay? The company's decision 
regarding the amount of earnings to be distributed as 
dividends depends on legal and financial constraints.

Legal restrictions The dividend policy of the firm has to 
evolve within the legal framework and restrictions. The 
directors are not legally compelled to declare dividends. 
For example, the Indian Companies Act provides that 
dividend shall be declared or paid only out of the current 
profits or past profits after providing for depreciation. 
However, the Central Government is empowered to allow 
any company to pay dividend for any financial year out of 
the profits of the company without providing for 
depreciation. The Central Government shall give such relief 
only when it is in the public interest. The dividend should



re raid in cash, but a company is not prohibited to capitalize 
z •rts or reserves (retained earnings) for the purpose of 

_ .ng fully paid bonus shares (stock dividend). It has been 
■: in some legal cases that capital profits should not be 
distributed as dividends unless (/) the distribution is 
n-enmitted by the company's Articles of Association and 

ne profits have been actually realised.
The legal rules act as boundaries within which a 

:: ~ pany can operate in terms of paying dividends. Acting 
-ithin these boundaries, a company will have to consider 

many financial variables and constraints in deciding the 
amount of earnings to be distributed as dividends.

Liquidity The payment of dividends means cash 
: utflow. Although a firm may have adequate earnings to 
declare dividend, it may not have sufficient cash to pay 
dividends. Thus, the cash position of the firm is an 
important consideration in paying dividends; the greater 
the cash position and overall liquidity of a company, the 
greater will be its ability to pay dividends. A mature 
company is generally liquid and is able to pay large 
amount of dividends. It does not have much investment 
opportunities; much of its funds are not tied up in 
permanent working capital and, therefore, it has a sound 
cash position. On the other hand, growing firms face the 
problem of liquidity. Even though they make good profits, 
they continuously need funds for financing growing fixed 
assets and working capital. Because of the insufficient cash 
or pressures on liquidity, in case of growth firms, 
management may follow a conservative dividend policy.

Financial condition and borrowing capacity The 
financial condition or capability of a firm depends on its 
use of borrowings and interest charges payable. A high 
degree of financial leverage makes a company quite 
vulnerable to changes in earnings, and also, it becomes 
quite difficult to raise funds externally for financing its 
growth. A highly levered firm is, therefore, expected to 
retain more to strengthen its equity base. However, a 
company with steady growing earnings and cash flows 
and without much investment opportunities, may follow 
a high dividend payment policy in spite of high amount 
of debt in its capital structure. A growth firm lacking 
liquidity may borrow to pay dividends. But this is not a 
sound policy. This will adversely affect the firm's financial 
flexibility. Financial flexibility includes the firm's ability 
to access external funds at a later date. The firm may lose 
the flexibility and capacity of raising external funds to 
finance growth opportunities in the future.

Access to the capital market A company that is not 
sufficiently liquid can still pay dividends if it is able to 
raise debt or equity in the capital markets. If it is well 
established and has a record of profitability, it will not 
find much difficulty in raising funds in the capital markets. 
Easy accessibility to the capital markets provides flexibility 
to the management in paying dividends as well as in 
meeting the corporate obligations. A fast growing firm, 
which has a tight liquidity position, will not face any
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difficulty in paying dividends if it has access to the capital 
markets. A company that does not have sound cash 
position and it is also unable to raise funds, will not be 
able to pay dividends. Thus, the greater the ability of the 
firm to raise funds in the capital markets, greater will be 
its ability to pay dividends even if it is not liquid.

Restrictions in loan agreements Lenders may generally 
put restrictions on dividend payments to protect their 
interests when the firm is experiencing low liquidity or 
low profitability. As such the firm agrees, as part of a 
contract with a lender, to restrict dividend payments. For 
example, a loan agreement may prohibit payment of 
dividends as long as the firm's debt-equity ratio is in excess 
of, say, 1.5:1 or when the liquidity ratio is less than, say, 
2:1 or may require the firm to pay dividends only when 
some amount of current earnings has been transferred to 
a sinking fund established to retire debt. These are some 
of the examples of the restrictions put by lenders on the 
payment of dividends. When these restrictions are put, 
the company is forced to retain earnings and have a low 
payout.

Inflation Inflation can act as a constraint on paying 
dividends. Our accounting system is based on historical 
costs. Depreciation is charged on the basis of original costs 
at which assets were acquired. As a result, when prices 
rise, funds equal to depreciation set aside would not be 
adequate to replace assets or to maintain the capital intact. 
Consequently, to maintain the capital intact and preserve 
their earnings power, firms earnings may avoid paying 
dividends. On the contrary, some companies may follow 
a policy of paying more dividends during high inflation 
in order to protect the shareholders from the erosion of 
the real value of dividends. Companies with falling or 
constant profits may not be able to follow this policy.

Control The objective of maintaining control over the 
company by the existing management group or-the body 
of shareholders can be an important variable in influencing 
the company's dividend policy. When a company pays 
large dividends, its cash position is affected. As a result, 
the company will have to issue new shares to raise funds 
to finance its investment programmes. The control of the 
existing shareholders will be diluted if they do not want 
or cannot buy additional shares. Under these 
circumstances, the payment of dividends maybe withheld 
and earnings may be retained to finance the firm's 
investment opportunities.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How do a firm’s investment opportunities and need 
for funds affect its dividend policy?

2. How shareholders’ desire for income can influence 
a firm’s dividend decision?

3. How should a firm reconcile the conflict between its 
needs for funds and shareholders’ desire for current 
income in deciding the dividend policy?
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STABILITY OF DIVIDENDS

Stability of dividends is considered a desirable policy 
by the management of most companies in practice. Many 
surveys have shown that shareholders also seem generally 
to favour this policy and value stable dividends higher 
than the fluctuating ones. All other things being the same, 
the stable dividend policy may have a positive impact on 
the market price of the share.

Stability of dividends also means regularity in paying 
some dividend annually, even though the amount of 
dividend may fluctuate over the years, and may not be 
related with earnings. There are a number of companies, 
which have records of paying dividend for a long, 
unbroken period. More precisely, stability of dividends 
refers to the amounts paid out regularly. Three forms of 
such stability may be distinguished:

Constant dividend per share or dividend rate
Constant payout

■Qi Constant dividend per share plus extra dividend

Constant Dividend per Share or 
Dividend Rate
In India, companies announce dividend as a per cent of 
the paid-up capital per share. This can be converted into 
dividend per share. A number of companies in India 
follow the policy of paying a fixed rate on paid-up capital 
as dividend every year, irrespective of the fluctuations in 
the earnings. This policy does not imply that the dividend 
per share or dividend rate will never be increased. When 
the company reaches new levels of earnings and expects 
to maintain them, the annual dividend per share 
(or dividend rate) may be increased. The relationship 
between earnings per share and the dividend per share 
under this policy is shown in Figure 18.1.

EPS

DPS

Time (Years)

Figure 18.1: Constant dividend per share policy

It is easy to follow this policy when earnings are 
stable. However, if the earnings pattern of a company 
shows wide fluctuations, it is difficult to maintain such a 
policy. With earnings fluctuating from year to year, it is 
essential for a company, which wants to follow this policy, 

to build up surpluses in years of higher than average 
earnings to maintain dividends in years of below average 
earnings. In practice, when a company retains earnings in 
good years for this purpose, it earmarks this surplus as 
dividend equalization reserve. These funds are invested 
in current assets like tradable (marketable) securities, so 
that they may easily be converted into cash at the time of 
paying dividends in bad years.

A constant dividend per share policy puts ordinary 
shareholders at per with preference shareholders 
irrespective of the firm's investment opportunities or the 
preferences of shareholders.8 Those investors who have 
dividends as the only source of their income may prefer 
the constant dividend policy. They do not accord much 
importance to the changes in share prices. In the long run, 
this may help to stabilize the market price of the share.9

8. Brandt, op. cit., 1972, p. 447.
9. Ibid.

10. Ibid., pp. 448-49.

Constant Payout
The ratio of dividend to earnings is known as payout ratio. 
Some companies may follow a policy of constant payout 
ratio, i.e., paying a fixed percentage of net earnings every 
year.
in direct proportion to earnings. If a company adopts a 40 
per cent payout ratio, then 40 per cent of every rupee of 
net earnings will be paid out. For example, if the company 
earns Rs 2 per share, the dividend per share will be Re 
0.80 and if it earns Rs 1.50 per share the dividend per share 
will be Re 0.60. The relation between the earnings per share 
and the dividend per share under this policy is exhibited 
in Figure 18.2.
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Figure 18.2: Dividend policy of constant payout ratio

This policy is related to a company's ability to pay 
dividends. If the company incurs losses, no dividends shall 
be paid regardless of the desires of shareholders. Internal 
financing with retained earnings is automatic when this 
policy is followed. At any given payout ratio, the amount 
of dividends and the additions to retained earnings 
increase with increasing earnings and decrease with 
decreasing earnings. This policy does not put any pressure 
on a company's liquidity since dividends are distributed 
only when the company has profits.10



Constant Dividend per Share plus 
Extra Dividend
For companies with fluctuating earnings, the policy to pay 
a minimum dividend per share with a step-up feature is 
desirable. The small amount of dividend per share is fixed 
to reduce the possibility of ever missing a dividend 
payment. By paying extra dividend (a number of 
companies in India pay an interim dividend followed by 
a regular, final dividend) in periods of prosperity, an 
attempt is made to prevent investors from expecting that 
the dividend represents an increase in the established 
dividend amount. This type of policy enables a company 
to pay constant amount of dividend regularly without a 
default and allows a great deal of flexibility for 
supplementing the income of shareholders only when the 
company's earnings are higher than the usual, without 
committing itself to make larger payments as a part of 
the future fixed dividend. Certain shareholders like this 
policy because of the certain cash flow in the form of 
regular dividend and the option of earning extra dividend 
occasionally.

We have discussed three forms of stability of 
dividends. Generally, when we refer to a stable dividend 
policy, we refer to the first form of paying constant 
dividend per share. A firm pursuing a policy of stable 
dividend, as shown in Figure 18.1, may command a higher 
price for its shares than a firm which varies dividend 
amount with cyclical fluctuations in the earnings as 
depicted in Figure 18.2.

Merits of Stability of Dividends
The stability of dividends has several advantages as 
discussed below:

G Resolution of investors' uncertainty 
Investors' desire for current income 
Institutional investors' requirements

G Raising additional finances

Resolution of investor?' uncertainty We have argued 
in the previous chapter that dividends have informational 
value, and resolve uncertainty in the minds of investors. 
When a company follows a policy of stable dividends, it 
will not change the amount of dividends if there are 
temporary changes in its earnings. Thus, when the 
earnings of a company fall and it continues to pay the 
same amount of dividend as in the past, it conveys to 
investors that the future of the company is brighter than 
suggested by the drop in earnings. Similarly, the amount 
of dividends is increased with increased earnings level 
only when it is possible to maintain it in future. On the 
other hand, if a company follows a policy of changing 
dividends with cyclical changes in the earnings, 
shareholders would not be certain about the amount of 
dividends.

Investors' desire for current income There are man. 
investors, such as old and retired persons, women, etc. 
who desire to receive regular periodic income. They invest 
their savings in the shares with a view to use dividends 
as a source of income to meet their living expenses 
Dividends are like wages and salaries for them. These 
investors will prefer a company with stable dividends to 
the one with fluctuating dividends.

Institutional investors' requirements Financial, 
educational, and social institutions, and unit trusts also 
invest funds in shares of companies. In India, financial 
institutions such as IFCI, IDBI, LIC, and UTI are some of 
the largest investors in corporate securities. Every 
company is interested to have these financial institutions 
in the list of their investors. These institutions may 
generally invest in the shares of those companies, which 
have a record of paying regular dividends. These 
institutional investors may not prefer a company which 
has a history of adopting an erratic dividend policy. Thus, 
to cater the requirement of institutional investors, a 
company prefers to follow a stable dividend policy.

Raising additional finances A stable dividend policy is 
also advantageous to the company in its efforts to raise 
external finances. Stable and regular dividend policy tends 
to make the share of a company as quality investment 
rather than a speculation. Investors purchasing these 
shares intend to hold them for long periods of time. The 
loyalty and goodwill of shareholders towards a company 
increases with stable dividend policy. They would be more 
receptive to an offer by the company for further issues of 
shares. A history of stable dividends serves to spread 
ownership of outstanding shares more widely among 
small investors, and thereby reduces the chance of loss of 
control. The persons with small means, in the hope of 
supplementing their income, usually purchase shares of 
the companies with a history of paying regular dividends. 
A stable dividend policy also helps the sale of debentures 
and preference shares. The fact that the company has been 
paying dividend regularly in the past is a sufficient 
assurance to the purchasers of these securities that no 
default will be made by the company in paying their 
interest or preference dividend and returning the principal 
sum. The financial institutions are the largest purchasers 
of these securities. They purchase debentures and 
preference shares of those companies which have a history 
of paying stable dividends.

Danger of Stability of Dividends
The greatest danger in adopting a stable dividend policy 
is that once it is established, it cannot be changed without 
seriously affecting investors' attitude and the financial 
standing of the company. If a company, with a pattern of 
stable dividends, misses dividend payment in a year, this 
break will have an effect on investors more severe than



the failure to pay dividend by a company with unstable 
dividend policy. The companies with stable dividend 
policy create a 'clientele' that depends on dividend income 
to meet their living and operating expenses. A cut in 
dividend is considered as a cut in 'salary.' Because of the 
serious depressing effect on investors due to a dividend 
cut, directors have to maintain stability of dividends 
during lean years even though financial prudence would 
indicate elimination of dividends or a cut in it. 
Consequently, to be on the safe side, the dividend rate 
should be fixed at a conservative figure so that it may be 
possible to maintain it even in lean periods of several 
years. To give the benefit of the company's prosperity, 
extra or interim dividend, can be declared. When a 
company fails to pay extra dividend, it does not have a 
depressing effect on investors as the failure to pay a regular 
dividend does.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain three forms of stability of dividend.
2. What are the advantages of stability of dividend?
3. What are the dangers of stability of dividend?

TARGET PAYOUT AND DIVIDEND 
SMOOTHING: LINTNER’S MODEL OF 
CORPORATE DIVIDEND BEHAVIOUR

We have discussed stability of dividends in terms of stable 
dividends per share (or dividend rate) and stable payout 
ratio. A stable payout ratio results into fluctuating 
dividend per share pattern, which could be a cause of 
uncertainty for investors. In practice, firms express their 
dividend policy either in terms of dividend per share or 
dividend rate. Does this mean that payout ratio is not 
considered important by firms while determining their 
dividend policies? Lintner,11 in his study of the USA 
companies, found that firms generally think in terms of 
proportion of earnings to be paid out. Investment 
requirements are not considered for modifying the pattern 
of dividend behaviour. Thus firms generally have target 
payout ratios in view while determining change in 
dividend per share (or dividend rate).

What are the perceptions of managers of companies 
in India about the payment of dividends? A study12 shows 
that managers are strongly in favour of companies 
regularly paying dividends and striving to move towards 
a target payout. The dividend policy should be stable, and 
should be changed only when it can be maintained in the 
future. Managers feel that current dividends depend on 
current earnings, the future earnings potential as well as 
on dividends paid in the previous year. Dividends must 
be paid even when a company needs funds for 

undertaking profitable investment projects.
How can Lintner's model be expressed in formal 

terms? Let us assume that a firm has EPS1Z as the expected 
earnings per share in year 1, and p as the target payout 
ratio. If the firm strictly follows stable payout policy, the 
expected dividend per share, DIVj will be:

DIVj = pEPS1 (1)

The dividend change (as compared to the dividend 
per share for the previous year, DIV0) will be:

DIV! - DIV0 = pEPS, - DIV0 (2)

But, in practice, firms do not change the dividend per 
share (or dividend rate) immediately with change in tire 
earnings per share. Shareholders like a steadily growing 
dividend per share. Thus, firms change their dividends 
slowly and gradually even when there are large increases 
in earnings. This implies that firms have standards 
regarding the speed with which they attempt to move 
towards the full adjustment of payout to earnings. Lintner 
has, therefore, suggested the following formula to explain 
the change in dividends of firms in practice:

DTV, — DTV0 = b(pEPS, — DIV0)

DIV, - DIV0 = bpEPS, - feDIV0 (3)

where b is the speed of adjustment. A conservative 
company will move slowly towards its target payout.

The implications of Equation (3) are (/) that firms 
establish their dividends in accordance with the level of 
current earnings, and (ii) that the changes in dividends 
over time do not correspond exactly with changes in 
earnings in the immediate time period. In other words, 
the expected dividend per share (DIV,) depends on the 
firm's current earnings (EPS!) as well as the dividend per 
share of the previous year (DIV0); the previous year's 
dividend per share (DIV0) depends on that year's earnings 
per share (EPS0) and the dividend per share in the year 
before (DIV^).

Lintner's model can be expressed in the form of the 
following regression equation:

DIV, - DIV,_! = a + h(pEPS, - DIV,_!) + et

DIV, = a + fepEPS, -Z>DIV,_j +DIV,_, + e,

DIV, = a + + U ~ ^)DIV,_! + et (4)

where DIV, is the dividend per share in year t, b is the 
adjustment factor, DIV*, = pEPS, is desired dividend per 
share, p is the target payout ratio, DIVf l is dividend per 
share in year f -1 and e is the error term. In practice, the 
target payout may not be known. Hence, Equation (4) can 
be written as follows:

DIV, = a + fej EPS, + t>2 DIVf_j + et (5)

11. Lintner, J., Distribution of Incomes of Corporations Among Dividends, Retained Earning, and Taxes, American Economic Review, 46 
(May 1956), pp. 97-133.

12. Bhat, Ramesh and I.M. Pandey, Dividend Decisions: A Study of Managers' Perception, Decision, Vol. 21, Nos. 1&2, January-June 1994.



where bt = bp (adjustment factor multiplied by target
payout), and b2 = 1 - b (one minus adjustment factor).

We can interpret the term (1 - b) as a safety factor 
that the management observes by not increasing the 
dividend payment to the levels where it cannot be 
maintained. Together coefficients a and b can be used to 
test the hypothesis that management is more likely to 
increase dividend over time rather than cut them.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
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owns 100 shares at the time when a 10 per cent (i.e., 1:10) 
bonus issue is made, she will receive 10 additional shares. 
The declaration of the bonus shares will increase the paid- 
up share capital and reduce the reserves and surplus 
(retained earnings) of the company. The total net worth 
(paid-up capital plus reserves and surplus) is not affected 
by the bonus issue. In fact, a bonus issue represents a 
recapitalization of reserves and surplus. It is merely an 
accounting transfer from reserves and surplus to paid-up 
capital. The following example illustrates this point.

1. What is the essence of Lintner’s dividend behaviour 
model?

2. Define the concepts of ‘speed of adjustment’ and 
‘safety factor’ in Lintner’s model.

FORMS OF DIVIDENDS

ILLUSTRATION 18.1: The Effect of Bonus Share
The following is the capital structure of Walchand Sons & 
Company.

Walchand pays bonus shares in 1:10 ratio. At the time 
of the issue of bonus shares, the market price per share is 
Rs 30. The bonus shares are issued at the market price—a 
premium of Rs 20 over the face value of Rs 10 each share.

The usual practice is to pay dividends in cash. Other crore

7 7 7 /

-up , Rs 10 10
Rs crore



■■ -ere b1 = bp (adjustment factor multiplied by target
payout), and b2 = 1 - b (one minus adjustment factor).

We can interpret the term (1 - b) as a safety factor 
mat the management observes by not increasing the 
dividend payment to the levels where it cannot be 
maintained. Together coefficients a and b can be used to 
rest the hypothesis that management is more likely to 
increase dividend over time rather than cut them.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

What is the essence of Lintner’s dividend behaviour 
model?
Define the concepts of ‘speed of adjustment’ and 
'safety factor’ in Lintner’s model.

FORMS OF DIVIDENDS

The usual practice is to pay dividends in cash. Other 
:ptions are payment of the bonus shares (referred to as 
stock dividend in USA) and shares buyback. In this 
action, we shall also discuss share split. The share (stock) 
split is not a form of dividend; but its effects are similar to 
the effects of the bonus shares.

Cash Dividend
Companies mostly pay dividends in cash. A company 
should have enough cash in its bank account when cash 
dividends are declared. If it does not have enough bank 
balance, arrangement should be made to borrow funds.

'• hen the company follows a stable dividend policy, it 
should prepare a cash budget for the coming period to 
indicate the necessary funds, which would be needed to 
meet the regular dividend payments of the company. It is 
relatively difficult to make cash planning in anticipation 
of dividend needs when an unstable policy is followed.

The cash account and the reserve account of a 
. ompany will be reduced when the cash dividend is paid. 
Thus, both the total assets and the net worth of the 
company are reduced when the cash dividend is 
distributed. The market price of the share drops in most 
cases by the amount of the cash dividend distributed.13

13. Hastings, op.cit., 1966, p.370.

Bonus Shares
An issue of bonus shares is the distribution of shares free 
of cost to the existing shareholders. In India, bonus shares 
are issued in addition to the cash dividend and not in lieu 
of cash dividend. Hence companies in India may 
supplement cash dividend by bonus issues. Issuing bonus 
shares increases the number of outstanding shares of the 
company. The bonus shares are distributed 
proportionately to the existing shareholder. Hence there 
is no dilution of ownership. For example, if a shareholder
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owns 100 shares at the time when a 10 per cent (i.e., 1:10) 
bonus issue is made, she will receive 10 additional shares. 
The declaration of the bonus shares will increase the paid- 
up share capital and reduce the reserves and surplus 
(retained earnings) of the company. The total net worth 
(paid-up capital plus reserves and surplus) is not affected 
by the bonus issue. In fact, a bonus issue represents a 
recapitalization of reserves and surplus. It is merely an 
accounting transfer from reserves and surplus to paid-up 
capital. The following example illustrates this point.

ILLUSTRATION 18.1: The Effect of Bonus Share
The following is the capital structure of Walchand Sons & 
Company.

Walchand pays bonus shares in 1:10 ratio. At the time 
of the issue of bonus shares, the market price per share is 
Rs 30. The bonus shares are issued at the market price—a 
premium of Rs 20 over the face value of Rs 10 each share.

Rs crore
-up crore s

Share premium
Reserves and surpluses
Total net worth

, Rs 10 10
15

A 1:10 bonus issue implies an issue of 10 lakh new 
shares to the existing shareholders. Thus, a shareholder 
holding 10 shares shall get one additional share. At a price 
of Rs 30 per share, the total value of new shares issued 
will be Rs 3 crore. This amount would be transferred from 
the reserves and surplus account to the paid-up share 
capital account and the share premium account. The share 
capital account will be increased by Rs 1 crore (10 lakh ' 
Rs 10) and the remaining Rs 2 crore will be transferred to 
the share premium account. The new capitalization will 
be as follows:
________________________________________________________________________________________________ Rs crore

Paid-up share capital (1.10 crore shares, Rs 10 par) 11
Share premium 17
Reserves and surpluses 5
Total net worth 33

Notice that the total net worth of the company does 
not change by the bonus shares; only the balance of the 
paid-up share capital is readjusted.

Bonus shares and shareholders wealth Does the issue 
of bonus shares increase the wealth of shareholders? 
Normatively speaking, the issue of bonus shares does not 
affect the wealth of shareholders. The earnings per share 
and market price per share will fall proportionately to the 
bonus issue. Let us illustrate this point.

Suppose, as a result of increasing the number of shares 
by 10 per cent, the earnings per share of Walchand Co. 
will decrease by 10 per cent, the market price per share 
will also fall by 10 per cent, all other things being equal. 
Suppose tire net earnings of the company are Rs 2.20 crore, 
the earnings per share before the declaration of the bonus 
issue is Rs 2.20 (Rs 2.20 crore/1.00 crore) and after the
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bonus shares, the earnings per share are Rs 2 (Rs 2.20 
crore/1.10 crore). However, the proportional earnings of 
shareholders will remain unchanged. Thus, the total 
earnings of a shareholder holding 100 shares before the 
bonus shares is Rs 220 (Rs 2.20 x 100) and his total earning 
will still be Rs 220 after the bonus issue (Rs 2.00 x 110). 
Similarly, the market price per share will drop by Rs 2.73; 
that is, Rs 30 (1 -1.00/1.10). The total market value of the 
shareholder's holdings after the bonus shares is Rs 3,000 
(Rs 27.27 x 110), same as the total value before the bonus 
shares. Thus, the bonus shares have no impact on the 
wealth of shareholders. In practice, it is observed that 
immediately after the announcement of bonus issue, the 
market price of a company's share changes depending on 
the investor's expectations. Sometimes a sharp decline in 
the share price may be observed if the bonus issue falls 
short of the investors' expectation.

It may be emphasized here that the market value of 
the share may improve as a result of the bonus issue if it 
is followed by increased dividends in the immediate 
future. If the dividends do not increase, it is likely that the 
market price may fall. This is confirmed by an empirical 
study conducted under the Indian context.14

Advantages of Bonus Shares
Prima facie, the bonus shares do not affect the wealth of 
the shareholders. In practice, however, it carries certain 
advantages both for the shareholders and the company.15 

Shareholders The following are advantages of the bonus

Indication of higher future profits The issue of 
bonus shares is normally interpreted by 
shareholders as an indication of higher 
profitability. When the profits of a company do 
not rise, and it declares a bonus issue, the 
company will experience a dilution of earnings 
as a result of the additional shares outstanding. 
Since a dilution of earnings is not desirable, 
directors usually declare bonus shares only when 
they expect rise in earnings to offset the additional 
outstanding shares. Bonus shares, thus, may 
convey some information that may have a 
favourable impact on the value of the shares. But 
it should be noticed that the impact on value is 
that of the growth expectation and not the bonus 
shares per se.
future dividends may increase If a company has 
been following a policy of paying a fixed amount 
of dividend per share and continues it after the 
declaration of the bonus issue, the total cash 
dividends of the shareholders will increase in the
future. For example, a company may be paying a 
Re 1 dividend per share and pays 1:1 bonus shares 
with the announcement that the cash dividend per 
share will remain unchanged. If a shareholder 
originally held 100 shares, he will receive 
additional 100 shares. His total cash dividend in 
future will be Rs 200 (Re 1 x 200) instead of Rs 
100 (Re 1 x 100) received in the past. The increase 
in the shareholders' cash dividend may have a 
favourable effect on the value of the share. It
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bonus shares, the earnings per share are Rs 2 (Rs 2.20 
crore/1.10 crore). However, the proportional earnings of 
shareholders will remain unchanged. Thus, the total 
earnings of a shareholder holding 100 shares before the 
bonus shares is Rs 220 (Rs 2.20 x 100) and his total earning 
will still be Rs 220 after the bonus issue (Rs 2.00 x 110). 
Similarly, the market price per share will drop by Rs 2.73; 
that is, Rs 30 (1-1.00/1.10). The total market value of the 
shareholder's holdings after the bonus shares is Rs 3,000 
(Rs 27.27 x 110), same as the total value before the bonus 
shares. Thus, the bonus shares have no impact on the 
wealth of shareholders. In practice, it is observed that 
immediately after the announcement of bonus issue, the 
market price of a company's share changes depending on 
the investor's expectations. Sometimes a sharp decline in 
the share price may be observed if the bonus issue falls 
short of the investors' expectation.

It may be emphasized here that the market value of 
the share may improve as a result of the bonus issue if it 
is followed by increased dividends in the immediate 
future. If the dividends do not increase, it is likely that the 
market price may fall. This is confirmed by an empirical 
study conducted under the Indian context.14

14. Gupta, L.C., Bonus Shares, Macmillan Co. of India Ltd.
15. For a discussion of pros and cons of bonus shares (stock dividend), see Gupta, ibid. Porterfield, J.T.S., Dividends, Dilution and Delusion, 

Harvard Business Review, 37 (Nov.-Dec. 1959), pp. 156-57; Barker, C.A., Evaluation of Stock Dividends, Harvard Business Review, 36 (July- 
Aug. 1958); Eismann, P.C. and E.A. Moser, Stock Dividends: Management's View, Financial Analysis Journal, (July-Aug. 1978), pp. 77-80.

Advantages of Bonus Shares
Prima facie, the bonus shares do not affect the wealth of 
the shareholders. In practice, however, it carries certain 
advantages both for the shareholders and the company.15 

Shareholders The following are advantages of the bonus 
shares to shareholders:

Tax benefit One of the advantages to 
shareholders in the receipt of bonus shares is the 
beneficial treatment of such dividends with regard 
to income taxes. When a shareholder receives cash 
dividend from the company, this is included in 
his ordinary income and taxed at ordinary income 
tax rate. But the receipt of bonus shares by the 
shareholder is not taxable as income. Further, the 
shareholder can sell the new shares received by 
way of the bonus issue to satisfy his desire for 
income and pay capital gain taxes, which are 
usually less than the income taxes on the cash 
dividends. The shareholder could sell a few shares 
of his original holding to derive capital gains. But 
selling the original shares are considered as a sale 
of asset by some shareholders. They do not mind 
selling the shares received by way of the bonus 
shares as they consider it a windfall gain and not 
a part of the principal. Note that in India as per 
the current law, investors do not pay any taxes 
on dividends but they have to pay tax on capital 
gains. Hence, the Indian law makes bonus shares 
less attractive than dividends.

■Qz Indication of higher future profits The issue of 
bonus shares is normally interpreted by 
shareholders as an indication of higher 
profitability. When the profits of a company do 
not rise, and it declares a bonus issue, the 
company will experience a dilution of earnings 
as a result of the additional shares outstanding. 
Since a dilution of earnings is not desirable, 
directors usually declare bonus shares only when 
they expect rise in earnings to offset the additional 
outstanding shares. Bonus shares, thus, may 
convey some information that may have a 
favourable impact on the value of the shares. But 
it should be noticed that the impact on value is 
that of the growth expectation and not the bonus 
shares per se.
Future dividends may increase If a company has 
been following a policy of paying a fixed amount 
of dividend per share and continues it after the 
declaration of the bonus issue, the total cash 
dividends of the shareholders will increase in the 
future. For example, a company may be paying a 
Re 1 dividend per share and pays 1:1 bonus shares 
with the announcement that the cash dividend per 
share will remain unchanged. If a shareholder 
originally held 100 shares, he will receive 
additional 100 shares. His total cash dividend in 
future will be Rs 200 (Re 1 x 200) instead of Rs 
100 (Re 1 x 100) received in the past. The increase 
in the shareholders' cash dividend may have a 
favourable effect on the value of the share. It 
should be, however, realized that the bonus issue 
per se has no effect on the value of the share; it is 
the increase in earnings from the company's 
invests that affects the value.
Psychological value The declaration of the 
bonus issue may have a favourable psychological 
effect on shareholders. The receipt of bonus shares 
gives them a chance to sell the shares to make 
capital gains without impairing their principal 
investment. They also associate it with the 
prosperity of the company. Because of these 
positive aspects of the bonus issue, the market 
usually receives it positively. The sale of the 
shares, received by way of the bonus shares, by 
some shareholders widens the distribution of the 
company's shares. This tends to increase the 
market interest in the company's shares, thus 
supporting or raising its market price.

Company The bonus share is also advantageous to the 
company. The advantages are:

Conservation ofcash The declaration of a bonus 
issue allows the company to declare a dividend 
without using up cash that may be needed to 
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finance the profitable investment opportunities 
within the company. The company is thus, able 
to retain earnings and at the same time satisfy the 
desires of the shareholders to receive dividend. 
We have stated earlier that directors of a company 
must consider the financial needs of the company 
and the desires of the shareholders while making 
the dividend decision. These two objectives are 
often in conflict. The use of bonus issue represents 
a compromise which enables directors to achieve 
both these objectives of a dividend policy. The 
company could retain earnings without declaring 
bonus shares issue. But the receipt of bonus shares 
satisfies shareholders psychologically. Also, their 
total cash dividehd can increase in future when 
cash dividend per share remains the same. Note 
that in India, bonus shares cannot be issued in 
lieu of dividends; hence the cash conservation 
argument for issuing bonus shares is not a strong 
argument.
Only means to pay dividend under financial 
difficulty and contractual restrictions In some 
situations, even if the company's intention is not 
to retain earnings, the bonus issue (with a small 
amount of dividend) is the only means to pay 
dividends and satisfy the desires of shareholders. 
When a company is facing a stringent cash 
situation, the only way to replace or reduce cash 
dividend is the issue of bonus shares. The 
declaration of the bonus issue under such a 
situation should not convey a message of the 
company's profitability, but financial difficulty. 
The declaration of the bonus issue is also 
necessitated when the restrictions to pay the cash 
dividend are put under loan agreements. Thus, 
under the situations of financial stringency or 
contractual constrain in paying cash dividend, the 
bonus issue is meant to maintain the confidence 
of shareholders in the company.

% More attractive share price Sometimes the 
intention of a company in issuing bonus shares is 
to reduce the market price of the share and make 
it more attractive to investors. If the market price 
of a company's share is very high, it may not 
appeal to small investors. If the price could be 
brought down to a desired range, the trading 
activity would increase. Therefore, the bonus issue 
is used as a means to keep the market price of the 
share within a desired trading range. As we shall 
discuss below, this objective can also be achieved 
by share split.

Limitations of Bonus Shares
Bonus shares have the following limitations: 

Shareholders' wealth remains unaffected

Costly to administer
Problem of adjusting EPS and P/E ratio

Bonus shares are considered valuable by most 
shareholders. But they fail to realize that the bonus shares 
do not affect their wealth and therefore they in itself have 
no value for them. The declaration of bonus shares is a 
method of capitalizing the past earnings of the shareholders. 
Thus, it is a formal way of recognizing something (earnings) 
which the shareholders already own. It merely divides the 
ownership of the company into a large number of share 
certificates. Bonus shares represent simply a division of 
corporate pie into a large number of pieces.16 In fact, the 
bonus issue does not give any extra or special benefit to a 
shareholder. His proportionate ownership in the company 
does not change. The chief advantage of the bonus share 
issue is that it has a favourable psychological impact on 
shareholders. The issue of bonus shares gives an indication 
of the company's growth to shareholders. Shareholders 
welcome the distribution of bonus shares since it has 

16. Porterfield, James, T.S., Dividend, Dilution and Delusion, Harvard Business Review, November-December 1959, pp. 156-61.
17. Van Horne, C. James, Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1971, p. 277.

informational value.
The disadvantage of bonus issues from the company's 

point of view is that they are more costly to administer than 
cash dividend.17 The company has to now print certificates 
and post them to thousands of shareholders. The bonus 
issue can be disadvantageous if the company declares 
periodic small bonus shares. The investment analysts do 
not adjust the earnings per share for small issues of bonus 
shares. They adjust only the significant issues of bonus 
shares. When the earnings per share are not adjusted, the 
measured growth in the earnings per share will be less 
than the true growth based on the adjusted earnings per 
share. As a result the price-earnings ratio would be 
distorted downwards.

Conditions for the Issue of Bonus Shares
In India bonus shares are issued in addition to, and not in 
lieu of, cash dividends. A company is not allowed to 
declare bonus shares unless partly paid-up shares have 
been converted into fully paid-up shares. Bonus shares 
are made out of share premium and free reserve, which 
includes investment allowance reserve but excludes 
capital reserve on account of assets revaluation. In no time 
the amount of bonus issue should exceed the paid-up 
capital. A company can declare bonus shares once in a 
year. The company's shareholders should pass a 
resolution approving the proposal of the bonus issue, 
clearly indicating that the rate of dividend is payable on 
the increased capital. A company intending to issue bonus 
shares should not be in default of payments of statutory 
dues to employees and term loans to financial institutions.

The maximum bonus shares ratio is 1:1; that is, one 
bonus share for one fully paid-up share held by the 
existing shareholders. However, two criteria are required 
to be satisfied within the limit of the maximtun ratio. They 
are:
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within the company. The company is thus, able 
to retain earnings and at the same time satisfy the 
desires of the shareholders to receive dividend. 
We have stated earlier that directors of a company 
must consider the financial needs of the company 
and the desires of the shareholders while making 
the dividend decision. These two objectives are 
often in conflict. The use of bonus issue represents 
a compromise which enables directors to achieve 
both these objectives of a dividend policy. The 
company could retain earnings without declaring 
bonus shares issue. But the receipt of bonus shares 
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activity would increase. Therefore, the bonus issue 
is used as a means to keep the market price of the 
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by share split.
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■Qi Costly to administer
■Qi Problem of adjusting EPS and P/E ratio
Bonus shares are considered valuable by most 

shareholders. But they fail to realize that the bonus shares 
do not affect their wealth and therefore they in itself have 
no value for them. The declaration of bonus shares is a 
method of capitalizing the past earnings of the shareholders. 
Thus, it is a formal way of recognizing something (earnings) 
which the shareholders already own. It merely divides the 
ownership of the company into a large number of share 
certificates. Bonus shares represent simply a division of 
corporate pie into a large number of pieces.16 In fact, the 
bonus issue does not give any extra or special benefit to a 
shareholder. His proportionate ownership in the company 
does not change. The chief advantage of the bonus share 
issue is that it has a favourable psychological impact on 
shareholders. The issue of bonus shares gives an indication 
of the company's growth to shareholders. Shareholders 
welcome the distribution of bonus shares since it has 
informational value.

16. Porterfield, James, T.S., Dividend, Dilution and Delusion, Harvard Business Review, November-December 1959, pp. 156-61.
17. Van Home, C. James, Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1971, p. 277.

The disadvantage of bonus issues from the company's 
point of view is that they are more costly to administer than 
cash dividend.17 The company has to now print certificates 
and post them to thousands of shareholders. The bonus 
issue can be disadvantageous if the company declares 
periodic small bonus shares. The investment analysts do 
not adjust the earnings per share for small issues of bonus 
shares. They adjust only the significant issues of bonus 
shares. When the earnings per share are not adjusted, the 
measured growth in the earnings per share will be less 
than the true growth based on the adjusted earnings per 
share. As a result the price-earnings ratio would be 
distorted downwards.

Conditions for the Issue of Bonus Shares
In India bonus shares are issued in addition to, and not in 
lieu of, cash dividends. A company is not allowed to 
declare bonus shares unless partly paid-up shares have 
been converted into fully paid-up shares. Bonus shares 
are made out of share premium and free reserve, which 
includes investment allowance reserve but excludes 
capital reserve on account of assets revaluation. In no time 
the amount of bonus issue should exceed the paid-up 
capital. A company can declare bonus shares once in a 
year. The company's shareholders should pass a 
resolution approving the proposal of the bonus issue, 
clearly indicating that the rate of dividend is payable on 
the increased capital. A company intending to issue bonus 
shares should not be in default of payments of statutory 
dues to employees and term loans to financial institutions.

The maximum bonus shares ratio is 1:1; that is, one 
bonus share for one fully paid-up share held by the 
existing shareholders. However, two criteria are required 
to be satisfied within the limit of the maximum ratio. They 
are:
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Residual reserve criterion
■Qz Profitability criterion

Residual reserve criterion It requires that the reserve 
remaining after the amount capitalized for bonus issue 
should be at least equal to 40 per cent of the increased 
paid-up capital. Redemption reserve and capital reserve 
on account of assets revaluation are excluded while 
investment allowance reserve is included in computing 
the minimum residual reserve. This criterion can be 
expressed as follows:

(Pre-bonus reserve) — Pre-bonus paid-up capital
x Bonus ratio 

> 0.4 (1 + Bonus ratio) x Pre-bonus paid-up capital (6)

Profitability criterion It requires that 30 per cent of the 
previous three years' average pre-tax profit (PBT) should 
be at least equal to 10 per cent of the increased paid-up 
capital. This criterion can be expressed as follows: *

0.3 x three year average PBT
< 0.1 (1 + bonus ratio) x pre-bonus paid-up capital 

Consider an example. A company has the following 
data:

Paid-up share capital 80
Reserves 100
Net worth 180
Average PBT of previous three years 50

We can plug these data respectively in Equations (1) 
and (2) as follows to determine the maximum bonus ratio:

Residual reserve criterion

100-(80 x Bonus ratio) > 0.4(1 + Bonus ratio) x 80

100-(80x Bonus ratio) > 32+32x Bonus ratio) 

68 > 112x Bonus ratio
68/112 > Bonus ratioorl7: 28Bonus ratio

Profitability criterion

0.3x50 > 0.1(1 +Bonus ratio) x 80

15 > 8 + 8xBonus share
7> 8 x Bonus ratio

7/8 > Bonus ratioor7: 8 Bonus ratio

Note that 68/112 is less than 7/8. Therefore, the 
company will be allowed to declare bonus issue in the 
ratio of 68:112 (or 17:28). The increased paid-up capital 
and residual reserve will be as follows:
------------------------------------------------------------|--------_--------*,------------------------------- I,-----------—--------„__________ :-------  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HS

Paid-up share capital (80 + 80 x 17/28) 128.57
Reserve (100 - 80 x 17/28) 51.43

180.00

You may notice that residual reserve (Rs 51.43) is 40 
per cent of the increased paid-up capital (Rs 128.57).

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Illustrate the effects of bonus shares.
2. State the advantages of bonus shares.
3. What are the disadvantages of issuing bonus shares?
4. Briefly explain conditions for issuing bonus shares.

Share Split
A share split is a method to increase the number of 
outstanding shares through a proportional reduction in 
the par value of the share. A share split affects only the 
par value and the number of outstanding shares; the 
shareholders' total funds remain unaltered. Consider an 
example.The follewing is the capital structure of 
Walchand Sons & Company:

Rs

Paid-up share capital (1 crore Rs 10 par) 10
Share premium 15
Reserves and surplus 8
Total net worth 33

Walchand Company split their shares two-for-one. 
The capitalization of the company after the split is as 
follows:

Rs

Paid-up share capital (2 crore Rs 5 par) 10
Share premium 15
Reserves and surplus 8
Total net worth 33

Bonus Share vs Share Split
As with the bonus share, the total net worth does not 
change and the number of outstanding shares increases 
substantially with the share split. The bonus issue and 
the share split are similar except for the difference in their 
accounting treatment. In the case of bonus shares, the 
balance of the reserves and surpluses account decreases 
due to a transfer to the paid-up capital and the share 
premium accounts. The par value per share remains 
unaffected. With a share split, the balance of the equity 
accounts does not change, but the par value per share 
changes. The earnings per share will be diluted and the 
market price per share will fall proportionately with a 
share split. But the total value of the holdings of a 
shareholder remains unaffected with a share split.
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Reasons for Share Split
” :allowing are reasons for splitting of a firm's ordinary

■c To make trading in shares attractive
'a To signal the possibility of higher profits in the 

future
‘a To give higher dividends to shareholders

7; make shares attractive The main purpose of a stock
— a: is to reduce the market price of the share in order to
— ke it attractive to investors. With reduction in the
— rket price of the share, the shares of the company are 
r laced in a more popular trading range. For example, if 
the shares of a company are sold in the lots of 100 shares, 
it requires Rs 10,000 to buy 100 shares selling for Rs 100 
ret share. A five-for-one split would lower the price to Rs 
20 per share and the total cost of 100 shares to Rs 2,000. 
The wealthy investor can still purchase shares of Rs 10,000 
by acquiring a larger number of shares (500 share at Rs 
20). But a small investor can also afford to buy 100 shares 
for Rs 2,000 for which she otherwise needed Rs 10,000 
before the split. Thus, the reduction in the market price 
caused by the share split, motivates more investors, 
particularly those with small savings, to purchase the 
shares. This helps in increasing the marketability and 
liquidity of a company's shares.

Indication of higher future profits The share splits are 
used by the company management to communicate to 
investors that the company is expected to earn higher 
profits in future. The market price of high-growth firm's 
shares increases very fast. If the shares are not split 
periodically, they fall outside the popular trading range. 
Therefore, these companies resort to share splits from time 
to time. The share split like bonus shares has an 
informational value that the firm is expected to perform 
efficiently and profitably, and that the shares have been 
split to avoid future high price per share.

Increased dividend When the share is split, seldom does 
a company reduce or increase the cash dividend per share 
proportionately. However, the total dividends of a 
shareholder increase after a share split. For example, a 
company may be paying a cash dividend of Rs 3 per share 
before the share split. But after a split of three-for-one, the 
company may pay a cash dividend of Rs 1.50 per share. A 
shareholder holding 100 shares before the split will receive 
a total cash dividend of Rs 300. The number of shares 
owned by the shareholder will increase to 300 after the 
split and his total cash dividend will be Rs 450. The 
increased dividends may favourably affect the after-split 
market price of the share. It should be noted that the share 
split per se has no effect on the market price of share.

Reverse Split
Under the situation of falling price of a company's share, 
the company may want to reduce the number of 
outstanding shares to prop up the market price per share. 
The reduction of the number of outstanding shares by 
increasing per share par value is known as a reverse split. 
For example, a company has 20 lakh outstanding shares 
of Rs 5 par value per share. Suppose it declares a reverse 
split of one-for-four. After the split, it will have 5 lakh 
shares of Rs 20 par value per share. The reverse split is 
sometimes used to stop the market price per share below 
a certain level, say, Rs 10 per share which is the par value 
of most shares in India. The reverse split is generally an 
indication of financial difficulty, and is, therefore, intended 
to increase the market price per share.18 19

18. Hausman, W.H., et. al., Stock Splits, Price Changes and Trading Profit: A Synthesis, Journal of Business, 44 (Jan. 1971), pp. 69-77. Also see 
Barker, C.A., Effective Stock Splits, Harvard Business Review, 34 (Jan.-Feb. 1956) pp. 101-06.

19. West, R.R. and A.B. Brouilette, Reverse Stock Splits, Financial Executives, 38 (Jan. 1970), pp. 12-17.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by share split?
2. What are the reasons for share split?
3. What is the difference between share split and bonus 

share?

BUYBACK OF SHARES

The buyback of shares is the repurchase of its own shares 
by a company. Until recently, the buyback of shares by 
companies in India was prohibited under Section 77 of 
the Indian Companies Act. As a result of the Companies 
Act (Amendment) 1999, a company in India can now 
buyback its own shares. A number of companies, such as 
Reliance Industries and Ashok Leyland, took advantage 
of this change immediately and offered to buy back the 
equity shares.

In India the following conditions apply in case of the 
buyback shares:

A company buying back its shares will not issue 
fresh capital, except bonus issue, for the next 12 
months.
The company will state the amount to be used for 
the buyback of shares and seek prior approval of 
shareholders.

The buyback of shares can be affected only by 
utilizing the free reserves, viz., reserves not 
specifically earmarked for some purpose.

■Qs The company will not borrow funds to buy back 
shares.
The shares bought under the buyback schemes 
will be extinguished and they cannot be reissued.
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Methods of Shares Buyback
There are two methods of the share buyback in India. First, 
a company can buy its shares through authorized brokers 
on the open market. For example, Reliance Industries 
announced buyback of shares in the year 2000 at a price 
of Rs 303 per share. The total amount for the buyback was 
Rs 11 billion (or Rs 1,100 crore). The reason for the buyback 
was that the company wanted to signal to the shareholders 
that it would reward its shareholders by returning surplus 
cash to them. Second, the company can make a tender 
offer, which will specify the purchase price, the total 
amount and the period within which shares will be bought 
back. For example, Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited made a 
tender offer to buy back 40 lakh shares at Rs 75 for Rs 30 
crore or Rs 300 million). This was about 21 per cent of the 
existing equity capital of the company. The stated purpose 
of the buyback was to return surplus cash to shareholders 
resulting in improvement in earnings and enhance 
shareholder value. Similarly, India Nippon Electricals 
Limited offered to buyback through the tender offer of 
395,600 shares of the face value of Rs 10 each aggregating 
7.68 per cent of the paid-up share capital at a price not 
exceeding Rs 230 per share. The total amount for the 
buyback was Rs 9.10 crore. Yet another company going 
via the tender route was India Forge and Drop Stampings 
Limited. The offer was for 3.75 lakh shares at Rs 12. The 
face value is Rs 10. There is a third method of the share 
buyback. The firm can buy a block of shares from a single 
buyer at negotiated price. This route is not available in 
India for normal buyback activity since it involves 
takeover code.

Effects of the Shares Buyback
Are there financial reasons for the buyback of shares? It is 
believed that the buyback will be financially beneficial for 
the company, the buying shareholders and the remaining 
shareholders. As we have explained, the bought up shares 
will be extinguished and will not be reissued. This will 
permanently reduce the amount of equity capital and the 
number of outstanding shares. If the company distributed 
surplus cash and it maintains its operating efficiency, EPS 
will increase. The share price will increase as P/E ratio is 
expected to remain the same after the buyback. Yet another 
consequence will be the increase in the company's debt
equity ratio due to reduced equity capital. Companies with 
exiting low debt-equity ratio will be able to move to their 
target capital structure. Let us consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 18.2: Financial Consequences of
the Buyback of Shares

XYZ Company has equity capital (net worth) of Rs 1,000 
crore—paid-up share capital Rs 200 crore and reserve and 
surplus of Rs 800 crore. The par value of fully paid-up 
shares is Rs 10. Thus, the company has 20 crore outstanding 
shares, and the book value per share is Rs 50. XYZ has a 
profit after-tax of Rs 250 crore. The company’s EPS is: 250/ 
20 = Rs 12.50. The current market price of the share is 

Rs 100 giving a P/E ratio of Rs 100/Rs 12.50 = 8 times. The 
company’s current dividend rate is 60 per cent, which 
translates into DPS of Rs 10 x 60% = Rs 6 and current 
dividend yield of Rs 6/Rs 100 = 0.06 or 6 per cent. The 
company’s debt is Rs 1,200 crore, which implies a book 
value debt-equity ratio of 1.20. The market value debt
equity ratio is Rs l,200/(Rs 100 x 20) = 0.60. Suppose the 
company decides to buyback shares amounting to 
Rs 120 crore at the rate of Rs 120 each share (20 per cent 
premium over the current market price). What are the 
consequences? The buying shareholders gain as the offered 
price is higher than the current market price. The other 
financial effects of the share buyback are shown below:

Equity capital Rs 800 - Rs 120 
= Rs 680 crore

Number of shares 20 - 1 = 19 crore
EPS 250/19 = Rs 13.15
Percentage increase in EPS Rs 13.15/12.50 - 1

= 0.052
or 5.2%

P/E ratio 8 times (assumed to 
remain constant)

Market price Rs 13.15 x 8 =
Rs 105.20

Percentage increase in share price Rs 105.20/100-1 =
0.052 or 5.2%

DPS Rs 6
Dividend yield Rs 6/105.20 = 0.057 

or 5.7%
Debt-equity ratio (book value Rs 1,200/680 = 1.76
Debt-equity ratio (market value) Rs 1,200/

(105.20 x 19) = 0.60

Now assume that the share price is Rs 40 instead of 
Rs 100, and the company buys back each share at Rs 48. 
What are the effects of buying back shares? The current 
P/E ratio is Rs 40/Rs 12.5 = 3.2, and dividend yield is 
Rs 6/40 = 0.15 or 15%. The book value debt-equity ratio is 
1.50, and the market value debt-equity is also Rs 1,200/ 
(Rs 40 x 20) = 1.50. The company will be able to reduce 
the number of shares by Rs 120 crore/Rs 48 = 2.5 crore. 
The other effects are as follows:

Equity capital Rs 800 - Rs 120 =
Rs 680 crore

Number of shares 20-2.5 = 17.5 crore
EPS 250/17.5 = Rs 14.30
Percentage increase in EPS Rs 14.30/12.50 - 1

= 0.144 or 14.4%
P/E ratio 3.2 times

(assumed to remain 
constant)

Market price Rs 14.30 x 3.2 =
Rs 45.76

Percentage increase in share price Rs 45.76/Rs 40-1 
= 0.144 or 14.4%

DPS Rs 6
Dividend yield Rs 6/ Rs 45.76 =

0.1311 or 13.11%



D?bt—equity ratio (book value) Rs 1,200/Rs 680 =
1.76

Debt—equity ratio (market value) Rs l,200/(Rs 45.76
x 17.5) = 0.1.50

You may notice that the remaining shareholders’ 
expected benefit is more when the company’s share is 
yjoted below its book value. Both EPS and share price 
.ncrease by a higher percentage. You may also notice that 
■_he book value debt-equity ratio increases after the shares 
: uyback. However, there is no change in the market value 
debt—equity ratio. Remember that we have assumed that 
me P/E ratio remains constant.

Illustration 18.2 shows that the effect of the buyback 
on share prices is higher for those companies whose shares 
sell at lower prices or are undervalued before the buyback 
programmes. In India, until recently, the share prices of a 
n umber of the Sensex companies were quite high. The high 
capitalisation companies will require huge amount of cash 
to buyback even a small fraction of their equity. Also, a 
number of these companies may also have high book value 
debt-equity ratio, which is likely to increase after the 
cuvback of shares. This may affect the credit ratings of 
debt instruments of such companies. Further, these 
companies, as per the existing law, cannot issue fresh 
capital until one year after the buyback. Thus, only those 
high capitalization companies that have huge surplus cash 
and who do not require cash in the near future will go for 
the shares buyback.

Evaluation of the Share Buyback
The most plausible reason for the buyback seems to be 
that a company may like to return surplus cash, which it 
cannot put to any profitable investment, to shareholders. 
Companies may also like to use surplus cash to buy back 
shares rather than pay large dividends, which they cannot 
maintain in the future years. In those coimtries, where 
dividends are taxed at a higher rate than the capital gains, 
companies may like to resort to shares buyback from time 
to time to reduce shareholders tax burden. However, it is 
inconceivable that a profitable, growing company will like 
to distribute cash to shareholders through the buyback 
route. There might be other reasons for the buyback 
programmes of the companies. A company, which has 
very low debt-equity ratio, may like to reduce equity 
capital through the buyback mechanism to achieve a 
higher target debt-equity mix. The only reason for doing 
so may be to reduce the chances of takeover. Yet another 
reason may be the need to buy back shares from the 
employees who hold shares after exercising stock options, 
and they are unable to sell or are restricted to sell shares 
to the outsiders.

We can summarize the advantages of the buyback as 
follows:

Return of surplus cash to shareholders The 
buying shareholders will benefit since the 
company generally offers a price higher than the 
current market price of the share.
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Increase in the share value When the company 
distributes the surplus cash, its operating 
efficiency and P/E ratio remains intact. With 
reduced number of shares, EPS increases and 
share price also increases.
Increase in the temporarily undervalued share 
price The share price of a number of companies 
may be undervalued. This may be especially true 
for the developing capital markets. Companies 
may buyback shares at higher prices to move up 
the current share prices.
Achieving the target capital structure If a 
company has high proportion of equity in its 
capital structure, it can reduce equity capital by 
buying back its shares.
Consolidating control The promoters of the 
company benefit by consolidating their ownership 
and control over companies through the buyback 
arrangement. They do not sell their shares to the 
company but make the buyback attractive for 
others. Their proportionate ownership increases. 
Tax savings by companies Dividend payments 
are taxable in the hands of companies at 15 per 
cent. They will avoid paying dividend taxes if they 
compensate shareholders through the share 
buyback. This game will be played only if the tax 
authorities disregard it.
Protection against hostile takeovers In a hostile 
takeover, a company may buyback its shares to 
reduce the availability of shares and make 
takeover difficult.

Thus the buyback of shares provides a flexible 
financial mechanism to adjust the capital structure and 
financial position of a company when warranted. It is a 
tool to enhance the shareholder value. It can also be used 
to defend the company from hostile takeovers.

All do not think that the share buyback is a virtuous 
tool in the hands of the company. The following are the 
drawbacks of the buyback:

Not an effective defence against takeover The 
buyback of shares may be a useful defence 
mechanism against hostile takeover only in case 
of the cash rich companies. In India, companies 
are not allowed to borrow to buy back their shares. 
Therefore, the buyback is not effective in 
protecting those companies that do not have cash.

■Qz Shareholders do not like the buyback Most 
companies will not offer the buyback schemes 
frequently; they will buyback shares once in a 
while. Shareholders may not, therefore, like the 
buyback of shares; they might prefer increasing 
dividends over the years. They consider dividends 
more dependable than the share buyback.
Loss to the remaining shareholders The 
remaining shareholders may lose if the company 
pays excessive price for the shares under the 
buyback scheme.
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Signal of low growth opportunities The buyback 
of shares utilizes the firm's cash. It may signal to 
investors that the company does not have long
term growth opportunities to utilize the cash. It 
may also weaken competitive position.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Give reasons for share buyback.
2. Illustrate the effects of share buyback.
3. List out the advantages of share buyback.

DIVIDEND POLICY ANALYSIS: 
CASE OF L&T LIMITED

Year

Figure 18.4: L&T's Payout Ratio, 1990-2003We have already analyzed in earlier chapters L&T's cost 
of capital and capital structure, respectively. In this section, 
we shall analyze L&T's dividend policy. Table 18.1 
provides financial data for L&T from the year 1990 to the 
year 2003.

Behaviour of EPS, DPS and Payout
L&T's EPS has grown faster than its DPS. EPS has shown 
wide fluctuations, while DPS has been slowly and steadily 
growing (Figure 18.3). Consequently, dividend payout 
ratio shows wide variations—ranging between 30 per cent 
in 1992 and 74 per cent in 2001 (Figure 18.4). The average 
payout during 1990 to 2003 is 42 per cent.

Behaviour of Share Price
Figure 18.5 shows that L&T's share price after reaching 
its peak in 1992 (the year of stock scam in india), has been 
fluctuating within a narrow range. There does seem to be 
significant correlation between L&T's share price and EPS 
or DPS or payout ratio.

Year

Figure 18.5: L&T's Share Price Behaviour, 1990-2003

Year

Figure 18.3: L&T's EPS and DPS during 1990-2003

Year

Figure 18.6: L&T’s Earnings and dividend yield



Table 18.1: L&T’s EPS, DPS and other financial data

Year
EPS

Rs
DPS

Rs
Payout

%
P/E 

times
DY

%
EY
%

Price
Rs

Mar 90 6.3 2.3 37.2 13.0 3.1 7.7 82.0
Mar 91 9.4 3.0 31.8 12.0 2.7 8.3 112.5
Mar 92 7.8 2.4 30.8 49.9 0.9 2.0 390.1
Mar 93 5.6 3.3 57.6 31.5 2.0 3.2 177.7
Mar 94 9.2 4.0 44.0 29.4 1.5 3.4 269.9
Mar 95 12.1 4.8 39.5 21.5 1.9 4.7 259.9
Mar 96 13.4 5.6 41.4 18.0 2.5 5.6 242.1
Mar 97 16.6 6.0 36.3 12.1 3.0 8.3 199.9
Mar 98 21.4 6.5 30.4 11.4 2.7 8.8 243.0
Mar 99 18.9 6.5 34.4 12.4 2.8 8.1 233.9
Mar 00 13.7 6.5 47.4 20.9 2.3 4.8 287.4
Mar 01 8.9 6.5 73.5 25.0 2.9 4.0 221.2
Mar 02 16.5 7.0 42.5 11.0 3.9 9.1 180.8
Mar 03 17.4 7.5 43.1 10.6 4.1 9.4 184.7

Average 12.7 5.1 42.2 19.9 2.6 6.2 220.4

Earnings and Dividend Yields
L&T's dividend yield declined from 1990 to 1993, and after 
that, it has been increasing except in 1994 and 2000. It 
has, however, remained below 3 per cent. The average 
dividend yield from 1990 to 2003 is 2.6 per cent. L&T's 
earnings yield showed a high degree of variability (Figure 
18.6). It peaked to 9.4 per cent in 2003. The average 
earnings yield during 1990 to 2003 was 6.2 per cent.

Target Payout
We can use Lintner's model to explain L&T's dividend 
behaviour. We obtained the following results when we 
regressed DIV, (we use the term DIV for DPS) with EPS, 
and DIV^

DIV, = a + b2 EPS, + b2 DIV, _ j

DIV, = 0.620+0.039EPS, +0.851 DIV, _j
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It may be seen from the results that L&T's dividend 
decision is influenced much more by the past dividend 
than by current EPS. Assuming that L&T's expected EPS 
in 2004 is Rs 20, then the expected dividend per share will 
be:

DIV2004 = 0.620 + 0.039x20 + 0.851x7.5 =Rs7.8

We may recall that the target payout ratio DIV* = 
pEPS. Therefore, the coefficient b1 = 0.039 = bp (where p is 
the target payout and b is the speed of adjustment factor) 
and the coefficient b2 = 0.851 = l- b. Thus the values of b 
(adjustment factor) and p (target payout) are given as 
follows:

bp = 0.039

l-b = 0.851
b= 1 - 0.851 = 0.149

0.149p = 0.039
p = 0.039/0.149 = 0.26

L&T's empirically determined target payout is 26 per 
cent. However, Its actual average payout during 1990- 
2003 is 42 per cent.

L&T’s Dividend Payments during 2004-08
In 2003-04, L&T reduced the face value of its shares from 
Rs 10 to Rs 2 per share. The dividend per share during 
2004-08 was as follows:

Year DPS Bonus Adjusted DPS

2004 16.0 16.0
2005 17.5 17.5
2006 22.0 1:1 44.0
2007 13.0 26.0
2008 17.0 1:1 68.0

("summary )

Cd Dividends may take two forms: cash dividend and bonus shares (stock dividend). Bonus shares are shares issued 
to the existing shareholders without any cost.

Cd Bonus shares have a psychological appeal. They do not increase the value of shares.
Cj Companies generally prefer to pay cash dividends. They finance their expansion and growth by issuing new 

shares or borrowing. This behaviour is based on the belief that shareholders are entitled to some return on their 
investment.

Cd Most companies have long-term payment ratio targets. But they do not apply target payout ratios to each year's 
earnings. They try to stabilize dividend payments by moving slowly towards the target payout each year.

Cd Companies also consider past dividends and current as well as future earnings in determining dividend payment. 
Investors recognize this. Any extreme changes are read as signals of management's expectations about the 
company's performance in future. Thus dividends have information contents.

Cd Companies like to follow a stable dividend policy since investors generally prefer such a policy for the reason of 
certainty.

Cd A stable dividend policy does not mean constant dividend per share. It means reasonably predictable dividend 
policy. Companies determine dividend per share or dividend rate keeping in mind their long-term payout ratio.
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□ The firm's ability to pay dividend depends on its funds requirements for growth, shareholders' desire and liquidity. 
A growth firm should set its dividend rate at a low level (because of its high needs for funds) and move towards 
its target slowly.

Cd Lintner studied the behaviour of the American managers vis-a-vis dividend policy and found that companies 
generally pay dividends. They have long-term payout target p. They move to target slowly and gradually. This 
implies an adjustment factor b. Thus, Lintner's model can be expressed formally as follows:
Change in dividend:

DIV, - DIV0 = b(pEPS, - DIV0)

Dividend for the current year:

DIV, = bpEPS, + (l-b)DIV0

O In addition to cash dividends, companies issue bonus shares to shareholders. In India, bonus shares cannot be 
issued in lieu of cash dividends. They are paid with cash dividends.

O Bonus shares have no real economic gain; it has psychological value and information content.
O Shareholders expect that the company in the future will improve its performance and it will apply dividend rate 

to the enhanced capital. In this hope the price may increase. If the actual experience is poor performance and no 
increase in dividends, share will decline. Share split has the same effect as the bonus shares.

O In India companies are now authorized to buy back their shares. But they cannot do so by raising debt. They will 
use their surplus cash for doing so. Also, after the buyback for next 12 months they can issue share capital.

O The purpose of the buyback is to provide companies the flexibility of improving their EPS and share price, to 
defend themselves from hostile takeovers and adjust their capital structure.

O In practice, share prices may fall if the buyback results in slow growth. It may not be effective in countering the 
takeover if it does not have enough surplus cash.

KEY CONCEPTS
Bonus
Buyback of shares 
Clientele effect
Dividend

Dividend equalization reserve
Dividend safety factor
Dividend smoothing

Dividend stability 
Reserve share split 
Residual dividend 

theory

Speed of adjustment factor
Stock dividend
Target payout

Ltd are in the same industry with identical earnings per 
share for the last five years. The Alpha Ltd has a policy of 
paying 40 per cent of earnings as dividends, while the Beta 
Ltd pays a constant amount of dividend per share. There 
is disparity between the market prices of the shares of the 
two companies. The price of Alpha’s share is generally 
lower than that of Beta, even though in some years Alpha 
paid more dividends than Beta. The data on earnings, 
dividends and market price for the two companies are as 
under:

Alpha Ltd

Year EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

Market Price
Rs

2005 4.00 1.60 12.00
2006 1.50 0.60 8.50
2007 5.00 2.00 13.50
2008 4.00 1.60 11.50
2009 8.00 3.20 14.50



Beta Ltd

Year EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

Market Price
Rs

2005 4.00 1.80 13.50
2006 1.50 1.80 12.50
2007 5.00 1.80 12.50
2008 4.00 1.80 12.50
2009 8.00 1.80 15.00

(i) Calculate (a) payout ratio, (b) dividend yield and 
(c) earning yield for both the companies.

(if) What are the reasons for the differences in the 
market prices of the two companies’ shares?

(???) What can be done by Alpha Limited to increase 
the market price of its shares?

SOLUTION:
(?) The following table shows payout, dividend yield 

and earnings yield for Alpha and Beta.

Dividend Earnings
Payout _____ Yield _____Yield

Year Alpha Reta Alpha Reta Alpha Reta

2005 0.40 0.45 0.13 0.13 0.33 0.30
2006 0.40 1.20 0.07 0.14 0.18 0.12
2007 0.40 0.36 0.15 0.14 0.37 0.40
2008 0.40 0.45 0.14 0.44 0.35 0.32
2009 0.40 0.23 0.22 0.12 0.55 0.53

(ff) It seems that investors evaluate the shares of these 
two companies in terms of dividend payments. The 
average dividend per share over a period of five 
years for both the firms is Rs 1.80. But the average 
market price for Beta Ltd (Rs 13.20) has been 10 
per cent higher than the average market price for 
Alpha Ltd (Rs 12). The market has used a higher 
capitalization rate to discount the fluctuating 
dividend per share of Alpha Ltd, thus valuing the 
shares of Alpha Ltd at a lower price than that of 
the Beta Ltd.

[Hi] It is obvious that the market evaluates these firms 
in terms of dividends. A higher market price might 
be obtained for the shares of Alpha Ltd if it 
increases its dividend payout ratio. The company 
should evaluate this option in light of funds 
requirements.

PROBLEM 18.2 \ Sisodia Ltd is a fast growing 
manufacturing firm. It earns above-industry return on its 
investment. It has been earning a rate in excess of 25 per 
cent on its investments in the past and has good prospects 
of earnings at the same rate in future as well. Sisodia Ltd. 
has been following a dividend policy of paying 70 per cent 
of the earnings to shareholders and retaining 30 per cent. 
This dividend policy is justified on the grounds that the 
sole objective of a company is to pay dividends and that 
dividends have a positive impact upon the price of the 
share.

If most of the company’s shareholders are young 
wealthy persons in high tax brackets, is the current 
dividend policy of the company justified?

SOLUTION: The current dividend policy of the company 
is not justified on two grounds: (?) the company is earning 
a high rate of return on its investment, which shareholders 
are unlikely to earn themselves, and (if) shareholders are 
wealthy persons in high tax brackets; therefore, they would 
prefer greater retention (which should result in future 
capital gains) than is being presently done by the company. 
The current dividend policy results into a growth of 0.25 ' 
0.3 = 0.075 or 7.5 per cent only. If the company retains 
more, say 70 per cent, its growth rate would be 0.25'0.7 = 
0.175 or 17.5 per cent, which would reflect in high share 
price. Thus, shareholders can earn high capital gains on 
which tax rate is lower than the ordinary income. Though 
a company may exist for the purpose of paying dividends 
in the long run, if it can currently earn more than 
shareholders, the retention ratio should be quite high. Since 
the company is growing at an above-average rate, it is likely 
that the market price of the company’s shares is lower than 
it might be with higher retention.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the nature of the factors which influence the dividend policy of a firm.
2. The primary purpose for which a firm exists is the payment of dividend. Therefore, irrespective of the firm’s 

needs and the desires of shareholders, a firm should follow a policy of very high dividend payout. Do you 
agree? Why or why not?

3. What are the factors that influence management’s decision to pay dividend of a certain amount?
4. What is a stable dividend policy? Why should it be followed? What can be the consequences of changing a 

stable dividend policy?
5. How is the corporate dividend behaviour determined? Explain Lintner’s model in this regard.
6. What are the different payout methods? How do shareholders react to these methods?
7. What is a bonus issue or stock dividend? What are its advantages and disadvantages?
8. Explain a stock split? Why is it used? How does it differ from a bonus shares?
9. ‘Bonus shares represent simply a division of corporate pie into a large number of pieces.’ Explain.
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10. What are the effects of bonus issue and share split on the earnings per share and the market price of the share?
11. What is meant by the buyback of shares? What are its effects? Is it really beneficial to the company and 

shareholders?

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. ABC company earns 20 per cent rate of return on its investments. Its required rate of return is 12 per cent. The 

company follows a conservative dividend policy; it pays out only 25 per cent of profits as dividends. Some 
directors of the company feel that shareholders deserve more dividend and hence, the company should increase 
its payout to 50 per cent. Do you agree? Give reasons.

2. XY company is a fast-growing firm. In the past, the firm has earned a return of 25 per cent on its investments 
and this trend is likely to continue. The firm has been retaining 25 per cent of its earnings and paying 75 per 
cent of earnings as dividends. This policy has been justified on the grounds that dividends are generally 
preferred over retained earnings by shareholders. Would you recommend a change in the dividend policy? 
Why?

3. A company has the following capital structure:
Equity share capital (Rs 100/share) 100
Share premium 100
Reserves and surpluses 277

The company declares a bonus issue of shares in the ratio of 1:1 to ordinary shareholders; the issue price per 
share is Rs 125. Show calculations of the effect on bonus issue on the company’s capital structure.

4. A company has the following capital structure:
Equity share capital (Rs 100/share) 200
Share premium 300
Reserves and surpluses 300

The company’s market price per share is Rs 150. It declares a bonus issue of shares in the ratio of 1:3 to 
ordinary shareholders. What is the effect on the share price after the issue of bonus share?

5. A company has the following capital structure:
Equity share capital (Rs 100/share) 200
Share premium 300
Reserves and surpluses 300

The company’s market price per share is Rs 150. It splits its share three-for-one. What is the effect on the share 
price after the share split?

6. Using Lintner’s model, you obtain the following results for a company:
DIVt = a + Zq EPS, + b2 DIV(_ t + e(

DIV, = 0.620+ 0.039EPS, +0.851 DIV,

Note bt = bp (speed & payout) and b2 = (1- b) (safety factor). Interpret the results.

PROBLEMS
1. B. Das Co. has been a fast-growing firm and has 

been earning very high return on its investment in 
the past. Because of the availability of highly 
profitable investment internally, the company has 
been following a policy of retaining 70 per cent of 
earnings and paying 30 per cent of earnings as 
dividends. The company has now matured and 
does not have enough profitable internal 
opportunities to reinvest its earnings. But it does 
not want to deviate from its past dividend policy 
on the ground that investors have been accustomed 
to it and any change may not be welcome by them. 
The company, thus, invests retained earnings in 
the short-term government securities. Is the 

company justified in following the current 
dividend policy? Give reasons to support your 
answer.

2. D. Damodar Co. is a fast-growing firm in the 
engineering industry. In the past, the firm has 
earned a return of 25 per cent on its investments 
and this trend is likely to continue. The firm has 
been retaining 25 per cent of its earnings and 
paying 75 per cent of earnings as dividends. This 
policy has been justified on the grounds that 
dividends are generally preferred over retained 
earnings by shareholders.

Is the current dividend policy justified if most 
of the shareholders are wealthy persons in high



tax brackets? Will your answer change if most of
the shareholders of the company were (a) retired
persons with no other source of income and
(b) the financial institutions?

3. The following data relate to the Brown Limited 
and the Crown Limited which belong to the same 
industry and sell the same product:

Brown Ltd

Market Price
Year
Rs

EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

High Low
Rs

Book value
Rs*

2005 3.60 2.00 48 52 37.20
2006 3.90 2.00 53 34 38.80
2007 3.70 2.00 51 30 40.60
2008 3.20 2.00 59 31 42.30
2009 3.80 2.00 60 35 43.20

’The face value per share is Rs 10.
Crown Ltd

Year
Rs

Market Price
EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

High Low
Rs

Book value
Rs*

2005 3.50 1.75 38 34 30.50
2006 3.00 1.50 42 32 32.50
2007 2.50 1.25 42 28 33.75
2008 6.00 3.00 50 30 36.50
2009 5.00 2.50 48 27 38.50

’The face value per share is Rs 10.
Calculate payout ratio, dividend yield, earnings 

yield and price-earning ratio. Which company is 
more profitable? Explain the reason for the 
difference in the market prices of the two 
companies’ shares.

4. A multinational pharmaceutical company in India 
has the following information about its EPS and 
dividends payment from 1987 to 2004.

You are required to answer the following 
questions: (a) What minimum annual percentage 
dividend increase the company intends to give to 
its shareholders? (b) Is there any relationship 
between the earnings increase and the rise in 
dividends? (c) Do you think that the company has 
a long-term target payout ratio? (d) The company’s 
payout in 2003 was 150 per cent. How will you 
explain this? (e) What clientele does the company 
have?

(Contd...)

Year
EPS
Rs

Change in 
EPS (%)

DPS
Rs

Change in
DPS (%)

Payout
(%)

1992 13.9 —7.2 5.3 11.7 37.9
1993 15.9 14.2 5.9 11.7 37.0
1994 16.4 3.1 6.5 10.5 39.7
1995 18.4 12.8 7.4 14.3 40.2
1996 19.8 7.4 8.3 11.7 41.8
1997 23.6 19.3 9.4 13.4 39.7
1998 24.7 4.7 10.5 11.8 42.4
1999 25.9 4.5 11.5 9.4 44.4
2000 27.8 7.6 13.0 12.9 46.6
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Year
EPS
Rs

Change in
EPS (%}

DPS Change in Pavout
(%)Rs DPS (%)

2001 30.7 10.2 14.2 9.5 46.3
2002 30.1 -2.0 15.1 6.1 50.1
2003 31.2 3.7 15.9 5.7 51.1
2004 33.9 8.7 17.2 7.7 50.7
2005 34.9 2.9 19.1 11.5 54.9
2006 81.8 134.5 21.6 12.9 26.4
2007 44.9 -45.1 23.5 8.6 52.3
2008 53.6 19.5 80.5 243.1 150.1
2009 36.5 -32.0 28.2 -65.0 77.2

5. Ashoka Ltd has a capital structure shown below:

Rs crore

Equity share capital (Rs 10 par, 5 crore shares) 50
Preference share capital

(Rs 100 par, 50 lakh shares) 50
Share premium 50
Reserves and surpluses 80
Net worth 230

Show the changed capital structure if the 
company declares a bonus issue of shares in the 
ratio of 1:5 to ordinary shareholders when the issue 
price per share is Rs 100. How would the capital 
structure be affected if the company had split its 
stock five-for-one instead of declaring bonus issue? 

6. Polychem Co.’s current capital structure as on 31 
March, 2009 is as follows:

Rs crore

Share capital (Rs 100 par, 2 crore shares) 200
Share premium 100
Reserves and surpluses 190

490

The current market price of the company’s shares 
is Rs 140 per share. The earnings per share for the 
year 2008 was Rs 17. The company has been paying 
a constant dividend of Rs 6.50 per share for the 
last ten years.

What shall be the effect on earnings per share, 
dividend, share price and the capital structure if 
the company (i) splits its shares two-for-one or 
(n) declares a bonus issue of one-for-twenty?

7. Surendra Auto Limited is considering a bonus 
shares issue. The following data are available:

Rs crore

Paid up share capital 12
Reserves 16
Previous three years’ pre-tax profit Year 1 8.0

Year 2 8.6
Year 3 8.3

Recommend the maximum bonus ratio. Give reasons.



tax brackets? Will your answer change if most of
the shareholders of the company were (a) retired
persons with no other source of income and
(b) the financial institutions?
The following data relate to the Brown Limited 
and the Crown Limited which belong to the same 
industry and sell the same product:

Brown Ltd

Market Price
Year
Rs

EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

High Low
Rs

Book value
Rs*

2005 3.60 2.00 48 52 37.20
_ 3.90 2.00 53 34 38.80
2007 3.70 2.00 51 30 40.60
2008 3.20 2.00 59 31 42.30
2009 3.80 2.00 60 35 43.20
. he face value per share is Rs 10.

Crown Ltd

Market Price
Year
Rs

EPS
Rs

DPS
Rs

High Low
Rs

Book value
Rs*

2005 3.50 1.75 38 34 30.50
2006 3.00 1.50 42 32 32.50
2007 2.50 1.25 42 28 33.75
2008 6.00 3.00 50 30 36.50
2009 5.00 2.50 48 27 38.50

’The face value per share is Rs 10.
Calculate payout ratio, dividend yield, earnings 

yield and price-earning ratio. Which company is 
more profitable? Explain the reason for the 
difference in the market prices of the two 
companies’ shares.

4. A multinational pharmaceutical company in India 
has the following information about its EPS and 
dividends payment from 1987 to 2004.

You are required to answer the following 
questions: (a) What minimum annual percentage 
dividend increase the company intends to give to 
its shareholders? (b) Is there any relationship 
between the earnings increase and the rise in 
dividends? (c) Do you think that the company has 
a long-term target payout ratio? (d) The company’s 
payout in 2003 was 150 per cent. How will you 
explain this? (e) What clientele does the company 
have?

(Contd...)

Year
EPS
Rs

Change in 
EPS (%)

DPS Change in Payout 
(%)Rs DPS (%)

1992 13.9 -7.2 5.3 11.7 37.9
1993 15.9 14.2 5.9 11.7 37.0
1994 16.4 3.1 6.5 10.5 39.7
1995 18.4 12.8 7.4 14.3 40.2
1996 19.8 7.4 8.3 11.7 41.8
1997 23.6 19.3 9.4 13.4 39.7
1998 24.7 4.7 10.5 11.8 42.4
1999 25.9 4.5 11.5 9.4 44.4
2000 27.8 7.6 13.0 12.9 46.6
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Year
EPS
Rs

Change in 
EPS (%)

DPS Change in Payout
(%)Rs DPS (%)

2001 30.7 10.2 14.2 9.5 46.3
2002 30.1 -2.0 15.1 6.1 50.1
2003 31.2 3.7 15.9 5.7 51.1
2004 33.9 8.7 17.2 7.7 50.7
2005 34.9 2.9 19.1 11.5 54.9
2006 81.8 134.5 21.6 12.9 26.4
2007 44.9 -45.1 23.5 8.6 52.3
2008 53.6 19.5 80.5 243.1 150.1
2009 36.5 -32.0 28.2 -65.0 77.2

5. Ashoka Ltd has a capital structure shown below:

Rs crore

Equity share capital (Rs 10 par, 5 crore shares) 50
Preference share capital

(Rs 100 par, 50 lakh shares) 50
Share premium 50
Reserves and surpluses 80
Net worth 230

Show the changed capital structure if the 
company declares a bonus issue of shares in the 
ratio of 1:5 to ordinary shareholders when the issue 
price per share is Rs 100. How would the capital 
structure be affected if the company had split its 
stock five-for-one instead of declaring bonus issue? 

6. Polychem Co.’s current capital structure as on 31 
March, 2009 is as follows:

Rs crore

Share capital (Rs 100 par, 2 crore shares) 200
Share premium 100
Reserves and surpluses 190

490

The current market price of the company’s shares 
is Rs 140 per share. The earnings per share for the 
year 2008 was Rs 17. The company has been paying 
a constant dividend of Rs 6.50 per share for the 
last ten years.

What shall be the effect on earnings per share, 
dividend, share price and the capital structure if 
the company (r) splits its shares two-for-one or 
(h) declares a bonus issue of one-for-twenty?

7. Surendra Auto Limited is considering a bonus 
shares issue. The following data are available:

Rs crore

Paid up share capital 12
Reserves 16
Previous three years’ pre-tax profit Year 1 8.0

Year 2 8.6
Year 3 8.3

Recommend the maximum bonus ratio. Give reasons.
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CASE 18.1:A.C. COMPANY LTD
A.C. Company Ltd has improved its profitability in 2008- 
09, and is on a growth path after poor performance in the 
preceding two years. The following is the summary of the 
company’s operations during the preceding three years:

The company’s focus in 2008-09 was on cost reduction 
and funds management rather than growth in sales. 
Operating and interest costs fell by 3.3 per cent and 60 per 
cent, respectively. According to the company’s managing 
director, ‘The turnover in 2008-09 dipped because of a 
drop in volumes. However, the sales are not strictly 
comparable because in the previous year, there was a large 
order worth Rs 15 crore from a public sector oil company. 
On the other hand, the net profit growth was higher because 
of better asset management. This resulted in reduced 
borrowings and lowered the financial charges.’ The 
company was able to bring down its inventory holding 
period to 46 days from 81 days and debtors holding period 
to 95 days from 119 days. The company is changing its 
debt policy to a conservative policy. The debt-equity ratio 
of 1.8:1 in 2006-07 has been brought down to 0.5:1 in 
2008-09.

(Rs crore)

Table 18.1.1: A.C. Company Ltd:
Operating Performance

2006-07 2007-08 2008-09

Sales 53.4 75.6 69.5
Gross profit 3.4 4.5 12.3
Net profit 1.3 1.3 5.9
EPS (Rs) 1.8 1.8 8.1

The prospects of the company for increased business 
in 2009-10 are estimated to be good. According to the 

managing director, ‘The general industrial activity as such 
has picked up which should result in a better demand for 
the company’s products from sectors such as automobiles, 
mining and chemicals.’ Experts think that compressor 
industry will grow at 10 per cent in 2009-10. The company 
is anticipating a sales growth of 15-20 per cent in 2009- 
10. The company’s strategy of cost reduction and improving 
marketing efficiency will continue.

The company operates in the compressor industry and 
drilling and mining equipment industry. It is number two 
in the compressor industry after Inger Soil Rand. The 
product profile of the company in the years has shifted in 
favour of the compressor sector.

In 2008-09 the company’s gross block increased to 
Rs 22 crore from Rs 20 crore. The company has planned 
for an investment of Rs 5 crore in its Poona factory. The 
company’s share enjoys good liquidity and its P/E ratio is 
32. In the expectation of good performance, the company’s 
share price started rising since January 2009, and sharply 
increased to Rs 285 just before the budget from Rs 190 in 
January. The current price (after technical correction) is 
around Rs 225-35.

In the last two years, the company paid a dividend of 
10 per cent. The company was wondering if it should 
declare a higher dividend in 2008-09?

Discussion Questions

1. Evaluate the company’s financial condition.
2. Recommend the dividends to be paid by A.C. 

Company Ltd. Justify your advice.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Select three companies from three different industries of 
your choice. Obtain EPS, DPS and bonus shares data for 
the companies for 10 to 15 years. Next, carry out telephone 
and/or Email interviews of the CFOs of the selected 
companies about the dividend policy. Ascertain during the 
interviews the validity of Lintner’s view on dividends. 

Further, use Lintner’s model to find out the speed of 
adjustment, safety factor and target payout ratios for the 
companies. Using the data collected, interviews and 
Lintner’s model estimates, prepare report on the dividend 
policies of the selected companies.
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Capital Market Efficiency and
Capital Markets in India

I earning Objectives

► Explair the concept of the capital market efficiency
► Discuss the features of perfect capital market
► Highlight the developments in the stock markets (secondary market) and the new issue market (primary market) in India
► Understand role of merchant bankers and mutual funds

INTRODUCTION

Companies raise long-term funds in the forms of equity 
and debt from the capital markets. Finance managers 
should, therefore, know the ways in which securities are 
traded and priced in the capital markets. They should also 
know the procedures followed in issuing securities. 
Securities will be fairly priced in the capital markets if 
they are efficient. In this chapter, we shall explain the 
meaning of the capital market efficiency and the 
developments in capital markets in India.

CAPITAL MARKET EFFICIENCY

Capital markets facilitate the buying and selling of 
securities, such as shares and bonds or debentures. They 
perform two valuable functions: liquidity and pricing 
securities.

Liquidity
Liquidity means the convenience and speed of 
transforming assets into cash, or transferring assets from 
one person to another without any loss of value. Cash is 
the most liquid asset as it can be readily converted into 

any other asset, or transferred to another person, without 
any decline in value.

Capital markets make securities liquid. They facilitate 
the buying and selling of securities by a large number of 
investors continuously and instantaneously, without 
incurring significant costs. They help to reduce, if not 
eliminate, the transaction costs. For ensuring the liquidity, 
capital markets do require certain investors who are 
always ready to buy or sell securities. These market 
makers enhance liquidity and reduce transaction costs.

Fair Price of Securities
How are the prices of securities determined? Are these 
fair prices? In the capital markets, hundred of investors 
make several deals a day. The screen-based trading makes 
these deals known to all in the capital markets. Thus, a 
large number of buyers and sellers interact in the capital 
markets. The demand and supply forces help in 
determining the prices. Since all information is publicly 
available, and since no single investor is large enough to 
influence the security prices, the capital markets provide 
a measure of fair price of securities.

A financial manager borrows and lends (invests) 
funds in the capital markets. Capital markets facilitate the 
allocation of funds between savers and borrowers. This
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Figure 19.2: Weekly market returns, 10 Feb. 1990 to 28 Feb. 2009

allocation will be optimum if the capital markets have 
efficient pricing mechanism. What does capital market 
efficiency mean? Are capital markets efficient?

The security prices have been observed to move 
randomly and unpredictably. We can see the randomness 
of share prices in Figure 19.1 and of the market returns in 
Figure 19.2. In Figure 19.1, the weekly prices of the 
Bombay Stock Exchange's Sensitivity Index (Sensex) are 
plotted from 10 February 1990 to 28 February 2009. 

Figure 19.2 plots the changes in the weekly prices for the 
same period; that is, raw weekly returns. This randomness 
of security prices (and returns) may be interpreted to imply 
that investors in the capital markets take a quick 
cognisance of all information relating to security prices, 
and that the security prices quickly adjust to such 
information. Thus, the efficiency of security prices 
depends on the speed of price adjustment to any available 
information. The more is the speed of adjustment, the more
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efficient will be the security prices. The capital market 
efficiency may, therefore, be defined as the ability of 
securities to reflect and incorporate all relevant 
information, almost instantaneously, in their prices.

Forms of Capital Market Efficiency
The finance theory refers to three forms of capital market 
efficiency:1

1. Roberts, H.V., Statistical versus Clinical Prediction of the Stock Market, (unpublished paper) quoted in Brealey, R.A. and S.C. Mayers, 
Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw-Hill, 1991, p. 295.

2. Fama, E.F., Random Walks in Stock Market Prices, Financial Analysts Journal, (Sept.-Oct. 1965) pp. 55-59; and Fama, E.F., Efficient 
Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work, Journal of Finance (May 1970), pp. 383-417.

3. Fama, E.F. et. al., The Adjustment of Stock Price to New Information, International Economic Review, Feb. 1969, pp. 1-21.
4. Fama et. al., ibid.

■Qz Weak form of efficiency 
Semi-strong form of efficiency 
Strong form of efficiency.

Weak form of market efficiency The security prices 
reflect all past information about the price movements in 
the weak form of efficiency. It is, therefore, not possible 
for an investor to predict future security prices by 
analyzing historical prices, and achieve a performance 
(return), better than the stock market index such as the 
Bombay Stock Exchange Share Price Index or the 
Economic Times Share Price Index. It is so because the 
capital market has no memory, and the stock market index 
has already incorporated past information about the 
security prices in the current market price.

How does one know that the capital market is efficient 
in its weak form? To answer this question, we can find 
out the correlation between the 'security prices over time.' 
In an efficient capital market, there should not exist a 
significant correlation between the security prices over 
time.2 Most empirical tests have shown that there exists 
serial independence between the security prices over time. 
In other words, share prices behave randomly. Hence the 
weak form of efficiency is referred to as the random walk 
hypothesis. An alternative method of testing the weakly 
efficient market hypothesis is to formulate the trading 
strategies, using the security prices and compare their 
performance with the stock market performance. The 
capital market will be inefficient if the investor's trading 
strategy could beat the market. Researchers have studied 
a large number of trading rules, and have concluded that 
it is not possible for investors to outperform the market.

Semi-strong form of market efficiency In the semi-strong 
form of efficiency, the security prices reflect all publicly 
available information. This implies that an investor will 
not be able to outperform the market by analysing the 
existing company-related or other relevant information 
available in, say, the annual accounts, or financial dailies/ 
magazines (e.g., the Economic Times or Business India). In 
fact, such publicly available information is already 
impounded in the current security prices.

How can we establish that capital market is semi
strong efficient? Researchers have employed event studies 
to study the semi-strong form of the market efficiency.3 
One can study the effect of events such as the earnings/ 
dividends announcements, bonus issues, rights issues, 
changes in accounting policies etc. For example, if a 
company increases its dividend rate, one can study the 
speed with which the price of the company share is 
adjusted to this information. The semi-strong efficient 
market hypothesis implies that the share price reflects an 
event or information very quickly, and therefore, it is not 
possible for an investor to beat the market using such 
information.

How can event studies be conducted? Fama, Fisher, 
Jensen and Roll have developed a methodology for event 
studies. The following steps are involved:4

The expected and actual return, before and after 
the event, using the market model or the capital 
asset price model are calculated.
The abnormal return (AR), as the difference
between the expected return and the actual return
is calculated.

A The cumulative abnormal return (CAR) is 
calculated.

For the capital market to be efficient in its semi-strong 
form, the value of CAR should be equal to zero before 
event, rise to a positive number just after the event and 
then stay. In an inefficient capital market, the value of CAR 
will continue rising for several weeks after the event. Let 
us consider an example to illustrate how event studies 
can be used to discern whether the capital market is 
efficient or not.

ILLUSTRATION 19.1: Event Study
You are employed by a finance company, and you have 
been assigned the responsibility of analysing the effect of 
an unannounced bonus issue of 1:1, for Maxima India 
Limited. You think that the market is efficient. The first 
thing which you do is to determine the equation for the 
expected return for Maxima’s shares. You choose weekly 
returns for a three-year period, up to six weeks, before the 
unannounced bonus issue. Using the market model, you 
obtain the following characteristic line for Maxima:

1^ = 0.022 + 1.3^

where r is Maxima’s return and r is the market return. MAX m
If the market return is zero, Maxima’s return will be 2.2 
per cent. You found that six months before the event, the 
market return was 12.6 per cent. You can calculate 
Maxima’s expected return as follows:
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rM\x =0.022+1.3(0.126) = 0.186 or 18.6% 

Maxima’s actual return was also 18.6 per cent. Thus, 
was no abnormal return:

A:normal return = Expected return - Actual return
= 18.6%-18.6% = 0

Mmilar calculations, as shown in Table 19.1, can be 
for weekly periods before and after the event (bonus 

ssue The cumulative addition of abnormal returns will 
c e CAR. Data in Table 19.1 are plotted in Figure 19.3. 

:<u can see from Table 19.1 and Figure 19.3 that CAR 
was 2.3 per cent until the bonus announcement (in time

After the bonus issue was announced, CAR increased 
■: about 4 per cent and remained unchanged for each week 
curing next six weeks. Maxima's CARs increased in 
anticipation of the bonus issue at time 0. Once this 
^formation was incorporated in the share prices, there 
was no more changes in the prices. For any other new 
information, the share price may adjust again. This 
behaviour is consistent with the capital market efficiency 
in the semi-strong form.

Figure 19.3: Effect of unannounced bonus issue on 
market efficiency

Strong form of efficiency In the strong form of efficiency, 
the security prices reflect all published and unpublished, 

public and private information. This is a significantly 
strong assertion, and empirical studies have not borne out 
the validity of the efficient market hypothesis, in the strong 
form of efficiency. People with private or inside 
information have been able to outperform the market in a 
strong efficient market.

Are Capital Markets Perfect?
We have seen that market efficiency refers to the 
information efficiency. The degree of efficiency depends 
on the level of information disclosure and the speed with 
which information is processed by the market and 
incorporated in the share prices. Capital markets have 
been found to be fairly efficient in the advanced economies 
as well as in a number of emerging capital markets. Are 
these markets perfect as well? A perfect capital market 
envisions more stringent conditions. The following are the 
attributes of a perfect capital market:

"Qz No entry barriers Anyone can participate in the 
market. Thus, the suppliers or users of funds can 
enter the market and deal with each other.

■Qz Large number of buyers and sellers Perfect 
competition in the market is ensured by the 
presence of a large number of buyers and sellers 
of securities. No single market participant should 
be large enough to be able to affect security prices. 
Divisibility of financial assets Financial assets are 
divisible and therefore, affordable investments are 
made by all participants.
Absence of transaction costs There are no 
transaction costs. Participants can buy and sell 
securities with ease and without much cost.■■

■Qz No tax differences Ideally, there are no taxes. 
There should not be any tax distortions. One set 
of investors should not be favoured over others. 
Free trading Any one is free to trade in securities 
in the capital market. There should not be 
government restrictions on trading.

Table 19.1: Effect of Announced Bonus Issue on Market Efficiency

Market 
Return 
rm(%)

Maxima's
Exp. Return 
E(rMAX> (%)

Maxima's
Act. Return 

r</%)

Abnormal 
Return, AR 
ra~E(rMAx) 

(%)

Cumulative 
Abnormal 

Return, 
CAR (%)

Time (weeks before &• 
after bonus 
announce

ment)

12.6 18.6 18.6 0.0 0.0 -6
13.4 19.6 20.1 0.5 0.5 -5
-6.8 - 6.6 - 7.1 - 0.5 0.0 -4
16.2 23.3 24.7 1.4 1.5 -3
18.9 26.8 26.5 - 0.3 1.2 -2
-8.0 - 8.2 - 7.3 0.9 2.1 - 1
9.6 14.7 16.7 2.0 4.1 0

- 5.3 -4.7 -4.6 0.1 4.2 1
8.2 12.9 12.8 -0.1 4.1 2
9.9 15.1 15.0 -0-1 4.1 3

- 5.4 -4.8 -4.5 0.3 4.4 4
4.0 7.4 7.2 -0.2 4.2 5
6.0 16.0 10.3 - 0.3 3.9 6
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An efficient capital market is perfect if the above- 
mentioned conditions are fully satisfied. A capital market 
which is otherwise reasonably efficient will have 
imperfections, to the extent it does not satisfy the 
conditions for the perfect capital market. There are three 
significant imperfections that may be found in most capital 
markets in different degrees:

Tax asymmetries Most economies have varieties 
of taxes and tax incentives which cause tax 
asymmetries. Tax asymmetries make security 
transactions more beneficial to some. A number 
of financial transactions may create additional 
wealth for some because of tax differences.
Information asymmetries Most financial 
information is published and is publicly available. 
But, sometimes, certain persons may have 
superior information than others. These persons 
may earn abnormal returns for some time. In 
certain economies, the quality of the disclosure 
of information is low. All information is not easily 
and timely available and it involves cost. Certain 
kinds of information provide signals to the market 
participants. In an efficient capital market, all 
information is speedily incorporated in the prices.

■Qz Transaction costs Transaction costs do not affect 
the prices. But they can cause one transaction to 
be more profitable than the other. Transaction 
costs of two similar financial transactions may be 
different. Thus, investors would prefer one 
transaction over the other. Similarly, transaction 
costs of two persons to a transaction may be 
different.

In practice, capital markets have imperfections. 
Efficient markets may not be perfect. For developing 
frameworks for analysing financial decisions, a good 
starting point is to assume that capital markets are perfect. 
Once a framework is obtained, the practical implications 
of market imperfections can be analyzed.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Briefly explain two important functions of capital 
markets.

2. What is meant by ‘randomness of share prices’?
3. Define capital market efficiency.
4. What are three forms of capital market efficiency? 

Explain briefly.
5. What is meant by perfect capital markets? What are 

their attributes?

CAPITAL MARKETS IN INDIA5

5. The discussion of Indian capital markets in this chapter draws a lot of data and information from National Stock Exchange, Indian 
Securities Market: A Review, Mumbai: National Stock Exchange Volume X, 2007. Other references, which provide useful historical 
perspective on Indian capital markets, include M.R. Mayya, Indian Stock Markets (talk delivered in Hong Kong, 12 April, 1990), and 
Indian Stock Markets: Prospects, Problems and Prescriptions (talk delivered at CM, Ahmedabad).

Capital market facilitates the free trading (buying and 
selling) in all securities. It has two mutually supporting 
and indivisible segments: the primary market and the 
secondary market. In the primary market the companies 
issue new securities to raise funds. Hence it is also referred 
to as the new issues market. The secondary market deals 
with the second-hand securities; viz., securities that have 
already been issued by companies that are fisted in a stock 
exchange. Since the securities are fisted and traded in the 
stock exchange, the secondary market is also called the 
stock market In the primary market, companies interact 
directly with investors while in the secondary market 
investors interact with themselves. In both cases, the 
capital market intermediaries (the investment or merchant 
bankers, stock brokers etc.) play an important role. The 
secondary market, based on all-available information, 
determines the price and risk of the issued securities. It 
provides useful signals to both listed companies and 
investors to act in the primary markets.

The secondary market may also include the over-the- 
counter (OTC) market and the derivatives market. In the 
stock market, the share prices are determined by the 
demand and supply forces. On the other hand, in the OTC 
market, prices are negotiated between the buyer and the 
seller. The derivatives market deals in futures and options. 
In the derivatives markets, securities or portfolios of 
securities (for example, a market index) are traded for 
future delivery. In case of options, the future delivery is 
conditional as the option buyer has a right to exercise or 
not to exercise the option.

PRIMARY CAPITAL MARKET IN INDIA

Primary capital market is a conduit for the sale of new 
securities. Listed (existing or new) companies may make 
the public issues of shares. The initial public offerings 
(IPOs) are the public issues of securities by new companies 
for the first time. In the IPOs or public offerings, made by 
the established companies, securities are sold to the 
public—all individuals and institutional investors.

Private corporate sector did not show much 
enthusiasm to offer capital to the public till 1980, because 
of the following factors:

Small size of the operations and narrow capital 
base

■Qz Availability of loan capital on easy terms from 
the term-lending institutions
Fear of losing control over the company
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•= Highly regulated environment
The decade of 80s, however, witnessed a sea change

- funds mobilization efforts of companies through 
r-cTic issues of equity and debt, encouraged by the 
reregulation of capital markets and other economic

rms. As a result, the annual funds mobilization in the 
issues market, which was only to the tune of about 

■* < million in 60s and Rs 900 million in '70s, increased 
scrsimtially during the 80s.6 The funds raised through 
—e rublic issues of corporate securities by the non- 
r: emment companies amounted to Rs 43,120 million in 

-*-<—91 which increased to a phenomenal level of Rs 
. ■ - ~0 million in 1994-95. Thereafter, it started 

sing. The public issues contributed to Rs 188,060 
—?n of funds in 1996-97 which declined to Rs 78,510

6. National Stock Exchange, Indian Securities Market: A Review, Mumbai: National Stock Exchange, 2007.

- .. ?n in 2003-04. Again there was spurt in the funds
- c lization through public issues in the period from 
2 <4-05 to 2007-08; funds of Rs 323,820 million were 
-rsed in 2006-07. The funds mobilized in 1990-91 were

? per cent of gross domestic savings (GDS) and 10.5 per 
in 1994-95 and much higher in 2006-07.

F nancial Instruments
Equity and debt are the two basic instruments of raising 
rapital from the primary markets. Equity was more 
—portant source of capital until 1995-96. The share of 
±quitv in funds mobilization through public issues was 
”2 per cent in 1995-96, which declined to 15 per cent in 

-*-8-99. After showing an increase in 1999-00 and 2000- 
i i the share of equity has dropped to about 17 per cent 
Table 19.2) in 2002-03 and picked up substantially 

afterwards.

Table 19.2: Resources Mobilized through
Debt and Equity (in per cent)

Year Equity Debt (%)

1995-96 72.39 27.61
1996-97 55.99 44.01
1997-98 41.17 58.83
1998-99 15.34 84.66
1999-00 58.41 41.59
2000-01 52.79 47.21
2001-02 16.88 83.12
2002-03 18.00 82.00
2003-04 80.47 19.53
2004-05 83.96 16.04
2005-06 100.00 00.00
2006-07 100.00 00.00

Source: NSE, Indian Securities Markets Review, 2008, Prime 
Annual Report

Companies, in practice, offer a number of variations 
of equity and debt securities. They include:

Ordinary shares Ordinary (equity) shares 
represent the ownership position in a company. 
The holders of the equity shares are the owners 
of the company, and they provide permanent 
capital. They have voting rights and receive 
dividends at the discretion of the board of 
directors.
Preference shares The holders of the preference 
shares have a preference over the equity in the 
event of the liquidation of the company. The 
preference dividend rate is fixed and known and 
is payable before paying dividend on the ordinary 
share capital. Companies in India can issue 
redeemable preference shares; but they can't issue 
irredeemable preference shares. A preference 
share may also provide for the accumulation of 
dividend. If is called a cumulative preference 
share. Companies in India now hardly issue 
preference shares.
Debentures Debentures represent long-term debt 
given by the holders of debentures to the 
company. Debentures maybe secured or 
unsecured. Secured debentures are also known 
as bonds. The rate of interest on debentures is 
specified and interest charges are treated 
deductible expenses in the hands of the company. 
Straight debentures, without a conversion feature, 
are called non-convertible debentures (NCDs). 
Debentures may be issued without an interest 
rate. They are called zero-interest debentures. 
Such debentures are issued at a price much lower 
than their face value. Hence they are also called 
deep-discount debentures/bonds.
Convertible debentures A debenture may be 
issued with the feature of being convertible into 
equity shares after a specified period of time at a 
given price. Thus a convertible debenture (CDs) 
will have features of a debenture as well as equity. 

"Qz Warrants A company may issue equity shares or 
debentures attached with warrants. Warrants 
entitle an investor to buy equity shares after a 
specified time period at a given price.
Cumulative convertible preference shares 
(CCPS) CCPS is an instrument giving regular 
returns, at say, 10 per cent, during the gestation 
period from three years to five years and equity 
benefits thereafter. In India, the Government 
introduced CCPS in 1984. However, it has failed 
to catch the investors' interest mainly because the 
rate of return was considered too low in the initial 
years and the provision for conversion into equity 
was also unattractive, if the company failed to 
perform well.

■Qz Derivative securities Securities with options to 
buy or sell are called derivative securities. CDs, 
CCPSs and warrants are examples of derivative 
securities.
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■Qz Borrowings from financial institutions In India, 
besides issuing debentures, companies raise debt 
capital through borrowings from the financial 
institutions and banks. Banks are the important 
source of working capital for companies.

Table 19.3: Resource Mobilization from IPOs and
Rights Issues (Rs million)

Issue 2005-06 2006-07
Number Amount Number Amount

IPOs 79 109,360 77 285,040
Issues by Listed 60 164,460 47 50,040
Companies 
Public Issues 24 123,580 8 12,930
Rights Issues 36 40,880 39 37,110
Total 139 273,820 124 335,080

Source: SEBI, cf., NSE, Indian Securities Market: A Review, 
Mumbai: NSE, 2007, p. 57.
Note: Numbers are rounded off.

The offerings of securities maybe made only to the 
existing shareholders. When the securities are offered only 
to the company's existing shareholders, it is called a rights 
issue. Table 19.3 gives data of resource mobilization from 
public issues, IPOs and rights issues for the years 2005-06 
and 2006-07. It is clear from Table 19.3 that public issues 

were preferred routes of mobilizing capital than the rights 
issues in 2005-06, but the situation reversed in 2006-07.

Private Placement
Instead of a public issue of securities, a company may offer 
them privately, only to a few investors; that is, less than 
50 in number. This is referred to as private placement of 
securities. It maybe noticed that private placement has 
become the most significant method of mobilizing funds 
adopted by the Indian companies recently. About 30 per 
cent of total funds mobilized by the public and private 
companies in 1990-91 was through private placement, and 
this increased to 100 per cent in 2006-07 (Table 19.4). The 
reasons for this development are:

■Qz Private placement of securities is subject to much 
less compliance than the public issues
Private placement is cost effective as compared 
to public issues
Private placement is time effective as deals can 
be easily and directly negotiated with a few 
investors

■Qi Private placement helps to tailoring the issues 
according to the needs of the companies

The private placement market, however, has several 
limitations for the efficient functioning of the capital 

(Rs million)

Resources Raised by Corporate Sector

Table 19.4: Resource Mobilization by Corporate Sector, 1995-96-2006-07

Year Public 
Equity 
Issue

Debt Issues Total
Resource 

Mobilization

Share of private 
placement (%)

Share of
Debt in 

Total

Resources 
(%)

Public 
issues

Pvt. 
placement

Total Total 
Debt

Total
Resources

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1995-96 88,820 29,400 100,350 129,750 218,570 77.34 45.91 59.36

1996-97 46,710 69,770 183,910 253,680 300,390 72.50 61.22 84.45

1997-98 11,320 19,290 309,830 329,120 340,450 94.14 91.01 96.67

1998-99 5,040 74,070 387,480 461,550 466,580 83.95 83.05 98.92

1999-00 29,750 46,980 547,010 593,990 623,740 92.09 87.70 95.23

2000-01 24,790 41,390 524,335 565,725 590,520 92.68 88.79 95.80

2001-02 10,820 53,410 462,200 515,610 526.430 89.64 87.80 97.94

2002-03 10,390 46,930 484,236 531,166 541,556 91.16 89.42 98.08

2003-04 178,210 43,240 484,279 527,519 705,729 91.80 68.62 74.75

2004-05 214,320 40,950 551,838 592,788 807,108 93.09 68.37 73.45

2005-06 236,760 0.00 818,466 818,466 1,055,226 100.00 77.56 77.56

2006-07 249,930 0.00 923,552 923,552 1,173,482 100.00 78.70 78.70

*Data from 2000-01 onwards include only issues with a tenor and put/call option of 1 year or more, while data for earlier years 
include all privately placed debt issues, irrespective of tenor.
Source: Prime Annual Report
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-3.-5.ets. There is little information available about this 
—..'set and there is little transparency.

Euro Issues
The increasing use of euro issues by the Indian companies 

indicates that Indian capital market is integrating with 
reinternational capital markets. Companies in India have 
iso started raising funds via euro issues in the foreign 
ispital markets. Euro issues include foreign currency 
:: " vertible bonds (FCCBs), global depository receipts 
SDRs) and American depository receipts (ADRs). ADRs 

2nd GDRs are like shares and they are traded in the 
: verseas stock exchanges. Indian companies raised 
significant amount of funds by way of euro issues in 90s. 
£ _ro issues contributed Rs. 1,70,059 million in 2006-07 as 

gainst Rs. 1,13,520 million in 2005-06 in the total resource 
mobilization.

Government Securities
Both the central and state governments borrow large sums 
: f money from the primary market by issuing dated 
securities (long-term securities) and Treasury bills 
T-Bills). T-Bills in India are issued for short duration. The 

r atal issue of government securities has increased over 
■ ears. The central government's mobilization of funds 
from the primary market increased 15 times from Rs 8,989 
crore in 1990-91 to Rs 151,126 crore in 2002-03. The state 
governments' mobilization of funds from the primary 
market increased almost fifteen times from 1990-91 to 
2001-02. A large part of the central government's 
borrowings goes in financing the fiscal deficit. In 2001- 
02, the net borrowings (gross borrowings minus 
repayments) financed 69.4 per cent of the central 
government's gross fiscal deficit. In case of the states, the 
net borrowing financed about 15 per cent of the gross fiscal 
deficit.

The largest holders of the government securities are 
the commercial banks followed by the Life Insurance 
Corporation of India (LIC). They are, in fact, captive 
investors for the government due to various investment 
restrictions. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has created 
a primary auction market with authorised primary 
dealers. More auctions have started taking place on market 
basis. But still the government securities are not issued 
entirely at market interest rates.

Pricing of New Issues
Until 1992, the Controller of Capital Issues (CCI) used to 
decide the prices of securities to be offered to the public. 
CCI does not exist now and it has been replaced by SEBI. 
Companies in India can freely price share issues, subject 
to the SEBI guidelines. In the case of the listed companies, 
the current market price provides a basis for pricing the 
new issue of securities. Companies generally fix the issue 
price 10 to 15 per cent below the current market price to 

account for the effect of the supply pressure. It is relatively 
difficult to price an IPO. Companies use the services of 
the merchant or investment bankers, who act as issue 
managers, to determine the issue price and manage the 
issue of securities.

A company is required to issue a prospectus when it 
issues shares to the public. The prospectus should disclose 
full information, including the risk factors in the issue, to 
the investors to be able to appraise the pricing and form a 
judgement. New companies should give the justification 
for the pricing to the prospective investors. Generally, the 
price of the issue is fixed well before the actual issue. The 
price is not changed at any stage. This price is generally 
kept on the lower side so that the issue is fully subscribed 
and there is no devolvement on undewrites. However, 
book building is an alternative to the fixed-pricing 
method.

Book Building and Price Discovery
In the case of a normal public issue, the price is fixed and 
known in advance. At the close of subscription, the 
company knows the number of shares applied for. Book 
building is an alternative to the traditional fixed-price 
method of security issue. In book building the issue price 
is not fixed. Book building is a process of offering securities 
at various bid prices from investors. There is a price band 
with the floor price (lower price) and the ceiling price (higher 
price). The demand for the security is assessed and the 
price is discovered based on bids made by investors. Price 
discovery, therefore, depends on the demand for the 
shares at different prices. In book building, the issuing 
company indicates the floor price but not the ceiling price. 
Book building involves the following steps:

The company plans an IPO via the book building 
route.
It appoints an issue manager (usually a merchant 
banker) as book-runner.
It issues a draft prospectus containing all required 
disclosure.

■Qz The draft prospectus is filed with SEBI.
The issue manager (book-runner) appoints 
syndicate members and other registered 
intermediaries to garner subscription.

■Qz Price discovery begins through the bidding 
process.

■Qz At the close of bidding, book-runner and the 
company decide upon the allocation and 
allotments.

Bids should be submitted electronically through the 
syndicate members. The bids should remain open for at 
least five days and the demand should be displayed at 
the end of every day. The issue manager can then 
determine the issue price in consultation with the issuing 
company. The book building enables faster issue of 
securities at lesser cost and trading can commence quite 
early, viz., within 15 days from the closure of the issue.
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The price under book building is the price that the 
market can bear, and it is usually higher than the price 
under the fixed-pricing method. It is believed that the 
book-building route of pricing is in favour of issuers, and 
that this method has made IPOs less attractive and risky 
for the ordinary investors.7

7. Gupta, L.C., "Asymmetric Information, Book Building and Investor Protection", NSENEWS, February 2002.
8. For a detailed analysis of the stock market developments, refer to NSE, Indian Securities Markets: A Review, Mumbai, NSE, Vol. 2,2002.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is a primary market? Why primary market was 
not active in India until ’80s?

2. Name the financial instruments that are used in India?
3. What is private placement? What are the reasons for 

the development of the private placement in India?
4. Explain the process of book building and price 

discovery.

SECONDARY MARKETS IN INDIA

Secondary capital markets deal in the second-hand issued 
securities. Stock exchanges are secondary markets where 
buyers and sellers trade in already issued securities. A 
stock exchange provides the following useful economic 
functions:

Help in determining fair prices based on demand 
and supply forces and all-available information 
Providing easy marketability and liquidity for 
investors

% Facilitation in capital allocations in primary 
markets through price signalling
Enabling investors to adjusting portfolios of 
securities

India has one of the oldest stock markets in Asia, viz., 
the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). BSE was established in 
1875. Later on, many more stock exchanges were 
established in other Indian cities like Ahmedabad, 
Calcutta, Madras, Kanpur etc. Until the 80s, there were 
eight stock exchanges in India; the number has now 
increased to 23. However, in terms of business activities, 
the two most prominent all-India stock exchanges are the 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and the National Stock 
Exchange (NSE). NSE was set up in June 1994. It started 
the screen-based trading in India which has been now 
adopted by BSE and other stock exchanges as well.

The relatively high level of issued capital required 
for a company to be eligible to be listed in a stock exchange, 
prompted the Government of India to grant recognition 
to the Over-the-Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI), 
which was promoted by Unit Trust of India, Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation of India Ltd. and 
others. OTCEI is also a screen-based market.

The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act 1956 was 
the first all-India legislation regulating the stock exchanges 
in the country. Now the Security Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI) regulates the operations of the primary and 
secondary markets in India.

Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI)
The establishment of the Securities and Exchange Board 
of India (SEBI), on the lines of the Securities and 
Investment Board of the UK, is a major development in 
the Indian capital market. SEBI, which was established 
on the 12 April 1988, is required to take a holistic view of 
the Indian securities markets. SEBI is required to regulate 
and promote the securities market by:

Providing fair dealings in the issues of securities 
and ensuring a market place where funds can be 
raised at a relatively low cost;
Providing a degree of protection to the investors 
and safeguard their rights and interests so that 
there is a steady flow of savings into the market; 
Regulating and developing a code of conduct and 
fair practices by intermediaries in the capital 
market like brokers and merchant banks with a 
view to making them competitive and 
professional.

Developments in Stock Market8

There has been impressive growth in the number of 
shareholders, number of listed companies, market 
capitalization and stock turnover in India over last two 
decades. The number of shareholders is estimated to be 
about 40 million; twenty years ago it was estimated to be 
one million. Thus India, after USA, has the second largest 
population of shareholders.

Table 19.5 contains selected indicators of the stock 
market operations. In 1990-91, there were 6,229 companies 
listed on the Indian stock exchange. This number has 
increased to 9,100 in 1995-96 and to 9,413 in 2002-03. India 
thus occupies the second position in the world next to USA 
in terms of the number of listed companies. The number 
of share brokers has also increased from 8,476 in 1995-96 
to 9,443 in 2006-07.

The turnover in the Indian stock exchanges has 
shown significant increase until 2001 and then it declined 
in 2002 and started picking up afterwards. The turnover 
in 1995-96 was Rs 22,73,680 million which increased to 
Rs 2,88,09,900 million in 2001 and then declined to 
Rs 89,58,180 million in 2002 and increased to 
Rs 2,90,14,715 million in 2007. The market capitalisation 
growth was quite low until mid-eighties. During 1990- 
91 to 1999-2000, the market capitalisation showed more
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Table 19.5: Secondary Market: Selected Indicators

Brokers
No.

Listed
Cos.

S&P
CNX
Nifty

Sensex Mcap 
(Rs mn.)

Mcap
(%)

Turnover
(Rs mn.)

8,476 9,100 985.30 3,366.61 - 47.00 2,273,680

"1" 7 8,867 9,890 968.85 3,360.89 34.60 6,461,160

9,005 9.833 1116.65 3,892.75 ~~ 37.70 9,086,810

9,069 9,877 1078.05 3,739.96 135,295 34.10 10,233,820

:«e-oo 9,192 9,871 1528.45 5,001.28 273,410 84.70 20,670.310

aaao-oi 9,782 9,954 1148.20 3,604.38 164,851 54.50 28,809,900

3W1-02 9,687 9,644 1129.55 3,469.35 153,534 36.36 8,958,180

23122-03 9,519 9,413 978.20 3,048.72 133,036 28.49 9,689,098

2MX3-O4 9,368 1771.90 5,590.60 303,940 52.25 16,209,326

2JMM-O5 9,128 2035.65 6,492.82 388,212 54.41 16,668,960

1SXS-06 9,335 — 3402.55 11280.00 677,469 85.58 23,901,030

2006-07 9,443 — 3821.55 13,072.10 814,134 86.02 29,014,715

ftar 1 ? times growth. The market capitalisation ratio, 
winch is an indicator of the market size, increased to 86

- cent by 2007 from 47 per cent in 1995-96. The ratio, 
ever, dropped sharply to 29 per cent in 2003.

XSE's S&P CNX Nifty and BSE's Sensex are two 
w de?, used stock exchange indices. Table 19.5 shows 
—ends in two indices. The indices have generally shown 
am increasing trend until 1999-2000. Sensex touched 5,000 

rk and S&P CNX Nifty 1,500 mark in 1999-2000. In the 
-c ■: _“.ree years, the stock indices showed decline in the 
Market.

Government Securities Market
” * - private corporate debt market is not well developed 
_r India. The government debt market constitutes 
?? cut three-fourths of the debt market in India.

; mmerdal banks and financial institutions in India own 

a large proportion of the government debt securities 
due to statutory liquidity and other investment 
requirements.

In 2001-02, for the first time, the turnover in the 
government securities was higher than the turnover of 
equities in all stock exchanges in India. The turnover of 
government securities increased from Rs 56,229 crore in 
1994-95 to Rs 29,88,560 crore—more than 30 times increase 
in 2002-03. The turnover of government securities in 2006- 
07 was Rs 35,83,337 crore. NSE has developed the 
wholesale debt market WDM (wholesale debt market) for 
government securities. The share of the NSE WDM 
segment has been significant in the total turnover of the 
government securities. The government debt securities 
have high level of liquidity. The turnover of the dated 
securities has been higher in the recent years. The primary 
dealers offer two-way quotes for the active government 
securities (see Table 19.6).
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Table 19.6: Turnover of Government Securities
(Rs crore)

NSE WDM
Total

Turnover
Govt. SecuritiesYear Segment SGL

1994-95 5.660 50,569 56,229
1995-96 9,988 127,179 137,167
1996-97 38,308 122,941 161,249
1997-98 103,585 185,708 289,293
1998-99 95,280 227,228 322,508
1999-00 293,887 539,232 833,119
2000-01 414,096 698,121 1,112,217
2001-02 927,604 1,573,893 2,501,497
2002-03 1,032,829 1,955,731 2,988,560
2003-04 1,316, 096 1,701,363
2004-05 887,293 1,260,867
2005-06 475,523 708,015 2,580,400
2006-07 219, 106 398,299 3,583,337

Source: NSE, Indian Securities Market: A Review, Mumbai, NSE, 
2002.

Derivatives Market
Derivatives are securities derived from other securities 
(called underlying securities) like equity, debt, or any other 
type of security. They also include contracts that derive 
their values from prices or index of prices. In India, the 
OTC derivatives are not allowed; the legal derivatives 
must trade on recognised stock exchanges only. 
Derivatives trading in India started in June 2000, with SEBI 
approving trading in index future contracts, based on 
BSE's Sensex index and NSE's S&P CNX Nifty index. 
Immediately after this, approval for trading in options in 
these two indices and some individual shares followed in 
July 2001.

Table 19.7: Turnover of Government Securities

Contract
Number 

of 
Contracts

Traded 
Value 
(Rs)

Total % 
of contract 

to total 
contracts

Index Futures:

NIFTY 50 81,100,169 25,221,379 76.05
BANKNIFTY 3,501,271 63,539 0.33
CNXIT 37,128 10,837 0.03

Index Options:
NIFTY 50 25,155,760 7,918,658 23.59
BANKNIFTY 1,224 335 0.0011
CNXIT 454 132 0.

Total of
all Indices 106,644,862 33,314,881 100.00

Trading in derivatives mostly takes place in NSE, 
accounting for the large volume share of the contracts and 
traded value. As indicated in ISMR (2007), Index Futures 

and Options were first traded on the benchmark index 
Nifty 50. Nifty 50 constituted 99.64% of the total number 
of index contracts traded on NSE, with 76.05% of the 
contract trades in Index Futures and 23.59% in Index 
Options during the period 2006-07. Thereafter, trading was 
extended to CNX IT index on 29 August 2003 and Bank 
Nifty on June 09. Table 19.7 shows the number of contracts 
and traded value of index futures and index options.

Trading and Settlement
Investors can carry out their operations (buying and 
selling of securities) through brokers and sub-brokers. A 
broker is an enrolled member of a stock exchange who is 
authorized to the stock exchange trade. He or she is 
registered with SEBI. Sub-brokers are affiliated to the 
members (brokers) of the stock exchange and registered 
with SEBI as sub-brokers. Investors can hold and trade in 
securities in dematerialized form.

Dematerialization of shares Dematerialization is a 
process of changing paper certificates of securities into 
electronic form and recording in computers by a 
depository. A depository holds shares in dematerialized 
(demat) form, maintains ownership records and also 
facilitates transfer of ownership. All transactions take place 
through computers without paper work. An investor may 
hold shares in physical or demat form, but he or she can 
trade and settle deals in most shares easily in demat form. 
In India, there are two depositories—NSDL and CDSL, 
who compete with each other. Dematerialization of shares 
in India was introduced in 1998. Within three years, a very 
high level of dematerialization was achieved. Now almost 
100 per cent trades are settled in demat form. The growth 
of dematerialization in India has been the fastest in 
emerging capital markets and most developed markets. 
The following features maybe observed about 
dematerialization:9

9. SEBI, "Dematerialisation: A Silent Revolution in the Indian Capital Market", Working Paper, April 2001; cf., NSE, Indian Securities 
Market: A Review, Mumbai, NSE, 2002, p. 120.

Fall in settlement and other charges
■Qz No stamp duty
■Qz Depository facility has effected changes in the 

stock market microstructure
Breadth and depth of investment culture has 
further got extended to interior areas of the 
country faster

■Qz Explicit transaction cost has been falling
■Qz Increased growth in turnover

Trading Buying and selling of shares is an agreement 
between the broker/sub-broker and the client (investor) 
once he or she has filled in a client registration. The broker 
charges a fee, which is between 0.50 per cent and 1 per 
cent of the value of transaction, for executing the 
transaction in the stock exchanges. Sub-brokers cannot 
charge commission more than 1 per cent. Stock exchanges
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■ :. e a scheduled pay-in day and pay-out day. The pay-
in day is the day when the broker makes payment or
delivery of securities to the exchange. The payout day is
the day when the exchange makes payment or delivery
t securities to the broker.

Rolling settlement In rolling settlement system, the 
~e ding period (T) is one day. With effect from 1 April 
1'13, the obligations have to be netted and settled on the 
2nd working day on a T + 2 rolling settlement scheme. 
-: r example, the trade done on Monday will be settled on 
Tuesday. Every day is a settlement day in the rolling 
s;: tiement scheme. Hence it is necessary that securities 
are held in demat form.

SEBI introduced rolling settlement cycle of five days 
:: r most active securities with effect from 2nd July 2001 
and for remaining securities with effect from 31st 
December 2001. Before this change, trade settlement was 
inefficient; the trades carried out from Mondays to 
Fridays were settled by payment of monies and delivery 
: f securities in the following week. Under this system, 
cades done on a Monday would get settled Thursday 
next week. The rolling settlement cycle of 5 days was 
subsequently brought down to three days and finally to 
two days.

Circuit breaker Extreme volatility in the stock market is 
not considered healthy. The circuit breaker or price bands 
system helps to control the extreme volatility. From 2 July 
2001, SEBI moved to a system of index-based circuit 
breaker system market-wide. The system applies when 
the market moves in either direction by specified circuit 
breakers (limits). The three stages of the market movement 
are 10 per cent, 15 per cent and 20 per cent. Whenever 
these limits are breached, depending on the extent of 
breach, the stock exchange authorities will halt the market 
for the specified period. These circuit breakers bring about 
a co-ordinated trading halt in all equity and equity 
derivatives market across the country, and the movement 
of either BSE Sensex or the NSE S&P CNX Nifty, 
whichever is breached earlier, triggers the market-wide 
circuit breakers.10

10. NSE, Indian Securities Markets: A Review, op. cit., 2002.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the functions of the secondary market?
2. What is meant by dematerialization of shares?
3. What is the concept of rolling settlement?

MERCHANT BANKING:
ROLE IN CAPITAL MARKETS

Merchant banks, also called investment banks, are the 
most significant institutions in the financial markets of 

the developed countries. They help in promoting and 
sustaining the capital markets, and they provide a variety 
of financial services to the corporate sector. In Europe, 
they perform these functions along with the commercial 
banking functions. Investment banks in the USA perform 
merchant banking functions, and they are prohibited from 
carrying on the commercial banking activities.

Merchant banks are needed in developing countries 
for developing and activating the capital markets. With 
the deregulation and liberalisation of financial sectors in 
a number of developing countries, merchant banking 
activities are assuming a very important role. The scope 
of merchant banking activities has been expanding in India 
over the years. The recent changes in the Indian economy 
and financial markets are expected to provide a further 
impetus to the faster development of the merchant 
banking.

Merchant banks, contrary to what is suggested by the 
name, are, in fact, neither merchants nor necessarily banks. 
The term came into usage after merchants in London 
started financing foreign trade through acceptance of bills 
of exchange. Since merchants were the first to provide 
this "banking service", they came to be known as 
merchant banks. Over years, they expanded and 
diversified the scope of their operations. Merchant banks 
started assisting the governments of developing countries 
in raising long term funds through flotation of bonds on 
the London Stock Exchange, for syndication of short-term 
finance for domestic business; underwriting of securities; 
managing security issues and transfers; acting as 
debenture trustees; providing advice in investment and 
portfolio management, mergers and take-overs, capital 
restructuring, liquidity management and other corporate 
services; arranging finances including new sources such 
as leasing, venture capital, etc.

Merchant bankers benefit corporate clients in a 
number of ways. First, they help in releasing valuable 
management time by looking into the legal and procedural 
complications involved in the securities' issues and raising 
of loans. Second, they provide professionally competent 
advice to corporate clients, in matters of investment, 
capital restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, valuation, 
etc. Third, merchant bankers help in cultivating 
investment attitude and climate as well as financial 
innovativeness in individual investors as well as corporate 
clients.

Status of Merchant Banking in India

The Grindlays Bank (now acquired by Standard Chartered 
bank) was the first bank which formally initiated merchant 
banking activities in India by setting up a Merchant 
Banking Division in 1967. Citibank was next to start 
merchant banking in 1970. After two years, the State Bank 
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of India entered the field, in 1972. The erstwhile Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) was 
the first development financial institution to offer 
merchant banking services in 1974. Today, there are a large 
number of banks, financial institutions and private sector 
organizations providing merchant banking services. 
Some of the services provided by merchant banks today, 
such as underwriting of securities, bill discounting, 
project finance, technical advice, etc., were offered by 
commercial banks, development banks, insurance and 
investment companies and other organizations in India, 
long before the appearance of formal merchant banking 
organizations.

A large number of nationalized banks have set up 
divisions or subsidiaries for offering merchant banking 
services. Issue management is the dominant activity of 
most of them, while a few provide numerous other 
services also. Amongst the nationalized banks, the State 
Bank of India has the largest share of merchant banking 
business on account of its large network of branches and 
customer base.

In the private sector in India, merchant banking 
services are provided by financial consultancy firms and 
stock brokers. On a small scale, they carry on a wide range 
of merchant banking activities. Some of them are quite 
active in acting as advisors/managers of fixed deposits, 
attracted by companies. A few firms, representing foreign 
banks, assist companies in the area of international 
finance.

Today the number of merchant banking 
organizations, as well as the scope of services offered by 
them, has increased significantly. Services provided by 
merchant banking organizations in India include 
corporate counselling, project counselling and pre
investment studies; capital restructuring; credit 
syndication and project finance; issue management and 
underwriting; portfolio management; non-resident 
investment; working capital finance; acceptance credit and 
bill discounting; mergers, amalgamations and take-overs; 
venture capital; leasing finance; foreign currency finance; 
fixed deposit broking; mutual funds; relief to sick 
industries.11

The merchant banking activity in India is governed 
by SEBI under the SEBI (Merchant Bankers) Regulations 
1992. Each merchant banker is required to have capital 
adequacy with prescribed net worth. The SEBI regulations 
specify the code of conduct, lead managers' duties, 
payment of fees and disclosures. The new regulations 
make a clear distinction between the merchant banker and 
the non-banking financial company (NBFC). The merchant 
bankers are not allowed to engage in the fund-based 
activates except those that relate the capital market 
operations like underwriting.

MUTUAL FUNDS AND CAPITAL MARKETS

Indian investors started investing through mutual funds 
since 1964 when the government set up the Unit Trust of 
India (UTI). UTI's objective was to mobilize the savings 
of the publ ic, and invest them in securities and other assets, 
enabling the investors to earn good returns. The 
government provided several fiscal incentives to UTI to 
make its schemes attractive for investors. UTI remained a 
monopoly until 1987 after which government controlled 
banks established mutual funds, followed by the insurance 
companies. Now the mutual funds industry is highly 
competitive and investors have a variety of schemes to 
choose from.SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulation 1993 has also 
provided for the fair functioning of mutual funds by 
prescribing disclosure and advertising norms and that the 
fund sponsor, trustees, custodians and asset management 
company (AMC) must have an arm's length relationship. 
As shown in Table 19.8, mutual funds have been 
mobilizing substantial funds after more funds entered the 
market and the industry became competitive.

Table 19.8: Funds Mobilized by Mutual Funds

Period Funds Mobilized 
(Rs billion)

2002-03 45.80
2003-04 47.7
2004-05 46.8
2005-06 52.8
2006-07 94.0

Mutual funds mobilize savings from a large number 
of investors and invest these funds in shares and other 
securities. The return obtained from the mutual funds 
investments is shared among the investors, called 
shareholders or unit holders, in proportion to their 
investment. Mutual funds employ a professional team to 
carry out the investment activities on behalf of the unit 
holders. The main feature of a mutual fund is that it makes 
diversification of portfolio a possibility for the small 
investors who otherwise may not be able to do so with 
their limited resources. These investors are also able to 
get professional investment management services and are 
relieved of the worries that are normally involved with 
investing in securities like book-keeping and transaction. 
Mutual fund is really a financial innovation of this century 
that provides a novel way of mobilizing savings of small 
investors and allowing them to participate in the equity 
and other securities of the companies and other 
commercial organizations with less risk. Mutual funds 
are sine qua non for the development of the capital markets 
and the creation of the equity cult in an economy.

11. Verma, J.C., Merchant Banking: Organization and Management, Tata McGraw-Hill, p. 62.
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Mutual funds issue shares or units to investors.
* i a "ands have two broad categories:

fe Closed-ended mutual funds Close-ended 
mutual funds are created for a specific duration 
which is specified at the start of the fund. They 
have fixed number of shares or units 
outstanding. After the initial issue of shares/ 
units, they trade on the stock exchanges or over- 
the-counter-markets. The price of the shares/ 
units is determined by the supply of and demand 
for the shares/units. Because of the volatility of 
prices, timing is an important consideration for 
buying a closed-ended fund. The repurchase 
price, also called bid price, is the price at 
which a close-ended fund repurchases its units 
and it may include a charge called the back-end 
load.

■c Open-ended fund Open-ended mutual funds 
continue to operate for unlimited period of time; 
investors can join and leave the funds any time. 
Thus, there is no fixed number of shares or units; 
it changes everyday, depending on purchases and 
sales. The price per share/unit is determined by 
the net asset value (NAV) of the open-end fund. 
The NAV of each share/unit is the total asset 
value minus the liabilities of a mutual fund 
divided by the number of shares/units 
outstanding. Mutual funds are obligated to buy 
and sell shares at the current NAV. The price at 
which they repurchase the shares/units is called 
redemption price.

Various kinds of funds are possible within these two 
categories:

Qi Income funds Income funds have the primary 
objective of a high current return, and 
investment is made in portfolios of high 
yielding shares.

Qi Growth funds They aim for capital gains and 
hence invest large proportion of their funds in 
equity shares with high growth potential.

Qi Balanced funds Balanced funds combine the 
objectives of earning current income and capital 
appreciation. So, their portfolio consists of both 
equities and bonds.

Qi Tax saving funds Tax saving funds are targeted 
to investors in high tax brackets. Income for these 
funds is tax-exempt.

Qi Sector-based funds Mutual funds may offer 
opportunities to investors to invest in the 
securities of specific sectors. For example, mutual 
funds have made available several sector-based 
funds like Infrastructure, Technology, and 
Pharmaceutical, to investors.

Benefits of Mutual Funds
Mutual funds are financial intermediaries, facilitating the 
process of savings and investment. They mobilize savings 
form investors by selling their units or shares. The savings 
so collected are invested in the shares and other securities 
of a large number of companies and institutions. Mutual 
fund is a convenient and hassle-free method of investing 
in securities. It allows an investor to pool her investment 
with other investors with common financial objectives. 
Mutual funds offer the following advantages to investors:

Qi Simplicity Mutual funds are the simplest means 
of investing in the stock market securities for small 
investors and those investors who have no 
understanding of stock market or who do not have 
time or liking to actively trade in stocks. These 
investors can simply identify mutual funds that 
meet their financial goals, and let the fund 
managers manage their investments at a 
reasonable fee.

Qi Diversification Small investors may not be able 
to invest in many securities as they may have 
limited savings. They may confine their 
investment to single or a very few securities. 
Hence, they are unable to diversify their 
investment risk. Mutual funds invest in large 
number of shares and/or other types of securities 
tike government bonds, corporate bonds etc. This 
helps to spread out the investor's investment risk.

Qi Professional management Mutual funds employ 
expert managers to manage the investors' 
investments. Thus, small investors are able to 
avail services of professional fund managers 
without a heavy cost. Fund managers invest 
investors' money according to their financial 
goals. From time to time, they disclose to investors 
whether or not they are able to meet their goals.

Qi Affordability Most mutual funds offer a variety 
of investment schemes with different investment 
goals and they specify low amounts as the 
minimum investments. Thus, small and all other 
investors have plenty of investment opportunities.

Qi Flexibility Investors do not want waste time 
visiting the mutual funds for buying and selling 
shares. These days, most mutual funds facilitate 
buying, selling, and transfer of shares by phone. 
In case of a number of mutual funds, investors 
can transact with them online. Some times mutual 
funds provide opportunities to investors to shift 
their investment from one scheme to another 
without any additional cost.

Drawbacks of Mutual Funds
The biggest drawback of mutual funds is the high fees and 
expenses, which can adversely affect investors' returns.
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High fees and expenses The high fee and expenses 
of mutual fluids include sales fee, management 
fee and funds expenses. The loaded funds have 
initial charges called sales load or front-end load, 
levied, when they sell units/shares to investors. 
They charge a fee, called back-end load when they 
repurchase units/shares from investors. Some 
funds may even charge penalty for early 
redemption of investment. Management fees 
include charges for managerial services and 
typically range from 0.25 to 2 per cent. Fund 
expenses also include charges for legal and 
administrative expenses.

Brokerage fees Investors are required to pay 
brokerage fees in addition to the high fees and 
expenses of mutual funds. The mutual fund's 
expense ratio does not include the brokerage fees 
of buying and selling shares. Expense ratio is the 
percentage of a mutual fund's profits that holders 
must pay for management fees, operating costs, 
administrative fees, and any other costs.

% Hidden costs There is soft money or hidden 
brokerage fees that the mutual funds use for 
research. Usually, this money may be used for 
giving incentives to the fund managers like 
vacations for them and their families. Investors 
must examine the mutual fund's turnover rate or 
ratio. Turnover rate or ratio is the percentage of a 
mutual fund's holdings that have been sold over 
in the past year. The higher the turnover rate, the 
higher the likelihood of the large hidden 
brokerage costs.

A Cost of diversification The diversification 
advantage provided by the mutual funds might 
become a disadvantage as they curb the 
possibility for large gains from individual shares. 
For example, if an investor owned an Infosys 
share for a decade, she could have a large capital 
gain from her investment. But a mutual fund that 
owned Infosys share might report small gain since 
the fund usually hold a small percentage of an 
individual share.

Risks of ownership The mutual funds investors 
suffer the usual ownership risks. When the market 
falls, the worth of investors' investment reduces, 
and in a stock market crash, their investment 
value may be totally eroded.

Investors must collect information about a mutual 
fund before deciding to make an investment. They should 
analyze the fund's prospectus that describes its goals, 
portfolio, prior performance, managers, fees, and other 
information. The annual or half-yearly report will list the 
securities the fund currently holds. The important 
considerations for an investor in choosing a fund are: 
consistent past performance, tolerable risk, low expense 
ratio, and manageable assets size and tax efficiency. The 
managers of fast growing funds may make hasty and risky 

investment as they have large pools of cash. It is preferable 
for small investors to invest in the mutual funds that have 
manageable assets.

Index Fund
Investors sometimes want to take advantage of growth in 
certain industrial sectors, or the market as a whole. Hence 
they might be interested in investing their money in shares 
of specific sectors. They can do so by putting their money 
in sector funds. These funds buy all of the shares in a 
particular sector in proportion to the weights of the sector 
stock index. If an investor likes shares of the fast moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) companies, he can buy sector 
funds that invest in FMCG shares. Investing in sector 
funds adds diversification to the investor's portfolio. For 
example, if an investor wants to invest on the basis of the 
popularity of, say, computer software shares, he does not 
have to invest in just the Infosys share. Sector funds will 
allow him to own shares of many other software 
companies. Sector funds allow an investor to earn higher 
returns with less risk than an actively managed index fund. 
The actively managed funds are the portfolios created by 
mutual funds managers, for investors, which they change 
every day depending on the market swings, and attempt 
to beat the market.

In an index fund, the funds manager creates the fund 
by buying shares included in a stock market index such 
as the BSE Sensex or the NSE Nifty or a sector specific 
stock index. Sector funds are index funds as they are based 
on stock market indices. Stock market indices keep track 
of all types of companies. The BSE Sensex includes 30 most 
liquid and actively traded shares. The BSE 100 Index 
covers large companies. The NSE's S&P CNX 500 is a 
broad-based index representing about 94 per cent of total 
market capitalization and about 98 per cent of the total 
turnover on the NSE. The S&P CNX 500 companies are 
disaggregated into 74 industry indices. Industry 
weightages in the index reflect the industry weightages 
in the market. The CNX Midcap 200 Index includes 
medium-size companies. Similarly, both BSE and NSE 
have many sector specific stock market indices. The 
examples of index funds in India include UTI Master Index 
Fund, Franklin India Index Fund, Pioneer ITI Index Fund 
Nifty Plan, or HDFC Index Fund Nifty Plan.

The concept of index funds is based on the notion 
that the capital markets are efficient. In an efficient capital 
market, it is not possible for the funds' managers to beat 
the market. Instead, the market may beat the actively 
managed funds as they may not be efficiently diversified. 
Hence many investors do not want to take risk and they 
prefer to invest in index funds, desiring to obtain steady 
returns with less risk.

An index fund offers several advantages:

Less expenses Index funds have lower expenses 
since they do not need to buy and sell as many 
shares as actively managed funds do.
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'ir Low research cost Index funds are based on the 
market index; therefore, there is no need to do 
research to determine or change the composition 
of funds portfolios.
Regular follow-up Since index funds are market 
based, it is easy for investors to follow their funds 
daily. In the actively managed funds, the investors 
have to wait for the periodic reports—monthly 
or quarterly.

Index funds are not without problems. They have the 
.: wing limitations:

A Index funds can never outperform the market. 
They may do as good or as bad as the market does. 
When market crashes, they do not provide any 
protection to investors.

A The small investors may not be able to invest in 
index funds as several funds require a large initial 
investment.

Hedge Fund
- -.edge fund does varieties of things than merely buying 
i_- - selling securities. It takes both long and short 
z: sitions, uses arbitrage, buys and sells undervalued 
securities, trades options or bonds, and invest in almost 
r.- v opportunity in any market where it foresees
— cressive gains at reduced risk. Most hedge funds aim 
i: reducing volatility and risk, while offering high returns 
under different market conditions. However, strategies 
:' hedge funds may differ offering different combinations

■ • ?latility, risk and return. For example, some funds may 
-edge only against the equity market downturns. On the 
: u er hand, a global hedge fund may invest in shares, 
rends, options, and foreign currencies. Note that global 
~_mds are not very common. Only about 5 per cent of 
-edge funds are global funds.

Positive returns Many hedge funds strategies 
have the ability to generate positive returns in 
both rising and falling equity and bond markets 
Risk reduction Inclusion of hedge funds in a 
balanced portfolio reduces overall portfolio risk 
and volatility and increases returns.
Wide choices Huge variety of hedge fund 
investment styles—many uncorrelated with each 
other—provides investors with a wide choice of 
hedge fund strategies to meet their investment 
objectives.
High returns Academic research proves that 
hedge funds have higher returns and lower 
overall risk than traditional investment funds.
Ideal investment Hedge funds provide an ideal 
long-term investment solution, eliminating the 
need to correctly time entry and exit from markets. 
Better diversification Adding hedge funds to an 
investment portfolio provide diversification not 
otherwise available in traditional investing.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the functions of a merchant banker?
2. What role is played by mutual funds?
3. What is the difference between closed-ended and 

open-ended mutual funds?
4. Define income funds, growth funds, and balanced 

funds.
5. What are the benefits and drawbacks of mutual 

funds?
6. What is an index fund? What are its advantages and 

limitations?
7. What is a hedge fund? What are its features? .

summary)
ZZ Since financial managers raise funds from the capital markets, they must be familiar with their operations and 

requirements and procedures for raising capital.
Capital markets deal with financial assets or securities. Securities will be fairly priced in the capital markets if they 
are efficient.

’ Capital markets are considered to be efficient if the prices of securities reflect the available information. Depending 
on the extent of the information being impounded in the security prices, capital markets may be efficient in weak, 
semi-strong or strong form.

ZZ Capital market consists of two components: the primary capital market and the secondary capital market. 
Companies raise new capital in the primary markets either through public issues, rights issues or private placement. 
Secondary market deals with securities that have been previously issued.

2] The over-the-counter market and the derivatives market are other two forms of the secondary market. The OTC 
market is an informal market where negotiated deals take place. Derivatives market deals in futures and options; 
it is basically a market for future delivery and payment.

ZZ Options provide right, but not obligations to buy or sell securities. Therefore, in option, market delivery is 
conditional. In the derivatives market, options and futures may include individual securities or index.
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□ India's capital market includes primary, secondary, OTC and derivatives segments. As a consequence of the 
growing economy and the government's policy of liberalization and deregulation, the various segments of capital 
market in India have grown at phenomenal rates.

□ The first stock exchange—the Bombay Stock Exchange—was established in 1875. Now there are 23 stock exchanges 
in India. The number of shareholders has increased to about 30-40 million. There are about 9000 listed companies. 
Both the market capitalization and volume of trades have shown general growth, although they have fluctuated 
over years.

□ Stock exchanges in India have well-developed procedures for listing, trading, settlement etc. The recent changes 
include shortening of the trading and settlement period, rolling settlement, index-based price bands, dematerialized 
share etc.

CZI A number of systems and rules exist for the regulation of the stock exchanges. The Securities and Exchange Board 
of India (SEBI) is the central regulatory authority regulating capital markets in India.

□ The new issues market has also shown phenomenal growth after the 80s. A number of companies are able to raise 
substantial amount from the capital market. The corporate sector's dependence on the financial institutions for 
their funds requirements is declining with the development of the new issues market.

Q We can also witness new financial instruments such as convertible securities, derivatives, warrants, etc. being 
issued by companies for raising capital.

□ Yet another significant development is the free pricing of the new issues by companies. Within the norms prescribed 
by SEBI, a company can decide the issue price of its securities.

O Now companies are also allowed book building. In book building, investors make price bids for shares. This leads 
to price discovery and the issuing company can assess the demand based on different prices.

O Merchant bankers play the role of intermediaries in the capital market in India. They help companies in the total 
management of issues of securities. Therefore, they are called issue managers. As members of stock exchange, 
underwriters of new issues and book builders, they help to make market, and hence, are known as market makers 
also. Merchant bankers cannot undertake the pure fund-based activities.

Q Mutual funds provide a mechanism for collective investment. Generally they mobilize funds from individual 
investors and invest the collected funds in portfolios of securities. There are two basic types of mutual funds: 
open-ended and close-ended. An investor can buy and sell units or shares of open-ended funds at the market 
price continuously. In close-ended funds, the net asset value per share or unit is determined based on the total 
value of investment.

□ Within these two broad categories, mutual funds may offer income funds, growth funds, balanced funds, tax
savings funds etc.

□ Mutual funds companies also offer index funds and hedged funds to investors. Index funds invest investors' 
money in combination of securities in a general index like Sensex or in some sector index. Hedged funds are broad 
based arrd may include foreign exchange market also. They combine several investment strategies and try to 
maximise investors' returns.

Cd Mutual funds have several advantages to investors: simplicity, diversification, professional expertise, affordability 
and flexibility. They do have certain limitations: high brokerage, ownership risk, or no opportunity of making 
extra-ordinary profit.

KEY CONCEPTS
Capital market 

efficiency
Circuit breaker
Convertible securities
Cumulative abnormal 

return (CAR)
Cumulative convertible 

preference shares 
(CCPS)

Deep-discount debentures
Derivatives
Derivatives market
Event studies
Hedge funds
Index hinds
Information asymmetries 
Market capitalization 
Market makers

Mutual funds
OTC market
Perfect capital market 
Price bands
Primary markets
Random walk 
hypothesis

Rolling settlement
Secondary markets

Semi-strong form of 
efficiency

Serial independent
Strong-form of efficiency
Tax asymmetries
Transaction costs
Warrants
Weak form of efficiency 
Zero-coupon bonds______,



REVIEW QUESTIONS
1 Explain the concept of the capital market efficiency. What are the different forms of the capital market efficiency? 
_ What is the difference between the primary market and the secondary market? Briefly describe some significant 

developments in the stock markets in India.
• Briefly discuss the procedures for trading and settlement on the stock exchanges in India.
4. What developments have taken place in the capital markets in India? What are their implications for financial 

managers?
5. Explain the role of merchant banking in capital markets. What is the status of merchant banking in India?
6. What are mutual funds? What are their characteristics? What are the advantages and limitations of mutual 

funds?
7. What are index funds and hedged funds? Explain their merits and demerits.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Identify an emerging stock market from Asia. Find Compare the Indian stock market with this market, 
rmation about the stock market from the Internet.
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Long-term Finance:
Shares, Debentures and Term Loans

Learning Objectives

► Explain the features of ordinary shares
► Focus on the benefits and valuation of rights shares
► Discuss the pros and cons of debentures and preference shares
► Highlights the features of term loans

INTRODUCTION

Two long-term securities that are, available to a company 
for raising capital are shares and debentures. Shares 
include ordinary (common) shares and preference shares. 
Ordinary shares provide ownership rights to investors. 
Debentures or bonds provide loan capital to the company, 
and investors get the status of lenders. Loan capital is also 
directly available from the financial institutions to the 
companies. What are the characteristics of loan capital and 
equity capital? What are their merits and demerits?

ORDINARY SHARES OR EQUITY

Ordinary shares (referred to as common shares in USA) 
represent the ownership position in a company. The 
holders of ordinary shares or equity, called shareholders 
(or stockholders in USA), are the legal owners of the 
company. Ordinary shares are the source of permanent 
capital since they do not have a maturity date. For the 
capital contributed by purchasing ordinary shares, the 
shareholders are entitled for dividends. The amount or 
rate of dividend is not fixed; the company's board of 
directors decides it. An ordinary share is, therefore, known 
as a variable income security. Being the owners of the 

company, shareholders bear the risk of ownership; they 
are entitled to dividends after the income claims of others 
have been satisfied. Similarly, when the company is 
wound up, they can exercise their claims on assets after 
the claims of other suppliers of capital have been met.

Reporting of Ordinary Shares
The capital represented by ordinary shares is called share 
capital or equity capital. It appears on the left-hand side 
of a firm's account-form balance sheet or on the top of 
sources of capital in the step-form balance sheet. Details 
about share capital are generally contained in schedules 
attached to the balance sheet. Table 20.1 shows the details 
of share capital for the Tata Motors Company Limited.

Table 20.1: Tata Motors' Share Capital
as on 31 March 2008

(Rs crore)

(a) Authorized 45,00,00,000 equity shares of
Rs 10 each 450.00

(b) Issued 38,55,03,954 equity shares of
Rs 10 each 385.54

(c) Subscribed and paid up 38,55,03,954
equity shares of Rs 10 each fully paid up 385.54

(d) Reserves and Surplus 7453.96
(e) Net Worth (c + d) 7839.50
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- ■ireholder's equity includes both ordinary shares 
ar.: preference shares (if any). Therefore, the capital 
atrir _ table to ordinary shares excludes preference shares 
s." In Tata Motors' case, the ordinary shareholders' 
et. . ~ capital is: Rs 7839.50 crore. Authorized share 
apt tai represents the maximum amount of capital, which 

a ~ can’, can raise from shareholders. A company can, 
5c* er, change its authorized share capital by altering 
t- 'Memorandum of Association (a charter of the 
. rp my). The alteration of the memorandum involves 
* rre chat complicated legal procedures. The portion of 
tr ; athorized share capital, which has been offered to 

elders, is called issued share capital. Subscribed 
capital represents that part of the issued share 

sc utal which has been accepted by shareholders. The 
imxn: of subscribed share capital, actually paid up by 

elders to the company is called paid-up share 
ocital. Often, subscribed and paid-up share capital may 
» same.

The total paid-up share capital is equal to the issue 
ttjcs ?f an ordinary share multiplied by the number of 

ary shares. The issue price may include two 
■ r:-: rents: the par value and the share premium. The 
:. ■ alue is the price per ordinary share stated in the 

•to - ~ : randum of Association. Generally, the par value of 
a ordinary share is in the denomination of Rs 100 or 
: s Any amount in excess of the par value is called the 
ifcre premium. In the case of new companies, the par 

ue and the issue price may be the same. The existing, 
arc profitable companies may issue ordinary shares at 
a ;-:-:um. The paid-up share capital is stated at the par 
x:..-_c The excess amount is separately shown as the share 

-.am. The company's earnings, which have not been 
nsr : a ted to shareholders and have been retained in the 

~ess. are called reserves and surplus. They belong to 
•■r-ers—ordinary shareholders. Thus, the total 
< a w - : 1 ders' equity is the sum of: (z) paid-up share capital, 
® s-are premium, and (in) reserves and surplus. The total

- ciders’ equity or share capital is also called net 
—Mth

The book value per ordinary share is calculated as 
irafcws:

:■:: k value per share = Net worth
Number of ordinary shares

(1)
- :r Tata Motors', the book value per share as on 31 

■tach 2008 is:
7839.50

45
= Rs 174.21

Note that the book value is based on historical figures 
r “e ? a Mance sheet. It is in no way related with the market 
«ahae :: an ordinary share. The market value of a share is 
Cc price at which it trades in the stock market. It is 
csrerally based on expectations about the performance 
er ~e economy, in general and the company, in particular. 
-ir= Motors' market price per share on Bombay Stock 
E. change has generally been higher than its book value. 

For example, on 24 April 2009, the market price of a Tata 
Motor share was ranging between Rs 245 to Rs 249. The 
market prices of many companies' shares trade at below 
their book values. Ordinary shares of all companies may 
not be traded on stock markets. Therefore, the market 
value of ordinary shares of all companies may not be 
available.

Features of Ordinary Shares
Ordinary share has a number of special features which 
distinguish it from other securities. These features 
generally relate to the rights and claims of ordinary 
shareholders.

Claim on income Ordinary shareholders have a residual 
ownership claim. They have a claim to the residual 
income, which is, earnings available for ordinary 
shareholders, after paying expenses, interest charges, taxes 
and preference dividend, if any. This income may be split 
into two parts: dividends and retained earnings. 
Dividends are immediate cash flows to shareholders. 
Retained earnings are reinvested in the business, and 
shareholders stand to benefit in future, in the form of the 
firm's enhanced value and earnings power and ultimately 
enhanced dividend and capital gain. Thus, residual 
income is either directly distributed to shareholders in the 
form of dividend or indirectly in the form of capital gains 
on the ordinary shares held by them.

Payable dividends depend on the discretion of the 
company's board of directors. A company is not under a 
legal obligation to distribute dividends out of the available 
earnings. Capital gains depend on future market value of 
ordinary shares. Thus, an ordinary share is a risky security 
from the investor's point of view. Dividends paid on 
ordinary shares are not tax deductible for the company.

Claim on assets Ordinary shareholders also have a 
residual claim on the company's assets in the case of a 
liquidation. Liquidation can occur on account of business 
failure or sale of business. Out of the realized value of 
assets, first the claims of debt-holders and then preference 
shareholders are satisfied, and the remaining balance, if 
any, is paid to ordinary shareholders. In case of 
liquidation, the claims of ordinary shareholders may 
generally remain unpaid.

Right to control Control in the context of a company 
means the power to determine its policies. The board of 
directors approves the company's major policies and 
decisions while managers appointed by the board carry 
out the day-to-day operations. Thus, control may be 
defined as the power to appoint directors. Ordinary 
shareholders have the legal power to elect directors on the 
board. If the board fails to protect their interests, then they 
can replace directors. Ordinary shareholders are able to 
control the management of the company through their 
voting rights and right to maintain proportionate 
ownership.
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Voting rights Ordinary shareholders are required to vote 
on a number of important matters. The most significant 
proposals include: election of directors and change in the 
memorandum of association. For example, if the company
wants to change its authorized share capital or objectives 
of business, it requires ordinary shareholders' approval. 
Directors are elected at the annual general meeting (AGM) 
by the majority votes. Each ordinary share carries one vote. 
Thus, an ordinary shareholder has votes equal to the 
number of shares held by him. Shareholders may vote in 
person or by proxy. A proxy gives a designated person 
right to vote on behalf of a shareholder at the company's
annual general meeting. When management takeovers are 
threatened, proxy fights—battles between rival groups 
for proxy votes—occur. An earlier example in this regard 
was that of Gamon India where both existing management 
and the Chhabrias fought for the control of the company 
and put all efforts to collect proxy votes. The existing 
management could continue its hold on the company with 
the help of majority shareholders including the financial
institutions.

Pre-emptive rights The pre-emptive right entitles a 
shareholder to maintain his proportionate share of 
ownership in the company. The law grants shareholders 
the right to purchase new shares in the same proportion 
as their current ownership. Thus, if a shareholder owns 
1 per cent of the company's ordinary shares, he has pre
emptive right to buy 1 per cent of new shares issued. A 
shareholder may decline to exercise this right. The 
shareholders' option to purchase a stated number of new 
shares at a specified price during a given period is called 
rights. These rights can be exercised at a subscription 
price, which is generally much below the share's current 
market price, or they can be allowed to expire, or they can 
be sold in the stock market.1

1. Gupta, L.C., Rates of Return on Equities: The Indian Experience, Oxford University Press, 1981, pp. 9-11.

Limited liability Ordinary shareholders are the true 
owners of the company, but their liability is limited to the 
amount of their investment in shares. If a shareholder has 
already fully paid the issue price of shares purchased, he 
has nothing more to contribute in the event of a financial 
distress or liquidation. This position of shareholders is 
different from the owners in the case of sole proprietary 
businesses or partnership firms where they have unlimited 
liability. In the event of the insolvency of these firms, 
owners are required to bring in additional capital from 
their personal savings to pay claims of creditors. The 
limited liability feature of ordinary share encourages 
otherwise unwilling investors to invest their funds in the 
company. Thus, it helps companies to raise funds.

Pros and Cons of Equity Financing
Equity capital is the most important long-term source of 
financing. It offers the following advantages to the 
company:

Permanent capital Since ordinary shares are not
redeemable, the company has no liability for cash
outflow associated with its redemption. It is a
permanent capital, and is available for use as long
as the company goes.
Borrowing base The equity capital increases the 
company's financial base, and thus its borrowing 
limit. Lenders generally lend in proportion to the 
company's equity capital. By issuing ordinary 
shares, the company increases its financial 
capability. It can borrow when it needs additional 
funds.
Dividend payment discretion A company is not 
legally obliged to pay dividend. In times of 
financial difficulties, it can reduce or suspend 
payment of dividend. Thus, it can avoid cash 
outflow associated with ordinary shares. In 
practice, dividend cuts are not very common or 
frequent. A company tries to pay dividend 
regularly. It cuts dividend only when it cannot 
manage cash to pay dividends. For example, in 
1986 the Reliance Industries Limited experienced 
a sharp drop in its profits and had a severe 
liquidity problem. As a consequence, it had to 
cut its dividend rate from 50 per cent to 25 per 
cent. The company, however, increased the 
dividend rate next year when its performance 
improved.

Equity capital has some disadvantages to the firm 
compared to other sources of finance. They are as 
follows:

■Qz Cost Shares have a higher cost at least for two 
reasons: Dividends are not tax deductible as are 
interest payments, and the flotation costs on 
ordinary shares are higher than those on debt.

G Risk Ordinary shares are riskier from investors' 
point of view as there is uncertainty regarding 
dividend and capital gains. Therefore, they 
require a relatively higher rate of return. This 
makes equity capital as the highest cost source of 
finance.
Earnings dilution The issue of new ordinary 
shares dilutes the existing shareholders' earnings 
per share if the profits do not increase 
immediately in proportion to the increase in the 
number of ordinary shares.
Ownership dilution The issuance of new ordinary 
shares may dilute the ownership and control of 
the existing shareholders. While the shareholders 
have a pre-emptive right to retain their 
proportionate ownership, they may not have 
funds to invest in additional shares. Dilution of 
ownership assumes great significance in the case 
of closely held companies. The issuance of 
ordinary shares can change the ownership.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
_______________________________________________________________________ j

_ Lne ordinary shares. How is the book value of a
- are calculated?

H ■■■ does market value of a share differ from its 
cook value?

1 Z-fine authorized, issued, subscribed and paid-up 
raptai

' ’-.at are the features of ordinary shares?
L> c lain the merits and demerits of shares.

s,jc< c Issue of Equity
Fimac issue of equity means raising of share capital 
nr - from the public. For example, Riga Sugar 
Ljm— : . Limited a subsidiary of Belsund Sugar Limited
ssce 2 public issue of equity shares of Rs 10 crore on 12 
_ ---. The issue price per share is Rs 50—representing 

a :m of Rs 40 over its par value. The issue price is 
ant igher than its book value of Rs 26.35 per share. The 
x Bcr.xr.y needs funds for expansion and modernization 
ir - plant as well as for diversification into the
- jr —capture of ethyl alcohol. The company expects to pay 
a :tv : end of 20 per cent in 1993-94 and 1994-95 and 25

cent in 1995-96.
Z insider another case. N.R. Agarwal Industries 

Lirice-d is approaching the public for the first time to raise
1. ' Z 1 crore on 7 July 1994. Incorporated as a public 
ir.x-d company in December 1993, the maiden issue of 

shares is intended to part-finance its project for
- - ufacturing industrial paper in Vapi, Gujarat. The 
s-; re is issued at par at Rs 10.

~te recent example of public issue is the proposal to 
95 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each by CG 

_ ressences. The issue price per share will be decided by 
~n nook building process (book building has been 

ssed in Chapter 19).
As per the existing norms, a company with a track 

is free to determine the issue price for its shares.
_s it can issue shares at a premium (as compared to 

re par value).

Underwriting of Issues
± _s legally obligatory to underwrite a public and a rights 
ssue. In an underwriting, the underwriters—generally
- ir_<s financial institution, brokers, etc.—guarantee to
- die shares if the issue is not fully subscribed by the 
: lie. The agreement may provide for a firm buying by 
re imderwriters. The company has to pay an underwriting
: mission to the underwriter for their services.

P’ vate Placement
’ ■ ate placement involves sale of shares (or other
securities) by the company to few selected investors, 

particularly the institutional investors like the Unit Trust 
of India (UTI), the Life Insurance Corporation of India 
(LIC), the Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI), 
etc. Private placement has the following advantages:

Size It is helpful to issue small amount of funds.
"Qz Cost It is less expensive. In the case of public issue 

of securities, the issue costs, including both 
statutory and other costs, are quite high, ranging 
between 10 to 20 per cent of the size of issue. A 
substantial part of these costs can be avoided 
through private placement.
Speed It takes less time to raise funds through 
private placement, say, less than 3 months. Public 
issues involve a number of requirements to be 
fulfilled, and this requires a lot of time to raise 
capital.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the difference between public and private 
issues of shares?

2. What are the advantages of private placement of 
shares?

3. Why are shares’ issues underwritten?

RIGHTS ISSUE OF EQUITY SHARES

A rights issue involves selling of ordinary shares to the 
existing shareholders of the company. The law in India 
requires that the new ordinary shares must be first issued 
to the existing shareholders on a pro rata basis. 
Shareholders through a special resolution can forfeit this 
pre-emptive right. Obviously, this will dilute their 
ownership.

Terms and Procedures
A company can make rights offering to its shareholders 
after meeting the requirements specified by the Securities 
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). Those shareholders 
who renounce their rights are not entitled for additional 
shares. Shares becoming available on account of non
exercise of rights are allotted to shareholders who have 
applied for additional shares on pro rata basis. Any balance 
of shares left after issuing the additional shares can be 
sold in the open market.

Let us assume that a company announces on 2nd 
January 2009 that all shareholders whose names are in 
the register of members as on 25th February 2009 will be 
issued rights, which will expire on 10th March 2009. The 
company will mail the "letter of rights" on 5th April 2009. 
In the example, 2nd January 2009 is the announcement 
date, 25th February 2009 is the holder-of-the-register-of- 
members date, 5th April 2009 is the offer-of-rights date and 
10th March 2009 is the expiration-of-rights date. It may be 
possible that the share may be traded (bought and sold) a
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few days before the holder-of-the-register-of-members 
date (5th April 2009 in the example), and it may not be 
transferred and registered in the new name. The rights 
might then be wrongly sent to the old shareholder. If the 
share is traded within the ex-rights date, it will be duly 
registered in the name of purchaser. The ex-rights date 
occurs a few days prior to the holder-of-the-register-of- 
member date. This implies that after the ex-rights date 
the share sells without the rights. The price of the share 
before the ex-rights date is called as right-on or cum-rights 
while the price after this date is referred to as the ex-rights 
price.

In India along with the letter of rights, four forms may 
be sent. Form A is intended for accepting the rights and 
applying for additional shares. Form B is meant for the 
purpose of foregoing the rights in favour of other person. 
Form C has to be used by the person in whose favour the 
rights have been renounced for making application. Form 
D is for the purpose of requesting for the split forms.

When the rights are offered for raising funds, three 
issues are involved: (z) the number of rights needed to 
buy a new share, (zz) the theoretical value of a right, and 
(zzz) the effect of rights offerings on the value of the ordinary 
shares outstanding. We shall consider an example to 
discuss these issues.

Sunshine Industries Limited has 900,000 shares 
outstanding, at current market price of Rs 130 per share. 
The company needs Rs 22.50 million (or Rs 2.25 crore) to 
finance its proposed modernization-cum-expansion 
project. The board of the company has decided to issue 
rights for raising the required money. The subscription 
(issue) price (Ps) has been fixed at Rs 75 per share. The 
subscription price has been set below the market price to 
ensure that the rights issue is fully subscribed. How many 
rights required purchasing a new share? What is the value 
of a right?

Value of a Right
We can first determine the number of new shares to be 
issued to raise Rs 22.50 million at Rs 75 per share:

„ T , Desired funds
No. of new shares = - ------------------------------

Subscription price (Ps) (2)

= 22,500,000
75

= 300,000 shares

We know that each ordinary share will get one right; 
therefore, there are a total number of 900,000 rights. The 
company wants to sell 300,000 new shares. The number 
of rights required to buy on new share will be equal to the 
number of existing shares outstanding (So) divided by new 
share(s) to be sold:

, Existing shares
No. of nghts=----------- ------------

New shares
N = i <3>

s

In our example, the number of rights required are:

900,000 
" 300,000

This implies that to purchase a new share, an existing 
shareholder should have 3 rights and Rs 75. What is the 
price of one share after rights offering? The price of the 
share after the rights issue is called ex-rights price (Px). It is 
equal to the value of 3 rights plus Rs 75.

Price of a share
after rights issue (PJ = Value of 3 rights + Rs 75

The formula for the ex-rights issue (Px) can be written 
as follows:

Px=NxR + Ps (4)

where N is the number of rights needed to buy one share, 
R is the value of a right and Ps is the subscription price. In 
fact, this price can be found out directly. The price of a 
share after rights issue is equal to the sum of value of 
existing shares (900,000) at the current market-price 
(Rs 130) and the value of new shares (300,000) at 
subscription price (Rs 75) divided by total number of 
shares after the rights issue (900,000 + 300,000 = 1,200,000):

Price of share after rights issue
= (Existing shares x Current market price

+ New shares x Subscription price)
+ (Existing shares + New shares)

S„xP0+sxPs _S„P0+sPs
x~ S0 + s ~ S

where S = So + s. In the example, the price is:

900,000x130 + 300,000 x 75 _ 1,170,000 + 22,500,000 
900,000 + 300,000 ” 1,200,000

= Rs 116.25

In the case of the Sunshine rights issue, we know that 
a shareholder can buy one new share for Rs 75 plus 3 
rights. The company's share after the ex-rights date is 
theoretically worth Rs 116.25. Therefore, the total value 
of 3 rights together is Rs 41.25. (Rs 116.25 - Rs 75), and the 
value of each right is Rs 13.75 (Rs 41.25/3). Thus the share 
price on the ex-right date drops by Rs 13.75 from the cum- 
rights (rights-on) price of Rs 130 to the ex-rights price of 
Rs 116.25. This drop is the value of one right. In fact, what 
has happened is that the cum-rights (rights-on) price 
(P = Rs 130) has divided into the ex-rights price
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- -1' ■ and the value of a right (R = Rs 13.75).

use other formulae to determine the value
We can combine Equations (4) and (5) to find 
: • a right as follows:

Sf.+sP.
S = NR + PS

NR = PX-PS

R = N
(6)

« 3 me value of a right, Px is the ex-rights price 
> given by Equation (4) and Ps is the subscription 
-crl'.mg Equation (6) to our example, R is equal

D 116.25 - 75 41.25 „ noR =---------------=-------- = Rs 13.75
3 3

Kccsce that Equation (6) gives the value of a right 
■mthe share is selling ex-rights. What is the value of a 
npr • hen the share is selling cum-rights (rights-on)? We 
co* mat the cum-rights price (P ) is:

P, = Px + R

■re re ex-rights price (Px) is:

(7)

Px = ^0-K (8)

a rights issue. What he receives in the form of the value of 
a right, he loses in the form of decline in the share price. 
His wealth remains unaffected when he exercises his 
rights. Of course, he will lose if he does not exercise his 
rights or sells them. Thus, the shareholder has three 
options: (z) he exercises his rights, (zz) he sells his rights, 
or (zzz) he does not exercise or sell his rights. He will lose 
under the third option. Let us illustrate.”

Suppose a shareholder in Sunshine owns 3 shares. 
At a current market price of Rs 130, his total wealth is 
Rs 390. Let us assume that he exercises his rights as offered 
by the company. After the exercise of his rights, he will 
own 4 shares at the ex-rights price of Rs 116.25. Therefore, 
his total wealth is: Rs 116.25 x 4 = Rs 465. But he has spent 
Rs 75 to obtain the additional share. So his net wealth is: 
Rs 465 - Rs 75 = Rs 390 same as before the rights issue. 
Now assume that he does not exercise his rights rather 
sells them at Rs 13.75 per right. He still own 3 shares but 
at a price of Rs 116.25 per share (ex-rights price). So his 
total value of shares is: Rs 116.25 x 3 = Rs 348.75. But he 
also obtains: Rs 13.75 x 3 = Rs 41.25 by selling his rights. 
Therefore, his net wealth is: Rs 348.75 + Rs 41.25 = Rs 390— 
once again same as before the rights issue. Let us now 
assume that he does nothing. This means that he would 
simply own 3 shares at a price of Rs 116.25 after the expiry 
of rights issue. Thus his wealth would decline to Rs 348.75 
from Rs 390.

e value of a right when share is selling ex-rights is:

r-bstituting Pg - R for Px from Equation (8) into 
z ?n (6), we obtain:

r=p°-r-P‘
N

NR = PO-R-PS
NR + R = PO-PS

R(N + 1) = P„-PS

For the Sunshine Limited the value of a right is:

130-75
3+1

— = Rs 13.75
4

This is the same value as found by Equation (6) under 
me assumption that the share was selling ex-rights.

Is the Subscription Price 
of any Significance?
Is the subscription price (Ps) significant? It is irrelevant in 
terms of the impact on the shareholders' wealth. It can be 
fixed at any level below the current market price. What 
the shareholder gains in terms of the value of rights, he 
loses in terms of decline in the share price. The primary 
objective in setting the subscription price low is that after 
the rights offering, the market price should not fall below 
it.

Will the theoretical value of a right always equal its 
actual market value? The theoretical value could differ 
from the actual value for three reasons.2 3 First, the high 
transaction costs can limit the investor arbitrage that 
would otherwise push the market price of the right to its 
theoretical value. Second, speculation over the subscription 
period can push the market price above or below the 
theoretical value. Third, large flotation costs can also affect 
these two values.

2. Gupta, op. cit., 1981.
3. For a simple treatment of the issues refer to Keown, A.J., et. al., Basic Financial Management, Prentice-Hall, 1985, p. 649.

Effect on Shareholders’ Wealth
From the calculations of the value of a right, when the 
- hare is selling ex-rights, or cum-rights, it should be clear 
mat the existing shareholder does not benefit or lose from

Pros and Cons of Rights Issue
There are three main advantages of the rights issue. First, 
the existing shareholders' control is maintained through 
the pro rata issue of shares. This is significant in the case 
of a closely held company or when a company is going
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into financial difficulties or is under a takeover threat. 
Second, raising funds through the sale of rights issue rather 
than the public issue involves less flotation costs as the 
company can avoid the underwriting commission. Third, 
in the case of profitable companies, the issue is more likely 
to be successful since the subscription price is set much 
below the current market price.

The main disadvantage is to the shareholders who 
fail to exercise their rights. They lose in terms of decline 
in their wealth. Yet another disadvantage is for those 
companies whose shareholding is concentrated in the 
hands of financial institutions, because of the conversion 
of loan into equity. They would prefer public issue of 
shares rather than the rights issue.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by rights issue of shares? What are its 
advantages and disadvantages?

2. What is the value of a right? How is it calculated?
3. How is the shareholders’ wealth affected by rights 

issue?
4. Do existing shareholders lose if the subscription price 

of a share under the rights issues is less than its market 
value? Justify your answer.

PREFERENCE SHARES

Preference share is often considered to be a hybrid 
security since it has many features of both ordinary shares 
and debentures. It is similar to ordinary shares in that 
(a) the non-payment of dividends does not force the 
company to insolvency, (t>) dividends are not deductible 
for tax purposes, and (c) in some cases, it has no fixed 
maturity date. On the other hand, it is similar to 
debentures in that (a) dividend rate is fixed, (b) preference 
shareholders do not share in the residual earnings, 
(c) preference shareholders have claims on income and 
assets prior to ordinary shareholders, and (d) they usually 
do not have voting rights.

Features
Preference share has several features. Some of them are 
common to all types of preference shares while others are 
specific to some.’

Claims on income and assets Preference share is a senior 
security as compared to an ordinary share. It has a prior 
claim on the company's income in the sense that the 
company must first pay preference dividend before paying 
ordinary dividend. It also has a prior claim on the 

company's assets in the event of liquidation. The 
preference share claim is honoured after that of a 
debenture and before that of ordinary share. Thus, in terms 
of risk, preference share is less risky than ordinary share. 
There is a cost involved for the relative safety of preference 
investment. Preference shareholders generally do not have 
voting rights and they cannot participate in any 
extraordinary profits earned by the company. However, 
a company can issue preference share with voting rights 
(called participative preference shares).

Fixed dividend The dividend rate is fixed in the case of 
a preference share, and preference dividends are not tax 
deductible. The preference dividend rate is expressed as 
a percentage of the par value. The amount of preference 
dividend will thus be equal to the dividend rate multiplied 
by the par value. Preference share is called fixed-income 
security because it provides a constant income to 
investors. The payment of preference dividend is not a 
legal obligation. Usually, a profitable company will 
honour its commitment of paying preference dividend.

Cumulative dividends Most preference shares in India 
carry a cumulative dividend feature, requiring that all past 
unpaid preference dividend are to paid before any 
ordinary dividends are paid. This feature is a protective 
device for preference shareholders. The preference 
dividends could be omitted or passed without the 
cumulative feature. Preference shareholders do not have 
power to force company to pay dividends; non-payment 
of preference dividend also does not result into insolvency. 
Since preference share does not have the dividend 
enforcement power, the cumulative feature is necessary 
to protect the rights of preference shareholders.

Redemption Theoretically, both redeemable and 
perpetual (irredeemable) preference shares can be issued.4 5 
Perpetual or irredeemable preference share does not have 
a maturity date. Redeemable preference share has a 
specified maturity. In practice, redeemable preference 
shares in India are often not retired in accordance with 
the stipulation since there are no serious penalties for the 
violation of redemption feature.

4. Keown et. al. op. cit., 1985, p. 637-38.
5. In India, companies cannot issue irredeemable preference shares.

Sinking fund Like in the case of debentures, a sinking 
fund provision may be created to redeem preference share. 
The money set aside for this purpose may be used either 
to purchase preference share in the open market or to buy 
back (call) the preference share. Sinking funds for 
preference shares are not common.

Call feature The call feature permits the company to buy 
back preference shares at a stipulated buy-back or call 
price. The call price may be higher than the par value. 
Usually, it decreases with the passage of time. The 
difference between call price and par value of the 
preference share is called call premium.
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Participation feature Preference shares may, in some 
:sses, have participation feature which entitles the 
preference shareholders to participate in extraordinary 
profit earned by the company. This means that a 
preference shareholder may get dividend amount in 
- cess of the fixed dividend. The formula for determining 
e era dividend would differ. A company may provide for 
r • tra dividend to preference shareholders equal to the 
3 —tount of ordinary dividend that is in excess of the regular 
p reference dividend. Thus if the preference dividend rate 
is 10 per cent and the company pays an ordinary dividend 
:: 16 per cent, then preference shareholders will receive 
extra dividend at 6 per cent (16 -10 per cent). Preference 
spareholders may also be entitled to participate in the 
residual assets in the event of liquidation.

o ting rights Preference shareholders ordinarily do not 
rave any voting rights. They may be entitled to contingent 

r conditional voting rights. In India, if a preference 
dividend is outstanding for two or more years in the case 
:: cumulative preference shares, or the preference 
dividend is outstanding for two or more consecutive 
p receding years or for a period of three or more years in 
pie preceding six years, preference shareholders can 
p ominate a member on the board of the company.

Convertibility Preference shares may be convertible or 
p on-convertible. A convertible preference share allows 
p reference shareholders to convert their preference shares, 
rally or partly, into ordinary shares, at a specified price, 
during a given period of time. Preference shares, 
particularly when the preference dividend rate is low, may 
sometimes be converted into debentures. For example, the 
Andhra Cement converted its preference shares of Re 0.33 
crore into debentures in 1985. To make preference shares, 
attractive, the government of India has introduced 
convertible cumulative preference share (CCPS). 
Unfortunately, companies in India have hardly used this 
security to raise funds.

preference shareholders do not participate in 
excess profits as do the ordinary shareholders. 
Limited voting rights Preference shareholders do 
not have voting rights except in case dividend 
arrears exist. Thus, the control of ordinary 
shareholders is preserved.

The following are the limitations of preference shares: 
Non-deductibility of dividends The primary 
disadvantage of preference share is that 
preference dividend is not tax deductible. Thus, 
it is costlier than debenture.
Commitment to pay dividend Although 
preference dividend can be omitted, they may 
have to be paid because of their cumulative 
nature. Non-payment of preference dividends can 
adversely affect the image of a company, since 
equity holders cannot be paid any dividends 
unless preference shareholders are paid 
dividends.

Preference shares provide more flexibility and lesser 
burden to a company. The dividend rate is less than that 
on equity and it is fixed. Also, the company can redeem it 
when it does not require the capital. In practice, when a 
company reorganises its capital, it may convert preference 
capital into equity. Sometimes equity may be converted 
into preference capital. For example, IDBI in 1994 
proposed to convert its equity capital into preference 
capital.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L__________________________________________________________ J

1. Define preference shares. What are their features?
2. What is the difference between participative and non- 

participative preference shares?
3. What are the merits and demerits of preference 

shares?

Pros and Cons of Preference Shares DEBENTURES

Preference share has a number of advantages to the 
company, which ultimately occur to ordinary 
shareholders.6

6. For a detailed discussion of the characteristics, merits and demerits of preference shares in India, see Gupta, L.C., Preference Shares and 
Company Finance, IFMR, 1975. Also refer to Keown, op. cit., 1985, pp. 638-43.

Riskless leverage advantage Preference share 
provides financial leverage advantages since 
preference dividend is a fixed obligation. This 
advantage occurs without a serious risk of default. 
The non-payment of preference dividends does 
not force the company into insolvency.
Dividend postponability Preference share 
provides some financial flexibility to the company 
since it can postpone the payment of dividend.
Fixed dividendThe preference dividend payments 
are restricted to the stated amount. Thus 

A debenture is a long-term promissory note for raising 
loan capital. The firm promises to pay interest and 
principal as stipulated. The purchasers of debentures are 
called debenture holders. An alternative form of debenture 
in India is a bond. Mostly public sector companies in India 
issue bonds. In USA, the term debenture is generally 
understood to mean unsecured bond.

Features
A debenture is a long-term, fixed-income, financial 
security. Debenture holders are the creditors of the firm. 
The par value of a debenture is the face value appearing 
on the debenture certificate. Corporate debentures in India
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are issued in different denominations. The large public 
sector companies issue bonds in the denominations of 
Rs 1,000. Some of the important features of debentures 
are discussed below.

Interest rate The interest rate on a debenture is 
fixed and known. It is called the contractual rate 
of interest. It indicates the percentage of the par 
value of the debenture that will be paid out 
annually (or semi-annually or quarterly), in the 
form of interest. Thus, regardless of what happens 
to the market price of a debenture, say, with a 15 
per cent interest rate, and a Rs 1,000 par value, it 
will pay out Rs 150 annually in interest until 
maturity. Payment of interest is legally binding 
on a company. Debenture interest is tax deductible 
for computing the company's corporate tax. 
However, it is taxable in the hands of a debenture 
holder as per the income tax rules. However, 
public sector companies in India are sometimes 
allowed by the government to issue bonds with 
tax-free interest. That is, the bondholder is not 
required to pay tax on his bond interest income.

"G Maturity Debentures are issued for a specific 
period of time. The maturity of a debenture 
indicates the length of time until the company 
redeems (returns) the par value to debenture
holders and terminates the debentures. In India, 
a debenture is typically redeemed after 7 to 10 
years in instalments.
Redemption As indicated earlier, debentures are 
mostly redeemable; they are generally redeemed 
on maturity. Redemption of debentures can be 
accomplished either through a sinking fund or 
buy-back (call) provision.
Sinking fund A sinking fund is cash set aside 
periodically for retiring debentures. The fund is 
under the control of the trustee, who redeems the 
debentures either by purchasing them in the 
market or calling them in an acceptable manner. 
In some cases, the company itself may handle the 
retirement of debentures using the sinking funds. 
The advantage of a sinking fund is that the 
periodic retirement of debt through the sinking 
funds reduces the amount required to redeem the 
remaining debt at maturity. Particularly, when the 
firm faces temporary financial difficulty at the 
time of debt maturity, the repayment of huge 
amount of principal could endanger the firm's 
financial viability. The use of the sinking fund 
eliminates this potential danger.
Buy-back (call) provision Debenture issues 
include buy-back provision. Buy-back provisions 
enable the company to redeem debentures at a 
specified price before the maturity date. The buy
back (call) price may be more than the par value 
of the debenture. This difference is called call or 
buy-back premium. In India, it is generally 5 per 
cent of the par value.

Indenture An indenture or debenture trust deed 
is a legal agreement between the company issuing 
debentures and the debenture trustee who 
represents the debenture holders. It is the 
responsibility of the trustee to protect the interests 
of debenture holders by ensuring that the 
company fulfils the contractual obligations. 
Generally, a financial institution, or a bank, or an 
insurance company or a firm of attorneys is 
appointed as a trustee. The debenture trust deed 
(indenture) provides the specific terms of the 
agreement, including a description of debentures, 
rights of debenture holders, rights of the issuing 
company and responsibilities of the trustee.
Security Debentures are either secured or 
unsecured. A secured debenture is secured by a 
lien on the company's specific assets. If the 
company defaults, the trustee can seize the 
security on behalf of the debenture holders. In 
India, debentures are usually secured by a charge 
on the present and future immovable assets of the 
company. This is called equitable mortgage. 
When debentures are not protected by any 
security, they are known as unsecured or naked 
debentures. As stated earlier, in USA the term 
debenture always means unsecured bond while 
bond could be secured or unsecured. If the 
debentures are unsecured, it will generally be 
difficult for the firm to attract investors to 
subscribe to them. Security, however, does not 
necessarily ensure the safety of a debenture/bond 
from the investor's point of view. Professional 
bodies rate bonds/debentures to indicate the 
degree of their safety. Credit rating of a bond/ 
debenture shows the chances of timely payment 
of interest and principal by a borrower.

In India, the Credit Rating and Information 
Services of India Limited (CRISIL) provides rating 
for bonds/debentures, fixed deposits and 
commercial papers. Other rating companies 
include CARE and ICRA. Exhibit 20.1 explains 
the nature of debenture ratings given by CRISIL.

■Qr Yield The yield on a debenture is related to its 
market price; therefore, it could be different from 
the coupon rate of interest. Two types of yields 
can be distinguished. The current yield on a 
debenture is the ratio of the annual interest 
payment to the debenture's market price. For 
example, the current yield of a 14 per cent, Rs 1,000 
debenture, currently selling at Rs 750 is:

~ , Annual interest 140Current yield =---------------------- =------
Market price 750

= 0.187 or 18.7%

The yield-to-maturity takes into account the 
payments of interest and principal, over the life 
of the debenture. Thus, it is the internal rate of
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EXHIBIT CREDIT RATING OF
DEBENTURES IN INDIA2D.I:

1'- Sil provides the following ratings to bonds/debentures.
• AAA i highest safety) Triple A (AAA) rated debentures 

- ?.y highest safety in the timely payment of interest
i.td  principal, even if changes take place in the 
; rcumstances subsequently.

• A A high safety) Double A (AA) rated debentures 
trsure high safety—marginally less than the safety 
: ■: ■ :ded by triple A debentures.

• A adequate safety) Single A rated debentures provide 
■: r timely payment of interest and principal, but the 
.-.anged circumstances in future may affect such 
debentures as compared to the higher rated debentures.

• BBB (low safety) Triple B (BBB) debentures ensure
■ efficient safety with regard to the payment of interest 
and principal. But under the changed circumstances, 
iter on, are more likely to weaken the capacity of the 

issuing company to pay interest and principal.
• BB (inadequate safety) Double B (BB) rated debentures 

do not provide adequate safety of timely payment of 
interest and principal. The uncertainties of future can 
lead to inadequate capacity to make timely payment of 
interest and principal.

• B (high risk) Single B rated debentures are likely to 
default. Adverse circumstances can render the ability 
or willingness of a borrower quite weak to pay interest 
or principal.

• C (substantial risk) C rated debentures have current 
factors that make them vulnerable to default. For no 
default on payment of interest or principal, favourable 
circumstances must continue.

• D (in default) D rated debentures are in default or are 
expected to be in default.
Source-. Information published by CRISIL.

return of the debenture. Mathematically, the yield- 
to-maturity is the discount rate that equates the 
present value of the interest and principal 
payments with the current market price of the 
debentures. You may recall that we have 
discussed the formula for the calculation of the 
yield-to-maturity in Chapter 3.

■Qz Claims on assets and income Debenture holders 
have a claim on the company's earnings, prior to 
that of the shareholders. Debentures interest has 
to be paid before paying any dividends to 
preference and ordinary shareholders. A company 
can be forced into bankruptcy if it fails to pay 
interest to debenture holders. Therefore, in 
practice, the debenture holders' claim on income 
is generally honoured, except in the case of 
extreme financial difficulties faced by the 
company.

In liquidation, the debenture holders have a claim 
on assets prior to that of shareholders. However, 
secured debenture holders will have priority over 
the unsecured debenture holders. Thus, different 
types of debt may have a hierarchy among 
themselves as their order of claim on the 
company's assets.

Types of Debentures
Debentures may be straight debentures or convertible 
debentures. A convertible debenture (CD) is one which 
can be converted, fully or partly, into shares after a 
specified period of time. Thus on the basis of convertibility, 
debentures may be classified into three categories.

■Qz Non-convertible debentures (NCDs)
Fully convertible debentures (FCDs) 
Partly convertible debentures (PCDs).

Non-convertible debentures (NCDs) NCDs are pure 
debentures without a feature of conversion. They are 
repayable on maturity. The investor is entitled for interest 
and repayment of principal. The erstwhile Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) issued 
debentures for Rs 200 crores fully non-convertible bonds 
of Rs 1,000 each, at 16 per cent rate of interest, payable 
half-yearly. The maturity period was five years. However, 
the investors had the option to be repaid fully or partly, 
the principal after 3 years, after giving due notice to ICICI.

As we have discussed in Chapter 3, companies in 
practice also issue zero-interest debentures (ZID). These 
debentures are issued at a highly discounted issue price. 
The difference between the issue price and the maturity 
value is the implicit amount of interest. Zero-interest 
debentures are also called deep-discount debentures 
(bonds).

Fully-convertible debentures (FCDs) FCDs are converted 
into shares as per the terms of the issue, with regard to 
the price and time of conversion. The pure FCDs carry 
interest rates, generally less than the interest rates on 
NCDs since they have the attraction feature of being 
converted into equity shares. Recently, companies in India 
are issuing FCDs with zero rate of interest. For example, 
Jindal Iron and Steel Company Limited raised FCDs at Rs 
111.2 each. After 12 months of allotment, each FCD was 
convertible' into one share of Rs 100—Rs 90 being the 
premium.

Partly-convertible debentures (PCDs) A number of 
debentures issued by companies in India have two parts: 
a convertible part and a non-convertible part. Such 
debentures are known as partly-convertible debentures 
(PCDs). The investor has the advantages of both 
convertible and non-convertible debentures blended a into 
single debenture. For example, Proctor and Gamble 
Limited (P&G) issued 400,960 PCDs of Rs 200 each to its 
existing shareholders, in July 1991. Each PCD had two 
parts: convertible portion of Rs 65 each to be converted
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into one equity share of Rs 10 each, at a premium of Rs 55 
per share, at the end of 18, months from the date of 
allotment and non-convertible portion of Rs 135, payable 
in three equal instalments on the expiry of the 6th, 7th 
and 8th years from the date of allotment.

Pros and Cons of Debentures
Debenture has a number of advantages as a long-term 
source of finance:

Less costly It involves less cost to the firm than 
the equity financing because (a) investors consider 
debentures as a relatively less risky investment 
alternative and therefore, require a lower rate of 
return and (b) interest payments are tax 
deductible.

No ownership dilution Debenture-holders do not 
have voting rights; therefore, debenture issue does 
not cause dilution of ownership.

■Qz Fixed payment of interest Debenture holders do 
not participate in extraordinary earnings of the 
company. Thus the payments are limited to 
interest specified.
Reduced real obligation During periods of high 
inflation, debenture issue benefits the company. 
Its obligation of paying interest and principal 
which are fixed decline in real terms.

Debenture has some limitations also:

Obligatory payments Debenture results in legal 
obligation of paying interest and principal, which, 
if not paid, can force the company into liquidation.

Financial risk It increases the firm's financial 
leverage, which may be particularly 
disadvantageous to those firms which have 
fluctuating sales and earnings.

■Qz Cash outflows Debentures must be paid on 
maturity, and therefore, at some points, they 
involve substantial cash outflows.
Restricted covenants Debenture indenture may 
contain restrictive covenants which may limit the 
company's operating flexibility in future.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define a debenture. Is it same as a bond?
2. Briefly explain features of a debenture.
3. What are types of debentures?
4. Explain pros and cons of a debenture.

TERM LOANS

Debt capital of a company may consist of either debentures 
or bonds which are issued to public for subscription, or 

term loans, which are obtained directly from the banks 
and financial institutions. Term loans are sources of long
term debt. In India, they are generally obtained for 
financing large expansion, modernization or 
diversification projects. Therefore, this method of 
financing is also called project financing.

Features of Term Loans
Term loans represent long-term debt with a maturity of 
more than one year. They are obtained from banks and 
specially created financial institutions (FIs) in India, by 
private placement rather than a public subscription, as is 
the case with most debenture issues. The purpose of term 
loans is mostly to finance the company's capital 
expenditures. Term loans have a number of basic features. 
They include the following: (1) maturity, (zz) direct 
negotiation, (zzz) security, (iv) restrictive covenants, 
(v) convertibility, and (uz) repayment schedule.

Maturity Banks and specially created financial 
institutions (FIs) are the main sources of term loans in 
India. FIs provide term loans generally for a period of 6 to 
10 years. In some cases, a grace period (moratorium) of 1 
to 2 years is also granted. This is the period during which 
the company will not need to make any payment. 
Commercial banks advance term loans for a period of 3 
to 5 years.

Direct negotiation A firm negotiates term loans for 
project finance directly with a bank or FI. Thus, term loan 
is a private placement. Sometimes debentures may also 
be privately placed to FIs, but most debenture issues are 
placed for public subscription. The advantages of private 
placement are the ease of negotiation and low cost of 
raising loan. Unlike in the case of a public issue, the firm 
need not underwrite term loans. Thus, it avoids 
underwriting commission and other flotation costs.

Security Term loans are always secured. Specifically, the 
assets acquired using term loan funds secure them. This 
is called primary security. The company's current and 
future assets also generally secure term loans. This is called 
secondary or collateral security. Also, the lender may 
create either fixed or floating charge against the firm's 
assets. Fixed charges means legal mortgage of specific 
assets. For creating a fixed charge, the firm has to pay a 
heavy stamp duty which may be equal to 2 1/2 per cent 
of the amount of loan. Floating charge is a general 
mortgage (equitable mortgage), covering all assets. In this 
case, stamp duty is only 1/2 per cent. Floating charge 
provides the firm with relative flexibility as it can deal 
with its assets in the normal course of business without 
obtaining lender's approval.

Restrictive covenants In addition to the asset security, 
a lender would like to protect itself further. Therefore, FIs 
add a number of restrictive covenants. A financially weak 
firm attracts stringent terms on loan from lenders. The 
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i — ■ Jig firm has generally to keep the lender informed 
- famishing financial statements and other information 
: .cically, The restrictive covenants may be categorized 
as xflows: •

fe Asset-related covenants The lender would like the 
firm to maintain its minimum asset base. 
Therefore, restrictions may include conditions to 
maintain minimum working capital position, in 
terms of a minimum current ratio and not to sell 
fixed assets without the lender's approval. The 
firm may also be required to refrain from creating 
any additional charge on its assets.

xi Liability-related covenants The firm may be 
restrained from incurring additional debt or repay 
existing loan. It may be allowed to do so with the 
concurrence of the lender. The firm may also be 
required to reduce its debt-equity ratio by issuing 
additional equity and preference capital. The 
freedom of promoters to dispose of their 
shareholding may also be limited.

’xr Cashflow-related covenants Lenders my restrain 
the firm's cash outflow by restricting cash 
dividends, capital expenditures, salaries and 
perks of managerial staff etc.

Control-related covenants Lenders expect that the 
firm's management will be competent enough to 
manage its operations. They may therefore 
provide for the effective organisational set-up and 
appointment of suitable staff and the broad-base 
Board of Directors. One special feature of term 
loans in this regard could be the provision for the 
appointment of nominee director by FIs. 
Nominee director may be appointed in case of 
those firms, which have been granted substantial 
financial help by FIs. His role is to safeguard the 
interests of FIs. He should keep himself well 
acquainted with the operations of the company 
without undue interference. He should contribute 
to the company's policies and sound financial 
management. .

Convertibility FIs in India provide huge amount of loan 
assistance to the companies. Because of the substantial 
financial stake of these institutions, in the past they had 
the option to convert a part of the rupee loan into equity. 
FIs would state the terms and conditions of the conversion. 
FIs in India insist on the option of converting loans into 
equity.

Repayment schedule Repayment schedule has been 
discussed at length in the next section.

Payment of loan is a legal obligation. Interest charges are 
tax deductible, in the hands of the borrowing firm. The 
general rate of interest on term loans in India is above 14 
or 15 per cent. For companies undertaking their projects 
in specified backward areas, loans at concessional interest 
rate (usually lli per cent lower) are available.

The common practice in India to amortize loan is to 
require repayment of principal in equal instalments (semi
annual or annual) and pay interest on the unpaid 
(outstanding) loan. Thus, interest payment will decline 
over the years, and the total loan payment (interest plus 
principal) will not be equal in each period. Repayment of 
loan in instalments saves the company from repaying huge 
amount at the end of loan maturity. Such payments are 
called balloon payments.

Consider an example. Suppose a company negotiates 
a Rs 3 crore loan for eight years from FIs. The interest rate 
will be 14 per cent per annum on the outstanding balance. 
The principal will be repaid in eight equal year-end 
instalments. What is the payment schedule?

The payment schedule will include both interest and 
principal payment. Interest will be calculated on the 
outstanding balance on loan. Note that Rs 3 crore was 
borrowed in the beginning of first year; therefore, the 
interest charges at the end of the year will be: 0.14 x 3 = 
Rs 0.42 crore. The instalments of principal will be: 3/8 = 
Rs 0.375 crore. Thus, loan balance at the end of first year 
will be: 3.0 - 0.375 = Rs 2.62. This balance will be the basis 
for calculating interest next year. Calculations are shown 
in Table 20.2.

Table 20.2: Loan Amortization Schedule 
(Equal Principal Repayment)

(Rs’ 000)

Year
(1)

Loan in 
the Beginn

ing 
(2)

Principal
■ Repay

ment
(3)

Interest
(4)

Loan
Payment 

(3 + 4)
(5)

Loan at 
the end 
(2-5)

(6)

1 30,000 3,750 4,200 7,950 26,250
2 26,250 3,750 3,675 7,425 22,500
3 22,500 3,750 3,150 6,900 18,750
4 18,750 3,750 2,625 6,375 15,000
5 15,000 3,750 2,100 5,850 11,250
6 11,250 3,750 1,575 5,325 7,500
7 7,500 3,750 1,050 4,800 3,750
8 3,750 3,750 525 4,275 0

Repayment Schedule
The repayment schedule or loan amortization specifies 
the time schedule for paying interest and principal.

An alternative way for amortizing loan is to require 
to pay equal loan instalments including both interest and 
principal payments. If this is done, then we find out the 
amount of instalment by using the concept of capital 
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recovery (as discussed in Chapter 7). In our example, we 
want to find out the answer to the following question: 
What should be the annuity for eight years at 14 per cent 
rate of return to obtain a present value of Rs 3 crore? We 
can write it in the form of following equation:

3 = Annuity x Present value annuity factor, 8 yrs, 14%
3 = AxPVFA8 Q14

A-3 '
L 4.6389.

= 3x0.21556

= Rs 0.6467 crore

From the present value table at the back of the book, 
we can find PVAFg 014 equal to 4.6389. Reciprocal of this 
factor, 0.21556, is the capital recovery factor. The 
repayment schedule is as given in Table 20.3.

(Rs’ 000)

Table 20.3: Loan Amortisation Schedule 
(Equal Loan Payment)

Year

(1)

Loan in 
the Beginn

ing 
(2)

Loan
Pay
ment

(3)

Interest

(4)

Principal 
Repayment 

(3-4) 
(5)

Loan at 
the end 
(2-5)

(6)

1 30,000 6,467 4,200 2,267 27,7333
2 27,733 6,467 3,883 2,584 25,149
3 25,149 6,467 3,521 2,946 22,203
4 22,203 6,467 3,108 3,359 18,844
5 18,844 6,467 2,638 3,829 15,015
6 15,015 6,467 2,102 4,365 10,650
7 10,650 6,467 1,491 4,976 5,674
8 5,674 6,467 794 5,673 0

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L__________________________________________________________ 4

1. What is meant by term loan? How does it differ frorm' 
debenture borrowing?

2. Explain features of term loan.

(summary )

□ Ordinary shares, preference shares and debentures are three important securities used by the firms to raise funds 
to finance their activities.

Q Ordinary shares provide ownership rights to ordinary shareholders. They are the legal owners of the company. 
As a result, they have residual claims on income and assets of the company. They have the right to elect the board 
of directors and maintain their proportionate ownership in the company, called the pre-emptive right.

Q The pre-emptive right of the ordinary shareholders is maintained by raising new equity funds, through rights 
offerings. Rights issue does not affect the wealth of a shareholder.

O The price of the share with rights-on gets divided into ex-rights price and the value of a right. So what the 
shareholder gains in terms of the value of right, he loses in terms of the low ex-rights price. However, he will lose 
if he does not exercise his rights.

Q Debenture or bond is a long-term promissory note. The debenture trust deed or indenture defines the legal 
relationship between the issuing company and the debenture trustee, who represents the debenture holders.

O Debenture holders have a prior claim on the company's income and assets. They will be paid before shareholders 
are paid anything. •

O Debentures could be secured and unsecured and convertible and non-convertible. Debentures are issued with a 
maturity date. In India, they are generally retired after 7 to 10 years through instalments.

C3 Preference share is a hybrid security as it includes some features of both an ordinary share and a debenture. With 
regard to claims on income and assets, it stands before an ordinary share but after a debenture.

O Most preference shares in India have a cumulative feature, requiring that all past outstanding preference dividends 
are to be paid before any dividend to ordinary shareholders is announced.

O Preference shares could be redeemable, i.e., with a maturity date or irredeemable i.e. perpetual, without a maturity 
date. Like debentures, a firm can issue convertible or non-convertible preference shares.

O Term loans are loans for more than a year maturity. Generally, in India, they are available for a period of 6 to 10 
years. In some cases, the maturity could be as long as 25 years. Interest on term loans is tax deductible.

□ Mostly, term loans are secured through an equitable mortgage on immovable assets. To protect their interest, 
lending institutions impose a number of restrictions on the borrowing firm.
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CEY CONCEPTS
Bi Kicle debenture Deep-discount debentures Preference shares Underwriting
<." “ £ Hybrid security Project financing Yield
■not yield Loan amortization Rights Issue Yield-to-maturity

Ordinary shares Sinking fund Zero-interest debentures
Pre-emptive rights Straight debenture

J

ACTIVITIES

; EVIEW QUESTIONS

: What is an ordinary share? How does it differ from a preference share and a debenture? Explain its most 
important features.

— What are the advantages and disadvantages of ordinary shares to the company? What are the merits and demerits 
i f the shareholders’ residual claim on income from the investors’ point of view?
What is the significance of voting rights to the ordinary shareholders? What is a proxy? Why do proxy fights 
occur?

4 What is a rights issue? What are its advantages and disadvantages from the company’s and shareholders’ points 
of views?

: Since the rights issue allows the ordinary shareholders to purchase the shares at a price much lower than the 
current market price, why does shareholders’ wealth not increase? Illustrate your answer.

■5 What is a debenture? Explain the features of a debenture.
What are the pros and cons of debentures from the company’s and investors’ point of views?

B Why is a preference share called a hybrid security? Do you agree that it combines the worst features of ordinary 
shares and bonds?

9. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of preference shares to the company.
10 What are term loans? What are their features?
11. How does a term loan differ from a non-convertible debenture?
12. What is common between term loans and debentures in India? Explain the comparative merits and demerits of 

both.

QUIZ EXERCISES
L_________________________________________________ J

1. A company has a paid-up capital of Rs 200 crore and reserve and surplus of Rs 240 crore. The number of 
outstanding shares is 10 crore. If the market price per share is Rs 54, what is the company’s market capitalization? 
How much is the market value to book vaue ratio?

2. A firm’s share is selling for Rs 130 in the market. It has 50 lakh shares outstanding. The firm wants to raise 
Rs 20 crore capital through rights issue. The subscription price on the new share will be Rs 100 per share. 
Calculate (i) the number of shares to be sold to raise the required capital and (ii) number of rights needed to 
purchase one new share?

3. A firm has following information: number of outstanding shares 20 lakh; current market price Rs 150; subscription 
price of new shares Rs 130; an investor needs three rights to buy one new share. Calculate the value of one right.

4. The shares of a company are trading at Rs 50. The existing shareholders are offered one new share at Rs 40, for 
every two shares held. What is the theoretical ex-rights price and cum-rights price?
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PROBLEMS
1. A firm is thinking of a rights issue to raise Rs 5 

crore. It has 5 lakh shares outstanding and the 
current market price of a share is Rs 170. The 
subscription price on the new share will be Rs 125 
per share, (i) How many shares should be sold to 
raise the required funds? (if) How many rights are 
needed to purchase one new share? (iff) What is 
the value of one right?

2. A company is considering a rights offering to raise 
funds to finance new projects, which require 
Rs 4.5 crore. The flotation cost will be 10 per cent 
of funds raised. The company currently has 20 lakh 
shares outstanding and the current market price 
of its share is Rs 100. The subscription price has 
been fixed at Rs 50 per share, (i) How many shares 
should be sold to raise the funds required for 
financing the new projects? (n) How many rights 
are required to buy one new share? (in) What is 
the value of one right? (iv) Show the impact on a 
shareholder’s wealth who holds required rights to 
buy one new share if (a) he exercises rights, or 
(i>) sells his rights, or (c) does not exercise rights.

3. The Greaves Company, started in 1922, is a 
diversified company. Having commenced 
operations as trading and servicing of engineering 
equipments, it diversified into manufacturing and 
marketing. The company’s proposed capital 
expenditures include (a) expansion of the capacity 
of diesel engine from 22,500 units to 32,500 units 
in 2009-10, 40,000 units in 2010-11 and 55,000 
units in 2011-12 at a cost of Rs 37.9 crore,
(b) manufacture of 3-wheeler diesel unit, a forward 
integration project, at a cost of Rs 18.8 crore, with 
installed capacity of 8,000 units in 2009-10,10,000

. units in 2010-11 and 20,000 units in 2011-12,
(c) manufacture of vibratory compactors at a cost 

of Rs 2.06 crore, (d) R&D capital expenditure of 
Rs 3.62 crore for developing a portable diesel, low 
noise, smaller HP engines, (e) investment of Rs 49.4 
crore in the equity of three companies, 
(fl investment of Rs 73.0 crore in a subsidiary for 
the manufacture of engineering plastics and 
(g) normal capital expenditure of Rs 35 crore for 
the enhancement of long-term resources. For the 
first project only cost equal to Rs 30.1 crore will 
be met from the present issue.

The company has proposed to issue 144 lakh? 
equity shares of Rs 10 each at a premium of Rs 70 
each totalling to Rs 115.21 crore in the ratio of 1:1 
on rights basis. The Rs 10 paid-up share of the 
company has a market price of Rs 102.50 and a 
net asset value (NAV) of Rs 44.80. The company 
has made the following projections:

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12

Revenues (Rs crore) 360.00 420.00 563.00
Net profit (Rs crore) 17.10 18.10 25.30
EPS (Rs) 11.78 7.38 9.00
NAV (Rs) 62.96 71.87 78.86

The following are a few indicators of the company’s 
performance during last two years:

2007-08 2008-09

Revenues (Rs crore) 250.0 285.0
Pre-tax profits (Rs) 10.7 12.0
Equity dividend (%) 20.0 23.0
Borrowing (Rs crore) 57.0 74.0
Interest (Rs crore) 7.0 12.0
EPS (Rs) - 7.2

Source: The Economic Times, 14 December 1982.

Critically evaluate Greaves’ rights issue.

CASE 20.1: GERMAN REMEDIES*

*The Economic Times, 14 December 1982.

German Remedies, established in 1949, is a well-known 
pharmaceutical company. It is a fast growing company. In 
the last decade, its gross fixed assets have grown from 
Rs 6.60 crore to Rs 31.60 crore. Except in 1986, the company 
has regularly paid dividend during the last 10 years. It has 
also been issuing bonus share to its shareholders. It has 
issued bonus shares in the ratio of 1:2 in 1976, 3:5 in 1979 
and 1982 and 1:1 in 1991. The company had made its first 
public issue of shares in 1973 when it diluted its foreign 
equity by issuing 3.30 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each at a 
premium of Re 1. The issue was over-subscribed by 47 
times. An investor who held one share in 1973 now holds 
7.86 shares on account of issue of bonus shares.

The company has come up with an offer of 10.83 lakh 

15 per cent secured, redeemable, partly convertible 
debentures of Rs 100 each, totalling to Rs 10.83 crore on 
rights basis, in the ratio of one debenture for every four 
equity shares held by the existing shareholders and 
employees. The issue has been given a rating of “BBB +” 
by CRISIL India (a credit rating organization), which 
implies sufficient protection to investors. The issue is 
intended to finance fixed investment of Rs 3 crore for 
modernization of two units in the state of Maharashtra and 
long-term working capital requirements of Rs 8.50 crore.

The following is the performance of the company 
during last two years:

In spite of growth in sales, net profits declined because 
of the increases in the cost of inputs.
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1990-91 1991-92

ISiues (Rs in crore) 67.80 72.63
Profit (Rs in crore) 2.34 1.11

EPS Rs) 3.56 1.69
Dividend (%) 11.00 9.00
Book value (Rs) — 22.40

irket price (Rs) — 90.00
Borrowing (Rs in crore) 24.50 32.50
irrerest (Rs in crore) 2.82 4.22

* On equity capital of Rs 7.61 crore after conversion of debentures.
It may be noted that for the six-month period ending 

30 September 1992, the company’s sales were Rs 40.37 
crore with a net loss of Rs 0.19 crore.

1992-93 1993-94 1994-95

Sales (Rs crore) 93.85 105.10 118.77
Net profit (Rs crore) 0.74 1.95 2.52
EPS (Rs) 1.14 2.56* 3.31*

s me proposed issue, each debenture of Rs 100 will 
M : anvertible portion of Rs 55 to be converted into-z _.:y share on 1 December 1993. The non-convertible 
y.n: n of Rs 45 will be redeemed at par.

The company has made the following projections for 
t> i-xt three years:

Discussion Questions

1. Explain the features of the proposed debenture.
2. Evaluate the proposed debenture issue from the 

points of views of investors and company.

CASE 20.2: DELITE FURNITURE CO. LTD

Zedte Furniture Company Limited (DFCL), situated in 
Skrth of India, manufactures a range of home and office 

—iture and sells its product under the ‘Delite’ brand 
all over India. It is currently facing serious problems 

: — aintaining high quality in its office furniture division, 
w meh operates on an old plant. These problems endanger 
'i- company’s standing as producer of high-quality 
mmiture. It has been approached, through a common 
: anker, by a competing furniture manufacturing company 
i the East of India to become its trade partner and 

distribute its office furniture under its own brand name— 
Delite. The competitor’s product is of good quality and is 

ell known in Eastern India, but its products are not known 
m the rest of the country. If DFCL agrees to the competitor’s 
: tier, it will have to close the manufacturing set-up of the 
; thee furniture division and restructure the division as a 
marketing division. The cost of restructuring the division 
is estimated to be Rs 60 crore.

DFCL’s evaluation of the proposal indicates that it 
■.•.•ill be quite profitable to use its brand name to sell the 
quality product of the competitor. Because of the 
relatively lower costs in the East of India, the 
competitor’s range of office furniture is about 5 to 10 
per cent less costly. DFCL will be able to sell more than 
what it was able to sell its own manufactured furniture. 
DFCL could enter into a five-year agreement with its 
competitor for selling its office furniture. It is estimated 
that DFCL will have PBIT (Profit before Interest and Tax) 
of Rs 24 crore p.a. for five years, from this arrangement.

DFCL’s worry is to finance the restructuring of the 

office furniture division. The management is faced with 
three alternative means of financing: (1) internal 
financing by reducing the dividend, (n) a rights issue 
and (iii) long-term loan from a bank at a fixed rate of 
10 per cent p.a.

The company’s latest annual report shows that it 
has paid up share capital of Rs 400 crore (par value each 
share Rs 100) and reserves and surplus of Rs 260 crore. 
It has a high debt ratio. The current profit after tax is 
Rs 80 crore and the proposed dividends of Rs 50 crore. 
There is 20 per cent tax on dividends paid to 
shareholders and the corporate tax is 36.5 per cent. 
DFCL’s required rate of return is 18 per cent. The 
company’s share is selling in the range of Rs 170—195. 
The company’s investment banker suggests an issue 
price of Rs 170 if it goes for a rights issue. The finance 
director thinks that the issue price in the case of the 
rights issue should be fixed at Rs 190.

Discussion Questions

1. Should the company restructure its business? What 
are the important financial and non-financial 
considerations?

2. Which financial alternative do you suggest for the 
company and why?

3. Analyze the option of issuing the rights issue in 
detail.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Identify a listed company that has raised funds using public 
and rights issues of equity shars and other long-term 
financing methods. From the published information, you 
may find out the reasons for using the various long-term 

financing by the company and evaluate each one of them. 
Suggest some financing methods that the company has not 
used so far but may prove useful in your opinion.





Convertible Debentures and 
Warrants

Learning Objectives

► Explain the features and valuation methods of convertible debentures
► Focus on the characteristics and valuations of warrants
► Discuss the features of capital market instruments like the zero-interest debentures or deep-discount bonds

INTRODUCTION

There are two ways of making fixed-income securities 
attractive to the investors. A company can issue 
convertible securities and warrants to ensure the success 
of its debt issue. Convertible securities, particularly 
convertible debentures, are quite popular in India. 
Warrants are also becoming popular in the Indian capital 
market now. There have been many issues of warrants in 
the recent years. We shall discuss the features of these 
securities and their valuation in this chapter.1

1. Some useful references on convertible debentures and warrants include Walter, J.E. and A.V. Que, The Valuation of Convertible Bonds, 
Journal & Finance, 28 (June 1973), pp. 713-32; Shelton, J.P., The Relation of the Price of a Warrant to the Price of its Associated Stock, 
Financial Analysts Journal (May-June 1967); pp. 143-51; (July-Aug. 1967), pp. 88-99; Brigham, E.F., Analysis of Convertible Debentures: 
Theory and Some Empirical Evidence, Journal of Finance 27 (May 1972); pp. 399-417. For a simple exposition of the features and valuation 
of convertible securities and warrants, see Moyer, R.C. et. al., Contemporary Financial Management, West Publishing Company, 1984 and 
Keown, A.J., et. al., Basic Financial Management, Prentice-Hall, 1985.

CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES

A convertible debenture is a debenture that can be 
changed into a specified number of ordinary shares, at 
the option of the owner. A company is, in fact, issuing 
equity shares in future whenever it offers convertible 
debentures. The most notable feature of this debenture is 

that it promises a fixed income associated with debenture 
as well as chance of capital gains associated with equity 
share after, the owner has exercised his conversion option. 
Because of this combination of fixed income and capital 
gains in the convertible debenture, it has been called a 
hybrid security. A company can also issue convertible 
preference share. In our discussion in this section, 
however, we will consider only examples of convertible 
debentures.

Suppose a company issues 8 lakh 15 per cent 
convertible debentures of Rs 125 each, that are convertible 
into two equity shares of Rs 62.50 each, after two years 
from the date of allotment but within three months after 
this period. At the time of issue, the company will receive 
a cash inflow of: 8 lakh x Rs 125 = Rs 1000 lakh (less 
flotation cost). Owners of the convertible debentures will 
get a fixed income in the form of interest of: 
Rs 1000 x 15 per cent = Rs 150 lakh for two years. After 
two years, the owner can exchange one debenture for two 
equity shares at Rs 62.50 each. Assuming that all debenture
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■fcflte'rs r.: e exercised their option, the company would 
jjlt issued: Rs 1000 lakh ■*-  Rs 62.5 = 16 lakh

(1)
In our earlier example of the convertible debenture, 

--- : inversion ratio is:

Rs 125/Rs 62.5 = 2

You can also find the conversion price if the par value 
:t the debenture and conversion ratio are known. In India, 
;: ~ panies generally specify both conversion ratio as well 
•s conversion price. For example, in May 1989, Tata Steel 
announced two types of convertible debentures. First, it 
issued 32.54 lakh 12 per cent, fully convertible debentures 
:: Rs 600 each, at par, on rights basis, to its existing 
shareholders. Each convertible debenture was fully 
: invertible into one share of Rs 600 (i.e., Rs 100 par plus a 
rremium of Rs 500) within six months from the date of 
allotment of debentures. Thus, the company stated both 
conversion ratio of one share for each convertible and 
c onversion price of Rs 600 each share. Tata Steel also 
announced a public issue of 30 lakh 12 per cent, partly 
convertible debentures of Rs 1,200 each. Like the rights 
issue, Rs 600 of the debentures' face value was convertible. 
The non-convertible portion of the debentures was to be 
redeemed at the end of 8 years from the date of allotment.

There is a peculiar difference between the ways a 
conversion price is set in a developed capital market like

2. Moyer, R.C., et. al., op. cit., 1984, pp. 656-67, and Walter and Que, op. cit., 1973, pp. 713-32.

■tapHk'-stares and the convertible debentures would have 
■b i-irr.ed and disappeared from the company's 
■Mmk smeet The company does not get any cash at the 
fltat n ; inversion. The debenture holders now become

■ cers. and they will be entitled to dividends and 
4MKat £ i ms on their holdings.

Oaracteristics of Convertible Debentures
'•ft ■■ - i: ompany issues a convertible debenture, it clearly 
Ape ■ die conversion terms, which indicate the number 

ir -shares in exchange for the convertible debenture, 
It: ; at which conversion will take place and the time 
■Am the conversion option can be exercised.

Zjr -~:on ratio and conversion price The conversion 
s the number of ordinary shares that an investor 

«r receive, when he exchanges his convertible debenture, 
ther words, the number of ordinary shares per one 

<a r :*uble  security is called the conversion ratio. The 
■nrversion price is the price paid for the ordinary share 
a * ume of conversion. If you know the par value of the 
~ - edible security and its conversion price, you can 
as find out the conversion ratio:

I r. ersion ratio = Par value of convertible debenture
Conversion price

USA and in a developing capital market like India. In USA, 
the conversion price is set about 20 per cent above the 
equity share's market price, prevailing at the time of issue. 
In India, the conversion price is set much below the equity 
share's prevailing market price. For example, in May 1989, 
Tata Steel's market price of each equity share was around 
Rs 1,265. Thus, the conversion price (Rs 600) was set at a 
discount of Rs 665 per share (i.e., 52.6 per cent) in contrast 
to the prevailing market price.

The purchasers of convertible securities are generally 
safeguarded against dilution, arising on account of bonus 
shares issue or share split. For example, if Tata Steel were 
to issue bonus shares in the ratio of 3:5, the conversion 
price and conversion ratio will be adjusted. The new 
conversion price will be: Rs 600 x 5/8 = Rs 375 and the 
new conversion ratio will be: 8/5 = 1.6.

Valuation of Conveirtible Debentures
The valuation of convertible debentures1 1 2 is more complex 
than the valuation of non-convertible (straight) securities, 
since they combine features of both ordinary shares and 
fixed-income securities. The market value of a convertible 
debenture will thus depend on: market price of ordinary 
share, conversion value, and the value of the non
convertible or straight debenture, called investment value.

Conversion value The conversion value of a convertible 
debenture is equal to the conversion ratio multiplied by 
the ordinary share's market price. Thus:

Conversion value = Conversion ratiox Share price (2)

In other words, the conversion value is simply the 
money worth of the convertible debenture if it is converted 
into shares now. In the Tata Steel example, the conversion 
ratio is 1 and the market price now is Rs 1,265, therefore, 
the conversion value is:

1 x Rs 1,265 = Rs 1,265

Value of non-convertible debenture The non-convertible 
debenture (NCD) is also known as a straight-debenture. 
The value of NCD may be referred to as the value of 
convertible debenture (CD), without the feature of 
conversion. This value of the convertible is also called the 
investment value or the security value. It is equal to the 
sum of the present value of future interest payments and 
principal redemption at the required rate of return. The 
methodology of calculating the value of a straight-debt 
has been discussed in Chapter 3.

In the Tata Steel example, the company also has a 
non-convertible portion of the proposed debenture issue. 
The interest rate on non-convertible portion is 12 per cent. 
Assuming that the required rate of return is also 12 per 
cent, and the debenture will be redeemed at the end of 8 
years, the investment value of the debenture will be:
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w i rvrn v' 72 600

3. Brealey, R. and S. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1984, pp. 529-31; Walter and Que, op. cit., 1973, pp. 713-32; and 
Moyer, et. al., op. cit., 1984, pp. 542-43.

Value of NCD = >---------- 1----------
(1.12/ (1.12)8

= 72(PVFA012 8) + 6OO(PVF012 8)

= 72 x 4.9676 + 600 x 0.4039 
= 357.67 + 242.33 = Rs 600

The investment value is equal to the face value of the 
debenture since we have assumed the interest rate and 
required rate to be the same and the redemption of the 
debenture at par. If we assume that the current yield on 
similar type of non-convertible debenture is 15 per cent, 
then the investment value of the Tata Steel's straight
debenture or NCD will be:

72 600
(1.15)' (1.15)6

= 72 x 4.4873 + 600 x 0.3269
= 323.09 +196.14 = Rs 519.23

As the required rate changes, the investment value 
changes. Thus, regardless of what happens to the Tata 
Steel's share price, the lowest value that the convertible 
debenture can drop to is its value as a straight-debenture, 
which is Rs 600 (or Rs 519.23, if we assume 15 per cent as 
the required rate of return).

Market value of convertible debenture The convertible 
securities are traded (bought and sold) in the stock market 
until they are converted into equity shares. The price at 
which the convertible security sells is called its market 
value. In India, the secondary market for debentures— 
including both convertible and non-convertible—is still 
in a developing stage.

What is the relationship between a convertible 
debenture's market value, its investment value and 
its conversion value?3 A convertible debenture's 
market value depends on both investment and 
conversion value. More importantly, its market value 
cannot be less than its investment value or its 
conversion value. The difference between the 
convertible debenture's market value and the higher 
of the conversion or the NCD value (investment 
value) is called the conversion premium. Thus:

Conversion premium =

Market value - Conversion or investment value 
Conversion or investment value

In our example of the Tata Steel convertible debenture, 
we determined that if it were selling as a straight
debenture, its price would be Rs 519.23 (at a required rate 
of return of 15 per cent). Thus, irrespective of its ordinary 
share price, the minimum value of the convertible 

debenture, would be Rs 519.23. Why? Because investment 
value is the price which the investors would pay for the 
convertible debenture, even without the convertible 
feature. If Tata Steel's share price is Rs 1,265 and 
conversion ratio is 1, then the conversion value is Rs 1,265. 
Thus, its convertible debenture is worth much more as an 
ordinary share than if it were a non-convertible debenture. 
The market value of the convertible debenture should not 
fall below its conversion value. If it were so, arbitrage— 
purchase and sell of the same securities in different 
markets—will take place, and will ultimately force the 
market value to be at least equal to the conversion value.

Figure 21.1 shows the relationship between the 
convertible debenture's market, investment and 
conversion value and the ordinary share price. The 
investment value is independent of the ordinary share 
price; therefore, it is shown as a horizontal line. The 
conversion value, on the other hand, is related to the 
ordinary share price. It increases as the ordinary share 
price increases. Since the market value of the convertible 
debenture should not be less than the investment and 
conversion values, the market value line in Figure 21.1 
cannot be below them. Typically, the market value is 
higher than both the investment and conversion value, 
Therefore, the market value line in Figure 21.1 is shown 
above both the investment and conversion value lines. The 
difference is the conversion premium. The premium 
results because the convertible debenture offers fixed 
income, at a low risk of price decline while assuring the 
chances of capital gains, when the share price increases. 
Thus, the upside variability of share price is not affected 
while the downside variability is well protected.

Figure 21.1: Value of a Convertible Debenture

Why Issue Convertible Debentures?
(3) At least four reasons can be cited for issuing the 

convertible debentures. They are: (a) 'sweetening' 
debenture offers to make them attractive, (b) selling 
ordinary shares in the future at a higher price, (c) avoiding 
immediate dilution of earnings, and (d) using low-cost 
capital initially.

Sweetening fixed-income securities The primary 



«■ . - £ convertible debenture is to make the 
~ i enough so that it is fully subscribed. 

Etrerally prefer fixed-interest convertible 
i: -: n-convertible because this enables them 
tr.:? fixed income, with the chance of making 
s. Hence, the convertibility feature 'sweetens' 

Ajs:, the company may offer relatively low 
ane :r. convertible debentures because of the 
ttte conversion feature as compared to a non- 

■; ccoenture. In our example of Tata Steel, the 
> r r aposing raising large amount of capital by 

i -c-interest debentures on rights basis to the 
~re : cmpany is offering only 12 per cent interest 

•mle the current yield on a similar non-convertible
would be around 15 per cent. By adding the 
_r. feature, the company has 'sweetened' the

ensured its success. Also, it has been able to save
cost.

Jhrtr—- : equity financing By issuing a convertible 
■HB- - -e the firm is, in effect, selling ordinary shares in 
fcrp company would do so when it considers the 
x — - market price of its share to be low, but wants to

- - ires at a higher price. This can be achieved by 
■Ettrs rhe conversion price to be higher than the ordinary 
Aar? s prevailing market price. In USA, as we have stated
■tUr conversion price is set 10 to 20 per cent higher than 
D- prevailing market price. 'Selling ordinary shares in 
nccre at a premium' does not seem to be an argument 

fcr : :r vertible debentures in India, where the conversion 
- - e in most cases is much below the prevailing market 
rr.ce Tata Steel's market price in May 1989 was around 
• - ' 265 and it announced an issue of convertible 
debentures at a conversion price of Rs 600. Also, the 
x. version option would be applicable after six months 

ct rhe allotment of the convertible debentures. What would 
7=ta Steel gain by deferring equity issue just by six 
tc cnths? This was an indirect way of obtaining higher 
premium on equity since the Controller of Capital Issue 
»CCI)4 in existence, at that time was quite conservative in 
allowing direct equity issue at a high premium.

4. CCI has been abolished.
5. A number of books explain features of warrant A simple exposition is given in Moyer, et. al., op. cit; 1984, pp. 544-45, and Keown, et. al., 

op. cit., 1985, p. 664.

A-oiding earnings dilution Yet another reason for 
issuing convertible debentures as a mode of deferred 
equity financing could be to avoid immediate dilution of 
the earnings per share. The company may like to use fixed- 
income security and not increase the number of issued 
shares until its investment starts paying off. In the case of 
Tata Steel, since the conversion will take place after six 
months of the debenture issue, it is unlikely that the 
company will be able to avoid dilution of its earnings per 
share.

Raising low cost capital A company may raise funds 
to finance a large expansion or modernization or 
diversification. It may like to finance such needs through 

equity financing, but it may instead choose a convertible 
debenture. By doing so, the company is able to use the 
lower cost of capital (as interest on debt is tax deductible), 
during the initial stage of investment when its effects are 
not fully reflected in the earnings. When the project is 
complete, the company's earnings will rise, increasing the 
share prices. The holders of the convertible debentures, 
who initially provided cheap funds to the company, can 
now convert their debentures into ordinary shares and 
participate in the prosperity of the company.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define convertible debentures;
2. What are the features of a convertible debenture?
3. How is a convertible debenture valued?
4. Give reasons for issuing convertible debentures:—

WARRANTS

A warrant entitles the purchaser to buy a fixed number of 
ordinary shares, at a particular price, during a specified 
time period. Warrants are generally issued along with 
debentures as 'sweeteners.' In USA, warrants have been 
used in the past, mainly by financially weaker firms to 
attract investors. Now, of course, large, profitable 
companies use warrants as a part of a major financing 
package. Warrants may also be used in conjunction with 
ordinary or preference shares. The purpose is the same; 
that is, to improve the marketability of the issue.

Deepak Fertilizers and Petrochemicals Corporation 
Limited (DFPC) was the first company, issuing warrants 
in conjunction with its offering of 14 per cent, Rs 100 
debenture, of Rs 190 crore, in January 1987. Each debenture 
had three parts: Part A of Rs 20, which will compulsorily 
and automatically be converted into one equity share with 
face value of Rs 10, at a premium of Rs 10, on 1st January 
1990; Part B of Rs 30, which will compulsorily and 
automatically convert into one equity share of face value 
of Rs 10, at a premium of Rs 20, on 1st January 1991, and 
Part C of Rs 50, which will have a detachable warrant 
attached to it. The warrant will entitle the holder to apply 
for one equity share of Rs 10 between 1993 and 1995, at a 
price to be approved by the Controller of Capital Issues 
(CCI), but not exceeding Rs 50. The warrant will be 
separately listed and traded on the stock exchanges.

Characteristics of Warrants
Warrants have a number of features. We shall use the 
DFPC's warrants issue as an example to illustrate the 
features of warrants.5
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Exercise price The exercise price of a warrant is the price 
at which its holder can purchase the issuing firm's 
ordinary shares. In USA, the exercise price normally 
remains constant over the life of the warrant and is set 
10-30 per cent above the ordinary share's market price, 
prevailing at the time of issue. The exercise, price of 
DFPC's warrant is not known; what is known is that it 
cannot exceed Rs 50. In 1987, the average market price of 
the DFPC ordinary share was Rs 37 per share. If it were 
allowed an exercise price of Rs 50, then it would be 35 per 
cent above the market price prevailing at the time of issue.

Exercise ratio The exercise ratio states the number of 
ordinary shares that can be purchased, at the given 
exercise price per warrant. This is same as the conversion 
ratio in the case of the convertible securities. If the exercise 
ratio were 2 to 1, this implies that the holder of warrants 
is entitled to buy two ordinary shares in exchange for one 
warrant at the exercise price. Usually, the exercise ratio is 
1:1. In the DFPC case, the exercise ratio is 1:1.

Expiration date The expiration date is the date when 
the option to buy ordinary shares in exchange for warrants 
expires. The expiration date of the DFPC warrants is the 
end of 1995, which means that the life of these warrants is 
8 years. Also, the option cannot be used before 1993. In 
USA, the typical life of warrants is between 5 and 10 years. 
Some warrants are perpetual—they do not have any 
expiration date.

Detachability A warrant can be either detachable or non- 
detachable. If a warrant can be sold separately from the 
debenture (or preference share) to which it was originally 
attached, it is called a detachable warrant. A debenture 
holder may sell his warrant when its price increases but 
continue holding the debenture. The DFPC warrant is a 
detachable warrant. The company will list it separately, 
and it will be traded on the stock exchanges. A non- 
detachable warrant cannot be sold separately from the 
debenture to which it was originally attached.

Right Warrants entitle to purchase ordinary shares. 
Therefore, the holders of warrants are not the shareholders 
of the company until they exercise their options. Therefore, 
they do not have rights of ordinary shareholders, such as 
the right to vote or receive dividends. Once they exercise 
their warrants and buy ordinary shares, they become the 
company's ordinary shareholders.

The management of DFPC expects that the market 
price of ordinary shares will increase above the exercise 
price and remain so until after the warrants expire in 1995. 
One advantage in the case of the DFPC warrant is that 
exercise price will be determined before the option 
becomes exercisable in 1993. The exercise price can be 
determined below the ordinary share's market price 
prevailing at that time. This will encourage some investors 
to exercise their option. Some may wait until the expiry 

date, in the expectation that the market price may go up 
further. If the ordinary share price is more than the exercise 
price between 1993 and 1995, then the holders of warrants 
will exercise their options. Assuming an exercise price of 
Rs 50, DFPC will receive funds totalling Rs 95 crore (1.9 
crore warrants multiplied with Rs 50 per warrant) before 
the warrant expires. Thus, the company will be raising an 
additional capital at the time of exercise. In this respect, 
warrants differ from convertible securities; the company 
does not obtain any funds at the time of conversion of 
convertible securities.

Valuation of Warrants6
A warrant is an option to buy a stated number of a 
company's ordinary shares, at a given exercise price, on 
or before a specified maturity date. Thus, it is similar to 
an American call option. As a call option, its market value 
will be dependent on the market price of the ordinary share 
and the exercise price. The market price of a company's 
ordinary share is a function of its expected performance 
and that of the economy as a whole. Thus, a warrant's 
market price will, in general, depend on the issuing 
company's performance and the general economic 
conditions.

Theoretical value The theoretical value of a warrant can 
be found out if we know the ordinary share's market price 
and warrant's exercise price

Warrant's theoretical value
= (Share price - Exercise price) x Exercise ratio (4)

Suppose that the market price of DFPC's ordinary 
share in December 1992 is expected to be Rs 65 while the 
exercise price is fixed at Rs 50, then the theoretical value 
of its warrants is:

Warrant's theoretical value = (65 - 50) x 1 = Rs 15
This is a straight, ordinary sense solution. If you want 

to obtain one share of DFPC, you can either buy one share 
for Rs 65 or buy a warrant and exercise the option by 
paying Rs 50 and acquire a share. Thus, the market price 
of the DFPC share can be written as follows:

Share price = Rs 65 = Rs 50 + 1 warrant
1 warrant = Rs 65 - Rs 50 = Rs 15

When the share price is less than the exercise price, 
the warrant's theoretical value will be negative [Equation 
(4)]. A warrant cannot sell for negative price. Therefore, 
the warrant's theoretical value in this case is defined as 
zero. If share price is less than exercise price, then 
warrant's theoretical value will be considered zero.

At the end of May 1989, the DFPC's share was selling 
for Rs 27.75. With an exercise price of Rs 50, the theoretical 
value of the warrant will be considered zero.

6. Shelton, op. cit., 1967, provides a basic framework for valuation of warrants. Also see Moyer, et. al., op. cit., 1984, and Keown et. al., op cit.,
1985, for a simple exposition.
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■n Tne difference between the warrant's market 
■kt es theoretical value is called the premium. It 
ftand as follows:

■ 2—sr - — arket value - Warrant's theoretical value
Warrant's theoretical value

(5) 

that the warrant's market value is Rs 10. An arbitrageur 
will purchase the warrant for Rs 10, exercise it for Rs 50 to 
buy one share and sell the share for Rs 65. He would have 
made a profit of Rs 5: [Rs 65 - (Rs 10 + Rs 50)] = Rs 5. 
Arbitrageurs at the margin will compete for this profit, 
and would cause the market price of the warrant to 
increase until it becomes equal to the warrant's theoretical 
value. The arbitrage will stop at this point.

happose during December 1992, the DFPC warrant 
- • s 20, then the premium is:

= 0.333 or 33.3 per cent.
L 15

estors generally consider a warrant to be worth 
■ns tsan its theoretical value. This is on account of the 

effect (Figure 21.2).7 Investors pay a premium 
■bDuse me possible loss is small and the warrant's market 
ara ■■ ± a small fraction of the market price, of the ordinary 

Bfane As the market price of the ordinary share increases, 
Sk narket value of warrant also rises. It may be seen in 
•sb-..-- 21.2 that, the premium is greatest when the share 
2 -- ? - near the exercise price. The reason is that at low 
i’a-s prices, the chance of investors exercising their 
w mnts is quite low. When the exercise price is equal to 
f-e - - Are price, investors have the potential of large gains 
f ire share price increases. At the same time, their 
jwts- dal losses are limited to the price paid for the 
■ Errant. The potential to gain substantially but have 
fcnred loss, when share price changes, is referred to as 
re leverage effect.

Using the Black-Scholes Model for the 
Valuation of Warrants
We have explained the use of the B-S model in the 
valuation of options, in Chapter 10. To recapitulate, the 
B-S model is as follows:

Co = S0N(di')-Ee rf,N(d2)

where Co is the value of a call option, So is the current 
market value of the share, E is the exercise price, e is the 
exponential constant equalling 2.7183, is the risk-free 
rate of interest, t is the time to expiration (in years), In is 
the natural logarithm and s is the standard deviation of 
the continuously compounded annual return on the share, 
and N (dj) is the cumulative normal probability density 
function. d1 and d2 are calculated as follows:

j lnlSo/El + f/y + cr2^] t
“i ~ _ /7

d2=d1- rrjt

Figure 21.2: Market Value of a Warrant

Can a warrant's market price fall below its theoretical 
value? If this happens, it will be immediately corrected 
by arbitrage. Suppose that the exercise price is Rs 50, the 
share price is Rs 65, and the exercise ratio is 1, then the 
warrant's theoretical value will be Rs 15. Let us assume

A warrant is similar to a call option; but there 
are significant differences as well. Investors issue 
options, while companies issue warrants. The number 
of shares and the value of equity do not change when 
an option is exercised. On the other hand, when a 
warrant is exercised, the number of shares increases 
as well as the value of equity increases by the amount 
of the exercise money received by the company. 
Consider an example.

Suppose a company has three shareholders 
holding a total equity of Rs 1,500. Thus the value per 
share is Rs 500. One of the shareholders sells an option 
at an exercise price of Rs 750. The option holder will 
exercise his option at expiration if the share price is 

higher than the exercise price of Rs 750. Assume that the 
share price at expiration is Rs 950. The option holder will 
exercise his option and earn a profit of Rs 200. The number 
of shares and the equity value of the company do not 
change.

Instead of an option, let us assume that the company 
sells a warrant to an investor to buy one share of the

7. Shelton, op. cit., 1967, Moyer, op. cit., 1984, Keown, op. cit., 1985, Brigham, op. cit.; 1972, Breley and Myers, op. cit., 1984.
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company at an exercise price of Rs 750 at a specified period 
of time. Suppose the share price increases to Rs 950 and 
the warrant is exercised. The company will issue an 
additional share and receive Rs 750, i.e., the warrant's 
exercise price. Thus, after the exercise of warrant, the 
company will have four shares and the equity value of 
Rs 3,600 (Rs 950 x 3 + Rs 750). The value per share will be 
Rs 900 (Rs 3,600/4 = Rs 900). Thus, there is a dilution in 
the value of equity per share (it reduces from Rs 950 to 
Rs 900). The earnings per share will also be diluted. The 
investor pays Rs 750 to obtain one-fourth share holding, 
worth Rs 900. His gain is Rs 150. The warrant holder 
acquires one-fourth ownership in the company before the 
exercise of warrant which is worth Rs 712.5 (Rs 2,850/4). 
The one-fourth of the exercise price paid by him belongs 
to him. Thus, in effect, he parts away only three-fourths: 
Rs 562.5 (Rs 750 x 3/4). His gain is still Rs 150 
(Rs 712.5 - Rs 562.5).

It should be clear from the above example that the 
exercise of warrant has dilution effect. If the proportion 
of warrants to the existing shares is, say, w, then the 
dilution factor will be: 1/(1 + w). This fact should be 
considered when the B-S model is used to value warrants. 
In the example above, we assumed that warrants were 
issued free of cost. If warrants are issued at a cost, then 
the value of equity per share after the issue will be the 
total market price of the equity plus the warrant money 
divided by the number of outstanding shares. That is:

Value of per share after the warrant issue = S*

Number of existing shares

It is this value, S* (and not S) that shall be used in 
applying the B-S model for valuing warrants. The risk 
(standard deviation) of this value will be higher than the 
risk (standard deviation) of the share price itself. Therefore, 
the standard deviation of the share price will be modified 
(see Illustration 21.1). Given the dilution effect, the value 
of warrant at expiration will be:

Warrant value at expiration

= —-— [Maximum (S* - E, 0)1 (7)
1 + w J

ILLUSTRATION 21.1: Valuing a Warrant
Damani Industries Limited has total assets worth Rs 100 
crore. Its equity, divided in 2.5 crore outstanding shares, 
has market value of Rs 60 crore. Currently the company 
has debt of Rs 40 crore. The company has just made an 
issue of debentures (Rs 100 each) of the total amount of 
Rs 25 crore plus one warrant of Re 1 for each debenture. A 
warrant will entitle the debenture holders to apply for one 

(Current share price x Number of existing shares) 
+Warrant money 

(6)

equity share at an exercise price of Rs 25 at the end of two 
years. The annual standard deviation of the share price 
variability before the debenture issue is: G = 1.58. Assume 
that the interest rate is 12 per cent. What is the value of a 
warrant?

Damani issues 0.25 crore warrants with debentures for 
Re 1 each warrant. Thus, the current value per share is 
Rs 24.1 (i.e., (60 + 0.25)/2.5 = Rs 24.1). Damani’s warrant is 
a 2-year call option with an equity value per share of 
Rs 24.1 and an exercise price of Rs 25. Since the assets of 
the company have changed after the debentures and 
warrants issue, the standard deviation of the share price 
variability will change. Assuming debt as risk free, the 
standard deviation of the existing assets of the company 
will be:

Standard deviation of existing assets
= standard deviation of equity x weight of equity

+ standard deviation of debt x weight of debt
=1.58 x (60/100) + 0 x (40/100) = 0.948

After the issue of debentures and warrants, Damani’s 
assets are Rs 125.25 crore; the value of equity is Rs 60.25 
crore and debt Rs 65 crore. If we assume that the assets’ 
risk remains the same after the issue, then the standard 
deviation of the equity will be:

Standard deviation of existing assets
= standard deviation of equity

x weight of equity
+ standard deviation of debt
x weight of debt

0.948 = standard deviation of equity
x (60.25/125.25)+ 0

Revised standard deviation of equity
= 0.948 x (125.25/60.25)
= 1.97

We can now use the B-S model to calculate the value 
of a call where the value per share is Rs 24.1, exercise price 
is Rs 25, interest rate is 12 per cent, standard deviation is 
1.97 and the time to expiration is 2 years. The values of dA 
= 1.4612; d2 = -1.3248; N (dj = 0.9286 and N (dj = 0.0926. 
The value of call is: Rs 20.52. Since warrant has a dilution 
effect, the value of warrant will be:

1
Value of warrant =------x 20.52

1+w

= — x20.52= Rs 18.65.
1.1

Why Issue Warrants?
Why do companies issue warrants? Generally, three 
reasons are cited for issuing warrants. They include 
'sweetening' of debt security, issuing ordinary shares in 
future and obtaining capital in future.8

8. Shelton, op. cit., 1967, Moyer, op. cit., 1984, Keown, op. cit., 1985, Brigham, op. cit.; 1972, Breley and Myers, op. cit., 1984.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSSrt rizning debt Warrants help to make the issue of
■«..r. and debentures attractive. If the company is
•m._- r.:’ about the full subscription of the debenture issue,
• — - ts are used to 'sweeten' the issue by giving the 
-iw - -- an opportunity to participate in capital gains
• aer. the share price appreciates. A company may also

■ relatively low interest rate to the investors if the
■ ; —ar ts are attached to the debenture. It may be recalled 
fcc ~e convertible debentures perform the same function. 
OFPC seems to have the objective of making its debentures

attractive uppermost in its mind. Its financing 
a ce includes both conversion as well as warrant. Also, 

it tiered the maximum allowed interest rate at the time, 
'. 4 per cent.

■« *;  -red equity financing Warrants provide a company 
■' c cortunity for deferred equity financing. What is the 
■: i.—.age of deferred equity financing? The company 
» is is ordinary shares in future, at a premium, by setting 
e - r r_se price higher than the prevailing share price. What

? N Useful Warrants, The Economics Times, 23 February 1994.

■ —p ortant, however, is the future share price. If the
price in future does not rise higher than the exercise

■ res investors may not exercise the warrants.

• -: inflow in future The company obtains cash when 
n estors exercise their warrants. The warrant holder 
e cnanges the warrant plus cash for the new ordinary 
< =.-es. In contrast, in the case of the convertible 
teoentures, no cash inflow takes place at the time of 
cr- version; the company receives cash when the

- ertible debentures were offered.

Many other advantages of warrants are also claimed 
r practice:9

tz Issue of warrants keeps the share price high 
because it keeps equity at a lower level and 
thereby causes earnings per share to increase.

'■a The investor is enabled to have access to the shares 
without investing the full amount in the shares 
now. The issue of non-convertible debentures 
(NCDs) with attached warrants allows investor 
to strip the warrant and sell the NCD at a very 
-—.ill discount. Thus, his investment today is 
: most zero. He pays for the share after some time 
m future.

N issue of warrants enables promoters to increase 
--i.r holdings. An issue of partly convertible 
debentures (PCDs) is almost same as an issue of 
NCDs with warrants attached. NCDs with 

arrants attached are not well understood by 
pwlic. Therefore, they are under-subscribed. This 
neips the promoters to subscribe to NCDs with 

; -rants attached by putting extra money and 
mcrease their holdings.

1. Define a warrant?
2. What are the characteristics of a warrant?
3. How is a warrant valued?
4. Illustrate the Black-Scholes model for warrant 

valuation.
5. Why do companies issue warrants?

CONVERTIBLE ZERO-INTEREST 
DEBENTURES

We know from our discussion in Chapter 3 that zero
interest debentures (ZID) or zero-coupon bonds do not 
carry an explicit rate of interest. The difference between 
the face value of the bond and its purchase price is the 
return of the investor. A firm may issue convertible zero
interest debentures (CZID). Mahindra and Mahindra 
(M&M) was the first company in India to issue convertible 
zero-interest bonds in January 1990. The bonds were 
offered on rights basis to the company's shareholders and 
employees. A shareholder owing 4 shares could get a bond 
of Rs 90. The bond had two parts. Part A of the bond had 
face value of Rs 45 and was compulsorily and 
automatically convertible into one equity share, at a 
premium of Rs 35, on 1 April 1991, and Part B of the bond 
issued at Rs 45 will also be simultaneously converted into 
one share, after 18 months, from the date of allotment. 
M&M also provided an option of 12.5 per cent fully 
convertible debentures (FCDs) to the investors if they were 
not interested in the zero-interest fully convertible bonds 
(ZCBs). Assuming that the company was able to raise, 
say, Rs 43 crore in the form of ZCBs, it will not have to 
pay any interest over 18-month period, and after the 
conversion, equity dividend will be paid on paid-up share 
capital of Rs 9.60 crore only.

The purely zero-interest debenture was issued by Best 
and Crompton Engineering Company in December 1990. 
The company issued 46.86 lakh zero-interest debentures 
of Rs 70 each on a rights basis to its existing shareholders 
in the ratio of 10:17. The shareholders had an option to 
covert their debentures into equity after 3 years at a price 
to be decided by the (now defunct) Controller of Capital 
Issues.

SECURED PREMIUM NOTES (SPN)
WITH WARRANTS

Secured premium note (SPN) is a secured debenture, 
redeemable at a premium, i.e., at a price higher than the 
purchase (or face) price. It is a medium to long-term
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debt Warrants help to make the issue of 
arc debentures attractive. If the company is 

iiMMaiMim an ■ ■_: the full subscription of the debenture issue, 
HMM. - ■ used to 'sweeten7 the issue by giving the 
OMbBU"- l- 'pportunity to participate in capital gains 
llritaB ire share price appreciates. A company may also 
■Mr a ’-Luz'. ely low interest rate to the investors if the 
HMM"- i-i = rtached to the debenture. It may be recalled 

c ■ rr. - "able debentures perform the same function. 
'3HP*.  -..—s :: have the objective of making its debentures

■ - , Useful Warrants, The Economics Times, 23 February 1994.

■Mr ai~~’.ve uppermost in its mind. Its financing 
ijpUka^" rc udes both conversion as well as warrant. Also, 
BhAbse ~ t maximum allowed interest rate at the time,

- ascent

Jfea -— * : ry financing Warrants provide a company 
■BMf . ty for deferred equity financing. What is the
MIkibi;. deferred equity financing? The company 
■■Mb riznary shares in future, at a premium, by setting 
asacsi- .*  -:; higher than the prevailing share price. What 
■Meo tu.*:  however, is the future share price. If the 
—fc? in future does not rise higher than the exercise
'gmBE. r esters may not exercise the warrants.

mCMlt :n future The company obtains cash when
e»ercise their warrants. The warrant holder 

- the warrant plus cash for the new ordinary 
MB. Ln contrast, in the case of the convertible 
OMr-ures no cash inflow takes place at the time of 
(M- the company receives cash when the 
■■■lest: r - debentures were offered.

1 .r ther advantages of warrants are also claimed

% Asue of warrants keeps the share price high 
tecs use it keeps equity at a lower level and 

ex causes earnings per share to increase.

~re- investor is enabled to have access to the shares 
» cut investing the full amount in the shares 
- The issue of non-convertible debentures 
X CDs' with attached warrants allows investor 

scrip the warrant and sell the NCD at a very 
small discount. Thus, his investment today is 
: c- ?st zero. He pays for the share after some time 
n future.

*•*  of warrants enables promoters to increase
dseir holdings. An issue of partly convertible 
debentures (PCDs) is almost same as an issue of 
\SDs with warrants attached. NCDs with 
» recants attached are not well understood by 
puMk. i herefore, they are under-subscribed. This 

the promoters to subscribe to NCDs with 
arrants attached by putting extra money and 

increase their holdings.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k__________________________________________ a

1. Define a warrant?
2. What are the characteristics of a warrant?
3. How is a warrant valued?
4. Illustrate the Black-Scholes model for warrant 

valuation.
5. Why do companies issue warrants?

CONVERTIBLE ZERO-INTEREST 
DEBENTURES

We know from our discussion in Chapter 3 that zero
interest debentures (ZID) or zero-coupon bonds do not 
carry an explicit rate of interest. The difference between 
the face value of the bond and its purchase price is the 
return of the investor. A firm may issue convertible zero
interest debentures (CZID). Mahindra and Mahindra 
(M&M) was the first company in India to issue convertible 
zero-interest bonds in January 1990. The bonds were 
offered on rights basis to the company's shareholders and 
employees. A shareholder owing 4 shares could get a bond 
of Rs 90. The bond had two parts. Part A of the bond had 
face value of Rs 45 and was compulsorily and 
automatically convertible into one equity share, at a 
premium of Rs 35, on 1 April 1991, and Part B of the bond 
issued at Rs 45 will also be simultaneously converted into 
one share, after 18 months, from the date of allotment. 
M&M also provided an option of 12.5 per cent fully 
convertible debentures (FCDs) to the investors if they were 
not interested in the zero-interest fully convertible bonds 
(ZCBs). Assuming that the company was able to raise, 
say, Rs 43 crore in the form of ZCBs, it will not have to 
pay any interest over 18-month period, and after the 
conversion, equity dividend will be paid on paid-up share 
capital of Rs 9.60 crore only.

The purely zero-interest debenture was issued by Best 
and Crompton Engineering Company in December 1990. 
The company issued 46.86 lakh zero-interest debentures 
of Rs 70 each on a rights basis to its existing shareholders 
in the ratio of 10:17. The shareholders had an option to 
covert their debentures into equity after 3 years at a price 
to be decided by the (now defunct) Controller of Capital 
Issues.

SECURED PREMIUM NOTES (SPN)
WITH WARRANTS

Secured premium note (SPN) is a secured debenture, 
redeemable at a premium, i.e., at a price higher than the 
purchase (or face) price. It is a medium to long-term
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debenture. TISCO issued SPNs with warrants attached in 
India, for the first time, to raise Rs 346.5 crore. TISCO's 
SPN issue was a part of Rs 1,200 crore rights issue. The 
company offered 20 SPNs to each shareholder and 10 SPNs 
to each employee/director. The face value of each SPN 
was Rs 300. The features of TISCO's SPNs are as follows:

No interest was payable for the first three years 
after the allotment.
Between four to seven years, principal will be 
repaid in instalments .of Rs 75 each year.
Between four and seven years, an amount of 
Rs 75 each year will be paid as interest and 
redemption premium. The investors can choose 
any one of the following options at the end of the 
third year:
Option I: Interest Rs 37.5, premium Rs 37.5 
Option II: Interest Rs 25.0, premium Rs 50.0 
Option III: Interest Rs 50.0, premium Rs 25.0

The warrant attached to each SPN will entitle the 
holder to buy one equity share for Rs 100 between 
first year and one-and-a-half year after allotment. 

TISCO's SPN is in fact a zero interest bond (ZIB) with 
an equity warrant attached to it. Yet another difference is 
in terms of the interest payment and capital repayment, 
which is spread over four years, unlike ZIB, where capital 
and interest payments are bundled together and paid once 
at the end of the ZIB's maturity. How much will be an 
investor's return if he buys one SPN?

Let us assume that: (a) Rs 300 are paid now, 
(b) warrant is not exercised, and (c) there was no tax 
implications. We can use DCF technique to calculate the 
rate of return:

onn 0 0 0 150 150
(1 + r) (1 + r)2 (1 + r)3 (1 + r)4 (1 + r)5

150 150
+ (1 + r)6 + (1 + r)7

By trial and error, we obtain a rate of return (r) equal 
to 13.64 per cent.

How much will be return if the investor exercises 
warrant acquiring one equity share after one year? We 
know that exercise price is Rs 100. The average market 
price of TISCO's share at the time of announcement of 
issue was about Rs 195. If we assume the price of the share 
to remain at this level after one year (unrealistic 
assumption!), then the value of the value of warrant will 
be:

(Market price - Exercise price)
x No. shares per warrant 

= (195-100)xl = Rs 95
Thus the rate of return will be:

95 0 0 150 150
300 —--------- 1--------- 7 H--------- 7 H---——y H--------- r

(1 + r) (1 + r)2 (1 + r)3 (1 + r)4 (1 + r)5
150 150

+ (l + r)6 + (1 + r)7

We obtain a rate of return of 20.37 per cent by trial 
and error.

The market price after a year could be more or less 
than what it is today, and accordingly the value of warrant 
will change.

How much will be the rate of return if tax impheations 
for the investor are considered? Let us make the following 
assumptions: (a) redemption premium will be allowed as 
capital gains, (b) interest income will be taxed as ordinary 
income in the hands of the investor, (c) investors' marginal 
income-tax rate is 51.75 per cent, (d) investor sells the 
warrant at Rs 95 after one year and it is treated as capital 
gain and (e) investor has sufficient deduction available 
under the Income Tax Act to take care of capital gains, 
which implies that investor pays no capital gain tax. Thus 
he would choose option II with regard to the division of 
Rs 75 into interest and premium. Investor will get after
tax interest income of Rs 12. The cash flows will be as 
follows:

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cash flows -300 95 0 0 137 137 137 137

By trial and error, the rate of return is 18.45 per cent. 
The rate of return will be less if the investor has to pay tax 
on capital gains at 20 per cent, or if the entire premium 
and the gain on the sale of warrant is not allowed as capital 
gains, by the tax authorities. Investors may be in different 
tax brackets as regards to their ordinary incomes. These 
adjustments can be made and the rate of return can be 
recalculated.

From TISCO's point of view, the cost of SPN is less 
than the prevailing rates of interest on bank/financial 
institution borrowings or non-convertible debentures. 
Further, no cash outflow is involved for the first three years 
on account of interest payments. The company will also 
be able to mobilize about Rs 115 crore if investors exercise 
warrants. This will add only Rs 12 crore to paid-up capital, 
which the company can service in terms of dividends quite 
comfortably. SPN is a convenient and relatively less 
expensive financial instrument for TISCO, given its high 
degree of financial leverage and need for substantial funds 
for undertaking large investment projects.

It may be pointed out that TISCO's SPN issue faced 
difficulties as the Central Board of Direct Taxes and the
Department of Company Affairs objected to their proposal 
of treating returns as capital gains rather than income. 
Since capital gains tax rate is much lower than the income- 
tax rate, there will be loss of revenue to the government.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are convertible zero-interest rate debentures?
2. What are secured premium notes? Why are they 

issued with warrants?
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y—------ ------------------

Car . rrtible security is either a debenture or a preference share that can be exchanged for a stated number of 
I : -j- rv shares, at the option of the investor.
C — ~ anies offer convertible securities to sweeten the debt and thereby make it attractive. It is a form of deferred 
tfflsrty financing, and provides low cost funds during the early stage of investment project.
Tbe valuation of convertible securities depends on its value as a straight, non-convertible security (investment 
i i _e and its value, if converted into ordinary shares. It generally sells for a premium; that is, its market price 
e reeds its investment or conversion value, whichever is higher.

warrant is an option to buy a specified number of ordinary shares, at an indicated price, during a specified 
rxjrrod.
- detachable warrant is bought and sold independent of the debenture to which it is associated.

■ a--ants are generally used to sweeten a debt to make it marketable and lower the interest costs. When warrants 
: - _ exercised, the firm obtains additional cash.
The market value of warrants depends primarily on the ordinary share price. Warrants generally sell above their 
—mimum, theoretical value. The difference between the market price and theoretical value of warrants is the 
premium.

ZZ A company may also issue zero-interest or deep-discount bonds or debentures with conversion option. Such 
debentures are issued at a price much lower than their face value. Thus, there is an implicit rate of interest.
A company may also issue debentures redeemable at premium and/or with warrants attached. These features are 
added to make the issue of debentures attractive to the investors.

KEY CONCEPTS
rrxtrage Convertible zero-interest Exercise ratio

X
Non-convertible

■ version premium debentures Fully convertible debentures (NCDs)
v. ersion price Deferred equity debentures (FCDs) •Non-detachable warrants
eversion ratio Detachable warrants Hybrid security Partially convertible
eversion value Equity sweetener Leverage effect debentures (PCDs)
a vertible debenture Exercise price Special premium notes

Warrants

ACTIVITIES

REVIEW QUESTIONS
l.________________________________________________________ j

1. Define the following terms: (a) conversion price, (b) conversion value, (c) conversion premium.
2. What are the important features of a convertible security? What reasons are generally given for issuing convertible 

securities?
3. Convertible debentures generally carry lower rates of interest than the non-convertible debentures. If this is 

true, does it mean that the cost of capital on convertible debentures is lower than on non-convertibles? Why or 
why not?

4. How is a convertible security valued? Explain your answer with the help of a graph.
5. What is a warrant? What are its characteristic features? Why are warrants issued?
6. Explain the difference between a convertible security and a warrant.

Explain the valuation of warrants with the help of a graph.
8. What is meant by zero-interest debentures and deep-discount debentures? How is their cost determined? Illustrate 

your answer.
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QUIZ EXERCISES

1. Suppose a company issues 10 lakh 12 per cent convertible debentures of Rs 100 each that are compulsorily 
convertible into two equity shares of Rs 60 each, after two years from the date of allotment. How much cash 
does the company receive by issuing convertible debentures? After two years, if all debentures are converted 
into equity shares, how many new shares have the company issued?

2. In the above case, if the company’s EPS just before conversion was Rs 36, what will be new EPS after the 
conversion? What is the extent of dilution?

3. A company issues 100 lakh debentures at a price of Rs 100 each, attached with warrants at Rs 5 each. The 
debenture holders are entitled to buy one equity share for two debentures, after two years, at Rs 60 each. The 
current market price of the company’s shares is Rs 45. What are the consequences of warrants on the company 
cash flows and EPS now and after the warrants are exercised by the debenture holders? Show calculations.

PROBLEMS

1. In January 2004, a company announced two types 
of convertible debentures. First, it issued 50 lakh 
10 per cent, fully convertible debentures of Rs 1000 
each, at par. Each convertible debenture was fully 
convertible into 5 shares of Rs 200 (i.e., Rs 100 par 
plus a premium of Rs 100), after two years from 
the date of allotment of debentures. The company 
also announced a public issue of 50 lakh 10 per 
cent, partly convertible debentures of Rs 2,000 
each. Like the first issue, Rs 1,000 of the 
debenture’s face value was convertible into 5 
shares. The non-convertible portion of the 
debenture was to be redeemed at the end of 10 
years, from the date of allotment. At the time of 
these issues, the company’s share was selling for 

Rs 120. Analyze both types of debentures by 
making appropriate assumptions.

2. Kamani Limited has total assets Rs 1000 crore. Its 
equity, divided in 25 crore outstanding shares, has 
market value of Rs 800 crore. Currently the 
company has debt of Rs 400 crore. The company 
has just made an issue of debentures (Rs 100 each) 
of the total amount of Rs 400 crore plus one warrant 
of Re 10 for each debenture. A warrant will entitle 
the debenture holders to apply for one equity share, 
at an exercise price of Rs 15, at the end of two 
years. The annual standard deviation of the share 
price variability before the debenture issue is: o = 
4.5. Assume that the interest rate is 10 per cent. 
What is the value of a warrant?

CASE 21.1: TATA STEEL10

10. Source: The newspaper reporting and the company prospectus.

k__________________j
Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited (Tata Steel) opened 
its debentures issue on 5 June 1989. The purpose of the 
issue was to partly finance its modernization and expansion 
programme, costing about Rs 1,500 crore, spread over 5 
years. Of this, about Rs 850 crore is expected to be raised 
from internaLcash generation and term loans. It is estimated 
that the balance of Rs 650 crore will be required during 
the next three years when capital expenditure will be at 
its peak. The purpose of the convertible debenture issue is 
to meet this requirement.

Each debenture has a face value of Rs 1,200 consisting 
of two parts, namely, Part A—a convertible part of Rs 600 
and Part B—a non-convertible part of Rs 600. The 
convertible part of Rs 600 will be automatically converted 
into one fully paid-up ordinary share of Rs 100 each, at a 
premium of Rs 500 per share, on expiry of six months from 
the deemed date of allotment, namely on 1 February 1990. 
The debentures will carry interest rate of 12 per cent per 
annum and will be payable half-yearly. The non

convertible part of the debentures of Rs 600 each will be 
redeemed at par, on the expiry of eight years from the date 
of allotment of the debentures.

The working results of the company for the year ended 
March 1988 are encouraging. While the sales increased 
from Rs 1,224 crore in 1985-86 to Rs 1,348 crore in 1987- 
88 and to Rs 1,450 crore in 1987-88, net profits declined 
from Rs 107.8 crore to Rs 75.4 crore but rose to Rs 83.6 
crore, respectively. The company has paid a dividend of 
25 per cent per year for last three years. The company 
issued bonus shares in the ratio of 2:5 in 1987 and 
subsequently rights shares in the ratio of 1:3. For 10 months 
ended 31 January 1989, turnover stood at Rs 1,405 crore 
with net profits of Rs 129 crore. As on 31 March 1988, 
total assets amounted to Rs 2,042 crore. Gross fixed assets 
stood at Rs 1,686 crore. As against an equity capital of 
Rs 156 crore, reserves and surplus stood at Rs 667.3 crore. 
Total loans amounted to Rs 610.9 crore. The Rs 100 paid- 
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id +•: _.ty shares are currently quoted at Rs 1,265 against 
Er? k value per share of Rs 535.

: i . jssion Questions

.Analyze the features of the Tata Steel convertible
debenture issue.

2. Show its impact on shareholders’ earnings and 
wealth.

3. With the help of a graph and whatever reasonable 
assumptions you wish to make, show how the 
market value of the convertible debenture will be
determined.

ZASE 21.2: WESTERN HATCHERIES LIMITED11

newspaper reporting and the company prospectus.

L______________________________________________________________________________________________ J

W*.  Hatcheries was incorporated in 1978 in 
II sc srashtra. The company announced on 29 May 1989, 
■ - z-iz cent 1,06,250, fully convertible debenture issue 
nr ; ~ 50 each debenture for cash, at par. The purpose of
'He -; ce is to finance its expansion project costing Rs 10 
■nr- The financing package for the project is: Rs 3.13 crore 
a : -~ble debentures, Rs 1.25 crore unsecured loans,
* - - ■ crore term loans and Rs 0.70 crore internal funds.

The convertible debentures will have a face value of 
■fe S5£ each and each debenture will be converted into 
w: seizes: Rs 80 per debenture will be converted into five 
■■a: _ s cares of Rs 10 each, at a premium of Rs 6 per share 
«r. . cment. The balance of Rs 170 will be converted into 
a ... - shares of Rs 10 each at the end of two years, from

hre of allotment, at a price (including premium, if 
■rw t: be decided by the Controller of Capital Issue. The 
■fir :: convertible debentures opens on 29 May 1989 and 
□bs — a arliest on 1 June 1989.

Tee working results of the company are very 
ac ..-icing. Sales income went up from Rs 42.8 lakh in 
* - - to Rs 217.3 lakh in 1986-87 and to Rs 246.9 lakh 

a. •■—88. Net profits went up from Rs 2.6 lakh to
• . - 'akh and to Rs 43.7 lakh during the same period. 

The sales income for the six-month period ended December 
1988 amounted to Rs 121.1 lakh, with net profits of 
Rs 13.6 lakh. The company issued bonus shares in the ratio 
of 2:1 by capitalizing Rs 50 lakh in April 1989. Thus, the 
paid-up capital has increased to Rs 75 lakh. The company 
has paid a dividend of 25 per cent per annum for the last 
three years. The total net worth of the company is Rs 134.94 
lakh (Rs 75 lakh equity capital plus Rs 59.94 lakh reserves).

During the nine month period ending March 1989, 
sales income amounted to Rs 2 crore with net profits of 
Rs 0.25 crore. The sales income is projected to rise to 
Rs 11.63 crore in 1989-90 and to Rs 20.44 crore in 1990- 
91, yielding net profits of Rs 1.15 crore and Rs 2.15 crore 
respectively. No quotation for the company’s share is 
available so far. The book value per share is Rs 17.59.

Discussion Question

1. Evaluate Western Hatcheries’ debenture issue in 
all its aspects from the viewpoints of both the 
company and investors.

■SACnCAL PROJECT
■tor ~. a company that has used various forms of reports and business newspapers and magazines, find the 
sno- _:as (non-convertible, fully convertible or partly objectives and reasons for using these methods of financing. 
■BBBtnrl- to raise funds. From the company’s annual



Asset-based:
Lease, Hire Purchase and 

Project Financing
Learning Objectives

► Define lease and highlight its true advantages
► Explain the methods for evaluating a lease
► Discuss the concept of a leveraged lease
► Highlight the difference between hire purchase financing and lease financing
► Focus on project financing as a special mechanism for financing large projects

INTRODUCTION

Traditional financing is related to the liability side of the 
balance sheet. The firm issues long-term debt or equity to 
meet its financing needs, and in the process, expands its 
capitalization. The dangers of traditional financing are that 
equity becomes an expensive method of financing because 
of decreasing corporate earnings and low price-earning 
ratios. The high fate of inflation causes long-term debt to 
be an expensive source of financing as interest rates rise. 
The corporate finance managers, therefore, are developing 
financing alternatives related to the asset side of the 
balance sheet. These alternatives may lower the cost and 
redistribute the risk. Asset-based financing uses assets as 
direct security. There are many possibilities. We shall 
discuss three most popular asset-based financing: (i) lease; 
(ii) hire purchase, and (zz'z) project financing.1

1. The topic of leasing is an adaptation of article by I.M. Pandey, Myths and Realities about Leasing, Vikalpa, Vol. II, No. 4, Oct.-Dec. 1986, 
and the topic of project financing is adapted from S. Sinha, "Return to Equity, Financial Structure, and Risk Contracting in Infrastructure 
Projects", Vikalpa, Vol. 20, No. 4, Oct.-Dec. 1995.

LEASE FINANCING

Leasing is widely used in Western countries to finance 
investments. In USA, which has the largest leasing 

industry in the world, lease financing contributes 
approximately one-third of the total business investments. 
In the changing economic and financial environment of 
India, it has assumed an important role. What is lease 
financing? What are its advantages and disadvantages? 
How can a lease be evaluated?

Lease Defined

Lease is a contract between a lessor, the owner of the asset, 
and a lessee, the user of the asset. Under the contract, the 
owner gives the right to use the asset to the user, over an 
agreed period of time, for a consideration called the lease 
rental. The lessee pays the rental to the lessor as regular 
fixed payments, over a period of time at the beginning or 
at the end of a month, quarter, half-year, or an year. 
Although generally fixed, the amount and timing of 
payment of lease rentals can be tailored to suit the lessee's 
profits or cash flows. In up-fronted leases, more rentals 
are charged in the initial years and less in the later years 
of the contract. The opposite happens in back-ended 
leases. At the end of the lease contract, the asset reverts
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>■ ho is the legal owner of the asset. As the 
: is the lessor not lessee, who is entitled to 
ion on the leased asset. In long-term lease 

lessee is generally given an option to buy or 
Sometimes, the lease contract is divided 

:. —primary lease and secondary lease, for
:i lease rentals. Primary lease provides for 
: f the cost of the asset and profit through 
flaring a period of about four or five years, 
secondary lease may follow it on nominal 
Various other combinations are possible.

r .zr the lessor is the legal owner of a leased asset, 
«e- rears the risk and enjoys the returns. The lessee 
1 r rtr eased assets operates profitably, and suffers 
fc' fails to perform. Leasing separates ownership 

k two economic activities, and facilitates asset 
tn : wnership.2

1 1 '_=? MJ I. and C.W. Upton, Leasing, Buying and the Cost of Capital, Journal of Finance, 1976,31, pp. 761-86.

- --see can be individual or a firm, interested in the 
x * asset without owning it. Lessors may be 
e-: manufacturers or leasing companies who bring 

the manufacturers and the users. In USA, 
■ manufacturers are the largest group of lessors 

• a: rv banks. In India, independent leasing 
ames farm the major group in the leasing industry, 

•earner with financial institutions, are the largest 
jpevp r arms of the volume of business.

rvpes of leases can be distinguished:
- Operating lease
•e Financial lease
- Sale-and-lease-back 

fflriuwg lease Short-term, cancellable lease 
^patire-3 are called operating leases. Convenience and 
{■Bare services are the hallmarks of operating leases.

Ess. - r e< are: a tourist renting a car, lease contracts for 
•BtT’-iers, office equipment, car, trucks and hotel rooms. 
Sv i&sets such as computers or office equipment, an 

; lease may run for 3 to 5 years. The lessor is 
4 -esponsible for the maintenance and insurance
irfcre asset He may also provide other services. A single 
Meriting lease contract may not fully amortize the 
H—a, cost of the asset; it covers a period considerably 
jfcr-Er man the useful life of the asset. Because of the short 
■tan - :r. and the lessee's option to cancel the lease, the 
■» :c sbsolescence remains with the lessor. Naturally, 

fte - * : rter the lease period and/or higher the risk of 
BBS- ■ ~-:ence, the higher will be the lease rentals.

faacud lease Long-term, non-cancellable lease 
Vnrnricts are known as financial leases. Examples are 
c ar - machinery, land, building, ships, and aircraft. In 
re.; erancial leases are very popular with high-cost and 
fcer ce-mnology equipment. Financial leases amortize the 1 

cost of the asset over the term of lease. They are, therefore, 
also called capital or full-payout leases. Most financial 
leases are direct leases. The lessor buys the asset identified 
by the lessee from the manufacturer and signs a contract 
to lease it out to the lessee. 1

Sale-and-lease-back Sale-and-lease-back is a special 
financial lease arrangement. Sometimes, a user may sell 
an (existing) asset owned by him to the lessor (leasing 
company) and lease it back from him. Such sale-and-lease- 
back arrangements may provide substantial tax benefits. 
For example, in April 1989, Shipping Credit and 
Investment Corporation of India (SCICI) purchased Great 
Eastern Shipping Company's bulk carrier, Jag Lata, for 
Rs 12.5 crore and then leased it back to Great Eastern on a 
five-year lease, the rentals being Rs 28.13 lakh per month. 
The ship's written-down book value was Rs 2.5 crore.

In financial lease, the maintenance and insurance are 
normally the responsibility of the lessee. The lessee also 
bears the risk of obsolescence. A financial lease agreement 
may provide for renewal of contract or purchase of the 
asset by the lessee after the contract expires. The option 
of purchasing the leased asset by the lessee is not 
incorporated in the lease contract in India, because if such 
an option is provided, the lease is legally construed to be 
a hire-purchase agreement.

There are a large number of lease terminologies used 
in practice. Exhibit 22.1 explains some of the commonly 
used lease terms.

Cash Flow Consequences of a 
Financial Lease
A financial lease has cash flow consequences. It is a way 
of normal financing for a company. Suppose a company 
has found it financially worthwhile to acquire an 
equipment costing Rs 800 lakh. The equipment is 
estimated to last eight years. Instead of buying, the 
company can lease the equipment for eight years at an 
annual (end-of-the-period) lease rental of Rs 160 lakh from 
the manufacturer. Suppose the company will have to 
provide for the maintenance, insurance, and other 
operating expenses associated with the use of the asset in 
both alternatives—leasing or buying. Assume a straight- 
line depreciation for tax purposes, a borrowing rate of 14 
per cent, and a marginal tax rate of 35 per cent for the 
company. The cash flow consequences of the lease (as 
compared to the buy option) are shown in Table 22.1. They 
would be:

Avoidance of the purchase price (Po) The company 
can acquire the asset without immediately paying 
for it. Cash outflow saved is equivalent to a cash 
inflow; there is a cash inflow of Rs 800 lakh.

■Qz Loss of depreciation tax shield (DTS) 
Depreciation is a deductible expense and saves
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cost of the asset over the term of lease. They are, therefore, 
also called capital or full-payout leases. Most financial 
leases are direct leases. The lessor buys the asset identified 
by the lessee from the manufacturer and signs a contract 
to lease it out to the lessee.

Sale-and-lease-back Sale-and-lease-back is a special 
financial lease arrangement. Sometimes, a user may sell 
an (existing) asset owned by him to the lessor (leasing 
company) and lease it back from him. Such sale-and-lease- 
back arrangements may provide substantial tax benefits. 
For example, in April 1989, Shipping Credit and 
Investment Corporation of India (SCICI) purchased Great 
Eastern Shipping Company's bulk carrier, Jag Lata, for 
Rs 12.5 crore and then leased it back to Great Eastern on a 
five-year lease, the rentals being Rs 28.13 lakh per month. 
The ship's written-down book value was Rs 2.5 crore.

In financial lease, the maintenance and insurance are 
normally the responsibility of the lessee. The lessee also 
bears the risk of obsolescence. A financial lease agreement 
may provide for renewal of contract or purchase of the 
asset by the lessee after the contract expires. The option 
of purchasing the leased asset by the lessee is not 
incorporated in the lease contract in India, because if such 
an option is provided, the lease is legally construed to be 
a hire-purchase agreement.

There are a large number of lease terminologies used 
in practice. Exhibit 22.1 explains some of the commonly 
used lease terms.

bnr: ”-pes of leases can be distinguished: 
e derating lease
~ -manci al lease

- e-and-lease-back

lease Short-term, cancellable lease
3 are called operating leases. Convenience and 

■Bm: services are the hallmarks of operating leases. 
IbBnrr es are: a tourist renting a car, lease contracts for 
■ — r -'rs, office equipment, car, trucks and hotel rooms. 
Snr assets such as computers or office equipment, an 
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flfttre asset He may also provide other services. A single 
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—~~m cost of the asset; it covers a period considerably 
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•». : • obsolescence remains with the lessor. Naturally, 
t • oner the lease period and/or higher the risk of 
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are known as financial leases. Examples are 

31m' machinery, land, building, ships, and aircraft. In 
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Cash Flow Consequences of a 
Financial Lease *
A financial lease has cash flow consequences. It is a way 
of normal financing for a company. Suppose a company 
has found it financially worthwhile to acquire an 
equipment costing Rs 800 lakh. The equipment is 
estimated to last eight years. Instead of buying, the 
company can lease the equipment for eight years at an 
annual (end-of-the-period) lease rental of Rs 160 lakh from 
the manufacturer. Suppose the company will have to 
provide for the maintenance, insurance, and other 
operating expenses associated with the use of the asset in 
both alternatives—leasing or buying. Assume a straight- 
line depreciation for tax purposes, a borrowing rate of 14 
per cent, and a marginal tax rate of 35 per cent for the 
company. The cash flow consequences of the lease (as 
compared to the buy option) are shown in Table 22.1. They 
would be:

Avoidance of the purchase price (Po) The company 
can acquire the asset without immediately paying 
for it. Cash outflow saved is equivalent to a cash 
inflow; there is a cash inflow of Rs 800 lakh.

■Qz Loss of depreciation tax shield (DTS) 
Depreciation is a deductible expense and saves
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EXHIBIT
22.1:

COMMONLY USED LEASE
TERMINOLOGY

Two basic types of lease are: (a) financial lease and 
(/) operating lease. Financial lease is further divided into 
(z) leveraged lease, (z’z) sale-and-lease-back, (Hi) cross-border 
lease.

• Leveraged lease Leveraged lease involves lessor, lessee 
and financier. Lessor (leasing company) provides equity 
equal to about 25 per cent of the asset’s cost while the 
remaining amount is provided by the financier (a bank 
or a financial institution), mainly as loan. Leveraged 
lease is a popular method of financing expensive assets.

• Sale-and-lease-back As discussed in the main text, the 
lessee first sells asset owned by him to the lessor and 
then leases it back from the lessor. This provides 
liquidity as well as possible tax gains to the lessee.

• Cross-border lease In case of cross-border or 
international lease, the lessor and the lessee are situated 
in two different countries. Because the lease transaction 
takes place between parties of two or more countries, it 
is called cross-border lease. It involves relationships and 
tax implications more complex than the domestic lease. 
When the lease transaction takes place between three 
parties-—manufacturer/vendor, lessor and lessee—in 
three different countries, it is called foreign-to-foreign 
lease.

There many other terms used by the leasing industry. 
Some of them are defined below.

• Closed and open-ended lease In the close-ended lease, 
the asset gets transferred to the lessor at the end, and 
the risk of obsolescence, residual value, etc., remain with 
the lessor, being the legal owner of the asset. In the 
open-ended lease, the lessee has the option of 
purchasing the asset at the end of lease.

• Direct lease It is a mix of operating and finance lease 
on a full payout basis and provides for the purchase 
option to the lessee.

• Master lease Master lease provides for a period longer 
than the assets life and holds the lessor responsible for 
providing equipment in good operating condition 
during the lease period.

• Percentage lease Percentage lease provide for a fixed 
rent plus some per cent of the previous year’s gross 
revenue to be paid to the lessor. This ensures protection 
against inflation.

• Wet and dry lease In the aircraft industry, when the 
lease involves financing as well as servicing and fuel, it 
is called wet lease. Dry lease provides only for financing.

• Net net net lease In the triple net (net net net) lease, 
the lessee is obliged to take care of maintenance, taxes 
and insurance of the equipment.

• Update lease Update lease is intended to protect the 
lessee against the risk of obsolescence. The lessor agrees 
to replace obsolete asset with new one at a specified 
rent.

taxes. Depreciation tax shield is equal to the 
amount of depreciation each year multiplied by 
the tax rate. The company will lose a series of 
depreciation tax shields when it takes the lease. 
The straight-line depreciation will be: Rs 800/8 = 
Rs 100 lakh, and the lost DTS will be:

Rs 100 x 0.35 = Rs 35 lakh
After-tax payment of lease rentals (Lt) There is a 
cash outflow of Rs 160 lakh per year as lease 
payments. But these payments will yield tax 
shield of Rs 160 x 0.35 = Rs 56 lakh per year. Thus, 
the after-tax lease payments would be Rs 160, lakh 
- Rs 56 lakh = Rs 104 lakh per year.

The cash flow consequences of leasing depend on the 
tax status of a company; tax shields are available only 
when the company pays taxes. In case it does not, then 
depreciation is worth nothing for it. Also, tax shields 
would vary with the marginal tax rate for the company.

(Rs lakh)

Table 22.1: Cash Flow Consequences of a Lease

Deprecia - Before- After- Net
Purchase tion Tax tax tax Lease Cash

Price Deprecia- Shield Lease Rentals Flow
Avoided tion (DTS) Rentals (ALR) (NCF)

Year IPo) (D) (4) = (3) (BTLR) (6) = (7) = (1)
(1) (2) (3) x 0.35 (5) .65 x (5) + (4) + (5)
0 800 -800
1 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
2 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
3 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
4 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
5 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
6 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
7 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139
8 -100 -35 -160 -104 -139

Myths About Leasing
We can now examine some myths on leasing.3

3. A variety of views exist on the merits and demerits of leasing. For example, see Brealey, R. and S. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, 
McGraw Hill, 1991, pp. 654-58.

Leasing provides 100 per cent financing One 
misconception about leasing is that it provides 100 
per cent financing for the asset, as the lessee can 
avoid payment for acquiring the asset. The lessee, 
it is assumed, can preserve his liquid resources 
for other purposes. When a firm borrows to buy 
an asset, cash flow increases with borrowing and 
decreases by the same amount, with the purchase 
of the asset. The firm has the asset to use but a 
liability to repay the loan and interest. In leasing 
also, the firm acquires the asset and incurs the 
liability to make fixed payments in future. In 
practice, therefore, leasing, like borrowing, 
commits the company for a stream of payments, 
in future.
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% —- provides off-the-balance-sheet financing
-~k lessee may not be obliged to disclose his

- : -r liability on the balance sheet, it is believed 
tea • .easing does not affect the debt-equity ratio, 
• *ile  borrowing increases his debt-equity ratio. 
~re myth goes, therefore, that leasing provides 
:c-±e-balance-sheet financing, leaving the firm's 
rer: raising ability intact. This is a fallacious 
«merit. First, a debt-equity norm puts a limit 
r -~e firm's total borrowings. Its debt capacity 

re-rends on its debt servicing ability rather than 
me balance sheet ratios. Contractual obligations

i The stipulations of mandatory conversion of loan into equity and appointment of nominee directors have been removed now.

c ir.y form through a lease or loan, reduce debt 
ser. icing ability and add to financial risk. Lenders 
-e: rgnize the lessee's cash flow burden arising 
-:m lease payments. As a lease uses the firm's
- ebt capacity, it displaces debt.

Leasing can certainly help companies which 
-ave enough debt servicing ability but cannot 
sorrow from banks or financial institutions, on 
account of institutional norms on debt-equity or 
■emulations. Under no circumstances can a lease 
enhance the firm's debt capacity.

- Leasing improves performance Another myth is 
that the return on investment (profits divided by 
investment) will increase, since a lease does not 
appear as an investment on the books or the 
balance sheet. Besides, back-ended leases enable 
showing higher profits in the initial years of the 
lease. Such performance ratios are illusory.

A firm's value is affected by the value of its 
assets and liabilities rather than book profits 
created through accounting adjustments. A lease 
will create value to the firm only if the benefits 
from it are more than its costs.
Leasing avoids control of capital spending 
Another misconception is that leasing does not 
need capital expenditure screening as no 
investments are involved. Since a long-term lease 
involves long-term financial commitments, it 
ought to be screened accordingly, in any good 
capital expenditure planning and control system. 
If leasing is not screened and is used to circumvent 
capital expenditure screening and approval, it 
may add to the firm's risk, make it vulnerable to 
business fluctuations, and endanger its survival.

Advantages of Leasing
L all these myths are exploded, why then should a 
:: mpany lease instead of following the straightforward 
alternative of a secured loan and purchase of the asset? 
The primary consideration is the cost of lease vs. cost of 
r aying. They can be different. For, if a firm is incurring 

losses or making low profits, it cannot take full advantage 
of the depreciation tax shield on purchase of assets. It is, 
therefore, sensible for it to let the leasing company (lessor) 
own the assets, take full advantage of tax benefits, and 
expect that the lessor passes on at least some part of the 
benefits in the form of reduced lease rentals. Both the lessor 
and the lessee may stand to gain financially.

Apart from these tangible financial implications, there 
are other real advantages to leasing.

Convenience and flexibility If an asset is needed for a 
short period, leasing makes sense. Buying an asset and 
arranging to resell it after use is time consuming, 
inconvenient and costly.

Long-term financial leases also offer flexibility to the 
user. In India, borrowing from banks and financial 
institutions involve long, complicated procedures. 
Institutions often put restrictions on borrowers, stipulate 
conversion of loan into equity, and appoint nominee 
directors on the board.4 Financial leases are less restrictive 
and can be negotiated faster, especially if the leasing 
industry is well developed. Yet another advantage of a 
lease is the flexibility it provides to tailor the lease 
payments to the lessee's cash flows. Such tailored payment 
schedules are helpful to a lessee who has fluctuating cash 
flows.

New or small companies in non-priority sectors such 
as confectioneries, bottlers and distilleries find it difficult 
to raise funds from banks and financial institutions in 
India.

Shifting of risk of obsolescence When the technology 
embedded in assets, as in a computer, is subject to rapid 
and unpredictable changes, a lessee can, through a short
term, cancellable lease, shift the risk of obsolescence to 
the lessor. A manufacturer-lessor, or a specialized leasing 
company, is usually in a better position than the user to 
assume the risk of obsolescence and manage the fast
advancing technology. Specialized leasing companies are 
emerging in India. In fact, in such situations, the lessee is 
buying an insurance against obsolescence, by paying a 
premium in terms of higher lease rentals.

Maintenance and specialized services With a full-service 
lease, a lessee can look for advantages in maintenance and 
specialized services. For example, computer 
manufacturers who lease out computers are better 
equipped than the user to provide effective maintenance 
and specialized services. Their cost may also be less than 
what the lessee would have to incur if he were to maintain 
the leased asset. The lessor is able to provide maintenance 
and other services cheaply because of larger volume and 
specialization. He may pass on a part of that advantage 
to the lessee. We do not yet have many integrated 
specialized leasing companies, in India.
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In the face of such myths and realities, how does one 
evaluate a lease?

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk_______________________ j
1. Define a lease. What is the difference between up- 

fronted and back-ended lease?
2. What is primary lease?
3. Define operating lease, financial lease and sale-and- 

lease-back lease.
4. What are the financial consequences of a lease?
5. Does leasing provide 100 per cent financing? Does 

it provide off-the-balance-sheet financing?

EVALUATING A FINANCIAL LEASE

Leasing is a two-step decision for the lessee firm. First, it 
has to evaluate the economic viability of the asset as an 
investment. If the asset has a positive net present value, 
the company should proceed to acquire the asset. Once it 
has decided to do so, the firm can compare the costs of 
financing the asset through leasing with that of normal 
sources of financing.

When the firm finances the asset by normal financing, 
it takes the following two steps.5

5. Schall, L., The Lease-or-Buy and Asset Acquisition Decision, Journal of Finance, September 1974, pp. 1203-14; and Myers S.C. et. al., 
Valuation of Financial Lease Contracts, Journal of Finance, June 1976, pp. 799-820.

6. Bower, J.F., Managing the Resource Allocation Process 1970, Harward University Press; and Myers et. al., op. cit., 1976.
7. See Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, pp. 661-63 for discussion of the equivalent loan method.

Purchases the asset for cash, for say, X.
Purchases the necessary cash by selling a package 
of financing instruments (debt and/or equity), 
taking into account its long-term target capital 
structure, for say, Y.
When the asset is leased, the following two 
transactions take place simultaneously: 
Purchase of the asset for cash, for say, A.
Purchase of necessary cash, for say, B, by (z) giving 
up the asset's depreciation tax shield and salvage 
value, and (zz) by agreeing to make a stream of 
cash payments as lease rentals to the lessor.

It is to the firm's advantage to finance the asset by 
leasing, if there is a positive difference, in net present value 
terms, of B over Y. Thus, in evaluating a lease, a firm 
should be concerned about how the value of the firm is 
affected if the lease is used as a 'substitute' for normal 
finance.6 The net present value of an asset (investment 
project) is foimd by discounting the cash flows associated 
with the use of the asset by the firm's cost of capital, given 
its target debt-equity structure.

In evaluating the lease, a key question is: at what rate 
should the cash flows be discounted to arrive at net present 
values? Should it be cost of capital of the firm or its after

tax borrowing rate? There is much debate on this question. 
The weight of the arguments, however, is in favour of 
using the after-tax borrowing rate since leasing is 
functionally equivalent to a secured debt. Leasing affects 
the firm's capital structure exactly the same way as debt 
does; lease displaces the firm's debt capacity.

Leasing can be evaluated using either the equivalent 
loan method or the net advantage of lease method. These 
are described next.

Equivalent Loan Method
The equivalent loan method of evaluating a financial lease 
consists of the following steps:7

Finding out the incremental cash flows from 
leasing.
Determining the amount of equivalent loan such 
incremental cash flows can service (explained 
below).
Comparing the equivalent loan so found with 
lease finance. If the lease finance is more than 
equivalent loan, the firm should finance the asset 
by leasing (provided, as explained earlier, the 
asset is worth having).

Equivalent loan is that amount of loan, which 
commits a firm to exactly the same stream of fixed 
obligations, as does the lease liability. In our example, the 
net cash flows from leasing are as given in column 7 
of Table 22.1. These cash flows can be said to "service" 
the loan. We can determine the amount of loan that they 
can service as follows.

The lease contract was completed with the last year's 
payment of Rs 139 lakh. This amount serviced a principal 
amount at the beginning of the eighth year and the after
tax interest for the eighth year. Let the outstanding amount 
at the beginning of the eighth year be P. If the interest rate 
is 14 per cent and tax rate, T, is 35 per cent, then the after
tax interest rate will be: (1 - T) = 0.14 (1 - 0.35) = 0.091 
or 9.1 per cent. We can write the following equation:

1.091xP=139
139

P =------ = Rs 127.41 lakh
1.091

Thus, the cash flow of Rs 139 lakh in the eighth year 
is apportioned as: principal repayment of Rs 127.41 lakh 
and an after-tax interest (ATI) for the eighth year of: 
Rs 139 - Rs 127.41 = Rs 11.59 lakh. The before-tax interest 
(BTI) paid will be:

ATI/(1 -T) = Rs 11.59/0.65 = Rs 17.84 lakh

The equivalent outstanding loan at the beginning of 
seventh year would be equal to principal repayments in 
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w ir.th and eighth years. The principal repaid in the 
t zr rear was Rs 127.41 lakh. The after-tax interest in 
r er.th vear would be:

0.091 (P + 127.41) = 0.091P + 11.59
~ he total amount paid in the seventh year was Rs 139 

la This was for repayment of principal, P, and the after- 
t> * * 8 * 8 rerest in the seventh year. We can write the equation 
k follows:

Should the firm accept lease financing? The lease cash 
f.?ws can service an equivalent loan of Rs 766.49 lakh

• rule the available lease finance for the same cash flows, 
s Rs 800 lakh. Thus, the lease finance is advantageous, 
and the firm should accept the decision to lease the 
equipment. The equivalent loan is, in fact, the present 
value of lease cash flows discounted at the after-tax cost 
:f borrowing and is given by following equation:

Equivalent loan = PV of cash flows of a lease
" (1-T)L, + DTS( 
« [l + k.d-T)]'

Equation (1) can be modified to include other lease 
cash flows such as the operating expenses incurred by 
the lessor (or the lessee) on maintaining the leased asset

8. Bower, op. cit., 1970
9. Myers, et. al., op. cit., 1976

10. Modigliani, F. and M.H. Miller, Corporate Income Taxes and the Cost of Capital, American Economic Review, June 1963, pp. 433^3.

1.091 x P + 11.59 = 139
1.091 x P = 139 - 11.59 = 127.41/1.091

P = Rs 116.78 lakh
Thus, in the seventh year, the principal repaid is 

Is I ".78 lakh. The after-tax interest is: Rs 139 - Rs 116.78 
= Rs 22.22 lakh, and the before-tax interest paid is: 
is 22.224- 0.65 = Rs 34.19 lakh.

Similarly, we can work backwards to calculate the 
. _ valent loan in the year 0. The calculations are shown 

it “able 22.2. As can be seen from column (6), row (1) of 
Table 22.2, aninitial equivalent loan of Rs 766.49 lakh 
d be serviced by the cash outflows of lease financing, 

ar - per cent before-tax interest rate.

(Rs lakh)

Loan 
\et Cash Before-tax After-tax Principal Outstand-

Table 22.2: Equivalent Loan Calculations

fear Flows Interest Interest Repaid ing
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

766.49
1 139 107.31 69.75 69.25 697.24

139 97.61 63.45 75.55 621.69
3 139 87.04 56.57 82.43 539.26
4 139 75.50 49.07 89.93 449.33
5 139 62.91 40.89 98.11 351.22
6 139 49.17 31.96 107.04 244.19
7 139 34.19 22.22 116.78 127.41
8 139 17.84 11.59 127.41 00.00

(1)

and the salvage value of the asset forgone by the lessee.

Net Advantage of a Lease
Another method of evaluating a lease is by finding its net 
advantage. As discussed earlier, the direct cash flow 
consequences are:

The purchase price of the asset, Ao, is avoided.
A The depreciation tax shield, DTSt, is lost. 

The after-tax lease rentals, (1 - T) Lt, are paid. 
Lease financing also has an indirect effect; it 
displaces debt. Thus, the interest tax shield on the 
displaced debt, Tkd Dt, is lost.

The present value of these flows can be calculated by 
discounting each flow by a rate that reflects its risk. The 
lease cash flows, including after-tax lease rentals and lost 
DTS are safe cash flows since the after-tax rentals and DTS 
are fixed and known. Hence, lease being equivalent to a 
loan, the after-tax lease cash flows can be discounted by 
the after-tax cost of borrowing, i.e., kd (1 - T). There is, 
however, controversy in the theory as to the appropriate 
discount rate to be applied to the lease cash flows.® 

Appropriate discount rate One may argue9 that the risk 
characteristics of the lease payments and tax shields are 
similar, respectively, to interest and principal payments 
of debt. Lease payments can thus be discounted at the 
firm's after-tax borrowing rate. The position is not very 
clear with respect to tax shields. They encompass some of 
the firm's business risks as they can be availed only when 
profits are made. But because of the carry forward 
provisions, the firm can use tax shields in the long run, 
when it earns sufficient profits. If so, tax shields are 
relatively safe and their risk characteristics are not similar 
to the firm's risk.

The problem of handling the indirect effect due to 
interest tax shield is related to the question of debt, 
displaced by the lease. This is the difficult part in lease 
evaluation. The amount of debt displaced by the lease 
depends on the value of the lease liability, and lease 
liability depends on the amount of debt displaced. It is 
well established in theory that debt is valuable because of 
the tax deductibility of interest.10 The optimum debt 
capacity of the firm, therefore, can be said to depend on 
the firm's business risk (variability of operating cash flows) 
and the value of its assets and tax shields. Tax shields 
generated by depreciation and interest are the firm's assets 
since they create economic value. The tax shields 
generated by the lease rentals can, therefore, be treated 
essentially the same way as those generated by 
depreciation and interest.

It is then possible to discount the after-tax rentals and 
depreciation tax shields at the after-tax borrowing rate. 
The after-tax borrowing rate implicitly recognizes the lost 
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■Bftr — and eighth years. The principal repaid in the 
year was Rs 127.41 lakh. The after-tax interest in 

~ . ear would be:
1.091 (P + 127.41) = 0.091P + 11.59
: tai amount paid in the seventh year was Rs 139 

<anc was for repayment of principal, P, and the after- 
sk - --.s: in the seventh year. We can write the equation 

I *>db«rs:

i V* er. op. cit., 1970
< M»ers et. al., op. cit., 1976
I. * * 1 c.cliani, F. and M.H. Miller, Corporate Income Taxes and the Cost of Capital, American Economic Review, June 1963, pp. 433-43.

1.091 x P + 11.59 = 139
1.091 x P = 139 - 11.59 = 127.41/1.091

P = Rs 116.78 lakh
~* _s in the seventh year, the principal repaid is 

8nt - " - lakh. The after-tax interest is: Rs 139 - Rs 116.78 
= — 22 lakh, and the before-tax interest paid is:
* _22- '.65 = Rs 34.19 lakh.

Snalariy, we can work backwards to calculate the 
; loan in the year 0. The calculations are shown
Mb ~at>e 22 2. As can be seen from column (6), row (1) of 
W ' ar e 22.2, an initial equivalent loan of Rs 766.49 lakh 
.Bran : re serviced by the cash outflows of lease financing, 

I .O1F re- cent before-tax interest rate.

(Rs lakh)

Loan
2csh Before-tax After-tax Principal Outstand-

Table 22.2: Equivalent Loan Calculations

Imp •Jowy
01

Interest
(3)

Interest
(4)

Repaid
(5)

W
(6)

139 107.31 69.75 69.25
766.49
697.24

139 97.61 63.45 75.55 621.69
139 87.04 56.57 82.43 539.26
139 75.50 49.07 89.93 449.33
139 62.91 40.89 98.11 351.22
139 49.17 31.96 107.04 244.19
139 34.19 22.22 116.78 127.41
139 17.84 11.59 127.41 00.00

Ecculd the firm accept lease financing? The lease cash 
Sfi - can service an equivalent loan of Rs 766.49 lakh 

MHe the available lease finance for the same cash flows, 
■ : iakh. Thus, the lease finance is advantageous,
as the ::rm should accept the decision to lease the 

ent. The equivalent loan is, in fact, the present 
Hi—c :: lease cash flows discounted at the after-tax cost 
■Bh:rr. • mg and is given by following equation:

equivalent loan = PV of cash flows of a lease
E " (l-T^ + DTS, 

« [l + k/l-T)]f
(1)

Equation (1) can be modified to include other lease 
aas- 5. •• s such as the operating expenses incurred by 

or the lessee) on maintaining the leased asset 

and the salvage value of the asset forgone by the lessee.

Net Advantage of a Lease
Another method of evaluating a lease is by finding its net 
advantage. As discussed earlier, the direct cash flow 
consequences are:

The purchase price of the asset, Ao, is avoided.
The depreciation tax shield, DTSf, is lost.

<6 The after-tax lease rentals, (1 - T) Lf, are paid.
■Qx Lease financing also has an indirect effect; it 

displaces debt. Thus, the interest tax shield on the 
displaced debt, Tkd Dt, is lost.

The present value of these flows can be calculated by 
discounting each flow by a rate that reflects its risk. The 
lease cash flows, including after-tax lease rentals and lost 
DTS are safe cash flows since the after-tax rentals and DTS 
are fixed and known. Hence, lease being equivalent to a 
loan, the after-tax lease cash flows can be discounted by 
the after-tax cost of borrowing, i.e., kd(l - T). There is, 
however, controversy in the theory as to the appropriate 
discount rate to be applied to the lease cash flows.®

Appropriate discount rate One may argue9 that the risk 
characteristics of the lease payments and tax shields are 
similar, respectively, to interest and principal payments 
of debt. Lease payments can thus be discounted at the 
firm's after-tax borrowing rate. The position is not very 
clear with respect to tax shields. They encompass some of 
the firm's business risks as they can be availed only when 
profits are made. But because of the carry forward 
provisions, the firm can use tax shields in the long run, 
when it earns sufficient profits. If so, tax shields are 
relatively safe and their risk characteristics are not similar 
to the firm's risk.

The problem of handling the indirect effect due to 
interest tax shield is related to the question of debt, 
displaced by the lease. This is the difficult part in lease 
evaluation. The amount of debt displaced by the lease 
depends on the value of the lease liability, and lease 
liability depends on the amount of debt displaced. It is 
well established in theory that debt is valuable because of 
the tax deductibility of interest.10 The optimum debt 
capacity of the firm, therefore, can be said to depend on 
the firm's business risk (variability of operating cash flows) 
and the value of its assets and tax shields. Tax shields 
generated by depreciation and interest are the firm's assets 
since they create economic value. The tax shields 
generated by the lease rentals can, therefore, be treated 
essentially the same way as those generated by 
depreciation and interest.

It is then possible to discount the after-tax rentals and 
depreciation tax shields at the after-tax borrowing rate. 
The after-tax borrowing rate implicitly recognizes the lost
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Table 22.3: Depreciation Shield and Cash Flows 
Under a Lease

(Rs lakh)

Purchase Lost After-tax PV
price depreciation lease Net Cash factor Present

Year avoided tax shield rentals Flows © 9.1% Value
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0 +800.00 -800.00 1.0000 +800.00
1 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.9166 -127.41
2 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.8401 -116.78
3 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.7701 -107.04
4 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.7058 -98.11
5 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.6470 -89.93
6 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.5930 -82.43
7 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.5435 -75.55
8 -35.00 -104.00 -139.00 0.4982 -69.25

Present
value +800.00 -193.00 -573.49 -766.49 +33.51

interest tax shield on displaced debt.11

11. Bower, op. cit., 1970, and Myers et. al., op. cit., 1976.

Table 22.3 provides the present value of the lease cash 
flows, discounted at the after-tax borrowing rate (1 - T) kd 
= (1 - 0.35) 0.14 = 0.091 or 9.1 per cent. It may be seen that 
the present value of lease is equal to Rs 766.49 lakh. It is 
the same as the equivalent loan determined using the first 
method because the discount rate used for the lease cash 
flows was the same as the borrowing rate in both cases. 
Under the net advantage of lease method, it is possible to 
use a different rate for each stream, in which case, the 
present value of the lease would differ from the equivalent 
loan.

When the present value of lease is subtracted from 
the purchase price avoided, A(), (Rs 800 lakh), we get the 
net advantage of leasing, which is:

Net advantage of leasing

= Ao - Present value of lease cash flows
= 800 - 766.49 = Rs 33.51 lakh

Summary of present values shown in Table 22.3
(Rs lakh)

Purchase price avoided, (Po) + 800.00
Present value of depreciation tax shield,
PV (DTS) - 193.00
Present value of after-tax lease payments,
PV [(1 - T)Lt] - 573.49
Net advantage of leasing, NAL + 33.51

Net Present Value and
Net Advantage of Leasing
The net advantage of leasing denotes the incremental 
advantage over the net present value of buying the asset, 
through normal financing channels. A positive net 

advantage of leasing implies that leasing has an advantage 
over the net present value of the asset as an investment, 
which may itself be either positive or negative. A positive 
net advantage of leasing does not by itself imply that the 
asset should be acquired. The net present value of the asset 
should first be assessed as an investment. A positive net 
advantage of leasing implies advantage to leasing. It is 
possible that leasing may make a financially unattractive 
asset investment worthwhile. Suppose the net present 
value of an asset is negative Rs 40,000, and the lessor offers 
it under lease terms that have a positive net advantage to 
the buyer of, say, Rs 60,000. Then he can acquire the asset 
by leasing. His overall position would be a net present 
value of: Rs 60,000 - Rs 40,000 = Rs 20,000.

The lessee's overall gain will be enhanced by the 
positive net advantage of leasing in situation 1, that is, 
positive net present value (investment) and positive net 
advantage of leasing will add (Table 22.4). In situation 2, 
the lessee should not lease because it has a negative net 
advantage of leasing; he should buy the asset through 
normal financing. One should not set off negative 
advantage of leasing from positive net present value, since 
leasing is ruled out. Interpretation of situation 4 also needs 
caution. The option of buying the asset through normal 
financing is undesirable, since its net present value itself 
is negative. The lessee may acquire the asset by leasing if 
its net advantage more than compensates the negative net 
present value of investment.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L__________________________________________________________ J

1. Illustrate equivalent loan method of lease evaluation.
2. What is the net advantage method of evaluating a 

lease? How does it work?
3. What is the appropriate discount rate for discounting 

the cash flows of a lease?
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e 22.4: Combination of Net Present Value of
Investment and Net Advantage of Leasing

' Net Present 
Value of 
Investment

Net Advantage
of Leasing

Decision
Positive Positive Lease

1 Positive Negative Buy
Negative Negative Reject
Negative Positive Lease, if sum 

of net present 
value and net 
leasing advant
age is positive, 
otherwise reject

CAN A LEASE BENEFIT BOTH 
-ESSOR AND LESSEE?

* : is the present value of a lease to the lessor? The
pesent value of the lease cash flows to the lessor is given 
■ 22.5. We assume that the lessor's tax rate is 35
per :=nt and the lending rate is 14 per cent. Note that the 
base cash flows are the same as for lessee except for the 
3 cr ge in signs; what the lessee loses the lessor gains and 
bfcz versa. There is a loss to the lessor. He will like to 
*c::e more lease rental from the lessee.

.able 22.5: Present Value of Lessor’s Cash Flows

(Rs lakh)

.~sh flows Present Value
base price - 800.00

Depreciation tax shield (35 x 5.5143)* + 193.00
Liter-tax lease rental (104 x 5.5143)* + 573.49
Net present value -33.51

12. The present value factor of an annuity for 96 months (8 years x 12) at the monthly rate of 0.007583 per cent (i.e., 0.091/12) will be 
calculated to find out the monthly lease rentals. Thus

NPV = - 800 + 193 + 0.65 x 68.0173 Lt = 0
L( = 607/44.2113 = Rs 13.73 lakh

Rs 13.73 lakh per month is the break-even rental for asset worth Rs 800 lakh. Therefore, monthly rental for an asset worth Rs 1,000 is: 
Rs (13.73/800) x 1,000 = Rs 17.16.

- iter-tax lease payment (1 - 0.35) Lf; 5.5143 is the present 
; factor of an annuity for 8 years at 9.1 per cent.

A lease will be taken when it benefits both the lessor 
: -1 the lessee. It can benefit both when their tax rates 
r efer. The lessor and the lessee determine the 
■ "activeness of the lease rentals given their tax rates, 
liven the lessor's tax rate of 35 per cent, he can take full 
r i vantage of tax shields. The minimum lease payments 

: r the lessor to break-even would be:

Net present value = -800 +193 + 5.5143 x 0.65 L, 
3.5843 £,=607

L, = 607/3.5843 = Rs 169.34 lakh

The minimum lease rentals, which the lessor should 
charge to earn 9.1 per cent after-tax required rate of return 
is Rs 169.34 lakh. The monthly rate per Rs 1,000 worth of 
asset works out at Rs 17.16.12

Let us assume that the tax rate of the lessee is 0. Hence, 
there is no loss of depreciation tax shields foregone by 
him. The present value to the lessee of the lease is given 
in Table 22.6.

Table 22.6: Present Value of Lessee’s Cash Flows (T = 0)

Cash Flows Present Value
(Rs lakh)

Purchase price avoided + 800.00
Present value of lease

rentals 4.6389*  x 160 -742.22
Net advantage of lease + 57.78

"The 4.6389 is present value annuity factor for 8 years at 14 
per cent. If cash flows are compounded monthly, the factor 
for 96 months at 1.667 per cent is 57.5655.

The break-even lease payments to the lessee would 
be as follows:

Net advantage of leasing = 800 - 4.63891, = 0
L, = 800/4.6389 = Rs 172.45 lakh

The maximum lease rental that the lessee will be 
prepared to pay would be Rs 172.45 lakh per annum. The 
monthly rental per Rs 1,000 of the asset is Rs 17.37 (at 14 
per cent interest rate).

The break-even levels of lease payments of the lessor 
and the lessee give them adequate room for negotiations. 
Note that the break-even lease payments for both lessor 
and lessee would be the same if their tax rates are the 
same.

Suppose the actual lease rental in the example is 
Rs 170 lakh (instead of Rs 160 lakh), then both the lessor 
(with 35 per cent tax rate) and the lessee (with zero tax 
rate) will benefit from leasing. The lessor's gain is: Rs 170 
-169.34 = Rs 0.66 lakh per annum and the lessee's gain is 
Rs 172.45 - 170 = Rs 2.45 lakh per annum. The present 
value of the lessor's gain (at 9.1 per cent discount rate) is: 
(1 - 0.35) 0.66 x 5.5143 = Rs 2.37 lakh. The present value 
of the lessee's gain should be calculated at 14 per cent 
discount rate, since we have assumed that his tax rate is 
0. Thus, the present value of the lessee's gain would be: 
Rs 2.45 x 4.6389 = Rs 11.37 lakh.

The lessee has benefitted because the lessor has 
passed on to him a part of the tax shield he got in the form 
of reduced rentals. The difference in the lessor's tax rate



(2)
NAL = A0-f

t=i

(l-T)L,+ DTS, 
[1 + k. (1-T)]'
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and the lessee's rate provides the opportunity that the
lease would be mutually beneficial to both the lessor and
the lessee. In the absence of taxes, it is hard to believe that
leasing would be advantageous if the capital markets are
reasonably well functioning.

Where from do Leasing Benefits Come?
How can both the lessee and the lessor benefit from a 
lease? Both gain at government's expense because of the 
difference in their tax rates. The government gains from 
the tax on lease rentals while it loses on depreciation and 
interest tax shields. The implicit principal payments in a 
lease rental are shielded by depreciation, while interest 
deductions provide for implicit return on the lessee's 
capital. With a positive interest rate and accelerated 
depreciation, the government's receipts of tax on lease 
rentals will fall short, in present value terms, of 
depreciation and interest tax shields.

Consider the given example. The gain to the lessor 
was Rs 2.37 lakh and to the lessee Rs 11.37 lakh, adding 
up to Rs 13.74 lakh. This is exactly the net loss to the 
government, as shown in Table 22.7.13

13. Myers, op. cit., 1976.
14. Bower, op. cit., 1970.

Table 22.7 Lessee’s and Lessor’s Benefits Equal 
Government Loss

(Bs lakh)

Loss: iPresent Value of:
^Depreciation tax shield (1) - 193.00

Interest tax shield on displaced debt (2) - 148.82 
Gain Present Value of:

Tax on lease rentals (3) + 328.10
BNet loss to the government -13.72

Notes:
(1) Depreciation tax shield is taken from Table 22.3. It is 

assumed that the lessor can avail them and borrow 
against them.

(2) The lessor’s rentals are similar to the fixed obligations 
under debt. Thus, under an equivalent loan situation, 
the government would have received tax on interest. 
The present value of the tax is the difference between 
present value of rentals at the 9.1 per cent adjusted 
cost and present value of rentals at the 14 per cent cost 
of capital. Thus (5.5143. - 4.6389) x 170 = Rs 148.82 
lakh.

(3) The present value of tax on lease rentals received by 
the government equals: 0.35 x 170 x 5.5143 = Rs 328.10 
lakh.

where A() is purchase price of the asset, T is the tax rate of
the company, Lt is the lease rental paid in year t, DTS( is
the depreciation tax shield in year t and kd is the cost of
borrowings.

We have so far assumed that the asset has no salvage 
value at the end of its life and that the lessee firm might 
incur the maintenance, insurance and other operating costs 
associated with the leased asset. Under a full-service lease, 
the lessor may bear the maintenance, insurance and 
operating costs. If so, the present value of the lease to the 
lessee will increase by the present value of the stream of 
after-tax operating costs. On salvage value, the value of 
the lease to the lessee will decline by the after-tax proceeds 
from the sale of assets, at the end of its economic life. Both 
operating costs and salvage value are difficult to predict. 
Therefore, they should be discounted at a rate higher than 
the firm's borrowing rate. There is a fair degree of 
unanimity among academicians about using the firm's 
cost of capital, for discounting operating costs and salvage 
value.14 We can modify Equation (2) as follows to calculate 
the net advantage of leasing:

mat - a (1 ~T)L + DTS, " (1- T) OCt ATSV„
0 w [1+k, (1-T)]' »=> (l + fc)f (1+k)"

(3)
where k is the after-tax cost of capital of the firm, OCt is 
the operating cost in year t and ATSVn is the after-tax 
salvage value of the leased asset at the end of the life, n. 
As per the latest tax rule in India, salvage value is not 
taxed, rather the depreciable value of the asset is adjusted. 
This point is illustrated later on.

In the example used so far, suppose the equipment 
manufacturer agrees to maintain the asset that would have 
cost the lessee firm about Rs 0.60 lakh per annum. Also, 
let the estimated after-tax salvage value of the equipment 
be Rs 18 lakh. Assume a 14 per cent after-tax cost of capital 
for the lessee firm. The present value (PV) of the lease 
will increase by:

, . « (1-0.35)0.60,PV of after-tax operating cost = L----------------- -
r t=i (1.14),

= 0.39 x 4.6389 = Rs 1.81 lakh

and decrease by

Net Advantage of a Lease (NAL) including 
Operating Costs and Salvage Value
How do we incorporate analysis of operating cost and 
salvage value in the lease evaluation?

The following equation can be used to find out NAL:

PV of after tax salvage value =---------
6 (1.14)8

= 18x0.3506 = Rs 6.31 lakh

Thus, the net advantage of the lease will be:

NAL =33.51 +1.81 - 6.31 = Rs 29.01
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(Rs lakh)

Table 22.8: Cash Flows Under a Lease

.-..-set Price
-■‘•.voided 

(Po) 
(2)

800.00

Depreciation
Tax-shield 

lost 
(DTS) 

(3)

After-tax After-tax After-tax
lease operating salvage Net cash

rentals expenses value Flows
(ATLR) (ATOE) (SV) (NCF)

(4) (5) (6) (7)

-35
-35
-35
-35
-35
-35
-35
-35
-193*

800.00
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -138.61
-104.00 0.39 -18.00 -156.61
-573.49* +1.81** - 6.31** 0+29.01

tax shield (DTS) and after-tax lease rentals (ATLR) are discounted at the after-tax cost of borrowing 9.1 per cent, 
.■hr ax : rerating expenses (ATOE) and salvage value (SV) are discounted at after-tax cost of capital, 14 per cent. SV is assumed 

■rihr-ai basis.

1 : _ may note that cash flows given in Table 22.8 
Mtnoe the after-tax operating expenses saved by the 

vvd the salvage value foregone by him. The lease 
•tx~ r i positive net advantage of Rs 29.01 lakh is still 
W artageous.

in*'"tai Rate of Return Approach for 
Era bating a Lease
’esides the net advantage of lease (viz., NAL) or 
a.-—valent approach, a lease can also be evaluated in terms 
*" :ts internal rate of return (IRR). IRR approach finds 
2 : ar with many leasing companies in practice. We can 
--nt Equation (3) to calculate IRR of a lease: 

the after-tax cost of borrowing (9.1 per cent) of the lessee, 
in our example, is more than the after-tax cost of lease 
financing (8.2 per cent), the lessee should go for leasing 
the asset rather than buying it.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Under what condition can lease benefit both lessee 
and lessor?

2. Where do lease benefits come from?
3. How do operating costs and salvage value affect lease 

advantage?
4. How is IRR of a lease calculated?

NAL = A0-f
f=i

(1-T) (L,-OQ) +DTS,
■ (1 + r)*

ATSV„ _ 0
(1 + r)"

(4)
IRR of a lease is that rate which makes NAL equal to 

rir ?. Using net cash flows as given in Table 22.8, we can 
bLculate IRR of the lease in our example as follows:

NAL = 800-
138.61
(1 + r)1

138.61
+ (l + r)2

, 138.61 138.61
+ (1 + r)3 + (1 + r)4

138.61 138.61 138.61 156.61
+ (1 + r)5 + (1 + r)6 + (1 + r)7 +(l+r)8

Bv trial and error, we find IRR, r = 8.2 per cent. This 
represents after-cost of lease financing to the lessee. It 
:: mprises after-tax lease rentals, depreciation tax lost and 
salvage value foregone. It also implicitly includes the loss 
: • interest tax shield on debt displaced by leasing. Since

DEPRECIATION TAX SHIELD AND 
SALVAGE VALUE UNDER INDIAN TAX LAWS

We have discussed earlier in this book that in India, WDV 
(written-down-value) depreciation on the block of assets 
is allowed for the purpose of tax. When an asset is sold 
from the block of assets, the firm obtains salvage value 
but loses depreciation tax shield on the amount of salvage 
value forever. Recall that depreciation tax shields are safe 
cash nominal flows. Hence they are discounted at the after
tax borrowing cost. On the other hand, salvage value is 
an uncertain cash flow; therefore, it is discounted at the 
firm's cost of capital. Once the firm sells an asset, it will 
know the salvage value on which it will lose the 
depreciation tax shield. Thus, the lost depreciation tax 
shield on salvage value should be treated as safe cash 
flows and it would be discounted at the after-tax cost of 
borrowing. Let us illustrate this point.

= 0
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ILLUSTRATION 22.1: Lease Evaluation: Indian Tax System
Surana Fasteners Limited wants to lease an equipment 
costing Rs 1,000 lakh for a period of seven years. The end- 
of-the-year annual lease rental is Rs 240 lakh. As compared 
to the buy option, the company will have to provide for the 
maintenance, insurance, and other operating expenses 
associated with the use of the leased asset. The company 
will take a maintenance service contract for a period of seven 
years, at a fixed annual cost of Rs 10 lakh, payable at the 
beginning of the year. Under the buy option, the company 
could charge WDV depreciation at 25 per cent on the block 
of assets, including the equipment. Under the lease option, 
it will have to forgo the salvage value of the equipment, 
estimated Rs 100 lakh, at the end of seven years. Surana’s 
cost of capital is 15 per cent and the cost of borrowing is 10 
per cent. The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent.

In this case the incremental lease cash flows are as 
follows:

1. The company will avoid paying the purchase price 
of Rs 1,000 lakh in year 0.

2. The company will lose the DTS forever. DTS are 
safe cash flows; hence, they will be discounted at 
the after-tax cost of borrowing. You may recall that 
the discounted value of a constantly declining DTS 
perpetuity is given as follows, (T is tax rate, d 
depreciation rate and kd cost of borrowing):

Txd
kd(l-T)+d

3. The company will pay annual year after-tax lease 
rentals of Rs 156 lakh [(1 - 0.35) x Rs 240 lakh). 
These are fixed obligations and will be discounted 
at the after-tax cost of borrowing of 6.50 per cent.

4. The company will incur in the beginning of each 
year an after-tax annual operating cost of Rs 6.50 
lakh [(1 - 0.35) x Rs 10 lakh). This amount is 
known and it is fixed by the contract. Hence it is a 
safe nominal cash flow, and it should be 
discounted at the after-tax cost of borrowing.

(Rs lakh)

Table 22.9: Lease Evaluation: Indian Tax Laws

Cash Discount Present
ValueFlows rate

Purchase price avoided, Po Year 0 +1,000.00
Lost DTS on equipment cost, Year 1 to

0.35x0.25 infinity
1000 x----------------- 0.065 —277.78

0.25 + 0.065
After-tax lease rentals, Year 1-7

156 x 5.4845 annuity 0.065 -855.58
After-tax operating cost, Year 0-6

6.50 X 5.4845 x 1.065 annuity due 0.065 - 37.97
Salvage value,

1
Year 7 0.15 - 37.59

1.15'
DTS on salvage value,

nn 0.35x0.25 1
Year 7 0.065: 0.15 + 10.44

0.25 + 0.065 1.15'
Net advantage of leasing -198.48

5. The company will have to forgo the equipment’s 
salvage value of Rs 100 lakh. This amount is 
uncertain; therefore, it should be discounted at the 
company’s cost of capital.

6. The loss of the salvage value will be adjusted for 
the present value of depreciation tax shield on the 
salvage value. This amount is known at the end of 
the seventh year. Hence the series of DTS on the 
salvage value after seventh year is known and it is 
a safe cash flow. Its present value at the end of the 
seventh year should be calculated at the after-tax 
cost of borrowing. Salvage value is uncertain until 
the end of the seventh year, and so is the case with 
DTS on salvage value. To determine the present 
value of DTS on salvage value occurring at the end 
of seventh year, it will be discounted at the firm’s 
cost of capital.
The values of cash flows of leasing are calculated 
in Table 22.9.

LEVERAGED LEASE

Under a leveraged lease, four parties are involved: the 
manufacturer of the asset, the lessor, the lender from 
whom the lessor borrows a substantial portion of the 
asset's purchase price, and the lessee. In a direct lease, 
the lessor buys the asset and becomes the owner by 
making the full payment of the asset. In a leveraged lease, 
the lessor makes substantial borrowing, even up to 80 per 
cent of the asset's purchase price. He provides the 
remaining amount—about 20 per cent or so—as equity, 
to become the owner (Figure 22.1). The lessor claims all 
tax benefits related to the ownership of the asset. Lenders, 
generally the large financial institutions, provide loans on 
a non-recourse basis to the lessor. Their debt is serviced 
exclusively out of the lease's proceeds. To secure the loan 
provided by lenders, the lessor also agrees to give them a 
mortgage on the asset. Thus, lenders have the first claim 
on the lease payments, together with the collateral on the 
asset. Lenders will take charge of the asset if the lessee is 
unable to make the lease payments.

Figure 22.1: Leveraged lease

Leveraged leases are called so because the high non
recourse debt creates a high degree of leverage. The effect 
is to amplify the return of the equity-holder (that is, the
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>as» r 3ut the risk is also quite high if the lease payments
■e ■: c received. Leveraged lease is quite useful for large
W :: equipment with long economic life of, say, 20 years
w were. It is one of the popular of means of financing
fcrr- rrrastructure projects.

Table 22.10: Difference between Leasing and 
Hire Purchase Financing

Hire Purchase Financing Lease Financing

HRE PURCHASE FINANCING

purchase financing is a popular financing 
especially in certain sectors of Indian business 

is the automobile sector. In hire purchase financing, 
lie' are three parties: the manufacturer, the hiree and 
•ft- -_rer. The hiree may be a manufacturer or a finance 
« rrpany. The manufacturer sells asset to the hiree who 
«srs it to the hirer in exchange for the payment to be 
nace over a specified period of time (Figure 22.2).

Mmufacturer
Sells ( 

asset to

Figure 22.2: Hire purchase financing

A hire purchase agreement between the hirer and the 
* involves the following three conditions:

% The owner of the asset (the hiree or the 
manufacturer) gives the possession of the asset 
to the hirer with an understanding that the hirer 
will pay agreed instalments over a specified 
period of time.

xr The ownership of the asset will transfer to the 
hirer on the payment of all instalments.

"Qr The hirer will have the option of terminating the 
agreement any time before the transfer of 
ownership of the asset.

Thus, for the hirer, the hire purchase agreement is 
_ke a cancellable lease with a right to buy the asset. The 
-jrer is required to show the hired asset on his balance 
sheet and is entitled to claim depreciation, although he 
: :es not own the asset until full payment has been made. 
The payment made by the hirer is divided into two parts: 
_-.terest charges and repayment of principal. The hirer, 
in us, gets tax relief on interest paid and not the entire 
payment.

Hire Purchase Financing vs. Lease Financing
3oth hire purchase financing and lease financing are a 
■ arm of secured loan. Both displace the debt capacity of 
the firm since they involve fixed payments. However, they 
differ in terms of the ownership of the asset. The hirer 
becomes the owner of the asset as soon as he pays the last 
instalment. In case of a lease, the asset reverts back to the 
lessor at the end of lease period. In practice, the lessee 
may be able to keep the asset after the expiry of the 
primary lease period for nominal lease rentals. The 
following are the differences between hire purchase 
financing and lease financing:

• Depreciation Hirer is 
entitled to claim 
depreciation tax shield.

• Hire purchase payments 
Hire purchase payments 
include interest and 
repayment of principal. 
Hirer gets tax benefits only 
on the interest.

• Salvage value Once the 
hirer has paid all 
instalments, he becomes 
the owner of the asset and 
can claim salvage value.

• Depreciation Lessee is not 
entitled to claim depreciation 
tax shield.

• Lease payments Lessee can 
charge the entire lease 
payments for tax purposes. 
Thus, he/she saves taxes on 
the lease payments.

• Salvage value Lessor does 
not become owner of the 
asset. Therefore, he has no 
claim over the asset’s salvage 
value.

Instalment Sale
In contrast to the acquisition of an asset on the hire 
purchase basis, a customer can buy and own it outrightly, 
on instalment basis. Instalment sale is a credit sale and 
the legal ownership of the asset passes immediately to 
the buyer, as soon as the agreement is made between the 
buyer and the seller. The outstanding instalments are 
treated as secured loan. As the owner of the asset, the 
buyer is entitled to depreciation and interest as deductible 
expenses and can claim salvage value on the sale of the 
asset. Except for the timing of the transfer of ownership, 
instalment sale and hire purchase are similar in nature.

Evaluation of Hire Purchase Financing
The hiree charges interest at a flat rate, and he requires 
the hirer to pay equal instalments at each period. Let us 
assume that a corporate customer wants to acquire an 
equipment of Rs 80,000. Kuber Finance Company offers a 
hire purchase financing to the customer. The hire purchase 
instalments will be paid annually for eight years and 
Kuber will calculate interest at a flat rate of 14 per cent. 
The calculations of interest and instalments are given 
below:

Interest = Rs 80,000 x 14% x 8 = Rs 89,600
Instalment = (Rs 80,000 + Rs 89,600)/8 = Rs 21,200

How will be the total interest of Rs 89,600 distributed 
over eight years? One of the most commonly used 
methods is to follow the sum-of-years-digit (SYD) 
method. In our example, the sum of years' digit is: 1 + 2 + 
3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 36. Thus, the amount of interest each 
year will be as follows:

Year 1: 89,600 x (8/36) = Rs 19,911
Year 2: 89,600 x (7/36) = Rs 17,422
Year 3: 89,600 x (6/36) = Rs 14,933
Year 4: 89,600 x (5/36) = Rs 12,444
Year 5: 89,600 x (4/36) = Rs 9,956
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Table 22.11: Interest and Instalment Calculation under 
Hire Purchase

Year
Principal

(Bs)

Instal
ment

(Bs)
Interest

(Rs)

Implied
Principal

Repaid 
(Rs)

Out
standing 

(Rs)

Interest
Rate 
(%)

0 80,000 -o -80,000 -
1 21,200 19,911 1,289 78,711 24.89
2 21,200 17,422 3,778 74,933 22.13
3 21,200 14,933 6,267 68,666 19.93
4 21,200 12,444 8,756 59,910 18.12
5 21,200 09,956 11,244 48,666 16.62
6 21,200 07,467 13,733 34,933 15.34
7 21,200 04,978 16,222 18,711 14.25
8 21,200 02,489 18,711 0 13.30

Total 169,600 89,600 80,000 - -

Year 6: 89,600 x (3/36) = Rs 7,467
Year 7: 89,600 x (2/36) = Rs 4,978
Year 8: 89,600 x (1/36) = Rs 2,489

Table 22.11 shows the division of the annual 
instalments into interest and principal repayment. It may 
be noticed from the table that the interest rate of 14 per 
cent is a flat rate and the total amount of interest has been 
allocated over the eight year period according to SYD 
method. Considering the principal payment and 
outstanding balance each year, the yearly implied rates 
of interest are different from the stated flat rate of 14 per 
cent (as shown in Table 22.11).

Is Kuber earning 14 per cent return? Kuber is earning 
much more; it is earning a compound rate of return 
(before-tax) of 20.6 percent as shown:

on 21,200 21,200 21,200 21,200 21,20080,000 = —-—? + ——= + —-—7 + ——j- + ——r
(1 + r)1 (1 + r)2 (1 + r)3 (1 + r)4 (1+r)5

21,200 21,200 21,200
+ (1 + r)6 + (1 + r)7 + (1 + r)8

By trial and error, we find r = 0.206 or 20.6 per cent.
Let us assume that the customer in our example 

agrees for the hire purchase financing from Kuber Finance 
Company. The customer will be able to avoid the purchase 
price now. He will be entitled to claim the depreciation 
tax shield. His payments will include interest and principal 
repayment. Since interest is tax deductible, he will save 
taxes on the interest payments. Assume that tax rate is 35 
per cent and the asset has no salvage value. Cash flows 
under hire purchase financing are shown in Table 22.12.

(Bs)

Table 22.12: Cash Flows under Hire Purchase Financing

Year
(1)

Purchase 
Price 

Avoided 
(2)

Instalment
(3)

Interest
(4)

Principal 
Repaid 

(5)

After-tax
Interest 

(6)
Depreciation

(7)
DTS
(8)

Net Cash 
Flow 

2-5-6 + 8
(9)

0 80,000 80,000
1 -21,200 -19,911 - 1,289 -12,942 20,000 7,000 -7,231
2 -21,200 -17,422 - 3,778 -11,324 15,000 5,250 -9,852
3 -21,200 -14,933 - 6,267 -9,707 11,250 3,938 -12,036
4 -21,200 -12,444 - 8,756 -8,089 8,438 2,953 -13,891
5 -21,200 -9,956 - 11,244 -6,471 6,328 2,215 -15,501
6 -21,200 -7,467 - 13,733 -4,853 4,746 1,661 -16,926
7 -21,200 -4,978 - 16,222 -3,236 3,560 1,246 -18,212
8

IRR
-21,200

20.6%
-2,489 - 18,711 -1,618 4,725* 1,654* -19,395

7.53%

* Includes present value of depreciation (Rs 2,055) beyond the eight years. After-tax cost of borrowing, 0.14 x (1 - 0.35) = 0.091 or 9.1 
per cent is used as the discount rate.



Interest
Rate 
(%)

24.89
22.13
19.93
18.12
16.62
15.34
14.25
13.30
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Mter-:.:- cost of the hire purchase financing to the 
■■■-' < about 7.53 per cent.

as assume that Kuber Finance Company can also 
(Site asset on lease to the customer. Given the after- 
ifflK :t 7.53 per cent of the hire purchase financing, 
Bgnicr 'ease rentals will the customer be prepared to 
f _ -cer, lease, the customer will lose tax shield on 

and will have to pay lease rentals on which 
m. sa - e taxes. The lease payments at 7.53 per cent are 
Bii 'ec is follows:

. U200
(1+7/

80,000 = Z A 
ui (1.0753/

58506 (l-0.35)Lf =80,000
3.8029 L, =80,000

Lf=^° = Rs 21,037
* 3.8029

cent, 
mple 
ance 
hase 
tion 
pal 
ive
35 
rs
>

~~e before-tax lease rentals are Rs 21,037. The 
ras cmer will be indifferent between the lease financing 

- rare purchase financing if the lease rentals are 
■sJ 37 per year. For lease rentals higher than Rs 21,037, 
® ~ urchase will be preferable.

1.-.  practice, finance companies require lease or hire 
jnrrhase payments to be made on monthly or quarterly 
* as*.  They also require the lessee or the hirer to pay 
-.a -agement fee or service and administration charges.

T *

In case of hire purchase, some finance companies require 
the hirer to make a deposit on which he gets interest In 
certain states, the lease payments are treated 'sales and 
the lessee is required to pay sales tax on lease payments 
The cash flow calculations under a lease or hire purchase 
will include their effects as well.

ILLUSTRATION 22.2: Leasing Decision in Practice
Ananthshyam Leasing and Finance Company has been 
approached by Diehard Chemicals Limited for leasing an 
equipment costing Rs 1 crore (Ao). Ananthshyam offers 
Diehard Chemicals a lease for 5 years starting from March 
1998. Lease payments (LR() will be Rs 8,00,000 per quarter, 
payable at the beginning of the quarter. Ananthshyam will 
charge upfront a management fee (MF0) equal to 1 per cent 
of the cost of the equipment. The salvage value (SVn) of 
the equipment is expected to be about 10 per cent of the 
cost of the equipment. Diehard is a profitable company. It 
can borrow funds at 18.65 per cent per year. Taxes are 
payable in advance every quarter as follows: 15 per cent 
in March, 30 per cent each in June and September and 
remaining 25 per cent in December. The corporate tax rate 
is 35 per cent (T). Should Diehard lease the equipment?

Cash flows of Diehard’s lease decision are given in 
Table 22.13 Diehard’s after-tax cost of borrowing is: 
(1 - 0.35) x 0.1865 = 0.12 or 12 per cent a year. Thus, the 
quarterly rate is 3 per cent. Diehard will have to pay lease 
rentals of Rs 32,00,000 each year, at the rate of Rs 8,00,000 
each quarter. The total tax of Rs 1,12,000 each year is paid 
over four quarters (each quarter, respectively, 15 per cent, 
30 per cent, 30 per cent and 25 per cent). Depreciation tax 

(Rs ’0000)
Table 22.13: Evaluation of Diehard’s Lease Decision

t Quarter P0 DEPt TDEP, LRt ALF0 TAXt ATLRt svn ATCFt

0 Mar 1000 -37.50 -13.13 -80 -10 17.33 -72.68 914.20
1 Jun -75.00 -26.25 -80 34.65 -45.35 -71.60
2 Sept -75.00 -26.25 -80 34.65 -45.35 -71.60
3 Dec -62.50 -21.88 -80 28.88 -51.13 -73.00
4 Mar -28.13 -9.84 -80 16.80 -63.20 -73.04
5 Jun -56.25 -19.69 -80 33.60 -46.40 -66.09
6 Sept -56.25 -19.69 -80 33.60 -46.40 -66.09
7 Dec -46.88 -16.41 -80 28.00 -52.00 -68.41
8 Mar -21.09 -7.38 -80 16.80 -63.20 -70.58
9 Jun -42.19 -14.77 -80 33.60 -46.40 -61.17
10 Sept -42.19 -14.77 -80 33.60 -46.40 -61.17
11 Dec -35.16 -12.30 -80 28.00 -52.00 -64.30
12 Mar -15.82 -5.54 -80 16.80 -63.20 -68.74
13 Jun -31.64 -11.07 -80 33.60 -46.40 -57.47
14 Sept -31.64 -11.07 -80 33.60 -46.40 -57.47
15 Dec -26.37 -9.23 -80 28.00 -52.00 -61.23
16 Mar -11.87 -4.15 -80 16.80 -63.20 -67.35
17 Jun -23.73 -8.31 -80 33.60 -46.40 -54.71
18 Sept -23.73 -8.31 -80 33.60 -46.40 -54.71
19 Dec -19.78 -6.92 -80 28.00 -52.00 -58.92
20 Mar -100 -100.00

NPV at 3% -77.87
IRR (quarterly) 3.92%
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shield is similarly treated. Management fee to be paid by 
Diehard will save taxes. The net advantage of the lease to 
Diehard is negative (NAL = - Rs 7,87,700). IRR per quarter 
is 3.92 per cent or per year 15.68 per cent. The cost of 
leasing is more than the cost of borrowing. Thus, Diehard 
should not accept the lease.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is leveraged lease?
2. What is hire purchase finance? How does it differ 

from instalment sale and lease?
3. How is a hire purchase finance evaluated?

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT FINANCING15

15. This section is an adapted version of the article, Sinha, Sidharth, "Return to Equity, Financial Structure, and Risk Contracting in 
Infrastructure Projects", Vikalpa, Vol. 20, No. 4, October-December 1995, pp.11-19. The article is used with some modifications with the 
permission of the author and the editor of Vikalpa.

16. Indian power projects provide for a 16 per cent return on equity (ROE) in foreign currency at 68.5 per cent plant load factor (PLF) with 
additional 0.7 per cent ROE for each 1 per cent rise in PLF.

17. Nevitt, P.K., Project Financing, Euromoney Publications, 1983.
18. Brealey, and Myers, op cit., 1991, pp. 608-12.

There is a growing realization in many developing 
countries, of the limitations of governments, in managing 
and financing economic activities, particularly large 
infrastructure projects. Provision of infrastructure 
facilities, traditionally in the government domain, is now 
being offered for private sector investments and 
management. This trend has been reinforced by the 
resource crunch faced by many governments. 
Infrastructure projects are usually characterized by large 
investments, long gestation periods, and very specific 
domestic markets.

In evaluating these projects, an important question is 
the appropriate rate of return on the equity investment. 
Tolls and tariffs are set so as to recover operating costs 
and to provide a return to capital—the interest and 
repayment of debt and return on equity. Therefore, the 
decision on the appropriate return to equity has 
implications for the overall viability and acceptability of 
the project. While most elements of costs can be 
determined with reference to market prices, return to 
equity cannot be determined in the same way since most 
of the equity is provided by the sponsor or by a small 
number of investors. This leaves room for disagreement 
on the appropriate return to equity. In the case of the 
Indian power projects, this has been one of the contentious 
issues.16

This section draws on the finance theory to develop 
an understanding of the problem of appropriate return to 
equity investment in an infrastructure project. Return to 
equity will depend upon the risk of cash flows from the 

project and the financial structure, i.e., the relative 
proportion of debt and equity. Since infrastructure projects 
employ a number of risk mitigation contracts, it is 
important to understand these arrangements before 
addressing the question of return to equity and financial 
structure.

What is Project Financing?
In project financing, the project, its assets, contracts, 
inherent economics and cash flows are separated from 
their promoters or sponsors, in order to permit credit 
appraisal and loan to the project, independent of the 
sponsors. The assets of the specific project serve as a 
collateral for the loan, and all loan repayments are made 
out of the cash flows of the project. In this sense, the loan 
is said to be of non-recourse or limited recourse to the 
sponsor. Thus, project financing may be defined as that 
scheme of 'financing of a particular economic unit, in 
which a lender is satisfied in looking at the cash flows 
and the earnings of that economic unit as a source of funds, 
from which a loan can be repaid, and to the assets of the 
economic unit as a collateral for the loan.'17 In the past, 
project financing was mostly used in oil exploration and 
other mineral extrachon projects through joint ventures 
with foreign firms. The most recent use of project financing 
can be found in infrastructure projects, particularly in 
power and telecommunication projects.

Project financing is made possible by combining 
undertakings and various kinds of guarantees by parties 
who are interested in a project. It is built in such a way 
that no one party alone has to assume the full credit 
responsibility of the project. When all the undertakings 
are combined and reviewed together, it results in an 
equivalent of the satisfactory credit risk for the lenders. It 
is often suggested that project financing enables a parent 
company to obtain inexpensive loans, without having to 
bear all the risks of the project. This is not true. In practice, 
the parent company is affected by the actual plight of the 
project, and the interest on the project loan depends on 
the parent's stake in the project.18

The traditional form of financing is the corporate 
financing or the balance sheet financing. In this case, 
although financing is apparently for a project, the lender 
looks at the cash flows and assets of the whole company 
in order to service the debt and provide security. Figure
22.3 shows the basic differences between balance sheet 
financing and project financing.
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Project Financing

22.3: Balance sheet financing vs. Project financing

railowing are the characteristics of project

■k Separate project entity A separate project entity 
3 created that receives loans from lenders and 
equity from sponsors. This entity is called special 
purpose vehicle/enterprise (SPV or SPE).

T Leveraged financing The component of debt is 
very high in project financing. Thus, project 
financing is a highly leveraged financing.

- Cash flows separated The project funding and all 
:ts other cash flows are separated from the parent 
company's balance sheet.

•= Collateral Debt services and repayments entirely 
depend on the project's cash flows. Project assets 
are used as collateral for loan repayments.
Sponsor's guarantees Project financiers' risks are 
not entirely covered by the sponsor's guarantees.
Risk sharing Third parties like suppliers, 
customers, government and sponsors commit to 
share the risk of the project.

Project financing is most appropriate for those projects 
which require large amount of capital expenditure and 
mvolve high risk. It is used by companies to reduce their 
: wn risk by allocating the risk to a number of parties. It 
allows sponsors to:

Ti finance projects larger than what the company's 
credit and financial capability would permit,

Or insulate the company's balance sheet from the 
impact of the project,

use high degree of leverage to benefit the equity 
owners.

Financing Arrangements for 
Infrastructure Projects
The project financing arrangements may range from 
simple conventional type of loans to more complex 
arrangements like the build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT). 
The typical arrangements, particularly in the power sector, 
include:

1. The build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) structure
2. The build-own-operate (BOO) structure
3. The build-lease-transfer (BLT) structure

The build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) arrangement 
The build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) is essentially an 
extension of the project financing concept. It is a special 
financing scheme, which is designed to attract private 
participation in financing, constructing and operating 
infrastructure projects. In a BOOT scheme, a private 
project company builds a project, operates it for a sufficient 
period of time, to earn an adequate return on investment, 
and then transfers it to the host government or its agency. 
Quite often, the value of efficiency gain from private 
participation can outweigh the extra cost of borrowing, 
through a BOOT project, relative to direct government 
borrowing.19

19. World Bank, World Development Report, 1994.
20. Smith, P.L. and G. Staple, Telecommunication Sector Reform in Asia: Towards a New Pragmatism, World Bank Discussion Paper No. 232, the 

World Bank, 1994.

BOOT projects can be either solicited or unsolicited. 
When proposals are solicited, the project is identified and 
formulated by the government and the private sector is 
invited to submit offers for participation. Private 
companies or a group of companies can also submit 
unsolicited proposals on their own accord.

The private group usually consists of international 
construction contractors, heavy equipment suppliers, and 
plant and system operators, along with local partners.

BOOT projects have been implemented or are in the 
process of being implemented in many developing 
countries. Power and roads are the two sectors with the 
largest number of such projects. BOOT projects have also 
been implemented for ports and mass transit and rail. 
There have been only a few BOOT projects in the 
telecommunication sector, in Thailand and Indonesia. 
According to a recent World Bank study, the reason why 
BOOT schemes have not been popular in the 
telecommunication sector is the potential complexity 
associated with co-ordinating the BOOT operator's 
distribution networks with those of the state-owned 
incumbent. Issues involving interconnections, sharing of 
ducts, maintenance procedures and trade-offs between 
maintenance and new investments, all must be resolved. 
These factors tend to increase risks for investors, make 
management co-ordination harder, and raise the questions 
for investors as to whether they will have adequate control 
over the facilities in which they have invested to achieve 
appropriate levels of productivity.20
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The build-own-operate (BOO) arrangement The issue 
of "transfer" (the T in BOOT projects) is ambiguous 
because most of the BOOT projects under operation or 
consideration have the transfer dates quite far away and, 
therefore, they are not a real concern as yet. One problem 
with the transfer provision is the likelihood of the capital 
stock of the project being run down as the date of transfer 
draws nearer.

This may take place in spite of legal agreements, 
which includes inspection plans and other such measures. 
In any case, there does not seem to be any rationale for 
such a transfer if the very basis of the projects was to run 
it outside the public sector. One alternative to transfer that 
has been suggested is for the foreign shareholders to divest 
themselves of their equity, either entirely or up to some 
negotiated percentage, at the end of the stipulated time 
period. Such an arrangement is generally referred to as 
the build-own-operate (BOO) arrangement.

Figure 22.5: The Built-Lease-Transfer (BLT) Structure 
(Source: Adapted from Independent Energy, October 1994)

In BOO arrangement, projects are funded without any 
direct sovereign guarantee. Thus, it implies limited 
recourse financing. Unlike in BOOT arrangements, in the 
BOO structure, the project is not transferred to the host 
government, rather the owner will divest his stake and 
seek investments from investors in the capital markets. 
This facilitates the availability of finances. BOOT and BOO 
arrangements are essentially similar except that in BOO 
arrangement, the sponsor preserves the ownership. Figure
22.4 shows the BOOT and BOO arrangements in a power
project.

Risks Allocation in Project Financing
From the perspective of potential investors, the main risks 
relate to project completion, market, foreign currency, and 
supply of inputs. The objective is to allocate these risks to 
those parties who are in the best position to control the 
particular risk factors. This reduces the 'moral hazard’ 
problem and minimizes the cost of bearing risks.

Project completion risk This is the major risk factor in 
most infrastructure projects. It is usually covered by a fixed 
price, firm date, turnkey construction contract with 
liquidated damages for delay supported by performance 
bonds. The contract specifies performance parameters and
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The build-own-operate (BOO) arrangement The issue 
of "transfer" (the T in BOOT projects) is ambiguous 
because most of the BOOT projects under operation or 
consideration have the transfer dates quite far away and, 
therefore, they are not a real concern as yet. One problem 
with the transfer provision is the likelihood of the capital 
stock of the project being run down as the date of transfer 
draws nearer.

This may take place in spite of legal agreements, 
which includes inspection plans and other such measures. 
In any case, there does not seem to be any rationale for 
such a transfer if the very basis of the projects was to run 
it outside the public sector. One alternative to transfer that 
has been suggested is for the foreign shareholders to divest 
themselves of their equity, either entirely or up to some 
negotiated percentage, at the end of the stipulated time 
period. Such an arrangement is generally referred to as 
the build-own-operate (BOO) arrangement.

In BOO arrangement, projects are funded without any 
direct sovereign guarantee. Thus, it implies limited 
recourse financing. Unlike in BOOT arrangements, in the 
BOO structure, the project is not transferred to the host 
government, rather the owner will divest his stake and 
seek investments from investors in the capital markets. 
This facilitates the availability of finances. BOOT and BOO 
arrangements are essentially similar except that in BOO 
arrangement, the sponsor preserves the ownership. Figure
22.4 shows the BOOT and BOO arrangements in a power 
project.

Figure 22.4: BOOT/BOO Structure of a Power Plant 
(Adapted from the World Bank, Industry & Energy 

Depeartment Occasional Paper, 1994)

The btiild-lease-transfer (BLT) arrangement In the build- 
lease-transfer (BLT) arrangement, the control of the 
project is transferred from the project owners 
(shareholders) to a lessee. The shareholders retain the full 
ownership of the project, but, for operation purposes, they 
lease it out. The host government agrees with the lessee 
to buy the output (for example, electricity in the case of a 
power project) or service of the project. The lessor (special 
purpose entity) receives the lease rental, guaranteed by 
the host government. Figure 22.5 illustrates the BLT 
structure for a power project.

Figure 22.5: The Built-Lease-Transfer (BLT) Structure 
(Source: Adapted from Independent Energy, October 1994)

Risks Allocation in Project Financing
From the perspective of potential investors, the main risks 
relate to project completion, market, foreign currency, and 
supply of inputs. The objective is to allocate these risks to 
those parties who are in the best position to control the 
particular risk factors. This reduces the 'moral hazard’ 
problem and minimizes the cost of bearing risks.

Project completion risk This is the major risk factor in 
most infrastructure projects. It is usually covered by a fixed 
price, firm date, turnkey construction contract with 
liquidated damages for delay supported by performance 
bonds. The contract specifies performance parameters and 
warranty periods for defects. Lenders require sponsors of 
the project company to provide a guarantee to fund cost 
overruns. In addition, a standby credit facility may also 
be employed.

Market risk Having long-term quantity and price 
agreements covers the market risk. In the case of power 
projects, where the electricity is likely to be sold to a 
government controlled distribution company, this is 
achieved through a 'take or pay' power purchase 
agreement (PPA). Under this contract, certain payments 
have to be made, irrespective of the actual off-take, as long 
as the company makes the capacity available. The tariff is 
determined on a cost plus basis using standard costs. For 
power projects in India, the government has evolved a 
system of two part tariffs. The first part ensures recovery 
of fixed costs based on performance, at normative 
parameters. Fixed costs include depreciation, operating 
and maintenance expenses, tax on income, interest on 
loans, and working capital and a return on equity. This 
part of the tariff is paid irrespective of the amount of power 
actually taken. The second part covers variable expenses 
based on the units of electricity actually supplied. Variable 
costs are the costs of primary and secondary fuel based 
on set norms for fuel consumption. Apart from the PPA,
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•'i be made to a trustee, usually an 
lark as additional security, in an escrow 

~en directly makes payments to creditors

cements effectively transfer the market 
purchaser. In more sophisticated and 

Kru-atory environments, independent power 
rs rake more market risk. For example, in a 
• I r>: •■■ er project, the company is developing 
» tout having a single purchaser PPA.

•a - signed several long-term contracts with 
~ 2se purchasers.* * 21

-’ S:-d, G. and L. Carter, Financing Private Infrastructure Projects: Emerging Trends from IFC's Experience, Discussion Paper No. 23,
' mational Finance Corporation, 1994.

21 •••: rid Bank, World Development Report, 1994, p. 94.

case of transport projects, tolls have to be
- i~ die public and not from a government 
ns can give rise to problems while enforcing 
n*s-3.  Competition from alternative roads or 
-e—s can also affect the traffic flow. Therefore,

projects which have power purchase 
bus transport projects, lenders cannot rely on 

■ erue, over the life of the project. Hence the
- mues to carry market risk. This is sought to 

ated by several other arrangements. If traffic flows
e ■ pectations, the project has to recourse to such 

-- as an adjustment in the revenue sharing 
u:r_ an increase in tolls on the system; and an 
:r :: the concession periods. In many cases, there 

—utic escalation clauses in the toll agreement to 
tinflation.

exchange risk Foreign exchange risks are 
pereacs the single largest concern of foreign financiers 
■i ts:.ng in developing countries. In the case of 
■tls—jcture projects, the risk is greater since most of 

l~--—. projects, with the exception of some 
■Sk: —munication and port projects, generate local 

cv revenues. The risk is at two levels:
- Macro-economic convertibility, i.e., whether the 

project will have access to foreign exchange to 
cover debt service and equity payments; and

~ Tariff adjustment for currency depreciation, i.e., 
whether the foreign exchange equivalent of the 
project's local revenues will be adequate to service 
foreign debts and equity.

“he risk of macro-economic convertibility will 
generally require a few government guarantees. In many 
102 “ projects, there is provision for tariff escalation, to 

:«_r.t for currency depreciation and protect returns of 
- es-rors in foreign currency terms. For Indian power 
: - ■ ects the return on foreign equity included in the tariff, 
tz:~ x provided in the respective foreign currency.

iurr/v of inputs This is important for those power 
:iects that require a reliable supply of quality fuel. The 

is covered through a contract with a fuel supply 
agency. The price risk is usually covered through a 

provision to pass on the increases in the price of inputs 
through higher tariffs. Such an arrangement, i.e., 
transferring the risk of increases in fuel prices from the 
project to the power purchaser, may have an adverse 
impact on the incentives of the project sponsor to control 
price increases. As a corollary, it increases the 
responsibility of the power purchaser to monitor the 
increase in input prices.

Government Guarantees and Risk Mitigation
Most BOOT projects have guarantees by the government 
or government agencies, in various forms. As pointed out 
by the World Development Report, 1994, government 
guarantees for infrastructure projects have historical 
precedents in India, like the setting up of the railways 
during the British rule. 'In India, if a railway company 
did not attain a minimum rate of return of, for example, 5 
per cent, the government made up the difference under 
the terms of a guarantee backed by its full power of 
taxation. ...But guarantees removed incentives for 
investors to monitor management performance, while 
opening the way for promoters to negotiate the so called 
"sweetheart" deals with construction and supply 
companies. Because many infrastructure projects were one 
of a kind, the practice could be readily disguised.'22

Government guarantees relate to:

■Qz country risk,
Tz sector policy risk, and
G commercial risk.

Country risk includes risks of currency transfer, 
expropriation, war and civil disturbances, and breach of 
contract by the host government. The Multilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) of the World Bank 
provides guarantee against country risk for an appropriate 
premium. Export credit agencies also provide such 
guarantees but they usually seek counter-guarantees from 
the host government.

Sector risk refers to the risk in certain sectors because 
of the role of government agencies in those sectors. For 
example, in the power sector, the buyer is usually a 
government utility agency that transmits and distributes 
power. The solvency of the utility is critical for the 'take 
or pay' power purchase agreement in order to have any 
value. For selected power projects, the Indian government 
has agreed in principle to give counter guarantees to back 
up the state government guarantees for the State Electricity 
Boards (SEBs), payment obligations to private generating 
companies, on a specific request to the state government 
concerned and subject to the state government agreeing 
to certain terms and conditions.

The Turkish government, for its power projects, and 
the Philippine government, for the Metro Manila gas
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turbine project, have offered similar guarantees. If fuel is
supplied by a government agency, guarantees may be
required that the agency will honour its commitments,
under its supply agreements with the project company.

For toll roads, government support may be necessary 
to enforce toll collections. Similarly, in the case of 
municipal services such as water supply and solid waste 
disposal, the support of municipal authorities is important. 
In each case, the government may guarantee contract 
compliance from the respective agencies.

Commercial risk refers to the risk to profitability, 
arising from market demand and price; availability of 
inputs and prices; and variations in operating efficiency. 
These risks, except to the extent they are induced by 
country risk and sector policy risk, should ideally be borne 
by the investors. However, as noted in the World 
Development Report, 1994, 'in such projects, the market risk 
or the risk arising from fluctuation in demand is effectively 
transferred to the government through the 'take or pay' 
formula. This becomes necessary because the market risk 
is intermingled with the danger that financially troubled 
power purchasers (transmission utilities) or water users 
may not honour their commitments. Overall sector reform 
is required to eliminate policy-induced risk and thus reveal 
the market risk.'23

23. World Bank, World Development Report, 1994, p. 94.
24. Schroders, Transport Case Study, presentation at the Seminar on Private Sector Investment in Infrastructure organised by SCICL India 

and ADB, Manila, August 1994.
25. Ibid.
26. Bond and Carter, op. cit., 1994.
27. International Finance Corporation.

Government guarantees are likely to be more 
important for transport projects where there are no 
assured revenues. For example, in the case of Second 
Tagus Crossing project, Lisbon, the government is obliged 
to re-establish financial equilibrium of the project company 
in the event of force majeure and changes to construction 
or operating regime as required by the government.24 
There is also a clear commitment from the government 
that financial equilibrium will be restored if it is unable to 
impose agreed tolls. This is significant in view of the recent 
disturbances on the bridge arising from the government 
attempts to impose higher tolls. In the case of Shah Alam 
Expressway, Malaysia, in case of a default by the 
concessionaire, the lenders will be repaid all outstanding 
amounts by the government.25 In an IFC assisted Mexico 
toll road project, the government agency awarding the 
toll concession guaranteed a minimum level of traffic.26 If 
this was not achieved, the concessionaire was allowed to 
extend the life of the concession.

Financial Structure of Infrastructure Projects

Infrastructure projects in developing countries usually 
have a financing pattern of 20-30 per cent equity and 70- 
80 per cent debt. One set of comprehensive information 
of the financial structure of infrastructure projects is 

provided by IFC's infrastructure approvals. Generally 
power projects have a higher debt-equity ratio of about 
70:30 and telecommunication projects with low ratio of 
50:50. According to the IFC, 'this reflects the lower risk 
associated with power project markets which are usually 
contractually determined. The high equity share in 
telecom projects also reflects the significant part played 
by internal cash generation, particularly for expansion of 
existing main telephone operators—but also, to a lesser 
extent, for cellular projects'.27

Debt The debt component is usually provided by 
commercial banks, international financial institutions, 
domestic financial institutions, and export credit agencies 
such as the Japan EXIM and US EXIM banks. Loans are 
given on a limited recourse basis. Recourse will be limited 
to the project company and its assets, including any 
insurance or government guarantee which the project 
company has been able to obtain. The main problem with 
commercial bank lending is the limited number of banks 
world wide, which provide project financing. Moreover, 
each bank has exposure limits to individual clients, sectors 
and countries, so that in many cases loans have to be 
syndicated. Commercial banks are also not in a position 
to provide long maturity loans, e.g., over 10 years, usually 
required by infrastructure projects. Long-term 
international loans usually do not exceed 7-12 years. In 
response to this problem, a number of infrastructure funds 
have been established for equity participation, in 
infrastructure projects in developing countries.

Bonds Share and bond issue, especially in the 
international capital markets, are rare. Enron, a US power 
producer, issued bonds through private placement in the 
US market, under the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission Rule No. 144A, for the Subic power station 
in the Philippines. Its plan for a similar issue for a Dabhol 
power project in India was later scrapped.

Equity The major portion of equity is provided by project 
sponsors. In the case of IFC approved projects, which, by 
definition, have some foreign financing, foreign sponsors 
played an important part, especially in Greenfield 
projects. Of the 30 Greenfield projects approved during 
1966-93, foreign sponsors had significant equity stakes 
in 22 of the companies. All of the cellular projects included 
a foreign partner, often holding a controlling stake, and 
virtually all of the BOOT/BOO projects involved foreign 
partners, as either equity holders or as participants in 
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) agreement.

In many cases, the construction company and the 
equipment supplier also control the management and 
equity of the project company. This gives rise to the
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pas-H tv of inflated project costs. In the case of the Shah
4, i — Expressway, where the contractor is also a
«ar;' Ider, an independent consulting engineer had been
■jrt-: to ensure fairness between the contractor andno
•rcession company.

The host government may also provide some equity. 
:r £ the projects with IFC involvement, in only four of 
: - ?>ects there had been a significant government stake.

oriate Return to Equity and 
ial Structure in

MFastructure Project Financing
U-r J r propriate return to equity and financial structures 
« ? th functions of the risk of cash flows from a project. 
Ss> : f cash flows are affected by various guarantees and 
sew ~ itigation arrangements and to this extent, 

■ rriate return to equity and financial structures are 
ais: affected.

im on equity It is important to distinguish between 
lie a tcounting concept of return on equity (ROE) and the 

-~ial rate of return (IRR), which investors use to 
0 rate investments. ROE is given by profit after-tax 

'AT ) as a percentage of the average book value of equity 
E'- a specified period of time. ROE does not take into 

:: ant the construction period and the timing of 
it estor's cash flows. In contrast, IRR is based on all cash

? ws and outflows over the entire life of the project. It 
s the rate of return, which makes the present value of 
rr’: ws equal to the present value of outflows.

; - •: measurement In standard finance theory, return to 
. _: - in any investment project should be commensurate 

w -- die risk of cash flows to equity. Cash flow to equity is 
-T adjusted for depreciation, capital expenditure, and 

—^nges in current assets. Risk or uncertainty of equity cash 
i ws will depend upon the uncertainty of revenues and 
ire operating and financial leverage of the firm or project.

relating leverage is determined by the proportion of fixed 
n d •. ariable costs—the higher the proportion of fixed costs, 
e higher is the operating leverage. With higher operating 

e erage, a given uncertainty in revenue translates into a 
cher uncertainty in profits before interest and tax (PBIT). 

The proportion of debt in the financial structure, determines 
financial leverage. Higher the financial leverage, higher is 
die uncertainty in PAT, and, therefore, in equity cash flows, 
dven the uncertainty in PBIT.

In practice, the required return to equity is rarely 
estimated by directly analyzing the uncertainty of 
revenues and the degree of operating leverage. Usually, 
it is measured by estimating the required or expected 
return to the equity of another existing firm or project, 
with the same business risk. Since required return is 
measured from the perspective of the investor, what is 
relevant is the risk of equity of the investor. If the investor 
holds a portfolio of securities, then the relevant risk of a * 

28. Schroders, op. cit., 1994.

security is the risk that it contributes to that portfolio. This 
will be different from the risk of holding the security in 
isolation because of the benefits of diversification. Thus, 
a security with a high risk, if held in isolation, could have 
a low risk as a part of a portfolio, if it has low correlation 
with other securities in the portfolio. Under a certain set 
of assumptions, the relevant risk of a security is the risk 
that it contributes to the market portfolio, i.e., the portfolio 
of all securities in the market held in proportion to their 
outstanding market value. This risk is measured by beta 
and is referred to as the systematic or beta risk as opposed 
to the total risk as measured by the standard deviation of 
returns. The expected or required return is then given by 
the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) as the sum of 
the risk free rate and a risk premium which is beta times 
the risk premium on the market portfolio. The resulting 
estimate can then be adjusted for the financial structure 
of a specific project. *

In order to implement the above methodology, it is 
essential to find comparable firms who trade equity in 
financial markets. This is possible for standard products 
or industries but is difficult to implement for infrastructure 
projects, since comparable firms may not be available. 
Additionally, in most infrastructure projects, foreign 
investors provide a significant proportion of equity. In 
this case, the systematic risk should be measured with 
respect to the foreign investor's market portfolio rather 
than the domestic market portfolio of the country in which 
the infrastructure project is being implemented. This is 
especially relevant if capital markets are segmented and 
investment in infrastructure projects also provides an 
avenue for international diversification.

Impact of guarantees Equity risk measurement is further 
complicated by the impact of numerous guarantees. It is 
important to distinguish the role of guarantees in ensuring 
continuity of operations, as opposed to ensuring 
shareholder returns. The fixed price, firm date, turnkey 
construction contract for ensuring project completion on 
time and within budget; price and quantity agreements 
including adjustment clauses for input prices, exchange 
rates etc.; and input supply agreements, directly reduce 
the risk of cash flows to equity investors. Guarantees by 
the governments or export credit agencies for the 
repayment of principal and interest on debt enable the 
firm to raise loans at a cheaper rate and, therefore, are a 
form of subsidy to the firm. The value of the subsidy is 
the present value of the interest savings. These guarantees 
do not directly affect the risk to equity holders since they 
come into effect only if the project fails to generate enough 
cash flows to service the debt. However, if the guarantors, 
e.g., governments or international agencies, can influence 
cash flows through appropriate policies, the debt 
guarantees provide them with the incentive to take such 
actions, in order to avoid making payments under the 
guarantees. This in turn can affect the risk of cash flows 
to equity holders.
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Return expectations Information on equity investor's 
return expectations is limited. According to General 
Electric, for projects in the US, equity investors expect at 
least a 20 per cent IRR after taxes, on equity based on a 
20-year contract.29 At the time of project preparation, 
when there are greater uncertainties about project terms, 
investors look for higher rates to reflect the higher risks. 
On international projects, the IRR expectation is between 
25-35 per cent. According to ABB in the US, at the time of 
financial close, i.e., before construction, a return of 20 per 
cent is acceptable. However, at the conceptual stage, i.e., 
when the project terms etc. have still to be finalized, the 
expected rate of return is higher at 25-30 per cent. Once 
the construction is over and the plant has cleared the 
performance tests, the investment is like a high risk bond 
and a return of 13-14 per cent is considered adequate. 
With changes in the risk return scenario in both the US 
and other countries, these rates cannot be directly 
transferred to projects currently under consideration in 
emerging markets.

29. World Bank, Private Sector Participation in Power through BOOT Schemes, Industry and Energy Department, Working Paper, Energy 
Series Paper No. 33, 1990.

Financial structtire From a risk-return perspective, apart 
from the effect of taxes, the pattern of financing is 
irrelevant to the value of the firm and the value of equity. 
The risk and return of a project is determined by the 
pattern of cash flows, without taking into account, the 
financial structure. Financial structure merely determines 
the distribution of overall risk and return between the two 
classes of investors. In this framework, increasing debt in 
the capital structure increases the risk and return to equity 
in such a way that the value of equity remains unchanged. 
Simultaneously, the risk and return to debt also increases 
to account for the increase in bankruptcy risk. However, 
changes in financial structure leave risk and return, and, 
therefore, value for the firm as a whole remains 
unchanged. An alternative interpretation is that the firm's 
cost of capital is not affected by its financial structure. Even 
if the debt is cheaper than equity, increasing the proportion 
of debt increases the risk and the cost of equity so that the 
overall cost of capital remains unchanged. From the 
perspective of the appropriate return to equity, the major 
implication is that as the debt-equity ratio increases, the 
risk, and, therefore, the appropriate return to equity also 
increases.

Taxes The above conclusion has to be modified for the 
effect of corporate and personal taxes. At the corporate 
level, while interest on debt is tax deductible, return to 
equity is not. This provides a tax shield benefit for debt 
financing. At the personal level, interest is taxed as the 
income increases but the large portion of returns from 
equity, in the form of capital gains, can be deferred with 
lower effective taxes. Therefore, while corporate taxes 
favour debt, personal taxes favour equity. To the extent 
that income from infrastructure projects enjoy tax 
concessions or exemptions at the corporate level, the 

advantage to debt is reduced. For example, in the last 
Union Budget for India, a five-year tax holiday was 
allowed to any industrial undertaking, engaged in the 
generation or the generation and distribution of power; 
any enterprise which builds, maintains and operates any 
infrastructure facility such as roads, highways or 
expressways or new bridges, airports, ports and rapid rail 
transport systems on BOT or BOOT or other similar basis 
(where there is an ultimate transfer of the facility to a 
government or public authority). Section 36(1 )(viii) of the 
Income Tax Act has also been amended to extend the 
benefit of deduction up to 40 per cent of the income, 
credited to a special reserve account to approved financial 
corporations, providing long-term finance for 
development of infrastructure facilities in India.

Financial distress Financial structure also has 
implications for financial distress. Interest and principal 
repayments on debt have to be made as per the schedule 
but there is no fixed commitment for dividend payments. 
Therefore, a project with a lower level of debt has greater 
flexibility in managing its cash flows and is capable of 
dealing with cash flow fluctuations without being pushed 
into a situation of financial distress. Costs of financial 
distress may not be an important consideration for 
infrastructure projects in the presence of guarantees 
covering debt servicing and repayments. Such debt 
guarantees may also reduce the overall risk of the project 
because of the involvement of various governments. 
Moreover, risk mitigation arrangements, e.g., power 
purchase and fuel supply arrangements, reduce the risk 
of project cash flows in the post development and 
construction phase. This raises the level of debt which the 
project can take on, without significantly increasing the 
risk of financial distress.

Government restrictions Several governments have 
placed restrictions on the extent of debt financing in 
infrastructure projects. In India, a maximum debt-equity 
ratio of 4:1 is permissible. Pakistan also has a maximum 
of 4:1 debt-equity ratio. From the government's 
perspective, the rationale for these restrictions appears to 
be to limit the extent of external commercial borrowings, 
for the country as a whole. An additional consideration 
may be to ensure minimum equity participation by the 
project sponsors.

Conclusion
Return to equity in infrastructure projects will be 
determined by the risk of specific projects, sectors and 
countries, taking into account specific guarantees. In the 
case of power projects where most of the market risk is 
removed through power purchase agreements and foreign 
exchange guarantees (which in turn have sovereign 
guarantees of one form or another), the only remaining



» > country risk. Therefore, it would seem that the 
jut- : ? equity should not be much higher than the cost 
lebt m foreign currency, not guaranteed for country 

■hl Mhile this is true for the operating period, when the 
^brr - up and running, the required return may be higher 
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jar. cs The development period has the highest risk, with 
tk : - :moter running the risk of the project being aborted 
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•e rus? periods of high risk, with the investors taking the 
-!SM. :: cost overruns, delays, or plant commissioning 
ste v endes falling outside the scope and penalties of the 
a - - —action contract. The overall return to equity will be

1 erage of the return to equity for various phases. One 
rrc .cation of this for the governments is that they can 
• :rk to reduce the risks of the development and 
a -crruction phases by creating a suitable legal and 
•rsr-latory environment, which reduces delays and 
■ncETtainties in finalizing and implementing projects, 

m turn, will reduce the investors' risk and the 
3 -ed rates of return from such projects.

Similar considerations would apply in the case of 
rr —sport projects, except that there are no revenue 
r.u*antees  in the form of power purchase agreements, 
-c -. ever, in most cases, the government provides some 
ire of revenue support or other considerations, which 
•restively eliminate the market risk.

Competitive bidding for infrastructure projects on the 
basis of final price for power or other infrastructure sen.ce 
eliminates the need to directly estimate the appropriate 
return to equity. Of course, competitive tendering requires 
a substantial amount of work on the part of the 
government agency, in defining details of the project and 
other terms and conditions such as power purchase 
agreements, guarantees, etc. Only then would the various 
offers be comparable. Moreover, it assumes that there are 
a sufficient number of bidders interested in taking part. 
Bidding on the basis of final price will be preferable to 
bidding on the basis of return to equity, because of the 
possibility of passing on some of the return to equity as 
operating costs or inflated equipment prices and showing 
a lower return to equity.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is project financing? What are its features ? How 
is it different from corporate financing?

2. Why project financing is used for financing 
infrastructure projects?

3. Explain BOOT, BOO and BLT financing 
arrangements.

4. How is risk allocated in project financing?
5. How is project finance risk mitigated?
6. What is the appropriate required return in project 

financing?

SUMMARY^

ZZ A lease is an agreement for the use of the asset for a specified rental. The owner of the asset is called the lessor and 
the user the lessee.

ZZ Two important categories of leases are: operating leases and financial leases. Operating leases are short-term, 
cancellable leases where the risk of obsolescence is borne by the lessor. Financial leases are long-term, non- 
cancellable leases where any risk in the use of the asset is borne by the lessee and he enjoys the returns too.

ZZ The most compelling reason for leasing an equipment rather than buying it is the tax advantage of depreciation 
that can mutually benefit both the lessee and the lessor. Other advantages include convenience and flexibility as 
well as specialized services to the lessee.

ZZ In India, lease proves handy to those firms, which cannot obtain loan capital from normal sources.
21 Financial lease involves fixed obligations in the form of lease rentals. Thus it is like a debt and can be evaluated 

that way.
ZZ Given the lease rentals and tax shields, one can find the amount of debt which these cash flows can service. This 

is an equivalent loan. If equivalent loan is more than the cost of the asset, it is not worth leasing the equipment.
ZZ You can also approach lease evaluation by calculating the net advantage of lease (NAL). After-tax lease rentals 

and tax shields may be discounted at the after-tax borrowing rate while operating costs and salvage value at the 
firm's cost of capital to find out NAL:

NAT =A ~ UL, + TDEP, (1 - T) PC, ATSV„
° r=i [1 + ^(1-7)]' (1 + fc)' (1 + fc)"

lZ) Under a hire purchase arrangement, like in a lease, the hire purchaser is able to avoid the payment for the purchase 
of the asset now, and instead pays hire purchase instalments (either monthly or quarterly or any other agreed 
period) over a specified period and time. The hire purchaser becomes the owner of the asset once he pays all 
instalments. Unlike the lessee, he is entitled to claim depreciation as well as the salvage value of the acquired 
asset.
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O Hire purchase arrangement differs from instalment sale arrangement in terms of the ownership. Under hire 
purchase, the ownership passes to the hire purchaser on the payment of the last instalment, while under instalment 
sale, ownership is transferred once the agreement has been made between the buyer and the seller.

Q Project financing is yet another asset-based financing arrangement. It is the financing of a project as an independent 
economic unit, where the project itself forms a direct security, and its cash flows are used to service the debt or 
equity provided by the project sponsor. Project financing is the most common method of financing large 
infrastructure projects.

□ A project finance may take the form of a simple loan, or may involve a more complex arrangement such as the 
build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT).

□ In a BOOT arrangement, the project sponsor builds a project, operates it for a long period of time to earn a 
reasonable return, and then transfers it to the host government or its agency.

CD Alternatively, in a build-own-operate (BOO) arrangement, the project is not transferred to the host government, 
rather the owner divests its stake in the capital markets. In a build-lease-transfer (BLT) arrangement, the owner 
transfers the project to a lessee for operational purposes, but keeping ownership intact.

□ Project financing involves considerable risk in the form of completion risk, market risk, foreign exchange risk, 
political risk etc. Therefore, generally the project sponsors seek guarantees from the host governments and use 
various risk mitigation arrangements. Usually, the risk will be distributed among owners, contractors, suppliers 
of inputs, customers, government etc.

KEY CONCEPTS
z

Back-ended lease Capital lease Force majeure Operating lease
Balance sheet financing Cross-border lease Full-payout lease Operating leverage
Build-lease-transfer Dry lease Hire purchase Primary lease

(BLT) Equivalent loan Instalment sale Project financing
Build-own-operate Financial distress Lease Sale-and-lease-back

(BOO) Financial lease Leveraged lease Secondary lease
Build-own-operate- Financial leverage Moral hazard Up-fronted lease
transfer (BOOT) 

V
Wet lease

J

ACTIVITIES

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEM
PROBLEM 22.1 A company is considering the lease 

of an equipment which has a purchase price of Rs 3,50,000. 
The equipment has an estimated economic life of 5 years. 
As per the Income Tax Rule, a written down depreciation 
at 25 per cent is allowed. The lease rentals per year are Rs 
1,20,000. Assume that the company’s marginal corporate 
tax rate is 50 per cent. If the before-tax borrowing rate for 
the company is 16 per cent, should the company lease the 
equipment? Ignore tax shield on depreciation after 5 years.

SOLUTION: The table 22.14 shows the cash flow 
consequences of the lease and NAL (net advantage or 

present value of lease).
Notes:
1. Depreciation is calculated at 25 per cent (WDV) as 

follows:

2. Lost tax shield on depreciation is depreciation 
multiplied by tax rate.

3. Salvage value is assumed to be zero.

Year 1 2 3 4 5
Dep. 87,500 65,625 49,219 36,914 27,685
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at 25 per cent is allowed. The lease rentals per year are Rs 
1,20,000. Assume that the company’s marginal corporate 
tax rate is 50 per cent. If the before-tax borrowing rate for 
the company is 16 per cent, should the company lease the 
equipment? Ignore tax shield on depreciation after 5 years.

SOLUTION: The table 22.14 shows the cash flow 
consequences of the lease and NAL (net advantage or 

present value of lease).
Notes:
1. Depreciation is calculated at 25 per cent (WDV) as 

follows:

2. Lost tax shield on depreciation is depreciation 
multiplied by tax rate.

3. Salvage value is assumed to be zero.

Year 1 2 3 4 5
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able 22.14: Net Present Value of Lease

wrrak

350,000

-43,750 -32,813 -24,610-18,457-13,843

-60,000 -60,000 -60,000-60,000-60,000

(Contd...)

Year 0 2 3 4 5

Net cash
flows 350,000-103,750 -92,813 -84,610-78,457-73,843 

PV at 8% 350,000 -96,073 -79,541 -67,180-57,666-50,287 
NPV - 747

The net present value of lease is negative. The company 
may like to purchase the equipment. The purchase option 
would still be better if the equipment has a salvage value 
at the end of its economic life.

« EVIEW QUESTIONS

1 Define a lease. How does it differ from a hire purchase and instalment sale? What are the cash flow consequences 
of a lease? Illustrate.
What are the myths and advantages of a lease?
Explain and illustrate the equipment loan method of lease evaluation.
■What is net advantage of a lease? How is it calculated?

: What is the difference between equivalent loan and net advantage of lease methods of the lease evaluation?
"It makes sense for companies that pay no taxes to lease from companies that do.” Explain.
What is a leveraged lease? What are its merits and demerits?

- What is the hire purchase financing? How does it differ from the lease financing?

SUIZ EXERCISES
b_________________________________________________ j

A company wants to lease equipment that has a purchase price of Rs 50 lakh. The life of the equipment is 
estimated to be eight years and its cost can be depreciated by straight-line method. The end-of-the-year lease 
rental to be paid in eight instalments is Rs 7,50,000. The company does not pay any corporate tax and its cost 
of borrowing is 12 per cent per annum. Is the lease advantageous to the company?

_ A company wants to lease equipment that has a purchase price of Rs 50 lakh. The life of the equipment is 
estimated to be eight years. The end-of-the-year lease rental to be paid in eight instalments is Rs 7,50,000. The 
company’s corporate tax rate is 30 per cent and the cost of borrowing is 12 per cent per annum. The company 
can charge straight-line depreciation for tax purposes. Is the lease advantageous to the company?

3 A company wants to lease equipment that has a purchase price of Rs 100 lakh. The life of the equipment is 10 
years. The lessor agrees for up-fronted lease arrangement and requires the beginning-of-the-year lease rental to 
be paid in ten instalments of Rs 12 lakh. The company’s corporate tax rate is 30 per cent and the cost of 
borrowing is 10 per cent per annum. The company can charge straight-line depreciation for tax purposes. Is the 
lease advantageous to the company?

4. The following are the expected cash flows of a lease. The firm can borrow at 10 per cent and pays tax at 30 per 
cent. Calculate the value of equivalent loan. What is the NPV of the lease? Suppose the firm would use normal 
financing, and the NPV is negative at Rs 25,000. Is the lease still advantageous?

----- Yearl ------- Year'2------—^Year 3---- ----- Year!------- Year 5
Cash flows (‘000) +300 -130 -108 -84 -75 -60
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PROBLEMS

1. A company wants to lease a Rs 10 lakh equipment. 
The lessor requires eight annual end-of-the-year 
lease payments of Rs 1,75,000. The company’s 
marginal tax rate is 35 per cent. If it buys the 
equipment, it can write-off the written-down cost 
of asset at 25 per cent. The company’s borrowing 
rate is 15 per cent. Should the company lease the 
equipment? Use equivalent loan method to answer 
the question.

2. A cement manufacturer is considering to lease a 
drying equipment which is worth Rs 75 lakh. It 
will have to pay five annual beginning-of-the-year 
lease rentals of Rs 20 lakh. The tax rate is 35 per 
cent and the manufacturer can write-off the cost 
of equipment at 25 per cent written down basis 
for 5 years. The manufacturer’s effective borrowing 
rate is 16 per cent. Should the equipment be 
leased? Show that equivalent loan method and net 
advantage of lease method will lead to the same 
answer.

3. Readymade Garments Limited wants to lease a 
computer system for the purpose of colour 
matching. The system will cost Rs 30 lakh, and if 
bought can be depreciated over its life of 5 years. 
The annual rentals, payable at the end of year for 5 
years, will be Rs 8.4 lakh. The applicable written- 
down depreciation rate is 25 per cent. The lessor 
will maintain the computer system at its cost which 
works out to be Rs 50,000 per year. At the end of its 
useful life, the system can be sold for 50 per cent 
of its depreciated value. The company’s borrowing 
rate is 14 per cent and tax rate is 35 per cent. Should 
the system be leased? Show your calculations.

4. A firm proposes to lease an asset of Rs 20 lakh. 
The annual, end-of-the-year, lease rentals will be 
Rs 5 lakh for 5 years. The firm is not in a position 
to pay tax for next 5 years. The depreciation rate 

(WDV) is 25 per cent per annum. The lessor’s 
marginal tax rate is 35 per cent. Calculate the net 
present value of lease to the lessee and the lessor. 
What are the break-even rentals to the lessee and 
the lessor? How can both benefit from the deal? 
Show your computations. Assume that the 
lessee’s post-tax borrowing rate is 14 per cent.

5. You are planning to buy or lease an IBM notebook. 
It will cost you Rs 1,50,000. You can lease it for 8 
years for Rs 2,500 per month payable at the 
beginning of the month. As per the tax rules, you 
can neither claim depreciation nor deduct interest 
on your personal borrowings from your income. 
Your friend is willing to lend you Rs 1,50,000 at 
10 per cent per annum. Should you lease the 
notebook or borrow from your friend and buy it?

6. A company is considering whether it should buy 
or lease equipment that costs Rs 80 lakh. A finance 
company has offered to lease the equipment for 5 
years at annual lease payments Rs 20 lakh, at the 
beginning of each year. The owner of the 
equipment can claim depreciation on written- 
down basis at 25 per cent each year. The company’s 
[lessee’s) tax rate is 35 per cent, and its cost of 
borrowing is 14 per cent, and the cost of capital is 
16 per cent.
(a) Should the company buy the asset or lease 

it?
(b) What would your answer be if (i) we assume 

that the equipment has a salvage value of Rs 
10 lakh at the end of its life, and that the 
lessor will maintain the equipment which 
would otherwise cost the lessee Rs 1 lakh 
each year? (n) Instead of lease the company 
goes for a hire purchase, how much maximum 
hire-purchase instalment should it be 
prepared to pay each year?

CASE 22.1: VISHAL ENGINEERING ENTERPRISES

Vishal Engineering Enterprises is a medium-sized 
engineering company. It had total assets of Rs 2 70 crore and 
sales of Rs 256 crore in 1998. The company has been growing 
at an annual rate of 23 per cent during the last five years, 
and the management expects to maintain this trend for the 
next couple of years. The growing operations of the company 
led the management to consider the possibility of acquiring 
a medium size, specially designed computer for its CAD/ 
CAM functions. The management of the company, therefore, 
invited representatives of some leading computer firms to 
help them in designing a useful and cost-effective system. 
After an evaluation of various available alternatives, the 

company fixed up its mind on TECH 2005 computer, 
supplied by a leading computer manufacturing company, 
which would best meet its current and expected future 
needs.

The finance department evaluated the profitability of 
buying the TECH 2005 computer, using its normal capital 
budgeting procedures. The company has a policy of using 
12 per cent after-tax cut-off rate for modernization, 
upgradation or automation proj ects. For higher risk proj ects, 
a higher cut-off rate is used. It was found that computer has 
a positive expected NPV.

The chief finance manager has been recently reading a 
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* .easing and hire purchase business in India. The 
Lries of a number of banks, private firms as well as 
Furers have been offering lease and hire purchase

He thought that there should be some merit in 
: ptions. He therefore decided to talk to the 

ent of the computer manufacturing company if 
uld sell the computer on lease or hire purchase basis, 

fond that the manufacturer was ready to consider z --.g the computer on lease or hire purchase.
: urchase price of the computer is Rs 75 lakh. It 

expected life of eight years. The company expects 
“-r- ve a pre-tax benefit of Rs 18 lakh per year from the 
:: computer. The company’s tax consultant had 

KKcate d that if the computer is purchased, the company 
aa._: :e p reciate the computer on written down value basis 

41 per cent per annum. On the other hand, if the company 
«c res to take the computer on lease, it will have to forego 
sue .-fit on depreciation. The company will be required 
b : t .ease rentals of Rs 14 lakh at the beginning of each 

jrsr :: r eight years. If Vishal Engineering Enterprises buys 
eemputer, it will be serviced and maintained by the 

jBtcputer company for no extra cost, but in the case of 
,e: -t \lshal Engineering Enterprises is expected to incur 
a mintenance cost of about Rs.1.75 lakh per annum.

~he chief financial manager is not sure whether there 
.. d be any salvage value. However, he thought that if 

“ - ‘ichnology does not change drastically, it may be sold 
fcr Rs 6 lakh. He knew that if the computer was taken on 
bsse. he will have to forego the salvage value. He believed 
Hac the company’s after-tax cost of borrowing estimated 

be 9.5 per cent is the appropriate rate to use, to evaluate 
~ e cash flows of leasing. The company’s marginal tax rate 

5 per cent.
As regards the hire purchase option, the manufacturer 

.. :ted a hire purchase instalment of Rs 18.375 lakh per 

annum, payable in the beginning of the year. He had 
calculated the annual instalment as shown in the table here.
—

Rs lakh

Cost of computer 75
Interest: 75 x 8 x 12% 72

147
Annual instalment: 147/8 18.375

The finance manager was surprised to find a higher 
quotation for the hire purchase instalment than the lease 
rental. But he did realize that under hire purchase, his 
company will be entitled to claim tax benefit on 
depreciation and receive salvage value. Therefore, he 
thought it appropriate to systematically analyse the 
economics of both options.

Discussion Questions

1. Determine cash flows under the lease.
2. Why does the chief financial manager believe that the 

company’s after-tax borrowing rate is the appropriate 
discount rate for evaluating the lease alternative? 
Should he use this rate to discount the depreciation 
also? Why should he use WACC for discounting the 
salvage value?

3. Is leasing the computer attractive for Vishal? What is 
the net advantage of lease to the company? How much 
equivalent loan could the company borrow given the 
lease cash flows?

4. What is the effective rate of interest on hire purchase? 
Is the hire purchase better option for the company? 
Show calculations. Assume that the sum-of-years-digit 
method is used for allocating interest over the hire 
purchase period for tax purposes.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

. : entity an infrastructure project in your location (like out the financing arrangements for the project and critically 
Metro Train in Delhi or a toll bridge in Ahmedabad). Find evaluate those arrangements in terms of costs and risks.



Venture Capital
Financing

Learning □ bjectives

► Highlight the true notion of venture capital
► Focus on the development of venture capital in India
► Discuss the steps in a venture capital investment process
► Explain the methods of venture capital financing
► Emphasize the need for and methods of disinvestment (exit) related to venture capital activity

INTRODUCTION

Venture capital plays a strategic role in financing small- 
scale enterprises and high technology and risky ventures. 
The venture capital activity is quite advanced in the 
developed countries. It has also taken root in a number of 
developing countries. Venture capital has potential to 
become an important source for financing of small-scale 
enterprises (SSEs).1 What is venture capital? How does it 
differ from the traditional financing? What are its potential 
benefits? What is the status of venture capital in India? 
We will discuss these and other issues in the chapter.

1. This chapter is based on I.M. Pandey, Venture Capital and Entrepreneurial Development: The Indian Experience, Working Paper No. 1032, 
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, June 1992.

2. Pratt, Pratt's Guide on Venture Capital, 1983, USA.
3. Ibid.

NOTION OF VENTURE CAPITAL

Venture capital (VC) is a significant financial innovation 
of the twentieth century. It is generally considered as a 
synonym of risky capital. Venture capital finance is often 
thought of as 'the early stage financing of new and young 

enterprises seeking to grow rapidly.'2 It usually implies 
an involvement by the venture capitalist in the 
management of the client enterprises. It has also come to 
be associated with the financing of high and new 
technology based enterprises. The conventional financiers 
generally support proven technologies with established 
markets. Venture capital focuses on high technology, but 
it is not a necessary condition for venture financing. 
According to Pratt:3

There is a popular misconception that high- 
technology is the principal driving factor behind the 
investment decision of a US venture capitalist. Only a 
small minority of venture capital investments are in new 
concepts of technology where potential technical problems 
add a significant amount of risk to the new business 
development.

There is, however, no doubt that young, high-tech 
companies would look forward to the venture capitalists 
for making risky capital available to them. In broad terms, 
venture capital is the investment of long-term equity 
finance where the venture capitalist earns his return
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Hbbk. the form of capital gains. The underlying 
■■re _: n is that the entrepreneur and the venture 
HMatB: would act together in the interest of the 

as 'partners'. The true venture capital finances 
• idea. In fact, venture capital can prove to be a 

mechanism to institutionalize innovative 
urship. It is a commitment of capital for the 

: r and setting up of small-scale enterprises 
aig in new ideas or new technologies. The venture 

focuses on growth; he would like to see small 
growing into larger ones.

donations, issue of securities or units, and to make 
investments in new ventures, in accordance with the SEBI 
regulations.

res of Venture Capital
-2 n attributes of venture capital can be summarized 

fallows:* * * 4

Seed financing for 
supporting a concept or 
idea
R&D financing for 
product development 
Start-up capital for initial 
production and marketing 
First stage financing for 
full-scale production and 
marketing
Second stage financing
for working capital and
initial expansion 
Development financing for 
facilitating public issue 
Bridge financing for 
facilitating public issue 
Acquisition financing for 
acquiring financing or 
another firm for further 
growth
Management buyout 
financing for enabling 
operating group to acquire 
firm or part of its business 
Turnaround financing for 
turning around a sick unit

i Equity participation Venture financing is actual 
or potential equity participation through direct 
purchase of shares, options or convertible 
securities. The objective is to make capital gains 
by selling-off the investment, once the enterprise 
becomes profitable.

A Long-term investment'Venture financing is a long
term, illiquid investment; it is not repayable on 
demand. It requires long-term investment attitude 
that necessitates the venture capital firms (VCFs) 
to wait for a long period, say 5-10 years, to make 
large profits.

= Participation in management Venture financing 
ensures continuing participation of the venture 
capitalist in the management of the entrepreneur's 
business. This hands-on management approach 
helps him to protect and enhance his investment 
by actively involving and supporting the 
entrepreneur. More than finance, venture 
capitalist gives his marketing, technology, 
planning and management skills to the new firm.

Stages in Venture Financing
Historically, venture capital evolved as a method of early- 
stage financing, but the notion of venture capital 
recognizes different stages of financing. It also includes 
development, expansion and buyout financing for those 
enterprises, which are unable to raise funds from the 
normal financing channels. VCFs also provide turnaround 
finance to revitalize and revive sick enterprises 
(Table 23.1).5

The focus of venture capital in India is on providing 
seed capital and financing for high technology. In fact, 
the venture capital mechanism in India should be used 
for fostering the growth and development of enterprises, 
and need not be confined only to technology financing. 
Business enterprises in various sectors need venture 
capital for financing various stages of development. This 
broad approach would even help the venture capital firms 
to diversify their investment across various enterprises— 
some high-tech, some low-tech, and thus spread their 
risks. It does not make a business sense to expect venture 
capital firms to invest in high-tech, high-risk start-ups 
only.

Table 23.1: Stages in Venture Financing

Early stage financing •

The venture capitalist's management approach differs 
- gnificantly from that of a conventional banker or a 
.ertier. The banker does not directly get involved in the 
relation and management of the company. He plays safe, 

«eeps off management, remains passive and insists on 
security (collateral). Of course, when the banker's stake is 
w r. high, he may get his nominee appointed on the board 
: : the company to safeguard his interests. The venture 
:r:talist is also not exactly like the stock market investor 
•*  ho merely trades in the shares of a company without 
■r v relations or with knowledge of its management. In 
tact the venture capitalist combines the qualities of 
r mker, stock market investor and entrepreneur in one.

2. Expansion financing •

Acquisition/buyout •

In India, the Securities and Exchange Board of India 
t-EBI) guidelines govern the operations of venture capital 

:_.-.ds (VCFs). Venture capital fund maybe structured as 
= :ompany or trust to raise finances through loans, 

- Lorenz, T., Venture Capital Today, Woodhead-Faulkner, Cambridge, 1985.
- Pratt, op. cit., 1983.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by venture capital?
2. Explain important features of venture captal.
3. What are the stages in venture captal financing?

THE BUSINESS PLAN6

6. This section is adopted, with suitable modifications, from IVCA, www.ivca.com. The author is thankful to Mr Saurabh Srivastava, 
President, IVCA for granting the permission.

The first step for a company (or an entrepreneur) 
proposing a new venture in obtaining venture capital is 
to prepare a business, plan for the consideration of a 
venture capitalist. A venture capitalist receives hundreds 
of business plans every year. The business plan must, 
therefore, convince the venture capitalist that the company 
(entrepreneur) and the management team have the ability 
to achieve the stated goals, within the specified time.

The business plan should explain the nature of the 
proposed venture's business, what it wants to achieve and 
how it is going to do it. The venture's management should 
prepare the plan by setting challenging but achievable 
goals.

The length of the business plan depends on the 
particular circumstances but, as a general rule, it should 
not be very long (not longer than 10 pages). It should use 
simple language and all technical details should be 
explained without jargons.

Essential Elements of a Business plan

Executive summary This is the most important aspect 
of a business plan and it is often best written last. It 
summarizes the business plan and is placed at the front 
of the document. It is vital to give this summary significant 
thought and time, as it may well determine the amount of 
consideration, the venture capital investor will give to the 
detailed proposal. It should be clearly written and 
powerfully persuasive, yet balance "sales talk" with 
realism, in order to be convincing. It should be limited to 
no more than two pages and include the key elements of 
the business plan.

Background on the venture The business plan should 
provide a summary of the fundamental nature of the 
proposed venture and its activities, and an outline of its 
objectives. If an existing company proposes the venture, 
a brief history of the company should also be included.

The product or service The plan should explain the 
venture's product or service in plain English. This is 
especially important, if the product or service is technically 
orientated. A non-specialist must be able to understand 
the plan. The plan should emphasize the product's, or 
service's competitive edge or unique selling point. It 
should describe the stage of development of the product 

or service (seed, early stage, expansion). It should explain, 
wherever applicable, the legal protection such as patents, 
pending or required, which the proposer of the business 
plan has obtained on the product, and should provide an 
assessment of the impact of legal protection on the 
marketability of the product.

Market analysis The plan should convince the venture 
capital firm that there is a real commercial opportunity 
for the business and its products and services. It should 
offer the reader a combination of clear description and 
analysis, including a realistic "SWOT" (strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis. It should 
define the market for the product/service and explain in 
which industry sector the venture will operate. What is 
the size of the whole market? What are the prospects for 
this market? How developed is the market as a whole,
i.e.,  developing, growing, mature, declining? How does 
the company fit within this market? Who are the 
competitors? For what proportion of the market do they 
account for? What is their strategic positioning? What are 
their strengths and weaknesses? What are the barriers to 
new entrants?

The plan should also describe the distribution 
channels. Who are the customers for the proposed 
product/service? The plan should comment on the price 
sensitivity of the market. In the case of the existing 
company, the plan should explain the past problems faced 
by the business and its products or services in the market. 
Have these problems been overcome, and if so, how? The 
plan should address to the current issues, concerns and 
risks, affecting the business and the industry in which it 
operates. What are the projections for the company and 
the market? The plan should assess future potential 
problems and how they will be tackled, minimized or 
avoided.

Marketing Having defined the relevant market and its 
opportunities, it is necessary to address how the 
prospective business will exploit these opportunities. The 
plan should outline the company's sales and distribution 
strategy. What is the company's planned sales force? What 
are its strategies for different markets? What distribution 
channels is the company planning to use and how do these 
compare with the competitors'? The plan should identify 
overseas market access issues and how these will be 
resolved. What is the company's pricing strategy? How 
does this compare with the competitors'? What are the 
company's advertising, public relations and promotion 
plans?

Business operations The plan should explain how the 
business operates. It should explain how the company 
makes the products or provides the service, first in brief 
and then in more detail. What are the sources of raw 
materials? Who are the suppliers? What are the labour 
requirements? What is the company's approach to 

http://www.ivca.com
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-.al relations? The plan should outline the 
s approach to research and development

’’nt T.i-agement team The plan should demonstrate 
tar f e company has a quality management team which 
•ar : :: turn the business plan into reality. The senior 
■r-<;-*ient  team, ideally, should be experienced in 
•r: ementary areas, such as management strategy, 
itarci and marketing, and their roles should be specified, 
""hr special abilities each member brings to the venture 
idhwin’iid be explained. A concise curriculum vitae should 
tte nciuded for each team member, highlighting the 
•■frr ' ual's previous track record in running, or being 

ed with, successful businesses. The plan should 
«er rfy the current and potential skills' gaps and explain 
<•= ~ ethod to fill them. Venture capital firms will 
«rrecmes assist in locating experienced managers, where 
<r . — r s rtant post is unfilled, provided they are convinced 

the other aspects of the plan. The plan should 
e r controls, performance measures and remuneration

This section is adopted, with suitable modifications, from IVCA, 
President, IVCA for granting the permission.

fcr — anagement, employees and others. The plan should 
'far di tors and other advisers and include organization

F ’ :~.cial projections The proposer should consider 
■srg an external accountant to verify and act as "devil's 
■r :cate" for this part of the plan. The plan should 
» stically assess sales, costs (fixed and variable), cash 
4 and working capital. It should produce a proforma 
rrct and loss statement and balance sheet and ensure

: these are easy to update and adjust. It should assess 
r e : ampany's present and prospective future margins in 
derail, bearing in mind the potential impact of competition 
itd explain the research undertaken to support these 
• -umptions. The plan should demonstrate the company's 
-: . . th prospects over, for example, a three to five year 
rer. ad. What is the value attributed to the company's net 
a.- gible assets? What is the level of gearing (i.e., debt to 
shareholders' funds ratio)? How much debt is secured on 
wrat assets and what is the current value of those assets? 
M *at  are the costs associated with the business? The plan 
-r: uld split sales costs (e.g., communications to potential 
and current customers) and marketing costs (e.g., research 
r: a potential sales areas). What are the sale prices or fee 
parging structures? What are the budgets for each area 
: f the company's activities? What is the proposer doing 
:a ensure that he/she and his/her management team 
keeps within these or improve on these budgets? The plan 
should present different scenarios for the financial 
projections of sales, costs and cash flow for the short and 
. :ng term. It should ask "what if?" questions to ensure 
mat key factors and their impact on the required financings 
are carefully and realistically assessed. For example, what 
if sales decline by 20 per cent, or supplier costs increase 
by 30 per cent, or both? How does this affect the profit 
and cash flow projections? The plan should be feasible 

and not overly optimistic. It should highlight challenges 
and show how they will be met. Relevant historical 
financial performance should also be presented. The 
company's historical achievements can help give meaning, 
context and credibility to future projections.

Amount and use of finance required and exit opportunities 
The business plan should state how much finance is 
required by the business and from what sources (i.e., 
management, venture capital, banks and others) and 
explain the purpose for which it will be applied. It should 
outline the capital structure and ownership before and 
after financing. It should also consider how the venture 
capital investors will exit the investment and make a 
return. Possible exit strategies for the investors may 
include floating the company on a stock exchange or 
selling the company to a trade buyer.

What does a Venture Capitalist Look for 
in a Venture?7

Venture capitalists are high-risk investors and, in 
accepting these risks, they desire a higher return on their 
investment. The venture capitalist manages the risk
return ratio by only investing in those businesses that fit 
their investment criteria, after having completed extensive 
due diligence.

Venture capitalists have differing operating 
approaches. These differences may relate to the location 
of the business, the size of the investment, the stage of the 
company, industry specialization, structure of the 
investment and involvement of the venture capitalists in 
the company's activities. The entrepreneur should not be 
discouraged if one venture capitalist does not wish to 
proceed with an investment in the company. The rejection 
may not be a reflection of the quality of the business, but 
rather a matter of the business not fitting with the venture 
capitalist's particular investment criteria.

Venture capital is not suitable for all businesses, as a 
venture capitalist typically seeks:

Vr Superior businesses Venture capitalists look for 
companies with superior products or services, 
targeted at fast-growing or untapped markets, 
with a defensible strategic position. Alternatively, 
for leveraged management buyouts, they are 
seeking companies with a high borrowing 
capacity, stability of earnings and an ability to 
generate surplus cash to quickly repay the debt.

■Qi Quality and depth of management Venture 
capitalists must be confident that the firm has the 
quality and depth in the management team to 
achieve its aspirations. Venture capitalists seldom 
seek managerial control; rather, they want to add 
value to the investment where they have 
particular skills including fundraising, mergers

i. The author is thankful to Mr. Saurabh Srivastava,7.
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and acquisitions, international marketing and 
networks.
Corporate governance and structure In many 
ways, the introduction of a venture capitalist is 
preparatory to a public listing. The venture 
capitalist will want to ensure that the investee 
company has the willingness to adopt modem 
corporate governance standards, such as non
executive directors, including a representative of 
the venture capitalist. Venture capitalists are put 
off by complex corporate structures without a 
clear ownership and where personal and business 
assets are merged.
Appropriate investment structure Along with 
the requirement of being an attractive business 
opportunity, the venture capitalist will also be 
seeking to structure a satisfactory deal to 
produce the anticipated financial returns to 
investors.
Exit plan Lastly, venture capitalists look for clear 
exit routes for their investment, such as public 
listing or a third-party acquisition of the investee 
company.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define a‘business plan’.
2. What are the elements of a business plan?
3. What does a venture capitalist look for in a venture?

THE PROCESS OF
VENTURE CAPITAL FINANCING

The venture capital activity is a sequential process 
involving the following six steps:8

8. Tyebjee, T.T. and A. A. Bruno, A Model for Venture Capital Investment Activity, Management Science, 30,1981, pp. 1051-66.

"Qz Deal origination
Screening

% Evaluation (due diligence)
A Deal structuring

Post-investment activity
A Exit plan

Deal Origination
A continuous flow of deals is essential for the venture 
capital business. Deals may originate in various 
ways: (?) referral system, (ii) active search and 
(iii) intermediaries. Referral system is an important 
source of deals. Deals may be referred to VCFs by their 
parent organizations, trade partners, industry 
associations, friends, etc. Yet another important source 

of deal flow is the active search through networks, trade 
fairs, conferences, seminars, foreign visits etc. A third 
source, used by venture capitalists in developed 
countries like USA, is certain intermediaries who match 
VCFs and the potential entrepreneurs.

Screening
Venture capital is a service industry, and VCFs generally 
operate with a small staff. In order to save on time and to 
select the best ventures, or before going for an in-dept 
analysis, VCFs carry out initial screening of all projects 
on the basis of some broad criteria. For example, the 
screening process may limit projects to areas in which the 
venture capitalist is familiar, in terms of technology, or 
product, or market scope. The size of investment, 
geographical location and stage of financing could also 
be used as the broad screening criteria.

Due Diligence
Once a proposal has passed through initial screening, it is 
subjected to a detailed evaluation or due diligence 
process. Most ventures are new and the entrepreneurs 
may lack operating experience. Hence, a sophisticated, 
formal evaluation is neither possible nor desirable. The 
venture capitalists, thus, may rely on a subjective, but 
comprehensive, evaluation. They evaluate the quality of 
the entrepreneur before appraising the characteristics of 
the product, market or technology. Most venture 
capitalists ask for a business plan to make an assessment 
of the possible risk and return on the venture. The business 
plan contains detailed information about the proposed 
venture.

The evaluation of ventures by VCFs in India includes 
the following steps:

Preliminary evaluation The applicant is required 
to provide a brief profile of the proposed venture 
to establish prima facie eligibility. Promoters are 
also encouraged to have a face-to-face discussion 
to clarify issues.
Detailed evaluation Once the project has crossed 
the qualifying hurdle through initial evaluation, 
the proposal is evaluated in greater detail. A lot 
of stress is placed on techno-economic evaluation. 
Most of the VCFs involve experts for the technical 
appraisal, whenever necessary.

The venture evaluation in India, after receipt of the 
business plan, starts with a detailed evaluation of the 
entrepreneur's background. VCFs in India expect the 
entrepreneur to have:

integrity
long-term vision
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A urge to grow
Qz managerial skills
<tz commercial orientation
They also focus on the entrepreneur's technical 

abilities, entrepreneurial skills, manufacturing and 
- arketing capabilities and experience. After ascertaining 
me commitment of the entrepreneur, the project itself is 
e•. aluated in terms of its technological, manufacturing and 
marketing viability.

Risk analysis VCFs in India also make a thorough 
analysis of the risk of the proposed venture.9 They 
generally analyze the product, market, technology and 
entrepreneurial risks of the venture before they decide to 
•.nance it:

9. Pandey, I.M., Venture Capital Development Process in India, Technovation, Vol. 18, No. 4,1998.

Qz Product risk In the case of new or untried ideas, 
there is a risk whether the product can be 
produced and commercialized. Technically sound 
products may fail on commercial basis.

Qz Market risk Market risk may result from several 
factors such as unexpected competition, problems 
of marketing channels, non-acceptance by 
customers, quality, price, etc.

■Qz Technological risk Technological risk arises when 
technology is too complex to implement. It may 
be an imported technology, and there may be 
problems of assimilation and management.

Qz Entrepreneurial risk Entrepreneurial risk could 
arise when the entrepreneur lacks managerial 
capabilities, and/or when he is too optimistic or 
too pessimistic. Young, innovative entrepreneurs 
may have bright ideas, but due to lack of 
experience, may fail to implement their ideas 
successfully.

VCFs take final decision with regard to financing new 
ventures in terms of the expected risk-return trade-off, as 
shown in Figure 23.1.

Figure 23.1: Venture Capital Investment Process 
[Adapted from Tyebjee & Bruno (1984)]

Deal Structuring
Once the venture has been evaluated as viable, the ventur 
capitalist and the venture company negotiate the terms 
of the deal, viz., the amount, form and price of the 
investment. This process is termed as deal structuring 
The agreement also includes tire protective covenants and 
earn-out arrangements. Covenants include the venture 
capitalist's right to control the venture company and to 
change its management (if needed), buyback 
arrangements, acquisition, initial public offerings (IPOs), 
etc. Earned-out arrangements specify the entrepreneur's 
equity share and the objectives to be achieved.

Venture capitalists generally negotiate deals to ensure 
protection of their interests. They would like the deal to 
provide for a return commensurate with the risk, influence 
over the firm through board membership, minimum taxes, 
investment liquidity, right to replace the management in 
case of consistent poor managerial performance, etc.

The venture companies like the deals to be structured 
in such a way that their interests are protected. They would 
like to earn reasonable return, minimize taxes, have 
enough liquidity to operate their businesses and remain 
in commanding position of their business.

There are number of common concerns shared by both 
the venture capitalists and the venture companies. They 
should be flexible, and have a structure that protects their 
interests and provides enough incentives to both to co
operate with each other.

Post-investment Activities
Once the deal has been structured and agreement 
finalized, the venture capitalist generally assumes the role 
of a partner and collaborator. He also gets involved in 
shaping the direction of the venture. This may be done 
via a formal representation on the board of directors, or 
informal influence in improving the quality of marketing, 
finance and other managerial functions. The degree of the 
venture capitalist's involvement depends on his policy. It 
may not, however, be desirable for a venture capitalist to 
get involved in the day-to-day operations of the venture. 
If a financial or managerial crisis occurs, the venture 
capitalist may intervene, and even install a new 
management team.

Exit Plan
Venture capitalists typically aim at making medium to 
long-term capital gains. They generally want to cash-out 
their gains in five to ten years after the initial investment. 
They play a positive role in directing the company towards 
particular exit routes. A venture may exit in one of the 
following ways:

1. Initial public offerings (IPOs)
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2. Acquisition by another company
3. Purchase of the venture capitalist's share by the 

promoter
4. Purchase of the venture capitalist's share by an 

outsider
The secondary, over-the-counter (OTC), market which 

specializes in the trading of shares of small companies, 
plays a critical role in exit through IPOs and acquisitions. 
More details about the divestment mechanism follow in 
a later section.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the steps in the venture capital process.
2. What is meant by due diligence? How is it carried 

out?

high value of the venture and make capital gains if the 
venture succeeds. But the flip side is that the VCF will 
lose if the venture is unsuccessful. Venture financing is a 
risky business.

Conditional Loan
A conditional loan is repayable in the form of a royalty 
after the venture is able to generate sales. No interest is 
paid on such loans. In India, VCFs charge royalty ranging 
between 2 and 15 per cent; the actual rate depends on other 
factors of the venture such as gestation period, cost-flow 
patterns, risk and other factors of the enterprise. Some VCFs 
give a choice to the enterprise of paying a high rate of 
interest (which could be well above 20 per cent) instead of 
royalty on sales once it becomes commercially sound. Some 
funds recover only half of the loan if the venture fails.

METHODS OF VENTURE FINANCING

A pre-requisite for the development of an active venture 
capital industry is the availability of a variety of financial 
instruments, which cater to the different risk-return needs 
of investors. They should be acceptable to entrepreneurs 
as well. In developed countries, innovation of financial 
instruments is a distinct feature of venture capital.

Venture finance, conceptually being risk finance, 
should be available in the form of equity or quasi-equity 
(conditional or convertible loans). A straight or 
conventional loan, involving fixed payments, would be 
an unsuitable form of providing assistance to a new, risky 
venture. New ventures have the problem of cash flows in 
the initial years of their development; hence they are not 
able to service debt. However, the requirement for this 
kind of assistance could still arise in a few cases, 
particularly during the second stage of financing, after the 
venture has taken off. Venture capital financing in India 
in the past took three forms: equity, conditional loans and 
income notes. Conventional loan has also been a quite 
popular source of funds made available by VCFs in India 
in the past.

Equity

All VCFs in India provide equity. Generally, their 
contribution may not exceed 49 per cent of the total equity 
capital. Thus, the effective control and majority ownership 
of the firm may remain with the entrepreneur. When a 
venture capitalist contributes equity capital, he acquires 
the status of an owner, and becomes entitled to a share in 
the firm's profits as much as he is Liable for losses. VCFs 
buy shares of an enterprise with an intention to ultimately 
sell them off to make capital gains. The advantage of the 
equity financing for the company seeking venture finance 
is that it does not have the burden of serving the capital, 
as dividends will not be paid if the company has no cash 
flows. The advantage to the VCF is that it can share in the

Income Note

A unique way of venture financing in India was income 
note. It was a hybrid security which combined the features 
of both conventional loan and conditional loan. The 
entrepreneur had to pay both interest and royalty on sales, 
but at substantially low rates. Some venture funds 
provided funding equal to about 80 per cent of a project's 
cost for commercial application of indigenous technology 
or adapting imported technology to wider domestic 
applications. Funds were made available in the form of 
unsecured loans at a lower rate of interest during the 
development phase and at a higher rate after 
development. In addition to interest charges, royalty on 
sales could also be charged.

Other Financing Methods

A few venture capitalists, particularly in the private sector, 
introduced innovative financial securities. The 
'participating debenture' is an example of innovative 
venture financial. Such security carries charges in three 
phases: In the start-up phase, before the venture attains 
operations to a minimum level, no interest is charged. 
After this, a low rate of interest is charged up to a particular 
level of operation. Once the venture starts operating on 
full commercial basis, a high rate of interest is required to 
be paid. A variation could be in terms of paying a certain 
share of the post-tax profits instead of royalty.

VCFs in India provide venture finance through 
partially or fully convertible debentures and cumulative 
convertible preference shares (CCPSs). CCPSs could be 
particularly attractive in the Indian context since CCPSs 
shareholders do not have a right to vote. They are, 
however, entitled to voting if they do not receive dividend 
consecutively for two years. Both convertible debentures 
and convertible preference shares require an active 
secondary market to be considered as attractive securities 
from the investors' point of view.



jr. the Indian context, both VCFs and entrepreneurs
e- favoured a financial package which had a higher
c : rent of loan. This was so because of the promoter's

: r. ss of ownership and control to the financier and
use of the traditional reluctance and conservatism of

to share in the risk, inherent in the use of equity. 
Ite riiture financing mechanisms like conditional loan 
■tc zjcome notes are quite expensive as compared to 

War rational loans, once a project becomes successful. 
Ire involve substantial cash outflows from the

:* nreneurs' point of view. What the VCF needs is a 
faamcmg method that does not burden him with cash flow 
ipnrtems. 7

_n developed countries, like the USA and the UK, the 
Bestnre capital firms are accustomed to using a wide range 
irfr.-j.-cial instruments. They include:

Deferred shares where ordinary share rights are 
deferred for a certain number of years.

1 Convertible loan stock which is an unsecured 
long-term loan convertible into ordinary shares 
and subordinated to all creditors.
Special ordinary shares with voting rights but 
without a commitment towards dividends.
Preferred ordinary shares with voting rights and 
a modest fixed dividend right and a right to share 
in profits.

Venture capital funds abroad also provide 
entional loans, hire purchase finance, lease finance 

arc even overdraft finance, but the overall financial 
T«cxage is always tilted in favour of equity component.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

Briefly explain the methods of venture financing.
_ What is a conditional loan? How does it differ from 

conventional loan and convertible debentures?
Explain the natue of an income note.

DISINVESTMENT MECHANISMS

The objective of a true venture capitalist is to sell off his 
estment at substantial capital gains. But most venture 

_- ds in India aim to operate on commercial lines along 
with satisfying their developmental objectives. Public 
sector venture funds invariably have some developmental 
:c ectives as well and they would also like to disinvest 
their holdings at adequate return with a view to recycle 
funds. A venture capital is generally not in a position to 
realize his investment before five to seven years.

What are the disinvestment options available to 
Indian venture funds? As discussed earlier, the 
disinvestments options generally available to venture 
capitalists in developed countries are the promoter's 
: uyback, public issue, sale to other VCFs, sale in the over- 
±<e-counter (OTC) stock markets, management buyouts, 
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etc. Some of these are feasible options in India. In USA, 
the venture capital industry, since its inception, had access 
to well-developed, efficiently functioning capital markets, 
and later on, to well-developed OTC stock markets. The 
stock markets and OTC markets in a number of European 
countries and a few developing countries including India 
are recent phenomena. So far, they have been using other 
avenues for disinvestments. These avenues, although help 
to produce significant profits to investors, are considered 
second best in comparison to the stock market 
disinvestments. In India, the OTC stock exchange has been 
in operation for quite some time but it has not been very 
successful.

Buyback by Promoters
The most popular disinvestment route in India is shares, 
buyback by promoters. This route is suited to the Indian 
condition because it keeps the ownership and control of 
the promoter intact. The obvious limitation, however, is 
that in a majority of cases the market value of the shares 
of the venture firm would have appreciated so much after 
some years that the promoter would not be in a financial 
position to buy them back. In India, the promoters are 
invariably given the first option to buyback the equity of 
their enterprises. If the promoter fails to buyback the 
shares within the stipulated period, the VCF reserves the 
discretion to divest them in any manner deemed 
appropriate. VCFs generally make disinvestments, in 
consultation with the promoter, usually after the project 
has settled down to a profitable level and the entrepreneur 
is in a position to avail of finance under conventional 
schemes of assistance from banks or other financial 
institutions.

Initial Public Offerings (IPOs)
The benefits of disinvestments via initial public offerings 
(IPOs) route are improved marketability and liquidity, 
better prospects for capital gains and widely known status 
of the venture as well as market control through public 
share participation. This option has certain limitations in 
the Indian context. The promotion of the public issues 
would be difficult and expensive since the first generation 
entrepreneurs are not known in the capital markets. 
Further, difficulties will be caused if the entrepreneur's 
business is perceived to be unattractive investment 
proposition by investors. Also, the emphasis by the Indian 
investors on short-term profits and dividends may tend 
to make market price unattractive. Yet another difficulty 
in India until recently was that the Controller of Capital 
Issues (CCI) guidelines for determining premium on 
shares took into account the book value and the 
cumulative average EPS till the date of the new issue. This 
formula failed to give due weightage to the expected 
Stream of earnings of the venture firm. Thus the formula 
would underestimate the premium. The Government has 
now abolished the Capital Issues Control Act, 1947 and 



consequently, the office of the Controller of Capital Issues. 
The existing companies are now free to fix the share prices. 
The public issue form of investment can involve high 
transaction costs because of the inefficiency of the 
secondary market in a country like India. Also, this option 
has been rendered far less feasible for small ventures, on 
account of the higher listing requirement of the stock 
exchanges.

Secondary Stock Market
An active secondary capital market provides the necessary 
impetus to the success of venture capital. VCFs should be 
able to sell their holdings, and investors should be able to 
trade shares conveniently and freely. In USA, there exists 
a well-developed OTC market where dealers trade in 
shares on telephone/terminal. Such mechanism enables 
new, small companies to enlist on the OTC markets which 
are not otherwise eligible to be listed on the stock 
exchanges, and provides liquidity to investors. The 
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated 
Quotation System (NASDAQ) in USA daily quotes over 
8,000 stock prices of companies backed by venture capital.

The OTC Exchange in India (OTCEI) was established 
in June 1992. It opened a new avenue for disinvestments 
for small and medium-size companies.

Management Buyouts
The promoter of a new venture, which has taken off, may 
sell it to its managers. The managers will generally raise 
venture capital to buyout the venture. This transaction is 
called management buyouts. When the buyers (managers 
or outsiders) incur heavy debt to buy the venture, the deal 
is called leveraged buyout. Management buyouts will take 
place in the case of those ventures which have high growth 
potential. Managers are very familiar with the venture, 
therefore, they can make a good assessment of its 
prospects. After acquiring the venture, if they are able to 
convert the high growth of the business in high 
profitability and value, they could make substantial gains. 
But there is a high risk as the potential growth may not be 
realized later on. Management buyouts are not very 
popular in India yet.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the methods of disinvestment available to 
a venture capitalist?

2. What are the merits and demerits of IPOs as 
disinvestment mechanism available to a venture 
capitalist?

S

DEVELOPMENT OF VENTURE CAPITAL 
IN INDIA

The venture capital industry in India is about two decades 
old. But it is still not in a developed stage, and requires 
promotional efforts as well as policy initiatives for a fast 
growth. The concept of venture capital was formally 
introduced in India in 1987, when the government 
announced the creation of a venture fund, to be operated 
by the Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI). The 
government levied a 5 per cent cess on all know-how 
import payments to create the venture fund. The Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI)10 also 
started venture capital activity in the same year. Later on, 
ICICI floated a separate venture capital company - 
Technology Development and Information Corporation 
(TDICI).

10. ICICI after several structural changes is now a fully private sector company known as ICICI Bank.
11. Pandey, I.M., Venture Capital Development Process in India, Technovation, Vol. 18, No. 4,1998.

VCFs in India can be categorized into the following 
four groups:11

1. VCFs promoted by the central (federal) 
government-controlled development fifrance 
institutions such as Risk Capital and Technology

• Finance Corporation Limited (RCTFC) by the
Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) and 
Risk Capital Fund by IDBI

2. VCFs promoted by the state government- 
controlled developmental finance institutions 
such as Gujarat Venture Finance Company 
Limited (GVCFL) by Gujarat Industrial 
Investment Corporation (GIIC) and Andhra 
Pradesh Venture Capital Limited (APVCL) by 
Andhra Pradesh State Finance Corporation 
(APSFC)

3. VCFs promoted by the public sector banks such 
as Canfina by Canara Bank and SBI-Cap by State 
Bank of India

4. VCFs promoted by the foreign banks and private 
sector companies and financial institutions such 
as Indus Venture Fund, Credit Capital Venture 
Fund and Grindlay's India Development Fund

There has been a steady increase in the numbers of 
projects (ventures) as well as in the amount invested by 
VCFs. The VCFs' average investment in each venture has 
also increased over the years. This steady increase reflects 
the general trend in the venture capital industry in the 
country, with investors (VCFs) focusing on high tech, 
small-and medium-sized ventures. The total venture 
capital funds available for investment have also increased. 
In the early years of the venture capital in India, the bulk 
of the funding for VCFs came from the central (federal) 
government-controlled financial institutions. Other 
investors included the multilateral development agencies,
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P«h..r as je World Bank; the private sector; non-resident 
I JBkut- md the nationalized banks. Further, there are state 
| -ent-controlled financial institutions, foreign
lilMM: . mal investors, the public sector, insurance 

;-_es mutual funds, other banks and even members 
|M Se r ublic that also contribute to the capital pool of

According to Venture Intelligence and US-India 
Wbbllll Capital Association, in 2007, venture capital firms 

| gm ^-.--2 US S543 million in 98 deals. This investment was 
; 1 million across 94 deals in 2006. 'With early stage
a —iFients accounting for about 66 per cent of all 

■ ients during the year, the resurgence in seed and
E Mr * '_nd investments have been a key highlight of 2007', 

Jl.-.r ’ .atarajan, founder and CEO of Venture Intelligence).
- . -.vo-thirds of the venture capital investment in India 

f • r me IT and IT-enabled service sector.
: anks and financial institutions that have wide 

I •ir-mence in lending, promoted most of the venture 
•r ta. funds in India in the initial stage. In spite of this, 
ts ■ risk taking behaviour varies from each other. The 

mking behaviour of VCFs may be influenced by the 
I •-:: the fund and the nature of venture capital 
rorJzation. It is expected that funds promoted by the 

!'.rm aal institutions and nationalized banks are likely to 
I more risks because of their missions of development 
I Ku social responsibility. Private funds are likely to 

emphasize commercial operations and profit. Thus, they 
tnav follow a prudently cautious approach towards risk- 
tn.ng. As regards private venture funds, many 
er ~ipreneurs feel that their enterprizes may be acquired
— they become successful. Besides, they are also 
,.r?-ehensive of the representation of the venture capital

s personnel on their boards of directors, leading to 
c se supervision and control of their operations.

VCFs in India provide different services such as 
managerial consultancy, technical support and 
Formation, equity participation, etc. Some of them, 
: iiticularly those associated with the central or state-level 
irandal institutions and nationalized banks, assist the 
mtrepreneurs in obtaining term loans and working 
mpital. This gives them an edge over new entrants in
- -.’. ate sector. The support provided by VCFs in India, in 
I arying degree, include preparation of a business and 
frandal plan, formulation of marketing plan and strategy, 
technical advice, assistance in resource identification, 
-ecruitment, organization structuring, etc.

For obtaining venture capital, entrepreneurs are 
required to submit business plans. Also, VCFs do not 
-_nance all businesses; they look for certain factors in the 
pr oposed ventures before they consider them for venture 
capital financing.

FISCAL INCENTIVES

Fiscal incentives have been found to play a central role in 
the growth of venture capital in the developed countries. 

For example, in USA, the reduction of the capital gains 
tax rate, from 49 per cent to 28 per cent and later on to 20 
per cent, gave an unprecedented boost to the development 
of venture capital. Tax incentives could be provided to 
the venture capital companies, new and small businesses, 
or investors investing in equity shares. VCFs need 
preferential tax treatment for the fast development of 
venture capital in developing countries like India. There 
is need to give tax incentives both to the institutions and 
individuals investing in venture capital firms. This would 
encourage establishment of more venture capital firms in 
the private sector. Investors investing in SMEs can be 
provided additional tax incentives. In a number of 
developed countries, investors can deduct from their 
taxable income, a part of the cost of investment in the 
equity shares of specified VCFs. In some countries, such 
as UK, investors are provided income, a tax relief if they 
invest in qualifying, unquoted companies or in new 
companies. Investors are also charged capital gains tax at 
lower rate, and are allowed to set off losses on sale of 
shares against income tax. Some countries, Eke Australia, 
have removed double taxation on dividends. A number 
of countries also provide tax incentives to SMEs in the 
forms of capital cost allowance, deduction of R&D 
expenditure, tax relief on profits, etc. Most countries also 
make government finance available to VCFs.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Briefly trace the development of venture capital in 
India.

2. What role does venture capital industry play in India?

3. How do fiscal incentives help in the development of 
venture capital?

FUTURE PROSPECTS OF
VENTURE FINANCING

Venture capital can play a more innovative and 
developmental role in a developing country like India. It 
could help the rehabilitation of sick units through people 
with ideas and turnaround management skills. A large 
number of small enterprises in India become sick even 
before the commencement of production. Venture 
capitalists could also assist small ancillary units to upgrade 
their technologies so that they could be in line with the 
developments taking place in their parent companies. Yet 
another area where VCFs can play a significant role in 
developing countries is the service sector including 
tourism, publishing, health care, etc. They could also 
provide financial assistance to people coming out of the 
universities, technical institutes, etc., who wish to start 
their own venture, with or without high-tech content, but 
involving high risk. This would encourage entrepreneurial 
spirit. It is not only the initial funding which is needed 
from the venture capitalists, but they should also 
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simultaneously provide management and marketing 
expertise—a real critical aspect of venture capital in 
developing countries. VCFs can improve their 
effectiveness by setting up venture capital cells in R&D 
and other scientific organizations, providing syndicated 
or consortium financing and acting as business 
incubators.

In sum, venture capital, by combining risk financing 
with management and marketing assistance, could 
become an effective instrument in fostering development 
of entrepreneurship and transfer of technology in 
developing countries. The experiences of developed 
countries and the detailed case study of venture capital 
in India, however, indicate that the following elements 
are needed for the success of venture capital in any 
country:

Entrepreneurial tradition A broad-based (and less 
family-based) entrepreneurial tradition and 
societal and government encouragement for 
innovations, creativity and enterprise.

■Qi Unregulated economic environment A less 
regulated and controlled business and economic 
environment where attractive customer 
opportunities exist or could be created for high- 
tech and quality products.

■Qi Disinvestments avenues Existence of 
disinvestments mechanisms, particularly, over- 
the-counter stocks exchange, catering to the needs 
of SMEs.

■Qi Fiscal incentives Fiscal incentives, which render 
the equity investment more attractive and develop 
'equity cult' in investors.

Broad-based education A more general, business 
and entrepreneurship oriented education system 
where scientists and engineers have knowledge 
of accounting, finance and economics and 
accountants understand engineering or physical 
sciences.
Venture capital managers An effective 
management education and training programme 
for developing professionally competent and 
committed venture capital managers; they should 
be trained to evaluate and manage high-tech, 
high-risk ventures.

■Qi Promotion efforts A vigorous marketing thrust, 
promotional efforts and development strategy, 
employing new concepts such as venture fairs, 
venture clubs, venture networks, business 
incubators etc. for the growth of venture capital.

"Qi Institute-industry linkage Linkage between 
universities/technology institutions, R&D 
organizations, industry and financial institutions 
including venture capital firms.

■Qi R&D activities Encouragement and funding of 
R&D by private and public sector companies and 
the government for ensuring technological 
competitiveness.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. List the important conditions for the development of 
venture capital.

(summary )
O Venture capital is risk financing available in the form of equity or quasi-equity. A venture capitalist provides 

management support and acts as a partner and adviser to the entrepreneur. Thus, he is different from a banker 
and an investor of the shares of an enterprise.

□ Venture capital is available as early stage financing, expansion financing and acquisition financing.
O Venture capital activity in developed countries has been encouraged because of a large number of tax incentives 

available to venture capital firms and investors, well-developed avenues for buying and selling shares of the 
small scale enterprises and favourable social climate and government policy for encouraging entrepreneurial 
activities.

Q Venture capital activity has just begun in India. There are about a dozen venture capital organizations in India, 
mainly started by central and state-level financial institutions and commercial banks. A few private sector venture 
capital funds have also been established.

O Venture capital is available in three forms in India : equity, conditional loans and income notes. Conventional 
loans are also made available by venture capital firms. Income notes are hybrid securities, combining the features 
of both conventional and conditional loans.

O Overall, in India the focus in venture capital is still on debt financing.
O India has yet to develop reasonable mechanisms of disinvestment. The OTC market has started functioning, and 

hopefully, it would provide an impetus to venture capital activity.
O India lacks sufficient tax incentives to encourage venture capital activity. There is need for separate tax concessions 

for developing venture capital in India.
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<EY CONCEPTS
J.-.'ss incubators 
i . zess plan 
S . :ut financing 

j€.;c iitional loan
_________

Convertible loan Early-stage financing
Convertible loan stock Income notes
Deferred shares Initial public offerings
Due diligence (IOPs)

Over-the-counter market 
Preferred ordinary shares 
Turnaround financing 
Venture capital

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1 Define venture capital. Explain its characteristics.
2. Explain venture financing stages. What are the methods of venture financing? Explain them briefly.
3. What are the steps involved in a venture capital investment process? Explain them briefly.
4. What is the strategic role of venture capital in developing entrepreneurship in a country?
5. What is the need of venture capital in India? What is the status of venture capital in India?
6. What are the possible disinvestments avenues available to venture capital firm in India? Explain their merits 

and demerits.
7. Do you think tax incentives are necessary to encourage venture capital activity in a company? Why? Make 

recommendations in the Indian context.

PRACTICAL PROJECT________

ji-ntify on the web a venture capital company in India Prepare a report of the objectives, activities and venture 
that provides venture finance to high-tech companies, financing criteria of the company.
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Financial Statements and
Cash Flow Analysis

Learning Objectives

► Introduce financial statements—balance sheet and profit and loss account
► Distinguish between accounting profit and economic profit
► Discuss the meaning of funds flow and working capital flow
► Highlight the need for analyzing the changes in a firm's funds and cash flow position
► Explain the mechanism of preparing funds flow and cash flow statements
► Emphasize the need and utility of preparing a comprehensive statements of financial position that explains changes in cash 

flow from operations, investment activities and financing activities

INTRODUCTION

The basis for financial planning, analysis and decision 
making is the financial information. Financial information 
is needed to predict, compare and evaluate the firm's 
earning ability. It is also required to aid in economic 
decision making—investment and financing decision 
making. The financial information of an enterprise is 
contained in the financial statements or accounting 
reports. Three basic financial statements of great 
significance to owners, management and investors are 
balance sheet, profit and loss account and cash flow 
statement.

BALANCE SHEET

Balance sheet is the most significant financial statement. 
It indicates the financial condition or the state of affairs of 
a business at a particular moment of time. More 
specifically, balance sheet contains information about 
resources and obligations of a business entity and about 
its owners' interests in the business at a particular point 

of time. Thus, the balance sheet of a firm prepared on 
31 March 2009 reveals the firm's financial position on this 
specific date. In the language of accounting, balance sheet 
communicates information about assets, liabilities and 
owner's equity for a business firm on a specific date. It 
provides a snapshot of the financial position of the firm at 
the close of the firm's accounting period.

Assets are valuable economic resources owned by the 
firm. They embody future benefits and are measured in 
monetary terms. Assets represent: (a) stored purchasing 
power (e.g., cash), (b) money claims (e.g., receivables, 
stock) and (c) tangible and intangible items that can be 
sold or used in business to generate earnings. Tangible 
items include land, building, plant, equipment or stocks 
of materials and finished goods, and all such other items 
which have physical substance. Intangible items do not 
have any physical existence, but they are of value to a 
firm. They include patents, copyrights, trade name or 
goodwill.

Assets are classified as: (1) current assets and (2) fixed 
(long-term) assets. Current assets, sometimes called liquid 
assets, are those resources of a firm which are either held 
in the form of cash or are expected to be converted in cash



ttv 'ire =:; hunting period or the operating cycle of the 
IfecB The accounting period is of one-year duration. 
Hwperaiing cycle is the time taken to convert the raw 
iHbhs.. - finished goods, sell finished goods, and 
•i-’- --ceivables (goods sold on credit) into cash. 
iMb> : rerating cycle is equal to or less than the 

period. Current assets include cash, tradable 
■Kobfe securities, debtors (account receivables) and 
c» a — •• material, work-in-process and finished goods, 

assets are long term in nature; they are held for 
aser than the accounting period. They include 

■cir > fixed assets like land, building, machinery, 
■jnrtent, furniture, etc. These assets are normally 
■i: at cost. Costs of tangible fixed assets are allocated 
r r eir useful lives. The amount so allocated each year 

» . : depreciation. Costs of tangible fixed assets are
■hSuce-3 every year by the amount of depreciation. 

3*= —-ruing an asset is a process of allocating cost and 
IhUbb involve any cash outlay. Intangible fixed assets 

ifcB»eser.t the firm's rights and include patents, copyrights, 
fcmr-jses, trademarks, trade names and goodwill. Costs 
< r j -sible fixed assets are amortized over their useful 

India, the term gross block is used for the original 
: :tal fixed assets. When accumulated depreciation 

» 5. -acted from the gross block, the difference is called 
t «et block.

Firm's obligations are called liabilities. Liabilities 
—sent debts payable in the future by the firm to its 

fcrrers and creditors. They represent economic 
Hi- unions to pay cash or to provide goods or services in 
Kune future period. Generally, borrowing money or 
r—erasing goods or services on credit creates liabilities. 
£ samples of liabilities are creditors, bills payable, wages 
■d salaries payable, interest payable, taxes payable, 
arcrids, debentures, borrowing from banks and financial 
_--i:utions, public deposits etc.

Liabilities are of two types: (1) current liabilities; and 
2 u ng-term (fixed) liabilities. Current liabilities are debts 
m able within an accounting period. Current assets are 
err verted into cash to pay current liabilities. Sometimes 

current liabilities may be incurred to liquidate the 
existing ones. The typical examples of current liabilities 
zre creditors, bills payable, bank overdraft, tax provision 
p i yable), provision for dividends, outstanding expenses 

and incomes received in advance. Long-term liabilities 
ire the obligations or debts payable in a period of time 
greater than the accounting period. Long-term liabilities 
usually represent borrowing for a long period of time. 
They include debentures, bonds, and secured long-term 
. vans from financial institutions.

Owners' equity (or simply equity) is the financial 
interests of the owners. The owners' interest is residual in 
rature, reflecting the excess of the firm's assets over its 
-abilities. As liabilities are the claims of outside parties, 
equity represents owners' claim against the business entity 
as of the balance sheet date. But the nature of the owners' 
claim is not the same as that of the creditors. Creditors' 
claims are defined and have to be met within a specified 
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period. The claim of owners change and the amount 
payable to them can be determined only when the firm is 
liquidated. Since assets are recorded at cost, there can be 
considerable difference between the owners' book claim 
and the real claim.

Initially, owners' equity arises on account of the funds 
invested by them. But it changes due to the earnings of 
the firm and their distribution. The firm's earnings (or 
losses) do not affect the creditors' claims. Owners' equity 
will increase when the firm makes earnings and retains 
whole or part. If the firm incurs losses, owners' claim will 
be reduced. In case of joint stock companies, owners are 
called shareholders (or stockholders in USA). Therefore, 
owners' equity is referred to as shareholders' equity or 
shareholders' funds. Shareholders' equity has two parts: 
(i) paid-up share capital, and (ii) reserves and surplus 
(retained earnings)—representing undistributed profits. 
Paid-up share capital is the amount of funds directly 
contributed by the shareholders through purchase of 
shares. Reserves and surplus or retained earnings are 
undistributed (book) profits. Paid-up share capital and 
reserve and surplus together are called net worth.

Summarized Balance Sheet in Practice: 
Example of GNFC
How do companies present their balance sheet in the 
published annual report? Table 24.1 gives summarized 
balance sheet of Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers 
Company Limited (GNFC) as on 31 March 20X1 and 20X1.

The following significant points may be noted in 
GNFC's balance sheet for the year 20X1:

GNFC's sources of funds include shareholders' 
funds (equity or net worth)—Rs 844.51 crore and 
loan funds crore (borrowings, both long- and short 
term)—Rs 845.16. GNFC's capital employed (CE) 
is Rs 1,689.67 crore:

CE = Net worth + Borrowings
= 844.51 + 845.16
= Rs 1,689.67 crore

GNFC's sources of funds do not include current 
liabilities—Rs 347.21 crore. It has shown net 
current assets (NCA)—the difference between 
current assets (CA) and current liabilities (CL)— 
as application of funds. GNFC's net current assets 
are Rs 503.97 crore:

NCA=CA-CL
= 851.18-347.21
= Rs 503.97 crore

GNFC's application of funds includes net fixed 
assets (NFA), investments, (INVT), net current 
assets (NCA) and other assets (OA). The total 
application of funds represents GNFC's net assets 
of Rs 1,689.67 crore:



GNFC's sources of funds are equal to application 
of funds. In other words, GNFC's capital 
employed finances its net assets.

Note that GNFC has contingent liabilities of Rs 186.20 
crore. They appear as a note to the balance sheet. 
Contingent liabilities are not actual current liabilities; they 
are liabilities contingent upon the occurrence of some 
future event.

(Rs lakh)

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is a balance sheet? What is its importance?
2. What is an asset. What are the types of assets?
3. What is a liability? What are types of liabilities?
4. Define (a) fixed assets, (b) tangible and intangible 

fixed assets; (cj current assets.
5. Define (a) current liabilities; (b) long-term liabilities; 

(c) contingent liabilities; (</) net worth.
6. Define (a) net current assets; (b) net assets; (c) capital 

employed.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Table 24.1: Gujarat Narmada Valley 

Fertilizers Company 
Balance Sheet as on 31 March

20X1 20X0

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Shareholders’ Funds

Share Capital 146.48 146.48
Reserves and Surplus 698.03 636.07

Total Shareholders Funds 844.51 782.55
Loan Funds

Secured Loans 558.22 524.64
Unsecured Loans 286.94 343.52

Tnt Up 845.16 868.16

Balance sheet is considered as a very significant statement 
by bankers and other lenders because it indicates the firm's 
financial solvency and liquidity, as measured by its 
resources and obligations. However, creditors, 
particularly bankers and financial analysts in India have 
recently started paying more attention to the firm's 
earning capacity as a measure of its financial strength. The 
earning capacity and potential of a firm are reflected by 
its profit and loss account. The profit and loss account is 
a "score board" of the firm's performance during a period 
of time. The generally accepted convention is to show one 
year's events in the profit and loss account. Since the profit
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NA = NFA +INVT + NCA + OA
= 954.82 + 227.07 + 503.97 + 3.81
= Rs 1,689.67 crore

GNFC's sources of funds are equal to application 
of funds. In other words, GNFC's capital 
employed finances its net assets.

Note that GNFC has contingent liabilities of Rs 186.20 
crore. They appear as a note to the balance sheet. 
Contingent liabilities are not actual current liabilities; they 
are liabilities contingent upon the occurrence of some 
future event.

(Rs lakh)

Table 24.1: Gujarat Narmada Valley 
Fertilizers Company 

Balance Sheet as on 31 March

20X1 20X0

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Shareholders’ Funds

Share Capital 146.48 146.48
Reserves and Surplus 698.03 636.07

Total Shareholders Funds 844.51 782.55
Loan Funds

Secured Loans 558.22 524.64
Unsecured Loans 286.94 343.52

Total Debt 845.16 868.16
Total Funds 1,689.67 1,650.71

APPLICATION OF FUNDS
Fixed Assets

Gross Block 1,724.33 1,660.18
Less: Accumulated Depreciation 903.92 842.71
Net Block 820.41 817.47
Capital Work in Progress 134.41 62.43

Total Net Fixed Assets 954.82 879.90
Investments 227.07 229.72

Current Assets, Loans & Advances
Inventories 243.10 226.51
Sundry Debtors 235.87 248.25
Cash and Bank Balance 17.50 18.16
Loans and Advances 354.71 338.82

851.18 831.74

Less: Current Liabilities & Provisions
Current Liabilities
Provisions

204.87
142.34

167.34
128.29

347.21 295.63
Net Current Assets 503.97 536.11
Miscellaneous Expenditure 3.81 4.98

Total Assets 1,689.67 1,650.71

Contingent Liabilities 186.20 220.82

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L______________________________________________________________ J

1. What is a balance sheet? What is its importance?
2. What is an asset. What are the types of assets?
3. What is a liability? What are types of liabilities?
4. Define (a) fixed assets, (b) tangible and intangible 

fixed assets; (c) current assets.
5. Define (a) current liabilities; (b) long-term liabilities; 

(c) contingent liabilities; (d) net worth.
6. Define (a) net current assets; (A) net assets; (c) capital 

employed.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

Balance sheet is considered as a very significant statement 
by bankers and other lenders because it indicates the firm's 
financial solvency and liquidity, as measured by its 
resources and obligations. However, creditors, 
particularly bankers and financial analysts in India have 
recently started paying more attention to the firm's 
earning capacity as a measure of its financial strength. The 
earning capacity and potential of a firm are reflected by 
its profit and loss account. The profit and loss account is 
a "score board" of the firm's performance during a period 
of time. The generally accepted convention is to show one 
year's events in the profit and loss account. Since the profit 
and loss account reflects the results of operations for a 
period of time, it is a flow statement. In contrast, the balance 
sheet is a stock, or status statement as it shows assets, 
liabilities and owners' equity at a point of time.

Profit and loss account presents the summary of 
revenues, expenses and net income (or net loss) of a firm. 
It serves as a measure of the firm's profitability. Revenues 
are amounts that the customers pay to the firm for 
providing them goods and services. The firm uses 
economic resources in providing goods and services to 
customers. The cost of the economic resources used to earn 
revenues during a period of time is called expenses. Thus, 
to determine net profit, the accounting system matches 
expenses incurred during the accounting period against 
revenues earned during that period. This matching of 
expenses with revenue is called the matching concept. 
The time period for which matching is done is called the 
accounting period. Normally, the accounting period for the 
business firms is of one year's duration. Net profit or net 
income, which is an indicator of the firm's profitable 
operations, is the amount by which revenues earned 
during a period exceed expenses incurred during that 
period. If the firm's operations prove to be unprofitable, 
total expenses will exceed total revenues and the difference 
is referred to as net loss.

Revenues and expenses are sometimes categorized 
as operating and non-operating. Revenues (expenses) 
arising from the main operations or business of the firm 
are called operating revenues (operating expenses). For 
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■usmple, gross proceeds from the sale of products 
»ar afactured by a firm are operating revenues. Revenues 
- censes) which are incidental or indirect to the main 
derations of the firm are called non-operating revenues 
zvenses). For example, the gross proceeds from the sale 
t old equipment is non-operating revenue. Similarly, 

idend and interest income from temporary investments 
r.*e  examples of non-operating revenues. Expenses 
r arred in generating non-operating revenues are called 
- rn-operating expenses.

Concepts of Profit
ere are several useful concepts of profit as given below:

■Qz Gross profit (GP) is the difference between sales 
and cost of goods sold (CGS). Cost of goods sold 
is the manufacturing cost of the goods that have 
been sold. Unsold goods are assets.
Profit before depreciation, interest and taxes 
(PBDIT) is equal to revenue minus all operating 
expenses except depreciation, interest and taxes. 
Some companies call PBDIT the gross profit. An 
alternative expression for PBDIT is EBITDA— 
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortization.
Operating profit (OP) is the difference between 
gross profit and operating expenses consisting of 
general and administrative and selling expenses 
and depreciation, (OP = GP - OEXP - DEP). Note 
that interest charges (INT) on borrowed funds are 
not subtracted. Thus operating profit may also be 
known as profit or earnings before interest and 
taxes (PBIT or EBIT). PBIT measures the 
performance of the firm's operations without 
regard to the sources of financing (i.e., debt or 
equity), and may include other incomes.
Profit before taxes (PBT) is the difference between 
profit before interest and taxes and interest 
charges (PBT = PBIT - INT). PBT may also include 
non-operating profit (viz., non-operating revenue 
minus non-operating expenses).
Profit after taxes (PAT) or net profit (NP) is the 
difference between profit before tax and taxes (NP 
= PBT - TAX).
Net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) is PBIT 
minus tax on PBIT. That is, PBIT x (1 - Tax rate). 
Alternatively, it is equal to profit after tax plus 
after tax interest.

Summarized Profit and Loss Account: 
Example of GNFC
“he usual practice is to prepare the profit and loss account 

the summary form and details regarding expenses and 
revenue are given in separate schedules. Also, the cost of 
r oods sold figure is not generally given in the published 
annual accounts. Table 24.2 shows the summarized profit 

and loss statement of the Gujarat Narmada Valley 
Fertilizer Company Limited for the years ending on 
31 March 20X0 and 20X1.

Table 24.2: Gujarat Narmada Valley 
Fertilizers Company Ltd

Profit & Loss Account for the year ended on 31 March
(Rs crore)

20X1 20X0

Income
Sales Turnover 1,422.25 1,213.48
Other Income 68.23 43.54
Stock Adjustments (Change) 8.76 24.39

Total Income 1,499.24 1,281.41
Expenditure

Raw Materials 615.24 496.04
Excise Duty 82.86 60.42
Power and Fuel Cost 227.65 201.05
Other Manufacturing Expenses 80.83 95.04
Employee Cost 91.85 82.28
Selling and Administration

Expenses 103.75 97.33
Miscellaneous Expenses 14.02 12.74
Depreciation 68.91 63.41
Interest and Financial Charges 101.18 97.44

1,386.29 1,205.75
Less: Preoperative Expenditure

Capitalized 0.00 0.00
Total Expenditure 1,386.29 1,205.75

Profit for the Year 112.95 75.66
Provision for tax 7.40 9.55
Profit After Tax 105.55 66.11

Adjustment 0.00 0.00
P&L Balance brought forward 94.34 83.10
Appropriations 66.41 54.87

P&L Balance brought forward 133.48 94.34

The following are some significant points in GNFC's 
profit and loss account for the year 20X1:

GNFC's net sales are: sales turnover minus excise 
duty, i.e., Rs 1,422.25 crore - Rs 82.86 crore = 
Rs 1,339.39 crore. Stock adjustment should be 
considered in the calculation of cost of goods sold. 
GNFC's earnings before interest, tax and 
depreciation (and amortization), called EBITDA 
(or profit before depreciation, interest and tax, 
PBDIT) is:
PBDIT = EBITDA

= PBT + Depreciation + Interest
= 112.95 + 69.91 + 101.18 = Rs 283.04

GNFC's profit before interest and tax (PBIT) is 
Rs 112.95 crore and profit after tax (PAT) is 
Rs 105.55 crore.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k________________________________________________________ a

1. What purpose is served by the profit and loss statement?
2. Explain the different concepts of profit.

DEFINITION OF PROFIT: 
ECONOMIC vs ACCOUNTING

The measurement of profit is one of the difficult problems 
faced by the accounting profession. Accountant's concept 
of profit differs from that of the economist's. The figure of 
accounting profit is the result of the application of 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The 
accountant has to use his judgment, which at times is 
based on arbitrary assumptions for measuring profit. The 
recognition of revenue and expenses, during the accounting 
period poses a basic measurement problem. Most firms 
use accrual concept to allocate receipts and expenditures 
as revenue and expenses to accounting periods. For 
example, a transaction is treated as sale and recorded as 
revenue when title to goods is transferred to the buyer, 
irrespective of the period in which cash is received. 
Similarly, expense is recognized in the period in which it 
is incurred, not when cash is paid.

The figure of accounting profit is also distorted 
because of the optional ways of treating depreciation, 
research and development expenditures, goodwill and 
patents, and inventory valuation. The price-level changes 
further complicate the measurement of profit. Because of 
inflation, the accounting profit fails to reveal the true 
profitability of the firm. During inflation, profits are earned 
on inventories held by the firm, and depreciation 
allowance based on historical cost fails to maintain the 
firm's earning power.

In economic sense, profit would mean net increase in 
the wealth, viz., cash flow plus change in the value of the 
firm's assets. This definition incorporates the time 
dimension, and therefore, implies the discounted value 
(or present value) of the stream of benefits. The accounting 
definition of profit is based on accrual principle and 
includes non-cash items. Even if we assume that all items 
of revenue and expense are on cash basis, still there would 
be difference between accounting profit and cash profit; 
the accountant charges depreciation, which is a non-cash 
item, to compute accounting profit. Thus, the operating 
cash flow (i.e., cash from operations) or cash profit can be 
found out by adding depreciation to the accounting profit. 
The total cash flow of the firm, however, is also affected 
by the balance sheet changes. An investment outlay made 
during a period affects the total cash flow, but not the 
operating cash flow. For calculating the net increase in 
wealth, the economist uses the figure of total cash flow.

The focus of the finance managers should be on the 
cash flow in decision making. They will be misled and 

would fail to achieve the objective of maximizing 
shareholders' wealth if they base their decision making 
on accounting profit or earnings per share. The accounting 
profit (or earning per share) provides the basis for 
computing the cash flow. It is an important performance
criterion, but not a decision criterion.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT
__________________________________________________________ J

1. Define economic profit. How does it differ from 
accounting profit?

CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

Balance sheet gives a summary of the firm's resources 
(assets) and obligations (liabilities and owners' equity) at 
a point of time; the profit and loss account reflects the 
results of the business operations by summarizing 
revenues and expenses during a period of time. Both these 
statements fail to explain the changes in assets, liabilities 
and owners' equity. The balance sheet gives a 'static' view 
of the sources and uses of finances. But it does not indicate 
the causes of changes or the movement of finances 
between two periods. The change in owners' equity is 
partly reflected through the profit and loss account, but 
besides profits, owners' equity may change due to other 
factors such as additional investment or withdrawal of 
profits. Therefore, an additional statement is needed to 
show the changes in assets, liabilities and owners' equity 
between dates of two balance sheets. Such a statement is 
referred to as the statement of changes in financial 
position. This statement summarizes:1

1. Woelfel, C.J., Accounting: An Introduction, Goodyear, 1977, p. 515.

changes in assets and liabilities resulting from 
financial and investment transactions during the 
period, as well as those changes which resulted 
due to change in owners' equity; and
the way in which the firm used its financial 
resources during the period (for example to 
acquire fixed assets, to pay debts, to pay dividends 
to shareholders and so on).

The most commonly used forms of the statement of 
changes in financial position are called the funds flow 
statement and the cash flow statement. The cash flow 
statement is now regarded as an important part of 
financial reporting by companies. It is mandatory for listed 
company to include cash flow statement in their annual 
accounts.

Nature of Changes in the Financial Position
The analysis of changes in the financial position begins 
with an analysis of balance sheet changes over a desired 
period of time. The ABC Company's balance sheets on 31 
March 20X1 and 31 March 20X2 and changes over these 
years are given in Table 24.3.



Table 24.3: ABC Co.
Balance Sheet Changes 31 March 20X1 and

31 March 20X2
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(Bs '000]

20X1 20X2 Change

Cash 54 135 (+) 81
Debtors 6,750 8,235 (+) 1,485
Stock 10,125 22,680 (+) 12,555
“ Mai current assets 16,929 31,050 (+) 14,121
• _xed assets (net) 2,970 6,075 (+) 3,105
Dther assets 945 1,890 (+) 945

Total Assets 20,844 39,015 (+) 18,171
_ * : dities and Capital

Bank borrowing 3,510 8,664 (+) 5,154
Creditors 2,835 6,615 (+) 3,780
Provision for taxes 270 972 (+) 702
\ccrued expenses 810 2,700 (+) 1,890
Total current liabilities 7,425 18,951 (+) 11,526
_ ing-term debt 1,944 1,404 (-) 540
Total Liabilities 9,369 20,355 (+) 10,986
? lid-up share capital 8,370 8,370 -
Reserves and surplus 3,105 10,290 (+) 7,185

Total Funds 20,844 39,015 (+) 18,171

How do we interpret the balance sheet changes given 
r “able 24.3? During the period 20X1 and 20X2 the 
c: —pany's total assets increased by Rs 18,171. This 
.-creased requirement of funds was due to increase in net 
* :rth (via increase in retained earnings, i.e., reserves and 
s. — lus; paid-up share capital did not change during the 
re-.ad), Rs 7,185 and increase in outsiders' liability, 
D 11,986. Increase in assets is use of funds, and increase 
r. .labilities and net worth shareholders' equity is source 
r runds. However, assets can decrease when it is sold; 

lability can decrease when payment to creditors is made 
. - r net worth can decrease when the company's reserves 
:~t depleted because of losses. Therefore, sources of funds 
i_s: include decrease in assets and uses of funds include 
recrease in liabilities and retained earnings.

Data in Table 24.3 can be recast in a simple format of 
-urces and uses of funds. We can see from Table 24.4 
"c: inventory has utilized largest funds. Is the expansion 
:: inventory due to growth in sales or inefficiency of 

• entory management? Why have the fixed assets 
ncreased? The increase in cash is quite low. Is the liquidity 
: 'ition of the company sound? In the sources we find 
~ut retained earnings, followed by bank borrowings and 
creditors, contribute largest funds. Why is the company 
- ot using long-term debt? Has it reached its debt limit? Is 
rhe company depending excessively on trade credit as a 
source of funds? Is it prompt in making payment to 
creditors? Many more questions can be raised about the 
operation of the company. The sources and uses of funds 
analysis helps to identify the problem areas that can be 
further investigated.

We have presented a simple analysis of funds changes 
_n Table 24.3. In practice, a number of refinements can be 

made. For example, we have shown increase in fixed assets 
net of depreciation. The actual expenditure on fixed assets 
would be the change in gross fixed assets between 31 
March 20X1 and 31 March 20X2. The increase in reserves 
(retained earnings) may be net of dividends, provisions 
and other non-fund items. Thus, change in reserve may 
not show the true picture of funds from operations. 
Dividends may consume substantial funds; therefore, it 
may be separately shown as 'use of funds'. These and 
many other refinements are discussed in the following 
sections.

Definition of Funds
A question can be raised as to the definition of 'funds.' 
From Table 24.4, we can observe that the net effect of all 
changes in sources and uses has been an increase of 
Rs 81,000 in cash; that is the net inflow of funds in terms 
of cash during 31 March 20X1 and 31 March 20X2. Why 
has cash increased? Has this increase been caused by 
retention of earnings, by increase in bank borrowing or 
by extra credit extended by ABC's suppliers (creditors) 
or others (provision on taxes and accrued expenses)? The 
correct answer is that all of these as well as other activities 
have caused the change in cash. What we can say is that 
sources of cash exceeded uses by Rs 81,000. Instead of 
change in cash, one may be interested in knowing the flow 
of net working capital which is the difference between 
current assets and current liabilities. From Table 24.5 we 
can find that there is net increase of Rs 25,95,000 in 
working capital (Rs 1,41,21,000 - Rs 1,15,26,000), that is:

(Rs ’000)

Table 24.4: ABC Co. Sources and Uses of Funds

Amount %

Sources
Increase in current liabilities:

Bank borrowing 5,154 27.5
Creditors 3,780 20.2
Provision for taxes 702 3.8
Accrued expenses 1,890 10.1

Total 11,526 61.6
Increase in shareholders’ equity:

Reserves (retained earnings) 7,185 38.4
Total Sources 18,711 100.0

Uses
Increase in current assets:

Cash 81 0.4
Debtors 1,485 7.9
Stock (inventory) 12,555 67.1
Total 14,121 75.4
Increase in fixed assets 3,105 16.6
Increase in other assets 945 5.1
Decrease in long-term debt 540 2.9

Total Uses 18,711 100.0
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(Rs' 000)
Table 24.5: ABC Co. Change in Working Capital

Current
Assets

Current
Less Liabilities E<

Net
Working 

quals Capital

Year-end 20X1 16,929 7,425 = 9,504
Year-end 20X2 31,050 18,951 = 12,099
Change 14,121 11,526 = 2,595

Thus:
funds may mean change in cash only;
funds may mean change in working capital (the 
difference between current assets and current 
liabilities) only.

A more comprehensive definition of funds may be 
given as follows:

funds may mean change in financial resources, 
arising from changes in working capital items and 
from financing and investing activities of the 
enterprise, which may involve only non-current 
items.

The funds flow statement analyzes only the causes of 
changes in the firm's working capital position. The cash 
flow statement is prepared to analyse changes in the flow 
of cash only. These statements fail to consider the changes 
in the firm's total financial resources. They do not reveal 
some significant items that do not affect the firm's cash or 
working capital position, but considerably influence the 
financing position and asset mix of the firm. For example, 
ordinary shares issued to acquire some asset, say land, 
affect the financing and asset mix of the firm. But funds 
or cash flow statement will not include this transaction, 
as it does not involve any change in cash or working 
capital. A comprehensive statement of changes in financial 
position would disclose this information along with 
information on cash or working capital changes.

The statement of changes in financial position is an 
extension of the funds flow statement or the cash flow 
statement. It is more informative and comprehensive in 
indicating the changes in the firm's financial position. 
However, the analysis of changes in the firm's cash 
position or working capital is still very significant. 
Therefore, to get better insights, a firm may prepare a 
comprehensive, all-inclusive, statement of changes in 
financial position incorporating changes in the firm's cash 
and working capital positions. In the following sections, 
we illustrate the preparation and use of the statement of 
changes in financial position involving:

changes in the firm's working capital position,
"Qi changes in the firm's cash position, and 

changes in the firm's total financial resources.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by the change in a firm’s financial 
position?

2. Define funds.

FUNDS FLOW STATEMENT

The statement of changes in financial position, prepared 
to determine only the sources and uses of working capital 
between dates of two balance sheets, is known as the funds 
flow statement. Working capital is defined as the 
difference between current assets and current liabilities. 
Working capital determines the liquidity position of the 
firm.

As a historical analysis, the statement of changes in 
working capital reveals to management the way in which 
working capital was obtained and used. With this insight, 
management can prepare the estimates of the working 
capital flows. A statement reporting the changes in 
working capital is useful in addition to the financial 
statements. A projected statement of changes in working 
capital is immensely useful in the firm's long-range 
planning. Management, for example, wants to anticipate 
the working capital flows in order to plan the repayment 
schedules of its long-term debt. For fast growth and 
expansion, a firm needs larger amount of working capital. 
Therefore, estimates of working capital on a long-term 
basis are also required to determine whether or not 
adequate working capital will be generated to meet the 
firm's expansion. If not, the firm can make arrangements 
in advance to procure funds from outside to meet its needs.

Concept of Working Capital Flow
The working capital flow or fund arises when the net effect 
of a transaction is to increase or decrease the amount of 
working capital. Normally, a firm will have some 
transactions that will change net working capital and some 
that will cause no change in net working capital. 
Transactions that change net working capital include most 
of the items of the profit and loss account and those 
business events that simultaneously affect both current 
and non-current balance sheet items. On the other hand, 
transactions that do not increase or decrease working 
capital include those that affect only current accounts or 
only non-current accounts. Let us take examples to 
illustrate the concept of the flow of working capital.

Suppose that a company issues ordinary shares for 
cash. Two accounts are involved in this case—the cash 
account, which is a current (asset) account and the share 
capital account, which is a non-current account. The 
company receives cash against the owners' increased 
claims. Thus, there occurs a net increase in working capital.

A company purchases machinery for cash; again two 
accounts—the cash account, which is a current (asset) 
account and the machinery account, which is a non-current 
(asset) account—are affected. The company acquires a 
fixed asset by paying cash. This has the effect of decreasing 
working capital.

Some transactions do not change working capital. For 
example, if a company receives cash from its debtors, it 
represents increase of cash—a current asset account and 
decrease of debtors—again a current asset account. Thus,
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sere will be no net change in the amount of working
capital, although the composition of working capital will
be affected.

If the company pays cash to its creditors, two current 
accounts will be affected. The cash account, being a current 
asset account, decreases and the creditors account, being 
■ current liability account, also decreases. The net effect 

JI be no net change in the working capital, although the 
: mposition of working capital will change.

Working capital will also not be affected if both the 
accounts involved are non-current. Suppose that the 
: mpany purchases land and makes payment by issuing 
shares to the landowner. Both accounts are non-current 
in nature and do not at all affect current asset or current 
lability. Therefore, working capital will remain 
unaffected. Similarly, if the company converts loan or 
debentures into equity, it will have no effect on working 
capital.

In the profit and loss account the revenue items 
mcrease cash or receivables and, therefore, increase 
working capital; the expense items reduce cash or create 
rurrent liabilities and, therefore, decrease working capital. 
But there are certain items in the profit and loss account 
that are non-current, and, thus they have no effect on the 
net flow of working capital. Depreciation is an example. 
It reduces fixed assets but does not increase or decrease 
working capital. Therefore, in determining the net flow 
?f working capital from operations, the amount of 
depreciation is added to net profit to set right the effect of 
depreciation deduction.

We may conclude that a transaction will cause net 
flow of working capital only when one of the accounts 
? ffected is a current account (current asset or current 
-ability) and another account is a non-current account 

ang-term assets or long-term liability). The concept of 
■•■ orking capital flow may be summarized as follows:

The net working capital increases or decreases 
when a transaction involves a current account and 
a non-current account.

Qi It remains unaffected when a transaction involves 
only current accounts.
It remains unaffected when a transaction involves 
only non-current accounts.

The concept of the flow of working capital is further 
illustrated in Fig. 24.1.

Figure 24.1: Effect of Changes in Accounts on Working Capital

Decrease I I Increase I---- * Current
Account

Non-current
AccountI

Current Account No Impact Impact
Non-current Account Impact No Impact

Sources of Working Capital
The typical sources of working capital are summarized 
below:

1. Funds from operations (adjusted net income)

2. Sale of non-current assets:
■Qt sale of long-term investments (shares, 

bonds/debentures, etc.)
sale of tangible fixed assets like land 
building, plant or equipments

■Qi sale of intangible fixed assets like goodw ill 
patents or copyrights

3. Long-term financing:
■Qi long-term borrowings (institutional loans, 

debentures, bonds, etc.)
■Qi issuance of equity and preference shares

4. Short-term financing such as bank borrowings
In the following paragraphs we explain the 

measurement of funds from operations, since it usually 
involves a number of adjustments.

Funds from operations The major source of working 
capital is the firm's net profit from operations. The ultimate 
success of a company depends upon its ability to earn 
profits. However, the profit and loss account contains 
certain items that do not affect working capital. Therefore, 
in determining the amount of working capital from 
operations, the figure of net profit, as shown in the profit 
and loss account, should be adjusted. The expense items 
that do not involve working capital should be added to 
net profit. Let us take the example of depreciation to 
illustrate the point.

Depreciation The most common example of the expense 
which does not affect working capital is depreciation. All 
expenses reduce owners' equity, so does depreciation. 
While most of the other expenses also reduce current assets 
(cash) or create current liabilities (expense payable), it 
reduces non-current assets (plant, machinery or 
equipment) without affecting cash. Because the 
combination of accounts influenced by it is only non- 
current, it does not affect working capital. It should, 
therefore, be added to net profit. If it is not added to net 
profit, the amount of working capital generated from 
operations would be understated. Same logic applies to 
amortized expenses such as goodwill written off.

Myth about depreciation The adding back of 
depreciation to determine the funds from operations is 
misunderstood by some people; they think that 
depreciation is a source of working capital (or cash). It 
must be realized very well that depreciation is not a source 
of funds. Revenue is the source of funds (working capital 
or cash), not depreciation. Unlike other operating 
expenses, depreciation does not use cash or working 
capital. However, like most expenses, it can indirectly 
influence the flow of funds by affecting the firm's tax 
liability. Depreciation, calculated as per the income-tax 
rules, is tax deductible; thus the tax liability of the firm 
will be reduced. There will be less outflow of cash to the 
income tax authority. Except through its impact on tax 
liability, depreciation expense has no effect on working 
capital. It must, therefore, be remembered that 
'depreciation is the accountant's way of matching costs of 
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fixed assets with the benefits derived from those assets; 
depreciation is not a source of funds. The funds flow occurs 
when fixed assets are acquired; moreover at that time the 
flow is a use (investment) of funds, not a source. 
Depreciation simply spreads that outflow over the life of 
the assets for purposes of measuring results of 
operations'.2

2. AICPA, Accounting Principles Board, Opinion No. 19, Reporting Changes in Financial Position, American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, New York, 1971, para 7.

Gain or loss from sale of a non-current asset The net 
profit figure should also be adjusted for any gain or loss 
from the sale of a non-current asset. The loss should be 
added to, while the gain should be subtracted from, the 
net profit. This is done because the sale of non-current 
assets is listed separately as a source of working capital. 
The total inflow of cash on the sale of non-current assets 
is shown as a source of working capital. If the gain or loss 
is not adjusted in the net profit, this will amount to double 
counting as the cash realization from the sale of a non- 
current asset includes gain or loss.

Firms also meet their working capital requirements 
by raising funds externally. They can issue shares or 
borrow from capital markets on short- or long-term basis.

Uses of Working Capital
The typical uses of working capital are as follows:

1. Adjusted net loss from operations

2. Purchase of non-current assets:

purchase of long-term investments like 
shares, bonds/debentures, etc.
purchase of tangible fixed assets like land, 
building, plant, machinery, equipment, etc. 
purchase of intangible fixed assets like 
goodwill, patents, copyrights, etc.

3. Repayment of long-term debt (debentures or 
bonds) and short-term debt (bank borrowing)

4. Redemption of redeemable preference shares
5. Payment of cash dividend

Adjusted net loss The loss from operations consumes 
the firm's working capital. Loss arises when expenses that 
involve application of working capital exceed revenues 
that generate working capital. As with net profit, the 
expense and revenue items involving no working capital 
should be adjusted to net loss. The non-fund expense items 
like depreciation when added to net loss (shown with 
negative sign) will reduce its magnitude. The gain or loss 
on the sale of non-current assets should also be adjusted 
to net loss.

A firm applies its working capital funds for acquiring 
non-current assets such as land and building, plant and 
machinery or equipment. Working capital will also be 
applied when the firm retires its borrowings and redeemable 
preference shares, i.e., preference shares payable on 
maturity. A profitable firm usually pays cash dividend to 

its equity and preference shareholders. This is also a use
of working capital.

Forms of Funds Flow Statement
The statement of changes in working capital or funds flow 
is the summary of the sources and uses of working capital. 
This statement may be presented in two parts as shown 
in Table 24.6. The first part explains the causes of the 
change in the amount of working capital from the end of 
one period to another. It gives a list of sources which 
provided working capital and uses to which working 
capital was applied. The second part of the statement 
contains an analysis of the changes in the working capital 
items. This part of the statement shows items of current 
assets and current liabilities at the beginning and at the 
end of the accounting period and the effect of their changes 
between two periods on the working capital.

Table 24.6: XY Company

Statement of Changes in Working Capital for the year 
ended 31 December 20X1

(a) Sources and Uses of Working Capital

(b) Schedule of Changes in Working Capital

Rs

Sources
Funds from operations 1,20,000
Sale of machine 30,000
Issuance of debentures 1,00,000
Issuance of equity shares 1,00,000
Funds Provided 3,50,000

Uses
Purchase of long-term investments 80,000
Payment of long-term loans 90,000
Payment of cash dividend 60,000
Increase in working capital 1,20,000
Funds Applied 3,50,000

working capital_________________________ 1,20,000
Total 1,27,000 1,27,000

31 Dec. 
20X1 
(Rs)

31 Dec. 
20X2 
(Rs)

Increase Decrease
(Rs) (Rs)

Current Assets
Cash 80,000 1,25,000 45,000
Debtors 50,000 45,000 5,000
Inventory 1,15,000 1,65,000 50,000

Total 2,45,000 3,35,000 95,000 5,000

Current Liabilities
Bills payable 20,000 8,000 12,000
Creditors 45,000 47,000 2,000
Other current

liabilities 25,000 5,000 20,000
Total 90,000 60,000 32,000 2,000

Working Capital 1,55,000 2,75,000 1,27,000 7,000
Increase in
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Table 24.7: XY Company 

Funds Flow Statement
Sources and Uses of Working Capital

- from operations 1,20,000
I t of machine 30,000

. mce of debentures 1,00,000
_ seance of ordinary shares 1,00,000
- ends Provided 3,50,000

F _r±ase of long-term investments 80,000
F irment of long-term loans 90,000
Fiyment of cash dividend 60,000
• ends Applied 2,30,000

fc ~-ase in Working Capital 1,20,000

Let us consider a comprehensive example (Illustration 
HI : ? illustrate the mechanics of preparing a funds flow

I— STRATION 24.1: Funds Flow Statement
Tie : zmparative balance sheets as on 31 December 20X1, 
ii: 31 December 20X2 and a profit and loss account for 

dt - year ended on 31 December 20X2 for the ACME 
€ - c any are given in Table 24.8 (A) and (B). The additional 
nn: maation is given below:

1 During the year, a plant costing Rs 50,000 
(accumulated depreciation Rs 20,000) was sold.

2. The debentures of Rs 30,000 were converted to 
share capital at par.

3. The company declared a cash dividend of 
Rs 40,000 and bonus shares of Rs 20,000 during 
the year.

4. The company issued 5,000 additional shares, par 
value Rs 10 per share, at a premium of Re 1 per 
share during the year.

Table 24.8: (A) ACME Company 
Comparative Balance Sheets 

for the year ended 31 December 20X2 and 20X1

(Contd...)

20X1 20X2 Change

(Rs) (Rs) (Rs)

Current Assets
Cash 70,000 50,000 (+) 20,000
Debtors 40,000 45,000 (-) 5,000
Inventory 1,25,000 90,000 (+) 35,000
Total current

assets 2,35,000 1,85,000 (+) 50,000
Fixed Assets

Land & building 1,50,000 1,00,000 (+) 50,000
Plant &

machinery 2,20,000 2,00,000 (+) 20,000
Less: Accumulated

depreciation (82,000) (80,000) (-) 2,000
Total net

fixed assets 2,88,000 2,20,000 (+) 68,000
Total Assets 5,23,000 4,05,000 (+)l,18,000

Table 24.8: (B) ACME Company

20X1

(Rs)

20X2

(Rs)

Change

(Rs)

Current Liabilities
Creditors 25,000 30,000 (-) 5,000
Salaries payable 15,000 10,000 (+) 5,000
Provision for tax 50,000 60,000 (-) 10,000
Provision for

dividend 40,000 40,000 —
Total Current

Liabilities 1,30,000 1,40,000 (-) 10,000

Long-term Liabilities
Institutional loan 23,000 15,000 (+) 8,000
Debentures 1,20,000 1,50,000 (-) 30,000

Total long-term
liabilities 1,43,000 1,65,000 (-) 22,000

Total Liabilities 2,73,000 305,000 (-) 32,000

Shareholders’ Equity
Share capital 1,75,000 75,000 (+)l,00,000

Share premium 12,500 7,500 (+) 5,000
Reserve and surplus 62,500 17,500 (+) 45,000

Net Worth 2,50,000 1,00,000 (+)l,50,000

Total Funds 5,23,000 4,05,000 (+)l,18,000

Profit and Loss Account 
for the year ended 31 December 20X2

(Rs)

Sales
Less: Cost of goods sold

5,00,000
2,10,000
2,90,000

Less: Operating expenses
Office & administrative 45,000
Selling & distribution 25,000

Interest 12,000

Depreciation 22,000 1,04,000
Operation profit 1,86,000

Add: Gain on sale of plant 6,000
Profit before tax 1,92,000
Less: Income-tax 87,000
Net Profit 1,05,000

Working Capital from Operations
As stated earlier, the major source of working capital is a 
firm's profitable operations. Working capital from
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Less: Gain on the sale of plant 
Working capital from operations

Net profit
Add: Depreciation

1. Sale of plant: The plant sold by the company had 
an original cost of Rs 50,000. As the accumulated

Comparative Balance Sheets 
for the year ended 31 December 20X2 and 20X1

operations is not necessarily equal to net profit. The items 
of the income statement, which do not involve working 
capital, should be adjusted to the net profit figure. The 
net profit for 20X2 of Rs 1,05,000 includes the effect of a 
depreciation deduction of Rs 22,000. As depreciation does 
not reduce working capital, it should be added back to 
net profit. The gain on the sale of plant, Rs 6,000, will be 
deducted from net profit because the total amount 
received from the sale of plant will be shown as a separate 
source of working capital. This amount includes both the 
recovery of the net book value (original cost less 
accumulated depreciation) and the gain. If the amount of 
gain is not deducted from net income, it would amount to 
double counting. Thus, the working capital from 
operations will be as given below:

The comparative balance sheets of the ACME 
Company can be recast to get a broad idea of the causes 
of changes in working capital during the period ended 
31 December 20X2 (Table 24.9). The comparative picture 
presented in Table 24.9 reveals that the working capital 
increased by Rs 60,000. The working capital was provided 
from the shareholders' equity (Rs 1,50,000) and 
institutional loan (Rs 8,000). The working capital was 
applied to the purchase of fixed assets (land and building 
Rs 50,000 and plant and machinery Rs 20,000) and the 
payment of debentures (Rs 30,000). However, the 
comparative balance sheet approach does not give 
accurate information about the causes of the changes in 
the working capital. For example, in case of the ACME 
Company, a cash dividend of Rs 40,000 was paid, the 
repayment of debentures of Rs 30,000 did not involve 
wrYiiiff I'/flito) $ ^eY were converted into equity; the 

' Iff 
company sold plant; working capital was also obtained from, oper a tions Creiiroiplif.c „of-working;- a,-,d so pri 1S rXC>t 3 SOU_rce

revea/ed when we prepare funds Hdw"statementitlffTvi^ 

a comprehensive analysis of the changes in working 
capital position. The procedure to prepare such a 
statement is explained in the next section.

Working Capital Flow from
Non-current Accounts
The non-current items of balance sheet should be analyzed 
to determine the inflow and outflow of working capital. 
In case of the ACME Company, the working capital will 
increase from the following sources: 

was Rs 30,000. The plant was sold for a gair JI 
Rs 6,000. Therefore, the sale proceeds of the p .smi 
must be Rs 36,000 (Rs 30,000 + Rs 6,000).

Increase in institutional loan: The institutional 1 :>ar 
was Rs 15,000 on 31 December 20X1 and Rs 23 3X 
on 31 December 20X2. This implies an additic red 
loan of Rs 8,000 is obtained. As the cash resources 
of the firm will increase by this additional loan, 
is a source of working capital.

Issuance of shares: The shareholder's equity has 
increased by Rs 1,50,000 between 31 December

Table 24.9: ACME Company

20X1 20X2 Change

(Rs) (Rs) (Rs)

Current Assets
Cash 70,000 50,000 (+) 20,000
Debtors 40,000 45,000 (-) 5,000
Stock
Total Current

1,25,000 90,000 (+) 35,000

Assets (A) 2,35,000 1,85,000 (+) 50,000

Current Liabilities
Creditors 25,000 30,000 (-) 5,000
Salaries payable 15,000 10,000 (+) 5,000
Provision for tax
Provision for

15,000 10,000 (+) 5,000

dividend 40,000 40,000 -
Total Current

Liabilities (B) 1,30,000 1,40,000 (-) 10,000

Working Capital
(C) = (A-B) 1,05,000 45,000 60,000

Fixed Assets
Land & building 1,50,000 1,00,000 (+) • 50,000
Plant & machinery

/
2,20,000 2,00,000 (+1 20,000

Less: Accumulated

depreciation 182.000) (80,000) (-) 2,000
2,88,000 2,20.000 88,000

Net Assets
(E) = (C + D) 3,93,000 2,65,000 (+) 1,28,00

Shareholder’s Equity
Share capital 1,75,000 75,000 (+) 100,000
Share premium 12,500 7,500 (+) 5,000
Reserve & surplus 62,500 17,500 (+) 45,000
Net Worth (F) 2,50,000 1,00,000 (+)l,50,000

Long-term Liabilities
Institution loan 23,000 15,000 (+) 8,000
Debentures 1,20,000 1,50,000 (-) 30,000
Total Debt (G) 1,43,000 1,65,000 (-) 22,000

Capital Employed
(H) = (F+G) 3,93,000 2,65,000 (+)l,28,000
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operations is not necessarily equal to net profit. The items 
of the income statement, which do not involve working 
capital, should be adjusted to the net profit figure. The 
net profit for 20X2 of Rs 1,05,000 includes the effect of a 
depreciation deduction of Rs 22,000. As depreciation does 
not reduce working capital, it should be added back to 
net profit. The gain on the sale of plant, Rs 6,000, will be 
deducted from net profit because the total amount 
received from the sale of plant will be shown as a separate 
source of working capital. This amount includes both the 
recovery of the net book value (original cost less 
accumulated depreciation) and the gain. If the amount of 
gain is not deducted from net income, it would amount to 
double counting. Thus, the working capital from 
operations will be as given below:

Rs

Net profit 1,05,000
Add: Depreciation 22,000

1,27,000
Less: Gain on the sale of plant 6,000
Working capital from operations 1,21,000

The comparative balance sheets of the ACME 
Company can be recast to get a broad idea of the causes 
of changes in working capital during the period ended 
31 December 20X2 (Table 24.9). The comparative picture 
presented in Table 24.9 reveals that the working capital 
increased by Rs 60,000. The working capital was provided 
from the shareholders' equity (Rs 1,50,000) and 
institutional loan (Rs 8,000). The working capital was 
applied to the purchase of fixed assets (land and building 
Rs 50,000 and plant and machinery Rs 20,000) and the 
payment of debentures (Rs 30,000). However, the 
comparative balance sheet approach does not give 
accurate information about the causes of the changes in 
the working capital. For example, in case of the ACME 
Company, a cash dividend of Rs 40,000 was paid, the 
repayment of debentures of Rs 30,000 did not involve 
working capital as they were converted into equity; the 
company sold plant; working capital was also obtained 
from operations (remember depreciation is not a source 
of working capital) and so on. All this information can be 
revealed when we prepare funds flow statement involving 
a comprehensive analysis of the changes in working 
capital position. The procedure to prepare such a 
statement is explained in the next section.

Working Capital Flow from
Non-current Accounts
The non-current items of balance sheet should be analyzed 
to determine the inflow and outflow of working capital. 
In case of the ACME Company, the working capital will 
increase from the following sources:

1. Sale of plant: The plant sold by the company had 
an original cost of Rs 50,000. As the accumulated

depreciation on it was Rs 20,000, its net book value
was Rs 30,000. The plant was sold for a gain c f
Rs 6,000. Therefore, the sale proceeds of the plan:
must be Rs 36,000 (Rs 30,000 + Rs 6,000).

2. Increase in institutional loan: The institutional loar 
was Rs 15,000 on 31 December 20X1 and Rs 23,Off 
on 31 December 20X2. This implies an additional 
loan of Rs 8,000 is obtained. As the cash resources 
of the firm will increase by this additional loan, it 
is a source of working capital.

3. Issuance of shares: The shareholder's equity has 
increased by Rs 1,50,000 between 31 December

Table 24.9: ACME Company

Comparative Balance Sheets
for the year ended 31 December 20X2 and 20X1

20X1

(Rs)

20X2

(Rs)

Change

(Rs)

Current Assets
Cash 70,000 50,000 (+) 20,000
Debtors 40,000 45,000 (-) 5,000
Stock
Total Current

1,25,000 90,000 (+) 35,000

Assets (A) 2,35,000 1,85,000 (+) 50,000

Current Liabilities
Creditors 25,000 30,000 H 5,000
Salaries payable 15,000 10,000 (+) 5,000
Provision for tax
Provision for

15,000 10,000 (+) 5,000

dividend 40,000 40,000 -
Total Current

Liabilities (B) 1,30,000 1,40,000 (-) 10,000

Working Capital
(C) = (A - B) 1,05,000 45,000 60,000

Fixed Assets
Land & building 1,50,000 1,00,000 (+) ■ 50,000
Plant & machinery
Less: Accumulated

2,20,000 2,00,000 (+) 20,000

depreciation (82,000) (80,000) (-) 2,000
Net Fixed Assets (D) 2,88,000 2,20,000 68,000

Net Assets
(E) = (C + D) 3,93,000 2,65,000 (+) 1,28,00

Shareholder’s Equity
Share capital 1,75,000 75,000 (+) 100,000
Share premium 12,500 7,500 (+) 5,000
Reserve & surplus 62,500 17,500 (+) 45,000
Net Worth (F) 2,50,000 1,00,000 (+)l,50,000

Long-term Liabilities
Institution loan 23,000 15,000 (+) 8,000
Debentures 1,20,000 1,50,000 H 30,000
Total Debt (G) 1,43,000 1,65,000 (-) 22,000

Capital Employed
(H) = (F+G) 3,93,000 2,65,000 (+)l,28,000
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■■ 24.10: ACME Company
-. - ds Flow Statement
-:r ended 31 December 20X2 

i md Uses of Working Capital

from operations 1,21,000

HtoBaa*  joan
MgB><ar ,~ary shares

36,000
8,000

55,000
2,20,000

■MB'j=nd and building 50,000
■taar ir :.mt and machinery 70,000
■■if sash dividend 40,000

1,60,000
■■r : rking Capital 60,000

7 Anthony, Robert N. and James S. Reece, Management Accounting Principles, Taraporewala, 1977, p. 227.

of Changes in Working Capital

31 Dec.
20X1

31 Dec.
20X2 IncreaseDecrease

50,000 70,000 20,000
45,000 40,000 5,000
90,000 1,25,000 35,000

1,85,000 2,35,000 55,000 5,000

Liabilities

60,000
70,000 70,000

30.000 25,000 5.000
— payable 10,000 15,000 5,000

Bmfs. for tax 60,000 50,000 10,000
IkwrsL ?n for

2?nd 40,000 40,000
3) 1,40,000 1,30,000 15,000 5,000

raunti: Capital
45,000

■ease in
1,05,000 70,000 10,000

■ rrxing Capital

at a premium of Re 1 per share. Conversior 
debentures into equity and issue of bonus shares 
were merely the book entries).

The following non-current items involved the use of 
working capital:

1. Purchase of land and building: Land and building 
registered an increase of Rs 50,000 between dates 
of two balance sheets. In the absence of any 
information about depreciation and sale of land 
and building, this amount represents the net 
purchases. The acquisition of land and building 
reduces working capital.

2. Purchase of plant and machinery: If we consider the 
sale of the plant of Rs 50,000, the plant and 
machinery should have been reduced to 
Rs 1,50,000 (Rs 2,00,000 - Rs 50,000) on 31 
December 20X2. But it has increased to 
Rs 2,20,000. This implies that the company must 
have acquired additional plant and machinery of 
Rs 70,000 (Rs 2,20,000 - Rs 1,50,000).

3. Conversion of debentures: The company converted 
debentures of Rs 30,000 into equity shares. This 
is a book entry, where both the accounts involved 
are non-current accounts. Therefore, no working 
capital is involved.

4. Payment of dividend: The company paid a cash 
dividend of Rs 40,000. This is use of working 
capital. However, the issuance of bonus shares of 
Rs 20,000 did not reduce working capital. Bonus 
shares represent conversion of a portion of net 
profit into share capital. It is a book entry and does 
not involve use of funds.

We can now prepare a statement of changes in 
financial position on the basis of the above analysis (see 
Table 24.10).

Comprehensive Funds Flow Statement: 
Financial Resources Basis

20X1 and 31 December 20X2. This increase 
includes Rs 45,000 of retained earnings (increase 
in reserves and surplus), which has already been 
taken into account in working capital from 
operations (via adjusted net income). Out of the 
remaining increase of Rs 1,05,000, Rs 30,000 
represent conversion of debentures and Rs 20,000 
represent issuance of bonus shares to 
shareholders. Both these items do not involve 
working capital. Therefore, the net increase in 
working capital due to the issuance of shares is 
Rs 55,000. (Rs 55,000 is cash received by the 
company by issuing 5,000 shares, Rs 10 par value, 

The statement of funds flow can be expanded also to 
disclose all those transactions which significantly influence 
the firm's financial position, but do not increase or 
decrease working capital.3 In Illustration 24.1, the ACME 
Company converted its debentures of Rs 30,000 into equity 
shares. This is a significant event as it changes the 
company's debt-equity position. This transaction should 
be disclosed in the statement. Similarly, the issuance of 
bonus shares (stock dividend) does not involve working 
capital, but increases the paid-up share capital. The funds 
flow statement for ACME is recast to incorporate changes 
in all financial resources (Table 24.11).
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Table 24.11: ACME Company

Statement of Funds Flow 
(Total Financial Resources Basis) 

for the year ended 31 December 20X2

(Rs)
Source

Financial resources from
operations 1,21,000

Sale of plant 36,000
Institutional loan 8,000
Issuance of ordinary shares for

cash 55,000
Financial resources not

affecting working capital
Issuance of ordinary shares to
convert debentures 30,000

Issuance of ordinary shares as
bonus shares 20,000

Financial Resources Provided 2,70,000
Uses

Purchase of land building 50,000
Purchase of plant and machinery 70,000
Payment of cash dividend 40,000
Financial resources not

affecting working capital
Payment of debentures
through conversion
into equity 30,000

Payment as bonus shares 20,000
Financial Resources Applied 2,10,000

Increase in Working Capital 60,000

A comparison of Tables 24.10 and 24.11 reveals that 
the comprehensive statement of changes in financial 
position listing all changes is more useful as it discloses 
more information. The transactions not affecting working 
capital are also shown. The conversion of debentures into 
equity is a source of financial resources because 
shareholder's equity increases. But at the same time, it is 
an application of the financial resources towards the 
retirement of a long-term liability, i.e., debentures. Thus, 
the working capital is not changed by these transactions, 
but the overall financial position is affected.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the concept of working capital flow.
2. How are funds from operations calculated?
3. What are the sources and uses of funds?

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

An analysis of cash flows is useful for short-run planning. 
A firm needs sufficient cash to pay debts maturing in the 
near future, to pay interest and other expenses and to pay 

dividends to shareholders. The firm can make projections
of cash inflows and outflows for the near future to 
determine the availability of cash. This cash balance can 
be matched with the firm's need for cash during the period, 
and accordingly arrangements can be made to meet the 
deficit or invest the surplus cash temporarily. A historical 
analysis of cash flows provides insight to prepare reliable 
cash flow projections for the immediate future.

A statement of changes in financial position on cash 
basis, commonly known as the cash flow statement, 
summarizes the causes of changes in cash position 
between dates of the two balance sheets. It indicates the 
sources and uses of cash. The cash flow statement is similar 
to the funds flow statement except that it focuses attention 
on cash (immediate or near-term liquidity) instead of 
working capital or funds (potential or medium-term 
liquidity). Thus, this statement analyzes changes in non- 
current accounts as well as current accounts (other than 
cash) to determine the flow of cash.

Sources and Uses of Cash
The following are the sources of cash:

the profitable operations of the firm, 
decrease in assets (except cash), 
increase in liabilities (including debentures or 
bonds), and
sale proceeds from an ordinary or preference 
share issue.

The uses of cash are:
the loss from operations,

% increase in assets (except cash),
■Qz decrease in liabilities (including redemption of 

debentures or bonds),
redemption of redeemable preference shares and 
cash dividends.

The easiest and the direct method of preparing a 
statement of changes in cash position is to only record 
inflows and outflows of cash, and find out the net change 
during a given period. The rupees (or any other unit of 
currency) received minus the rupees paid during a period 
is the cash balance at the end of the period. If the net 
change in the cash position has to be found out from the 
income statement and comparative balance sheets, 
adjustments for the non-cash items are made. These 
adjustments are made in the same way as in preparing 
funds flow statement. For example, cash from operations 
can be found out by adding depreciation to net profit. Gain 
on sale of a non-current asset should be deducted while 
loss should be added to net profit. In addition, changes in 
current assets and current liabilities also affect flow of cash 
from operations. This is discussed below.

Change in current assets Increases in current assets (that 
is, end of the year balance exceeding the beginning 



reduce cash flow from operations while decreases 
-: assets (that is, beginning balance exceeding end 
ear balance) increase cash flow. Consider the 
g examples: (z) Increase in debtors implies that 

-ections from customers are less than sales figure 
m the profit and loss statement), while decrease 

: rs indicates that cash collections are greater than 
- sure, (z'z) Increase or decrease in inventory is 
ed to the cost of goods sold. Increase in inventory 
s that cash outflow is greater than the cost of goods 

-rure (shown in the profit and loss statement), while 
isse in inventory means that cash outflow is less than 
: tst of goods sold figure, (zzz) Increase in prepaid 

fewrses implies that cash outflow is more than the 
■m of actual expenses (shown in the profit and loss 
«BB=rrent), while decrease in prepaid expenses means that 
obt : ctflow is less than the amount of actual expenses.

fljMit c- i n current liabilities Increase in current liabilities 
ibr-i=ses cash flow from operation while decrease in 
«uc~er.t liabilities reduces it. Consider the following 
oarrples: (z) Increase in creditors implies that cash 

tmts to creditors are less than the purchase figure 
Sfc : wn in the profit and loss statement), while decrease 
a —editors indicates that cash payments to creditors are 
■eater than purchases figure, (z'z) Increase in 'income in 
at: mce' implies greater cash inflow than shown in the 
3r:-.: and loss statement as income, while decrease in 
re: me in advance' means less cash inflow than shown 

is income.
We may thus conclude that (in addition to the 

. : -stments for depreciation and gain or loss from the 
sie of non-current assets) cash flow from operation should 

arrived at by adding decreases in current assets and 
r, -eases in current liabilities to net profit and subtracting 
- —eases in current assets and decreases in current 
-2 b ilities from net profit.

--USTRATION 24.2: Cash Flow Statement
The data of Illustration 24.1 are used to prepare a cash 
". :w statement. From the comparative balance sheets 
presented in Table 24.8, we find that cash balance had 
mcreased by Rs 20,000. The columns for change in Table 
14.8 broadly indicate the way in which current and non- 
: mrent accounts have brought a change in cash balance. 
£ _t more meaningful and useful information is revealed 
when we prepare a statement analyzing changes in cash 
systematically. Such a statement is presented in 
Table 24.12.

Table 24.12: ACME Company 
Cash Flow Statement 

for the year ended 31 December 20X2

Rs

Sources
Cash from operations 81,000
Sale of plant 36,000
Institutional loan 8,000

(Contd...)

Rs

Issuance of equity shares 55.000
Cash Provided 1,80,000

Uses
Purchase of land & building 50,000
Purchase of plant & machinery 70,000
Payment of cash dividend 40.000
Cash Applied 1.60.000

Increase in Cash 20,000

The net increase in cash from operations is Rs 81,000. 
The figure has been found out after adjusting net profit 
for non-cash items and for increases and decreases in 
current accounts (other than cash). The cash from 
operations is determined as follows:

Rs Rs

Net Profit 1,05,000
Add: Depreciation 22,000

Decrease in debtors 5,000
Increase in salaries payable 5.000 1.37.000

Less: Gain from the sale of plant 6,000
Increase in inventory 35,000
Decrease in creditors 5,000
Decrease in tax provision 10.000 56.000
Cash from operations 81,000

The items of non-current accounts are analysed exactly 
in the same way as in the case of working capital analysis. 
The cash flow statement can be shown in an alternate way. 
The alternative form of the statement is presented in 
Table 24.13.

Table 24.13: ACME Company 
Cash Flow Statement 

for the year ended 31 December 20X2

(Rs)

Cash balance, 31 December 20X1 
Add: Increase from the following

50,000

sources
Cash from operations 81,000
Sale of plant 36,000
Institutional loan 8,000
Issuance of equity shares 55.000 1,80,000

2,30,000
Less: Decrease from the

following uses 
Purchase of land & building 50,000
Purchase of plant & machinery 70,000
Payment of cash dividend 40.000 1.60.000
Cash balance,

31 December 20X2 70,000

Comprehensive Cash Flow Statement: 
Financial Resources Basis
As stated earlier, the statement of changes in the financial 
position must reveal all changes, whether it is prepared 
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on cash basis or working capital basis. The cash flow 
statement can be easily adapted to reflect all changes in 
financial resources. Table 24.14 shows a statement 
summarizing the effect of changes in cash along with other 
significant investment and financing activities which do 
not involve cash.

Table 24.14: ACME Company

Cash Flow Statement (Total Financial Basis) 
for the year ended 31 December 20X2

Rs Rs
Sources

Cash from operations 81,000
Sale of plant 36,000
Additional institutional loan 8,000
Issuance of equity shares 55,000
Financial resources not

affecting cash
Issuance of ordinary shares to
convert debentures 30,000

Issuance of ordinary shares as
bonus shares 20,000

Financial Resources Provided 2,30,000
Uses

Purchase of land & building 50,000
Purchase of plant & machinery 70,000
Payment of cash dividend 40,000
Financial resources not

affecting cash
Payment of debentures

through conversion
debentures 30,000

Payment of bonus shares 20.000
Financial Resources Applied 2.10.000

Increase in Cash 20,000

Cash Flow Statement of
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers Company
Most listed public limited companies in India now prepare 
a comprehensive cash flow statement. Such a statement 
shows changes in cash flows from operating activities, 
investment activities and financing activities. Table 24.15 
provides cash flow statement of Gujarat Narmada 
Fertilizers Valley Company (GNFC) for the years 20X0 
and 20X1. The following points may be observed from 
the GNFC's cash flow statement for the year 2001:

GNFC utilized Rs 144.51 crore in acquiring fixed 
assets. After adjusting for investment income and 
sale of assets, the net outflow on account of 
investment activities was Rs 107.24 crore.

■Qi GNFC generated Rs 269.26 crore cash flow from 
its operating activities.

Qi GNFC raised Rs 192.50 crore from long-term 
borrowings. Its repayments were far more than 
this amount resulting in net negative financing

flow of Rs 162.68 crore. The company did not issue
any shares.

■Qi GNFC's net cash flow from its operating, 
investment and financing activities was a 
negative figure of Rs 0.66 crore. Hence, the 
company cash balance was by this amount. The 
previous year had a positive net cash flow of 
Rs 12.21 crore.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L__________________________________________________________ J

1. How does a cash flow statement differ from a funds 
flow statement?

2. How is cash flow from operations calculated?
3. What are the sources and uses of cash flow?

USES OF THE STATEMENT OF 
CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

The statement of changes in financial position has an 
analytical value; it is also an important planning tool. It 
gives a clear picture of the causes of changes in the 
company's working capital or cash flow position. It 
indicates the financing and investment policies followed 
by the company in the past. The statement reveals the non- 
current assets acquired by the company, and the manner 
in which they have been financed from the internal and 
external sources. The statement is useful as a tool of 
historical analysis as it helps to answer questions such as 
given below:4

4. Woelfel, op. cit., 1975.

1. What is the liquidity position of the firm?
2. What are the causes of changes in the firm's 

working capital or cash position?
3. What fixed assets are acquired by the firm?
4. Did the firm pay dividends to its shareholders or 

not? If not, was it due to shortage of funds?
5. How much of the firm's working capital needs 

were met by the funds generated from current 
operations?

6. Did the firm use external sources of finances to 
meet its needs of funds?

7. If the external financing was used, what ratio of 
debt and equity was maintained?

8. Did the firm sell any of its non-current assets? If 
so, what were the proceeds from such sales?

9. Could the firm pay its long-term debt as per the 
schedules?

10. What were the significant investment and 
financing activities of the firm that did not involve 
working capital?

Realizing the importance of the cash (and fund) flow 
statement, the stock exchange requires listed companies 
in India to include cash flow statement in their annual 
reports.
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I

Cash Flow Statement 
for the year ended on 31 March

d not issue

Lash Generated from/(used in) Operations 
Interest Paid (Net)
Direct Taxes Paid

’erating 
» was a 
»ce, the 
unt. The 
flow of < Lash Flow from Operating Activities

’ ■ Profit before Tax & Extraordinary Items 
i astment for

Depreciation
Interest (Net)
Dividend Received
P'L on Sales of Assets
Provisions & W/O (Net)
P'L in Foreign Exchange

tcrating Profit before Working Capital Changes 
: astment for

Trade and other receivables
Inventories
Trade Payables

ar
I*  

he

d
Lash Flow before Extraordinary Items 

Extraordinary Items
Set Cash from Operating Activities

3 Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Investment in Assets:

Purchased of Fixed Assets
Sale of Fixed Assets
Sale of Investments
Interest Received
Dividend Received

Set Cash Used in Investing Activities

L Cash Flow from Financing Activities
Proceeds:

Proceed from other Long-Term Borrowings
Proceed from Bank Borrowings
Proceed from Short-Term Borrowings

Payments:
Of other Long-Term Borrowings
Of Short-Term Borrowings

Dividend Paid
Others
Net Cash Used in Financing Activities

Cash Flow Summary
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of the year

Net Cash from Operating Activities
Net Cash Used in Investing Activities
Net Cash Used in Financing Activities 

Net Inc./(Dec.) in Cash and Cash 
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of the year

Table 24.15: Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers Company

(Rs crorej
20X1 2 OX:

112.95 75.66

68.91
75.24 

-10.18
-0.63

1.17
0.31

134.82
247.77

63.41
80.14 

-10.71
0.1
1.2

1.74
135.88
211.54

7.65
-16.59

41.76
32.82

280.59
0

-11.33 
-11.33 
269.26

0
269.26

-44.85
-27.35
-32.43 

-104.63
106.91 

0 
-14.77 
-14.77 

92.14
0

92.14

-144.51
1.32
2.65

23.11
10.19

-107.24

-167.62
0.08
2.35

14.43
10.72

-140.04

192.5
0
0

139.53
0

154.13

-87.72
-127.78
-38.24

-101.44
-162.68

-100.25
0

-38.99
-94.31

60.11

18.16
269.26 

-107.24 
-162.68

-0.66
17.5

5.95
92.14 

-140.04
60.11
12.21
18.16
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A projected statement of changes in financial position 
is an important planning tool. The estimates of working 
capital for a long-term period, say, for five to ten years, 
help management to plan the repayment of long-term debt 
and interest, acquisition of fixed assets and payment of 
cash dividends. If the firm needs working capital for 
expansion, which cannot be ordinarily provided from 
operations, it can plan on the basis of the estimate—how 
much, and from what sources the required working capital 
will be procured in the future.

A projected statement of changes in the financial 
position is also useful in obtaining loans from banks and 
other financial institutions. Nowadays lenders invariably 
ask for such projected statements. These statements 
indicate to them the liquidity position of the firm and its 
ability to pay interest regularly and repay the principal.

The statement prepared to analyze the cash flows is 
an important tool of the short-term financial planning. In 
the long run, the firm is interested in working capital 
because the items of working capital will ultimately 
change into cash. But to make payments in the immediate 
future the firm needs cash. Cash is needed to pay maturing 
debts, interest, dividend and various expenses in the near 
future. Therefore, the firm would like to estimate its cash 
balances on monthly or quarterly basis.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. Explain the benefits of the statement of changes in 
financial position of a firm.

( summary)
C] Balance sheet is a statement of a firm's assets, liabilities and equity on a specific date. Assets are economic resources 

that help generate revenues. Liabilities are the firm's obligations to creditors. Equity is the investment made by 
owners in the firm.

O Both the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement do not explain the changes in assets, liabilities and 
owner's equity. The statement of changes in financial position is prepared to show these changes. Two common 
forms of such statement are: (a) the funds flow statement, and (b) the cash flow statement.

□ The term "fund" can be defined at least in three ways: It may mean (z) cash, (zz) working capital (the difference 
between current assets and current liabilities) or (Hi) financial resources (arising from both current and non- 
current items). The funds flow statement provides an analysis of changes in the firm's working capital position. 
The cash flow statement is prepared to analyse changes in the firm's cash position. Both these statements can be 
recast to incorporate additional financial information that does not affect cash or working capital but influences 
the financing and asset mix of the firm.

Q The main source of funds—working capital or cash—is the firm's operations. Funds from operations are calculated 
by adjusting the figure of net profit for non-fund or non-cash items such as depreciation. Depreciation is added to 
net profits to arrive at funds from operation. To determine cash from operations, changes in current assets and 
current liabilities are also adjusted in net profits. Increase in current assets and decrease in current liabilities 
reduce cash while decrease in current assets and increase in current liabilities increase cash. Other sources of 
working capital or cash include sale of fixed assets, issue of share capital and borrowings. The typical examples of 
uses of funds are acquisition of fixed assets, repayment of debt and payment of cash dividend.

O Funds flow and cash flow statement are important managerial tools for financial analysis. They help the firm to 
know its liquidity position, capital expenditures incurred, dividend paid and extent of external financing. A 
projected funds or cash flow statement guides the firm to plan the matching of inflow and outflow of funds or 
cash.

KEY CONCEPTS
f----------------------

Assets
Balance sheet
Cash flow statement
Current assets
Current liabilities
Equity

Financial resources
Fixed assets
Funds flow
Funds flow statement
Funds from operation

Liabilities
Profit and loss statement
Redeemable preference 

shares
Retained earnings

Statement of changes in 
financial position

Working capital flow
Working capital from 

operation
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24.1 From the following data of Jalan 
K p repare (a) a statement of sources and uses of 
f ci?.tai (funds), (b) a schedule of changes in 
; ctp ital and (c) a statement of sources and uses of

Balance Sheet
for the year ended on 31 December

Table 24.16: Jalan Company

(Rs)

20X2 20X1
1,26,000 1,14,000

5: "-term investment 42,400 20,000
> . 7- 60,000 50,000
Stock 38,000 28,000
_.c^-term investment 28,000 44,000
Machinery 2,00,000 1,40,000
S; .Mings 2,40,000 80,000
iMd 14,000 14,000

Ictal 7,48,400 4,90,000
1.jm"1ties and Equity

: -mulated depreciation 1,10,000 60,000
Creditors 40,000 30,000
Bills payable 20,000 10,000
Secured 2,00,000 1,00,000
: lire capital 2,20,000 1,60,000
Share premium 24,000 -
Reserve and surplus 1,34,000 1,30,000
Total 7,48,000 4,90,000

Table 24.17: Jalan Company
Income Statement

for the year ended on 31 December, 20X2

(Rs)

2,40,000
of goods sold 1,34,800

Sross profit 1,05,200
Less Operating expenses:

Depreciation—Machinery 20,000
Depreciation—Buildings 32,000
Other expenses 40,000 92,000

Ket profit from operations 13,200
Sain on sale of long-term investment 4,800
Total 18,000
Loss on sale of machinery 2,000
Set Profit 16,000
::r The proceeds from the sale of machinery were Rs 6,000.

SOLUTION: Tables 24.18 to 24.20, respectively, show 
Xan’s statement of sources and uses of working capital, 
schedule of working capital changes and the statement of 
sources and uses of cash.

(Rs)

Sources

Table 24.18: Jalan Company
Statement of Sources and Uses of Working Capital 

for the year ended on 31 December 20X2

Working capital from
operations 65,200

Sale of long-term investment 20,800
Sale of machinery 6,000
Secured loan 1,00,000
Share capital 60,000
Share premium 24.000 2,76,000

Uses
Purchase of machinery 70,000
Purchase of building 1,60,000
Payment of dividend 11,600 2.41.600

Increase in Working Capital 34,400
Notes: (i) Working capital from operations is found as follows:

Rs Rs

Net profit 16,000
Add: Depreciation

Machinery 20,000
Buildings 32,000
Loss on sale of machinery 2,000 70,000

Less: Gain on sale of long-term investment 4,800 
Working capital from operations 65,200

(if) The comparative balance sheet indicates that long
term investments have decreased by Rs 16,000, 
which is due to the sale of investments. On sale, a 
gain of Rs 4,800 is made. This means that the long
term investment must have been sold for cash of 
Rs 20,800 (Rs 16,000 + Rs 4,800).

(Hi) The proceeds from the sale of machine, Rs 6,000, 
have been reported as source of working capital.

Table 24.19: Jalan Company: 
Schedule of Working Capital Changes

(Rs)

Increase Decrease

Current Assets
Cash 12,000
Short-term investments 22,400
Debtors 10,000
Stocks 10,000

Current Liabilities
Creditors 10,000
Bill payable 10,000

Increase in Working Capital 34,400
54,400 54,400
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(Rs’000)

Sources

Table 24.20: Jalan Company
Statement of Sources and Uses of Cash 
for the year ended 31 December 20X2

Cash from operations 65.2
Sale of long-term investments 20.8
Sale of machinery 6
Secured loan 100
Share capital 60
Share premium 24 276

Uses
Purchase of machinery 70
Purchase of buildings 160
Payment of dividend 11.6
Purchase of marketable securities 22.4 264

Increase in cash 12

Cash from operations is found as follows:

Rs’000
Net profit 16
Add: Depreciation—Machinery 20

Depreciation—Building 32
Loss on sale of machinery 2
Increase in creditors 10
Increase in bills payable 10 90

Less: Gain on sale of long-term investments 4.8
Increase in debtors 10
Increase in stock 10 24.8
Cash from operations 65.2

(iv) Secured loan increased by Rs 1,00,000; thus 
providing working capital. Share capital together 
with share premium has contributed a working 
capital of Rs 84,000 (Rs 60,000 + Rs 24,000).

(v) During the year working capital was utilized to 
acquire machinery of Rs 70,000. The opening 
balance of machinery account is Rs 1,40,000. After 
the sale of machinery costing Rs 10,000, this 
balance at the close of the year should have been 
Rs 1,30,000. But the closing balance is Rs 2,00,000, 
which implies that machinery worth Rs 70,000 is 
acquired.

(vj) The cost of machinery sold has been as follows: 
The accumulated depreciation has increased by 
Rs 50,000 (Rs 1,10,000 - Rs 60,000). If we subtract 
depreciation on buildings, Rs 32,000, we are left 
with the closing balance of accumulated 
depreciation of Rs 18,000 for machinery. But 
d.uring the year depreciation provided on 
machinery is Rs 20,000. This means that the 
accumulated depreciation on machinery sold was 
Rs 2,000 (Rs 20,000 - Rs 18,000) which must have 
been written off at the time of the sale of 
machinery. Thus, the cost of machinery sold is: 
sale proceeds, Rs 6,000 plus accumulated 
depreciation, Rs 2,000, plus loss, Rs 2,000, i.e., 
Rs 10,000.

(vii) The increase in buildings by Rs 1,60,000 is a
purchase, using working capital funds.

(viii) The net profits are Rs 16,000, but the reserve has 
increased by Rs 4,400 only. This means that the 
difference, Rs 11,600 (Rs 16,000 - Rs 4,400) must 
have been paid as cash dividends to the 
shareholders.

PROBLEM 24.2 The following are the financial
statements of X Ltd:

Table 24.21: X Ltd
Balance Sheets

(Rs)

31 March 31 March
20X2 20X1

Assets
Cash 3,49,600 4,83,600
Trade investments 1,60,000 4,20,000
Debtors 3,05,400 3,08,600
Stock 2,35,200 1,84,600
Prepaid expenses 7,600 9,200
Investment in A Ltd 3,00,000 -
Land 14,400 14,400
Buildings, net of

depreciation 2,407,200 7,13,600
Machinery, net of

depreciation 4.43.400 4.28.200
Total Assets 4.222.800 2.562.200

Liabilities
Creditors 1,15,200 1,08,400
Bank overdraft 30,000 25,000
Accrued expenses 17,400 18,400
Income-tax payable 1,93,000 67,400
Current installment due on

long-term loans 40,000 -
Long-term loans 1,60,000 2,00,000
Debentures, net of discount 9,60,000 -
Share capital, Rs 10 par

value 6,70,000 6,00,000
Share premium 1,340,000 9,50,000
Reserves and surplus 6.97.200 4.93.000

Total Liabilities 4,222,800 2,562,200

Table 24.22: X Ltd
Income Statement 

for the year ended 31 March 20X2 Rs

Sales 1,692,400
Cost of goods sold and operating

expenses including depreciation on
buildings of Rs 26,400
and depreciation on machinery
of Rs 45,600 1.191,200

Operating profit 5,01,200
Gain on sale of trade investments 25,600
Gain on sale of machinery 7.400
Profit before taxes 5,34,200
Income taxes 2.09.400
Net profit 3,24,800



Sources

(Rs)

Less: Gain on sale of machinery

2,80,000

1,20,000

/

40,000 
2,278,000 
1,34,000

40,000
2,144,0001,720,000

97,400

■ =: capital from operations:
Net income after tax 
-.: d: Depreciation

in formation: (i) Machinery with a net book 
was sold during the year, (ii) The shares 

SOTuired upon a payment of Rs 1,20,000 in 
■ : _cT.ee of 3,000 shares of X Ltd. The share 

for Rs 60 a share at that time, (iii) A 
res purchased at a cost of Rs 1,720,000. 
saving a face value of Rs 100 each were 

ii-iry 20X2 at 96. (v) The cost of trade 
cold was Rs 2,60,000. (vi) The company issued 

ares for Rs 2,80,000. (vii) Cash dividends of 
c share were paid on 67,000 outstanding shares.

are a statement of changes in financial position 
ing capital basis as well as cash basis of X Ltd for 
ended 31 March 20X2.

Table 24.23: X Ltd
Statement of Changes in Financial Position 

(Working Capital Basis) 
for the year ended 31 March 20X2

S-_- :: machinery (Rs 36,600 + Rs 7,400)
Debentures issued
scare capital issued for cash

Deluding share premium)
f in ancial transaction not affecting 

working capital
Shares issued in partial payment for 

investments in A Ltd
F inancial Resources Provided

Purchase of buildings
Purchase of machinery 
Instalment currently due on 

long-term loans
Payment of cash dividends
Purchase of investments in

A Ltd for cash
Financial transaction not 

affecting working capital 
Purchase of investments in

A Ltd in exchange of 
issue of3000 shares @ Rs 60 each 

Financial Resources Applied
Net Decrease in Working Capital
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The amount of machinery sold is found out as folk
Machinery

Table 24.24: X Ltd
Statement of Changes in Financial Position

(Cash Basis)
for the year ended 31 March 20X2

—
Rs Rs

Opening balance Safe of machinery
(given) 4,2S,200 (given) 36.600

Purchases (plug) 97,400 Depreciation
(given)

Closing balance
45,600

(given) 4,43,400
5,25,600 5,25,600

(Rs)

Cash from operations:
Net income after tax 3,24,800
Add: Depreciation 72,000

Decrease in debtors 3,200
Decrease in prepaid

expenses 1,600
Increase in creditors 6,800
Increase in income tax

payable 25.600
Less: Gain on sale of

machinery 7,400
Increase in stock 50,600
Decrease in accrued

expenses 1.000

Sale of trade investment 2,60,000
Increase in bank overdraft 5,000
Sale of machinery 44,000
Debentures issued 9,60,000
Shares issued 2,80,000
Financial transaction not a/fecting cash 

Share issued in partial
payment for investments in A Ltd 1,80,000 

Instalment currently due on 
long-term loans

Financial Resources Provided
Uses

Purchase of buildings
Purchase of machinery
Payment of cash dividend
Purchase of investments in

A Ltd for cash
Financial transaction not

a/fecting cash
Purchase of investments in

A Ltd in exchange of issue of
3,000 shares @ Rs 60 each

Instalment currently due on 
long-term loans

Financial Resources Applied
Net Decrease in Cash
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1. Funds from operations are shown in net of taxes. 
Alternatively, payment of tax may be separately treated 
as use of funds. In that case, tax would be added to net 
profit.

2. If tax shown in Profit and Loss Account is assumed to 
be a provision, then the amount of cash paid for tax has 
to be calculated. In the present problem if this procedure 
is followed, then cash paid for tax is: Rs 1,67,400 + 
Rs 2,09,400 - Rs 1,93,000 = Rs 1,83,800.

3. Gain on the sale of trade investments is considered an 
operating income.

PROBLEM 24.3 The following are the balance sheets 
of Mega Company for the years ending 31 July 20X1 and 
31 July 20X2.

Table 24.25: Mega Company 
Balance Sheet 

for the year ending on 31 July

20X1
(Rs)

20X2

Capital and Liabilities
Share capital 3,00,000 3,50,000
General reserve 1,00,000 1,25,000
Capital reserve (profit on

sale of investment) - 5,000
Profit and loss account 50,000 100,000
15% Debentures 1,50,000 1,00,000
Accrued expenses 5,000 6,000
Creditors 80,000 1,25,000
Provision for dividend 15,000 17,000
Provision for taxation 35,000 38,000

Total 7,35,000 8,66,000
Assets

Fixed assets 5,00,000 6,00,000
Less: Accumulated

(depreciation 1,00,000 1,25,000
Net fixed assets 4,00,000 4,75,000
Long-term investments

(at cost) 90,000 90,000
Stock (at cost) 1,00,000 1,35,000
Debtors (net of provisions

for doubtful debts of
Rs 20,000 and Rs 25,000

respectively for
20X1 and 20X2) 1,12,500 1,22,500

Bills receivables 20,000 32,500
Prepaid expense 5,000 6,000
Miscellaneous expenditure 7,500 5,000

Total 7,35,000 8,66,000

Additional information: (/) During the year 20X2, fixed 
asset with a net book value of Rs 5,000 (accumulated 
depreciation Rs 15,000) was sold for Rs 4,000. (rr) During 
the year 20X2, investments costing Rs 40,000 were sold, 
and also investments costing Rs 40,000 were purchased, 
(hi) Debentures were retired at a premium of 10 per cent, 
(fv) Tax of Rs 27,500 was paid for 20X1. (v) During 20X2, 
bad debts of Rs 7,000 were written off against the provision 
for doubtful debt account, (vi) The proposed dividend for 
20X1 was paid in 20X2.

You are required to prepare a funds flow statement
(i.e., statement of changes in financial position on working
capital basis) for the year ended 31 July 20X2.

SOLUTION:

(Rs)

Sources

Table 24.26: Mega Company
Funds Flow Statement 

for the year ended 31 July 20X2

Working capital from
operations 1,71,000

Sale of fixed asset 4,000
Sale of investments 4,5,000
Share capital issued 50.000

Total Funds Provided 2,70,000
Uses

Purchase of fixed assets 1,20,000
Purchase of investments. 40,000
Payment of debentures

(at a premium of 10%) 55,000
Payment of dividend 15,000
Payment of taxes 27,500

Total Funds Applied 2.57.500
Increase in Working Capital 12,500
Notes:
1. Funds from operations:

Rs

Profit and loss balance on 31 July, 20X2 1,00,000
Add: Depreciation 40,000

Loss on sale of asset 1,000
Misc. expenditure written off 2,500
Transfer to reserve 25,000
Premium on redemption of debentures 5,000
Provision for dividend 17,000
Provision for taxation 30.500

2,21,000
Less: Profit and loss balance on

31 July, 20X1 50.000
Funds from operations 1,71,000

2. Depreciation for the year 20X2 was Rs 40,000. The 
accumulated depreciation on 31 July 20X1 was 
Rs 100,000 of which Rs 15,000 was written off during 
the year on account of sale of asset. Thus the balance on 
31 July 20X2 should have been Rs 85,000. Since the 
balance is Rs 1,25,000, the company would have 
provided a depreciation of Rs 40,000 (i.e., Rs 1,25,000 - 
Rs 85,000) during the year 20X2.

3. Fixed assets were of Rs 5,00,000 in 20X1. With the sale 
of a fixed asset costing Rs 20,000 (i.e., Rs 5,000 + Rs 
15,000), this balance should have been Rs 4,80,000. But 
the balance on 3 July 20X2 is Rs 6,00,000. This means 
fixed assets of Rs 1,20,000 were acquired during the year.

4. Profit on the sale of investment, Rs 5,000 has been 
credited to capital reserve account. It implies that 
investments were sold for Rs 45,000 (i.e., Rs 40,000 + 
Rs 5,000).

5. The provision for taxation during the year 20X2 is 
Rs 30,500 [i.e., Rs 38,000 - (Rs 35,000 - Rs 27,500)].

6. Bad debts written off against the provision account have 
no significance for funds flow statement, as they do not 
affect working capital.
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■E.' 24.4 From the following balance sheet of 
t Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of 

■taKofacturing Limited, prepare a statement
■ «c: application of funds and a schedule of
■ capital (with the column for changes 
■bks.:

trie 24.27: Rupa Company Limited
Balance Sheet (‘000)

fan. 1 Dec. 31 Assets Jan. 1 Dec. 31

200 250
Current

Assets 400 501
B srrrfus 300 __ Net fixed

Assets 1000 1016
s surplus 700 — Deferred 

charges 50 40
i aoital 800 — Goodwill 6,50 60

zany
100 1367

2100 1617 2100 1617

March 31, Rs 6,00,000 of goodwill was charged off 
klJ- 300 to capital surplus and Rs 300,000 to earned 
■skis A. 'die first half of the year the subsidiary bought 
B of a business, consisting of some fixed assets
■ podwill and Rs 50,000 for inventory and accounts 
■■nc.T The total amount paid was Rs 1,70,000. Old

was sold for Rs 1,000; it had a book value of 
t 12. XO, and Rs 8,000 depreciation has been provided. 
»' 30. the subsidiary company was dissolved and
■ ~.i it a division of the parent company. Its accounts 
■tiaed in a separate divisional ledger. A net profit of 
A ■ : J0, after providing Rs 80,000 for depreciation and 
71.900 for amortization of goodwill, has been made and

■ credited to inter-company account. The deferred 
K3SS consist of unexpired insurance and prepaid current

TION:
Table 24.28: Rupa Company Limited 

Statement of Sources and Uses of Funds

(Rs ‘000)

Sxirces
Funds from operations 420
Sale of plant 1
Loan from holding company 950
Total Funds Raised 1371

L'ses
Purchase of fixed assets 100
Purchase of goodwill 20
Payment of dividend 400
Payment of capital 800
Total Funds Applied 1320
Increase in Working Capital 51

(Rs ’000)

Table 24.29: Rupa Company Limited 
Schedule of Changes in Working Capital

Change in 
working capital

Change in 
other assets

Assets
Current assets 400 501 (+) 101 —
Net fixed assets 1000 1016 — (+) 16
Deferred changes 50 40 — (-) io
Goodwill 650 60 — (-) 590

2100 1617 (+) 101 (-) 584
Liabilities

Current liabilities 200 250 (+) 50 —
Capital surplus 300 — — (-) 300
Earned surplus 700 — — (-) 700
Equity capital 800 — — (-) 800
Inter-company
account 100 1367 — (+) 1267

2100 1617
Increase in

Working Capital (+)51 (-) 51
101 (-) 584

Notes:
1. Funds from operations are calculated as follows:

Rs

Net profit during the year 3,17,000
Add: Depreciation written off 80,000

Loss on sale of machinery 3,000
Deferred charges written off 10,000
Goodwill written off 10.000
Funds from operations 4,20,000

2. Loss on sale of machinery: The depreciated value of 
machine sold is Rs 4,000 (i.e., original book value of 
Rs 12,000 minus accumulated depreciation of Rs 8,000). 
Since it is sold for Rs 1,000, a loss of Rs 3,000 is incurred.

3. Purchase of fixed assets: The opening balance is 
Rs 1,000,000; depreciation provided during the year is 
Rs 80,000 and old machine of Rs 4,000 (depreciated 
value) is sold. Thus, the balance left should have been 
Rs 9,16,000. Since the balance at the end of the year is 
Rs 1,016,000, additions of Rs 1,00,000 must have been 
made.

4. Deferred charges written off: The opening balance is 
Rs 50,000 while the balance at the end is Rs 40,000. 
This implies that Rs 10,000 have been written off to profit 
and loss account during the year.

5. Goodwill written off: It is given in the problem that 
subsidiary bought asset of Rs 1,70,000. Out of this 
Rs 50,000 are invested in inventory and accounts 
receivable. As explained in (3) above, fixed assets of 
Rs 1,00,000 are also acquired. Thus, the difference, 
Rs 1,70,000 - Rs 1,50,000 = Rs 20,000 must have been 
paid for goodwill. The opening balance of goodwill is 
Rs 6,50,000. Adding Rs 20,000, its balance should be 
Rs 6,70,000. Out of this Rs 6,00,000 have been written 
off, Rs 3,00,000 each respectively from earned surplus



and capital surplus. Tirus tire balance at the end. should 
have been Tts 70,000. A_s Vties balance at. ttve end is 
Rs 60,000, goodwill o£Rs 10,000 insist have been written 

off during the year.
6. Inter-company account: The opening balance in this head

is Rs 1,00,000; Rs 3,17,000 are transferred from net
profits. Thus the total should be Rs 4,17,000. Since the
ending balance is Rs 1,367,000, Rs 9,50,000 must have
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been provided as loan by the holding company.

7. Payment of dividend: Tire tegixining tsalance of earned 
surplus account is its 7,00,000, out of -wiiicli Rs 3,00,000 

are written off for goodwill. The unaccounted amount of 
Rs 4,00,000 has been assumed to be paid as dividend.

8. Payment of capital: No ending balance of equity capital 
implies its payment on dissolution.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Explain the concept of ‘working capital flow’. Give examples of transactions that affect working capital, and 

that do not affect working capital.
2. “Depreciation is an important source of working capital (funds).” Do you agree? Defend your answer.
3. Explain the major sources and uses of working capital.
4. Explain and illustrate the preparation of a statement of changes in working capital.
5. What is the utility of funds flow statement in which ‘funds’ refer to ‘all financial resources’?
6. How can a statement of changes in cash flows be prepared? How does it differ from the statement prepared on 

working capital basis?
7. Explain why transactions such as depreciation expense, amortization of debenture discount and similar internal 

items are neither sources nor applications of financial resources, yet are treated as adjustments to net 
profit.

8. How can a statement of changes in working capital or cash position be converted into a statement of changes in 
financial position on ‘all financial resources’ basis? Illustrate your answer.

9. Is it possible for a company, with sizeable net profit, not to be in a position to pay dividends to shareholders? 
Illustrate your answer.

10. What is a statement of changes in financial position? How does it differ from funds flow or cash flow statement?
11. What are the uses of a statement of sources and uses of working capital? When is it more appropriate to prepare 

a statement of cash flow?

QUIZ EXERCISES
lj

1. From the following summarized profit and loss account, calculate funds flow from operations:
Cash sales Rs 5,00,000
Credit sales Rs 2,50,000
Cost of goods sold Rs 3,50,000
Depreciation Rs 1,20,000
Tax Rs 1,90,000

2. ABC Company has profit before interest, taxes and depreciation Rs 7,50,000. Depreciation is Rs 1,00,000. The 
change in net working capital is Rs 80,000. Calculate the company's funds from operations and cash flow from 
operations.

3. A firm earned profit after tax of Rs 10 million. The depreciation during the year was Rs 1.25 million. The 
change in the current assets was Rs 5.15 million and change in current liabilities was Rs 6.30 million. Calculate 
cash flow from operations.

4. Jayco Limited has EBITDA of Rs 200 crore. The change in net working capital during the year was Rs 25 crore. 
During the year, the company invested Rs 50 crore in a new plant and borrowed Rs 30 crore from a bank. What 
is the change in the company's financial position?



1 The comparative balance sheets of Doba Company
snowed the following changes in balance sheet
items from 20X1 to 20X2:
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WBLEMS

Working capital
Long-term investments
Land

1,27,500
45,000
48,000

increase 
increase 
increase

Machinery (less accumulated
depreciation) 90,000

15% Debentures 2,40,000
Share capital 60,000
Reserves and surplus 10,500

increase 
increase 
increase 
decrease

The following additional data are provided: (i) Net 
profit for the year was Rs 1,57,500 (u) Accumulated 
depreciation for 20X1 was Rs 67,500 and for 20X2 
Rs 90,000. (in) A machine of Rs 1,12,500 was 
purchased during the year; depreciation expenses 
for the year was Rs 22,500. (iv) A bonus issue of 
shares of Rs 60,000 was made during the year, 
(v) A cash dividend of Rs 87,000 was declared and 
paid during the year.
Prepare a statement of changes in financial position 
for Doba Company.

2. The comparative balance sheets for Soma Pvt. Ltd 
are given below:

Table 24.30: Soma Pvt. Ltd
Comparative Balance Sheets

for the year ended on 31 December
(Rs)

20X2 20X1

Assets
Cash 82,000 22,000
Debtors 1,04,000 24,000
Stock 1,12,000 60,000
Prepaid expenses 22,000 14,000
Plant and machinery 3,80,000 3,60,000
Goodwill 36.000 40.000

Total 7.36.000 5.20.000
Equities

Creditors 30,000 14,000
Provision for

depreciation 1,00,000 60,000
Debentures 1,02,000 1,02,000
Premium on

debentures issue 12,000 18,000
Share capital 1,90,000 90,000
Share premium 30,000 -
Reserves and surplus 2,72,000 2,36,000

Total 7,36,000 520,000

The company made a net profit of Rs 66,000 during 
the year. Prepare a statement of changes . 
financial position on (a) working capital basis 
(i>) cash basis. Also prepare a schedule of working 
capital changes.

3. From the following data of Kamdhenu Company 
prepare a statement of changes in financial 
position.

Table 24.31: Kamdhenu Company
Balance Sheets

for the year ended on 31 March
(Rs)

20X2 20X1

Assets
Cash 30,000 22,500
Debtors 45,000 40,000
Stock 20,000 16,000
Long-term investments 15,000 25,000
Machinery 20,000 12,500
Buildings 45,000 37,500
Land 10.000 10,000

Total 1.85.000 1.63.500
Liabilities and Equity

Provision for depreciation:
Machinery 3,750 1,500
Buildings 9,000 6,000
Provision for doubtful

debts 1,500 1,000
Creditors 20,000 16,500
Outstanding expenses 2,250 1,750
Loan (adjust security

of machinery) 22,500 25,000
Share capital 1,00,000 1,00,000
Reserves and surplus 26,000 11.750

Total 185.000 163.500

Additional data:
(i) Net profit for the year 20X2 is Rs 27,500.

(hj Machinery costing Rs 2,500, on which 
depreciation of Rs 500 has accumulated, was 
sold for Rs 3,000. The gain is included in net 
profit.

(in) Investments costing Rs 10,000 were sold 
during the year for Rs 12,500. The gain is 
included in net profit.

(iv) Cash dividends paid during the year, 
Rs 13,250.

4. Prepare (a) a statement of changes in financial 
position on (i) working capital basis, (ii) cash basis 
and (b) a schedule of changes in working capital 
from the following data:



Table 24.35: JB Sons Company Ltd
Profit and Loss Account

for the year 20X2

Table 24.32: M Company 
Balance Sheet 

for the year ending on 30 June
(Rs ’000)

Assets 20X1 20X2 Equities 20X1 20X2

Cash 15 9 Creditors 60 0
Marketable Bills payable 15 24

securities 21 15 Accrued
expenses 6 6

Debtors 30 45 Tax payable 9 15
Stock 36 45 Long-term

debt 0 45
Fixed assets, net 150 165 Share capital
Other non- including
current assets 24 15 reserve 180 210

270 300 270 300

Table 24.33: M Company 
Profit and Loss Account

for the year ending 30 June (Rs)

Sale 1,50,000
Expenses:

Cost of goods sold 75,000
Selling, general and

administrative expenses 15,000
Depreciation 15,000
Interest 3,000 1,08,000

Profit before tax 42,000
Less: Tax 21,000
Profit after tax 21,000
Reserve, 30 June 20X1 1,20,000

Less: Cash dividends
1,41,000

9,000
Reserve, 30 June 20X2 1,32,000

5. Balance sheet and profit and loss account of JB 
Sons Company Limited as on 31 December 20X1 
and 20X2 are as follows:

(Rs;

Sales 2,00,000
Less: Cost of goods sold (including

depreciation of Rs 10,000) 1,70,000
Gross profit 30,000
Less: Other expenses 20,000
Income before tax 10,000
Less: Income tax provision 5,000
Income after tax 5,000

Prepare a statement of sources and uses of funds.
6. A company finds on 1 January 20X3, that it is short 

of funds with which to implement its programme 
of expansion. On 1 January 20X1, it had a cash 
credit balance of Rs 1,80,000. From the following 
information, prepare a statement for the board :: 
directors to show how the overdraft of Rs 68,75 
as at the 31 December 20X2 has arisen:

(Rs’ oo:

20X1 20X2 20X1 20X2

Fixed assets 750 1120 Trade creditors 270 350
Stock and stores 190 330 Share capital
Debtors 380 335 (in shares of 250 300
Bank balance 180 - Rs 10 each)
Bank overdraft - 68.75 Bills

receivable 87.50 95

The profit for the year ended 31 December 20X2 
before charging depreciation and taxation 
amounted to Rs 2,40,000. The 5,000 shares were 
issued on 1 January 20X2 at a premium of Rs 5 per 
share, and Rs 1,37,500 was paid in March 20X2 
by way of income tax. Dividend was paid as 
follows: on the capital on 31 December 20X1 at 
10%, less tax at 25%; 20X2 (interim) 5 per cent 
free of tax.

7. From the following data of Pandit Sons Limited, 
prepare a statement of sources and uses of funds:

Table 24.34: JB Sons Co. Ltd
Balance Sheet

as on 31 December (Rs’000)

Liabilities 20X1 20X2 Assets 20X1 20X2

Accounts payable 15 25 Cash balance 5 20
Cash credit 13 10 Accounts
Outstanding receivable 10 8
expenses 2 3 Loan and

Long-term loan 30 20 advances 5 -
Capital 30 30 Inventories 20 25
Surplus 10 12 Fixed assets

• (net) 60 65
100 100 100 100

(Rs ’000)

Table 24.36: Pandit Sons Limited
Balance Sheet 

as on 31 December

Liabilities 20X2 20X1 Assets 20X2 20X1

Accumulated Cash 315 285
depreciation 275 150 Marketable

securities 106 50
Creditors 100 75 Debtors 150 125
Bills payable 50 25 Inventories 95 70
Debentures 500 250 Investments; 70 110
Equity capital 550 400 Machinery 500 350
Premium on shares 60 - Buildings 600 200
Retained earning 336 325 Land 35 35

1,871 1,225 1,871 1,225
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e 24.37: Pandit Sons Limited
Income Statement

W' arr • ^ar ended 31 December 20X2

(Rs ’OOO)

■MB*  «jid
■pn ic sales
I «g«ises:
■K c—machinery

—buildings
■ECeoses

r:~ operations
:n long-term investments 

50
80

100

600
337
263

:machinery (proceeds
Rs 15,000)

ftren the following balance sheet of Alpha Ltd, 
■ii.T out (1) statement of changes in the working 

and (2) funds flow statement:

Table 24.38: Alpha Ltd 
Balance Sheet

20X1 20X2 Assets 20X1 20X2

(Rs’ OOO)

Btaatv raare Goodwill
Land and

100 80
300 400

building 200 170
"Tidw rence Plant 80 200

150 100 Investments 20 30
~i_ reserve - 20 Sundry

> ~ reserve 40 50 debtors 140 170
.. ...Ltd loss Stock 77 109
■xxrant 30 48 Bills rece. 20 30

~~d dividend 42 50 Cash in hand 15 10
:r: .-editors 25 47 Cash at bank 10 8

Kils payable 20 16 Preliminary
_ = : for expenses 15 10
sinenses 30 36

. •. n for
taxation 40 50

677 817 677 817

Additional data: (f) A piece of land has been sold 
out in 20X2 and the profit on sale has been carried 
to capital reserve, (ff) A machine has been sold for 
Rs 10,000. The written down value of the machine 
was Rs 12,000. Depreciation of Rs 10,000 is charged 
on plant account in 20X2. (fff) The investments 
are trade investments; Rs 3,000 by way of dividend 
is received including Rs 1,000 from pre-acquisition 
profit which has been credited to investment 

account, (fv) An interim dividend of Rs 20,000 has 
been paid in 20X2.

9. The following are the summaries of the balance 
sheets of C Victory Limited as on 31 December 
20X1 and 31 December 20X2:

Table 24.39: C Victory Ltd
Balance Sheet

5
40

230
33
12
45

(Rs’ OOO)

Liabilities 20X1 20X2 Assets 20X1 20X2

Sundry
creditors 39.5 41.135 Cash at

bank 2.5 2.7
Bills payable 33.78 11.525 Sundry deb. 87.49 73.36
Bank OD 59.51 - Stock 111.04 97.37
Provision for Land and
taxation 40 50 bldg. 148.5 144.25

Reserves 50 50 Plant and
mach. 112.95 116.2

P&L A/c 39.69 41.22 Goodwill - 20
Share cap. 200 260

462.48 453.88 462.48 453.88

The following additional information is obtained 
from the general ledger: (a) During the year ended 
December 20X2 an interim dividend of Rs 26,000 
was paid, (b) The assets of another company were 
purchased for Rs 60,000 payable in fully paid 
shares of the company. These assets consisted of 
stock Rs 22,000, machinery Rs 18,000 and goodwill 
Rs 20,000. In addition, sundry purchases of plant 
were made totalling Rs 5,600. (c) Income tax paid 
during the year amounted to Rs. 25,000. (d) The 
net profit for the year before tax was Rs 65,530.

You are required to prepare a statement showing 
the sources and application of funds for the year 
20X2 and a schedule setting out changes in 
working capital.

10. The comparative balance sheets of Bombay 
Industries Ltd as on 31 December 20X1 and 20X2 
are as under:

The income for the year amounted to Rs 57.80 
lakh after charging depreciation of Rs 8.40 lakh 
but before making the following adjustments: 
(f) profit on land purchased and sold in 20X2, 
Rs 15.60 lakh; (ff) loss on sale of marketable 
securities Rs 2.80 lakh, included under 
miscellaneous current assets; (fff) write off 
intangible assets Rs. 4.80 lakh; (fv) write off long
term investments Rs 17.20 lakh.

The dividend declared and paid during the year 
amounted to Rs 25.60 lakh. From the above 
particulars prepare: (f) statement of sources and 
application of funds, and (if) statement of changes 
in working capital.



Balance Sheet (Rsla
Liabilities 20X1 20X2 Assets 20X1 20X2 ,

Current Liabilities Current Assets
Sundry creditors 40.40 43.20 Cash at bank 44.60 47.80
Provision for taxation 10.80 12.20 Debtors 10.80 17.00
Liabilities for expenses 2.60 1.00 Stock-in-trade 44.00 67.20
Total current liabilities 53.80 56.40 Miscellaneous 30.20 8.00

Long-term Loans 22.00 21.00 Total current assets 129.60 140.03
Total liabilities 75.80 77.40 Fixed Assets

Owner’s Equity Plant, mach,& bldng. 283.40 368.00
Paid-up capital 280.00 320.00 Less: Total depreciation 25.80 34.20
Reserves and surplus 140.60 163.60 257.60 333.80
Total equity 420.60 483.60 Land 50.00 50.00

Total fixed assets 307.60 383.80
Investments 42.40 25.20
Intangible Assets 16.80 12.00

Total non-current assets 366.80 421.00
Total Capital 496.40 561.00 Total Assets 496.40 561.00

11. Following are the summarized balances of PQ 
Limited on 30 June 20X1 and 20X2:

You are informed that: (i) The capital reserve on 
30 June 20X2 represented the realized profit on 
the sale of one freehold property together with the 
surplus arising on revaluation, (ii) During the year 
ended 30 June 20X2, plant costing Rs 18,000 
against which a depreciation provision of 

Rs 13,500 had been made was sold for Rs 7,OK 
(Hi) On 1 July 20X1, Rs 50,000 debentures were 
issued for cash at a discount of Rs 1,000. (fv) The 
net profit for the year is arrived at after crediting 
the profit on the sale of machinery and charging 
debenture interest. You are required to prepare a 
statement which will explain why bank borrowing 
has increased by Rs 64,300 during the year ended 
30 June 20X2. Taxation is to be ignored.

Table 24.41: PQ Limited
Balances as on 30 June (Rs)

20X1 20X2
Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.

Equity share capital:
30,000 shares of Rs. 10 each
issued and fully paid 3,00,000 3,00,000

Capital reserve - - - 49,200
14% Debentures - - - 50,000
Debenture discount - - 1,000 -
Freehold property at cost 1,22,000 - - -
Freehold property at valuation - - 1,65,000 -
Plant and machinery at cost 2,23,000 - 2,83,000 -
Depreciation on plant and 

machinery 1,07,600 __ 1,22,000
Debtors 1,04,600 - 1,54,600 -
Stock and work-in-progress 1,24,000 - 1,62,500 -
Creditors - 37,400 - 49,200
Profit and loss account - 1.12,000 - 1,12,000
Net profit for the year - - - 76,500
Dividend in respect of 20X1 - - 30,000 -
Provision for doubtful debts - 3,100 - 6,400
Trade investment at cost - - 47,000 -
Bank - 13,500 - 77,800

5,73,600 5,73,600 8,43,100 8,43,100
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Table 24.42: CD Ltd
Balance Sheet

20X1 20X2 Assets 20X1 20X2

(Rs’OOO)

nr edf Freehold
■ 100 150 property 110 130
.IMlllWtjILllh m 15 35 Plant and
ME JOSS 28 70 machinery 120 151
Bees 70 30 Fixtures and
BBl iltft 14 - fit. at cost 24 29
DS 34 48 Stocks 37 51
■c livid. 15 20 Debtors 43 44

Bank balance 16
45 54 Premium on
13 15 redeemed

1
422

debentures__ -
334

- ■: —. the information provided, you are required 
■_ prepare a “Source and Disposition of Funds” 
rement explaining how CD Limited has 

jx proved cash position in the year ended 31 

December 20X2. The summarized balance sheets 
of CD Limited as on 31 December 20X1 and 31 
December 20X2 are as follows:

The following additional information is relevant: 
CO There had been no disposal of freehold property 
in the year, (h) A machine tool which has cost 
Rs 8,000 and in respect of which Rs 6,000 
depreciation has been provided was sold for 
Rs 3,000 and fixtures, which had cost Rs 5,000 in 
respect of which depreciation of Rs 2,000 had been 
provided, were sold for Rs 1,000. The profits and 
losses on these transactions had been dealt with 
through the profit and loss account, (m) The actual 
premium on the redemption of debentures was 
Rs 2,000 of which Rs 1,000 has been written off to 
the profit and loss account, (iv) No interim 
dividend has been paid.

13. The comparative balance sheets and profit and loss 
accounts for the years 2000 and 2001 for Gujarat 
Naramada Valley Fertilisers Company are given 
in Tables 24.1 and 24.2 in this chapter. Prepare 
funds flow statements for the year 2001. Explain 
its implications.

SE 24.1: CONTINENTAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

I 
I

TBfcr “ -.caging director of Continental Equipment 
.!■’ isy was not happy to find a decline in working 
Mt. ::r the year 2009, when he reviewed the financial 

for the year. He had a plan to acquire a new 
BMB by issuing equity shares and by utilizing the 
fan : 5or the year. He had expected working capital to 

at the 2008 level. The managing director was 
•nr raring why his plans could not succeed. He was 
jr’c -aed to find that in spite of profits, Continental’s 
• EKxng capital had declined.

The financial statements of the company are given as

Table 24.1.1: Continental Equipment Company
Balance Sheet

for the year ending on 31 March 2009 (Rs lakh)

2009 2008
*jsets

Current assets
Cash 525 750
Debtors 310 375
Stock 785 692
Prepaid expenses 15 18

T:tal current assets 1,635 1,835
r. vestments 400 280
Net block of assets 1,800 800
Total assets 3,835 2,915

(Contd...)

Table 24.1.2: Continental Equipment Company

2009 2008
Liabilities

Current liabilities:
Creditors 210 229
Bank borrowing 120 112
Accrued expenses 50 36
Provision for tax 300 180

Total current liabilities 680 557
Debentures 750 900
Shareholder’s equity:
Share capital, Rs 10 par value 1,000 420
Share premium 400 280
Reserves and surplus 1,005 758
Total liabilities 3.835 2,915

Profit and Loss Account
for the year ending 31 March 2009 (Rs lakh)

Sales 3,400
Less: Cost of goods sold 1,920
Gross profit 1,480
Less: Operating expenses 780
Add: Profit on sale of asset 3
Profit before interest and tax 703
Less: Interest expenses 60
Profit before taxes 643
Less: Provision for taxes 296
Net profit 347
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Operating expenses include depreciation on
machinery Rs 140 lakh. The book value of the asset sold
was Rs 4 lakh and its original cost was Rs 10 lakh six years
ago.

Discussion Questions

1. Explain to the managing director why his plans 
could not succeed.

2. In spite of profits, why did continental’s working 
capital decline? Show computations.

CASE 24.2: BHARAT CHEMICALS LIMITED
l

The managing director of Bharat Chemicals Ltd is 
surprised to find that though his company incurred a loss 
during the year ended 31 March 2004, the cash balance 
had shown an increase. He was puzzled further when he 
found that stock of unsold goods had increased, and the 
collections from the customers had slowed down. He was 
keen to know how cash could increase when her company 
was selling less and delaying in collections.
The financial statements for the company are given below:

Table 24.2.1: Bharat Chemicals Ltd
Profit and Loss Account

for the year ended 31 March 2009

(Rs lakh)

Sales 560
Cost of goods sold (depreciation on equipment

Rs 60 lakh) 385
Gross profit 175
Operating expenses:

Office and administrative 170
Selling and distribution 55
Amortization of goodwill 25 250

Net loss (75)

for the year ended 31 March (Rs lakh

Table 24.2.2: Bharat Chemicals Ltd
Comparative Balance Sheet

2009 2008

Assets
Cash 140 95
Debtors 80 55
Stock 100 80
Insurance in advance 10 12
Land 150 150
Plant, net of depreciation 440 600
Goodwill 75 100

Total assets 995 1.092
Capital & Liabilities

Creditors 60 90
Bills payable 10 5
Interest payable 10 9
Accrued wages 20 18
Debentures 245 245
Share capital 600 600
Reserve and surplus 50 125

Total funds 995 1.092

Discussion Questions

1. How could cash balance increase in spite of 
unfavourable operations? Explain to the chief 
manager by calculating cash flow from the 

operations. Also prepare a statement of the sources 
and uses of cash.

2. Prepare funds flow statement and explain the 
difference between cash and funds flow of Bharat 
Chemicals Ltd? How are these statements useful 
to the management?

CASE 24.3: BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED

Baja] Auto Limited is the largest scooters manufacturer in 
India. Tables 24.3.1 and 24.3.2 contain comparative balance 
sheets and profit and loss accounts for the year 20X0 and 
20X1 for the company. As per the requirement of the stock 

exchange for the listed companies, Bajaj also includes a 
cash flow statement in its annual accounts. The cash flow 
statement of the company is given in Table 24.3.3.

1
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Total Assets 3,699.75 3,150.24

Table 24.3.1: Bajaj Auto Limited
Liance Sheet as on 31st March (Rs crore)

20X0 20X1

m < ZES OF FUNDS
t. iSureholders’ Funds

Share Capital 119.39 101.18
Reserves & Surplus 3,084.69 2,535.35

Total 3,204.08 2,636.53
■_ uaj Funds

Secured Loans 101.58 55.97
ejecured Loans 394.09 457.74

Total 495.67 513.71
Total Funds 3,699.75 3,150.24

? CATION OF FUNDS
1. Frred assets

Gross Block 2,041.15 2,467.82
Less: Acc. Dep. 1,007.34 1,127.89
Net Block 1,033.81 1,339.93
Capital Work in Progress 80.44 22.42

Net Fixed assets 1,114.25 1,362.35
1 Investments 1,952.36 1,184.58

Total non-current assets 3,066.61 2,546.93
J Z arrent Assets, Loans & Advances

Inventories 261.13 253.44
Sundry Debtors 185.80 120.72
Cash and Bank Balance 35.98 21.34
Loans and Advances 1,890.46 1,666.12

Total Current Assets 2,373.37 2,061.62
Current Liabilities & Provisions

Current Liabilities 540.35 467.55
Provisions 1,200.32 1,006.79
Total Current Liabilities 1,740.67 1,474.34
Net Current Assets 632.70 587.28

4 Misc. Exp. not written off 0.44 16.03

(Contd...)

.: -.r.gent Liabilities 451.80 359.56

Table 24.3.2: Bajaj Auto Limited
J—:ft and Loss Account for the Year Ended 31st March

(Rs crore)

20X2 20X1

- : me
Sales Turnover 3,705.15 3,597.95

Less: Excise Duty 615.82 574.83
Net Sales 3,089.33 3,023.12
Other Income 510.40 365.99

Total Income 3,599.73 3,389.11 ,
Expenditure

Raw Materials 1,902.22 2,026.03
Power & Fuel Cost 753.01 913.71
Interest 3.17 7.39
Depreciation 145.31 177.29
Less: Capitalized 28.90 27.58
Total Expenses 2,774.81 3,096.84
Profit before tax 824.92 292.27
Pre vision for taxation 211.19 26.64
Profit for the year 613.73 265.63

Table 24.3.3: Bajaj Auto Limited
Cash Flow Statement for the Year

20X2 20X1

Adjustments 21.13 -12.61
Profit after Adjustment 634.86 253.02

Proposed dividend 119.39 80.95
Corporate dividend tax 13.13 8.26
Transferred to reserves 502.34 163.81

(Rs crore)

20X2 20X1

I. Cash Flow from Operating Activities
(A) Net Profit before Tax &

Extraordinary Items
(B) Adjustment for

289.56 825.23

Depreciation 177.29 145.31
Interest (Net) -108.12 -133.18
Dividend Received -34.18 -37.84
P/L on Sales of Assets 1.53 -2.63
P/L on Sales of Invest -24.96 -143.34
Prov. & W/O (Net) 6.57 13.38
P/L in Forex 0.00 0.00
Fin. Lease & Rental Chrgs -42.83 -46.51
Others -63.32 -289.24

Operating Profit before Working
-88.02 -494.05

Capital Changes
(C) Change in Working Capital

201.54 331.18

Trade & the receivables 65.09 28.66
Inventories 7.69 -83.63
Trade Payables 0.00 0.00
Loans & Advances 4.96 -105.10
Change in Deposits 0.00 0.00
Others -73.26 118.55

Cash Generated from/
4.48 -41.52

(used in) Operations 206.02 289.66
Less: Extraordinary items
Net Cash from

0.00 0.00

Operating Activities 206.02 289.66
II. Cash Flow from Investing Activities

Investment in Assets:
Sale of Fixed Assets 7.16 7.63
Capital WIP -397.93 -335.53
Sale of Investments 786.08 -358.13
Interest Received 113.25 133.96
Dividend Received 34.18 37.84
Others

Net Cash Used in Investing
70.90 156.20

Activities 613.64 -358.03
III. Cash Flow From Financing Activities

Proceeds:
Proceed from Short-Term
Borrowing

Payments:
65.29 86.70

Dividend Paid -118.92 -94.92
Others ■780.67 58.49

(Contd...)
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20X2 20X1

Net Cash Flow from
Financing Activities -834.30 50.27

Cash Flow Summary
Cash & Cash Equivalents at 
Beginning of the year 35.98 54.08

Net Cash from Operating 
Activities 206.02 289.66

Net Cash Used in Investing 
Activities 613.64 -358.03

Net Cash Used in Financing 
Activities -834.30 50.27

Net Inc/(Dec) in Cash and Cash -14.64 -18.10
Cash and Cash Equivalents at 

End of the year 21.34 35.98

Discussion Questions

1. How has the company managed its funds? Exp 1 ain 
by preparing funds flow statement from Hat 

information given in Tables 24.1.1 and 24.1.2.
2. Read Table 24.3.3 carefully and critically evaluaM 

Bajaj’s cash flow position.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Infosys' annual accounts are available on the web. Examine 
the company's balance sheet, profit and loss statement and 
cash flow statement. Comment on the change in the 
company's financial position. Next, examine the change 

in the financial position of a manufacturing company. Whs 
differences do you observe in the financial positions of 
two companies?



Financial Statement
Analysis

i^£-xNING DbJECTIVES

• ■ ■: -.me use of financial ratios to get useful information from financial statements
• ’ - zcnize the diagnostic role of financial ratios
• - : - ght the utility of financial ratios in credit analysis and competitive analysis as well as in determining the financial capability 

r me firm
» . -'Oerstand the limitations of financial ratios

•tfTRODUCTION

. - pter 24, we highlighted the contents and importance 
i i statements of changes in financial position (funds
- - cash flow statements). Management, creditors, 

- estors and others use the information contained in these 
st cments to form judgement about the operating 
: - : rmance and financial position of the firm. Users of

- 2 - dal statements can get further insight about financial 
—engths and weaknesses of the firm if they properly 
i-slyse information reported in these statements. 
V ; mgement should be particularly interested in knowing
c mcial strengths of the firm to make their best use and 

■: be able to spot out financial weaknesses of the firm to 
mke suitable corrective actions. The future plans of the 

rm should be laid down in view of the firm's financial 
lengths and weaknesses. Thus, financial analysis is the 

parting point for making plans, before using any 
s cphisticated forecasting and planning procedures. 
Understanding the past is a prerequisite for anticipating 
me future.

USERS OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Financial analysis is the process of identifying the 
financial strengths and weaknesses of the firm by properly 
establishing relationships between the items of the balance 
sheet and the profit and loss account. Financial analysis 
can be undertaken by the management of the firm, or by 
parties outside the firm, viz., owners, creditors, investors 
and others.1 The nature of analysis will differ depending 
on the purpose of the analyst.

1. For a detailed discussion, see Foster, G., Financial Statement Analysis, Prentice-Hall, 1986, pp. 2-7.

Trade creditors are interested in a firm's ability 
to meet their claims over a very short period of 
time. Their analysis will, therefore, confine to the 
evaluation of the firm's liquidity position.
Suppliers of long-term debt, on the other hand, 
are concerned with the firm's long-term solvency 
and survival. They analyze the firm's profitability 
over time, its ability to generate cash to be able to 
pay interest and repay principal, and the 
relationship between various sources of funds
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(capital structure relationships). Long-term
vKe historical financial versa. T po

<xxiomA.itatioe. relationsnip helps to iorm a ijuuiu

profitability.

Investors, who have invested their money in the 
firm's shares, are most concerned about the firm's 
earnings. They restore more confidence in those 
firms that show steady growth in earnings. As 
such, they concentrate on the analysis of the firm's 
present and future profitability. They are also 
interested in the firm's financial structure to the 
extent it influences the firm's earnings ability and 
risk.
Management of the firm would be interested in 
every aspect of the financial analysis. It is their 
overall responsibility to see that the resources of 
the firm are used most effectively and efficiently, 
and that the firm's financial condition is sound.

Standards of Comparison

The ratio analysis involves comparison for a useful 
interpretation o‘f the financial statements. A single ratio 
in itself does not indicate favourable or unfavourable 
condition. It should be compared with some standard. 
Standards of comparison may consist of:2 2 3

2. Webster's New Coolegiate Dictionary, 8th Ed., Springfiled, Mass, G & C, Merriam, 1975, p. 958.
3. Anthony, R.N. and J.S. Reece, Management Accounting Principles, Taraporewala, 1975, pp. 260-63.

past ratios, i.e., ratios calculated from the past 
financial statements of the same firm;
competitors' ratios, i.e., ratios of some selected 
firms, especially the most progressive and 
successful competitor, at the same point in time; 
industry ratios, i.e., ratios of the industry to which 
the firm belongs; and
projected ratios, i.e., ratios developed using the 
projected, or proforma, financial statements of the 
same firm.CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by financial analysis?
2. Who uses financial analysis and for what?

NATURE OF RATIO ANALYSIS

Ratio analysis is a powerful tool of financial analysis. A 
ratio is defined as "the indicated quotient of two 
mathematical expressions" and as "the relationship 
between two or more things."2 In financial analysis, a ratio 
is used as a benchmark for evaluating the financial 
position and performance of a firm. The absolute 
accounting figures reported in the financial statements do 
not provide a meaningful understanding of the 
performance and financial position of a firm. An 
accounting figure conveys meaning when it is related to 
some other relevant information. For example, a Rs 5 crore 
net profit may look impressive, but the firm's performance 
can be said to be good or bad only when the net profit 
figure is related to the firm's investment. The relationship 
between two accounting figures, expressed 
mathematically, is known as a financial ratio (or simply 
as a ratio). Ratios help to summarize large quantities of 
financial data and to make qualitative judgment about the 
firm's financial performance. For example, consider 
current ratio (discussed in detail later on). It is calculated 
by dividing current assets by current liabilities; the ratio 
indicates a relationship—a quantified relationship between 
current assets and current liabilities. This relationship is 
an index or yardstick, which permits a qualitative 
judgment to be formed about the firm's ability to meet its 
current obligations. It measures the firm's liquidity. The 

Time series analysis The easiest way to evaluate the 
performance of a firm is to compare its present ratios with 
the past ratios. When financial ratios over a period of time 
are compared, it is known as the time series analysis. It 
gives an indication of the direction of change and reflects 
whether the firm's financial performance has improved, 
deteriorated or remained constant over time. The analyst 
should not simply determine the change, but, more 
importantly, he/she should understand why ratios have 
changed. The change, for example, may be affected by 
changes in the accounting policies without a material 
change in the firm's performance.

Cross-sectional analysis Another way of comparison is 
to compare ratios of one firm with some selected firms in 
the same industry at the same point in time. This kind of 
comparison is known as the cross-sectional analysis or 
inter-firm analysis. In most cases, it is more useful to 
compare the firm's ratios with ratios of a few carefully 
selected competitors, who have similar operations. This 
kind of a comparison indicates the relative financial 
position and performance of the firm. A firm can easily 
resort to such a comparison, as it is not difficult to get the 
published financial statements of the similar firms.

Industry analysis To determine the financial condition 
and performance of a firm, its ratios may be compared 
with average ratios of the industry of which the firm is a 
member. This sort of analysis, known as the industry 
analysis, helps to ascertain the financial standing and 
capability of the firm vis-a-vis other firms in the industry. 
Industry ratios are important standards in view of the fact 
that each industry has its characteristics, which influence



■BMK3 re.ationships. But there are certain practical
flBtaoatae*  r jsing the industry ratios. First, it is difficult 

in r*  ratios for the industry. Second, even if
■■■■"" - i r are available, they are averages—averages 
tfhflac of strong and weak firms. Sometimes
nimUBiaww - c e< may be so wide that the average may be of 
■te i -... r Third, averages will be meaningless and the 
■■d ns - rutile if firms within the same industry widely

r —eir accounting policies and practices. If it is 
standardize the accounting data for companies

■»“<- - Lus try and eliminate extremely strong and
.-. eak firms, the industry ratios will prove to be 

«e- ... in evaluating the relative financial condition
- - rmance of a firm.

•w x -wj analysis Sometimes future ratios are used as 
Sue - rr.dard of comparison. Future ratios can be 
■r ped from the projected, or pro forma financial 
cxrr.ents The comparison of current or past ratios with 
itatra ratios shows the firm's relative strengths and 
• presses in the past and the future. If the future ratios

; re -veak financial position, corrective actions should 
» r. na ted.

‘ »ces of Ratios
ratios, calculated from the accounting data, can 

■•hfrn-ped into various classes according to the financial 
■nr ?r function to be evaluated. As stated earlier, the 
■Mb ~ rerested in financial analysis are short- and long- 

—e di tors, owners and management. Short-term 
onam r- main interest is in the liquidity position or the 
■r-crr. solvency of the firm. Long-term creditors, on 
■*»  n - - hand, are more interested in the long-term 

and profitability of the firm. Similarly, owners 
nfi—Niw—---x> on the firm's profitability and financial 
aacr :r Management is interested in evaluating every 
WE rr me firm's performance. They have to protect the 
Hwesss :f all parties and see that the firm grows 
aw ic In view of the requirements of the various users 
• K s we may classify them into the following four 
■■r budr categories:4

Liquidity ratios 
Leverage ratios 
Activity ratios 

: Stability ratios
-s-i -iity ratios measure the firm's ability to meet 

t c Rations, leverage ratios show the proportions 
- equity in financing the firm's assets, activity 
mrfect the firm's efficiency in utilizing its assets and 
ability ratios measure overall performance and 

eness of the firm. Each of these ratios is discussed 
~*e  accounting data are taken from the financial 

er-3 for the Hindustan Manufacturing Company

Financial Statement Analysis

(the real name of the company has been disguised) to 
illustrate calculation and use of ratios.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSb________________________j
1. What is meant by financial ratio ?
2. What are the types of ratios most commonly used in 

financial analysis? What does each type of the ratios 
measure?

3. With reference to ratio analysis, explain the following: 
(a) time series analysis, (i) cross-section analysis, 
(c) industry analysis, (d) proforma analysis.

ILLUSTRATION 25.1: Assessing Financial Health of a Firm 
with Ratio Analysis

The Hindustan Manufacturing Company is a leading 
producer and exporter of engineering items such as steel 
pipes, ingots, billets, etc. It has also recently added a 
chemical plant and a paper plant as part of its 
diversification strategy. The company started with a share 
capital of Rs 25 lakh in the early sixties, which has now 
increased to Rs 225 lakh. The number of shares outstanding 
is 22.50 lakh. The average market price (AMP) of the 
company’s share during 20X1-20X3 has been: Rs 26.38 in 
20X1, Rs 34.50 in 20X2 and Rs 29.25 in 20X3. The financial 
data for the company are given in Tables 25.1 to 25.3. For 
illustrative purpose, calculations of ratios have been shown 
only for the year 20X3. However, tables indicating trend 
in ratios during 20X1-20X3 are also given.

Table 25.1: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Profit and Loss Account

for the year ending on 31 March (Bs lakh)
20X1 20X2 20X3

A. Net sales* 2,338.90 2,825.69 3,717.23
B. Cost of goods sold**  1
C. Gross profit (A - B)
D. Less: Selling and

adm. expenses
E. Operating income

(C-D)
F. Add: Other income
G. Earning before int. 

and tax (EBIT) (E + F)
H. Less: Interest
I. Profit before tax 

(PBT) (G - H)
J. Provision for tax

K. Profit after tax
(PAT) (I-J)

L. Effective tax rate * * *
M. Dividend distributed
N. Retained earnings

,929.04 2,322.80 3,053.66
409.86 502.89 663.57

239.72 262.10 357.87

170.14 240.79 305.70
15.24 25.38 36.91

185.38 266.17 342.61
59.84 124.98 143.46

125.54 141.19 199.15
41.79 30.00 64.29

83.75 111.19 134.86
33% 21% 32%

33.75 39.38 45.00
50.00 71.81 89.86

Net of excise duty.
Depreciation included.
Provision for tax divided by profit before tax.

s be most common, traditional classification of ratios. However, empirical evidence indicates that ratios can be classified in a 
- • ways. Also, depending on their beliefs and objectives, different authors have classified ratios differently. For a comprehensive
=«sr- :i the financial statement analysis, see Foster, op. cit., 1986.
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Table 25.2: Hindustan Manufacturing Company
Statement of Cost of Goods Sold 
for the year ending on March 31 (Rs lakh)

20X1 20X2 20X3
Raw material 
Direct labour 
Depreciation
Other mfg. expenses

1,587.34
138.13
23.07

205.34

2,019.54
170.86

38.64
255.72

2,751.52
228.94
41.59

329.44
1,953.88 2,484.76 3,351.49

Add: Opening stock in
process 57.09 85.74 150.55

2,010.97 2,570.50 3,502.04
Less: Closing stock in

process 85.74 150.55 230.83
Cost of Production 1,925.23 2,419.95 3,271.21
Add: Opening finished

stock

Less: Closing finished stocl
Cost of Goods Sold

150.93 147.12 244.26
2,076.16

< 147.12
2,567.07

244.26
3,515.47

461.81
1,929.04 2,322.81 3,053.66

Table 25.3: Hindustan Manufacturing Company
Balance Sheet

as on 31 March (Rs lakh)
20X1 20X2 20X3

A. Net Worth
Share capital 225.00 225.00 225.00
Reserve 286.13 357.95 447.81
Net worth 511.13 582.95 672.81

B. Borrowings
Long-term: Debentures - 75.75 76.46
Others 199.87 285.90 312.73
Long-term debt 199.87 361.65 389.19
Short-term: Bank

borrowings 442.92 641.39 839.87
Borrowings 642.79 1,003.04 1,229.06

C. Capital Employed
(A + B) 1,153.92 1,585.99 1,901.87

D. Fixed Assets
Gross block 653.49 841.64 921.55
Less: Depreciation 159.55 194.46 235.44
Net block 493.94 647.18 686.11
Other non-current assets 52.76 16.44 60.72
Net fixed assets 546.70 663.62 746.83

E. Current Assets
Inventories:
Raw material 243.42 384.06 457.74
Stock in process 85.74 150.55 230.84
Finished goods 147.12 244.28 461.81
Inventories 476.28 778.89 1,150.39
Debtors 253.16 340.61 483.18
Cash and bank balance 8.37 98.84 26.08
Others 128.27 186.21 211.27
Current assets 866.08 1,404.55 1,870.92

F. Less: Current Liabilities*
Trade creditors 35.99 211.21 339.35
Provision and others 222.87 270.97 376.53
Current liabilities 258.86 482.18 715.88

G. Net Current Assets (E -F) 607.22 922.37 1,155.04
H. Net Assets (D + G) 1,153.92 1,585.99 1,901.87
* If bank borrowings are considered, then the current liabilities 
for 20X1 through 20X3 will be: Rs 701.78 lakh; Rs 1123.57 lakh, 
and Rs 1555.75 lakh.

LIQUIDITY RATIOS

It is extremely essential for a firm to be able to meet its 
obligations as they become due. Liquidity ratios measure 
the ability of the firm to meet its current obligations 
(liabilities). In fact, analysis of liquidity needs the 
preparation of cash budgets and cash and fund flow 
statements; but liquidity ratios, by establishing a 
relationship between cash and other current assets to 
current obligations, provide a quick measure of liquidity. 
A firm should ensure that it does not suffer from lack of 
liquidity, and also that it does not have excess liquidity. 
The failure of a company to meet its obligations due to 
lack of sufficient liquidity will result in a poor credit 
worthiness, loss of creditors' confidence or even in legal 
tangles resulting in the closure of the company. A very 
high degree of liquidity is also bad; idle assets earn 
nothing. The firm's funds will be unnecessarily tied up in 
current assets. Therefore, it is necessary to strike a proper 
balance between high liquidity and lack of liquidity.

The most common ratios, which indicate the extent 
of liquidity or lack of it, are: (z) current ratio and (z'z) quick 
ratio. Other ratios include cash ratio, interval measure and 
networking capital ratio.

Current Ratio
Current ratio is calculated by dividing current assets by 
current liabilities:

„ Current assets
Current ratio =----------------------- (i)

Current liabilities

Current assets include cash and those assets that can 
be converted into cash within a year, such as marketable 
securities, debtors and inventories. Prepaid expenses are 
also included in current assets as they represent the 
payments that will not be made by the firm in the future 
All obligations maturing within a year are included in 
current Eabilities. Current HabEities include creditors, bills 
payable, accrued expenses, short-term bank loan, income- 
tax liability and long-term debt maturing in the curren: 
year.

The current ratio is a measure of the firm's short-term 
solvency. It indicates the availability of current assets ir 
rupees for every one rupee of current Eability. A ratio of 
greater than one means that the firm has more curren: 
assets than current claims against them.

For HMC, the current ratio is:

. Rs 1870.92 , ,
Current ratio =---------------= 1.20 :1

Rs 1555.75

How to interpret current ratio? As a conventional rule, 
a current ratio of 2 to 1 or more is considered satisfactory 
The Hindustan Manufacturing Co. has a current ratio of 
1.20:1; therefore, it may be interpreted to be insufficient!’, 
liquid. This rule is based on the logic that in a worse 
situation, even if the value of current assets becomes half



fan « _ able to meet its obligation. The current 
1II—IBBa margin of safety for creditors. The 
■"■Be . —ent ratio, the greater the margin of safety; 
■Bcr _ aunt of current assets in relation to current 
WB& • ‘ e more the firm's ability to meet its current 
■Bsc ■ H: .s ever, an arbitrary standard of 2 to 1 
■txaoc ? andly followed. Firms with less than 2 to 
■ar -: t may be doing well, while firms with 2 to 1 
mer faster current ratios may be struggling to meet 
am.. - ns. This is so because the current ratio is a 
js*£ not quality. The current ratio measures only 
iQ- worth of current assets and total rupees' 
Itiar .nt liabilities. It does not measure the quality 
■s liabilities are not subject to any fall in value; 
aa i :? be paid. But current assets can decline in 
J re rirm's current assets consist of doubtful and 

ta - £ debtors or slow-moving and obsolete stock 
MB. ren the firm's ability to pay bills is impaired; 
■r-j=rm solvency is threatened. Thus, too much 
de *r  : uld not be placed on the current ratio; a further 
atim :r. about the quality of the items of current 
>» necessary. However, the current ratio is a crude- 
nidi measure of the firm's liquidity.

Ratio
-i .-ido, also called acid-test ratio, establishes a 

flMaar-between quick, or liquid, assets and current 
■sbbti'. - An asset is liquid if it can be converted into cash 

■B»ria:r'.v or reasonably soon without a loss of value, 
■h*  s rhe most liquid asset. Other assets that are 
■■tioered to be relatively liquid and included in quick 
oe «_-e debtors and bills receivable, and marketable 
*--■ aes temporary quoted investments). Inventories are 

OBBoered to be less liquid. Inventories normally require 
« -r -te for realizing into cash; their value also has a 
»r cto fluctuate. The quick ratio is found out by 
sr. : - c quick assets by current liabilities.

_ . . Current assets - Inventories
Quick ratio =-------------------------------------

Current liabilities
(2)

-: r the Hindustan Manufacturing Company, the ratio

, . Rs720.53
Quick ratio =---------------= 0.46:1

Rsl555.75
Thus, if the HMC's inventories do not sell, and it has 

pay all its current liabilities, it may find it difficult to 
meet its obligations because its quick assets are 0.46 times 
st surrent liabilities.

- quick ratio a better measure of liquidity? Generally, 
- quick ratio of 1 to 1 is considered to represent a

; =factory current financial condition. Although quick 
-; 7. ? is a more penetrating test of liquidity than the current 
-ico, yet it should be used cautiously. A quick ratio of 1 
: 1 or more does not necessarily imply sound liquidity 

:■ sition. It should be remembered that all debtors may 
ret be liquid, and cash may be immediately needed to 
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pay operating expenses. It should also be noted that 
inventories are not absolutely non-liquid. To a measurable 
extent, inventories are available to meet curren: 
obligations. Thus, a company with a high value of quick 
ratio can suffer from a shortage of funds if it has slow 
paying, doubtful and long-duration outstanding debtors. 
On the other hand, a company with a low value of quick 
ratio may really be prospering and paying its current 
obligation in time if it has been turning over its inventories 
efficiently. Nevertheless, the quick ratio remains an 
important index of the firm's liquidity.

Cash Ratio
Since cash is the most liquid asset, a financial analyst may 
examine cash ratio and its equivalent to current liabilities. 
Trade investment or marketable securities are equivalent 
of cash; therefore, they may be included in the 
computation of cash ratio:

, . Cash + Marketable securities
Cash ratio =---------------------------------------- (3)

Current liabilities

For the Hindustan Manufacturing Company, cash 
ratio is as follows:

Rs 26.08
=------------- — = 0.017 or 2% approx.

Rs 1555.75

The company in our example carries a small amount 
of cash. There is nothing to be worried about the lack of 
cash if the company has reserve borrowing power. In 
India, firms have credit limits sanctioned from banks, and 
can easily draw cash.

Interval Measure
Yet another ratio, which assesses a firm's ability to meet 
its regular cash expenses, is the interval measure. Interval 
measure relates liquid assets to average daily operating 
cash outflows. The daily operating expenses will be equal 
to the cost of goods sold plus selling, administrative and 
general expenses less depreciation (and other non-cash 
expenditures) divided by number of days in the year 
(normally 360).

T , , Current assets-InventoryInterval measure =-------------------------------------- ------ w.
Average daily operating expenses ' '

For HMC, the interval measure is:

_ Rs 1,870.92-Rs 1,150.39 
Rs 3,369.94-360

For HMC, interval measure indicates that it has 
sufficient liquid assets to finance its operations for 77 days, 
even if it does not receive any cash.

Interval measure may be refined further. Instead of 
calculating only the daily operating expenditures, one may 
also include expenditures required for paying interest, 
acquiring assets and repaying debt.



current 
liabilities excluding short-term bank borrowing is called 
net working capital (NWC) or net current assets (NCA). 
NWC is sometimes used as a measure of a firm's liquidity. 
It is considered that, between two firms, the one having 
the larger NWC has the greater ability to meet its current 
obligations. This is not necessarily so; the measure of 
liquidity is a relationship, rather than the difference between 
current assets and current liabilities. NWC, however, 
measures the firm's potential reservoir of funds. It can be 
related to net assets (or capital employed):

NWCratio- ^et workingcaPhaKNWC)
Net assets (NA) (5)

For HMC, NWC ratio is:

Rs 1,154.04
Rs 1901.87

Table 25.4 presents the three-year trend of HMC's 
liquidity ratios.

Table 25.4: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Liquidity Ratios

20X1 20X2 20X3

Current ratio 114 1.25 1.20
Quick ratio 0.56 0.56 0.46
Cash ratio 0.01 0.09 0.02
Interval measure (days) 65.00 87.00 77.00
Net working capital ratio 0.53 0.58 0.61

Ratios in Table 25.4 indicate that HMC's liquidity is 
deteriorating. A note of caution may be sounded: liquidity 
ratio can mislead since current assets and current liabilities 
can change quickly. Their utility becomes more doubtful 
for firms with seasonal business. In the case of seasonal 
businesses, liquidity ratios from quarterly or monthly 
financial data would be more appropriate.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by liquidity ratio? What are the types 
of liquidity ratios?

2. How are the following ratios calculated: (a) current 
ratio; (b) quick ratio; (c) cash ratio; (d) net working 
capital ratio; (e) interval measure?

3. What is the utility of liquidity ratios?

LEVERAGE RATIOS

The short-term creditors, like bankers and suppliers of 
raw material, are more concerned with the firm's current 

debt-paying ability. On the other hand, long-tem 
creditors, like debenture holders, financial instituticrs. 
etc., are more concerned with the firm's long-term finar.;... 
strength. In fact, a firm should have a strong short-as wet 
as long-term financial position. To judge the long-term 
financial position of the firm, financial leverage, or capital 
structure ratios are calculated. These ratios indicate nu. 
of funds provided by owners and lenders. As a genera 
rule, there should be an appropriate mix’ of debt ar c 
owners' equity in financing the firm's assets.

The manner in which assets are financed has a number 
of implications. First, between debt and equity, debt is 
more risky from the firm's point of view. The firm has 
legal obligation to pay interest to debt holders, irrespectr. e 
of the profits made or losses incurred by the firm. If the 
firm fails to pay to debt holders in time, they can take 
legal action against it to get payments and in extreme 
cases, can force the firm into liquidation. Second, use of 
debt is advantageous for shareholders in two ways 
(a) they can retain control of the firm with a limited stake 
and (b) their earning will be magnified when the firm earns 
a rate of return on the total capital employed higher thar. 
the interest rate on the borrowed funds. The process of 
magnifying the shareholders' return through the use of 
debt is called 'financial leverage' or 'financial gearing 
or 'trading on equity.' However, leverage can work in 
opposite direction as well. If the cost of debt is higher than 
the firm's overall rate of return, the earnings of 
shareholders will be reduced. In addition, there is threat 
of insolvency. If the firm is actually liquidated for non
payment of debt-holders' dues, the worst sufferers will 
be shareholders—the residual owners. Thus, use of debt 
magnifies the shareholders' earnings as well as increases 
their risk. Third, a highly debt-burdened firm will find 
difficulty in raising funds from creditors and owners in 
future. Creditors treat the owners' equity as a margin of 
safety; if the equity base is thin, the creditors risk will be 
high. Thus, leverage ratios are calculated to measure the 
financial risk and the firm's ability of using debt to 
shareholders' advantage.

Leverage ratios may be calculated from the balance 
sheet items to determine the proportion of debt in total 
financing. Many variations of these ratios exist; but all 
these ratios indicate the same thing—the extent to which 
the firm has relied on debt in financing assets. Leverage 
ratios are also computed from the profit and loss items by 
determining the extent to which operating profits are 
sufficient to cover the fixed charges.

Debt Ratio
Several debt ratios may be used to analyze the long-term 
solvency of a firm. The firm may be interested in knowing 
the proportion of the interest-bearing debt (also called 
funded debt) in the capital structure. It may, therefore, 
compute debt ratio by dividing total debt (TD) by capital 
employed (CE) or net assets (NA). Total debt will include 
short and long-term borrowings from financial
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debentures/bonds, deferred payment
ts for buying capital equipments, bank
- .iblic deposits and any other interest-bearing

employed will include total debt and net

Total debt (TD)
lex -auo=-------------------------- -— -------------

Total debt (TD) + Net worth (NW) 
Total debt (TD)

Capitalemployed (CE)

rat capital employed (CE) equals net assets 
:: nsist of net fixed assets (NFA) and net current

N ZAi. Net current assets are current assets (CA) 
srrent liabilities (CL) excluding interest-bearing 

— debt for working capital. These relationships are:

NFA + CA = NW + TD + CL
NFA + CA - CL = NW + TD

NFA + NCA = NW + TD
NA = CE

-:; _>e of the equality of capital employed and net 
: - bt ratio can also be defined as total debt divided 
assets:

D/E ratio= Rs 1229.06
Rs 672.81

1.83

Capital employed to net worth ratio There is yet another 
alternative way of expressing the basic relationship 
between debt and equity. One may want to know: How 
much funds are being contributed together by lenders and 
owners for each rupee of the owners' contribution? 
Calculating the ratio of capital employed or net assets to 
net worth can find this out:

CE-to-NW ration CapMemployedjCE)
Net worth (NW)

xt* xntr • Net assets (NA)or NA-to-NW ratio=---------------------- (9)
Net worth (NW)

For HMC, the ratio is:

CE _ Rs 1901.87 _2g3
NW Rs 672.81

Note that CE/NW ratio is simply one plus debt-equity 
ratio:

CE NW + TD , TD
------= = 1 +  (10) NW NW------------NW---------------- ’

_ , Total debt (TD)
Debt ratio =----------------—-

Net Assets (NA) (7) Other Debt Ratios

: - HMC, the ratio is:

Debt ratio= Rs 389.19+Rs839.87
Rs389.19+Rs839.87+Rs672.81
Rs 1229.06
Rs 1901.87

The debt ratio of 0.646 means that lenders have 
■raxed 64.6 per cent or about two-thirds of HMC's net 
■ps capital employed). It obviously implies that owners 

t provided the remaining finances. They have 
srarxed: 1 - 0.646 = 0.354 = 35.4 per cent or about one- 
iardof net assets.

Zeot-Equity Ratio
t - .ear that from the total debt ratio that HMC's lenders 

,t+ e contributed more funds than owners; lenders' 
r-nbution is 1.83 times of owners' contribution, viz., 
1.-46 0.354 = 1.83. This relationship describing the 
erders' contribution for each rupee of the owners' 
—- +:bution is called debt-equity ratio. Debt-equity (DE) 
ir is directly computed by dividing total debt by net 
• crth:

_ , „ . . Total debt (TD)
Debt-Equity ratio=----------------------

Net worth (NW)

For Hindustan, the ratio is: 

Current liabilities (non-interest bearing current 
obligations) are generally excluded from the computation 
of leverage ratios. One may like to include them on the 
ground that they are important determinants of the firm's 
financial risk since they represent obligations and exert 
pressure on the firm and restrict its activities. Thus, to 
assess the proportion of total funds—short and long 
term—provided by outsiders to finance total assets, the 
following ratio may be calculated:

T „ Total + liabilities (TL)
TL-to-LF ratio =------------------------------

Total assets (TA)

For HMC, the TL/TA ratio is:

(ID

TL_ Rs 1944,93 _0?/13
TA Rs 2617.75

In addition to debt ratios explained so far, a firm may 
wish to calculate leverage ratios in terms of the long-term 
capitalization or funds (LTF) alone. Long-term funds or 
capitalization will include long-term debt and net worth. 
Thus, the firm may calculate the following long-term debt 
ratios:

Long-term debt (LD)
LT-to-LF ratio =------------------- ---------------------------------

Long-term debt (LD) + Net worth (NW) 
(12)

LT-to-NW ratio=
Long-term debt (LD)

Net worth (NW)

(8)

(13)



Rs 389.19LD
LD + NW Rs 389.19+Rs 672.81

= E5389^ 0.366 
Rs 1062.00 

_LD=^389A9 =0581
NW Rs 672.81

How to treat preference capital? Some firms have 
preference share capital in their capital structure. How 
should it be treated in computing leverage ratios? Whether 
the preference capital will be included in debt or net worth 
will depend on the purpose for which the leverage ratio 
is being calculated. If it is calculated to show the effect of 
leverage on the ordinary (or common) shareholders' 
earnings, the preference capital should be included in debt. 
The preference dividend is fixed like the interest cost and 
the ordinary shareholders' earnings will be magnified if 
the rate of preference dividend is less than the firm's 
overall rate of return. But if the leverage ratio is calculated 
to reflect the financial risk, the preference capital should 
be included in net worth. 'The treatment of preference 
share capital as debt ignores the fact that debt and 
preference share capital present different risk to 
shareholders. In one case failure to meet payments means 
bankruptcy and possible elimination of the common 
shareholders, while in the other case failure to meet 
payments presents no such risk.'5 6 In the financial analysis, 
leverage is seen to reflect the financial risk; therefore, 
preference capital should be included in net worth.

5. Barges, Alexander, 77ie Effect of Capital Structure on the Cost of Capital, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1963, p. 35.

How to treat lease payments? When a company obtains 
the use of fixed assets under long-term lease agreements, 
it commits itself to a series of fixed payments (viz., lease 
rentals). The value of lease obligations is thus equivalent 
to debt. It is, therefore, natural to include the capitalized 
value of lease obligation in debt while measuring the firm's 
financial leverage:

Total debt + Value of lease
Debt ratio =

Total debt + Value of lease + Net worth

(14)

. . Total debt + Value of lease
Debt-Equity ratio=

Net worth

What do debt ratios imply? Whatever way the debt ratio 
is calculated, it shows the extent to which debt financing 
has been used in the business. A high ratio means that 
claims of creditors are greater than those of owners. A 
high level of debt introduces inflexibility in the firm's 
operations due to the increasing interference and pressures 
from creditors. A high-debt company is able to borrow 
funds on very restrictive terms and conditions. The loan 

of working capital, or a minimum current ratio, or restrict 
the payment of dividends, or fix limits to the officers' and 
employees' salaries and so on. Heavy indebtedness leads 
to creditors' pressures and constraints on the 
management's independent functioning and energies.' 
During the periods of low profits, a highly debt-financed 
company suffers great strains: it cannot even pay the 
interest charges of creditors. As a result, their pressure 
and control are further tightened. To meet their working 
capital needs, the firm finds difficulty in getting credit. It 
may have to borrow on highly unfavourable terms. Thus, 
it gets entangled in a debt trap.

A low debt-equity ratio implies a greater claim of 
owners than creditors. From the point of view of creditors, 
it represents a satisfactory situation since a high 
proportion of equity provides a larger margin of safety 
for them. During the periods of low profits, the debt 
servicing will prove to be less burdensome for a company 
with low debt-equity ratio. However, from the 
shareholders' point of view, there is a disadvantage during 
the periods of good economic activities if the firm employs 
a low amount of debt. The higher the debt-equity ratio, 
the larger the shareholders' earnings when the cost of debt 
is less than the firm's overall rate of return on investment. 
Thus, there is a need to strike a proper balance between 
the use of debt and equity. The most appropriate debt
equity combination would involve a trade-off between 
return and risk.

Interpretation of debt ratio needs caution. Companies 
do not show some fixed obligations in the balance sheet 
but state them in the notes to the annual accounts. Liability 
arising out of the possible payment of pension benefits is 
an example. Similarly, some of the contingent liabilities 
may become real Labilities. They should not be ignored 
while analysing financial leverage and risk of the firm.

The three-year trend of the HMC's leverage ratios is 
shown in Table 25.5.

Table 25.5: Hindustan Manufacturing Company: 
Leverage Ratios

(15)

20X1 20X2 20X3

Total debt ratio 0.56 0.63 0.65
Debt-equity ratio 1.26 1.72 1.83
Equity ratio 2.26 2.72 2.83
Total liabilities ratio 0.64 0.71 0.74
Long-term debt ratio 0.28 0.38 0.37

HMC seems to depend more on outsiders' funds to 
finance its expanding activities. The level of long-term debt 
is not very excessive, but the proportion of other liabilities 
is increasing. As much as three-fourths of the company's 
assets are financed by outsiders' money; the stake of 
owners is quite low in the total capital employed by the

6. Miller, D.E., The Meaningful Interpretation of Financial Statement, AMA, 1966
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- — the creditors' point of view, the trend is
nroesirable.

Ratios
■abf : :scribed above are static in nature, and fail 
:.r& tr e firm's ability to meet interest (and other 
«r r-ss obligations. The interest coverage ratio or 
— - serest-eamed is used to test the firm's debt- 
Ecity. The interest coverage ratio is computed 
ne e imings before interest and taxes (EBIT) by 

ztarees:

tax basis by dividing it by 1 - tax rate. Depreciation and 
other non-cash charges are added to the numerator to 
provide a coverage measure in terms of cash flow rather 
than earnings. Equation (18) can be extended to include 
other fixed obligations such as preference dividends and 
lease rentals. Thus, the fixed-charges coverage ratio will 
be:

EBITDA
Interest+ Lease rentals+

PDIV + Loan repay
1 - Tax rate

(19)

EBITx'erest co verage =-------- -
Interest

-r ‘ Z. the interest coverage is:

(16)

Rs 342.61 „* -.erest coverage=------------- = Rs
& Rs 143.46

2.4

hi r rerest coverage ratio shows the number of times 
■terest charges are covered by funds that are 

available for their payment. Since taxes are 
: after interest, interest coverage is calculated in

■ . before-tax earnings. Depreciation is a non-cash 
“ref ore, funds equal to depreciation are also 

m.: r ? pay interest charges. We can thus calculate 
■rest average ratio as earnings before interest taxes, 
rurron and amortization (EBITDA) divided by

It should be obvious that-a high level of debt is a 
problem for a company only if its future cash flows 
(earnings being a large component) are uncertain. An 
analyst, therefore, may analyze the variability of the 
company's cash flows (or earnings) over time. This may 
be done by calculating the standard deviation of yearly 
changes in cash flows (or earnings) relative to the average 
level of cash flows (or earnings).

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

interest coverage EBITDA
Interest
Rs 342.61 +Rs 40.98

(17)

1. What is meant by leverage ratio? What are the types 
of leverage ratios?

2. How are the following ratios calculated: (a) debt ratio; 
(Z>) debt-equity ratio; (c) total liabilities-to-total assets 
ratio?

3. How are coverage ratios calculated? What is its 
significance?

4. What purpose do leverage ratios serve?

Rs 143.46

ratio indicates the extent to which earnings may 
■Bw-.rhout causing any embarrassment to the firm 

iBE g the payment of the interest charges. A higher 
am resirable; but too high a ratio indicates that the 
fi— - -• ery conservative in using debt, and that it is not 
•rc —edit to the best advantage of shareholders. A lower 

aMfee indicates excessive use of debt or inefficient 
aptri r :ns. The firm should make efforts to improve the 
aare—g efficiency, or to retire debt to have a comfortable 

ratio.
; limitation of the interest coverage ratio is that it 

A — not consider repayment of loan. Therefore, a more 
nc j.s:ve ratio—the fixed-charges coverage—is 
sfc—; red. This ratio is calculated by dividing EBITDA 
m —--rest plus principal repayment:

xed- charges  _______EBITDA________
coverage ratio jnt st + Loan repayment ' '

1 - Tax rate

1" Equation (18) all variables are on before-tax basis. 
Since only the after-tax earnings are available to repay 
prrepal, the principal repayment is converted to a before-

ACTIVITY RATIOS

Funds of creditors and owners are invested in various 
assets to generate sales and profits. The better the 
management of assets, the larger the amount of sales. 
Activity ratios are employed to evaluate the efficiency 
with which the firm manages and utilizes its assets. These 
ratios are also called turnover ratios because they indicate 
the speed with which assets are being converted or turned 
over into sales. Activity ratios, thus, involve a relationship 
between sales and assets. A proper balance between sales 
and assets generally reflects that assets are managed well. 
Several activity ratios can be calculated to judge the 
effectiveness of asset utilization.

Inventory Turnover
Inventory turnover indicates the efficiency of the firm in 
producing and selling its product. It is calculated by 
dividing the cost of goods sold by the average inventory:

_ Cost of goods sold
Inventory turnover =-------------------------

Average inventory (20)
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The average inventory is the average of opening and 
closing balances of inventory. In a manufacturing 
company inventory of finished goods is used to calculate 
inventory turnover.

For HMC, the inventory turnover ratio is:

T Rs 3053.66Inventory turnover =----------------------------------
(Rs244.26+Rs461.81)/2
Rs 3053.66 or .=---------------= 8.6 times
Rs 353.03

HMC is turning its inventory of finished goods into 
sales (at cost) 8.6 times in a year. In other words, it holds 
average inventory of: 12 months/8.6 = 1.4 months, or 360 
days/8.6 = 42 days. The reciprocal of inventory turnover 
gives average inventory holdings in percentage term. 
When the numbers of days in a year (say, 360) are divided 
by inventory turnover, we obtain days of inventory 
holdings (DIH):

DIH=A™asemvemo2 x 360 =---------- 360----------
Cost of goods sold Inventory turnover

(21)

For HMC, DIH is:

DIH =----- = 42 days
8.6

The cost of goods sold figure may not be available to 
an outside analyst from the published annual accounts. 
He/she may therefore compute inventory turnover as 
sales divided by the average inventory or the year-end 
inventory.

(22)

(23)

ShIcs 
Inventory turnover =-------------

Inventory

D1H=l.vemoryx360
Sales

For HMC, the inventory turnover and DIH in terms 
of sales and year-end inventory are:

Inventory turnover =
Rs 3717.23
Rs 461.81

DIH = Rs46L82 x 360 = 0.214x 360 = 45 days
Rs3717.23

It should be noticed that Equation (20) is more logical 
than Equation (22) in calculating the inventory turnover. 
In Equation (20) both the numerator—the cost of goods 
sold and the denominator—the average inventory, are 
valued at cost and are comparable. While in Equation (22) 
the numerator—sales—is valued at market price and the 
denominator is valued at cost and is non-comparable. 
Further, the average inventory figure is more appropriate 
to use than the year-end inventory figure because the 
levels of inventories fluctuate over the year. The average 
inventory'figure smoothes out the fluctuations. If the firm 

has a strong seasonal character, it is more desirable :: 
the average of the monthly inventory levels.

Components of inventory The manufacturing 
inventory consists of two more components: (i) 
materials and (ii) work-in-process. An analyst mav 
be interested in examining the efficiency with which 
firm converts raw materials into work-in-process ; 
work-in-process into finished goods. That is, the ana/. -: 
would like to know the levels of raw materials inventc- 
and work in process inventory held by the firm on an 
average. The raw material inventory should be related to 
materials consumed, and work-in-process to the cost of 
production. Thus:

Raw material inventory turnover:

Material consumed
Average raw material inventory !

Work-in-process inventory turnover:

Cost of prduction
=------------------------------------------------ (251

Average work-in-process inventory

Material consumed can be found out as openinc 
balance of raw material plus purchases minus closinc 
balance of raw material. Cost of production is determined 
as material consumed plus other manufacturing expenses 
plus opening balance minus closing balance of work-in
process. In the absence of information of material 
consumed or cost of production, raw material and work
in-process inventories may be related to sales.

For HMC, the raw material and the work-in-process 
inventory turnovers are:

Raw material inventory turnover

Rs 2751.52 Rs 2751.52- ----------------------------------- =----------------= 6.5 times 
(Rs 384.06+Rs 457.74)/2 Rs 420.90

Work-in-process inventory turnover

Rs3271.21 Rs3271.21 .
----------------------------------=----------------= 17 times
(Rs 150.55+Rs 230.84)72 Rs 190.70

HMC's inventories of raw material and work-in- 
process on an average turn, respectively, 6.5 times and 17 
times in a year. Interpreted differently, the company holds 
55 days' (i.e., 360/6.5) inventory of raw material and 21 
days' (i.e., 360/17) inventory of work-in-process.

What does inventory turnover indicate? The inventory 
turnover shows how rapidly the inventory is turning into 
receivable through sales. Generally, a high inventory 
turnover is indicative of good inventory management. A 
low inventory turnover implies excessive inventory levels 
than warranted by production and sales activities, or a 
slow-moving or obsolete inventory. A high level of 
sluggish inventory amounts to unnecessary tie-up of 
funds, reduced profit and increased costs. If the obsolete 
inventories have to be written off, this will adversely affec 
the working capital and liquidity position of the firm
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RwB3E.j l . ely high inventory turnover should be
'*«£.■ -7 2 A high inventory turnover may be the
«>■ : ■■■- level of inventory, which results in
e«n 3 the firm may be living from hand-to- 
TW -mover will also be high if the firm 
tas > . entory in too many small lot sizes. The
■ ar ~equent stock outs and too many small 
| tsc 2 cements are costly for the firm. Thus, too

u inventory turnover ratios should be
■e: further. The computation of inventory 
fcr -.dividual components of inventory may 
»~ — i imbalanced investments in the various

Debtors turnover indicates the number of times 
debtors turnover each year. Generally, the higher the value 
of debtors turnover, the more efficient is the management 
of credit.

To an outside analyst, information about credit sales 
and opening and closing balances of debtors may not be 
available. Therefore, debtors turnover can be calculated 
by dividing total sales by the year-end balance of debtors:

Debtors turnover =
Sales

Debtors
(27)

mcrponents.
■:_c- “ ether HMC's inventory turnover is good
■ --: -id be compared with the past and the 
s =-as well as with inventory turnover ratios 
nr irms and industry average. The HMC's trend 
■ir Turnover ratios is given in Table 25.6.

For HMC, the ratio is:

Debtors turnover = Rs 3717.23
Rs 483.18

7.7 times

-uitr: - 15 6: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Inventory Turnover Ratio

20X1 20X2 20X3

Collection period HMC is able to turnover its debtors 
7.7 times in a year. In other words, its debtors remain 
outstanding for: 12months/7.7 = 1.56 months or 360 days/ 
7.7 = 47 days. The average number of days for which 
debtors remain outstanding is called the average 
collection period (ACP) and can be computed as follows:

Bxxls turnover 12.9 (28) 11.9 (30) 8.6 (42) 360
:ess

js Turnover
■::al inventory

~ to sales

27.0 (13) 20.5 (18) 17.1 (21)
6.5*  (55) 6.4 (56) 6.5 (55)

4.9**  (73) 3.6**(100)  3.2**(113)  
20.4% 27.8% 31.3%

ACP =---------—-------- = Debtors x 36Q
Debtors turnover Sales

For HMC, ACP is:

ACP= —= 47days
7.7

'wuzz«rs within parenthesis give number of days inventory

:: inventory is used for calculating 20X1 ratio.
:: year-end inventory of raw material, work-in-process

■■ frmsoed goods are used.

-TMC's efficiency in turning its inventories is 
fcfcEnuously deteriorating. The company's utilization of 
■■n r ■ r-jes in generating sales is poor; the yearly holding 
» ’•pes of inventories is increasing.

Bkbots (Accounts Receivable) Turnover
• i— sells goods for cash and credit. Credit is used as a

- cr g tool by a number of companies. When the firm 
■sen- - ds credits to its customers, debtors (accounts 
■ear; idles) are created in the firm's accounts. Debtors 
■•e r edible into cash over a short period and, therefore, 
■e rciuded in current assets. The liquidity position of 
ffc t_— depends on the quality of debtors to a great extent. 
Jfc-u-oal analysts apply three ratios to judge the quality 
■r cuidity of debtors: (a) debtors turnover, 
f _ection period, (c) aging schedule of debtors.

■ turnover . Debtors turnover is found out by 
ifcn.: g credit sales by average debtors:

_ , Credit sales
Debtors turnover =----------------------- <261

Average debtors ' ’

Re 4R3 1 R
or =--------- — x 360 = 0.13x360 = 47 days.

Rs 3717.23
Note that HMC's debtors are 13 per cent of its sales. 

For making calculation of ACP, we have used sales for 
the year. It would be consistent to do so when the firm 
has constant sales rate throughout the year. ACP 
calculated on the basis of sales for the year will give a 
distorted and misleading picture of the firm's collection 
rate if sales are seasonal or rapidly growing. ACP 
calculated at different points of time will vary on account 
of varying sales rate although there may not be any change 
in collection rate. Therefore, ACP in the case of seasonal 
or growing firms should be interpreted cautiously.

What does collection period measure? The average 
collection period measures the quality of debtors since it 
indicates the speed of their collection. The shorter the 
average collection period, the better the quality of debtors, 
since a short collection period implies the prompt 
payments by debtors. The average collection period 
should be compared against the firm's credit terms and 
policy to judge its credit and collection efficiency. For 
example, if the credit period granted by a firm is 35 days, 
and its average collection period is 50 days, the 
comparison reveals that the firm's debtors are outstanding 
for a longer period than warranted by the credit period of 
35 days. An excessively long collection period implies a 
very liberal and inefficient credit and collection
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performance. This certainly delays the collection of cash 
and impairs the firm's liquidity. The chances of bad debt 
losses are also increased. On the other hand, a low 
collection period is not necessarily favourable. Rather, it 
may indicate a very restrictive credit and collection policy. 
Because of the fear of bad debt losses, the firm sells only 
to those customers whose financial conditions are 
undoubtedly sound, and who are very prompt in making 
the payment. Such a policy succeeds in avoiding the bad 
debt losses, but it so severely curtails sales that overall 
profits are reduced. The firm should consider relaxing its 
credit and collection policy to enhance the sales level and 
improve profitability. In addition to measuring the firm's 
credit-and-collection efficiency with its own credit terms, 
the analyst must compare the firm's average collection 
period with the industry average. If there is a great 
divergence between the industry average and the firm's 
average collection period, the analyst must investigate the 
causes. The investigation may reveal that the firm 
manages its debtors more efficiently or inefficiently than 
the industry, or its credit policy is too liberal or too 
restrictive. This may warrant a change in the credit policy. 
The effect of the changes in the firm's existing credit policy 
on sales, profits and liquidity should be analyzed.

The collection period ratio thus helps an analyst in 
two respects:7

7. Miller, op. cit., 1966, p. 67.

in determining the collectibility of debtors and 
thus, the efficiency of collection efforts, and

"Qi in ascertaining the firm's comparative strength 
and advantage relative to its credit policy and 
performance vis-a-vis the competitors' credit 
policies and performance.

It is useful to examine the trend in ACP to know the 
firm's collection experience. HMC's debtors turnover, 
ACP and debtors to sales ratio for three years are given in 
Table 25.7.

Table 25.7: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Days of Sales Outstanding

20X1 20X2 20X3

Debtors turnover (times) 9.2 8.3 7.7
Average collection period (days) 39 43 47
Debtors/sales ratio (per cent) 10.9 12.1 13.0

HMC's average collection period has been increasing; 
it has increased from 39 days in 20X1 to 47 days in 20X3. 
This increase may be due to change in the economic 
conditions and/or laxity in managing receivables.

Aging schedule The average collection period measures 
the quality of debtors in an aggregative way. We can have 
a detailed idea of the quality of debtors through the aging 
schedule. The aging schedule breaks down debtors 
according to the length of time for which they have been 
outstanding. A hypothetical example of the aging schedule 
is given in Table 25.8.

The aging schedule given in Table 25.8 shows rjr 
within the collection period ranging between zero t: 25 
days, 50 per cent of its debtors are overdue. It also re - t.iit 
that some of the accounts of the firm have serious probies» 
of collection. The aging schedule gives more informs: ■ 
than the collection period, and very clearly spots out the 
slow-paying debtors.

Table 25.8: Example of Debtors Aging Schedule

Outstanding
Period 
(days)

Outstanding 
Amount of 
Debtors (Rs)

Percentage 
of Total 
Debtors

0-25 2,00,000 50.0
26-35 1,00,000 25.0
36-45 50,000 12.5
46-60 30,000 7.5

Over 60 20,000 5.0
4,00,000 100.0

Assets Turnover Ratios
Assets are used to generate sales. Therefore, a firm she ui: 
manage its assets efficiently to maximize sales. The 
relationship between sales and assets is called asse-- 
tumover. Several assets turnover ratios can be calculates

Net assets turnover The firm can compute net assets 
turnover simply by dividing sales by net assets (NA)

Sales
Net assets turnover =-------------

Net assets
It may be recalled that net assets (NA) include -e- 

fixed assets (NFA) and net current assets (NCA), that is 
current assets (CA) minus current liabilities (CL). Since 
net assets equal capital employed, net assets turnover ms 
also be called capital employed turnover. For Hindustir 
the ratio is

XT t t Rs 3717.23 . .Net assets turnover =---------------= 1.95 times
Rs 1901.87

The net assets turnover of 1.95 times implies ths 
Hindustan is producing Rs 1.95 of sales for one rupee : f 
capital employed in net assets.

A firm's ability to produce a large volume of sales fcr 
a given amount of net assets is the most important aspect 
of its operating performance. Unutilized or under-utilized 
assets increase the firm's need for costly financing as well 
as expenses for maintenance and upkeep. The net assets 
turnover should be interpreted cautiously. The net assets 
in the denominator of the ratio include fixed assets net of 
depreciation. Thus old assets with lower book 
(depreciated) values may create a misleading impression 
of high turnover without any improvement in sales.

Some analysts exclude intangible assets like goodwill, 
patents, etc., while computing the net assets turnover. 
Similarly, fictitious assets, accumulated losses or deferred



:. cures may also be excluded for calculating the net
-.mover ratio.

t - sets turnover Some analysts like to compute the 
■iiiu,. assets turnover in addition to or instead of the net 

mmover. This ratio shows the firm's ability in 
gB» ■: ■'■ng sales from all financial resources committed 
» t -i assets. Thus:

Total assets turnover =--------------- (30)
Total assets 

otal assets (TA) include net fixed assets (NFA) and 
■ ■ assets (CA) (TA = NFA + CA). For Hindustan, the
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The reciprocal of the ratios is 0.31. Thus it is indicated 
that for one rupee of sales, the company needs Rs 0.31 of 
net current assets. This gap will be met from bank 
borrowings and long-term sources of funds.

Table 25.9 gives the three-year summary of assets 
turnover ratios for the HMC's turnover ratios do not show 
much improvement. The company has marginally 
improved its utilization of fixed assets, but its current 
assets turnover is declining.

Table 25.9: Hindustan Manufacturing Company
Assets Turnover Ratios

Total assets turnover=
Rs3717.23
Rs 2617.75

= 1.42 times

The total assets turnover of 1.42 times implies that 
■r custan generates a sale of Rs 1.42 for one rupee 
* — bnent in fixed and current assets together.

txed and current assets turnover The firm may wish 
- ■■ its efficiency of utilizing fixed assets and current 

bi—• - separately. For HMC, the fixed assets turnover is:

Fixed assets turnover =------- -------------- mi 1
Net fixed assets ' '

Rs 3717.23
Rs 746.83

= 4.98 times

The current assets turnover is:

Current assets turnover =
Sales

Current assets (32)

20X1 20X2 20X3

Current assets
turnover (sales/CA) 2.70(37.0)

Net current assets
turnover (sales/NCA) 3.85(26.0) 

Fixed assets
turnover (sales/NFA) 4.28(23.4)

Total assets
turnover (sales/TA) 

Net assets or capital 
employed turnover 
(sales/NA)

1.66(60.4)

2.03(49.3)

2.01(49.8)

3.06(32.7)

4.26(23.5)

1.37(73.2)

1.78(56.1)

1.99(50.3)

3.22(31.1)

4.98(20.1)

1.42(70.4)

1.95(51.3)
Note: Numbers in parentheses represent assets as percentage of 
sales.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk________________________<

Rs 3717.23
Rs 1870.92

= 1.99 times

HMC turns over its fixed assets faster than current 
-ecs. Interpreting the reciprocals of these ratios, one may

_hat for generating a sale of one rupee, the company 
-r-ids, respectively, Re 0.20 investment in fixed assets and 

= 50 investment in current assets.
.As explained previously, the use of depreciated value 

:r Txed assets in computing the fixed assets turnover may 
-m.der comparison of firm's performance over a period 

• with other firms meaningless. Therefore, gross fixed 
assets (GFA) may be used to calculate the fixed assets 
--mover for a meaningful comparison.

1. What is meant by activity ratio? Why are activity 
ratios also called turnover ratios? What are the types 
of activity ratios?

2. How are the following ratios calculated: (a) assets 
turnover ratio; (i) current asset turnover ratio; (c) fixed 
assets turnover ratio; (d) Net assets turnover ratio; 
and (e) net current assets turnover ratio?

3. What purpose do activity ratios serve?

■'•orking capital turnover A firm may also like to relate 
set current assets (or net working capital gap) to sales. It 
—_ay thus compute net working capital turnover by 
: .. iding sales by net working capital. For HMC, the ratio

Net current assets turnover = Sales
Net current assets (33)

Rs 3717.23
Rs 1155.04

= 3.2 times

PROFITABILITY RATIOS

A company should earn profits to survive and grow over 
a long period of time. Profits are essential, but it would be 
wrong to assume that every action initiated by the 
management of a company should be aimed at 
maximizing profits, irrespective of concerns for customers, 
employees, suppliers or social consequences. It is 
unfortunate that the word 'profit' is looked upon as a term 
of abuse since some firms always want to maximize profits 
at the cost of employees, customers and society. Except 
such infrequent cases, it is a fact that sufficient profits must 
be earned to sustain the operations of the business to be 
able to obtain funds from investors for expansion and 
growth and to contribute towards the social overheads 
for the welfare of the society.8

* Drucker, P.F., The Practice of Management, Pan, 1968, pp. 99-100.
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Gross Profit Margin
The first profitability ratio in relation to sales is the gross
profit margin (or simply gross margin ratio9). It is
calculated by dividing the gross profit by sales:

Profit is the difference between revenues and expenses 
over a period of time (usually one year). Profit is the 
ultimate 'output' of a company, and it will have no future 
if it fails to make sufficient profits. Therefore, the financial 
manager should continuously evaluate the efficiency of 
the company in term of profits. The profitability ratios 
are calculated to measure the operating efficiency of the 
company. Besides management of the company, creditors 
and owners are also interested in the profitability of the 
firm. Creditors want to get interest and repayment of 
principal regularly. Owners want to get a required rate of 
return on their investment. This is possible only when the 
company earns enough profits.

Generally, two major types of profitability ratios are 
calculated:

profitability in relation to sales

profitability in relation to investment.

How is Profit Measured?
As already discussed in Chapter 2, profit can be 
measured in various ways. Gross profit (GP) is the 
difference between sales and the manufacturing cost of 
goods sold. A number of companies in India define gross 
profit differently. They define it as earnings profit before 
depreciation, interest and taxes (PBDIT or EBDIT). A 
number of multinational companies call this profit or 
earnings measure as earnings before interest, taxes and 
depreciation, and amortization or EBITDA. The most 
common measure of profit is profit after taxes (PAT), or 
net income (NI), which is a result of the impact of all 
factors on the firm's earnings. Taxes are not controllable 
by management. To separate the influence of taxes, 
therefore, profit before taxes (PBT) may be computed. 
If the firm's profit has to be examined from the point of 
view of all investors (lenders and owners), the 
appropriate measure of profit is operating profit. 
Operating profit is equivalent of earnings before interest 
and taxes (EBIT). This measure of profit shows earnings 
arising directly from the commercial operations of the 
business without the effect of financing. The concept of 
EBIT may be broadened to include non-operating income 
if they exist. On an after-tax basis, profit to investors is 
equal to: EBIT (1 - T), where T is the corporate tax rate. 
This profit measure is called net operating profit after 
tax or NOPAT.

„ . Sales-Cost of goods sold
Gross profit margin =

Sales
_ Gross profit

Sales
(34)

For HMC, the ratio is:

Gross profit margin = 663.57 _ q or i7_go/o
r 6 Rs 3717.23

9. If a firm categorises its expenses into fixed and variable components, it can calculate contribution to sales ratio (also called profit 
volume or P/V ratio):

. Sales - Variable expenses Contribution
Contnbution ratio =--------------------------------=----------------- < 44 a

Sales Sales
Equation (34 A) can also be written as follows:

Variable expenses
Contribution ratio — 1------------—-----------  (34B;

Sales
10. Kennedy, R.D. and S.Y. McMuller, Financial Statements, Richard D. Irwin, 1968, p. 404.

The gross profit margin reflects the efficiency with 
which management produces each unit of product. This 
ratio indicates the average spread between the cost of 
goods sold and the sales revenue. When we subtract the 
gross profit margin from 100 per cent, we obtain the ratio 
of cost of goods sold to sales. Both these ratios show profits 
relative to sales after the deduction of production costs, 
and indicate the relation between production costs and 
selling price. A high gross profit margin relative to the 
industry average implies that the firm is able to produce 
at relatively lower cost.

A high gross profit margin ratio is a sign of good 
management. A gross margin ratio may increase due to 
any of the following factors;9 9 10 (i) higher sales prices, cost 
of goods sold remaining constant, (z’z) lower cost of goods 
sold, sales prices remaining constant, (z’z’z) a combination 
of variations in sales prices and costs, the margin widening 
and (iv) an increase in the proportionate volume of higher 
margin items. The analysis of these factors will reveal to 
the management how a depressed gross profit margin can 
be improved.

A low gross profit margin may reflect higher cost of 
goods sold due to the firm's inability to purchase raw 
materials at favourable terms, inefficient utilization of 
plant and machinery, or over-investment in plant and 
machinery, resulting in higher cost of production. The ratio 
will also be low due to a fall in prices in the market, or 
marked reduction in selling price by the firm in an attempt 
to obtain large sales volume, the cost of goods sold 
remaining unchanged. The financial manager must be able 
to detect the causes of a falling gross margin and initiate 
action to improve the situation.
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Profit Margin

■er profit is obtained when operating expenses, interest
here axes are subtracted from the gross profit. The net
pm ct margin ratio is measured by dividing profit after
as by sales:

.. _ Profit after taxNet profit margin =------------------- (35)
Sales

-. r HMC, the ratio is:

xt j- Rs 134.86 „„o, _Net profit margin =-------------- = 0.036or 3.6%
Rs 3717.23

If the non-operating income figure is substantial, it 
na be excluded from PAT to see profitability arising 
ttrecdy from sales. For HMC, operating profit after taxes
* sales ratio is 3.6 per cent.

Net profit margin ratio establishes a relationship 
» ~ • een net profit and sales and indicates management's 
er.eency in manufacturing, administering and selling the 
r-.c acts. This ratio is-the overall measure of the firm's 
2 _7. to turn each rupee sales into net profit. If the net 

n rrgin is inadequate, the firm will fail to achieve 
Tsractory return on shareholders' funds.

This ratio also indicates the firm's capacity to
* 7-stand adverse economic conditions. A firm with a 
Ti-gh net margin ratio would be in an advantageous 
- ■ s. don to survive in the face of falling selling prices, rising 
rss of production or declining demand for the product, 
i ■■■‘ould really be difficult for a low net margin firm to 
w '-"stand these adversities. Similarly, a firm with high 
iet profit margin can make better use of favourable 
: seditions, such as rising selling prices, falling costs of 
77 Auction or increasing demand for the product. Such a 
-“1 will be able to accelerate its profits at a faster rate 
run a firm with a low net profit margin.

An analyst will be able to interpret the firm's 
z -: Stability more meaningfully if he/she evaluates both 
z-i ratios—gross margin and net margin—jointly. To 
Zustrate, if the gross profit margin has increased over 
~e years, but the net profit margin has either remained 
:: nstant or declined, or has not increased as fast as the 
£7 2ss margin, it implies that the operating expenses 
-elative to sales have been increasing. The increasing 
i - censes should be identified and controlled. Gross profit

margin may decline due to fall in sales price or increase 
in the cost of production. As a consequence, net profit 
margin will decline unless operating expenses decrease 
significantly. The crux of the argument is that both the 
ratios should be jointly analysed and each item of expense 
should be thoroughly investigated to find out the causes 
of decline in any or both the ratios.

Net Margin Based on NOPAT
The profit aftertax (PAT) figure excludes interest on 
borrowing. Interest is tax deductible, and therefore, a firm 
that pays more interest pays less tax. Tax saved on account 
of payment of interest is called interest tax shield. Thus the 
conventional measure of net profit margin—PAT to sales 
ratio—is affected by the firm's financing policy. It can 
mislead if we compare two firms with different debt ratios. 
For a true comparison of the operating performance of 
firms, we must ignore the effect of financial leverage, viz., 
the measure of profit should ignore interest and its tax 
effect. Thus net profit margin (for evaluating operating 
performance) may be computed in the following way:11

'. Note that PAT = (EBIT - INT) (1 - T) = EBIT (1 - T) - INT + TINT or EBIT (1 - T) = PAT + INT - TINT = PAT + INT (1 - T). 
TINT is tax shield on interest.

12. Sometimes the following ratio is suggested:

.. _ PAT+InterestNet profit margin = —-----------------
Sales

Note that this measure is still biased by financial leverage. Since numerator has not eliminated the effect of interest tax shield (see 
footnote 11).

13 When fixed and variable expenses data are available, the firm can calculate EBIT to contribution ratio. Since EBIT = contribution - fixed 
expenses, this ratio indicates the effect of fixed expenses on profitability. The product of contribution ratio and EBIT to contribution 
ratio is equal to EBIT to sales ratio:

Contribution EBIT EBIT----------------x---------------- =--------
Sales Contribution Sales

XT EBIT(l-T) NOPAT
Net profit margin =-----—------- = ——------  (36)

Sales Sales

where T is the corporate tax rate. EBIT (1 - T) is the after
tax operating profit, assuming that the firm has no debt.

We can see in Table 25.1 that the effective tax rate for 
the HMC in 20X3 is 32 per cent. Therefore, the net margin 
(modified) ratio is:

342,61(1-0.32) _ 232.97
3717.23 _ 3717.23

= 0.063 or 6.3%

Taxes are not controllable by a firm, and also, one 
may not know the marginal corporate tax rate while 
analysing the published data. Therefore, the margin ratio 
may be calculated on before-tax basis:12'13

Profit margin =
EBIT
Sales

(37)

For HMC, the EBIT/Sales ratio is:

Rs 342.61
Rs 3717.23

= 0.092 or 9.2%
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Operating Expense Ratio
The operating expense ratio explains the changes in the 
profit margin (EBIT to sales) ratio. This ratio is computed 
by dividing operating expenses, viz., cost of goods sold 
plus selling expenses and general and administrative 
expenses (excluding interest) by sales:

_ . Operating expenses .
Operating expenses ratio =--------------------------- (38)

Sales

For HMC, the ratio is:

• Rs3411.53 n„io „. o„Operating expenses ratio =---------------= 0.918 or 91.8%
Rs3717.23

The operating ratio for HMC indicated that 91.8 per 
cent of sales have been consumed together by the cost of 
goods sold and other operating expenses. This implies that 
8.2 per cent of sales is left to cover interest, taxes, and 
earnings to owners. Other incomes contribute about 1 per 
cent of sales. In practice, a firm may decompose the 
operating expense ratio into: («) cost of goods sold ratio 
and (b) other operating expense ratio. For HMC, these 
ratios are calculated as follows:

_ , ,, . Cost of goods soldCost of goods sold ratio =------------------------
Sales

3053.66
3717.23

= 0.822 or 82.2%

„ , . Other operating expenses
Other operating expense ratio =---------------------------------

Sales
3S7 87

=---- -— = 0.096 or 9.6%
3717.23

What does operating expense ratio reveal? A higher 
operating expenses ratio is unfavourable since it will leave 
a small amount of operating income to meet interest, 
dividends, etc. To get a comprehensive idea of the 
behaviour of operating expenses, variations in the ratio 
over a number of years should be studied. Certain 
expenses are within the managerial discretion; therefore, 
it should be seen whether change in discretionary 
expenses is due to changes in the management policy. 
Detailed analysis may reveal that the year-to-year 
variations in the operating expense ratio are temporary 
in nature arising due to some temporary conditions. The 
variations in the ratio, temporary or long-lived, can occur 
due to several factors such as: (a) changes in the sales 
prices, (b) changes in the demand for the product,
(c) changes in the administrative or selling expenses or
(d) changes in the proportionate shares of sales of different 
products with varying gross margins. These and other 
causes of variations in the operating ratio should be 
thoroughly examined.

The operating expense ratio is a yardstick of operating 
efficiency, but it should be used cautiously. It is affected 

by a number of factors, such as external uncontrollable 
factors, internal factors, employees and managerial 
efficiency (or inefficiency), all of which are difficult to 
analyse. Further, the ratio cannot be used as a test of 
financial condition in the case of those firms where non
operating revenue and expenses form a substantial part of 
the total income.

The operating expense ratio indicates the average 
aggregative variations in expenses, where some of the 
expenses may be increasing while others may be falling. 
Thus, to know the behaviour of specific expense items, 
the ratio of each individual operating expense to sales 
should be calculated. These ratios when compared from 
year to year for the firm will throw light on managerial 
policies and programmes. For example, the increasing 
selling expenses, without a sufficient increase in sales, can 
imply uncontrolled sales promotional expenditure, 
inefficiency of the marketing department, general rise in 
selling expenses or introduction of better substitutes by 
competitors. The expenses ratios of the firm should be 
compared with the ratios of the similar firms and the 
industry average. This will reveal whether the firm is 
paying higher or lower salaries to its employees as 
compared to other firms; whether its capacity utilization 
is high or low; whether the salesmen are given enough 
commission; whether it is unnecessarily spending on 
advertisement and other sales promotional activities; 
whether its cost of production is high or low and so on.

Return on Investment (ROI)
The term investment may refer to total assets or net assets. 
The funds employed in net assets is known as capital 
employed. Net assets equal net fixed assets plus current 
assets minus current liabilities excluding bank loans. 
Alternatively, capital employed is equal to net worth plus 
total debt.

The conventional approach of calculating return on 
investment (ROI) is to divide PAT by investment. 
Investment represents pool of funds supplied by 
shareholders and lenders, while PAT represents residue 
income of shareholders; therefore, it is conceptually 
unsound to use PAT in the calculation of ROI. Also, as 
discussed earlier, PAT is affected by capital structure. It 
is therefore more appropriate to use one of the following 
measures of ROI for comparing the operating efficiency 
of firms:

ROI = ROTA =
EBITd-T) EBIT(l-T)
Total assets TA

(39)

EBIT(l-T) EBIT(l-T)
ROI = RON A =------ -- ------ - =------- ------- - (40)

Net assets NA
where ROTA and RONA are, respectively, return on total 
assets and return on net assets. RONA is equivalent of 
return on capital employed, i.e., ROCE. The after tax 
ROTA and RONA for HMC are:



Rs342.61(1-0.32) _ 0 Q89 Qr 8 9%
Rs 2617.75
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®C< = ROTA =

Rs 342.61(1-0.32)
Rs 1901.87

or 12.2%

tre not controllable by management, and 
!■ -si : —.: "ities for availing tax incentives differ, 
Bkwt r ~ dent to use before-tax measure of ROI. 
■tattSratios are:14

■emaciation policy of a firm may change over the years. Similarly, the pattern of fixed assets acquisition (capital expenditures) may 
ki - : ver the years. This can distort the computation of ROI. Therefore ROI calculation may be modified as follows:

ROI = EBITDA
GFA+NCA

• EBITDA is earnings before interest, tax and depreciation and amortization, GFA is gross fixed assets and NCA is net current 
■- -- This ratio is quite useful in cross-sectional comparison of firms since their depreciation policies may differ significantly.
- - - ~pany has both preference and ordinary share capital, ROE should be calculated after deducting preference dividend from PAT, 

--mg only the ordinary shareholders'capital.

• f=ROTA=-— 
TA

EBIT■01= RON A =------
NA

rhe before-tax ROI is:

(41)

(42)

-S-34261 =0.131 or 13.1%
Rs 2615.75

SZl = RONA = -R-342'61 = 0.180
Rs 1901.87

ROE = Profit after taxes
Net worth (Equity)

For HMC, the ratio is:

Rs 134.86
Rs 672.81

= 0.20 or 20%

PAT
NW (43)

ROE indicates how well the firm has used the 
resources of owners. In fact, this ratio is one of the most 
important relationships in financial analysis. The earning 
of a satisfactory return is the most desirable objective of a 
business. The ratio of net profit to owners' equity reflects 
the extent to which this objective has been accomplished. 
This ratio is, thus, of great interest to the present as well 
as the prospective shareholders and also of great concern 
to the management, which has the responsibility of 
maximizing the owners' welfare.

The returns on owners' equity of the company should 
be compared with the ratios for other similar companies 
and the industry average. This will reveal the relative 
performance and strength of the company in attracting 
future investments.

The trend in sales and assets-based profitability ratios 
for HMC is given below:

•a ■ :: mpanies use EBIDTA (instead of EBIT) to
SCl For HMC, the ratio is:

EBITDA 382.20 „ ,
---------- = 0.147 or 14.7%
2615.75

Equity (ROE)
: r ordinary shareholders are entitled to the 

profits. The rate of dividend is not fixed; the 
—av be distributed to shareholders or retained 

r ..-.'ess. Nevertheless, the net profits after taxes 
jpBET - rheir return. A return on shareholders' equity is 
■Ee-i to see the profitability of owners' investment, 

holders' equity or net worth will include paid- 
■fc - capital, share premium and reserves and surplus 
■ a cumulated losses. Net worth can also be found by 
Bto-mg total liabilities from total assets.

" - e return on equity is net profit after taxes divided 
• - c.-z - alders' equity which is given by net worth:15

Table 25.10: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Profitability Ratios

20X1 20X2 20X3

Gross Margin 0.175 0.178 0.179

Net Margin 0.036 0.039 0.036

EBIT/Sales 0.079 0.094 0.092

PAT/Total Assets 0.059 0.054 0.052

EBIT/Total Assets 0.131 0.129 0.131

PAT/Net Assets 0.072 0.070 0.071

EBIT/Net Assets 0.161 0.168 0.180

Return on Equity 0.164 0.191 0.200

It can be seen from Table 25.10 that sales as well as 
investment related ratios of the company have remained 
more or less constant. Return on equity has shown an 
increase. This is perhaps due to the use of more debt over 
years by the company.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by profitability ratio? What are the 
types of profitability ratios?

2. What are sales-related profitability ratios? How are 
they calculated?

3. How do you calculate EBIT, NOPAT and EBI TDA? 
How do they relate to sales and assets?

4. How will you define ‘investment’ to measure 
investment-related profitability ratio?

5. Is it appropriate to calculate PAT-to-total or net assets 
ratio? Why or why not?

6. Briefly explain the significance of profitability ratios?

Earnings per Share (EPS)
The profitability of the shareholders' investment can also 
be measured in many other ways. One such measure is to 
calculate the earnings per share. The earnings per share 
(EPS) is calculated by dividing the profit after taxes by 
the total number of ordinary shares outstanding.

Profit after tax
EPS =-------------------——-—-—-——

Number of shares outstanding

For HMC, the earnings per share is:

(44)

EPS =
Rsl34.86

22.50
= Rs 6.00

EPS calculations made over the years indicate whether 
or not the firm's earnings power on per-share basis has 
changed over that period. The EPS of the company should 
be compared with the industry average and the earnings 
per share of other firms. EPS simply shows the profitability 
of the firm on a per-share basis; it does not reflect how 
much is paid as dividend and how much is retained in 
the business. But as a profitability index, it is a valuable 
and widely used ratio.

Bonus and rights issues adjustment Adjustments for 
bonus or rights issues should be made while comparing 
EPS over a period of time. Bonus shares are free additional 
shares issued (through a transfer from reserves and 
surplus to the share capital) to the shareholders. The total 
wealth of a shareholder before or after bonus issue remains 
the same. Suppose the share price before bonus issue is 
Rs 100, and a bonus issue of 1:3 is made. A shareholder 
holding 3 shares before bonus issue has a wealth of: Rs 
100 x 3 = Rs 300. Since no cash flow takes place when 
bonus shares are issued his/her total wealth remains the 
same but is now divided into 4 shares. Thus, the share 
price after bonus is diluted to: Rs 300/4 = Rs 75 (ex-bonus 
price).

For a proper comparison of EPS, DPS (dividend per 
share), book value and share price for the periods before 

bonus issue, the data for the periods after bonus issue 
should be adjusted. For example, if a bonus issue in the 
proportion of 1:3 is made, then the adjustment factor 4/3 
should be applied to adjust EPS of the year in which bonus 
issue is made as well as the subsequent years. Further, if 
the bonus issue, say, of 1:5 is made once again after some 
years, then the adjustment factor will become: 
4/3 x 6/5 = 24/15 = 1.68, for the bonus year and 
subsequent years.

Rights issues are the shares issued to the existing 
shareholders of a company at a subscription price that 
maybe different (generally lower) from the current share 
price. Suppose the market price of a company's share is 
Rs 100, and the subscription price per share under a rights 
issue is Rs 60. The share price of Rs 100 with the rights is 
called cum-rights price. Further, assume that 3 rights are 
needed to subscribe to one share (i.e., 1:3 rights issue). 
What is the implication of this for the shareholder's 
wealth? Before the rights issue, the wealth of the 
shareholder holding 3 shares is: Rs 100 x 3 = Rs 300. After 
subscribing to the rights issue, he/she owns one additional 
share by paying Rs 60. Thus, the shareholder now has a 
wealth of: Rs 300 + Rs 60 = Rs 360 divided into 4 shares. 
Thus, the price per share after exercising the rights (ex
rights price) will be: Rs 360/4 = Rs 90. The shareholder's 
existing wealth remains unchanged; he/she has paid Rs 
60 to increase his/her wealth by this amount. However, 
the shareholder's proportionate ownership remains the 
same when he/she exercises the rights. When the rights 
shares have been issued, EPS, DPS, book value and share 
price are diluted (as the number of shares increase). To 
make them comparable with the data of earlier periods 
(before the issue of rights), they should be adjusted for 
the effectof the rights issue. In the example, the rights 
adjustment factor will be in proportion to cum-right and 
ex-right prices: 100/90 = 1.11.

Dividend per Share (DPS or DIV)
The net profits after taxes belong to shareholders. But the 
income, which they really receive, is the amount of 
earnings distributed as cash dividends. Therefore, a large 
number of present and potential investors may be 
interested in DPS, rather than EPS. DPS is the earnings 
distributed to ordinary shareholders divided by the 
number of ordinary shares outstanding:

Earnings paid to shareholders (dividend)
DPS =--------- ■1------------------------------------------------ /4t:\

Number of ordinary shares outstanding ' '

For HMC, DPS = Rs 2.00

The company distributed Rs 2.00 per share as 
dividend out of Rs 6.00 earned per share. The difference 
per share is retained in the business. Like in the case of 
EPS, adjustments for bonus or rights issues should be 
made while calculating DPS over the years.
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is not generally available from the financial statements; it
has to be collected from external sources, such as the stock
exchanges or the financial newspapers.

■c-layout Ratio
: d-payout ratio or simply payout ratio is DPS
icuitv dividends) divided by the EPS (or profit

Equity dividends
fa k ratio = ——-------------

Profit after tax
Dividends per share DPS
Earnings per share EPS

far - 2 the payout ratio is:

H"- xit ratio = _ p 33 or 33.3%
Rs 6.00

Bfemrss not distributed to shareholders are retained 
IM3ke ness. Thus retention ratio is: 1 - Payout ratio. If 
■Ry multiplied by the return on equity (ROE), 

the growth in the owners' equity as a result 
■ru: - r ?licy. Thus, HMC, the growth in equity is:16 

2 -: wth in equity = Retention ratio x ROE
g = bx ROE (47)

far HMC, growth in equity is as follows:

1 = 0.667 x 0.20 = 0.133 or 13.3%

Yield and Earnings Yield
send yield is the dividends per share divided by 

alue per share, and the earnings yield is the 
per share divided by the market value per share.

Dividend per share DPS
1 vield =--------------------------------=------- (48)

Market value per share MV

, , Earnings per share EPS , ,
■nss Yield =------------ ------------------- =------- (49)

Market value per share MV

- :r HMC, these ratios are as follows:

Rs 2 00
Dividend yield =------;— = 0.068 or 6.8%

Rs29.25

Eamingsyield= =0.205 or 20.5%
Rs 29.25

Price-Earnings Ratio
The reciprocal of the earnings yield is called the price
earnings (P/E) ratio. Thus:

„ . . ,. Market value per share MV
Price-earnings ratio = —----;-------- = —— (50)

Earnings per share EPS ' ’

For HMC:

. Rs 29.25 „ nn .
P/E ratio =----------- = 4.88 times

Rs 6.00
The price-earnings ratio is widely used by the security 

analysts to value the firm's performance as expected by 
investors. It indicates investors' judgement or expectations 
about the firm's performance. Management is also 
interested in this market appraisal of the firm's 
performance and will like to find the causes if the P/E 
ratio declines.

P/E ratio reflects investors' expectations about the 
growth in the firm's earnings. Industries differ in their 
growth prospects; accordingly, the P/E ratios for 
industries vary widely.

Market Value-to-Book Value (MV/BV) Ratio
Market value-to-book value (M/B) ratio is the ratio of 
share price to book value per share HMC:

.. . Market value per share
M/B ratio =----------------- £-----------  (51 \

Book value per share ' '

For HMC, the ratio is calculated as given below:

Rs 29 25
M/B ratio = ----- = 0.98

Rs 29.90

Note that book value per share is net worth divided 
by the number of shares outstanding. HMC's M/B ratio 
of 0.98 means that the company is worth 2 per cent less 
than the funds, which shareholders have put into it.

—dividend yield and earnings yield evaluate the 
farIders' return in relation to the market value of the 
•ar The earnings yield is also called the eamings-price 
E ratio. The information on the market value per share

Tobin’s q
Tobin's q is the ratio of the market value of a firm's assets 
(or equity and debt) to its assets' replacement costs. Thus

2-: wth in equity (g) = A Net worth per share _ A NWPS _ (EPS - DPS) EPS 
Net worth per share NWPS EPS X NWPS = Retention ratio x ROE

Also:
DPS
EPS

EPS
NWPS

EPS-DPS
NWPS

REPS
NWPS

- "ere the difference between EPS and DPS is REPS—retained earnings per share.
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Tobin's q =
Market value of assets 

Replacement cost of assets (52)

This ratio differs from the market value-to-book value 
ratio in two respects: it includes both debt and equity in 
the numerator, and all assets in the denominator, not just 
the book value of equity. It is argued that firms will have 
the incentive to invest when q is greater than 1. They will 
be reluctant to invest once q becomes equal to l.17

17. Brealey, R. and Myers, S., Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1984, p. 578.
18. Operating leverage may be defined as change in EBIT for a given change in sales. EBIT changes more or less than change in sales 

depending on the proportion of fixed costs. Alternatively, operating leverage may be defined as earnings before interest and taxes 
(EBIT) to gross profit (GP). More discussion on operating leverage follows later on.

Table 25.11 gives trend in the company's EPS, DPS 
and Market-related profitability ratios.

Table 25.11: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
EPS, DPS and Market-related

Profitability Ratios (Rs lakh)

20X1 20X2 20X3

EPS (Rs) 3.72 4.94 5.99
DPS (Rs) 1.50 1.75 2.00
Market value (average) (Rs) 26.38 34.50 29.25
Book value (Rs) 22.72 25.91 29.90
Dividend payout 0.40 0.35 0.33
Earnings yield 0.141 0.143 0.205
Dividend yield 0.057 0.051 0.068
P/E Ratio (times) 7.09 7.00 4.88
M/B ratio (times) 1.16 1.33 0.98

It is indicated that the company's EPS and DPS are 
increasing; but the proportionate increase in DPS is less 
than that in EPS and therefore dividend payout ratio is 
declining. EPS may be increasing more as a result of 
increasing use of debt than due to improved operations. 
Because of increase in the financial risk, the market price 
of share may come down. In spite of the increase in EPS 
and DPS, the market price of Hindustan's share has 
declined to Rs 29.25 in 20X3. As a result, the P/E ratio has 
substantially reduced to 4.88 in 20X3. The market value- 
to-book value ratio has also declined to 0.98. Thus, in terms 
of market performance, the company is showing 
deterioration.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L

1. What ratios are shareholders interested in?
2. How are the following ratios calculated: (a) EPS; 

(b) DPS; (c) market-to-book value; (</) book value 
per share?

3. How and why are price-earnings ratio, earnings yield 
and dividend yield calculated?

4. How do bonus shares and rights issues affect EPS 
and DPS? What adjustment is needed to be made to 
compare EPS and DPS across time?

EVALUATION OF A FIRM’S EARNING 
POWER: DUPONT ANALYSIS

RONA (or ROCE) is the measure of the firm's operating 
performance. It indicates the firm's earning power. It is ; 
product of the asset turnover, gross profit margin ar c 
operating leverage.18 Thus, RONA can be computed as 
follows:

EBIT Sales GP EBIT
RONA =--------=--------x------- x--------  (S'

NA NA Sales GP

For HMC, the ratio is:

342.61 3717.23 663.57 342.61 — x_______ x______  
1901.87__ 1901.87 3717.23 663.57

0.180 = 1.95x0.179x0.516 = 0.180
RONA =18%

It may be seen from Table 25.12 that HMC's RON - 
has shown improvement over the years in spite of a 
constant gross margin and slightly declining assets 
turnover. RONA has increased on account of a higher 
operating leverage, as measured by EBIT/GP ratio 
employed by the company.

All firms would like to improve their RONA. In 
practice, however, competition puts a limit on RON.-. 
Also, firms may have to trade-off between asset turnover 
and gross profit margin. To improve profit margin, son- -, 
firms resort to vertical integration for cost reduction and 
synergistic benefits.

A firm can convert its RONA into an impressive ROE 
through financial efficiency. Financial leverage and debt
equity ratios affect ROE and reflect financial efficiency 
ROE is thus a product of RONA (reflecting operating 
efficiency) and financial leverage ratios (reflecting 
financing efficiency):

ROE = Operating performance x Leverage facte:

PAT EBIT PAT NA
ROE =------ = -------- X-------- X------  54

NW NA EBIT NW
For HMC, the ratio is:

134.86 _ 342.61 134.86 ~ 1901.87
672.81 ~ 1901.87 X 342.61 * 672.81

0.200 = 0.180 x (0.394 x 2.83)

ROE = 0.18x1.12 = 0.20 or 20.0%

HMC's PAT/EBIT has deteriorated, while the net 
assets/equity (NA/NW) ratio has increased over a period 
The combined effect (1.12), however, has been favourable 
Hindustan's ROE has increased to 20.0 per cent. The 
product of PAT/EBIT and NA/NW is referred to as the 
leverage factor.



■n err :rs ROE into growth in equity
:.. ' CTOwth as a result of retention

< E and retention ratio:

= ROE x Retention ratio

RE PAT RE
” NW " NW PAT

ratin is:

?-S6 89.86
I 134.86

x 1 •1x0.67 = 0.134

•nt: r ratio has increased over the years, 
me R DE this has resulted in higher growth 
» years.

effect of three aspects—operating 
1 efficiency and retention—shows that 
improving performance (Table 25.12). 

rs :f ratios in Table 25.12 clearly show 
between operating (turnover) ratios, 

as and leverage ratios for obtaining return 
iers' earnings. Thus:

GP EBIT PAT NA
-----------------x-------- x-------- x------  (56)
X -. Sales GP EBIT NW v 7

• - earlier, ROE multiplied by retention ratio 
r. A chart (sometimes known as a DuPont 
. ~ be used to depict HMC's performance in 

alders' return (see Figure 25.1).
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Table 25.12: Hindustan Manufacturing Company

Analysis of Earning Power (Rs lakh)

(55)

20X1 20X2 20X3

A. Sales/NA Turnover 2.03 1.78 1.95
B. GP/Sales Gross margin 0.175 0.178 0.179
C. EBIT/GP Operating leverage 0.452 0.529 0.516
D. EBIT/NA

(A x B x C) RONA 0.161 0.168 0.180
E. PAT/EBIT Financial leverage 0.452 0.418 0.394
F. NA/NW Financial leverage 2.26 2.72 2.83
G. PAT/NW

(D x E x F) ROE 0.164 0.191 0.200
H. RE/PAT Retention 0.60 0.65 0.67
I. RE/NW

(G x H) Equity growth 0.098 0.123 0.134

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by ‘earnings power’?
2. What is DuPont analysis? How does DuPont analysis 

help in determining a firm’s earnings power?
3. How is ROE determined by the firm’s operating 

performance and financial leverage?
4. How is growth in equity determined?

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS ANALYSIS

A simple method of tracing periodic changes in the 
financial performance of a company is to prepare

Figure 25.1: DuPont Chart: Hindustan Manufacturing Company’s Financial Performance, 20X3



For HMC, the common-size statements are given in
Tables 25.14 and 25.15.
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comparative statements. Comparative financial 
statements will contain items at least for two periods. 
Changes—increases and decreases—in income statement 
and balance sheet over a period can be shown in two ways: 
(1) aggregate changes and (2) proportional changes.

Drawing special columns for aggregate amount or 
percentage, or both, of increases and decreases, can 
indicate aggregate changes. Recording percentage 
calculated in relation to a common base in special columns, 
on the other hand, shows relative or proportional changes. 
For example, in the case of profit and loss statement, sales 
figure is assumed to be a common base (and therefore, 
equal to 100) and all other items are expressed as 
percentage of sales. Similarly, the balance sheet items are 
expressed as percentage of total assets or total funds. The 
financial statements prepared in terms of common base 
percentages are called common-size statements. This kind 
of analysis is called vertical analysis and it indicates static 
relationships since relative changes are studied at a 
specific date.

Table 25.13 shows comparative balance sheets and 
corresponding changes in balance sheet data for the 
Hindustan Manufacturing Company.

Table 25.13: Hindustan Manufacturing Company 
Comparative Balance Sheet

(Rs lakh)
Per cent
Change

20X2 20X3 Change

Liabilities and Capital
Current
liabilities 1,123.57 1,555.74(+) 432.17(+) 38.5%

Long-term
liabilities 361.65 389.19(+) 27.54(+) 7.6%

Share capital 225.00 225.00 0 0
Reserves 357.95 447.81(+) 89.86(+) 25.1%
Total 2,068.17 2,617.74(+) 549.57(+) 26.6%

Assets
Current

assets 1,404.55 l,870.92(+) 466.37(+) 33.2%
Net fixed

assets 647.18 686.U(+) 38.93(+) 6.0%
Other assets 16.44 60.72(+) 44.28(+) 269.3%
Total 2,068.17 2,617.75(+) 549.58(+) 26.6%

An investigation of the comparative financial 
statements helps to highlight the significant facts and 
points out the items which need further analysis. The 
published balance sheets and profit and loss accounts of 
joint-stock companies in India are presented in a two-year 
comparative form. Some of the companies also report to 
shareholders condensed comparative statements covering 
an extended period of years. From analytical point of view, 
such statements are quite useful to investors.

Common-size Profit and Loss Statement (Rs lakh
Table 25.14: Hindustan Manufacturing Company

20X1 20X2 20X3

Net Sales 100.0 100.0 100.0
Cost of goods sold 82.5 82.2 82.1
Gross profit 
Less: Selling and 

administrative

17.5 17.8 17.9

expenses 10.2 9.3 9.6
Operating income 7.3 8.5 8.3
Add: Other income 0.7 0.9 1.0
EBIT 8.0 9.4 9.3
Less:Interest 2.6 4.4 3.9
PBT 5.4 5.0 5.4
Taxes 1.8 1.1 1.7
PAT 3.6 3.9 3.7

Table 25.15: Hindustan Manufacturing Company
Common-size Balance Sheet (Rs lakh

20X1 20X2 20X3

Current Liabilities
Bank borrowing 31.4 31.0 32.1
Trade creditors 2.5 10.2 13.0
Provision, etc. 15.8 13.1 14.3
Total 49.7 54.3 59.4

Long-term Liabilities
Debentures 0.0 3.7 2.9
Others 14.1 13.8 12.0
Total 14.1 17.5 14.9

Total Liabilities 63.8 71.8 74.3
Net Worth

Share capital 15.9 10.9. 8.6
Reserve 20.3 17.3 17.1
Total 36.2 28.2 25.7

Total Funds 100.0 100.0 100.0
Current Assets

Cash and bank balance 0.6 4.8 1.0
Trade debtors 17.9 16.5 18.5
Inventory:
Raw material 17.2 18.5 17.5
Work-in-process 6.1 7.3 8.8
Finished goods 10.4 11.8 17.6
Others 9.1 9.0 8.1
Total 61.3 67.9 71.5

Fixed Assets
Gross block 46.3 40.7 35.2
Less: Accumulated dep. 11.3 9.4 9.0
Net block 35.0 31.3 26.2
Other non-current assets 3.7 0.8 2.3
Total 38.7 32.1 28.5

Total Assets 100.0 100.0 100.0
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shown slightly better performance than sales. Current 
assets and current liabilities have moved together. Total 
assets have grown faster than net worth, which implies 
greater reliance on outsiders' money by HMC.
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A firm would like to know its financial standing vis-a-vis 
its major competitors and the industry group. As 
explained earlier, the analysis of the financial performance 
of all firms in an industry and their comparison at a given 
point of time is referred to the cross-section analysis or 
the inter-firm analysis. To ascertain the relative financial 
standing of a firm, its financial ratios are compared either 
with its immediate competitors or with the industry 
average. We have used the data of construction firms to 
illustrate the inter-firm comparison.

Table 25.17 contains the financial data of eleven 
construction firms. Table 25.18 shows six important ratios 
for each firm. These ratios are also shown in Figures 25.2 
to 25.7.

CE = capital employed; NW = net worth; NS = net 
sales; PBIT = profit before interest and tax; PBT = profit 
before-tax; PAT = profit after-tax; DIV = dividend.

analysis, the use of index numbers is 
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This procedure may be called as "trend- 
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Ratio Turnover Ratio (NS/CE)

Firms

Figure 25.2: Turnover ratio (NS/CE)

Ratio Margin Ratio (PBIT/NS)
53.

/

/

/ 24.4 19.6
/
1

15.4

JR CONT HIND UNI GAM ATV DORR ANSAL CEMI JOG AVRO AVG

Firms

2S : Hindustan Manufacturing Company

Trend Analysis
20X1 20X2 20X3

100 120.8 158.9
100 143.6 184.8
100 132.8 161.0
100 162.2 216.0
100 160.1 221.7
100 128.8 141.0
100 137.5 164.8
100 146.4 185.3
100 114.0 131.6
100 116.7 133.3

16 gives trend percentages for profit and loss
and balance sheet items. Hindustan's EBIT has 
faster than the growth in sales, while PAT has

Figure 25.3: Margin Ratio (PBIT/NS)

Figure 25.8 shows the proportionate market share of 
the eleven companies. In terms of the market share, 
Jaiprakash is the largest company, holding 44 per cent
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Hindustan Manufacturing Company

Trend Analysis

shown slightly better performance than sales. Current 
assets and current liabilities have moved together. Total 
assets have grown faster than net worth, which implies 
greater reliance on outsiders' money by HMC.

INTER-FIRM ANALYSIS

A firm would like to know its financial standing vis-a-vis 
its major competitors and the industry group. As 
explained earlier, the analysis of the financial performance 
of all firms in an industry and their comparison at a given 
point of time is referred to the cross-section analysis or 
the inter-firm analysis. To ascertain the relative financial 
standing of a firm, its financial ratios are compared either 
with its immediate competitors or with the industry 
average. We have used the data of construction firms to 
illustrate the inter-firm comparison.

Table 25.17 contains the financial data of eleven 
construction firms. Table 25.18 shows six important ratios 
for each firm. These ratios are also shown in Figures 25.2 
to 25.7.

CE = capital employed; NW = net worth; NS = net 
sales; PBIT = profit before interest and tax; PBT = profit 
before-tax; PAT = profit after-tax; DIV = dividend.

Figure 25.8 shows the proportionate market share of 
the eleven companies. In terms of the market share, 
Jaiprakash is the largest company, holding 44 per cent

Turnover Ratio (NS/CE)

Figure 25.3: Margin Ratio (PBIT/NS)

Margin Ratio (PBIT/NS)

Figure 25.2: Turnover ratio (NS/CE)

20X1 20X2 20X3

100 120.8 158.9
100 143.6 184.8
100 132.8 161.0
100 162.2 216.0
100 160.1 221.7
100 128.8 141.0
100 137.5 164.8
100 146.4 185.3
100 114.0 131.6
100 116.7 133.3
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Table 25.17: Financial Data for Construction Companies

Company Name CE NW NS PBIT PBT PAT

Jaiprakash 89,801 15,614 36,139 8,825 3,812 3.812
Continental 36,601 11,850 5,203 2,791 419 279
Hind. Const. 19,779 2,450 9,134 1,410 161 161
Unitech 14,264 2,662 5,880 762 639 464
Gammon 10,498 1,553 6,383 348 59 43
ATV Projects 8,818 3,173 7,433 1,287 702 667
Dorroliver 5,683 2,809 4,648 674 648 350
Ansal Housing 5,445 598 2,625 431 261 173
Cemindia 2,252 1,024 2,264 174 140 75
V.M. Jog 1,843 539 1,419 162 60 38
Acrow 781 309 1,073 67 25 18
Total (annualized) 2,03,861 43,658 84,212 16,519 6,482 5,636 --3®1

CE = capital employed; NW = net worth; NS = net sales; PBIT = profit before interest and tax; PBT = profit b-ehne-wf
PAT = profit after-tax; DIV = dividend.

market share, followed by Hindustan Construction with 
11 per cent and ATV Projects with 9 per cent. The market 
shares of next three companies range between 6 and 8 per 
cent. The last three companies' market shares vary 
between 1 and 3 per cent.

Ratio
Return on Capital Employed (PBIT/CE)

Figure 25.4: Return on Capital Employed (PBIT/CE)

Ratio Leverage Factor, (PAT/PBIT)

Firms

Figure 25.5: Tax Leverage (PAT/PBIT)

„ . ROE (PAT/NW)
Ratio

Figure 25.6: ROE (PAT/NW)

Ratio ROE (PAT/NW)

Figure 25.7: Financial Leverage (CE/NW)

Figures 25.2 to 25.7 show the relative position of 
companies regarding various financial dimensions. The 
industry shows significant variation across firms in terms 
of all ratios. Although Jaiprakash is the largest company 
it is Artsal which has the highest ROE of 28.9 per cent: 
Jaiprakash comes at the second place with ROE of 24.4 
per cent. Both companies' ROE is almost double the
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Jaiprakash 44%

Gammon 8%

Acrow 1%
V.M. Jag 2%
Cemindia 3%

Housing 3%

Continental 6%
Unitech 7%

25.8: Construction industry: Inter-firm
Comparison Market Share

mree performers in terms of market share, 
r es rment and re turn on equity are as follows.

-aare

fbtt/ce

FAT/NW

1. Jaiprakash (44%)
2. Hind. Const. (11%)
3. ATV Projects (9%)

1. ATV Projects (14.6%)
2. Dorroliver (11.9%)
3. Jaiprakash (9.8%)

1. Ansal (28.9%)
2. Jaiprakash (24.4%)
3. ATV Projects (21.0%)

k<e r e that the performance of both ATV Projects 
a- - has been consistent. ATV Projects figures 
■- firms for almost all ratios. It has highest ROI 

but, because of a low leverage ratio, its 
w-.- :han Jaiprakash and Ansal, both highly 

anies. Jaiprakash has highest market share, 
• recause of the poor utilization of assets in 

turning over sales. Artsal has been able to obtain highest 
ROE because of the highest gearing (CE/NW = 1 + debt
equity) of 9.11 in the industry.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How and why is trend analysis of ratios performed?
2. Explain the significance of inter-firm comparison?

UTILITY AND LIMITATIONS OF
RATIO ANALYSIS

The ratio analysis is the most powerful tool of the financial 
analysis. As stated in the beginning of the chapter, many 
diverse groups of people are interested in analyzing the 
financial information to indicate the operating and 
financial efficiency, and growth of the firm. These people 
use ratios to determine those financial characteristics of 
the firm in which they are interested. With the help of 
ratios, one can determine:

the ability of the firm to meet its current 
obligations;

the extent to which the firm has used its long-term 
solvency by borrowing funds;

the efficiency with which the firm is utilizing its 
assets in generating sales revenue
the overall operating efficiency and performance 
of the firm.

Performance analysis As stated previously, a short-term 
creditor will be interested in the current financial position 
of the firm, while a long-term creditor will pay more 
attention to the solvency of the firm. The long-term creditor 
will also be interested in the profitability of the firm. The 
equity shareholders are generally concerned with their 
return and may bother about the firm's financial condition 
only when their earnings are depressed. In fact, it has to 

g

Table 25.18: Financial Ratios for Construction Companies

NS/ PBIT/ PBIT/ PAT/ CE/ PAT/
CE NS CE PBIT NW NW

0.48 24.42% 9.83% 43.20% 5.75 24.41%
0.41 53.64% 7.63% 10.00% 3.09 2.35%
0.46 15.44% 7.13% 11.42% 8.07 6.57%
0.41 12.96% 5.34% 60.89% 5.36 17.43%
0.61 5.45% 3.31% 12.36% 6.76 2.77%
0.84 17.31% 14.60% 51.83% 2.78 21.02%
0.82 14.50% 11.86% 51.93% 2.02 12.46%
0.48 16.42% 7.92% 40.14% 9.11 28.93%
1.01 7.69% 7.73% 43.10% 2.20 7.32%
0.77 11.42% 8.79% 23.46% 3.42 7.05%
1.37 6.24% 8.58% 26.87% 2.53 5.83%

19.62% 8.01% 34.12%0.41 4.67 12.91%
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be realized that the short- and long-term financial position 
and the profitability of the firm are tested in every kind of 
financial analysis, but the emphasis would differ. Some 
ratios are more important in one kind of analysis than 
others. If a short-term creditor analyses only the current 
position and finds it satisfactory, he/she cannot be certain 
about the safety of his/her claim if the firm's long-term 
financial position or profitability is unfavourable. The 
satisfactory current position would become adverse in 
future if the current resources are consumed by the 
unfavourable long-term financial condition. Similarly, the 
'good' long-term financial position is no guarantee for the 
long-term creditors' claims if the current position or the 
profitability of the firm is 'bad.'

Credit analysis In credit analysis, the analyst will 
usually select a few important ratios. He may use the 
current ratio or quick-asset ratio to judge the firm's 
liquidity or debt-paying ability or debt-equity ratio to 
determine the stake of the owners in the business and the 
firm's capacity to survive in the long rim and any one of 
the profitability ratios, for example, return on capital 
employed, to determine the firm's earnings prospects. If 
the profitability is high, the current ratio is low and the 
debt equity ratio is high (unreasonable), the extension of 
credit may be approved to the firm, because a profitable 
company will grow and will have improvement in its 
current ratio and other ratios.

Security analysis The ratio analysis is also useful in 
security analysis. The major focus in security analysis is 
on the long-term profitability. Profitability is dependent 
on a number of factors and, therefore, the security analyst 
also analyses other ratios. He would certainly be 
concerned with the efficiency with which the firm utilizes 
its assets and the financial risk to which the firm is
exposed. Therefore, besides analyzing the profitability 
ratios meticulously, he will also analyze activity ratios and 
leverage ratios. The detailed analysis of the earning power 
is important for security analysis.

Competitive analysis The ratios of a firm by themselves 
do not reveal anything. For meaningful interpretation, the 
ratios of a firm should be compared with the ratios of 
similar firms and industry. This comparison will reveal 
whether the firm is significantly out of line with its 
competitors. If it is significantly out of line, the firm should 
undertake a detailed analysis to spot out the trouble areas.

Trend analysis The ratio analysis will reveal the financial 
condition of the firm more reliably when trends in ratios 
over time are analysed. Ratios at a point of time can 
mislead the analyst, because they may be high or low for 
some exceptional circumstances at that point of time. An 
impressive present financial position may really be 
eroding over time, while a weak position may be 
improving at a rapid rate over time. Thus, the trend 
analysis of the ratios adds considerable significance to the 

financial analysis because it studies ratios of several years 
and isolates the exceptional instances occurring in one or 
two periods. Although the trend analysis of the company's 
ratios itself is informative, it is more informative to 
compare the trends in the company's ratios with the trends 
in industry ratios. This comparison indicates how mw®' 
the company has been operating over time relative to 
competitors and may also help to explain the trends r*  
the company's ratios. For example, if the company's retuB 
on capital employed (net assets) shows a declining trend, 
the comparison can reveal whether this decline ■ 
characteristic of the firm only or there is a general declir —if 
trend in the industry.

19. This section draws from Butters, J.K., et. al., Case Problems in Finance, Richard D. Irwin, 1981, pp. 3-7.

The management has to protect the interests of al 
concerned parties, creditors, owners and others. They ha« e 
to ensure some minimum operating efficiency and keef 
the risk of the firm at a minimum level. Their survn a 
depends upon their operating performance. From time i» 
time, the management uses ratio analysis to determme 
the firm's financial strengths and weaknesses, 
accordingly takes actions to improve the firm's posix :n 
Management is in a better position to analyse the firr s 
financial position as it has access to internal informat ial 
which is not available to the credit analyst or the securer 
analyst.

Diagnostic Role of Ratios
The essence of the financial soundness of a companv 
in balancing its goals, commercial strategy, prod: 
market choices and resultant financial needs.
company should have the financial capability and 
flexibility to pursue its commercial strategy. Ratio analyse 
is a very useful analytical technique to raise pertincrr
questions on a number of managerial issues. It provides 
bases or clues to investigate such issues in detail. White 
assessing the financial health of the company with the help 
of ratio analysis, answers to the following questions 
relating to the company's profitability, assets utilization 
liquidity, financing and strategies capabilities may be 
sought. 9

Profitability analysis

1. How profitable is the company? What account.-^ 
policies and practices are followed by the 
company? Are they stable?

2. Is the profitability (RONA) of the company high 
low/average? Is it due to:

■Qi profit margin
■Qi assets utilization
■Qi non-operating income
■Qi window dressing
■Qt change in accounting policy
■Qi inflationary conditions?
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on equity (ROE) high/low/average?
toe kx

on investment
fnandng mix

% _= z. talization of reserves?
I Mfec < the trend in profitability? Is it improving 

•iaoc. -.~e of better utilization of resources or 
D ' ~ent of expenses of strategic importance? 

'■•a- is the impact of cyclical factors on 
par ocility’ trend?
C... ■ -~.e company sustain its impressive 
pot:ru z _ttv or improve its profitability given the 
'■Free--', e and other environmental situations?

ft*  effectively does a company utilize its assets 
ar paaerating sales?

‘ ta, op. cit., 1999, pp. 6-7.
--- Anthony and Reece, op. cit., 1975, pp. 257-64, for a detailed discussion.

■te re levels of debtors and inventories relative 
■Peaes reasonable, given the firm's competitive 
ac ring characteristics?
■ -. ire die trends in collection period, inventory 
i — ■' er and fixed assets turnover?

a - movement in the fixed assets turnover

depredated book value of fixed assets?

sale of some fixed assets?

n» nfctly sis
Wtat is the level of current assets relative to 

—a-- liabilities? Is it reasonable given the nature 
■ar the company's business?

'*  rat is the mix of current assets? Is the proportion 
of slow moving inventories high?

- : promptly does the company pay its 
creditors?
hi: w far can it stretch payment to creditors 
w.thout jeopardizing its relations with them?

1-1 ?w efficiently and frequently does the company 
; invert its current assets into cash?

liven the company's riskiness and future
* nancial needs, how soundly is it financed?
a What is the mix of debt and equity?

■= What is the maturity structure of debt? Is the 
company faced with large debt repayments 
in the near future?

A Does the company generate enough cash 
lows to service debt adequately?

A Is the company close to its borrowing limits 
of restrictive convenants?

7. Does the company have lease commitments not 
disclosed in the balance sheet?

8. Does it have large contingent liabilities?
9. What potential does the company have to raise 

debt on acceptable terms? From whom? On what 
conditions? How quickly?

10. Can the company raise equity funds? Would 
market respond favourably? To whom and at 
what price shares would be sold? Is the 
management willing for dilution of control if 
shares are issued?

Strategic Analysis A number of other questions go 
beyond the scope of ratio analysis. They however need to 
be answered while assessing the financial health of the 
company. These questions are:20

1. What are the goals and strategies of the company?
2. How successfully has the company pursued its 

goals and strategies? Is change in them 
warranted?

3. Are the company's goals, strategies, product
market choices, investment requirements, 
financing needs and financing capabilities in 
balance?

4. What would happen to the above-referred balance 
if the company has to face an adversity?

5. If the company is struck by adversity:
A What kinds of competitive, operating and 

environmental risks would occur?
A How would management respond in 

strategic and operating terms?
A What kinds of financial pressures would be 

faced?
A Would it be able to raise necessary funds on 

acceptable terms?
A Would the company be able to use its reserve 

resources? In what sequence would these 
resources be used?

CAUTIONS IN USING RATIO ANALYSIS

The ratio analysis is a widely used technique to evaluate 
the financial position and performance of a business. But 
there are certain problems in using ratios. The analyst 
should be aware of these problems. The following are 
some of the limitations of the ratio analysis:21

It is difficult to decide on the proper basis of 
comparison.

A The comparison is rendered difficult because of 
differences in situations of two companies or of 
one company over the years.
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% The price level changes make the interpretations
of ratios invalid.
The differences in the definitions of items in the 
balance sheet and the profit and loss statement 
make the interpretation of ratios difficult.
The ratios calculated at a point of time are less 
informative and defective as they suffer from 
short-term changes.
The ratios are generally calculated from past 
financial statements and, thus are no indicators 
of future.

Standards for comparison Ratios of a company have 
meaning only when they are compared with some 
standards. It is difficult to find out a proper basis of 
comparison. Usually, it is recommended that ratios should 
be compared with industry averages. But the industry 
averages are not easily available. In India, industry data 
on financial ratios are available from company finance 
studies conducted by the Reserve Bank of India. CMIE 
(Center for Monitoring Indian Economy) provides large 
database of companies as well as ratios.

Company differences Situations of two companies are 
never same. Similarly, the factors influencing the 
performance of a company in one year may change in 
another year. Thus, the comparison of the ratios of two 
companies becomes difficult and meaningless when they 
are operating in different situations.

Price level changes The interpretation and comparison 
of ratios are also rendered invalid by the changing value 
of money. The accounting figures, presented in the 
financial statements, are expressed in the monetary unit, 
which is assumed to remain constant. In fact prices change 
over years, which affect accounting earnings. At least three 
effects of inflation can be identified, First, the nominal 
value of inventory increases on account of rising prices. 
This results into ‘inventory profit.' A firm will lose in real 
terms if the general price level increases faster than 
appreciation in the value of inventory. Second, assets are 
stated at original cost (less depreciation) in the balance 
sheet. Because of inflation, their current value or 
replacement cost will be much higher than book value. 
Thus depreciation calculated on book value will be very 
low. Third, inflation affects accounting profits of the firms, 
which borrow. If the interest rate is fixed, shareholders 
gain at the cost of lenders. The real value of the lenders' 
obligation is reduced by inflation. The accounting profits 
do not recognize the gain from borrowing arising due to 
inflation. Since firms will differ in terms of the nature of 
their inventory, age, and type of assets and debt policy, 
inflation will affect them differently.

Different definitions of variables In practice, differences 
exist as to the meaning of certain terms. Diversity of views 

exists as to what should be included in net worth or 
shareholders' equity, current assets or current liabilities. 
Whether preference share capital and current liabilities 
should be included in debt in calculating the debt-equity 
ratio? Should intangible assets be excluded to calculate 
the rate of return on investment? If intangible assets have 
to be included, how will they be valued? Similarly, profit 
means different things to different people.

Changing situations The ratios do not have much use if 
they are not analysed over years. The ratios at a momer: 
of time may suffer from temporary changes. This problem 
can be resolved by analyzing trends of ratios over the 
years. Although trend analysij is more useful but still the 
analysis is static to an extent. The balance sheets, prepare; 
at different points of time are static in nature. They do not 
reveal the changes, which have taken place between dates 
of two balance sheets. The statements of changes in 
financial position reveal this information.

Historical data The basis to calculate ratios are historical 
financial statements. The financial analyst is more 
interested in what happens in future, while the ratios 
indicate what happened in the past. Management of the 
company has information about the company's future 
plans and policies and, therefore, is able to predict future 
happenings to a certain extent. But the outside analyse 
has to rely on the past ratios, which may not necessaril. 
reflect the firm's financial position and performance in 
the future.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the utility of ratio analysis.
2. What are the limitations of ratio analysis?
3. What strategic roles are played by various types of 

ratios?

FINANCIAL RATIOS AS
PREDICTORS OF FAILURE

In the finance literature a lot of importance has beer 
attached to financial ratios for assessing the financial 
health of a firm. The financial institutions and commeroi 
banks are interested to know whether a particular 
company will be in a position to repay its debts. Whicr 
ratios are important to predict the firm's ability to repat 
its debts?

Non-parametric Analysis
William Beaver compared the financial ratios of 7- 
manufacturing firms that subsequently failed with the 
ratios of 79 that remained solvent.22 His study revealec

22 . Beaver, W.H., Financial Ratios and Predictors of Failure, Empirical Research in According: Selected Studies Supplement to Journal ofAccountaa 
Research, 1966, pp. 77-111.
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-i z 2S, which could discriminate between failed and 
- z_e-d firms. These ratios are: (z) cash flow to total debt, 

- - come to total assets, (z'z'z) total debt to total assets, 
■ : eking capital to total assets (v) current ratios. As 

« c- zed, failed firms had more debt and lower return on 
jbbtZ' They had less cash but more receivables as well as 
law current ratios. They also had less inventory.

m the Indian context, L.C. Gupta23 attempted a 
* -ement of Beaver's method with the objective of 
Fading a forewarning system of corporate sickness. A 
Sarnie non-parametric test for measuring the relative 
rzrentiating power of the various financial ratios was 
Used The test is based on taking a sample of sick and 
t r -sick companies, arraying them by the magnitude of 

< scr. ratio to be tested, selecting a cut-off point which will 
c . de the array into two classes with a minimum possible 
rzmber of misclassifications, and then computing the 
re-rentage classification error.24 The cut-off point is 
tecermined by visual inspection. The percentage 
c ratification error is determined as the number of

22. Gupta, L.C., Financial Ratios as Forewarning Indicators of Corporate Sickness, Bombay, ICICI, 1999.
24 Ibid., p. 5.
25 The methodology may be discussed as follows: Assume that the ratio, R, for a sample of 16 companies - 8 being sick (S) and 8 being 

non-sick (N)— is computed. The companies are arranged according to the ratio in the descending order:

NNNSNNSNN - SSSSNSS
Rank 1234 56789 cut-off 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

point
The number of misclassification is 3, which is, 18.75 per cent of the sample. The number of misclassification would have been greater for 
any other cut-off point chosen. See Gupta, op. cit., 1999.

2- Gupta, op. cit., 1999, p.20.

TEsclassifications divided by the number in the sample, 
ratio which results in the lowest percentage 

drssification error is the most efficient ratio.25
Gupta's study, unlike that of Beaver, is not based on 

r i; Technique of 'paired sample' but on broadly 'matching
— . of sick and non-sick companies. In all 56 ratios 

for —_e 13-year period, 1962-74, the textile and non-textile 
(00-0 of industries were selected for testing. The number 
a izravs for the textile sample was 728 (i.e., the number 
n -= zos multiplied by the number of years). In the case of 
s - xtile sample the two best ratios were:

■i earnings before depreciation, interest and taxes 
(EBDIT) to sales;

•’■a operating cash flow (OCF) to sales;
The next best were the following three ratios;
% EBDIT/Total assets including accumulated 

depreciation;
« OCF/Total assets including accumulated 

depreciation;
xx EBDIT/ (Interest + 0.25 Debt). This ratio measures 

the extent of the firm's estimated debt servicing 
ability.

These five ratios have a high degree of predictive 
z <er, as reflected in low percentage classification error, 
>: east 2-3 years before a near-bankruptcy by the sample
- cl< textile companies. The EBIT ratios were found to be 

inferior to both EBDIT' and OCF measures. The worst 
performers were those related to net worth, i.e., PBT/Net 
worth and PAT/Net worth.

Among the balance sheet ratios, only two ratios were 
found to have some power of predicting possible sickness. 
They were:

Net worth/debt, including both short- and long
term debt

■G All outside liabilities/tangible assets.
It is thus indicated that incidence of sickness and 

inadequacy of equity base are associated. Surprisingly, 
all liquidity ratios give very poor results.

Combining the ratios can reduce the percentage error 
of classification. A combination of four of the five 
profitability ratios minimizes misclassification of sick 
companies. '... in order to be classified as healthy, a 
company should earn a satisfactory gross profit (i.e., profit 
before depreciation, interest and taxation) on sales as well 
as on its total gross assets; and at the same time, it must 
also earn a satisfactory cash profit (i.e., profit after interest 
and taxation with depreciation added back) again on both 
sales and total gross assets. The combination seems to 
automatically take care, under most circumstances, of 
vulnerability arising from unduly high debt, making it 
unnecessary to test separately for debt servicing ability.'26

In case of the non-textile sample, all profitability ratios 
did equally well; none emerged as the best. Also, profit 
ratios did better than the balance sheet ratios. Thus, the 
conclusion based on the textile sample is vindicated.

Multiple Discriminant Analysis

The studies referred above provide for looking at a 
number of separate clues (ratios to sickness or failure). It 
would be more useful to combine the different ratios into 
a single measure of the probability of sickness or failure 
(bankruptcy). The technique of multiple discriminant 
analysis (MDA) helps to do so. MDA can be used to 
classify companies on the basis of their characteristics, as 
measured by financial ratios, into two groups: those, 
which are likely to fail (and go bankrupt) and those not 
likely to fail. In the literature, the likelihood of bankruptcy 
is associated with financial ratios. For instance, it is 
assumed that the probability of bankruptcy is higher for 
a firm with a low current ratio, high debt ratio and low 
rate of return. The empirical studies of Beaver (in the USA)
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and Gupta (in India) identified ratios which have 
discriminating power. What is, however, required from a 
practical point of view is the understanding of seriousness 
posed by low performing ratios and the combined effect 
of favourable and unfavourable ratios. The use of MDA 
helps to consolidate the effects of all ratios. MDA 
constructs a boundary line—a discriminant function— 
using historical data of the bankrupt and non- bankrupt 
firms. Edward Altman was the first person to apply 
discriminant analysis in finance for studying 
bankruptcy?7 His study helped in identifying five ratios 
that were efficient in predicting bankruptcy. The model 
was developed from a sample of 66 firms—half of which 
went bankrupt. He derived the following discriminant

above 2.675—or headed towards bankruptcy—a
below 2.675. The lower the score, the greater is
likelihood of bankruptcy and vice versa.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the non-parametric method of identifv=j£ 
ratios that help in predicting the future perfonnaa: - 
of a firm.
What is discriminant analysis? How does it heir 
finding ratios that have prediction power?

2.

ILLUSTRATION 25.2: Z-Score
Let us assume that Zeta Company has the following rat
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above 2.675—or headed towards bankruptcy—a sc
below 2.675. The lower the score, the greater is
likelihood of bankruptcy and vice versa.

and Gupta (in India) identified ratios which have 
discriminating power. What is, however, required from a 
practical point of view is the understanding of seriousness 
posed by low performing ratios and the combined effect 
of favourable and unfavourable ratios. The use of MDA 
helps to consolidate the effects of all ratios. MDA 
constructs a boundary line—a discriminant function— 
using historical data of the bankrupt and non- bankrupt 
firms. Edward Altman was the first person to apply 
discriminant analysis in finance for studying 
bankruptcy.27 His study helped in identifying five ratios 
that were efficient in predicting bankruptcy. The model 
was developed from a sample of 66 firms—half of which 
went bankrupt. He derived the following discriminant 
function:

27. Altman, E.I., Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis, and The Prediction of Corporate Bankruptcy, Journal of Finance Sept. 1968, pp. 589-609.
28. Altman, E.I., Haldeman, R.G. and Narayan, P., Zeta Analysis: A New Model to Identify Bankruptcy Risk of Companies, Journal ~ 

Banking and Finance, June 1977, pp. 29-54.

Z = 0.012Xj + 0.014X2 + 0.033X3 + 0.006X4 + 0.010X5 
where

Z = discriminant function score of a firm
X4 = net working capital/total assets (%)
X2 = retained earning/total assets (%)
X3 = EBIT/total assets (%)
X4 = market value of total equity/ 

book value of debt (%)
X5 = sales/total assets (times)
Altman established a guideline Z score which can be 

used to classify firms as either financially sound—a score

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the non-parametric method of identihirx 
ratios that help in predicting the future performanc e 
of a firm.

2. What is discriminant analysis? How does it help ir 
finding ratios that have prediction power?

ILLUSTRATION 25.2: Z-Score
Let us assume that Zeta Company has the following rat :s

X1 = 15%,X2 = 31.5%>
X3 = 14.5%, X4 = 110% and X5 = 1.2.

Zeta’s Z score will be as follows:
Z - Q.tWZWMMA (31.5°^ + 0.033 (14,5

+ 0.06 (110%) + 0.010 (1.2) = 1
Since Zeta’s Z-score of 1.772 is below 2.675, there is a 

chance that it will go bankrupt in the near future, since ita 
financial condition is not very good.

Altman's original bankruptcy forecasting model has 
been refined and broadened in the recent years.28 The ne • 
model can be applied to retailing firms as well. This model 
is about 70% accurate as much as 5 years prior to 
bankruptcy.

( summary)
Q A financial ratio is a relationship between two financial variables. It helps to ascertain the financial condition of a 

firm.
Q Ratio analysis is a process of identifying the financial strengths and weaknesses of the firm. This may be 

accomplished either through a trend analysis of the firm's ratios over a period of time or through a comparison of 
the firm's ratios with its nearest competitors and with the industry averages.

O The four most important financial dimensions, which a firm would like to analyse, are: liquidity, leverage, activity 
and profitability.

□ Liquidity ratios measure the firm's ability to meet current obligations, and are calculated by establishing 
relationships between current assets and current liabilities.

O Leverage ratios measure the proportion of outsiders' capital in financing the firm's assets, and are calculated by 
establishing relationships between borrowed capital and equity capital.

Q Activity ratios reflect the firm's efficiency in utilizing its assets in generating sales, and are calculated by establishing 
relationships between sales and assets.

Q Profitability ratios measure the overall performance of the firm by determining the effectiveness of the firm in 
generating profit, and are calculated by establishing relationships between profit figures on the one hand, anc 
sales and assets on the other.

O Ratio analysis is a very useful tool to raise relevant questions on a number of managerial issues. It provides clues 
to investigate those issues in detail.

□ However, caution needs to be applied while interpreting ratios as they are calculated from the accounting numbers 
Accounting numbers suffer from accounting policy changes, arbitrary allocation procedures and 
inflation.

O Summary of the most important financial ratios are given in Table 25.19.
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Table 25.19: Summary of Ratios

Ratios:
Current assets

Current liabilities
Current assets - Inventory 

ratio---------------------------------------

Profitability Ratios:
Gross profit

Gross margin - ----- gales-----
EBITor =-------
Sales

Current liabilities 
measure

Current assets - Inventory
Average daily cash operating expenses

®e Ratios:
Total debtcebt ratio =-------------------------

Capital employed 
Net worth

<uity ratio

Capital employed or net assetsi.-equity ratio = ——-------- —— ----------------------
Net worth

NT . . Profit after taxNet margin =--------------------
Sales

PAT
PAT to EBIT ratio =-------

EBIT

EBIT(l-T)or =-------------- -
Sales

Return on investment
(ROI) before tax Net assets or capital employed

EBIT

EBIT (1-Tax rate)• Return on investment =
. Net assets or capital employed

(ROI) after tax
EBIDTA

• Return on investment = ™ , 7------- ryy-------- —znrAT ,,. x- x 1 otal assets or Net assets(ROI) before-tax
, EBIDTArest coverage =-----------

Interest
~. Ratios:

Cost of goods sold or sales
ctorv turnover---------------------------------------

Inventory
360

: f days, inventory = T
Inventory turnover 

Credit sales or sales
■ ?rs turnover =

Profit after-tax
• Return on equity (ROE) = ——---------:—1 - Net worth

There exists a relationship between various ratios. For 
example, ROE can be expressed as follows:

Sales
• ROE = —-----------

Net assets
EBITx-------x
Sales

Debtors
360

ection period = .
Debtors turnover

Sales■ts turnover = —------------------------ ----------------
Net assets or capital employed

Sales
: .'king capital turnover - —-------- 77-------- ;—7Net working capital

KEY CONCEPTS

Activity ratios
•.pg schedule
- --■ turnover
I: mis shares
Dash ratio
C: Lection period
C: mmon-size statement 
IZ: -.tingent liabilities 
Cross-sectional ratio

analysis
Z ..'rent ratio
Debt ratio
Z etit-equity ratio
Z rotors turnover
Debt-trap
Z: scriminant analysis 
fividend yield

DuPont analysis
Earnings power 

earnings yield
Earnings-price ratio 
Ex-bonus price 
Ex-rights price 
Financial analysis 
Financial gearing or 

leverage
Financial risk
Fixed-charges 

coverage
Gross profit margin 
Industry analysis 
Interest coverage 
Interest tax shield 
Inter-firm analysis

Net assets
Net worth

PAT
EBIT 
z

In practice, companies calculate many other ratios.
Most important ratios include:

PAT

x

• EPS = No. of shares
Profit distributed 

No. of shares
DPS

• Payout - —

• DPS =

Market value of share 
• Price-earnings ratio = EPS

Market value of share
• Market value-book value ratio = —-—;---- :-------—------Book value of share

Interval measure
Inventory holding period 
Inventory profit 
Inventory turnover 
Lease
Leverage factor
Leverage ratios
Liquidity ratios 
Long-term solvency
Net profit margin
Net working capital ratio 
Operating leverage 
Payout ratio 
Price-earnings ratio
Pro forma analysis 
Profitability ratios

'----------------------- >Quick ratio
Replacement costs
Retention ratio
Return on capital

employed (ROCE)
Return on equity (ROE)
Return on investment (ROI)
Return on net assets

(RONA)
Rights shares
Short-term solvency
Time series ratio

analysis
Tobin’s q
Trading on equity
Vertical analysis
Z-score



(i) = 0.089 or 8.9%

. Rs 544,000Thus Average mventory=---------------
5

= Rs 108,800
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STUDENT
-----------

tOSiVITIES
• ■

assets of Rs 800,000; 50 per cent of the assets being financed 
by borrowed capital at an interest cost of 8 per cent per 
year. The direct costs for the year are estimated at 
Rs 480,000 and all other operating expenses are estimated 
at Rs 80,000. The goods will be sold to customers at 
150 per cent of the direct costs. Tax rate is assumed to be 
50 per cent.

You are required to calculate: (i) net profit margin; 
(17) return on assets; (177) assets turnover (iv) return on 
owners’ equity.

SOLUTION:
The net profit is calculated as follows:

Rs Rs

Sales (150% of Rs 4.80,000) 720,000
Direct costs 480,000
Gross profit 240,000
Operating expenses 80,000
Interest charges

(8% of Rs 4,00,000) 32,000 112,000
Profit before taxes 128,000
Taxes (@ 50%) 64,000
Net profit after taxes 64,000

KT . Rs 64,000Net profit margin =----------------
Rs 7,20,000

KT , • EBIT(l-T)Net profit margin =----------------
Sales

= 0.111 or 11.1%

(if) „ . , EBIT(l-T)Return on assets =----------------
Assets

_ 1,60,000 (1-0.5)
800,000

= 0.10 or 10%

z „ A Sales Rs 720,00(177) Assets turnover =---------=---------------- = 0.9 times
Assets Rs 800,000

„ . Net profit after taxes
/■/v) Return on equitv =------£---------------------

J ” Owner’s equity
_ Rs 64,000 Rs 64,000
” 50% of Rs 800,000 ” Rs 400,000 
= 0.16 or 16%

and a current ratio of 2.5. The firm’s current liabilities 
Rs 96,000; inventories Rs 48,000 and cash Rs 16 
(a) Determine the average inventory to be carried by 
firm, if an inventory turnover of 5 times is exp
(Assume a 360-day year), (b) Determine the ave 
collection period if the opening balance of debtors 
intended to be of Rs 80,000? (Assume a 360-day year .

SOLUTION:

T Cost of goods sold(a) Inventory turnover:-----------s-------------
Average inventory

Since gross profit margin is 15 per cent, the cost 
goods sold should be 85 per cent of the sales.

Cost of goods sold = 0.85 x Rs 640,000 = Rs 544. 
Rs 544,000

Average inventory

(b) Average collection period:

Average debtors ___-------- e-------------x360
Credit sales

Average debtors = (op. debtors + cl. debtors) 2 
Closing balance of debtors is found as follows: 
Current assets (2.5 of current liabilities) 2,40.0iCl

Less: Inventories
Cash
Debtors

48,000
16,000 64.000

1,76.000

Average debtors = (Rs 1,76,000 + Rs 80,000)/2 
= Rs 1,28,000

„ . . , Rs 128,000Average collection penod=---------------- x360
Rs 640,000

_______„ 72 days
_ PROBLEM 25.3 | The following figures relate to th 

trading activities of Hind Traders Limited for the year ende 
30th June, 20X1.

You are required from Table 25.20 to (1) rearrange tl 
figures in a form suitable for analysis, and (2) sho 
separately the following ratios: (i) gross profit rati 
(17) operating stock (iii) stock turnover ratio:
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25.20: Hind Traders Limited

12,000

2.28.750
9.66.750

11,95,500
2,95,500

Rs Rs

1,500,000 A dministra five expenses
9,66,750 Salaries 81,000
2,28,750 Rent 8,100
2,95,500 Stationery, 

postage, etc. 7,500
60,000 Depreciation 27,900

xpenses Other charges 49,500
45,900 Provision for 

taxation 1,20,000

; Dross profit ratio:
Rs 600,000 „= —------- -—— = 0.40 or 40%

Rs 1,500,000
sfe Operating ratio:

_ Cost of goods + Operating expenses
Sales

Rs 1,140,000 „ _=------ ’----- ------= 0.76 or 76%
Rs 1,500,000

r Stock turnover ratio:
Cost of goods sold Rs 900,000=---------- - -------- -----=----------------= 3.43 times

Average stock Rs 262,125

Table 25.21: Hind Traders Ltd 
Profit and Loss Statement

__
less returns)

Cost of goods sold:
Stock

■uxaases

1,74,000

Z losing stock
Dnas profit

Operating expenses
>.:ng and distribution expenses 66,000 

aministrative expenses
Doerating net profit
C:n-operating income
.: n-operating expenses

: fit before-tax
-r : vision for taxes

Rs

15,00,000

9.00,000
6,00,000

2,40,000
3,60,000

PROBLEM 25.4: Towards the end of 20X1 the 
o_'-::ors of Wholesale Merchants Ltd decided to expand 
tic business. The annual accounts of the company for 
. X1 and 20X2 may be summarized as follows:

You are informed that: (a) All sales were from stocks 
r the company’s warehouse, (b) The range of merchandise 

was not changed and buying prices remained steady 
throughout the two years, (c) Budgeted total sales for 20X2 
were Rs 390,000. (d) The debenture loan was received on 
1st January, 20X2, and additional fixed assets were 
purchased on that date.

Table 25.22: Wholesale Merchants Ltd

Financial Statements (Rs)

Non-operating income
Dividend on shares 27,000 
Profit on sale of

shares 9,000

Year
20X1

Year
20X2

Sales:
Cash 42,000 44,800
Credit 378,000 478,800

420,000 523,600
Cost of sales 330,400 417,200
Gross margin 89,600 106,400
Expenses:

Warehousing 18^200 19,600
Transport 8,400 14,000
Administration 26,600 26,600
Selling 15,400 19,600
Debenture interest - 2,800

68,600 82,600
Net profit 21,000 23,800

You are required to state the internal accounting ratios 
that you would use in this type of business to assist the 
management of the company in measuring the efficiency 
of its operation, including its use of capital.

Your answer should name the ratios and give the 
figures (calculated to one decimal place) for 20X1 and 
20X2, together with possible reasons for changes in the 
ratios for the two years. Ratios relating to capital employed 
should be based on the capital at the end. Ignore taxation.

31st 31st
Dec. Dec.

20X1 20X2

Fixed assets
(Less: Dep.) 42,000 56,000

Current assets
Stock 84,000 1,31,600
Debtors 70.000 1,14,800
Cash 14,000 1,68,000 9,800 2,56,200

Less: Current
liabilities 70,000 1,06,400

Net current
assets 98,000 1,49,800

Net assets 1,40,000 2,05,800
Share capital 1,05,000 1,05,000
Reserves and

undistributed
profit 35.000 58,000

Debenture loan — 42,000
Capital

employed 1,40,000 2,05,800
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SOLUTION:
The following ratios are calculated for Wholesale 

Merchants Ltd:
Comments. The return on capital employed has fallen 

from 15% in 20X1 to 12.9% in 20X2. The reason lies in 
the sales to capital ratio which has also fallen in 20X2. 
The increase in capital employed has not been profitably 
utilized. The increased capital seems to have been blocked 
in stock and debtors.

It will be noticed that the gross margin ratio decreased 
from 21.3% in 20X1 to 20.3% in 20X2. This may be 
attributed to reduced selling price or granting of trade 
discounts on bulk orders. The operating ratio (expense to 
sales ratio) has fallen in 20X1 by 1% and this had a slight 
impact on net profit ratio which has increased by 0.1%.

The short-term solvency of the company, reflected by 
current ratio and quick ratio, is more or less constant. 
However, there has been deterioration in the stock turnover 
and debtors turnover ratios. This implies the company is 
holding stocks for longer periods and allowing longer credit 
periods to customers.

There is no threat to the long-term solvency of the 
company. It did not use any long-term debt in 20X1. A 
debenture loan of Rs 42,000 is taken in 20X2 and is about 
0.26 of the equity funds. By a normal criterion, the company 
could have a debt equity ratio of 2:1.

PROBLEM 25.5 Assume that a firm has owners’ 
equity of Rs 100,000. The ratios for the firm are:

Current debt to total debt 0.40
Total debt to owners’ equity 0.60
Fixed assets to owners’ equity 0.60
Total assets turnover 2 times
Inventory turnover 8 times

Complete the following balance sheet, given the 
information above.

Liabilities Rs Assets Rs

Current debt ... Cash ......
Long-term debt ..... Inventory ......
Total debt ...... Total current assets ......
Owners’ equity ..... Fixed assets ......
Total capital ...... Total assets ......

SOLUTION:
(j) Total debt = 0.60 x owners’ equity

= 0.60 x Rs 1,00,000 = Rs 60,000
(h) Fixed assets

= 0.60 x owners’ equity
= 0.60 x Rs 1,00,000 = Rs 60,000

(iii) Total Capital = Total debt + Owners’ equity
= Rs 60,000 + Rs 1,00,000 = Rs 1,60,000

(iv) Total assets consisting of current assets and fboa 
assets must be equal to Rs 1,60,000 (Assets 
Liabilities + Owners’ equity). Fixed assets as 
Rs 60,000, therefore, current assets shoulc i> 
Rs 1,60,000 - Rs 60,000 = Rs 1,00,000.

(v) Sales are found as follows:

. Sales SalesAssets turnover =---------= 2 =------------------
Assets Rs 160,000

= 2

.-. Sales = Rsl60,000 x 2 = Rs 320,00(

.-. Sales = Rs 1,60,0002 = Rs 3,20,000 
(vr) Inventories are found as follows:

Scilos Inventory tornover = 7------------J Inventory

Rs 320,000 
Inventory

Inventory = = Rs 40,000

(vii) Cash
= Current assets - Inventory
= Rs 1,00,000 - Rs 40,000 = Rs 60,000

(viii) Current debt
= 0.40 x Total debts = 0.40 ' Rs 60,000
= Rs 24,000

(rx) Long-term debt
= Total debt - Current debt
= Rs 60,000 - Rs 24,000 = Rs 36,000.

With all this information, the balance sheet can be 
prepared as follows:

Note: EBIT for 20X1 and 20X2 respectively is: Rs 21,000 + 0 = Rs 21,000 and Rs 23,800 + 2,800 = Rs 26,600.

Table 25.23: Ratios for Wholesale Merchants Ltd

Ratios (Rs’000) Year 20X1 (Rs’000) Year 20X2

1. Net margin: EBIT/Sales 21,000/4,20,000 5.0% 26,600/523,600 5.1%
2. Sales to capital employed 4,20,000/1,40,000 3.0 times 523,600/205,800 2.5 times
3. Return on capital employed: EBIT/CE 21,000/1,40,000 15.0% 26,600/205,800 12.9%
4. Gross margin: gross profit/sales 89,600/4,20,000 21.2% 106,400/523,600 20.3%
5. Expenses (excluding interest) to sales 68,600/4,20,000 16.3% 79,800/523,600 15.2%
6. Stock turnover: CGS/Stock 3,30,400/84,000 3.9 times 417,200/131,600 3.2 times
7. Debtors turnover: credit sales/debtors 3,78,000/70,000 5.4 times 478,800/114,800 4.2 times
8. Current ratio: CA/CL 1,68,000/70,000 2.4 times 256,200/106,400 2.4 times
9. Quick ratio: CA-Stock/CL 84,000/70,000 1.2 times 124,600/106,400 1.2 times

10. Long-term debt-equity 0 42,000/163,800 0.3
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Rs Assets Rs

24,000 Cash 60,000
debt 36.000 Inventory 40,000

60,000 Total current
assets 100,000

equitv 100,000 Fixed assets 60.000
'"lam eouitv 160.000 Total assets 160.000

P i 3BLEM 25.6 The following are the financial 
for XYZ Co., for 20X4:

20X1 20X2 Industry

Current ratio 2.54 2.10 2.30
Acid-test ratio 1.10 0.96 1.20
Debtors turnover 6.00 4.80 7.00
Stock turnover 3.80 3.05 3.85
Long-term debt to total capital 37% 42% 34%
Gross profit margin 38% 41% 40%
Net profit margin 18% 16% 15%
Return on equity 24% 29% 19%
Return on total assets 7% 6.8% 8%
Tangible assets turnover 0.80 0.70 1.00
Interest coverage 10 9 10

Table 25.24: XYZ Company

Balance Sheet
as on 31 December 20X3

an :->&■ Cap. Rs Assets

2,80,000 Cash 70,000
1.. payable 1,40,000 Debtors 3,50,000

ling exps. 40,000 Stock 4,90,000
■fcprsicn for tax 1,00,000 Fixed assets, (net) 10,50,000
■jEi-'erm debt

.-.ce share
8,40,000 Goodwill 1,40,000

Imiry share
2,80,000

1,40,000
2,80,000

21,00,000 21,00,000

Table 25.25: XYZ Company
Profit and Loss A/c

for the year ended 31 December 20X3 (Rs)

(a) Calculate ratios for 20X3 and evaluate the 
company’s financial position.

(b) Using relevant ratios, indicate what decision 
would be taken in the following situations: (I) XYZ 
Co. wants to buy material of Rs 70,000 on a three, 
month credit from A. (ii) XYZ Co. offers to sell 
70,000 additional shares for Rs 112 per shares to a 
financial institution, (iii) XYZ Co. wants to issue 
16% debentures of Rs 3,00,000 with a ten-year 
maturity.

Cash
Credit

less Expenses:
Cost of goods sold
Selling, administrative and 

general expenses
Depreciation
Interest on long-term debt

:-.5t before taxes
Fixes
:~:5t after taxes
. -s Preference dividend
■et profit for ordinary shareholders 
•::: Reserve at 1 January 20X3

8,40,000

11,20,000

Dividend paid to 
equity shareholders 

Reserve at 31 December 20X3
25,000

2,80,000

The ratios for the years 20X1 and 20X2 for XYZ 
: ampany and their industry ratios are given below:

(a) The ratios for 20X3 for XYZ Co. are as follows:
SOLUTION:

Ratio 20X3

1. Current ratio 9,10,000/5,60,000 = 1.63
2. Acid-test ratio 4,20,000/5,60,000 = 0.75
3. Debtors turnover 11,20,000/3,50,000 = 3.20
4. Stock turnover 8,40,000/4,90,000 = 1.71
5. Debt-to-total cap, ratio 8,40,000/14,00,000*  = 60%
6. Gross profit margin 5,60,000/14,00,000 = 40%
7. Net profit margin 1,40,000/14,00,000 = 10%
8. Return on equity 1,23,200/2,80,000*  = 44%
9. Return on total assets

(2,80,000 + 42,000) (1 - 0.5)/19,60,000 * =8.2%
10. Tangible assets

turnover 14,00,000/19,60,000 * = 0.71
11. Interest coverage 3,22,000/42,000 = 7.67

* Intangible asset of Rs 1,40,000 is excluded.

Evaluation of the company’s position:
(a) (j) The liquidity position of the firm is falling, 

which is evident from Ratios 1 to 4.
(ii) The gross profit margin is constant and 

matches with the industry average, but the 
net profit margin ratio is declining. The two 
ratios together imply that the firm’s selling 
and administrative expenses, depreciation 
and interest charges are rising.

(iii) The decline in the net margin is partly due to 
rapid increase in debt (Ratio 5). This increase 
also explains why the return on equity (Ratio 
8) has been rising while the return on assets 
is declining (Ratio 9). The decline in the net 
margin and the return on assets can also be 
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attributed to the decline in assets turnover 
(Ratio 10). The impact of the increase in debt 
and overall decline in profitability are also 
shown by reduction in the interest coverage 
(Ratio 11).

(b) (i) The primary focus of the analyst here will be 
on the liquidity of current assets. He/she 
would, therefore, concern himself/herself 
with Ratios 1 to 4. The credit may not be 
granted to XYZ Co. because of its deteriorating 
liquidity and lengthy terms of payment.

(if) The analysis for the purpose of investing in 
shares generally concentrates on the return 
on equity and leverage ratios. The return on 
equity of XYZCo. is increasing; therefore, the 
shares may be purchased. But the company 
has a high degree of leverage (Ratio 5) and its 
profitability (Ratios 8, 9,10) is declining. This 
will go against the buying of shares. The 
decision will depend upon the financial 
institution’s assessment about the company’s 
future profitability and long-term financial 
conditions.

(iff) The company may find difficulty in selling 
the debentures. Already, it has a high leverage 
ratio. If the debentures are issued its leverage 
ratio will increase to 67 per cent (Rs 11,40,000 
+ Rs 17,00,000) and the coverage ratio at the 
same level of earning will decline to 5.2. The 
liquidity and the profitability of the firm are 
also declining.

PROBLEM 25.7 ; The following financial data relate 
to Lakme, a cosmetic and toiletries company in the Tata 
Group of companies for the period ending on 31 March 
20X1 and 20X2:

Table 25.26: Lakme
Financial Data

for the year ending on 31 March
(Rs lakh]

20X1 20X2

Revenue (REV) 6561 9773
Operating profit (PBITDA) 625 839
Depreciation 88 115
PBIT 537 724
Interest 216 376
Tax 0 65
Profit after tax (PAT) 321 283
Share capital 316 316
Reserve and surplus 1130 1264
Borrowings 1473 1530
Capital employed 2919 3110
Gross fixed assets 1336 1589
EPS 10.17 8.97
DPS 5.00 5.00

Comment on Lakme’s performance. She 
computations to support your answer.

SOLUTION:
Table 25.27: Lakme
Financial Analysis

Ratio Financial 
dimension 20X1 20X2 Change

REV/CE Turnover 2.25 3.14 increase

PBIT/REV Margin 8.2% 7.4% decrease

PBIT/CE ROI 18.4% 23.3% increase

PAT/PBIT Tax leverage 59.8% 39.1% decrease

CE/NW Finance leverage 2.02 1.97 decrease

PAT/NW ROE 22.2% 17.9% decrease

RE/PAT Retention 50.8% 44.2% decrease

RE/NW Growth 11.3% 7.9% decrease

Lakme registered an impressive growth in revenue.
Although revenue increased by 49%, operating prof:: 
increased by 34% and PBIT increased by 35%. Howeve: 
PAT declined by 12% due to a 74% increase in interes: 
and 31% increase in depreciation. As a result, EPS reduces 
to Rs 8.97 in 20X2 from Rs 10.17 in 20X1. The compare 
maintained DPS at Rs 5, which tended to increase payou: 
ratio to 50.8% from 44.3% in 20X1.

Lakme’s margin reduced in 20X2, but was more than 
compensated by improved utilization of capital; its 
turnover increased to 3.14 in 19X2 from 2.25 in 20X1. This 
resulted in an impressive improvement in before-tax return 
on investment. However, the company paid more interest 
and tax in 20X2, while maintaining its debt equity ratio. 
This resulted in about 4% drop in its ROE in 20X2. Lower 
ROE and lower retention (or higher payout) in 20X2 
reduced the company’s equity growth.

h PROBLEM 25.8 Tata Unisys is an integrated 
information technology company. Its products include mini 
and micro processor based systems, software sets, serial 
printers and handlers. Table 25.28 contains financial 
highlights of the company for the year 20X1-X2 and 20X2- 
X3. You are required to provide a critical evaluation of the 
company’s performance. Calculate required ratios to 
support your evaluation.

Table 25.28: Tata Unisys

Financial Data
for year ending 31 March (Rs lakh

20X1-X2 20X2-X3

Profit and Loss Items
Net sales 6,448 8,994
Raw material 1,318 2,011
Salaries and wages 814 1,043
Power and fuel 50 75
Operating profit (PBDIT) 1,597 2,226
Interest 73 91
Depreciation 308 488

(Contd...)
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Financial Statement Analysis

In spite of an impressive growth in sales, the company’s 
profitability both in terms of sales as well as capital 
employed (i.e., net worth plus borrowings) showed a slight 
decline. The company retains about 85% of its profits and 
earns an ROI of about 29.5%, which gives it an impressive 
growth rate of about 25%.

Table 25.29: Tata Unisys

Ratio Financial 
dimension 20X1 20X2 Change

REV/CE Turnover 2.25 3.14 increase
Sales/CE Turnover 2.09 2.03 decrease
PBIT/Sales Margin 20.00% 19.32% decrease
PBIT/CE ROI 41.74% 39.29% decrease
PAT/PBIT Tax leverage 58.26% 58.23% no change
CE/NW Fin. leverage 1.22 1.29 no change
PAT/NW ROE 29.63% 29.54% no change
RE/PAT Retention 85.35% 84.88% decrease
RE/NW Growth 25.29% 25.07% decrease

Equity Performance
EPS (Rs) 17.15 23.11 increase
DPS (Rs) 2.50 3.50 increase
Payout 14.65% 15.12% increase
Dividend yield - 6.67%
P/E ratio - 22.72

*

? £ <IEW QUESTIONS
I Explain the need for the financial analysis. How does the use of ratios help in financial analysis?
. .’.‘hat do you mean by the liquidity of a firm? How can the liquidity of a firm be assessed?
I Is it possible for a firm to have a high current ratio and still find difficulties in paying its current debt? Explain 

with illustration.
- What are the leverage, or capital-structure, ratios? Explain the significance and limitations of the debt-equity 

ratio as a measure of the firm’s solvency?
- Why are the activity ratios calculated? Do calculations of current asset turnover ratios indicate their quality? 

Explain.
t How would you calculate the fixed assets turnover and the capital-employed turnover ratios? What do they 

imply?
Why is it necessary to calculate the profitability ratios in relation to sales? Illustrate your answer.

■ Explain the calculation and significance of the various measures of rate of return on investment.
- Explain the ratios which you, as an analyst, will focus your attention to in the following cases:

(j) A bank is approached by a company for a loan of Rs 50 lakh for working-capital purposes.
(ii) A company requests a financial institution to grant a 10-year loan of Rs 5 crore.

I.. Which of the financial ratios of a company would you most likely refer to in each of the following situations? 
Give reasons.
(i) The company asks you to sell material on credit.
(ii) You are thinking of investing Rs 25,000 in the company’s debentures.
(iii) You are thinking of investing Rs 25,000 in the company’s shares.
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11. What is the firm’s earning power? How are the net profit margin and the assets turnover related?
12. What is a DuPont analysis? Explain with the help of a chart.
13. ‘A higher rate of return on capital employed implies that the firm is managed efficiently.’ Is this true in e -M 

situation? What or why not?
14. Ratios are generally calculated from historical data. Of what use are they in assessing the firm’s future fir

condition? *
15. Explain the significance and limitations of the ratio analysis.

QUIZ EXERCISES
1. A firm's sales are Rs 4,50,000, cost of goods sold is Rs 2,40,000 and inventory is Rs 90,000. What is its turn. 

Also, calculate the firm's gross margin.
2. The only current assets possessed by a firm are: cash Rs 1,05,000, inventories Rs 5,60,000 and debnoal 

Rs 4,20,000. If the current ratio for the firm is 2:1, determine its current liabilities. Also, calculate the fim f 
quick ratio.

3. At the close of the year, a company has an inventory of Rs 1,50,000 and cost of goods sold for is Rs 9,75,OOQH 
the company's turnover ratio is 5, determine the opening balance of inventory.

4. The total sales of a firm are Rs 4,00,000. It has a gross profit margin of 20 per cent. If the company has an aven^B 
inventory of Rs 50,000, determine the inventory turnover.

5. A company has an inventory of Rs 1,80,000, debtors of Rs 1,15,000 and an inventory turnover of 6. The 
profit margin of the company is 10 per cent, and its credit sales are 20 per cent of the total sales. Calculate tad 
average collection period. (Assume a 360-day year).

6. A company has the shareholders' equity of Rs 2,00,000. Total assets are 160 per cent of the shareholders' equjM 
while the assets turnover is 4. If the company has an inventory turnover of 5, determine the amount of invent: ~ t

7. A firm has cost of Rs 2,00,000, sales of Rs 2,50,000 and an asset turnover of 4. What is the rate of return on assH !
8. A firm has profit before interest and taxes of Rs 80,000, interest charges of Rs 8,000, taxes of Rs 30,000. tool 

assets of Rs 5,00,000 and total liabilities Rs 3,00,000? What is its (i) return of equity, and (n) interest coverages
9. Determine the P/E ratio of a firm that has a net profit after taxes of Rs 1,50,000 and 30,000 shares outstanding, 

selling at a market price of Rs 10 per share. What rate of return do shareholders expect?
10. A company has a net profit after taxes of Rs 1,20,000 and pays a cash dividend of Rs 48,000 on its 36,000 share®, 

outstanding at a time when the share is selling for Rs 12. What is the yield and the dividend payout?

PROBLEMS
L.____________________________________________J

1. The balance sheets and trading and profit and loss 
accounts for the year ended 30 June 20X2 of 
S Ltd and TLtd are given in Tables 4.30 and 4.31. 
You may assume that stocks have increased evenly 
throughout the year. You are required to:
(a) Calculate three of the following ratios 

separately for each company:
(/) net profit for the year as a percentage of 

net assets employed at 30 June 20X2;
(h) net profit for the year as a percentage of 

sales;
(hi) gross profit for the year as a percentage of 

sales;
(iv) current assets to current liabilities at 30 

June 20X2;
(v) liquid ratio at 30 June 20X2 and

(vi) stock turnover during the year.
(b) Describe briefly the main conclusions which 

you draw from a comparison of the ratios 
which you have calculated for each company.

Table 25.30: S Ltd and T Ltd
Balance Sheet

as on 30 June 20X2 (Rs

S Ltd TLtd

Fixed assets at cost 60,000 30,000
Less: Provision for dep. 20.000 10.000

40,000 20.1 .
Current assets

Stock 57,000 30,000
Debtors 22,000 20,000
Cash 11.000 10.000

90,000 60,000
Less: Current liabilities 30.000 30.000
Net current assets 60,000 30,000
Net assets 1,00,000 50,000
Paid-up share capital 95,000 45,000
Revenue reserve 5,000 5,000

1,00,000 50,000



Tmie 25.31: S Ltd. and T Ltd
ie;- x and Profit and Loss Account

160,000

iw tie year ended 30 June 20X2 (Rs)

S Ltd T Ltd

120,000
20,000_ 20X1 39,000

■raises 1.14.000 85,000
1,53,000 1,05,000

1.15X2 57,000 30,000
■uni sold 96,000 75,000

64,000 45,000
Hiieral expenses 56,000 39,000

L : the vear 8,000 6,000
faace brought forward 3,000 1,000

11,000 7,000
rmsii paid 6,000 2,000
■r e c : orward 5,000 5,000

X. Lcracts from financial accounts of XYZ Ltd are 
even below:

Sales amounted to Rs 3,50,000 in the first year 
sed Rs 300,000 in the second year. You are required 

comment on the solvency position of the 
cern with the help of accounting ratios.

Year I Year II
Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Table 25.32: XYZ Ltd

10,000 - 20,000 -
30,000 - 30,000 -

in
■rrxnce 2,000 - - -

■■a zb hand 20,000 - 15,000 -
..-editors - 25,000 - 30,000

Aszccances - 15,000 - 12,000
: verdraft - - - 5,000

62,000 40,000 65,000 47,000

From the following information you are required 
to (a) analyze the relative position of ABC Ltd in 
the industry and (b) point out the deficiencies and 
suggest improvements.

Table 25.33: ABC Ltd
Balance Sheet

as on 31 December 20X1

-lire capital 1,278,000 Fixed assets:
.’-—ent liabilities: Equip. 600,000
--■editors 1,50,000 Less; Dep. 80,000 520,000
Bank loan 3,00,000 Current

assets:
Cash 180,000
Debtors 240,000
Stock 660,000
Prepaid exp. 128.000

Total capital 1,728,000 Total assets 1,728,000
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{Rs}

Table 25.34: ABC Ltd 
Profit and Loss 

for the year ended 31 December 2OX1

Sales 3,45,000
Cost of goods sold 1,50,000
Gross profit 1,95,000
Operating expenses 90,000
Profit before interest and taxes 1,05,000
Interest 24,000
Profit before taxes 81,000
Tax • 27,000
Profit after taxes 54,000

Table 25.35'. ABC Ltd
Industry Averages

Current ratio 2.95
Quick ratio 1.05
Debt-equity ratio 50%
Times interest earned 2.60%
Inventory turnover 0.35
Fixed-assets turnover 0.80
Total assets turnover 0.50
Net profit margin 16%
Return on assets 15%

Return on equity 21%

4. The two firms, M and N, have the following data:

N M
Rs Rs

Sales 8,00,000 2,00,000

Total assets 40,00,000 6,00,000

Net profit 7,50,000 4,20,000

Compute return on investment for both firms. 
Explain how the figures are similar and how they 
are different.

5. The summary of the balance sheets and the profit 
and loss accounts from 20X1 to 20X5 for Jagan 
Limited is given in Tables 25.36 and 25.37. During 
this period, the company undertook a major 
expansion programme. You are required to 
calculate important ratios for the five years and 
assess the financial health of the company. Also, 
explain the implications of the development of the 
financial health of the company for the 
shareholders.



Table 25.36: Jagan Ltd Table 25.38: Surendra Mohan & Sons
Balance Sheets (Rs ’000)

20X1 20X2 20X3 20X4 20X5

Liabilities and Equity
Creditors 25 25 25 25 25
Debentures 250 1,000 1,750 2,500 3,250
Share capital 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
Reserves 225 225 225 2,25 2,25
Total 1,500 2,250 3,000 37,50 45,00

Asset
Cash 50 50 50 50 50
Debtors 50 50 50 50 50
Stock 400 650 900 11,50 1,400
Fixed assets, net 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000
Total 1,500 2,250 3,000 3,750 4,500

Table 25.37: Jagan Ltd
Profit and Loss Accounts (Summary) (Rs ’000)

20X1 20X2 20X3 20X4 20X5

Sales 300 450 600 750 900
Cost of goods sold 100 150 200 250 300
Gross profit 200 300 400 500 600
Operating expenses 25 50 100 150 200
EBIT 175 250 300 350 400
Interest 15 67.5 127.5 195 270
Profit before tax 160 182.5 172.5 155 130
Tax 67.55 75.35 73.55 65.15 53.1
Net profit 92.45 107.15 98.95 89.85 76.9
No. of shares 100 100 100 100 100
P/E ratio 5 5 4 3.5 3.5

6. Using the following data, complete the balance
sheet given below:

Gross profit (Rs) 54,000
Shareholders’ equity (Rs) 6,00,000
Gross profit margin 20%
Credit-sales to total-sales 80%
Total assets turnover 0.3 times
Inventory turnover 4 times
Average collection period (a 360-day year) 20 days
Current ratio 1.8
Long-term debt to equity 40%

Balance Sheet

Creditors ......... Cash .........
Long-term debt ........... Debtors .........
Shareholders’ equity ......... Inventory .........

Fixed assets .........

7. Surendra Mohan & Sons are wholesale distributors 
of electric goods. Tables 25.38 and 25.39 contain 
their balance sheets and profit and loss statements 
during the period 20X1 to 20X3. You are required 
to critically evaluate the firm’s financial 
performance.

Comparative Balance Sheets

20X3 20X2 20X1

Liabilities and Capital
Creditors 65,994 62,229 55.065
Accrued expenses 2,645 1,920 1.16*
Total current liabilities 68,639 64,149 56.233
Owner’s capital 2.08.812 1,81,341 1,63,394
Total 2.77.451 2,45,490 2,19.627

Assets
Cash 19,550 14,376 9,542
Debtors 86,784 61,601 40.217
Stock 61,661 63,167 68.08*
Prepaid expenses 2.667 1.433 861
Total current assets 1,70,662 1,40,577 1.18.708
Fixed assets 99,285 97,878 96,223
Investments 7,504 7.03# 4.690
Total non-current

assets 1,06,789 1,04,913 1.00.919
Total 2.77,451 2.45,490 2,19.62*

Table 25.39: Surendra Mohan & Sons
Summarized Profit and Loss Statements

20X3 20X2 20X:

Sales 4,81,053 4,57,172 3,99,291
Cost of goods sold 3.10.720 2,75,514 2.29,8*6
Gross profit 1,70,333 1,81,658 1,69,413
Operating expenses 1.41.377 1,37,984 1,20,593
Net profit 28.956 43,674 48.8-1

8. The following are the comparative financis 
statements for three years for Plastic Worki 
Limited. You are required to comment on the firm i 
financial condition and indicate the areas whid 
require management’s attention.

Comparative Balance Sheets
Table 25.40: Plastic Works Limited

20X3 20X2 20X1

Liabilities and Capital
Bank borrowing 30,525 10,175 -
Creditors 3,31,127 1,47,725 1,13,980
Accrued expenses 21,510 14,361 20.35C
Provision for div. 20,350 20,350 20,350
Provision for taxes 56,367 88,435 86.111

Total current
liabilities 4,59,879 2,81,046 2,40,791

Long-term loan 71.225 Nil Nil
Total liabilities 5,31.104 2.81,046 2,40,791

Share capital 4,07,000 4,07,000 4,07,000
Reserves and surplus; 80,983 88.826 67,067

Net worth 4.87,983 4,95,826 4,74,067
Total Funds 10,19,087 7,76,872 7,14,856

(Contd.
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229,314
9,910

Lash and bank balance

184,068
776,872

177,047
7,021

'disc, expenses not written off

Total Assets

. plant and 
.pment 
fixed assets

20X3 20X2 20X1

99,164
2,15,356

35,922
2,07,780

13,930
2,11,196

t material 133,577 107,409 98,411
“£ in process 47,882 50,179 42,230
shed goods 266,534 177,788 174,892
. 2 expenses 17.350 13,726 12.697

: urrent assets 779,863 592,804 553,356

Tiral non-current
assets
Assets

Table 25.41: Plastic Works Limited 
Summarized Profit & Loss Statements

Table 25.41: Plastic Works Limited
Summarized Profit & Loss Statements

Sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Net profit
Dividends

1,599,315
767,673
831,642
640,048
191,594

88,435
103,159
81,400

161,502
714,858

::a Iron & Steel Company Limited (TISCO). 
“SCO was established in 1907 at Jamshedpur. It

is the largest private sector company. Tables 25.42 
and 25.43 give the profit and loss statements and 
balance sheets for the last seven years for the 
company. You are required to provide an analysis 
of the company’s financial performance.

Table 25.42: Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited

Summarized Balance Sheet as on 31 March

iross fixed assets
Lrss: Cumulative depreciation

*et fixed assets
.7" "<ments
Lurrent Assets

Inventories
9eceivables
Marketable investment

-PETAL & LIABILITIES 
t worth
Snare capital
Equity capital
Preference capital
Reserves & surplus

Total borrowings
arrent liabilities & provisions

Current liabilities
Sundry creditors
Others
Provisions
Tax provision
Dividend provision
Other provisions

Total Liabilities

(Rs crore)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

6,962.89 7,408.46 7,850.82 8,948.52 10,032.17 10,668.33 11,258.17
1,749.41 2,014.90 2,324.42 2,648.48 2,973.59 3,241.95 3,720.08

5,213.48 5,393.56 5,526.40 6,300.04 7,058.58 7,426.38 7,538.09
220.65 410.94 664.90 626.08 588.84 818.89 850.83

865.34 1,076.57 1,021.11 1,039.70 1,016.51 944.85 921.77
1,341.87 1,723.63 2,178.76 1,948.40 1,874.18 1,868.77 2,060.70

175.51 365.75 479.77 453.03 399.51 342.35 381.38

162.44 437.09 251.38 462.96 336.19 232.87 239.78

2,545.16 3,603.04 3,931.02 3,904.09 3,626.39 3,388.84 3,603.63
31.33 167.99 278.32 896.98 1,118.53 828.12 920.29

7,835.11 9,209.78 9,920.87 11,274.16 11,992.83 12,119.88 12,531.46

2,688.04 3,742.40 3,974.02 4,064.88 4,164.42 4,558.40 4,888.43
336.87 367.23 367.38 367.55 367.77 517.77 507.77
336.87 367.23 367.38 367.55 367.77 367.77 367.77

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 140.00
2,351.17 3,375.17 3,606.64 3,697.33 3,796.65 4,040.63 4,380.66
3,582.73 3,842.07 4,082.49 5,212.44 5,503.26 4,946.52 4,672.56
1,564.34 1,625.31 1,864.36 1,996.84 2,325.15 2,614.96 2,970.47
1,421.51 1,326.82 1,385.47 1,414.66 1,463.35 1,492.55 1,696.38
1,256.72 1,203.97 1,251.00 1,296.61 1,340.17 1,345.65 1,574.35

164.79 122.85 134.47 118.05 123.18 146.90 122.03
142.83 298.49 478.89 582.18 861.80 1,122.41 1,274.09

21.24 18.96 111.40 150.58 185.53 167.04 180.20
118.24 156.97 165.66 147.25 147.11 147.11 183.89

3.35 122.56 201.83 284.35 529.16 808.26 910.00
7,835.11 9,209.78 9,920.87 11,274.16 11,992.83 12,119.88 12,531.46
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Summarized Profit & Loss Account for the Year Ending on 31 March (Rs crc~~

Table 25.43: Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Income
Sales 4993.39 6349.35 6919.4 7012.35 6885.12 7,015.16 7,822.58
Less: Excise 440.77 592.61 696.49 724.34 710.09 796.86 920.83

Net sales 4552.62 5756.74 6222.91 6288.01 6175.03 6,218.3 6,901.75
Other income 44.58 76.18 150.52 117.16 96.73 68.51 86.53
Change in stocks -17.35 66.24 42.12 4.8 46.18 -33.19 -56.74
Non-recurring income 16.03 0.35 11.2 27.59 139.84 152.44 13.15

Total Income 4,595.88 5,899.51 6,426.75 6,437.56 6,457.78 6,406.06 6,944.69

PBDIT (EBITDA) 808.1 1,212.74 1,260.45 1,030.38 1,058.26 1,291.98 1,507.68
Less: Depreciation 262.26 297.61 326.83 343.23 382.18 426.54 492.25

PBIT 545.84 915.13 933.62 687.15 676.08 865.44 1,015.43
Less:Interest 281.4 348.91 390.66 323.42 360.35 388.35 412.39

PBT 264.44 566.22 542.96 363.73 315.73 477.09 603.04
Less: Tax provision 0.25 0.43 73.75 41.65 33.5 54.5 49.6

PAT 264.19 565.79 469.21 322.08 282.23 422.59 553.44

Appropriation of Profit
Equity Dividends 118.24 156.97 165.66 147.25 147.11 154.86 196.09
Dividend Tax 0 0 16.57 14.73 16.18 17.04 21.52
Retained earnings 145.95 408.82 286.98 160.1 118.94 250.69 335.83
Other Financial Items
Cash profit 530.35 867.3 8,01.69 665.31 664.41 849.13 1,045.69
Cash flow from business activities 681.14 638.86 881.3 880.44 1,007.98 1,323.94 1718.7
Value of output 4,504.29 5,795.26 6238.2 6,257.51 6,189.62 6,154.84 6,812.71
Gross value added 1,501.19 2,174.54 2,205.36 2055.3 1,998.68 2,273.55 2732.1
Net value added 1,238.93 1,876.93 1,878.53 1,712.07 1,616.5 1,847.01 2,239.85

10. Agro-Chemicals &- Pesticides Industry: The 
financial data in Table 25.44 related to ten agro
chemicals and pesticides companies for the year 
ending on 31March 20X2. Provide a detailed 
analysis of the profitability and the market 
performance of the companies. How have these 
companies performed in relation to the industry

performance? Show computations.
11. Glass Manufacturing Companies: The financial 

data in Table 25.45 are for the glass manufacturing 
companies for the year 20X1 and 20X2. Comment 
on the profitability and the market performance of 
the companies. How do they compare with the 
industry average?

Table 25.44: Agro-Chemicals & Pesticides Industry

Financial Data
for the year ending on 31 March 20X2 (Rs crore:

Buyer Cynamide Excel Kh ai tau Monsanto Montari Paushak Searle UP Straw United

Sales 218.43 100.46 175.31 26.85 14.32 59.69 12.30 74.36 1600.00 101.17
PBDIT 33.69 15.15 39.83 5.12 1.72 7.61 1.50 9.71 1.77 22.75
Dep. 5.33 1.91 4.12 1.30 0.04 1.22 0.20 1.14 0.50 1.34
PBIT 28.36 13.24 35.71 3.82 1.68 6.39 1.30 8.57 1.27 21.41
Int. 17.07 11.17 28.12 1.18 1.32 1.95 0.61 5.99 0.96 18.21
PBT 17.07 11.17 28.12 1.18 1.32 1.95 0.61 5.99 0.96 18.21
Tax 8.25 5.09 9.50 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.08 1.80 0.00 4.00
PAT 8.82 6.08 18.62 1.18 0.62 1.95 0.53 4.19 0.96 14.21
EPS 54.38 11.56 26.87 2.34 6.20 3.18 6.24 8.03 3.54 20.01
DPS 24.00 3.50 10.10 2.50 2.30 2.20 1.70 2.50 0.00 5.00
Book value 268.5 52.23 62.37 19.21 25.40 14.67 27.18 57.85 15.72 33.72
Market value 2100.00 280.00 630.00 47.50 250.00 120.00 130.00 280.00 58.00 590.00

Source: The Economics Times.

11
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(Rs crore)

Table 25.45: Glass Manufacturing Companies
Financial Data

Alembic Ashi Borosil Excel FgP' Hind. Indo. Maha Triveni Victory Industry

20X1 19.8 19.3 24.7 9.7 29.4 66.2 54.3 9.7 31.5 7.8 271.5
20X2 28.2 26.4 31.1 13.5 30.8 76.7 83.0 12.4 48.2 8.2 338.5

■BT 20X1 1.6 1.9 3.8 0.7 4.7 6.3 12.3 1.0 6.2 1.0 39.6
20X2 2.7 4.2 5.9 1.2 4.0 8.2 12.6 1.5 14.9 1.4 56.5
20X1 1.3 1.5 1.9 8.4 1.4 3.0 1.6 0.5 0.8 0.6 13.0
20X2 1.7 2.1 2.1 0.6 1.6 3.0 1.3 0.6 0.7 0.0 15.3
20X1 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.1 1.2 0.0 1.7 0.0 2.0 0.0 5.7
20X2 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.1 0.4 0.0 6.0 0.4 6.3 0.0 15.1
20X1 0.3 0.3 1.2 0.2 2.1 3.3 9.0 0.5 3.4 0.4 20.9
20X2 1.0 2.1 2.0 0.5 2.0 4.4 5.3 0.5 7.9 0.6 26.1

are Data
20X1 11.3 1.7 3.1 1.5 3.5 22.8 27.8 3.7 29.2 3.5
20X2 38.5 11.2 5.6 3.7 3.1 30.5 8.2 3.7 67.7 4.9
20X1 0.0 1.0 2.5 1.4 2.2 1.0 4.0 1.4 3.0 1.5
20X2 0.0 1.5 0.25 1.8 2.2 1.0 23.0 1.4 3.6 2.0
20X1 93.8 12.3 45.4 20.4 31.4 96.5 63.0 17.7 115.0 17.1
20X2 129.6 22.5 48.6 22.2 32.3 126.9 45.6 20.0 180.3 20.0
20X2 575.0 227.5 85.0 75.0 85.0 35.0 145.0 6.0 675.0 45.0

:ASE 25.1: PATEL COMPUTERS SYSTEM

li.-5'imukh Patel and Sadhuram Patel established Patel 
fcmp-jters System as a private limited company in 1986 
* provide computer software services to small and medium 
«ii -: rises in high technology areas. The business picked 
C last and the firm has grown at a high rate. The founders
■ i rrted the firm into a public limited company in 1992 
i t ess external capital. In spite of being a public limited 
■: — r any, it still continues to be closely controlled by the 
t ders and their families. The business is still growing, 
« :»pt for some slowing down in 1998-99. The company
■ Prong in technical and marketing functions, but the 
i -rders who do not have formal knowledge of the 
x~ sacies of finance controlled the finance function. It is 
bcemily that they realized the need of a finance expert to 
mirage the financial activities of the company. The

rany has now appointed a chief financial officer (CFO).
Tie first task of the chief financial officer was to evaluate 
*e company’s most recent balance sheet and profit and 
fcss account and find out if the financial operations were 
■I right. When the CFO looked at the financial statements 
u ±e company she got an impression that the company 

< ss overtrading.
The financial statements of company are given in 

Sble 25.1.1.

Table 25.1.1: Patel Computers System 
Balance Sheet as at 31 March 2009

Assets
Property

Less: Accumulated depreciation 
Systems equipments
Less: Accumulated depreciation 

Fixed assets
Current assets

Stock
Trade debtors

Less: Current liabilities
Trade creditors
Proposed dividend
Taxation
Bank overdraft

Net current assets
Net Assets

Capital and Liabilities
Ordinary shares, Rs 10 par
Reserve & surplus
Net worth
Secured loan (15%)
Total Funds

(Rs lakh)

6,750
500 6,250

5,500
1,350 4,150

10,400

3.300
7,550

10,850

11,450
130
780

1.300 13,660
(2,810)

7,590

3,000
2,090
5,090
2,500
7,590
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Discussion Questions

1. Critically evaluate Patel Computers System’s 
profitability? Show relevant ratios.

2. Do you think the company is overtrading
Calculate the ratios that support your contention.

3. What are the causes of overtrading in Pate.
Computers System and what are your suggestions 
to remedy it?

CASE 25.2: RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
l

Data in Tables 25.2.1 and 25.2.2 relate to the Reliance In- company’s performance over the years, 
dustries Ltd. Calculate relevant ratios and indicate the

Summarized Profit & Loss Account during the Year Ending 31 March
(Rs crore

Table 25.2.1: Reliance Industries Ltd

2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

EARNINGS
Sales 23,024.17 15,847.16 10,624.15 9,719.18 6,441.65 5,726.66 5,388.15
Less: Excise 2,578.91 2,451.53 1,929.46 1,893.13 1,283.85 1,507.83 1,517.13
Net Sales 20,445.26 13,395.63 8,694.69 7,826.05 5,157.80 4,218.83 3,871.02
Other Income 976.79 976.56 629.19 363.09 318.78 271.85 312.59

Total Income 21,422.05 14,372.19 9,323.88 8,189.14 5,476.58 4,490.68 4,183.61
PBDIT 5,561.72 4,746.61 3,317.54 2,886.54 1,947.81 1,751.91 1,622.60

Depreciation 1,565.11 1,278.36 855.04 667.32 410.14 336.51 278.24
PBIT 3,996.61 3,468.25 2,462.50 2,219.22 1,537.67 1,415.40 1,344.36

Interest 1,215.99 1,008.00 728.81 503.55 169.97 110.13 279.51

PBT 2,780.62 2,460.25 1,733.69 1,715.67 1,367.70 1,305.27 1,064.85
Tax 135.00 57.00 30.00 63.00 45.00 0.00 0.00

PAT 2,645.62 2,403.25 1,703.69 1,652.67 1,322.70 1,305.27 1,064.85

Additional Information

Equity Dividend 447.85 384.65 350.16 326.81 299.24 276.22 199.34
Preference Dividend 4.77 35.57 23.39 10.33 0.00 28.00 0.83
Corporate Dividend Tax 46.20 46.22 40.86 63.64 0.00 0.00 0.00
EPS (Rs) 24.63 22.04 17.56 16.94 28.85 27.87 23.34
Book Value (Rs) 113.86 103.65 100.12 96.83 184.77 179.07 157.66
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Table 25.2.2: Reliance Industries Ltd

Summarized Profit & Loss Account during the Year Ending at 31 March

Funds

itutions

A Provisions

Bar Questions

(Rs crore)

2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

1,053.49 1,053.45 933.39 931.90 458.45 458.23 455.86
0.00 292.95 252.95 187.95 0.00 200.00 5.50

13,711.88 12,636.35 11,183.00 10,862.75 8,012.49 7,747.07 6,731.29

14,765.37 13,982.75 12,369.34 11,982.60 8,470.94 8,405.30 7,192.65

68.66 158.51 46.24 57.41 859.70 411.95 284.79
0.00 1,400.94 1,527.00 200.53 950.48 607.19 160.27

3,761.98 3,779.85 3,578.04 2,413.54 2,012.98 1,780.95 1,273.04
237.76 648.81 327.03 65.98 425.92 591.88 405.63

6,067.39 5,532.13 5,206.98 5,509.87 3,376.40 1,329.48 816.19

3,859.22 2,953.96 3,338.73 3,095.04 2,386.23 1,305.32 1,118.23
863.50 265.80 544.37 475.99 352.23 282.02 201.57
251.58 646.07 1,218.27 586.97 701.26 324.29 76.67

■ _□ Progress

'—abilities 4,974.30 3,865.83 5,101.37 4,158.00 3,439.72 1,911.63 1,396.47

29,875.46 29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04

25,355.99 24,330.95 18,650.33 17,848.33 10,955.92 6,885.50 5,315.40

m 11,841.53 9,214.06 6,691.93 4,944.47 3,491.20 2,141.34 1,805.78

13,514.46 15,116.89 11,958.40 12,903.86 7,464.72 4,744.16 3,509.62
512.38 331.42 3,437.83 2,069.43 3,708.63 4,488.71 3,075.09

14,026.84 15,448.31 15,396.23 14,973.29 11,173.35 9,232.87 6,584.71
6,726.11 6,066.56 4,294.59 4,282.33 4,455.68 1,952.91 1,993.41
9,122.51 7,853.95 8,465.18 5,132.31 3,907.11 3,852.60 2,950.92

29,875.46 29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04

■bar • ■ elv has Reliance used its assets in 
sales? Show relevant ratios.

■taw has Reliance financed its assets? Do you think
_s appropriate balance between equity and 

-xi funds?

3. Critically evaluate Reliance’s profitability. Show 
the ratios that contribute to the company 
profitability.

4. Does Reliance have sufficient liquidity? Compute 
appropriate ratios in support of our view.
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Summarized Profit & Loss Account during the Year Ending at 31 March (Rs crore)

Table 25.2.2: Reliance Industries Ltd

k LIABILITIES
•^holders Funds
Scare Capital 
e ■? Capital Paid Up 
K & Surplus

1,053.49
0.00

13,711.88

2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

1,053.45 933.39 931.90 458.45 458.23 455.86
292.95 252.95 187.95 0.00 200.00 5.50

12,636.35 11,183.00 10,862.75 8,012.49 7,747.07 6,731.29

14,765.37 13,982.75 12,369.34 11,982.60 8,470.94 8,405.30 7,192.65

s—Institutions
Uaans—Banks
Lmvertible Debentures

Capital Advances
Leans

borrowings

68.66
0.00

3,761.98
237.76

6,067.39

10,135.79

158.51 46.24 57.41 859.70 411.95 284.79
1,400.94 1,527.00 200.53 950.48 607.19 160.27
3,779.85 3,578.04 2,413.54 2,012.98 1,780.95 1,273.04

648.81 327.03 65.98 425.92 591.88 405.63
5,532.13 5,206.98 5,509.87 3,376.40 1,329.48 816.19

11.520.24 10,685.29 8,247.33 7,625.48 4,721.45 2,939.92

^.abilities & Provisions

Current Liabilities

_. abilities

3,859.22
863.50
251.58

4,974.30

29,875.46

2,953.96
265.80
646.07

3,338.73
544.37

1,218.27

3,095.04
475.99
586.97

2,386.23
352.23
701.26

1,305.32
282.02
324.29

1,118.23
201.57

76.67

3,865.83 5,101.37 4,158.00 3,439.72 1,911.63 1,396.47

29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04

assets
Block

Accum. Depreciation

Jter Slock
L.: i. Work in Progress

"atal Assets

25,355.99
11,841.53

13.514.46
512.38

14,026.84
6,726.11
9,122.51

29.875.46

24,330.95 18,650.33 17,848.33 10,955.92 6,885.50 5,315.40
9,214.06 6,691.93 4,944.47 3,491.20 2,141.34 1,805.78

15,116.89 11,958.40 12,903.86 7,464.72 4,744.16 3,509.62
331.42 3,437.83 2,069.43 3,708.63 4,488.71 3,075.09

15,448.31
6,066.56
7,853.95

15,396.23
4,294.59
8,465.18

14,973.29
4,282.33
5,132.31

11,173.35
4,455.68
3,907.11

9,232.87
1,952.91
3,852.60

6,584.71
1,993.41
2,950.92

29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04

J ussion Questions

How effectively has Reliance used its assets in 
generating sales? Show relevant ratios.

_ How has Reliance financed its assets? Do you think 
there is appropriate balance between equity and 
borrowed funds?

3. Critically evaluate Reliance’s profitability. Show 
the ratios that contribute to the company 
profitability.

4. Does Reliance have sufficient liquidity? Compute 
appropriate ratios in support of our view.
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F ----------------------------------------------------------1
CASE 25.3: BAJAJ AUTO LTD

The Bachraj Trading Corporation incorporated in 1945 was 
renamed as Bajaj Auto Private Limited in 1960. The com

pany manufactures Bajaj brand of scooters, motorcycles 
and spare parts. Table 25.3.1 gives a summary of company's 
financial items during the years from 20X7 to 20X5.

Table 25.3.1: Bajaj Auto Limited
Summary of Financial Items crore )

----------------------------------
20X5 20X4 20X3 20X2 20X1

Net Sales 3,023.12 3,089.33 2961.98 2,643.22 2,638.47

PBDIT 473.88 973.4 895.57 840.94 802.23

Depreciation 177.29 145.31 132.7 143.62 117.87

Interest 7.39 3.17 4.67 8.47 7.41

Other Income 365.99 510.4 380.29 355.57 296.89

PBT 289.2 824.92 758.2 688.85 676.95

Tax Provision 26.64 211.19 217.68 224.7 236.38

Net Profit 262.56 613.73 540.52 464.15 440.57

Equity Dividend 80.95 119.39 95.51 95.51 79.59

Retained Profit 181.61 494.34 445.01 368.64 360.98

Current Assets 2,061.62 2,373.37 2,197.01 1,809.38 1,363.55

Net Fixed Assets 1,362.35 1,114.25 921.81 682.91 603.95

Current Liabilities 1,474.34 1,740.67 1,527.18 1,259.83 988.27

Secured Loans 55.97 101.58 41.08 27.54 22.04

Unsecured Loans 457.74 394.09 308.61 230.67 191.83

Total Liabilities 4,624.58 5,440.42 4,578.61 3636.26 2,962.84

Net Worth 2,636.53 3,204.08 2,701.74 2118.22 1760.7

Bonus Ratio - - — — 1.02

EPS 25.13 50.31 44.39 38.08 54.35

DPS 8.00 10.00 8.00 8.00 10.00
rn r o Q Q r ' ??fi c - 77 47 221.22
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The Bachraj Trading Corporation incorporated in 1945 was pany manufactures Bajaj brand of scooters, motorcycjeJ
renamed as Bajaj Auto Private Limited in 1960. The com- and spare parts. Table 25.3.1 gives a summary of compar. •

financial items during the years from 20X7 to 20X5.

r ~
CASE 25.3: BAJAJ AUTO LTD

Table 25.3.1: Bajaj Auto Limited 
Summary of Financial Items (Rs c: •-

20X5

Net Sales 3,023.12
PBDIT 473.88
Depreciation 177.29
Interest 7.39
Other Income 365.99
PBT 289.2
Tax Provision 26.64
Net Profit 262.56
Equity Dividend 80.95
Retained Profit 181.61
Current Assets 2,061.62
Net Fixed Assets 1,362.35
Current Liabilities 1,474.34
Secured Loans 55.97
Unsecured Loans 457.74
Total Liabilities 4,624.58
Net Worth 2,636.53
Bonus Ratio -
EPS 25.13
DPS 8.00
Book Value Per Share 260.58
Market Value Per Share* 257.70

* Closing price in March.

Discussion Questions

20X4 20X3

3,089.33 2961.98
973.4 895.57

145.31 132.7
3.17 4.67

510.4 380.29
824.92 758.2
211.19 217.68
613.73 540.52
119.39 95.51
494.34 445.01

2,373.37 2,197.01
1,114.25 921.81
1,740.67 1,527.18

101.58 41.08
394.09 308.61

5,440.42 4,578.61
3,204.08 2,701.74

50.31 44.39
10.00 8.00

268.37 226.3
384.00 615.80

20X2 20X1

2,643.22 2,638.47
840.94 802.23
143.62 117.87

8.47 7.41
355.57 296.89
688.85 676.95

224.7 236.38
464.15 440.57

95.51 79.59
368.64 360.98

1,809.38 1,363.55
682.91 603.95

1,259.83 988.27
27.54 22.04

230.67 191.83
3636.26 2,962.84
2118.22 1760.7

- 1.02
38.08 54.35

8.00 10.00
177.42 221.22
594.30 601.70

1. Assume you are the chairman & managing director 
(CMD) of Bajaj Auto, how would you rate the 
company’s performance? Support your arguments 
with relevant ratios.

2. Instead of the CMD, if you were a shareholder ns 
Bajaj Auto, what would be your comments on the 
company’s performance?

3. What is DuPont analysis? Show this analysis for 
Bajaj Auto.

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Identify three software companies that are listed on the the financial performance and condition of each firm. Als:. 
Bombay Stock Exchange and for which at least five-year conduct a comparative analysis of these firms’ performance, 
financial data is available. Using ratio analysis, determine



Financial Planning and 
Strategy

•---------------------------------------------------------------------
ng Objectives

the difference between financial forecasting and financial planning 
{tateEr Te components of a financial plan

~e technique of financial forecasting
an approach to construct a financial model

i me features and implications of sustainable growth model
~e inkage between strategic planning and planning

NMee should be managed effectively and efficiently. This 
.■tin*  -- that the firm should be able to achieve its objectives 
» ■miinizing the use of resources. Thus managing 
■jics - oordination and control of the efforts of the firm 
Ear-e-. mg the organizational objectives. The process 

sa ging is facilitated when management charts its 
c: urse of action in advance, and takes decisions in 

ional manner, utilizing the individual and group 
in a coordinated and rational manner. One 
tic approach for attaining effective management 

romance is financial planning and budgeting. 
Enancial planning indicates a firm's growth, 
■Brtormance, investments and requirements of funds 

a given period of time, usually three to five years. 
* r : Ives the preparation of projected or pro forma profit 
and Joss account, balance sheet and funds flow statement.

1 Hofer, C.W. and D. Schendel, Strategy Formulation: Analytical Concepts, St. Paul, West Publishing Company, 1978.

-randal planning and profit planning help a firm's 
financial manager to regulate flows of funds which is his 
rrunary concern.

STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING AND 
PLANNING

Strategy provides foundation for any system of planning. 
It provides the basis for operational planning and financial 
planning. Strategy is a central theme that establishes an 
effective and efficient match between the firm's resources, 
competences and opportunities, and risks created by 
environmental changes. It is a link between the multiple 
goals and objectives pursued by the firm to satisfy its 
various stakeholders and the plans and policies used by 
it to guide its daily operations. Hofer and Schendel1 
provide a comprehensive definition of the content of 
strategy as:

...fundamental pattern of present and planned 
resource developments and environmental 
interactions and indicates how the organization 
will achieve its objectives.
The definition highlights distinctive competences 

(resource deployments) as an important component of 
strategy and emphasizes that competitive advantage can
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stem not only from product/market positioning but also 
from unique resource deployments. Thus, the ultimate 
success of the firm may not simply depend on scope but 
it can also be greatly influenced by competitive advantage 
and resource deployments. The four components of 
strategy can be seen as influences on the firm's 
effectiveness and efficiency. The firm's effectiveness is 
determined by the combined influence of scope, distinctive 
competences and competitive advantages, while synergies 
among distinctive competences and product/market 
segments determine its efficiency.

A financial planning involving financial policy has 
direct interaction with scope and resource deployment. 
Financial policies—investment and financing choices— 
should therefore be considered at the corporate level, and 
should not be treated as functional area policy decisions 
to be decided at lower levels. Business-level strategy 
involves operational planning and focuses on how to 
compete in a particular product/market segment or 
industry. Competitive advantages and distinctive 
competences thus become dominant strategic concerns at 
this level. At the functional level, the primary focus of 
strategy is on efficiency.

Strategic Choices and Planning
The business portfolio models are most popular and useful 
to understand the firm's strategic concerns and choices 
and plan for the future. They define the firm's scope or 
domain by highlighting the inter-relatedness of diverse 
factors such as market growth, market share, cost and cash 

can capture a larger share in the rapidly growing markets, 
or to be divested if they remain unprofitable on account 
of the firm's inability to increase its share in those 
businesses. Wild cat businesses, which the firm is 
attempting to develop into 'stars', will need more cash 
because of high growth rates than what they can generate 
due to low market share.

In strategic finance terms, the BCG model implies 
that cash surplus from 'cash cows' should be transferrec 
to 'wild cats' in the hope of growing them into 'stars' arc 
to those existing 'stars' which are still growing rapidly to 
sustain them so that they ultimately start generating 
surplus cash (that is, they become 'cash cows'). The model 
also indicates that 'dogs' have no chance of improvemem 
and therefore, they should be divested to extract any cash

Market share
HI LO

Stars Wild-cats

Cash Cows Dogs
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stem not only from product/market positioning but also 
from unique resource deployments. Thus, the ultimate 
success of the firm may not simply depend on scope but 
it can also be greatly influenced by competitive advantage 
and resource deployments. The four components of 
strategy can be seen as influences on the firm's 
effectiveness and efficiency. The firm's effectiveness is 
determined by the combined influence of scope, distinctive 
competences and competitive advantages, while synergies 
among distinctive competences and product/market 
segments determine its efficiency.

A financial planning involving financial policy has 
direct interaction with scope and resource deployment. 
Financial policies—investment and financing choices— 
should therefore be considered at the corporate level, and 
should not be treated as functional area policy decisions 
to be decided at lower levels. Business-level strategy 
involves operational planning and focuses on how to 
compete in a particular product/market segment or 
industry. Competitive advantages and distinctive 
competences thus become dominant strategic concerns at 
this level. At the functional level, the primary focus of 
strategy is on efficiency.

Strategic Choices and Planning
The business portfolio models are most popular and useful 
to understand the firm's strategic concerns and choices 
and plan for the future. They define the firm's scope or 
domain by highlighting the inter-relatedness of diverse 
factors such as market growth, market share, cost and cash 
flow patterns, capital intensity, product maturity and so 
on. They also focus on combined effect of those factors on 
the firm's long-term success and survival.

The market growth-market share model (Figure 
26.1), popularized by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG),2 3 3 
is the simplest model to put the firm's strategic posture at 
corporate level in proper perspective. As can be seen in 
Figure 26.1, businesses are grouped in a two-cell matrix 
according to market growth rates and relative market 
shares: 'Stars' are best performers representing super profit 
and growth opportunities in a rapidly growing market. 
They are generally self-sustaining in terms of cash flows, 
although some of 'stars' may be net users of cash because 
of their very high growth rate. 'Cash cows’ are declining 
stars and they are providers of cash to be utilized 
elsewhere in the firm. 'Dogs' will have a weak competitive 
position and little chance of improvement because of low 
growth and low share. Being unprofitable, they are hardly 
in a position to generate cash to sustain their existing 
positions. The firm would attempt to extract its investment 
in 'dogs' by liquidating or selling them. 'Wild cats' or 
'question marks' (also called 'problem children') are 
opportunities either to be developed into 'stars' if the firm 

2. Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Staff, Perspectives on Experience, Boston Consulting Group, 1968.
3. Ibid.

can capture a larger share in the rapidly growing maria 
or to be divested if they remain unprofitable on acca 
of the firm's inability to increase its share in Ln 
businesses. Wild cat businesses, which the fir™ 
attempting to develop into 'stars', will need more :a 
because of high growth rates than what they can genes 
due to low market share.

In strategic finance terms, the BCG model impi 
that cash surplus from 'cash cows' should be transfers 
to 'wild cats' in the hope of growing them into 'stars ■ 
to those existing 'stars' which are still growing rapic.r 
sustain them so that they ultimately start genera Lt 
surplus cash (that is, they become 'cash cows'). The m x 
also indicates that 'dogs' have no chance of improvema 
and therefore, they should be divested to extract any ca

5 
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£
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Market share
HI LO

Hl Stars Wild-cats

Cash Cows Dogs

Figure 26.1: Market growth-market share model

The foundation of the BCG model is the concept 
experience curve, which assumes that unit cost is 
declining function of accumulated experience 
Accumulated experience depends on sales volume, whi 
is a function of market share. Thus, the firm with highe 
market share or relative competitive dominance will ha 
lowest costs, resulting in highest, stable profits and n 
cash flows. It is the most desirable strategy to gain ax 
maintain a dominant market position as comparec 
competitors. The dominant market position should : 
achieved during the growth phase since the firm a 
capture a larger market share by obtaining a small sha 
of market growth. It is generally difficult and experts, 
to seize market share from competitors when markets a 
matured. The firm should hold its dominant mark 
position by reducing prices and thus keeping away 
high cost competitors. Cash flows are likely to be negatr 
during the growth phase in a dominant market since - 
firm will have to keep on investing to maintain i 
competitive edge. Dominant position generates posit: 
cash flows during the mature stage of the life cycle.
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- odel makes it very clear that a firm for its 

2S6 needs a balanced portfolio of products 
The individual businesses are analysed to 

n :e portfolio, which should act as a guide to 
s resources. Strategic planning ensures 

:f businesses are balanced in terms of profits, 
■ad . . erall corporate risk.

c :c position of a complex business can be 
" -- -"g a more elaborate portfolio model such 

matrix model developed by the General 
many.4 The relationships predicted by the 

rccels are substantiated by the PIMS (profit 
isarket share) data analysis, that is, profitability 

med by market share, and cash flow by both 
: -T and market growth rate.5

Hofer and Schendel, op. cit., 1978.
- Schoeffler, S., R.D. Buzzel, and D.F. Heavy, Impact of Strategic Planning on Profit Performance, Harvard Business Review, Mar.-Ap. 1974. 
■ Fisher, I., The Theory of Interest, New York, Macmillan, 1965.

Gordon, M.J., Interest in a Corporation of its Management, Workers and Country, in Derkinderm and Crum (ed.), Readings in
Strategy for Corporate Investment, Pitman, 1981.

raji points of the strategic decision-making 
ra may be summarized as follows:

A inn operates in a complex environment.
tegy is a central theme that establishes a match 

re ~<een the firm's competences and 
c - rtunities created by environment changes.

- _-m is multi-directed; strategy is a link between 
—e multiple goals of the firm and its plans and 
policies.
Product-market scope, competitive advantages, 
r_snnctive competences and synergy are the most 
mportant components of strategy.
Market dominance (particularly, during the 
growth stage) is the most desirable strategy.
A firm should have a balanced portfolio of 
businesses.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS 

shareholders are the ultimate owners of the firm and the 
role of the manager is that of an agent acting on their 
behalf. It is therefore imperative on the part of the financial 
manager to make decisions that will increase the value of 
the shareholders' stake in the firm. Second, capital markets 
are efficient. An efficient capital market implies that 
investors have free access to the market with full
knowledge, zero transaction costs and that individual 
investors are unable to influence prices. The efficient 
capital markets enable investors to lend or borrow funds. 
This helps them to make choice between consumption and 
investments. Lending helps to postpone consumption and 
borrowing helps to bring it forward. The separation of 
investment and consumption, known as the Fisher 
separation theorem,6 implies that financial decisions can 
be delegated to managers.

The corporate finance theory thus implies that: 
Owners have primary interest in the firm, and 
therefore, the main objective of the firm should 
be to maximize owner's (shareholders') wealth.
The current value of the share is the measure of 
the shareholders' wealth.
The firm should accept only those investments 
that generate positive net present values (NPVs) 
and thus, increase the current value of the firm's 
share.
NPVs of the individual projects simply add; 
therefore, the firm's diversification policy does not 
create any 'extra' value. It is not desirable from 
investors' point of view.
The firm's capital structure and dividend 
decisions become important only because of 
imperfections.

It is well-known in the economics literature that

2 enne strategy.
'•Chat is meant by strategic planning?
Briefly explain BCG model.
What are the implications of BCG model for strategic 
finance?

“ATEGIC FINANCIAL PLANNING

“• unportant tasks of the financial manager are:
■i Allocation of funds (viz., investment decision) 

Generation of funds (viz., financial decision).
The theory of finance makes two crucial assumptions 

■r provide guidance to the financial manager in making 
tt-se decisions. First, the objective of the firm is to 
na imize the wealth of shareholders. It is argued that

product and labour markets are no perfect. Empirical 
studies also do not universally and unequivocally support 
the efficient capital market hypothesis. The financial 
economists do recognize market imperfections such as 
transaction cost, bankruptcy costs, taxes, information gap, 
agency costs, signalling effects, etc. However, each of those 
imperfections is looked at within the context of a 
theoretical system in which markets are otherwise 
perfectly competitive.7 Strategic planning considers all 
markets, including product, labour and capital, as 
imperfect and changing. Strategies are developed to
manage the business firm in uncertain and imperfect 
market conditions and environment and exploit 
opportunities. It is an important management task to 
analyse changing market conditions and environment to 
make forecasts, and plan generation and allocation of 
resources. Firms develop financial plan within the overall 
framework of strategic plan.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by strategic financial planning?
2. Explain two most important functions of financial 

manager.
3. What are the important managerial implications of 

finance theory?

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Growth in sales is an important objective of most firms. 
An increase in a firm's market share will lead to higher 
growth. The firm would need assets to sustain the higher 
growth in sales. It may have to invest in additional plant 
and machinery to increase its production capacity. Also, 
it would need additional current assets to produce and 
sell more goods or services. The firm would have to 
acquire raw materials and convert them into finished 
goods after incurring manufacturing expenses. It may 
have to sell goods on credit because of the industry norms 
or to push up sales. This gives rise to debtors or accounts 
receivables. The suppliers of raw materials may extend 
credit to the firm. The firm may use its internally generated 
funds to finance current and fixed assets. When the firm 
grows at a high rate, internal funds may not be sufficient. 
Thus the firm would have to raise external funds either 
by issuing equity or debt or both. Financial planning is 
the process of analyzing a firm's investment options and 
estimating the funds requirement and deciding the sources 
of funds.

In summary, the financing planning process involves 
the following facets:

■Qz Evaluating the current financial condition of the 
firm
Analyzing the future growth prospects and 
options
Appraising the investment options to achieve the 
stated growth objective
Projecting the future growth and profitability 
Estimating funds requirement and considering 
alternative financing options
Comparing and choosing from alternative growth 
plans and financing options
Measuring actual performance with the planned 
performance

Financial Forecasting and Modelling
Financial forecasting is an integral part of financial 
planning. It uses past data to estimate the future financial 
requirements. A financial planning model estabfishes the 
relationship between financial variables and targets, and 
facilitates the financial forecasting and planning process. 
A model makes it easy for the financial managers to 
prepare financial forecasts. It makes financial forecasting

automatic and saves the financial managers' time and
efforts performing a tedious activity. Financial planning
models help in examining the consequences of alterna: e
financial strategies.

A financial planning model has the following three 
components:

Inputs The model builder starts with the firm - 
current financial statements and the future grov. m 
prospects. The firm's growth prospects depend 
on the market growth rate, firm's market share 
and intensity of competition. The growth object!’. e 
is determined by the management team consisting 
of marketing, manufacturing and finance 
executives.
Model The model defines the relations between 
financial variables and develops appropriate 
equations. For example, net working capital and 
fixed assets investment may be related to sales. 
As sales change, they may change in direct 
proportion to sales. Hence the model will specify 
working capital and fixed assets as ratio of sales 
Similarly, given the payout policy of the firm, 
dividend may be specified as a ratio of profit after 
tax.
Output Applying the model equations to the] 
inputs, output in the form of projected cm 
proforma financial statements are obtained. The 
output shows the investment and funds 
requirement, given the sales growth objective and! 
relationships between the financial variables

Constructing Financial Model
How can we construct a financial model? Let us consider 
an example. Suppose for the year 2009, profit and loss 
statement and balance sheet for Indus Furniture Compare 
are given in Table 26.1. The managing director of the 
company forecasts that sales volume will grow at 10 per 
cent next year. He also thinks that inflation rate will be 
4.55 per cent and that his company will be able to adjust 
sales price for inflation.

Table 26.1: Indus Furniture Company: Financial 
Statements

Profit and Loss Statement for the year ending
31 March 2009

(Rs lakh

Sales 100,000
Variable cost 60,000
Fixed cost 10,000
Depreciation 2,500
EBIT 27,500
Interest 2,800
PBT 24,700
Tax 8,645
PAT 16,055
Dividend 12,844
Retained earnings 3,211
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i-z. once Sheet as on 31 March 2009________

(Rs lakh]

capital

- Equity

ntc Lities

28,000
42,000
70,000

-arjging director asked his planning team to 
re next year's proforma profit and loss statement, 
sneet and funds flow statement. The planning 
:>_gh a consultative process in the company made 
resumptions about the relationships between 
_ ariables. These assumptions and model 
s are shown in Table 26.2. There are significant 
. policy variables included in Table 26.2. For 

the company's payout ratio is 80 per cent and 
: is 40 per cent. It is assumed that the company 
- tain these policies in the future as well.

Table 26.2: Model Inputs and Assumptions

' year’s sales, So 
i - volume, v
: - inflation, q
' growth, g

•mrtuc.r cost ratio, vc 
faeccost. Fo 
Jtar _ i. increase in

cost, fc
J*r~-::ation  rate, dep

"3b. rate. T
fcr irking capital 

tguo. w
Fjh-i assets investment 

ratio, fa
: at ratio, p

ratio, d

given, (Rs in lakh)

(1 + v) * (1+ q) -1 
ratio of sales 
given, (Rs in lakh)

1,00,000
10.0%
4.6%

15.0%
60.0%
10,000

ratio of fixed assets

ratio of sales

ratio of sales
ratio of PAT
ratio of total assets

12.0%
10.0%
10.0%
35.0%

45.0%

25.0%
80.0%
40.0%

A e can use the information given in Tables 26.1-26.3 
■ p repare pro forma financial statements as shown in 
"acies 26.4-26.6. Given its expected growth and profit 
-arrin, Indus will be able to earn a net profit of Rs 18,733 
Itajr in 2005. The company follows a liberal payout policy, 
---er distributing 80 per cent of profits, Indus will be able 
u retain profit equal to Rs 3,746 lakh.

Based on the model inputs and assumptions, the 
: erring team developed the model equations for pro 
w~ profit and loss statement, funds flow statement and
- e u.-.ce sheet as shown in Table 26.3. You may observe

Table 26.3 that we have developed 27 equations 
ering proforma profit and loss statement, statement of

- urces and uses of funds and balance sheet.

Table 26.3: Model Equations

Profit O' Loss Statement Equation Output

1. Sales S = M1 + g) S
2. Variable cost S*vc VC
3. Fixed cost fc*F 0 FC
4. Depreciation dep*FA DEP
5. Earnings before

interest & tax S-VC-FC-DEP EBIT
6. Interest i*D INT
7. Profit before tax EBIT - INT PBT
8. Tax T*(EBIT-INT) TAX
9. Profit after tax PBT - TAX PAT

10. Dividend p*PAT DIV
11. Retained earnings PAT - DIV RE

Sources & Uses of Funds

12. Profit after tax Source: Profit &
Loss Statement PAT

13. Depreciation Source: Profit &
Loss Statement DEP

14. Operating cash
flows PAT + DEP OCF

15. Less: Dividend p*PAT DIV
16. Internal funds OCF - DIV IF
17. External funds: TSF - IF EF

(a) Borrowing EF-EI AD
(b) Equity Issue E - Eo - RE El

18. Total Sources of
Funds(TSF) TSF = TUF TSF

19. Change in Net
working capital NWC - NWC0 ANWC

20. Fixed assets
investment FA - FA0 AFA

21. Total Uses of
Funds (TUF) ANWC+ AFA

Balance Sheet Assets

22. Net working
capital w*S=NWC 0 + ANWC NWC

23. Fixed assets fa*S  = FA0 + AFA FA
24. Total assets NWC + FA TA

Liabilities & Equity

25. Debt d*TA  = Do + AD D
26. Equity (1 - d)*TA

= Eq + El + RE E
27. Total liabilities &

equity D + E = TA TL

Adding depreciation (which is a non-cash expense) 
to retained earnings, the company has Rs 6,621.60 lakh 
internal funds available to meet its funds requirement. It 
is assumed that increase in sales will require more funds 
for net working capital (current assets minus current 
liabilities) and fixed assets. Given the working capital ratio 
and fixed assets ratio as percentages of sales, Indus' 
investment needs are Rs 10,500 lakh. The company has
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Table 26.4: Proforma Profit and Loss Statement

Profit &■ Loss
Statement

Year 2009 
(Actual) Equation

Year 2010 
(Projected)

Sales (S) 1.00.000 1,00,000 x 1.15 1,15,000.00
Variable cost 60,000 0.60 x 115,000 69,000.00
Fixed cost 10,000 1.12 x 10,000 11,200.00
Depreciation 2,500 0.10 x 28,750 2,875.00
Earnings

before
interest & 1,15,000 - 69,000
tax (EBIT) 27,500 -11,200 -2,875 31,925.00

Interest (INT) 2,800 0.10 x 31,050 3,105.00
Profit before

tax (PBT) 24,700 31,925 - 3,105 28,820.00
Tax (TAX) 8,645 0.35 x 28,820 10,087.00
Profit after

tax 16,055 28,820 - 10,087 18.733.00
Dividend 12,844 0.80 x 18,733 14,986.40
Retained

earnings 3,211 18,733 - 14,986 3,746.60

internal funds of Rs 6,621 lakh. Hence the company needs 
to raise: 10,500 - 6,621.60 = Rs 3,878.40 lakh externally. If 
the company maintains its debt ratio of the total external 
funds, debt will be Rs 3,050 lakh and equity issue will be 
Rs 828.40. Notice that retained earnings are Rs 3,746.60 
lakh. Hence equity contribution is: 828.40 + 3,746.60 = 
Rs 4,575 lakh.

Table 26.5: Proforma Funds Flow Statement

Statement of Sources &
Uses of Funds Equation

Year 2010 
(Projected)

Profit after tax 18,733.00
Depreciation 2,875.00
Operating cash flows 18,733 + 2,875 21,608.00
Less: Dividend 14,986.40
Internal funds 21,608 - 14,986 6,621.60
External funds 10,500 - 6,621.60 3,878.40
Borrowing 3,878.40 - 828.40 3,050.00
Equity Issue 46,575 - 42,000

- 3,746.60 828.40
Total Sources of Funds (TSF) 10,500.00
Change in NWC
Net fixed assets

51,750 - 45,000 6,750.00

investment (DFA) 28,750 - 25,000 3,750.00
Total Uses of Funds (TUF) 10,500.00

(Rs lai.

Table 26.6: Proforma Balance Sheet

Balance Sheet
Year 2009 
(Actual)

Year 2010
(Projected

Assets
Net working
capital 45,000 0.45 x 1,15,000 51,750.o:
Gross fixed

assets 25,000 0.25 x 1,15,000 28,750.02
Less: Dep. 22,500 0.10 x 28,750 2,875.00
Net fixed

assets 22,500 28,750 - 2,875 25,875.00
Total assets 67,500 77,625.00

Liabilities & Equity
Debt 28,000 0.40 x 77,625 31,050.00
Equity 42,000 (1-0.40) x

77,625 46,575.02
Total liabilities &

equity 67,500 31,050 + 46,575 77,625.00

What will happen to Indus' investment and funds 
requirements if sales grow at, say, 20 per cent? What are 
the consequences if the company wants to change its 
payout and/or debt policy? What happens to internal 
funds if variable costs ratio is higher? If you set up your 
equations correctly in the Excel worksheet, it will take a 
few seconds to make necessary calculations. You can 
change your assumptions and see the consequences. In 
the Excel Application: Constructing Financial Model, we 
show how you can develop a financial model using Excel. 
You can change the assumptions and see the consequences 
for profitability, investments and funds requirements.

You may notice that we developed 27 equations to 
prepare a financial model for Indus Fertilizers Company 
It can be further improved by including many more 
financial variables. For example, variable and fixed costs 
could be divided into various important components. V> e 
can separately show current assets and current liabilities. 
Borrowings could be bifurcated into short-term and long
term components. You could make your model as 
detailed as you like. However, in practice, financial 
managers keep their financial model simpler so that they 
do not lose sight of critical parameters and decisions - 
complicated model may distract attention from real 
strategic issues.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
To support sales of Rs 1,15,000 lakh, Indus needs total 

working capital of Rs 51,750 lakh and gross fixed assets 
of Rs 28,750 lakh. After providing for depreciation, the 
net fixed assets are Rs 25,875 lakh. The company maintains 
the debt ratio as percentage of total assets. Hence its total 
equity in 2005 will be Rs 46,575 lakh. This includes retained 
earnings (Rs 3,746.60 lakh) and fresh equity issue 
(Rs 828.40 lakh).

1. Define financial planning.
2. State the steps involved in financial planning process
3. What is financial forecasting? How does it differ from 

financial planning?
4. Briefly describe the process of financial planning 

model.
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: i cel Application: 26.1:
: INSTRUCTING FINANCIAL MODEL

•e rii how you can write formulae in Excel to develop a financial plan. The basic assumptions are 
■ -' :: A16. The formulae entered in column D are shown in column B.

B C D
B . UNCIAL MODEL
Woeei Inputs
C -r: ’. ear's sales, So (Rs lakh) 1,00,000
? .-ate - volume 10.0%
7.- rate - inflation 4.55%
> -id growth, g 15.00%
T. -nAe cost ratio, vc 60.0%
Ra c . ■st, F (Rs lakh) 10,000
A - . 2. increase in fixed cost,/c 12.0%

■1 ’ • - - -nation rate, dep 10.0%
rrtfcrest rate, 1 10.0%

rate, T 35.0%
rking capital ratio, w 45.0%

f W Assets investment,//? 25.0%
?Tivut ratio, p 80.0%
Sect ratio, d 40.0%
' ■ ■ : it Loss Statement Formula (in D) Actual Projected (Rs lakh)

=B3 *(1+B6) 1,00,000 1,15,000
enable cost =D18*(1+B7) 60,000 69,000

MB -.ued cost =B8*(1+B9) 10,000 11,200
Depreciation =B10*D46 2,500 2,875
Earnings before interest & tax =D18-D19-D20-D21 27,500 31,925
Interest =BU*D51 2,800 3,105

[M , ::t before-tax =D22-D23 24,700 28,820
=B12*D24 8,645 10,087

~r tit after-tax =D24-D25 16,055 18,733
Dr. idends =B15*D26 12,844 14,986

j; • -. tained earnings =D26-D27 3,211 3,747
A S: urces & Uses of Funds Projected

gM ftufit after-tax =D26 18,733
Depreciation =D21 2.875

perating cash flows =D3O+D31 21,608
Dividends -D27 14,986

internal Funds =D32-D33 6,622
H eternal funds: =D38-D34 3,878
Borrowing =D35-D37 3,050
Equity Issue =D52-C52-D28 828
7 real Sources of Funds =D42 10,500

* -ange in Net working capital =D45-C45 6.750
F xed assets investment =D46-C46 3,750

:.d Uses of Funds =D40+D41 10,500
Balance Sheet
Assets Actual Projected

Net working capital =B13*D18 45,000 51,750
• Gross fixed assets =B14*D18 25,000 28.750

Less: depreciaion =D21 2,500 2,875
Net fixed assets =D46-D47 22,500 25,875
Total assets =D45+D48 67,500 77,625

» Liabilities & Equity
Debt =B16*D49 28,000 31,050
Equity =(1-B16)*D49 42,000 46,575
Total liabilities =D51+D52 67,500 77,625
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items to sales and also provides an analysis of BML's
profitability during the years 2005 to 2009.

Long-term Financial Plan
Large companies generally prepare financial plan for a 
long period, say, five years. Small companies may choose 
a shorter period, say, one year. The financial plan of large 
companies may be highly detailed document containing 
financial plans for different strategic business units (SBUs) 
and divisions. In practice, long-term financial forecasts 
are prepared by relating the items of profit and loss 
account and balance sheet to sales. This is called the 
percentage to sales method. We shall consider case of 
Bharat Machinery Limited to illustrate the technique of 
long-term financial forecasting.

Bharat Machinery Limited (BML) is a large machine 
tools and machinery manufacturing company. The 
company has been growing at a high rate. Because of the 
long production cycles of a number of its products, it 
carries large inventory. BML has its customers both in the 
public and private sectors. It faces a problem of realizing 
its credit sales on time from the public sector customers. 
In the past, the company has generally resorted to 
borrowings to meet its funds requirements. Tables 26.7 
and 26.8 contain BML's profit and loss statements and 
balance sheets for the years 2005 to 2009.

(Rs crore)

Table 26.7: Bharat Machinery Limited
P & L Statement for the year ending 31 March

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Net sales 139.0 152.0 183.0 206.2 238.3
Cost of goods sold 81.2 87.7 104.5 123.7 138.7

Gross profit
Administrative

57.8 64.3 78.5 82.7 99.6

expenses 10.3 11.6 12.9 16.8 19.3
Selling expenses 20.1 21.1 23.2 25.0 27.1
Other expenses
N on-manufacturing

11.6 12.9 13.4 15.5 19.1

expenses 42.0 45.6 49.5 57.3 65.5
PBIT 15.8 18.7 28.8 25.4 34.1

Interest 9.8 11.1 16.0 17.8 18.6
PBT 6.0 7.6 12.8 7.6 15.5

Tax 2.8 3.6 6.2 3.9 8.2
PAT 3.2 4.0 6.6 3.7 7.3

Dividends 1.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
Retained earnings 1.7 2.5 3.3 0.7 4.3

How has BML financed its operations in the past? 
How has it performed? If BML grows as in the past, what 
would be its funds requirements?

We can prepare funds flow statement for the company 
to see how it financed its activities in the year ending on 
31 March 2009 (Table 26.9).

We can calculate BML's financial ratios to analyse its 
past performance. Table 26.10 shows the relationships of 
a number of profit and loss account and balance sheet

(Rs crore)

Table 26.8: Bharat Machinery Limited 
Balance Sheets as on year ended 31 March

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Net Worth

Share capital 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
Reserves 12.1 14.6 17.9 18.6 22.9
Net worth 52.1 54.6 57.9 58.6 62.9

Borrowings 67.0 71.8 96.0 110.8 114.8
Capital employed 119.1 126.4 153.9 169.4 177.7

USES OF FUNDS 
Net Fixed Assets

Gross block 86.1 92.3 99.3 115.8 141.5
Less: Accumulated

dep. 30.2 34.3 38.7 45.9 54.1
Net block 55.9 58.0 60.6 69.9 87.4
Capital works-in-

progress 3.4 4.6 10.3 17.3 7.0
Net fixed assets 59.3 62.6 70.9 87.2 94.4
Current Assets

Inventory 97.4 110.3 122.5 119.4 122.7
Debtors 47.4 67.8 108.3 126.3 127.9

Cash and bank 5.4 2.8 3.9 6.4 11.6
Others 17.0 14.4 17.0 22.2 23.5
Current assets 167.2 195.3 251.7 274.3 285.7

Less: Current
liabilities 107.4 133.5 168.7 192.1 202.4

Net Current Assets 59.8 61.8 83.0 82.2 83.3
Net Assets 119.1 124.4 153.9 169.4 177.7

BML's sales have been growing at about 15 per cent. 
The company improved its assets utilization from 1.17 
times in 2000 to 1.34 times in 2009. Its profit margin (PBITI 
NS) ranged between 11.4 per cent (in 2005) and 15.7 per 
cent (2007). The company's net margin (PAT/NS) showed 
more fluctuation because of a high proportion of interest. 
BML earned an average net margin of 2.7 per cent during 
2005 to 2009. On an average, the company distributed a 
little more than fifty per cent of its profits as dividend to 
the shareholders. BML's net worth did not increase rapidly 
because of low margin and high payout. As a consequence, 
the company depended on borrowings to meet its 
requirement of funds, and debt-equity ratio increased frorr 
1.29 in 2005 to 1.83 in 2009. BML has high levels o 
inventory and debtors. It improved its utilization o 
current assets in the year 2009. Because of the bette 
utilization of fixed assets and improvement in the tumove 
of current assets, net assets as a percentage of sale 
declined to about 75 per cent (from 86 per cent in 2005) ii 
2009. The company can improve its assets turnover ant 
profitability by bringing down the collection period an< 
inventory holding period.
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- 26.9: Bharat Machinery Limited
» Statement for year ending on 31.3.2009

(Rs crore)

F FUNDS
ter-’-ax
■Don
-. - : perations

rIUNDS
xed assets) 

1*  « : s<s-in-progress

■r set current assets (NCA)

ES IN NET CURRENT ASSETS
Assets

■ : -..-.k balance
• assets

in current assets
Carrent Liabilities 

bss in NCA

7.3
8.2

15.5
4.0

19.5

25.7
(10.3)

3.0
1.1

19.5

3.3
1.6
5.2
1.3

11.4
10.3

1.1

w e estimate BML's future requirement of funds 
e the past performance to continue? We may 

notice that net margin, except in 2008, showed a gradual 
improvement. The company's performance improved in 
2009 because it could affect cost control and better 
management of assets. Sales grew at 15.6 per cent in 2004, 
while the average growth rate has been 14.5 per cent. If 
the company is able to maintain its operating efficiency 
and financial policies, we can make the following 
assumptions:

Sales growth 15 per cent
Net profit margin 3 per cent
Net assets to sales ratio 75 per cent (i.e., NFA to 
sales 40 per cent and NCA to sales 35 per cent) 
Tax rate 50 per cent
Dividend 10 per cent of paid-up capital.

Table 26.11 provides financial forecasts for BML 
during the next five years on the basis of assumptions 
made above. Taking the 2009 sales of Rs 238.3 crore as the 
basis, sales for 2010 is calculated as: Rs 238.3 x 1.15 = 
Rs 274 crore. Similar calculations have been made for other 
years. It may be noted that projected sales have been used 
for estimating items of profit and loss account and balance 
sheet.

The funds flow statement in Table 26.11 shows the 
differences in the balance sheet items. For simplicity, 
adjustment of depreciation is not made. We may note that

Table 26.10: Bharat Machinery Limited: Financial Ratios

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Average

*53 ENTAGE OF SALES 
’ ■ and Loss Items
:t goods sold 58.4 57.7 57.2 60.0 58.2 58.3

4 nznnistrative expenses 7.4 7.6 7.0 8.1 8.1 7.7
Setting expenses 14.5 13.9 12.7 12.1 11.4 12.9
3tSer expenses 8.3 8.5 7.3 7.5 8.0 7.9
iusrest 7.1 7.3 8.7 8.6 7.8 7.9
PAT 2.3 2.6 3.6 1.8 3.1 2.7

i .i_ance Sheet Items
• fixed assets 42.7 41.2 38.7 42.3 39.6 40.9

Inventory 70.1 72.6 66.9 57.9 51.5 63.8
Debtors 34.1 44.6 59.2 61.3 53.7 50.6
Cash and bank balance 3.9 1.8 2.1 3.1 4.9 3.2
Other current assets 12.2 9.5 9.3 10.8 9.9 10.3
Z arrant assets 120.3 128.5 137.5 133.0 119.9 127.8
C arrant liabilities 77.3 87.8 92.2 93.2 84.9 87.1
Net current assets 43.0 40.7 45.4 39.9 35.0 70.8
Net assets 85.7 81.8 84.1 82.2 74.6 81.7

PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
Assets turnover:
NS/NA 1.17 1.22 1.19 1.22 1.34 1.23

-: fit margin: PBIT/NS (%) 11.4 12.3 15.7 12.3 14.3 13.2
•stum on investment: PBIT/NA (%) 13.3 15.0 18.7 15.0 19.2 16.2
leverage factor: PAT/PBIT (%) 20.3 21.4 22.9 14.6 21.4 20.1
A at ratio: NA/NW (i.e., 1+D/E) 2.29 2.28 2.66 2.89 2.83 2.59
- -turn on equity: PAT/NW (%) 6.1 7.3 11.4 6.3 11.6 8.5
• -mention ratio: RE/PAT (%) 53.1 62.5 54.5 18.9 58.9 49.6
Growth in equity: RE/NW (%) 3.3 4.6 6.2 1.2 6.8 4.4
Growth in sales (%) — 9.4 20.4 12.7 15.6 14.5
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as BML's sales increase, its requirement for funds 
increases. Total funds required for financing net fixed 
assets and net current assets during 2010 to 2014 are: 
Rs 181.8 crore. Given BML's policy of paying 10 per cent 
dividend (Rs 4 crore each year), retained earnings provide 
Rs 35.5 crore. The company will have to raise the balance 
amount, Rs 146.3 crore, either by issuing equity or debt. If 
BML does not want to finance its assets by issue of equity, 
it will have to borrow funds. BML's forecasted ROE and 
debt-equity ratio will be as follows:

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

ROE % 12.2 13.1 13.7 14.1 14.6
D/E ratio 2.06 2.26 2.42 2.55 2.65

Table 26.11: Bharat Machinery Limited
Financial Forecasts

(Rs crore)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

PROFIT AND
LOSS ACCOUNT
Net sales 274.0 315.2 362.4 416.8 479.3
Cost of Roods sold 159.5 183.4 210.9 242.6 279.0
Gross profit 114.5 131.8 151.5 174.2 200.3
Non-manufacturing

exps. 75.1 86.4 49.3 114.2 131.3
PBIT 39.4 45.4 52.2 60.0 69.0
Interest 23.0 26.4 30.4 35.1 40.1
PBT 16.4 19.0 21.8 24.9 28.9
Tax 8.2 9.5 10.9 12.4 14.5
PAT 8.2 9.5 10.9 12.5 14.4
Dividend 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Retained earnings 4.2 5.5 6.9 8.5 10.4
BALANCE SHEET
Share capital 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
Reserves 27.1 32.6 39.5 48.0 58.4
Net worth 67.1 72.6 79.5 88.0 98.4
Borrowings 138.4 163.8 192.3 224.7 261.1
Capital employed 205.5 236.4 271.8 312.7 359.5
Net fixed assets 109.6 126.1 145.0 166.7 191.7
Net current assets 95.9 110.3 126.8 146.0 167.8
Net assets 205.5 236.4 271.8 312.7 359.5
FUNDS FLOW
STATEMENT
Retained earnings 4.2 5.5 6.9 8.5 10.4
Funds needed 23.6 25.4 28.5 32.4 36.4
Sources 27.8 30.9 35.4 40.9 46.8
Net fixed assets 15.2 16.5 18.9 21.7 25.0
Net current assets 12.6 14.4 16.5 19.2 21.8
Uses 27.8 30.9 35.4 40.9 46.8

Sensitivity Analysis
What will happen to BML's financial plan if all or some of 
the assumptions do not hold? It is assumed that sales will 
grow at 15 per cent per annum. Historically, the company 
has grown in some years at a rate less than 15 per cent. 
Can BML maintain its profit margin at 3 per cent? The 5- 
year average is 2.7 per cent. The margin has been as low 

as 1.8 per cent in 2008. One could also doubt the 
assumption of asset ratio of 75 per cent. Except in the most 
recent year (2009), net assets to sales ratio has varied from 
82 per cent to 87 per cent. If BML cannot improve its 
profitability and assets utilization, should it continue 
paying dividend? If it cuts or discontinues payment of 
dividend, what will be the reaction of shareholders?

The financial manager of BML can answer these and 
similar questions, if he/she performs a sensitivity analysis 
to examine the effect of changing assumptions on the 
firm's funds requirement. He/she can vary one variable 
at a time, and see its effect. For example, the effect of the 
following possibilities may be analyzed: (a) sales growth 
12 per cent, (b) profit margin 2.5 per cent and (c) net assets 
to sales ratio 82 per cent (net fixed assets to sales 41 per 
cent and net current assets to sales 41 per cent.) The 
financial manager can as well think of possible scenarios 
where the effect of combinations of variables may be 
analysed. For example, two possible scenarios could be 
(z) sale growth 15%, profit margin 2.5 per cent and assets 
ratio 82 per cent, and (zz) sales growth 12 per cent, profit 
margin 2.5 per cent and assets ratio 82 per cent. Table 26.12 
shows the results of changes in individual variables and 
possible scenarios.

(Rs crore)

_____ Scenarios__________
Growth 15% Growth 15%

Table 26.12: Bharat Machinery Limited 
Financial Forecasts: Sensitivity Analysis

Growth
12%

Margin
2.5%

Asset 
ratio 
82%

Margin 2.5%
Asset ratio 

82%

Margin 2.5%
Asset ratio 

82%
NFA ‘ 73.6 97.3 102.1 102.1 77.8
NCA 63.7 84.5 113.2 113.2 88.9
Total 137.3 181.8 215.3 215.3 166.7
RE 36.9 26.2 35.4 26.2 22.4
Funds 106.4 155.6 179.9 189.1 144.3
needed _____________________________________________

Total 143.3 181.8 215.3 215.3 166.7

It may be observed from Table 26.12 that BML's funds 
requirement is quite sensitive to sales growth and assets 
utilization. The burden of raising external funds is 
maximum when the company grows at 15 per cent, margin 
is 2.5% and asset ratio is 82%. If BML is not in a position 
to raise large amounts of external funds, it may have to 
slow down its growth and considerably improve the 
efficiency of assets utilization. The company may also have 
to reconsider its decision of paying 10 per cent dividend. 
Financial planning starts where financial forecasting ends. 
Forecasting provides a basis for planning; it is not 
planning.

Steps in Financial Planning
We emphasize again that financial forecasting is the basis 
for financial planning. Forecasts are merely estimates 
based on the past data. Historical performance may not
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS|Ml>ii “arming means what a company
■fa . ■ future, and includes necessary

' - "c -he predetermined intensions.
■Bwe r- -_s:orical performance of BML, the

’ -• .re following questions: (1) Should
■Mb* * -r with a 3 per cent profit margin?

fa«■! t ■ : _<;e costs? (3) How can the company
-- ■" -: - ding and collect period? (4) What 

■MM*  ’■Ksssarv to improve the efficiency in the 
■fa*  **■  : How much dividend should BML

|H«Sipo —■ucr. should it borrow? (7) What is the 
MpMM"— - mix for the company? (8) Should it

r equity capital? (9) If funds are not
: ~e company slow down its growth? 

■Mr*■  re rhe implications of the slowing down
■Mb ” - . - 3.1 planning helps to answer these and 

^^^Mfar juesrcns.
■fat ii r ; -:eps are involved in financial planning: 

".■far performance Analysis of the firm's past 
»■-- -rance to ascertain the relationships 

; Ifasr. financial variables and the firm's 
■ ®Estn«3u. strengths and weaknesses.

■h <<-»—/:—g characteristics Analysis of the firm's 
r* .-g characteristics—product, market,
z r.v.on, production and marketing policies, 
<zr —svstems, operating risk, etc.—to decide 
£■ .' .ts growth objective.

t ~ j—orate strategy and investment needs 
Dttermining the firm's investment needs and 
rn.-u.-es, given its growth objective and overall

% . j ■ - flow from operations Forecasting the firm's
enues and expenses and need for funds based 

r investment and dividend policies.
% :. ranting alternatives Analysing financial

* tematives within its financial policy and 
redding the appropriate means of raising funds. 

«s Consequences of financial plans Analysing the 
: resequences of its financial plans for the long- 
Enn health and survival to firm.

t Consistency Evaluating the consistency of 
ruiancial policies with each other and with the 
: rrporate strategy.

Financial planning involves the questions of a firm's 
IMw growth and profitability, and investment and 
tor * g decisions. It focuses on aggregative capital 
fafa-.: '..re programmes and debt-equity mix rather than 
fare.'. idual projects and sources of finance. Financial 
jfar'.r g also involves an interface between the corporate 
pa*  - and financial planning and the trade-off between 
fajal policy variables.

1. What is meant by long-term financial plan? What 
purpose does it serve?

2. What are the methods of developing a long-term 
financial plan?

3. What is the role of sensitivity in financial planning?
4. State the steps involved in financial planning.

PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

Strategic financial planning stresses a balanced 
relationship between financial goals. It asks the question: 
What growth rate is sustainable given a company's 
established financial policies? Financial planning model 
involves considerations of growth, investment and 
financing. A simple way of ascertaining the growth 
potential of a company, given its current financial 
conditions, is to examine the interaction between four 
financial policy goals expressed as ratios:

H target sales growth
•Qr target return on investment (net assets)

target dividend payout and
•Qi target debt-equity (capital structure)
Thus, there are demand-related financial goals— 

driven by the company's strategic goal of sales growth 
(requiring funds for investment in fixed and current assets) 
and supply-related financial goals—driven by the 
company's desire to earn superior return, pay dividends 
to shareholders and enhance funds by incurring debt 
supported by its Thternal funds.8

Growth Potential of a
Single-product Company
A simple way of ascertaining the growth potential of a 
company is to model the interaction between four financial 
goals expressed as ratios—two operating ratios: net assets 
to sales (NA/S) and net margin, i.e., net profit to sales 
(PAT/S) and two financial policy ratios: retention ratio,
i.e.,  retained profits/PAT and leverage or debt-equity 
ratio, i.e., D/E. Sustainable growth may be defined as 
the annual percentage growth in sales that is consistent 
with the firm's financial policies (assuming no issue of 
fresh equity).9 The following model can be used to 
determine the sustainable growth (gs) in sales:

Sustainable growth

_ Net margin x retention x leverage
Assets-to-sales - (net margin x retention x leverage)

■i _<rdon, op. cit., 1981.
- Boston Consulting Group Staff, Perspectives on Experiences, Boston Consulting Group, 1968.
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PAT/SxRE/PATx(l + D/E)
<?5~ NA/S-[PAT/S x RE/PATx(l + (D/E))J

0.2602X0.6606X1.0841
1.9064 - [0.2602x0.6606 x 1.0841]

pxbxl 
a-(pxbxl)

0.1863
1.9064-0.1863

= 0.108 or 10.8%

(1)

where p = net margin = PAT / sales, b = retention ratio = 
retained earnings (RE)/net profit (PAT) or one minus 
payout ratio, i.e., (1- payout), I = leverage = net assets (or 
capital employed) to equity (net worth) = (1 + D/E), and 
a = asset-sales ratio = net assets sales.

The net assets to sales ratio determines the 
requirement of funds for investing in assets to support a 
given level of sales. The requirement for funds would 
increase with expanding sales. The net profit minus the 
dividends is an internal source of funds. Thus, the product 
of net profit to sales ratio and retained profit to net profit 
(net margin x retention ratio) gives an idea of the funds 
available internally to support the growth of the firm. 
Retained earnings increase the debt-raising capacity of the 
firm. Thus, given the target capital structure, the total 
funds would be equal to retained earnings plus debt 
supported by the retained earnings [viz., pb (1 + /)]. Net 
assets or capital employed (viz., debt plus equity) to equity 
is a leverage measure, and is equal to one plus debt-equity 
ratio.

Thus, if East & West maintains its operating efficiency 
(viz., net profit margin, 26.0%) at the current year level 
and given its retention policy (retention ratio, 66.1%) and 
debt-equity policy (debt-equity ratio, 0.08:1), it can grow 
only at 10.8% without raising external equity.

East & West has achieved only 10.8 per cent growth 
rate in spite of a high net margin of 26.0 per cent, before
tax RONA of 18 per cent and ROE of 15 per cent because it 
has hardly used any debt; its D/E ratio is 0.08:1. Assume 
that East & West wants to grow at 15 per cent in the future 
but without changing its retention and debt-equity ratios. 
How much should be its profit margin to obtain a 15 per 
cent growth? It is calculated as follows:

p x 0.66 x 1.08
1.91-[px 0.66x1.08]

0.15 = 0.713 p
1.91-0.713 p

0.82p = 0.2865
p = 0.2865/0.82 = 0.349 or say, 35%

ILLUSTRATION 26.1: Sustainable Growth Calculations
Consider the financial data of East & West Hotel for the 
current year given in Table 26.13 to understand the concept 
of substantial growth as shown in Equation (1).

Table 26.13: East & West Hotel’s Financial Data
Financial Data (Rs crore)

Revenues 80.85
PBIT 27.84
Net profit 21.04
Net assets 154.13
Net worth 142.17
Debt 11.96
Dividends 7.14
Retained earnings 13.90
Ratios
Net profit to revenues 0.2602
PBIT to Net assets 0.1806
Retained earnings to net profit 0.6606
(1 + D/E) or net assets to net worth 1.0841
Net assets to revenues 1.9064

East & West’s margin (net profit to sales) will have to 
jump to 35 per cent to obtain a growth rate of 15 per cent. 
Alternatively, it can change its financial policy; for 
example, it can increase the use of debt to achieve 15 per 
cent growth without affecting any change in the profit 
margin:

0.262x0.66x1
015 =-------- ;-------------------- n1.91-[0.262x0.66x 7]

7 = 1.45
The debt-equity ratio will have to increase to 0.45:1. 

The company can think other possible trade-offs between 
its financial goals to achieve its desired growth rate.

In the above analysis, we assume that the relation 
between assets and sales is constant, i.e., inflation does 
not exist. The sustainable growth model as given by 
Equation (1) can be modified to incorporate impact ol 
inflation and other factors.10 It can be easily seen that the 
company can affect a change in the sustainable growtf 
rate if it changes its retention policy or debt policy or both 
A cost reduction strategy resulting into higher net profit' 
would also lead to higher growth.

10. R.C. Higgins, Sustainable Growth Under Inflation, Financial Management, Autumn 1981, pp. 36-40, and D.A. Johnson, The Behaviour 
Financial Structure and Sustainable Growth in an Inflationary Environment, Financial Management, Autumn, 1981, pp. 30-35.

Applying Equation (1), the sustainable growth for East
& West Hotel is:
8S =

_____ 21.04/80.85 x 13.90/21.04 X 154.13/142.17_____
154.13/80.85 — [21.04/80.85 X 13.90/21.04 X 154.13/142.17]

Sustainable Growth Model for a 
Multi-product Company
The sustainable growth approach as expressed i 
Eq. (1) is generally applicable to a single-product or sing
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rr» -. more general method of determining 
—: ■•• th rate in the case of multi-product 

ar : zmpany is to calculate the sustainable 
—e corporate level in terms of growth in

EXHIBIT
26.1:

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH 
EQUATION

Let us assume that net assets equal debt plus equity (net 
worth), NA = D + E, r is the (before-tax) return on net 
assets, PBIT/NA, i is the interest rate on debt, b is the 
retention ratio, i.e., RE/PAT and T is the corporate tax 
rate. ROE can be calculated as follows:
_ PAT
ROE =------

E
rNA-iD

E
r(D+E)-iD

E

rD+ rE- iD
E

(1-T)

(1-T)

(2)

kss its growth objective in terms of sales 
growth demands funds for investment 

e irm does not want to raise external equity, 
1 re supplied from internal generation and 

bv internal funds. Thus the assets of the 
vby an amount equal to retained earnings 
e iming multiplied by debt-equity ratio. The 

— rate can be calculated by dividing this 
Tc current amount of net assets:

Rerained earnings ,
i ■ ~ =------------------------(1 + Debt/equity ratio)

Net assets

. = — (1 + D/E)
NA

■umrrrsg that the assets turnover remains constant, 
fl aso grow at the same rate as assets. Thus, the 
rr: is critically based on its ability and
■es -: retain profits. How much profits the firm 
eaSe to retain depends on its operating efficiency, 
i. .everage and dividend policy. Operating 
_~r reflected by PBIT to net assets ratio, is the 

r assets productivity in generating sales (sales 
-ratio) and profit margin (PBIT to sales ratio): 
RONA = Assetx Profit margin
PBIT S PBIT 
NA _ NA S

c±s so generated are constrained by the payment 
sst and taxes and dividends. Thus, the retained 
s available to support growth are given by the 
:: RONA, leverage factor (as reflected by PAT/ 

and retention ratio:

RE PBIT PAT RE-----=-------- x--------x-------  (4) 
NA--- NA----- PBIT PAT--------------------------- ' ’

growth can be enhanced by additional borrowing 
a the target debt-equity ratio times the retained 
.*  ss Thus the growth that a firm can sustain, given 

rasaal goals and policies, can be found out as follows:

= [r+(r-i)D/E] (1-T)
Notice that in the absence of debt (D = 0), ROE is equal to 
the after-tax return on net assets. ROE = r (1 - 7). Thus 
[(r- i) D/E] (1 - 7) is the leverage gain to the equity holders. 
The product of ROE and retention ratio gives the 
sustainable growth rate (g = ROE x b). Thus,

g, = £[r + (r —/)D/E] (1 —7*)

(3)

The firm's degree of financial and tax leverage 
(reflected by PAT/PBIT and debt-equity ratio).
The firm's retention ratio (the reverse of the 
dividend payout).

The elements of the financial goals system, as reflected 
in Equation (5), are financial policy targets. Given these 
targets and without resorting to the external equity 
financing, a firm can determine the growth rate that it can 
sustain.

Equation (5) can be presented differently by 
rearranging its terms. Note that net assets equal debt and 
equity (net worth), NA = D + E. Therefore,

NA/E = (D + E)/E. Thus,

PBIT PAT NA RE 
Ss~ NA XPBITX E XPAT

S-siainable Growth = Assets turnover x Profit margin 
x Leverage factor
x Retention ratio (1 + D/E)

PAT RE
E XPAT = ROE x Retention ratio (6)

S PBIT PAT RE Z1 ^ZT_X
?s =----- x--------x --------x------- (1 + D/E)
5 NA S PBIT PAT

Notice that Equation (5) includes all elements of a 
• — s financial goals system. It is composed of:

•‘■a The firm's return on net assets (a product of assets
turnover and profit margin).

(5)

Thus, growth can also be defined as the product of 
retention ratio and return on equity. We can also use the 
following alternative formula for calculating the 
sustainable growth rate (see Exhibit 26.1):

b = [(r + (r-z)D/E}(l-T)] (7)

where b is the retention ratio, RE/PAT, r is RONA (before
tax), i is the interest rate, D/E is debt-equity ratio and T is 
the corporate tax rate.

P. Varadarajan, The Sustainable Growth Model: A Tool for Evaluating the Financial Feasibility of Market Share Strategies, Strategic 
'■Management Journal, 1983, pp. 353-367.
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ILLUSTRATION 26.2: Greaves Limited
Greaves Limited was started in 1922 as a trading company. 
In 1992, Greaves branched out to manufacturing and now 
it is a well diversified manufacturing company. Table 26.14 
gives the summary of the financial data for the company 
for a 5-year period immediately after the diversification.

Table 26.14: Greaves Limited’s Financial Data
(Rs crore)

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Year Average
5

Sales 311.14 354.25 521.56 728.15 801.11 543.24
PBIT 34.51 39.64 42.98 65.67 82.64 53.09
Interest 19.62 17.17 21.48 28.25 27.54 22.81
Tax 0.00 4.00 7.00 8.60 15.80 7.08
PAT 14.89 8.47 14.50 28.82 39.30 23.20
Dividend 4.06 7.29 8.58 12.85 14.18 9.39
Ratained

earnings 10.83 11.18 5.92 15.97 25.12 13.80
Net worth 119.39 200.60 206.52 219.81 243.19 197.90
Debt 84.61 130.82 158.73 183.94 203.66 152.3
Net asset 204.00 331.42 365.25 403.75 446.85 350.25
Interest

rate 0.232 0.131 0.135 0.154 0.135 0.16
Tax rate 0.000 0.178 0.320 0.230 0.287 0.200

Table 26.15 provides the computations of Greaves’ 
financial policy variable and its growth performance. The 
company has generally performed well during the 5-year 
period. The company’s (before-tax) RONA and ROE have 
been generally increasing over the years and are 18.5 per 
cent and 16.2 per cent, respectively, in the last year. 
Greaves’ debt-equity ratio has shown some increase in the 
recent years. The company’s retention ratio has been high, 
except for the third year. It has been able to sustain an 
average growth of 7 per cent during the past five years. 
Yearly growth rates have shown significant variation. For 
example, it was lowest at 2.9 per cent in the third year and 
highest at 10.3 per cent in the fifth year.

It is evident that Greaves was able to achieve a growth 
rate of 10.3 per cent in the fifth year, given its financial 
policies (D/E of 0.84:1 and retention 64 per cent) and 
effective tax rate of 28.5 per cent. Equation (7) can also be 
used to calculate Greaves’ growth rate:

g = b [{r+(r-f)D/E)(l-T)]
g = 0.639 [{0.185 + (0.185-0.135)0.84}(1 — 0.285)] 
g = 0.639 [0.1322 +0.030] = 0.103 or 10.3%

Can Greaves sustain a higher growth rate, say, 15 per 
cent? Let us assume that Greaves in the future would like 
to continue with its current financial policies; that is, it 
will retain about two-thirds (65 per cent) of its profits and 
maintain a debt equity-ratio of 0.85:1. Further, the 
company’s marginal tax rate will be 35 per cent, and it 
could borrow funds at 15 per cent rate of interest. Given 
its financial policy and desire to grow at 15 per cent, 
Greaves’ RONA is calculated as follows:

g = b [{r + (r-t)D/E](l-T)]
0.15 = 0.65 [|r + (r —0.15)0.85} (1 — 0.35)]
0.15 = 0.65 [0.65r + 0.5525r-0.0829]
0.15 = 0.7816r-0.0539

r = 0.2039/0.7816 = 0.261 = 26.1%

Table 26.15: Greaves’ Ltd
Financial Performance and Growth

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Year Average
5

Asset 
turnover:
S/NA 1.530 1.070 1.430 1.800 1.790 1.520
Margin:

PBIT/S 0.111 0.112 0.082 0.090 0.103 o.ioo
RONA:

PBIT/NA 0.169 0.120 0.118 0.163 0.185 0.150
Leverage 

factor: 
PAT/PBIT 0.431 0.466 0.337 0.439 0.476 0.043

Debt ratio:
NA/NW 1.710 1.650 1.770 1.840 1.840 1.76C

ROE: PAT/
NW 0.125 0.092 0.070 0.131 0.162 0.120

Retention:
RE/PAT 0.727 0.605 0.408 0.554 0.639 0.59C

Sustainable 
Growth: 
RE/NW 0.091 0.056 0.029 0.073 0.103 0.07C

Greaves’ RONA will have to substantially increase t□ 
26.1 per cent before-tax or 17 per cent after-tax. Table 26.16 
gives before-tax and after-tax RONA to be earned for 
achieving a desired growth rate, given the company's 
financial policies. The growth-return relationship is also 
shown in Figure 26.2.

Greaves’ given financial goals systems will be self- 
sustaining only if its growth and after-tax RONA targets 
are represented by a single point on the diagonal in 
Fig. 26.2. If Greaves did not have any debt and retained 
entire profits, it could grow at a rate equal to after-tax 
RONA. In such situation, the graph is divided equally by 
the diagonal having a 45° slope. The area to the left of the 
diagonal represents a deficit, as the company is unable to 
meet funds requirement, within its policy constraints, to 
support a high growth rate. Similarly, the area to the right 
of the diagonal depicts a surplus since the company has 
more funds available than warranted by its growth rate. 
The utility of such graph lies in top management 
communicating the meaning and discipline of an integrated 
set of financial goals to subordinates and to tracl 
performance against goals. The graph shows the impact o 
the trade-offs constantly necessitated by competing goal 
and objectives.12

12. Donaldson, G, Managing Corporate Wealth: The Operations of a Comprehensive Financial Goals system, New York: Praeger, 1984.



Figure 26.2: Sustainable growth given 
Greaves’ financial policy

Table 26.16: Greaves’ Financial Policies 
RONA and Sustainable Growth

..
- Sate (g) Before-tax RONA (r) After-tax RONA

[[1-TJr]

0.05) 0.005 0.003
0.00 0.069 0.045
0.05 0.133 0.086
0.07 0.158 0.103
0.10 0.197 0.128
0.12 0.222 0.145
0.15 0.261 0.170
0.20 0.325 0.211

highest RONA for Greaves in the last five year is 
- per cent in Year 5. Assuming that it cannot earn a 

• f more than 18.5 per cent and it still wants to grow 
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at 15 per cent. The company does not see much scope for 
changing its dividend policy. Under the circumstances, the 
company can achieve its growth if it changes its debt policy. 
The company’s debt-equity ratio will have to be 4.86:1 as 
shown below:

g = b [(r + (r-f) D/EKl-T)]
0.15 = 0.65 [{0.185 + (0.185-0.15) D/E) (1-0.35)]
0.15 = 0.65 [0.12025 + 0.2275 D/E]
0.15 = 0.078163 + 0.014788 D/E
D/E = 0.071837/0.014788 = 4.86

A more aggressive debt-equity goal combined with 
a lower dividend payout would raise the growth potential 
for any given rate of return (RONA) higher than the cost 
of debt. Thus, the factors governing the maximum, 
sustainable long-term sales growth rate are mainly 
financial in character. The sustainable growth model 
indicates the sales growth that can be supported by, and 
is consistent with, the firm's financial policies. The firm 
will have to revise its financial policies or resort to external 
equity if it intends to achieve a growth rate higher than 
the maximum sustainable growth. The firm, on the other 
hand, can consider the alternatives of increasing payout, 
or reducing debt, or building up liquid assets when its 
achievable growth rate is lower.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by sustainable growth? What are its 
implications for financial policy variables?

2. Explain the method of assessing growth potential of 
a single-product company?

3. What is the sustainable growth model for a multi
product company?

summary)
Financial planning of a company has close links with strategic planning. The company's strategy establishes an 
effective and efficient match between its resources, opportunities and risks. It provides a mechanism of integrating 
goals of multiple stakeholders. Financial plan should be developed within the overall context of the strategic 
planning.
Financial forecasting is an integral part of financial planning. Forecasting uses past data to estimate the future 
financial requirements. A simple approach to financial forecasting is to relate the items of profit and loss account 
and balance sheet to sales. Financial planning is more than forecasting. It is a process of identifying a firm's 
investments and financing needs, given its growth objectives. It involves trade-off between various investment 
and financing options. A financial plan may be prepared for a period of three or five years.
Financial modelling facilitates financial forecasting. It makes forecasting easy. A financial model has three com
ponents: input—current financial statement and growth forecasts; model—a system of equations based on the 
relations between financial variables; output—projected financial statements.
Financial models of a large company can be very complicated when more details are considered. In practice, 
companies focus on the most crucial decisions and variables and keep the model simple.
Sometimes companies will like to achieve growth that their current financial policies could sustain. Sustainable 
growth is the annual percentage growth in sales that is consistent with the firm's financial policies (assuming 
no issue of fresh equity).
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KEY CONCEPTS
BCG Matrix
Experience curve
Financial forecasting

s__

Financial modelling
Financial plan
Financial planning

PIMS
Sensitivity analysis
Separation theorem

Strategic planning
Strategy
Sustainable growth
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
k___________________________________________ j

1. What is a financing planning? How does it differ from financial forecasting?
2. Explain the steps involved in preparing a financial plan. What are the merits of financial planning?
3. Is there a relationship between strategic planning and financial planning? Explain.
4. What is a financial model? Illustrate the development of a simple financial model. What are the advantages an d 

limitations of a financial model?
5. What is meant by sustainable growth? Explain sustainable growth models with illustrations.

QUIZ EXERCISES
L_________________________________________J

1. A company's return on equity is expected to be 20 per cent. The payout policy of the company is to distribute 
40 per cent of profits. What is the expected growth of the company?

2. A company has the following information: ROI 20 per cent; debt-equity ratio 2:1; tax rate 30 per cent and 
interest rate 12 per cent. Calculate the company's ROE.

3. A company has the following information: ROI 20 per cent; debt-equity ratio 2:1; payout ratio 60 per cent; tax 
rate 30 per cent and interest rate 12 per cent. What is the company's sustainable growth rate?

4. A company has the following information: ROI 18 per cent; debt-equity ratio 1:1; payout ratio 50 per cent; tax 
rate 50 per cent and interest rate 10 per cent. The company wants to maintain a growth of 10 per cent. Is this 
rate sustainable?

5. A company has a debt ratio of 40 per cent. Its payout ratio is 50 per cent. Management wants a growth rate of 20 
per cent per annum in the future. Is this rate sustainable? After-tax interest rate is 5 per cent.

PROBLEMS
1. Tables 26.17 and 26.18 give balance sheet and 

profit and loss account of Mason Industries 
Limited. What is the sustainable growth rate for 
the company?
Table 26.17: Mason Industries Limited 

Balance Sheet, 31 December 2009

Rs’000 Rs’000

Creditors 6,725 Cash 4,035
Borrowings 40,350 Debtors 9,415
Share capital 40,000 Inventory 20,175
Reserve & surplus 27,250 Gross block 1,07,700

Less: Accumulated 27,000
depreciation

1,14,325 1,14,325

Table 26.18: Mason Industries Limited 
Profit & Loss Account, 31 December 2009

Sales 40,935
Less: Cost of sales 10,916
Gross profit 30,019
Less: Selling & admin. Expenses 15,010
Profit before interest and tax 15,010
Less: Interest (at 12%) 4,776
Profit before tax 10,234

2. Tables 26.19 and 26.20 contain Reliance Industries 
Limited’s profit and loss account and balance sheet 
for seven years. You are required to identify the 
trends in Reliance’s financial performance and 
policies. Using this information, prepare a 
financial plan for Reliance. Discuss the 
implications of your plan.
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Table 26.19: Reliance Industries Ltd.
Summarised Profit & Loss Account during the year ending at 31 March

reciation

imprest

.INGS
2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

23,024.17 15,847.16 10,624.15 9,719.18 6,441.65 5,726.66 5,388.15
2,578.91 2,451.53 1,929.46 1,893.13 1,283.85 1,507.83 1,517.13

20,445.26 13,395.63 8,694.69 7,826.05 5,157.80 4,218.83 3,871.02
976.79 976.56 629.19 363.09 318.78 271.85 312.59

21,422.05 14,372.19 9,323.88 8,189.14 5,476.58 4,490.68 4,183.61
5,561.72 4,746.61 3,317.54 2,886.54 1,947.81 1,751.91 1,622.60
1,565.11 1,278.36 855.04 667.32 410.14 336.51 278.24
3,996.61 3,468.25 2,462.50 2,219.22 1,537.67 1,415.40 1,344.36
1,215.99 1,008.00 728.81 503.55 169.97 110.13 279.51
2,780.62 2,460.25 1,733.69 1,715.67 1,367.70 1,305.27 1,064.85

135.00 57.00 30.00 63.00 45.00 0.00 0.00
2,645.62 2,403.25 1,703.69 1,652.67 1,322.70 1,305.27 1,064.85

447.85 384.65 350.16 326.81 299.24 276.22 199.34
4.77 35.57 23.39 10.33 0.00 28.00 0.83

46.20 46.22 40.86 63.64 0.00 0.00 0.00
24.63 22.04 17.56 16.94 28.85 27.87 23.34

113.86 103.65 100.12 96.83 184.77 179.07 157.66

2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

Table 26.20: Reliance Industries Ltd
Balance Sheet as at 31 March (Rs crore)

CAPITAL & LIABILITIES 
Total Shareholders Funds 
Equity Share Capital 
Preference Capital Paid Up 
Reserves & Surplus

1,053.49
0.00

13,711.88

1,053.45
292.95

12,636.35

933.39
252.95

11,183.00

931.90
187.95

10,862.75

458.45
0.00

8,012.49

458.23
200.00

7,747.07

455.86
5.50

6,731.29

14,765.37 13,982.75 12,369.34 11,982.60 8,470.94 8,405.30 7,192.65
harrowings

Term Loans - Institutions 68.66 158.51 46.24 57.41 859.70 411.95 284.79
Term Loans - Banks 0.00 1,400.94 1,527.00 200.53 950.48 607.19 160.27
Non-Convertible Debentures 3,761.98 3,779.85 3,578.04 2,413.54 2,012.98 1,780.95 1,273.04
Working Capital Advances 237.76 648.81 327.03 65.98 425.92 591.88 405.63
Other Loans 6,067.39 5,532.13 5,206.98 5,509.87 3,376.40 1,329.48 816.19

Total Borrowings 10,135.79 11,520.24 10,685.29 8,247.33 7,625.48 4,721.45 2,939.92

Current Liabilities & Provisions
Creditors 3,859.22 2,953.96 3,338.73 3,095.04 2,386.23 1,305.32 1,118.23
Provisions 863.50 265.80 544.37 475.99 352.23 282.02 201.57
Other 251.58 646.07 1,218.27 586.97 701.26 324.29 76.67

Total Current Liabilities 4,974.30 3,865.83 5,101.37 4,158.00 3,439.72 1,911.63 1,396.47
Total Liabilities 29,875.46 29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04

ASSETS
Fixed Assets

Gross Block 25,355.99 24,330.95 18,650.33 17,848.33 10,955.92 6,885.50 5,315.40
Less: Accum. Depreciation 11,841.53 9,214.06 6,691.93 4,944.47 3,491.20 2,141.34 1,805.78
Net Block 13,514.46 15,116.89 11,958.40 12,903.86 7,464.72 4,744.16 3,509.62
Capital Work in Progress 512.38 331.42 3,437.83 2,069.43 3,708.63 4,488.71 3,075.09
Total Fixed Assets 14,026.84 15.448.31 15,396.23 14,973.29 11,173.35 9,232.87 6,584.71

Investments 6,726.11 6,066.56 4,294.59 4,282.33 4,455.68 1,952.91 1,993.41
Current Assets 9,122.51 7,853.95 8,465.18 5,132.31 3,907.11 3,852.60 2,950.92

Total Assets 29,875.46 29,368.82 28,156.00 24,387.93 19,536.14 15,038.38 11,529.04
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3. Table 26.21 gives a summary of Bajaj’s financial 
items during the years from 20X5 to 20X9.
Based on the company’s past performance and 
appropriate assumptions that you may like to 
make, develop a financial forecast for five years. 
Show the impact if your assumptions go wrong.

(Rs crore)

Table 26.21: Bajaj Auto Limited
Summary of Financial Items

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005

Net Sales 3,023.12 3,089.33 2,961.98 2,643.222,638.47
PBDIT 473.88 973.4 895.57 840.94 802.23
Depreciation 177.29 145.31 132.7 143.62 117.87
Interest 7.39 3.17 4.67 8.47 7.41
Other Income 365.99 510.4 380.29 355.57 296.89
PBT 289.2 824.92 758.2 688.85 676.95
Tax Provision 26.64 211.19 217.68 224.7 236.38
Net Profit 262.56 613.73 540.52 464.15 440.57
Equity Div. 80.95 119.39 95.51 95.51 79.59
Retained Profit 181.61 494.34 445.01 368.64 360.98
Current

Assets 2,061.62 2,373.37 2,197.01 1,809.381363.55
Net Fixed

Assets 1,362.35 1,114.25 921.81 682.91 603.95

(Contd...)

* Closing price in March.

2009 2008 2007 2006 3.W

Current
Liabilities 1,474.34 1,740.67 1,527.18 1,259.83 988.J2"

Secured
Loans 55.97 101.58 41.08 27.54 22 M

Unsecured
Loans 457.74 394.09 308.61 230.67 191 a

Total
Liabilities 4,624.58 5440.42 4578.61 3,636.262962 M

Net Worth 2,636.53 3204.08 2701.74 2,118.22 176oJ
Bonus Ratio - - - la
EPS 25.13 50.31 44.39 38.08 54 : 1
DPS 8.00 10.00 8.00 8.00 iom
Book Value

Per Share 260.58 268.37 226.3 177.42 221 21
Market Value

Per Share* 257.70 384.00 615.80 594.30 601

4. Fine Toys Limited has a capital struct-ra 
comprising 45 per cent debt and 55 per cent equiM 
at book values. The company’s payout ratio is st 
per cent. Management wants a growth rate of 
per cent per annum in the future. Is this raJ 
sustainable? After-tax interest rate is 5 per cent

CASE 26.1: EXPRESS FOODS LIMITED

Express Foods Limited (EFL) was incorporated in 1958. It 
is the largest food processing company in India with a sales 
turnover of Rs 428 crore in 2009. The company is a market 
leader in bakery products with over 30 well-known brands 
of biscuits, bread and cakes. In the recent years, the 
company has been on the forefront of exports; its exports 
have totalled over Rs 200 crore during the last three years. 
For its excellent exports performance, the government of 
India has awarded a Star Trading House status to the 
company.

The company is in the process of diversifying its export 
operations in computer software, biscuits and other value- 
added products. EFL has entered into partnership with the 
BSN group (the European giant with over 100 world famous 
food brands). The company is investing in the equity capital 
of Britco Foods Company, a joint venture with JMRPCO 
Ltd of Hong Kong to manufacture beverage bases and 
essence of Coca-Cola, Fanta and Sprint and to export 
processed snack foods. Table 26.1.1 gives the summary of 
important financial data for five years, and Tables 26.1.2 
and 26.1.3 give profit and loss statements and balance 
sheets for the years 2008 and 2009.

Table 26.1.1: Express Foods Limited 
Five-year Summary of Financial Data (Iis laic |

2005 2006 2007 2008 13
Net fixed assets 214.6 329.0 374.5 403.6 355.4
Investments 47.6 0.5 0.5 1.3 103.2
Net current assets 242.1 264.4 374.5 570.9 45 L
Net assets 504.3 593.9 749.5 975.8 908.6
Equity Capital 123.8 123.9 185.7 185.7 185."
Reserves 230.1 211.1 272.6 319.3 367.6
Loan funds 150.4 258.9 291.2 470.8 355.3
Capital employed 504.3 593.9 749.5 975.8 908.S
Sales 1,921.5 2,666.1 3,142.8 3,606.2 4,278.5
Depreciation 16.9 18.5 23.4 26.9 23.3
PBT 96.0 135.6 150.2 165.0 195.1
Tax 33.6 47.5 52.6 64.5 88.(
PAT 62.4 88.1 95.6 100.5 107.1
Dividends 31.4 39.1 44.6 53.8 59.

During the year 2004, the company’s bakery divisi 
performed satisfactorily in spite of high inflation, high r; 
material costs and increased competition. Biscuit sa 
recorded a growth of 7.7 per cent and bread sales 5.7
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■r.: y launched two special breads that were
■K die market. Export sales of Rs 75 crore
* : wth rate of 30 per cent over the previous
K: my also continued its R&D efforts to make 
t o: cmibutions in the areas of new products and 
ar. -opment.

.able 26.1.2: Express Foods Ltd
Profit and Loss Statement

year ending 31 March (Rs lakh)

le

material

.. m. -■ s and Wages

~ec~-.iation

UcD -xpenses

Otmer expenses

Discussion Questions

3,606.2 4,278.5

74.0 65.3

3,680.2 4,343.8

1,944.6 2,351.1

113.0 142.5

256.8 294.8

26.9 23.3

144.8 170.6

1,029.8 1,165.7

3,515.2 4,148.0

165.0 195.8

64.5 88.0

100.5 107.8

Table 26.1.3: Express Foods Ltd
Balance Sheet
as on 31 March (Rs lakh)

2008 2009
Sources of Funds:

Share capital 185.7 185.7
Reserves 319.3 367.6

505.0 553.3
Loan funds (secured) 407.8 355.3
Total 975.8 908.6

Application of Funds:
Gross Block 557.2 460.8
Less: Depreciation 181.4 153.5

Net block 375.7 307.3
Capital work-in-progress 27.8 48.1

Net fixed assets 403.5 355.4
Investments 1.3 103.3

Current assets:
Inventories 476.7 427.4
Debtors 264.7 113.8
Cash 9.6 6.2
Loans and advances 273.3 377.8
Total 1,024.4 925.2
Less: Current liabilities 453.6 475.2
Net current assets 570.8 450.0
Total 975.8 908.6

1. Evaluate the performance of Express Foods Limited.
2. Prepare a five-year financial plan for the company. 

Explain the logic of your assumptions.

: ASE 26.2: STATE BANK OF INDIA13

13. This case draws from the article by Goel, Rajeev, "A Giant Gets Agile", ET Investor's Guide, The Economic Times, 24 June 2002, p. 3.

e 3ank of India (SBI) is the largest bank in India. It has 
most widespread branch network and the largest 
csits. It controls about one-third of foreign exchange 
mess and a high proportion of the government business, 
deposits of the bank consist of 25 per cent saving, 15 

re- :ent current and 60 per cent time deposits. It has a 
■kcus on retail banking. In order to improve its 
aerformance, the bank has adopted two-prong strategy of 

. using on technology and cost reduction. SBI has 
: ested Rs 500 crore in technology. It has planned 1,000 

ATMs, of which more than half are already operational. It 
lis introduced corporate Internet banking in some 
:? -aches. It has diversified into credit cards and insurance 
md therefore, expects increase in its fee-based income. 
SBI in collaboration with GE Capital has issued 9 lakh 
:dit cards. The bank is facing competition due to the 

deregulation of the banking industry. It is reported that ‘it 

expects to stabilize its margins with the help of competitive 
pricing, high resource availability, well-diversified loan 
book, deposit repricing and CRR cut’.

SBI is making all efforts to improve the quality of its 
operations. It is noted that ‘the credit rating of its loan 
portfolio is improving and 87% of the portfolio has high 
credit rating. Its gross non-performing assets (NPAs) to 
total assets are merely 5 per cent, the lowest in the country. 
Its net NPAs to total assets is 2.17% against a norm of 
2.51% for the banking industry’. Further, ‘to leverage its 
large customer base of high net worth individuals, SBI is 
opening personal banking branches (PBBs) with 50 regular 
branches being converted into PBBs. To get into high value 
housing and car finance, SBI has initiated aggressive 
pricing and marketing. It hopes to hike the share of personal 
loans in total advances from 15% now to about 20% in 
three years’.
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(Rs crore)

Table 26.2.1 State Bank of India:
Operating Performance

2001-02 2000-01

Interest income 29,810.09 26,138.59
Other income 4,174.48 3,883.04
Interest expanded 20,728.84 17,756.02
Operating expenses 7,210.90 8,298.83
Operating profit 6,044.83 3,966.78
Provisions 2,010.19 1391.1
Tax 1,603.02 971.36
Net profit 2,431.62 1,604.25
Equity 526.30 526.30
Reserves 15,224.38 12,935.24
EPS (Rs.) 46.20 30.48
Book Value (Rs.) 299.27 255.78

The Economic Times article reports the following with 
regard to SBI’s prospects in the next year:

‘SBI has projected advances growth of more than 
16% and growth in non-interest income of more 
than 20% in the current fiscal. SBI expects margins 
to remain steady on account of deposits repricing 
with an endeavour to keep NPAs below 5%, 
resulting in reduced provisioning and costs-to- 
income ratio at 53%. Cost saving benefits on 

net interest spread of 3% and non-interest income 
at 40% of total income. In the next three-year tiir- 
frame, SBI aims to bring down expenses to income 
ratio at 51%. It has embarked on a Rs. 500 crore 
tech upgradation to serve as the backbone for 
universal banking.
Return on equity (RoE) is expected to be 
maintained at over 18%. SBI has witnessed its RcE 
growing from 11.79% in FY-99 to 16.66% in the 
last fiscal’.

The article further states: Tn short, SBI has all the 
trappings of any new private sector banks with its 
technology initiatives. While just a couple of new private 
sector banks have attained critical mass, advantages 
accruing to SBI as a result of cost saving would result in 
manifold growth in returns. At Rs 240, the scrip comes at a 
PE of 5.2 to FY-02 earnings and much lower than its boci. 
value. Greater market attention on banking sector, expected 
easing of FII holding norms and fundamental growth story 
would be key drivers of the stock. A 25% return could be 
expected in the medium term’.

Discussion Questions

1. Critically evaluate SBI’s strategy to enhance its income
2. How has SBI performed during the past two years? D:

you agree with the contention that SBI has a brigh: 
future? Why or why not?

3. Similar to Table 26.2.1 financial items, prepare a
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(Rs crore)

Table 26.2.1 State Bank of India:
Operating Performance

2001-02 2000-01

Interest income 29,810.09 26,138.59
Other income 4,174.48 3,883.04
Interest expanded 20,728,84 17,756.02
Operating expenses 7,210.90 8,298.83
Operating profit 6,044.83 3,966.78
Provisions 2,010.19 1391.1
Tax 1,603.02 971.36
Net profit 2,431.62 1,604.25
Equity 526.30 526.30
Reserves 15,224.38 12,935.24
EPS (Rs.) 46.20 30.48
Book Value (Rs.) 299.27 255.78

The Economic Times article reports the following with 
regard to SBI’s prospects in the next year:

‘SBI has projected advances growth of more than 
16% and growth in non-interest income of more 
than 20% in the current fiscal. SBI expects margins 
to remain steady on account of deposits repricing 
with an endeavour to keep NPAs below 5%,

net interest spread of 3% and non-interest incc ■ 
at 40% of total income. In the next three-year timrl 
frame, SBI aims to bring down expenses to inccnw > 
ratio at 51%. It has embarked on a Rs. 500 cr -»• 
tech upgradation to serve as the backbone farl 
universal banking.
Return on equity (RoE) is expected to bw 
maintained at over 18%. SBI has witnessed its RoE 
growing from 11.79% in FY-99 to 16.66% in the 
last fiscal’.

The article further states: Tn short, SBI has all the 
trappings of any new private sector banks with its 
technology initiatives. While just a couple of new private 
sector banks have attained critical mass, advantages 
accruing to SBI as a result of cost saving would result ia 
manifold growth in returns. At Rs 240, the scrip comes at a 
PE of 5.2 to FY-02 earnings and much lower than its book 
value. Greater market attention on banking sector, expected 
easing of FII holding norms and fundamental growth stc n 
would be key drivers of the stock. A 25% return coulc be 
expected in the medium term’.

Discussion Questions

1. Critically evaluate SBI’s strategy to enhance its income
2. How has SBI performed during the past two years? De 

you agree with the contention that SBI has a bright
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(Rs crore)

Table 26.2.1 State Bank of India:
Operating Performance

2001-02 2000-01

Interest income 29,810.09 26,138.59
Other income 4,174.48 3,883.04
Interest expanded 20,728.84 17,756.02
Operating expenses 7,210.90 8,298.83
Operating profit 6,044.83 3,966.78
Provisions 2,010.19 1391.1
Tax 1,603.02 971.36
Net profit 2,431.62 1,604.25
Equity 526.30 526.30
Reserves 15,224.38 12,935.24
EPS (Rs.) 46.20 30.48
Book Value (Rs.) 299.27 255.78

The Economic Times article reports the following with 
regard to SBI’s prospects in the next year:

Tz ‘SBI has projected advances growth of more than 
16% and growth in non-interest income of more 
than 20% in the current fiscal. SBI expects margins 
to remain steady on account of deposits repricing 
with an endeavour to keep NPAs below 5%, 
resulting in reduced provisioning and costs-to- 
income ratio at 53%. Cost saving benefits on 
account of VRS are expected to begin accruing from 
this financial year.

Tz To maintain stability in its income, SBI is targeting 

net interest spread of 3% and non-interest inc 
at 40% of total income. In the next three-yeas 
frame, SBI aims to bring down expenses to in: 
ratio at 51%. It has embarked on a Rs. 500 
tech upgradation to serve as the backbone fM 
universal banking.
Return on equity (RoE) is expected tc il 
maintained at over 18%. SBI has witnessed its - S 
growing from 11.79% in FY-99 to 16.66% in cj 
last fiscal’.

The article further states: Tn short, SBI has all 
trappings of any new private sector banks with 
technology initiatives. While just a couple of new pr.vaM 
sector banks have attained critical mass, advantage 
accruing to SBI as a result of cost saving would result a 
manifold growth in returns. At Rs 240, the scrip come - e a 
PE of 5.2 to FY-02 earnings and much lower than its :«1e 
value. Greater market attention on banking sector, expetSM 
easing of FII holding norms and fundamental growth st nJ 
would be key drivers of the stock. A 25% return could J 
expected in the medium term’.

Discussion Questions

1. Critically evaluate SBI’s strategy to enhance its incc nj|
2. How has SBI performed during the past two years: LM 

you agree with the contention that SBI has a bnalfl 
future? Why or why not?

3. Similar to Table 26.2.1 financial items, prepar- a 
financial plan for SBI for the next year? Maia 
appropriate assumptions. Is it a feasible plan?

PRACTICAL PROJECT

Identify a company for which financial information for five prepare a five-year plan for the company. Make necess-ard 
years is available. Evaluate the company's financial assumptions.
performance and policy. Based on the past information,
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Principles of
Working Capital Management

Learning Objectives

Underline the need for investing in current assets, and elaborate the concept of operating cycle 
Highlight the necessity of managing current assets and current liabilities
Explain current asset investment and financing
Focus on the proper mix of short-term and long-term financing for current assets

Focusing on Current Assets Management
The gross working capital concept focuses attention on 
two aspects of current assets management: (1) How tc

CONCEPTS OF WORKING CAPITAL
There are two concepts of working capital—gross and net.

INTRODUCTION
So far we have discussed the management of fixed assets 
and long-term financing. In this part, issues relating to 
the management of current assets will be discussed. The 
management of current assets is similar to that of fixed 
assets in the sense that in both cases a firm analysis their 
effects on its return and risk. The management of fixed 
and current assets, however, differs in three important 
ways: First, in managing fixed assets, time is a very 
important factor; consequently, discounting and 
compounding techniques play a significant role in capital 
budgeting and a minor one in the management of current 
assets. Second, the large holding of current assets, 
especially cash, firm's liquidity position (and reduces 
riskiness), but also reduces the overall profitability. Thus, 
a risk-return trade-off is involved in holding current assets. 
Third, levels of fixed as well as current assets depend upon 
expected sales, but it is only the current assets which can be 
adjusted with sales fluctuations in the short run. Thus, 
the firm has a greater degree of flexibility in managing 
current assets.

Gross working capital refers to the firm's 
investment in current assets. Current assets are 
the assets which can be converted into cash within 
an accounting year and include cash, short-term 
securities, debtors (accounts receivable or book 
debts), bills receivable and stock (inventory).
Net working capital refers to the difference 
between current assets and current liabilities. 
Current liabilities are those claims of outsiders 
which are expected to mature for payment within 
an accounting year and include creditors 
(accounts payable), bills payable, and outstanding 
expenses. Net working capital can be positive or 
negative. A positive net working capital will arise 
when current assets exceed current liabilities. A 
negative net working capital occurs when current 
liabilities are in excess of current assets.

The two concepts of working capital—gross and net— 
are not exclusive; rather, they have equal significance from 
the management viewpoint.
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investment in current assets? (2) How should
fan assets be financed?

Tie consideration of the level of investment in current 
■Bm- sr.ould avoid two danger points—excessive and 
HbIb. investment in current assets. Investment in 
■Brsr: assets should be just adequate to the needs of the 
■Bntss firm. Excessive investment in current assets should 

’.ced because it impairs the firm's profitability, as 
■fa . estment earns nothing. On the other hand, 
■fate: . de amount of working capital can threaten the 
■fa --"i- of the firm because of its inability to meet its 
far*'  bligations. It should be realized that the working 
■fa -eeds of the firm may be fluctuating with changing

'•lover, R.C. et. al., Contemporary Finance Management, West Publishing Co., 1984, p. 562.

Bfa- ress activity. This may frequently cause excess or 
■brace of working capital. The management should be 
■fcrrr. to initiate an action and correct imbalances.

-c : Tier aspect of the gross working capital points to 
Hfa *e=d  of arranging funds to finance current assets, 
■herever a need for working capital funds arises due to 
fate1 increasing level of business activity or for any other 
■me-, r. tinancing arrangement should be made quickly. 
■■nLirly, if suddenly, some surplus funds arise they 
sfar.. d not be allowed to remain idle, but should be 
Ifaw— .d in short-term securities. Thus, the financial 
■ht ;cer should have knowledge of the sources of 
fa:r»_-g capital funds as well as investment avenues 

idle funds may be temporarily invested.

Focussing on Liquidity Management
Sbr *■  rking capital is a qualitative concept. It indicates 
■b _ cuidity position of the firm and suggests the extent 
fa a —ch the working capital needs may be financed by 
31—inent sources of funds. Current assets should be 
nur sently in excess of current liabilities to constitute a 
■ . ; r or buffer for maturing obligations, within the 
.a :_-.arv operating cycle of a business. In order to protect 
B ~ terests, short-term creditors always like a company 
* maintain current assets at a higher level than current 
fardities. It is a conventional rule to maintain the level of 
farrent assets twice the level of current liabilities, 
■k n ever, the quality of current assets should be 
•-s .dered in determining the level of current assets vis- 
fa: - current liabilities. A weak liquidity position poses a 
fa—t to the solvency of the company and makes it unsafe 
at ■ unsound. A negative working capital means a 
Restive liquidity, and may prove to be harmful for the 
■■c-pany's reputation. Excessive liquidity is also bad. It 
nur be due to mismanagement of current assets. 
IE-fore, prompt and timely action should be taken by 
t» - — anagement to improve and correct the imbalances 
n the liquidity position of the firm.

The net working capital concept also covers the 
question of judicious mix of long-term and short-term 
xtr ds for financing the current assets. For every firm, there 
s = minimum amount of net working capital which is 

permanent. Therefore, a portion of the working capital 
should be financed with the permanent sources of funds 
such as equity share capital, debentures, long-term debt, 
preference share capital or retained earnings. Management 
must, therefore, decide the extent to which current assets 
should be financed with equity capital and/or borrowed 
capital.

In summary, it may be emphasized that both gross 
and net concepts of working capital are equally important 
for the efficient management of working capital. There is 
no precise way to determine the exact amount of gross, or 
net working capital for any firm. The data and problems 
of each company should be analyzed to determine the 
amount of working capital. There is no specific rule as to 
how current assets should be financed. It is not feasible in 
practice to finance current assets by short-term sources 
only. Keeping in view the constraints of the individual 
company, a judicious mix of long and short-term finances 
should be invested in current assets. Since current assets 
involve cost of funds, they should be put to productive 
use.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the gross and net concepts of working capital.
2. What is the significance of the gross concept of 

working capital?
3. What is the net concept of working capital?

OPERATING AND CASH CONVERSION CYCLE

The need for working capital to run the day-to-day 
business activities cannot be overemphasized. We will 
hardly find a business firm which does not require any 
amount of working capital. Indeed, firms differ in their 
requirements of the working capital.

We know that a firm should aim at maximizing the 
wealth of its shareholders. In its endeavour to do so, a 
firm should earn sufficient return from its operations. 
Earning a steady amount of profit requires successful sales 
activity. The firm has to invest enough funds in current 
assets for generating sales. Current assets are needed 
because sales do not convert into cash instantaneously. 
There is always an operating cycle involved in the 
conversion of sales into cash.

There is a difference between current and fixed assets 
in terms of their liquidity. A firm requires many years to 
recover the initial investment in fixed assets such as plant 
and machinery or land and buildings. On the contrary, 
investment in current assets is turned over many times in 
a year. Investment in current assets such as inventories 
and debtors (accounts receivable) is realized during the 
firm's operating cycle that is usually less than a year.1 
What is an operating cycle?
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Operating cycle is the time duration required to
convert sales, after the conversion of resources into
inventories, into cash. The operating cycle of a
manufacturing company involves three phases:

Acquisition of resources such as raw material, 
labour, power and fuel, etc.
Manufacture of the product which includes 
conversion of raw material into work-in-progress 
into finished goods.

■Qz Sale of the product either for cash or on credit. 
Credit sales create accounts receivable for 
collection.

These phases affect cash flows, which most of the time, 
are neither synchronized nor certain. They are not 
synchronized because cash outflows usually occur before 
cash inflows. Cash inflows are not certain because sales 
and collections which give rise to cash inflows are difficult 
to forecast accurately. Cash outflows, on the other hand, 
are relatively certain. The firm is, therefore, required to 
invest in current assets for a smooth, uninterrupted 
functioning. It needs to maintain liquidity to purchase raw 
materials and pay expenses such as wages and salaries, 
other manufacturing, administrative and selling expenses 
and taxes, as there is hardly a match between cash inflows 
and outflows. Cash is also held to meet any future 
exigencies. Stocks of raw material and work-in-process 
are kept to ensure smooth production and to guard against 
non-availability of raw material and other components. 
The firm holds stock of finished goods to meet the 
demands of customers on continuous basis and sudden 
demand from some customers. Debtors (accounts 
receivable) are created because goods are sold on credit 
for marketing and competitive reasons. Thus, a firm makes 
adequate investment in inventories, and debtors, for 
smooth, uninterrupted production and sale.

How is the length of operating cycle determined? 
Figure 27.1 illustrates this.2 The length of the operating 
cycle of a manufacturing firm is the sum of: (i) inventory 
conversion period (ICP) and (n) debtors (receivables) 
conversion period (DCP). The inventory conversion 
period is the total time needed for producing and selling 
the product. Typically, it includes: (a) raw material 
conversibn period (RMCP), (b) work-in-process 

2. Richards, V.D. and E.J. Laughlin. A Cash-Conversion Cycle Approach to Liquidity Analysis, Financial Management, (Spring, 2-S 
pp. 32-38. Also see Moyer et. al., op. cit., 1984, pp. 562-63.

conversion period (WIPCP), and (c) finished goods 
conversion period (FGCP). The debtors conversion period 
is the time required to collect the outstanding amount from 
the customers. The total of inventory conversion period 
and debtors conversion period is referred to as gross 
operating cycle (GOC).

Table 27.1: Statement of Cost of Sales

(Rs lakh

Items Actual Projected
20X1 20X2

1. Purchase of raw material (credit) 4,653 6,091
2. Opening raw material inventory 523 827
3. Closing raw material inventory 827 986
4. Raw material consumed

(1 + 2-3) 4,349 5,932
5. Direct labour 368 498
6. Depreciation 82 90
7. Other mfg. expenses 553 704
8. Total cost (4 + 5 + 6 + 7) 5,352 7,224
9. Opening work-in-process inventory 185 325

10. Closing work-in-process inventory 325 498
11. Cost of production (8 + 9-10) 5,212 7,051
12. Opening finished goods inventory 317 526
13. Closing finished goods inventory 526 995
14. Cost of goods sold (11 + 12 - 13) 5,003 6,582
15. Selling, administrative and

general expenses 3.4 457
16. Cost of sales (14 + 15) 5,307 7,039

In practice, a firm may acquire resources (such as rav 
materials) on credit and may temporarily postpone 
payment of certain expenses. Payables, which the firm ca " 
defer, are spontaneous sources of capital to finance 
investment in current assets. The creditors (payables 
deferral period (CDP) is the length of time the firm is at.e 
to defer payments on various resource purchases. The 
difference between (gross) operating cycle and payables 
deferral period is net operating cycle (NOC) ’ 
depreciation is excluded from expenses in the computat aa 
of operating cycle, the net operating cycle also represent 
the cash conversion cycle (CCC). It is the net time interval 
between cash collections from sale of the product and casi

Figure 27.1: Operating cycle of a manufacturing firm
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fcr resources acquired by the firm. It also 
ime interval over which additional funds, 

~ - capital, should be obtained, in order to 
s operations. The firm has to negotiate 

i —om sources such as commercial banks, 
s: orces of working capital financing are 

• uneous sources. If the net operating cycle 
ses it means further need for negotiated

. - orate the computation of the length of an 
sue Consider the statement of costs of sales 

: r -r. in Table 27.1.
? data for sales and debtors and creditors 

■ Table 27.2.

debtors and creditors. The following formula can 
be used:

Raw material 
conversion 

period

Raw material 
inventory 

[Raw material 
consumption] /360

RMCP = RMl4-^^
360

RMIx360
RMC (3)

Work-in-process conversion period (WIPCP): 
Work-in-process conversion period (WIPCP) is 
the average time taken to complete the semi
finished work or work-in-process. It is given by 
the following formula:

.able 27.2: Sales and Debtors
(Rs lakh)

ufit)
. '-.Inee of debtors 
Ki ance of debtors 
t -nee of creditors 
stance of creditors

20X1 20X2

6,087 8,006
545 735
735 1,040
300 454
454 642

W ork-in-process 
conversion 

period

Work-in-process 
inventory 

[Cost of production]/360

COPWIPCP = WTPI 4-^2-
360

WIPIx360
COP (4)

Operating Cycle (GOC)
J s gross operating cycle (GOC) can be determined 

-: r. conversion period (ICP) plus debtors 
a r period (DCP). Thus, GOC is given as follows:

derating Inventory Debtors
conversion period conversion period

GOC = ICP + DCP (1)

Finished goods conversion period (FGCP): 
Finished goods conversion period (FGCP) is the 
average time taken to sell the finished goods. 
FGCP can be calculated as follows:

Finished goods 
conversion 

period

Finished goods 
inventory

[Cost of goods 
sold]/360

CCTFGCP = FGt4--ThC
360

FGIx360
CGS (5)

•. ry conversion period What determines the 
:rv conversion period? The inventory conversion 

the sum of raw material conversion period
7 work-in-process conversion period (WIPCP) and 
■d goods conversion period (FGCP):

ICP = RMCP +WIPCP + FGCP (2)

Raw material conversion period (RMCP) The 
raw material conversion period (RMCP) is the 
average time period taken to convert material in 
to work-in-process. RMCP depends on: (a) raw 
material consumption per day, and (b) raw 
material inventory. Raw material consumption 
per day is given by the total raw material 
consumption divided by the number of days in 
the year (using 30 days for 12 months, i.e., 360 
days). The raw material conversion period is 
obtained when raw material inventory is divided 
by raw material consumption per day. Similar 
calculations can be made for other inventories, 

Debtors (receivables) conversion period (DCP) Debtors 
conversion period (DCP) is the average time taken to 
convert debtors into cash. DCP represents the average 
collection period. It is calculated as follows:

Debtors Debtors Debtorsx360
conversion =----------------------- =------------------ -  /zq

period (DCP) Credit sales/360 Credit sales ' '

Creditors (payables) deferral period (CDP) Creditors 
(payables) deferral period (CDP) is the average time taken 
by the firm in paying its suppliers (creditors). CDP is given 
as follows:

Creditors 
deferral 

period (CDP)

Creditors
Credit purchases/360

Creditors x360
Credit purchases

(7)
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Cash Conversion or Net Operating Cycle
Net operating cycle (NOC) is the difference between gross 
operating cycle and payables deferral period.

Net operating Gross Creditors
cycle = °Peratmg - deferral 

cycle period

NOC = GOC - CDP (8)

Net operating cycle is also referred to as cash 
conversion cycle. Some people argue that depreciation 
and profit should be excluded in the computation of cash 
conversion cycle since the firm's concern is with cash flows 
associated with conversion at cost; depreciation is a non
cash item and profits are not costs. A contrary view is 
that a firm has to ultimately recover total costs and make 
profits; therefore, the calculation of operating cycle should 
include depreciation, and even the profits. Also, in using 
the above-mentioned formulae, average figures for the 
period may be used.

For our example, Table 27.3 shows detained 
calculations of the components of a firm's operating cycle. 
Table 27.4 provides the summary of calculations.

During 20X1, the daily raw material consumption was 
Rs 12.1 lakh and the company held an ending raw material 
inventory of Rs 827 lakh. If we assume that this is the 
average inventory held by the company, the raw material 
consumption period works out to be 68 days. You may 
notice that for 20X2, the projected raw material conversion 
period is 60 days. This has happened because both 
consumption (Rs 16.5 lakh per day) and level of inventory 
(Rs 986 lakh) have increased, but the consumption rate 
has increased (by 36.4 per cent) much more than the 
increase in inventory holding (by 19.2 per cent). Thus, the 
raw material conversion period has declined by 8 days. 
Raw material inventory is the result of daily raw material 
consumption and total raw material consumption during 
a period, raw material? given the company's production 
targets. Thus, raw material inventory is controlled through 
control over purchases and production. We can similarly 
interpret other calculations in Table 27.3.

We note a significant change in the company's policy 
for 20X2 with regard to the finished goods inventory. It is 
expected to increase to 54 days holding from 38 days in 
the previous year. One reason could be a conscious policy 
decision to avoid stock-out situations and carry more 
finished goods inventory to expand sales. But this policy 
has a cost; the company, in the absence of a significant 
increase in payables (creditors) deferral period, will have 
to negotiate higher working capital funds. In the case of 
the firm in our example, its net operating cycle is expected 
to increase from 136 days to 148 days (Table 27.4). How 
does a company manage its inventories, debtors and 
suppliers' credit? How can it reduce its operating cycle? 
We shall attempt to answer these questions in the next 
four chapters.

Table 27.3: Operating Cycle Calculation
(Rs lakh)

Items Actual Projected
20X1 20X2

1. Raw Material Conversion Period
(a) Raw material consumption 4,349

12.1

827
68d

5,932
16.5

986
60d

(b) Raw material consumption
per day

(c) Raw material inventory
(d) Raw material inventory

holding days
2. Work-in-Process Conversion Period

(a) Cost of production* 5,212 7,051
(£>) Cost of production per day 14.5 19.6
(c) Work-in-process inventory 325 498
(d) Work-in-process inventory 22d 25d

3.
holding days

Finished Goods Conversion Period 
(a) Cost of goods sold* 5,003 6,582
(b) Cost of goods sold per day 13.9 18.3
(c) Finished goods inventory 526 995
(d) Finished goods inventory 38d 54d

4.
holding days

Collection Period
(a) Credit sales (at cost)** 6,087 8,006
(b) Sales per day 16.9 22.2
(c) Debtors 735 1,040
(d) Debtors outstanding days 43d 47d

5. Creditors Deferral Period 
(a) Credit purchases 4,653 6,091
(b) Purchase per day 12.9 16.9
(c) Creditors 454 642
(d) Creditors outstanding days 35d 38d

* Depreciation is included.
* * All sales are assumed on credit.

Table 27.4: Summary of Operating Cycle Calculations
(Number of Days

Actual Projecte :

GROSS OPERATING CYCLE
1. Inventory Conversion Period

(i) Raw material 68 60
(ii) Work-in-process 22 25
(iff) Finished goods 38 128 54 139

2. Debtors Conversion Period 43 47
3. Gross Operating Cycle (1 + 2) 171 186
4. Payment Deferral Period 35 38
NET OPERATING CYCLE (3-4) 136 148

The operating cycle concept as shown in Figure 271 
relates to a manufacturing firm. Non-manufacturing fir—- 
such as wholesalers and retailers will not have the 
manufacturing phase. They will acquire stock of finished 
goods and convert them into debtors (receivables) and 
those debtors into cash. Further, service and financial 
enterprises will not have inventory of goods (cash will he 
their inventory). Their operating cycles will be the shortest. 
They need to acquire cash, then lend (create debtors) and 
again convert the lending into cash.
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CK YOUR CONCEPTS
in — e concept of operating cycle.

’.he difference between gross and net 
cy cles?

s me operating cycle for a manufacturing 
calculated?

_ the operating cycle of a bank?

NT AND
WORKING CAPITAL

mat the need for current assets arises because 
ting cycle. The operating cycle is a continuous 

rc therefore, the need for current assets is felt 
■ But the magnitude of current assets needed is 

=■ the same; it increases and decreases over time. 
_ there is always a minimum level of current 
B winch is continuously required by a firm to carry 
i -. -mess operations. Permanent or fixed working 
Ms the minimum level of required current assets. It 

rTarent in the same way as the firm's fixed assets 
re- ding upon the changes in production and sales, 
s-i for working capital, over and above the 
trer.t working capital, will fluctuate. For example, 
- ■ entory of finished goods will have to be 

sired to support the peak periods of sale, and 
ner.t in debtors (receivables), may also increase 
meh periods. On the other hand, investment in 

snerial, work-in-process and finished goods will fall 
Market is slack.

~ mating or variable working capital is the extra
- g capital needed to support the changing 

pn: m on and sales activities of the firm. Both kinds of 
wr _- g capital—permanent and fluctuating (tempo- 
Mr —are necessary to facilitate production and sale 
flao'. n the operating cycle. But the firm, to meet liquidity 
■aa irements that will last only temporarily, creates a 
■rnr orary working capital. Figure 27.2 illustrates 
■trier ences between permanent and temporary working 
■cttal. It is shown that permanent working capital is 
<;*.e  over time, while temporary working capital is 
®t. moating—sometimes increasing and sometimes 
its -easing. However, the permanent working capital line 
■eed not be horizontal if the firm's requirement for 
r--manent capital is increasing (or decreasing) over a 

:d. For a growing firm, the difference between 
: - -manent and temporary working capital can be depicted 
■to ugh Figure 27.3.

3 Also see, Ramamoorthy, V.E., Working Capital Management, IFMR, Chennai, 1976, p. 11.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

What is meant by fixed or permanent working 
capital?
What is variable or temporary working capital?

BALANCED WORKING CAPITAL POSITION
The firm should maintain a sound working capital 
position. It should have adequate working capital to run 
its business operations. Both excessive as well as 
inadequate working capital positions are dangerous from- 
the firm's point of view. Excessive working capital means 
holding costs and idle funds which earn no profits for the 
firm. Paucity of working capital not only impairs the firm's 
profitability but also results in production interruptions 
and inefficiencies and sales disruptions.

Figure 27.3: Permanent and temporary working capital

The dangers of excessive working capital are as 
follows:3

It results in unnecessary accumulation of invento
ries. Thus, chances of inventory mishandling, 
waste, theft and losses increase.
It is an indication of defective credit policy and 
slack in collection period. Consequently, higher 
incidence of bad debts results, which adversely 
affects profits.

% Negligent excessive working capital makes 
management negligent which degenerates into 
managerial inefficiency.

■Qz Tendencies of accumulating inventories tend to 
make speculative profits grow. This may tend to 
make dividend policy liberal and difficult to cope 
with in future, when the firm is unable to make 
speculative profits.
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Inadequate working capital is also bad and has the 
following dangers:4

4. Ramamoorthy, op. cit., 1976, p. 11.
5. Ramamoorthy, op. cit., 1976, pp. 51-63.

■Qr It stagnates growth. It becomes difficult for the 
firm to undertake profitable projects for non
availability of working capital funds.
It becomes difficult to implement operating plans 
and achieve the firm's profit target.
Operating inefficiencies creep in when it becomes 
difficult even to meet day-to-day commitments.

% Fixed assets are not efficiently utilized for the lack 
of working capital funds. Thus, the firm's 
profitability would deteriorate.
Paucity of working capital funds render the firm 
unable to avail attractive credit opportunities etc. 
The firm loses its reputation when it is not in a 
position to honour its short-term obligations. As 
a result, the firm faces tight credit terms.

An enlightened management should, therefore, 
maintain the right amount of working capital on a 
continuous basis. Only then a proper functioning of 
business operations will be ensured. Sound financial and 
statistical techniques, supported by judgement, should be 
used to predict the quantum of working capital needed at 
different time periods.

A firm's net working capital position is not only 
important as an index of liquidity but it is also used as a 
measure of the firm's risk. Risk in this regard means 
chances of the firm being unable to meet its obligations 
on due date. The lender considers a positive net working 
capital as a measure of safety. All other things being equal, 
the more the net working capital a firm has, the less likely 
that it will default in meeting its current financial 
obligations. Lenders such as commercial banks insist that 
the firm should maintain a minimum net working capital 
position.

r i
CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk._______________________

1. What are the dangers of excessive working capital?
2. What are the dangers of inadequate working capital?

^^DETERMINANTS OF WORKING CAPITAL

There are no set rules or formulae to determine the 
working capital requirements of firms. A large number of 
factors, each having a different importance, influence 
working capital needs of firms. The importance of factors 
also changes for a firm over time. Therefore, an analysis 
of relevant factors should be made in order to determine 
total investment in working capital. The following is the 
description of factors which generally influence the 
working capital requirements of firms.5

Nature of Business
Working capital requirements of a firm are basicafii 
influenced by the nature of its business. Trading and 
financial firms have a very small investment in fixed 
assets, but require a large sum of money to be investee ■ 
working capital. Retail stores, for example, must cam 
large stocks of a variety of goods to satisfy varied arc 
continuous demands of their customers. A large 
departmental store like Wal-Mart may carry, say, ox er 
20,000 items. Some manufacturing businesses, such as 
tobacco manufacturers and construction firms, also ha c 
to invest substantially in working capital and a nominai 
amount in fixed assets. In contrast, public utilities ma 
have limited need for working capital and have to invest 
abundantly in fixed assets. Their working capita 
requirements are nominal because they may have onh 
cash sales and supply services, not products. Thus, nc 
funds will be tied up in debtors and stock (inventories 
For the working capital requirements most of the 
manufacturing companies will fall between the twe 
extreme requirements of trading firms and public utilities 
Such companies have to make adequate investmen: ~ 
current assets depending upon the total assets structure 
and other variables.

Market and Demand Conditions
The working capital needs of a firm are related to its safes 
However, it is difficult to precisely determine fit j 
relationship between volume of sales and working cap ta 
needs. In practice, current assets will have to be employ er 
before growth takes place. It is, therefore, necessan :: 
make advance planning of working capital for a growing 
firm on a continuous basis.

Growing firms may need to invest funds in fixed 
assets in order to sustain growing production and safes. 
This will, in turn, increase investment in current assets *r  
support enlarged scale of operations. Growing firms need 
funds continuously. They use external sources as weL as i 
internal sources to meet increasing needs of funds. These 
firms face further problems when they retain substan-a 
portion of profits, as they will not be able to pay dividends 
to shareholders. It is, therefore, imperative that such firms I 
do proper planning to finance their increasing needs : or 
working capital.

Sales depend on demand conditions. Large number 
of firms experience seasonal and cyclical fluctuations n 
the demand for their products and services. These business 
variations affect the working capital requirement, spedaBv 
the temporary working capital requirement of the firm 
When there is an upward swing in the economy, safes 
will increase; correspondingly, the firm's investment in 
inventories and debtors will also increase. Under the boon!
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t

Mm : additional investment in fixed assets may be made 
• + re firms to increase their productive capacity. This 

■E it rms will require further additions of working 
Rombk ~ ? meet their requirements of funds for fixed assets 
■Mt “-.-nt assets under the boom period, firms generally 
MBcr : substantial borrowing. On the other hand, when 
ME a decline in the economy, sales will fall and 
■Besr■: _ently, levels of inventories and debtors will also 
pML.~cer a recession, firms try to reduce their short-term

. . -"?•
Seasonal fluctuations not only affect the working 

■pi. requirement but also create production problems 
|M firm. During periods of peak demand, increasing
Mr*-  - - -on may be expensive for the firm. Similarly, it 
Mt re more expensive during slack periods when the firm 

'Smit ■ sustain its working force and physical facilities 
■fcnr’ut adequate production and sales. A firm may, thus, 
fte : - a policy of level production, irrespective of 

^■■cnal changes in order to utilize its resources to the 
pfcj-e-s: extent. Such a policy will mean accumulation of 
Mar Tories during off-season and their quick disposal 
r; the peak season.

“he increasing level of inventories during the slack 
! will require increasing funds to be tied up in the
» irking capital for some months. Unlike cyclical 
lac—nations, seasonal fluctuations generally conform to a 
Macy pattern. Therefore, financial arrangements for 
seasonal working capital requirements can be made in 

ance. However, the financial plan or arrangement 
■at _id be flexible enough to take care of some abrupt 
» asana1 fluctuations.

’echnology and Manufacturing Policy
manufacturing cycle (or the inventory conversion

- de * comprises the purchase and use of raw materials 
~ the production of finished goods. Longer the

-coufacturing cycle, larger will be the firm's working 
ar.tai requirements. For example, the manufacturing
- de in the case of a boiler, depending on its size, may 
■mge between six to twenty-four months. On the other 
’and, the manufacturing cycle of products such as 
□emergent powder, soaps, chocolate, etc., may be a few 
•oars. An extended manufacturing time span means a

■ ger tie-up of funds in inventories. Thus, if there are 
i tentative technologies of manufacturing a product, the 
ethnological process with the shortest manufacturing 
.-.de may be chosen. Once a manufacturing technology 
as been selected, it should be ensured that manufacturing 

7. de is completed within the specified period. This needs
- roper planning and coordination at all levels of activity, 

ny delay in manufacturing process will result in
i .‘cumulation of work-in-process and wastage of time. In 
. rder to minimize their investment in working capital, 
■ ?me firms, specifically those manufacturing industrial 
products, have a policy of asking for advance payments 
from their customers. Non-manufacturing firms, service 

and financial enterprises do not have a manufacturing 
cycle.

A strategy of level or steady production may be 
maintained in order to resolve the working capital 
problems arising due to seasonal changes in the demand 
for the firm's product. A steady or level production policy 
will cause inventories to accumulate during the off-season 
periods and the firm will be exposed to greater inventory 
costs and risks. Thus, if costs and risks of maintaining a 
constant production schedule are high, the firm may adopt 
a variable production policy, varying its production 
schedules in accordance with changing demand. Those 
firms, whose productive capacities can be utilized for 
manufacturing varied products, can have the advantage 
of diversified activities and solve their working capital 
problems. They will manufacture the original product line 
during its increasing demand and when it has an off
season, other products may be manufactured to utilize 
physical resources and working force. Thus, production 
policies will differ from firm to firm, depending on the 
circumstances of individual firm.

Credit Policy
The credit policy of the firm affects the working capital 
by influencing the level of debtors. The credit terms to be 
granted to customers may depend upon the norms of the 
industry to which the firm belongs. But a firm has the 
flexibility of shaping its credit policy within the constraint 
of the industry norms and practices. The firm should use 
discretion in granting credit terms to its customers. 
Depending upon the individual case, different terms may 
be given to different customers. A liberal credit policy, 
without rating the credit-worthiness of customers, will be 
detrimental to the firm and will create a problem of 
collection later on. The firm should be prompt in making 
collections. A high collection period will mean tie-up of 
large funds in debtors. Slack collection procedures can 
increase the chance of bad debts.

In order to ensure that unnecessary funds are not tied 
up in debtors, the firm should follow a rationalized credit 
policy, based on the credit standing of customers and other 
relevant factors. The firm should evaluate the credit 
standing of new customers and periodically review the 
credit-worthiness of the existing customers. Any case of 
delayed payments should be thoroughly investigated.

Availability of Credit from Suppliers
The working capital requirements of a firm are also 
affected by credit terms granted by its suppliers. A firm 
will need less working capital if liberal credit terms are 
available to it from the suppliers. Suppliers' credit finances 
the firm's inventories and reduces the cash conversion 
cycle. In the absence of suppliers' credit the firm will have 
to borrow funds from a bank. The availability of credit at 
reasonable cost from banks is crucial. It influences the 
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working capital policy of a firm. A firm without the 
suppliers' credit, but which can get bank credit easily, on 
favourable conditions, will be able to finance its 
inventories and debtors without much difficulty.

Operating Efficiency
The operating efficiency of the firm relates to the optimum 
utilization of all its resources at minimum costs. The 
efficiency in controlling operating costs and utilizing fixed 
and current assets leads to operating efficiency. The use 
of working capital is improved and pace of cash 
conversion cycle is accelerated with operating efficiency. 
Better utilization of resources improves profitability and, 
thus, helps in releasing the pressure on working capital. 
Although it may not be possible for a firm to control prices 
of materials or wages of labour, it can certainly ensure 
efficient and effective use of its, labour and other resources.

Price Level Changes
The increasing shifts in price level make the functions of 
financial manager difficult. She should anticipate the effect 
of price level changes on working capital requirements of 
the firm. Generally, rising price levels will require a firm 
to maintain higher amount of working capital. Same levels 
of current assets will need increased investment when 
prices are increasing. However, companies that can 
immediately revise their product prices with rising price 
levels will not face a severe working capital problem. 
Further, firms will feel effects of increasing general price 
level differently as prices of individual products move 
differently. Thus, it is possible that some companies may 
not be affected by rising prices while others may be badly 
hit.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain how nature of business, market conditions 
and technology affect a firm’s working capital 
requirement.

2. What is the effect of credit policy and price level 
changes on working capital?

3. What do you mean by operating efficiency? How 
does it affect working capital?

ISSUES IN WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Working capital management refers to the administration 
of all components of working capital—cash, marketable 
securities, debtors (receivables), stock (inventories) and 
creditors (payables). The financial manager must 
determine the levels and composition of current assets. He 

must see that right sources are tapped to finance cum-saEl 
assets, and that current liabilities are paid in time.

There are many aspects of working car. call 
management which make it an important function ot titel 
financial manager:6 7 7

6. Weston, J. Fred and Eugene F. Brigham, Managerial Finance, Illinois: Dryden Press, 1975, pp. 123-24.
7. Reserve Bank of India, Finance of Medium and Large Public Limited Companies, various issues of Reserve Bank of India Bulletin.

■Qz Time Working capital management rc;... 
much of the financial manager's time. 
Investment Working capital represents a larae-1 
portion of the total investment in assets.
Criticality Working capital managemen: .
great significance for all firms but it is ven critiafl 
for small firms.

•Qz Growth The need for working capital is dire ~ br' 
related to the firm's growth.

Empirical observations show that the finar r^a 
managers have to spend much of their time to the daJy 
internal operations, relating to current assets and curreat 
liabilities of the firms. As the largest portion of the finerera 
manager's valuable time is devoted to working cap rat 
problems, it is necessary to manage working capital sr 
the best possible way to get the maximum benefit.

Investment in current assets represents a verj! 
significant portion of the total investment in assets. For 
example, in the case of the large and medium pur jc ] 
limited companies in India, current assets constitute ab:ur 
60 per cent of total assets or total capital employed. Ir 11 
large company such as Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited I 
(BHEL), current assets as a percentage of total assets 
be as high as, say, 90 per cent. (See Exhibit 27.1 f.-rl 
examples of other companies). This clearly indicates thaflI 
the financial manager should pay special attention to me I 
management of current assets on a continuing bases. I 
Actions should be taken to curtail unnecessary investmeri 
in current assets.

Working capital management is critical for all firmsc I 
especially for small firms. A small firm may not have mudfc j 
investment in fixed assets, but it has to invest in current | 
assets. Small firms in India face a severe problem .at' 
collecting their debts (book debts or receivables). Further 
the role of current liabilities in financing current asset- 5 
far more significant in case of small firms, as, unlike lar-s 
firms, they face difficulties in raising long-term finances

There is a direct relationship between a firm's grov. el
and its working capital needs. As the sales grow, the firn?, 
needs to invest more in inventories and debtors. These 
needs become very frequent and fast when the sales grow 
continuously. The financial manager should be aware of| 
such needs and finance them quickly. Continuous growth 
in sales may also require additional investment in fixed I 
assets.

It may, thus, be concluded that all precautions shouadl 
be taken for the effective and efficient management bfl 
working capital. The finance manager should par!



LEVELS OF CURRENT ASSETS:
SOME EXAMPLES OF INDIAN
COMPANIES

~ rm a significant portion of total assets of many 
Consider the following examples:

t tor the year 2003, except in case of BHEL.

BHEL GNFC L&T Voltas

7651.1 1476.7 8782.5 1232.3
■BK TA) 9600.4 1991.9 17095.9 862.9
bks :aj 8601.0 882.9 11398.4 658.4

89.6 44.3 66.7 76.3
112.4 59.8 129.8 53.4

Wfczs .’oltas is a large, well-diversified, private sector 
■_-umng-cum-manufacturing organization. In 2003, 
ste mtnpany’s current assets are three-fourths of total 
■sets and more than half of sales.
_iT Limited L&T is also a diversified company in 

private sector. In 2003, its current assets are two- 
T-. ■ is of total assets and about one and a third times of

- A FC GN FC is a joint sector (joint venture between
i.'ite  of Gujarat and private sector) company 
i— i.iufacturing fertilizers, industrial products
-ethanol, formic acid, nitric acid, amonium nitrate, 
:_d nitrogen etc.) and electronic products. Its current 

assets in the year 2003 are less than half of total assets 
and 60 per cent of sales.

- 3HEL BHEL was started as a large public sector 
.: mpany. Its shares have been partly divested now. It 
Lis a dominant position in the power sector. Its 
-mufacturing operations are spread into industrial and 
transportation sectors also. A large number of its 
products are long production-cycle products. The 
;: mpany’s main customers are State Electricity Boards 

• no fail to pay their due on time. BHELs current assets
in 2002 are 90 per cent of total assets and 112 per cent 

sales.

St.— cular attention to the levels of current assets and the 
--ra_-dng of current assets. To decide the levels and 
mj_-dng of current assets, the risk-return implications 
•ust be evaluated.

Current Assets to Fixed Assets Ratio
ve nnancial manager should determine the optimum 
«r el of current assets so that the wealth of shareholders 
b -jximized.8 A firm needs fixed and current assets to
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support a particular level of output. However, to support 
the same level of output, the firm can have different levels 
of current assets. As the firm's output and sales increase, 
the need for current assets increases. Generally, current 
assets do not increase in direct proportion to output; 
current assets may increase at a decreasing rate with 
output. This relationship is based upon the notion that it 
takes a greater proportional investment in current assets 
when only a few units of output are produced, than it 
does later on, when the firm can use its current assets more 
efficiently.9

The level of the current assets can be measured by 
relating current assets to fixed assets.10 Dividing current 
assets by fixed assets gives CA/FA ratio. Assuming a 
constant level of fixed assets, a higher CA/FA ratio 
indicates a conservative current assets policy and a lower 
CA/FA ratio means an aggressive current assets policy, 
assuming other factors to be constant. A conservative 
policy implies greater liquidity and lower risk; while an 
aggressive pohcy indicates higher risk and poor liquidity. 
Moderate Coverage) current assets policy falls in the 
middle of conservative and aggressive policies. The 
current assets policy of the most firms may fall between 
these two extreme policies. The alternative current assets 
policies may be shown with the help of Figure 27.4.

In Figure 27.4 alternative A indicates the most 
conservative policy, where CA/FA ratio is greatest at 
every level of output. Alternative C is the most aggressive 
pohcy, as CA/FA ratio is lowest at all levels of output. 
Alternative B lies between the conservative and aggressive 
policies and is an average pohcy.

Figure 27.4: Alternative current asset policies

Liquidity vs Profitability: 
Risk-Return Trade-off
The firm would make just enough investment in current 
assets if it were possible to estimate working capital needs 
exactly. Under perfect certainty, current assets holdings 
would be at the minimum level. A larger investment in

i. The basic principles applicable to working capital management are discussed in Walker, E.W., Towards a Theory of Working Capital, 
Engineering Economist, (Jan.-Feb. 1964), pp. 21-35. Also, see Mehta, Dilip, Working Capital Management, Prentice-Hall, 1966.

- Van Horne, C. James, Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India Pvt. Ltd, 1975, p. 906.
Van Horne, op. cit., 1975, Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Management Financial, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972, pp. 516-18.
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with current assets levels. The effect of the three alternate-
current assets policies is shown in Table 27.5.

current assets under certainty would mean a low rate of 
return on investment for the firm, as excess investment in 
current assets will not earn enough return. A smaller 
investment in current assets, on the other hand, would 
mean interrupted production and sales, because of 
frequent stock-outs and inability to pay to creditors in time 
due to restrictive policy.

As it is not possible to estimate working capital needs 
accurately, the firm must decide about levels of current 
assets to be carried. Given a firm's technology and 
production policy, sales and demand conditions, 
operating efficiency etc., its current assets holdings will 
depend upon its working capital policy. It may follow a 
conservative or an aggressive policy. These policies 
involve risk-return trade-offs.11 A conservative policy 
means lower return and risk, while an aggressive policy 
produces higher return and risk.

11. The risk-return analysis of working capital policies are discussed in detail in Van Home, J.C., A Risk-Return Analysis of a Fv— 
Working-Capital Position, Engineering Economist, (Oct. 1970), pp. 50-58.

12. See Weston and Brigham, op. cit., 1972, pp. 517-18.

The two important aims of the working capital 
management are: profitability and solvency. Solvency, used 
in the technical sense, refers to the firm's continuous ability 
to meet maturing obligations. Lenders and creditors expect 
prompt settlements of their claims as and when due. To 
ensure solvency, the firm should be very liquid, which 
means larger current assets holdings. If the firm maintains 
a relatively large investment in current assets, it will have 
no difficulty in paying claims of creditors when they 
become due and will be able to fill all sales orders and 
ensure smooth production. Thus, a liquid firm has less 
risk of insolvency; that is, it will hardly experience a cash 
shortage or a stock-out situation. However, there is a cost 
associated with maintaining a sound liquidity position. 
A considerable amount of the firm's funds will be tied up 
in current assets, and to the extent this investment is idle, 
the firm's profitability will suffer.

To have higher profitability, the firm may sacrifice 
solvency and maintain a relatively low level of current 
assets. When the firm does so, its profitability will improve 
as fewer funds are tied up in idle current assets, but its 
solvency would be threatened and would be exposed to 
greater risk of cash shortage and stock-outs.

ILLUSTRATION 27.1: Working Capital Risk-return
Trade-off

Suppose, a firm has the following data for some future year:

Rs

Sales (100,000 units @ Rs 15) 
Earnings before interest and taxes 
Fixed assets

1,500,000
150,000
500,000

The three possible current assets holdings of the firm 
are: Rs 5,00,000, Rs 4,00,000 and Rs 3,00,000. It is assumed 
that fixed assets level is constant and profits do not vary

(Rsj

Table 27.5: Effect of Alternative Working 
Capital Policies

Working Capital Policy Conser
vative A

Mode
rate B

Aggres
sive B

Sales 1,500,000 15,00,000 1,500,000
Earnings before 150,000 150,000 150,000

interest & taxes
(EBIT)

Current assets 500,000 400,000 300,000
Fixed assets 500,000 500,000 500,000
Total assets 1,000,000 900,000 800,000
Return on total assets 15% 16.67% 18.75%

(EBIT/Total assets)
Current assets/Fixed assets 1.00 0.80 0.60

The calculations in Table 27.5 indicate that alternative 
A, the most conservative policy, provides greatest liquid:*;  
(solvency) to the firm, but also the lowest return on totei 
assets. On the other hand, alternative C, the most aggress:-, e 
policy, yields highest return but provides lowest liquidip 
and thus, is very risky to the firm. Alternative c 
demonstrates a moderate policy and generates a return 
higher than alternative A but lower than alternative C and 
is less risky than alternative C but more risky thar. 
alternative A.

Illustration 27.1 is a simple example of risk-return 
trade-off.12 The calculation of risk-return trade-off :s 
difficult and returns are affected differently by differs;- 
assets, and generalization is not possible. The level of each 
current asset and the risk-return trade-off has beer 
discussed in Chapters 23 to 25.

The Cost Trade-off

A different way of looking into the risk-return trade-of*  s 
in terms of the cost of maintaining a particular level :r 
current assets. There are two types of costs involved: cost 
of liquidity and cost of illiquidity. If the firm's level :r 
current assets is very high, it has excessive liquidity. Is 
return on assets will be low, as funds tied up in idle cast 
and stocks earn nothing and high levels of debtors red _ ce 
profitability. Thus, the cost of liquidity (through low rare? 
of return) increases with the level of current assets.

The cost of illiquidity is the cost of holding insuffiderr 
current assets. The firm will not be in a position to hon: 
its obligations if it carries too little cash. This may force 
the firm to borrow at high rates of interest. This will als: 
adversely affect the creditworthiness of the firm an: it 
will face difficulties in obtaining funds in the future. Al 
this may force the firm into insolvency. Similarly, the 1: w 
level of stocks will result in loss of sales and customers
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S
ft to competitors. Also, low level of debtors may 
:o tight credit policy, which would impair sales 
Thus, the low level of current assets involves costs 
ease as this level falls.

.etermining the optimum level of current assets, 
should balance the profitability-solvency tangle 

mizing total costs—cost of liquidity and cost of 
ty. This is illustrated in Figure 27.5. It is indicated 

■ re ngure that with the level of current assets the cost 
M*  i : _:dity increases while the cost of illiquidity decreases 

ice versa. The firm should maintain its current assets 
a: ra: level where the sum of these two costs is minimized, 
■be - nimum cost point indicates the optimum level of 
■ -: -: assets in Figure 27.5.

Figure 27.5: Cost Trade-off

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

State the reasons that make working capital 
management as an important function of the financial 
manager.
What is the significance of current assets to fixed 
assets ratio?
Briefly explain the liquidity versus profitability debate 
in managing working capital.
Explain the cost trade-off theory of working capital.

ESTIMATING WORKING CAPITAL NEEDS

The most appropriate method of calculating the working 
2 pi tai needs of a firm is the concept of operating cycle. 

However, a number of other methods may be used to 
determine working capital needs in practice. We shall 
.lustrate here three approaches which have been 

successfully applied in practice:
Current assets holding period To estimate 
working capital requirements on the basis of 
average holding period of current assets and 
relating them to costs based on the company's 
experience in the previous years. This method is 
essentially based on the operating cycle concept. 

Ratio of sales To estimate working capital 
requirements as a ratio of sales on the assumption 
that current assets change with sales.
Ratio of fixed investment To estimate working 
capital requirements as a percentage of fixed 
investment.

To illustrate the above methods of estimating working 
capital requirements and their impact on rate of return 
we shall take examples of two hypothetical firms (as given 
in Table 27.6).

Table 27.6: Data for Two Firms

Firm A
Rs

Firm B
Rs

Material cost:
Raw material consumed 248,000 248,000

Less: By-product 68,800 68,800
Net material cost 179,200 179,200
Manufacturing cost

Labour 171,200 171,200
Maintenance 160,000 160,000
Power and fuel 57,600 57,600
Factory overheads 240,000 240,000
Depreciation 160,000 320,000

Total manufacturing cost 788,800 948,800
Total product cost 968,000 1,128,000
Annual sales 1,448,000 1.448,000
PBIT 480,000 320,000
Investment 1,600,000 3,200,000
Period 1 year 1 year
Plant life 10 year 10 year
PBDIT 640,000 640,000
ROI [PBIT/ 33.3% 11.1%

(investment - depreciation)]

The calculations are based on the following 
assumptions regarding each of the three methods: 
Method 1: Inventory: one month's supply of each of raw 

material, semi-finished goods and finished 
material. Debtors: one month's sales. 
Operating cash: one month's total cost. 

Method 2: 25-35% of annual sales.
Method 3: 10-20% of fixed capital investment.

The following calculations based on data of firm A 
are made to show how three methods work. You may 
complete calculations for firm B.

Method 1: Current Assets Holding Period
Let us first compute inventory requirements as shown 
below:

Raw material: one month's supply:
Rs 248,000 + 12 = Rs 20,667

Semi-finished material: one month's supply (based on 
raw material plus assume one-half of normal conversion 
cost):
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Rs 20,667 + (Rs 171,200 + Rs 160,000 + Rs 57,600) 1/2-12 
= Rs 20,667 + 16,200 = Rs 36,867

Finished material: one month's supply:

Rs 968,000 -12 = Rs 80,666

The total inventory needs are:

Rs 20,667 + Rs 36,867 + Rs 80,666 = Rs 138,200
After determining the inventory requirements, 

projection for debtors and operating cash should be made.
Debtors: One month's sales:

Rs 1,448,000 -12 = Rs 120,667
Operating cash: One month's total cost:

Rs 968,000-12 = Rs 80,667
Thus the total working capital required is:

Rs 138,200 + Rs 120,667 + Rs 80,666 = Rs 339,533

Method 2: Ratio of Sales

Rq 43-
The average ratio is 30 per cent. Therefore, 30 per cent of 

>4 400448PQc

practice to estimate working capital needs. The ra 1
return from Firms A and B are respectively 28.6 per ran
and 9.5 per cent, when the working capital computed®
this method is considered.

A number of factors will govern the choice of metiM 
of estimating working capital. Factors such as seasa 
variations in operations, accuracy of sales forecas 
investment cost and variability in sales price 
generally be considered. The production cycle anc ~ ■■■ 
and collection policy of the firm would have an imps 
working capital requirements. Therefore, they sh: _: 
given due weightage in projecting working 
requirements.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the current assets holding period meth :< r 
estimating working capital.

2. What is the sales ratio method of working capna 
estimation?

3. How does the fixed investment ratio method £ 
worldlier ranital estimation work?
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Rs 20,667 + (Rs 171,200 + Rs 160,000 + Rs 57,600) 1/2 + 12 
= Rs 20,667 + 16,200 = Rs 36,867

Finished material: one month's supply:

Rs 968,000+ 12 = Rs 80,666
The total inventory needs are:

Rs 20,667 + Rs 36,867 + Rs 80,666 = Rs 138,200
After determining the inventory requirements,

Debtors: One month's sales:

Rs 1.448,000 +12 = Rs 120,667
Operating cash: One month's total cost:

Rs 968,000+12 = Rs 80,667
Thus the total working capital required is:

Rs 138,200 + Rs 120,667 + Rs 80,666 = Rs 339,533

Method 2: Ratio of Sales
The average ratio is 30 per cent. Therefore, 30 per cent of 
annual sales, Rs 1,448,000 is Rs 434,400.

Method 3: Ratio of Fixed Investment
The ratio of current assets to fixed investment ranges 
between 10 to 20 per cent. We shall use the average rate 
of 15 per cent. The 15 per cent of fixed investment, 
Rs 1,600,000 is Rs 240,000.

The first method gives details of the working capital 
items. This approach is subject to error if markets are 
seasonal. As per the first method the working capital 
requirement is Rs 339,533. If this figure is considered in 
calculating the rate of return, it is lowered from 33.3 per 
cent to 27 per cent. On the other hand, the return of Firm 
B drops from 11.1 per cent to 9.9 per cent. The estimated 
working capital for firm B as per the first method is 
Rs 366,200. Rates of return are calculated as follows:

Rate of return =

Firm A =

Firm B =

________________ PBTT________________
Net fixed investment + Working capital
___________ 480,000___________
[(1,600,000 -160,000) + 339,533]

= 27%

320,000________
[(3,200,000 - 320,000) + 366,200]

You may notice that investments have been taken 
minus depreciation.

The second method has a limited reliability. Its 
accuracy is dependent upon the accuracy of sales 
estimates. The rate of return of Firm A drops to 25.6 per 
cent and that of Firm B to 9.7 per cent, when the working 
capital computed by this method is incorporated.

Third method relates working capital to investment. 
If estimate of investment is inaccurate, this method cannot 
be relied upon. This method is not generally used in

practice to estimate working capital needs. The rr-sst
return from Firms A and B are respectively 28. c rer
and 9.5 per cent, when the working capital com; _:
this method is considered.

A number of factors will govern the choice of 
of estimating working capital. Factors such as + 
variations in operations, accuracy of sales f 
investment cost and variability in sales price 
generally be considered. The production cycle and 
and collection policy of the firm would have an i 
working capital requirements. Therefore, they si 
given due weightage in projecting working 
requirements.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Explain the current assets holding period m 
estimating working capital.

2. What is the sales ratio method of working cap 
estimation?

3. How does the fixed investment ratio method

I
working capital estimation work?

POLICIES FOR FINANCING CURRENT ASSEI

A firm can adopt different financing policies r-.-i 
current assets. Three types of financing may I 
distinguished as:

Long-term financing The sources of long<a 
financing include ordinary share capij 
preference share capital, debentures, long-M 
borrowings from financial institutions a 
reserves and surplus (retained earnings

% Short-term financing The short-term finzrtj 
is obtained for a period less than one year. ■ 
arranged in advance from banks and :ri 
suppliers of short-term finance in the tna 
market. Short-term finances include wccil 
capital funds from banks, public der.-i 
commercial paper, factoring of receivables et 
Spontaneous financing Spontaneous finaaj 
refers to the automatic sources of short-tenr n 
arising in the normal course of a business 7 ti 
(suppliers') credit and outstanding expenses; 
examples of spontaneous financing. There s I 
explicit cost of spontaneous financing. A fen 
expected to utilize these sources of finances : 
fullest extent. The real choice of financing 
assets, once the spontaneous sources of firrr □ 
have been fully utilized, is between the lortg-E 
and short-term sources of finances.

What should be the mix of short and long-la 
sources,in financing current assets?

Depending on the mix of short and long-ca 
financing, the approach followed by a company mar 
referred to as:
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% - etching approach
*e ::nservative approach
- = ggressive approach

Approach
can adopt a financial plan which matches the 

•~-i life of assets with the expected life of the source 
- ds raised to finance assets. Thus, a ten-year loan 
» -i_~ed to finance a plant with an expected life of 
bbes stock of goods to be sold in thirty days may be 
.. -c -. ith a thirty-day commercial paper or a bank 

ustification for the exact matching is that, since 
:se of financing is to pay for assets, the source of 

■ z and the asset should be relinquished 
tareously. Using long-term financing for short-term 
s s expensive as funds will not be utilized for the 
---:d. Similarly, financing long-term assets with 
r-xrm financing is costly as well as inconvenient, as 
- cz~ ents for the new short-term financing will have 
~ade on a continuing basis.

T hen the firm follows a matching approach (also 
. ~ as hedging approach), long-term financing will 
xsed to finance fixed assets and permanent current 
es and short-term financing to finance temporary or 

w...: e current assets. However, it should be realized that 
ana —etching is not possible because of the uncertainty 

ur the expected lives of assets.
rare 27.6 is used to illustrate the matching plan over 

1—- The firm's fixed assets and permanent current 
are financed with long-term funds and as the level 

» trese assets increases, the long-term financing level also 
jfcrrases. The temporary or variable current assets are 
i~ _■ zed with short-term funds and as their level increases, 
Ifre e el of short-term financing also increases. Under a 
■b rhing plan, no short-term financing will be used if the 
i— has a fixed current assets need only.

Figure 27.6: Financing under matching plan

Conservative Approach
A firm in practice may adopt a conservative approach in 
financing its current and fixed assets. The financing policy 
of the firm is said to be conservative when it depends more 
on long-term funds for financing needs. Under a 
conservative plan, the firm finances its permanent assets 
and also a part of temporary current assets with long-term 
financing. In the periods when the firm has no need for 
temporary current assets, the idle long-term funds can be 
invested in the tradable securities to conserve liquidity. 
The conservative plan relies heavily on long-term 
financing and, therefore, the firm has less risk of facing 
the problem of shortage of funds. The conservative 
financing policy is shown in Figure 27.7.14 Note that when 
the firm has no temporary current assets [e.g., at (a) and 
(i>)], the released long-term funds can be invested in 
marketable securities to build up the liquidity position of 
the firm.

Weston and Brigham, op. cit., 1972, p. 510.
- Ibid., p. 511.

’A Ibid.

Aggressive Approach
A firm may be aggressive in financing its assets. An 
aggressive policy is said to be followed by the firm when 
it uses more short-term financing than warranted by the 
matching plan. Under an aggressive policy, the firm 
finances a part of its permanent current assets with short
term financing. Some extremely aggressive firms may 
even finance a part of their fixed assets with short-term 
financing. The relatively large use of short-term financing 
makes the firm more risky. The aggressive financing is 
illustrated in Figure 27.8.™

Short-term vs Long-term Financing:
A Risk-Return Trade-off
A firm should decide whether or not it should use short
term financing. If short-term financing has to be used, the 
firm must determine its portion in total financing. This
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Figure 27.8: Aggressive financing

decision of the firm will be guided by the risk-return trade
off. Short-term financing may be preferred over long-term 
financing for two reasons: (z) the cost advantage and (ii) 
flexibility.16 But short-term financing is more risky than 
long-term financing.

16. Also see Weston and Brigham, op. cit., 1972, pp. 512-13.

Cost Short-term financing should generally be less costly 
than long-term financing. It has been found in developed 
countries, like USA, that the rate of interest is related to 
the maturity of debt. The relationship between the 
maturity of debt and its cost is called the term structure 
of interest rates. The curve, relating to the maturity of 
debt and interest rates, is called the yield curve. The yield 
curve may assume any shape, but it is generally upward 
sloping. Figure 27.9 shows the yield curve. The figure 
indicates that more the maturity greater the interest rate.

Figure 27.9: Yield curve

As discussed earlier in this book, the justification for 
the higher cost of long-term financing can be found in the 
liquidity preference theory. This theory says that since 
lenders are risk averse, and risk generally increases with 
the length of lending time (because it is more difficult to 
forecast the more distant future), most lenders would 
prefer to make short-term loans. The only way to induce 
these lenders to lend for longer periods is to offer them 
higher rates of interest.

The cost of financing has an impact on the firm's 
return. Both short and long-term financing have a 
leveraging effect on shareholders' return. But the short

term financing ought to cost less than the long-terr-
financing; therefore, it gives relatively higher return ::
shareholders.

It is noticeable that in India short-term loans cost mors 
than long-term loans. Banks are the major suppliers ci 
the working capital finance in India. Their rates of interns 
on working capital finance are quite high. The main source 
of long-term loans are financial institutions which till 
recently were not charging interest at differential rates 
The prime rate of interest charged by financial institutions 
is lower than the rate charged by banks.

Flexibility It is relatively easy to refund short-term funds 
when the need for funds diminishes. Long-term funds 
such as debenture loan or preference capital cannot be 
refunded before time. Thus, if a firm anticipates that is 
requirements for funds will diminish in near future. 2 
would choose short-term funds.

Risk Although short-term financing may involve less 
cost, it is more risky than long-term financing. If the fur
uses short-term financing to finance its current assets it 
runs the risk of renewing borrowings again and agau 
This is particularly so in the case of permanent assets. As 
discussed earlier, permanent current assets refer to the 
minimum level of current assets which a firm show: 
always maintain. If the firm finances its permanent currert 
assets with short-term debt, it will have to raise new she r- 
term funds as debt matures. This continued financing 
exposes the firm to certain risks. It may be difficult for th*  
firm to borrow during stringent credit periods. At times 
the firm may be unable to raise any funds an : 
consequently, its operating activities may be disrupted 
In order to avoid failure, the firm may have to borrow at 
most inconvenient terms. These problems are much less 
when the firm finances with long-term funds. There is less 
risk of failure when the long-term financing is used.

Risk-return trade-off Thus, there is a conflict betwee: 
long-term and short-term financing. Short-term finance g 
is less expensive than long-term financing, but, at the sarre 
time, short-term financing involves greater risk than long
term financing. The choice between long-term and shorr- 
term financing involves a trade-off between risk an' 
return. This trade-off may be further explained with th - 
help of an example in Illustration 27.2.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1.

2.

3.

Under what conditions should working capital be 
financed by long-term or short-term funds?
What is the trade-off between long-term and short
term financing of working capital?
Explain the three financing approaches—conserva
tive, aggressive and matching.



TION 27.2: Working Capital Financing:
Risk-return Trade-off

assets 
assets

ns-- mat a firm has an investment of Rs 50 crore in 
Ss 30 crore invested in fixed assets and Rs 20 crore 

assets. It is expected that assets will yield a return 
■ sent before interest and taxes. Tax rate is assumed
:' per cent. The firm maintains a debt ratio of 60 per 
“i_«. the firm’s assets are financed by 40 per cent 

ma: is, Rs 20 crore equity funds are invested in its 
ts The firm has to decide whether it should use a 

: -z: short-term debt or a 14 per cent long-term debt 
its current assets. The financing plans would 

the return on equity funds differently. The 
of return on equity are shown in Table 27.7.

Table 27.7: Effect of Long-Term and 
Short-Term Financing

_________________________ (Rs ’000)

Financing Plan
Conservative Moderate Aggressive

'Itu- assets
3: r. -term debt (12%) 
_ ■ i-term debt (14%) 
’ST
Srffirest
■n
it 35%)
■k .ncome
iersm on equitv 
5?TF

300,000
200,000

300,000
200,000

300,000
200,000
500,000 500,000 500,000

60,000 150,000 300,000
240,000 150,000 0

90,000 90,000 90,000
40,800 39,000 36,000
49,200 51,000 54,000
17,220 17,850 18,900
31,980 33,150 35,100

16.00% 16.58% 17.55%
12% 30% 60%

= Short-term financing, TF = Total financing.

SUMMARY )
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It is shown in Table 27.7 that return on equity is highest 
under the aggressive plan and lowest under the 
conservative plan. The results of moderate plan are in 
between these two extremes. However, the aggressive plan 
is the most risky as short-term financing as a ratio of total 
financing is maximum in this case. The short-term 
financing to total financing ratio is minimum in case of 
the conservative plan and, therefore, it is less risky.

Let us summarize our discussion on the structure and 
financing of current assets. The relative liquidity of the 
firms assets structure is measured by current assets to fixed 
assets (or current assets to total assets) ratio. The greater 
this ratio, the less risky as well as less profitable will be 
the firm and vice versa. Similarly, the relative liquidity of 
the firm's financial structure can be measured by the short
term financing to total financing ratio. The lower this ratio, 
the less risky as well as profitable will be the firm and vice 
versa. In shaping its working capital policy, the firm should 
keep in mind these two dimensions—relative asset liquidity 
(level of current assets) and relative financing liquidity (level 
of short-term financing) of the working capital 
management. A firm will be following a very conservative 
working capital policy if it combines a high level of current 
assets with a high level of long-term financing (or low 
level of short-term financing). Such a policy will not be 
risky at all but would be less profitable. An aggressive 
firm, on the other hand, would combine high level of 
current assets with a low level of long-term financing (or 
high level of short-term financing). This firm will have 
high profitability and high risk. In fact, the firm may follow 
a conservative financing policy to counter its relatively 
liquid assets structure in practice. The conclusion of all 
this is that the considerations of assets and financing mix 
are crucial to the working capital management.

Gross working capital refers to the firm's investment in current assets.
ZZ Net working capital means the difference between current assets and current liabilities, and therefore, represents 

that position of current assets which the firm has to finance either from long-term funds or bank borrowings.
A firm is required to invest in current assets for a smooth, uninterrupted production and sale. How much a firm 
will invest in current assets will depend on its operating cycle.
Operating cycle is defined as the time duration which the firm requires to manufacture and sell the product and 
collect cash. Thus, operating cycle refers to the acquisition of resources, conversion of raw materials into work-in
process into finished goods, conversion of finished goods into sales and collection of sales. Larger is the operating 
cycle, larger will be the investment in current assets.
In practice, firms acquire resources on credit. To that extent, firm's need to raise working finance is reduced.

ZZ The term net operating cycle is used for the difference between operating cycle (or gross operating cycle) and the 
payment deferral period (or the period for which creditors remain outstanding).

ZZ The manufacturing cycle (that is conversion of raw material into work-in-process into finished goods) is a component 
of operating cycle, and therefore, it is a major determinant of working capital requirement. Manufacturing cycle 
depends on the firm's choice of technology and production policy.

ZZ The firm's credit policy is another factor which influences the working capital requirement. It depends on the 
nature and norms of business, competition and the firm's desire to use it as a marketing tool.
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O The requirement for working capital finance will be reduced to the extent the firm is able to exploit the credit
extended by suppliers. Depending on the possible availability of working capital finance and its own profitability,
a firm may carry more or less investment in current assets than warranted by technical factors.

O The firm's decision about the level of investment in current assets involves a trade-off between risk and return. 
When the firm invests more in current assets it reduces the risk of illiquidity, but loses in terms of profitability, 
since the opportunity of earning from the excess investment in current assets is lost. The firm therefore is required 
to strike a right balance.

□ : The financing of current assets also involves a trade-off between risk and return. A firm can choose from short or 
long-term sources of finance.

Cd If the firm uses more of short-term funds for financing both current and fixed assets, its financing policy is considered 
aggressive and risky.

Cd Its financing policy will be considered conservative if it makes relatively more use in financing its assets.
Cd A balanced approach is to finance permanent current assets by long-term sources and 'temporary' current assets 

by short-term sources of finance. Theoretically, short-term debt is considered to be risky and costly to finance 
permanent current assets.

KEY CONCEPTS
Cash conversion cycle 
Financing policy 
Gross working capital 
Liquidity preference 
theory

Liquidity-profitability 
trade-off
Manufacturing cycle 
Net working capital

Operating cycle
Permanent working 
capital

Variable working capital

Spontaneous financing
Term structure of interest

rates
Working capital policy
Yield curve

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 27.1 > A pro forma cost sheet of a company 

provides the following data:

Rs

Costs (per unit):
Raw materials 52.0
Direct labour 19.5
Overheads 39.0

Total cost (per unit) 110.5
Profit 19.5
Selling price 130.0

The following is the additional information available:
Average raw material in stock: one month; average 

materials in process : half a month. Credit allowed by 
suppliers: one month; credit allowed to debtors: two 
months. Time lag in payment of wages: one and a half 
weeks. Overheads: one month. One-fourth of sales are on 
cash basis. Cash balance is expected to be Rs 1,20,000.

You are required to prepare a statement showing the 
working capital needed to finance a level of activity of 

70,000 units of output. You may assume that production 
is carried on evenly, throughout the year and wages and 
overheads accrue similarly.
SOLUTION:

Table 27.8: Calculation of Working Capital Needs

Rs

A. Investment in inventory
1. Raw material inventory: 

one month (30 days) 
(RMC/360) x RMCP =

{(70,000 x 52)/360) x 30 303,333.33
2. Work-in-process inventory: 

half-a-month (15 days) 
(COP/360) x WIPCP =

{(70,000 x 110.5)/360) x 15 322,291.67
3. Finished goods inventory: 

one month (30 days) 
(COS/360) x FGCP =

{(70,000 x 110.5)/360) x 30 644,583.33

1,270,208.33
(Contd...)
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.: in debtors:
- - crhs {60 days) 

sale (cost)/360) x BDCP
= I :2.500 x 110.5)/360) x 60 
c rglance

■ • :.t in current assets 
~B+Q

r-1' liabilities: deferred payment 
L-- raters: one month (30 days)

- _■ bases of raw material/360)

966,875.00
120,000.00

2,357,708.33

All expenses are paid one month in arrear. Suppliers 
of material grant one and a half months credit; sales are 20 
per cent cash while remaining sold on two months credit. 
70 per cent of the income tax has to be paid in advance, in 
quarterly instalments.
SOLUTION:

Table 27.9: Estimation of Working Capital

Rs

• 3 = {(70,000 x 52)/360) x 30
X Eere—ed wages: 1 1/2 weeks (10 days) 

= - 000 X 19.5)/360) x 10
X Z-arzed overheads: one month

303,333.33

37,916.67

i: bays) = ((70,000 x 39)/360) x 30
.starred payment (spontaneous 

rzes of working capital [E (1 + 2 + 3)]

227,500.00

568,750.00
»: rking capital (D- F) 1,788,958.33

•• 3BLEM 27.2 J A firm has applied for working capi- 
. : e from a commercial bank. You are requested by
Kx to prepare an estimate of the working capital 
'cents of the firm. You may add 10 per cent to your 
: - z figure to account for exigencies. The following 
f_~'s projected profit and loss account:

Rs

Sales 2,247,000
L i st of goods sold 1,637,100

1 Gross profit (1 - 2) 609,900
4 Administrative expenses 149,800
X Selling expenses 139,100
c. Profit before tax [3 - (4 + 5)] 321,000

Tax provision 107,000
8. Profit after tax (6-7) 214,000

The cost of goods sold (COGS) is calculated as follows:

A. Investment in inventories
1. Raw material: 2 months

(RMC/12) x 2 = (8,98,800/12) x 2 149,800.00
2. Work-in-process: 15% of COP

(adjusted) = COP x 15%
= (898,800 + 40% of 668,750) x 15%
= 11,66,300 x 15% 174,945.00

3. Finished goods: given
181,900 - non-cash depreciation
= 181,900 - 10% of 251,450 156,755.00

B. Investment in debtors: 2 months
(Credit sale (cost)/12) x 2
= (80% cost of sales/12) x 2
= 80% (1,637,100 - 251,450

+ 149,800 + 139,100) 2/12

C. Cash balance
D. Investment in current assets (A + B + C)
E. Current liabilities: deferred payments:

1. Creditors: IV2 months (Purchases/12)
x IV2 = (898,800/24) x 3

481,500.00

223,273.33

0.00
704,773.33

112,350.00
2. Deferred wages and other manufactu

ring, selling and administration expenses: 
one month
(668,750 + 149,800 + 139,100/12) x 1 79,804.17

F. Total current liabilities 192,154.17

G. Net working capital (D - F) 512,619.16

Rs

Materials used
Wages and other mfg. expenses
Depreciation

898,800
668,750
251,450

Less: Stock of finished goods 
(10% product not yet sold)

1,819,000

181,900

Cost of goods sold 1,637,100

The figures given above relate only to the goods that 
have been finished, and not to work-in-progress; goods, 
equal to 15 per cent of the year’s production (in terms of 
physical units), are in progress on an average requiring 
full material but only 40 per cent of other expenses. The 
firm has a policy of keeping two months consumption of 
material in stock.

Notes:
1. Depreciation is a non-cash item. Therefore, it has been ignored 

in calculations.
2. Cost of production does not include selling and administrative 

expenses.
3. Profit has been ignored in calculating net working capital. Since 

taxes can be paid out of profits, they have also been ignored. 
Alternatively, advance payment taxes require additional 
working capital, and profits are sources of working capital.

PROBLEM 27.3 ] An engineering company is conside
ring its working capital investment for the next year. 
Estimated fixed assets and current liabilities for the next 
year are Rs 2.60 crore and Rs 2.34 crore, respectively. Sales 
and profit before interest and taxes (PBIT) depend on 
current assets investment—particularly inventories and 
book debts. The company is examining the following 
alternative working capital policies:



Working 
Capital 
Policy

Investment in
Current Assets

Estimated
Sales

EBIT

Conservative 4.50 12.30 1.23
Moderate 3.90 11.50 1.15
Aggressive 2.60 10.00 1.00

Financing policy
Short-term Debt 

(Rs cr.)
Long-term Derr 

(Rs cr.)

Conservative 0.54 1.12
Moderate 1.00 0.66
Aggressive 1.50 0.16

You are required to calculate the following for each 
policy (a) rate of return on total assets, (b) net working 
capital position, (c) current ratio, and (d) current asset to 
fixed asset ratio. Also discuss the return-risk trade offs of 
the three policies.
SOLUTION:

Return-risk trade-off: Rate of return on total assets is 
the measure of return while the CA/CL ratio or net working 
capital position can be taken as the measure of risk. 
Expected return and risk are minimum under conservative 
policy and highest under the aggressive policy. This implies 
that if the firm wants to increase its profitability by reducing 
investment in working capital, it has to be ready to bear 
more risk of being unable to meet its financial obligations.

The average effective interest rate on short-term deal 
is 12 per cent while on long-term debt it is 16 per cent. 
Determine the following for each of the financing poll cedi 
(a) rate of return on shareholders’ equity, (b) net wor.<mf 
capital position, and (c) current ratio. Also, evaluate 
return-risk trade offs of these policies.
SOLUTION:

Expected return and risk are lowest under th« 
conservative policy and highest under the aggressmw 
policy. It implies that if the company wants more return i 
will have to incur more risk via its financing policy.

(Rs crore)

Working Capital Investment Policies

Conservative Moderate Aggressive

A. Current assets (CA) 4.50 3.90 2.60
B. Fixed assets (FA) 2.60 2.60 2.60
C. Total assets (TA) 7.10 6.50 5.20
D. Current liabilities (CL) 2.34 2.34 2.34
E. Forecasted sales 12.30 11.50 10.00
F. Expected PBIT 1.23 1.15 1.00

(i) Rate of return
(F + C) 17.3% 17.7% 19.2%

(ii) Net working
capital (A - D) 2.16 1.56 0.26

(iii) Current ratio
(A + D) 1.92 1.67 1.11

(iv) CA/FA 1.73 1.50 1.00

Assume that the engineering firm in 
Dsen the moderate working capital 

policy (that is, investment of Rs 3.90 crore in current assets). 
The company is now examining the use of long-term and 
short-term borrowing for financing its assets. The company 
will use Rs 2.50 crore of equity funds. The corporate tax 
rate is 35 per cent. The company is considering the 
following debt alternatives:

PROBLEM 27.4
Problem 27.3 has c

Financing Policies 

Conservative Moderate Aggres-. ■

Table 27.10: Effects of Alternative Financial Policies
(Rs crore

1. Current assets (CA) 3.90 3.90 3.90
2. Fixed assets (FA) 2.60 2.60 2.60
3. Total assets (TA) 6.50 6.50 6.50
4. Current liabilities 2.34 2.34 2.34
5. Short-term debt 0.54 1.00 1.50
6. Long-term debt 1.12 0.66 0.16
7. Equity capital 2.50 2.50 2.50
8. Total capital 

(4 + 5 + 6 + 7) 6.50 6.50 6.50
9. Forecasted sales 11.50 11.50 11.50

10. Expected EBIT 1.15 1.15 1.15
11. Interest: STD 0.06 0.12 0.18

LTD 0.18 0.11 0.03
12. Profit before tax 

(10 - 11) 0.91 0.92 0.94
13. Taxes, 35% 0.32 0.32 0.33
14. Profit after tax 

(12 - 13) 0.59 0.60 0.61
(a) Return on equity 

(14 + 7) 23.7% 23.9% 24.4°:
(b) Net working 

capital position 
[1 - (4 +5)] 1.02 0.56 0.06

(c) Current ratio 
[1 + (4 + 5)] 1.35 1.17 1.02

REVIEW QUESTIONS
lj

1. Explain the concept of working capital. Are gross and net concepts of working capital exclusive? Discuss.
2. What is the importance of working capital for a manufacturing firm? What shall be the repercussions if a firm 

has (a) paucity of working capital, (b) excess working capital?
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X A'hat is the concept of working capital cycle? What is meant by cash conversion cycle? Why are these concepts 
.mportant in working capital management? Give an example to illustrate.

4 3riefly explain factors that determine the working capital needs of a firm.
x How is working capital affected by (a) sales, (b) technology and production policy, and (c) inflation? Explain.
i Define the working capital management. Why is it important to study the management of working capital as a 

separate area in financial management?
illustrate the profitability-solvency tangle in the current assets holding.

B How would you determine the optimum level of current assets? Illustrate your answer.
• Explain the costs of liquidity and illiquidity. What is the impact of these costs on the level of current assets? 

□1 Merely increasing the level of current asset holding does not necessarily reduce the riskiness of the firm.
Rather, the composition of current assets, whether highly liquid or highly illiquid, is the important factor to 
consider.’ Explain your position.

11 Explain the merit of a matching financing plan relative to a financing plan that extensively uses (a) long-term 
financing, or (b) short-term financing.

. Explain the risk-return trade-off of current assets financing.
E Do you recommend that a firm should finance its current assets entirely with short-term financing? Explain 

your answer.
14 What methods do you suggest for estimating working capital needs? Illustrate your answer.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. Firm X has current assets of Rs 500 lakh and current liabilities of Rs 250 lakh. Firm Y has current assets of 
Rs 700 lakh and current liabilities of Rs 450 lakh. For both firms, calculate: (a) gross working capital, (b) net 
working capital, (c) current ratio and (d) net working capital ratio.

2. A firm's total assets consist of fixed assets and current assets. It has fixed assets of 77 crore. The firm has 
financed its total assets by total funds of Rs 155 crore which comprises shareholders’ funds, borrowings and 
current liabilities. The shareholders’ funds are Rs 50 crore. The current ratio of the firm is 1.8. Calculate current 
assets to total assets ratio (CA/TA) , fixed assets to current asset ratio and current liabilities to total funds (CL/ 
TF) ratio. Comment on the firm's working capital.

3. Firm A has CA/TA of 1.20 and CL/TF of 0.60. Firm B has CA/TA of 0.90 and CL/TF of 0.78. Which firm has a 
less working capital risk and why?

4. A company has raw material inventory of Rs 120 crore. During the year, company's consumption of material 
was Rs 480 crore. What is the company's raw material conversion period?

5. A firm has a closing work-in-process (WIP) inventory of Rs 60 crore. The cost of production is Rs 540 crore. 
Calculate the firm's WIP conversion period.

6. A firm has finished goods inventory of Rs 150 crore. The firm's cost of goods sold is Rs 560 crore. What is the 
firm's finished goods inventory conversion period?

7. A firm sells 70 per cent of its goods on credit. The firm's sales are Rs 1000 crore. It has outstanding debtors 
(accounts receivable) of Rs 158 crore. What is the firm's debtors conversion period?

8. A manufacturing firm has credit purchases of Rs 600 crore; its outstanding creditors (bills payable) are Rs 230 
crore. Calculate firm's creditors' payable period?

9. A firm has inventory (stock of goods) conversion period of 89 days. The firm's debtors conversion period is 45 
days and payable period is 39 days. Calculate the firm's gross operating cycle and cash conversion cycle.

10. The following information is available for firms A, B and C. Comment of the firms’ working capital policies and 
risk-return trade-off.

Firm A Firm B Firm C

EBIT/TA 19.5% 19.9% 21.5%
Current ratio 2.12 1.87 1.32
CA/FA 1.93 1.70 1.20
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(Rs crore)

PROBLEMS

5,000
8,000

Figures for 
the Year (Rs)

Average amount backed up for stocks:
Stocks of finished product
Stocks of stores, materials, etc.

Avefage credit given:
Inland sales 6 weeks’ credit

1. The following costofsales statements are available 
for D.D. Manufacturers:

Statement of Cost of Sales

Items 20X1 20X2 20X3

1. Opening raw material inventory 5.2 6.8 7.6
2. Purchases 25.6 33.5 45.6
3. Closing raw material inventory 6.8 7.6 9.2
4. Raw material consumed

(1 + 2-3) 24.0 32.7 44.0
5. Wages and salaries 8.1 11.2 15.3
6. Other mfg. expenses 3.2 4.4 5.8
7. Depreciation 1.8 2.0 2.6
8. Total cost (4 + 5 + 6 + 7) 37.1 50.3 67.7
9. Opening work-in-process

inventory 1.8 2.0 3.1
10. Closing work-in-process

inventory 2.0 3.1 4.6
11. Cost of production 36.9 49.2 66.2
12. Opening finished goods inventory 3.2 2.8 3.6
13. Closing finished goods inventory 2.8 3.6 2.9
14. Cost of goods sold 37.3 48.4 66.9
15. Selling, administrative and

other expenses 1.3 1.9 2.1
16. Cost of sales (14 + 15) 38.6 50.3 69.0

The following are the additional data available:

20X1 20X2 20X3

Sales 45.9 60.1 82.7
PBIT 7.3 9.8 13.7
Debtors: Opening 8.3 10.8 14.9

Closing 10.8 14.9 20.5
Creditors: Opening 3.7 4.6 8.0

Closing 4.6 8.0 12.0

You are required to calculate (I) operating cycle, 
(h) net operating cycle, and (iii) cash conversion 
cycle, for each of the three years.

2. X&Co. is desirous to purchase a business and has 
consulted you, and the one point on which you 
are asked to advise them is the average amount of 
working capital which will be required in the first 
year’s working.

You are given the following estimates and are 
instructed to add 10 per cent to your computed 
figure to allow for contingencies:

Export sales 1V2 weeks’ credit 78,000
Lag in payment of wages
and other outgoings:

Wages IV2 weeks 260,000
Stocks, materials, etc. IV2 weeks 48,000
Rent, royalties, etc. 6 months 10,000
Clerical staff V2 month 62,000
Manager ¥2 month 4,800
Miscellaneous
expenses lVz months 48,000

Payment in advance:
Sundry expenses

(paid quarterly in advance) 8,000
Undrawn profits on the average

throughout the year 11,000

Set up your calculations for the average amour.: 
of workingq capital required.

3. A pro forma cost sheet of a company provides the 
following particulars:

Amount 
per unit (Rs)

Raw material 80
Direct labour 30
Overheads 60
Total cost 170
Profit 30
Selling price 200

The following further particulars are available:
(a) Raw material in stock, on an average one monf 

materials in process, on average half a mon 
finished goods in stock, on an average one mor

(b) Credit allowed by suppliers is one month; cn 
allowed to debtors is two months; lag in payn 
of wages is one and a half weeks; lag in payr 
of overhead expenses is one month; one-four 
the output is sold against cash; cash in hand 
at bank is expected to be Rs 25,000.

You are required to prepare a statement she 
working capital needed to finance a level of a< 
of 104,000 units of production. You may a 
that production is carried on evenly throi 
the year, and wages and overheads ; 
similarly.

4. While preparing a project report, on beb 
client, you have collected the followir 
Estimate the net working capital required 
project. Add 10 per cent to your compute 
to allow for contingencies.
You may assume that production is c; 
evenly throughout the year (52 weeks) a 
and overheads accrue similarly. All sa 
credit basis only.

(Contd...)
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Amount per unit (Rs)

-- :ost per unit of production is:
■ material 42.4

3 labour 15.9
? -is ads (exclusive of depreciation) 31.8
JJffiiL COSt 90.1

■ftc'L information:
feizcg price Rs 106 per unit,

if activity 100,000 units
a - auction per annum
Li • material in stock average 4 weeks
*: :a.-in-progress
ts - _me 50%completion stage) average 2 weeks

- mished goods in stock average 4 weeks
lit allowed by suppliers average 4 weeks

■ -iit allowed to debtors average 8 weeks
: in payment of wages average IV2 weeks

Ash at bank is expected to be Rs 125,000.

(i) Assume the firm finances the maximum amount 
of its working capital requirements for the next 
year with long-term borrowing and investing any 
excess funds in the form of inter-corporate lending. 
Calculate GG Industries net interest cost during 
20X1.

Month
Amount

(Rs lakh) Month
Amount

(Rs lakh)

January 72.65 July 58.12
February 58.13 August 72.66
March 29.06 September 82.30
April 24.22 October 87.19
May 33.90 November 92.02
June 43.60 December 87.17

(if) Assume the firm finances all its working capital 
requirements for the next year with short-term 
borrowing. Determine GG Industries, interest cost 
during 20X1.

(Hi) Discuss the return-risk trade-offs associated with 
the above two policies.

. The following are the given cost of liquidity and 
illiquidity for different ratios of current assets to 
fixed assets of a firm. Determine the optimum ratio 
of current assets to fixed assets. Also show your 
answer on a graph.

/FA Cost of Liquidity Cost of Liquidity

tt.10 138,000 2,200,000
9-25 275,000 1,650,000
a.40 550,000 1,100,000
0.70 1,100,000 830,000
1.00 2,200,000 690,000
1.50 4,140,000 550,000
2.50 6,890,000 276,000

~ GG Industries have estimated its monthly need of 
net working capital for 20X1 as follows:
The firm is rated to have average risk; therefore, 
working capital finance from a bank will cost the 
firm 16 per cent per annum. Long-term borrowing 
will be available at 14 per cent. The firm can invest 
excess funds in the form of inter- corporate lending 
at 12 per cent per annum.

7. A company wants to analyze the effect of its 
working capital investment and financing policies 
on shareholders’ return and risk. Assume that the 
firm has Rs 180 crore in fixed assets and Rs 150 
crore in current liabilities. The company has a 
policy of maintaining a debt to total assets ratio of 
60 per cent, where debt consists of both short-term 
debt from banks and long-term debt. The following 
data relate to three alternative policies:

Working
Capital
Policies

Investment 
in Current 

Assets 
(Rs crore)

Bank
Borrowings

(Rs crore)

Projected 
Sales

(Rs crore)

EBIT 
(Rs 

crore)

Aggressive 252 216 531 53
Moderate 270 162 540 54
Conservative 288 108 549 55

Assume that bank borrowing will cost 16 per cent 
while the effective interest cost of long-term 
borrowing will be 18 per cent per annum. You are 
required to determine: (a) return on shareholders 
equity, (b) net working capital position, (c) current 
ratio, and (d) current assets to total assets ratio. 
Also evaluate the return-risk trade offs associated
with these three policies.

CASE 27.1: RELIABLE TEXAMILL LIMITED17

17. This case is an adapted version of the original case written by the author and published in Pandey, I.M. and Bhat, Ramesh, Cases in 
Financial Management, Tata McGraw Hill, 2002.

»_______________________________________________________________________ j

m the beginning of 2009, Mr Shyam Lal, Chairman and 
Managing Director of Reliable Texamill Limited (RTL) was 

: ancerned about the company’s working capital 
anagement. As the company was expecting its net sales 
increase from Rs 1,208.61 lakh in 2008 to Rs 2,185.94 

kh in 2009, the management of working capital ‘ o
 H

components would assume greater importance. The 
company would need more working capital funds to 
support the expanding sales. Mr Shyam Lal knew that it 
may not be easy to get funds from banks. He was wondering 
how he could reduce the working capital funds requirement 
of his company without affecting the sales.
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Background
RTL commenced commercial production in 2005. It 
manufactures synthetic blended yarn which is a raw 
material for other textile weaving mills and also for 
handloom and power looms. The company’s mills are 
situated in an industrially less developed area in a northern 
state. The company has a licensed capacity of 80,000 
spindles and existing installed capacity of 26,390 spindles 
(this includes 6, 210 spindles added during 2007-08). The 
average capacity utilization of the company was 81 per 
cent during 2006-07 and 85 per cent during 2007-08. It 
expects to use 87 per cent of the installed capacity during 
2008-09.

In the year 2005-06, the company could generate net 
sales of Rs 191.13 lakh, and incurred a net loss of Rs 57.11 
lakh. The acute power shortage was the dominant reason, 
besides the initial teething troubles, for the poor beginning 
of the company. RTL has since been able to increase its 
sales to Rs 973.32 lakh in 2006-07, and to Rs 1,203.61 lakh 
in 2007-08 as against the estimated sales of Rs 1,767.55 
lakh. It produced 1,315 tonnes of yarn in 2007-08 against
1,182 tonnes during the previous year. The management 
of RTL has attributed the lower actual sales to the sluggish 
market conditions that prevailed during the second half of 
the year 2007-08, forcing the company to keep its 
production at a low level, and also to a certain extent due 
to the company manufacturing substantial quantity of yarn 
of lesser counts and blends of lower value to suit the market 
conditions. After incurring a loss in the first year (the 
company operated for seven months only), the company 
made a net profit of Rs 24.48 lakh in 2006-07. The company 
showed a net profit before depreciation of Rs 32.42 lakh in 
2007-08. Power cuts, high input costs and increased 
administrative expenses on account of expansion resulted 
in poor profitability.

RTL has not so far paid any tax and dividends. Its tax 
liability is expected to be nil for quite some time as it enjoys 
tax benefits being a new unit located in an industrially 
less developed area. The actual and estimated balance 
sheets and the profit and loss account of the company are 
given in Tables 27.1.1, 27.1.2 and 27.1.3.

PRODUCTION FACILITIES

The company’s existing production facilities are considered 
adequate for operating the spinning mills at the enhanced 
installed capacity. The production process for obtaining 
the main product, viz., the synthetic yarn, originates with 
the mixing up of the different fibres, i.e., acrylic, polyester 
and viscose, as per the blend proposed to be manufactured. 
The annual consumption of these fibres generally depends 
on the product mix manufactured during the particular 
year; the actual consumption during the years 2006-07 and 
2007-08 being about 1,973 tonnes and 2,303 tonnes, valued 
respectively at Rs 713.11 lakh and Rs 902.30 lakh. The 
company generally does not encounter any significant 
difficulties in procuring its full requirements of raw

materials and stores at the current market :s *■■■
suppliers.

Because of the frequent power cuts, the oo~ t-Lt 
up adequate captive power generating titt 
installing one more set of 860 kVA diesel power 
RTL is now planning to replace two sets of 25: i - - ijfl 
purchase of one imported SKODA set of 869 kV - t i-adH 
of Rs 47.70. The new set is expected to be more e: 
from the point of view of diesel consumption =rt : 
for longer period.

COMPETITION AND SELLING ARRANGE
MENTS

The company’s end products cater to the needs :: riM 
and medium scale manufacturers of fabrics ani 
handlooms and power looms. The major buyers, set 
for 80 to 85 per cent of sales, include reputed firzas. 
remaining 15-20 per cent is sold to small dealas MM 
traders.

RTL faces a fair amount of competition from a a 
of companies. In spite of the stiff competition, the r.~zaflH 
blended yarn manufactured by RTL is well received nr 
market and is supposed to enjoy a premium over ths xM 
manufactured by other leading manufacturers m 
country. Its four branches located in different parts :: tsai 
country manage the selling operations of the compar e 
full-fledged sales depots, recently opened, are situs’-nio 
away from the company’s factory. As a result, a gccc 
of the finished goods remains in transit at any podlH 
time. About 65 per cent of the company’s sales are t-.rJ 
affected on credit terms ranging from 45 to 60 
depending on the market conditions. The compar. i 
been finding it difficult to realize its dues within the 
credit period allowed to customers. The mana;- ' -: 
attributed this to its being new to the competitive texzfl 
market. Till 2007-08, the company had a practice of se' 
a part of its production through selling agents to s~.all 
buyers. This practice has been discontinued, and now Z3M 
company directly sells to these buyers. The comperj 
however, allows a discount ranging between 2 to 2-t 
cent for sales on demand/cash basis.

EXPANSION
Soon after starting commercial production in 2005. RTU 
planned to undertake an expansion programme :am 
installation of another 20,000 additional spindles. Sincel 
the company incurred a loss in the very first year, —e 
company attempted a modest expansion program—* 
involving installation of additional 6,240 spindles onh 
during 2007-08. The company felt that this increase in its 
installed capacity was absolutely necessary in order to bring) 
about a better economy in its operations. The expansi:- 
programme was completed with a capital expenditure cfl 
about Rs 276 lakh against the estimated cost of Rs 253 lakh 
The additional spindles would be put to commercis. 
production from April 2009.
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L RE PROSPECTS

bpr. :es of the basic raw material, viz., viscose/polyester 
r*  ire lower in the international market than in India, 
hi the prices of viscose/polyester fibres have increased 
ks mtially during the last two years, i.e., 2006-07 and 
17-08, the prices of RTL’s end products have, more or 
K. remained at the same level. The company has not 
K able to absorb in the selling prices, the increased costs 
nputs. The power supply in the state, where the 
-;my is situated, is presently showing signs of 
: vement, and it is expected to be satisfactory in the 
tt_ng months. With the consumer preference during the 
act years having shifted to blended fabrics and the 
zrany’s products being of good quality and well 
■pted in the market, RTL can hope to fare well in the 
2_ng years.

"ucle 27.1.1: Reliable Texamill Limited: Balance Sheet 
as on March 31

(Rs lakh)

Actual Projected
20092007 2008

Eabujties
■tirrent Liabilities 625.95 805.78 866.16

z auk borrowings 366.74 490.02 622.91
Trade creditors 200.94 239.16 70.79
Term loans payable 10.56 5.89 98.74
’■lisc. liabilities and

provisions 47.71 70.71 73.72
T-— liabilities 531.22 801.14 802.37

Term loans payable 479.68 641.88 613.73
Deferred credit 29.95 24.06 17.21
Term deposits 10.27 20.54 56.77
Others 11.32 114.66 114.66

Total liabilities 1,157.17 1,606.92 1,668.53
■fel Worth 191.07 223.49 288.74

Share capital 199.44 199.44 199.44
Reserves 24.26 24.26 24.26
?&L surplus (deficit) -32.63 -0.21 65.04

Total funds 1,348.24 1.830.41 1.957.27
ASSETS
krrent Assets 580.03 757.47 913.59

Cash and bank balance 4.35 6.06 7.44
Receivables 293.25 269.48 303.19
Inventory:
Raw materials 162.00 202.13 275.22
Stock-in process 51.02 64.96 80.85
Finished goods 22.94 160.44 177.87
Consumable spares 16.80 27.20 32.34
Others 29.67 27.20 36.68

•ixed Assets 760.46 1,056.61 1,027.35
Gross Block 820.04 1,121.13 1,146.19
Acc. Depreciation 73.66 73.66 127.34
Net block 746.38 1.047.47 1,018.85
Other non-current assets 14.08 9.14 8.50

~:angible Assets 7.75 16.33 16.33
Total assets 1,348.24 1,830.41 1,957.27

RTL produced 1,182 tonnes and 1,315 tonnes of yarn 
during the years 2006-07 and 2007-08 respectively. In 2008- 
09, it has planned production of 1,758 tonnes. RTL 
normally plans its production schedule on the basis of the 
market trend, i.e., as per the counts/blends of synthetic 
yarn acceptable in the market, so as to sell the end products 
with ease. RTL’s production plan for 2008-09 has been 
devised keeping in view the changes in the market 
conditions and other factors. RTL has planned to 
manufacture more quantities of yarn in blends of higher 
value during the period 2008-09. Those blends are expected 
to be more acceptable in the market.

(Rs lakh)

Table 27.1.2: Reliable Texamill Limited
Profit and Loss Account for the year ending March 31

Actual Projection
20092007 2008

Net Sales 973.32 1,208.61 2,185.94
Cost of goods sold 775.98 921.96 1,850.33

Gross profit 197.34 286.65 335.61

Operating expenses:
Selling and administration 97.26 123.30 127.74
Interest 81.68 137.83 140.68

Operating profit 18.40 25.52 67.19
Other income (loss) 6.08 6.90 -1.94

Profit before tax 24.48 32.42 65.25
Provision 0.00 0.00 0.00

Profit after tax 24.48 32.42 65.25

(Rs lakh)

Table 27.1.3: Reliable Texamill Limited: Statement of
Costs of Sales

Actual
2007 2008

Projection
2009

Raw material 685.94 933.67 1,649.36
Power and fuel 36.67 55.37 64.68
Direct labour 40.00 57.14 79.41
Other manufacturing

expenses 12.87 27.21 36.52
Depreciation 41.57 53.68

Total 817.05 1,073.39 1,883.65
Add: Opening

stock-in-progress 24.92 51.02 64.96
Total 841.97 1,124.41 1,948.61

Less: Closing
stock-in-progress 51.02 64.96 80.85

Cost of production 790.95 1,059.45 1,867.76
Add: Opening finished

goods 7.97 22.95 160.44
Total 798.92 1,082.40 2,028.20

Less: Closing finished
goods 22.94 160.44 177.87

Cost of Sales 775.98 921.96 1,850.30

The company has projected its energy costs at about
3.4 per cent of the total cost of production. The other
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expenses have been estimated in line with the past 
experience. Also, the assets and liabilities of the company 
have been estimated in accordance with the past trends.

RTL had depended quite substantially on trade credit 
for meeting its working capital needs. Trade credit forms 
about one-third of the current liabilities. The normal credit 
period allowed by the suppliers is 45 days; however, a 
discount of 2 per cent for payments made within 15 days 
of the purchase date is allowed. In the past, creditors did 
not object to RTL’s stretching of payments to them. In view 
of the credit squeeze, they are likely to pressurize hard for 
early payment of dues.

Discussion Questions

1. Critically evaluate RTL’s performance 
financing of its operations.

2. How has the company managed its working cap: 
in the past? Illustrate with appropr: 
calculations.

3. What are RTL’s plans to improve its working 
management? Show the calculation of ope 
cycle to justify your answer.

4. Do you accept the financial plan prepared by 
What modifications would you suggest in the : 
and why?

Obtain five years’ annual reports for BHEL and Hindustan difference in two company’s working capital positi 
Unilever Limited. Analyze the working capital policy.
management of the two companies. Give reasons for the



Receivables Management 
and Factoring

rning Objectives

:s ze the need and goals of establishing a sound credit policy 
~ow an optimum credit policy can be established
' the credit policy variables
re the credit procedure for and control of individual accounts 
est methods of monitoring receivables
ss the nature and costs and benefits of factoring

pTAODUCTION

"a credit happens when a firm sells its products or 
. -:s ?n credit and does not receive cash immediately, 

t * r essential marketing tool, acting as a bridge for the 
■nr> rment of goods through the production and 
dfc—r _tion stages to customers. A firm grants trade credit 
■bos- ■ ■ct its sales from the competitors and to attract the 
■fcrnal customers to buy its products at favourable 

■ib — ■ Trade credit creates accounts receivable or trade 
■ : rs (also referred to book debts in India) that the firm

• umamoorthy, V.E., Working Capital Management, Chennai: Institute for Financial Management and Research, 1976, p. 183.

• £■ me-cted to collect in the near future. The customers 
■t — horn receivables or book debts have to be collected 
ar re future are called trade debtors or simply as debtors 
a "erresent the firm's claim or asset. A credit sale has 
fire- characteristics:1 First, it involves an element of risk 

snould be carefully analyzed. Cash sales are totally 
■K-ess. but not the credit sales, as the cash payments are 
■Kbe received. Second, it is based on economic value. 
T: —e buyer, the economic value in goods or services 
si ses immediately at the time of sale, while the seller 
«pects an equivalent value to be received later on. Third, 
Brrfiiies futurity. The buyer will make the cash payment 
Mr z cods or services received by him, in a future period.

Debtors constitute a substantial portion of current 
assets of several firms. For example in India, trade debtors, 
after inventories, are the major components of current 
assets. They form about one-third of current assets in India. 
Granting credit and creating debtors amount to blocking 
of the firm's funds. The interval between the date of sale 
and the date of payment has to be financed out of working 
capital. This necessitates the firm to get funds from banks 
or other sources. Thus, trade debtors represent investment. 
As substantial amounts are tied-up in trade debtors, it 
needs careful analysis and proper management.

CREDIT POLICY: NATURE AND GOALS

A firm's investment in accounts receivable depends on: 
(a) the volume of credit sales, and (b) the collection period. 
For example, if a firm's credit sales are Rs 30 lakh per day 
and customers, on an average, take 45 days to make 
payment, then the firm's average investment in accounts 
receivable is:

Daily credit sales x Average collection period
Rs 30 lakh x 45 = Rs 1350 lakh
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The investment in receivables may be expressed in 
terms of costs of sales instead of sales value.

The volume of credit sales is a function of the firm's 
total sales and the percentage of credit sales to total sales. 
Total sales depend on market size, firm's market share, 
product quality, intensity of competition, economic 
conditions etc. The financial manager hardly has any 
control over these variables. The percentage of credit sales 
to total sales is mostly influenced by the nature of business 
and industry norms. For example, car manufacturers in 
India, until recently, were not selling cars on credit. They 
required the customers to make payment at the time of 
delivery; some of them even asked for the payment to be 
made in advance. This was so because of the absence of 
genuine competition and a wide gap between demand 
for and supply of cars in India. This position changed after 
economic liberalization which led to intense competition. 
In contrast, the textile manufacturers sold two-thirds of 
their total sales on credit to the wholesale dealers. The 
textile industry is still going through a difficult phase.

There is one way in which the financial manager can 
affect the volume of credit sales and collection period and 
consequently, investment in accounts receivable. That is 
through the changes in credit policy. The term credit policy 
is used to refer to the combination of three decision 
variables: (i) credit standards, (ii) credit terms, and (iii) 
collection efforts, on which the financial manager has 
influence.

Credit standards are the criteria to decide the 
types of customers to whom goods could be sold 
on credit. If a firm has more slow-paying 
customers, its investment in accounts receivable 
will increase. The firm will also be exposed to 
higher risk of default.
Credit terms specify duration of credit and terms 
of payment by customers. Investment in accounts 
receivable will be high if customers are allowed 
extended time period for making payments.
Collection efforts determine the actual collection 
period. The lower the collection period, the lower 
will be the investment in accounts receivable and 
vice versa.

Goals of Credit Policy
A firm's credit policy aims at maximizing shareholders' 
wealth through increase in sales leading to net 
improvement in profitability. Increased sales will not only 
increase operating profits, but will also require additional 
investment and costs. Hence, a trade-off between 
incremental return and cost of incremental investment is 
involved.

A firm may follow a lenient or a stringent credit policy. 
The firm, following a lenient credit policy, tends to sell 
on credit to customers on very liberal terms and standards; 
credits are granted for longer periods even to those 
customers whose creditworthiness is not fully known or

EXHIBIT WHY DO COMPANIES IN IND LA 
GRANT CREDIT?

Companies in practice feel the necessity of granting credk 
for several reasons:

Competition Generally the higher the degree cf 
competition, the more is the credit granted by a fir-. 
However, there are exceptions such as firms in the 
electronics industry in India.
Company’s bargaining power If a company has t 
higher bargaining power vis-d-vis its buyers, it may grzr: 
no or less credit. The company will have a strong 
bargaining power if it has a strong product, monop: rr 
power, brand image, large size or strong finance 
position.
Buyer’s requirements In a number of business sectc rs 
buyers/ dealers are not able to operate without extended 
credit. This is particularly so in the case of industrial 
products.
Buyer’s status Large buyers demand easy credit tents 
because of bulk purchases and higher bargaining pow =. 
Some companies follow a policy of not giving mudi 
credit to small retailers since it is quite difficult to coLed 
dues from them.

• Relationship with dealers Companies sometime*  
extend credit to dealers to build long-term relatic - - m 
with them or to reward them for their loyalty.

• Marketing tool Credit is used as a marketing 
particularly when a new product is launched or w her ■ 
company wants to push its weak product.

• Industry practice Small companies have beer, :: ~~ J 
guided by industry practice or norm more thar 
large companies. Sometimes companies continue grrn, 
credit because of past practice rather than indtaa, 
practice.

• Transit delays This is a forced reason for extecoj 
credit, in the case of a number of companies in .- m 
Most companies have evolved systems to minimize 
impact of such delays. Some of them take the or 
banks to control cash flows in such situations.

Source: Pandey, I.M. and Bhat, R., Managing Cc’pi'rai 
Funds, Ch. 8 (unpublished monograph).

whose financial position is doubtful. In contrast a fa 
following a stringent credit policy sells on cred:: or 
highly selective basis, only to those customers wh: tsa 
proven creditworthiness and who are financiallv s~am 
In practice, firms follow credit policies ranging ber- a 
stringent to lenient.

Marketing Tool
Why at all do firms sell on credit? Firms use cred:: pail 
as a marketing tool for expanding sales. In a decana 
market, it may be used to maintain the market r'ao 



MtEr ae r - :: retain old customers and create new 
MB • i -g them away from competitors. In a 
ipaiiirt : is used to increase the firm's market 
■Mfr' i .'ighly competitive situation or 
MB*  Borrcmic conditions, a firm may loosen its 
■tar n ' ".ain sales or to minimize erosion of

- Solomon, E. and J.J. Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 1977, pp. 200-01.

moi : mpanies may grant credit for several 
■*  sxr as the company position, buyer's status 
MEner.t dealer relationship, transit delays, 
Ijparxe etc. (see Exhibit 28.1)

Bbm : f sales vs. incremental profit Is sales 
M'-r- r*  e goal of the firm's credit policy? If it was 
sr w r_d follow a very lenient credit policy, and 
I c- credit to everyone. Firms in practice do not 
* xse credit policy just to maximize sales. Sales 
c-rd without costs. The firm will have to 
is credit policy in terms of both return and costs 
el sales. Additional sales should add to the 
erenng profit. There are three types of costs

reaction and selling costs 
-c—_nistration costs 
Bad-debt losses

Bmdk and selling costs These costs increase with 
■MMbct — sales. If sales expand within the existing 
(Mesai:s capacity, then only the variable production 
MM-t£ costs will increase. If capacity is added for sales 

- resulting from loosening of credit policy, then 
ental production and selling costs will include 

Mb ratable and fixed costs.
Z3be difference between incremental sales revenue 

US* —ES and the incremental production and selling 
MB — COST) is the incremental contribution (A CONT) 
IMt rrange in the credit policy. Note that a tight credit 
■ftc ~eans rejection of certain types of accounts whose 
■nr : rthiness is doubtful. This results into loss of sales 
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Bad-debt losses Bad-debt losses arise when the firm is 
unable to collect its accounts receivable. The size of bad- 
debt losses depends on the quality of accounts accepted 
by the firm. Thus a firm tends to sell to customers with 
relatively less credit standing when it loosens its credit 
policy. Some of these customers delay payments, and 
some of them do not pay at all. As a result, bad-debt losses 
increase. The firm can certainly avoid or minimize these 
losses by adopting a very tight credit policy. Is 
minimisation of bad-debt losses a goal of credit policy? If 
it was so, no firm will ever sell on credit to anyone. If this 
happens, then the firm is not availing the opportunity of 
using credit policy as a marketing tool for expanding sales, 
and will incur opportunity cost in terms of lost 
contribution.

Thus, the evaluation of a change in a firm's credit 
policy involves analysis of:2

opportunity cost of lost contribution
■Qz credit administration costs and bad-debt losses
These two costs behave contrary to each other. 

Consider Figure 28.1. You can see that as the firm moves 
from tight to loose credit policy, the opportunity cost 
declines (that is, the firm recaptures lost sales and thus, 
lost contribution), but the credit administration costs and 
bad-debt losses increase (that is, more accounts have to 
be handled which also include bad accounts which 
ultimately fail to pay). How should the firm determine its 
credit policy? The firm's credit policy will be determined 
by the trade-off between opportunity cost and credit 
administration costs and bad debts losses. In the Figure 
28.1, this trade-off occurs at point A where the total of 
opportunity costs of lost contribution and credit 
administration costs and bad-debts losses is minimum. 
Does point A represent optimum credit policy? How can a 
firm establish an optimum credit policy?

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
Mu: ::nsequently, loss of contribution. This is an 
«r~■: minify loss to the firm. As the firm starts loosening 
* —edit policy, it accepts all or some of those accounts 
Mttdi the firm had earlier rejected. Thus, the firm will 
■eseture lost sales and thus, lost contribution. The 
t : :rtunity cost of lost contribution declines with the 

■besening of credit policy.

—mistration costs Two types of administration costs 
are involved when the firm loosens its credit policy: 
. credit investigation and supervision costs and 

& : cilection costs. The firm is required to analyze and 
--cervise a large number of accounts when it loosens its 
re-±t policy. Similarly, the firm will have to intensify its 
: .ection efforts to collect outstanding bills from 

financially less sound customers. The incremental costs 
:f credit administration will be nil if the existing credit 
:; r artment, without any additional costs, can implement 

±ae new credit policy. This will be the case when the credit 
:: r artment has idle capacity.

1. What is meant by credit policy?
2. How can you calculate investment in accounts 

receivable (debtors)?
3. Define (a) credit standards, (i) credit terms (c) credit 

efforts.
4. What is the fundamental goal of a firm’s credit policy?
5. What costs are involved when credit policy used a 

marketing tool expands a firm’s sales?

OPTIMUM CREDIT POLICY:
A MARGINAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The firm's operating profit is maximized when total 
cost is minimized for a given level of revenue. Credit policy 
at point A in Figure 28.1 represents the maximum operating 
profit (since total cost is minimum). But it is not necessarily 
the optimum credit policy. Optimum credit policy is one
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of maintaining these accounts is high which may be causing
a decline in the firm’s profit margin. He therefore aske i
his financial manager to analyze the impact of tightening
the credit policy by discontinuing sales to these customers

The financial manager should first calculate the 
incremental operating profit to be foregone by changing 
the credit policy. He should ascertain the behaviour cf 
costs. Assume that after analyzing past data, he has 
determined cost behaviour as given in Table 28.1. The 
financial manager, on investigation, found that bad-det: 
losses and collection costs are entirely attributable to the 
marginal accounts.

Figure 28.1: Costs of Credit Policy

which maximizes the firm's value. The value of the firm 
is maximized when the incremental or marginal rate of 
return of an investment is equal to the incremental or 
marginal cost of funds used to finance the investment. 
The incremental rate of return can be calculated as 
incremental operating profit divided by the incremental 
investment in receivables. The incremental cost of funds 
is the rate of return required by the suppliers of funds, 
given the risk of investment in accounts receivable. Note 
that the required rate of return is not equal to the 
borrowing rate. Higher the risk of investment, higher the 
required rate of return. As the firm loosens its credit policy, 
its investment in accounts receivable becomes more risky 
because of increase in slow-paying and defaulting 
accounts. Thus the required rate of return is an upward 
sloping curve.

In sum, we may state that the goal of the firm's credit 
policy is to maximize the value of the firm. To achieve 
this goal, the evaluation of investment in accounts 
receivable3 should involve the following four steps: 

Estimation of incremental operating profit 
Estimation of incremental investment in accounts 
receivable

3. The analytical approach discussed in this next section is based on Oh, J.S., "Opportunity Cost in the Evaluation of Investmen: rr 
Accounts Receivables", Financial Management, Summer 1976; and Dyle, E.A., "Another Look at the Evaluation of Investments in Accom 
Receivables", Financial Management, Winter 1977.

4. See the case titled, Allen Distribution Company in Butters, et. al., Case Problems in Finance, Richard D. Irwin, 1981, for a detaLer 
practical situation.

Estimation of the incremental rate of return of 
investment
Comparison of the incremental rate of return with 
the required rate of return

Consider an example.4

ILLUSTRATION 28.1: Marginal Cost-Benefit Analysis of 
Credit Policy

In 20X1, the Standard Furniture Mart has total sales of Rs 
600 lakh and after-tax profit of Rs 69 lakh. Standard’s profit 
margins have been declining over last two-three years. The 
proprietor of the company thought that this could be due 
to about 10 per cent of total sales to customers who are not 
financially very strong. He thought that perhaps the cost

Table 28.1: Standard Furniture Mart’s 
Behaviour of Cost (Percentage)

Fixed
Cost

Variables
Cost

Total
Cost

Cost of goods sold - 82.00 82.00
Administrative costs 2.50 4.00 6.50
Selling costs 2.80 5.70 8.50
Bad-debt losses - 0.05 0.05
Collection costs - 0.02 0.02

5.30 91.77 97.07

Standard’s variable production, administrative an: 
selling costs are 91.7 per cent of sales (bad-debt losses ar : 
collection costs excluded). Thus contribution is 8.3 per 
cent of sales: 100 - 91.7 = 8.3 per cent. By tightening i_s 
credit policy, Standard can expect to lose sales of Rs 6C 
lakh (10 per cent of total sales of Rs 600 lakh). Thus, the 
lost contribution will be Rs 4.98 lakh:

Change in contribution = Change in sales x
Contribution ratios

A CONT = SALES x c = - 60 x 0.083 = -4.98 lakh
Since bad-debt losses and collection costs were 

entirely attributable to the marginal accounts, with the 
discontinuance of sales to those customers, these costs wL. 
be avoided. We should subtract these avoidable costs froE 
the contribution to find lost operating profit, which is eque. 
to Rs 4.56 lakh:

Change in _ Change in Additional
operating profit contribution cost

A OP = A CONT - SALES (b + d)
= - 4.98 - [- 60 (0.0005 + 0.0002)]
= - 4.98 + 0.04 = - Rs 4.94 lakh 2

where b is bad-debt losses ratio and d is collection-expense 
ratio.

The next step is to determine the investment ix 
accounts receivable (arising on account of margins 
accounts). The financial manager found out that the average 
collection period of marginal accounts was 60 days again?
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azcounts, and 80 per cent of sales to
ar? :n credit. Thus the sales value tied

■ .able is Rs 8 lakh:

7.34

Credit sales Average 
per day collection period

— * ACP = —x 60 = Rs 8 lakh (3) 
360

5 Solomon and Pringle, op. cit., 1977, p. 204.

is the fraction of credit sales in total 
rr =11 of Rs 8 lakh represent out-of-pocket 

- ncludes profit margin. Therefore, one 
ent in accounts receivable should be 

□es of either variable cost or total cost. 
L_-. the variable costs, Standard’s average 
sc: aunts receivable (including bad-debt 

ion charges) is: Rs 7.34 lakh.
i f = Rs 7.34 lakh

r calculate the rate of return which the 
its generate:

Operating profit after tax -WtLZTl — ~~
Investment in accounts receivable

AOPAT AOP(l-T)
AIN VST ” AINVST

(4)

- cample, assuming tax rate (73 of 35 per cent, 
-rz_m is 43.8 per cent

-9-41(1 — 0.35) „
=-------------------- = 0.438 or 43.8 percent 

value is used in determining the investment 
r eceivable, the rate of return works out as 40.1 

is ec the risk of marginal accounts, is this an adequate 
T:~ ? jndard’s required rate of return for average risk 
■■cr s 20 per cent. The financial manager thought it 

to add additional 5 per cent for risk premium 
marginal accounts are highly risky. Comparing the 

rate of return 40.1 per cent (or 43.8 per cent), 
required rate of return of 25 per cent, Standard 

continue with its policy of selling to the marginal 
- Marginal accounts make a net contribution to 

inezi profits:

Expected Required^ Investment in 
= ^return return ) receivables

= (0.401 - 0.25) x 8 = Rs 1.21 lakh
A fact, there is a scope of further loosening the credit 
: If Standard does so, its administrative costs, bad 
.asses and collection costs will increase. The expected 
of return will fall. Thus, loosening of credit policy 
-s return to fall. Where should Standard stop? The 
•.sill obtain the maximum value for the credit policy 

■o?n the incremental rate of return on investment in 
fceivable is equal to the opportunity cost of capital (the 
n r-mental cost of funds).5

As the investment in accounts receivable is increased 
things happen: First, the marginal expected rate of

Figure 28.2: Optimum Level of Receivables

return falls. Second, risk increases, so the required rate of 
return increases. This is shown in Figure 28.2. The 
optimum investment lies at a level of investment below 
that which maximizes operating profit. In the figure 
operating profit is maximum at the point at which 
incremental rate of return is zero.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by optimum credit policy?
2. How would you calculate the following: 

(z) incremental operating profit, (zf) incremental 
investment in accounts receivable, (zzz) incremental 
rate of return of investment?

CREDIT POLICY VARIABLES

In establishing an optimum credit policy, the financial 
manager must consider the important decision variables 
which influence the level of receivables. As stated in the 
preceding section, the major controllable decision— 
variables—includes the following:

Credit standards and analysis
Credit terms

"A Collection policy and procedures

The financial manager or the credit manager may 
administer the credit policy of a firm. It should, however, 
be appreciated that credit policy has important 
implications for the firm's production, marketing and 
finance functions. Therefore, it is advisable that a 
committee that consists of executives of production, 
marketing and finance departments formulates the firm's 
credit policy. Within the framework of the credit policy, 
as laid down by this committee, the financial or credit 
manager should ensure that the firm's value of share is 
maximized. He does so by answering the following 
questions:
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What will be the change in sales when a decision 
variable is altered?
What will be the cost of altering the decision 
variable?
How would the level of receivables be affected 
by changing the decision variable?
How are expected rate of return and cost of funds 
related?

The most difficult part of the analysis of impact of 
change in the credit policy variables is the estimation of 
sales and costs. Even if sales and costs can be estimated, it 
would be difficult to establish an optimum credit policy, 
as the best combination of the variables of credit policy is 
quite difficult to obtain. For these reasons, the 
establishment of credit policy is a slow process in practice. 
A firm will change one or two variables at a time and 
observe the effect. Based on the actual experience, 
variables may be changed further, or the change may be 
reversed. It should also be noted that the firm's credit 
policy is greatly influenced by economic conditions. As 
economic conditions change, the credit policy of the firm 
may also change. Thus, the credit policy decision is not 
one time static decision. The impacts of changes in the 
major decision variables of credit policy are discussed 
below.6

6. See Oh, op. cit., 1976, and Dyle, op. cit., 1977, for the approach adopted here.
7. Two more C's may be added to this: capital and collateral. See, Weide, J.V. and S.E. Maier, Managing Corporate Liquidity: An IntrcA. 

to Working Capital Management, John Wiley, 1985, p. 258. Also, see Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial Finance, Dryden 
1986, pp. 341-12.

Credit Standards
Credit standards are the criteria which a firm follows in 
selecting customers for the purpose of credit extension. 
The firm may have tight credit standards; that is, it may 
sell mostly on cash basis, and may extend credit only to 
the most reHable and financiaHy strong customers. Such 
standards will result in no bad-debt losses, and less cost 
of credit administration. But the firm may not be able to 
expand sales. The profit sacrificed on lost sales may be 
more than the costs saved by the firm. On the contrary, if 
credit standards are loose, the firm may have larger sales. 
But the firm wiH have to carry larger receivables. The costs 
of administering credit and bad-debt losses will also 
increase. Thus, the choice of optimum credit standards 
involves a trade-off between incremental return and 
incremental costs.

Credit analysis Credit standards influence the quality 
of the firm's customers. There are two aspects of the 
quality of customers; (i) the time taken by customers to 
repay credit obligations and (ii) the default rate. The 
average collection period (ACP) determines the speed of 
payment by customers. It measures the number of days 
for which credit sales remain outstanding. The longer the 
average collection period, the higher is the firm's 
investment in accounts receivable. Default rate can be 
measured in terms of bad-debt losses ratio—the 

proportion of uncollected receivables. Bad-deb: 
ratio indicates default risk. Default risk is the like 
that a customer will fail to repay the credit obligate 
the basis of past practice and experience, the fina: : 
credit manager should be able to form a reasoe 
judgment regarding the chances of default. To ests 
the probabiUty of default, the financial or credit mar 
should consider three C's: (a) character, (b) capac~ 
(c) condition.7

Character refers to the customer's willingn 
pay. The financial or credit manager should 
whether the customers will make honestc 
to honour their credit obhgations. The moral 
is of considerable importance in credit evali 
in practice.

W Capacity refers to the customer's ability t: 
Ability to pay can be judged by assessing 
customer's capital and assets which he mav 
as security. Capacity is evaluated by the finar 
position of the firm as indicated by analvs: 
ratios and trends in firm's cash and wori 
capital position. The financial or credit mar- 
should determine the real worth of assets off:
as collateral (security).
Condition refers to the prevailing economic 
other conditions which may affect the customer^ 
abihty to pay. Adverse economic conditions car 
affect the abihty or willingness of a customer *:  
pay. An experienced financial or credit mar s she 
will be able to judge the extent and genuineness 
to which the customer's ability to pay is affecre: 
by the economic conditions.

Information on these variables may be collected freer 
fin an callthe customers themselves, their published

statements and outside agencies which may be keej 
credit information about customers. A firm should 
this information in preparing categories of custc » 
according to their creditworthiness and default risk 1 
would be an important input for the financial or cr 
manager in formulating its credit standards. The finr : 
categorize its customers, at least, in the following ~ 
categories:

■Qi Good accounts; that is, financially str 
customers.
Bad accounts; that is, financially very weak i 
risk customers.

■Qz Marginal accounts; that is, customers ■ 
moderate financial health and risk (fal 
between good and bad accounts).

The firm will have no difficulty in quickly deci, 
about the extension of credit to good accounts and rejec 
the credit request of bad accounts. Most of the firm's tind 
will be taken in evaluating marginal accounts; tha: 
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n - rmandally very strong but are also 
: i. r tlv rejected. A firm can expand its 
bhc credit to marginal accounts. But the 
nr - id-debt losses may also increase, 
tesurdards should be relaxed till the point 
--a. return equals incremental cost, 

given in Illustration 28.2.

32 Analyzing Change in Credit 
Standards

a Lzmpany is contemplating to alter its 
me basis of the financial position and 

:f default, the company has divided its 
x; four risk categories. The company’s
■ -: each category, starting from low to high 
3 re, Rs 1.0 crore, Rs 0.55 crore and Rs 0.40

?r=ge collection period is 30 days, 35 days, 
lays. The bad-debt ratio is negligible in

■ . categories while it is 2.0 per cent and 5.0 
ely in case of third and fourth categories.

tat :: mpany extends unlimited credit to the 
xareairies of customers and none to the last 

: □ mpany’s variable cost ratio is approxima- 
m asct and after-tax required rate of return is 15 
“nt rporate tax rate is 35 per cent. The company 
etren a full credit to category four customers. It is 

.1 2 ' per cent collection costs will have to be 
fas category of customers. The analysis is shown 

r:- — arginal rate of return, 39 per cent, is more 
marginal cost of funds, 15 per cent (or there is net 

after-tax operating profits by Rs 1 lakh), the 
its credit standards and extend credit to high-

Table 28.2: Peacock Silk Company:
ku. sis of Decision to Relax Credit Standards

(Rs in lakh]

4.0

ental sales, ASALES
--mental contribution, ACONT

= ASALES x c = 40 (1 - 0.80) 8.0
mice mental bad-debt loss and collection costs,
1SALES (b + d) = 40 x (0.05 + 0.05)

* Incremental after-tax operating profit,
JOPAT = [ACONT - ASALES (b + d)] (1 - T)
= 3.0 - 4.0) (1-0.35)

S mzremental investment in receivables
AINVST : (AS ALE x ACP/360) = 40/360 x 60

< Marginal rate of return, AOPAT / AINVST 
’ Net increase in operating profits,

1OPAT -k AINVST = 2.6 -0.15 x 6.7 

40.0

2.6

6.7
39%

1.6

■■MericaZ credit scoring A variety of factors influence 
a rxstomer's creditworthiness. This makes credit 
•we-scgation a difficult task. A firm can use numerical 
re-r. t scoring to appraise credit applications when it is 
■*=_ "X with a large number of small customers. The firm, 
■sse-d on its past experience or empirical study, may 

identify both financial and non-financial attributes that 
measure the credit standing of a customer. The numerical 
credit scoring models may include:

Ad hoc approach
Simple discriminant analysis

"Qz Multiple discriminant analysis

Ad hoc approach A firm may develop its own ad hoc 
approach of numerical credit scoring to determine the 
creditworthiness of customers. The attributes identified 
by the firm may be assigned weights, depending on their 
importance and be combined to create an overall (simple 
or weighted) score or index. For example, a bank may 
consider the attributes given in Table 28.3 while 
considering a car loan to a customer..

Table 28.3: Ad Hoc Approach: Car Loan Decision

Attribute Feature Points
• Telephone Yes 1

No 0
• Employment Employed 2

Self-employed 1
Unemployed 0

• Income More than Rs 5 lakh 4
Rs 2.5 lakh to Rs 5 lakh 3
Rs 1.0 lakh to Rs 2.5 lakh 2
Less than Rs 1.0 lakh 1

• Bank accounts More than one 2
One 1
None 0

• Residence Own 3
Rented: house 2
Flat 1

• Marital status Married 3
Unmarried 2
Divorced 1

• Age Under 25 2
25 to 35 3
Over 35 1

• Integrity Excellent 3
Good 2
Fair 1
Bad 0

Suppose you are 23 years of age and unmarried, and 
have just graduated from one of the IIMs and got a job of 
Rs. 7.5 lakh per annum. You have taken a flat on rent 
connected with a telephone. Your integrity is assessed to 
be excellent. What is your credit score if you apply for the 
bank loan for buying a car? Your score is 16 points; that 
is, telephone-1 point; employment-2 points; income-4 
points; bank account-1 point; residence-1 point; marital 
status-2 points; age-2 points; integrity-3 points. If the cut
off score is 12, bank may grant you loan.

Simple discriminant analysis A firm can use more 
objective methods of differentiating between good and bad 
customers. For example, empirical analysis may show that 
the ratio of earnings before depreciation, interest and taxes
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(EBDIT) to sales is a significant factor in discriminating 
good customers from bad customers.8 How can the firm 
determine the cut-off EBDIT to sales ratio? The following 
steps are involved. First, arrange the paying (good) and 
non-paying (bad) customers by the magnitude of EBDIT 
to sales ratio. Second, select a cut-off point to divide the 
array into two parts with a minimum number of 
misclassifications. The cut-off point is selected by visual 
inspection. The firm can consider granting credit to those 
customers who have EBDIT to sales ratio above the cut
off point.

8. Gupta, L.C., Financial Ratios as Forewarning Indicators of Corporate Sickness. Bombay,. ICICI, 1979.
9. Ibid.

10. Altman, E.I., Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis and the Prediction of Corporate Bankruptcy, Journal of Finance, 23, pp. 589-t? 
(September 1968).

It may still be better if the firm uses two factors to 
distinguish between good and bad customers. Two 
ratios—EBDIT to sales and operating cash flows to sales— 
together are better indicator of a customer's financial 
health than one ratio alone.9 A combination of these ratios 
may be plotted on a graph for paying and non-paying 
customers as shown in Figure 28.3. A straight line in the 
graph should separate the two groups of customers in a 
manner that there are minimum misclassifications. This 
line will tell us how much importance should be given to 
each ratio. In our example, the discriminant index is:

Z = 30 EBDIT/S ratio + 16 OCF/S ratio
= 1.88 EBDIT/S ratio + 1 OCF/S ratio

A customer will be considered creditworthy if his Z 
score is 30 or more.

Multiple-discriminant analysis In practice, the credit 
worthiness of a customer will depend on many factors 

that may interact with each other. The technique ol 
multiple-discriminant analysis combines many factors 
according to the importance (weight) to be given to each 
factor and it determines a composite score to differentiate 
good customers from bad customers. Altman, focusing 
on the financial attributes of firms in the USA, used 
multiple-discriminant analysis (MDA) to predicl 
bankruptcy of firms.10 Similar studies have beer 
conducted in India as well. Altman derived the following: 
discriminant function:

Z = 0.012 (NWC/TA) + 0.014 (RE/TA) + 0.033 
(EBIT/S) + 0.006 (MV/D) + 0.010 (S/TA) 

where NWC = net working capital; TA = total assets; RE 
= retained earnings; EBIT = earnings before interest and 
taxes; S = sales; MV = market value of equity and D = 
book value of debt.

On the basis of statistical analysis, Altman's mode' 
established a cut-off Z score of 2.675; firms with a score 
above 2.675 are financially strong while those that have 
score below 2.675 hdVe a very high likelihood of becomir g 
bankrupt.

ILLUSTRATION 28.3: Credit Model
You are considering extending credit to firms X and : 
which have the following financial ratios. What are their 
Z scores if you use Altman’s model?

Firm NWC/TA RE/TA EBIT/S MV/D S/TA

X 20% 10% 7.5% 360% 2.8
Y 16% 12% 6.5% 210% 2.5

Figure 28.3: Discriminant analysis based on EBDIT/S and OCF/S ratios



Z Score for the firms are calculated as given below:
J Score for firm X: 0.012 x 20 + 0.014 x 10 + 0.033 x

7.5 + 0.006 x 360 + 0.010 x 2.8 
= 2.8155

J S:ore for firm V: 0.012 x 16 + 0.014 x 12 + 0.033 x
6.5 + 0.006 x 210 + 0.010 x 2.5 
= 1.8595

the cut-off score (in Altman’s model) is 2.675, 
*th a higher score (2.8155) may be extended credit 
inn K (with a lower score of 1.8595) should be 

: credit.
-e dit scoring models, such as MDA, are based on 

e factors, and help a firm to quickly distinguish 
eer- good and bad customers. The firm can devote 

time in evaluating the marginal customers. A 
appraiser in the firm can consistently and objectively 
credit standards based on credit scoring models.

. ■edit scoring models can mislead since they are 
: n the past data. The firm may refuse credit to a 

er of marginally good customers. Similarly, a 
ner who has been regular in paying the dues in the 

—ay fail to do so in the future. A firm need to go 
~d credit scoring models in evaluating credit

or g decisions; it may have to rely on good judgement

rt-granting Decision
a firm has assessed the creditworthiness of a 

r, it has to decide whether or not credit should be 
. The firm should use the NPV rule to make the 

slon. If the NPV is positive, credit should be granted. 

Figure 28.4: Credit-granting Decision
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Figure 28.4 shows the choice in a credit granting decision. 
If the firm chooses not to grant any credit, the firm avoids 
the possibility of any loss but loses the opportunity of 
increasing its profitability. On the other hand, if it grants 
credit, then it will benefit only if the customer pays. There 
is some probability that the customer will default, and 
then the firm may lose its investment. The expected net 
payoff of the firm is the difference between the present 
value of the net benefit and present value of the expected 
loss.

Suppose a customer wants to purchase goods of Rs 
20,000 on 4-month credit from Karima Wholesale Dry
fruits Merchants & Company. There is 90 per cent 
probability that the customer will pay in four months and 
10 per cent probability that he will not pay anything. The 
firm's investment (say, equal to the cost of goods sold) is 
Rs 14,000. The firm's required rate of return is 18 per cent. 
Should credit be granted? If the firm does not give any 
credit, it loses a possibility of making any profits. On the 
other hand, if it offers credit, its expected payoff is as 
follows: t

NPV =
fe-COST1 (l-p)COST
d + fc)f (l + fc)f

NPV =
[0-9(20,000) 1 '(1-0.9)14,000’
_ (1.18)1/3 ' J (1.18)1/3

NPV = 3,034 -1,325 = Rs 1,709 (5)

Since the expected net pay-off is a positive NPV, 
Karima should extend credit to the customer. Let us ask a
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different question. What should be the probability of
collection that the firm incurs no loss? We can find out
the probability of collection at which NPV is zero. That is:

NPV =
p (20,000)
(1.18)1/3

14,000
(1-p) 14,000

(1.18)V3

18,926 p -14,000 = 13,248 -13,248 p
32,174 p = 27,248

p = 0.85

If the chances that the customer will make payment 
are better than 85 per cent, Karima Company should 
extend credit of Rs 20,000 for four months to the customer.

Let us take another example. Suppose a new customer 
has asked for a credit of Rs 11,000 for three months. There 
is 85 per cent probability that he will make payment after 
the stipulated time and 15 per cent probability that he will 
not pay. The firm's cost of the credit (investment) is 
Rs 8,000, and it has a required rate of return of 15 per 
cent. If the firm grants credit, the expected net pay-off is:

NPV = 0.85(11,000)
(1.15)1/4

8,000
(1-0.85)8,000

(1.15)1/4

NPV = 1,029-1,159=- Rs 130

The firm will decide not to extend credit since NPV is 
negative. But, what if the customer actually pays and 
places a repeat order with the firm? If the customer has 
paid once, there is a high probability, say 95 per cent, that 
he will pay in the second period. The firm's pay-off in the 
second period is:

0.95(11,000)
(1.15)1/4

8,000
(1-0.95)8,000

(1.15)1/4

NPV = 2,091 - 386 = Rs 1,705

The pay-off from the second period is a positive NPV 
of Rs. 1,705. The present value this pay-off is:

PV of second period pay-off = 1.705/(1.15)1/4 = 1,646

The firm has an expected loss of Rs 130 from the initial 
order. But it has an 85 per cent chance that the customer 
will pay for the initial order and repeat the order that will 
give the firm a net benefit of Rs 1,646 today. Therefore, 
the total expected pay-off is: -130 + 0.85 x 1,646 = Rs 1,269. 
The firm should decide to grant credit in spite of the 
possibility of a loss on the initial order because if the 
customer proves trustworthy, the firm will get repeat 
orders and ultimately, its benefits will far exceed the 
expected loss. Thus, in their credit granting decisions, 
firms should have a long-term perspective and should 
think in terms of securing dependable customers who will 
stay with the firm for a long period.

Credit terms The stipulations under which the firm sells 
on credit to customers are called credit terms. These 
stipulations include: (a) the credit period, and (b) the cash 
discount.

Credit period The length of time for which credit is 
extended to customers is called the credit period. It is 
generally stated in terms of a net date. For example, if the 
firm's credit terms are 'net 35', it is expected that customers 
will repay credit obligation not later than 35 days. A firm - 
credit period may be governed by the industry norms 
But depending on its objective, the firm can lengthen the 
credit period. On the other hand, the firm may tighten its 
credit period if customers are defaulting too frequent; 
and bad-debt losses are building up.

A firm lengthens credit period to increase its operating 
profit through expanded sales. However, there will be ne t 
increase in operating profit only when the cost of extender 
credit period is less than the incremental operating profit 
With increased sales and extended credit perioc 
investment in receivables would increase. Two factors 
cause this increase: (a) incremental sales result 
incremental receivables and (b) existing customers w_ 
take more time to repay credit obligation (i.e., the average 
collection period will increase), thus increasing the lev 
of receivables. Let us consider an example.

ILLUSTRATION 28.4: Change in Credit Period Policy
Sudarsan Trading Limited is considering to increase re
credit period from ‘net 35’ to ‘net 50.’ The firm’s sales irf 
expected to increase from Rs 120 lakh to Rs 180 lakh ani 
average collection period to increase from 35 days tc 5® 
days. The bad-debt loss ratio and collection costs ratio set 
expected to remain at 5 per cent and 6 per cent respect-, - x. 
The firm’s variable costs ratio is 85 per cent, corpora- -? 
rate is 35 per cent and the after-tax required rate of rerua 
is 20 per cent.

Table 28.4 contains the analysis of the impa:t M 
changing the credit period. Note that increm:: a 
investment in receivables is calculated, assuming ' :.®t 
credit period will increase from 35 days to 50 days for dl 
customers.

The firm’s decision to relax credit period is ?■ 
beneficial; the expected return of 11.7 per cent is —udB 
less than the cost of funds of 20 per cent. If the firm _ -a 
ahead with its decision, it will decrease its operating p r.riB 
by Rs 1.11 lakh.

You may notice in Table 28.4, the way in which ra 
incremental investment in receivables has been cal cm; 
Incremental investment in receivables can be calciLs-ea 
by using the following formula:

New level of receivables - old level of receive: -s | 
= (New sales/360) x (New average collection pen;a 
-(Old sales/360) x (Old average collection per.:•:

= ^rxACP„-^^xACP0 J
360 360

where SALESn is new sales, SALES0 is present sales. A Z3S 
is new average collection period and ACP0 is old co..- — a 
period.

For a quick calculation, we can use the foil: - ira 
equation to determine the net increase in operating p : it:
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"■ a ding Limited: Analysis of the
:r.- in Credit Period

(Rs lakh)

A SALES
rbotion,

- ALES x c, 60 x 0.15
■Btr-:-:" and collection costs,
A SALES (b + d)
U= - 0.06)

~ : eg profit,
X NT - A COST, 9.0 - 6.6 
u*  - -- ax operating profit, 
’ IF (1 - T), 2.4 (1 - 0.35) 
arrestment in receivables,

S -._ESn/360) x ACPn
, MO x ACP0
I • 50)-(120/360 x 35)
■ return,
?C. ST. 1.56 -e-13.33
i ■ p erating profits,

- . A INVST, 1.56 - 0.2 x 13.33

60.0

9.0

6.6

2.4

1.56

13.33

11.7%

-1.11

ACOST = Bad -debt losses + Collection costs 
= SALES,, x b„ - SALES, x b,)

+(SALES„ x dn - SALES, x d,)
= SALES,, (b„ + d„) - SALES, (b„ + d„)

In our example, the cost will decline by:

ACOST =500,000 (0.02 + 0.01)-600,000 (0.04 +0.02)
= 15,000-36,000 = -(Rs 21,000)

Thus, the change in operating profit is:

AOP= ACONT- ACOST
= -20,000 —(-21,000) = +Rs 1,000

and the change in after-tax operating profit is:
A OPAT = A OP (1 - T) = 1,000 (1 - 0.4) = Rs 600
Next step is to calculate investment in receivables; 

since both sales and average collection period decline, 
investment in receivables will also decline. It is given by 
the difference between new level of receivables minus 
current level of receivables:

» - _SALES(b+d)] (1 -T)-kxAINVST 
r-1 - T)-lex AINVST (7)

B is equal to: incremental investment

- LES, xACP„ -SALES, xACPJ/360)

1» ire expected rate of return can be calculated
(8)

_ ASALES(c-b-d)(l-T)
AINVST

±ra: - is contribution ratio, b bad-debt ratio, 
- ; _s:, ACP collection period and T tax rate.

28.5: Collection Period Analysis
e :: Delite Plastics Private Limited’s credit policy 

car it is very loose, and as a result, the firm’s 
period is very long as well as bad-debt losses 

Lsg up. The firm, therefore, is considering 
; up its credit standards by shortening credit 

r cl 45 days to 30 days. The expected result of this 
* : jId be to reduce sales from Rs 600,000 to 

JOO and bad-debt losses ratio from 4 per cent to 2 
r and collection expenses from 2 per cent to 1 per 

S ::al sales. The firm’s variable cost ratio is 80 per 
a_-- rate is 40 per cent and the after-tax cost of funds 

. per cent.
The first step is to determine the change in the after- 
sperating profit. Sales are expected to decline by 

MC j00. Contribution ratio is: 1 - 0.8 = 0.2; therefore, 
ire in total contribution is:

. 2 : NT = ASALES x c = (100,000) x 0.2 = Rs (20,000) 
because of the tightening of the credit policy, both bad- 

s losses and collection costs will decline. The decline 
■K be equal to the difference between current losses minus 
* loss. The decline in these two costs will be:

AINVST = SALES_« x ACp - SALES<> x ACp
360 360 °

500,000 „„ 600,000
360 360

= 41,667-75,000 =-(Rs 33,333)

Since investment declines, the opportunity cost of 
funds tied in receivables will also reduce:

k x AINVST = 0.12 x - (33,333) = - (Rs 4,000)
The net increase in the after-tax operating profit is:

AOPAT - k x A INVST = 600 - (- 4,000) = Rs 4,600
The firm should introduce the change. Alternatively, 

to arrive at the decision, the expected rate to return (r) could 
be compared with the cost of funds (k). The expected rate 
of return in the example is:

AOPAT
AINVST

—------= 0.138 or 13.8%
33,333

Since r = 13.8 per cent is greater than k = 12 per cent, 
the policy change is beneficial to the firm. One could have 
arrived at the results by using the following equation:

= [A SALES x c - (SALESn(b„ + d„) - SALES0(b0 + d0)}] (1 - T) 
-]k{(SALESn x ACPn - SALES0 x ACPJ) /360]

(11)
Using data in example, we obtain:
= [- 100,000 x 0.2 - {500,000 (0.02 + 0.001)

- 600,000 (0.04 + 0.02)}] (1 - 0.4) - [0.12(500,000 x 
30-600,000 x 45)/360}]

= [ - 20,000 - (- 21,000)] (1 - 0.4) - 0.12 (- 33,333)
= 1,000 (1 - 0.4) - (- 4,000)
= 600 + 4,000 = Rs 4,600

Cash discounts A cash discount is a reduction in 
payment offered to customers to induce them to repay 
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Collection Policy and Procedurescredit obligations within a specified period of time, which 
will be less than the normal credit period. It is usually 
expressed as a percentage of sales. Cash discount terms 
indicate the rate of discount and the period for which it is 
available. If the customer does not avail the offer, he must 
make payment within the normal credit period.

In practice, credit terms would include: (a) the rate of 
cash discount, (b) the cash discount period, and (c) the net 
credit period. For example, credit terms may be expressed 
as '2/10, net 30.' This means that a 2 per cent discount 
will be granted if the customer pays within 10 days; if he 
does not avail the offer he must make payment within 30 
days.

A firm uses cash discount as a tool to increase sales 
and accelerate collections from customers. Thus, the level 
of receivables and associated costs may be reduced. The 
cost involved is the discounts taken by customers.

ILLUSTRATION 28.6: Analyzing Cash Discount Decision
The Swan Fabric Limited is considering of introducing a 
cash discount. The company’s credit terms are 'net 40’, 
and would like to change to '1/15, net 40.’ The current 
average collection period is 60 days and is expected to 
decrease to 30 days with the new credit terms. It is expected 
that 50 per cent of customers will take advantage of the 
changed credit terms. Swan’s annual sales are Rs 6,000,000, 
and required rate of return is 15 per cent. Assume corporate 
tax rate of 50 per cent.

Note that Swan is not expecting any change in sales. 
The decision under consideration will be analyzed in terms 
of cost of cash discount and saving of opportunity cost of 
reduced investment in receivables. The cost of cash 
discount is:

Cost of cash discount = Sales x Percentage of taking 
discount x Percentage discount

= 6,000,000 x 0.5 x 0.01 = Rs 30,000

Since the firm can deduct cash discount of Rs 30,000 
for taxes, its after tax cost will be: 30,000'0.5 = Rs 15,000.

Next step is to determine the change in investment in 
receivables. It can be found out as the difference between 
new level of receivables minus current level of receivables:

AINVST =
SALES . SALES . „n ----------xACP-------------xACP„

360 " 360 
= [SALES (ACP„ - ACPo)]/36O

Thus in our example, it is:
= [6,000,000 (30 - 60)]/360 = Rs 500,000 

The net change in the firm’s operating profit is:

AOPAT = -15,000 + 0.15x500,000
= -15,000+ 75,000 = Rs 60,000

The new credit terms are expected to be beneficial to 
the firm.

A collection policy is needed because all customers d: 
not pay the firm's bills in time. Some customers are slow - 
payers while some are non-payers. The collection efforts 
should, therefore, aim at accelerating the collections fr o ~ 
slow-payers and reducing the bad-debt losses. A collect:cr 
policy should ensure prompt and regular collecticc 
Prompt collection is needed for fast turnover of working 
capital, keeping collection costs and bad-debts within 
limits and maintaining collection efficiency. Regularity - 
collections keeps debtors alert, and they tend to pay their 
dues promptly.

The collection policy should lay down clear-cu- 
collection procedures. The collection procedures for past 
dues or delinquent accounts should also be established in 
unambiguous terms. The slow-paying customers should 
be handled very tactfully. Some of them may be 
permanent customers. The collection process initiated 
quickly, without giving any chance to them, ma 
antagonize them, and the firm may lose them 11 
competitors.

The responsibility for collection and follow-up should 
be explicitly fixed. It may be entrusted to the accounts or 
sales department, or to a separate credit department. The 
co-ordination between accounts and sales departments js 
necessary and must be ensured formally. The accounting 
department maintains the credit records and informatier. 
If it is responsible for collection, it should consult the sales 
department before initiating an action against non-paying 
customers. Similarly, the sales department must obtarr 
past information about a customer from the accounting 
department before granting credit to the customer.

Though collection procedures should be firmh 
established, individual cases should be dealt with on their 
merits. Some customers may be temporarily in tier 
financial position and in spite of their best intentions ma 
not be able to pay on due date. This may be due t: 
recessionary conditions, or other factors beyond the 
control of the customers. Such cases need specie 
considerations. The collection procedure against then 
should be initiated only after they have overcome ther 
financial difficulties and do not intend to pay promptly. ■

The firm should decide about offering cash discouat 
for prompt payment. Cash discount is a cost to the firn, 
for ensuring faster recovery of cash. Some customers fai 
to pay within the specified discount period, yet they mai 
make payment after deducting the amount of cast 
discount. Such cases must be promptly identified and 
necessary action should be initiated against them tn 
recover the full amount.

In practice, companies may take certain precaution! 
vis-a-vis collections. Some companies require the 
customers to give pre-signed cheques. Bills discountinc 
another practice in India. Unfortunately, it is not v< 
popular with a number of companies. Some comp.
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e 2 penal rate of interest for debtors who fail to pay
: Exhibit 28.2 gives a brief account of the credit
ind practices at Siemens (India).

EXHIBIT
28.2:

CREDIT POLICY AND 
PRACTICES AT SIEMENS INDIA

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

... Sate and define the three credit policy variables.

. '•','hat is credit analysis? How is it carried out?
'.“hat is meant by character, capital and condition in 

credit analysis?
* Define marginal accounts.
J What is involved in numerical credit scoring? What 

is meant by ad hoc approach to numerical credit 
scoring?

i State the conditions when a firm would use simple 
or multiple discriminant analysis for numerical credit 
scoring? What is the procedure for these two 
approaches?
What is the correct basis for credit granting decision?

- Why does a firm give cash discount to its debtors? 
How does it affect the firm's profitability?

CREDIT EVALUATION OF
INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS

? t effective management of credit, the firm should lay 
4E*<n  clear cut guidelines and procedures for granting 
□edit to individual customers and collecting individual 
a :: ants. The firm need not follow the policy of treating 
al customers equal for the purpose of extending credit. 
.. ch case may be fully examined before offering any credit 
2~ns. Similarly, collection procedure will differ from 
customer to customer. With the permanent, but 
2—porarily defaulting, customers, the firm may not be 

■ strict in following the collection procedures.

'.1. See Van Horne, J.C., Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1985, pp. 398-405; and Ramamoorthy, op. cit., 1976, 
pp. 188-202.

The credit evaluation procedure of the individual 
iccounts should involve the following steps: (1) credit 

?rmation, (2) credit investigation, (3) credit limits, and 
4) collection procedures.11

Credit Information

Ln extending credit to customers, the firm would ensure 
mat receivables will be collected in full and on due date. 
Credit should be granted to those customers who have 
me ability to make the payment on time. To ensure this, 
_-.e firm should have credit information concerning each 
customer to whom the credit will be granted.

Little progress has been made in India in the matter 
'f developing the sources of credit information in the name 
:: secrecy and confidentiality. The sources of credit 

Siemens (India) is a large, heavy engineering company. The 
following is the summary of the company’s credit policy 
and practices (in the beginning of 90s).

• The company sells about 85 per cent of its products 
through dealers, and the remaining 15 per cent is sold 
directly to large corporate customers. Generally, a 45- 
day credit is extended to dealers, but a lot of variation 
exists for different dealers.

• The company grants credit to dealers for three reasons: 
(a) It is an industry norm in this sector to grant credit. 
(A) The time lag between delivery of goods and the 
receipt of payments by the company’s customers are 
large. Therefore, they expect company to extend credit 
to them, (c) The company wants its dealers to make 
about 5 per cent profits, and credit is extended to enable 
them to achieve this goal.

• The company has a system of centralized control and 
decentralized collections. The control office receives a 
statement of sales and daily from all branches to initiate 
appropriate actions, if any. The company also requires 
its dealers to give a 3 monthly forecast of their 
requirements. No large changes are permitted in orders, 
and dealers’ requirements are shipped regularly, without 
their enquiries. Branch managers are authorized to 
decide credit for both dealers and corporate clients.

• The company sells to corporate clients only through a 
bank guarantee. Initially new dealers are given no credit. 
After dealing with the company for some time, they 
are granted credit.

• The company follows a rigorous system of credit 
evaluation for both corporate clients as well as dealers. 
Branches involve corporate office in the evaluation of 
dealers. The customers are required to make payments 
by demand drafts. Local customers could pay by 
cheques.

• It is the responsibility of salesmen to collect dues if they 
are delayed. For delayed payments, the company charges 
a penalty interest rate of 22 per cent. However, if a 
dealer has no defaults, he gets a quarter of percentage 
of sales as bonus. The company hardly faces the problem 
of bad debts. Also, cheques received from customers 
have hardly bounced.

Source: Based on information collected by Amardeep Singh 
and Varun Kapur.
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information in advanced countries include independent 
irZ"1 H°n S6rV1Ce C°mPanies' banks' fellow business 
rms and associates, competitors, suppliers etc. In India 

banks are sometimes used to collect information aboui 
potential customers.

Collecting credit information involves cost. The cost 
of collectmg information should, therefore, be less than 
the potential profitability. For small accounts 
comprehensive information may not be collected; the 

c° Srant Credit may be made on the basis of 
t^X^°7atlon'In addition t0 cost' time req^d 
to collect information should also be considered The 
decision to grant credit cannot be delayed for long because 
of the time involved in collecting the credit information 
Depending on these two factors of time and cost, any or

Financial statement One of the easiest ways to obtain 
information regarding the financial condition and 
performance of the prospective customer is to scrutinize 
his financial statements-balance sheet and the profit and 
oss accoimt. The published financial statements^ pubhc 
mited companies are easily available. The real difficulty 

arises in obtaining the financial statements from 
partnership firms or individuals, particularly the audited 
accounts smce they do not have legal obligation to audit 

audited financial statements. In Qp

seriousness of the referees should be examined. The firm
of re^te °f references of people or firms

Other sources A firm can also obtain information about 
the prospective customer from the credit rating 
“Rations (such as CRISIL, CARE or ICRA) and trade 
and[industry associations. In advanced countries like the 
USA, credit bureau reports are an important source of 
information about a customer.

Credit Investigation and Analysis
After having obtained the credit information, the firm will 
g t an idea regarding the matters which should be further 
investigated. The factors that affect the extent and nature 
of credit investigation of an individual customer are:12 

The type of customer, whether new or existing. 
The customer's business line, background and the 
related trade risks.
The nature of the product—perishable or 
seasonal.
Size of customer's order and expected further 
volumes of business with him.
Company's credit policies and practices.

Analysis of credit file The firm should 
Crl Cl sfrimpr Th Id__file for ea maintain a credit
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information in advanced countries include independent 
information service companies, banks, fellow business 
firms and associates, competitors, suppliers etc. In India, 
banks are sometimes used to collect information about 
potential customers.

Collecting credit information involves cost. The cost 
of collecting information should, therefore, be less than 
the potential profitability. For small accounts, 
comprehensive information may not be collected; the 
decision to grant credit may be made on the basis of 
limited information. In addition to cost, the time required 
to collect information should also be considered. The 
decision to grant credit cannot be delayed for long because 
of the time involved in collecting the credit information. 
Depending on these two factors of time and cost, any, or 
a combination of the following sources may be employed 
to collect the information.

Financial statement One of the easiest ways to obtain 
information regarding the financial condition and 
performance of the prospective customer is to scrutinize 
his financial statements—balance sheet and the profit and 
loss account. The published financial statements of public 
limited companies are easily available. The real difficulty 
arises in obtaining the financial statements from 
partnership firms or individuals, particularly the audited 
accounts since they do not have legal obligation to audit 
their accounts. The credit granting firm must insist on the 
audited financial statements. In case of firms that have 
seasonal sales, data on monthly sales, inventory and cash 
flows ought to be sought and analyzed.

Bank references Another source of collecting credit 
information is the bank where the customer maintains his 
account. In advanced countries like USA, many banks 
have large credit departments which can provide detailed 
credit information. The firm should seek to obtain the 
information through its bank. A customer can also be 
requested to instruct his banker to provide information 
required by the firm. In India, banks as a source of 
information are not very useful because of their 
indifference in providing information. A bank does not 
provide unambiguous answers to the enquiries made by 
a firm. Even if it provides information to the firm about 
the conduct of the customer's account, it can not be taken 
as a complete basis for believing that the customer will be 
able to settle his dues in time. More information from other 
sources may be collected to supplement it.

Trade references A firm can ask the prospective customer 
to give trade references. It may insist to give the names of 
such persons or firms with whom the customer has current 
dealings. This is a useful source to obtain credit 
information at no cost. The trade referees may be contacted 
personally to obtain all relevant information required by 
a firm. A customer can, however, furnish misleading 
references. To guard against this, the honesty and

12. Ramamoorthy, op. cit., 1976, p. 195. 

seriousness of the referees should be examined. The fi” 
can insist on furnishing of the references of people or firms 
of repute.

Other sources A firm can also obtain information about 
the prospective customer from the credit ratir.z 
organizations (such as CRISIL, CARE or ICRA) and trade 
and industry associations. In advanced countries like the 
USA, credit bureau reports are an important source :r 
information about a customer.

Credit Investigation and Analysis
After having obtained the credit information, the firm v 2 
get an idea regarding the matters which should be furtha 
investigated. The factors that affect the extent and natuoc 
of credit investigation of an individual customer are: ’

The type of customer, whether new or existir £ 
The customer's business line, background and m 
related trade risks.
The nature of the product—perishable or 
seasonal.
Size of customer's order and expected 
volumes of business with him.
Company's credit policies and practices.

Analysis of credit file The firm should maintain a ere 
file for each customer. It should be updated with 1 
information about the customer collected from the r 
of salesmen, bankers and directly from the customer. ~• 
firm's trade experiences with the customer and 
performance report based on financial statemer 
submitted by him should also be recorded in his 
file. A regular examination of the customer's cred;: 
will reveal to the firm the credit standing of the cust 
Whenever the firm experiences a change in the cust 
paying habit or receives a request for extended credit 
or large order on credit, his credit file should be thorou m 
scrutinized. The intensity and depth of credit revie w 
investigation will depend upon the quality of 
customer's account and the amount of credit involvaU 
tittle review will be required in case of the customers 
have had clear deals with the firm in the past B. 
comprehensive investigation will be required in case 
the customers whose quality of accounts is falling an; - ti 
have not been able to honour the firm's credit 
regularly in the past.

Analysis of financial ratios The evaluation :: 
customer's financial conditions should be done 
carefully. The financial statements submitted b 
prospective customer will form a basis to anah ze fl 
performance and trends of his business activities Ra# 
should be calculated to determine the customer's li 
position and ability to repay debts. The perform;-- 
the customer should be compared with industry a\

B
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* competitors. This will be helpful in
E whether his relatively poor performance is

■ral economic condition affecting the
:t it is due to the internal inefficiencies of

Limit

13. Van Home, op. cit., 1985, p. 402.

r r-Msiwess and its management Besides
- e financial strength of the applicant, the firm 

: insider the quality of management and the 
» re customer's business. The firm should 

gement audit to identify the management 
s of the customer's business. An over- 
structure of the customer's business, without 

rj-jgement systems, can degenerate into 
t, over-trading and business failure.

mature of the customer's business is highly 
c or he has financially weak buyers or his 
:-pends on a few buyers, then it is relatively 

■ ’-nd credit to him. The implications of these 
be fully understood before extending credit

_mit is a maximum amount of credit which the 
extend at a point of time. It indicates the extent 

uxen by the firm by supplying goods on credit to 
■3 Once the firm has taken a decision to extend 

the applicant, the amount and duration of the 
•a. e to be decided. The decision on the magnitude 
it ••. ill depend upon the amount of contemplated 

: -1 the customer's financial strength. In case of 
who are frequent buyers of the firm's goods, a 

limit can be established. This would avoid the need 
tigate each order from the customers. Depending 

fee regularity of payment, the line of credit for a 
r can be fixed on the basis of his normal buying 

rarr-'—. For example, if a customer normally buys goods 
ai ~'.i 25,000 per month on an average, for him the line of 
<r-: can be fixed at this level. In case of a customer who 
a fairly regular in settling the dues, the credit limit 
nay be fixed with reference to the outstanding amount.

The credit limit must be reviewed periodically. If 
erdencies of slow paying are found, the credit can be 

csed downward. At times, a customer may ask for the 
, — : unt of credit in excess of his credit limit. The firm may 
<: such times agree to his request if the product has a high 
margin or if additional sales help to use the unutilized 
opacity of the firm, and the cost of expected delayed 
: syment or bad-debt loss is less than the expected 
-elemental profit.

The firm has not only to determine the amount of 
credit but also the duration of credit. Keeping in view the 
"dustry norm, the normal collection period should be 

determined. Some customers can seek relaxation in the 

collection period. As has been discussed earlier a longer 
collection period involves costs—the opportunity costs :: 
funds being tied-up for a longer period and the cost of 
possible bad-debt losses. But if the extended credit period 
motivates sales, a comparison between the cost of 
extended credit period and the additional profit resulting 
from the increased sale should be made. If profits exceed 
costs, the collection period may be extended, otherwise 
not.

Collection Efforts
The firm should follow a well laid-down collection policy 
and procedure to collect dues from its customers. When 
the normal credit period granted to a customer is over, 
and he has not made the payment, the firm should send a 
polite letter to him reminding that the account is overdue. 
If the customer does not respond, the firm may send 
progressively strong-worded letters. If receivable still 
remains uncollected, letters may be followed by telephone, 
telegram, and personal visit of the firm's representative. 
If the payment is still not made, the firm may initiate a 
legal action against the customer. Before taking the legal 
action, the firm must examine the customer's financial 
condition. If it is weak, legal action against him will simply 
hasten his insolvency. The firm will not be able to get 
anything from the customer. Under such situation, it is 
better to be patient and wait, or accept reduced payment 
in the settlement of the account.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What types of credit information is needed for 
analyzing individual accounts? How is this 
information analyzed and used?

2. What factors affect credit investigation and analysis? 
What steps are needed to carry out credit 
investigation of individual accounts?

3. Why is the determination of credit limit for individual 
accounts important? What are the considerations in 
deciding credit limits for customers?

4. What are steps involved in the collection efforts while 
collecting dues from individual accounts?

MONITORING RECEIVABLES

A firm needs to continuously monitor and control its 
receivables to ensure the success of collection efforts. Two 
traditional methods of evaluating the management of 
receivables are: (1) average collection period (ACP) and 
(2) aging schedule. These methods have certain limitations 
to be useful in monitoring receivables. A better approach 
is the collection experience matrix.
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Average Collection Period
We have earlier defined average collection period as:

Acp _ Debtors x 360 
Credit sales

The average collection period so calculated is 
compared with the firm's stated credit period to judge 
the collection efficiency. For example, if a firm's stated 
credit period is 25 days and the actual collection period is 
40 days, then one may conclude that the firm has a lax 
system of collection. An extended collection period delays 
cash inflows, impairs the firm's liquidity position and 
increases the chances of bad-debt losses. The average 
collection period measures the quality of receivables since 
it indicates the speed of their collectability.

There are two limitations of this method. First, it 
provides an average picture of collection experience and 
is based on aggregate data. For control purposes, one 
needs specific information about the age of outstanding 
receivables. Second, it is susceptible to sales variations 
and the period over which sales and receivables have been 
aggregated. Thus, average collection period cannot 
provide a very meaningful information about the quality 
of outstanding receivables.14

14. For a discussion of the limitations of average collection period and aging schedule, see Lewellen, W.G. and R.W. Johnson, Bette : 
to Monitor Accounts Receivables, Harvard Business Review, (May-June, 1972), pp. 101-19.

15. See Lewellen and Johnson, op. cit. 1972, for a detailed discussion of the logic and example of collection experience matrix.

Aging Schedule
The aging schedule removes one of the limitations of the 
average collection period. It breaks down receivables 
according to the length of time for which they have been 
outstanding. We can repeat our example in Chapter 25 to 
illustrate aging schedule of receivables:

If the firm's stated credit period is 25 days, the aging 
schedule indicates that 50 per cent of receivables remain 
outstanding beyond this period. A significant amount of 
receivables remains uncollected, much longer than the 
firm's credit period. Thus, aging schedule provides more 
information about the collection experience. It helps to 
spot out the slow-paying debtors. However, it also suffers 
from the problem of aggregation, and does not relate 
receivables to sales of the same period.

Outstanding Outstanding (Rs) Percentage

0-25 200,000 50.0
26-35 100,000 25.0
36-45 50,000 12.5
46-60 30,000 7.5

Over 60 20,000 5.0
400,000 100.0

Collection Experience Matrix
The major limitations of the traditional methods is that 
they are based on aggregated data and fail to relate 

outstanding receivables of a period with the cred:: 
of the same period. Thus, using the traditional met-: 
two analysts can come up with entirely different sic 
about the status of receivables if they aggregate sales: 
the receivables data differently. Using disaggregate ~ c 
for analyzing collection experience can eliminate : 
problem. The key is to relate receivables to sales cc 
same period. When sales over a period of time are sha 
horizontally and associated receivables vertical!', a 
tabular form, a matrix is constructed. Therefore. 1 
method of evaluating receivables is called collect 
experience matrix. Consider an example.15

Suppose the financial manager of a firm is anahi 
its receivables from the credit sales of past six mci 
starting from July to December. The credit sales ct 
company are as follows:

Rs lakh Rslaki

July 400 October
August 410 November 205
September 370 December

From the sales ledger, the financial manager ga bid 
outstanding receivables data for each month's sales -A 
example, he found that for July, there was a sale aa 
Rs 400 lakh, the outstanding receivables during _ ■ 
August and September were Rs 330 lakh, Rs 242 lakr aia 
Rs 80 lakh. Similarly, he ascertained receivables for 
of other months. This information is shown in Table 2*  ■

How do we interpret information contained in T AM 
28.5? We can convert the table to a collection expenena 
matrix by dividing the outstanding receivables in eaM 
column by sales amount in that column. This is show® a 
Table 28.6, which contains information on the percenfcJ 
of receivables to the credit sales from which '-*>■  
receivables have originated. For example, for the sales a 
July, 82.5 per cent receivables (i.e., 330/400 «ai 
outstanding at the end of July, 60.5 per cent (i.e., 242 4.M 
at the end of August and 20 per cent (i.e., 80/4001 at aa 
end of September. In other words, 17.5 per cent receivaoil 
were paid by the end of July, 39.5 per cent by the ere a 
August (viz., 39.5 - 17.5 = 22 per cent additicaa 
receivables were paid in August), 80 per cent by the al 
of September (viz., 80 - 39.5 = 41.5 per cent addir.na 
receivables were paid during September) and remarag 
receivables were collected during October so the: rd 
balance of book debts became nil at the end of Oct:ctJ 
Receivables of other months can also be analyzed in ra 
same way. Thus, when we read a column top-dowr. al 
get an idea of the manner in which the firm collects a c w 
month's sales. How well does the firm collect curral 
month's sales? This can be ascertained by readinc rd 
diagonals drawn in Table 28.6. For example, the tug 
diagonal shows the manner in which current month s seta
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are the techniques for monitoring accounts

. 8.5: Sales and Receivables from July to December

(Rs lakh)

Month July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

400 410 370 220 205 350
■tac- ables

July 330
Aug. 242 320
Sept. 280 245 320
Oct. 240 276 210 162
Nov. 240 240 272 120 160
Dec. 240 240 240 240 130 285

(Rs lakh)

Month July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

400 410 370 220 205 350
■rabies (%)

July 82.5
Aug. 60.5 78.0
Sept. 20.0 59.8 86.5
Oct. 0 18.5 56.8 73.6
Nov. 0 0 19.5 54.5 78.0
Dec. 0 0 0 18.2 63.0 81.4
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However, this support is available for a limited period 
and the seller of goods and services has to bear the risk of 
default by debtors. A company can assign its credit 
management and collection to specialist organizations, 
called factoring organizations. Factoring is a popular 
mechanism of managing, financing and collecting 
receivables in developed countries tike USA and UK, and 
has extended to a number of other countries in the recent 
past, including India. Subsidiaries of four Indian banks 
provide factoring services. In this section, we explain the 
nature and types of factoring services and its costs and 
benefits.

Nature of Factoring
Factoring is a unique financial innovation. It is both a 
financial as well as a management support to a client. It is 
a method of converting a non-productive, inactive asset 
(i.e., a receivable) into a productive asset (viz., cash) by 
selling receivables to a company that specializes in their 
collection and administration.16 For a number of 
companies, cash may become a scarce resource if it takes 
a long time to receive payment for goods and services 
supplied by them. Such a current asset in the balance sheet 
is, in fact, illiquid and serves no business purpose; it is 
much better to sell that asset for cash which can be 
immediately employed in the business. A 'factor' makes 
the conversion of receivables into cash possible.

is aging schedule? How does it help in 
mg accounts receivable?
collection experience matrix. How is it 

cted?

able 28.6: Collection Experience Matrix

. The next diagonal shows receivables one 
cer and so on. For the firm in our example, we 

“able 28.6 that about 80 per cent of sales in a given 
main uncollected by the end of that month. In 
is. about 20 per cent of sales in a given month 

in the same month. If the percentages indrease 
e down any diagonal, it implies that the firm is 

■ c llect its receivables faster. This requires an 
for appropriate remedial action.

lagement is a specialized activity, and involves 
c—e and effort of a company. Collection of 

poses a problem, particularly for small-scale 
Banks have the policy of financing receivables.

One can define factoring as 'a business involving a 
continuing legal relationship between a financial 
institution (the factor) and a business concern (the client) 
selling goods or providing services to trade customers (the 
customers) whereby the factor purchases the client's 
accounts receivable and in relation thereto, controls the 
credit, extended to customers and administers the sales 
ledger.'17 Factoring may also be defined as 'a contract 
between the suppliers of goods/services and the factor 
under which:

(«) 

(b)

(ii)

(Hi)

(iv)

the supplier and its customers (debtors) other than 
those for the sale of goods bought primarily for 
their personal, family or household use;
the factor is to perform at least two of the following 
functions
(0 finance for the supplier, including loans and 

advance payments;
maintenance of accounts (ledgering relating 
to the receivables);
collection of accounts (ledgering relating to 
the receivables) and
protection against default in payment by 
debtors;

notice of assignment of the receivables is to be 
given to debtors'.18

(c)

XL, Factoring, Pitman, 1975, p. 1.
F N- Law and Practice of Credit Factoring, Butterworth & Company, 1975, p. 5.

tn - given by the Unidroit Convention on International Factoring held in Ottawa, Canada, May 1988, quoted in the Reserve Bank 
r - krnort of the Study Group for Examining Introduction of Factoring Services in India, Reserve Bank of India, December 1988,
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The agreement between the supplier and the factor 
specifies the factoring procedure. Usually, the firm sends 
the customer's order to the factor for evaluating the 
customer's creditworthiness and approval. Once the factor 
is satisfied about the customer's creditworthiness and 
agrees to buy receivables, the firm despatches goods to 
the customer. The customer will be informed that his 
account has been sold to the factor, and he is instructed to 
make payment directly to the factor. To perform his 
functions of credit evaluation and collection for a large 
number of clients, a factor may maintain a credit 
department with specialized staff. Once the factor has 
purchased a firm's receivables and if he agrees to own 
them, he will have to provide protection against any bad- 
debt losses to the firm.

Factoring Services
While purchase of receivables is fundamental to the 
functioning of factoring, the factor provides the following 
three basic services to clients:19

Sales ledger administration and credit 
management
Credit collection and protection against default 
and bad-debt losses
Financial accommodation against the assigned 
book debts (receivables)

Credit administration A factor provides full credit 
administration services to his clients. He helps and advises 
them from the stage of deciding credit extension to 
customers to the final stage of book debt collection. The 
factor maintains an account for all customers of all items 
owing to them, so that collections could be made on due 
date or before. He helps clients to decide whether or not 
and how much credit to extend to customers. He provides 
clients with information about market trends, competition 
and customers and helps them to determine the 
creditworthiness of customers. He makes a systematic 
analysis of the information regarding credit for its proper 
monitoring and management. He prepares a number of 
reports regarding credit and collection, and supplies them 
to clients for their perusal and action.

Credit collection and protection When individual book 
debts become due from the customer, the factor 
undertakes all collection activity that is necessary. He also 
provides full or partial protection against bad-debts. 
Because of his dealings with a variety of customers and 
defaults with different paying habits, he is in a better 
position to develop appropriate strategy to guard against 
possible defaults.

Financial assistance Often factors provide financial 
assistance to the client by extending advance cash against 
book debts. Customers of "clients" become debtors of a 
factor and have to pay to him directly in order to settle 
their obligations. Factoring thus involves an outright 
purchase of debts, allowing full credit protection against 
any bad debts and providing financial accommodation 
against the firm's book debts. In USA, the maximum 
advance a factor provides is equal to the amount :: 
factored receivables less the sum of (i) the factoring 
commission, (ii) interest on advance, and (iti) reserve that 
the factor requires to cover bad-debts losses. The amour t 
of reserve depends on the quality of factored receivables 
and usually ranges between 5 to 20 per cent in the USA

In view of the services provided by a factor, factoring 
involves the purchase of a client's book debts with the 
purpose of facilitating credit administration, collection and 
protection. It is also a means of short-term financing. ■ 
provides protection against the default in payment fx 
book debts. For these services, the factor, however, charges 
a fee from the client. Thus, factoring has a cost.

Other services In developed countries like the USaJ 
factors provide many other services. They include 
providing information on prospective buyers; I 
providing financial counselling; (iii) assisting the diem m 1 
managing its liquidity and preventing sickness; ‘ H 
financing acquisition of inventories; (u) providing fadknesj 
for opening letters of credit by the client etc.20

Factoring and Short-term Financing
Although factoring provides short-term financial 
mmodation to the client, it differs from other types of 
term credit in the following manner:21

Factoring involves 'sale' of book debts. Thus "t 
client obtains advance cash against the expecwl 
debt collection and does not incur a bad-deb: 
Factoring provides flexibility as regards credJ| 
facility to the client. He can obtain cash 
immediately or on due date or from time to brssB 
as and when he needs cash. Such flexibility is ~ t-' 
available from formal sources of credit.
Factoring is a unique mechanism which not cn•■ 
provides credit to the client but also undertaka 
the total management of client's book debts.

Factoring and Bills Discounting
Factoring should be distinguished from bill discour 
Bill discounting or invoice discounting consists of the c

For a detailed discussion, see Phelps, C.W., The Role of Factoring, Commercial Credit Company, 1956, pp. 17-47.
Reserve Bank of India (R.B.I.), Report of the Study Group for Examining the Introduction of Factoring Services in India, Bombay, F •» -w 
Bank of India, 1988, p. 17.
Gupta, G.P., et. al., Factoring—An Innovative Financial Service for Small Scale Sector, (Internal Document), Industrial Developmer.: 
of India, August 1985.



b®s of exchange for goods and services on
a : ~ en discounting it with bank for a charge,
e factoring, bill discounting is a method of

-1: ••■ ever, it falls short of factoring in many 
- a-.ring is all of bills discounting plus much 

i*  recounting has the following limitations in 
• - factoring:

— Phelps, op. cit., 1956, R.B.I., op. cit., Gupta, et. al., op. cit., 1985.
“ Gupta, et. al., op. cit., 1985, p. 10.
24 Gupta, et. al., op. cit., 1985; p. 11.

discounting is a sort of borrowing while 
a: :ring is the efficient and specialized 
uanagement of book debts along with enhance- 
uer.t of the client's liquidity.
~re client has to undertake the collection of book 
tert. Bill discounting is always 'with recourse', 
arc as such, the client is not protected from bad- 
jebts.
■ Lis discounting is not a convenient method for 

cnpanies having large number of buyers with 
--all amounts since it is quite inconvenient to 
draw a large number of bills.

of Factoring

: rmg facilities available worldwide can be broadly 
d _nto four main groups:22 * *
Full service non-recourse (old line)
- all service recourse factoring

i 3 ulk/agency factoring
4 \on-notification factoring

•trr tee non-recourse Under this method, book debts 
- . - ;cased by the factor, assuming 100 per cent credit
Ihe full amount of invoices have to be paid to clients 

i«r = . ent of debt becoming bad. He also advances cash 
>>-90 per cent of the book debts immediately to the 

ML Customers are required to make payment directly 
fie factor. The factor maintains the sales ledger and 
Evnts and prepares age-wise reports of outstanding 
-» debts.

\ :n-recourse factoring is most suited to the following 
•a sons where:22

> amounts involved per customer are relatively 
substantial and financial failure can jeopardize 
client's business severely;

c there are a large number of customers of whom 
the client cannot have personal knowledge; and

■= the client prefers to obtain 100 per cent cover 
under factoring rather than take insurance policy 
which provides only 70-80 per cent cover.

Xon-recourse factoring is very popular in the USA, 
•-ere it is also known as 'old-line' factoring. Old-line 
act: rs are true factors and they differ from those who 
merely finance receivables.

Tull service recourse factoring In this method of 
factoring, the client is not protected against the risk of bad- 
debts. He has no indemnity against unsettled or 
uncollected debts. If the factor has advanced funds against 
book debts on which a customer subsequently defaults, 
the client will have to refund the money.

Most countries practice recourse factoring since it is 
not easy to obtain credit information, and the cost of bad- 
debt protection is very high. This type of factoring is often 
used as a method of short-term financing, rather than pure 
credit management and protection service. It is less risky 
from the factor's point of view, and thus, it is less 
expensive to the client than non-recourse factoring. This 
type of factoring is also preferred when large spread of 
customers with relatively low amount per customer is 
involved, or the client is selling to high-risk customers.24

Advance factoring and maturity factoring The non
recourse and recourse factoring can be further classified 
into:

Advance factoring
■Qz Maturity factoring
As discussed above, under the advance factoring, the 

factor advances cash against book debts due to the client 
immediately. Maturity factoring implies that payment 
will be made to the client on maturity. In the case of non
recourse maturity factoring, payment is on maturity or 
when the book debts are collected, or on the insolvency of 
the customers. In the case of recourse maturity factoring, 
the factor pays to the client when the books debts have 
been collected. The client with sound financial condition 
and liquidity may prefer maturity factoring.

Bulk! agency factoring This type of factoring is basically 
used as a method of financing book debts. Under this the 
client continues to administer credit and operate sales 
ledger. The factor finances the book debts against bulk 
either on recourse or without recourse. This sort of 
factoring became popular with the development of mini
computers market where marketing and credit 
management was not a problem but the firms needed 
temporary financial accommodation. Those companies 
which have good systems of credit administration, but 
need finances, prefer this form of factoring.

Non-notification factoring In this type of factoring, 
customers are not informed about the factoring agreement. 
It involves the factor keeping the accounts ledger in the 
name of a sales company to which the client sells his book 
debts. It is through this company that the factor deals with 
the client's customers. The factor performs all his usual 
functions without a disclosure to customers that he owns 
the book debts. This type of factoring is available in the 
UK to financially strong companies.
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Costs and Benefits of Factoring
There are two types of costs involved:

% the factoring commission or service fee 
the interest on advance granted by the factor to 
the firm.

Factoring commission is paid for credit evaluation and 
collection and other services and to cover bad-debt losses. 
It is usually expressed as a percentage of net face value of 
receivables factored, and in developed countries like USA, 
it ranges between 1 to 3 per cent.25 In India, a charge of 
around 2.5 to 3 per cent is envisaged. In fact, factoring 
commission will depend on the total volume of 
receivables, the size of individual receivables, and the 
quality of receivables. The commission is expected to be 
higher for 'without recourse' factoring since the factor 
assumes the entire credit risk.

The interest on advance would be higher than the 
prevailing prime rate of interest or the bank overdraft rate. 
In USA, factors charge a premium ranging between 2 to 5 
per cent over and above the prime rate of interest. If this 
rule is applied to India where the prime rate of interest on 
the working capital finance is about 16 per cent, then the 
interest rate on advances by factors may range between 
18 to 23 per cent. However, in the opinion of experts, 
factors should not charge more than what the banks are 
charging since they would be in competition with them 
as regards the financing of receivables.26

If factoring is so expensive, why should firms go for 
it? There are certain benefits which result from factoring 
receivables, and they more than offset the costs of 
factoring. Factoring has the following benefits:

Tz Factoring provides specialized service in credit 
management, and thus, helps the firm's 
management to concentrate on manufacturing 
and marketing.

■Qz Factoring helps the firm to save cost of credit 
administration due to the scale of economics and 
specialization.

Technical or marketing entrepreneurs often start 
many firms, and they may fail or may lack expertise to 
provide adequate attention to credit control and financial 
management. This leads to inefficient management of 
working capital and the undertaking of unwarranted risks. 
By utilizing a factoring facility, companies are able to 
access specialist management service in the highly 
specialized field of credit management, covering efficient 
credit control and protection, sales ledger accounting and 
credit collection. As a company grows, the factor will 
involve more professionals to handle these problems. Thus 
the management time is released to focus on technology, 
production, marketing, personnel and other managerial 
functions.

A factor is in a position to employ specialists for the 
credit control and management since he has to cater to a 
larger number of firms and has substantial funds to invest, 

whereas for a small growing company its level of business 
operations deter the use of expensive functional 
specialists. The credit management specialization by the 
factor and his employment of highly skilled personnel for 
many clients, allows enormous benefits for his individual! 
clients. Thus, the firm can save costs of crecHi 
administration. It does not require a credit department it: 
does not have to incur costs of credit investigate: 
evaluation and collection and the bad-debt losses. A fad 
who specializes in credit administration, is better plao 
to control bad debt losses than the credit department 
the financial manager of a small or medium size firm r 
to his experience and specialization in handli 
receivables of a variety of firms.

Once the business of a factor grows, he can devel 
such a degree of specialization in certain areas that 1 
services are also demanded by large firms who are it 
a position to perform similar services as diligenth 
efficiently. Large firms can particularly use the sen 
of factors for the purpose of preventing defaults and 
debts. In this area the factor has the advantage of dea 
with certain industries and a large number of custcc 
with different profiles and habits. Thus, he is at. 
inculcate distinct skills of analyzing the debt paying hi 
of customers.

A firm should evaluate costs and benefits of fact o 
to arrive at a decision regarding the employment 
factor. Let us consider an example to illustrate the tr 
off between costs and benefits of factoring.

ILLUSTRATION 28.7: Analysis of Factoring Decision
A small firm has credit sales of Rs 80 lakh and its ave 
collection period is 80 days. The past experience indi; 
that bad-debt losses are around 1 per cent of credit s 
The firm spends about Rs 1,20,000 per annun 
administering its credit sales. This cost includes salt 
of one officer and two clerks who handle credit checi 
collection, etc., and telephone and telex charges. T: 
are avoidable costs. A factor is prepared to buy the fii 
receivables. He will charge 2 per cent commission. He 
also pay advance against receivables to the firm ai 
interest rate of 18 per cent after withholding 10 per ces: 
reserve. What should the firm do?

Let us first calculate the average level of receiva: 
The collection period is 80 days and credit sales are Rf 
lakh; therefore, the average level of receivables is (assn 
360 days in a year):

. i , r . , , 8,000,000 „„Average level ot receivables =--------------x 80
° 360

= Rs 1,777,778

The advance, which the factor will pay, will be i 
average level of receivables less factoring commissj 
reserve and interest on advance. The factoring comm> ■; 
is 2 per cent of average receivables (80 days):

Factoring commission = 0.02 x 1,777,778 = Rs 352 
and reserve is:

25. R.B.I., op. cit., 1988, p. 111. 26. R.B.I., ibid.



Reserve = 0.10 x 1,777,778 = Rs 177,778 
is. the amount available for advance is: 
Advance available =1,777,778-35,556-177,778 

= Rs 1,564,444
ver, the factor will also deduct 18 per cent 

-fore paying the advance for 80 days. Therefore, 
t of advance to be paid by the factor is: 

e to be paid
= 1,564,444-(0.18x1,564,444x80/360)
= 1,564,444-62,578 = Rs 1,501,866

is the annual cost of factoring to the firm? The 
-' s include the following:
ing commission: 35,556 x 360/80 160,002
st charges: 62,578 x 360/80

firm saves the following costs: 
of credit administration

f bad-debt loss, 0.01 x 8,000,000
120,000 
80,000

Rs 200,000 
set cost of factoring to the firm is: 
ost of factoring = 441,603 - 200,000 = Rs 241,603 

-ffective rate of interest of firm is:

ive rate of annual cost =
1,501,866

= 0.161 or 16.1 per cent 
nnual percentage cost of 16.1 per cent of factoring 

can be compared with the cost of other possible 
: f short-term financing.
s/. factoring should benefit all—client, customer 

■t 2 - - This may not happen because of the lack of
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clarity as regards the roles of the client and the factor, inept 
handling of credit and other functions by the client and 
the factor, overestimation of benefits or underestimation 
of costs etc. The client should understand that the factor 
can function efficiently with his full cooperation. For 
example, it is not possible for a factor to resolve all disputes 
arising between the client and the factor, particularly those 
which are technical in nature. Similarly, a conflict may 
arise between the client and the factor as regards the 
question of credit-risk. The factor may like to reduce or 
enhance credit limit to customers depending on his 
assessment of the credit risk which the client may not agree 
with. Factoring benefits the client, but the overall benefits 
in the long-run occur from the good management of 
production and marketing operations. Factoring, by 
ensuring the credit collection, helps the firm to concentrate 
on production and marketing.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is factoring? What services are provided by a 
factor?

2. What is the difference between factoring and bill 
discounting?

3. State the types of factoring.
4. What is the difference between full service non

recourse and full service recourse factoring?
5. Define bulk factoring and non-notification factoring.
6. What are the costs and benefits of factoring?

SL MMARY )

rade credit creates debtors (book debts) or accounts receivable. It is used as a marketing tool to maintain or 
: > rand the firm's sales.
- firm's investment in accounts receivable depends on volume of credit sales and collection period.
~-e financial manager can influence volume of credit sales and collection period through credit policy. Credit 
. :cv includes credit standards, credit terms, and collection efforts.

-edit standards are criteria to decide to whom credit sales can be made and how much. If the firm has soft
- •- - dards and sells to almost all customers, its sales may increase but its costs in the form of bad-debt losses and 
-edit administration will also increase. Therefore, the firm will have to consider the impact in terms of increase in 
rr fits and increase in costs of a change in credit standards or any other policy variable.

incremental return that a firm may gain by changing its credit policy should be compared with the cost of 
-unds invested in receivables. The firm's credit policy will be considered optimum at the point where incremental
- :• :e of return equals the cost of funds.
T~e cost of funds is related to risk; it increases with risk. Thus, the goal of credit policy is to maximize the
- ■ areholders wealth; it is neither maximization of sales nor minimization of bad-debt losses.
. he conditions for extending credit sales are called credit terms and they include the credit period and cash 
discount.
Tash discounts are given for receiving payments before than the normal credit period. All customers do not pay

■ ithin the credit period. Therefore, a firm has to make efforts to collect payments from customers.
c ollection efforts of the firm aim at accelerating collections from slow-payers and reducing bad-debt losses. The 

rm should in fact thoroughly investigate each account before extending credit. It should gather information 
i ? out each customer, analyze it and then determine the credit limit. Depending on the financial condition and 
l ast experience with a customer, the firm should decide about its collection tactics and procedures.
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O There are three methods to monitor receivables. The average collection period and aging schedule are based -
aggregate data for showing the payment patterns, and therefore, do not provide meaningful information : :
controlling receivables. The third approach that uses disaggregated data is the collection experience matr: -.
Receivables outstanding for a period are related to credit sales of the same period. This approach is better than Lne
two traditional methods of monitoring receivables.

CJ Factoring involves sale of receivables to specialized firms, called factors. Factors collect receivables and also advance 
cash against receivables to solve the client firms' liquidity problem. For providing their services, they charge 
interest on advance and commission for other services.

KEY CONCEPTS

Advance factoring Credit limit Discriminant analysis
■

Maturity factoring
Aging schedule Credit period Factoring Non-notification factoring
Bills discounting Credit standards Full service non-recourse Numerical credit scoring
Bulk or agency factoring Credit terms factoring Optimum credit policy
Collection experience Default risk Full service recourse Trade credit
matrix factoring

<

PROBLEM 28.1 A company is currently selling 
100,000 units of its product at Rs 50 each unit. At the 
current level of production, the cost per unit is Rs 45, 
variable cost per unit being Rs 40. The company is currently 
extending one month’s credit to its customers. It is thinking 
of extending credit period to two months in the expectation 
that sales will increase by 25 per cent. If the required rate 
of return (before-tax) on the firm’s investment is 30 per 
cent, is the new credit policy desirable?
SOLUTION:

The incremental sales units are 25,000 units and 
contribution per unit is Rs 10. Therefore, the incremental 
contribution (A CONT) is:

A CONT = 25,000 x Rs 10 = Rs 250,000
If the credit is increased to 60 days, it may be assumed 

that it will be availed by all customers. Therefore, the new 
level of receivables, given increased sales of Rs 6,250,000 
(i.e., 125,000 x Rs 50) will be:

.. , , . . 6,250,000x60 „New level of receivables =--------------------= Rs 1,041,667
360

. r ■ 5,000,000x30Old level of receivables =--------------------= Rs 416,667
360

The incremental investment in receivables is:

I

New level of receivables - Old level of receivables
= 1,041,667 - 416,667 = Rs 625,000

The incremental rate of return is:

250,000 nA r =----------- = 0.4 or 40 per cent
625,500

Since the expected incremental rate of return, 40 per 
cent, is greater than the required rate of return, 30 per cent 
the firm should change its credit period. In fact, the net 
gain to the firm is:

Increment profit - Increment cost
= 250,000-0.30x625,000
= 250,000-187,500 = Rs 62,500

The result is based on the following assumptions 
(i) all sales are credit sales, (if) fixed costs do not change 
and (iff) investment in receivables is represented by sales 
value. If we drop the third assumption and calculate 
investment in receivables at cost, the profitability would 
increase. The calculations for investment in receivables at 
cost are as follows:

45 30Old level of receivables (at cost) = 5,000,000 x — x-----
50 360

= Rs 375,000

1



C BBSS will remain constant and they have
si - citing sales, the level of receivables in
b be calculated at variable cost. Thus:
ii receivables (at cost)

... 45 60 40 601»I jOOx — x-----+ l,250,000x — x------
50 360 50 360

-166,667 = Rs 916,667

rremental level of receivables at cost is:
- * - 75,000 = Rs 541,667
rri profit on incremental investment

.AM 28.2 A company currently has annual
.00 and an average collection period of 30 

■tu: dering a more liberal credit policy. If the 
■ : is extended, the company expects sales and 
sses to increase in the following manner:

Increase in
Credit Perioc

Increase in
1 Sales (Rs)

Bad-debt % of
Total Sales

10 days 25,000 1.2
15 days 35,000 1.5
30 days 40,000 1.8
42 days 50,000 2.2

'“■to*  -elling price per unit is Rs 2. Average cost per 
tun: * :urrent level of operation is Rs 1.50 and variable 
r j ’ mit is Rs 1.20. If the current bad-debt loss is 1 per 
■jfcg-es and the required rate of return investment is 
par ----- which credit policy should be undertaken? 
Mttexes. and assume 360 days in a year.
■WON:

'.rm will maximize the shareholders value if it 
period by additional 30 days (since expected 

m s higher than required return). In fact, it can further 
■ — jcit period until its expected return becomes 20% 
K pin becomes zero.
~: investment in receivables could be calculated at 

L urrent level of sales, the firm’s average unit cost 
. : 50. Since variable cost per unit is Rs 1.20, we can 
l*xal  fixed costs: 

r rxed cost = Total cost - Variable cost
Rs 500,000 x Rs 1.50

Rs 2
Rs 500,000 x Rs 1.20
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Increase in Credit Period

10 15 30 42
Existing days days days days

A. Credit period
(days) 30 40 45 60 72

B. Annual sales
500,000 525,000 535,000 540,000 550,000 

C. Level of receivables
(at sales value) {(A x B)/360)

90,000 110,00041,667 58,333 66,875
D. Incremental 

investment 
in receivables, 
(C-41,667) 16,667 25,208 48,333 68,333

E. Required 
incremental 
profit at 20%, 
(0.2 x D) 3,333 5,042 9,667 13,667

F. Incremental 
contribution on 
additional sales 
@ 40% 10,000 14,000 16,000 20,000

G. Bad-debt losses, 
(B x % bad-debt) 

5,000 6,300 8,025 9,720 12,100
II. Incremental 

bad-debt losses, 
(G-5,000) 1,300 3,025 4,720 7,100

I. Incremental 
expected profit, 
(F-H) 8,700 10,975 11,280 12,900

/. Net gain, (I - E) - 5,367 5,933 1,613 (767)
K. Expected return, 

[I/D] 52.2% 43.5% 23.3% 18.9%

Thus the total cost of different level of sales is 
(assuming unit price and fixed costs do not change):

Sales

525,000
535,000
540,000
550,000

(525,000) x (1.20)/2 + 75,000 
(535,000) x (1.20)/2 + 75,000 
(540,000) x (1.20)/2 + 75,000 
(550,000) x (1.20)/2 + 75,000 

Cost

= Rs 390,000
= Rs 396,000
= Rs 399,000
= Rs 405,000

and level of account receivables will be:

Level of Receivables A INVST

(375,000) x (30)/360 = Rs 31,250 —
(390,000) x (40)/360 = Rs 43,333 12,083
(396,000) x (45)/360 = Rs 49,500 18,250
(399,000) x (60)/360 = Rs 66,500 35,250
(405,000) x (72)/360 = Rs 81,000 49,750

The net gain from the credit policy can be recalculated 
using incremental investment in accounts receivables at 
cost. It would be higher now.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Explain the objective of credit policy? What is an optimum credit policy? Discuss.
2. Is the credit policy that maximizes expected operating profit an optimum credit policy? Explain.
3. What benefits and costs are associated with the extension of credit? How should they be combined to obtain 

appropriate credit policy?
4. What is the role of credit terms and credit standards in the credit policy of a firm?
5. What are the objectives of the collection policy? How should it be established?
6. What shall be the effect of the following changes on the level of the firm’s receivables:

(a) Interest rate increases
(b) Recession
(c) Production and selling costs increase.
(d) The firm changes its credit terms from “2/10, net 30” to “3/10, net 30.”

7. ‘The credit policy of a company is criticized because the bad-debt losses have increased considerably anc : 
collection period has also increased.’ Discuss under what conditions this criticism may not be justified.

8. What credit and collection procedures should be adopted in case of individual accounts? Discuss.
9. How would you monitor receivables? Explain the pros and cons of various methods.

10. What is factoring? What functions does it perform?
11. Explain the features of various types of factoring.
12. How does factoring differ from bills discounting and short-term financing?

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A firm's credit sales are Rs 300 crore. Its average collection period is 45 days. What is the firm’s average investme: 
in accounts receivable?

2. L M Company has sales of Rs 250 crore. Its current collection period is 30 days. It is thinking of extending ti 
collection period to 40 days. The sales are likely to increase by 20 per cent. The company’s contribution m 
is 30 per cent. The required rate of return is 12 per cent. Should the company change its collection period

3. A firm is considering changing its credit terms from “net 30” to “net 60.” The bad-debt losses are expectec 
remain at 2 per cent of sales. Incremental production, selling and collection costs are 70 per cent of sales aa 
expected to remain constant over the range of anticipated sales increases. The relevant opportunity cost 
receivables is 15 per cent. Current credit sales are Rs 200 crore and current level of receivables is Rs 20 cror 
If the credit terms are changed, the current sale is expected to change to Rs 260 crore and the firm’s receivat. 
level will also increase. The new credit terms will cause the firm’s collection period to increase by 30 da; 
Calculate the present collection period and the collection period after the proposed change in credit term 
What level of receivables is implied by the new collection period? Determine the increased investment 
receivables if the new credit terms are adopted.

4. A company has a 20 per cent required rate of return. It is currently selling on terms of “net 20”. The credit sail 
of the company are Rs 100 crore a year. The company’s collection period currently is 45 days. If the compar 
offered terms of “2/10, net 30”, 60 per cent of its customers will take the discount and the collection period v.. 
be reduced to 40 days. Should the terms be changed?

5. A firm has current sales of Rs 200 lakh. The firm has unutilized capacity; therefore, with a view to boost . 
sales, it is considering lengthening its credit period from 30 days to 45 days. The average collection period w 
also increase from 30 to 45 days. Bad-debt losses are estimated to remain constant at 3 per cent of sales. T1 
firm’s sales are expected to increase by Rs 36 lakh. The variable production, administrative and selling costs a 
70 per cent of sales. The firm’s corporate tax rate is 35 per cent, and it requires an after-tax return of 15 per ce 
on its investment. Should the firm change its credit period?
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PROBLEMS

. Delta Company has current sales of Rs 30 crore. 
To push up sales, the company is considering a 
more liberal credit policy. The current average 
collection period of the company is 25 days. If the 
collection period is extended, sales increase in the 
following manner.

Credit
Policy

Increase in
Collection Period

Increase in Sales 
(Rs in lakh)

X 15 days 12
Y 25 days 27
Z 35 days 47

The company is selling its product at Rs 10 each. 
Average cost per unit at the current level is Rs 8 
and variable cost per unit Rs 6. If the company 
required a return of 12 per cent on its investment, 
which credit policy is desirable? State your 
assumptions. (Assume a 360-day year).

_ The credit terms of a firm currently is “net 30”. It 
is considering changing it to “net 60.” This will 
have the effect of increasing the firm’s sales. As 
the firm will not relax its credit standards, the bad- 
debt losses are expected to remain at the same 
percentage, i.e., 3 per cent of sales. Incremental 
production, selling and collection costs are 80 per 
cent of sales and expected to remain constant over 
the range of anticipated sales increases. The 
relevant opportunity cost for receivables is 15 per 
cent. Current credit sales are Rs 300 crore and 
current level of receivables is Rs 30 crore. If the 
credit terms are changed, the current sale is 
expected to change to Rs 360 crore and the firm’s 
receivables level will also increase. The firm’s 
financial manager estimates that the new credit 
terms will cause the firm’s collection period to 
increase by 30 days.
(a) Determine the present collection period and 

the collection period after the proposed 
change in credit terms.

(b) What level of receivables is implied by the 
new collection period?

(c) Determine the increased investment in 
receivables if the new credit terms are 
adopted.

(d) Are the new credit terms desirable?
. The Syntex Company is planning to relax its credit 

policy to motivate customers to buy on credit terms 
of “net 30”. It is expected that the variable costs 
will remain 75 per cent of sales. The incremental 
sales are expected to be on credit basis. For the 
perceived increase in risk in liberalizing the credit 
terms, the company requires higher required 
return. If the following is the projected information, 
which credit policy should the company pursue?

Credit Policy Required Return Collection New Sales 
Period (Rs)

A 20% 40 600,000
R 25% 45 500,000
C 32% 55 400,000
D 40% 70 300,000

4. XLtd has current annual sales of Rs 60 crore and 
an average collection period of 30 days. The 
company is considering of liberalizing its credit 
policy. If the collection period is extended, sales 
and bad debt are expected to increase in the 
following way:

Credit Policy

Increase in
Collection

Period

Increase in 
Sales 

Rs (crore)
Per cent Bad
Debt Losses

I 15 days 4.0 1.5
II 30 days 4.5 1.7
III 45 days 5.3 2.0
IV 60 days 6.5 2.5

The firm sells its product for Rs 10 per unit. 
Average cost at current level of sales is 90 per cent 
for sales and variable cost is 80 per cent of sales. If 
the current bad debt loss is 1.5 per cent of sales 
and the required return is 18 per cent, which credit 
policy should be pursued? (Assume a 360-day 
year). State your assumptions.

5. A company has a 15 per cent required rate of 
return. It is currently selling on terms of net 10. 
The credit sales of the company are Rs 120 crore a 
year. The company’s collection period currently 
is 60 days. If company offered terms of “2/10, net 
30”, 60 per cent of its customers will take the 
discount and the collection period will be reduced 
to 40 days. Should the terms be changed?

6. A firm has current sales of Rs 7,200,000. The firm 
has unutilized capacity; therefore, with a view to 
boost its sales, it is considering lengthening its 
credit period from 30 days to 45 days. The average 
collection period will also increase from 30 to 45 
days. Bad-debt losses are estimated to remain 
constant at 3 per cent of sales. The firm’s sales are 
expected to increase by Rs 360,000. The variable 
production, administrative and selling costs are 
70 per cent of sales. The firm’s corporate tax rate 
is 35 per cent, and it requires an after-tax return of 
15 per cent on its investment. Should the firm 
change its credit period?

7. A firm has current sales of Rs 720,000. It is 
considering offering the credit terms “2/10, net 30” 
instead of “net 30.” It is expected that sales will 
increase by Rs 20,000 and the average collection 
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period will reduce from 30 days to 20 days. It is 
also expected that 50 per cent of the customers 
will take discounts and pay on 10th day and 
remaining 50 per cent will pay on 30th day. Bad- 
debt losses will remain at 2 per cent of sales. The 
firm’s variable cost ratio is 70 per cent, corporate 
tax rate is 50 per cent and opportunity cost of 
investment in receivables is 10 per cent. Should 
the company change its credit terms?

8. The Electro Limited is a distributor of electric 
equipments. Its sales in 2004 amounted to Rs 22 
crore and after tax profit Rs 1.10 crore.
The company has been experiencing a declining 
profit margin for the last three years. It is felt that 
this is due to the loose credit policy. On 
investigation, a group of slow paying customers 
was identified. It is recommended that the credit 
policy should be tightened to eliminate them. Sales 
to this group amounted to about 20 per cent of the 
company’s total sales.
Table 28.7 gives information about the company’s 
cost structure. It is expected that if the slow-paying 
accounts are eliminated only variable costs would 
decline. It is also believed that bad-debt and 
collection expenses are entirely attributable to 
these accounts. Using this information, you are 
required to allocate Electro’s income and expenses 
between “slow-paying” accounts and “good” 
accounts.

Table 28.7: The Electro Limited: Fixed 
and Variable Costs (Per cent of Sales)

Total Fixed Variable

Cost of goods sold 85.0 - 85.0
Selling 4.6 2.0 2.6
Administration 2.4 0.8 1.6
Warehousing 2.4 1.0 1.4
Bad-debts 0.4 - 0.4
Collection 0.2 — 0.2

A study of credit files indicated that the collects®
period on ‘slow-paying’ accounts average to 511
days versus 35 days for all accounts. The balanca
of debtors for these accounts averaged Rs 885 03®
during 2004.
Should the Electro Limited tighten its credjl 
policy? Make suitable assumptions.

9. The PQR Company’s annual credit sales are R= 5.1 
crore. The company’s existing credit terms an 
“1/15, net 40”. Generally 60 per cent of t*M  
customers avail the cash discount facility. Tnrt 
average collection period is 45 days. Tr-s 
percentage default rate is 0.5 per cent. Th< 
company is thinking of two alternative changes 
credit terms:

Percentage Taking Collection Defaul:
Credit Terms Discount Period Percentage'

2/10, net 35 80 20 1.0

3/10, net 25 95 14 1.5

What strategy should be followed by PQR if sales 
are expected to remain stable and the required rate 
of return is 18 per cent?

10. Bansali Textiles Limited has annual sales of Rs 2 > 
crore. It sells 80 per cent of its products on s 
60-day credit. Its average collection period is 8® 
days. The company’s bad debts, based on the pas- 
experience, could be estimated as 0.9 per cent cf 
credit sales. The company’s annual cost of 
administering credit sales is Rs 0.75 crore. It ii 
possible to avoid Rs 0.20 crore of these costs if the 
company transfers credit administration to a facte t 
The factor will charge 1.75 per cent commissicn 
for his services. He can also extend advance again;' 
receivables to the company at an interest rate of 
16.5 per cent after withholding 10 per cent as 
reserve. Should the company hire services of the 
factor?

CASE 28.1: RELAX PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
_______________________________________________________________________j

Relax Pharmaceuticals Limited is medium-size 
pharmaceutical company. Its annual sales are Rs 1,200 
million. Relax has been facing tough competition from 
multinational and domestic pharmaceutical companies 
over last few years, particularly because of deregulation of 
the industry. Relax’s profit margins have been declining 
during three years. The managing director of the company 
thought that this could be due to about 15 per cent of total 
sales to financially weak customers. He thought that 
perhaps the cost of maintaining these marginal accounts 

is high which may be causing a decline in the firm’s profit 
margin. He therefore asked his financial manager to analyze 
the impact of tightening the credit policy by discontinuing 
sales to these customers. After analyzing past data, the 
financial manager has determined cost behaviour, given 
Rs 1,200 million sales, as given in Table 28.1.1. On furthe- 
investigation, he found that bad-debt losses are entirely 
attributable to the marginal accounts, while 25 per cent of 
the collection costs are for the good customers and 
remaining for the marginal accounts.
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.able 28.1.1: Relax Pharmaceuticals’
Behaviour of Cost (Percentage)

t roods sold 
ustrative costs 
E COStS
Mat losses 
tian costs

Fixed Variables Total

- 80.00 80.00
3.50 3.00 6.50
4.50 3.73 8.23

- 0.15 0.15
- 0.12 0.12

8.00 87.00 95.00

. —pany’s cash sales are about 10 per cent. The 
manager found out that the average collection 
— aiginal accounts was 70 days against 60 days 

nr accounts, and 100 per cent of sales to marginal 
are on credit. The company has a policy of 

£ - 0 days’ credit to all customers. Relax’s required 
for average risk project is 15 per cent.

±e view of the marketing manager that the 
was facing competition, and it could increase its 
relaxing the credit policy rather making it 

- He discussed this with the finance manager, 
r ■ o the marketing managers if the customers are 
i credit period of 70 days, instead of the current 

ri ‘ 3 days, sales could increase by 20 per cent. It is 
-d that the increased sales will be on credit and the 
iris of this sales will come from the marginal

It is also expected that the average collection 
at ie marginal accounts will increase to 90 days 

and 75 days for the good customers. In case of the sales to 
the marginal customers the bad-debt losses are expected 
to increase to 5.5 per cent. The collection charges mostly 
attributable to the marginal accounts will increase by Rs 
50,000. Along with relaxing the credit terms, the financial 
manager also thought of introducing the scheme of discount 
for the prompt payment. Customers could avail 2 per cent 
cash discount if they pay within 30 days; they should 
otherwise pay within 70 days. A quick analysis of accounts 
indicated that 30 per cent of the good customers might 
avail cash discount, and the remaining good customers 
might, on average, take 75 days to make payment. There is 
no possibility of the marginal accounts availing the 
discount.

Discussion Questions

1. What is Relax’s investment in accounts receivable 
(debtors)? Is it high?

2. What are marginal accounts? Should Relax 
discontinue its sales to marginal accounts? Why 
or why not? Show calculations.

3. Discuss the features of Relax’s proposed credit 
policy? What are its financial implications? Show 
calculations.

4. Do you think that average collection period is a 
relevant criterion for monitoring Relax’s debtors? 
What alternative do you suggest and why?

: 1CTICAL PROJECT

i : : mpany which has a policy of selling on credit, and some customers to find out the company's credit policy. 
■k rhe company's marketing and finance managers
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Learning Objectives

► Highlight the need for and nature of inventory
► Explain the techniques of inventory management
► Focus on the need for analyzing inventory problem as an investment decision
► Discuss the process for managing inventory

INTRODUCTION

Inventories constitute the most significant part of current 
assets for a large majority of companies in India. On an 
average, inventories are approximately 60 per cent of 
current assets in public limited companies in India. 
Because of the large size of inventories maintained by 
firms, a considerable amount of funds is required to be 
committed to them. It is, therefore, absolutely imperative 
to manage inventories efficiently and effectively, in order 
to avoid unnecessary investment. A firm neglecting the 
management of inventories will be jeopardizing its long- 
run profitability and may fail ultimately. It is possible for 
a company to reduce its levels of inventories to a 
considerable degree, e.g., 10 to 20 per cent, without any 
adverse effect on production and sales, by using simple 
inventory planning and control techniques. The reduction 
in 'excessive' inventories carries a favourable impact on a 
company's profitability.

NATURE OF INVENTORIES

Inventories are stock of the product a company is 
manufacturing for sale and components that make up the 

product. The various forms in which inventories exisc ■ 
a manufacturing company are: raw materials, wor<-r» 
process and finished goods.

Raw materials are those basic inputs tha: in? 
converted into finished product through me 
manufacturing process. Raw material inventariJ 
are those units which have been purchased a 
stored for future productions.
Work-in-process inventories are sem. 
manufactured products. They represent produdS 
that need more work before they become finished 
products for sale.
Finished goods inventories are those complete M 
manufactured products which are ready for sale 
Stocks of raw materials and work-in-process 
facilitate production, while stock of finished goco? 
is required for smooth marketing operations 
Thus, inventories serve as a link between the 
production and consumption of goods.

The levels of three kinds of inventories for a firr~ 
depend on the nature of its business, A manufacturing 
firm will have substantially high levels of all three kinds 
of inventories, while a retail or wholesale firm will have a 
very high level of finished goods inventories and no raw 



m .-• -in-process inventories. Within
Hbbre i_—s there will be differences. Large
ItaMTr e . mpanies produce long production
Iks. there:: re, they carry large inventories. On
Ar.: entories of a consumer product
■di * r ne large because of short production 
tar»rncner.
I tat maintain a fourth kind of inventory, 

rnd spares. Supplies include office and 
materials like soap, brooms, oil, fuel,

-it These materials do not directly enter 
nut are necessary for production process, 

are small part of the total inventory 
. e significant investment. Therefore, a 

- s:em of inventory control may not be 
iem.
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introduction of raw material into production and 
emergence of finished product at the completion of 
production cycle. Till the production cycle completes, 
stock of work-in-process has to be maintained. Efficient 
firms constantly try to make production cycle smaller by 
improving their production techniques.

Stock of finished goods has to be held because 
production and sales are not instantaneous. A firm cannot 
produce immediately when customers demand goods. 
Therefore, to supply finished goods on a regular basis, 
their stock has to be maintained. Stock of finished goods 
has also to be maintained for sudden demands from 
customers. In case the firm's sales are seasonal in nature, 
substantial finished goods inventories should be kept to 
meet the peak demand. Failure to supply products to 
customers, when demanded, would mean loss of the 
firm's sales to competitors. The level of finished goods 
inventories would depend upon the coordination between 
sales and production as well as on production time.

■MUair rr —anaging inventories arises only when
15 inventories. Maintaining inventories 

Btannu -1 : : the company's funds and incurrence 
P" xnc •an dling costs. If it is expensive to maintain 
■tab.wfry do companies hold inventories? There 
r 5 - -: motives for holding inventories.1
B - i-t m ctions motive, which emphasizes the need 
* n; -rain inventories to facilitate smooth 
pn»r : n and sales operations.
’-r .onary motive, which necessitates holding 

■ar - entories to guard against the risk of 
IBBp-edretable changes in demand and supply 
w - a nd other factors.

. a tire motive, which influences the decision 
n increase or reduce inventory levels to take 

ads ar .age of price fluctuations.
■rrrtrv should maintain adequate stock of 
■fora continuous supply to the factory for an 
■pE-r production. It is not possible for a company 
xn- - i ■■■ materials whenever it is needed. A time 
B setw een demand for materials and its supply, 
rr s ists uncertainty in procuring raw materials 

i— any occasions. The procurement of materials 
ta .: ed because of factors such as strike, transport 
nr - short supply. Therefore, the firm should 
■ —indent stock of raw materials at a given time 
. r re production. Other factors which may 

purchasing and holding of raw material 
res are quantity discounts and anticipated price 

The firm may purchase large quantities of raw 
s Iran needed for the desired production and sales 
f«ar lain quantity discounts of bulk purchasing. At 
r Arm would like to accumulate raw materials in 

B xi of a price rise.
ri- r -process inventory builds up because of the 
nr de. Production cycle is the time span between

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the nature of inventories? What is included 
in inventories?

2. What are the reasons for holding inventory?
3. Explain transaction, precautionary and speculative 

motives for holding inventories.

OBJECTIVE OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

In the context of inventory management, the firm is faced 
with the problem of meeting two conflicting needs:

To maintain a large size of inventories of raw 
material and work-in-process for efficient and 
smooth production and of finished goods for 
uninterrupted sales operations.
To maintain a minimum investment in inventories 
to maximize profitability.

Both excessive and inadequate inventories are not 
desirable. These are two danger points within which the 
firm should avoid. The objective of inventory management 
should be to determine and maintain optimum level of 
inventory investment. The optimum level of inventory will 
lie between the two danger points of excessive and 
inadequate inventories.

The firm should always avoid a situation of over 
investment or under-investment in inventories. The major 
dangers of over investment are: (a) unnecessary tie-up of 
the firm's funds and loss of profit, (b) excessive carrying 
costs, and (c) risk of liquidity. The excessive level of 
inventories consumes funds of the firm, which then cannot 
be used for any other purpose, and thus, it involves an 
opportunity cost. The carrying costs, such as the costs of 
storage, handling, insurance, recording and inspection,

tzrtm, K. and David W. Miller, Inventory Control: Theory and Practice. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1962, p. 17.
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also increase in proportion to the volume of inventory. 
These costs will impair the firm's profitability further. 
Excessive inventories, carried for long-period, increase 
chances of loss of liquidity. It may not be possible to sell 
inventories in time and at full value. Raw materials are 
generally difficult to sell as the holding period increases. 
There are exceptional circumstances where it may pay to 
the company to hold stocks of raw materials. This is 
possible under conditions of inflation and scarcity. Work
in-process is far more difficult to sell. Similarly, difficulties 
may be faced to dispose off finished goods inventories as 
time lengthens. The downward shifts in market and the 
seasonal factors may cause finished goods to be sold at 
low prices. Another danger of carrying excessive 
inventory is the physical deterioration of inventories while 
in storage. In case of certain goods or raw materials 
deterioration occurs with the passage of time, or it may 
be due to mishandling and improper storage facilities. 
These factors are within the control of management; 
unnecessary investment in inventories can, thus, be cut 
down.

Maintaining an inadequate level of inventories is also 
dangerous. The consequences of under-investment in 
inventories are: (a) production hold-ups and (b) failure to 
meet delivery commitments. Inadequate raw materials 
and work-in-process inventories will result in frequent 
production interruptions. Similarly, if finished goods 
inventories are not sufficient to meet the demand of 
customers regularly, they may shift to competitors, which 
will amount to a permanent loss to the firm.

The aim of inventory management, thus, should be 
to avoid excessive and inadequate levels of inventories 
and to maintain sufficient inventory for the smooth 
production and sales operations. Efforts should be made 
to place an order at the right time with the right source to 
acquire the right quantity at the right price and quality. 
An effective inventory management should:

ensure a continuous supply of raw materials, to 
facilitate uninterrupted production.
maintain sufficient stocks of raw materials in 
periods of short supply and anticipate price 
changes.

■Qz maintain sufficient finished goods inventory for 
smooth sales operation, and efficient customer 
service.

•Qz minimize the carrying cost and time, and
■Qz control investment in inventories and keep it at 

an optimum level.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are two conflicting needs of inventory 
management?

2. What are the objectives of effective management of 
inventory?

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

In managing inventories, the firm's objective shcuic !■ 
in consonance with the shareholder wealth maximize alj 
principle. To achieve this, the firm should determcnHI 
optimum level of inventory. Efficiently contrz.Ji® 
inventories make the firm flexible. Inefficient invensofi 
control results in unbalanced inventory and inflexibilm — 
the firm may sometimes rim out of stock and someteaJ 
may pile up unnecessary stocks. This increases the le - 
of investment and makes the firm unprofitable.

To manage inventories efficiency, answers shouJ d ba 
sought to the following two questions:

How much should be ordered?
When should it be ordered?

The first question, how much to order, relates to r»e 
problem of determining economic order quantity E Jfc, 
and is answered with an analysis of costs of maintairun|: 
certain level of inventories. The second question, when n» 
order, arises because of uncertainty and is a problem rr 
determining the reorder point.2

2. Extensive standard writings exist on inventory management models. See Martin and Miller, op. cit., 1962, articles by Mage 
"Guides of Inventory Policy." I-IH, Harvard Business Review, 34 (Jan.-Feb. 1956), pp. 49-60 (March-April 1956), pp. 103-16 and 
June 1956), pp. 57-70.

Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)
One of the major inventory management problems to be 
resolved is how much inventory should be added wha 
inventory is replenished. If the firm is buying r> 
materials, it has to decide the lots in which it has tc 
purchased on replenishment. If the firm is planning r 
production run, the issue is how much production t: 
schedule (or how much to make). These problems are 
called order quantity problems, and the task of the fin
is to determine the optimum or economic order quant- 
(or economic lot size). Determining an optimum inventor
level involves two types of costs: (a) ordering costs and 
(b) carrying costs. The economic order quantity is that 
inventory level that minimizes the total of ordering ana 
carrying costs.

Ordering costs The term ordering costs is used in case 
of raw materials (or supplies) and includes the entire cost 
of acquiring raw materials. They include costs incurre, 
in the following activities: requisitioning, purchas 
ordering, transporting, receiving, inspecting and storin 
(store placement). Ordering costs increase in proportk 
to the number of orders placed. The clerical and staff cos 
however, do not have to vary in proportion to the numt 
of orders placed, and one view is that so long as they < 
committed costs, they need not be reckoned in computi 
the ordering cost. Alternatively, it may be argued tha1 
the number of orders increases, the clerical and staff cc 
tend to increase. If the number of orders are drastic 
reduced, the idle clerical and staff force can be use, 
other departments. Thus, these costs may be include 
the ordering costs. It is more appropriate to include cle 
and staff costs on a pro rata basis.



-dering costs increase with the number of orders; 
Ifcs Tie more frequently inventory is acquired, the higher 

s ordering costs. On the other hand, if the firm 
■tiu- tains large inventory levels, there will be few orders 
ana and ordering costs will be relatively small. Thus, 
•r"_ng costs decrease with increasing size of inventory.

.—..ng costs Costs incurred for maintaining a given 
?f inventory are called carrying costs. They include 

<- rage, insurance, taxes, deterioration and obsolescence. 
Dre storage costs comprise cost of storage space 

i rehousing cost), stores handling costs and clerical and 
■tart service costs (administrative costs), incurred in 
k: r ding and providing special facilities such as fencing, 
fr — racks etc. Table 29.1 provides summary of ordering 

carrying costs.
Table 29.1: Ordering and Carrying Costs

1 r Jering Costs Carrying Costs

Requisitioning
Jrder placing

Transportation
Receiving, inspecting 
and storing
Clerical and staff

• Warehousing
• Handling
• Clerical and staff
• Insurance

• Deterioration and 
obsolescence

Carrying costs vary with inventory size. This 
renaviour is contrary to that of ordering costs which 
aedine with increase in inventory size. The economic size 
- inventory would thus depend on trade-off between 

carrying costs and ordering costs.

~dering and carrying costs trade-off The optimum 
r entory size is commonly referred to as economic order 
quantity. It is that order size at which annual total costs

• ordering and holding are the minimum. We can follow 
nree approaches—the trial and error approach, the 
formula approach and the graphic approach—to 
: etermine the economic order quantity (EOQ). We assume 
mat total annual demand is known with certainty and 
-sage of materials is steady. Also, ordering cost per order 
ind carrying cost per unit are assumed to be constant.

Trial and error approach The trial and error, or 
analytical, approach to resolve the order quantity problem 
can be illustrated with the help of a simple example. Let 
as assume the following data for a firm:

Estimated annual requirements, A 1,200 units
Purchasing cost per unit, P (Rs) 50
Ordering cost (per order), O (Rs) 37.50
Carrying cost per unit, c (Re) 1

A number of alternatives are available to the firm. It 
may purchase its entire requirement of 1,200 units in the 
beginning of the year, in one single lot or in 12 monthly 
lots of 100 units each and so on. If only one order of 1,200 
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units is placed, the firm will have a starting inventory of 
1,200 units. With the constant consumption, the inventory 
size will reduce in a systematic way and will reach zero 
level at the end of the year. As the firm will hold 1,200 
units in the beginning and zero unit at the end of the year, 
the average inventory held during the year will be 600 
units, (i.e., (1200 + 0)/2 = 600 units), representing an 
average value of Rs 30,000 (600 x Rs 50). On the other 
hand, if the monthly purchases are made, 12 orders of 
100 units each will be placed during the year. Thus, the 
firm will have 100 units at the start of a month and zero 
unit at the end of the month and the average inventory 
held will be 50 units (i.e., (100 + 0)/2 = 50 units), 
representing an average value of Rs 2,500 (50 x Rs 50). Many 
other possibilities can be worked out in the same manner. 
If the objective is to minimize the inventory investment, 
then monthly orders or even less than that, if possible, may 
be favoured. However, this may not be most economical. 
To determine the economical order size, implications of both 
carrying and order costs should be studied.3

3. Ramamoorthy, V.E., Working Capital Management, Chertnai, IFMR, 1976, pp. 156-57.

If we assume annual requirements as known and 
steady usage, the inventory levels under different lot size 
alternatives are shown in Figure 29.1. For illustrative 
purposes, we have depicted only two alternatives— 
placing one order in the beginning or 12 monthly orders. 
The single order plan (say, Plan I) involves an average 
inventory level of 600 units, starting with the highest level 
of 1,200 units and ending with zero level. On the other 
hand, the multiple order plan entailing 12 orders results 
in an average inventory level of 50 units.

The multiple order plan (say, Plan II) involves less 
investment in inventories; but it is not necessarily the most 
economic plan. To determine optimum order quantity, a 
comparison of total costs at different lot sizes should be 
made. The computations are shown in Table 29.2.

Table 29.2: Total Costs of Various Orders

Annual requirements (A): 1,200 units
Carrying cost per unit (c): He 1
Ordering cost per order (O): Hs 37.50

Order 1,200 600 400 300 240 200 150 120 100
size (Q)

Average 600 300 200 150 120 100 75 60 50
Inventory
(Q/2)

Number of 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12
orders
(A/Q)

Annual 600 300 200 150 120 100 75 60 50
carrying 
cost (Rs) 
(cQ/2) 

Annual 37.5 75 112.5 150 187.5 225 300 375 450
ordering costs 
(Rs) (OA/Q) 

Total 637.5 375 312.5 300 307.5 325 375 435 500
annual costs (Rs)
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If Q is the order size and usage is assumed to be stead}
the average inventory will be:

(2)

In terms of the total annual costs, Plan II is preferable, 
as it has a total annual cost of Rs 500 as against the total 
annual cost of Rs 637.5 of Plan I. But for an economic 
solution, other alternatives should also be considered. 
Computations in Table 29.2 show that the total annual 
cost is minimum, i.e., Rs 300 when the number of orders 
in the year is 4. The economic order quantity, therefore, is 
300 units.

Order-formtila approach The trial and error, or 
analytical, approach is somewhat tedious to calculate the 
EOQ. An easy way to determine EOQ is to use the order
formula approach. Let us illustrate this approach.4

4. Also see Van Home, J.C., Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1985, pp. 416-19.
5. ibid., 985, pp. 156-57.

Suppose the ordering cost per order, O, is fixed. The 
total order costs will be number of orders during the year 
multiplied by ordering cost per order. If A represents total 
annual requirements and Q the order size, the number of 
orders will be A/Q and total order costs will be:

Total ordering cost
_ (Annual requirement x Per order cost) 

Order size

TOC=^ (1)
Q

Let us further assume that carrying cost per unit, c, is 
constant. The total carrying costs will be the product of 
the average inventory units and the carrying cost per unit.

Order size Q
Average inventory =-------—------ = —

and total carrying costs will be: 
Total carrying cost = Average inventory 

x Per unit carrying cost

TCC=—
2

The total inventory cost, then, is the sum of total 
carrying and ordering costs:

Total cost = Total carrying cost

(3)

+Total order cost
TC = » + *O  <4>

2 Q
Equation (4) reveals that for a large order quantity 

Q, the carrying cost will increase, but the ordering costs 
will decrease. On the other hand, the carrying costs will 
be lower and ordering cost will be higher with the lower 
order quantity. Thus, the total cost function represents a 
trade-off between the carrying costs and ordering costs 
for determining the EOQ.

To obtain the formula for EOQ, Equation (4) is 
differentiated with respect to Q and setting the derivative 
equal to zero, we obtain:5

Figure 29.1: Inventory Level Over Time

TC = Qc AO
2 + Q~

Differentiating Equation (5A) with respect to Q
dTC _c AO
~dQ~2 + ^

Setting Equation (5B) to zero: c_AO

2 Q2

cQ2=2AO,

= 0

(5.

(-'

(!



2xquantity required xordering cost

Ec:comic order quantity

carrying cost

(5)

V e note from Equation (5) that EOQ changes directly 
• : tai requirements, A, and order cost O, and has an 
‘-~c relationship with the carrying cost, c. However, 
square-root sign restrains the relationship in both 
- Thus, if the usage is double, the economic order 

is not doubled; it will increase by, or about 1.4

T: illustrate the use of EOQ formula, let us assume 
: ■ the example, taken to illustrate the trial and error 

r:ach. As assumed earlier, if the total requirement is 
units, ordering cost per order is Rs 37.50 and carrying 

unit is Re 1, the economic order quantity will be:

EOQ = pxl,200x37.5
= 300 units

I cis corresponds with the answer found out by trial 
error approach.

fir-i-ntc approach The economic order quantity can also 
> : and out graphically. Figure 29.2 illustrates the EOQ 
fcrcuon. In the figure, costs—carrying, ordering and 
Bol—are plotted on vertical axis and horizontal axis is 
■Be*  to represent the order size. We note that total carrying 
a s 3 increase as the order size increases, because, on an 
,r erage, a larger inventory level will be maintained, and 
•re-ring costs decline with increase in order size because 
« arger order size means less number of orders. The 

'.dour of total costs line is noticeable since it is a sum 
two types of costs which behave differently with order 

si: e The total costs decline in the first instance, but they 
■art rising when the decrease in average ordering cost is

- Van Home, op. cit., 1985, p. 419.
7. Van Home, op. cit., 1985.
8. Synder, Arthur, Principles of Inventory Management, Financial Executive, XXXII (April 1964).

- re than offset by the increase in carrying costs.* * 7 The 
e: nomic order quantity occurs at the point Q*  where the 
-real cost is minimum. Thus, the firm's operating profit is 
-uximized at point Q*.

It should be noted that the total costs of inventory are 
airly insensitive to moderate changes in order size. It may,
— erefore, be appropriate to say that there is an economic 
: rder range, not a point. To determine this range, the order 
size may be changed by some percentage and the impact
- total costs may be studied. If the total costs do not 

mange very significantly, the firm can change EOQ within 
me range without any loss.8

Optimum production run The use of the EOQ approach 
:an be extended to production runs to determine the 
: ptimum size of manufacture. Two costs involved are set
up costs and carrying costs. Set-up costs include costs on 
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the following activities: preparing and processing the stock 
orders, preparing drawings and specifications, tooling 
machines set-up, handling machines, tools, equipments 
and materials, over time etc. Production costs or set-up 
costs will reduce with bulk production runs, but carrying 
costs will increase as large stocks of manufactured 
inventories will be held. The economic production size 
will be the one where the total of set-up and the carrying 
costs is minimum.

Figure 29.2: Economic Order Quantity

Equation (5) can be used to determine economic lot 
(or production) size (ELS), simply by replacing order costs 
O by set-up costs S. That is:

(6)

where A is the total estimated production, S is the set-up 
cost and c is the carrying cost. Suppose the estimated 
production for the next year is 90,000 units, set-up cost 
per production run is Rs 50 and the carrying cost is Re 1 
per unit, the economic lot size will be:

2x90,000x50
ELS=f---------I---------

= 3,000 units per production run

Quantity discount Many suppliers encourage their 
customers to place large orders by offering them quantity 
discount. With quantity discount, the firm will save on 
the per unit purchase price. However, the firm will have 
to increase its order size more than the EOQ level to avail 
the quantity discount. This will reduce the number of 
orders and increase the average inventory holding. Thus, 
in addition to discount savings, the firm will save on 
ordering costs, but will incur additional carrying costs. 
The net return is the difference between the resultant 
savings and additional carrying costs. If the net return is 
positive, the firm's order size should equal the quantity 
necessary to avail the discount; if negative its order size 
should equal EOQ level.
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Let us assume in the illustration in the preceding 
section that the firm is offered 0.5 per cent (0.005) or Re 
0.05 per unit quantity discount on orders of 400 units or 
more. The net return should be calculated for deciding 
whether the order size should be increased from 300 to 
400 units.

The discount savings will be:

Discount rate x Purchase price x Annual quantity
=dxPxA
= 0.005x50x1200
= Rs 300

The savings on ordering costs will be: 

(7)

(8)
A
Q'

A
Q'

where O is per order cost, A is the annual requirement 
(units), Q*  is the EOQ and Q' is the discount quantity. 
We obtain savings as follows:

37.50&
L 300

1200'
400 .

= 37.50 (4-3)
= Rs 37.50

The additional carrying costs will be:

(9)

Using values for c = Re 1, Q' = 400 units and Q*  = 300 
units, we obtain additional carrying costs as follows:

= 1/2(400-300) = Rs 50

The net return is given by the following equation:

= dPA+O
A 

Q*
= 300 + 37.50-50
= Rs 287.50

(10)

Since the net return is positive, the firm should have 
an order quantity of 400 units.

Reorder Point
The problem, how much to order, is solved by determining 
the economic order quantity, yet the answer should be 
sought to the second problem, when to order. This is a 
problem of determining the reorder point. The reorder 
point is that inventory level at which an order should be 
placed to replenish the inventory. To determine the 
reorder point under certainty, we should know: (a) lead 
time, (b) average usage, and (c) economic order quantity. 
Lead time is the time normally taken in replenishing 
inventory after the order has been placed. By certainty, 
we mean that usage and lead time do not fluctuate. Under 
such a situation, reorder point is simply that inventory 

level which will be maintained for consumption during
the lead time. That is:

Reorder point = Lead x Average usage
To illustrate, let us assume that the economic order 

quantity is 500 units, lead time is three weeks and average 
usage is 50 units per week. If there is no lead time, that is 
delivery of inventory is instantaneous, the new order wiB 
be placed at the end of tenth week, as soon as EOQ reaches 
zero level. But, if the lead time is three weeks, the ne 
order should be placed at the end of seventh week, when 
there are 150 units left to consume during the lead time 
As soon as the lead time ends and inventory level reaches 
zero, the new stock of 500 units will arrive. Thus, the 
reorder point is 150 units (50 units x 3 weeks). This is 
illustrated in Figure 29.3. which shows that the order wi_ 
be placed at the end of seventh week, where 150 units are 
left for consumption during the lead time. At the end of 
tenth week, the firm will get a supply of 500 units. If the 
lead time is nil, the re-order point will be the zero level of 
inventory.

Figure 29.3: Reorder Point under Certainty

Safety stock In our example, the reorder point was 
computed under the assumption of certainty. It is difficul 
to predict usage and lead time accurately. The demanc 
for material may fluctuate from day-to-day or from week 
to-week. Similarly, the actual delivery time may b 
different from the normal lead time. If the actual usag 
increases or the delivery of inventory is delayed, the firr 
can face a problem of stock-out which can prove to b 
costly for the firm. Therefore, in order to guard again1 
the stock-out, the firm may maintain a safety-stock—son 
minimum or buffer inventory as cushion against expecte 
increased usage and/or delay in delivery time. Assun 
in the previous example, the reasonable expected stoc 
out is 25 units per week. The firm should maintain a safe 
stock of 75 units (25 units x 3 weeks). Thus, the reord 
point will be 150 units + 75 units = 225 units. T' 
maximum inventory will be equal to the economic orb 
quantity plus the safety stock, i.e., 500 units + 75 unit: 
575 units. Thus, the formula to determine the reorder po 
when safety stock is maintained is as follows:

Reorder point = Lead x Average usage
+ Safety stock (



- igure 29.4 shows the reorder point under the
— phon of the safety stock.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

What is economic order quantity (EOQ)? 
’•'•"hat are carrying costs and order costs? 
H: w is economic order quantity determined?
How does quantity discount affect the economic order 
quantity?
•'/hat is meant by optimum production run?
What is re-order point?
'."hat is safety stock?

■KALYSIS OF INVESTMENT IN INVENTORY

e a major responsibility of the financial manager to 
the management of inventory, since inventories 

nt investment of the firms' large funds in practice. 
- : sion to determine or change the level of inventory 
r. investment decision. The analysis should therefore 

■ ; /. e an evaluation of the profitability of investment in 
Mentory. The goal of the inventory policy should be 

cmization of the firm's value. The inventory policy
H maximize the firm's value at a point at which 

ental or marginal return from the investment in 
rr entory equals the incremental or marginal cost of 
wr.ds used to finance the investment in inventory. You 
sis recall that the cost of funds is the required rate of 
ier_m to the suppliers of funds, and it depends on the 

of the investment opportunity.

rcremental Analysis

„ the investment in receivables, the investment in 
inventory should be analyzed involving the following four 
seps:
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Estimation of operating profit
Estimation of investment in inventory 
Estimation of the rate of return on investment in 
inventory
Comparison of the rate of return on investment 
with the cost of funds.

The incremental analysis should be used to compute 
the values of operating profit, investment in inventory, 
rate of return and cost of funds. A change in the inventory 
policy is desirable if the incremental rate of return exceeds 
the required rate of return. The following example 
illustrates the process of analyzing investment in 
inventory.9

ILLUSTRATION 29.1: Analysis of Investment in Inventory
Bansal Engineering Limited (BEL) produces many 
products. The managing director has estimated sales for 
the next year as Rs 176 crore and gross profit Rs 70 crore, 
after deducting cost of goods sold of Rs 106 crore. The 
average working capital requirements to support the 
forecast sales are estimated as follows:

(Rs lakh) Percentage of
Forecast Sales

Current Assets
Cash 175 1.0
Receivables 3,520 20.0
Inventories:

Raw Materials 704 4.0
Work-in-process 816 4.6
Finished goods 490 2.8

Total 5,705 32.4
Less: Current liabilities 1,305 7.4
Working capital 4,400 25.0

The company uses sales forecasts as the basis for 
production and inventory of finished goods. The shortage 
of funds forced the company to tightly control inventories 
and maintain finished goods inventory below the target 
levels, as desired by the sales forecasts. The company has 

Figure 29.4: Reorder Point under Unertainty

- See case titled Electricircuit, Inc., in Andrews, V.L., et. al., Financial Management: Cases and Readings, Richard D. Irwin, 1982, for a 
similar, but comprehensive example. For a similar analysis also see Solomon, E. and J.J. Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, 
Prentice-Hall of India, 1978, pp. 218-21.

Maximum usage--------
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been losing orders to competitors because of stock-outs 
resulting from the tight inventory control.

The problem of lost sales forced management to 
reconsider its inventory policy. The company is therefore 
considering adopting a system of safety stocks to avoid 
stock-out problem. It would like to estimate the costs and 
benefits of all new options. It was, therefore, thought 
necessary to compile data on possible inventory levels, 
lost sales on account of stock-outs and annual cost of 
maintaining higher levels of finished goods inventory. Table 
29.3 provides these estimates.

Table 29.3: Bansal Engineering Limited: Impact of 
Alternative Inventory Policies

Inventory 
Policy 

Options

Inventory
Level 

(Rs lakh)

Lost Sales 
(Rs lakh)

Carrying Cost 
(Rs lakh)

Current 490 772 27
A 610 550 34
B 770 350 42
C 1013 190 56
D 1276 90 70
E 1406 50 77

It can be seen from Table 29.3 that the company can 
affect reduction in stock-outs and thus increase sales by 
increasing levels of finished goods inventory. To do so, 
however, the company will incur additional carrying costs 
including warehousing, handling, administration, set up, 
insurance etc. Notice that interest cost is not considered 
because the rate of return on investment is compared with 
the cost of funds which includes interest cost. The expected 
operating profit of each inventory policy will depend on 
the contribution from increased sales minus the additional 
carrying costs. The aim of the firm should be to maximize 
operating profit in relation to investment, viz. expected 
return on investment. This will take account of risk and 
cost of funds used to finance investment in inventory of 
finished goods. Let us calculate the rate of return on 
investment.

Incremental operating profit The first step in computing 
the rate of return, r_, is to estimate incremental operating 
profit, AOP. In case of BEL, we know the amount of sales 
which the company can gain by shifting to higher levels 
of inventory. We also know that cost of goods sold (CGS) 
is about 60 per cent (Rs 106 crore CGS in relation to 
Rs 176 crore sales), and therefore, contribution ratio is 40 
per cent. In the absence of information, we can make the 
assumption that cost of goods sold is in terms of variable 
cost and other costs do not increase with increase in sales. 
Given 40 per cent contribution ratio, we can calculate 
incremental contribution, ACONT, from increased sales, 
ASALES, resulting from moving to higher levels of 
inventory. We obtain incremental operating profit when 
we subtract the incremental carrying costs, ACOST, from 
incremental contribution. In the present example,

AOP = ACONT-ACOST (13)
where OP is operating profit, CONT contribution and 
COST carrying cost and A (delta) represents change or

increment in variable. We have assumed that carrvir.r 
costs are 5.5 per cent of the finished goods inventory (Tab' 
29.3). Table 29.4 shows calculation of incrementa. 
operating profits before tax (OPBT) and after tax (OPA

Table 29.4: Bansal Engineering Limited: 
Calculation of Incremental Operating Profit, AOP

Change in 
Inventory 
Policy 
(Rs lakh)

ASales 
(Rs 

lakh)

CONT 
(Rs 

lakh)

ACOST 
(Rs 

lakh)

AOPBT AOPAT
(Rs 

lakh)
(Rs 

lai.

Current to A 222 89 7 82 41
A to B 200 80 8 72 36
B to C 160 64 14 50 25
C to D 100 40 14 26 13
Dto E 40 16 7 9 5

Incremental investment The next step in analysis is t: 
estimate the incremental inventory investment, AINA’, 
required to move from one inventory policy to next. e 
notice from Table 29.5 that if the company moves from 
current policy to policy A, investment in finished goods I 
inventory increases by Rs 120 lakh (from Rs 490 lakh a 
Rs 610 lakh) and so on. Ideally, the investment in invent 
should be measured in terms of out-of-pocket costs, r | 
should also be noticed that to support increase in sale- 
resulting from higher levels of inventory, the compa 
will also require investment in other current assets whidb 
will partially be financed by current liabilities ThA 
incremental investment, AINVST will be the sumal 
(z) increased finished goods inventories, AIN ad 
(zz) corresponding increase in other net working carBfe 
ANWC, to support higher level of sales resulting fr; 
increased level of finished goods inventory:

AINVST = AINV + ANWC
Excluding finished goods inventory, net w::ta 

capital for BEL works out to be 22.2 per cent of increaa 
sales, based on the forecasts of next year. The increma 
investment is calculated in Table 29.5 using this peroea 
for net working capital.

Table 29.5: Bansal Engineering Limited 
Calculation of Incremental Investment.

AINVST = AINV + ANWC
(flsl

Change in 
Inventory
Policy AINV ANWC AINVST In vestafl

Current to A 120 49 169 Olfr-
A to B 160 44 204 Q " — -
B to C 243 36 279 0652 |
C to D 263 22 285 0SSF1
D to E 130 9 139 1 1

Return on investment Once we have calcaJ 
incremental operating profit and incremental in-, esaa 
we can relate them to compute rate of return on in 
(r) as follows:
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A1NVST (15)

r 1- 6 shows calculations for before-tax and after- 
: rate of return. We notice that the company 

i —active expected rate of return of 48.5 per cent, 
' 24.3 per cent, after-tax when it increases its

• in inventories by Rs 1,69,000. But the
• jements of investment in finished goods 
regain less lost sales and therefore, less lost

■me profit. As a result, incremental expected rate of 
. The incremental return from policy E is 

• cent before tax or 3.2 per cent after tax.
-9.6: Bansal Electricals Limited: Calculations 

haii -t-tax and After-tax Expected Rate of Return

Figure 29.5: Optimal Inventory Policy
Before-tax After-tax Expected

Expected Rate Rate of Return,
to of Return,
rr Policy 4 (OPBT/INVST) A (OPAT/INVST)

to A 48.5% 24.3%
35.3% 17.6%
17.9% 9.0%

9.1% 4.6%
6.5% 3.2%

iKv.. policy The choice of the inventory policy by 
Mb -agement of BEL will depend on the required rate 
■It — on incremental (or marginal) investment in 
■B —.es. The concept of the required rate of return, k, 
|W " discussed earlier in this book. At this stage, we 
■b*-  phasize that the required rate of return is not the 
■tar ng rate. It depends on the risk of investment.

31 Solomon and Pringle, op. cit., 1978, p. 222.

■bre- me risk, higher the required rate of return. If BEL 
■tar-1-es its investment in inventories, its risk increases.
Hb - ample, the company may not be able to realize 
■■=*  : _-.es. or inventory may become obsolete if it caimot 

MBfl ccods because of recession or other unfavourable 
■bi»r»-: conditions.

~~us the choice of inventory policy will depend on a 
arison of the expected rate of return and the required 

tan : t return. The firm should invest in higher level of 
ESb>-—?ry if r>k.

Assuming that BEL'S after-tax required rate of return 
I ■ * per cent, it can adopt policy C since the marginal rate 
| » t. -- equal to the required rate of return. In Figure 29.5 
;#■..- s shown at point C. At point C, the inventory policy 
I mum as the value of the firm is maximized; at any
MKrer point the net wealth of the firm will be less. Note 
I fc: me incremental rate of return declines as the firm

- ests more in inventory. The loosening of the inventory 
t ?i bey will increase risk, and therefore, the required rate 
I 3 mmm increases. If risk is zero, the required rate of return 
Iwd be equal to risk-free rate of return.10

In the example, both return and cost are estimates; 
there can be some error of estimation. Therefore, if the 
firm is conservative and wants to play safe, it may choose 
policy B where the expected rate of return is much higher 
than the required rate of return. Another factor that merits 
consideration in the present case is the funds availability. 
BEL is currently facing the problem of shortage of funds. 
It will need to invest total additional funds of Rs 652 lakh 
if it chooses policy C. If the firm finds it difficult to raise 
enough funds to finance higher level of finished goods 
inventory, it may settle for an inventory policy which 
requires maintaining lower level of finished goods 
inventory. But by doing so, the firm will fail to maximize 
its value. Thus, there is an opportunity cost of the shortage 
of funds.

We take another example to further explain the 
analysis of investment in inventories.

ILLUSTRATION 29.2: Investment in Inventories
Divya Paints Limited is a medium-size company, 
manufacturing about 30 varieties of industrial paints. The 
company is known for its quality of products and prompt 
service. The demand of Divya’s paints is much more than 
what the company can supply. Sunil Baluja, the managing 
director of the company, is a chartered account, and he 
plans his sales and investment in inventories in such a 
way that he is able to maximize his gross margin. The 
following are Divya’s current year data for sales, gross 
margin, profit before tax, inventory and net assets 
employed. Profit before tax is arrived at after deducting 
selling, general and administrative expenses from gross 
margin. The variable part of these expenses is about 9 per 
cent of sales. The managing director considers delivery 
time, usage rate and price while determining its order size 
and inventory level. He considers an inventory turnover 
of 5.0 as minimum for his business. The firm’s current 
inventory turnover is 5.55. He has been adjusting his order
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size for anticipated price rise. Because of high inflation, 
prices are generally expected to rise.

Rs
Sales 13,558,625
Gross margin 2,684,608
Profit before tax 540,232
Inventory 2,443,932
Net assets 4,978,808
Net working capital 3,528,622

Sunil Baluja has a policy for taking advantage of this 
price fluctuation. He has invested about Rs 180,000 in 
inventories in anticipation of price increase and expects 
to make a profit of about Rs 50,000 on this investment. Is 
this ‘speculative’ investment in inventory profitable to the 
firm?

The firm earns a return of about 28 per cent on this 
investment:

Speculative profit before tax _ 50,000
Speculative investment 180,000

= 0.278 or 27.8%

On the other hand, the firm’s return on net assets 
(RONA) employed is only 10.9 per cent (and if we exclude 
speculative inventory and its profit, firm’s ROI is 10 per 
cent):

Profit before tax
Net assets

540,232
’ 4,978,808
= 0109 or 10.9%

The speculative investment seems attractive even if 
we calculate the firm’s return on ‘operating’ inventory:

Inventories excluding speculative investment 
(operating inventory) (Rs)

Before-tax profit excluding speculative 
profit (Rs)

Before-tax rate of return on inventory 
excluding speculative investment

2,263,932

490,232

21.7%

What we should consider, in fact, is the alternative 
use of funds if they are released from ‘speculative’ 
inventory investment. The firm can use these funds in 
‘operating’ inventory to generate additional sales, 
ASALES. Since demand exceeds supply, the firm will not 
find any difficulty in expanding its sales (assuming 
capacity is available). The inventory turnover, excluding 
speculative inventory, is:

13,558,625itory turnover =--------------------------- = 6
2,443,932-180,000

1 Rs 180,000 worth inventory for 
ite additional sales, ASALES, equal 

t:

,000x6 = Rsl,080,000

■oss margin ratio is 19.8 per cent, 

„ . . 2,684,608Gross margin ratio =---------------
13,558,625

= 0.198 or 19.8%

it will be able to generate additional gross margin. A ..'*< ■ 
calculated as follows:

AGMAR = 1,080,000x0.198 = Rs213,840
Deducting other variable costs at the rate of 9 per :■ 

of additional sales, the firm will gain an incremen:e_ 
tax operating profit, AOPBT, of:

AOPBT = 2,13,840-fl,080,000x0.09)
= 213,840-97,200
= Rs 116,640

It should be recognized that increments. 
ASALES, will require additional investment in rd 
working capital, such as receivables etc. In case :: Db 
it is 8 per cent of sales as shown below:

NWC (excluding inventories) to sales
_ 3,528,622-2,443,932

13,558,625
= 0.08 or 8%

Thus, the incremental investment, AINVST, is:

AINVST = AINV + ANWC
= 180,000 + (l,080,000x0.08)
= Rs 266,400

and the incremental before-tax rate of return on increaa 
is as follows:

„ r . AOPBT 116,640 r(betore tax) =------------ =------------
AINVST 266,400

= 0.438 or 43.8%

We find that the incremental return on investmesn 
‘operating’ inventory (43.8 per cent) is much highs: f 
the return on ‘speculative’ investment (28 per cent 
firm should stop price speculation and use the firni 
released in ‘operating’ inventory to generate additia 
sales. This will help the firm to increase its value.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Why is inventory considered as an investmesi 
decision?

2. How will you calculate investment in inventor.
3. How is incremental analysis of inventory investmeai 

done?

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS

A firm needs an inventory control system to effect: : 1 
manage its inventory. There are several inventory ccr —1
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rat -= They range from simple systems to very
t •= - . ~s The nature of business and the size
ct ' of an inventory control system. For
- x firm may operate a two-bin system. 

■KEm. rhe company maintains two bins. Once 
b :re bin is used, an order is placed, and 
ft e irm uses inventory in the second bin. For 
-.-r-ental store that sells hundreds of items, 
s unsatisfactory. The departmental store 
namtain a self-operating, automatic computer 
acxzr.g the inventory position of various items 
nrder.

iBnrertory Control System
■tanrer? of firms have to maintain several types of 
Bbb ■ ? not desirable to keep the same degree of 
B ■ x _ the items. The firm should pay maximum 
■Bia ~ase items whose value is the highest. The 
ikm : merefore, classify inventories to identify 
M - - should receive the most effort in controlling, 
tetr sr : uld be selective in its approach to control 
■b n various types of inventories. This analytical 
■cr - .ailed the ABC analysis and tends to measure 
IBficur ce of each item of inventories in terms of its 
■Tne.-ugh -value items are classified as 'A items' and 

t J- under the tightest control. 'C items' represent 
■hr east value and would be under simple control. 
■» afl in between these two categories and require 
■ar e attention of management. The ABC analysis 
smies on important items and is also known as 
■ - importance and exception (CIE).11 As the items 
ex Ced in the importance of their relative value, this 
sc - is also known as proportional value analysis

'.T ■ □ - mond, Herbert J., Effective Inventory Management—Fact or Fiction? Financial Executive, March 1969, pp. 74-78.

~Tt ’: Towing steps are involved in implementing the 
■E sruv-sis:

< Classify the items of inventories, determining the 
ixpected use in units and the price per unit for 
each item.

x Determine the total value of each item by 
multiplying the expected units by its units price.

- Rank the items in accordance with the total value, 
giving first rank to the item with highest total 
value and so on.

x Compute the ratios (percentage) of number of 
units of each item to total units of all items and 
the ratio of total value of each item to total value 
of all items.

x Combine items on the basis of their relative value 
to form three categories—A, B and C.

The data in Table 29.7 and Figure 29.6 illustrate the 
(3C analysis.

Table 29.7: ABC Analysis

Item Units % Cumu- Unit Total
Cost 
(Rs)

% of Cumu-
of

Total
lative

%
Price 
(Rs)

Total lative
%

1 10,000 10 15 30.40 304,000 38.00' 70
2 5,000 5J 51.20 256,000 32.00.

3 16,000 16) 45 5.50 88,000 11.00'
4 14,000 14j 5.14 72,000 9.00. 90

5 30,000 30) 1.70 51,000 6.38"
6 15,000 15 1100 1.50 22,500 2.81 J 100
7 10,000 10j 0.65 6,500 0.81,
Total 100,000 800,000

The tabular and graphic presentation indicate that 
'Item A' forms a minimum proportion, 15 per cent of total 
units of all items, but represents the highest value, 70 per 
cent. On the other hand, 'Item C' represents 55 per cent of 
the total units and only 10 per cent of the total value. 'Item 
B' occupies the middle place. Items A and B jointly 
represent 45 per cent of the total units and 90 per cent of 
the investment. More than half of the total units are 'Item 
C', representing merely 10 per cent of the investment. 
Thus, a tightest control should be exercised on 'Item A' in 
order to maximize profitability on its investment. In case 
of 'Item C', simple controls will be sufficient.

Figure 29.6: Graphic Presentation of ABC Analysis

Just-in-time (JIT) Systems
Japanese firms popularized the just-in-time (JIT) system 
in the world. In a JIT system, material or the manufactured 
components and parts arrive to the manufacturing sites 
or stores just few hours before they are put to use. The 
delivery of material is synchronized with the 
manufacturing cycle and speed. JIT system eliminates the 
necessity of carrying large inventories, and thus, saves 
carrying and other related costs to the manufacturer. The 
system requires perfect understanding and coordination 
between the manufacturer and suppliers, in terms of the 
timing of delivery and quality of the material. Poor quality 
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material or components could halt the production. The 
JIT inventory system complements the total quality 
management (TQM). The success of the system depends 
on how well a company manages its suppliers. The system 
puts tremendous pressure on suppliers. They will have 
to develop adequate systems and procedures to 
satisfactorily meet the needs of manufacturers.

Out-sourcing
A few years ago there was a tendency on the parts of many 
companies to manufacture all components in-house. Now 
more and more companies are adopting the practice of 
out-sourcing. Out-sourcing is a system of buying parts 
and components from outside rather than manufacturing 
them internally. Many companies develop a single source 
of supply, and many others help developing small and 
middle size suppliers of components that they require. 
Tata Motors has, for example, developed number of 
ancillary units around its manufacturing sites that supply 
parts and components to its manufacturing plants. With 
the help of Tata Motors, the ancillaries are able to maintain 
the high quality of the manufactured components. The 
car manufacturing company, Maruti, which is now 
controlled by Suzuki of Japan, has the similar system of 
supply.

Computerized Inventory Control Systems
More and more companies, small or large size, are 
adopting the computerized system of controlling 
inventories A Computerized inventory control system 
enables a company to easily track large items of 
inventories. It is an automatic system of counting 
inventories, recording withdrawals and revising the 
balance. There is an in-built system of placing order as 
the computer notices that the reorder point has been 
reached. The computerized inventory system is inevitable 
for large retail stores, which carry thousands of items. The 
computer information systems of the buyers and suppliers 
are linked to each other. As soon as the supplier's 
computer receives an order from the buyer's system, the 
supply process is activated.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is ABC system of inventory control? How does 
it work?

2. What JIT system of inventory control?
3. How does Computerized system of inventory control 

work?

THE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROCESS

The techniques of inventory management, discussed 
above, are very useful in determining the optimum level

EXHIBIT 
29.1:

THE INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
PROCESS: CASE OF BHEL

• BHEL produces long production cycle items again." 
the firm orders from customers. Because of this as w e J 
as sizeable imported raw materials and compulsory b - . 
purchases of items like steel and copper in line, v. - 
availability from SAIL and MMTC, the company ha; 
to carry high level of inventories.

• As shown below, the company, because of lack * 
focussed inventory management policy and proper 
controls, carried very high inventories in seventies and 
eighties. It carried inventories of 375 days in 1978 and 
almost 300 days in 1981.

Year Inventory Sales Inventory 
to- 

sales 
(%)

Invent
Holder 
Per^ 
(days

1978 512.9 498.6 102.9 375
1981 640.5 787.0 81.4 297 M
1990 1,080.3 3,035.6 35.6 130 ■
1991 1,155.0 3,279.3 35.2 129 '
1992 1,149.1 3,487.4 32.9 120
1993 1,230.5 3,650.5 33.7 123
1994 1,304.4 3,708.1 35.2 128
1995 1,495.2 4,234.1 35.3 129
1996 1,809.6 4,974.3 36.4 133
1997 1,876.6 5,893.9 31.8 116
1998 1,713.3 6,647.0 25.8 94
1999 1,818.7 7,057.1 25.8 94
2000 1,793.9 6,991.3 25.7 94
2001 2,034.8 6,753.9 30.1 110
2002 1,994.2 7,651.1 26.1 95

• After taking a series of steps, BHEL has been able to 
substantially reduce the inventory-holding period : > 
94 days in 2002. How did this happen? BHEL to- ■: 
the following steps in the beginning of eighties ta 
control its inventory:

• An inventory monitoring cell was constituted at trs 
corporate office.

• The purchases were controlled by the materia.s 
management group reporting to the Director ?f 
Finance.

• The company provided for weekly meetings between 
material planning, production control and purchase 
departments for better matched material availability

• Monthly review of total inventory at the level of chier 
executives of plants and corporate management v. as 
introduced.

• Inventory control was dovetailed with the budgeting 
system.

• Top 100 inventory items were identified for closer 
scrutiny and control.
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(Rs crore)

Voltas L&T GNFC BHEL

t tor the year 2003 except that BHEL’s figures are

b—- 37.7 44.3 4.8 655.6
0.9 234.3 13.0 90.3

. . ■ 56.1 268.2 1.5 1,050.7
A 32.3 258.0

804.8
3.9

23.2
197.7

1,994.3127.1
or:

10.3 9.2
7.1

16.0
31.0

26.1
23.219.3

14.7 4.7 12.0 20.8

Database

m - and finding answers to the problems of the 
rder quantity, the reorder point and the safety 

"tese techniques are very essential to economize 
tx resources by minimizing the total inventory cost 
■ -jssion of inventory management indicates the 
-amework for managing inventories. More 

ted techniques may be used to handle inventory 
merit problems more efficiently and effectively. It 
* : ■• ever, be realized that inventory management, 

more than the use of techniques, is a managerial process
of continuous planning, coordination, control and
monitoring, motivation etc. It involves a number of steps
in these areas. See Exhibit 29.1 for the inventory
management process at BHEL.

For a number of companies, inventory represents a 
substantial investment (see Exhibit 29.2). The goal of the 
wealth maximization is affected by the efficiency with 
which inventory is managed. The task of managing 
inventory primarily rests with the operating managers— 
purchase manager, materials control manager, production 
manager and marketing manager. Financial manager has 
no operating responsibility to control inventory. He has a 
role to analyse the behaviour of inventory and report its 
implications to operating managers. The financial 
manager should see that an optimum amount of funds is 
invested in inventory. He should be familiar with the 
inventory control techniques. He should introduce the 
policies which reduce the lead time, regulate usage and 
thus, minimize safety stock.12 The net effect would be to 
reduce inventory investment and increase the firm's 
prospects of making more profits.

Inventories constitute about 60 per cent of current assets of public limited companies in India. The manufacturing 
: mpanies hold inventories in the form of raw materials, work-in-process and finished goods. There are at least 
three motives for holding inventories.
• To facilitate smooth production and sales operation (transaction motive).
• To guard against the risk of unpredictable changes in usage rate and delivery time (precautionary motive).
• To take advantage of price fluctuations (speculative motive).
inventories represent investment of a firm's funds. The objective of the inventory management should be the 
maximization of the value of the firm. The firm should therefore consider: (fl) costs, (b) return, and (c) risk factors 
in establishing its inventory policy.

t Two types of costs are involved in the inventory maintenance:
• Ordering costs: requisition, placing of order, transportation, receiving, inspecting and storing and clerical and 

staff services. Ordering costs are fixed per order. Therefore, they decline as the order size increases.
• Carrying costs: warehousing, handling, clerical and staff services, insurance and taxes. Carrying costs vary with 

inventory holding. As order size increases, average inventory holding increases and therefore, the carrying 
costs increase.

The firm should minimize the total cost (ordering plus carrying). The economic order quantity (EOQ) of inventory
will occur at a point where the total cost is minimum. The following formula can be used to determine EOQ:

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. Illustrate the process of inventory management with 
the help of an example.

summary)

where A is the annual requirement, O is the per order cost, and c is the per unit carrying cost.
The economic order level of inventory, Q* * *,  represents maximum operating profit, but it is not optimum inventory 
policy. The value of the firm will be maximized when the marginal rate of return of investment in inventory is 
equal to the marginal cost of funds. The marginal rate of return (r) is calculated by dividing the incremental

Van Home, op.cit., 1985, p. 426.
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Ordering costs 
Precautionary motive 
Proportional value

analysis (PVA)
Reorder point

Safety stock
Set-up cost
Spectulative inventory 
Speculative motive 
Transaction motive

Economic order quantity
(EOQ)

Lead time
Operating inventory
Optimum production run

KEY CONCEPTS

The economic order quantity is:

0.50

= ^40,00,000

2.40
(b)

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS

PROBLEM 29.3 A company’s requirements : r 
days are 6,300 units. The ordering cost per order is .U 
and the carrying cost per unit is Re 0.26. The followin«| 
the discount schedule applicable to the company

= 2,000 units 
The reorder point is:

Daily usage = 50,000 4-250 = 200 units
Reorder point = Safety stock + Lead time x Usage

= 2(200) + 5(200) = 400 + 1,000 = 1,400

(2x5,000x1,500 
12x20%

(2x5,000x1,500 _ 11,500,000 
“ v 2.40 " V 2.40
= ^6,250,000 = 2,500 units

operating profit by the incremental investment in inventories, and the cost of funds is the required rate of retur~
of suppliers of funds.
When should the firm place an order to replenish inventory? The inventory level at which the firm places order t 
replenish inventory is called the reorder point. It depends on (a) the lead time and (b) the usage rate. Under perfect 
certainty about the usage rate, and instantaneous delivery (i.e., zero lead time), the reorder point will be equal to 
Lead time x usage rate.
In practice, there is uncertainty about the lead time and/or usage rate. Therefore, firms maintain safety stock 
which serves as a buffer or cushion to meet contingencies. In that case, the reorder point will be equal to: Lea
time x Usage rate + Safety stock. The firm should strike a trade-off between the marginal rate of return and 
marginal cost of funds to determine the level of safety stock.
A firm, which carries a number of items in inventory that differ in value, can follow a selective control system. A 
selective control system, such as the A-B-C analysis, classifies inventories into three categories according to the 
value of items: A-category consists of highest value items, B-category consists of high value items and C-categor. 
consists of lowest value items. More categories of inventories can also be created. Tight control may be applied fc - 
high-value items and relatively loose control for low-value items.
Large number of companies these days follow the total quality management (TQM) system which requires 
companies to adopt JIT and computerized system of inventory management.

ABC analysis
Carrying cost
Control by importance 

and exception (CIE)
Economic lot size (ELS)

\_____________________

PROBLEM 29.1 A manufacturing company has an 
expected usage of 50,000 units of certain product during 
the next year. The cost of processing an order is Rs 20 and 
the carrying cost per unit is Re 0.50 for one year. Lead time 
on an order is five days and the company will keep a reserve 
supply of two days’ usage. You are required to calculate 
(a) the economic order quantity and (i>) the reorder point. 
(Assume 250-day year).
SOLUTION:

(a)

PROBLEM 29.2 \ A customer has been ordering " 
units at the rate of 1,000 units per order during Iasi 
The production cost is Rs 12 per unit—Rs 8 for 
and labour and Rs 4 overhead cost. It costs Rs 1.5 C£ u
up for one run of 1,000 units and inventory carrying 
is 20% of the production cost. Since this custom-' 
buy at least 5,000 units this year, the company word: 
to avoid making five different production runs. Deta 
the most economic production run.
SOLUTION:

The most economic run is:
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: _at will be available on the total quantity, 6,300 units. However, discount per unit increases as order size increases.

Discount per unit (Rs)Lot size Units Unit Cost (Rs)

Table 29.7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 70
6,300 3,150 2,100 1,575 1,260 1,050 900 787.5 700 630
3,150 1,575 1,050 787.5 630 525 450 393.7 350 315

819 410 273 205 164 137 117 102 91 82
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

829 430 303 245 214 297 187 182 181 182
315 189 95 95 63 63 - - - -

514 241 208 150 151 234 187 182 181 182

0
JBO -1.499 0.010
?<•: -2,499 0.015
.5:0- 4.999 0.030

> < - and above 0.050

the economic order quantity.

:mic order quantity without considering the 
is:

Item 

~6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.50
0.65
0.40
0.40
0.10
0.30
0.50

Assuming the ABC analysis of selective control is indicated, 
arrange the data for presentation to the management.
SOLUTION:

12x6,300x10
V 0.26
1126,000 „„„ ,x . .

= ,------ -—-=700 units (approx).
V 0.26

.•? 29.3.1 is constructed to take account of the

1 i-n the quantity discounts are available, the 
■a should place four orders of 1,575 units each, as 
® : Dst is minimum Rs 150.

’ROB LEM 29.4 A company is considering a selective 
■nnr Ey control using the following data:

Units Unit Cost (Rs)

1
2
3
4
5

6,000
61,200
16,800

3,000
55,800

4.00
0.05
2.10
6.00
0.20

(Contd...)

Item Units %of Total Unit Cost Total Cost % of 
(Rs) (Rs) Total 

Cost
Units

A 3 16,800 4.52 2.10 35,280 21.43
1 6,000 1.61 4.00 24,000 14.58
4 3,000 0.81 6.00 18,000 10.94
7 26,640 7.16 0.65 17,316 10.52

14.10% 57.47%
B 12 24,660 6.63 0.50 12,330 7.49

6 22,680 6.10 0.50 11,340 6.89
5 55,800 15.00 0.20 11,160 6.78

10 90,000 24.19 0.10 9,000 5.47
11 29,940 8.05 0.30 8,982 5.46

9 20,520 5.51 0.40 8,208 4.99
65.48% 37.08%

C 8 14,760 3.97 0.40 5,904 3.59
2 61,200 16.45 0.05 3,060 1.86

20.42% 5.45%

EVIEW QUESTIONS
Why should inventory be held? Why is inventory management important? Explain the objectives of inventory 
management?

2. ’There are two dangerous situations that management should usually avoid in controlling inventories.’ Identify 
the danger points and Explain.
Define the economic order quantity. How is it computed?

- The management of inventory must meet two opposing needs.’ What are they? How is a balance brought in 
these two opposing needs?
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5. ‘The practical approach in determining economic order quantity is concerned with locating a minimum : at 
range rather than a minimum cost point.' Explain.

6. What are ordering and carrying costs? What is their role in inventory control?
7. Define safety stock? How can safety stock be computed?
8. What are the cost of stock-outs? How should the costs of stock-out and the carrying costs be balanced to ob'.ijJ 

the optimum safety stock?
9. How is the reorder point determined? Illustrate with an example and graphically.

10. What is lead time? How does it affect the computation of reorder point under certainty and uncertainty?
11. What is a selective control of inventory? Why is it needed? Illustrate with an example and graph the A3CJ 

analysis.
12. Explain the steps involved in analyzing investment in inventories? Illustrate with an example.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A firm’s cost of carrying one unit of inventory is Rs 5. The cost per order of inventory is Rs 2000. The firn ■ 
annual usage of inventory is 100,000 units. What is the firm’s EOQ?

2. A company has Rs 6 per year carrying cost on each unit of inventory, an annual usage of 120,000 units ana aa 
ordering cost of Rs 200 per order. Calculate the economic order quantity. If a quantity discount of Re 0.25 
unit is offered to the company when it purchases in lots of 1,000 units, should the discount be accepted?

3. A manufacturing company has an expected usage of 500,000 units of certain product during the next year 7r J 
cost of processing an order is Rs 100 and the carrying cost per unit is Rs 2 for one year. Lead time on an
is five days and the company will keep a reserve supply of three days’ usage. You are required to calc. aJ 
(a) the economic order quantity and (b) the reorder point. (Assume 360-day year).

4. ''Adirm's estimated demand for a material during the next year is 25,000 units. Acquisition costs are Rs 25C
oraer and carrying cost is Rs 5 per unit. The safety stock is set at 25 per cent of the EOQ. The daily usage is : !■ 
units and lead time is 10 days. Determine (a) the EOQ, (b) the safety stock, and (c) the reorder point. (Ass _-J 
250-day working in a year).

PROBLEMS

1. A company has Rs 4 per year carrying cost on each 
unit of inventory, an annual usage of 50,000 units 
and an ordering cost of Rs 100 per order. Calculate 
the economic order quantity. What shall be the 
total annual cost of EOQ? If a quantity discount of 
Re 0.25 per unit is offered to the company when it 
purchases in lots of 1,000 units, should the 
discount be accepted?

2. A firm’s estimated demand for a material during 
the next year is 2,500 units. Acquisition costs are 
Rs 400 per order and carrying cost is Rs 50 per 
unit. The safety stock is set at 25 per cent of the 
EOQ. The daily usage is 10 units and lead time is 
10 days. Determine (a) the EOQ, (b) the safety stock, 
and (c) the reorder point.

3. A firm’s requirement of materials is 3,000 units 
(price Rs 20 per unit) for 6 days. The ordering cost 
per order is Rs 30 and the carrying cost is Re 0.50. 
If the schedule of discount given below is 
applicable to the firm, determine the most 
economical order quantity.

Lot Size Discount

1-499 none
500 - 699 1%
700 - 999 2%
1000 - 2,499 4%
2500 and above 7%

AB Co. is considering a selective control for
inventories using the following data:
You are required to prepare the ABC plan and a:
show the ABC plan on a chart.

Units Units Cost

7,000 10.00
8,000 9.00
10,000 2.00
6,000 8.00
8,000 1.00
2,000 60.00
5,000 0.40
4,000 40.00
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Inventory Management

Sales India, a large retailer situated in the 
i India, has been losing sales because of 
liability of stock many times. The 

s average inventory is Rs 200 lakh. Its 
ratio is 30 per cent. The inventory 

E : JSt is 3.5 per cent per annum. In a study 
_■ by the financial manager of the 
■ was found that the company will lose 

at • :arried an inventory less than Rs 450 
annum. The range of inventories carried 

■peered lost sales are given below:

Expected inventory 
level (Rs lakh) 
Expected lost sales 
(Rs lakh)

200 250 300 350 400 450

250 180 120 50 20 0

The company’s working capital (excluding 
inventory) to sales ratio is 18 per cent. Assuming 
a tax rate of 35 per cent and an after-tax opportunity 
cost of 12 per cent, show which inventory policy 
the company should adopt.

• 1: INDUS ENGINEERING LIMITED

pir-ring Limited (IEL) is a well-known 
«r :f engineering products. The company’s 
.it includes about 100 models of various 
Taele 29.1.1 gives items of the profit and loss 
an r oalance sheet for the company for the current
— pared to the last year, sales have grown by 15 

Hue managing director is expecting sales to grow
- next year as well. She also thinks that there 

c change in the gross margin and working capital

. able 29.1.1: Summarized Profit and Loss 
Statement and Balance Sheet

Rs
(crore)

ic d Loss Statement

List of goods sold
i profit
>_her expenses, including interest
before tax

Tax
: after tax

■■■nee Sheet
■tare capital
■ntrL-. e and surplus
S aiders’ Funds
■r rro wings
■real Funds

876
673
203
117
~~86

32
54

100
204
"304
458
762

Jfer fixed assets 504
..--nt Assets:

Cash 9
Receivable 195
Inventories

Raw Materials 44
Work-in-process 32
Finished goods 50

Total 330
Less: Current liabilities 72
Xet current assets 258
Total Assets 762

The company produces and stocks goods according 
to the sales forecasts for each item. Given sales forecasts, 
goods are produced in quantities that raise levels of stocks 
to estimated sales requirements. Recently, the company 
has introduced a tight inventory control system because 
of the shortage of financial resources, and it has been 
maintaining inventories below the target levels. It was 
thought by many company executives that the policy of 
tight inventory control has resulted in substantial loss of 
sales. It was noticed that the company has been frequently 
losing orders to competitors because of stock-outs.

The problem of lost sales forced management to 
reconsider its inventory policy. The company therefore 
appointed a committee, consisting of general managers of 
finance, marketing and production, to determine whether 
finished goods inventory levels should be increased. The 
committee reported that more than the tightness of the 
current inventory control system, the problem was based 
on inaccurate sales forecasts. It was noted that it was very 
difficult to make prediction of new demand since 
customers erratically placed orders.

The committee recommended that the company 
should adopt a system of safety stocks to avoid stock-out 
problem. It was suggested that safety stocks should be 
determined after a careful consideration of (I) costs, 
(n) return, and (Hi) risks associated with inventory 
maintenance. It was, therefore, thought necessary to 
compile data on possible inventory levels, lost sales on 
account of stock-outs and annual cost of maintaining higher 
levels of finished goods inventory. Table 29.1.2 provides 
such estimates. The company’s after-tax required rate of 
return is 12 per cent. Assume 35 per cent tax rate.

Table 29.1.2: Alternative Inventory Policies

Inventory
Options
Policy

Inventory
Level

(Rs crore)

Lost
Sales 

(Rs crore)

Carrying
Cost 

(Rs crore)

Current 50 75 2.2
A 60 55 3.0
B 80 40 4.1
C 100 20 5.9
D 130 10 7.1
E 140 5 7.7
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Cash Management

*?pter 30

rning Objectives

• seen the reasons for holding cash
• . - oerline the need for cash management
• Z : :uss the techniques of preparing cash budget
• : js on the management of cash collection and disbursement
• : -ohasize the need for investing surplus cash in marketable securities

VTTRODUCTION

Cis.*  is the important current asset for the operations of 
be business. It is the basic input needed to keep the 
jus mess running on a continuous basis; it is also the 
a ' mate output expected to be realized by selling the 
service or product manufactured by the firm. The firm 
4rculd keep sufficient cash, neither more nor less. Cash 
s-c rtage will disrupt the firm's manufacturing operations 
» rile excessive cash will simply remain idle, without 

vtributing anything towards the firm's profitability.
“mis, a major function of the financial manager is to 
raintain a sound cash position.

Cash is the money1! which a firm can disburse 
immediately without any restriction. The term cash 
mcludes coins, currency and cheques held by the firm, 
md balances in its bank accounts. Sometimes near-cash 
::ems, such as marketable securities or bank term deposits, 
ire also included in cash. The basic characteristic of near- 
:ash assets is that they can readily be converted into cash. 
Generally, when a firm has excess cash, it invests it in 

marketable securities. This kind of investment contributes 
some profit to the firm.

FACETS OF CASH MANAGEMENT

Cash management is concerned with the managing of: 
(z) cash flows into and out of the firm, (zz) cash flows within 
the firm, and (zzz) cash balances held by the firm at a point 
of time by financing deficit or investing surplus cash. It 
can be represented by a cash management cycle as shown 
in Figure 30.1. Sales generate cash which has to be 
disbursed. The surplus cash has to be invested while 
deficit has to be borrowed. Cash management seeks to 
accomplish this cycle at a minimum cost. At the same time, 
it also seeks to achieve liquidity and control. Cash 
management assumes more importance than other current 
assets because cash is the most significant and the least 
productive asset that a firm holds. It is significant because 
it is used to pay the firm's obligations. However, cash is 
unproductive. Unlike fixed assets or inventories, it does
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not produce goods for sale. Therefore, the aim of cash 
management is to maintain adequate control over cash 
position to keep the firm sufficiently liquid and to use 
excess cash in some profitable way.

' 30.1: Cash management cycle

ent is also important because it is 
\ flows accurately, particularly the 

perfect coincidence between the 
'h. During some periods, cash 

lows, because payments for 
eentory build up. At other 

e than cash payments 
■>les and debtors may 

tly. Further, cash 
h constitutes the 

it assets, yet 
' in managing 

■ been done 
m of the

profits. The firm should decide about the dh is: :r 
of the cash balance between alternative short-te ~~ 
investment opportunities such as bank deposits 
marketable securities, or inter-corporate lendir £ 
The ideal cash management system will dept' d 

on the firm's products, organization structure 
competition, culture and options available. The task s 
complex, and decisions taken can affect important are as 
of the firm. For example, to improve collections if the credit 
period is reduced, it may affect sales. However, in certain 
cases, even without fundamental changes, it is possir ■ 
to significantly reduce cost of cash management svstea | 
by choosing a right bank and controlling the collectknfl 
properly.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is cash management concerned with?
2. What are four facets of cash management?
3. What is cash management cycle?

MOTIVES FOR HOLDING CASH

The firm's need to hold cash may be attributed :: 
following three motives:1

The transactions motive
The precautionary motive

Tz The speculative motive

a way

\° -ax e? CO

Transaction Motive
The transactions motive requires a firm to hold cud 
conduct its business in the ordinary course. The fir— os 
cash primarily to make payments for purchases ■»■ 
nd salaries, other operating expenses, taxes, dr ide 

\The need to hold cash would not arise if there v 
Xt synchronization between cash receipts ar ~ fl 

>ts, i.e., enough cash is received when the pa ~ 
made. But usually cash receipts and pa. r~e 

\ctly synchronized. For those periods 
ts exceed cash receipts, the firm s.ne 

'ash balance to be able to make recje 
factions purpose, a firm ma v ir. 31 

securities. Usually, the fir— , 
chose maturity corresponds w 

■nts, such as dividends, or zz 
he transactions motive —ju 

_et anticipated payments n 
matched with the cash rececdi

ary Motive
cautionary motive is the need to hold cash : 

urgencies in the future. It provides a cushion c:

ent: A Systems Approach, Industrial Management Review, :e:
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ent is also important because it is 
h flows accurately, particularly the 

nerfect coincidence between the 
'h. During some periods, cash 

Tows, because payments for 
\entory build up. At other 

\ than cash payments 
'les and debtors may 

+Jy. Further, cash 
h constitutes the 

it assets, yet 
' in managing 

' been done 
m of the 

a way 
\vest
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not produce goods for sale. Therefore, the aim of cash 
management is to maintain adequate control over cash 
position to keep the firm sufficiently liquid and to use 
excess cash in some profitable way.

profits. The firm should decide about the divis 
of the cash balance between alternative short-ten 
investment opportunities such as bank depcsii 
marketable securities, or inter-corporate lencira 
The ideal cash management system will depen 

the firm's products, organization structureon
competition, culture and options available. The task 
complex, and decisions taken can affect important are 
of the firm. For example, to improve collections if the ere. 
period is reduced, it may affect sales. However, in cert; 
cases, even without fundamental changes, it is possit 
to significantly reduce cost of cash management syste 
by choosing a right bank and controlling the collecti: 
properly.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is cash management concerned with?
2. What are four facets of cash management?
3. What is cash management cycle?

MOTIVES FOR HOLDING CASH

The firm's need to hold cash may be attributed tc 
following three motives:1

Qi The transactions motive
■Qi The precautionary motive
Qi The speculative motive

Transaction Motive
The transactions motive requires a firm to hold casr 1 
conduct its business in the ordinary course. The firm nena 
cash primarily to make payments for purchases, ■■ ass 

nd salaries, other operating expenses, taxes, dividend 
The need to hold cash would not arise if there a 
\t synchronization between cash receipts and :ai 

\ts, i.e., enough cash is received when the paynrf 
made. But usually cash receipts and paymat 

yctly synchronized. For those periods * re 
ts exceed cash receipts, the firm sh :,.ii 

Tash balance to be able to make requaai 
■factions purpose, a firm may invest! 

securities. Usually, the firm 
'hose maturity corresponds 

mts, such as dividends, or tai 
► \e transactions motive nu nd

_et anticipated payments wtua 
matched with the cash receipts.

dry Motive
cautionary motive is the need to hold cash t. ~ti 

mgencies in the future. It provides a cushion or b _d

ent: A Systems Approach, Industrial Management Review, (Feb. 1-
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-stand some unexpected emergency. The
_:ionary amount of cash depends upon the
- s ? ili tv of cash flows. If cash flows can be predicted 
2: curacy, less cash will be maintained for an 
en.cy. The amount of precautionary cash is also 
* red by the firm's ability to borrow at short notice 
me need arises. Stronger the ability of the firm to

at short notice, less will be the need for
- nary balance. The precautionary balance may be 

cash and marketable securities. Marketable
- es play an important role here. The amount of cash 
de for precautionary reasons is not expected to earn

s therefore, the firm should attempt to earn some 
n it. Such funds should be invested in high-liquid 
-risk marketable securities. Precautionary balance 

2 thus, be held more in marketable securities and 
elv less in cash.

lative Motive
speculative motive relates to the holding of cash for 
scng in profit-making opportunities as and when they 

The opportunity to make profit may arise when the 
- v prices change. The firm will hold cash, when it is 
-med that interest rates will rise and security prices 
fall. Securities can be purchased when the interest 
is expected to fall; the firm will benefit by the 

Ersevuent fall in interest rates and increase in security 
I is. The firm may also speculate on materials' prices.

1 -expected that materials'prices will fall, the firm can 
| Krone materials' purchasing and make purchases in 

when price actually falls. Some firms may hold cash 
'Sr speculative purposes. By and large, business firms do 

I ■ t engage in speculations. Thus, the primary motives to 
I Uh r cash and marketable securities are the precautionary 
■ •ccves.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

Explain three motives for holding cash.

CASH PLANNING

Cis r flows are inseparable parts of the business operations 
a firms. A firm needs cash to invest in inventory, 
■ reivables and fixed assets and to make payment for 
jv-. '.• ting expenses, in order to maintain growth in sales

■ 2 earnings. It is possible that the firm may be making 
acemate profits, but may suffer from the shortage of cash

- its growing needs may be consuming cash very fast, 
e cash poor' position of the firm can be corrected if its 

..;v needs are planned in advance. At times, a firm can 

have excess cash with it if its cash inflows exceed cash 
outflows. Such excess cash may remain idle. Again, such 
excess cash flows can be anticipated and properly invested 
if cash planning is resorted to. Cash planning is a 
technique to plan and control the use of cash. It helps to 
anticipate the future cash flows and needs of the firm and 
reduces the possibility of idle cash balances (which lowers 
firm's profitability) and cash deficits (which can cause the 
firm's failure).

Cash planning protects the financial condition of the 
firm by developing a projected cash statement, from a 
forecast of expected cash inflows and outflows, for a given 
period. The forecasts may be based on the present 
operations or the anticipated future operations. Cash plans 
are very crucial in developing the overall operating plans 
of the firm.

Cash planning may be done on daily, weekly or 
monthly basis. The period and frequency of cash planning 
generally depends upon the size of the firm and 
philosophy of the management. Large firms prepare daily 
and weekly forecasts. Medium-size firms usually prepare 
weekly and monthly forecasts. Small firms may not 
prepare formal cash forecasts because of the non
availability of information and small-scale operations. But, 
if the small firms prepare cash projections, it is done on 
monthly basis. As a firm grows and business operations 
become complex, cash planning becomes inevitable for 
its continuing success.

Cash Forecasting and Budgeting
Cash budget is the most significant device to plan for and 
control cash receipts and payments. A cash budget is a 
summary statement of the firm's expected cash inflows 
and outflows over a projected time period. It gives 
information on the timing and magnitude of expected cash 
flows and cash balances over the projected period. This 
information helps the financial manager to determine the 
future cash needs of the firm, plan for the financing of 
these needs and exercise control over the cash and liquidity 
of the firm.1 2

1 Van Horne, J.C. Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, p. 422. Also see Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial
Finance, Dryden Press, 1986, pp. 223-26 for an illustrative discussion on cash budgeting.

The time horizon of a cash budget may differ from 
firm to firm. A firm whose business is affectedTy seasonal 
variations may prepare monthly cash budgets. Daily or 
weekly cash budgets should be prepared for determining 
cash requirements if cash flows show extreme fluctuations. 
Cash budgets for a longer intervals may be prepared if 
cash flows are relatively stable.

Cash forecasts are needed to prepare cash budgets. 
Cash forecasting may be done on short or long-term basis. 
Generally, forecasts covering periods of one year or less 
are considered short-term; those extending beyond one 
year are considered long-term.
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Short-term Cash Forecasts
It is comparatively easy to make short-term cash forecasts. 
The important functions of carefully developed short-term 
cash forecasts are:

To determine operating cash requirements
To anticipate short-term financing

■Qs To manage investment of surplus cash.
The short-term forecast helps in determining the cash 

requirements for a predetermined period to run a business. 
If the cash requirements are not determined, it would not 
be possible for the management to know how much cash 
balance is to be kept in hand, to what extent bank financing 
be depended upon and whether surplus frmds would be 
available to invest in marketable securities.

To know the operating cash requirements, cash flow 
projections have to be made by a firm. As stated earlier, 
there is hardly a perfect matching between cash inflows 
and outflows. With the short-term cash forecasts, however, 
the financial manager is enabled to adjust these differences 
in favour of the firm.

It is well-known that, for their temporary financing 
needs, most companies depend upon banks. One of the 
significant roles of the short-term forecasts is to pinpoint 
when the money will be needed and when it can be repaid. 
With such forecasts in hand, it will not be difficult for the 
financial manager to negotiate short-term financing 
arrangements with banks. This in fact convinces bankers 
about the ability of the management to run its business.

The third function of the short-term cash forecasts is 
to help in managing the investment of surplus cash in 
marketable securities. Carefully and skilfully designed 
cash forecast helps a firm to: (z) select securities with 
appropriate maturities and reasonable risk, (z'i) avoid over 
and under-investing and (zzz) maximize profits by 
investing idle money.

Short-run cash forecasts serve many other purposes. 
For example, multi-divisional firms use them as a tool to 
coordinate the flow of funds between their various 
divisions as well as to make financing arrangements for 
these operations. These forecasts may also be useful in 
determining the margins or minimum balances to be 
maintained with banks. Still other uses of these forecasts 3 are:

■Qz Planning reductions of short and long-term debt
Qz Scheduling payments in connection with capital 

expenditures programmes
G Planning forward purchases of inventories
Qz Checking accuracy of long-range cash forecasts 

Taking advantage of cash discounts offered by 
suppliers

Qz Guiding credit policies.

Short-term Forecasting Methods
Two most commonly used methods of short-term c 
forecasting are:

Qz The receipt and disbursements method
■Qz The adjusted net income method.
The receipts and disbursements method is gener; 

employed to forecast for limited periods, such as a w 
or a month. The adjusted net income method, on the ot 
hand, is preferred for longer durations ranging from a 
months to a year. Both methods have their pros and cc 
The cash flows can be compared with budgeted incc 
and expense items if the receipts and disburseme 
approach is followed. On the other hand, the adjus 
income approach is appropriate in showing a compar 
working capital and future financing needs.

Receipts and disbursements method Cash flow 
and out in most companies on a continuous basis. ' 
prime aim of receipts and disbursements forecasts i 
summarize these flows during a predetermined peri 
In case of those companies where each item of incc 
and expense involves flow of cash, this method is favou 
to keep a close control over cash.

Three broad sources of cash inflows can be identif 
(z) operating, (zz) non-operating, and (zzz) financial. C 
sales and collections from customers form the rr 
important part of the operating cash inflows. Develop 
a sales forecast is the first step in preparing a cash forec 
All precautions should be taken to forecast sales 
accurately as possible. In case of cash sales, cash is recei 
at the time of sale. On the other hand, cash is reali 
after sometime if sale is on credit. The time in reali/ 
cash on credit sales depends upon the firm's credit po 
reflected in the average collection period. Considez 
example.3 3 4

3. Conference Board, Cash Management, New York: The Conference Board Inc., 1973, p. 5.
4. See Van Home, op. cit., p. 425, and Weston, and Copeland, op. cit., 1986, pp. 223-28, for a detailed illustration and discussion oi 

receipts and disbursements method.

ILLUSTRATION 30.1: Short-term Cash Forecasting
Suppose that a firm makes 80 percent of its sales on a 
day credit. Its actual experience shows that 80 percer 
debtors are realized after one month and 20 percent t 
two months, after goods are sold. With this informat 
the expected cash receipts from sales can be calculate 
sales forecast are available. For example, sale receipt; 
January, February, March and April are calculated in T 
30.1 on the basis of assumed sales forecasts.

It can be seen from Table 30.1 that total sales for Jam 
are estimated to be Rs 550,000, of which 80 percent I 
Rs 440,000) are credit sales and 20 percent (i.e., Rs 110,1 
are cash sales. The 80 percent of credit sales or Rs 352 
are expected to be received in February and 20 percer 
Rs 88,000 is expected to be realized in March. Sale 
other months are also shown in the same way.



"ic.e 30.1: Estimated Sales Receipts
(FIs’ 000)

Actual Forecast
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
500 600 550 660 700 1,000

Po) 400 480 440 528 560 800

— 320 384 352 422 448
- - 80 96 88 106

■—~ns 464 448 510 554
110 132 140 200

receipts 574 580 650 754 

rating cash inflows include sale of old assets

or payments to creditors or postpone payment of 
dividends.

One of the significant advantages of cash budget is to 
determine the net cash inflow or outflow so that the firm 
is enabled to arrange finances. However, the firm's 
decision for appropriate sources of financing should 
depend upon factors such as cost and risk. Cash budget 
helps a firm to manage its cash position. It also helps to 
utilize ideal funds in better ways. On the basis of cash 
budget, the firm can decide to invest the surplus cash in 
marketable securities and earn profits.

The preparation of a cash budget is explained in 
Illustration 30.2.

ILLUSTRATION 30.2: Preparing Cash Budget

On the basis of the following information, prepare a cash 
budget for Marshall Manufacturing Company for the first 
six months of 2010:

1. Prices and costs are assumed to remain unchanged.
2. Credit sales are 75 per cent of total sales.
3. The 60 percent of credit sales are collected after 

one month, 30 percent after two months and 10 
per cent after three months.

4. Actual and forecast sales are as follows:

Actual Rs (’000) Forecast Rs (’000)

Oct. 2009 120,000 Jan. 2010 60,000
Nov. 2009 140,000 Feb. 2010 80,000
Dec. 2009 160,000 Mar. 2010 80,000

Apr. 2010 120,000
May 2010 100,000
June 2010 80,000
July 2010 120,000

5. The company expects a profit margin of 20 per cent.
6. Anticipated sales of each month are purchased and 

paid in the preceding month.
7. The anticipated operating expenses are as below:

Rs (thousand) Rs (thousand)

Jan. 12,000 Apr. 20,000
Feb. 16,000 May 16,000
Mar. 20,000 June 14,000

8. Interest on 12 per cent debenture, Rs 100 million 
is to be paid in each quarter.

9. An advance tax of Rs 20 million is due in April.
10. A purchase of equipment of Rs 12 million is to be 

made in June.
11. The company has a cash balance of Rs 40 million 

at 31 December 2009, which is the minimum 
balance to be maintained. Funds can be borrowed * 
in multiples of Rs 2 million on a monthly basis at
18 per cent annum.

12. Interest is payable on the first of the month after 
the borrowing.

13. Rent is Rs 0.80 million per month.

ar easily be noted that cash receipts from sales 
inected by changes in sales volume and the firm's 
: ~ To develop a realistic cash budget, these
s sn ould be accounted for. If the demand for the

■ y—ducts slackens, sales will fall and the average 
■kx " reriod is likely to be longer which increases the 

MB sf bad debts. In preparing cash budget, account 
m** sken of sales discounts, returns and allowances 
’* debts, as they reduce the amount of cash 
dtars from debtors.

»2£r. d and interest income. The magnitude of these 
u erally small. When the internally-generated 
low * are not sufficient, the firm resorts to external

.Towings and issuance of securities are external 
sources. These constitute financial cash inflows.

~-e next step in the preparation of a cash budget is 
serrate of cash outflows. Cash outflows include: 

rra ting outflows: cash purchases, payments of 
L<es, advances to suppliers, wages and salaries and 
aperating expenses, (ii) capital expenditures, 

:: r tractual payments: repayment of loan, interest and 
zz ■ ments; and (iv) discretionary payments: ordinary 

: preference dividend. In case of credit purchases, a 
= i will exist for cash payments. This will depend on 

—edit terms offered by the suppliers.
is relatively easy to predict the expenses of the firm 

r short run. Firms usually prepare capital expenditure 
luusets, therefore, capital expenditures are predictable 
fcr rhe purposes of cash budget. Similarly, payments of 

r rdend do not fluctuate widely and are paid on specific 
sates. Cash outflow can also occur when the firm repays 
cs long-term debt. Such payments are generally planned 
and, therefore, there is no difficulty in predicting them.

Once the forecasts for cash receipts and payments 
pave been developed, they can be combined to obtain the 
■et cash inflow or outflow for each month. The net balance 
:: r each month would indicate whether the firm has excess 
cash or deficit. The peak cash requirements would also 
re indicated. If the firm has a policy of maintaining some 
minimum cash balance, arrangements must be made to 
maintain this minimum balance in periods of deficit. The 
cash deficit can be met by borrowing from banks. 
Alternatively, the firm can delay its capital expenditures
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Table 30.2: Cash Budget

A. Cash Receipts (Rs in thousand)

Actual 2009 Forecast 2010

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Total sales 120,000 140,000 160,000 60,000 80,000 80,000 120,000 100,000 80,000
Credit sales 90,000 105,000 120,000 45,000 60,000 60,000 90,000 75,000 60,000
Cash sales collection 30,000 35,000 40,000 15,000 20,000 20,000 30,000 25,000 20,000
1 month 60% - 54,000 63,000 72,000 27,000 36,000 36,000 54,000 45,000
2 months 30% - - 27,000 31,500 36,000 13,500 18,000 18,000 27,000
3 months 10% - - - 9,000 10,500 12,000 4,500 6,000 6,000

Total receipt (A) 127,500 93,500 81,500 88,500 103,000 98,000

B. Cash Payments (Rs thousand)

Purchases 64,000 64,000 96.000 80,000 64,000 96,000
Rent 800 800 800 800 800 800
Operating exps. 12,000 16,000 20,000 20,000 16,000 14,000
Equipment - - - - - 12,000
Interest - - 3,000 - — 3.000
Advance tax - - - 20,000 - -

Total payment (B) 76,800 80,800 119,800 120,800 80,800 125,800

C. Cash Balance (Rs thousand)

Net cash balance (A) - (B) 50,700 12,700 (38,300) (32,300) 22,200 (27,800)
Total cash 90,700 103,400 65,100 32,800 63,000 27,080
Beginning of month borrowings* - - - 8,000 - 14,000
Interest on borrowings - - - - (120) -
Repayment of borrowings - - - - (8,000) -

Total end of month cash balance 90,700 103,400 65,100 40,800 54,880 41,080

* To maintain minimum cash balance of Rs 40,000, the company will borrow.

In Table 30.2, cash inflows are estimated in accordance 
with the company’s total sales and collection policy. For 
example, of the total sales of Rs 60 million for January, 25 
per cent (Rs 15 million) are collected as cash sales in 
January, 60 per cent of credit sales (60% of Rs 45 million = 
Rs 27 million) are collected in February; 30% (Rs 135 
million) in March and remaining 10 per cent (Rs 4.5 
million) in April. Similarly, the sales of other months are 
broken.

Section B of Table 30.2 shows all anticipated cash 
payments. Anticipated sales for each month are purchased 
and paid in the preceding month. As the profit margin is 
20 percent, the cost of purchases will be 80 percent of sales. 
Thus, for the month of February, purchases equal to 80 
percent of its anticipated sales of Rs 80 million (i.e., Rs 64 
million purchases) will be made and paid in January. Other 
items of cash outflows shown are rent, wages and salaries, 
taxes, capital expenditures and interest on debt. The 
quarterly payment of interest will be made in March and 
June. In order to maintain a minimum cash balance of Rs 
40 million, Rs 8 million will have to be borrowed in the 
month of April. Interest at 18 percent on this amount will 
be paid only in May.

The difference between total receipts and total 
payments gives us the net cash flow. To this is added the 
beginning of month’s balance to get the total cash balance 
in a particular month. In April, the total balance is 
Rs 32.8 million; therefore, to maintain the minimum 
requirements of Rs 40 million, a borrowing of Rs 8 million 
will be made. In May, there is a cash balance of Rs 62.8: 
million after paying interest of Rs 0.12 million; therefore 
Rs 8 million can be repaid without impairing the minimum 
cash balance requirement. Again, Rs 14 million will have 
to be borrowed in June to maintain cash balance at Rs 4 
million.
The virtues of the receipt and payment methods are:

It gives a complete picture of all the items of 
expected cash flows.

% It is a sound tool of managing slaily cash 
operations.
This method, however, suffers from the following 
limitations:

% Its reliability is reduced because of the uncertain- 
of cash forecasts. For example, collections may be 
delayed, or unanticipated demands may cause 
large disbursements.
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' ."Jghlight the significant movements in
■Mr* capital items.

HjVwr ’.come method This method of cash 
■HE «r : eves the tracing of working capital flows. 
■BE*?-  called the sources and uses approach. Two 
■B».s adjusted net income approach are: (z) to 
■Me . — c any's need for cash at a future date and 
)MMiw .-.ether the company can generate the 
Met ’ if : temally, and if not, how much will have 
IMrrr*  id or raised in the capital market.

5. Conference Board, op. cit., 1973, p. 13.

Iwwxj.' as the form and content of the adjusted net
■ it resembles the cash flow statement 
BE are- ously. It is, in fact, a projected cash flow 
Mat : ased on pro forma financial statements. It 
■r sas rhree sections: sources of cash, uses of cash 
kra: tasted cash balance. This procedure helps in 
Mk mated earnings on an accrual basis to a cash
■ iis.? helps in anticipating the working capital

ua~-T aring the adjusted net income forecasts items 
» income, depreciation, taxes, dividends etc., 
k. be determined from the company's annual 
fcx budget. Normally, difficulty is faced in 

working capital changes; the estimates of 
receivable (debtors) and inventory pose problem 

se thev are influenced by factors such as fluctuations 
-a :erial costs, changing demand for the company's 
~s and possible delays in collections. Any error in 

g these items can make the reliability of forecast

Dne popularly used method of projecting working 
is to use ratios relating accounts receivable and 

eb s rv to sales. For example, if the past experience tells 
accounts receivable of a company range between 32 
: ent to 36 per cent of sales, an average rate of 34 per 
can be used. The difference between the projected 

re and that on the books will indicate the expected 
■-ase or decrease in cash attributable to receivable.
“he benefits of the adjusted net income method are: 
■i It highlights the movements in the working capital 

items, and thus, helps to keep a control on a firm's 
working capital.

rz It helps in anticipating a firm's financial 
requirements.

The major limitation of this method is:
« It fails to trace cash flows, and therefore, its utility 

in controlling daily cash operations is limited.

Sensitivity Analysis
The example on cash budget in Table 30.2 is not entirely 
meaningful since it is based on only one set of assumptions 
about cash flows. The estimates of cash flows in the 
example may be considered based on expected or most 

probable values. In practice, many alternatives are 
possible because of uncertainty. One useful method of 
getting insights about the variability of cash flows is 
sensitivity analysis. A firm can, for example, prepare cash 
budget based on three forecasts; optimistic, most probable 
and pessimistic. On the basis of its experience, the firm 
would know that sales could decrease at the most by 20 
per cent, under unfavourable conditions, as compared to 
the most probable estimate. Thus, cash budget can be 
prepared under three sales conditions. Knowledge of the 
outcome of extreme expectations will help the firm to be 
prepared with contingency plans. A cash budget prepared 
under worst conditions will prove to be useful to the 
management to face those circumstances.

Long-term Cash Forecasting
Long-term cash forecasts are prepared to give an idea of 
the company's financial requirements in the distant future. 
They are not as detailed as the short-term forecasts are. 
Once a company has developed a long-term cash forecast, 
it can be used to evaluate the impact of, say, new product 
developments or plant acquisitions on the firm's financial 
condition, for three, five, or more years in the future. The 
major uses of the long-term cash forecasts are:5

It indicates as company's future financial needs, 
especially its working capital requirements.
It helps to evaluate proposed capital projects. It 
pinpoints the cash required to finance these 
projects as well as the cash to be generated by the 
company to support them.

■Qz It helps to improve corporate planning. Long-term 
cash forecasts compel each division to plan for 
the future and to formulate projects carefully.

Long-term cash forecasts may be made for two, three 
or five years. As with the short-term forecasts, the 
company's practices may differ on the duration of long
term forecasts to suit its particular needs.

The short-term forecasting methods, i.e., the receipts 
and disbursements method and the adjusted net income 
method, can also be used in long-term cash forecasting. 
Long-term cash forecasting reflects the impact of growth, 
expansion or acquisitions; it also indicates financing 
problems arising from these developments.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k______________________________________ ;_______________________J

1. What is cash planning? What purpose does it serve?
2. What is a cash budget? How does it differ from cash 

forecast?
3. What are the objectives of short-term cash forecasts?
4. What are the methods of preparing short-term cash 

forecasts?
5. What are the uses of long-term cash forecasting?
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MANAGING CASH COLLECTIONS
AND DISBURSEMENTS

Once the cash budget has been prepared and appropriate 
net cash flow established, the financial manager should 
ensure that there does not exist a significant deviation 
between projected cash flows and actual cash flows. To 
achieve this, cash management efficiency will have to be 
improved through a proper control of cash collection and 
disbursement. The twin objectives in managing the cash 
flows should be to accelerate cash collections as much as 
possible and to decelerate or delay cash disbursements as 
much as possible.

Accelerating Cash Collections
A firm can conserve cash and reduce its requirements for 
cash balances if it can speed up its cash collections. The 
first hurdle in accelerating the cash collection could be 
the firm itself. It may take a long time to process the 
invoice. Days taken to get the invoice to buyers adds to 
order processing delay. In India, yet another problem is 
with regard to the extra time enjoyed by the buyers in 
clearing of bills; particularly, the government agencies take 
time beyond what is allowed by the sellers in paying bills. 
Cash collections can be accelerated by reducing the lag or 
gap between the time a customer pays bill and the time 
the cheque is collected and funds become available for 
the firm's use.

The amount of cheques sent by customer which are 
not yet collected is called collection or deposit float. 
Within this time gap, the delay is caused by the mailing 
time, i.e. the time taken by cheque in transit and the 
processing time, i.e., the time taken by the firm in processing 
cheque for internal accounting purposes. This also 
depends on the processing time taken by the bank as well 
as the inter bank system to get credit in the desired 
account. The greater the firm's deposit float, the longer 
the time taken in converting cheques into usable funds. 
In India, these floats can assume sizeable proportions as 
cheques normally take a longer time to get realized than 
in most countries.6 An efficient financial manager will 
attempt to reduce the firm's deposit float by speeding up 
the mailing, processing and collection times. How can this 
be achieved? A firm can use decentralized collection 
system and lock-box system to speed up cash collections 
and reduce deposit float.

6. Ramamoorthy, V.E., Working Capital Management, Chennai, IFMR, 1976, p. 136.
7. Van Horne, op. cit., p. 423.

ILLUSTRATION 30.3: Deposit Float
XY Ltd has a Rs. 1.20 lakh balance available in its bank 
account as well as this is the balance shown in its ledger. 
XY Ltd receives a cheque of Rs 50,000 that it records in its 
books and deposits in the bank. It will take 3 days for the 
amount to be credited to XY Ltd’s bank account. How much 
is the deposit (collection) float today?

XY Ltd’s book balance increases, but its bank balance 
remains unaltered until Rs 50,000 get credited. Thus, the 
float is a negative float of Rs 50,000:

Deposit float = Balance available in bank
- Balance in books

= 120,000-170,000
= -50,000.

Decentralized Collections A large firm operating over 
wide geographical areas can speed up its collections t 
following a decentralized collection procedure A 
decentralized collection procedure, called concentratio r 
banking in USA, is a system of operating through a 
number of collection centres, instead of a single collect: on 
centre centralized at the firm's head office. The bask 
purpose of the decentralized collections is to minim::. 
the lag between the mailing time from customers to the 
firm and the time when the firm can make use of the fur > 
Under decentralized collections, the firm will have a large 
number of bank accounts operated in the areas where the 
firm has its branches. All branches may not have thel 
collection centres. The selection of the collection centre I 
will depend upon the volume of billing. The collect :r < 
centres will be required to collect cheques from customers 
and deposit in their local bank accounts. The collect ms j 
centre will transfer funds above some predetermined 
minimum amount to a central or concentration bank 
account, generally at the firm's head office, each dav A I 
concentration bank is one where the firm has a major j 
account—usually-disbursement account.7 Funds car be 
transferred to a central or concentration bank by wise I 
transfer or telex or fax or electronic mail. Decentralizes: I 
collection procedure is, thus, a useful way to reduce floefl

Decentralized collection system saves mailing and | 
processing time and, thus, reduces the deposit float, and I 
consequently, the financing requirements. For example I 
suppose a company has credit sales of Rs 146 crore par' 
year. Its collections will average Rs 40 lakh per dav 1-SM 
crore s- 365). If the company could reduce its mailing and j 
processing time from five days to three days and dep s.r I 
cheques into the bank two days earlier, outs tar. I 
balance would be reduced by Rs 80 lakh. If the anr —1 
borrowing rate was 18 per cent, the company has sa cd 
an opportunity cost of Rs 14.40 lakh on annual basis. T~ _•&. 
a decentralized collection system results in poter.n«| 
savings which should be compared with the cos: m 
maintaining the system. The system should be adccasSI 
only when savings are greater than cost.

Lock-box System Another technique of speeding ur 
mailing, processing and collection time which is q' Jitfl 
popular in USA and European countries, and has rec® I 
now introduced in the developing countries, is the :<*-1 
box system. Some foreign and Indian banks in India ra 1 ■! 
started providing this service to individuals and firms an



Instrument

Cheques

. Drafts

Documentary bills

4 Trade bills

* Letters of credit

~ case of the concentration banking, cheques are 
ic by a collection centre and after processing, are 
zed in the bank. Lock-box system helps the firm to 

a :e the time between the receipt of cheques and their 
in the bank. In a lock-box system, the firm 

Kishes a number of collection centres, considering 
nner locations and volume of remittances. At each 
-- die firm hires a post office box and instructs its 
rers to mail their remittances to the box. The firm's 
■ =rtk is given the authority to pick up the remittances 
.. from the local-box. The bank picks up the mail 

times a day and deposits the cheques in the firm's 
For the internal accounting purposes of the firm, 

■ i nk prepares detailed records of the cheques picked

Two main advantages of the lock-box system are:8 
die bank handles the remittances prior to deposit at 
er cost. Second, the cheques are deposited 
iately upon receipt of remittances and their 

ion process starts sooner than if the firm would have 
— cessed them for internal accounting purposes prior to 
Hi - deposit. The firm can still process the cheques on 
■& basis of the records supplied by the bank without 

f mg the collection. Thus, lock-box system eliminates 
| me period between the time cheques are received by the 
i and the time they are deposited in the bank for 
icatection.

The lock-box system involves cost. For the services
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provided under a lock-box arrangement, banks charge a 
fee or require a minimum balance to be maintained. 
Whether a lock-box system should be used or not will 
depend upon the comparison between its cost and 
benefits. Generally the benefits will exceed if the average 
remittances are very large and the firm's cost of financing 
is high.

Cash Collection Instruments in India9
The main instruments of collection used in India are: 
(z) cheques, (zz) drafts, (zzz) documentary bills, (iv) trade 
bills, and (v) letter of credit (see Table 30.3).

Clearing
The instruments of exchange (e.g., cheques, drafts, etc.) 
are used to receive or pay claims. Before the amount is 
credited or debited to any account, it has to pass through 
the clearing system. The clearing process refers to the 
exchange by banks of instruments drawn on them, 
through a clearinghouse. Instruments like cheques, 
demand drafts, interest and dividend warrants and refund 
orders can go through clearing. Documentary bills, or 
promissory notes do not go through clearing.

The clearing process has been highly automated in a 
number of countries. Electronic data is used instead of 
paper. Banks in India have started using MICR (Magnetic 
Ink Character Recognition) to automate the clearing

Table 30.3: Features of Instruments of Collection in India

Pros Cons

No charge
Payable through clearing
Can be discounted after receipt
Low discounting charge
Requires customer limits which are 
inter changeable with overdraft limits
Payable in local clearing
Chances of bouncing are less
Low discounting charge
Theoretically, goods are not released till 
payments are made or the bill is accepted 
No charge except stamp duty
Can be discounted.
Discipline of payment on due date
Good credit control as goods are released 
on payment or acceptance of bill
Seller forced to meet delivery schedule 
because of expiry date.

Can bounce
Collection times can be long
Collection charge

Cost of collection
Buyers account debited on day one
Not payable through clearing
High collection cost
Long delays
Procedure is relatively cumbersome 
Buyers are reluctant to accept the 
due date discipline
Opening charges
Transit period interest
Negotiation charges
Need bank lines to open L/C
Stamp duty on usance bills

5 Solomon, E. and J.J. Pringle, An Introduction to Financial Management, Prentice-Hall of India, 1977, p. 182. 
9. Based on a handout prepared by Mr. Sanjeev Sirpal.
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process. They maintain an account with the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) which is debited for inward clearing (items 
drawn on plus outward returns) and credited for outward 
clearing (items drawn on other banks plus inward 
returns).

The clearinghouse covers banks located within a 
defined geographical area. Thus, when we say a cheque 
is payable in local clearing in Bombay then it must be 
drawn on a bank located within the geographical area 
covered by the Bombay clearinghouse. Clearing 
operations are based on time limits. There is a time by 
which the cheques have to be given to the clearing house 
and a time by which returned cheques have to be given 
back. A cheque that is not returned is treated as paid.

Credit is given to the customer as soon as the banks 
get credit through the clearing. This credit is with a hold 
for the time it takes to get returns back and debit them. 
Thus, the customer cannot draw on these funds till the 
hold is removed. Some banks credit customers only after 
funds are cleared. This creates a problem for customers 
with advance accounts as they continue paying interest 
for the clearing period.

Cheques deposited by customers drawn on other 
banks go for outward clearing. In the manual process that 
applies for non-MICR cheques, the cheques have to be 
sorted by bank, listed and tallied before presenting them 
to the clearinghouse. For MICR cheques, the cheques have 
to be encoded and then presented to the clearinghouse. 
Physical sorting of cheques is avoided. The MICR code 
line on the cheques has information on the city, bank, 
branch, cheque number, type of cheque (transaction code), 
the account number and amount. Using this, the 
clearinghouse is able to sort the cheques by city, bank, 
and branch and deliver the cheques to the drawee bank. 
RBI now operates national clearing between a few major 
cities.

In inward clearing the banks receive instruments that 
have been issued by them. In case a customer does not 
have funds in his account or his lines are exceeded, the 
cheque is returned unless appropriate approvals are 
obtained. The cheques have also to be scrutinized for 
signature, forgery or other defects (post dated, 
unauthorized alterations, etc.).

Cheques must be returned within a tight deadline; so 
quick processing is essential. Returned cheques can be 
divided into two categories: (a) inward returns (cheques 
presented by other banks and returned), and (b) outward 
returns (cheques returned by other banks). Return cheques 
have to be processed independently from the people 
handling clearing. In the case of outward returns, it is 
essential that the presenting department is stamped on 
the cheque as otherwise the clearing department will not 
know the area to debit.

To conclude this section on collections, it may be 

is to reduce the firm's total financing requirements. Other 
advantages also follow. By transferring clerical funct ?- 
to the bank, the firm may reduce its costs, improve interna 
control and reduce the possibility of fraud.

Controlling Disbursements
The effective control of disbursement can also help the 
firm in conserving cash and reducing the financ a 
requirements. Disbursements arise due to trade creuX 
which is a (spontaneous) source of funds. The firm should 
make payments using credit terms to the fullest extendi 
There is no advantage in paying sooner than agreed. M 
delaying payments as much as possible, the firm makes I 
maximum use of trade credit as a source of funds—a 
source which is interest free. To illustrate the peat, 
suppose a company purchased raw materials worth Rs 
730 million in 2004 and followed the policy of paying 
within credit terms offered by the supplier. If the compare j 
paid one day earlier, creditors' balance would decline r 
one day's purchase. Trade credit would decrease by Rs 2 
million (Rs 730 million 4- 365) and financing requirement | 
from other sources will increase by this amount. If the 
interest rate is 18 percent, the company's interest ccss 
will increase by Rs 360,000 on an annual basis.

Delaying disbursement results in maxim.-I 
availability of funds. However, the firms that delay ■ 
making payments may endanger its credit standing. Thai 
can put the firm in difficulties in obtaining enough tra del 
credit. Also, the suppliers may build implicit costs in the 
prices of goods supplied, and may also reduce the quality! 
On the other hand, paying early may not result in anfl 
substantial advantage to the firm unless cash discount 
are offered. Thus, keeping in view the norms of tre 
industry, the firm should pay within the terms offered r 
the suppliers.

While, for accelerated collections a decentralize® 
collection procedure may be followed, for a proper contrdl | 
of disbursements, a centralized system may ba 
advantageous. The payments of bills should be made fr | 
a single central account. For the local payees, who are far 
from the central account, the transit time will increase aai 
the firm will gain by this delay.

Disbursement or Payment Float Some firms use 
technique of 'playing the float' to maximize the 
availability of funds. When the firm's actual bank balance 
is greater than the balance shown in the firm's books, the 
difference is called disbursement or payment float Th e 
difference between the total amount of cheques drawr. j
a bank account and the balance shown on the bank's boc *3  
is caused by transit and processing delays. If the financial 
manager can accurately estimate when the cheques issued 
will be deposited and collected, he or she can invest the 
'float' during the float period to earn a return. Howe: r 
it is a risky game and should be played very cautious?
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- -ayment Float

macce of Rs 20 lakh in its books as well as
-.:t_ It issues an outstation cheque for Rs 2 

. aa - " days to clear. AB Ltd’s book balance 
b ii i lakh immediately when the cheque is 
is rank will not charge until 7 days. Thus, it 

•*  sat of Rs 2 lakh available for 7 days.

Baumol, W.J., The Transaction Demand for Cash: An Inventory Theoretical Approach, Quarterly Journal of Economics, No. 66, November 
1952, pp. 545-56.

CK YOUR CONCEPTS

. deposit float? What are its consequences? 
_: a firm have decentralized cash collection

nc entration banking? How does it work?
3 es a lock-box system operate? 
ai iie clearing system’ in India. 
js meant by ‘playing the float’.

ng the Optimum Cash Balance
primary responsibilities of the financial 

■ 5 t: maintain a sound liquidity position of the 
~a: the dues are settled in time. The firm needs 
r—'chase raw materials and pay wages and other 

as well as for paying dividend, interest and 
The test of liquidity is the availability of cash to 
-e .rm's obligations when they become due.

4 rm maintains the operating cash balance for 
m purposes. It may also carry additional cash as 

et ar safety stock. The amount of cash balance will 
r :n the risk-return trade-off. If the firm maintains 
cash balance, its liquidity position weakens, but its 
ability improves as the released funds can be 
ted in profitable opportunities (marketable 
ties). When the firm needs cash, it can sell its 
table securities (or borrow). On the other hand, if

- .cm keeps high cash balance, it will have a strong 
idrty position but its profitability will be low. The
- dal profit foregone on holding large cash balance is 

■r .rportunity cost to the firm. The firm should maintain 
ur cmum—just enough, neither too much nor too little— 
a - r balance. How to determine the optimum cash balance 
r cash flows are predictable and if they are not predictable?

Optimum Cash Balance under Certainty: 
3aumol’s Model

e Baumol model of cash management provides a formal 
approach for determining a firm's optimum cash balance 
mder certainty.10 It considers cash management similar 

■ an inventory management problem. As such, the firm 
attempts to minimize the sum of the cost of holding cash 

(inventory of cash) and the cost of converting marketable 
securities to cash.

The Baumol's model makes the following 
assumptions:

The firm is able to forecast its cash needs with 
certainty.
The firm's cash payments occur uniformly over a 
period of time.
The opportunity cost of holding cash is known 
and it does not change over time.
The firm will incur the same transaction cost 
whenever it converts securities to cash.

Let us assume that the firm sells securities and starts 
with a cash balance of C rupees. As the firm spends cash, 
its cash balance decreases steadily and reaches to zero. 
The firm replenishes its cash balance to C rupees by selling 
marketable securities. This pattern continues over time. 
Since the cash balance decreases steadily, the average cash 
balance will be: C/2. This pattern is shown in Fig. 30.2.

Figure 30.2: Baumol's model for cash balance

The firm incurs a holding cost for keeping the cash 
balance. It is an opportunity cost; that is, the return 
foregone on the marketable securities. If the opportunity 
cost is k, then the firm's holding cost for maintaining an 
average cash balance is as follows:

Holding cost = k(C/2) (1)
The firm incurs a transaction cost whenever it 

converts its marketable securities to cash. Total number 
of transactions during the year will be total funds 
requirement, T, divided by the cash balance, C, i.e. T/C. 
The per transaction cost is assumed to be constant. If per 
transaction cost is c, then the total transaction cost will be:

Transaction cost = c(T/C) (2)
The total annual cost of the demand for cash will be:

Total cost = k(C/2) + c(T/C) (3)
What is the optimum level of cash balance, C*?  We 

know that the holding cost increases as demand for cash, 
C, increases. However, the transaction cost reduces
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because with increasing C, the number of transactions will 
decline. Thus, there is a trade-off between the holding cost 
and the transaction cost. Fig. 30.3 depicts this trade-off.

Figure 30.3: Cost trade-off: Baumol's model

The optimum cash balance, C*,  is obtained when the 
total cost is minimum. The formula for the optimum cash 
balance is as follows:

11. Miller, M.H. and D Orr, A Model for the Demand for Money by Firms, Quarterly Journal of Economics, No. 80, August 196b ret

where C*  is the optimum cash balance, c is the cost per 
transaction, T is the total cash needed during the year and 
k is the opportunity cost of holding cash balance. The 
optimum cash balance will increase with increase in the 
per transaction cost and total funds required and will 
decrease with the opportunity cost.

ILLUSTRATION 30.5: Baumol's Model
Advani Chemical Limited estimates its total cash 
requirement as Rs 2 crore next year. The company’s 
opportunity cost of funds is 15 per cent per annum. The 
company will have to incur Rs 150 per transaction when it 
converts its short-term securities to cash. Determine the 
optimum cash balance. How much is the total annual cost 
of the demand for the optimum cash balance? How many 
deposits will have to be made during the year?

C’ =f2cT/k

(2(150)(20,000,000) „ „„„ „„„
V 0.15

The annual cost will be:

Total cost = 150 (20,000,000/200,000)
+ 0.15(200,000/2)

= 150 (100) +0.15 (100,000)
= 15,000 + 15,000
= Rs30,000

During the year, the company will have to make 100 
deposits, i.e. converting marketable securities to cash.

Optimum Cash Balance under Uncertainty 
The Miller-Orr Model
The limitation of the Baumol model is that it does no": 
the cash flows to fluctuate. Firms in practice do r 
their cash balance uniformly nor are they able to pra 
daily cash inflows and outflows. The Miller-Orr V 
model overcomes this shortcoming and allows for 2i 
cash flow variation.11 It assumes that net cash fl:-s 
normally distributed with a zero value of mear afl 
standard deviation. As shown in Figure 30.4, the I 
model provides for two control limits—the upper: na 
Emit and the lower control limit as well as a returr : 
If the firm's cash flows fluctuate randomly anc 
upper Emit, then it buys sufficient marketable secun 
to come back to a normal level of cash balance (the re> 
point). Similarly, when the firm's cash flows wander I 
hit the lower limit, it sells sufficient marketable se~_ra 
to bring the cash balance back to the normal le_. & I 
return point).

Figure 30.4: Miller-Orr model

The firm sets the lower control limit as par I 
requirement of maintaining minimum cash baArcmi 
what distance will the upper control limit be setTl 
difference between the upper limit and the lower M 
depends on the foEowing factors:

the transaction cost (c)
"Qz the interest rate (z)

the standard deviation (a) of net cash flc«■*  I 
The formula for determining the distance r^nfli 

upper and lower control limits (cahed Z) is as foikflfl

Z = (3/4 x Transaction Costx 
Cash Flow Variance/Interest per day-

Z = (3/4 x co2/z)1/3

We can notice from Equation (6) that the rr fl 
lower Emits wiE be far off from each other (i.e. Z 
larger) if transaction cost is higher or cash flo■ s Al 
greater fluctuations. The limits will come closer 
interest increases. Z is inversely related to the interestfli
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(7)
(8)

- -iceable that the upper control limit is three times 
+ me lower control Emit and the return point lies

the upper and the lower limits. Thus,

Upper Limit = Lower Limit + 3Z
Return Point = Lower Limit + Z

~*e  net effect is that the firms hold the average cash 
equal to:

- erage Cash Balance = Lower Limit + 4/3 Z (9) 

7 - e MO model is more realistic since it allows 
jmn in cash balance within the lower and upper

The financial manager can set the lower limit 
tag to the firm's liquidity requirement. The past 

:' die cash flow behaviour can be used to determine 
ard deviation of net cash flows. Once the upper 

er limits are set, managerial attention is needed 
_*  the cash balance deviates from the limits. The 

under these situations are anticipated and planned 
he reginning.

_ . STRATION 30.6: The Miller-Orr Model
’■L Company has a policy of maintaining a minimum cash 

m e of Rs 500,000. The standard deviation of the 
" cany’s daily cash flows is Rs 200,000. The annual 

rate is 14 per cent. The transaction cost of buying 
•telling securities is Rs 150 per transaction. Determine 
’■£ s upper control limit and the return point as per the 

-Orr model.
We can use Equation (6) for calculating the spread 
reen upper and lower control limits (Z). Since the 
card deviation of net cash flows is given on a daily 

— the annual interest rate is changed to daily basis.

150 x 200,OOP2
0.14/365

1
3

= Rs 227,227

The upper control limit and return point are as follows:

Upper Limit = Lower Limit + 3Z
= 500,000 + (3 x 227,227)
= Rsl,181,680

Return Point = Lower Limit + Z
= 500,000 + 227,227
= Rs 727,227

Av. Cash Balance = Lower Limit+ 4/3Z
= 500,000 + 4/3 (227,227)
= Rs 802,969

PKG will not allow the lower limit of cash balance of 
Rs 500,000. If the firm’s cash balance touches this limit, it 
will sell marketable securities worth (Z) Rs 227,227 and 
restore return point to Rs 727,227 cash balance level. On 
the other hand, if PKG’s cash balance touches the upper 
limit of Rs 1,181,680, it will spend the cash buying 
marketable securities worth (2Z) Rs 454,454 and bring cash 
balance to the return point: Rs 1,181,680 - Rs 454,454 = 
Rs 727,227.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the assumptions of Baumol’s model?
2. How is optimum cash balance determined under the 

Baumol model?
3. What is Miller-Orr model of determining optimum 

cash balance?

INVESTING SURPLUS CASH IN 
MARKETABLE SECURITIES

There is a close relationship between cash and money 
market securities or other short-term investment 
alternatives. Investment in these alternatives should be 
properly managed. Excess cash should normally be 
invested in those alternatives that can be conveniently and 
promptly converted into cash. Cash in excess of the 
required of operating cash balance may be held for two 
reasons. First, the working capital requirements of the firm 
fluctuate because of the elements of seasonality and 
business cycles. The excess cash may build up during slack 
seasons but it would be needed when the demand picks 
up. Thus, excess cash during slack season is idle 
temporarily, but has a predictable requirement later on. 
Second, excess cash may be held as a buffer to meet 
unpredictable financial needs. A firm holds extra cash 
because cash flows cannot be predicted with certainty. 
Cash balance held to cover the future exigencies is called 
the precautionary balance and is usually invested in the 
short-term money market investments until needed.

Instead of holding excess cash for the above- 
mentioned purpose, the firm may meet its precautionary 
requirements as and when they arise by making short
term borrowings. The choice between the short-term 
borrowings and liquid assets holding will depend upon 
the firm's policy regarding the mix of short-term financing.

The excess amount of cash held by the firm to meet 
its variable cash requirements and future contingencies 
should be temporarily invested in marketable securities, 
which can be regarded as near moneys. A number of 
marketable securities may be available in the market. The 
financial manager must decide about the portfolio of 
marketable securities in which the firm's surplus cash 
should be invested.

Selecting Investment Opportunities
A firm can invest its excess cash in many types of securities 
or short-term investment opportunities. As the firm 
invests its temporary cash balance, its primary criterion 
in selecting a security or investment opportunity will be 
its quickest convertibility into cash, when the need for cash 
arises. Besides this, the firm would also be interested in 
the fact that when it sells the security or liquidates 
investment, it, at least, gets the amount of cash equal to 
the investment outlay. Thus, in choosing among
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alternative investments, the firm should examine three 
basic features of security: safety, maturity and 
marketability.12

12. Also see Van Horne, op. cit., pp. 441—44.

Safety Usually, a firm would be interested in receiving 
as high a return on its investment as is possible. But the 
higher returns-yielding securities or investment 
alternatives are relatively more risky. The firm would 
invest in very safe securities as the cash balance invested 
in them is needed in near future. Thus, the firm would 
tend to invest in the highest yielding marketable securities 
subject to the constraint that the securities have acceptable 
level of risk. The risk referred here is the default risk. The 
default risk means the possibility of default in the 
payment of interest or principal on time and in the amount 
promised. The default in payment may mean more than 
one thing. In an extreme case, the security may not be 
redeemed at all. In a less severe case, the security may be 
sold at a loss, when the firm needs cash. To minimize the 
chances of default risk and to ensure safety of principal 
or interest, the firm should invest in safe securities. Other 
things remaining constant, higher the default risks, higher 
the return from security. Low-risk securities will earn low 
return.

Maturity Maturity refers to the time period over which 
interest and principal are to be made. The price of long
term security fluctuates more widely with the interest rate 
changes than the price of short-term security. Over time, 
interest rates have a tendency to change. Because of these 
two factors, the long-term securities are relatively more 
risky. For safety reasons, therefore, the firms for the 
purpose of investing excess cash prefer short-term 
securities.

Marketability Marketability refers to convenience and 
speed with which a security or an investment can be 
converted into cash. The two important aspects of 
marketability are price and time. If the security can be 
sold quickly without loss of price, it is highly liquid or 
marketable. The government treasury bills fall under this 
category. If the security needs time to sell without loss, it 
is considered illiquid. As the funds invested in marketable 
securities will be needed by the firm in near future, it 
would invest in the securities that are readily marketable. 
The securities that have low marketability usually have 
higher yields in order to attract investment. Thus, 
differences in marketability also cause differences in the 
security yields.

India is to buy treasury bills at a discount and 
redeem them at par on maturity. The difference 
between the issue price and the redemption price 
adjusted for the time value of money, is return or. 
treasury bills. They can be bought and sold any 
time; thus, they have liquidity. Also, they do net 
have the default risk.
Commercial papers Commercial papers (CPs) 
are short-term, unsecured securities issued by 
highly creditworthy large companies. They are 
issued with a maturity of three months to one 
year. CPs are marketable securities, and therefore, 
liquidity is not a problem.
Certificates of deposits Certificates of deposits 
(CDs) are papers issued by banks acknowledging 
fixed deposits for a specified period of time. CPs 
are negotiable instruments that make them 
marketable securities.
Bank deposits A firm can deposit its temporary 
cash in a bank for a fixed period of time. The 
interest rate depends on the maturity period. For 
example, the current interest rate for a 30 to 45 
days deposit is about 3 per cent and for 180 days 
to one year is about 6-7 per cent. The default risk 
in most of the bank deposits is quite low.
Inter-corporate deposits Inter-corporate 
lending/borrowing or deposits (ICDs) is a 
popular short-term investment alternative for 
companies in India. Generally a cash surplus 
company will deposit (lend) its funds in a sister 
or associate company or with outside companies 
with high credit standing. In practice, companies 
can negotiate inter-corporate borrowing or 
lending for very short periods. The risk of default 
is high, but returns are quite attractive.
Money market mutual funds Money market 
mutual funds (MMMFs) focus on short-term 
marketable securities such as TBs, CPs, CDs or 
call money. They have a minimum lock-in period 
of 30 days, and after this period, an investor can 
withdraw his or her money any time at a short 
notice or even across the counter in some cases. 
They offer attractive yields; yields are usually 2 
per cent above than on bank deposits of same 
maturity. MMMFs are of recent origin in India, 
and they have become quite popular with 
institutional investors and some companies.

Types of Short-term Investment Opportunities
The following short-term investment opportunities are 
available to companies in India, to invest their temporary 
cash surplus:

Treasury bills Treasury bills (TBs) are short
term government securities. The usual practice in

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are marketable securities?
2. What criteria are followed to select marketable 

securities for investing cash surplus?
3. What are the short-term instruments available in India 

for investing short-term cash surplus?
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■pte* e-d to meet a firm's transactionary and precautionary needs. A firm needs cash to make payments
{■■Bbsib : f resources and services for the normal conduct of business. It keeps additional funds to meet any

Mpag - ~ * -.ration. Some firms may also maintain cash for taking advantages of speculative changes in prices of
cxitput.

BpK ~ ~: ?f cash involves three things: (a) managing cash flows into and out of the firm, (b) managing cash 
wt~ the firm, and (c) financing deficit or investing surplus cash and thus, controlling cash balance at a 

jpv»'nr ~ ~ e. It is an important function in practice because it is difficult to predict cash flows and there is hardly 
■Mac--ization between inflows and outflows.

: a re cash budget to plan for and control cash flows. Cash budget is generally prepared for short periods 
Mat! s^kly, monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or yearly.
Jfcr~ forecasts of cash receipts and payments, two approaches are used in practice: (z) the receipts and 

— ents method, and (iz) the adjusted net income method.
jfcr pts and disbursements method is employed to forecast for shorter periods. The individual items of 

i •■ract- 2nd payments are identified and analyzed. Cash inflows could be categorized as: (z) operating, (if) non- 
•rr: -; and (in) financial. Cash outflows could be categorized as: (i) operating, (ii) capital expenditure, 
* t - tractual, and (iv) discretionary. Such categoriza-tion helps in determining avoidable expenditures.

: usted net income method uses proforma income statement (profit and loss statement) and balance sheet to 
•nr« ut cash flows (by deriving proforma cash flow statement). As cash flows are difficult to predict, a financial 
■i:-jdoes not base his forecasts only on one set of assumptions. He or she considers possible scenarios and 
jei —s a sensitivity analysis. At least, forecasts under optimistic, most probable and pessimistic scenarios can 
*e worked out.
Cas ■ r udget will serve its purpose only if the firm can accelerate its collections and postpone its payments within 
■fc*  ed limits. The main concerns in collections are: (z?) to obtain payment from customers within the credit 

d. and (b) to minimize the lag between the time a customer pays the bill and the time cheques etc. are 
zruected.

■> * - mber of methods such as concentration banking and lock-box system can be followed to expedite conversion
■ an instrument (e.g. cheque, draft, bills, etc.) into cash.

e ftnancia 1 manager should be aware of the instruments of payments, and choose the most convenient and least 
stly mode of receiving payment. Disbursements or payments can be delayed to solve a firm's working capital 

: - blem. But this involves cost that, in the long run, may prove to be highly detrimental. Therefore, a firm should
■ ?w the norms of the business.
n firm should hold an optimum balance of cash, and invest any temporary excess amount in short-term (marketable) 
-r-oirities. In choosing these securities, the firm must keep in mind safety, maturity and marketability of its 
--vestment.

■EY CONCEPTS
Mrfj-sted net income Concentration banking Marketable securities

X
Receipts and disbursements

f Method Deposit float Money market mutual method
& ? .-. budgeting Documentary bills funds (MMMF) Speculative motive
Etss forecasting Inter-corporate deposits Optimum cash balance Trade bills
Lt: ~ management cycle (ICD) Outward clearing Transaction motive

C»sh planning Inward clearing Payment float Treasury bills
T- “ificate of deposit (CD) 

mmercial paper (CP)
Letter of credit (L/C) 
Lock-box system

Precautionary motive

J

kM wLTm e MJ M ■ I aafiMM

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 30.1 From the information and the 

assumption that the cash balance in hand on 1 January
20X1 is Rs 72,500, prepare a cash budget.
Assume that 50 per cent of total sales are cash sales. Assets
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are to be acquired in the months of February and April. 
Therefore, provisions should be made for the payment of 
Rs 8,000 and Rs 25,000 for the same. An application has 
been made to the bank for the grant of a loan of Rs 30,000 
and it is hoped that the loan amount will be received in 
the month of May.

Office
Pro du- and

Salaries ction Selling
Materials &■ Over- Over-

Sales Purchases Wages heads heads
Month (FIs) (Rs) (Rs) (Rs) (Rs)

January 72,000 25,000 10,000 6,000 5,500
February 97,000 31,000 12,100 6,300 6,700
March 86,000 25,500 10,600 6,000 7,500
April 88,600 30,600 25,000 6,500 8,900
May 102,500 37,000 22,000 8,000 11,000
June 108,700 38,800 23,000 8,200 11,500

It is anticipated that a dividend of Rs 35,000 will be 
paid in June. Debtors are allowed one month’s credit. 
Creditors for tnaterials purchased and overheads grant one 
month’s credit. Sales commission at 3 per cent on sales is 
paid to the salesman each month.
SOLUTION: See Table 30.4

PROBLEM 30.2 The Divya Paints Ltd is currer.- 
following a centralized collection system. Most of :*J 
customers are located in the cities of Northern India. Tbe 
remittances mailed by customers to the central locat: a 
take four days to reach. Before depositing the remittances 
in the bank, the firm loses two days in processing then. 
The daily average collection of the firm is Rs 100,000.

The company is thinking of establishing a lock-bcM 
system. It is expected that such a system will reduce mailing 
time by one day and processing time by one day.

(i) Find out the reduction in cash balances expected 
to result from the adoption of the lock-box svsten.

(ii) Determine the opportunity cost of the preseau 
centralized collection system if the interest rats ■ 
assumed to be 18 per cent.

fiiij Should the lock-box system be established if » 
annual cost is Rs 24,500?

SOLUTION:
(1) The total time saved by the firm by establishes® 

the lock-box system is 2 days
Reduction in cash balances = Times saved x jr 
average collection

2 x Rs 100,000 = Rs 200,000
(2) Opportunity cost = 18% x Rs 200,000 = Rs 36 H®

Table 30.4: Cash Budget

fan.
(Rs)

Feb.
(Rs)

Mar.
(Rs)

Apr.
JRsJ

May
(Rs)

June
(Rs)

TocafI

Receipts
Cash sales 36,000 48,500 43,000 44,300 51,250 54,350 277.4®®
Collections from debtors - 36,000 48,500 43,000 44,300 51,250 223.OSO
Bank loan - - - - 30,000 - 30.0* |

Total 36,000 84,500 91,500 87,300 125,550 105,600 53 -7
Payments
Materials 25,000 31,000 25,500 30,600 37,000 149.1*1

Salaries and wages 10,000 12,100 10,600 25,000 22,000 23,000 102. IB
Production Overheads - 6,000 6,300 6,000 6,500 8,000 32.MB |

Office and selling 
overheads 5,500 6,700 7,500 8,900 11,000 3 9. ■MM

Sales commission 2,160 2,910 2,580 2,658 3,075 3,261 16 MS
Capital expenditure - 8,000 - 25,000 - - 33.0®®
Dividend - - - - - 35,000 35.iDm|

Total 12,160 59,510 57,180 91,658 71,075 117,261 _ - .

Net cash flow 23,840 24,990 34,320 (4,358) 54,475 (11,661) 121
Balance, beginning 

of month 72,500 96,340 121,330 155,650 151,292 205,767 194.M»|
Balance, end of month 96,340 121,330 155,650 151,292 205,767 194,106 31: ' 2
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»lock-box system should be established
:: rtunity cost of the present system (Rs

fner chan the cost of the lock-box system (Rs

E
30.3 Bharat Engineering Company 
Turnkey projects. It is situated in Lucknow 
•e payments on contracts as and when work 
; cheques received from customers are 
cal branch of a nationalized bank and the 
available after 10 days. The cheques are 
>n a bank in Mumbai. The company is 
lecting the funds sooner by sending an 
ve to Mumbai. A visit to Mumbai may cost 
arat Engineering Company’s opportunity 
is 18 per cent, what minimum cheque 
:ify sending a person to Mumbai?

famON:

b ' - pany will be able to save interest for 10 days at 18 
■rear::. Thus, the amount of cheque should be:

: I8x 10/360x Amount = 10,000
Amount = (10,000)-? (0.18x10/360) 

= 10,000/0.005 
= Rs 2,000,000

Hansa Steel Tube Limited is
.ring whether or not to go for a lock-box system. 

-ROBLEM 30.4

The cost of the system is expected to be Rs 1.25 per cheque. 
The average cheque size will be Rs 5,000. The firm can 
invest the funds received earlier by using the lock-box 
system in the money market instruments earning a return 
of 8 per cent per annum. How much should be the reduction 
in the cheque collection time for Hansa to be able to accept 
the decision about the lock-box?
SOLUTION:
The company needs to balance the cost of lock-box 
(Rs 1.25 per cheque) with its benefits (return on investment 
of Rs 5,000 at 8 per cent for certain number of days). We 
assume there are 360 days in a year. Thus:

1.25 = Days x Rs 5,000 x 0.08/360
1.25 = Days x 1.111

Days = 1.25/1.111 = 1.13 days
■■■■■■■■■■■■______ _

PROBLEM 30.5 Sonal Hand Tools Limited has 
annual sales of Rs 2.65 crore. The company has investment 
opportunities in the money market to earn a return of 16 
per cent per annum. If the company could reduce its float 
by 2 days, what would be the company’s total return?
SOLUTION:

„ , . Rs 2.65 croreSales per day =-----------------
365 

= Rs 72,603 (Assuming 365 days/years) 
Total returns = 72,603 x 0.16 x days = Rs 23,233

EVIEW QUESTIONS
_________________________________________________________j

1 Explain the three principal motives for holding cash.
_ What are the advantages of cash planning? How does cash budget help in planning the firm’s cash flows? 

Explain and illustrate the utility of a cash budget.
4 Illustrate with example the modus operandi of preparing a cash budget.
' Explain the techniques that can be used to accelerate the firm’s collections.
- What are the advantages of decentralized collection over a centralized collection?

What is a lock-box system? How does it help to reduce the cash balances?
: Distinguish between a deposit float and a payment float. What are the advantages and dangers of ‘playing the 

float?’ Explain the techniques for managing float.
r What are the objectives of a firm in controlling its disbursements? How can the disbursements be slowed down? 

How can the appropriate level of operating cash balance be determined? How does uncertainty affect this 
problem?

11 Explain the criteria that a firm should use in choosing the short-term investment alternatives in order to invest 
surplus cash.

12. Other things remaining constant, what effect would the following events have on the average cash balance that 
a firm keeps for transaction purposes? Explain your answer.
(a) Increase in interest rates.
(b) It becomes more expensive to transfer funds from cash to securities and vice versa.
(c) The variability of net cash flows increase.

QUIZ EXERCISES
J

1. A firm has a Rs 84 lakh balance available in its bank account. It receives a cheque of Rs 50 lakh that it records 
in its books and deposits in the bank. It will take 3 days for the amount to be credited to the firm’s bank account. 
How much is the deposit (collection) float today?



3.

4.

5.

6.

(b)

PROBLEMS

Sales for the month of December were Rs 
60,000,000.
Credit sales are 70 per cent and cash sales 30 
per cent of the total sales.
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A company has a balance of Rs 200 lakh in its books as well as in its bank account. The company issues ar.
outstation cheque for Rs 45 lakh that will take 7 days to clear. The company’s book balance will reduce
immediately when the cheque is written. But its bank will not charge until 5 days. How much is the paymer'
float available to the company?
ABC Limited estimates its total cash requirement as Rs 20 crore next year. The company’s opportunity cost or 
funds is 16 per cent per annum. The company will have to incur Rs 150 per transaction when it converts its 
short-term securities to cash. Determine the optimum cash balance. How much is the total annual cost of the 
demand for the optimum cash balance? How many deposits will have to be made during the year?
XYZ Company has a policy of maintaining a minimum cash balance of Rs 50 lakh. The standard deviation c: 
the company’s daily cash flows is Rs 20 lakh. The annual interest rate is 14 per cent. The transaction cos: :: 
buying or selling securities is Rs 150 per transaction. Determine XYZ’s upper control limit and the return pc :rr 
as per the Miller-Orr model.
Nice Furniture Ltd is currently following a centralized collection system. Most of its customers are locatec iz. 
the cities of Northern India. The remittances mailed by customers to the central location take three days ’: 
reach. Before depositing the remittances in the bank, the firm looses two days in processing them. The dash 
average collection of the firm is Rs 12 lakh. The company is thinking of establishing a lock-box system. I: is 
expected that such a system will reduce mailing time by one day and processing time by one day. (i) Find ami 
the reduction in cash balances expected to result from the adoption of the lock-box system, (ii) Determine id* . 
opportunity cost of the present centralized collection system if the interest rate is assumed to be 15 per :--r® 
(iii) Should the lock-box system be established if its annual cost is Rs 24,500?
PKJ Limited has annual sales of Rs 165 crore. The company has investment opportunities in the money m-ri« 
to earn a return of 12 per cent per annum. If the company could reduce its float by 2 days, what would I - uga 
company's total return?

1. Kashiram & Co. is a manufacturer of children’s 
garments. The sales vary seasonally, and are 
highest in the month of May. The management of 
the company wishes to prepare a cash budget from 
the period January through June. The financial 
manager starts with the balance sheet of 1 January 
as shown in Table 30.5 and prepares a cash budget. 
Table 30.6 gives the sales for seven months.
To prepare the cash budget, the following 
additional information is given:

Table 30.5: Kashiram & Co's
Balance Sheet, 1 January

(c)
(d)

(e)

Sales are collected after one month.
Gross profit margin on sales is expected * >1 
25 per cent.
Payments for the purchases are made ?: 
month in advance.
A minimum inventory of Rs 60,000.0 < 
cost is always maintained. The compa 
purchases sufficient inventory each montz 
take care of sales of the subsequent monta 
Other monthly expenses are:(g)

(Rs thousar 31

Salary
Rent --
Depreciation

1% of sataiOther

(h) A 16 per cent interest on borrowed fur > ■ 
payable in the next month of every c/z-aj 
on the outstanding balance. Borrow:a 
possible each month in the multiples : 
1,000,000.

2. Kay Co. always prepares a cash budget tai 
months of January, February and March.
sales for these months are Rs 500,000. Rs - ' . JM 
and Rs 750,000 respectively. Actual sales aw 
month of December were Rs 520,000. At>: JtM 
per cent of Kay Co.’s total sales are on case jama 
and 20 per cent credit sales, collectible ar.er mn 
month. Kay Co. pays its creditors, whicz «n 
usually about 40 per cent of sales, one mor.:: . *w 
the sale month.

Amount Assets Amount

(a)

Liabilities &■ Capital (Rs ’000) (Rs ’000)

Current liabilities 3,000 Cash 84,480
Other liabilities 10,800 Debtors 42,000
Share capital 317,280 Inventory 123,000

Fixed assets 81,600
Total funds 331,080 Total assets 331,080

Table 30.6: Sales Estimates

(Rs thousand) (Rs thousand)

December 60,000 April 228,000
January 84,000 May 288,000
February 156,000 June 108,000
March 132,000 July 108,000
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forecasts of salary expenses for the coming
months are expected to be Rs 280,000 per

- : nth. Kay Co. is expected to spend about Rs 
*•: 300 in February and Rs 190,000 in March on

expenditures. A previously declared 
e;- .dend of Rs 75,000 is to be paid in January and
- .-zellaneous expenses are estimated to be Rs 

: >30 per month. The company also has Rs 36,000
hn_Ls payable in February.

Prepare a statement showing the sale receipts. 
Assuming that the 1 January cash balance is 
Rs 500,000 and that the minimum cash 
balance requirement of the company is Rs 
500,000, prepare a cash budget for the next 
three months.
Explain the reason for estimated cash shortage 
that appears imminent.

: Suppose that Kay Co. lends any surplus at 15 
per cent per year for one month and borrows 
for three months at 18 per cent year when 
there is a cash shortage. Make the necessary 
changes in your cash budget prepared in (b) 
to make it balance. Assume that interest is 
paid at the end of any borrowing or lending 
period.

B Prepare a cash budget for the Kamp Manufacturing 
Company for three months of May, June and July. 
The company has a policy of maintaining a 
minimum cash balance of Rs 30,000. The 
company’s cash balance as on 30 April is Rs 
30,000.

4.

5.

Actual Sales (Rs) Estimated Sales (Rs)

75,500 May 105,000
•■ran' 75,000 June 120,000

90,000 July 150,000
90,000 August 150,000

■srder the following additional information:
(a) Cash sales are 60 per cent of the total sales. 

The remaining sales are collected equally 
during the following two months.

(bj Cost of goods manufactured is 75 per cent of 
sales. 80 per cent of this cost is paid after one 
month and the balance is paid after two 
months of the cost incurrence.

(c) Fixed operating expenses are Rs 15,000 per 
month. Variable operating expenses are 10 per 
cent of sales each month.

(dj Half yearly interest on 12%, Rs 450,000 
debentures is paid during July.

(e) Rs 60,000 are expected to be invested in fixed 
assets during June.

You are also required to determine whether or not 
borrowing will be necessary during the period and 
if yes, when and for how much.
X Co. has average credit sales of Rs 1,500,000 per 
year. The working days per year are 300. If the 
company could reduce its bill processing time by 
two days, what would be the annual savings, 
assuming an interest rate of 18 per cent?
The Sirsa Company is a large wholesale distributor 
of consumer goods that sells mostly on credit. 
Collections from a particular location average Rs 
200,000 per day. The total float averages 6 days 
for customers in this location. The opportunity cost 
of funds is 15 per cent.
(a) The company has an offer from a bank to set 

up a lock-box system that will reduce float 
by 4 days, but the company will have to 
maintain a minimum balance of Rs 400,000 
with the bank. Should the offer be accepted?

(b) The bank also offers an option of a fixed fee 
of Rs 20,000 per year. What should the 
company do?

A company has a central billing system. Its daily 
collections on an average are Rs 500,000. The total 
time for administering the collection is 6 days.
(a) If a firm’s required rate of return is 10 per cent, 

what is the cost of the system to the firm?
(bj If the management designs a lock-box system 

that reduces the lag by 3 days, what is the 
reduction in cash balances?

7. Garima Detergents has discovered that it takes 
about 10 days to collect the funds for use in the 
company once the cheques are received from the 
customers. The company’s annual turnover is Rs 
9.70 crore. How much funds can be freed if the 
company could reduce the collection time from 
10 days to 8 days? If the freed funds could be used 
to reduce bank borrowings which costs 18 per cent 
per annum, what would be the net savings to the 
company? Assume a 360-day year and 35 per cent 
corporate tax rate.

8. A company located in Ahmedabad wants to 
transfer Rs 15 lakh to its branch in Chennai. It will 
cost the company Rs 10 to mail the draft by a 
registered post. It will take 10 days for money to 
be finally transferred in Chennai. During these 10 
days, the company is losing an opportunity of 
earning 12 per cent p.a. Alternatively, the company 
can instantaneously transfer the money 
telegraphically that will cost the company 
Rs 1,000. What should the company do?

CASE 30.1: BRIGHT PAINTS LIMITED

“iht Paints Limited, situated in Punjab, is a large whole- to small retailers in cities and towns of Northern states, 
of industrial paints. The company sells paints mostly About 10 per cent of sales are made directly to the public
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on cash basis. For meeting its working capital requirement, 
the company has a cash credit limit from State Bank of 
India. However, it has been recently facing a liquidity 
problem. In its cash credit account, the company has an 
overdraft balance of Rs 24 lakh at the end of March 2009. 
The managing director of the company is quite concerned 
about its adverse cash position. He discussed the matter 
with his finance manager, and asked him to make an 
assessment of the company’s cash situation for the next 
six months. The finance manager’s staff made the following 
estimates of revenues and expenditures for the next six 
months:

The company has a plan to buy two delivery vans in 
June for Rs 8 lakh. It will pay taxes in June and September. 
The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. The company sells to 
retailers on two months’ credit terms. Debtors at the end 
of March are Rs 500 lakh. The company will make more 
purchases in the months of April, May and June for high 
demands in the next three months. Suppliers extend one 
month’s credit to the company. At the beginning of March, 
creditors were Rs 630 lakh.

CASE 30.2: PAYAL PLASTICS COMPANY
Payal Plastics Company (PPCJ is engaged in the 
manufacture of plastic-based products for home use. The 
company is located in Faridabad in Haryana. It is one of 
the leading suppliers of plastic products in the markets of 
Haryana, Punjab and Delhi. In recent years, the competition 
has intensified and many small manufacturers have entered 
the market. PPC has been able to face the competition on 
the strength of the quality and price of its products. In spite 
of high competition, it has grown rapidly.

PPC is a profitable company, but it has been facing 
liquidity problem for a couple of years. The company has 
defaulted in paying its obligations and has stretched 
payment to its creditors. This has affected company’s 
creditworthiness. The company management is worried 
that the frequent stretching of credit payments might cause 
suppliers to demand cash payments for purchases. The 
managing director, therefore, wants the finance manager 
to prepare a cash budget and make a plan for meeting a 
deficit situation.

The finance manager set to develop a monthly cash 
budget for the period starting from April 2009 to September 
2009. She obtained the actual sales figures from the records 
of the last three months, and based on the past trends and 
future market prospects, developed the sales forecasts as 
shown below:

Actual sales (Rs lakh) Sales forecasts (Rs lakh)

January 240 April 260
February 280 May 210
March 320 June 160

July 240
August 200
September 160
October 200

April May June July

Expected sales 1000 1400 1750 2180
Purchases 1250 1700 2000 1800
Advertising 170 190 220 250
Rent 50 50 50 50
Depreciation 12 12 12 12
Wages 180 180 180 180
Sundry expenses 260 260 260 270

Discussion Questions

1. Prepare a cash flow forecast for 
Limited for the six months. What are 
of preparing a cash flow forecast to the

2. What do you think are the probh 
company during the next six me 
remedies do you suggest?

Of the total sales, PPC’s cash sales are 20 per 
credit sales 80 per cent. The company’s credit t 
days. But it is able to collect only about fifty’ per 
accounts receivables in the first month after sales 
30 per cent collections take place in the secos: 
after the sales and the remaining in the thirc 
sales.

PPC’s products require a very heavy use of 
The average consumption of raw material is 70 per 
sales. The company buys 60 per cent of the 
required for the next month in the previous 
Suppliers’ credit terms are 30 days. But the records 
that the company pays for 60 per cent of purcbe--- 
month, 20 per cent in two months and the re 
three months. The following payments are expeoac 
wages and salaries:

Month (FIs lakh) Month

April 42 July •M
May 39 August 32 1
June 32 September a

The fixed and variable general administrative bxM 
marketing expenses are estimated to be about Rs 2.5 .-aual 
per month and 5 per cent of sales, respectively. Powe: 
fuel expenses are expected to be 4 per cent of sales him 
depreciation Rs 12 lakh per month. The company 
planned a capital expenditure of Rs 70 lakh, of whirr al 
per cent will be paid in May and the remaining in '_nJI 
On a Rs 20 lakh borrowing, half-yearly interest at 16 per 
cent annual rate is to be paid in the month of June. A 
payment on the previous year’s profit of Rs 2.5 lakh is rue: 
in April. The financial manager estimated that PPC s 
liability for the next year is expected to be Rs 24 lakh, we vet 
is payable in equal instalments in March, June, Septerr
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Discussion Questions-her. The company is expected to have cash and
nee of Rs 140,000 in the beginning of April.
collecting the information about cash flows, the 

manager created an Excel file by classifying each 
ash flows systematically into cash receipts and 

s Her concern was that as and when any change 
:r collection experience is made the cash flow 

s should automatically get updated.

1. Prepare a cash budget for PPC, and provide an 
explanation for the results.

2. Assume that sales forecasts are off by ± 10 per cent. 
What are the implications? Show calculations?

ACTICAL PROJECT

the annual reports of Bharat Heavy Electricals management and short-term investments, if any, of these 
i BHEL) and National Thermal Power Corporation two companies?

What differences do you find in the cash
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Learning Objectives

INTRODUCTION

TRADE CREDIT
Trade credit refers to the credit that a customer gets from 
suppliers of goods in the normal course of business. In

► Explain the benefits and costs of trade credit
► Focus on the norms used by banks in financing a firm's working capital need
► Emphasize the importance of commercial paper as a method of working capital finance in India

External funds available for a period of one year or less 
are called short-term finance. In India, short-term funds 
are used to finance working capital. Two most significant 
short-term sources of finance for working capital are: trade 
credit and bank borrowing. The use of trade credit has 
been increasing over years in India. Trade credit as a ratio 
of current assets is about 40 per cent. Bank borrowing is 
the next important source of working capital finance. 
Before the 70s, bank credit was liberally available to firms. 
It became a restricted resource in the 80s and 90s because 
of the change in the government policy; banks were 
required to follow the government prescribed norms in 
financing working capital requirements of firms. Now 
there are no government norms, and banks are free to take 
business decisions in granting finance for working capital.

Two other short-term sources of working capital 
finance which have recently developed«in India are: 
(i) factoring of receivables and (zT) commercial paper. We 
have already discussed factoring in an earlier chapter.

practice, the buying firms do not have to pay casl 
immediately for the purchases made. This deferra r 
payments is a short-term financing called trade credit it 
is a major source o£ financing for firms. In India ■ 
contributes to about one-third of the short-term finara 
Particularly, small firms are heavily dependent on traiW 
credit as a source of finance since they find it difficult M 
raise funds from banks or other sources in the 
markets.

Trade credit is mostly an informal arrangemen: 
is granted on an open account basis. A supplier 
goods to the buyer on credit which the buyer accepts 
thus, in effect, agrees to pay the amount due, as per sa 
the terms in the invoice. However, he does not fo 
acknowledge it as a debt; he does not sign anv 
instrument. Once the trade links have been estabLsi 
between the buyer and the seller, they have each oths’ ■ 
mutual confidence, and trade credit becomes a r: _nsr 
activity which may be periodically reviewed b’- me 
supplier. Open account trade credit appears as s 
creditors (known as accounts payable in USA) : r tej 
buyer's balance sheet.

Trade credit may also take the form of bills payai*  
When the buyer signs a bill—a negotiable instrumi* — 
to obtain trade credit, it appears on the buyer's bami 



■inUs payable. The bill has a specified future date, 
as -ally used when the supplier is less sure about 
ms." - ■■■‘illingness and ability to pay, or when the 
c w ants cash by discounting the bill from a bank. 
!■ a —al acknowledgement of an obligation to repay 
Star, ding amount. In USA, promissory notes—a 
ackn owledgement of an obligation with a promise 

r = specified date—are used as an alternative to 
-- account, and they appear as notes payable in 
< s nalance sheet.

■psor Terms
■ terms refer to the conditions under which the 
■Up" uer sells on credit to the buyer, and the buyer is 
■pca-d to repay the credit. These conditions include the 
■iui :: te and the cash discount (if any) given for prompt 

■BF-rent. Due date (also called net date) is the date by 
hurts*n  the supplier expects payment. Credit terms indicate 

'■» er sth and beginning date of the credit period. Cash 
A s : ant is the concession offered to the buyer by the 
*...r:cer to encourage him to make payment promptly, 
ft cash discount can be availed by the buyer if he pays 
w a certain date which is quite earlier than the due date. 
I-e typical way of expressing credit terms is, for example, 
* rlows: z3/15, net 45'. This implies that a 3 per cent 
Ssc: unt is available if the credit is repaid on the 15th day, 
ar : in case the discount is not taken, the payment is due 
i the 45th day.

1. Moyer, R.C., et. al., Contemporary Financial Management, West Publishing Co., 1980, p. 666.

Benefits and Costs of Trade Credit
4 - stated earlier, trade credit is normally available to a 
i— therefore, it is a spontaneous source of financing, 
-s the volume of the firm's purchase increases, trade credit 
tis? expands. Suppose that a firm increases its purchases 
- ~ Rs 50,000 per day to Rs 60,000 per day. Assume that 

r.ese purchases are made on credit terms of 'net 45', and 
fee firm makes payment on the 45th day. The average 
accounts payable outstanding (trade credit finance) will 

rand to Rs 27 lakh (Rs 60,000 x 45) from Rs 22.50 lakh 
Rs 50,000 x 45).

The major advantages of trade credit are as follows:1 
"Tr Easy availability Unlike other sources of 

finance, trade credit is relatively easy to obtain. 
Except in the case of financially very unsound 
firms, it is almost automatic and does not require 
any negotiations. The easy availability is 
particularly important to small firms which 
generally face difficulty in raising funds from the 
capital markets.
Flexibility Flexibility is another advantage of 
trade credit. Trade credit grows with the growth 
in firm's sales. The expansion in the firm's sales 
causes its purchases of goods and services to 
increase which is automatically financed by trade 
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credit. In contrast, if the firm's sales reduce, 
purchases will decline and consequently trade 
credit will also decline.
Informality Trade credit is an informal, 
spontaneous source of finance. It does not require 
any negotiations and formal agreement. It does 
not have the restrictions which are usually parts 
of negotiated sources of finance.

Is trade credit a cost-free source of finance? It appears 
to be cost-free since it does not involve explicit interest 
charges. But in practice, it involves implicit cost. The cost 
of credit may be transferred to the buyer via the increased 
price of goods supplied to him. The user of trade credit, 
therefore, should be aware of the costs of trade credit to 
make use of it intelligently. The reasoning that it is cost- 
free can lead to incorrect financing decisions.

The supplier extending trade credit incurs costs in 
the form of the opportunity cost of funds invested in 
accounts receivable and cost of any cash discount taken 
by the buyer. Does the supplier bear these costs? Most of 
the time he passes on all or part of these costs to the buyer 
implicitly in the form of higher purchase price of goods 
and services supplied. How much of the costs can he really 
pass on depends on the market supply and demand 
conditions. Thus if the buyer is in a position to pay cash 
immediately, he should try to avoid implicit costs of trade 
credit by negotiating lower purchase price with the 
supplier.

Credit terms sometimes include cash discount if the 
payment is made within a specified period. The buyer 
should take a decision whether or not toevail it. A trade
off is involved. If the buyer takes discount, he benefits in 
terms of less cash outflow, but then he foregoes the credit 
granted by the supplier beyond the discount period. In 
contrast, if he does not take discount, he avails credit for 
the extended period but pays more. The buyer incurs an 
opportunity cost when he does not avail cash discount. 
Suppose that the Nirmal Company is extended Rs 100,000 
credit on terms of '2/15, net 45'. As shown in Figure 31.1, 
Nirmal can either pay less amount (100,000 - 0.02 x 100,000 
= Rs 98,000) by the end of the discount period i.e. the 15th 
day or the full amount (Rs 100,000) by the end of the credit 
period, i.e., the 45th day. If the firm foregoes cash discount

Credit period Less amount due Full amount due
begins Rs 98,000 Rs 100,000
t—,+—-f.—1—4—-4——+—4——J 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Discount period Additional period

Credit period

Figure 31.1: Cost ofcash discount
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and does not pay on the 15th day, it can use Rs 98,000 for 
an additional period of 30 days, and implicitly paying Rs 
2,000 in interest. If a credit of Rs 98,000 is available for 30 
days by paying Rs 2,000 as interest, how much is the 
annual rate of interest? It can be found as follows:

Implicit interest rate = = 0.245 or 24.5%
K 98,000 30

We can also use the following formula to calculate 
the implicit rate of interest:

Implicit interest rate:

% Discount 360—--------------------x---------------------------------------------- z -i \
100 - % Discount Credit period - Discount period ' '

Using data of our example, we obtain:

2 360
100-2 45-15

= —x—= 0.245 or 24.5% 
98 30

As the example above indicates, the annual 
opportunity cost of foregoing cash discount can be very 
high. Therefore, a firm should compare the opportunity 
cost of trade credit with the costs of other sources of credit 
while making its financing decisions.

For meeting its financing needs, should a company 
stretch its accounts payable? When a firm delays the 
payment of credit beyond the due date, it is called 
stretching accounts payable. Stretching accounts payable 
does generate additional short-term finances, but it can 
prove to be a very costly source. The firm will have to 
forgo the cash discount and may also be required to pay 
penalty interest charges. Thus the firm will not only be 
charged higher implicit costs, but its creditworthiness will 
also be adversely affected. If the firm stretches accounts 
payable frequently, it may not be able to obtain any credit 
in future. It may also find it difficult to obtain finances 
from other sources once its creditworthiness is seriously 
damaged.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk_______________________ -J
1. What is trade credit? What are the forms of trade 

credit?
2. Give three benefits of trade credit.
3. What are the costs of trade credit as a source of short

term funds?

Accrued Expenses
Accrued expenses represent a liability tha: a 
pay for the services which it has already recer b 
they represent a spontaneous, interest-free s? 
financing. The most important component a; 
wages and salaries, taxes and interest.

Accrued wages and salaries represen: or. 
payable by the firm to its employees. The :.~ 
liability the moment employees have Tenderer 
They are, however, paid afterwards, usually at sa 
interval like one month. The longer the paymer: i 
the greater are the amount of funds provided 
employees. Legal and practical aspects ccr_s 
flexibility of a firm in lengthening the paymeri

Accrued taxes and interest constitute ar — 
of financing. Corporate taxes are paid after the 
earned profits. These taxes are paid quarter.. r 
year in which profits are earned. This is a 
payment of the firm's obligation and thus, is a 
finance. Like taxes, interest is paid periodical, 
year while the firm continuously uses the bort: 
Thus accrued interest on borrowed funds requir 
annual interest payments can be used as a < 
financing for a period as long as six months ’ 
these expenses are not postponable for long a: 
does not have much control over their frequ: 
magnitude. It is a limited source of short-terr" f

Deferred Income
Deferred income represents funds received t : 
for goods and services which it has agreed to sscffl 
future. These receipts increase the firm's liqui±hr ■ 
form of cash; therefore, they constitute an imp : rta * ( so 
of financing.

2. Moyer, et. al., op. cit., 1980, p. 667.

Advance payments made by customers corsceu 
main item of deferred income. These pay — -.-: 
common in case of expensive products like h: 
turnkey projects, large contracts or where the pr 
in short supply and the seller has a strong harp 
power as compared to the buyer. These paymer ts i 

recorded as revenue until goods and services ha te 
delivered to the customers. They are, therefore 
a liability in the firm's balance sheet.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
ACCRUED EXPENSESAND
DEFERRED INCOME
In addition to trade credit, accrued expenses and deferred 
income are other spontaneous sources of short-term 
financing.2 Accrued expenses are a more automatic source 
since, by definition, they permit the firm to receive services 
before paying for them.

1. What are accrued expenses? Give exam: - 
accrued expenses.

2. What is meant by deferred income? Whar ar*  
examples of deferred income?

3. Why are accrued expenses and deferred k 
sources of short-term finance?



BANK FINANCE FOR WORKING CAPITAL

LiTjCS are the main institutional sources of working capital 
irar.ce in India. After trade credit, bank credit is the most
- rortant source of financing working capital 
-scuirements. A bank considers a firm's sales and 
■ - :d action plans and the desirable levels of current assets 
r determining its working capital requirements. The
~ rant approved by the bank for the firm's working 

serial is called credit limit. Credit limit is the maximum 
: ant of funds which a firm can obtain from the banking 

so 5 rem. In the case of firms with seasonal businesses,
- irks may fix separate limits for the peak level credit 
rsairement and normal, non-peak level credit 
; :_irement indicating the periods during which the

^z arate limits will be utilized by the borrower. In practice,
- irks do not lend 100 per cent of the credit limit; they 
X act margin money. Margin requirement is based on

: principle of conservatism and is meant to ensure 
-erarity. If the margin requirement is 30 per cent, bank 

end only up to 70 per cent of the value of the asset. 
~r_s implies that the security of bank's lending should be 
maintained even if the asset's value falls by 30 per cent.

“orms of Bank Finance
- rrm can draw funds from its bank within the maximum 
redit limit sanctioned. It can draw funds in the following 
tens: (a) overdraft, (b) cash credit, (c) bills purchasing or 
: -counting, and (d) working capital loan.

~zr draft Under the overdraft facility, the borrower is 
owed to withdraw funds in excess of the balance in his 

..-rent account, up to a certain specified limit, during a 
stimulated period. Though overdrawn amount is 
icavable on demand, it generally continues for a long 

~od by annual renewals of the limits. It is a very flexible 
angement from the borrower's point of view since he 

uc withdraw and repay funds whenever he desires within 
—e overall stipulations. Interest is charged on daily 
Mances—on the amount actually withdrawn—subject to 
-me minimum charges. The borrower operates the 
account through cheques.

~*sh  credit The cash credit facility is similar to the 
erdraft arrangement. It is the most popular method of 

? c_k finance for working capital in India. Under the cash 
—edit facility, a borrower is allowed to withdraw funds 
-. m the bank upto the sanctioned credit limit. He is not 

c aired to borrow the entire sanctioned credit at once, 
-■mer, he can draw periodically to the extent of his 

cuirements and repay it by depositing surplus funds in 
ns cash credit account. There is no commitment charge; 
rerefore, interest is payable on the amount actually 
utilized by the borrower. Cash credit limits are sanctioned 
acainst the security of current assets. Though funds
- -rowed are repayable on demand, banks usually do not 
-<all such advances unless they are compelled by adverse 

circumstances. Cash credit is a most flexible arrangement 
from the borrower's point of view.

Purchase or discounting of bills Under the purchase or 
discounting of bills, a borrower can obtain credit from a 
bank against its bills. The bank purchases or discounts 
the borrower's bills. The amount provided under this 
agreement is covered within the overall cash credit or 
overdraft limit. Before purchasing or discounting the bills, 
the bank satisfies itself as to the creditworthiness of the 
drawer. Though the term 'bills purchased' impties that 
the bank becomes owner of the bills, in practice, bank 
holds bills as security for the credit. When a bill is 
discounted, the borrower is paid the discounted amount 
of the bill (viz., full amount of bill minus the discount 
charged by the bank). The bank collects the full amount 
on maturity.

To encourage bills as instruments of credit, the 
Reserve Bank of India introduced the new bill market 
scheme in 1970. The scheme was intended to reduce the 
borrowers' reliance on the cash credit system which is 
susceptible to misuse. It was also envisaged that the 
scheme will facilitate banks to deploy their surpluses or 
deficits by rediscounting or selling the bills purchased or 
discounted by them. Banks with surplus funds could 
repurchase or rediscount bills in the possession of banks 
with deficits. There can be situation where every bank 
wants to sell its bills. Therefore, the Reserve Bank of India 
plays the role of the lender of last resort, under the new 
bill market scheme. Unfortunately, the scheme has not 
worked successfully so far.

Letter of credit Suppliers, particularly the foreign 
suppliers, insist that the buyer should ensure that his bank 
will make the payment if he fails to honour its obligation. 
This is ensured through a letter of credit (L/C) 
arrangement. A bank opens an L/C in favour of a 
customer to facilitate his purchase of goods. If the 
customer does not pay to the supplier within the credit 
period, the bank makes the payment under the L/C 
arrangement. This arrangement passes the risk of the 
supplier to the bank. Bank charges the customer for 
opening the L/C. It will extend such facility to financially 
sound customers. Unlike cash credit or overdraft facility, 
the L/C arrangement is an indirect financing; the bank 
will make payment to the supplier on behalf of the 
customer only when he fails to meet the obligation.

Working capital loan A borrower may sometimes 
require ad hoc or temporary accommodation, in excess of 
the sanctioned credit limit, to meet unforeseen 
contingencies. Banks provide such accommodation 
through a demand loan account or a separate non- 
operable cash credit account. The borrower is required 
to pay a higher rate of interest above the normal rate of 
interest on such additional credit.

Exhibit 31.1 details State Bank of India's procedures 
for working capital finance.
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customers with highest integrity. They do not usuaJte
grant hypothecation facility to new borrowers.EXH IB WORKING CAPITAL FINANCE

31.1: BYSBI
How is working capital finance typically structured at 
SBI?

At SBI, working capital loans are tailored to suit the 
precise requirements of the client, in any of the various 
instruments available or structured as a combination 
of cash credit, demand loan, bill financing and non
funded facilities.

The bank's accomplished credit crew can gauge the 
credit needs of each client and frame the exact solutions. 
How does SBI approve working capital loans?
SBI’s dedicated credit team has a deep understanding 
of the intricacies of various industries and is richly 
experienced in reckoning the business potential of 
companies.

These informed professionals can assess your specific 
credit requirements and tailor customized financial 
solutions to suit your risk profile and the working capital 
cycle of your company.
What are the tenors for which SBI extends working 
capital finance?
Normally working capital finance is extended as a ‘limit’ 
for various facilities for tenors up to one year. ‘Ad hoc’ 

Pledge Under this arrangement, the borrower is require: 
to transfer the physical possession of the property offeree 
as a security to the bank to obtain credit. The bank has i 
right of Hen and can retain possession of the goods pledzed 
until payment of the principal, interest and any other 
expenses is made. In case of default, the bank may either 
(a) sue the borrower for the amount due, or (b) sue for the 
sale of goods pledged, or (c) after giving due notice, sei 
the goods.

Mortgage Mortgage is the transfer of a legal or equit? b -. 
interest in a specific immovable property for the paymen t 
of a debt. In case of mortgage, the possession of the 
property may remain with the borrower, with the lender 
getting the full legal title. The transferor of interes*  
(borrower) is called the mortgagor, the transferee (barj 
is called the mortgagee, and the instrument of transfer 
called the mortgage deed.

The credit granted against immovable property has 
some difficulties. They are not self-liquidating. Also, the re 
are difficulties in ascertaining the title and assessing the 
value of the property. There is limited marketability, an: 
therefore, security may often be difficult to realize. Als: 
without the court's decree, the property cannot be sold 
Usually, for working capital finance, the mode of secur.- 
is either hypothecation or pledge. Mortgages may be taker
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EXHIBIT WORKING CAPITAL FINANCE 
BY SBI

• How is working capital finance typically structured at 
SBI?

At SBI, working capital loans are tailored to suit the 
precise requirements of the client, in any of the various 
instruments available or structured as a combination 
of cash credit, demand loan, bilf financing and non
funded facilities.

The bank's accomplished credit crew can gauge the 
credit needs of each client and frame the exact solutions.

• How does SBI approve working capital loans?
SBI’s dedicated credit team has a deep understanding 
of the intricacies of various industries and is richly 
experienced in reckoning the business potential of 
companies.

These informed professionals can assess your specific 
credit requirements and tailor customized financial 
solutions to suit your risk profile and the working capital 
cycle of your company.

• What are the tenors for which SBI extends working 
capital finance?
Normally working capital finance is extended as a ‘limit’ 
for various facilities for tenors up to one year. Ad hoc’ 
requirements are also considered.

• How are SBI working capital loans priced?
The loans normally carry on a floating interest rate 
linked to SBAR, the SBI prime lending rate for working 
capital finance. Certain self-liquidating short-term loans 
are also linked to the bank’s Short Term Advance Rate 
(SBSTAR).

• What is the repayment schedule like?
Working capital finance limits are normally valid for 
one year and repayable on demand. Specific, self
liquidating loans are linked to the natural tenor of the 
transaction (bill finance, export credit, etc.).

Source: www.statebankofindia.com

Security Required in Bank Finance
Banks generally do not provide working capital finance 
without adequate security. The following are the modes 
of security which a bank may require.

Hypothecation Under hypothecation, the borrower is 
provided with working capital finance by the bank against 
the security of movable property, generally inventories. 
The borrower does not transfer the property to the bank; 
he remains in the possession of property made available 
as security for the debt. Thus, hypothecation is a charge 
against property for an amount of debt where neither 
ownership nor possession is passed to the creditor. Banks 
generally grant credit hypothecation only to first class 

customers with highest integrity. They do not us^alfl
grant hypothecation facility to new borrowers.

Pledge Under this arrangement, the borrower is req-irrefl 
to transfer the physical possession of the property : r -.rat: 
as a security to the bank to obtain credit. The bar s nas • 
right of lien and can retain possession of the goods p 
until payment of the principal, interest and any rofll 
expenses is made. In case of default, the bank may estiM 
(a) sue the borrower for the amount due, or (b) sue r:r fle 
sale of goods pledged, or (c) after giving due notice 
the goods.

Mortgage Mortgage is the transfer of a legal or ecj- 
interest in a specific immovable property for the pay~efl 
of a debt. In case of mortgage, the possession :: ifc 
property may remain with the borrower, with the ’usmitfl 
getting the full legal title. The transferor of inres^B 
(borrower) is called the mortgagor, the transferee r 
is called the mortgagee, and the instrument of transrer ■ 
called the mortgage deed.

The credit granted against immovable proper*  • 
some difficulties. They are not self-liquidating. Als : t » 
are difficulties in ascertaining the title and assessing tar 
value of the property. There is limited marketabil:*.  
therefore, security may often be difficult to realize 
without the court's decree, the property cannot be -. .<A 
Usually, for working capital finance, the mode of sec-rsfl 
is either hypothecation or pledge. Mortgages may be u.»cfl 
as additional security. »

Lien Lien means right of the lender to retain pre rer-fl 
belonging to the borrower until he repays credit. I: car fl 
either a particular lien or general lien. Particular lieE ** 
right to retain property until the claim associates flfl 
the property is fully paid. General lien, on the other A,
is applicable till all dues of the lender are paid. :: 
usually enjoy general lien.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by credit limit?
2. What are peak-level and non-peak level credit L-iis?
3. What are the types of bank finance for finar.;. _ 

working capital? Briefly explain each one of then. I

4. What kinds of security does a bank require whe- • 
extends finances for working capital purposes

REGULATION OF BANK FINANCE

Banks have been following certain norms in grarnafl 
working capital finance to companies. These norms ar 
guidelines have been greatly influenced by fll 
recommendations of various committees appointed r fl 
Reserve Bank of India from time to time. The norms ■ 
working capital finance followed by bank since nuo-Tfl

http://www.statebankofindia.com


* - mainly based on the recommendations of the Tandon 
£ — mittee. The Chore Committee made further 
te mmendations to strengthen the procedures and norms
1 - -•• orking capital finance by banks. The norms based 
i- the recommendations of these committees are
4.scussed  below. In the deregulated economic 
■»- 'onment in India recently, banks have considerably 
3t :■ ■ ed their criteria of lending. In fact, each bank can 
i- elop its own criteria for the working capital finance.

2 Jdelines for Bank Finance:
- storical Perspective
* study group, popularly known as the Tandon 
€: —mittee, was appointed by the Reserve Bank of India 
it uly 1974, to suggest guidelines for the rational 
a. cation and optimum use of bank credit.3 This was done 
ar the presumption that the existing system of bank 
ter ding had a number of weaknesses.

- 'scussion in this section is based on Reserve Bank of India, Report of the Study Group to Frame Guidelines for Follow-up of Bank Credit, 
-• tib av: Reserve Bank of India, 1975, and Gupta, L.C., ed., Banking and Working Capital Finance, Macmillan.

The then-existing system had served its primary 
n*  ective of financing trade quite efficiently in the past,
* *en  the industrial structure was simple. Industries in 
rcta, however, grew rapidly in the last three decades and,
- a result, the industrial system became very complex, 
re can also witness a shift in the bank's role from trade

i-ar.cing to industrial financing during this period. But 
r r commercial bank's lending practices and style 

a med almost the same.
Because of the easy availability of bank credit, 

r d ustries in the past did not use it properly and efficiently.
- c ’ today, industries are not using banks funds skilfully 
z-d for appropriate purposes. A majority of the companies
- India are not cash or resource, conscious; their 
-mmiques of managing funds at times, are unscientific

ar. d non-professional. A number of companies, even 
. - ?ng the largest industrial units, have yet to learn the 
r e thods of reducing costs, optimizing use of inputs per 
mit of output, conserving resources, improving and 
developing product, orienting their marketing practices 

d policies to customers and so on. If they fail in using 
±ese techniques of modern management, industries in 
Ike country may become a national burden. Already a 
■ .mber of units have become sick and the number of such 
.-its is on the increase. To an extent, the abnormal 

editions are the cause for this, but, perhaps, 
' management of resources is far more responsible for 

_*e  present state of industries.

background Bank credit is a scare resource; hence it 
- : uld be optimally utilized under all circumstances. For 

--.dustrial units, it has become scarcer. There are many 
tb.er contenders for bank credit: agriculture, small-scale 

e t us try, farmers, common man and many others. Public 
«■ -prises also approach commercial bank for their 
• - sing capital requirements.

? V
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In view of the growing demand on bank funds from 
all sectors, industrial companies have no option but to 
use bank funds in the most efficient way. In the past, they 
misused or mismanaged the bank funds. Bank credit, 
primarily meant for working capital finance, was found 
to be used for long-term purposes and to finance 
subsidiaries and associated companies. Not only this, 
cheap credit available from banks was being used to build
up disproportionate stocks of materials to realize trading 
profits.

In fact, the misuse of bank funds was made possible 
by the then-existing system of bank lending, based on cash 
credit system. The practice was to lend generally, to the 
extent of 75 per cent of the value of inventory and 
receivables, the remaining 25 per cent being the margin. 
The value of inventory included purchases of materials 
on credit. Thus, this amounted to double financing—from 
creditors as well as banks. Bank lending, under the cash 
credit system, was directly related to security in the form 
of inventory and receivables, irrespective of borrower's 
operations. So long as the borrower continued to provide 
the required margin, the banker considered his advance 
to be safe and liquid, and did not bother about the way in 
which the advance was being utilized. The borrower's 
limit was generally increased, without much questioning 
about his operations, whenever inventory and receivables 
levels went up. The banker never took a closer look into 
the affairs of the customer.

One important drawback of the system was that the 
banker sanctioned a maximum limit within which the 
borrower could draw at his will. Under this procedure, 
the level of advances in a bank was determined not by 
how much a banker can lend at a particular point of time 
but the borrower's decision to borrow at that time. Under 
a tight situation, such a system would put banks to * 
considerable strain. The cash credit system makes credit 
planning by banks very difficult.

The then-existing practice in fixing limit was to value 
inventory at the market prices for fixing the limit. For this 
reason and because of the availability of credit from 
creditors, a borrower was able to borrow more than his 
current assets, requirements. Accordingly, it was possible 
for the borrower to divert banks' funds to acquire fixed 
assets, including investments and make advances to 
subsidiaries and associated concerns.

The Dehejia committee The above-mentioned 
deficiencies of the existing system of bank lending, based 
on cash credit system, were then formerly highlighted by 
the Dehejia Committee in 1968. The committee concluded 
that the diversion of bank finance for the acquisition of 
fixed and other non-current assets was made possible by 
the banker's fixation on security under the cash credit 
lending system. The committee felt that, while 
theoretically commercial bank lending was for short-term
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purposes, in actual practice, it was not so. According to 
their report, a large part of bank lending was really long
term in character, and was repayable on demand only in 
name.

The major weaknesses in the then existing system of 
working finance to industry, as pointed out by the Dehejia 
Committee and again identified by the Tandon 
Committee, are summarized below:

1. It is the borrower who decides how much he 
would borrow; the banker does not decide how 
much he would lend and is, therefore, not in a 
position to do credit planning.
The bank credit is treated as the first source of 
finance and not as supplementary to other sources 
of finance.
The amount of credit extended is based on the 
amount of security available, not on the level of 
operations of borrower.
Security does not by itself ensure safety of bank 
funds since all bad and sticky advances are 
secured advances; safety essentially lies in the 
efficient follow-up of the industrial operations of 
the borrower.

Although the monetary authorities were aware of this 
faulty system of bank lending, yet it was only in 1973, 
when the demand for bank credit rose sharply, in spite of 
stagnant production and when a number of banks had to 
freeze credit limits abruptly, that a serious consideration 
was given to the matter. Following this and the back
ground of the unprecedented price rise in 1974, the 
Reserve Bank constituted the Tandon Committee to frame 
guidelines for follow-up of bank credit.

The Tandon committee recommendations The 
recommendations of the Tandon Committee are based on 
the following notions:

1. Operating plan The borrower should indicate 
the likely demand for credit. For this purpose, he 
should draw operating plans for the ensuing year 
and supply them to the banker. This procedure 
will facilitate credit planning at the banks' level. 
It will also help the bankers in evaluating the 
borrower's credit needs in a realistic manner and 
in the periodic follow-up during the ensuing year. 
Production-based financing The banker should 
finance only the genuine production needs of the 
borrower. The borrower should maintain 
reasonable levels of inventory and receivables; he 
should hold just enough to carry on his target 
production. Efficient management of resources 
should, therefore, be ensured to eliminate slow 
moving and flabby inventories.
Partial bank financing The working capital 
needs of the borrower cannot be entirely financed 
by the banker. The banker will finance only a 
reasonable part of it; for the remaining the 
borrower should depend upon his own funds, 
generated internally and externally.

The following are the major recommendation- ; t*
Tandon Committee:

1. Inventory and receivable norms The Tr:® 
Committee made a number of important recoir - --r-| 
dations regarding the bank lending practices. But it js te 
recommendation regarding the inventory and recei ;-dM 
norms which have been debated and criticized moKrs 11

The Committee pointed out that the borrower shcvtM 
be allowed to hold only a reasonable level of current asseteJ 
particularly inventory and receivables. Only the nc —ail 
inventory, based on a production plan, lead time flf 
supplies, economic ordering levels and reasonable 
of safety, should be financed by the banker. Flabby, pre -e- 
making or excessive inventory should not be penr_~a4. 
under any circumstance. Similarly, the banker sh: zM| 
finance only those receivables which are in tune with me 
practices of the borrower's firm and industry.

The norms for reasonable levels of inventor, aafli 
receivables are needed to ensure rational allocate- nf 
resources and to avoid the undesirable holding —cl 
financing of current assets. The norms should also be] 
specified to bring uniformity in the banks' approacr ml 
assessing the working capital requirements, which •• as] 
lacking in the past. Further, in view of an inflationary] 
situation, the need for defining norms is all the m: r- 
necessary.

The Tandon Committee, in its final report, suggested 
norms for fifteen industries excluding heavy engineermr; 
and highly seasonal industries, like, sugar. The noras 
were applied to all industrial borrowers, including small- 
scale industries, with aggregate limits from the bank.- i 
system in excess of Rs 10 lakh. The Committee expected 
that the norms could be extended to smaller borrowers 
progressively, as early as possible. Although ths 
Committee defined norms in the case of fifteen industries 
only, yet it emphasized, and rightly so, that industries net 
covered should not be exempt from the discipline cf 
norms. In such cases, banks should keep in view the 
purpose and spirit behind the norms when considering 
the extension of credit facilities.

It should be appreciated that the norms suggested b 
the Tandon Committee were not merely meant for banks 
to follow in financing the borrower's working capital 
needs, rather they represented the maximum limit whic*  
should not be exceeded in the normal circumstances. The 
norms did not suggest entitlement to hold inventories ar.d 
receivables up to the prescribed level. If a borrower was 
efficient and could manage with less in the past, he shorn d 
continue to do so.

The Committee admitted that the norms cannot be 
followed rigidly. It allowed for flexibility in the application 
of norms when a major change in the environmer: 
justified. The Committee visualised the circumstances 
such as power cuts, strikes, transport delays, etc., under 
which a deviation from norms could be permitted 
Deviations should generally be allowed for short periods 
and should be agreed upon in advance between the 
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Bb***  2nd the banker. There should be a return to the 
■■■» * -er. conditions revert to normal. The Committee 
■frnet rat the norms should be kept under constant 
■tar*  - circumstances justified modification of the 
!■■■».. x .: aid be effected.
t.«*r  . -1 norms Another important recommendation 
BBte*  imittee related to the approach to be followed 
jfcn—~crdal banks in lending credit to borrowers. The 

■ferE-. felt that the main function of a banker as a 
■feu*  - • is to supplement the borrower's resources to 
■pr ar acceptable level of current assets. This implied: 
■bat el of current assets must be reasonable and based 
■parrr - 1?) a part of the fund requirements for carrying 
■BT" " assets must be financed from long-term funds 

owned funds and term borrowings, including 
.Mtmi - n-current liabilities.

IW banker was required to finance only a part of the 
■Baa.." c capital gap; the other part was to be financed by 
•r - —; wer from the long-term sources. Working capital 
pa*  - ctfined as current assets minus current liabilities, 
jpE bank borrowings. Current assets will be taken 
atsnrated values or values as per the Tandon Committee 
■ s whichever is lower. Current assets will consist of 

jpa-~ •: ry and receivables, referred to as chargeable 
asr-E-1 assets (CCA) and other current assets (OCA).

L*.L~mum  Permissible Bank Finance (MPBF) In view 
«• toe above approach to bank lending, the Committee 
< .: z<:ed the following three methods of determining the 

■smKsible level of bank borrowings:
- First method In the first method, the borrower 

will contribute 25 per cent of the working capital 
gap; the remaining 75 per cent can be financed 
from bank borrowings. This method will give a 
minimum current ratio of 1:1.

A Second method In the second method, the 
borrower will contribute 25 per cent of the total 
current assets. The remaining of the working 
capital gap (i.e. the working capital gap less the 
borrower's contribution) can be bridged from the 
bank borrowings. This method will give a current 
ratio of 1.3:1.

a Third method In the third method, borrower will 
contribute 100 per cent of core assets, as defined 
and 25 per cent of the balance of current assets. 
The remaining of the working capital gap can be 
met from the borrowings. This method will 
further strengthen the current ratio.

The first two methods, immediately accepted 
for implementation by the Reserve Bank, are 
illustrated in Table 31.1.

The Committee recommended the first method 
and advocated it, mainly as a stop-gap method, 
till borrowers got used to the new approach of 
lending and moved towards the ideal third 
method. The borrowers who were already in the 
second stage were not allowed to revert to the first 
stage. The aim should be to move forward. The

Table 31.1: Methods for Determining Permissible 
Bank Borrowing

1st Method 
(Rs)

2nd Method 
(Rs)

(a) Current assets, CA 100 100
(b) Current liabilities, 

excluding bank 
borrowing, CL 20 20

(c) Working capital gap 
CA - CL, (a - b) 80 80

(d) Borrower’s contribution 20 25

(e) Permissible bank finance,
[25% of (c)]

60
[25% of (a)]

55
(c-d)

recommendation was applied to all borrowers 
having credit limits in excess of Rs 20 lakh, from 
the banking system.

At the time the new system of lending was 
introduced, in some cases the net working capital 
was negative while in others it was equal to 25 
per cent of working capital gap. The Committee 
allowed this deficiency to be financed, in addition 
to the permissible bank finance, by banks. It was, 
however, to be regularized over a period of time 
depending upon the funds generating capacity 
and ability of the borrower. This kind of credit 
facility was called working capital term loan. The 
working capital term loan was not allowed to be 
raised in the subsequent years. For additional 
credit requirement arising in subsequent years, 
the borrower's long-term sources were required 
to provide 25 per cent of the additional working 
capital gap. The banks could grant regular term 
loans against fixed assets.

4. Style of credit In view of the deficiencies of the cash 
credit system of lending, the Committee also suggested a 
change in the style of bank lending. The Committee 
recommended the bifurcation of total credit limit into fixed 
and fluctuating parts. The fixed component was to be 
treated as a demand loan for the year representing the 
minimum level of borrowings, which the borrower 
expected to use throughout the year. The fluctuating 
component was to be taken care of by a demand cash 
credit. The cash credit portion could be partly used by 
way of bills. It was also suggested by the Committee that 
the new cash credit limit should be placed on a quarterly 
budgeting- reporting system.

The Committee also recommended the interest 
differentials. As an incentive to switch over to the new 
style of credit, the Committee recommended that interest 
rate on the loan component to be charged lower than the 
cash credit account. The Reserve Bank stipulated the 
differential at 1 per cent.
5. Information system Yet another important recom
mendation of the Tandon Committee related to the flow 
of information from the borrower to the bank. The
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Committee advocated for the greater flow of information, 
both for operational purposes and for the purpose of 
supervision and follow-up credit. Information was sought 
to be provided in three loans—operating statement, 
quarterly budget and funds flow statement. The 
statements prepared will give estimates and actuals. 
Projected annual figures would facilitate a genuine credit 
appraisal, while quarterly figures, furnished continuously, 
would enable a systematic and regular follow-up. As a 
first step, borrowers with credit limits of more than Rs 1 
crore were required to supply the quarterly information. 
The Committee also suggested some modifications in the 
form of periodical stock statements submitted by the 
borrowers to their bankers for more effective follow up.

The information supplied by the borrower was 
required to be properly used by the bank to follow-up 
and supervise the use of credit. The bank must ensure 
that the bank credit was used for the purposes for which 
it was granted, keeping in view the borrower's operation 
and environment. From the periodical data supplied, the 
bank should ascertain whether the actual results were in 
conformity with the expected results or there was a 
variance calling for remedial action. A ± 10 per cent 
variance was considered as normal. The variance beyond 
this limit was, however, required to be investigated and 
discussed by the banker and the borrower.

The main thrust of the Tandon Committee's 
recommendation regarding the information flow was that 
the banker should be treated as a partner in the business 
with whom information was to be shared freely and 
frankly, so that he would be in constant touch with the 
operations of the borrower to whom the bank credit has 
been allocated.

The Tandon Committee Report has been widely 
debated and criticized. It is true that bankers found 
difficulties in implementing the committee's 
recommendations. But it must be admitted that the 
Tandon Committee report has brought about a perceptible 
change in the outlook and attitude of both the bankers 
and their customers. They have become quite aware in 
the matter of making best use of a scarce resource like 
bank credit. The report has helped in bringing a financial 
discipline through a balanced and integrated scheme for 
bank lending.

The Chore Committee Recommendations In April 1979, 
the Reserve Bank of India constituted a working group to 
review the system of cash credit under the chairmanship 
of Mr K.B. Chore. The main terms of reference for the 
group were to review the cash credit system and suggest 
modifications and/or alternate types of credit facilities to 
promote greater credit discipline and relate credit limits 
to production. The major recommendations having a 
bearing on bank credit to firms of the Group are as 
follows:4
1. Reduced dependence on bank credit Borrowers should 
contribute more funds to finance their working capital 

4. Reserve Bank of India, Report of the Working Group to Review the System ofCash Credit, Bombay, Reserve Bank of India, 1979.

requirements, and reduce dependence on bank credii 
Therefore, the group recommended firms to be placed 3 
the second method of lending as explained by the Tan d 
Committee. In case the borrower was unable to comph 
with this requirement immediately, he would be granted 
excess borrowing in the form of working capital term 1 car 
(WCTL). WCTL should be repaid in semi-annuaJ 
instalments for a period not exceeding five years and at i 
higher rate of interest than under the cash credit svsten 
would be charged.

2. Credit limit to be separated into 'peak level' and 'nor~-i. 
non-peak level' limits Banks should appraise and *_■  
separate limits for the 'peak level' and 'normal non-peai 
level' credit requirements for all borrowers in excess ’ 
Rs 10 lakh, indicating the relevant periods. Withi.- 
sanctioned limits for these two periods the borr: « 
should indicate in advance, his need for funds durirs i 
quarter. Any deviation in utilization beyond 10 per 
tolerance limit should be treated as an irregularity 
appropriate action should be taken. Banks sb.: _Jd 
discourage ad hoc or temporary credit limits. If sanct: - ±- r 
under exceptional circumstances, additional interes: :rf 1 
per cent per annum should be charged for such lim:*-

3. Existing lending system to continue The exismJ 
system of three types of lending: Cash credit, loans and h 
should continue. Cash credit system should, however 
replaced by loan and bills wherever possible. Cash 
accounts in case of large borrowers should be scruti.-. 
once in a year. Bifurcation of cash credit accoun: : 
demand loan and fluctuating cash credit comp 
practised as per the Tandon Committee recommence 
should discontinue. Advances against book debts sh: 
be converted to bills wherever possible and atleast : 
cent of the cash credit limit utilized for financing p 
of raw material inventory should also be changed tc 
bill system.

4. Information system The discipline relating tc 
submission of quarterly statements to be obtained f 
the borrowers, under the existing system, should 
strictly adhered to in respect of all borrowers ha 
working capital limits of Rs 50 lakhs and over from 
banking system.

The Chore Committee made many c 
recommendations. A summary of the Committee's 
mendations is contained in Appendix 31A.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Briefly explain the Tandon committee norms for 
finance.

2. How maximum permissible bank finance 3 
determined under the Tandon committee norms 
What was the crux of the Chore commiue*  
recommendations ?

3.
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ERCIAL PAPER

■hKnnerdal paper (CP) is an important money market 
■(ruirent in advanced countries like USA to raise short- 
■BK rands. In India, on the recommendation of the Vaghul 

far- g Group, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
||Bn: -<ed the commercial paper scheme in the Indian 
BBT-market in 1989. Commercial paper, as it is known 
BB toe advanced countries, is a form of unsecured 
■Burrassary note issued by firms to raise short-term funds, 

mmercial paper market in the USA is a blue-chip 
■BK3.iz where financially sound and highest rated 
jar: i.-.ies are able to issue commercial papers. The 
■b -r? of commercial papers include banks, insurance 
■set inies, unit trusts and firms with surplus funds to 
* 5K for a short period with minimum risk. Given this 
■s" sscment objective of the investors in the commercial 
p .~-r market, there would exist demand for commercial 
■BRSS of highly creditworthy companies.

3fc bility, Use and Maturity
r r - .3, the Reserve Bank of India regulates the issue of 
< mmercial papers. Those companies are allowed to issue 
<■ —mercial papers which have a tangible net worth of

5 crore, i.e., Rs 50 million, the fund based working 
:: ml limit of not less than Rs 5 crore, and the firm should 
* _-ted and it is required to obtain necessary credit rating
- m credit rating agencies. The minimum current ratio 
arc-id be 1.33:1. All issue expenses will be borne by the 
s- -mg company. These norms imply that only the large, 
iLghly rated companies are able to operate in the

mmercial paper market in India. In fact, in USA it is
- :stlv the largest companies that raise funds from the 

: mmercial paper market. However, recently some
smaller companies and large foreign companies have been 
rcle to tap the commercial paper market in USA. A 

: mpany can issue CPs amounting to 75 per cent of the 
rermitted bank credit.

The Vaghul Working Group had recommended that 
me size of a single issue should be at least Rs 1 crore and 
me size of each commercial paper should not be less than 
r 5 lakh. The RBI had provided for the minimum issue 
r Rs 25 lakh (rather than Rs 5 lakh as recommended by 
me Vaghul Committee).

What is the maturity of commercial papers? In the 
USA it runs from 1 to 270 days. In India, on the other 
-and, the maturity runs between 91 to 180 days. In USA, 
me commercial paper market existed for long period, but 
me use of commercial paper started since the World War 
ZI and increased in a significant way during 1960s and 
1970s because of the tight money conditions. In recent 
■• ears, some US companies have made aggressive use of 
commercial papers and have used them even for the 
partial financing of the long-term assets. In India, it is 
expected that commercial paper will be used only for 
short-term financing and as an alternative source of 
finance to bank credit and other short-term sources. Since 

the beginning of 1993, the volume of CPs has significantly 
increased because of the large surplus funds available 
from the banking sector as well as the limited availability 
of other assets. On 31 August 2003, the commercial papers 
total amount outstanding was Rs 7,646 crore. The low and 
high interest rates were, respectively, 5 per cent and 
6.65 per cent, showing a spread of 165 basis points.

Cost
Though the Reserve Bank of India regulates the issue of 
commercial paper, the market determines the interest rate. 
In advanced countries like USA, the interest rate on a 
commercial paper is a function of prime lending rate, 
maturity, credit-worthiness of the issuer and the rating of 
the paper provided by the rating agency. In the USA two 
main rating agencies—Standard & Poor's and Moody's— 
have three-point rating schemes with the safest paper 
rated 1 and the riskiest 3. In India, there are three rating 
companies - CRISIL, CARE and ICRA that provide ratings 
for CPs. CRISIL awards Pl plus, Pl, P2 plus, and P2 ratings 
for CPs, and ICRA awards five ratings: Al plus, A2, A3, 
A4 and A5. Rating depends on debt obligations, cash 
accruals, unused cash credit limits and tradable securities 
like units.

Interest rate on commercial paper is generally less 
than the bank borrowing rate. A firm does not pay interest 
on commercial paper rather sells it at a discount rate from 
face value. The yield calculated on this basis is referred to 
as interest yield. The interest yield can be found as follows:

Interest yield

Face value - Sale price- ------------------------------- £------ x-------------------------- . .
Sale price Days of maturity ' 1

Sales price will be net of flotation costs associated with 
the issue of commercial paper. Suppose a firm sells 120- 
day commercial paper (Rs 100 face value) for Rs 96 net, 
the interest yield will be 12.5 per cent:

360

T t T100-961 T3601
Interest yield =

96 J L120.

= 0.125 or 12.5 per cent

Interest on CP is tax deductible: therefore, the after
tax interest will be less. Assuming that the firm's marginal 
tax rate is 35 per cent, the after-tax interest yield is 
8.13 per cent:

0.125 (1 - 0.35) = 0.0813 or 8.13 per cent.

In India, the cost of a CP will include the following 
components:

discount
rating charges
stamp duty

% issuing and paying agent (IPA) charges
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ILLUSTRATION 31.1: Cost of Commercial Paper
Suppose a company issues a 90-day CP of a face value of 
Rs 1,000 at Rs 985. The credit rating expenses are 0.5 per 
cent of the size of issue, IPA charges being 0.35 per cent 
and stamp duty 0.5 per cent. What is the cost of CP?

The discount is Rs 15 and rating and IPA charges and 
stamp duty amounts to: 1.35 per cent x Rs 1,000 = Rs 13.5. 
Thus, the cost of CP is:

Cost of CP = 15 + 13-5 x — = 0.1157 or 11.6%
985 90

Merits and Demerits

There are two important advantages of commercial paper 
from the issuing firm's point of view:

It is an alternative source of raising short-term 
finance, and proves to be handy during periods 
of tight bank credit.
It is a cheaper source of finance in comparison to 
the bank credit. Usually, interest yield on 
commercial paper is less than the prime rate of 
interest.
From an investor's point of view, it provides an 
opportunity to make a safe, short-term investment 
of surplus funds.

The following are the limitations of this sea
financing:

It is an impersonal method of financing 
is unable to redeem its paper due to ins 
difficulties, it may not be possible for it fc: a 
maturity of paper extended.
It is always available to the financially s ?_rdfc 
highest rated companies. A firm facing tenoal 
liquidity problems may not be able to r i - 
by issuing new paper.
The amount of loanable funds available 
commercial paper market is limited to a 
of excess liquidity of the various purerss 
commercial paper.
It cannot be redeemed until maturity T5m 
firm doesn't need the funds any more - : 
repay it until maturity and will have t: 
interest costs.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT''

1. What is a commercial paper? What are is ~>-a 
and demerits as a source of short-term finance!

2. What is the cost of issuing a commercial paper

( SUMMARY )

□ Most important short-term sources of financing current assets are: (a) trade credit, (b) deferred income an : : 
expenses, and (c) bank finance. The first two sources are available in the normal course of business, anc 
they are called spontaneous sources of working capital finance. They do not involve any explicit costs, 
finances have to be negotiated and involve explicit costs. They are called non-spontaneous or negotiated s 
of working capital finance. Two alternative ways of raising short-term finances in India are: fact - -, 
commercial paper.

Q Trade credit refers to the credit that a buyer obtains from the suppliers of goods and services. Payment. s - 
to be made within a specified period. Suppliers sometimes offer cash discount to buyers for making 
payment. Buyer should calculate the cost of foregoing cash discount to decide whether or not cash z 
should be availed. The following formula can be used:

% Discount 360-----------------------x--------------------------------------------
100 - % Discount Credit period - Discount period

Q A buyer should also consider the implicit costs of trade credit, and particularly, that of stretching accounts : 
These implicit costs may be built into the prices of goods and services. Buyer can negotiate for lower ~: 
making payment in cash.

Q Accrued expenses and deferred income also provide some funds for financing working capital. Howe’, er 
limited source as payment of accrued expenses cannot be postponed for a long period. Similarly, advance 
will be received only when there is a demand-supply gap or the firm is a monopoly.

Q Bank finance is the most commonly negotiated source of the working capital finance. It can be availed in the 
of overdraft, cash credit, purchase/discount of bills and loan. Each company's working capital need is dete 
as per the norms. These norms are based on the recommendation of the Tandon Committee and later 
Chore Committee. The policy is to require firms to finance more and more of their capital needs fre— 
other than bank. Banks are the largest providers of working capital finance to firms.
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- .'21 paper is an important money market instrument for raising short-term finances. Firms, banks ins 
iries individuals etc. with short-term surplus funds invest in commercial papers. Investors would gene:

~ : mmercial paper of a financially sound and creditworthy firm. In India, commercial papers of 91 to 1 SI 
—aturity are being floated. The interest rate will be determined in the market. The yield on commercial 
nn be calculated as follows:

CP yield = [Face value - Sale price / Sale price] x [360 / Days to maturity]

EPTS

system
■rrent assets

1 paper
it assets

Letter of credit (L/C)
Lien
Margin money
Maximum Permissible

Bank Finance (MPBF)

Mortgage
Non-peak level credit 
Open account credit 
Overdraft financing 
Peak level credit

Pledge
Stretching accounts 

payable
Trade credit
Working capital gap

Jion

EW QUESTIONS

1 explain the importance of trade credit and accruals as sources of working capital. What is the cost of these 
sources?

. Explain the rationale of the Tandon Committee’s recommendations.
Describe the important features of the Tandon Committee’s recommendations.

- What are the implications of the recommendations suggested by the Tandon Committee?
: Define commercial paper. Explain its pros and cons.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A company is considering raising of Rs 50 crore by issuing CPs for 90 days. CPs will be sold at a discount of 10 
per cent. Stamp duty charges will be 0.5 per cent of the size of the issue. The issuing and other charges will 
amount to Rs 2.50 lakh and rating charges to 0.40 per cent of the issue size. Calculate the effective cost of CP.

2. A firm is planning to sell a 120-day CP of Rs 100 for Rs 95 . The company will have to incur expenses as follows: 
(a) rating of issue: 0.30 per cent, (b) stamp duty 0.5 per cent, (c) issuing charges 0.25 per cent and (d) dealer's fee 
0.20 per cent. What is the cost of CP?
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Table 31.4: Projected Balance Sheet as on June 3 C - ES>

PROBLEMS
lj

1. The following is the balance sheet and production plan 
of Neo-Pharma Ltd.

(Rs lakh)

Liabilities Assets

Liabilities AssetsTable 31.2: Neo-Pharma Limited
Balance Sheet as on June 30 20X2

Share capital 54 Fixed assets 31
Reserves 8 Investments 5
Long-term loans 4 Current assets:
Current liabilities: Raw materials 64

Sundry creditors 41 Work-in-progress 7
Other current Finished goods 49

liabilities 10
Bank borrowings 135 Sundry debtors 91
Provisions for tax Outstanding

and dividends 14 200 exports sales, 15
Cash and bank

balances 6
Misc. current

assets 11
Advance tax

payment 2 230
2W 266

Share capital
Reserves
Long-term loans
Current liabilities

of which:
Sundry creditors 44
Other current

liabilities 6
Bank borrowings 139
Provisions for tax 

and dividends 15

54 Fixed assets
13 Investments

3 Current assets of whies

Raw materials 6L
Work-in-progress 17

Finished goods 
Sundry debtors Sir 
Outstanding

204 exports sales 2" 
Cash and bank 

balances
Misc. curr. asset. B 
Advance tax 

payment
274

Notes: (f) Bills discounted with banks and outstanding as 
on 30 June 20X2 is Rs 500,000.

(n) An instalment of Rs 100,000 falls due on 31 
December 20X2 as a part repayment of a long
term loan.

Notes: (i) Bills discounted with banks and outstanding m m 
30 June 20X3, Rs 1,000,000.

(n) An instalment of Rs 250,000 falls due on 31 !> ■■■■
20X3 as a part repayment of a long-term loan

Table 31.5: Working Capital Norms for 
Pharmaceutical Industry

Table 31.3: Production Plan for The Year 20X2-03

Raw materials and others 
Work-in-progress

Finished goods
Receivables and bills 

purchased and 
discounted.

2 % months consum: ti: ■ 
¥> month’s cost of

production
2 months cost of sales
1 14 months of sale

20X1 20X2
(Actuals) (Projected)

Sales of which export sales 50 266 75 291
Cost of production of which:
(a) Raw materials 151 173
{bj Wages and salaries 50 55
(c) Direct manufacturing

expenses 10 211 10 238
Gross profit “55“ “5T
Operating expenses 44 42
Cost of sales 255 280
Non-operating income 4 3
Provision for taxation 8 8
Net profit 7 6

You are required to calculate the max.z ..a, 
permissible bank finance (MPBF) as per rhl 
Tandon Committee recommendations regar~ .ad 
Method 1 and Method 2.

2. Ananta Chemicals Limited is considering raisraj 
of Rs 15 crore by issuing CPs for 120 days. CPs 
will be sold at a discount of 11.25 per cent. Stamu> 
duty charges will be 0.5 per cent of the size of the 
issue. The issuing and other charges will amount 
to Rs 3.75 lakh and rating charges to 0.40 per cent 
of the issue size. Calculate the effective cost of CR



XY Ltd. is planning to sell a 90-day CP of Rs 100
for Rs 94.75. The company will have to incur
expenses as follows: (a) rating of issue: 0.35 per cent,

Working Capital Finance

(h) stamp duty 0.5 per cent, (c) issuing charges 0.2
per cent and (d) dealer’s fee 0.15 per cent. What is 
the cost of CP?

3RACTICAL PROJECT

?.■ a bank in your area. Find out the schemes and large companies and small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 
es of the bank to provide working capital finance to
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Corporate Restructuring, 
Mergers and Acquisitions

Learning Objectives

► Discuss the form of mergers and acquisitions
► Highlight the real motives of mergers and acquisitions
► Show how mergers and acquisitions could help in creating value
► Illustrate the methodology for valuing mergers and acquisitions
► Focus on the considerations that are important in the mergers and acquisitions negotiations
► Consider the issues involved in post-merger integration
► Understand the implications and valuation of the leveraged buyouts and disinvestment
► Explain the legal framework for mergers and acquisition in India

INTRODUCTION

Corporate restructuring includes mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A), amalgamation, take-overs, spin-offs, leveraged 
buyouts, buyback of shares, capital reorganization, sale 
of business units and assets, etc. M&A are the most 
popular means of corporate restructuring or business 
combinations. They have played an important role in the 
external growth of a number of leading companies the 
world over. In the United States, the first merger wave 
occurred between 1890 and 1904 and the second began at 
the end of the World War I and continued through the 
1920s. The third merger wave commenced in the latter 
part of World War II and continues to the present day.1 
About two-thirds of the large public corporations in the 
USA have merger or amalgamation in their history. In 
India, about 1, 180 proposals for amalgamation of 

1. Arthur, R., H. Waya, A Critical Study of Accounting for Business Combinations, Accounting Research Study, New York 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1963, p. 7.

2. Bhattacharyya, H.K., Amalgamation and Takeovers, Company News and Notes, 1988, pp. 1-11.

corporate bodies involving about 2,400 companies wM 
filed with the High Courts during 1976-86. These :
6 per cent of the 40,600 companies at work at the bemnl 
of 1976.1 2 In the year 2003-04,834 mergers and acc . - noi 
deals involved Rs 35,980 crore. In 2008, the M&A : 
were US$ 19.8 billion. Mergers and acquisitions the » a 
in which they are understood in the Western cocnai 
have started taking place in India in the recent e as 
number of mega mergers and hostile takeovers :: 
witnessed in India now.

There are several aspects relating to mercers r 
acquisitions that are worthy of study. Some impaa 
questions are:

1. What are the basic economic forces tha: lea 
mergers and acquisitions? How do these _*a  
with one another?



. z- e manager's true motives for mergers 
■tions?

: mergers and acquisitions occur more 
i - . at some times than at other times? 

IBtaf ire the segments of the economy that stand 
•r-car or lose?

- w ...1 merger and acquisition decisions be

managerial process is involved in merger 
: acquisition decisions?
■oar process is followed in integrating merging
- r ged firms post-merger?

map ter, we shall also discuss other forms of 
mucturing like takeovers, leveraged buyouts

TE RESTRUCTURING AND 
COMBINATION

restructuring refers to the changes in 
z business mix, assets mix and alliances with a 

enhance the shareholder value. Hence, corporate 
ing may involve ownership restructuring, 

* restructuring and assets restructuring. A 
■ can affect ownership restructuring through 
2nd acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, buyback of 

sp in-offs, joint ventures and strategic alliances, 
restructuring involves the reorganization of 

s units or divisions. It includes diversification into 
rusinesses, outsourcing, divestment, brand 

cions, etc. Asset restructuring involves the 
?n or sale of assets and their ownership structure, 
pies of asset restructuring are sale and leaseback 

ts. securitization of debt, receivable factoring, etc.
The basic purpose of corporate restructuring is to 

e the shareholder value. A company should 
ously evaluate its portfolio of businesses, capital 

and ownership and assets arrangements to find 
ities for increasing the shareholder value. It 

d focus on assets utilization and profitable 
ent opportunities, and reorganize or divest less 

jr table or loss-making businesses/products. The 
c -pany can also enhance value through capital 
t-- Picturing; it can design innovative securities that help 
* -educe cost of capital.

Our focus here is on mergers and acquisitions, 
e- eraged buy-outs and divestment. We have discussed 
—u ~ y other aspects of restructuring like buyback of shares, 
i z ital structuring, etc., earlier in this book.

’YPES OF BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

here is a great deal of confusion and disagreement 
-egarding the precise meaning of terms relating to the
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business combination, viz., merger, acquisition, takeover, 
amalgamation and consolidation. Sometimes, these terms 
are used in broad sense, encompassing most dimensions 
of business combination, while sometimes they are 
defined in a restricted legal sense. We shall define these 
terms keeping in mind the relevant legal framework in 
India.

Merger or Amalgamation
A merger is said to occur when two or more companies 
combine into one company. One or more companies may 
merge with an existing company or they may merge to 
form a new company. In a merger, there is complete 
amalgamation of the assets and liabilities as well as 
shareholders' interests and businesses of the merging 
companies. There is yet another mode of merger. Here 
one company may purchase another company without 
giving proportionate ownership to the shareholders of the 
acquired company or without continuing the business of 
the acquired company.3 Laws in India use the term 
amalgamation for merger. For example, Section 2(1 A) of 
the Income Tax Act, 1961, defines amalgamation as the 
merger of one or more companies (called amalgamating 
company or companies) with another company (called 
amalgamated company) or the merger of two or more 
companies to form a new company in such a way that all 
assets and liabilities of the amalgamating company or 
companies become assets and liabilities of the 
amalgamated company and shareholders holding not less 
than nine-tenths in the value of the shares in the 
amalgamating company or companies become 
shareholders of the amalgamated company. We shall use 
the terms merger and amalgamation interchan-geably.

Merger or amalgamation may take two forms:
Merger through absorption
Merger through consolidation

Absorption Absorption is a combination of two or more 
companies into an existing company. All companies 
except one lose their identity in a merger through 
absorption. An example of this type of merger is the 
absorption of Tata Fertilizers Ltd (TFL) by Tata Chemicals 
Ltd. (TCL). TCL, an acquiring company (a buyer), 
survived after merger while TFL, an acquired company 
(a seller), ceased to exist. TFL transferred its assets, 
liabilities and shares to TCL. Under the scheme of merger, 
TFL shareholders were offered 17 shares of TCL (market 
value per share being Rs 114) for every 100 shares of TFL 
held by them.

Consolidation Consolidation is a combination of two or 
more companies into a new company. In this form of 
merger, all companies are legally dissolved and a new 
entity is created. In a consolidation, the acquired company 
transfers its assets, liabilities and shares to the new 

' ICAI, Statements of Accounting Standards (AS 14): Accounting for Amalgamation, New Delhi: ICAI. http://www.icai.org/resource/ 
asl4_defin.html

F

http://www.icai.org/resource/
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company for cash or exchange of shares. In a narrow sense, 
the terms amalgamation and consolidation are sometimes 
used interchangeably. An example of consolidation is the 
merger or amalgamation of Hindustan Computers Ltd, 
Hindustan Instruments Ltd, Indian Software Company 
Ltd and Indian Reprographics Ltd. in 1986 to an entirely 
new company called HCL Ltd.

Acquisition
A fundamental characteristic of merger (either through 
absorption or consolidation) is that the acquiring or 
amalgamated company (existing or new) takes over the 
ownership of other company and combines its operations 
with its own operations. Acquisition may be defined as 
an act of acquiring effective control over assets or 
management of a company by another company without 
any combination of businesses or companies. A substantial 
acquisition occurs when an acquiring firm acquires 
substantial quantity of shares or voting rights of the target 
company. Thus, in an acquisition, two or more companies 
may remain independent, separate legal entity, but there 
may be change in control of companies. An acquirer may 
be a company or persons acting in concert, that act together 
for the purpose of substantial acquisition of shares or voting 
rights or gaining control over the target company.

Takeover Generally speaking takeover means 
acquisition. A takeover occurs when the acquiring firm 
takes over the control of the target firm. An acquisition or 
take-over does not necessarily entail full, legal control. A 
company can have effective control over another company 
by holding minority ownership. Under the Monopolies 
and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, takeover means 
acquisition of not less than 25 per cent of the voting power 
in a company. Section 372 of the Companies Act defines 
the limit of a company's investment in the shares of 
another company. If a company wants to invest in more 
than 10 per cent of the subscribed capital of another 
company, it has to be approved in the shareholders' 
general meeting and also by the central government. The 
investment in shares of other companies in excess of 10 
per cent of the subscribed capital can result into their 
takeovers.

Takeover vs. acquisition Sometimes, a distinction 
between takeover and acquisition is made. The term 
takeover is understood to connote hostility. When an 
acquisition is a 'forced' or 'unwilling' acquisition, it is 
called a takeover. In an unwilling acquisition, the 
management of "target" company would oppose the 
move of being taken over. When managements of 
acquiring and target companies mutually and willingly 
agree for the takeover, it is called acquisition or friendly 
takeover. An example of acquisition is the acquisition of 
controlling interest (45 per cent shares) of Universal 
Luggage Manufacturing Company Ltd. by Blow Plast Ltd 
Similarly, Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd, a leading 
manufacturer of jeeps and tractors acquired a 26 per cent 
equity stake in Allwyn Nissan Ltd. Yet another example 

is the acquisition of 28 per cent equity of International 
Data Management (IDM) by HCL Ltd. In recent years 
due to the liberalization of financial sector as well as 
opening up of the economy for foreign investors, a numbei 
of hostile takeovers could be witnessed in India. Examples 
include takeover of Shaw Wallace, Dunlop, Mather an d 
Platt, and Hindustan Dorr Oliver by Chhabrias, Ashci 
Leyland by Hindujas and ICIM, Harrison Malayalam ard 
Spencers by Goenkas. Both Hindujas and Chhabrias are 
non-resident Indian (NRIs).

Holding company A company can obtain the status 
a holding company by acquiring shares of other 
companies. A holding company is a company that holes 
more than half of the nominal value of the equity capita 
of another company, called a subsidiary company 
controls the composition of its Board of Directors. Boca 
holding and subsidiary companies retain their sepaixE 
legal entities and maintain their separate books 
accounts. Unlike some countries, like the USA or the L *.  
India it is not legally required to consolidate accounts ? 
holding and subsidiary companies.

Forms of Merger
There are three major types of mergers:

Horizontal merger This is a combination of two or m:r± 
firms in similar type of production, distribution or area :r 
business. Examples would be combining of two 
publishers or two luggage manufacturing companies tn 
gain dominant market share.

Vertical merger This is a combination of two or nxa 
firms involved in different stages of production ai 
distribution. For example, joining of a TV manufacturnJ 
(assembling) company and a TV marketing compare- r 
the joining of a spinning company and a weav:-£ 
company. Vertical merger may take the form of forv- r: 
or backward merger. When a company combines with me 
supplier of material, it is called backward merger ami 
when it combines with the customer, it is known as 
forward merger.

Conglomerate merger This is a combination of firms 
engaged in unrelated lines of business activity. A typical 
example is merging of different businesses like 
manufacturing of cement products, fertilizers produces 
electronic products, insurance investment and adverbs 
agencies. Voltas Ltd is an example of a conglomerate 
company.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Define corporate restructuring, owners?..: 
restructuring and business restructuring.

2. What is a merger? Is it the same as amalgamau:c. ’
3. What is the difference between takeover an# 

acquisition?
4. Define horizontal, vertical and conglomerate me"-' 
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ERS AND ACQUISITION IN INDIA

Tcmic reforms and deregulation of the Indian economy 
: •: ught in more domestic as well as international 

in Indian industries. This has caused increased
retitive pressure leading to structural changes of 

industries. M&A is a part of the restructuring 
&=■£•>' of Indian industries. The first M&A wave in India 
i dace towards the end of 1990s. The data presented 
Table 32.1 reveal that substantial growth in the M&A 
-es in India occurred in 2000-01. The total number

M&A deals in 2000-01 was estimated at 1,177 which is 
cent higher than the total number of deals in the 

rr :us year. The amount involved in deals has shown 
-azon; after falling to Rs 23,106 crore in 2002-03 the 
■>_nt increased to Rs 35,980 crore in 2003-04. The M&A 
as value was US $19.8 billion in 2008 as compared to 
■ j' 1 billion in 2007. The average size of deals in 2008 
s US $23.4 million—more than that of the US $7.05 
ib?nin2007.4

- Dr. Manoj Vaish, President & CEO-India, Dun & Bradstreet, Welcome address in the conference on "Mergers and Acquisitions: The 
Integration Process".

? Ansoff, H.L. et. al., Acquisitive Behaviour of U.S. Manufacturing Firms 1946-65, Vanderbilt University Press, 1971.

Deals

Table 32.1: M&A in India

Number Amount (Rs crore)

--5-99 292 16,071
1 099-00 765 36,963
1X0-01 1,177 32,130
1X1-02 1,045 34,322
2002-03 838 23,106
2003-04 834 35,980
■06-07 US$ 33.1 billion
1007-08 US$ 19.8 billion

-a'gest M&A Deals in India
—*e  fallowing details about the top five largest M&A deals 

quoted from the Rediff website: http:// 
h_smess.rediff.com/slide-show/2009/may/29/slide show- 
1 mdias-l l-largest-m-and-a-deals.htm.

Tata Steel-Corus, $12.2 billion: On 30 January 2007, 
Steel purchased a lOOper cent stake in the Corus 

Z.-aup at 608 pence per share in an all cash deal, 
. mulatively valued at $12.2 billion. The deal is the largest 

ndian takeover of a foreign company till date and made
- = :a Steel the world's fifth largest steel group.

Vodafone-Hutchison Essar, $11.1 billion: On 11
- - rruary 2007, Vodafone agreed to buy out the controlling 
merest of 67per cent held by Li Ka Shing Holdings in 
Hutch-Essar for $11.1 billion. This is the second largest 
U&A deal ever involving an Indian company. Vodafone 
Essar is owned by Vodafone 52 per cent, Essar Group

3 per cent and other Indian nationals 15 per cent.
Hindalco-Novelis, $6 billion: Aluminium and copper 

major Hindalco Industries, the Kumar Mangalam Birla- 

led Aditya Birla Group flagship, acquired Canadian 
company Novelis Inc in a $6-billion, all-cash deal in 
February 2007. Till date, it is India's third largest M &A 
deal. The acquisition would make Hindalco the global 
leader in aluminium-rolled products and one of the largest 
aluminium producers in Asia. With post-acquisition 
combined revenues in excess of $10 billion, Hindalco 
would enter the Fortune-500 listing of world's largest 
companies by sales revenues.

Ranbaxy-Daiichi Sankyo, $4.5 billion: Marking the 
largest ever deal in the Indian pharma industry, Japanese 
drug firm Daiichi Sankyo in June 2008 acquired the 
majority stake of more than 50 per cent in domestic major 
Ranbaxy for over Rs 15,000 crore ($4.5 billion). The deal 
created the 15th biggest drugmaker globally, and is India's 
4th largest M&A deal to date.

ONGC-Imperial Energy, $2.8 billion: The Oil and 
Natural Gas Corp took control of Imperial Energy Pic for 
$2.8 billion in January 2009, after an overwhelming 96.8 
per cent of London-listed firm's total shareholders 
accepted its takeover offer.

MOTIVES AND BENEFITS OF MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONS

Why do mergers take place? It is believed that mergers 
and acquisitions are strategic decisions leading to the 
maximization of a company's growth by enhancing its 
production and marketing operations. They have become 
popular in the recent times because of the enhanced 
competition, breaking of trade barriers, free flow of capital 
across countries and globalization of business as a number 
of economies are being deregulated and integrated with 
other economies. A number of reasons are attributed for 
the occurrence of mergers and acquisitions. For example, 
it is suggested that mergers and acquisition are intended 
to:5

Limit competition
Utilize the under-utilized market power
Overcome the problem of slow growth and 
profitability in one's own industry
Achieve diversification
Gain economies of scale and increase income with 
proportionately less investment
Establish a transnational bridgehead without 
excessive start-up costs to gain access to a foreign 
market
Utilize under-utilized resources—human and 
physical and managerial skills 
Displace existing management
Circumvent government regulations

h_smess.rediff.com/slide-show/2009/may/29/slide
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Reap speculative gains attendant upon new 
security issue or change in P/E ratio
Create an image of aggressiveness and strategic 
opportunism, empire building and to amass vast 
economic powers of the company.

Are there any real benefits of mergers? A number of 
benefits of mergers are claimed.6 All of them are not real 
benefits. Based on the empirical evidence and the 
experiences of certain companies, the most common 
motives and advantages of mergers and acquisitions are 
explained below:

6. For example, see Van Horne, J.C., Financial Management and Policy, Prentice-Hall of India, 1985, pp. 610-13; and Brealey, R.A l.- 
Myers Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill, 1991, pp. 820-28.

■Qs Maintaining or accelerating a company's growth, 
particularly when the internal growth is 
constrained due to paucity of resources;
Enhancing profitability through cost reduction 
resulting from economies of scale, operating 
efficiency and synergy;
Diversifying the risk of the company, particularly 
when it acquires those businesses whose income 
streams are not correlated;
Reducing tax liability because of the provision of 
setting-off accumulated losses and unabsorbed 
depreciation of one company against the profits 
of another;
Limiting the severity of competition by increasing 
the company's market power.

Accelerated Growth
Growth is essential for sustaining the viability, dynamism 
and value-enhancing capability of a company. A growth- 
oriented company is not only able to attract the most 
talented executives but it would also be able to retain them. 
Growing operations provide challenges and excitement 
to the executives as well as opportunities for their job 
enrichment and rapid career development. This helps to 
increase managerial efficiency. Other things remaining the 
same, growth leads to higher profits and increase in the 
shareholders' value. A company can achieve its growth 
objective by:

Expanding its existing markets
Entering in new markets

A company may expand and/or diversify its markets 
internally or externally. If the company cannot grow 
internally due to lack of physical and managerial 
resources, it can grow externally by combining its 
operations with other companies through mergers and 
acquisitions. Mergers and acquisitions may help to 
accelerate the pace of a company's growth in a convenient 
and inexpensive manner.

Internal growth requires that the company should 
develop its operating facilities—manufacturing, research, 
marketing, etc. Internal development of facilities for 

growth also requires time. Thus, lack or inade, 
resources and time needed for internal deveiccMH 
constrains a company's pace of growth. The com: ~1 M 
acquire production facilities as well as other resnxn^H 
from outside through mergers and acquisitions. S 
for entering in new products/markets, the comp as dhI 
lack technical skills and may require special ~?.>MM 
skills and/or a wide distribution network tc Ml 
different segments of markets. The company car CHM| 
existing company or companies with re. ..“M 
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in the volume of production leads to a reducti:*  r UM 
cost of production per unit. Merger may help tc - : Ml 
the volume of production without a corresp * :Ml 
increase in fixed costs. Thus, fixed costs are dis~inilH 
over a large volume of production causing the urn I Ml 
of production to decline. Economies of scale may alscafl 
from other indivisibilities such as production facSMH 
management functions, and management resources Ml 
systems. This happens because a given function :s>a 
or resource is utilized for a larger scale of opera?, m M 
example, a given mix of plant and machinery car p - iroM 
scale economies when its capacity utilization is increMM 
Economies will be maximized when it is op: ~jfl 
utilized. Similarly, economies in the use of the rr.cr •.= Ml 
function can be achieved by covering wider markes Ml 
customers using a given sales force and promt r. : * Ml 
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obtained from the optimum utilization of marcc-~M| 
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and control. A company establishes managemen: $ -M 
by employing enough qualified professionals irrespa M
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■d- A combined firm with a large size can make
: - _rr. use of the management resource and systems
• * economies of scale.

Diversification of Risk

’ r economies In addition to economies of scale, 
ration of two or more firms may result in cost 
r due to operating economies. A combined firm
- or reduce overlapping functions and facilities, 

onsolidate its management functions such as 
miring, marketing, R&D and reduce operating 
: r example, a combined firm may eliminate 
r channels of distribution, or create a centralized 
centre, or introduce an integrated planning and 

IM*  u - ■ stem.

7. Van Home, op. cit., 1985, p. 611.
8. Refer to Chapter 5 for a detailed explanation of systematic (non-diversifiable) and non-systematic (diversifiable) risk.

b i vertical merger, a firm may either combine its 
■Rlftii-input (backward integration) and/or with its 
man ~-rs forward integration). Such merger facilitates 
■ntr ordination and administration of the different 
Bp*  of business operations—purchasing, manufac- 
- ■ _ =rd marketing—eliminates the need for bargaining 

ft suppliers and/or customers), and minimizes 
srucnty of supply of inputs and demand for product 

costs of communication.
- - example of a merger resulting in operating 

Kmies is the merger of Sundaram Clayton Ltd (SCL) 
’ —• S-Suzuki Ltd (TSL). By this merger, TSL became 
-so end largest producer of two-wheelers after Bajaj. 
rain motivation for the takeover was TSL's need to 

er its different market situation through increased 
me of production. It needed a large manufacturing 
: -: reduce its production costs. Large amount of funds 
. d have been required for creating additional 
ruction capacity. SCL also needed to upgrade its 

»ology and increase its production. SCL's and TSL's 
t i.-.ts were closely located which added to their 
a: entages. The combined company has also been

- = r ed to share the common R&D facilities. Yet another 
e ; —pie of a horizontal merger motivated by the desire 

r rationalization of operations is the takeover of 
. reversal Luggage by Blow Plast. The intended objectives 

were elimination of fierce price war and reduction of 
-rrketing staff.

-. nergy Synergy implies a situation where the combined 
rm is more valuable than the sum of the individual 

:: mbining firms. It is defined as 'two plus two equal to 
rve' (2 + 2 = 5) phenomenon. Synergy refers to benefits 
: trier than those related to economies of scale. Operating 
,:anomies are one form of synergy benefits.7 But apart 
room operating economies, synergy may also arise from 
enhanced managerial capabilities, creativity, 
nnovativeness, R&D and market coverage capacity due 
to the complementarities of resources and skills and a 
widened horizon of opportunities.

Diversification implies growth through the combination 
of firms in unrelated businesses. Such mergers are called 
conglomerate mergers. It is difficult to justify 
conglomerate merger on the ground of economies, as it 
does not help to strengthen horizontal or vertical linkages. 
It is argued that it can result into reduction of total risk 
through substantial reduction of cyclicality of operations. 
Total risk will be reduced if the operations of the 
combining firms are negatively correlated.

In practice, investors can reduce non-systematic risk 
(the company-related risk) by diversifying their 
investment in shares of a large number of companies. 
Systematic risk8 (the market, related risk) is not 
diversifiable. Therefore, investors do not pay any 
premium for diversifying total risk via reduction in non- 
systematic risk that they can do on their own, cheaply 
and quickly. For example, an investor who holds one per 
cent of shares of Company X and one per cent of shares of 
Company Y could achieve the same share of earnings and 
assets if Companies X and Y merged and he held one per 
cent of shares of the merged company. The risk from his 
point of view has been diversified by acquiring shares of 
the two companies. Of course, the merger of two 
companies may reduce the variability of earnings, but it 
would not necessarily reduce the variability of earnings 
vis-a-vis the market-related variables. What advantage can 
result from conglomerate mergers for shareholders who 
can diversify their portfolios to reduce non-systematic 
risk? The reduction of total risk, however, is advantageous 
from the combined company's point of view, since the 
combination of management and other systems strengthen 
the capacity of the combined firm to withstand the severity 
of the unforeseen economic factors that could otherwise 
endanger the survival of individual companies. 
Conglomerate mergers can also prove to be beneficial in 
the case of shareholders of unquoted companies since they 
do not have the opportunity for trading in their company's 
shares.

An example of diversification through mergers to 
reduce total risk and improve profitability is that of RPG 
Enterprises (Goenka Group). The group started its 
takeover activity in 1979. It comprises a large number of 
companies, most of which have been takeover. The 
strategy has been to look out for any foreign 
disinvestment, or any cases of sick companies, which 
could prove right targets at low takeover prices. In 1988, 
RPG took over ICIM and Harrisons Malayalam Limited. 
In the case of ICIM, the parent company, ICL, continued 
to hold 40 per cent of the equity stake with the Goenkas 
acquiring 10 per cent of the equity by private placement 
of shares. For the Goenkas, this has provided an easy 
access to the electronics industry.
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would not necessarily reduce the variability of earnings 
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result from conglomerate mergers for shareholders who 
can diversify their portfolios to reduce non-systematic 
risk? The reduction of total risk, however, is advantageous 
from the combined company's point of view, since the 
combination of management and other systems strengthen 
the capacity of the combined firm to withstand the severity 
of the unforeseen economic factors that could otherwise 
endanger the survival of individual companies. 
Conglomerate mergers can also prove to be beneficial in 
the case of shareholders of unquoted companies since they 
do not have the opportunity for trading in their company's 
shares.

An example of diversification through mergers to 
reduce total risk and improve profitability is that of RPG 
Enterprises (Goenka Group). The group started its 
takeover activity in 1979. It comprises a large number of 
companies, most of which have been takeover. The 
strategy has been to look out for any foreign 
disinvestment, or any cases of sick companies, which 
could prove right targets at low takeover prices. In 1988, 
RPG took over ICIM and Harrisons Malayalam Limited. 
In the case of ICIM, the parent company, ICL, continued 
to hold 40 per cent of the equity stake with the Goenkas 
acquiring 10 per cent of the equity by private placement 
of shares. For the Goenkas, this has provided an easy 
access to the electronics industry.

7. Van Home, op. cit., 1985, p. 611.
8. Refer to Chapter 5 for a detailed explanation of systematic (non-diversifiable) and non-systematic (diversifiable) risk.
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Reduction in Tax Liability
In a number of countries, a company is allowed to carry 
forward its accumulated loss to set-off against its future 
earnings f<jr calculating its tax liability. A loss-making or 
sick company may not be in a position to earn sufficient 
profits in future to take advantage of the carry-forward 
provision. If it combines with a profitable company, the 
combined company can utilize the carry-forward loss and 
save taxes. In India, a profitable company is allowed to 
merge with a sick company to set-off against its profits 
the accumulated loss and unutilized depreciation of that 
company. A number of companies in India have merged 
to take advantage of this provision.

An example of a merger to reduce tax liability is the 
absorption of Ahmedabad Cotton Mills Limited (ACML) 
by Arbind Mills in 1979. ACML was closed in August 1977 
on account of labour Problem. At the time of merger in 
April 1979, ACML had an accumulated loss of Rs 3.34 
crore. Arbind Mills saved about Rs 2 crore in tax liability 
for the next two years after the merger because it could 
set-off ACML's accumulated loss against its profits. Yet 
another example of a merger induced by tax saving is the 
takeover of Sidhpur Mills by Reliance in 1979. The carry
forward losses and unabsorbed depreciation of Sidhpur 
amounted to Rs 2.47 crores. In addition to tax savings, 
the merger provided Reliance with an opportunity for 
vertical integration (Sidhpur would supply grey cloth to 
Reliance) and capacity expansion (Sidhpur had 490 looms 
and 50,000 spindles and 40 acres of land).

When two companies merge through an exchange of 
shares, the shareholders of selling company can save tax. 
The profit arising from the exchange of shares are not 
taxable until the shares are actually sold. When the shares 
are sold, they are subject to capital gains tax rate which is 
much lower than the ordinary income tax rate. For 
example, in India capital gains tax rate is 20 per cent while 
the personal tax rate is 30 per cent.

A strong urge to reduce tax liability, particularly when 
the marginal tax rate is high (as has been the case in India) 
is a strong motivation for the combination of companies. 
For example, the high tax rate was the main reason for 
the post-war merger activity in the USA. Also, tax benefits 
are responsible for one-third of mergers in the USA.9

Financial Benefits
There are many ways in which a merger can result in 
financial synergy and benefits. A merger may help in:

Eliminating the financial constraint
Deploying surplus cash

'L Enhancing debt capacity
■Qz Lowering the financing costs

Financing constraint A company may be constrained 
to grow through internal development due to shortage of 

funds. The company can grow externally by acc_
another company by the exchange of shares arc
release the financing constraint.

Surplus cash A cash-rich company may face a d_~t 
situation. It may not have enough internal opport_r 
to invest its surplus cash. It may either distr:r_l 
surplus cash to its shareholders or use it to acquire s 
other company. The shareholders may not really be 
much if surplus cash is returned to them since the ■■ 
have to pay tax at ordinary income tax rate. The:.- a 
may increase through an increase in the market van 
their shares if surplus cash is used to acquire ana 
company. If they sell their shares, they would pa. tai 
lower, capital gains tax rate. The company would u 
enabled to keep surplus funds and grow thri 
acquisition.

Debt capacity A merger of two companies i 
fluctuating, but negatively correlated, cash flc ■ s. 
bring stability of cash flows of the combined c:r_- 
The stability of cash flows reduces the risk of ins: a 
and enhances the capacity of the new entity to se- ti 
larger amount of debt. The increased borrowing a 3 
higher interest tax shield which adds to the share.- J 
wealth.

Financing cost Does the enhanced debt capaarr 3 
merged firm reduce its cost of capital? Since the procai 
of insolvency is reduced due to financial stab... - 
increased protection to lenders, the merged finr sm 
be able to borrow ata lower rate of interest. This a d an 
may, however, be taken off partially or comp -® 
increase in the shareholders' risk on account of pr? ■ 
better protection to lenders.

Another aspect of the financing costs is issue : -a 
merged firm is able to realize economies of s.J 
flotation and transaction costs related to an issue c: 3| 
Issue costs are saved when the merged firm makes a a 
security issue.

Increased Market Power
A merger can increase the market share of the rr«a 
firm. As discussed earlier, the increased concer tr; : a 
market share improves the profitability of the firrr :a 
economies of scale. The bargaining power of the in 
a-vis labour, suppliers and buyers is also enhar red. 
merged firm can also exploit technological break * ■ 
against obsolescence and price wars. Thus, b\ _r® 
competition, the merged firm can earn super-nc nra p 
and strategically employ the surplus funds :. nu 
consolidate its position and improve its marke: ? <• 

We can once again refer to the acquisition of *-  a 
Luggage by Blow Plast as an example of 
competition to increase market power. Before the ~ 
the two companies were competing fiercely i

9. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Essentials of Managerial Finance, Dryden Press, 1977, p. 515.
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9. Weston, J.F. and E.F. Brigham, Essentials of Managerial Finance, Dryden Press, 1977, p. 515.
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ja# ■ rading to a severe price war and increased 
■■a. sng costs. As a result of the merger, Blow Plast has

■fcired a strong hold on the market and now operates 
MKkt - ear-monopoly situation. Yet another example is 
* sc -jisition of Tomco by Hindustan Lever. Hindustan 
.jtf1' -- a: the time of merger was expected to control one- 
Ubt : : f Tiree million tonne soaps and detergents markets 
.■■t tr us substantially reduce the threat of competition 
s— Exhibit 32.1).

Merger or acquisition is not the only route to obtain 
b-r»-it power. A firm can increase fts market share 
tr . ch internal growth or joint ventures or strategic 
Jfcr ces. Also, it is not necessary that the increased market 
w- er of the merged firm will lead to efficiency and 
- ns am allocation of resources. Market power means 

_ e concentration that could limit the choice of buyers 
s ell as exploit suppliers and labour.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

What are the real benefits of mergers and 
acquisitions?
How does M&A enhance profitability?
Explain the financial benefits of M&A.

VALUE CREATION THROUGH
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

- merger will make economic sense to the acquiring firm 
ts shareholders benefit. Merger will create an economic

i r vantage (EA) when the combined present value of the
- erged firms is greater than the sum of their individual 
7 resent values as separate entities. For example, if firm P 
md firm Q merge, and they are separately worth Vp and

respectively, and worth VPq in combination, then the 
economic advantage will occur if:

VPQ>(VP+VQ)

The economic advantage is equal to:

EA = Vpq-(Vp+Vq)

Acquisition or merger involves costs. Suppose that 
::rm P acquires firm Q. After acquisition P will gain the 
present value of Q, i.e., Vq, but it will also have to pay a 
price (say in cash) to Q. Thus, the cost of merging to P is: 
Cash paid - Vq. For P, the net economic advantage of 
merger (NEA) is positive if the economic advantage 
exceeds the cost of merging. Thus

Net economic Economic Cost of
advantage advantage merger

NEA = [VPQ-(Vp+VQ)]
-(cash paid - Vq )

The economic advantage, i.e., [VPq - (Vp + Vq)], 
represents the benefits resulting from operating

EXHIBIT
32.1:

THE TOMCO-LEVER MEGA 
MERGER

On the afternoon of 9 March 1993 Tata Oils Mills
Company Limited (Tomco) informed the Bombay 
Stock Exchange about its intention to merge with the 
Hindustan Lever Ltd (Levers). The board of directors 
of the two companies approved the merger on 19 March 
1993. Tomco is a Rs 4,460 million turnover (1992) 
company and Lever a Rs 20,000 million.
Lever would control one-third of three million tonne 
soaps and detergents markets by this merger. Some 
competitors of Levers think that it will eliminate 
competition. The management of Lever, however, feels 
that the merger would result in a strategic fit in many 
areas such as brand positioning, manufacturing 
locations, geographical reach and distribution network. 
Tomco has four manufacturing plants and a large 
distributor network covering 2,400 stockists and nine 
million outlets. It is quite strong in the south.
Merger would have many benefits for Tomco which is 
reported to have incurred a loss of Rs 66 millions in 
the first six months of 1992-93. It was Levers nearest 
rival, but lagged much behind in the eighties. A number 
of attempts by the management to revive Tomco 
through diversification did not succeed.
The acquisition ofTomco by Levers to gain the market 
leadership and dominance is seen strategically 
important in view of the intensifying competition and 
the strategic alliance of competition such as the one 
between Godrej Soaps and the American multinational 
Proctor and Gamble. A number of people think that it 
is a landmark merger. But to obtain the full advantages 
of the merger, a number of issues will have to be 
resolved:

O Rationalization of the duplicate brands
O Effective deployment and productivity improvement 

of Tomco’s 5,500 employees
O Bridging the gap between two cultures.

Source: Karmali, “Tomco-Levers: A Short-term Marriage”, 
Business India, March 15-28, 1993, p. 77.

efficiencies and synergy when two firms merge. If the 
acquiring firm pays cash equal to the value of the acquired 
firm, i.e., cash paid - Vq = 0, then the entire advantage of 
merger will accrue to the shareholders of the acquiring 
firm. In practice, the acquiring and the acquired firm may 
share the economic advantage between themselves.

ILLUSTRATION 32.1: Sharing Economic Advantage
Firm P has a total market value of Rs 18 crore (12 lakh 
shares of Rs 150 market value per share). Firm Q has a 
total market value of Rs 3 crore (5 lakh of Rs 60 market 
value per share). Firm P is considering the acquisition of 
Firm Q. The value of P after merger (that is, the combined



value of the merged firms) is expected to be Rs 25 crore 
due to the operating efficiencies. Firm Pis required to pay 
Rs 4.5 crore to acquire Firm Q. What is the net economic 
advantage to Firm P if it acquires Firm Q?

The net economic advantage is the difference between 
the economic advantage and the cost of merger to P:

NEA = [25 - (18 + 3)] - (4.5 - 3)
= 4 - 1.5 = Rs 2.5 crore

The economic advantage of Rs 4 crore is divided 
between the acquiring firm, Rs 2.5 crore, and the target 
firm, Rs 1.5 crore.

The acquiring firm can issue shares to the target firm 
instead of paying cash. The effect will be the same if the 
shares are exchanged in the ratio of cash-to-be-paid to 
combined value of the merged firms. In Illustration 32.1, 
Firm P may issue 4.5/25 = 0.18 or 18 per cent shares to Q's 
shareholders in the combined firm. Then the total number 
of shares (X) in the combined firm will be as follows:

X = 12 + 0.18X
X-0.18X = 12

X = 12/0.82 = 14.63 lakh shares

The new share price will be: 25/0.1463 = Rs 170.9. Firm 
Q will get 2.63 lakh shares of Rs 170.9 each. Thus, the cost 
of acquisition to Firm P remains the same: (2.63 lakh x 
Rs 170.9) - Rs 3 crore = Rs 1.5 crore.

In practice, the number of shares to be exchanged may 
be based on the current market value of the acquiring firm. 
Thus, in Illustration 32.1, Firm Q may require 3,00,000 
shares (i.e., Rs 4.5 crore/Rs 150) of the acquiring Firm P. 
Now Firm P after the merger will have 15 lakh shares of 
total value of Rs 25 crore. The new share price will be: 
Rs 25/0.15 = Rs 166.67. The worth of shares given to the 
shareholders of Firm Q will be Rs 5 crore (i.e., Rs 166.67 x 
3 lakh). The cost.of merger to Firm P is Rs 2 crore (i.e., the 
value of share exchanged, Rs 5 crore less the value of the 
acquired firm, Rs 3 crore). Thus, the effective cost of merger 
may be more when issuing shares rather than paying cash 
finances the merger.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTSk_______________________ j

1. Explain the economic advantage of M&A. What is 
the cost of M&A?

2. How are the shares exchanged in M&A?

VALUATION UNDER MERGERSAND 
ACQUISITIONS: DCF APPROACH

In a merger or acquisition, the acquiring firm is buying 
the business of the target firm, rather than a specific asset. 
Thus, merger is a special type of capital budgeting 
decision. What is the value of the target firm to the 

acquiring firm? This value should include the effe~ ■ 
operating efficiencies and synergy. The acquiring ~ 
should appraise merger as a capital budgeting deceaiM 
following the discounted cash flow (DCF) approach “fcd 
acquiring firm incurs a cost (in buying the business : 
target firm) in the expectation of a stream of benefits ■ 
the form of cash flows) in the future. The merger ■ _ M 
advantageous to the acquiring company if the preseB 
value of the target merger is greater than the c ost al 
acquisition.

Mergers and acquisitions involve complex set gfl 
managerial problems than the purchase of ar. -'■4 
Nevertheless, DCF approach is an important 
analyzing mergers and acquisitions. In order to apph Z' Jj 
technique, the following information is required:

■Qr Estimation of free cash flows over the r 
period
Estimation of the value of cash flows bev ccc Ml 
horizon period 
Discount rate

Earnings are the basis for estimating free cash 5 J 
As discussed in previous chapters, free cash flows i-. -dB 
adjustments for depreciation, capital expenditure ■■ 
working capital. The appropriate discount rate deoa™ 
on the risk of the expected cash flows of the :s.~s9 
company. Given the target firm's target capital stm r J 
its WACC is used as the discount rate. The follower .g 
are involved in the valuation of a merger (or acquis::

"'fa Identify growth and profitability assump:—» I 
Estimate cash flows and terminal value 
Estimate the cost of capital 
Compute present value of cash flows 
Decide if the acquisition is attractive on the r aril 
of present value
Decide if the acquisition should be J 
through cash or exchange of shares

Zn Evaluate the impact of the merger on EPS ■■ 
price-earnings ratio

Consider the case of SFC and Excel in Illustrar :r 
as an approach for the financial evaluation of a n-.e-rssB

ILLUSTRATION 32.2: DCF Valuation of an Acquis : :
The management of Sangam Fertilizers Company SPZjH 
concerned about the fluctuating sales and earnings 
variability of the company’s earnings has causes ns MB 
ratio at about 22 to be much lower than the industry n -rag| 
of about 45. Tables 32.2 and 32.3 contain SFC’s me st ~*ESrii  
summarized profit and loss account and balan:e - 
Currently, SFC’s share is selling for Rs 57.60 in the .man “ 
To boost its sales and bring stability to its eamin~- 91 
management has identified Excel Chemicals Com: n 
a possible target for acquisition. Excel is known inr 
quality of products and its nation-wide markets 
company has not been performing well in the re: ent f 
due to poor management (see Tables 32.4 and 3- 5 11

 Il
JL

lP

10. Rappapport, A., "Strategic Analysis for More Profitable Acquisitions, Harvard Business Review, July-August 1979, pp. 99-11
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■_:.ed financial performance). Its sales have
(•W-r :ent per year during 2005-09 against the

rate of 8 per cent per year. The current
share is Rs 24.90.

b e 32.2: SFC: Summarized Profit and Loss 
luring the Year Ending on 31 March 2009

(Rs crore)

Data

Loss Items
sales

Best of goods sold
Zepreciation
Selling & administrative 
“:'al expenses
PKT
it erest

EPS (Rs)
ZPS (Rs)
: :ok value (Rs) 

arket Value (Rs):
High
Low
Average
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SFC anticipates that to support the growth in Excel’s sales, 
capital expenditure (CAPEX) equal to 5 per cent of sales 
may be needed each year. The capital will maintain its 
capital structure in the market value terms at the current 
level. The market borrowing rate is 15 per cent. The 
corporate tax rate is 35 per cent.

What is the value of Excel if SFC acquires it? At what 
price should SFC pay for each share of Excel?

Table 32.4: Excel Chemicals Company: 
Summarized Profit and Loss Statement 

and Per Share Data

High 
Low 
Average

29.32
14.84
22.08

Table 32.3: SFC: Summarized Balance Sheet as on
31 March, 2009

(Rs crore)

fcurce of Funds
S: ceholders’ funds
Pt.: up capital (157.50 crore

-hares @ Rs 10) 1,575
B-s-rves and surplus 2,755 4,330
: cowed funds:

Secured 1,203
Unsecured 967 2,170

Capital Employed 6,500
Uses of Funds
Sross block 6,231
Less: Depreciation 1,626
Net block 4,605
bi vestment 29 4,634
Zurrent assets 3,726
Less: Current liabilities 1,860
Net Current assets 1,866

Net Assets 6,500

Balance Sheet Items

The management of SFC is confident that after 
-: cuisition, they could turn around Excel. They could 
- crease Excel’s growth rate to 8 per cent within two-three 
ears and reduce cost of goods sold to 66 per cent of sales 

—d selling and administrative expenses to 15 per cent.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

75.05
38.00
56.53

2.56
1.80

27.49

(Rs crore)

Profit and Loss Items
Net Sales 1,442 1,477 1.580 1,642 1.695
Cost of goods sold 995 1,042 1,125 1,165 1,195
Depreciation 37 40 45 45 40
Selling and

admin, expenses 260 275 280 292 302
Total expenses 1,292 1,357 1,450 1,502 1,537
PBIT 150 120 130 140 158
Interest 19 15 23 25 30
PBT 131 105 107 115 128
Tax 45 34 35 40 45
PAT 86 71 72 75 83
Per Share Data
EPS (Rs) 3.44 2.84 2.88 3.00 3.32
DPS (Rs) 1.70- 1.50 1.50 1.70 2.20
Book value (Rs) 23.76 25.00 26.28 27.68 29.20
Market Value (Rs):

High 30.84 44.04 42.25 35.48 28.16
Low 22.12 25.80 24.38 16.28 13.14
Average 26.48 34.92 33.32 25.88 20.65

P/E ratio:
High 8.97 15.51 14.67 11.83 8.48
Low 6.43 9.08 8.47 5.43 3.96
Average 7.70 12.30 11.57 8.27 6.22

Table 32.5: Excel Chemicals Company: 
Summarized Balance Sheet as on 31 March, 2009

(Rs in crore)

250
675

Source of Funds
Shareholders’ funds
Paid up capital (25,000 shares of Rs 10 each)
Reserves and surplus 425
Borrowed funds:

Secured 200
Unsecured 95 295

Capital Employed 970
Uses ofFunds
Gross block 657
Less: Depreciation 285
Net block 372
Investment 23
Current assets 753
Less: Current liabilities 178
Net Current assets 575

Net Assets 970
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We can use the DCF approach to determine the value 
of Excel to SFC. The economic gain from the merger of 
Excel with SFC would basically come from the higher sales 
growth and improved profitability due to reduction in the 
cost of goods sold and the selling and administrative 
expenses. It is expected that if SFC acquires Excel, it would 
be able to improve Excel’s overall management, use its 
strong distribution system for increasing sales, and 
consolidate its operations, systems and functions to 
facilitate operating economies and cost reduction.

Estimating Free Cash Flows

Revenues and expenses The first step in the estimation 
of cash flows is the projection of sales. Excel in the past 
has grown at an average annual rate of 4 per cent. After 
acquisition, sales are expected to grow at 8 per cent per 
year. We assume that SFC would need a few years to 
achieve this growth rate. Thus sales may be assumed to 
grow at 5 per cent in'2010,6 per cent in 2011, 7 per cent in 
2012 and thereafter, at 8 per cent per annum. The second 
step is to estimate expenses. Due to operating efficiency 
and consolidation of operations, costs are expected to 
decline. Excel's cost of goods sold has averaged around 

70-71 per cent of sales and is now anticipated to be r r.
down to 66 per cent of sales. We may assume ths : - -C
would take about two-three years to reduce the c
goods sold. Selling and administrative expenses
be estimated in a similar way.

CAPEX and depreciation Depreciation can be esnr-.-nad 
keeping in mind the anticipated capital expending? ■ 
each year (viz., 5 per cent of sales) and average r-J 
depreciation rate (viz., about 11 per cent for Excel d 
the past five years). We have assumed a dimims*.  
balance method for depreciation.11 Thus, depreda~ :•*  rar 
2010 and 2011 would be as follows:

DEP10 = 0.11 (372 + CAPEX10)
= 0.11(372 + 0.05x1780)
= 0.11 (372 + 89) = 0.11 (461) = 51

DEPU = 0.11 (461 - 50 + 0.05 x 1887)
= 0.11 (411+ 94) = 56

CAPEX and depreciation for other years can he 
similarly calculated as shown in Table 32.5.

Table 32.6: Excel Chemicals Company
Estimation of Cash Flows

(Rs cnxt

Actual Estimates

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Net sales 1,695 1,780 1,887 2,019 2,180 2,354 2,543 2,746 2,966 3,203 3,460
Cost of goods sold 1,195 1,246 1,302 1,360 1,439 1,554 1,678 1,813 1,958 2,114 2,283
S&A expenses 302 302 302 302 327 353 381 412 445 480 519
Depreciation 40 51 56 61 66 72 78 84 91 99 10"
Total expenses 1,537 1,599 1,660 1,723 1,832 1,979 2,137 2,309 2,4^4 2,693 2,909
PBIT 158 181 227 296 348 376 405 438 472 510 550
Tax @ 35per cent 55 63 79 104 122 132 142 153 165 178 193
NOPAT 103 118 148 192 226 244 264 284 307 331 358
Plus: Depreciation 40 51 56 61 66 72 78 84 91 99 107
Funds from operations 143 168 203 253 292 316 341 369 398 430 465
Less: Increase NWC* 30 36 45 55 59 64 69 75 81 87
Cash from operations 138 167 208 237 257 277 299 324 350 378
Less: Capex 89 94 101 109 118 127 137 148 160 173
Free cash flows 49 72 107 128 139 150 162 175 189 205
Add: Salvage value 2,369
NCF 49 72 107 128 139 150 162 175 189 2574
PVF at 13per cent .885 .783 .693 .613 .543 .480 .425 .376 .333 .295
Present value 1,355 43 56 74 78 75 72 69 66 63 759
* NWC
(34per cent of sales) 575 605 641 686 741 801 865 934 1,008 1,089 1,176

11. It is assumed that 11 per cent represents the average of the WDV depreciation rates for the various blocks of assets, as prescribed under 
the Indian tax rules.
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— tai changes In the calculation of the cash

• r aid also account for increase in net working 
ft.'A’C) due to expansion of sales. Excel's net 
E zapital to sales ratio in 2009 is 34 per cent. If we 

—at working capital is managed as in the past, 
• rect NWC to sales ratio to remain as 34 per cent, 
a • since we shall be calculating the value of Excel

mg the value of both shareholders and lenders),
tre weighed cost of capital as the discount rate, 
r marges would not be subtracted in calculating 

n-. s Excel has been paying an average tax of 34 per 
_s might be due to tax incentives available to the 
-.. The company will pay tax at current marginal 

-i of 35 per cent. Table 32.6 provides the estimation
cash flows.

ating the Cost of Capital
we are determining Excel's value, the discount rate 

Id be Excel's average cost of capital. In the year 2009, 
: .'.standing debt of the company is Rs 295 crore and 
-est paid is Rs 30 crore. Thus, the interest rate works 

10.2 per cent. The current rate of borrowing is 15 
ent On the after-tax basis, the cost of debt would be: 
. - 0.35) = 0.975 or 9.75 per cent.
e can calculate the company's cost of equity using 
idend-growth model. Excel's current share price 

1- 90, and it paid a dividend of Rs 2.20 in 2009. Thus, 
: :dend yield is: 2.20/24.90 = 0.088 or 8.8 per cent.

. . mpany has been paying about 55 per cent of its 
ings as dividend and retaining 45 per cent. The 
age return (over last five years) on equity has been 

12 per cent. Thus, the company's growth rate is:
< 0.12 = 0.054 or 5.4 per cent. Excel's cost of equity is: 
+ 0.054 = 0.142 or 14.20 per cent. The company has 

anding debt of Rs 295 crore and the market value of 
- is Rs 622.50 crore (25 crore x Rs 24.90). Thus debt 
a: 295/622.50 = 0.32 or 32 per cent. Given its capital 
"are in the year 2009, its weighted average cost of 
al is about 13 per cent (see Table 32.7).

Table 32.7: Excel’s Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital

Amount
(Rs crore) Weighted Cost

Weight
Cost

xcuity 622.50 0.68 0.1420 0.097
Debt 295.00 0.32 0.0975 0.031

917.50 1.000 0.128

’erminal Value

": -minal salvage value is the value of cash flows after the 
Tcrizon period. It is difficult to estimate the terminal value 
' ±e firm. One approach is to capitalise the net operating 

-"; fit after tax (NOPAT) at the end of the horizon period
■’> ACC. NOPAT at the end of horizon period (tenth 

ear) is Rs 358 crore and the discount rate is 13 per cent.
us, the salvage value is:

„ , , NOPATSalvage value = —------ -----------
Cost of capital

The conceptually more appropriate approach is to 
consider net cash flows (not earnings) for calculating the 
salvage value. We may take a conservative approach and 
assume that after horizon period, cash flows will not grow. 
Thus the terminal value will be as follows:

Salvage value =
NCF

Cost of capital
— = Rs 1,577
0.13

The alternative assumption is that net cash flows 
would grow at a constant normal rate of 4 per cent. Then, 
the salvage value can be calculated using a method similar 
to the dividend-growth model as follows:

_NCFn(l + g)
k-g

= 205(11)4) = 21320 Rs
0.13-0.04 0.09

We have used this value, (Rs 2,369 crore) in our
calculations in Table 32.6.

Value of Excel’s Shares
We can discount the net cash flows in Table 32.6 to 
calculate Excel's value. It is Rs 1,300 crore. Since Excel has 
Rs 295 crore outstanding debt in the year 2009, the value 
of its shares is:

(Rs crore)

Excel’s value
Less: Debt
Value of Excel’s shares

1355
295

1060

Value per share = —= Rs 42.40

The maximum price per share that SFC may be 
prepared to pay for Excel's share is Rs 42.40. The current 
market price of the share is Rs 24.90. Thus, SFC may have 
to pay a premium of about 70 per cent over the current 
market price. How should SFC finance acquisition of 
Excel? Should it exchange shares or pay in cash?

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k_______________________________________

1. Explain the DCF approach of M&A valuation.
2. How are annual free cash flows and horizon value 

estimated in M&A?

3. How is the cost of capital estimated in M&A 
valuation?

FINANCING A MERGER

Cash or exchange of shares or a combination of cash, 
shares and debt can finance a merger or an acquisition.
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The means of financing may change the debt-equity mix 
of the combined or the acquiring firm after the merger. 
When a large merger takes place, the desired capital 
structure is difficult to be maintained, and it makes the 
calculation of the cost of capital a formidable task. Thus, 
the choice of the means of financing a merger may be 
influenced by its impact on the acquiring firm's capital 
structure. The other important factors are the financial 
condition and liquidity position of the acquiring firm, the 
capital market conditions, the availability of long-term 
debt, etc.

A cash offer is a straightforward means of financing a 
merger. It does not cause any dilution in the earnings per 
share and the ownership of the existing shareholders of 
the acquiring company. It is also unlikely to cause wide 
fluctuations in the share prices of the merging companies. 
The shareholders of the target company get cash for selling 
their shares to the acquiring company. This may involve 
tax liability for them.

Let us assume that SFC decided to offer a price of 
Rs 42.40 per share to acquire Excel's shares. If SFC wants 
to pay cash for the shares, it would need Rs 1,060 crore in 
cash. It can borrow funds as well as use its tradable 
(temporary) investment and surplus cash for acquiring 
Excel. SFC's current debt is Rs 2,170 crore, which is 50 per 
cent of its book value equity. After merger, the combined 
firm's debt would be Rs 2,465 crore (Rs 2,170 crore of SFC 
and Rs 295 crore of Excel). The debt capacity of the 
combined firm would depend on its target debt-equity 
ratio. Assuming that it is 1:1, then it can have a total debt 
of Rs 4,330 crore (i.e., equal to the combined firm's equity, 
which is, pre-merger equity of SFC). Thus, unutilized debt 
capacity is Rs 1,865, crore (i.e., Rs 4,330 crore minus the 
combined debt of SFC and Excel, Rs 2,465 crore). Further, 
both companies have marketable investments of Rs 52 
crore, which may also be available for acquisition. Given 
SFC has unutilized debt capacity (Rs 1,865 crore), it can 
borrow Rs 1,060 crore to acquire Excel.

Share Exchange
A share exchange offer will result in the sharing of 
ownership of the acquiring company between its existing 
shareholders and new shareholders (that is, shareholders 
of the acquired company). The earnings and benefits 
would also be shared between these two groups of 
shareholders. The precise extent of net benefits that accrue 
to each group depends on the exchange ratio in terms of 
the market prices of the shares of the acquiring and the 
acquired companies. In an exchange of shares, the 
receiving shareholders would not pay any ordinary 
income tax immediately. They would pay capital gains 
tax when they sell their shares after holding them for the 
required period.

4C7.JB

SFC, instead of paying cash, could acquire Excd 
through the exchange of shares. For simplicity, let us 
assume that SFC's share price is fairly valued in the 
market. If the company feels that its shares are either 
under-valued or over-valued in the market, it can folic™ 
a similar procedure as in the case of Excel to calculate the 
value of its shares. SFC's current price per share is Rs 5" S 
and it has 157.50 crore outstanding shares. At its currerr 
share price, the company must exchange: Rs 1,060 crore 
Rs 57.80 = 18.34 crore shares to pay Rs 1,060 crore to Excd 
After acquisition, SFC would have 175.84 crore (157 ' 
crore + 18.34 crore) shares outstanding. Thus, in t*e  
combined firm, Excel's shareholders would hold abcnl 
10.4 per cent of shares (i.e., 18.34/175.84). Excel's shaaa 
are valued at Rs 1,060 crore and the value of SFC's shan 
at the current market price is Rs 9,104 crore (157.5 cr *-  ■ 
Rs 57.80). Thus the post-merger value of the combinrf 
firm is Rs 10,164 crore, and per share value is: Rs 10 
175.84 = Rs 57.80. Thus there is no loss, no gain to SrO 
shareholders.

Table 32.8: Impact of SFC and Excel Merger on EPS

SFC’s (the acquiring firm) PAT before merger,
PATQ (Rs in crore)

Excel’s (the acquired firm) PAT if merged with
SFC, PATfa (Rs in crore)

PAT of the combined firms after merger,
PATq + PATfa = PATC (Rs in crore)

SFC’s EPS before merger (EPSJ (Rs) 
Maximum number of SFC’s shares maintaining

EPS of Rs 2.56: (486/2.56) (crore)
SFC’s (the acquiring firm) outstanding shares 

before merger (NJ (crore)
Maximum number of shares to be exchanged 

without diluting EPS: (189.84-157.50) (crore)

SFC would be offering 18.34 crore shares for 25 
outstanding shares of Excel, which means 0.734 s 
SFC for one share of Excel or a swap ratio of 0.734 
book value of SFC's share in 2004 is Rs 27.49 while 
Excel is Rs 29.20. Thus, SFC alternatively could offer 
shares for each outstanding share of Excel without 
its present book value. Since it is exchanging only 
shares, its book value of equity should increase.

Impact on Earnings per Share Would SFC's EPS- 
diluted if it exchanged 18.34 crore shares to Excel' 
what is the maximum number of shares, which SFC 
exchange without diluting its EPS? Let us assume 
earnings of both firms at 2004 level. We can calcula - 
maximum number of SFC's shares to be exchanged 
Excel's shares without diluting the former company - 
after merger as shown in Table 32.8.

We can also directly calculate the maximum r 
of shares as follows:

Maximum number of share to be exchanged . 
EPS dilution



1*  .... --g firm's
earnings Acquiring firm's 

pre-merger shares*—r. — g firm's 
pr—_r.*ger  EPS

I-_N
a

— -157.5 = 32.34 crore (1)

—e acquiring firm) could exchange 1.294 
■b—- :: its shares for one share of Excel (the 

UtaBj -_- out diluting its EPS after merger. Since
only 0.734 shares, its EPS after merger 

■te .k s»wn below:

' taher merger
- - - Rs 83 crore) 486.00

f f ares after merger (157.50 + 18.34) 175.84
merger: 486/175.84 2.76

■Bfe ■ 1 - summarizes the effect of the merger of Excel 
SK :r EPS, market value and price-earning ratio 

“?.nge ratio of 0.734.
tar - - Merger of Excel with SFC: Impact on EPS, 

k Value, Market Value and P/E Ratio
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SFC's EPS after merger increases. However, in terms of 
value, there is no change. In fact, the post merger price
earnings ratio falls to:

Rs 57.8/Rs 2.76 = 20.94 times.
We can notice from Table 32.9 that after merger the 

market value per share is Rs 57.80 and total capitalization 
increases to Rs 10,164 crore, more by Rs 437.50 crore of 
the sum of the capitalization of individuals firms (Rs 57.80 
x 157.50 crore plus Rs 24.90 x 25 crore) = Rs 9,104 crore + 
Rs 622.50 crore = Rs 9,726.50 crore. This increased wealth, 
however, does not benefit the shareholders of SFC since 
it is entirely transferred to Excel's shareholders as shown 
below:

Total capitalization of Excel’s shareholders 
after merger (Rs crore)

Total capitalization of Excel’s shareholders 
before merger (Rs crore)

Net gain (Rs crore)

1,060.00

622.50
437.50

Would the shareholders of SFC gain if there was no 
economic gain from the merger and the exchange ratio 
was in terms of the current market price of the two 
companies' shares? The market price share exchange ratio 
(SER) would be:

Share price of acquired firm R,
SER =------------------------------------------ = — /n\

Share price of the acquiring firm Pa ' '

after tax
I ’Be crore) 
jt Jtaorrr ~-»r of 
ta car?- (crore)
BSSfRs)

■UStu-Ket value
:-r share (Rs)

5 - .^—earnings
- "io (times)

• T:tal market 
:.ipitalization 
(Rs crore)

SFC SFC
(before merger) Excel (after merger)

403.00 83.00 486.00

157.50 25.00 175.84
2.56 3.32 2.76

57.80 24.90 57.80

22.60 7.50 20.94

9,104 1,060 10,164

(a) In line two SFC’s number of shares after merger 
would be:

157.5 + (0.734 x 25) = 175.84 crore.
(b) In line six, the value of Excel’s share is based on 

its evaluation by SFC reflecting future growth and 
cost savings. At the current market value of 
Rs 24.90, the market capitalization in Rs 622.50 
crore.

(c) Market value per share after merger would be:
Rs 10,164/175.84 = Rs 57.80.

You may observe that for Excel's (the acquired firm) 
pre-merger EPS of Rs 3.32, the price paid is Rs 42.40. Thus, 
the price-earnings ratio paid to Excel is: Rs 42.40/3.32 = 
12.2 times. Since the price-earnings ratio exchanged is less 
than SFC's (the acquiring firm) price-earnings ratio of 22.6,

24.90——— = 0.431
57.80

Boot-strapping: SFC would issue 10.77 (i.e., 25 x 0.431) 
shares to Excel in terms of current prices SER. Does the 
acquiring firm benefit if shares are exchanged in 
proportion to the current share prices?
Table 32.10: Impact of the Acquisition of Excel by SFC: 

SER 0.431

1. Profit after tax

SFC SFC
(before merger) Excel (after merger)

(Rs crore) 403.00 83.00 486.00
2. Number of 

shares (crore) 157.50 25.00 168.30
3. EPS (Rs) 2.56 3.32 2.89
4. Market value 

per share (Rs) 57.80 24.90 57.80
5. Price-earnings 

ratio (times) 22.60 7.50 20.00
6. Total market 

capitalization 
(Rs crore) 9,104.00 622.50 9,726.50

Notes:
(а) In line two SFC’s number of shares after merger would 

be: 157.50 + (0.431 x 25) = 168.30 crore.
(б) In line six, the value of Excel’s share is taken as the 

current market price.
(c) Market value per share after merger would be: Rs 

9,726.50/168.30 = Rs 57.80.
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Let us assume that there are no benefits of acquisition. 
Table 32.10 summarizes the impact of the share exchange 
in terms of the current market prices (without any gain 
from merger/acquisition). SER at current share prices 
implies that the acquiring company (SFC) pays no 
premium to the acquired company (Excel).

There is no gain from the merger and the market value 
after acquisition of Excel remains the same. However, SFC 
is able to increase its EPS from Rs 2.56 to Rs 2.89 after 
acquisition. The reason is that its profit after-tax increases 
by 20.6 per cent after acquisition while the number of 
shares increases by 6.9 per cent only. The price-earnings 
ratio declines to 20 (P/E = Rs 57.8/2.89 = 20) as there is 
no change in the market value per share and EPS increases 
after merger. This is known as the boot-strapping 
phenomenon, and it creates an illusion of benefits from 
the merger.12 Once again, it may be noticed that the price
earnings ratio exchanged by the acquiring firm (SFC), 
Rs 24.9/Rs 3.32 = 7.50, is less than its price-earnings ratio, 
and this resulted in higher EPS for the acquiring firm.

12. Myers, S.C., A Framework for Evaluating Mergers, Modern Developments in Financial Management, S.C. Myers (ed.), Praeger, 19"? 
see Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, p. 825.

In case of Excel's acquisition by SFC, there is expected 
to be an increase in Excel's capitalization due to 
improvement in profit margin and operating efficiencies. 
We have seen earlier that if the exchange ratio is 0.734, 
the entire gain is transferred to the shareholders of Excel. 
Possibly, Excel's shares would remain 'under-valued' if 
SFC does not acquire it.
Table 32.11: Impact of the Acquisition of Excel by SFC:

SER 0.431

SFC SFC
(before merger) Excel (after merger)

1. Profit after tax
(Rs crore) 403.00 83.00 486.00

2. Number of shares

5. Price-earnings

(crore) 157.50 25.00 168.30
3. EPS (Rs) 2.56 3.32 2.89
4. Market value

per share (Rs) 57.80 24.90 60.39

Notes:

ratio (times) 22.50 7.50 21.40
6. Total market

capitalization
(Rs crore) 9,104.00 1,060.00 10,164.00

(a) In line two, SFC’s number of shares after merger would 
be:

157.50 + (0.431 X 25) = 168.30 crore.
(b) In line six, the value of Excel’s share is taken as Rs 1,060 

crore, which is based on its evaluation by SFC reflecting 
future growth and cost savings.

(c) Market value per share after merger would be:
Rs 10.164/168.30 = Rs 60.39.

Can a negotiation take place so that the shareholders 
of SFC also gain from the increased wealth from merger?

Let us assume economic gain (Rs 1,060 - Rs 622.5 =
Rs 437.5 crore) and SER in terms of the current market
value of two companies, i.e., 0.431. The effect is shown in
Table 32.11.

We may observe from Table 32.11 that the market 
value of SFC's share is expected to be higher (Rs 60.39) 
after merger as compared to the before-merger value 
(Rs 57.80). Shareholders of both Excel and SFC, as showr 
below, share the net increase in wealth:

(Rs crore)

Gain to SFC’s (the acquiring firm) shareholders:
(PQb -Pa)Na= (60.39- 57.80) x 157.50 409.00

Gain to Excel’s (the acquired firm shareholders): 
Pabx(Na +(SER) Nh-PfaxNfe

= 60.39 x 10.78-24.90 x 25 28.50
Total gain:
Pa6 x (Na + (SER) Nb)-(Pa x Na + Pb x Nb)

= 60.39 (157.5 + 0.431 x 25)
- (57.8 x 157.5 + 24.9 x 25) 437.50

Thus, the distribution of the merger gain between th e 
shareholders of the acquiring and target companies can 
be calculated as follows:

Merger gain = Gain to the acquiring
company's shareholders

+ Gain to the acquired 
company's shareholders

= (Pab - Pa)Na + Pab (Na + SER Nb) - P;, X X

where Pab is the price per share after merger, Pa bef:r— 
merger share price of the acquiring company, Pb be;--- 
merger share price of the target company, Na before
merger number of shares of the acquiring company. Xt 
before-merger number of shares of the target company 
and SER is the share exchange ratio. Using Equation ‘Sju 
the merger gain for the shareholders of SFC and Exoe ■ 
Illustration 32.2 can be computed as follows:

1,060 - 622.50 = (60.4 - 57.8) 157.5
+ [60.4 x (24.9/57.8) (25) - 24.9 • 29

437.50 = 2.60 x 157.5 + [60.4 x (0.431) 25 - 24.9 ■ U?
= 408.0 + 29.5 = Rs 437.50 crore

We may observe that the market value per share of 
the combined firm (Pflb) is higher than that of the acquirsd 
or the acquired firm because of the operating econc~ 
and improved margin in the operation of the acq-_rsd 
firm. Thus the total gain is also equal to the fair val rf 
Excel's shares (Rs 1,060 crore) minus the current mariwl 
capitalization (Rs 622.5), i.e., Rs 437.50.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

i... •‘'hat is meant by 'cash offer' in M&A financing?
i. How is share exchange determined in M&A deal?
1 •■'hat is the impact of share exchange on EPS, P/E 

-mo and book value after the merger?
K Zefine'boot-strapping'.

■ERGER NEGOTIATIONS: SIGNIFICANCE 
■F P/E RATIO AND EPS ANALYSIS

fc practice, investors attach a lot of importance to the 
mgs per share (EPS) and the price-earnings (P/E) 

■ - The product of EPS and P/E ratio is the market price 
fa share. In an efficient capital market, the market price 

> . share should be equal to the value arrived by the DCF 
que. In reality, a number of factors may cause a 

ergence between these two values. Thus, in addition 
w ire market price and the discount value of shares, the 
■servers and acquisitions decisions are also evaluated in 
Wrrs of EPS, P/E ratio, book value, etc. We have already 
■rcussed the impact of merger on these variables in the 
□b? f the merger of SFC and Excel (Illustration 32.2). In 

■k section, we extend the discussion in a more formal 
rj-.ner in the context of the negotiations in terms of 
« mange of shares.

Share Exchange Ratio

r r ractice, in a number of deals, the current market values
* ~e acquiring and the acquired firms are taken as the 
a ess for exchange of shares. As discussed earlier, the share 
e mange ratio (SER) would be as follows:

, Share price of the acquired firm
'-are exchange ratio =--------- ------------------- 4---------------

Share price of the acquiring firm 

=5>
Pa

The exchange ratio in terms of the market value of 
scares will keep the position of the shareholders in value 
mms unchanged after the merger since their 
:_ pordonate wealth would remain at the pre-merger 

el. There is no incentive for the shareholders of the 
a c aired firm, and they would require a premium to be 
r i_d by the acquiring company. Could the acquiring 

m.pany pay a premium and be better off in terms of the 
.: iitional value of its shareholders? In the absence of net 

: nomic gain, the shareholders of the acquiring company
* : uld become worse-off unless the price-earnings ratio 
ar Tie acquiring company remains the same as before the 
merger. For the shareholders of the acquiring firm to be 
se “ter-off after the merger without any net economic gain-
* :aer the price-earnings ratio will have to increase 
- mfidently higher or the share exchange ratio should be

the price-earnings ratio remaining the same. Let us 
nsider an example.

Suppose Shyama Enterprise is considering the 
acquisition of Rama Enterprise. The following are the 
financial data of two companies:

Shyama
Enterprise

Rama
Enterprise

Profit after tax (Rs) 40,000 8,000
Number of shares 10,000 4,000
EPS (Rs) 4 2
Market value per share (Rs) 60 15
Price earnings ratio (times) 15 7.5
Total market capitalization (Rs) 600,oyo 60,000

Shyama Enterprise is thinking of acquiring Rama 
Enterprises through exchange of shares in proportion to 
the market value per share. If the price-earnings ratio is 
expected to be (a) pre-merger P/E ratio of Rama, i.e., 7.5,
(b) pre-merger P/E ratio of Shyama, i.e., 15 and
(c) weighted average of pre-merger P/E ratio of Shyama 
and Rama, i.e., 13.75, what would be the impact on the 
wealth of shareholders after merger?

Since the basis of the exchange of shares is the market 
value per share of the acquiring (Shyama Enterprise) and 
the acquired (Rama Enterprise) firms, then Shyama would 
offer 0.25 of its shares to the shareholders of Rama:

P 15 
SER = —= — = 0.25 

Pfl 60

In terms of the market value per share of the combined 
firm after the merger, the position of Rama's shareholders 
would remain the same; that is, their per-share value 
would be: Rs 60 x 0.25 = Rs 15. The total number of shares 
offered by Shyama (the acquiring firm) to Rama's (the 
acquired firm) shareholders would be:

No.of shares exchanged = SERx Pre-merger number of
shares of the acquiredfirm

= (Pfc/Pa)Afc =0.25x4,000

= 1,000

The total number of shares after the merger would 
be: Na+ (SER) Nb = 10,000 + 1,000 = 11,000. The combined 
earnings (PATC) after the merger would be: 40,000 + 8,000 = 
Rs 48,000 and EPS after the merger would be:

Post-merger combined EPS

Post-merger combined PAT 
Post-merger combined shares 
PATa+PATfc

~ Na+(SER)Nb <4>

40,000 + 8,000
10,000+ (0.25) 4,000

48,000
11,000

= Rs 4.36
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The earnings per share of Shyama (the acquiring firm) 
increased from Rs 4 to Rs 4.36, but for Rama's (the acquired 
firm) shareholders, it declined from Rs 2 to Rs 1.09; that 
is, Rs 4.36 x 0.25 = Rs 1.09.

Given the earnings per share after the merger, the 
post-merger market value per share would depend on the 
price-earnings ratio of the combined firm. How would 
P/E ratio affect the wealth of shareholders of the individual
companies after the merger? Table 32.12 shows the impact.

Table 32.12: Rama and Shyama Enterprises: 
P/E Ratio and Effect on Value

Combined
Firms’

Market value:
Shyama

Market value: 
Rama

EPS Market Before After Before After
P/E After Value merger merger merger merger
Ratio Merger After

Merger

The higher EPS need not necessarily increase the share
price. It is the quality of EPS rather than the quantic. ±al
would influence the price.

An acquiring firm would lose its value if its pal 
merger P/E ratio is less than the weighted P/E ratil 
Shyama Enterprise would lose Rs 27.30 value per share i 
P/E ratio after merger was 7.5. Any P/E ratio above ms 
weighted P/E ratio would benefit both the acquirir g ■ 
well as the acquired firm in value terms. When the pos® 
merger P/E ratio is 15, Shyama gains Rs 5.40 value pa 
share and Rama Rs 1.35.

Why does Shyama Enterprise's EPS increase Mtb 

merger? It increases because it has a current P/E rati: a 
15, and it is required to exchange a lower P/E ratio:

P/E exchanged =
SERxPa

EPSb
0.25x60

2

Notes:

7.50 4.36 32.70 60.00 32.70 15.00 8.18
15.00 4.36 65.40 60.00 65.40 15.00 16.35
13.75 4.36 60.00 60.00 60.00 15.00 15.00

(a) Shyama’s share price after merger is equal to its EPS of 
Rs 4.36 times the P/E ratio.

(h) Rama’s share price after merger is equal to its share of 
EPS, Rs 1.09 times P/E ratio.

Note that Rama's shareholders' value in terms of their 
shareholding in Shyama is: MV after merger x 0.25. We 
can observe from Table 32.12 that the shareholders of both 
the acquiring and the acquired firms neither gain nor lose 
in value terms if post-merger P/E ratio is merely a 
weighted average of pre-merger P/E ratios of the 
individual firms. The post-merger weighted P/E ratio is 
calculated as follows:

Post-merger weighted P/E ratio =
(Pre-merger P/E ratio of the acquiring firm) x 

(Acquiring firm's pre-merger earnings x Post-merger 
combined earnings) + (Pre-merger P/E ratio of the 
acquired firm) x (Acquired firm's pre-merger earnings x 
Post-merger combined earnings)

Shyama Enterprise's EPS after merger would be 
exactly equal to its pre-merger EPS if P/E ratio paid is ectai 
to its pre-merger P/E ratio of 15. In that case, given Rama - 
EPS of Rs 2, the price paid would be Rs 30 or a share 
exchange ratio of 0.5. Thus, Shyama Enterprise w: uJd 
issue 0.5 x 4,000 = 2,000 shares to Rama Enterprise Tbe 
acquiring firm's EPS after merger would be: Rs 48.CC© 
12,000 = Rs 4. It may be noticed that at this P/E ra: 
Shyama's shareholders would have the same EPS as 
before the merger: 0.5 x Rs 4 = Rs 2. It can be shown that 
if the acquiring firm takes over another firm by exchar, cte 
a P/E ratio higher than its P/E ratio, its EPS will fall and 
that of the acquired firm would increase after tbe 
merger.13

13. Van Home, op cit., 1982, p. 615.

Let us assume in our illustration that Shyanua 
exchanges a P/E ratio of 22.5 to acquire Rama. This imp..a 
a price of Rs 45 per share and a share exchange ratic :• 
0.75. The earnings per share after acquisition would be as 
follows:

Post-merger EPS = 40,000 + 8,000
10,000 + 0.75 x 4,000
48,000
13,000

= Rs 3.69

P/E^ (P/Efl)(PATfl/PATc) + (P/Efe) x (PATft/PATc) (5) 

Using Equation (5) in our example, we obtain:

= (15) (40,000/48,000) + (7.5) (8,000/48,000)
= 12.5 + 1.25 = 13.75

Thus, the acquiring firm's EPS falls (from Rs 4 te
Rs 3.69) and the acquired firm's EPS increases (from Rs 2 
to Rs 3.69 x 0.75 = Rs 2.77).

The acquiring company would lose in value if post
merger P/E ratio is less than the weighted P/E ratio. Any 
P/E ratio above the weighted P/E ratio would benefit both 
the acquiring as well as the acquired firms in value terms. 
An acquiring firm would always be able to improve its 
earnings per share after the merger whenever it acquires 
a company with a P/E ratio lower than its own P/E ratio.

Earnings Growth
At share exchange ratio, based on the current market 
values, Shyama's (the acquiring firm) EPS falls. Should it 
acquire Rama? It can acquire Rama if its (Rama's) future 
earnings are expected to grow at a higher rate. After 
acquisition, Shyama's EPS would increase faster than 
before since the future growth rate would be the weighted 
average of the growth rates of the merging firms.



-zr us assume that Shyama's EPS is expected to grow
r-.r rent and Rama's at 15 per cent. The weighted EPS
— for Shyama would be:

gw=0.06x 40,000
48,000

+ 0.15x 8,000
48,000

= 0.075 or 7.5 percent

.~us, the formula for weighted growth in EPS can be 
essed as follows:

■ sighted Growth in EPS = Acquiring firm's growth x 
raring firm's pre-merger PAT/combined firm's PAT) 

-: mired firm's growth x (Acquired firm's pre-merger
i.T  combined firm's PAT)

PAT PAT
(7) 

c 1c
".were gw is the weighted average growth rate after the 
n e * ger, gn, and EPS(( are growth rate and earnings per 
r are. respectively, of the acquiring firm before the merger, 
g, md EPS,; are growth rate and the earnings per share of 
ire acquired firm, respectively, before the merger, and 
EPS,. is the earnings per share of the combined firm after 
arerger.

Table 32.13 shows the future EPS of Shyama with and 
without merger.

We can see from Table 32.13 and Figure 32.1 that 
w ithout merger, Shyama's current EPS of Rs 4.00 would 
crow at 6 per cent per year and with merger the diluted 
EPS of Rs 3.69 would grow at 7.5 per cent (the weighted 
= .erage growth rate). Shyama's EPS with merger would 
remain depressed until five years after merger. Its EPS, 

owe ver, would start growing faster after five years.
Table 32.13: Shyama’s EPS with and

without Merger (Rs)

Year
Without Merger 
(g = 6per cent)

With Merger 
(g = 7.5per cent)

0 4.00 3.69
1 4.24 3.97
2 4.49 4.26
3 4.76 4.58
4 5.05 4.93
5 5.35 5.30
6 5.67 5.69
7 6.01 6.12
8 6.38 6.58
9 6.76 7.07
10 7.16 7.60
15 9.59 10.92
20 12.83 15.67

In fact, Shyama has a higher P/E ratio, which is an 
indication of the investors' expectation of high future 
growth. Therefore, it is more likely that it would grow 
rapidly. Under such situation, it would not pay any 
premium to Rama. At a share exchange ratio of 0.25, 

Shyama's EPS after merger would be Rs 4.36. Assume that 
its earnings are expected to grow at 24 per cent and Rama's 
at 15 per cent. How would Shyama's EPS behave with or 
without merger? This is shown in Table 32.14 and 
Figure 32.2. It may be observed that merger would help 
the acquiring company to grow rapidly (than without 
merger) for seven years after merger. After seven years, 
the position would reverse. Thus, the company would 
either acquire other companies with lower P/E ratios, or 
improve its operating efficiency and continue growing.

Figure 32.1: EPS with and without merger

Figure 32.2: EPS with and without merger

Table 32.14: Shyama's EPS with and without Merger

Year
Without merger 
(g = 24 per cent)

With merger 
(g = 22.5 per cent)

0 4.00 4.36
1 4.96 5.34
2 6.15 6.54
3 7.63 8.01
4 9.46 9.82
5 11.73 12.03
6 14.54 14.73
7 18.03 18.05
8 22.36 22.11
9 27.72 27.08
10 34.37 33.18
15 100.78 91.52
20 295.46 252.47
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It should be obvious from calculation in Tables 32.13 
and 32.14 as well as from Figures 32.1 and 32.2 that the 
important factors influencing the earnings growth of the 
acquiring firm in future are:14

14. Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial Finance, Dryden, 1986, p. 918.
15. Ibid, pp. 901-03.
16. For a detailed explanation of the takeover defences, see Weston, J.I., K.S. Chung and S.E. Hoag, Mergers, Restructuring, and Corporate 

Control, Prentice-Hall, New Delhi, 1996, pp. 481-529.

The price-earnings ratios of the acquiring and the 
acquired companies

■Qz The ratio of share exchanged by the acquiring 
company for one share of the acquired company

■Qz The pre-merger earnings growth rates of 
acquiring and the acquired companies
The level of profit after-tax of the merging 
companies
The weighted average of the earnings growth 
rates of the merging companies.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the significance of share exchange ratio, P/E 
ratio and earnings per share in merger negotiations?

2. Under what conditions will the earnings of the 
acquiring firm grow after merger?

TENDER OFFER AND HOSTILE TAKEOVER

A tender offer is a formal offer to purchase a given number 
of a company's shares at a specific price. The acquiring 
company asks the shareholders of the target company to 
"tender" their shares in exchange for a specific price. The 
price is generally quoted at a premium in order to induce 
the shareholders to tender their shares. Tender offer can 
be used in two situations.15 First, the acquiring company 
may directly approach the target company for its takeover. 
If the target company does not agree, then the acquiring 
company may directly approach the shareholders by 
means of a tender offer. Second, the tender offer may be 
used without any negotiations, and it may be tantamount 
to a hostile takeover. The shareholders are generally 
approached through announcement in the financial press 
or through direct communication individually. They may 
or may not react to a tender offer. Their reaction 
exclusively depends upon their attitude and sentiment and 
the difference between the market price and the offered 
price. The tender offer may or may not be acceptable to 
the management of the target company. In USA, the tender 
offers have been used for a number of years. In India, one 
may see only one or two instances of tender offer in the 
recent years.

In September 1989, Tata Tea Ltd (TTL), the largest 
integrated tea company in India, made an open offer for 
controlling interest to the shareholders of the Consolidated 
Coffee Ltd (CCL). TTL's Chairman, Darbari Seth, offered 

one share in TTL and Rs 100 in cash (which is equivalent 
of Rs 140) for a CCL share that was then quoting at Rs 88 
on the Madras Stock Exchange. TTL's decision is not only 
novel in the Indian corporate sector but also a trendsetter. 
TTL had notified in the financial press about its intention 
to buyout some tea estates and solicited offers from the 
shareholders concerned.

The management of the target company generally do 
not approve of tender offers. The major reason is the fear 
of being replaced. The acquiring company's plans may 
not be compatible with the best interests of the 
shareholders of the target company.

The management of the target company can try to 
convince its shareholders that they should not tender their 
shares since the offer value is not enough in the light of 
the real value of shares, i.e., the offer is too low 
comparative to its real value. The management may use 
techniques to dissuade its shareholders from accepting 
tender offer. For example, it may lure them by announcing 
higher dividends. If this helps to raise the share price due 
to psychological impact or information content, then the 
shareholders may not consider the offer price tempting 
enough. The company may issue bonus shares and/or 
rights shares and make it difficult for the acquirer to 
acquire controlling shares.

The target company may also launch a counter
publicity programme by informing that the tender is not 
in the interest of the shareholders. If the shareholders are 
convinced, then the tender offer may fail. The target 
company can follow delay tactics and try to get help from 
the regulatory authorities such as the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI), or the Stock Exchanges 
of India.

Defensive Tactics
A target company in practice adopts a number of tactics 
to defend itself from hostile takeover through a tender 
offer. These tactics include a divestiture or spin-off, poison 
pill, greenmail, white knight, crown jewels, golden 
parachutes, etc.16

■Qz Divestiture In a divestiture the target company 
divests or spins off some of its businesses in the 
form of an independent, subsidiary company. 
Thus, it reduces the attractiveness of the existing 
business to the acquirer.
Crown jewels When a target company uses the 
tactic of divestiture, it is said to sell the crown 
jewels. In some corm tries such as the UK, such 
tactic is not allowed once the deal becomes known 
and is unavoidable.
Poison pill An acquiring company itself could 
become a target when it is bidding for another
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It should be obvious from calculation in Tables 32.13 
and 32.14 as well as from Figures 32.1 and 32.2 that the 
important factors influencing the earnings growth of the 
acquiring firm in future are:14

14. Weston, J.F. and T.E. Copeland, Managerial Finance, Dryden, 1986, p. 918.
15. ftzd, pp-901-03.
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Control, Prentice-Hall, New Delhi, 1996, pp. 481-529.

■Qx The price-earnings ratios of the acquiring and the 
acquired companies
The ratio of share exchanged by the acquiring 
company for one share of the acquired company

■Qx The pre-merger earnings growth rates of 
acquiring and the acquired companies

<tx The level of profit after-tax of the merging 
companies

■Qx The weighted average of the earnings growth 
rates of the merging companies.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the significance of share exchange ratio, P/E 
ratio and earnings per share in merger negotiations?

2. Under what conditions will the earnings of the 
acquiring firm grow after merger?

TENDER OFFER AND HOSTILE TAKEOVER

A tender offer is a formal offer to purchase a given number 
of a company's shares at a specific price. The acquiring 
company asks the shareholders of the target company to 
"tender" their shares in exchange for a specific price. The 
price is generally quoted at a premium in order to induce 
the shareholders to tender their shares. Tender offer can 
be used in two situations.15 First, the acquiring company 
may directly approach the target company for its takeover. 
If the target company does not agree, then the acquiring 
company may directly approach the shareholders by 
means of a tender offer. Second, the tender offer may be 
used without any negotiations, and it may be tantamount 
to a hostile takeover. The shareholders are generally 
approached through announcement in the financial press 
or through direct communication individually. They may 
or may not react to a tender offer. Their reaction 
exclusively depends upon their attitude and sentiment and 
the difference between the market price and the offered 
price. The tender offer may or may not be acceptable to 
the management of the target company. In USA, the tender 
offers have been used for a number of years. In India, one 
may see only one or two instances of tender offer in the 
recent years.

In September 1989, Tata Tea Ltd (TTL), the largest 
integrated tea company in India, made an open offer for 
controlling interest to the shareholders of the Consolidated 
Coffee Ltd (CCL). TTL's Chairman, Darbari Seth, offered 

one share in TTL and Rs 100 in cash (which is equr. a*  
of Rs 140) for a CCL share that was then quoting at Rs 
on the Madras Stock Exchange. TTL's decision is not r 
novel in the Indian corporate sector but also a trendsen 
TTL had notified in the financial press about its inter, - 
to buyout some tea estates and solicited offers fro— I 
shareholders concerned.

The management of the target company general ■■ 
not approve of tender offers. The major reason is th-; i
of being replaced. The acquiring company's plans 
not be compatible with the best interests of 
shareholders of the target company.

The management of the target company can trr 
convince its shareholders that they should not tender t±» 
shares since the offer value is not enough in the light 
the real value of shares, i.e., the offer is too k 
comparative to its real value. The management ma • - 
techniques to dissuade its shareholders from accept: 
tender offer. For example, it may lure them by announ - 
higher dividends. If this helps to raise the share price z 
to psychological impact or information content, the' : 
shareholders may not consider the offer price tempi! 
enough. The company may issue bonus shares and 
rights shares and make it difficult for the acquirer 
acquire controlling shares.

The target company may also launch a counter
publicity programme by informing that the tender is nfl 
in the interest of the shareholders. If the shareholder? £■ 
convinced, then the tender offer may fail. The tars 
company can follow delay tactics and try to get help fr□ 
the regulatory authorities such as the Securities ax 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI), or the Stock Exchanfl 
of India.

Defensive Tactics
A target company in practice adopts a number of tactxs 
to defend itself from hostile takeover through a tend® 
offer. These tactics include a divestiture or spin-off, poisoa 
pill, greenmail, white knight, crown jewels, goldes 
parachutes, etc.16

Divestiture In a divestiture the target compara 
divests or spins off some of its businesses in the 
form of an independent, subsidiary company. 
Thus, it reduces the attractiveness of the existrg 
business to the acquirer.

"Ox Crown jewels When a target company uses the 
tactic of divestiture, it is said to sell the chctb 
jewels. In some countries such as the UK, suds 
tactic is not allowed once the deal becomes knc i 
and is unavoidable.

■Qx Poison pill An acquiring company itself could 
become a target when it is bidding for another
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The tactics used by the acquiring 
:: make itself unattractive to a potential 

k called poison pills. For example, the 
t:: mpany may issue substantial amount 

avertible debentures to its existing 
to be converted at a future date when

•ass i Takeover threat. The task of the bidder 
u c bee ?me difficult since the number of shares 

e voting control of the company will 
e substantially. 
nail Greenmail refers to an incentive 
bv management of the target company to 

T' cential bidder for not pursuing the takeover. 
■ — 2 nagement of the target company may offer 
acquirer for its shares a price higher than the 

uarsujt price.
•tele knight A target company is said to use a
W' ‘might when its management offers to be

: _ired by a friendly company to escape from a 
-vscle takeover. The possible motive for the 
-ccagement of the target company to do so is 
’ct to lose the management of the company. The 
hostile acquirer may replace the management.

% 3oIden parachutes When a company offers hefty
. mpensations to its managers if they get ousted 
c ae to takeover, the company is said to offer golden 
parachutes. This reduces their resistance to 
takeover.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

’•'•hat is a tender offer?
’•'•hat is a hostile takeover?
‘•'ihat defensive tactics are used by the target 
: ampany?

Excessive premium An acquirer may pay high 
premium for acquiring its target company. The 
value paid may far exceed the benefits. This 
happens when the acquirer becomes too eager to 
acquire the target for prestige or increasing the 
size of its empire.
Faulty evaluation At times acquirers do not carry 
out the detailed diligence of the target company. 
They make a wrong assessment of the benefits 
from the acquisition and land up paying a higher 
price.
Lack of research Acquisition requires gathering a 
lot of data and information and analyzing it. It 
requires extensive research. A shoddily carried 
out research about the acquisition causes the 
destruction of the acquirer's wealth.
Failure to manage post-merger integration Many 
times acquirers are unable to integrate the 
acquired companies in their businesses. They 
overlook the organizational and cultural issues. 
They do not have adequate understanding of the 
culture of the acquired companies which creates 
problem of integration and synergy.

To avoid these problems, the acquiring company 
needs to have an acquisition and merger strategy. All 
acquisitions must be seen as strategic. The acquisition 
should be well-planned; target companies should be 
carefully selected after adequate screening. The acquiring 
company must understand the organizational climate and 
culture of the target company while performing the due 
diligence.

There are four important steps involved in a decision 
regarding merger or acquisition1'

CORPORATE STRATEGY AND 
ACQUISITIONS

Planning
Search and screening
Financial evaluation
Integration

Planning
: or eartier discussion, we made distinctions between 

rerger and acquisition or takeover. However, they 
erally involve similar analyzes and evaluations. A 

merger or acquisition might be considered successful if it 
r ereases the shareholder value. Though it is quite difficult 

say how the firm would have performed without 
- erger or acquisition, the post-merger poor performance 

: uld be attributed as a failure of merger or acquisition. 
■•Tiat are the chances that mergers or acquisitions would 

succeed? Empirical evidence shows that there is more than 
fifty per cent chance that they would succeed.

There are several reasons responsible for the failure 
:t a merger or acquisition. They include:

A merger or acquisition should be seen in the overall 
strategic perspective of the acquiring company. It should 
fit with the strategy and must contribute in the growth of 
the company and in creating value for shareholders and 
other stakeholders. The acquiring company must assess 
its strengths and weaknesses and likely opportunities 
arising from the acquisitions in order to identify the target 
companies.The acquiring firm should review its objective 
of acquisition in the context of its strengths and 
weaknesses, and corporate goals. This will help in 
indicating the product-market strategies that are 
appropriate for the company. It will also force the firm to 
identify business units that should be dropped and those 
that should be added or strengthened.

17. In Rappaport, A., op. cit., 1979, pp. 99-110, the first three steps are focused.



The following two steps are involved in the planning 
process:

Acquisition strategy The company should have 
a well-articulated acquisition strategy. It should 
be growth-oriented. It should spell out the 
objectives of acquisition and other growth options. 
The acquisition strategy should be formulated 
after an assessment of the company's own 
strengths and weaknesses.

% Assessment approaches and criteria The company 
should spell out its approach to acquisitions and 
the criteria to be applied to acquisitions.

The planning of acquisition will require the analysis 
of industry-specific and the firm-specific information. The 
acquiring firm will need industry data on market growth, 
nature of competition, ease of entry, capital and labour 
intensity, degree of regulation, etc. About the target firm 
the information needed will include the quality of 
management, market share, size, capital structure, 
profitability, production and marketing capabilities, etc.

Search and Screening

it may expect that merger benefits will accrue :: nn 
acquiring firm. A merger is said to be at a premium ■ 
the offer price is higher than the target firm's pre-—lTSHT 
market value. The acquiring firm may pay the premiaM 
if it thinks that it can increase the target firm's profits set 
merger by improving its operations and due to sverg. 
It may have to pay premium as an incentive to the 
firm's shareholders to induce them to sell their shares w 
that the acquiring firm is enabled to obtain the cor. ~.igfl 
the target firm.

Integration
The most difficult part of the merger or acquisition rs ::ie 
integration of the acquired company into the acqumfl 
company. In the case of a hostile takeover, the acqumnJ 
company may be disappointed to find the inferior quaitri 
of the acquired firm's assets and employees. The di" . _ w 
of integration also depends on the degree of ccr—J 
desired by the acquirer. The acquirer may simple desriH 
financial consolidation leaving the entire management n 
the existing managers. On the other hand, if the inter t .« 
is total integration of manufacturing, marketing, fim-^e.
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The following two steps are involved in the planning 
process:

Acquisition strategy The company should have 
a well-articulated acquisition strategy. It should 
be growth-oriented. It should spell out the 
objectives of acquisition and other growth options. 
The acquisition strategy should be formulated 
after an assessment of the company's own 
strengths and weaknesses.
Assessment approaches and criteria The company 
should spell out its approach to acquisitions and 
the criteria to be applied to acquisitions.

The planning of acquisition will require the analysis 
of industry-specific and the firm-specific information. The 
acquiring firm will need industry data on market growth, 
nature of competition, ease of entry, capital and labour 
intensity, degree of regulation, etc. About the target firm 
the information needed will include the quality of 
management, market share, size, capital structure, 
profitability, production and marketing capabilities, etc.

Search and Screening
Search focuses on how and where to look for suitable 
candidates for acquisition. Screening process shortlists a 
few candidates from many available. Detailed information 
about each of these candidates is obtained. Merger 
objectives would be the basis for search and screening. 
The objectives may include attaining faster growth, 
improving profitability, improving managerial 
effectiveness, gaining market power and leadership, 
achieving cost reduction, etc. These objectives can be 
achieved in various ways rather than through mergers 
alone. The alternatives to merger include joint ventures, 
strategic alliances, elimination of inefficient operations, 
cost reduction and productivity improvement, hiring 
capable managers, etc. If merger is considered as the best 
alternative, the acquiring firm must satisfy itself that it is 
the best available option in terms of its own screening 
criteria and economically the most attractive.

Financial Evaluation
Financial evaluation is the most important part of due 
diligence. Due diligence would also include evaluation 
of the target company's organizational climate and 
culture, competencies and skills of employees, etc. 
Financial evaluation of a merger is needed to determine 
the earnings and cash flows, areas of risk, the maximum 
price payable to the target company and the best way to 
finance the merger. The acquiring firm must pay a fair 
consideration to the target firm for acquiring its business. 
In a competitive market situation with capital market 
efficiency, the current market value is the correct and fair 
value of the share of the target firm. The target firm will 
not accept any offer below the current market value of its 
share. The target firm may, in fact, expect the offer price 
to be more than the current market value of its share since 

it may expect that merger benefits will re
acquiring firm. A merger is said to be at a p— —. 
the offer price is higher than the target firm * r ■ 
market value. The acquiring firm may pa * 
if it thinks that it can increase the target firrr - r - 
merger by improving its operations and err c 
It may have to pay premium as an incenth e :. 
firm's shareholders to induce them to seE then 
that the acquiring firm is enabled to obtain ire 
the target firm.

Integration
The most difficult part of the merger or acquis 
integration of the acquired company intc rhe 
company. In the case of a hostile takeover the 
company may be disappointed to find the integer 
of the acquired firm's assets and employees The ft 
of integration also depends on the degree at 
desired by the acquirer. The acquirer max stnaf^i 
financial consolidation leaving the entire macaes 
the existing managers. On the other hand, if the x 
is total integration of manufacturing, marketing 
personnel, etc., integration becomes quite compi

A horizontal merger or acquisition requires a 
planning for integration.

Integration plan After the merger or
the acquiring company should prepare 2
strategic plan for integration based on its
the acquired company's strengths 
weaknesses. The plan should hicr err 
objectives and the process of integrates.
Communication The integration plat, saaa 
communicated to all employees. The mans 
should also inform the employees abewt 
involvement in making the integration st 
and easy, and remove any ambiguity ar d ® 
the minds of the staff.
Authority and responsibility The firs: s: 
the acquiring company should take is tc ' 
employees into confidence and dec 
authority and responsibility relations tups 
detailed organizational structure can be da 
upon later on. This is essential to ax ? : 
confusion and indecisiveness.
Cultural integration People managemer: s 
most critical step in integration. A r/..- re
mergers and acquisitions fail because of the : aft 
of management to integrate people tr ~ 3 
different organizations. Management sha 
focus the culture integration of theempk -- • 
proper understanding of the cultures 
organizations, clear communication arc 
can help to bridge the cultural gaps.
Skill and competencies upgradation If B
difference in the skills and competences ■ 
employees of the merging comp = r
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—anagement should prepare a plan for skill and
— petencies upgradation through training and 

— plement it immediately. To make an 
assessment of the gaps in the skills and 
competencies, the acquiring company can conduct 
i survey of employees.

»t ' rructural adjustments After affecting the cultural 
n regration and skill upgradation, management 
may design the new organization structure and 
-edefine the roles, authorities and responsibilities. 
'Management should be prepared to make 
adjustments to accommodate the aspirations of 
rhe employees of the acquired company.
Control systems Management must ensure that 
.: is in control of all resources and activities of the 
merged firms. It must put proper financial control 
m place so that resources are optimally utilized 
3nd wastage is avoided.
Peter Drucker provides the following five rules 
tor the integration process:18

. 5. Drucket, P.F., "Five Rules for Successful Acquisition", Wall Street Journal, 15 October, 1981.

. - This section draws from "The Integrated Approach", Mr N. Srinath, Director (Operations), VSNL, as spoken to Christabelle Noronha: 
http://www.tata.com/vsnl/articles/20030526_the_integrated_approach.htm , May 27, 2003.

Ensure that the acquired firm has a "common 
core of unity" with the parent. They should 
have overlapping characteristics like shared 
technology or markets to exploit synergies.

<z The acquirer should think through what 
potential skill contribution it can make to the 
acquiree.
The acquirer must respect the products, 
markets and customers of the acquired firm. 
The acquirer should provide appropriately 
skilled top management for the acquiree 
within a year.
The acquirer should make several cross
company promotions within a year.

Post-merger Integration:
r*egrating  VSNL with Tata Group19

He Tata Group acquired VSNL in February 2002. Tata 
_p is the most respected group of companies in the 

jr ate sector. VSNL is a public sector company. These 
Bi: companies belonged to two different environments, 
ss - ems and culture. Both had committed people butwith 
a; abilities and expectations. Hence the task of integration 
■us quite difficult and demanding. Tata Group's primary 

:as who to protect its 'market position in the ILD 
- mess, get the national long-distance business launched 

as soon as possible and work on making the operations of 
~e company more market/customer focused and 
s“dent'. The integration process involved the following 
seps:

The Tata Group constituted multiple task forces 
for the purpose prioritizing tasks and achieving 
objectives.

The Group simultaneously focused on the 
integration of operations, processes, and 
technology and people.
The people issue was considered as important as 
the integration of operations, processes and 
technology.
A special programme called 'Confluence' was 
conducted for the senior management team from 
VSNL. They were informed about Tata Group's 
mission, value systems and practices. Similar 
programmes were organized for more than 500 
employees.
A people-driven organizational restructuring was 
undertaken at the headquarters simultaneously 
as the employees were being trained. Employees 
from different backgrounds, disciplines and levels 
discussed about the organizational roles, structure 
and responsibility relationship. After the 
headquarters, the focus shifted to the regional and 
branch offices for the similar initiatives.
Several new functions were created. Weak were 
strengthened and supplemented by sales and 
marketing people brought in from other Tata 
Group companies. These areas included carrier 
relations to work with domestic and international 
telecom carriers, OSP or outside plant to 
implement the countrywide fibre optic backbone 
for NLD and customer services.
The employees were trained to take up the new 
roles and challenges, and to strengthen their 
marketing skills to focus on customers. Training 
programmes were organized on functional areas. 
A management development programme was 
conducted, which focussed on critical commercial 
skills like business management, people and 
performance management, negotiating skills, and 
planning and budgeting skills. A key part of this 
exercise was that Tata Group executives, who are 
operating managers, were invited to share their 
experiences as managers with the VSNL teams. 
Information about initiatives or changes was 
communicated through new processes. The house 
magazine, Patrika, was supplemented with a 
monthly wallpaper called VSNL Buzz, which 
shared information about important 
developments within the company — new 
customer wins, major milestones achieved, new 
technical and product developments, etc.—to 
make the employee feel proud to be part of the 
VSNL and Tata family.
Periodic briefing sessions at which members of 
the management spoke on the recent performance 
and achievements in the company were also 
started.

http://www.tata.com/vsnl/articles/20030526_the_integrated_approach.htm
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The existing processes could not give the 
company the competitive edge in the marketplace. 
Hence, VSNL started restructuring a few of 
internal processes, ranging from product 
development to service delivery. It has also begun 
leveraging the experience and processes available 
in the Tata Group telecom companies in 
marketing, customer acquisition and customer 
services. Many of these are applicable to VSNL, 
though with fine-tuning to meet specific 
requirements.
The first areas to be re-engineered will be those 
that impact the customer. A structure is planned 
that is aligned with the industry best practices in 
customer care.
Customer service is being broken down into four 
functions. The first is the customer access point, 
the call centre or the public office. The second is 
the backend that handles the issues, queries or 
complaints received by the front office. The third 
function is credit and collection. The fourth is that 
of order management.

Mr Srinath, Director (Operations), VSNL says 'We 
realize that our most valuable asset, across all our 
businesses, is people. They are the repository of business 
experience and culture, and the outward face of the 
company to the client. This combination of structures, 
skills and processes, supported by the right tools, should 
provide our employees a healthy work environment to 
enable them to reach their full potential, while facilitating 

' company's drive to achieve all its objectives in the 
'lace'.

YOUR CONCEPTS
St o' cos. tr 
capau^ 
a I tern a c> 
the best' #v J? 'fr ■
criteria art ■«' a o'

£ Ay. S> <b £ -
Financial E<g>’ / >

Financial evalua 
diligence. Due du 
of the target comjT 
culture, competenci 
Financial evaluation of1 
the earnings and cash fid' g? 
price payable to the target 
finance the merger. The acq .

M&A process.
? What kind

•J? '3'///

S. < -0sTr A 8
& & 8

0 ’v O*
consideration to the target firr? v 
In a competitive market situa?
efficiency, the current market vali 
value of the share of the target firn 
not accept any offer below the currer. 
share. The target firm may, in fact, exp 
to be more than the current market value''c&’ 

T 

balance sheet items and the profit and loss ite~> at 
merged firms are combined without recording 1*  
of merger. This implies that asset, liabilities - J 
items of the acquiring and the acquired firms ■ - 3J 
added at the book values without max. aMfl 
adjustments. Thus, there is no revaluation of 
creation of goodwill. Let us consider an example as ciqfl 
in Illustration 32.3.

ILLUSTRATION 32.3: Pooling of Interest
Firm T merges with Firm S. Firm S issues shares wsj 
Rs 15 crore to Firm Ts shareholders. The balance shrwaJ 
both companies at the time of merger are shown in TanB 
32.15. The balance sheet of Firm S after mereec ■ 
constructed as the addition of the book values of the as MH 
and liabilities of the merged firms. It may be noticed nJ 
the shareholders funds are recorded at the book a 
although Ts shareholders received shares worth Rs 1 * — w 
in Firm S. They now own Firm S along with its ex-smJ 
shareholders.

Table 32.15: Pooling of Interests Method: 
Merger of Firms S and T

(Rs

Firm T Firm S
Comr^

Assets
Net fixed assets 24 37 61
Current assets 8 13 21

Total 32 50 82
Liabilities
Shareholders fund 10 18 28
Borrowings 16 20
Current liabilities 6 12

Total 32 50 82

Purchase Method
Under the purchase method, the assets and liabilities rf 
the acquiring firm after the acquisition of the targe: fim 
may be stated at their exiting carrying amounts or at 
amounts adjusted for the purchase price paid to the tanjBl 
company. The assets and liabilities after merger ait 

merally revalued under the purchase method. If tihe 
m:pays a price greater than the fair market value of 

td liabilities, the excess amount is shown as 
JI in the acquiring company's books. On the 

.ry, if the fair value of assets and liabilities is less 
the purchase price paid, then this difference is 

orded as capital reserve. Let us consider an example 
j given in Illustration 32.4.

ILLUSTRATION 32.4: Purchase Method
Firm S acquires Firm T by assuming all its assets and 
liabilities. The fair value of Firm Ts fixed assets and curren: 
assets is Rs 26 crore and Rs 7 crore. Current liabilities are 
valued at book value while the fair value of debt is 
estimated to be Rs 15 crore. Firm S raises cash of Rs 15 
crore to pay to Ts shareholders by issuing shares worth 
Rs 15 crore to its own shareholders. The balance sheets o
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:eiore acquisition and the effect of acquisition 
HpMBrn in Table 32.16. The balance sheet of Firm S (the 

after acquisition is constructed after adjusting 
Khl anilities and equity.

Table 22 AS\ Purchase Method-. Merger ot Perms
S and T

__________________________________________ (Rs crore)

Firm T Firm S Firm S after 
Merger

Wv i ■ -i assets 24 37 63
t (fcmsr assets 8 13 20

03
~X£_ 32 50 86

liMBibhes
Iders fund 10 18 33

■■■Bnrnigs 16 20 35
■ .labilities 6 12 18

•fetal 32 50 86

Sbt . . iwill is calculated as follows: (Rs)

Bement to Ts shareholders 15
■ . alue of fixed assets 26
■ I ihie of current assets 7
4L-. : air value of borrowings 15
Hm F air value of current liabilities 6
hr alue of net assets 12
Mndwill 3

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
k__________________________________________________4

explain pooling of interests method.
What is purchase method of accounting for M&A?

ERAGED BUYOUTS

f veraged buyout (LBO) is an acquisition of a company 
i in - meh the acquisition is substantially financed through 

When the managers buy their company from its 
iwners employing debt, the leveraged buyout is called 
rri-iagement buyout (MBO). Debt typically forms 70-90 
p» cent of the purchase price and it may have a low credit 

nng. In USA, the LBO shares are not bought and sold in 
ft® stock market, and the equity is concentrated in the 
bands of a few investors.20 Debt is obtained on the basis 
Ct the company's future earnings potential. LBOs 
Generally involve payment by cash to the seller.

F. Brealey and Myers, op. cit., 1991, p. 842.
21 Weston and Copeland, op. cit., 1986, p. 925.

LBOs are very popular in USA. It has been found there 
—at in LBOs, the sellers require very high premium, 

aging from 50 to 100 per cent. The main motivation in 
LBOs is to increase wealth rapidly in a short span of time.

A buyer would typically go public after four or five years, 
and make substantial capital gains.

LBO Targets
Which companies are targets for the leveraged buyouts? 
The following firms are generally the targets for LBOs:

High growth, high market share firms
High profit potential firms
High liquidity and high debt capacity firms 
Low operating risk firms

In LBOs, a buyer generally looks for a company that is 
operating in a high growth market with a high market share. 
It should have a high potential to grow fast, and be capable 
to earning superior profits.21 The demand for the company's 
product should be known so that its earnings can be easily 
forecasted. A typical company for a leveraged buy-out 
would be one that has high profit potential, high liquidity 
and low or no debt. Low operating risk of such companies 
allows the acquiring firm or the management team to 
assume a high degree of financial leverage and risk.

Risk and Rewards

Why is a lender prepared to assume high risk in a 
leveraged buyout? A lender provides high leverage in a 
leveraged buyout because he may have full confidence in 
the abilities of the managers-buyers to fully utilize the 
potential of the business and convert it into enormous 
value. His perceived risk is low because of the soundness 
of the company and its assumed, predictable performance. 
He would also guard himself against loss by taking 
ownership position in the future and retaining the right 
to change the ownership of the buyers if they fail to 
manage the company. The lender also expects a high 
return on his investment in a leveraged buyout since the 
risk is high. He may, therefore, stipulate that the acquired 
company will go public after four or five years. A major 
portion of his return comes from capital gains.

MBOs/LBOs can create a conflict between the 
(acquiring) managers and shareholders of the firm. The 
shareholders' benefits will reduce if the deal is very 
attractive for the managers. This gives rise to agency costs. 
It is the responsibility of the board to protect the interests 
of the shareholders, and ensure that the deal offers a fair 
value of their shares.

Another problem of LBOs could be the fall in the price 
of the LBO target company's debt instruments (bonds/ 
debentures). This implies a transfer of wealth from 
debenture holders to shareholders since their claim gets 
diluted. Debenture holders may, thus, demand a 
protection in the event of an LBO/MBO. They may insist 
for the redemption of their claims at par if the ownership/ 
control of the firm changes.
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LBO Evaluation

The evaluation of LBO transactions involves the same 
analysis as for mergers and acquisitions. The DCF 
approach is used to value an LBO. As LBO transactions 
are heavily financed by debt, the risk of lender is very 
high. Therefore, in most deals they require a stake in the 
ownership of the acquired firm. Illustration 32.5 provides 
an example of a leverage buy-out and also explains the 
methodology for estimating the return and the share of 
ownership of the lender in such deals.

ILLUSTRATION 32.5: Evaluation of LBO
Hindustan Chemicals is a small-size private limited 
company. The company manufactures a specialized 
industrial chemical. The large and medium-size industrial 
companies are its buyers, and it commands about three- 
fourths of the market due to its excellent quality, prompt 
delivery and reasonable price. Suraj Bhan Gupta and 
Mahesh Chand Goyal own the company, both are chemical 
engineers and are college-day friends. The current sales of 
the company is Rs 99.8 lakh, and the annual sales growth 
rate in the past years has been 12-13 per cent. The company 
has been showing good profits. It has been retaining profits 
and financing its activities internally without resorting to 
any external funding. Its earnings before interest and tax 
(EBIT) are Rs 18.41 lakh for the current year, giving a profit 
margin of 18.5 per cent and a 25 per cent return on assets. 
Tables 32.17 and 32.18 give a summary of the company’s 
profit and loss statements and balance sheet.

Table 32.17: Hindustan Chemicals Private Limited

(Rs lakh)

Summary Profit and Loss Statement for the 
Year Ending on 31 March

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Net sales 62.80 65.32 76.49 92.15 99.76
Less: Cost of

goods sold 38.76 40.18 47.72 60.43 64.32
Gross profit 24.04 25.14 28.77 31.72 35.44
Selling and

admin, exp. (10.35) (11.78) (13.97) (16.78) (18.05)
Non-operating

surplus 0.36 0.97 0.65 1.10 1.02
Profit before tax 14.05 14.33 15.45 16.04 18.41
Less: Tax 7.25 7.65 7.60 8.00 9.10
Profit after tax 6.80 6.68 7.85 8.04 9.31

Both Suraj and Mahesh have decided to retire from 
business. Their general manager, Brij Mohan Varsheny, has 
agreed to buy the entire business for Rs 100 lakh. Brij has 
only Rs 10 lakh of his savings, and he will have to raise the 
remaining amount externally. He is confident that on the 
basis of the strong profitability of the company, he would 
be able to raise funds from a private finance company if it 
is offered an attractive return on its investment. The finance 
company may grant him a loan of Rs 90 lakh at 10 per cent 
rate of interest per year plus warrants to buy enough equity 
shares when the company goes public to earn at least a 
return of 25 per cent. Brij knows that the finance company 
would expect him to go public after about four or five years, 

and would also require him to repay the p r.r.. : _ 
six to ten years in equal instalments.

Table 32.18: Hindustan Chemicals Pr :
Summary Balance Sheet

as on 31 March 2009

Capital and Asset

41 □»
Liabilities
Capital 
Reserve 5
Net worth

8.50
9.50

68.00

Net fixed assets
Other non-curren: 
assets

Current Current Assets:
Liabilities:
Creditors 4.35 Inventory 4 12
Outstanding
expenses 2.36 Debtors 9.15

Tax
provision 1.79 8.50 Cash 18-3*

Others 1.32 3
Total Funds 76.50 Total Assets

Brij expects that for the next ten years sales 
grow at 25 per cent, and afterwards the growth ra 
slow down. He expects EBIT as a percentage of sal-s 
25 per cent. In order to maintain the sales growth, he 
have to incur some capital expenditure that is lu-a’i 
increase from the fourth year onwards. The tax depi 
and capital expenditures are estimated as 
Table 32.20. He also expects net working capital tc 
ratio to remain approximately at its present level 
about 24 per cent. Should Brij Mohan borrow Rs 9C 
to buyout Hindustan Chemicals?

Let us analyze the performance of Hindustan Che-— 
in the year 2004. Most important ratios are as follows

Table 32.19: Hindustan Chemicals: 
Financial Performance, 2009

Net sales/Total assets 1-*]
EBIT/Net sales (per cent) 18.45
EBIT/Total assets (per cent) 24.:*
PAT/EBIT (per cent) 50.5*
Total assets/Net worth (per cent) 1.13
PAT/Net worth (per cent) 13.*:
CA/CL (per cent) 3.89
NWC/Net sales (per cent) 24.65

The company is highly profitable and liquid. 
employs no debt. The only liabilities are current liabilities 
Net worth is 89 per cent of the total funds. Net work::.; 
capital to sales ratio is 24.7 per cent, and is quite high. The 
company can reduce the level of its current assets, and 
release funds to finance its future growth. It is certainly an 
attractive company to buy. The purchase price of Rs 10C 
lakh seems to be quite reasonable. At the 2009 profit after 
tax, it gives a price multiplier of 5.43 only.

The company would have an equity of Rs 10 lakh 
against a loan of Rs 90 lakh, giving a debt-equity ratio of 
9:1. In a conventional sense, this is a very high leverage, 
and therefore, the traditional financiers would not provide
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Table 32.20: Hindustan Chemicals: Estimation of Cash Flows ,
(Rs lakh)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

’ sales 124.7 155.9 194.8 243.6 304.6 380.6 475.7 594.7 743.4 929.2
asrr 31.2 39.0 48.7 60.9 76.1 95.2 118.9 148.7 185.8 232.3
teerest 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 6.0 3.0
MTT 22.2 30.0 39.7 51.9 67.1 86.2 109.9 139.7 179.8 229.3
~1X 11.1 15.0 19.9 26.0 33.6 43.1 55.0 69.9 90.0 114.7
bkt 11.1 15.0 19.8 25.9 33.5 43.1 54.9 69.8 89.9 114.6
f - Depreciation 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.4
CFO 12.7 16.7 21.6 27.8 35.6 45.6 57.8 73.4 94.3 120.0

- Change in NWC 5.3 7.5 9.4 11.8 14.5 18.2 22.9 28.6 35.7 44.6
less: Change CAPEX 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.3 2.1 3.5 4.6 6.2 8.0 10.2
'MT 6.6 8.4 11.2 14.7 19.0 23.9 30.3 38.6 50.6 65.2

• - payment
l.ish flow available

30.0 30.0 30.0

:o owners 6.6 8.4 11.2 14.7 19.0 23.9 30.3 8.6 20.6 35.2

my funds to the company. However, the company is very 
s: and, and it has the capacity to service a high level of 
:-bt. It is a market leader with three-fourths of the market 
share, its products have excellent quality, and it has an 
sssured market. Thus, the company’s earnings are 
predictable and the performance is expected to improve 
rue to cost reduction and operating efficiency. Table 32.20 
shows the company’s expected earnings and cash flows, 
md reveals that it would be in a very comfortable position 

■ o service its debt.
One important consideration in this deal is that the 

znancier expected a return of 25 per cent and issue of shares 
: 3 him in the year 2014 when the company is likely to go 
public. The value of business should be sufficiently high 
; 3 that Brij Mohan’s ownership is not diluted below 50 per 
pent. How much should be the value of shares to the finance 
zompany so that it could earn 25 per cent rate of return?

The finance company invests Rs 90 lakh, and its cash 
inflows are interest received, repayments of principal and 
the value of shares in Hindustan Chemical in the year 2014. 
Its return would be 25 per cent if the present value of its 
investment at 25 per cent were equal to the present value 
of its inflows (i.e., NPV = 0).

NPV = PV of interest + PV of repayment
+ PV of shares - Investment = 0

We know that the finance company is expected to 
receive Rs 9 lakh interest per year for eight years and Rs 6 
lakh and Rs 3 lakh in ninth and tenth years. Also, it would 
get Rs 30 lakh each in the last three years. Using the present 
value table given at the end of the book, we can calculate 
the present value of interest and repayment of principal. 
NPV at 25 per cent discount rate is as follows:

NPV = 31.1 + 12.2 + 0.328 x Value of shares - 90.0 = 0 
Value of shares = 46.7/0.328 = Rs 142.4 lakh
How much is the value of Hindustan Chemicals shares 

expected after five years? It is a growing company. 
Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to assume a price
earnings ratio of 15 after five years. The value of the 
company’s shares in 2014 could be expected as: Rs 33.5 x 
15 = Rs 502.5 lakh. Thus, the company should be prepared 

to give about 28 per cent ownership (142.4/502.5} to the 
finance company. If the price-earnings is expected to be 
low, say 10, Hindustan Chemical may have to sacrifice 
about 43 per cent of its ownership.

Illustration 32.4 shows that Hindustan Chemical was 
a highly successful company. It has a much brighter future 
because of its high potential to grow at a much higher rate, 
save costs and improve its profit margin. It is being 
considered to be bought out by its managers. Since they 
have so well managed the company in the past the lender 
has confidence in them and is prepared to provide a high 
leverage. Lender is also expecting a high return. Therefore, 
he would have to be given ‘equity sweetener' by the buyer. 
He would lend funds to the manager-buyers of Hindustan 
chemicals at a concessional rate of interest but he would 
also like to have a stake in the company’s equity. He is 
expecting a return of 25 per cent. The manager-buyers 
should estimate the value of the company after five years 
when the lender may like to use his option to buy the 
company’s shares and accordingly decide how much 
ownership they should be prepared to share with the 
lender. They should use the discounted cash flow 
approach, as shown in the illustration, for this purpose.

Divestment
A divestment involves the sale of a company's assets, or 
product lines, or divisions or brand to the outsiders. It is 
reverse of acquisition. Companies use divestment as a 
means of restructuring and consolidating their businesses 
for creating more value for shareholders. In divestment, 
the selling company intends to create more value for 
shareholders. It sells the part of the business for a higher 
price than its current worth. The remaining business might 
also find its true value. Thus, divestment creates reverse 
synergy.

The following are some of the common motives for 
divestment:

Strategic change Due to the economic and 
competitive changes, a company may change its
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product-market strategy. It might like to 
concentrate its energy to certain types of 
businesses where it has competencies and 
competitive advantage. Hence it may sell 
businesses that fit more with the new strategy. 
Selling cash cows Some of the company's 
businesses might have reached saturation. The 
company might sell these businesses which are 
now 'cash cows'. It might realize high cash flows 
that it can invest in 'stars' that have high growth 
potential in the future.
Disposal of unprofitable businesses Unprofitable 
businesses are a drain on the company's 
resources. The company would be better of 
discarding such businesses.
Consolidation A company might have become 
highly diversified due to unplanned acquisitions 
in the past. It might sell its unrelated businesses, 
and consolidate its remaining businesses as a 
balanced portfolio.
Unlocking value Sometimes stock market is not 
able to value a diversified company properly since 
it does not have full disclosure of information for 
the businesses separately. Once the businesses are 
separated, the stock market correctly values the 
businesses.

Sell-off
There are two types of divestments: sell-off and spin-off. 
When a company sells a part of its business to a third 
party, it is called sell-off. It is a usual practice of a large 
number of companies to sell-off to divest unprofitable or 
less profitable businesses to avoid further drain on its 
resources. Sometimes the company might sell its profitable 
but non-core businesses to ease its liquidity problems.

Spin-offs
When a company creates a new company from the existing 
single entity, it is called a spin-off. The spin-off company 
would usually be created as a subsidiary. Hence, there is 
no change in ownership. After the spin-off, shareholders 
hold shares in two different companies.

Spin-off may have the following advantages:
When the businesses are legally and physically 
separated, shareholders would have information 
about separate businesses. They would be able 
to value separate businesses more easily. 
Management would now know which business 
is a poor-performing business. Quick managerial 
action could be initiated to improve the 
performance.

2.

3.

4.

There may be improvement in the 
efficiency of the separate businesses as the 
receive concentrated attention of the re-z- 
managements.
Spin-offs could reduce the attractiveness 
acquisition when the new company is de^rW, 
underperformer. As a part of a single er — 
might be obvious that the business ur_: > 
underperformer.
Spin-off (and sell-off as well) makes it possi 
for companies to allocate their resources to —-■» 
opportunities that have the potential of creai 
high values for shareholders in the future

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1.
2.
3.

4.

Define leveraged buyout and management 
How is LBO valued?
What is divestment? What are the reasons 
divestment?
Define sell-off and spin-off.

SEBI GUIDELINES FOR TAKEOVERS

The salient features of some of the important 
are as follows:22

Disclosure of share acquisition/holding Any person 
acquires 5 per cent or 10 per cent or 14 per cent s: 
voting rights of the target company should di 
holdings at every stage to the target compar;. 
Stock Exchanges within 2 days of acquisition or 
intimation of allotment of shares.

Any person who holds more than 15 per cent r_- 
than 75per cent shares or voting rights of target 
and who purchases or sells shares aggregating 
cent or more shall within 2 days disclose such 
or sale along with the aggregate of his sha 
the target company and the Stock Exchanges.

Any person who holds more than 15 per cer* 
or voting rights of the target company and a 
and person having control over the target comp a - 
within 21 days from the financial year ending 
as well as the record date fixed for the purpose of c 
declaration, disclose every year his agi 
shareholding to the target company.

Public announcement and open offer An ac 
intends to acquire shares which along with hr? 
shareholding would entitle him to exercise 15 per 
more voting rights, can acquire such additional 
after making a public announcement to acquire

22. Based on the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulation, 1977. 
Code, The Report of the Committee Appointed by SEBI on Takeover under the chairmanship of Justice P.N. Bhagwati was — 
SEBI guidelines for takeovers.
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product-market strategy. It might like to 
concentrate its energy to certain types of 
businesses where it has competencies and 
competitive advantage. Hence it may sell 
businesses that fit more with the new strategy. 
Selling cash cows Some of the company's 
businesses might have reached saturation. The 
company might sell these businesses which are 
now 'cash cows'. It might realize high cash flows 
that it can invest in 'stars' that have high growth 
potential in the future.
Disposal of unprofitable businesses Unprofitable 
businesses are a drain on the company's 
resources. The company would be better of 
discarding such businesses.
Consolidation A company might have become 
highly diversified due to unplanned acquisitions 
in the past. It might sell its unrelated businesses, 
and consolidate its remaining businesses as a 
balanced portfolio.
Unlocking value Sometimes stock market is not 
able to value a diversified company properly since 
it does not have full disclosure of information for 
the businesses separately. Once the businesses are 
separated, the stock market correctly values the 
businesses.

Sell-off
There are two types of divestments: sell-off and spin-off. 
When a company sells a part of its business to a third 
party, it is called sell-off. It is a usual practice of a large 
number of companies to sell-off to divest unprofitable or 
less profitable businesses to avoid further drain on its 
resources. Sometimes the company might sell its profitable 
but non-core businesses to ease its liquidity problems.

Spin-offs
When a company creates a new company from the existing 
single entity, it is called a spin-off. The spin-off company 
would usually be created as a subsidiary. Hence, there is 
no change in ownership. After the spin-off, shareholders 
hold shares in two different companies.

Spin-off may have the following advantages:
1. When the businesses are legally and physically 

separated, shareholders would have information 
about separate businesses. They would be able 
to value separate businesses more easily. 
Management would now know which business 
is a poor-performing business. Quick managerial 
action could be initiated to improve the 
performance.

2.

3.

4.

There may be improvement in the 
efficiency of the separate businesses as thn 
receive concentrated attention of the : 
managements.
Spin-offs could reduce the attract-, 
acquisition when the new company is 
underperformer. As a part of a single 
might be obvious that the business _-Jt 
underperformer.
Spin-off (and sell-off as well) makes it : 
for companies to allocate their resources 1: 
opportunities that have the potential : : 
high values for shareholders in the futrr

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT s

1.
2.
3.

Define leveraged buyout and manageme- 
How is LBO valued?
What is divestment? What are the re 
divestment?

4. Define sell-off and spin-off.

SEBI GUIDELINES FOR TAKEOVERS

The salient features of some of the important r_ 
are as follows:22

Disclosure of share acquisition/holding Any 
acquires 5 per cent or 10 per cent or 14 per cent s 
voting rights of the target company should 
holdings at every stage to the target company 
Stock Exchanges within 2 days of acquisition or 
intimation of allotment of shares.

Any person who holds more than 15 per cent 
than 75per cent shares or voting rights of target 
and who purchases or sells shares aggregating : 
cent or more shall within 2 days disclose sucb. 
or sale along with the aggregate of his shar 
the target company and the Stock Exchanges.

Any person who holds more than 15 per ceri 
or voting rights of the target company and a 
and person having control over the target comp 
within 21 days from the financial year ending 31 
as well as the record date fixed for the purpose c f i 
declaration, disclose every year his ape- 
shareholding to the target company.

Public announcement and open offer An acquirer 
intends to acquire shares which along with his 
shareholding would entitle him to exercise 15 per 
more voting rights, can acquire such additional 
after making a public announcement to acquire a:

22. Based on the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulation, 1977. .
Code, The Report of the Committee Appointed by SEBI on Takeover under the chairmanship of Justice P.N. Bhagwati was : 
SEBI guidelines for takeovers.
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iditional 20 per cent of the voting capital of target 
; mpany from the shareholders through an open offer.

.An acquirer who holds 15 per cent or more but less 
Iran 75 per cent of shares or voting rights of a target 

mpany can acquire such additional shares as would 
-r title him to exercise more than 5 per cent of the voting 
- cr.ts in any financial year ending 31 March only after 
r iking a public announcement to acquire at least an 
additional 20 per cent shares of the target company from 
re shareholders through an open offer.

An acquirer, who holds 75 per cent shares or voting 
r chts of a target company, can acquire further shares or 

ting rights only after making a public announcement 
*: acquire at least an additional 20 per cent shares of target 
:: mpany from the shareholders through an open offer.

~-fer price The acquirer is required to ensure that all 
r e relevant parameters are taken into consideration while 
titermining the offer price and that justification for the 
same is disclosed in the letter of offer. The relevant 
parameters are:

■Qz negotiated price under the agreement which 
triggered the open offer;

■Qz price paid by the acquirer for acquisition, if any, 
including by way of allotment in a public or rights 
or preferential issue during the twenty-six week 
period prior to the date of public announcement, 
whichever is higher;
the average of the weekly high and low of the 
closing prices of the shares of the target company 
as quoted on the stock exchange where the shares 
of the company are most frequently traded during 
the twenty-six weeks or the average of the daily 
high and low prices of the shares as quoted on 
the stock exchange where the shares of the 
company are most frequently traded during the 
two weeks preceding the date of public 
announcement, whichever is higher.

In case the shares of target company are not frequently 
r a led then parameters based on the fundamentals of the 

mpany such as return on net worth of the company, 
rook value per share, EPS, etc., are required to be 
: msidered and disclosed.

disclosure The offer should disclose the detailed terms 
: the offer, identity of the offerer, details of the offerer's 
dsting holdings in the offeree company etc. and the 

reformation should be made available to all the 
shareholders at the same time and in the same manner.

document The offer document should contain the 
rer's financial information, its intention to continue the 
rreree company's business and to make major change 

. - d long-term commercial justification for the offer.
The objectives of the Companies Act and the 

c—delines for takeover are to ensure full disclosure about 
re mergers and takeovers and to protect the interests of 
tie shareholders, particularly the small shareholders. The 

main thrust is that public authorities should be notified 
within two days.

In a nutshell, an individual or company can continue 
to purchase the shares without making an offer to other 
shareholders until the shareholding exceeds 10 per cent. 
Once the offer is made to other shareholders, the offer price 
should not be less than the weekly average price in the 
past 6 months or the negotiated price.

Legal Procedures
The following is the summary of legal procedures for 
merger or acquisition laid down in the Companies 
Act, 1956:

Permission for merger Two or more companies 
can amalgamate only when amalgamation is 
permitted under their memorandum of 
association. Also, the acquiring company should 
have the permission in its object clause to carry 
on the business of the acquired company. In the 
absence of these provisions in the memorandum 
of association, it is necessary to seek the 
permission of the shareholders, board of directors 
and the Company Law Board before affecting the 
merger.
Information to the stock exchange The acquiring 
and the acquired companies should inform the 
stock exchanges where they are listed about the 
merger.
Approval of board of directors The boards of the 
directors of the individual companies should 
approve the draft proposal for amalgamation and 
authorize the managements of companies to 
further pursue the proposal.
Application in the High Court An application for 
approving the draft amalgamation proposal duly 
approved by the boards of directors of the 
individual companies should be made to the High 
Court. The High Court would convene a meeting 
of the shareholders and creditors to approve the 
amalgamation proposal. The notice of meeting 
should be sent to them at least 21 days in advance. 
Shareholders' and creditors' meetings The 
individual companies should hold separate 
meetings of their shareholders and creditors for 
approving the amalgamation scheme. At least, 75 
per cent of shareholders and creditors holding a 
separate meeting, voting in person or by proxy, 
must accord their approval to the scheme.
Sanction by the High Court After the approval of 
shareholders and creditors, on the petitions of the 
companies, the High Court will pass order 
sanctioning the amalgamation scheme after it is 
satisfied that the scheme is fair and reasonable. If 
it deems so, it can modify the scheme. The date of 
the court's hearing will be published in two 
newspapers, and also, the Regional Director of the
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accordance with the approved scheme, with effect
from the specified date.
Payment by cash or securities As per the prop osal
the acquiring company will exchange shares and
debentures and/or pay cash for the shares and
debentures of the acquired company. These
securities will be listed on the stock exchange

Company Law Board will be intimated.
"Qz Filing of the Court order After the Court order,

its certified true copies will be filed with the
Registrar of Companies.
Transfer of assets and liabilities The assets and
liabilities of the acquired company will be
transferred to the acquiring company in

f summary)
Q A merger is the combination of two or more firms into one of the firms. Merger could be horizontal, vertica. - 

conglomerate.
Q Horizontal merger is the combination of two or more firms in the same stage of production/distribution/area : 

business.
□ Vertical integration is the combination of two or more firms involved in different stages of production or distributic
□ Conglomerate merger is the combination of firms engaged in unrelated lines of business. Acquisition or takeover

means a combination in which the acquiring company acquires all or part of the assets (shares) of the target 
company. In acquisition, there exists willingness of the management of the target company to be acquired wh:.; 
this may not be so under takeover.

□ A merger results into an economic advantage when the combined firms are worth more together than as separate 
entities. Merger benefits may result from economies of scale, economies of vertical integration, increased efficient 
tax shields or shared resources.

□ Merger should be undertaken when the acquiring company's gain exceeds the cost. Cost is the premium that the 
buyer (acquiring company) pays for the selling company (target company) over its value as a separate entity-.

□ Discounted cash flow technique can be used to determine the value of the target company to the acquiring compar 
However, the mechanics of buying a company is very complex than those of buying an equipment or machine. 
Integrating an acquired company successfully to the buying company's operation is quite a difficult and challengir g 
task.

Q The assets and liabilities of the post-merger firm can be combined later using either the pooling of interest meth' a 
or the purchase method. In the pooling of interest method, assets and liabilities are combined at book values. In 
the purchase method, the assets and liabilities are revalued and then combined. The difference between bo< .*  
values of assets and liabilities and their revaluation is shown as goodwill or capital reserve.

O In a leveraged buyout (LBO), a company is bought by raising most funds through borrowings. When the company 
is bought-out by its own managers, it is called management buyout (MBO). After acquisition, the LBO generates 
lot of profits and creates high value. Lenders get high return by converting their loans into equity or using warrants 
buying the company's shares.

O Companies undertake corporate restructuring to enhance the shareholder value. Corporate restructuring take the 
forms of ownership restructuring, business restructuring and assets restructuring. Mergers and acquisitions anc 
leveraged buyouts result in change in ownership. Divestment of a business unit is an example of business 
restructuring. Sale of asset amounts to asset restructuring.

CD A business restructuring may take place through sale-off or spin-off. Sale-off involves transfer of the business or 
asset to an outside part. Spin-off usually takes the form of a subsidiary company and does amount to change in 
shareholding. Shareholders of the erstwhile entity hold shares of the separate companies.

□ Merger and acquisition activities are regulated under various laws in India. The objectives of the laws as well as 
the stock exchange requirements are to make merger deals transparent and protect the interest of all shareholders

KEY CONCEPTS
< .Absorption

Acquisition
Agency costs
Backward integration 
Boot-strapping 
Combination
Conglomerate merger
Consolidation

Crown jewels
Debt capacity
Divestiture
Forward integration 
Golden parachutes 
Greenmail
Holding company 
Horizontal merger

Hostile acquisition
Leveraged buyout
Management buyout
Merger 
Non-systematic risk
Poison pills 
Pooling of interest 
Purchase method

Share exchange ratio
Synergy
Systematic risk
Takeover
Tender offer
Vertical merger
White knight



ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 32.1 j Gama Fertilizers Company is taking 

• r Theta Petrochemical Company. The shareholders of 
“ieta would receive 0.8 shares of Gama for each shares 
h- d b y them. The merger is not expected to yield in 
b:: nomies of scale and operating synergy. The relevant 
ix i for the two companies are as follows:

Gama Theta

sales (Rs crore) 335.00 118.00
-_:fit after-tax (Rs crore) 58.00 12.00
Number of share (crore) 12.00 3.00
limings per share (Rs) 4.83 4.00
Varket value per share (Rs) 30.00 20.00
-r.ce-earnings ratio 6.21 5.00

For the combined company (after merger), you are 
required to calculate (a) EPS, (b) P/E ratio, (c) market value 

share, (d) number of shares and (e) total market 
zspitalization. Also calculate the premium paid by Gama 
: the shareholders of Theta.

SOLUTION:
?remium paid to Theta’s shareholders:
Value of each share in Gama: 0.8 x Rs 30 = Rs 24
Value of Theta’s share before merger = Rs 20
Premium = Rs 4
Premium percentage = 4/20 = 20 per cent 
Number of shares paid to Theta’s shareholders:

3 x 0.8 = 2.4 crore
Number of shares of the combined company:

12 + 2.4 = 14.4 crore 
Combined profit after tax: Rs 58 + Rs 12 = Rs 70 crore 
Combined EPS = 70/14.4 = Rs 4.86 
Combined price-earnings ratio:

6.21 x (58/70) + 5 x (12/70) = 6.00 
Combined firm’s market capitalization:
Market value per share = P/E ratio x EPS = 6.00 x 4.86

= Rs 29.16
Capitalization: MVPS x No. of shares = Rs 29.16 x 14.4

= Rs 419.9 crore

PROBLEM 32.2 | Pee Company has decided to acquire 
Kay company. The following are the relevant financial data 
for the two companies:—

Pee Co. Kay Co.

Net sales (Rs lakh) 350.00 45.00
Profit after-tax (Rs lakh) 28.13 3.75
Number of shares (lakh) 7.50 1.50
Earnings per share (Rs) 3.75 2.5
Dividend per share (Rs) 1.30 0.60
Total market capitalization (Rs lakh) 420.00 45.00

Calculate: (a) pre-merger market value per share for 
both companies, (b) post-merger EPS, market value per 
share and price-earnings ratio if Kay’s shareholders are 
offered a share of (i) Rs 30, or (ii) Rs 56 or (iii) Rs 20 in a 
share exchange for merger, (c) Pee’s EPS if Kay’s 
shareholders are offered Rs 100, 15 per cent convertible 
debenture for each 3 shares held in Kay (d) post-merger 
dividend or interest available to Kay’s shareholders with 
exchanges referred in (b) and (c) Assume 50 per cent tax 
rate.
SOLUTION:

(a) Pre-merger market value per share
_ Market capitalization 

Number of shares
Pee: 420/7.50 = Rs 56; Kay: 45/1.50 = Rs 30

(b) Share exchange ratio:
(i) 30/56 = 0.536 (ii) 56/56 = 1 (iii) 20/56 = 0.357 
Number of shares of the surviving company:
(i) 7.5 + (0.536 x 1.5) = 8.30 (ii) 7.5 + (1x1.5)= 9.00 
(iii) 7.5 + (0.357 x 1.5) = 8.04

Combined EPS: Combined PAT/Combined number of 
shares

(i) (28.13 + 3.75)/8.30 = Rs 3.84
(ii) (28.13 + 3.75)/9.00 = Rs 3.5
(iii) (28.13 + 3.75/8.04 = Rs 3.97

Combined firm’s P/E ratio = weighted average of the 
individual firm’s pre-merger P/E ratio

((420/28.13) x {(28.13/(28.13 + 3.75))
+ {(45/3.75) x (3.75/(28.13 + 13.75))

= 14.93x 0.882 + 12 x 0.118 = 14.58
Market value per share of the surviving firm:

(i) (3.84x14.58) = Rs 56 (ii) (3.54 X14.58) = Rs 51.61 
(iii) (3.97 x 14.58) = Rs 57.88

(c) Number of convertible debentures:
1.50/3 = 0.50 lakh

Interest on debenture:
1.50 x Rs 100 x 15per cent = Rs 7.5 lakh 

Combined profit after-tax
= 28.13 + 3.75 - 7.5 + 0.5 x 7.5

Pee’s EPS after merger = 28.13/7.50 = Rs 3.75 
Note: Interest will be deducted from the combined profit 
but will save tax at 50 per cent tax rate.

(d) Dividend to Kay’s shareholders after merger: 
Exchange of shares:
(i) 0.804 x 1.30 = Rs 1.05 lakh
(ii) 1.50 x 1.30 = Rs 1.95 lakh
(iii) 0.536 x 1.30 = Rs 0.70 lakh 
Interest 0.50 x 100 x 0.15 = Rs 7.50 lakh 
Post-merger dividend: 1.50 x 0.6 = Rs 0.90 lakh.
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[ PROBLEM 32.3 Small Company is being acquired 
by Large Company on a share exchange basis. Their selected 
data are as follows:—

Large Small

Profit after-tax (Rs lakh) 56 21
Number of shares (lakh) 10 8.4
Earnings per share (Rs) 5.6 2.5
Price-earnings ratio 12.5 7.5

Determine (a) pre-merger, market value per share 
(b) the maximum exchange ratio Large Company should 
offer without the dilution of (i) EPS (ii) market value per 
share.
SOLUTION:

(a) Pre-merger market value per share: P/E ratio x EPS 
Large: 12.5 x 5.6 = Rs 70
Small: 7.5 x 2.5 = Rs 18.75

(b) (;) Maximum exchange ratio without dilution of 
EPS:

Pre-merger PAT of Large (Rs lakh) 56
Pre-merger PAT of Small (Rs lakh) 21
Combined PAT without Synergy

(Rs lakh) 77
Large’s EPS 5.6
Maximum number of shares of Large after 

merger (77/5.6) (lakh) 13.75
Existing number of shares (lakh) 10.00
Maximum number of shares to be

exchanged (lakh) 3.75
Maximum share exchange ratio: 3.75/8.4 0.446

(ii) Maximum exchange ratio without dilution of 
market value per share:

Pre-merger market capitalization of Large:
MV x No. of shares = Rs 70 x 10 lakh 700

Pre-merger market capitalization of Small: 
MV x No. of shares = Rs 18.75 x 8.4 lakh

Combined market capitalization 
(Rs lakh)

Current market value per share for Large 
shareholders (Rs)

Maximum number of shares of Large 
(surviving company) (857.5/70) (lakh)

Current number of shares of Large (lakh) 
Maximum number of shares to be 

exchanged (lakh)
Maximum shares exchanged 

ratio: 2.25/8.4

157.5

857.5

70

12.25
10.00

2.25

0.268

Note: In a share exchange, there would not be a dilution of 
EPS if the acquiring company offers to pay a P/E ratio for the 
acquired firm’s shares equal to its pre-merger P/E ratio. Large 
has a P/E ratio of 12.5 and the acquired firm’s pre-merger 
EPS is Rs 2.5. Thus it could offer upto 12.5 x 2.5 = Rs 31.25 
for Small’s shares. The maximum exchange ratio is: 
31.25/70 = 0.446.

L PROBLEM 32.4 XYZ Company is acquiring ■ 
Company. XYZ will pay 0.5 of its shares to the shareholders 
of PQR for each share held by them. The data for the r’lw 
companies are as given below:

XYZ PQF
Profit after-tax (Rs lakh) 150 ID
Number of shares (lakh) 25 ®
Earnings per share (Rs) 6.00 3.75
Market price of share (Rs) 78.00 3 3 75
Price-earnings ratio 13 9

Calculate the earnings per share of the surviving firn 
after the merger. If the price-earnings ratio falls to 12 after 
the merger, what is the premium received bv the 
shareholders of PQR (using the surviving firm’s new pricsjS 
Is the merger beneficial for XYZ’s shareholders?
SOLUTION:

Combined profit after tax = 150 + 30 = Rs 180 lakr
Combined shares = 25 + 0.5(8) = 29 lakh
EPS = 180/29 = Rs 6.21
Market price after merger = P/E x EPS

= 12 x 6.21 = Rs 74.52
Premium = (0.5 (74.52) - 33.75J/33.75

= (37.26 - 33.75)/33.75
= 0.104 or 10.4per cent

The merger is not beneficial to XYZ’s sharehc.r--- 
because their price falls from Rs 78 to Rs 74.52—a loss rf 
4.5 per cent.

PROBLEM 32.5 The chief executive of a comt-iw 
thinks that shareholders always look for the earnings 
share. Therefore, he considers maximization of the earn, 
per share as his company’s objective. His company’s currenT 
net profits are Rs 80 lakh and EPS is Rs 4. The can® 
market price is Rs 42. He wants to buy another firm v. at 
has a current income of Rs 15.75 lakh, EPS of Rs 10.5: 
the market price per share of Rs 85.

What is the maximum exchange ratio which the rrudi 
executive should offer so that he could keep EPS ar uta 
current level? If the chief executive borrows funds a: U 
per cent rate of interest and buys-out another comp as w 
paying cash, how much should he offer to maintain 
EPS? Assume a tax rate to 52 per cent.
SOLUTION:

(a) Combined net profit/No. of shares = 4.00
(80 + 15.75)/(20 + x) = 4
80 + 15.75 = 80 + 4x
x = 3.9375 lakh

Thus the share exchange ratio is 3.9375/1.5 = 2 -15
Note: Number of shares = PAT/EPS
(b) Combined net profit/No. of shares = 4.00

(80 + 15.75 - 0.15 (Debt) (1 - 0.52)}/20 = 4.06
(95.75 - 0.072 Debt)/20 = 4
Debt = 0.7875/0.0036 = Rs 218.75 lakh

The chief executive should offer Rs 218.75 1 5 » 
Rs 145.83 cash per share.
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PROBLEM 32,6 * Rama International is investigating 

3s? ■.zuisition of Shivani International Company. Shivani’s 
hu. isce sheet is given below:

Table 32.21: Shivani International Company: 
Balance Sheet

(Rs crore)

■cer cent cumulative preference
capital 100

Crhnary share capital (30 crore shares at
•5 10 per share) 300

'■ --rves and surplus 150
- ; er cent Debentures 80

l.-ent liabilities 100
Total 730

N-- fixed assets 275
n estments 50
I . -rent Assets:
Stock 190
: :ok debts 150

~-h and bank balance 65 405
Total 730

lama proposed to offer the following to Shivani:
(a) 10 per cent convertible preference shares of Rs 100 

crore in Rama for paying lOper cent cumulative 
preference capital of Shivani;

(b) 12 per cent convertible debentures of Rs 84 crore 
in Rama to redeem 14per cent debentures of 
Shivani;

(c) One ordinary share of Rama for every three shares 
held by Shivani’s shareholders, the market price 
per share being Rs 42 for Rama’s shares and Rs 20 
for Shivani’s shares.

After acquisition, Rama is expected to dispose off 
Shivani’s stock (inventory) for Rs 150 crore, book debts for 
Rs 102 crore and investments for Rs 55 crore. It would pay 
entire current liabilities. What is the cost of acquisition to 
Rama? If Rama’s required rate of return is 20 per cent, how 
much should be the annual after-tax cash flows from 
Shivani’s acquisition assuming a time horizon of eight years 
and a zero salvage value? Would your answer change if 
there is a salvage value of Rs 30 crore after 8 years?
SOLUTION:

(a) Cost of acquisition
(Rs crore)

10 per cent convertible preference share 100
12 per cent convertible debentures 84
Ordinary share capital: (30/3) x Rs 42 420
Payment of current liabilities 100
Gross payment 704
Less: Realization from:

Investments 55
Stock 150
Book debts 102
Cash 65 372

Net cost 332

(b) (j) 332 = A x PVAF0 20 8
332 = A x 3.837
A = 332/3.837 = Rs 86.53 crore

(n) 332 = Ax PVAF0 20 8 + 30 PVF0 20 8
332 = 3.837A + 0.233 x 30
332 = 3.837A + 6.99
A = (332 - 6.99)73.837 = Rs 84.70 crore.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Define and distinguish between the concepts of merger, takeover and amalgamation. Illustrate your answer 

with suitable examples in the Indian context.
2. Explain the concepts of horizontal, vertical and conglomerate merger with examples.
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of mergers and takeovers?
4. What are the important reasons for mergers and takeovers?
5. Discuss in brief the legislation applicable to mergers and takeovers in India. What are the objectives of such 

legislation?
6. Explain and illustrate the impact of mergers on earnings per share, market price per share and book value per 

share of the acquiring company.
7. When do mergers make economic sense? Explain.
8. What do you mean by ‘tender offer’? What tactics are used by a target company to defend itself from a hostile 

takeover?

9. What do you understand by leveraged buyout and management buyout? Explain the steps involved in the 
evaluation of LBO?

10. What leads to the failure of a merger or acquisition? How should a company ensure that merger or acquisition 
is successful?

: 1 What are the problems of post-merger integration? How can integration be achieved?
I _ What is the difference between the pooling of interest and purchase methods of accounting for mergers? Illustrate 

your answer.
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Firm A has a total market value of Rs 54 crore divided into 36 lakh shares of Rs 150 market value per sshJ
Firm B has a total market value of Rs 9 crore divided into 15 lakh shares of Rs 60 market value per share :
A is considering the acquisition of Firm B. The value of A after merger is expected to be Rs 75 crore due :: rae
operating efficiencies. Firm A is required to pay Rs 15 crore to acquire Firm B. What is the net econra
advantage to Firm A if it acquires Firm B?

PQ Ltd

PROBLEMS

In QE (2) above, let us assume the possibility of a reverse takeover. Here PQ Ltd could offer to buy AB Li r 
shares at twenty times its present earnings. Calculate the effect on EPS.

4. Would your answers in QE (2) and QE (3) above be different if there are merger benefits of Rs 50 lakh a 
Rs 25 lakh in the first proposal and second proposal, respectively?

5. Suppose S Co. is considering the acquisition of R Co. The following are the financial data of the two comp

—

AB Ltd is considering the acquisition of PQ Ltd by making an offer of shares at five times of PQ’s pres 
earnings. What are the implications of this proposal? The relevant data are as follows:

1. X Company Ltd intends to take over Y Company 
Ltd by offering two of its shares for every five shares 
in Y Company Ltd Relevant financial data are as 
follows:

AB Ltd

Earnings per share 10 10
Market value per share (Rs) 200 100
Profit after tax (Rs lakh) 2,000 2,000
P/E ratio (times) 20 10
Total market value (Rs lakh) 40,000 20,000

Profit after tax (Rs Cr.) 200 40
Number of shares 5 2
EPS (Rs) 8 4
Market value per share (Rs) 120 30
P/E ratio (times) 15 7.5
Total market capitalization (Rs Cr.) 600 60

S Co. wants to acquire R Co. Given the current P/E ratios of the firm, what will be the combined P/E rat: tfi 
the merger? What will be the impact on the wealth of the shareholders of two firms after the merger?

takeover is possible whereby Beta could cff-er 1 
buy Alpha’s shares at twenty times its presd 
earnings. What are the implications of ±as 
proposals? The relevant data are as follows

X Co. Ltd Y Co. Ltd Alpha

Earnings per share (Rs) 2 2 Earnings per share (Rs) 2
Market price per share (Rs) 100 40 Market price per share (Rs) 40 2:
Price-earnings ratio 50 20 Price-earnings ratio 20
Number of shares (’000) 100 250 Number of shares (’000) 400
Profit after tax (Rs ’000) 200 500 Profit after tax (Rs ’000) 800
Total market value (Rs ’000) 10,000 10,000 Total market value (Rs ’000) 16,000 8

What is the combined earnings per share? 
Calculate the P/E ratio of the combined firm. Has 
any wealth been created for shareholders?

2. Alpha Ltd is considering the acquisition of Beta 
Ltd by making an offer of shares at five times of 
Beta’s present earnings. Alternatively, a reverse

Calculate the effect on EPS. Would your ansi 
be different if there are merger benefits 
Rs 2,00,000 and Rs 1,00,000 in the first prcpo 
and second proposal, respectively?

3. Rama Company is considering the acquis::.: i 
Krishna Company with exchange of its shares
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financial data for the companies are as follows:

Rama Co. Krishna Co.

Profit after tax (Rs ’000) 800 600
No. of equity shares (’000) 200 300
Earnings per share (Rs) 4 2
Price-earnings ratio 15 10
Market price per share (Rs) 60 20

Sholapur Kohalapur

Profit after-tax (Rs lakh) 54.75 9.90
Earnings per shares (Rs) 7.30 2.20
Dividend per share (Rs) 4.20 1.20
Number of shares (lakh) 7.50 4.50
Total market capitalization

(Rs lakh) 1,000.00 135.00

Krishna Company expects an offer of 125 per cent 
of its current market price from Rama Company.
(a) What is the exchange ratio of shares? How 

many new shares will be issued?
(b) What is the acquiring company’s EPS after the 

merger? Assume 15 per cent synergy benefits 
accrue due to the merger.

(c) If the price-earnings ratio after merger is at 
twenty times, what is the market price per 
share of the surviving company?

4. The following data relate to Companies A and B:

Company A Company B

Profit after-tax (Rs ’000) 100 20
Equity shares (’000) 50 05
Price-earnings ratio 20 10

(a) If A and B merge by exchanging one share of 
Company A for each share of Company B, how 
would earnings per share of the two 
companies be affected? What is the market 
value exchange ratio?

(b) If the exchange ratio were three shares of A 
for two shares of B, what would be the impact 
of earnings per share after the merger. Assume 
that there would be synergy benefits equal to 
20 per cent increase in the present earnings 
due to merger.

(c) What exchange ratio would you suggest for 
the above merger?

5. X Company wants to acquire Y Company. If the 
merger were effected through an exchange of 
shares, X Company would be willing to pay 40 
per cent premium for Y Company’s shares. The 
following data are pertinent to Companies X 
and Y-.

X Company Y Company

Net profit (Rs ’000) 1,000 200
Number of shares (’000) 500 250
Market price per share (Rs) 120 030

(a) Compute the combined earnings per share.
(b) What exchange ratio would you suggest?
(c) If the exchange ratio were 1 share of Company 

X for each share of Company Y, what would 
happen?

6. Sholapur Shoes Limited is evaluating the 
possibility of acquiring Kohalapur Shoes Limited. 
The following are data for the two companies:

(a) Calculate the price-earnings ratio of both the 
companies before merger.

(b) Kohalapur’s earnings and dividends are 
expected to grow at 7.5 per cent without 
merger and at 10 per cent with merger. You 
are required to determine: (/) gain from the 
merger, (ii) the cost of merger if Kohalapur is 
paid cash of Rs 40 per share and (in) the cost 
of merger if the share exchange ratio is 0.25.

7. Varun Chemicals Limited is proposing a takeover 
of Siddharth Pharm Limited. Varun’s main 
objective of the takeover is to increase its size as 
well as diversify its operations. Varun’s after-tax 
profits in the recent past have grown at 18 per cent 
per year and of Siddharth at 15 per cent per year. 
Both companies pay dividends regularly. Varun 
retains about 70 per cent of its profits and 
Siddharth 50 per cent.
The summarized financial information for the two 
companies are given in the following table.

Summarized Profit and Loss Account

Varun Siddharth

(Rs crore)

Net sales 4,545 3,500
PBIT 1,590 480
Interest 750 25
PBT 1,440 455
Provision for tax 650 205
PAT 790 250
Dividends 235 125
Undistributed profit 555 125

Varun’s share is currently selling for Rs 52 and 
Siddharth’s for Rs 75. The par value of both 
companies’ share is Rs 10. Varun’s land and 
building are stated at recent price. Siddharth’s land 
and buildings were revalued three years ago. There 
has been 30 per cent per year increase in the value 
of land and building.
Varun’s management wants to determine the 
premium over the current market price of the 
shares which should be paid for the acquisition of 
Siddharth. Varun’s financial analyst is considering 
two options. The price should be determined 
using: (a) the dividend-growth formula, or (b) the 
balance sheet net worth adjusted for the current 
value of land and buildings plus the estimated 
average after tax profits for the next five years. After 
merger, Siddharth’s growth is expected to be 
18 per cent each year.
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Summarized Balance Sheet (Rs crore)

Varun Siddharth

Land and building, net 720 190
Plant and machinery, net 900 350
Furniture and fixtures, net 30 1,650 10 550

Current Assets:
Inventory 400 280
Debtors 350 250
Cash and bank balance 25 775 50 580

Less: Current Liabilities
Creditors 230 130
Overdrafts 35 10
Provision for tax 145 50
Provision for dividends 60 470 50 240
Net assets 1,955 890

Paid up share capital 250 125
Reserves and surplus 1,050 1300 660 785
Borrowing — 655 105
Capital employed 1,955 890

Table 32.22: Balance Sheet as at 31 December, 2009

Rs crore

Buildings 930
Less: Accumulated depreciation 155 775

Plant & Machinery 124
Less: Accumulated depreciation 81 43

Furniture & Fixtures 39
Less: Accumulated depreciation __ 8 31

849
Current assets
Stock at cost 132
Debtors 85
Cash at bank 78

295
Less: Creditors

Trade creditors 202
Acquired expenses 54 256 39

Net assets 888
13 per cent Long-term Loan 388

500
Shareholders’ Funds

Ordinary share capital (Rs 10 share) 233
General reserve 54
Profit and Loss 213

500

8. Grewal Industries Ltd is a diversified comr is r 
with multiple businesses, and it also owns several 
subsidiary companies. Richa Foods Ltd. is one if 
its subsidiaries that sell packaged food itezasl 
Grewal is in the process of consolidating its 
businesses and therefore, it is changing its strategic 
focus. In light of its new strategic focus, it sis 
decided to sell Richa Foods Ltd. A number if 
companies, some from the reputed busine ■ i 
houses, have shown considerable interest _i 
buying Richa Foods.

Tables 32.22 and 32.23 contain the most recent 
Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss statemer.r if 
Richa Foods Ltd.

Table 32.23: Profit and Loss Account for the 
year ended 31 Dec. 2009

(Rs amt

Sales turnover 1365
Profit before interest and taxation 135
Interest charges 47
Profit before taxation a®

Corporation tax
Profit after taxation
Dividend proposed and paid
Transfer to general reserve
Profit and Loss

Richa Foods’ sales and profits have shown 
growth. The following are the possible reaiizaciM 
value of assets:

:
Buildings
Plant & machinery
Furniture & fixtures
Stock

The book values of other assets are :. MM 
approximation of their realisable value. A :_:w 
competitor of Richa Foods has a price-earz ng|r 
ratio of 12.5 and dividend yield of 5.4 per :-orL 
The corporate income tax rate is 35 per cent
Calculate the value of Richa Foods _• ..nf 

alternative methods. Which method do you s’-gga# 
as most appropriate? Why should Grewil’ 
Industries Ltd sell its subsidiary?

CASE 32.1: SARANGI ENGINEERING COMPANY

Sarangi Engineering Company (SEC) was established in 
1953 to manufacture industrial equipments for cement, 
fertiliser and textile industries. The company’s 

management is concerned about the instability i 
earnings due to the cyclical nature of its business. Dura 
the past five years, SEC’s sales have grown at about 11 >
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■p, rinum. The fluctuating profits of the company
MB**: - " its P/E ratio of 27 to be much lower than the

r erage of 45 (see Tables 32.1.1 and 32.2.2 for
■t'j in ? -..-ized financial performance). Currently, SEC’s

wiling for Rs 88.83 in the market.
JBECf top management has chalked out a plan of 

Mfepaa - - ~ to reduce its earnings instability. The company 
Bfe> t t f '.-n three criteria for acquisition. First, the target 
■MB should broadly belong to the related business. 
Hfea:: / should be a well-known company in its field, 
■bi scld be smaller than SEC in size. Third, it should 
SfeM i a .de range of products in growth markets with a 
ntpE t -zree of stability. Applying these criteria, SEC has 
■Br : ed XL Equipment Company as a possible target 

for acquisition. XL is known for its quality of 
: j and strong distribution. Due to poor management, 

Mb : : “pany’s performance in the past few years has not 
|lricod. Its sales have grown at an average rate of 6 per 

var r-rr year during 2005-09 against the industry growth 
cf 12 per cent per year. The company’s earnings have 

» : w. and the average market price of the company’s
M-..' - in recent times has been lower than its book value 

' M- Tibies 32.1.3 and 32.1.4 for XL’s summarized financial 
far*  romance). The current price of XL’s share is Rs 38.94.

'EC intends to totally merge XL’s business with its 
fenerations after acquisition to gain the advantage of 
r r -rgy. Hence, it would like to acquire substantial number 
ir .'C. s shares. XL’s shares are held by the promoters (23.5 
j-r tent), financial institutions (22.7 per cent), mutual 
fcris (12.3 per cent) and individuals (41.5 per cent), 

rioters will be willing to sell their shares if the offer 
: - :e is attractive. XL has borrowed funds from the financial 
nsdtutions that also hold XL’s shares. It is estimated that 

about 25 per cent individual shareholders have short-term 
investment objectives and would always look for profitable 
opportunities to sell their holdings.

The management of SEC thinks that they could 
turnaround XL after its acquisition. SEC could increase XL’s 
growth rate to 12 per cent. The company may be able to 
maintain the high sales growth rate (12 per cent) for about 
seven years followed by normal growth rate of 6 per cent 
for five years, and eventually the sales growth may drop to 
zero under competitive pressures. SEC also hopes to reduce 
XL’s cost of goods sold to 65 per cent of sales and selling 
and administrative expenses to 10 per cent. SEC does not 
anticipate major capital expenditures for XL; amounts equal 
to depreciation would be sufficient for minor capital 
expenditures. The corporate tax rate is 35 per cent. Assume 
average WDV depreciation rate of 20 per cent for block of 
assets.

SEC’s weighted average cost of capital is 18 per cent. 
XL has equity beta of 1.20. Its debt is rated ‘BBB’. The 
current yield on BBB-rated corporate bonds is 9.38 per cent 
that is about 3.15 per cent higher than the long-term 
government bonds. The historical average of return from 
the share market exceeds the average yield on the long
term government bonds has by about 9 per cent.

Discussions Questions

1. What is XL’s value to SEC? Explicitly state all 
assumptions.

2. How much price should SEC pay for XL’s share?
3. What are the consequences of acquisition for SEC’s 

shareholders? Should SEC acquire XL?

(Rs lakh]
....

Table 32.1.1: Sarangi Engineering Company:
Summarized Profit and Loss Statement for the year ended 31 March

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Net Sales 8,335.72 9,378.06 11,057.40 11,464.28 12,805.60
Cost of goods sold 5,943.20 6,857.54 8,315.91 8,349.43 9,105.28
Depreciation 167.63 236.20 211.82 190.49 217.92
Selling & admin, expenses 1,021.01 1,200.83 1,497.99 1,528.47 1,554.37
Total expenses 7,131.84 8,294.57 10,025.72 10,068.39 10,877.58
PBIT 1,203.88 1,083.49 1,031.68 1,395.89 1,928.02
Interest 198.11 230.11 263.63 291.06 432.79
PBT 1,005.77 853.38 768.04 1,104.83 1,495.23
Tax 307.77 266.26 256.53 385.58 518.85
PAT 698.01 587.13 511.52 719.24 976.39
Per Share Data:
EPS 4.65 3.91 3.41 4.79 5.19
DPS 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.75 3.25
P/E 26.54 33.27 34.59 28.79 27.16
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Table 32.1.3: XL Equipment Company:
Summarized Balance Sheet as on 31 March 2

Table 32.1.2: Sarangi Engineering Company:
Summarized Balance Sheet as on 31 March 2009

Balance Sheet Items (Rs lakh)

Source of Funds
Shareholders’ funds
Paid up capital (150 lakh

shares of Rs 10 each) 1,500.00
Reserves and surplus 8,442.90 10,942.54
Borrowed funds:
Secured 3,040.16
Unsecured 2,443.75 5,483.91
Capital employed 16,426.45
Uses of funds
Gross block 15,746.65
Less: Depreciation 4,109.14
Net block 11,637.51
Investment 73.29 11,710.80
Current assets 9,416.15
Less: Current liabilities 4,700.49
Net current assets 4,715.65
Net assets 16,426.45

Table 32.1.4: XL Equipment Company:
Summarized Profit and Loss Statement for the year ended 31 March

Balance Sheet Items

Source of funds
Shareholders’ funds
Paid up capital

(50 lakh shares of Rs 10 each) 500.00
Reserves and surplus 940.80 1.44LJB
Borrowed funds:
Secured 282.24
Unsecured 188.16 4~L. <91
Capital employed 1.911JB
Uses of funds
Gross block 1,287.72
Less: Depreciation 558.60
Net block
Investment
Current assets 1,475.88
Less: Current liabilities 338.88
Net current assets 1.13*  JB
Net assets 1.911JB

2005 2006 2007 2008 2: \ -

IRs

Net Sales 2,579.74 2,726.78 2,895.84 3,060.04 3.247.31 |
Cost of goods sold 1,780.06 1,923.70 2,061.91 2,171.10 2.289.40
Depreciation 66.19 73.85 82.48 83.86 76.63
Selling and admin, expenses 465.14 507.69 513.19 544.17 578.53
Total expenses 2,311.39 2,505.24 2,657.58 2,799.13 2,944.61
PBIT 268.35 221.54 238.27 260.90 302.70
Interest 33.99 27.69 42.15 46.59 57.47
PBT 234.36 193.85 196.11 214.31 245.22
Tax 70.78 67.85 67.07 74.41 86.32
PAT 163.58 126.00 129.04 139.90 158.91
Per Share Data:
EPS 3.27 2.52 2.58 2.80 3.18
DPS 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.30 1.50
P/E 8.7 11.8 11.5 9.27 7;

PRACTICAL PROJECT

There have been several large M&A deals in India recently. 
Identify one deal for which information in newspapers and 
business magazines is available. Also, collect financial data 
and information about the acquiring and acquired

company. Write a report describing the reasons 
merger, the basis for valuation and the exchange c: 
Do you think the merger was in the interest 
shareholders of both companies?



Derivatives for Managing 
Financial Risk

Learning Objectives

► Understand the reasons for hedging
► Show how options can be used to hedge risk
► Explain forwards' and futures' contracting
► Illustrate use of future and forward contracts for hedging risk
► Discuss use of swaps to change the risk of interest rates and currencies

INTRODUCTION

A firm faces several kinds of risk. Its profitability fluctuates 
due to unanticipated changes in demand, selling price, 
costs, taxes, interest rates, technology, exchange rate and 
host of other factors. Managers may not be able to fully 
control these risks, but, to some degree, they can decide 
the risks that the firm should take. They adopt many 
strategies to reduce their firms' risks. They keep several 
options open; they create operating flexibility that might 
bail them out in difficulties.

Managers can reduce their risk exposure by entering 
into financial contracts. We have explained in an earlier 
chapter how firms could use real options to increase their 
flexibility and reduce their exposure to risk. In this chapter, 
we shall discuss many more financial contracts that 
managers can use to hedge various kinds of risks.

DERIVATIVES AND RISK HEDGING

The term derivatives can simply be understood as those 
items that do not have their own independent values, 
rather they have derived values. Derivatives have a 
significant place in finance and risk management. A 

derivative is a financial instrument whose pay-off is 
derived from some other asset which is called an 
underlying asset. You may recall that in Chapter 7 we 
discussed options. An option is a derivative. For example, 
in case of a stock option, the underlying asset is share 
(stock) of a company. The value of the stock option 
depends on the value of the share. Options are more 
complicated derivatives. There are a large number of 
simple derivatives like futures or forward contracts or 
swaps.

Firms do not like risk; they do not consider it desirable. 
Firms will take risks only when they are appropriately 
compensated for the risk. By reducing risk, they can avoid 
cash flow fluctuations and thus, increase value of their 
assets or investments. Not surprisingly, firms always look 
for ways and means of reducing their risk. As we shall be 
discuss later in this chapter, derivatives are tools to reduce 
a firm's risk exposure. A firm can do away with 
unnecessary parts of risk exposure and even convert 
exposures into quite different forms by using derivatives. 
Hedging is the term used for reducing risk by using 
derivatives.

There are several advantages of better risk 
management through hedging:
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Debt capacity enhancement Financial risk 
management helps to understand and manage 
investment and financing risk. It reduces a firm's 
costs of financial distress. Hence, the firm can 
increase debt capacity and interest tax shield. 
Increased focus on operations Financial risk 
management requires managers to hedge against 
possible movements in interest rates and 
exchange rates. These factors are not under the 
control of managers nor can they predict their 
behaviour. Hedging against such risks encourages 
managers to concentrate their efforts on 
improving operations rather than worrying about 
factors that are not in their control.
Isolating managerial performance Hedging 
helps to separate out the effects of fluctuating 
external factors (interest or exchange rate) and 
good or bad management on the firm's 
profitability. If a company that always hedges its 
risk suffers a loss or its profits drop, then it means 
bad management.

In the following sections, we shall discuss how risk 
can be hedged by using options, futures and forward 
contracts, and swaps.

1. What is a derivative?
2. What is meant by hedging? What are the advantages 

of hedging?

You may recall from Chapter 7 that an option is a right to 
buy or sell an asset at a specified exercise price at a 
specified period of time. Option is a right and does not 
constitute any obligation on the part of the buyer or seller 
of the option to buy or sell the underlying asset.

A foreign currency option is a handy method of 
reducing foreign exchange risk. Similarly, options on 
interest rates and commodities are quite popular with 
managers to reduce risk. Many options trade on option 
exchanges. However, in practice, banks and companies 
strike private option deals.

How does option help reducing risk of a company? 
Consider an example. Suppose Indian Oil Company (IOC) 
imports thousands of barrels of oil. The company is 
expecting increase in the price of oil. The company can 
lock in the price of oil by purchasing an option to buy oil 
at a predetermined future date at a specified exercise price. 
For example, it could acquire 3-month option to buy 3,000 
barrels of oil at an exercise price of $50. There is no free 
lunch; IOC will have to pay option premium to the seller 
of the option. Assume that this premium is $0.60 per 
barrel. By incurring a small cost (option premium), IOC 
has bought an insurance against increase in the oil price.

Suppose the oil price at the time of option exp-r ■■ 
$52 per barrel. Since the oil price is higher than the e ■•.ercMA 
price of $50, IOC will gain by exercising the option ?. mm 
be able to buy oil at $50 while the actual price (callee -<»■ 
price) is $52. In practice, firms may collect the differaiM 
between the exercise price and the oil price. Since <3 
paid a premium to acquire the option, its net payor is I 

Net pay-off = (52 - 50) x 3,000 - 0.60 x 3 XXI j

= 6,000 - 1,800 = $4,200

The cost of oil to IOC is: 50 x 3,000 = $l,50,0C< ' JU
the net cost to the company is: 1,50,000 - 4,200 = SI ’ -• *

On the other hand, if the oil price is below the ex«dM 
price, IOC will let the option expire as it is worthless nr 
the company. If the oil price is $49, it is in IOC's ir-ce-eM 
to buy oil from the market at $49 spot price rather tiufl 
pay an exercise price of $50. Thus, the cost of oil :: an 
company is: 49 x 3,000 = $1,47,000. IOC has a net ioM 
from option in the form of option premium: 0.60 x 3,XX = I 
$1,800. The net cost to the company is: 1,47,000 + 1 5.® = 
$1,48,800.

We may observe from this example that buving ar 
option shields a company from increases in the pnaMj 
while the company can continue benefiting fre— AM 
decease in the prices. Thus, option creates an opp : ~ 
to guard against risk and benefit from changes _*  Afl 
prices. The cost of this opportunity is option prerr. _nr. I

Let us consider another example. Suppose J '-Qt3 
sells oil to Indian Petrochemical Limited (IPCL . ' 
wants to protect itself from a potential fall in oil r - 
What should it do? It should buy a put option—a - 
sell oil at a specified exercise price at a specifier rnMM 
ONGC will be able to protect itself from falling pries aanflI 
at the same time benefit from increase in the oil rriMA 
Suppose ONGC buys the put option with the Rs 25 Afl 
exercise price at a premium of Rs 50 per barrel. If the , i 'inM 
of oil on the day option expires is less than the exer jM 
price, ONGC will exercise the option since it will 
the locked in price of Rs 25,000 per barrel. On the 
hand, if the oil price is more than the exercise price . • mA| 
allow the option to lapse as it can get/sell the oil at a r 
price. In both situations there is a cost in the form of rcnuM 
premium involved.

ILLUSTRATION 33.1: Hedging with Options
A goldsmith from Surat plans to import 1,000 troy : _m| 
of gold in three months. He suspects fluctuations i® A 
gold prices. The price could be $320, $340 or S3AI ■ 
ounce. The goldsmith is thinking of buying a 3-mor/i eAH 
option on 1,000 ounces of gold with an exercise 
$340. The option will cost $4 per ounce. What is the 'MM 
cost to the goldsmith under different gold prices?

The goldsmith would exercise the call option w usm 
the gold price is more than the exercise price, othe MM 
he would allow it to lapse. When the gold price is nqsnM 
than the exercise price, the goldsmith’s payoff will be UM 
difference between the gold price and the exercise rnJ 
The total cost to the gold smith is as follows:



Gold Price, Dollar per ounce

$320 $340 $360
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5-of 1,000 ounces 3,20,000
Pay-off on call option 0

_s: option premium 4,000

3,40,000 3,60,000
0 20,000

4,000 4,000

3,24,000 3,44,000 3,44,000

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

Table 33.1: Example of Forward Contract for 
Computer Purchase

1 July 2009 15 July 2009

Buyer of Forward Contract
1. Agrees to pay price of

Rs 30,000
2. Agrees to take delivery

of computer on agreed 
(15 July)______________

Seller of Forward Contract

Buyer of Forward Contract
1. Makes payment of 

Rs 30,000
2. Takes delivery of 

computer due date

Seller of Forward Contract
How do options help in hedging risk?

FORWARD CONTRACTS

Wi do frequently enter into arrangements or under- 
Knnding now for buying or selling items in the future. 
_-«ese arrangements, when formalized, are referred to as 
:: rward contracts. Let us clarify further with the help of 
® example. Suppose you have been admitted to a post- 
"aduate management programme of one of the 
: restigious management institutes in India. To cope with 
tr.e academic workload and, particularly, to do 
assignments in finance and quantitative courses, you 
rrend to buy a desktop computer. You approach a 

mputer dealer on 1 July. When you go to the computer
- - ap, you find that the computer make of your choice is 
*:t available for immediate delivery. The shopkeeper 
: iters to deliver the computer of your choice to you after 
? days (15 July) for Rs 30,000. He also states that if you 

f on't accept the offer, and if you want to buy the computer 
after 15 days, you will have to pay the actual or the spot 
price on that day which could be more than Rs 30,000. 
■ou agree to the shopkeeper's offer. In fact, you have 

entered into a forward contract with the shopkeeper. You 
are under an obligation to buy the computer and pay to 
the shopkeeper Rs 30,000 after 15 days and the shopkeeper 
is obliged to deliver the computer to you. As you agree to 
buy the computer, you are buying a forward contract. You 

•■.’ill be taking delivery of the computer, called deliverable 
instrument, on the due date. The shopkeeper, by handing 
over the computer to you, will be making delivery to you. 
Table 33.1 illustrates the forward contract vis-a-vis your 
computer deal.

After 15 days, when you take delivery of the 
computer, you discover that the actual price of the 
computer, called spot price, is Rs 31,000. You have a gain 
of Rs 1,000 since you shall pay Rs 1,000 less than the 
current price. Forward contract is a very simple tool of 
hedging risk. A forward contract is an agreement between 
two parties to exchange an asset for cash at a 
predetermined future date for a price that is specified 
today.

Suppose that when you approach the shopkeeper for 
buying a computer, he has it for immediate delivery. You 
will pay him the cash and take the delivery. This is a cash 
transaction where the exchange takes place immediately.

1. Agrees to make delivery 
of computer on agreed 
due date (15 July)

2. Agrees to receive pur
chase price of Rs 30,000 
on agreed due date
(15 July)

1. Makes delivery of 
computer

2. Receives payment of 
Rs 30,000

Forward contracts must be differentiated from the cash 
transactions.

You would notice that a forward contract is similar 
to an option in hedging risk, but there is a significant 
difference. In case of a forward contract, both the buyer 
and the seller are bound by the contract; the buyer must 
take the delivery and the seller must make the deh very at 
the agreed price on the specified due date. Under an 
option, the buyer has a right to decide whether or not she 
would exercise the option.

Forward contracts are flexible. They are tailor-made 
to suit the needs of the buyers and sellers. You can enter 
into a forward contract for any goods, commodities or 
assets. You can choose your delivery date for any quantity 
of goods or commodities. For example, you need a small 
quantity of gold, say, two troy ounce, after 45 days. You 
can fix the price of two troy ounce of gold today by an 
agreement with a gold supplier forward. After 45 days, 
you will take the delivery of gold by paying the agreed 
price. There should always be willing buyers and sellers 
for entering into a forward contract. Though forward 
contracts are entered into for different goods, commodities 
or assets, etc., but the foreign currencies forwards have 
the largest trading.

ILLUSTRATION 33.2: Hedging through Forward Contract
An Indian company has ordered machinery from USA. The 
price of $5,00,000 is payable after six months. The current 
exchange rate is Rs 45.75/$. At the current exchange rate, 
the company would need: 45.75 x 5,00,000 = Rs 22,875,000. 
But the company anticipates depreciation of Indian rupee 
over time. The cost to the company in Indian rupees will 
increase if rupee depreciates when payment is made after 
six months. What should the company do? The company 
can lock in the exchange rate by entering into a forward 
contract and forget about any fluctuation in the exchange 
rate. Suppose the six-month forward exchange rate is Rs 
45.95. The company can buy dollars forward. At the time 
of making payment, it will exchange Rs 22,975,000 for 
buying $5,00,000.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
1. What are forward contracts?
2. Illustrate with an example the use of forward contracts 

in hedging risk.

FUTURES CONTRACTS
Suppose a farmer produces barley. He is expecting to have 
an excellent yield of barley; but he is worried. He is 
concerned about the future prices of barley. The farmer 
fears fall in the barley prices in the future. How can he

The farmer supplies barley to a breakfast cereal 
manufacturer. The farmer can reduce his risk exposure 
and worries if he could lock in the barley price today. He 
can do so by entering into a contract today with the 
manufacturer who wants to buy barley for delivery in the 
future. The farmer agrees today to sell barley to the 
manufacturer at a specified future date at a price agreed 
upon today. The manufacturer is in a different position 
from the farmer; he is worried that the barley price might 
increase in the future. He can fix the barley price ahead of 
time, and take delivery in the future. He would agree to 
buy barley at a predetermined price on a specified due 
date.

In fact, the manufacturer and the farmer have entered 
into a futures contract. The farmer will deliver barley to 
the manufacturer in the future and receive the agreed 
price, and the manufacturer will take delivery of barley 
and pay to the farmer. What are the consequences of doing 
so? First, there is no exchange of money when the contract 
is entered. The barley farmer agrees to sell barley on a 
specified future date at a price agreed upon today. The 
miller agrees to buy at the same price and on the same 
due date. Second, the contract is binding on both the 
parties. The barley farmer must sell the barley and the 
miller must buy irrespective of the actual price in the 
future.

You may be wondering that futures contracts are like 
forward contracts. It is true that future contracts are no 
different from forward contracts as they serve the same 
purpose and operate through a contract between 
counterparties. The difference is in terms of 
standardization and method of operation. Futures 
contracts have standardized contract size and they trade 
only on the organized exchanges. Thus, future contracts 
are forwards contracts traded on organized exchanges in 
standardized contract size. For example, the standard 
contract size for barley in the barley international exchange 
is 20 metric ton. You can enter into barley futures contracts 
for 20 metric ton or its multiples. If your requirement is 
less than 20 metric ton, then you should enter into a 
forward contract as it can be custom made for your specific 
requirement.

Both the farmer and the manufacturer have hedged 
risk and both have less risk than before. The farmer has 
protected himself against risk by selling barley futures; 

his action is called a short hedge. The short hedge is a 
common occurrence in business, and it takes place 
whenever a firm or an individual is holding goods or 
commodities (or any other asset) or is expecting to receive 
goods or commodities. Farmers anticipate receiving 
commodities from harvesting agriculture commodities - 
producer of petrochemical products may carry inventor, 
of oil. In our example, the manufacturer has protected 
himself against risk by buying barley futures; his acti an 
is referred to as a long hedge. Generally, a long hedse 
occurs when a person or the firm is committed to buv a: a 
fixed price.

Like options, one could use futures contracts to hedge 
risk. But, as with forward contract and option, there is a 
difference between these two instruments as well. Unlike 
options but like forward contracts, future contracts are 
obligations; on the due date the seller (farmer) has 
deliver barley to the buyer (miller) and the buyer will par 
the seller the agreed price.

In the futures contracts, tike in the forward contra cl
one party would lose and another will gain. The preer 
and loss will depend on the agreed futures price and r -. 
actual spot at the time of contract maturity. Suppose the 
futures price of barley is Rs 20,000 per metric ton and the 
market price turns out to be Rs 21,500 per metric ton :r 
the due date. The barley farmer will receive Rs 1,5(X per 
metric ton less. His loss is the miller's gain; he will pay 7 s 
1,500 per metric ton less. Thus, the seller of the contract 
gains when the contracted price is more than the actual 
market price later on. The buyer of the contract will ears 
when the contracted price is less than the actual market 
price.

Both the barley farmer and the miller are able to hed ge 
their risk. The farmer has locked in the selling price and 
the miller has locked in the buying price. Both car
concentrate on their operations, instead of worrying abmrt 
the fluctuations in the barley price.

ILLUSTRATION 33.3: Hedging with Futures
A coal mining company is concerned about short-'-” 
volatility in its revenues. Coal currently sells for Rs 7 
per ton. But the price could fall as low as Rs 6,500 per' 
or as high as Rs 7,400 per ton. The company will si.: : n 
about 5,000 tons to the market next month. What are cr.- I 
consequences if the company does not hedge? What is 
cost to the company if it -enters into a futures contract 
deliver 5,000 tons of coal at an agreed price of Rs 7,05 c-ar 
ton next month?

If the company does not hedge risk, it will not w| 
what the selling price will be after one month arc □ 
revenues will depend on the actual price after one m. r.u. I 
If the company hedges through the coal futures, it will j :> *.]  
in the selling price which in the present case is Rs ” '•] 
per ton. Thus, the company’s position will be as shrwJ 
below:

Hedging Risk 
Futures price 
Spot price 
Profit/loss

7,050 7,050 7,050
7,400 7,000 6,500
—350 +50 +550
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■ are traded in a wide variety of commodities: 
sugar, gold, silver, copper, oranges, coco, oil 

etc. Commodity prices fluctuate far and wide, 
re buyers of a commodity whose prices swing 
ard and upward, there are significant cost 
i ons. These companies reduce their risk of upward 

ts in prices by hedging with commodity futures, 
ere are firms which do not have commodity prices 

but they have significant exposure of interest 
and exchange rates fluctuations. These firms can 

es their exposure through financial futures. Financial
. like the commodity futures, are contracts to buy 

financial assets at a future date at a specified price, 
ial futures, introduced for the first time in 1972 in 

have become very popular. Now the trading in 
futures far exceeds trading in commodity futures.

Futures contracts originated for hedging risk of 
a ".cultural commodities and later on many more 
33"modities were covered under futures contracts. In 
ems of the basic nature, forward contracts and futures 

r tracts are same. But in the operating terms there are 
t«e following differences.

Table 33.2: Examples of Listed Futures Contracts

Contract Contract size Exchange

Corn 5,000 bushels CBT
Soybeans 5,000 bushels CBT
Wheat 5,000 bushels KC
Barley 20 metric ton WPG
Rve 21 metric ton WPG
Pork bellies 40,000 lbs CME
Cotton 50,000 lbs CTN
Orange juice 15,000 lbs. CTN
Sugar (world) 1,12,000 lbs. CSCE
Coffee 37,500 lbs. CSCE
Gold 100 troy oz. CMX
Crude oil (light sweet) 1,000 barrels NYM
Eurodollar $1 million LIFFE
German Mark 1,25,000 marks IMM
Treasury bonds $1,00,000 CBT
Treasury notes $1,00,000 CBT
S&P Index 500 times Index CME
NYSE Composite 501 times Index NYFE
Major Market Index 250 times Index CBT

CBT = Chicago Board of Trade
KC = Kansas City
VVPG = Winnipeg
CME = Chicago Mercantile Exchange
CTN = New Cotton Exchange
CSCE = Coffee, Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange
CMX = Commodity Exchange in New York
NYM = New York Mercantile
IMM = International Monetary Market in Chicago
LIFFE = London International Financial Futures Exchange
NYFE = New York Futures Exchange

Organized futures exchanges Forward contracts are 
contracts between two parties, called the counterparties 
and they are not traded on any exchange. Future contracts 
are traded in the organized future exchanges. As stated 
earlier, futures contracts are forward contracts traded on 
the futures exchanges. The Chicago Board of Trade is the 
largest futures exchange. Other exchanges include 
Commodity Exchange in New York, International 
Monetary Market in Chicago, London International 
Financial Futures Exchange, etc., In a futures exchange 
the delivery dates are specified, but there is choice of 
delivery dates. The futures prices would be higher as the 
delivery date extends. For example, the December 2004 
futures contract will have a higher price than, say, the 
October 2004 futures contract.

Standardized contracts Futures contracts are standar
dized contracts in terms of the amount or quantity as well 
as the quality of the product. The seller of the futures 
contract will have to deliver goods or commodities of a 
specified quality. Forward contracts are non-standard. 
They are custom-made depending on the requirements 
of the counterparties. Table 33.2 gives examples of futures 
contracts in certain commodities, products and financial 
instruments, contract size and the exchange where these 
futures contracts are traded. For example, you may notice 
that if you want to enter into a barley futures contract, the 
minimum size of the contract is 20 metric ton.

Margin The buyers and sellers of the futures contracts 
are required to deposit some cash or securities as margin. 
This is done to ensure that the buyers and sellers honour 
the deal. In case of forward contracts, there is no formal 
requirement of margin.

Marked to market This is a significant difference 
between forward contracts and futures contracts. Forward 
contracts are settled on the due date. But in the case of 
futures contracts, there is daily closing and reopening of 
the position which is called marked to market. Consider 
an example to understand the meaning of marked to 
market. Suppose you have a futures contract to deb ver 
1,000 troy ounces of gold at $300 per troy ounce. Assume 
that the price of the gold futures next day is $305 per troy 
ounce of gold. You have a loss on your sales of 1,000 troy 
ounces of gold: 1,000 (305 - 300) = $5,000. You will be 
required to pay this amount to the futures exchange. After 
the first day your loss is $5 per troy ounce and now your 
obligation is to deliver gold at $305 per troy ounce. This is 
like buying back your future position each day and then 
entering into a new futures contract. The buyer of the gold 
has a reverse position. He makes a profit of $5 due to 
increase in the futures price. He will receive this profit 
from the exchange. On the part of the buyer of gold, this 
is like selling back the futures position each day and then 
entering into a new futures contract. This is referred to 
marked to market. Marked to market means that profit 
and loss on a futures contract are calculated each day, and 
if there is a profit, you receive profit from the exchange 
but if there is a loss, you pay loss to the exchange.
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Delivery A seller of the futures contract may wait for 
the contract to mature and then make the delivery. In 
practice, the seller of the futures contracts buys back the 
futures just before delivery. Most forward contracts are 
made to give and take delivery.

Futures and Spot Prices of Financial Futures
The price of a commodity or financial asset for immediate 
delivery is known as the spot price. The futures price and 
spot price today will not be the same. Let us first explain the 
futures and spot prices of a financial asset. The difference in 
the prices will be on account of the financial cost and dividend 
or interest associated with a financial security. Suppose a 
person owns a share that he can sell immediately for cash or 
sell at a later date at the futures price. If he sells the financial 
asset at the spot price immediately instead of selling share 
futures, he will earn interest on the amount received, but he 
will have to forgo any dividend on the share that he would 
have received by holding the asset. Let us consider another 
example where a person wants to buy a share. He can buy it 
immediately at spot price, or enter into a futures contract 
and take delivery in the future at futures price. Under the 
futures contract, there will be no outgo of cash and the buyer 
has an opportunity of earning interest on the purchase price. 
But, since the buyer will not hold the share, he will lose the 
opportunity of earning dividends (or interest in case of a 
debt security). Thus, the relationship between the spot and 
the future prices will be as follows:

Futures price = Spot price (1+r / - dividend foregone

„ , . Future price Dividend foregone ,,.Spo t price =---------- ------------------------------------- (l)
(l+r/ (l + rz/

Alternatively, we can write the following equation:

(l + rz)f
_ . Dividend foregone Future priceSpot price----------- ---------7—2----- =-----------5----

"■ ' - (l+ry/ (2)

Note that r( is the risk-free rate of interest. Let us 
consider an example of the stock index futures.

Stock Index Futures Stock index futures are futures 
contracts on stock market indices. For example, stock index 
futures are available on New York Stock Exchange, 
S&P500, S&PIOO and the Major market Index, etc. What 
is the relationship between the stock index futures and 
spot prices?

Suppose the stock index is at 2,500. The risk-free 
interest rate is 6 per cent per annum. The average annul 
dividend yield is 2 per cent. How much would be the one- 
year stock index futures?

Futures price = 2,500 (1.06)* 1 - 2,500 (0.02)1 = 2,600

(l+rf)‘
„ . f Storage costs Convenience yield *4= Spot price + ----- ------------------------ -—I (l + rf)‘ (l + rf)‘

The difference between the present value storage ccs~- 
and convenience yield is net convenience yield (NCYt i 
In practice, it can be inferred as the difference betweer 
the present value of futures price and spot price.

ILLUSTRATION 33.4: Convenience Yield
Suppose the spot price for wheat was $2.85 per busts. ex I 
September 2004. The one-year futures price was $3.38 p« I 
bushel. The interest rate is 6 per cent. What is the net I 
convenience yield?

—:----- = 2.85 + PV (storage costs - convenience yield I
(1.06)1
PV (NCY) = 3.19-2.85 = $ 0.34

Trading in the futures contracts runs into billions :: 
dollars each day. Since the futures contracts are traded n 
the organized exchanges, there is high degree of liquidzp 
But the futures contracts may not suit the needs of all. Tte 
contract size is standardized and the delivery dates are

Stock index futures, like other futures contracts co
traded in organized exchanges and have standards^
size. For example, the S&P500 index has a contract sa rf"
$500 times the index.

On 20 November 2009, a broker is anticipating rjse K 
S&P500 when the December S&P500 futures is at 11 < 
The broker purchases one December contract for 12 K •; 
$500 = $600,000. The S&P500 index increases to 12NI1J 
20 December 2004. The broker decides to sell his car -«dt 
How much profit does the broker make?

The broker's profit is: (1,250 -1,200) x $500 = S'. 2r

Spot and Future Prices of Commodity Futures Th ere » 
a difference between the spot and futures prices or 
financial assets and commodities. In case of comm ado 
futures, there is no dividend forgone. Further, the t _ - er 
of commodity futures does not need to store comm od 
as delivery will be in the future. Therefore, he a\ cues 
storage cost. Also, the buyer does not have commod; - ■ 
hand which does not give him a comfort or convenient 
of meeting sudden requirements. Thus, the buyer 
storage cost but loses in terms of convenience yield. Tar 
spot and futures prices relationship in case of comm.. «± m 
futures is given as follows:

Spot price
Future price Storage costs Convenience yield

(HV (1+r,)' (14-ty)'

Future price

1. Brealey, Richard A. and Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, New York, Irwin McGraw-Hill, sixth edition, 2000, pp. •
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I each year. If the futures contracts are not suitable
seeds of a company, it can buy or sell forward

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
M nat is a futures contract?
What is the difference between futures and forward 
contracts?
What is the difference between short hedge and long 
hedge?
•Vhat are financial futures? How do they differ from 
: jmmodity futures?
'•'I'hat is meant by marked to market?

■‘>Tiat are stock index futures?
IVhat is convenience yield?

SWAPS
■waps are similar to futures and forwards contracts in 

iding hedge against financial risk. A swap is an 
aereement between two parties, called counterparties, to 
rade cash flows over a period of time. Swaps 
arrangements are quite flexible and are useful in many 
fcancial situations. The two most popular swaps are 
urency swaps and interest-rate swaps. These two swaps 
an be combined when interest on loans in two currencies 
are swapped. The development of the swaps in the 
- ahbes is a significant development. The interest rate and 
currency swap markets enable firms to arbitrage the 
differences between capital markets. They make use of 
their comparative advantage of borrowing in their 
domestic market and arranging swaps for interest rates 
; r currencies that they cannot easily access.

Currency Swaps
Currency swap involves an exchange of cash payments 
in one currency for cash payments in another currency. 
Most international companies require foreign currency for 
making investments abroad. These firms find difficulties 
in entering new markets and raising capital at convenient 
terms. Currency swap is an easy alternative for these 
companies to overcome this problem.

Suppose Ranbosche, an Indian pharmaceutical 
company, has a subsidiary in Malaysia. It wants to expand 
its operations in Malaysia which will cost the company 
50 million ringits. The ringit interest rate is 8 per cent per 
annum. The company is well known in India; therefore, it 
is in a much better position to raise rupee loan in India 
than ringit loan in Malaysia. The financial manager 
decides to issue 10 per cent bonds of Rs 600 million to 
Indian investors. As a result, Ranbosch will receive cash 
flow of Rs 600 million now and will undertake to pay Rs 
60 million interest each year for five years and repay Rs 
600 million after five years. The financial manager 
simultaneously enters into a swap deal with National 
Bank of India to exchange its future rupee liability for 

ringits. Suppose the spot exchange rate is 1 Malaysian 
ringit = 12 Indian rupees. The bank will pay Ranbosche 
rupees to service its rupee loan; and the company will 
make annual payments in ringits to the bank. The cash 
flow consequences of the deal are shown in Table 33.3. 
Column 1 shows cash flows of the rupee loan—Ranbosche 
will receives Rs 600 million in year 0 and will pay Rs 60 
million annual interest for five years and repay Rs 600 
million principal amount after five years. The company 
will trade Rs 600 million for Ringit 50 million at the spot 
exchange rate with National Bank in year 0. Ranbosche 
will receive sufficient rupees from the bank to service the 
rupee loan and will undertake to pay the bank Malaysian 
ringits. The net effect of these transactions is to swap 
Ranbosche's 10 per cent rupee loan into 8 per cent 
Malaysian ringit loan.

Table 33.3: Cash Flows under Currency Swap

Issue Swap rupees Net cash
Year Currency rupee loan for ringits flow on swap

Year 0 Rupees +600 -600 0
Ringits +50 +50

Year 1 Rupees -60 +60 0
Ringits 0-4 -4

Year 2 Rupees -60 +60 0
Ringits -4 -4

Year 3 Rupees -60 +60 0
Ringits -4 -4

Year 4 Rupees -60 +60 0
Ringits -4 -4

Year 5 Rupees -660 +660 0
Ringits -54 -54

Currency swaps are a form of back-to-back loan. For 
example, an Indian company wants to invest in Singapore. 
Suppose the government regulations restrict the purchase 
of Singapore dollars for investing abroad but the company 
is allowed to lend rupees abroad and borrow Singapore 
dollars. The company could find a Singapore company 
that needs Indian rupees to invest in India. The Indian 
company would borrow Singapore dollars and 
simultaneously lend rupees to the Singapore company. 
Currency swaps have replaced the back-to-back loans. 
Back-to-back loans developed in UK when there were 
restrictions on companies to buy foreign currency for 
investing outside the country.

Interest Rate Swaps
The interest rate swap allows a company to borrow capital 
at fixed (or floating rate) and exchange its interest 
payments, with interest payments at floating rate (or fixed 
rate). Suppose Company X is AAA-rated company located 
in USA. The company has borrowed $10 million floating
rate loan to finance a capital expenditure investment. The 
five-year floating-rate loan is indexed to LIBOR (London 
Interbank Offer Rate). LIBOR is the market-determined 
interest rate for banks to borrow from each other in the
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Eurodollar market. When the company issued floating
rate loan the interest rates were low. Now the interest rates 
are showing great volatility. Under the floating-rate loan, 
the company's interest payments will depend on LIBOR 
rate. The interest amount each year will be: LIBOR rate x 
$10 million. Suppose LIBOR rate is either 5.75 per cent, or 
6.25 per cent or 6.75 per cent. The company's floating
rate interest payments will be:

________ LIBOR Hate

____________________________5.75% 6.25% 6.75%

Floating-rate loan interest
(LIBOR rate x $10 million) 5,75,000 6,25,000 6,75,000

Suppose Company X, expected to have a steady flow 
of revenue from its investment. The company, instead of 
a floating-rate loan, could have taken five-year fixed-rate 
loan to finance the capital expenditure. The fixed-rate loan 
would have made sense for Company X since it would be 
using a fixed-rate liability (loan) to finance a fixed-rate 
asset (capital expenditure). Under its floating-rate loan, 
the company will have to pay higher amount of interest 
when the interest rate rises while it is earning a steady 
profit from its investment. With the fixed-rate loan, the 
company would pay constant amount of interest and 
could avoid the interest rate risk associated with a floating
rate loan. What should Company X do?

The company could buy back the floating-rate loan 
and instead take fixed-rate loan. This is a costly alternative. 
The company has to incur transaction costs and might 
suffer trading loss. However, there is a convenient 
alternative available to the company. It can enter into an 
interest rate swap. The company can swap the fixed-rate 
loan for the floating-rate loan. It would pay fixed payments 
for payments indexed to floating interest rates. If the 
interests rise, it will increase the company's interest 
amount on the floating-rate loan but, under swap, its 
receipts will also increase. Thus, the swap will offset the 
company's exposure.

Company X finds that currently the floating-rate loan 
based on LIBOR can be exchanged for 6.25 per cent fixed- 
rate loan. If the company decides to enter into a swap 
arrangement, it can agree to pay 6.25 per cent on notional 
amount of $10 million to a swap dealer and receive 
payment for the LIBOR rate on the same amount of the 
notional capital. * *

LIBOR Rate

____________________________5.75% 6.25% 6.75%

Swap cash payment 
(LIBOR rate x $10 million) 5,75,000 6,25,000 6,75,000
Swap cash receipts 
(0.0625 x $10 million) 6,25,000 6,25,000 6,25,000
Net cash flow on swap +50,000 0 -50,000

The net cash flow consequences of swap agreerr,e.- 
and the floating-rate loan for the company under thre 
different LIBOR rates will be as shown below:

LIBOR Rate 

____________________________ 5.75% 6.25% 6.~7 - 

Floating-rate loan interest
payment

(LIBOR rate x $10 million) 5,75,000 6,25,000 6,75,000 
+ Net cash flow on swap

[(0.0625 - LIBOR)]$10 mn. 50,000 — -50.000
Net payment 6,25,000 6,25,000 6,25.000

You may note that Company X's total paymen: 
the floating-rate loan with swap is equal to $62? ~ M 
irrespective of what happens to the LIBOR rate ’ + 
company has been able to hedge its interest rate * ® 
without buying back its floating-rate loan and issaia 
fixed-rate loan. Through the swap arrangemen: tne 
company converted the floating-rate loan into 6.25 per aaB 
synthetic fixed-rate loan.

The interest rate swaps can be used by pom um 
managers and pension fund managers to convert chai 
bond or money market portfolios from floating rate «■ 
fixed rate) to synthetic fixed rate (or synthetic floating as 
There are many other possible applications of the inoa 
rate swaps.

ILLUSTRATION 33.5: Interest Rate Swaps
Mr John is the portfolio manager in Osram Mutual F ..it 
Company. He has a debt fund that has invested Rs J ■ 
million in long-term corporate debentures. He wanes ■ 
convert the holding into a synthetic floating-rate pc m :4a 
The portfolio pays 9 per cent fixed return. Assume tha a 
swap dealer offers 9 per cent fixed for MIBOR (Munna 
Inter-Borrowing Rate). What should Mr John do?

Mr. John should swap receiving MIBOR on a net. ana 
principal of Rs 200 million in exchange for payment a ■ 
per cent fixed rate. The cash flows of portfolio will c a ana 
with MIBOR as shown below:

MIBOR Rate

(Rs million) 8.50% 9.00%

Fixed-rate portfolio return 
(9% x Rs 200 million) 18 18
+ Net cash flow on swap
[(MIBOR-0.09) -1
x Rs 200 million]
Net payment 17 18

3.

1. What is a swap?
2. What is a currency swap? What are its advamaea? 

What is meant by interest rate swap? How i t 
benefit a company?
Define back-to-back loan?4.
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RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY: 
CASE OF BHP LIMITED2

2. This section draws from the following articles: (z) Sinha, Siddarth, BHP Limited: Risk Management Strategy, Vikalpa, Vol. 27, No. 2, 
April-June 2002; (») Pandey, Ajay, Diagnosis-BHP Limited: Risk Management Strategy, Vikalpa, Oct.-Dec. 2002; and (iii) Basu, Sankarshan, 
Diagnosis - BHP Limited: Risk Management Strategy, Vikalpa, Oct.-Dec. 2002.

BHP is a global company with its headquarters in 
Australia. Its operations are confined to natural resources 
and it has three main lines of business: minerals 
exploration, production, and processing the main minerals 
under consideration. They are coal, copper, iron ore, 
diamonds, silver, lead and zinc; hydrocarbon exploration 
and production primarily petroleum; and steel production. 
In the year 2000, 35 per cent of its revenues came from 
Australia and the remaining from USA (17 per cent), Japan 
(13 per cent), and Asia and Europe (35 per cent). Thus, 
the company's revenue streams are geographically 
diversified.

In spite of being diversified—productwise and 
geographically—BHP's businesses are influenced by 
external factors. It is exposed to selling and purchasing 
price risks, credit risks, and interest rates and foreign 
exchange rates risks. In minerals business, the company 
is exposed to volatile prices of items like copper, gold, 
silver, lead and zinc. It also purchases large quantity of 
diesel and natural gas. Its purchases relating to steel 
business include zinc, aluminium, tin and electricity. In 
the petroleum business, it is exposed to selling prices on 
all kinds of petroleum products.

The basic consideration in the traditional risk 
management policy has been the reduction of the 
variability of the firm's future cash flows. Under this 
policy, derivatives are used as the major tools of reducing 
the cash flow variability. It is assumed that cash flow 
variability mitigation is good from the shareholders, point 
of view and this will cause the shareholder value to 
increase. One effect is to reduce the chances of financial 
distress and thus, improve the firm's debt capacity and 
increased interest tax shields. However, these are not 
unique advantages as, according to the portfolio theory, 
shareholders can diversify their portfolios and mitigate 
their risks arising from cash flow variability of a particular 
business. A firm's financial policies—investment and 
financing—have an impact on the variability of its cash 
flows and financial distress. Thus, the risk management 
policy should be seen as an integrated risk management 
system incorporating the investment and financing 
choices.

Like many companies, BHP, in the past, had been 
using derivatives to hedge its risks. Also, there was no 
integrated policy for the entire company; rather each 
business was individually managing risk exposures to 
specific commodities and exposures arising from interest 
rates and exchange rates. The BHP's risk management 
policy had the following problems:

1. BHP used financial derivatives, generally with a 
maximum period of 60 months, as main tools of 

hedging risks. Financial derivatives, with a 
limited time horizon as the main risk mitigating 
instruments cannot reduce all kinds of risks.

2. It did not consider its worldwide operations, 
locations, investments and financing choices as 
tools of natural hedge.

3. Each business was left to itself to hedge its risks. 
There was no coordination. At times, there was 
duplication of efforts and risk policies of 
businesses would contradict each other.

New Policy
Under the new management policy, BHP introduced a 
new risk management policy. The following are the 
features of the new policy:

1. The company considers the natural hedge created 
from its diversified operations as the effective risk 
mitigation tool. It will reduce the residual risks, 
which are not expected to be very high.

2. It considers integrated risk management from the 
entire firm's point of view rather than allowing 
each business to have its own risk programme.

3. The company focuses on cash flow at risk (CFaR) 
for the firm. CFaR is a concept that estimates cash 
flows and their probabilities. Assuming a normal 
distribution, CFaR is estimated. (See Illustration 
33.6 for an example of CFaR).

4. The firm recognizes financial structure as a tool 
to reduce risk. In fact, the company had a very 
high debt ratio, which it has reduced now as a 
substitute for the unhedged position. The 
maturity of debt has also been reduced.

5. The company's approach of encouraging 
structured non-recourse financing for projects 
helps the company to pass on risks to financiers.

6. The company considers both direct and indirect 
costs of risk reduction under its new risk 
management policy.

7. To improve the overall performance and the 
effectiveness of risk management, the company 
has affected organizational restructuring. The 
new structures and systems enable the company 
to operate in a coordinated manner.

ILLUSTRATION 33.6: Cash Flow at Risk (CFaR)
Suppose a wheat farmer will produce 50,000 bushels of 
wheat next year. He is expecting a price of $3.50 per bushel. 
Hence his expected cash flows are 50,000 x 3.50 = 
$1,75,000. Since wheat prices fluctuate, there is uncertainty 
about the farmer’s cash flows. The price could fall to $2.75 
per bushel or could rise to $ 4.25 per bushel. The farmer 
needs to estimate the range of prices (and hence cash flows)
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with associated probabilities. The farmer may choose, say, 
95 per cent level of confidence at which the expected cash 
flows are given. Suppose the expected cash flows are 
$1,50,000 and $2,00,000. The farmer can say that he has 
$50,000 cash flow at risk with a 5 per cent probability.

1. What are the elements of a company's financial risk 
management strategy?

2. Illustrate the concept of cash flow at risk.

The opportunities to use derivatives to hedge risks are 
not available to all companies. In many countries, 
particularly the developing countries, no derivatives or 
very few types of derivatives are available. Even in 
developed economies where derivatives markets are well 
developed, all companies do not make full use of 
derivatives. Most surveys on the use of derivatives reveal 
that derivatives are popular among the large listed 
companies in US. About half of the publicly traded firms 
use one or the other form of derivatives. Among the 
companies using derivatives, the most widely used 
derivatives are the interest rate derivatives and the foreign 
exchange rate derivatives.3

The objective of firms using derivatives is to reduce 
the cash flow volatility and thus to diminish the financial 
distress costs. This is consistent with the theory of risk 
management through derivatives. Some firms use 
derivatives not for the purpose of hedging risk but to 
speculate about futures prices.4

There are a number of examples of companies who 
made substantial losses using derivatives. Perhaps the 
largest loss was incurred by German firm Metal-

( SUMMARY^

Investors, including firms, are risk averse. They aim at reducing risk by hedging through derivatives. 
Derivatives are instruments that derive their value and payoff from another asset, called underlying asset 
Hedging helps to (i) reduce costs of financial distress, (ii) isolate the effects of changes in external factor 
interest rates and foreign exchange rates on profitability, and (iii) allow managers to focus on improving o 
efficiency rather worrying about changes in factors on which they have no control. 
Derivatives include options, forward contracts, futures contracts and swaps.
A forward contract is an agreement between two parties, called counterparties, to buy and sell an asset ata futwe 
date at a price agreed upon today. There is no immediate flow of cash. Cash is paid or received on the due cane 
Forward contracts are obligations. They are not traded on organized exchanges.

3. Howton, Shwan D. and Steven B. Perfect, "Currency and Interest Rates Derivatives use in US Firms", Financial Management, wirtd 
1998.

4. Dolde, Walter, "The Trajectory of Corporate Financial Risk Management," Journal of Applied Corporate, Finance, fall, 1993.
5. Culp, C. and M. Miller, "Metallgesellschaft and the Economics of Synthetic Storage," Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, winter .-“5

lgesellschaft (MGAG) and its American subsidiary
Refining and Marketing (MGRM).5 The repct
derivatives trading loss of MGRM was $1 billior. SUB
sold gasoline, heating oil and diesel fuel at fixec pe
for up to 10 years. Unfortunately, the prices of it. st ■
these products increased and MRGM lost lots of — orefg 
MRGM could have hedged its position by b_ 
forwards to acquire heating oil, etc., for deliver, III1 
years. Alternatively, it could have bought 10-year aS 
futures oil. The problem was that 10-year futures 
not available. Of course, there were many more pr: c 
with MRGM's derivatives policies.

The other companies with large derivatives i:sa*  
include Procter and Gamble and Gibson Greetings nt 
The Barings Bank was brought down by the der.- er 
trading by Nicholas Leeson. It will take long to se~e 
question whether these losses occurred because cut 
misuse of derivatives. One lesson is clear that dee 
may not serve their purpose of hedging risk, rather : 
may enhance the risk if they are not used judidoush 
firm sells futures without creating an offsetting p:s a 
it wll be said to be speculating rather than hedgme 4r 
risk. Derivatives markets do require profess. 
speculators to provide liquidity and protection t: :n«| 
who trade in derivatives for risk reduction. But spec—hosb 
by companies can lend them into deep problems

Should firms continue using derivatives? Of c: 
companies must use derivatives to hedge risk, bu: 
great care and caution. They must use derivatives -_s- rr 
reducing risk and not for speculation. They ma.;, 
money sometimes while speculating in derivatives mdl 
one day it may so happen that they may lose ever.-rrmr 
like Barings or the Japanese company, Sumit 
Corporation.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPT

1. What are the uses and misuses of derivatives ?
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ZJ A futures contract is like a forward contract. But, unlike forward contracts, futures contracts are traded on organized

exchanges. Thus, they are liquid. Yet another feature of futures contract is that they are marked to market. Price
differences every day are settled through the exchange clearing house. The clearing house pays to the buyer if the
price of a futures contract increases on a particular day. The seller pays money to the clearing house. The reverse
will happen if the prices decrease.

22 Swaps are arrangements to exchange cash flows over time. In a currency swap, the agreement provides for 
exchanging payments denominated in one currency for payments in another currency over a period of time. In an 
interest rate swap, one type of interest payments, say, fixed-rate payments, is exchanged for another type of 
interest payments, say, floating-rate payments. The floating interest rates may be tied to LIBOR.

KEY CONCEPTS

< __________________________________________________________________________________________7

Cash flow at risk (CFaR) Futures contracts Interest rate swaps Spot price
Cash transaction Futures price Long hedge Swaps
Currency swaps Hedging Natural hedge Synthetic fixed-rate loan
Deliverable instrument Integrated risk Options Synthetic floating-rate
Derivatives management Short hedge loan
Forward contracts Taking delivery

ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
_ _ — .--- — _ _

PROBLEM 33.1 A farmer in Punjab expects to harvest 
20,000 bushels of wheat in late July. On 10 June, the price 
of wheat is Rs 160 per bushel. The farmer is worried as he 
suspects that price will fall below Rs 160 before his July 
delivery date. He can hedge his position by selling July 
wheat futures. The July wheat futures price is Rs 157 per 
bushel. The farmer sold the July wheat futures. When July 
end approached, the price had fallen to Rs 150 per bushel. 
What is the value of the hedged position?
SOLUTION: The gain on the futures contract is:

Gain = (157 - 150) x 20,000 = Rs 1,40,000
Revenue from the sale of wheat = 150 x 20,000

= Rs 3,000,000
Total cash flow = 1,40,000 + 3,000,000 = Rs 3,140,000
Cash flow per bushel of wheat = 3,140,000/20,000

= Rs 157
You may notice that the farmer’s cash flow per bushel 

is equal to the futures price, his loss from the physical sale 
of wheat is compensated from gain from the futures 
contract. This is an example of perfect hedge.

PROBLEM 33.2 Jhaveri Brothers generally buys 1,000 
troy ounces of gold every quarter. The firm is anticipating 
that the price of gold will rise to $450 per ounce from the 
current level of $405 per ounce before its quarterly 
purchase. The price of 3-month gold futures is $415 per 
ounce. What should the firm do? If the price after three 
months rises to $440, what are the consequences for Jhaveri 
Brothers?

SOLUTION: Jhaveri Brothers should hedge its position 
by buying the gold futures contract. The firm should buy 
3-month gold futures contracts at $415 per ounce. If the 
price really increases as anticipated by the firm, the loss 
from the high purchase price will be compensated by gain 
from the futures contract. For example, if the price is $440, 
the firm will have to pay: 440 x 1,000 = $4,40,000 in the 
cash market, but the firm will gain: (440 - 415) x 1,000 = 
$25,000. The total cash flow will be: 4,40,000 - 25,000 = 
$4,15,000, which is equal to $415 per troy ounce of gold.

__ PROBLEM 33.3 A prospective investor is expecting 
an increase in interest rate in the next three months. The 
March T-Bills futures contracts are selling for 92 on 20 
December. What should the investor do?

SOLUTION: The investor should sell March T-Bills 
futures contracts short. If the investor’s anticipation proves 
correct and interest rates rise, the investor should buy the 
same number of contract that he sold and thus make money.

PROBLEM 33.4 In the beginning of December 2004, 
Sunil—a broker on Bombay stock exchange is bullish about 
Sensex. The January Sensex futures is at 5,400. Suppose 
the contract size is Rs 5,000 times the index. Sunil buys 
one contract for Rs 2,70,000 (5,400 x 5,000). By the 
beginning of January, the January Sensex index rises to 
5,500. What should Sunil do?

SOLUTION: Sunil should sell his contract for Rs 2,75,000. 
His gain is: Rs 2,75,000 - Rs 2,70,000 = Rs 5,000.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are derivatives? Why do companies hedge risk using derivatives?
2. How can options be used to hedge risk? Illustrate your answer.
3. Define forward and future contracts? What are the differences between forward and future contracts?
4. What is the difference between commodity futures and financial futures? What is the relationship between sp: t 

and future prices of the financial futures?
5. Consider the following two strategies. Strategy A: Buy gold at spot price today and hold it for six months 

Strategy B: Take a long position on the gold futures contract expiring in six months. Lend money at risk-free 
interest rate that will be equal to the futures price in six months. Show the relationship between the spot pri:e 
and the futures price.

6. Define a swap. Illustrate how interest rate swap helps to reduce risk exposure?
7. What is a currency swap? How does currency swap reduce exposure to risk? Give an example.

QUIZ EXERCISES

1. A goldsmith intends to import 1,000 troy ounces of gold in three months. He expects the gold prices to fluctua'.e 
in the future. The price could be $400, $440 or $460 an ounce. The goldsmith is thinking of buying a 3-month 
call option on 1,000 ounces of gold with an exercise price of $440. The option will cost $6 per ounce. Wha: 
the total cost to the goldsmith under different gold prices?

2. A company is importing equipment from USA. The equipment price of $1.5 million is payable after six months 
The current exchange rate is Rs 48.75/$. The company is anticipating depreciation of Indian rupee over time 
What should the company do?

3. In the Quiz Exercise (2) above, suppose the six-month forward exchange rate is Rs 49.95/$. What are the 
implications for the company? If the exchange rate after six moths actually turns out to be Rs 49.05/$, what 
does this mean to the company?

4. An oil company is concerned about short-term volatility in its revenues. Oil currently sells for $62 per barre’ 
But the price could fall as low as $55 per barrel or as high as $74 per barrel. The company will use about 12C 
barrels next month. What are the consequences if the company does not hedge? What is the cost to the compan; 
if it enters into a futures contract at an agreed price of $63 per barrel next month?

5. Suppose the stock index is at 14,000. The risk-free interest rate is 7 per cent per annum. The average annua_ 
dividend yield is 2 per cent. How much would be the one-year stock index futures?

6. Suppose the spot price for wheat was $4.50 per bushel in September 2009. The one-year futures price was 
$5.38 per bushel. The interest rate is 8 per cent. What is the net convenience yield?

PROBLEMS

1. Gold is currently selling $340 an ounce. The price 
is likely to fluctuate. It could increase to $360 or 
could decrease to $320 an ounce after three 
months. A gold mine company will supply 3,000 
ounces in the market after three months. The 
company is considering hedging its risk. It has two 
alternatives available. It can enter a futures contract 
to deliver gold after three months at a futures price 
of $342. Alternatively, the company can buy 3- 
month put option at an exercise price of $340 an 
ounce at a premium of $3 per ounce. What should 
the company do? What will be the consequences 
if the company does not hedge?

2. A flour mill plans to purchase 100 quintals of 
wheat in three months. The wheat prices can be 

Rs 7,000 or Rs 7,500 or Rs 8,000 per quintal. The 
owner of the flour mill is worried about the 
possible change in price. How can he protect 
himself against the price risk? Show the 
consequences of your suggestion to him.

3. Suppose wheat futures price is $3.40 per bush" 
for a three-month contract. The spot price today 
$3.00. The risk-free interest rate is 12 per cent per 
year. The present value of storage cost is SO.2 
What is the present value of wheat?

4. In March 2004, three-month future on Sensex stodt 
index traded at 5,686.4. The dividend yield we*  
1.4 per cent and interest rate 8 per cent per annum- 
What should be the spot index?
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International Financial 
Management

Learning Objectives

► Understand how the foreign exchange market operates
► Explain the relationship between interest rates, inflation rates and exchange rates
► Focus on the techniques that can be used to hedge the foreign exchange risk
► Illustrate how international capital budgeting decisions are made
► Highlight the methods of financing international operations

INTRODUCTION
The basic objectives of financial management in 
international (or multinational) firms remain the same as 
in domestic firms.1 Like a domestic firm, a multinational 
firm's goal is to maximize the shareholder value on a 
global basis. It acquires assets that have present value 
more than their initial investment and it creates claims 
against them by issuing liabilities that are worth as much 
as or less than the funds raised. Multinational firms, 
however, operate in more than one country and their 
operations involve multiple foreign currencies. Their 
operations are influenced by politics and the laws of the 
countries where they operate. Thus, they face higher 
degree of risk as compared to domestic firms. A matter of 
great concern for the international firms is to analyse the 
implications of the changes in interest rates, inflation rates 
and exchange rates on their decisions and minimize the 
foreign exchange risk.

1. There are a number of excellent textbooks on international finance. Two very popular text books are: Eitman, D.K. and A.F. Stcrec _L 
Multinational Business Finance, Addison-Wesley, 1995; and Shapiro, A.C., Multinational Financial Management, Prentice-Hall Internatxrta| 
1996.

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
Consider an example of how and when a foreign exchange 
(forex) is involved. Suppose that Reliance Industries 

Limited (RIL) has entered into a contract with a Frertst 
firm to import a machine for two crore French franc 
As per the contract, RIL (importing firm) is required 
make the payment to the French firm (exporting fcriiir 
French francs. RIL will need French francs to hor. .*  
payment obligation for which it will approach a 
commercial bank dealing in the foreign exchange 
to purchase French francs by exchanging Indian 
(INR). Take another example. Hindustan Unilever UrrxnaJ 
(HUL) has exported goods to a German importer 
importing German company will make payment t: H”_ L 
in its currency—Duesch Mark (DM). HUL will corners 
German marks in Indian rupees in the foreign excharaa 
market.

The foreign exchange market is the market 
the currency of one country is exchanged for the currer 
of another country. Most currency transactions an® 
channelled through the worldwide interbank market. 
Interbank market is the wholesale market in whic? • x
banks trade with each other. Forex market is a worldwide 
market of an informal network of telephone, telex, sae. 
facsimile and computer communications between. “e 
forex market participants, which include banks, foresgr
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■ml ■. - ce dealers, arbitrageurs and speculators. The
im — market operators are guided by different motives

diey deal in the foreign exchange market. The
' imuii - is a typical classification of the participants in

■fc fc reign exchange market:
k Arbitrageurs Arbitrageurs seek to earn risk-less 

profits by taking advantage of differences in 
exchange rates among countries.

e Traders Tradersengagein the exp ort or imp ort 
of goods to a number of countries. They operate 
in the foreign exchange market because exporters 
receive foreign currencies which they have to 
convert into local currencies, and importers make 
payments in foreign currencies which they 
purchase by exchanging the local currency. They 
also operate in the foreign exchange market to 
hedge their risk.
Hedgers Multinational firms have their 
operations in a number of countries and their 
assets and liabilities are designated in foreign 
currencies. The foreign exchange rates fluctua
tions can cause diminution in the home currency 
value of their assets and liabilities. They operate 
in the foreign exchange market as hedgers to 
protect themselves against the risk of fluctuations 
in the foreign exchange rates.
Speculators Speculators are guided purely by 
the profit motive. They trade in foreign currencies 
to benefit from the exchange rate fluctuations. 
They take risks in the hope of making profits.

Foreign Exchange Rates
A foreign exchange rate is the price of one currency 
quoted in terms of another currency. For example, an 
exchange rate of US dollar (US$) 0.02538 per Indian rupee 
(INR) means that the price of one INR is $ 0.02538. When 
the rate is quoted per unit of the domestic currency, it is 
referred to as direct quote. Thus, the US$ and INR 
exchange rate would be written as US$ 0.02538/INR. The 
rate can be expressed differently. We can say that the price 
of one US dollar in INR 39.40, that is, INR 39.40/US$. 
When the rate is quoted as units of domestic currency per 
unit of the foreign currency, it is referred to as indirect 
quote. The exchange rate between the US dollar and 
Indian rupee can be expressed in either Indian rupees per 
US dollar or in US dollar per Indian rupee.

Cross-rates
Given the exchange rates of two currencies, we can find 
the exchange rate for the third currency. For example, 
the US dollar-Thai baht exchange rate is: US$ 0.02339/ 
Baht, and the US dollar-Indian rupee exchange rate is: 
USS 0.02538/INR. Suppose that INR is not quoted 
against Thai baht. What is the Baht/INR exchange rate? 
One Indian rupee costs US$ 0.02538 while one baht costs 
USS 0.02339.

Thus one Indian rupee should cost: 0.02539/0.02339
= Baht 1.085. That is:

USS 0.02538 . US$ 0.02339 US$ 0.02538 Baht 
INR ' Baht “ US$ 0.02339X INR

Baht 1.085
INR

A cross rate is an exchange rate between the 
currencies of two countries that are not quoted against 
each other, but are quoted against one common currency. 
Currencies of many countries are not freely traded in the 
forex market. Therefore, all currencies are not quoted 
against each other. Most currencies are, however, quoted 
against the US dollar. The cross rates of currencies that 
are not quoted against each other can be quoted in terms 
of the US dollar.

ILLUSTRATION 34.1: Cross-rate Calculation
Suppose that German DM is selling for $ 0.62 and the 
buying rate for the French franc (FF) is $ 0.17, what is the 
FF/DM cross-rate? It is

US$0.62 FF FF3.65
DM X US$0.17 ~ DM

Spot Exchange Rates

The spot exchange rate is the rate at which a currency can 
be bought or sold for immediate delivery which is within 
two business days after the day of the trade. In the spot 
market, currencies are traded for immediate delivery 
(within two days). Financial newspapers generally 
provide information on exchange rates. Table 34.1 shows 
the foreign exchange rates quotes from the Internet. For 
example, if you want to buy pound sterling, a bank will 
sell one British pound for INR 79.084. These rates are 
wholesale rates for trades among dealers in the interbank 
market. Financial dailies also quote cross rates.

Bid-ask Spread
The foreign exchange dealers are always ready to buy or 
sell foreign currencies. The quotations are given as a bid
ask price. The difference between the buying (bid) and 
selling (ask) rates is the forex operator's (say, a bank) 
spread. Bid-ask spread is the difference between the bid 
and ask rates of a currency. It is based on the breadth and 
depth of the market for that currency and its volatility. 
This spread is a cost of transacting in the foreign exchange 
market. It is computed as given below:

„ . Ask price - Bid price
Spread = ------ --------------- ------- (■

Ask price i1'

Forward Exchange Rates
The forward exchange rate is the rate that is currently 
paid for the delivery of a currency at some future date. In
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Table 34.1: Exchange Rates: Indian Rupee (INR)
vis-a-vis Foreign Currencies (Sept. 2009)

Currency 1 INR in INR

American Dollar 0.02058 48.60260
Argentine Peso 0.07993 12.51160
Australian Dollar 0.02581 38.74200
Botswana Pula 0.14368 6.95989
Brazilian Real 0.04039 24.75590
British Pound 0.01264 79.08490
Brunei dollar 0.02997 33.36720
Bulgarian Lev 0.02887 34.64170
Canadian Dollar 0.02391 41.82240
Chilean Peso 10.91930 0.09158
Chinese Yuan 0.14063 7.11113
Colombian Peso 45.12470 0.02216
Croatian Kuna 0.10790 9.26777
Danish Krone 0.10989 9.09974
Estonian Kroon 0.23094 4.33016
Euro 0.01476 67.75200
Hong Kong Dollar 0.15946 6.27119
Hungarian Forint 4.08990 0.24450
Iceland Krona 2.63706 0.37921
Iranian Rial 204.20700 0.00490
Israeli New Shekel 0.08171 12.23880
Japanese Yen 1.98282 0.50433
Kazakhstani Tenge 3.09737 0.32286
Kuwaiti Dinar 0.00592 168.90600
Latvian Lat 0.01028 97.30290
Libyan Dinar 0.03976 25.15180
Lithuanian Litas 0.05096 19.62240
Malaysian Ringgit 0.07275 13.74500
Maltese Lira 0.06681 14.96780
Mauritius Rupee 0.66845 1.49599
Mexican Peso 0.27246 3.67034
Nepalese Rupee 1.59539 0.62681
New Zealand Dollar 0.03228 30.97940
Norwegian Kroner 0.13396 7.46497
Omani Rial 0.00791 126.40500
Pakistan Rupee 1.67670 0.59641
Qatari Rial 0.07489 13.35240
Romanian Leu 0.06233 16.04280
Russian Ruble 0.64264 1.55608
Saudi Riyal 0.07716 12.96070
Singapore Dollar 0.03002 33.31640
South African Rand 0.16617 6.01780
South Korean Won 26.49300 0.03775
Sri Lanka Rupee 2.36368 0.42307
Swedish Krona 0.16342 6.11933
Swiss Franc 0.02260 44.25060
Taiwan Dollar 0.67822 1.47445
Thai Baht 0.70212 1.42426
Trinidad/Tobago

Dollar
0.12810 7.80663

Turkish Lira 0.03202 31.23500
Venezuelan Bolivar 0.04418 22.63500

the forward market, currencies are traded for future
delivery. In terms of the volume of currency transactions
the spot exchange market is much larger than the forward
exchange market.

Forward rates (for example, 30-day, 90-day, or 180- 
day forward rates) for a few currencies are quoted in the 
forex market. Most banks will, however, quote currenc 
forward rates to the traders.

Forward premium or discount The forward rate ma' be 
at a premium or at a discount. Forward rate premium or 
discount may be shown as an annualized percentage 
deviation from the spot rate. Suppose that US$-INR sp : 
exchange rate is US$ 0.025063/INR. You can purchase L S 
dollars at this exchange rate for immediate deliver 
(within two business days). Instead of buying US dollars 
immediately, you can enter into an agreement with a bani 
to deliver US dollars to you after six months. The bar_» 
has quoted a six-month forward rate of US$ 0.024393 
INR. Is the six-month forward rate of US dollar at a 
premium or at a discount? You may observe that the 
forward rate of dollar is lower than the spot rate. If y: _ 
purchased US dollars for a six-month delivery, you _ 
get fewer dollars for your rupees than in a spot purcha se 
Since forward dollars are more expensive than sptr 
dollars, the dollar is said to be trading at a premium 
relative to the Indian rupee. For a direct quote, the 
annualized forward discount or premium can be 
calculated as follows:

Forward premium 
or discount

Spot Forward 
rate ~ rate

Spot rate
x 360

Days

For a six-month forward, the annualized premium : - _ 
follows: 

6-month forward 
discount or premium

r 0.025063 - 0.024391 360 __-------------------------  x-----= 5 ? 
--------- 1800.02439

Thus, the forward dollar is at a premium of 5.5 per cea 
relative to the Indian rupee. We can also say that the for*  arc 
rupee is selling at a discount of 5.5 per cent relative to ths 
dollar. In terms of indirect quote, the INR/$ spot exchar p 
rate is INR 39.90/$ and forward rate is INR 41.00/$. F - a 
indirect quote, the forward premium or discount car. he 
calculated as follows:

Forward premium 
or discount

Forward Spot
rate ~ rate 350 

---------------------- x-------
Spot rate Days

= 41:00-39;90x2 = 55%
39.90

Forward contracts are tailor-made according to the fimt’i 
needs. Two parties to a forward contract can negotiate the 
terms in accordance with the currency, amount, premium 
discount or any other issue.
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
lj

1. What is a foreign exchange (forex) market and an 
interbank?

2. Who are the participants in a forex market?
3. What is meant by direct and indirect quotes?
4. How is cross-rate determined?
5. Define the bid-ask spread.
6. How is forward premium or discount determined?

INTERNATIONAL PARITY RELATIONSHIPS
The forex markets are considered efficient when exchange 
rates impound all available information and adapt 
expeditiously to new information. It is not possible for 
investors to earn abnormal profits in an efficient forex 
markets. Speculators or arbitrageurs will have 
opportunities to consistently earn large profits without 
any increase in risk only when the forex markets are 
inefficient. In an efficient forex market, comprising of large 
number of traders having access to information without 
much cost, the arbitrage activity will ensure that the 
disparities in the exchange rates are eliminated. It will also 
ensure that the exchange-adjusted prices of similar goods 
and financial assets will be equal in all the countries. This 
economic behaviour is referred to as the law of one price.

In a highly competitive forex market, free from 
government intervention, both spot and the forward 
exchange rates should be affected significantly by the 
current expectation of future events. They should change 
in expectation of a change in interest rates. In an efficient 
market, the change in the interest differential will get 
reflected quickly in both spot and forward exchange rates. 
Interest rates are influenced by inflation rates. If we 
assume that the forex markets are efficient, then interest 
rates, inflation rates and exchange rates will have 
equilibrium relationships. There are the following four 
international parity relationships:

1. Interest rate parity (IRP)
2. Purchasing power parity (PPP)
3. Forward rates and future spot rates parity
4. International Fisher effect (IFE).

Interest Rate Parity
Suppose that the interest rate on a one-year bond (rupee- 
denominated) in India is 14 per cent while a similar bond 
(HK $-denominated) in Hong Kong pays 9 per cent 
interest. The spot rate for HK $ is HK $ 0.1522/INR and 
the 1-year forward rate is HK$0.1455/INR. If you have a 
choice of investment, which one should you choose?

You may notice that INR is trading at a forward 
discount. (Alternatively, HK $ is trading at a forward 
premium relative to INR). Let us assume that you have 
HK $ 1,000. If you invest HK $ 1,000 in Hong Kong, at the 
end of one year you will receive: HK $ 1,000 x 1.09 = HK 
$ 1,090. Alternatively you can exchange HK $ 1,000 for 
the Indian rupees at the spot rate; you will receive: 1,000/ 
0.1522 = INR 6,570.30. You can invest INR 6,570.30 at 14 
per cent for one year. At maturity, you will receive: INR 
6,570.30 x 1.14 = INR 7,490.14. You can sell the Indian 
rupees forward and immediately receive HK $: INR 
7,490.14 x 0.1455 = HK $ 1,090. Both investments are of 
equal value. What you gain on the interest rate differential, 
you lose on the exchange rate differential. In other words, 
there is a parity between the interest rates and exchange 
rates, or simply interest rate parity. Thus:

1.09 _ 0.1455
L14 ~ 0.1522

The Interest rate parity characterizes the relationship 
between interest rates and exchange rates of two countries. 
It states that the exchange rate of two countries will be 
affected by their interest rate differential. In other words, 
the currency of a high-interest-rate-country will be at a 
forward discount relative to the currency of a low-interest- 
rate-country and vice versa. This implies that the exchange 
rate (forward and spot) differential will be equal to the 
interest rate differential between the two countries. That 
is:2

2. The interest rate parity condition can be alternatively written as follows: 

(1 + rp) _ fp/r 
(l + rr) rD/F

Interest differential = Exchange rate (forward and 
spot) differential

(l + rf) _fF/p
(l + rD) sF/D

where rF is interest rate of country F (say, the foreign 
country), rD is interest rate of country D (say, domestic 
country), sf/D is the spot exchange rate between the 
countries F and D, and fF/D is the forward rate between 
the countries F and D.

Interest rate parity states that the high interest rate 
on a currency is offset by the forward discount and that 
low interest rate is offset by forward premium. Arbitrage 
will ensure that this happens.

Suppose that in the example above, the 1-year forward 
exchange rate is HK $ 0.1512 (instead of HK $ 0.1455). 
Then, on selling the Indian rupees forward, you will get 
HK $: INR 7,490.14 x 0.1512 = HK $ 1,132.51. Thus, it is 
more profitable for you to invest in India. You can also 
borrow Hong Kong, convert them into Indian rupees at 
the spot rate and invest in India. Suppose you borrowed 
HK $ 1,00,000 for one year and invested in India, the 
following are the consequences:
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1. You borrow HK $ 1,00,000 at 9 per cent for one 
year. After one year, you will have to pay: HK $ 
1,00,000 x 1.09 = HK $ 109,000.

2. You convert HK $ 1,00,000 into INR at the spot 
rate. You will receive: HK $ 1,00,000/0.1522 = INR 
6,57,030.

3. You invest INR 6,57,030 at 14 per cent interest for 
one year. At the end of one year, you will receive: 
INR 6,57,030 x 1.14 = INR 7,49,015.

4. You sell INR 7,49,015 at 1-year forward rate of HK $ 
0.1512 to receive after one year an assured amount 
of HK $: INR 7,49,015 x 0.1512 = HK $ 1,13,251.

5. After returning (principal plus interest) HK $ 
1,09,000, you will be left with a profit of: HK $ 
1,13,251 - HK $ 1,09,000 = HK $ 4,251. This is the 
arbitrage profit.

If you can make a riskless arbitrage profit, others will 
also. The arbitrage activity should result in the following 
effects:

1. The HK $ interest rate will increase as arbitrageurs 
borrow francs.

2. The spot rate of Indian rupees against Hong Kong $ 
will appreciate as arbitrageurs demand rupees 
against HK $.

3. The interest rate in India will tend to fall as 
arbitrageurs invest rupees.

4. The forward rate of rupees against HK $ will 
depreciate as arbitrageurs sell rupees against 
HK$.

= INR 5,000. This is referred to as the purchasing power 
parity in its absolute version. Now suppose that the 
inflation rate in India is expected to be 8 per cent and in 
Hong Kong 5 per cent, the price of the 10-gram standard 
gold in Hong Kong is expected to rise to HK $ 799. Will 
HK $ 799 also buy the 10-gram standard gold in India? 
The Indian inflation rate of 8 per cent is higher than the 
HK $ interest rate of 5 per cent. The Indian price will 
increase to INR 5,400. The exchange rate will have to adjust 
for the gold's equivalent price in the HK $ to be same in 
India. The Indian rupee relative to the HK $ will have to 
depreciate by

(1.08)/(1.05) - 1 =0.02857 or 2.86 per cent 
to account for the difference in the inflation rates in the 
two countries. The expected exchange rate will be:
HK $/INR = 0.1522 x (1 - 0.02857) = HK $ 0.1479/INR

Thus, INR 5,400 x 0.1479 = HK $ 799. This is referred 
to as the purchasing power parity.

In absolute terms, purchasing power parity states that 
the exchange rate between the currencies of two countries 
equals the ratio between the prices of goods in these 
countries. Further, the exchange rate must change to adjust 
to the change in the prices of goods in the two countries. 
In relative terms, purchasing power states that the 
exchange rate between the currencies of the two countries 
will adjust to reflect changes in the inflation rates of the 
two countries. In formal terms, it implies that the expected 
inflation differential equals the current spot rate and the 
expected spot rate differential. Thus:3

Inflation rate _ Current spot and expected spot



Expectation Theory of Forward Rates
■ rat is the relationship between the forward rates and 
~e expected spot rates in the future? Suppose you are an 
£ porter who is expecting to receive the US dollars in the 
future. You have two choices. You can wait until you 
receive your dollars and then convert them into rupees, 
f ?u are exposed to the risk of drop in the value of dollar 
r the future. The second alternative is that you fix the 
r nee of the dollar today and sell the US dollars forward, 
fou are thus able to avoid risk of a possible fall in the 
slue of dollar. On the other hand, suppose you happen 

:: be an importer who is required to make payment in the 
US dollars in the future. You will do the opposite. You 

ill buy the US dollars forward to avoid the risk of a 
r ?ssible appreciation in the value of dollar in the future. 
If both the exporters and the importers are in large 
numbers, the forward rate of US dollar relative to the 
Indian rupee will be very close to the expected future spot 
rate. This is the expectation theory of exchange rates.

The expected future spot rate depends on the 
expectations of the forex market participants. If they can 
siedge their forex risk or if they are risk neutral, then the 
forward rate must be equal to the expected future spot rate.

In general, when the forward rate for any currency is 
higher than the market participants' prediction of the 
expected future spot rate, they will tend to sell the foreign 
currency forward. This should cause a fall in the forward 
rate until it equals the expected future spot rate. Similarly, 
when the forward rate is lower than the expected future 
spot rate, the market participants will purchase the foreign 
currency forward. As a consequence, the forward rate will 
rise until it reaches the expected future spot rate. The 
expectation theory of forward exchange rates states that 
the forward rate provides the best and unbiased forecast 
of the expected future spot ra te. In formal terms, it means 
that the forward rate and the current rate differential must 
be equal to the expected spot rate and the current spot 
rate differential. Thus4:

4. The alternative formula is:

5. The alternative formula is:
(i + rD)_ Kl+iD) 

(l + rF) E(l+ir)

Forward and current _ Expected and current 
spot rates differential “ spot rate differential

Sf/d _ EM 
T~~~7— <5)aF/D °F/D

where E(sF^D) is the expected future exchange rate (unit of 
foreign currency per unit of domestic currency) and/F/D 
is the forward rate.

In simple terms, the forward rate must be equal to 
the expected future spot rate. Thus:

„ inflation
1+ rale
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Forward rate = Expected future spot rate
/f/d ~ E(sf/d) (6)

Does the expectation theory of exchange rates work 
in practice? The expectation theory works on an average. 
The actual future spot rates have been found to differ from 
the earlier forward rates. It is very difficult to predict 
accurately the exchange rates. However, the forward rate 
is the best possible forecaster of the expected future spot 
rate than any other alternative.

International Fisher Effect
We know that the nominal interest rate comprises a real 
interest rate and an expected rate of inflation. The 
nominal rate of interest adjusts when the inflation rate is 
expected to change. The nominal interest rate will be 
higher when a higher inflation rate is expected and it will 
be lower when a lower inflation rate is expected. This is 
referred to as the Fisher effect. It is formally expressed as 
follows:

f nominal i f real interest 
( interest rates ) ( rate

(l+r„)=(l+rr)(l + z) 

r„ = rr+i + rri
where rn is nominal rate of interest, rr is real rate on 
interest, and i is the inflation rate.

Note that the nominal rate of interest also includes a 
cross-product term, rri. In practice, this term is ignored.

If the international capital markets are perfect, then 
the equivalent risk investments in two countries should 
offer the same expected real rate of return. This is ensured 
by arbitrage. If the expected real rate of return is higher 
in one country than in another, capital would flow from 
the second to the first country, and investors will have 
opportunities to make riskless arbitrage profit. The 
arbitrage activity will persist until equilibrium is 
established in the expected real returns in the two 
countries. If the real rates of return are the same in two 
countries, then, as per the Fisher effect, the nominal rates 
of interest in the two countries will adjust exactly for the 
change in the inflation rates. In formal terms, the 
international Fisher effect states that the nominal interest 
rate differential must be equal to the expected inflation 
rate differential in two countries. Thus5:

Nominal interest_Expected inflation 
rate differential ~ rate differential

(l + rF) _ E(l + ir)
(l + rD) E(l + iD) (8)

fp/F . _ E(sp/f)
SD/F SD/F
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ILLUSTRATION 34.3: Purchasing Power Parity and 
Inflation

Suppose that the interest rate in Germany is 11 per cent 
and the expected inflation rate is 5 per cent. The British 
interest rate is 9 per cent. How much is the expected 
inflation rate in Britain?

If purchasing power parity holds, then the British 
inflation rate will be:

1.11
1.09

You can verify that:

1.09 1.031

In effect, the international Fisher effect implies that 
the expected future spot rate of a currency with a higher 
interest rate will tend to fall in value in the long run and 
the expected future spot rate of a currency with a lower 
interest rate will tend to rise in value in the long run. Thus, 
the interest differential between two countries should 
provide an unbiased forecast of the future change in the 
spot rate:

1 + r j. E(s F/F )

~------ =--------- (9)

1 + rFF _ 1'06 _ E(sFF/SK ) _ /ff/sk

1.05 1.02 1.063 1.063

1.091 _ 1.06 1.1047
1.05 " 1.02 " 1.063

1.1047
1.063

= 1.0392

The interest rate on French franc is 9.1 per cent: ~e 
expected future spot rate and the forward rate are FF 
1.1047/SK (SK 0.9052/FF).

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS
L__________________________________________________________ J

1. What is the law of one price?
2. What is meant by interest rate parity?
3. Explain purchasing power parity.
4. What is expectation theory of forward rates?
5. Define nominal and real interest rates
6. What is international Fisher effect?

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK AND HEDGING

An international firm deals in foreign currency. It expects 
to receive or make payment in the foreign currenc. The 
exchange rate between the firm's domestic currenc. and 
the foreign currency may rise or fall by the time the r_~n 
receives or pays the cash flows in the foreign currer n
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inflation rate will be:
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In effect, the international Fisher effect implies that 
the expected future spot rate of a currency with a higher 
interest rate will tend to fall in value in the long run and 
the expected future spot rate of a currency with a lower 
interest rate will tend to rise in value in the long run. Thus, 
the interest differential between two countries should 
provide an unbiased forecast of the future change in the 
spot rate:

1 r p E(spm )

1+r r (9)
IT SfID

Since the forward rate is an unbiased predictor of the 
future spot rate, Equation (9) converts into interest rate 
parity. The international Fisher effect follows from interest 
rate parity, purchasing power parity and the expectation 
theory of forward exchange rate. Thus:6

6. The alternate formula is:

(1 + rp) _ (l + ;p) _ F(sD/r) _ fD/F 
(l + rr) (1 + /F) sD/F sD/F

(1+ fF) _ (1+ _ ^(SF/p) _ /f/D

(l + 'T’c) + sf/d sf/d (10)

ILLUSTRATION 34.4: International Fisher Effect
Suppose the one-year interest rate is 5 per cent on Swedish 
krona (SK) and the expected inflation rate is 2 per cent. 
The expected inflation rate on French franc (FF) is 6 per 
cent. The current spot exchange rate is FF 1.063/SK (which 
is equal to FF 1 = SK 0.9407). How much is the spot rate 
expected in one year? What will be the one-year forward 
rate?

According to the international Fisher effect, the interest 
rate differential must be equal to the inflation rate 
differential, and the interest rate differential provides a 
forecast of the expected future spot rate. If the expectation 
theory of exchange rate holds, then the forward rate should 
be equal to the expected future spot rate. Thus:

1+ Iff _ 1-06 _ E(sff/sk) _ . /ff/sk
1.05 “ 1.02 1.063 1.063

1.091 _ 1.06 _ 1.1047 _ 1.1047
1.05 “ 1.02 ” 1.063 ~ 1.063

The interest rate on French franc is 9.1 per cent
expected future spot rate and the forward rate are FT
1.1047/SK (SK 0.9052/FF).

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the law of one price?
2. What is meant by interest rate parity?
3. Explain purchasing power parity.
4. What is expectation theory of forward rates?
5. Define nominal and real interest rates
6. What is international Fisher effect?

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK AND HEDGING

An international firm deals in foreign currency. It e i pedi 
to receive or make payment in the foreign current ~ w 
exchange rate between the firm's domestic currerc al 
the foreign currency may rise or fall by the time the ? — 
receives or pays the cash flows in the foreign currency 
This exposes the firm to what is called the foreign excha 
risk. Foreign exchange risk is the risk that the dome 
currency value of cash flows, denominated in tors 
currency, may change because of the variation in 
foreign exchange rate. There would not be any 
exchange risk if the exchange rates were fixed. - 
distinguish between three types of foreign excha 
exposures:

"A Transaction exposure

Economic exposure
■Qz Translation exposure

Transaction Exposure
Suppose Air India Limited enters into an agreement 
Airbus Industries to buy A-340 planes. The price : ’ 
planes is fixed in French franc. Air India will rece. te 
planes immediately but will make payment of the : :dl 
value of FF 1,000 million after six months. The cumeur 
spot exchange rate is INR 6.60/FF. At the current exchanpt 
rate, the value of the contract is: FF 1,000 million > - =
INR 6,600 million. The exchange rate can change in nr 
six months. Suppose the exchange rate at the end -*  
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months is INR 6.95/FF, now Air India will have to spend: 
FF 1,000 million x 6.95 = INR 6,950 million; that is, INR 
350 million more to buy FF 1,000 million and make 
payment to Airbus Industries. Of course, Air India will 
gain and pay less than the expected value at the time of 
the contract if the Indian rupee appreciates against the 
French franc. The problem lies in the fact that Air India 
cannot predict what the exchange rate would be after six 
months. It cannot be sure if the rupee will appreciate or 
depreciate. Air India is exposed to transaction risk. 
Transaction exposure involves the possible exchange loss 
or gain on existing foreign currency-denominated 
transactions. Let us consider another example.

Advani Exporters Limited has exported cotton fabrics 
to a firm in Malaysia at a total value of INR 5 million, or 
421,940 ringits at the current exchange rate of 11.85 Indian 
rupee per Malaysian ringit. The change in the exchange 
rate will have no effect on Advani Exporters if the value 
of exports is fixed in terms of Indian rupees. However, 
Advani Exporters will face the exchange risk if they were 
to receive payment in Malaysian ringit. For example, if, 
at the time the payment is received, the exchange rate is 
12.05 Indian rupees per ringit, Advani Exporters will 
receive 4,14,938. The actual loss of cash flows is: 
4,21,940-4,14,938 = 7,002 ringits. This is a foreign currency 
transaction loss.

Economic Exposure
The changes in the foreign exchange rate affect the cash 
flows from operations. The value of the firm is affected 
by the unexpected changes in the expected cash flows. 
Economic exposure refers to the change in the value of 
the firm caused by the unexpected changes in the exchange 
rate. It is also referred to as operating exposure or the 
long-term cash flow exposure. Thus, the exchange risk 
may be defined as the variability of the firm's value 
resulting from the unanticipated exchange rate changes. 
Suppose an Indian company operates internationally; it 
buys goods and services from abroad, say, USA and sells 
goods and services, whose price is denominated in US 
dollars, in the foreign markets. If the exchange rate 
between Indian rupee and the US dollar changes, then 
the values of the cash flows in Indian rupees will change 
affecting the operating profitability. If the foreign 
exchange rate changes are unexpected, the value of the 
Indian firm would also be affected. The expected cash 
flows can change due to various factors. The input costs, 
prices of goods or investments can cause the cash flows 
to change. The cash flows are also affected by the pricing 
policy changes. Let us consider an example.

Suppose an US company exported its goods of 
$ 1,00,000 at an exchange rate of 0.022 dollars per Indian 
rupee. To the importing Indian company the cost is: 

$1,00,000/0.022 = Rs 4,545,455. If the Indian rupee 
suddenly depreciates and the exchange rate shifts to $ 
0.0218 per rupee, then the cost to the Indian importer 
would be: $1,00,000/0.0218 = Rs 4,587,156. The importer 
might increase the price of the products sold to the 
domestic buyers to cover the higher costs. If he does not 
increase the price, his profit margins would fall. But he 
might lose the market share because of the increase in the 
price. This would also have an effect on the exporter's 
future sales which may shrink as the demand from the 
importer falls. The exporter may reduce the price to keep 
the cost of import same to the importer. The exporter's 
price would be: Rs 4,545,455 x 0.0218 = $ 99,091. But this 
would cause exporter's revenue to fall and profit to shrink. 
However, he would be able to maintain his market share 
and volumes. This example shows that a shift in the 
exchange rate could affect the immediate cash flows as 
well as the cash flows in the future. The future cash flows 
are affected because a change in the exchange rate could 
also affect the price, volume, market share, and ultimately, 
a firm's competitiveness.

The example above reveals that economic exposure 
has two components: the transaction exposure and the 
real operating exposure. Transaction exposure involves 
the possible exchange loss or gain on existing foreign 
currency-denominated transactions. Real operating 
exposure takes into account the impact of both the 
exchange rate changes and the inflation rate changes. The 
exchange rate and inflation rate changes together could 
have serious effect on the magnitude of cash flows. The 
value of the firm would be affected if the cash flows change 
in real terms. We must note that the competitiveness of 
the firm will be affected if the real exchange rate changes. 
You may recall that under the international purchasing 
power parity condition, the real returns do not alter; the 
exchange rate changes are offset by the inflation 
differential between two countries. Thus, the real exchange 
rate will remain constant, and the firm's competitive 
position will not be affected by changes in the nominal 
exchange rate. In this sense, the firm does not face real 
operating exposure.

A firm's economic exposure, in fact, depends on the 
structures of the input and the output markets. The firm 
can manage the effects of exchange rate changes on its 
competitiveness by adjusting markets, product mix and 
input sourcing. Since, ultimately it is the firm's competitive 
position that gets affected, the exchange 'ate exposure 
should be dealt with strategically and . should be a 
concern of marketing, production and finance managers 
who should develop effective production, marketing and 
financial strategies. The objective should be to smooth the 
flow of cash under the variable exchange rates situations. 
The firm can locate its manufacturing to low cost 
production sites, maintain flexible manufacturing and 
pricing, explore new markets, etc.
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Translation Exposure
Ranbaxy, an Indian pharmaceutical company, has 
subsidiaries in USA, Malaysia, China, Vietnam and many 
other countries7. The financial statements of these 
subsidiaries will be stated in the local currencies. When 
Ranbaxy consolidates financial statements of its 
subsidiaries with its financial statement, it will have to 
translate local currencies to the home currency, that is, 
Indian rupees. The exchange rate at the end of the 
accounting period may differ from the rate in the 
beginning of the accounting period. Translation exposure 
refers to the exchange gain or loss occurring from the 
difference in the exchange rates at the beginning and the 
end of the accounting period. Notice that translation gain 
or loss is an accounting gain or loss, and it may not be 
related to economic gain or loss.

7. Ranbaxy has now acquired by a Japanese Company.
8. Shapiro, A.C., Multinational Financial Management, 5th Ed., New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1996, Ch. 8.

A firm is exposed to translation loss if it uses current 
exchange rate to translate its assets and liabilities. There 
are four methods in use in translating assets and 
liabilities:8

Current/Non-Current Method Under this method, 
current assets and current liabilities are translated at the 
current rate and non-current assets and non-current 
liabilities at the historical rate. Profit and loss statement 
items are translated at the average exchange rate of the 
period. However, revenues and expenses related to non- 
current assets and non-current liabilities are translated at 
historic rate.

Monetary/Non-Monetary Method Under this method, 
monetary balance sheet accounts such as cash, accounts 
receivables, payables and long-term debt are translated 
at the current rate. Non-monetary accounts such as 
inventory, fixed assets and long-term investments are 
translated at the historic rate. The profit and loss statement 
items are translated at the average exchange rate during 
the period. However, revenues and expense accounts 
related to non-monetary balance sheet accounts are 
translated at the historic rate.

Temporal Method This method is similar to the 
monetary/non-monetary method with the only difference 
that the inventory may be translated at the current rate 
when it is shown at the market value.

Current Rate Method Under this method, all balance 
sheet and income statement items are translated at the 
current rate.

Hedging Foreign Exchange Risk
If the Air India management thinks that the rupee will 
appreciate against the French franc in six months, it may 
not cover its foreign exchange exposure. This is a high- 
risk approach. It can benefit Air India significantly if later 

on the rupee actually appreciates. But the potential cost is 
also very high. If subsequently the rupee depreciates, 
instead of appreciating as predicted by the Air India 
management, the company's cost can be very high. Some 
companies have a policy of partially covering their 
exposure. This policy suffers from subjectivism as there 
is no sound method of deciding how much to cover and 
how much to keep uncovered. The firm's risk remains 
unlimited in the partially covered exposure. In fact, 
keeping the foreign exchange exposure totally or partially 
uncovered tantamount to speculation.

There are three alternatives available to companies 
to hedge against the foreign exchange exposure:

• Forward contract
• Foreign currency option
• Money market operations
The hedging techniques of foreign currency option 

and money operations may not be available to companies 
in many countries, particularly developing countries. 
However, a large majority of companies can cover their 
foreign exchange exposure through forward contracts.

Forward contract Air India may like to eliminate Ruhr 
its currency risk. Hence it can take a full forward co-, er 
against its foreign exchange exposure and entirely hec 
its risk. It can contract with a bank to buy French frr_-: 
forward at an agreed exchange rate. Suppose the sat- 
month forward rate is INR 6.70/FF 1.00. This means that 
Air India has a definite cost of INR 6,700 millicat 
Irrespective of the actual exchange rate at the end of si*  
months, its cost will remain INR 6,700 million The 
advantage of this approach is that the Air Inisa 
management can concentrate on its operations rather thaa 
worrying about the foreign exchange loss (or gain; V .sc 
international companies have the policy of covering 
hundred per cent of their foreign exchange risk.

Suppose the Air India management is expecting he 
French franc to fall. It may therefore leave its expos_n? 
uncovered since it would benefit the company. But the 
management is not sure that the French franc will fa*  
definitely. Hence, instead of going for a full forward co et 
or keeping the exposure fully uncovered, the Air India 
management may decide to go for partial forward c?-z 
Suppose it covers 50 per cent of its exposure, keepf- g 3 
per cent exposure uncovered. This is a subjective pctaq 
as there is no objective way to determine the appr op .-viile 
ratio of covered and uncovered exposure. Further. 
policy implies that Air India would buy INR 3,300 nu_ b
with forward contracts of INR 6.70/FF 1.00 and INR 1 3 K 
million at the spot exchange rate at the end of six rr.cr as 
Air India's total potential exposure is still unlimited safl 
INR 3,300 million exposure is uncovered. If the Frzcr 
franc appreciates, Air India would incur a heavy loss The 
partial cover policy is never a win-win situation.
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In Figure 34.1, we show the cost of uncovered, 50 
per cent covered and 100 per cent covered strategies for 
IL ■ India for different spot rates at the end of six months. 
—'e cost of uncovered position depends on the spot rate. 
: -rench franc falls and is below the current spot rate (INR 

■oC INR 1.00), Air India would benefit. But the loss 
w : uld be very high if the French franc appreciates. The 
irccvered position line in Figure 34.1 has the steepest 
«:oe. On the other hand, the cost remains the same, 
--spective of the spot rate, in the full covered strategy.

partial covered position line is less steep than the 
-■.covered position line, but the exposure is clearly 
-■-united if the French franc appreciates.

Cost

Exchange rate, INR/FF

Figure 34.1: Cost of alternative hedging strategies

Cost offonvard contract What is the cost of the forward 
contract? It is the difference between the forward rate and 
the expected spot rate (not the current spot rate) at the 
time cash flows are paid or received. Thus the cost of the 
forward contract in case of direct quote (units of foreign 
currency per unit of domestic currency) is:

Cost of forward 
contract (annual)

/f/d E(sr/p) 
fr/D

In case of indirect quote (units of domestic currency 
per unit of foreign currency), the cost of forward contract 
is:

Cost of forward 
contract (annual)

E(Sf/D) /f/d

E(sf/d)

Suppose Air India (the domestic company) takes full 
forward cover and the 6-month forward exchange rate is 
INR 6.70/FF 1.00. After six months, the expected spot rate 
is INR 6.95. The cost of forward contract to Air India is:

Cost of forward _ 6.95 - 6.70 (360'j
contract (annual) ~ 6.95 1180 J

= 0.072 or 7.2%

Foreign Currency Option
The foreign currency option is the right (not an obligation) 
to buy or sell a currency at an agreed exchange rate 
(exercise price) on or before an agreed maturity period. 
The right to buy is called a call option and right to sell a 

put option. A foreign currency option holder will exercise 
his right only if it is advantageous to do so. Let us suppose 
that it is possible for Air India to purchase a six-month 
put option on rupees. The put option exercise rate is INR 
6.70. Since two currencies —INR and FF—are involved, 
Air India's put option on rupees can also be referred to as 
its call option on French franc. Air India will be required 
to pay a premium for purchasing the option. Let us assume 
that it is 5 per cent of the value of put option; that is: INR 
6,700 million x 0.05 = INR 335 million. Thus, the maximum 
final cost: 1,000 x 6.70 + 335 = INR 7,035 million is known 
to Air India. Suppose at the end of six months, the 
exchange rate is INR 6.80/FF, Air India should exercise 
its put option since it will sell (pay) INR 6.70 (the exercise 
price) to obtain one French franc. In the open market, it 
will be required to pay INR 6.80. What will happen if the 
rupee appreciates and the exchange rate at the end of six 
months is INR 6.35/FF? Air India should not exercise its 
option. In the open market, it needs to pay only INR 6.35 
(instead of INR 6.70 exercise price) to buy one French franc. 
However, it has already paid the option premium. If it 
does not exercise the option, its total cost will be: 
1,000 x 6.35 + 335 = INR 6,685. Except for the cost of option 
premium, the foreign currency option provides a unique 
hedging alternative; you can avoid the loss by exercising 
your option and gain from the favourable change in the 
exchange rate by not exercising the option.

Figure 34.2 shows the cost of buying a put option on 
Indian rupees. Air India avoids the potential loss as it will 
not exercise the put option if French franc appreciates and 
the spot rate is higher than INR 6.70/FF 1.00. Thus Air 
India would wish the French franc to fall (or INR to 
appreciate), so that it does not exercise the put option. 
However, the company will have to incur a cost of INR 
335 million (or FF 50.76 million) whether or not it exercises 
the put option. The two lines indicate the cost with and 
without the premium.

Spot rate, INR/FF

Figure 34.2: Cost of put option

Money Market Operations
Another hedging technique is the money market 
operations. Let us continue with the Air India example. 
Suppose Air India has no surplus funds available. It could 
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borrow enough Indian rupees today and convert into 
French franc and invest for six months in French money 
market. It will have enough French francs to pay to Airbus 
Industries. It would also repay its Indian borrowings from 
its domestic resources. If interest rate parity holds, the 
difference in the forward rate and the spot rate is the 
reflection of the differences in the interest rates in two 
countries. Thus, Air India will be able to hedge against 
the change in the exchange rate.

Suppose the current spot rate is FF 6.80/INR, the 
rupee interest rate is 9.6 per cent and the French franc 
interest rate is 6 per cent. To obtain FF 1,000 million after 
six months, Air India needs to invest today: FF 1,000 
million/1.03 = FF 970.87 million in French franc. In Indian 
rupees, this amount at the current spot rate is: 970.87 x 
6.80 = INR 6,602 million. Thus, Air India could borrow 
INR 6,602 million in India at 9.6 per cent per annum for 
six months. It would use these funds to purchase French 
franc at the current spot rate: 6.602/6.80 = FF 970.87. It 
would invest these funds in French money market at 6 
per cent per annum. After six months, Air India would 
have: 970.87 x 1.03 = FF 1,000 million to pay to Airbus. It 
would use its domestic funds to return its Indian 
borrowings with interest: INR 6,602 x 1.048 = INR (?,919 
million.

The problem with the money market alternative is 
that all markets are not open and all currencies are not 
fully convertible. The Indian rupee is not fully convertible 
and there are restrictions on the free flow of funds outside 
the country.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by foreign exchange risk?
2. Define and illustrate transaction exposure.
3. Define and illustrate economic exposure.
4. Explain translation exposure.
5. Explain the use of forward contracts in hedging forex 

risk.
6. What are foreign currency options? How do they 

help in the forex risk management?
7. Explain money market operations for hedging forex 

risk.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
ANALYSIS

The basic principles applicable to an international 
investment decision are similar to a domestic investment 
decision. The incremental cash flow of the investment 
should be discounted at an opportunity cost of capital 
appropriate to the risk of the investment. The investment 
should be accepted if the net present value is positive. 
One factor that distinguishes the international investment 
decisions from the domestic investment decisions is that

cash flows are earned in foreign currency. This fact s-. _:
be considered while estimating the incremental cash :
Let us consider an example to illustrate the evaluac. * a
an international investment project.

Suppose a Taiwanese toy manufacturing rima is 
thinking of an investment for making toys in Thailan d ■ 
is estimated that the initialproject cost will be 12.5 ~■ 
in Thai baht. The project will have a target debt rati: -U 
per cent. It is expected to generate the following free :: ■' 
flows (net cash flows after tax) in baht for the next egjr 
years:

Tear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 c
NCF (baht 
in million)

2.50 2.73 2.97 3.24 3.53 3.85 4.19 4j7

The following are the key assumptions about 
project:

Table 34.2: Key Assumptions about the Project in 
Thailand

—
Taiwan (T$) Thailand (ba Ttj

Inflation rate 12.9% 6.1%
Government bond yield 12.3% 9.4%
Risk premium 11.0% 8.0%
Interest rate 15.5% 12.4%
Tax rate 35.0% 030%
Spot exchange rate

1 baht = 0.8160 Taiwanese dollar TS

How should the project be evaluated? Should .: : ► 
undertaken? As we stated earlier, we can discount the ~ ■- 
cash flows of the project by its WACC to determine > 
NPV. We should accept the project if NPV is positr- e

There are two alternative ways to state the free crasf 
flows and the discount rate. We can either use :*>-  
Taiwanese dollar cost of capital to discount free cash a 
in Taiwanese dollars or the Thai baht cost of capital te 
discount free cash flows in Thai baht.

Cash Flows in Taiwanese Dollars
The project will operate in Thailand and the initial east 
flows are estimated in Thai baht. The estimated bah: cast 
flows should be converted into Taiwanese dollars at -~n 
expected future or forward exchange rates. These cast 
flows should be discounted at the Taiwanese dcllcar 
opportunity cost of capital. The firm should not 
about the currency risk as it can hedge the currency - ~ ic 
Therefore, there is no need to forecast the exchange rates 
the firm should simply estimate the forward exchange ra 
based on the inflation rates or interest rates in the ~ v 
countries. We assume that international parity conditi:rs 
will hold. A firm making an investment in a fore.rr 
country should separate its investment decision frc— -- 
feelings about the future exchange rates. The firm sh:...id 
accept a profitable project and hedge the currency risk - 
firm's decision to consider a foreign project on the b ass
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of the management's outlook about the future exchange
rates rather than its inherent viability will amount to
speculation. Speculation is always risky.

The following steps are involved in evaluating the 
project in Taiwanese dollars:

Convert the initial cost of 12.50 million baht into 
Taiwanese dollars at the current spot rate of T$ 
0.816/baht 1.00:12.50 million x 0.8160 = T$ 10.20 
million.
Forecast the forward exchange rate assuming that 
the international parity condition would hold. For 
example, the forward exchange rate at the end of 
one year will be:

£(S )-s (1 + tn)_

ar$/B “ aB/TS Z-1 , \
C‘t_!B.' H+'B/

where iB and rB are Thai inflation rate and interest 
rate, and iT$ and are Taiwanese inflation rate 
and interest rate.
Since the Taiwanese inflation rate is expected to 
be 9 per cent and the Thai inflation rate 6.1 per 
cent, the Thai baht should appreciate in value. The 
expected spot rate (or forward exchange rate) after 
one year should be:

E(sT1/B ) = 0.816 x —= 0.816 x 1.027 = 0.838 
Ti/B 1.061

Similarly, the expected spot rate (forward 
exchange rate) after two years should be

£(st$/b) ~ 0-816 x
~ 1.090 T
.1-061.

= 0.816x1.055 = 0.861

A Convert annual net cash flows into Taiwanese 
dollars at the expected spot rates. For example, 
net cash flow of 2.50 million baht at the end of the 
first year will be equal to 2.50 x 0.838 = T$2.10 
million.
Discount all cash flows converted into Taiwanese 
dollars at the Taiwanese dollar cost of capital 
(kTj).

Taiwanese Dollar Cost of Capital
Since we have estimated the Taiwanese dollar free cash 
flows, we should use the Taiwanese dollar weighted 
average cost of capital as the discount rate. The after-cost 
of debt is: 0.155 x (1 - 0.35) = 0.101 or 10.1 per cent. We 
can use the CAPM methodology to calculate the 
Taiwanese dollar cost of equity. The government bond 
yield can be used as the risk-free rate of interest which is 
12.3 per cent. The risk premium is 11 per cent. Suppose 
the Taiwanese firm considers investment in Thailand more 
risky than the similar investment domestically, and 
estimates beta of the Thai investment as 1.16. Thus the 
Taiwanese dollar cost of equity will be:

Tiawanese cost 
of equity

Nominal 
risk-free + 

interest rate

Risk 
premium (12)

kT$= 0.123 + 0.11x1.16 = 0.25 or 25%

The Taiwanese dollar WACC is:
WACC = k0 = 0.25 x 0.60 + 0.101 x 0.40

= 0.19 or 19 per cent

Estimating Beta
Beta of a foreign investment can be calculated by 
regressing the project's return to a benchmark market 
index. What is the appropriate benchmark market index? 
The answer to this question will depend on whether the 
international financial markets are integrated or 
segmented. In fully integrated international financial 
markets, both firms and the individual investors are free 
to invest anywhere in the world. In this case, the project's 
cost of capital does not depend on any country. Investors 
could diversify internationally and obtain the international 
diversification benefits themselves. In this case, beta is 
calculated relative to the world market index. In practice, 
international markets may be segmented. A number of 
countries, particularly in emerging markets, allow firms 
to invest internationally, but not individual investors. 
Further, investors typically invest in their home markets 
even if they are allowed to invest in foreign markets. 
Hence, they would expect to earn the risk-free rate of home 
markets plus risk premium in home markets multiplied 
by the foreign investment's beta relative to the home 
market index.

In our example, we assume that the Taiwanese 
investors mostly invest in the home market. Therefore, 
the beta of the project in Thailand should reflect the 
Taiwanese firm's risk of investing in a project in Thailand. 
We can take an indirect approach to estimate the beta of 
the toys manufacturing project in Thailand. We can first 
estimate the betas for a sample of Thai toys firms relative 
to the Taiwanese market index. Then we can find the 
average (simple or weighted) of these betas and use the 
average beta as a proxy for the beta of investment in 
Thailand.

Table 34.3 shows the NPV calculation of the project 
in terms of Taiwanese dollars. The project has a positive 
NPV of T$ 1.30 million. The firm should accept it.

Thai Baht Cost of Capital and Cash Flows
The second approach is to discount the project's baht cash 
flows at the baht cost of capital and estimate NPV in terms 
of Thai baht. The NPV in baht can be converted into the 
Taiwanese dollars at the current spot exchange rate. The 
baht cost of capital can be estimated from the Taiwanese 
dollar cost of capital. The Thai interest rate is 12.4 per cent,
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Table 34.3: NPV Calculation of the Project 
(Taiwanese Dollar)

Year

Net Cash
Flows
(baht)

Estimated Net Cash PV Factor 
at 

19%

Present
ValueExchange

Rate
Flows

(T$)

0 -12.50 0.8160 -10.20 1.0000 -10.20
1 2.50 0.8383 2.10 0.8403 1.76
2 2.73 0.8612 2.35 0.7062 1.66
3 2.97 0.8848 2.63 0.5934 1.56
4 3.24 0.9089 2.94 0.4987 1.47
5 3.53 0.9338 3.30 0.4190 1.38
6 3.85 0.9593 3.69 0.3521 1.30
7 4.19 0.9855 4.13 0.2959 1.22
8 4.57 1.0125 4.63 0.2487 1.15

Net Present Value (T$, million) 1.30

which is lower than the Taiwanese interest rate of 15.5 
per cent. Therefore, the Thai cost of capital should be lower 
than the Taiwanese cost of capital. We can use the 
following formula for converting the Taiwanese dollar cost 
of capital to the Thai baht cost of capital:

f Baht cost^ _ f Taiwanese dollar 1 + rbaht
( + of capital J _ + cost of capital j l + rT$

1124
khh. = 1.19x——-1 = 0.158 or 15.8%
“ 1.155

■a flows be discounted■'«

basis for remittance of dividends, reinvestment of cash
flows anywhere or repayment of debt by the parent. In
this case, the project's cash flows are also parent's cash
flows, and there is no need for separate valuations of the
investment project.

In many situations, there may be significant difference 
in the parent's and project's cash flows. These differences 
may arise because of the host country's current and future 
policy of exchange controls and taxes on the foreign profits 
of the parent company.

Restrictions on Remittances The parent may not be 
allowed by the host country to appropriate the project's 
cash flows; there may be restrictions on the dividend 
repatriation; the reinvestment of cash flows may be 
restricted; the project's cash flows may not be allowed to 
service the firm's debt taken outside the host country.

Differences in Taxes There may be differences in the tax 
rates in the parent country and the country where the 
subsidiary operates. The earnings may be taxed in the host 
country, but not in the parent's country. Alternatively, if 
the tax rate in the parent's country is higher on the remitted 
earnings, the parent may have to pay differential tax. In 
some cases, there is no tax treaty between two countries 
and earnings of the subsidiaries are taxed twice—once by 
the host government and then by the parent government 
if these are remitted to the parent.

Cash Flows to Parent There are many ways by which a
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Table 34.3: NPV Calculation of the Project 
(Taiwanese Dollar)

Year

Net Cash
Flows
(baht)

Estimated Net Cash PV Factor 
at 

19%

Present
ValueExchange

Rate
Flows

(T$)

0 -12.50 0.8160 -10.20 1.0000 -10.20
1 2.50 0.8383 2.10 0.8403 1.76
2 2.73 0.8612 2.35 0.7062 1.66
3 2.97 0.8848 2.63 0.5934 1.56
4 3.24 0.9089 2.94 0.4987 1.47
5 3.53 0.9338 3.30 0.4190 1.38
6 3.85 0.9593 3.69 0.3521 1.30
7 4.19 0.9855 4.13 0.2959 1.22
8 4.57 1.0125 4.63 0.2487 1.15

Net Present Value (T$, million) 1.30

which is lower than the Taiwanese interest rate of 15.5 
per cent. Therefore, the Thai cost of capital should be lower 
than the Taiwanese cost of capital. We can use the 
following formula for converting the Taiwanese dollar cost 
of capital to the Thai baht cost of capital:

f Baht cost l _ A Taiwanese dollar A l + rW1(
y + of capital J ~ + cost of capital j l + r„

khM =1.19xi^-l = 0.158 or 15.8%

The project's net cash flows in baht will be discounted 
at the baht cost of capital. The NPV calculations are shown 
in Table 34.4. The project has a positive NPV of Baht 1.61 
million. Converting baht into Taiwanese dollars at the 
current spot exchange rate, NPV in Taiwanese dollars is:

NPV inTaiwanese dollars = 1.61x0.816 =T$ 1.30

Table 34.4: NPV Calculation of the Project (Thai Baht)

Year Net Cash
Flow (baht)

PV Factor 
at 15.8%

Present
Value

0 -10.00 1.000 -12.50
1 2.50 0.864 2.16
2 2.73 0.746 2.04
3 2.97 0.644 1.91
4 3.24 0.556 1.80
5 3.53 0.480 1.70
6 3.85 0.415 1.60
7 4.19 0.358 1.50
8 4.57 0.309 1.41

Net Present Value (baht, million) 1.61

Investment Evaluation: Parent vs Project
Should the foreign investment be evaluated from the 
parent's point of view? Generally, the parent will have 
control over cash flows of the foreign project that are the

basis for remittance of dividends, reinvestment of cash
flows anywhere or repayment of debt by the parent Lr
this case, the project's cash flows are also parent's cam
flows, and there is no need for separate valuations of the
investment project.

In many situations, there may be significant difference 
in the parent's and project's cash flows. These differerces 
may arise because of the host country's current and future 
policy of exchange controls and taxes on the foreign profits 
of the parent company.

Restrictions on Remittances The parent may no: be 
allowed by the host country to appropriate the project s 
cash flows; there may be restrictions on the divider s 
repatriation; the reinvestment of cash flows may be 
restricted; the project's cash flows may not be allowed :: 
service the firm's debt taken outside the host country

Differences in Taxes There may be differences in the ta. -• 
rates in the parent country and the country where the 
subsidiary operates. The earnings may be taxed in the hcet 
country, but not in the parent's country. Alternatively if 
the tax rate in the parent's country is higher on the remitted 
earnings, the parent may have to pay differential tax Ir 
some cases, there is no tax treaty between two countries 
and earnings of the subsidiaries are taxed twice—once ? 
the host government and then by the parent govemmec: 
if these are remitted to the parent.

Cash Flows to Parent There are many ways by which, a 
parent company could obtain cash flows from its foreigr 
project. There may be restrictions on dividend repatriat on 
but the host government may allow payment of royalty 
or license and management fees to the parent. The pares: 
may supply material or components to the project at a 
profit to 'recover' cash flows when there are restrictions 
on transfer of cash flows from the host country.

When the cash flows of the project are different fr :~ 
the parent's cash flows, the parent will be interested ~~ 
evaluating project from both parent and project 
viewpoints. You should follow the principle of relevant 
cash flows to the project and the parent in performing the 
investment analysis.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. How are the international capital budgeting decisions 
different from the domestic capital budgetinc 
decisions?

2. How are cash flows adjusted in case of an 
international investment project?

3. How is the cost of capital for an international 
investment project determined?

4. Is there a difference in the worth of a project when 
seen from the parent's perspective?
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POLITICAL RISK OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

Investment in a foreign country is not only exposed to the 
exchange rate, but also to the political risk. A firm, which 
is deciding to make investment in another country, must 
vouch for the political risk in the host country. A firm's 
exposure to political risk depends on the host country's 
political system, its economic conditions and the 
government's policies and actions towards foreign direct 
investment (FDI) that affect the firm's investment cash 
flows. A country with large deficit relative to the gross 
domestic product (GDP), high growth of money 
expansion, fully or partially controlled exchange rate, 
enormous public sector firms, huge low-yielding 
government expenditures, controlled prices and interest 
rates and trade restrictions would have potentially high 
political risk. A country with poor economic performance, 
low degree of economic integration with the world system 
and controlled political regime poses high degree of 
political risk. The most important, but less frequent now, 
political risk is the risk of expropriation. The most 
frequent political risks arise on account of the host 
government's regulations that constraint the efficient 
operations of the foreign firms. There is conflict of goals 
between the host government and the foreign firms that 
lead to regulatory constrains on the foreign firms' 
activities. The host government may restrict repatriation 
of dividends, may impose additional taxes on the income 
of the foreign firm or may control price of its output after 
the firm has made investment in the host country.

The total avoidance of the political risk is not possible 
as all countries do have some degree of political risk. A 
firm should have a strategy of managing the political risk. 
It can insure its foreign investment with international 
insurance companies. But the insurance against political 
risk is not a guarantee against the economic value as it 
only guarantees the initial investment. The most 
appropriate strategy for the firm is to increase its 
bargaining power. If expropriation is a threat, the firm 
can increase the cost of expropriation and benefits of not 
expropriating to the host country. It can enter into 
contracts, which interlocks the interests of the host 
government, customers and major international suppliers 
of funds and the host country's financial institutions.

Suppose a French company wants to make an 
investment in a power-generation plant in China. The 
company can take several steps to protect itself from 
expropriation and uneconomic government policies. It can 
ask the Chinese government to make equity investment 
and provide guarantees for minimum return. It can 
borrow funds from the Chinese financial institutions. The 
company can finance equipment purchases with non
recourse loans from the World Bank and from other 
developed countries. It can have 'pay or take' agreements 
with the government buyers of power. Under this 
agreement, the government will have to pay to the 
company for the generated power, whether or not it is 
taken off. The French company can raise funds from the 

private sector power distribution companies against the 
future supply of power. It can provide for in the contract 
with the Chinese government that any dispute will be 
settled in the International Court or a court in France. The 
French firm can bring most funds in the form debt. 
Similarly, it can also provide to receive income in the form 
of license fees or royalty. The host governments generally 
do not put restrictions on debt service or payment of 
license fees and royalty while they tend to restrict payment 
of dividends.

Foreign Political Risks and
Investment Evaluation
How should political risk be handled in the evaluation of 
a foreign investment? There are two ways in which a firm 
can handle the political risks in the investment evaluation. 
The firm may increase the cost of capital (discount rate) 
to allow for the political risks. In practice, it is very difficult 
to adjust the cost of capital for the political risks. Hence, 
an alternative available to the firm is to adjust the 
investment's cash flows to account for political risk. It is 
relatively easy to adjust cash flows by making 
conservative forecasts of cash flows when political risks 
are high.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is the nature of political risks of foreign 
investments?

2. How can a company manage political risks of foreign 
investments?

3. How is political risk handled in the evaluation of 
foreign investment?

FINANCING INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Financial markets help to shift funds from the savers 
(lenders) to the investors (borrowers) in exchange for a 
return. They allocate funds among the potential users on 
the basis of the risk-return trade-off. International financial 
markets transfer funds across countries. The government 
regulations in many countries do not allow foreigners to 
access funds from those domestic financial markets.

The most important sources of international finance 
are: Eurocurrency loans, Eurobonds and American or 
Global Depository Receipts (ADRs or GDRs).

Eurocurrency Loans
Most international firms can raise funds from the 
Eurocurrency markets. Eurocurrency is any freely 
convertible currency deposited in banks outside the 
country of its origin. Depositors put their savings in banks 
for short periods. Thus they hold short-term claims on 
banks. Banks that make Eurocurrency loans to inter
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national companies for a long period of time use these 
deposits. Thus the short-term deposits are transformed 
into long-term claims on borrowers. Banks act as 
intermediaries between the depositors and the borrowers. 
Usually, the size of the Eurocurrency loans is very large, 
and therefore, these loans are syndicated by more than 
one bank. These loans are made mostly on the basis of 
floating rates of interest. Interest rates are fixed as LIBOR 
(London Interbank Offering Rate) plus a premium 
(margin), based on the default risk. A borrower can borrow 
in multiple currencies from the Eurocurrency market and 
may choose to make payment of interest and principal in 
one or more currencies. The Eurocurrency market is a very 
large market.

Eurobonds and Foreign Bonds
A company can also raise funds by issuing Eurobonds 
and foreign bonds to investors in other countries. 
Eurobonds are bonds sold outside the country in whose 
currency they are denominated. They are issued directly 
by borrowers to investors. For example, an Indian 
company may issue US dollar-denominated bonds to 
investors in Switzerland. Eurobonds may be issued in 
different currencies. They are known by the currency in 
which they are denominated. For example, borrowers all 
over the world may issue US dollar Eurobonds 
(Eurodollars bonds), Japanese yen Eurobonds (Euroyen 
bonds), French franc Eurobonds (Eurofranc bonds) or 
bonds in any other currency. Eurobond market is a free 
market without any regulation. It is a self-regulated 
market.

Eurobonds are generally issued as bearer bonds. The 
bearer is the owner of the bond. When a bearer bond is 
sold, it is transferred to the buyer and he or she becomes 
the owner of the bond. Thus, the bearer Eurobonds offer 
the ease of transfer. On the other hand, a registered bond 
will have the name of the owner on the bond certificate. 
When a registered bond is sold, a new certificate is issued 
to the buyer with his or her name on the certificate.

A foreign bond is denominated in the currency of 
the country where it is issued, and is subjected to the laws 
and regulations of that country. For example, a Mexican 
company may issue US dollar-denominated bonds in 
USA. Foreign bonds have fancy names. For example, yen- 
denominated foreign bonds issued in Japan are known as 
Samurai bonds. The dollar-denominated foreign bonds 
issued in USA are called Yankee bonds. Similarly, pound
sterling-denominated bonds issued to investors in the UK 
are known as Bulldog bonds. In developed markets such 
as USA, Europe or Japan, markets for Eurobonds, foreign 
bonds and the domestic bonds operate together and 
compete with each other. The size of Eurobonds market 
is larger than the foreign bonds.

The international bond market has witnessed a 
number of innovations. Borrowers have issued bonds with 
different features. A straight fixed-rate bond offers a fixed 
rate of interest as a percentage of the face value and 

promises to repay the principal at designated mature 
In case of the fixed-rate Eurobonds, which are rr :sr 
bearer bonds, the interest is payable annually. A floatine- 
rate note (FRNs) offers to pay a rate of interest tha: s 
indexed to a benchmark rate. The benchmark rate is timer 
three-month or six-month US dollar LIBOR. Deper 
on the risk of default, the rate of interest will be: LIBC ? - 
default risk premium. The interest is payable either 
quarterly or semi-annually. FRNs are not issued for . en 
long periods; they are medium-term bonds.

Eurobonds may be issued with the conversion featxae 
or with warrants. A convertible Eurobond is a bond wrem 
the investor has an option to convert his or her bor ~ kt 
equity shares in a given proportion. Because of the 
conversion feature, convertible Eurobonds usuallv ha st 
lower rate of interest than the straight fixed rate b:rc 
The minimum value of a convertible Eurobond will equal 
the value of a straight fixed-rate bond. Eurobonds ma .*►  
issued with warrants attached to them. Eurobonds wt ~ 
warrants are straight fixed-rate bonds with sweeter - -- r 
the form of warrants. A warrant is a call option an: k 
gives the bondholder the right to buy equity shares a a 
given price over a given time period.

More and more companies across the worli =r? 
raising funds by issuing Eurobonds—straight r 
convertible and/or with equity warrants. A number 3i 
developing countries have tapped large funds from he 
Eurobond market. The size of the Eurobond market baa 
grown considerably over years. However, -it 
Eurocurrency loan market is still larger than the Eurob: 
market.

Depository Receipts
It is difficult for companies from developing countries tr 
raise equity capital from developed capital markets Tse 
country risk of these companies is high and the listw 
and disclosure requirements of the developed capital 
markets, like the US market, are very stringent. An indmet! 
method of raising equity capital from foreign markers s 
to issue depository receipts. A depository rece ~ 
represents the number of foreign shares that are depcs :al 
in a bank in the foreign country. For example, an In d-aa 
company can issue American Depository Receipt 
(ADRs) in USA and raise capital there. How are AT U 
issued? A company issues its shares to a reputs: 
international financial institution in USA that acts as a 
depository or the transfer agent. The depository bundta 
a specified number of shares as a depository receipt an*f  
issues them to investors in USA. ADRs can be listed anil 
traded on USA stock exchanges. The depository rece a 
dividends from the issuing Indian firm and then p: - i 
to the depository receipt holders in USA. ADRs ana 
denominated in US dollars and ADR investors rece ■« 
dollar-equivalent dividends.

The Indian firms can also issue Global Depositan 
Receipts (GDRs) in many other countries. For examr e 
GDRs allow an Indian firm (or any other foreign firm: n



aase rands from the UK, and list and trade GDRs on the 
tare :n Stock Exchange. A number of foreign countries 

_st their GDRs on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange. 
iL-._=_“ce and Grasim were the first companies to issue 
LDRs in May and November 1992, respectively. The 
lc-x_-.ee issue was for US$ 150 million; the issue price of 
re 3 DR, representing two shares of Reliance, was US$ 
kr1 This represented a 15 per cent discount relative to 
jfce market price of two Reliance shares.

After 1992, a number of Indian companies have raised 
Hirds from the international capital market by issuing 
1 Z Rs/GDRs and convertible and non-convertible 

.'bonds.

Lost and Risk of International Financing
international firm will be governed by relative cost 

..- d risk in raising funds from various sources in the 
rremational capital markets. The firm will strive to 
mimize the cost of funds, keeping risk at the lowest level. 
: should try to raise funds below the market rate. In a 

: “ipetitive international capital market, it is not possible 
raise funds at a cost lower than the market rate. A firm 

may be capable of raising funds below market rate due to 
: ernment subsidies, tax asymmetries government 

regulations. Tax asymmetries can make one source of 
_mds attractive or unattractive relative to another on after

tax basis. If a government allows some corporations to 
ssue tax-exempt bonds and refuses others, then the later 
category corporations may have to offer higher yields on 
their bonds to attract tax-paying investors.

Borrowing in local currency to finance a foreign 
investment can expose a company to foreign exchange 
risks. A Taiwanese company may invest in Thailand by 
borrowing Taiwanese dollars in the domestic market and 
may convert them into baht. Later on, baht may depreciate 
or appreciate against the Taiwanese dollar. The Thai 
operations will earn less Taiwanese dollars if baht 
depreciates, and servicing of the Taiwanese dollar loan 
will become difficult. The company will have more 
Taiwanese dollars and will be comfortable in servicing 
the Taiwanese dollar loan if baht appreciates. The 
Taiwanese firm has two alternatives to avoid the risk of 
change in the exchange rate. It may borrow in Taiwanese 
dollars and simultaneously, sell baht forward. 
Alternatively, it can borrow baht. Since its Thailand 
operations have assets in baht, creating a liability in baht 
will provide an automatic or natural hedging. If the 
Taiwanese company uses its Thai operations to 
manufacture goods whose prices are fixed in Taiwanese 
dollars, then there is no foreign exchange risk.

CHECK YOU RCONCEPTS

1. What are euro-currency loans?
2. What is the difference between Eurobonds and 

foreign bonds?
3. What are American Depository Receipts?
4. What are Global Depository Receipts?
5. What are the costs and risks of international finance?

SUMMARY)

□ The guiding principle for international financial management, like domestic financial management, is the 
shareholder wealth maximization. International financial management, however, differs from domestic financial 
management, as it has to deal with multiple currencies, interest rates, inflation rates and foreign exchange, and 
political risks.

O The foreign exchange rate is the price of one currency in terms of the other currency.
O Spot rate is the current exchange rate, and is used for immediate delivery of currency (which is two business 

days). Forward rate is the price determined today for delivery in the future.
Q There exists a definite relationship between interest rates, inflation rates and exchange rates. These relationships 

are called international parity conditions:

(1+ rF) _ (l + i'r) _ E(sf/d) _ /fid 

(l + ro) (1 + ip) SF/D SF/D

O The difference between the current exchange rate and the forward rate results from the differences in the interest 
rates of two countries. This is referred to as the interest rate parity.

O A forward exchange rate should be what the foreign exchange market participants expect the future spot rate to 
be. This is the expectation theory of exchange rates.

O The expected future spot rate deviates from the current spot rate because of the difference in the expected inflation 
rates in two countries. This notion is based on the law of one price. The price of similar goods should be the same 
in foreign currency equivalent. This is known as purchasing power parity. Nominal interest rates reflect the 
expected inflation rates.
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O In a perfect capital market, real rates will be the same in all countries. This is the international Fisher effect.
Q An international company expecting to receive or pay cash flows in future in foreign currency is exposed to 

foreign exchange risk.
Q We can distinguish between three types of foreign exchange risk: transaction exposure; economic exposure and 

translation exposure.
□ Transaction exposure involves the possible exchange loss (or gain) on existing foreign currency-denominated 

transactions due to change in the exchange rate.
O Economic exposure refers to change in the value of the firm caused by the unexpected changes in the exchange 

rate.
O Translation exposure is caused when for translating the assets and liabilities of subsidiaries of a multinational 

company, the exchange rate at the end of the accounting period is different from the exchange rate at the beginning.
O There are three alternatives available to hedge the foreign exchange risk: forward contract; currency options; 

money market operations.
O A company can take a forward contract. It can either buy or sell a currency forward at a known forward rate.
Q The company can buy a currency option. A call option is the right to buy and a put option is the right to sell 

currency at a predetermined exchange rate. The company will exercise its option only when it is advantageous to 
do so. Currency options allow the company to hedge against risk and gain from favourable change in the exchange 
rate.

O The company can also hedge its foreign exchange exposure through money market operations; that is, borrowing 
and investing in the money markets.

Q International capital budgeting decisions, like domestic capital budgeting decisions, require estimates of cash 
flows and an appropriate discount rate. The cash flows can be estimated either in the domestic currency or in the 
foreign currency. The financial managers should forecast the foreign exchange rates assuming the parity conditions. 
The opportunity costs should be appropriately modified, reflecting the interest rate of the country in whose currency 
cash flows are estimated.

O There are a number of ways in which an international company can finance its foreign operations. It should strive 
to reduce its risk and minimize cost. It should take advantages of government subsidies and tax asymmetries. T 
avoid the foreign exchange risk of borrowing, a company can borrow a mix of currencies—local as well as foreign 
It can also hedge against the risk of its liabilities if it creates assets in those currencies.

O A number of companies access funds in the Eurocurrency markets either through borrowing from banks or b\ 
issuing Eurobonds. Eurocurrency loans or Eurobonds are issued in countries other than the country in wh 
currency they are denominated. Eurocurrency markets are free from government regulations. Some compa- - 
also issue foreign bonds in foreign domestic capital markets.

O A number of companies, particularly developing countries, also raise funds through depository receipts. Dep - : - 
receipts, representing claims on the shares of a company, are issued by a depository, usually an interna: - a 
finance firm to investors in developed countries. Depository is an intermediary between the compar . a - : 
depository receipt holders. He receives dividends from the company and then converts it into receipt he. aers 
currency and distributes to them. Depository receipts issued to investors in the US are called American Dep- - - ry 
Receipts (ADRs). Global Depository Receipts (GDRs) are issued in many countries.

KEY CONCEPTS

American depository Eurocurrency Forward contract Law of one price
receipts (ADRs) Eurocurrency loans Forward discount LIBOR

Arbitrage Exchange rate Forward exchange rate Money market opera:.: rs
Bid-ask price Expectation theory Forward premium Natural hedging
Cross rates Fisher effect Global depository Nominal interest rate
Default-risk premium Floating-rate Notes receipts (GDRs) Purchasing power par.ts
Depository receipts (FRNs) Hedging Real interest rate
Direct quotes Foreign bonds Indirect quote Spot exchange rate
Economic exposure Foreign currency options Interest rate parity Straight-fixed rate b-".: a*
Eurobonds Foreign exchange risk International Fisher effect Translation exposure

Transaction exposure



ILLUSTRATIVE SOLVED PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 34.1J A financial manager of a French 

company has FF 25 million that she can invest for one 
year. She is considering the possibility of either investing 
in France where a 1-year investment yields an interest rate 
of 9 per cent, or in Germany where a 1-year investment 
produces an interest rate of 12 per cent. The current 
exchange rate is: DM 3.35/FF. Calculate the 1-year forward 
exchange rate that will make the financial manager 
indifferent between investing in France or Germany. 
SOLUTION: According to international parity conditions, 
the interest rate differential equals the inflation differential 
that equals the expected changes in spot rates which is 
equal to the forward and the spot rate differential. Thus:

■*- + _ fpM/FF _ 1'12 _ 0275 = ?DM/FF
1 4 Fpp &DM/FF 1-09 3.35
fpM/FF = 3.4421

__PROBLEM 34.2 In India the interest rate on a 1-year 
loan is 14.5 per cent and inflation is expected to be 6.5 per 
cent. The expected inflation rate in Thailand is 8.5 per 
cent. What should be the interest rate of a 1-year loan in 
Thailand?
SOLUTION: The differences in the expected inflation rates 
should be equal to the differences in the interest rates. Thus:

(1 + q) _ (l + r;) _ 1.065 _ 1.145 
(1 + jt) (l+rT) 1.085 (1 + rT)

1.085x1.145= rT = —- -------------1 = 0.1665 or 16.65%
1.065

PROBLEM 34.3 The current spot exchange rate 
between US dollar and Indian rupees is: INR 40.11/US$, 
and the 1-year forward rate is: INR 43.52/US$. The expected 
inflation rate in India is 8.5 per cent. What is the expected 
inflation rate in US?

SOLUTION: The expected difference between the forward 
and the spot rates should be equal to the difference in the 
expected inflation rates. Thus:

fiNR/$ _ (14 Anr) _ 43.52 _ (1.085)
$inh/s (14Jj) 40.11 (1 + q.)

40.11x1.085
43.52

-l = 0.0or0%

PROBELM 34.4 Suppose French franc interest rate 
is 12 per cent and DM interest rate is 14.5 per cent. How 
much is the forward discount on DM?
SOLUTION: The interest rate parity theory provides the 
answer to this problem. Thus:
(1.145) (1 - discount) = 1.12; discount = 0.0218 or 2.18% 
y:—---- -~n______

PROBLEM 34.5 The six-month interest rates (annua
lized) in Italy and France are 13 per cent and 11 per cent, 
respectively. The current exchange rate is Lira 296.10/FF 
and the six-month forward rate is Lira 326.50/FF. (a) Where 
should a French investor invest? (b) Where should he 
borrow from? (c) Is there any arbitrage opportunity for the 
investor?
SOLUTION:
(a) The French investor can convert his Franc into Lira at 

the current exchange rate and invest in Italy for six 
months at 6.50 per cent (13 per cent/2). He can 
simultaneously sell the Lira proceeds forward for 
Francs. His Franc return will be:

6.5 x (296.10/326.50) = 5.89%
This return is higher than what the investor can get by 
investing in France: 11/2 = 5.5%.

(b) The cost of borrowing in France is lower (since the 
return is lower).

(c) In the absence of any transaction cost, the investor 
can borrow in France at 5.50% and invest in Italy at 
5.89% to make the arbitrage profit.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
lj

1. How does financial management of an international firm differ from that of a domestic firm?
2. What is a foreign exchange market? Who are the participants in a foreign exchange market? What are their 

motivations?
3. What is a spot exchange rate? How is it different from a forward rate? How will you calculate forward premium 

or discount?
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4. You know the exchange rates of two countries. A third country’s exchange rate is quoted against only the first 
of these countries. How can you determine the exchange for this third country against the second country 
Illustrate your answer.

5. Name the four international parity conditions. Explain each one briefly.
6. What is interest rate parity? How does it work? Give an example to illustrate your answer.
7. What is the Fisher effect? How is this principle extended to international finance?
8. Why should forward rate be the possible forecast of an expected future spot rate?
9. What is the law of one price? How is it applied to international finance? Give an example.

10. Explain with the help of an example how the international Fisher effect reflects interest parity, purchasing 
power parity and the expectation theory of forward rates.

11. What is foreign exchange risk? What are the implications when foreign exchange exposure is not covered or 
covered partially?

12. What is a forward cover? How does it provide a hedge against the foreign exchange risk?
13. Explain the foreign exchange option as a hedging technique. What are its pros and cons?
14. How do money market operations provide hedging against the foreign exchange risk?
15. How do international capital investment decisions differ from domestic capital investment decisions? Explair, 

the methods of evaluating international investment decisions.
16. What are the various alternatives available to a firm to finance its international investments? Explain two major 

methods of financing international operations.
17. What is Eurocurrency market? How do Eurocurrency loans differ from Eurobonds?
18. How does the depository receipts methods of raising funds operate? What is an American Depository Receip: 

How is it different from a Global Depository Receipt?

QUIZ EXERCISES
lj

1. The US dollar-Indian rupee (INR) exchange rate is: US$0.02058/INR, and the US dollar-Thai baht (TB) exchange 
rate is: USS0.02538/TB. What is the TB/INR exchange rate?

2. Suppose that USS-INR spot exchange rate is US$ 0.02103/INR. The bank has quoted a 6-month forward rate : 
US$ 0.02050/INR. Is the 6-month forward rate of US dollar at a premium or at discount? How much is the rate'

3. The expected interest rate in India is 15 per cent while the expected interest rate in France is 10 per cent. The 
current spot rate for French franc is FF 0.1522/INR. What is the expected French franc/INR exchange rate

4. The current spot rate of the US dollar against the British pound is US$ 0.6445/ UK£. The 90-day forward rate ? 
US$ 0.6478. Calculate the annual forward discount or premium for the UK£

5. The 60-day forward rate of Indian rupee relative to the US dollar is: INR 49.85/USS. The spot rate is INR 4“ -7 
USS. Is Indian rupee at a premium or discount? What is the annual percentage?

6. Suppose you have INR 10 million that you can invest for one year anywhere in the world without any restrict: c. 
You are considering to either investing in the US or in India. The interest rate on one-year bonds in India is 5 
per cent and in the US it is 4 per cent. The current exchange rate is INR 49.80/USS. What should be the one-year 
forward rate so that you earn the same return whether you invest in India or in the US?

7. The expected inflation rate is 8 per cent in Singapore and 10 per cent in Malaysia. The one-year loan — 
Singapore returns 12 per cent. What should be the return on one-year loan in Malaysia?

8. One-year Thai baht and US dollar forward rate is Baht 36.75/US$. The expected inflation rate in Thailanc .? - 
per cent and in the US it is 4 per cent. What is the current spot rate of exchange?

9. The expected inflation rate in India is 2 per cent. The current spot rate between Indian rupee and South Ko::- ex 
Won is: Won 1.0345/INR and one-year forward rate is Won 1.0967. How much is the expected inflation rate oi 
South Korea?

10. The French franc-Japanese yen exchange rate is: ¥115.20/FF. The French franc-Indian rupee exchange rate 
INR 5.50/FF. What is the Japanese yen-Indian rupee exchange rate?
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PROBLEMS
L___________________________________________ J

1. The current spot rate of British pound against the 
US dollar is UK£ 1.5763/USS. The 90-day forward 
rate is UK£ 1.5436. Calculate the annual forward 
discount or premium for the US dollar.

2. The 60-day forward rate of Indian rupee relative 
to the US dollar is: INR 40.85/US$. The spot rate 
is INR 38.95/US$. Is Indian rupee at a premium or 
discount? What is the annual percentage?

3. Suppose you have INR 10 million that you can 
invest for one year anywhere in the world without 
any restriction. You are considering to either invest 
in the US or in India. The interest rate on one-year 
bonds in India is 15 per cent and in the US it is 10 
per cent. The current exchange rate is INR 39.80/ 
US$. What should be the one-year forward rate so 
that you earn the same return whether you invest 
in India or in the US?

4. The expected inflation rate in France is 5 per cent 
and in Italy 7 per cent. The one-year loan in France 
returns 8 per cent. What should be the return on 
one-year loan in Italy?

5. One-year Thai baht and US dollar forward rate is 
Baht 46.75/US$. The expected inflation rate in 
Thailand is 9 per cent and in the US 4 per cent. 
What is the current spot rate of exchange?

6. The expected inflation rate in India is 5 per cent. 
The current spot rate between Indian rupee and 
South Korean Won is: Won 1.2345/INR and one- 
year forward rate is Won 1.2567. How much is the 
expected inflation rate in South Korea?

7. The French franc-Japanese yen exchange rate is: 
¥105.20/FF. The French franc-Indian rupee 
exchange rate is: INR 6.50/FF. What is the Japanese 
yen-Indian rupee exchange rate?

8. A Thai company is expecting to receive USS 5 
million from an importer in the US after three 
months. The current spot exchange rate is Baht 
43.75/USS and 90-day forward rate is Baht 45.35/ 
US$. What will be the consequences if the Thai 
firm (a) does not cover its exposure, (h) covers 60 
per cent and keeps 40 per cent exposure uncovered 
and (c) covers 100 per cent of its exposure by 
entering into a forward contract? Suppose the spot 
exchange rate at the time the Thai company 
receives payment is Baht 44.10 US$. What is the 
cost of the forward contract (partial and full)?

9. An Indian firm is considering the possibility of 
building a plant to manufacture an industrial 
chemical in Thailand. The cost of investment is 
estimated to be Baht 25 million. The life of the 
investment is expected to be 12 years. It is expected 
that the annual net cash flow in real terms will be 
Baht 4 million. The current spot exchange rate is 
Baht 1.105/INR. The risk-free interest rates in 
Thailand and India are 12 per cent and 10 per cent, 
respectively. The expected inflation rate in 
Thailand is 8 per cent. The Indian firm considers 
the opportunity cost of capital to be 7.25 per cent 
above the risk-free rate. Should the Indian firm 
make investment in Thailand? Show NPV 
calculations in Indian rupees using cash flows in 
(a) baht and (b) rupees.

CASE 34.1: PREMIER COMPUTERS, INC.9

9. The author is thankful to Professor Jayant Varma for his suggestions.

k_______________________________________________________________________ j

Premier Computers, Inc., of USA is considering a project 
for manufacturing computers in India. It plans to sell 20,000 
units of desktop computers in the first year and the 
company expects volume growth at 10 per cent per annum. 
If Premier USA makes the investment in India, it will 
operate the plant for five years and then sell the plant to 
Indian investors at the depreciated value at the time of 
sale plus working capital. The Indian government will 
allow Premier to repatriate all net cash flows to the USA 
each year.

Premier will have to invest $10 million in plant and 
$5 million for the initial working capital. Working capital 
is expected to remain constant through the life of the 
project. Plant will be depreciated over five years on a 
straight-line basis for tax purpose. Over the next five years, 
the selling price of computers will remain at $500 per 

computer converted into Indian rupees at the prevailing 
exchange rate each year. Similarly, operating expenses in 
India are expected to be rupees equivalent of $250 per 
computer. Premier USA will finance the project with a debt 
equity ratio of 0.50. The debt will be raised in rupees and 
the company will pay interest at market borrowing rate of 
10 per cent for five years; principal is repayable in four 
equal instalments starting from year two. Premier USA uses 
the CAPM to calculate the cost of capital. The market risk 
premium is 8 per cent and the asset beta for computer 
manufacturers is 1.25. The corporate tax rite is 35% in 
India and because of a double taxation treaty no further 
taxes will be payable in the US. Assume that investment is 
made now, and cash flows occur from year one through 
five. The current exchange rate is Rs 45/$l. The risk-free 
rates of interest in the USA and India, respectively, are 6 
per cent and 9 per cent.
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Discussion Questions

1. Calculate the rupees cash flows of the project.
2. Calculate the Indian rupee cost of capital and the

US dollar cost of capital. State your assumptions.
3. What is its NPV in rupees? (Round the discount 

rate to the nearest per cent for calculating NPV

PRACTICAL PROJECT

1. Collect daily INR/US$ exchange rates for five years. 
Examine the trend and explain the reasons for the 
pattern of the daily INR/USS exchange rates.

2. Identify an Indian company that has issued ADRs 
or GDRs. Explain the process followed by the 
company in issuing ADRs/GDRs. How have these 
ADRs/GDRs behaved?



Shareholder Value and 
Corporate Governance

Learning Objectives

► Emphasize the need for a linkage between the financial goals and strategy
► Focus on the shareholder value creation
► Develop a framework for the shareholder value analysis
► Discuss the concept and measurement of economic value added (EVA) and market value added (MVA)
► Explain the significance of balanced scorecard as a comprehensive performance system
► Highlight the features of good corporate governance

INTRODUCTION FINANCIAL GOALSAND STRATEGY

The theory of finance has undergone fundamental changes 
over the past three decades or so. Finance is no more a 
descriptive discipline; it is now viewed as a specialized 
branch of applied micro-economics, and the emphasis now 
is on the development of formal models, using 
sophisticated mathematical and econometrics tools. This 
approach seems to have created some gap between theory 
and practice. It is also felt that the finance theory is not 
complete and meaningful without its linkage with the 
strategic management. Therefore, there is a need for 
interdisciplinary interactions.

How can the finance theory and practice be used for 
designing of the corporate policies? How to establish a 
close link between the financial policies and strategic 
management? Strategy is an integrating mechanism, and 
that the corporate finance policy should be developed in 
the context of the strategic decision-making framework. 
How can the financial policies and strategy be directed 
towards the shareholder value creation?

Financial goals are the qualitative expressions of a 
company's mission and strategy, and are set by its long
term planning system, as a trade-off among the conflicting 
and competing interests. In a study of twelve large 
American corporations, Donaldson has identified several 
characteristics of a company's financial goals system:1

1. Donaldson G., Financial Goals and Strategic Consequences, Harvard Business Review, May-June 1985, pp. 57-66.

■Qz Companies are not always governed by the 
maximum profit criterion.

■Qz Financial priorities change according to the 
changes in the economic and competitive 
environment.

<tz Competition sets the constraints within which a 
company can attain its goals.

■Qz Managing a company's financial goals system is 
a continuous process of balancing different 
priorities, in a manner that the demand for and 
supply of funds is reconciled.

■Qz A change in any goal cannot be effected without 
considering the effect on other goals.
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% Financial goals are changeable and unstable, and 
therefore, managers find it difficult to understand 
and accept the financial goals system.

In practice, the financial goals system boils down to 
the management of flow of funds. The objectives of growth 
and return can assume different priorities during the life 
cycle of a company. For fulfilling its desire of attaining 
high growth, a company may have to sacrifice superior 
return. Similarly, it may be able to achieve maximum 
return by constraining its growth. For supporting its 
growth target, a company needs to ensure adequate 
supply of funds which require trade-offs among the 
company's dividend or debt policies or various sources 
of funds. A financial goals system of low payout and high 
debt will provide a profitable firm an opportunity to 
sustain a high level of sales growth. You may recall the 
discussion of financial policy trade-off and sustainable 
growth model in Chapter 26.

Corporate managers in India consider the following 
four financial goals as the most important (Exhibit 35.1): 

ensuring fund availability 
maximizing growth
maximizing operating profit before interest and 
taxes
maximizing return on investment

It is notable that in the recent times more and more 
companies in India are focusing on shareholder value 
creation. These companies have adopted different 
methods of measuring shareholder value. A number of 
them measure and report economic value added (EVA), 
market value added (MVA) and the shareholder return 
based on the market value of shares.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by financial goals of a firm?
2. What are characteristics of a company's financial goal 

system?
3. What are the four financial goals that corporate 

managers in India consider the most important?

EXHIBIT
35.1:

FINANCIAL GOALS OF 
INDIAN COMPANIES

The financial goals which a company may be expected to 
pursue can be categorized into four groups (see below). In a 
study of 57 Indian companies, it was found that each 
company sets multiple goals for itself. For example, in the 
first group of goals, the most preferred one is the 
maximization of operating profit before interest and taxes; 
as many as 24 companies (42%) have ranked it either in the 
first or second place. All other goals get low preferences in 
this group. In the second group, the maximization of return 
on investment gets the highest priority. The maximization 
of growth in sales is preferred by a large number of companies 
in different degree in the third group of goals. Similarly, in 
the fourth group, a significant number of companies consider 
funds availability as an important goal.

The results reveal that goals which depend on market- 
determined variables get low priority in the financial 
decisions of Indian companies. In fact, companies seem to 
define financial goals in terms of the variables over which 
they have control.

The four relatively important goals pursued by companies 
in India are: ensuring the availability of funds, maximizing 
growth, maximizing operating profits before interest and 
taxes, and maximizing the rate of return on investment. The 
study shows that the simultaneous pursuit of these goals 
which interact with one another, explains partly the 
significant variation in financial performance across the 
sample companies. It is pertinent to underscore that 
companies seem to have a tendency to strive to maximize 
sales growth even if it is negatively related to financial 
performance. Thus, in practice, managers prefer to achieve 
higher sales growth even at the cost of low profitability. Ye: 
another notable finding of the study is that managers c. 
not—-in practice—aim to maximize the market value of their 
companies’ shares while making financial decisions. 
Source: Pandey, IM and Ramesh Bhat, Fulfilling Finance. 
Goals, Business World, March 29-April 11, 1989.
Key Financial Goals

SHAREHOLDER VALUE CREATION

The value of a firm is the market value of its assets which 
is reflected in the capital markets through the market 
values of equity and debt. Thus, shareholder value is:

Shareholder value = Market value of the firm
- Market value of debt

The market value of the shareholders' equity is 
directly observable from the capital markets. In theory, 
the market value should be equal the warranted economic 
value of the firm. The true economic value of a firm or 
business or division or project or any strategy depends 
on the cash flows and the appropriate discount rate 
(commensurate with the risk of cash flows). In the earlier

Maximizing the levels
1. Book value of net worth
2. Market value of per share
3. Cash flow per share
4. Operating profit before interest and tax.
Maximizing the ratio of
1. Price-earnings
3. Return on investment
5. Net profit margin
Maximizing the growth in
1. Earnings per share
2. Total assets
3. Sales
Ensuring that funds are available

2. Market rate of return
4. Net profit to net worth
6. Market share
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FINANCIAL GOALS OF
INDIAN COMPANIES

<6 Financial goals are changeable and unstable, and 
therefore, managers find it difficult to understand 
and accept the financial goals system.

In practice, the financial goals system boils down to 
the management of flow of funds. The objectives of growth 
and return can assume different priorities during the life 
cycle of a company. For fulfilling its desire of attaining 
high growth, a company may have to sacrifice superior 
return. Similarly, it may be able to achieve maximum 
return by constraining its growth. For supporting its 
growth target, a company needs to ensure adequate 
supply of funds which require trade-offs among the 
company's dividend or debt policies or various sources 
of funds. A financial goals system of low payout and high 
debt will provide a profitable firm an opportunity to 
sustain a high level of sales growth. You may recall the 
discussion of financial policy trade-off and sustainable 
growth model in Chapter 26.

Corporate managers in India consider the following 
four financial goals as the most important (Exhibit 35.1):

Qi ensuring fund availability
■Qi maximizing growth
"Qt maximizing operating profit before interest and 

taxes
■Qi maximizing return on investment
It is notable that in the recent times more and more 

companies in India are focusing on shareholder value 
creation. These companies have adopted different 
methods of measuring shareholder value. A number of 
them measure and report economic value added (EVA), 
market value added (MVA) and the shareholder return 
based on the market value of shares.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by financial goals of a firm?
2. What are characteristics of a company's financial goal 

system?
3. What are the four financial goals that corporate 

managers in India consider the most important?

EXHIBIT
351:

The financial goals which a company may be expected : 
pursue can be categorized into four groups (see below). In a 
study of 57 Indian companies, it was found that each 
company sets multiple goals for itself. For example, in the 
first group of goals, the most preferred one is the 
maximization of operating profit before interest and taxes: 
as many as 24 companies (42%) have ranked it either in the 
first or second place. All other goals get low preferences 
this group. In the second group, the maximization of return 
on investment gets the highest priority. The maximizatior. 
of growth in sales is preferred by a large number of companies 
in different degree in the third group of goals. Similarly, ir. 
the fourth group, a significant number of companies consider 
funds availability as an important goal.

The results reveal that goals which depend on market- 
determined variables get low priority in the financial 
decisions of Indian companies. In fact, companies seem tc 
define financial goals in terms of the variables over whicr 
they have control.

The four relatively important goals pursued by compan:. ■ 
in India are: ensuring the availability of funds, maximizing 
growth, maximizing operating profits before interest anc 
taxes, and maximizing the rate of return on investment. Th. 
study shows that the simultaneous pursuit of these goal? 
which interact with one another, explains partly the 
significant variation in financial performance across the 
sample companies. It is pertinent to underscore that 
companies seem to have a tendency to strive to maximize 
sales growth even if it is negatively related to financial 
performance. Thus, in practice, managers prefer to achieve 
higher sales growth even at the cost of low profitability. Yet 
another notable finding of the study is that manager? c 
not—in practice—aim to maximize the market value of the. - 
companies’ shares while making financial decisions. 
Source: Pandey, IM and Ramesh Bhat, Fulfilling Financza. 
Goals, Business World, March 29-April 11, 1989.
Key Financial Goals

SHAREHOLDER VALUE CREATION

The value of a firm is the market value of its assets which 
is reflected in the capital markets through the market 
values of equity and debt. Thus, shareholder value is:

Shareholder value = Market value of the firm
- Market value of debt

The market value of the shareholders' equity is 
directly observable from the capital markets. In theory, 
the market value should be equal the warranted economic 
value of the firm. The true economic value of a firm or 
business or division or project or any strategy depends 
on the cash flows and the appropriate discount rate 
(commensurate with the risk of cash flows). In the earlier

• Maximizing the levels
1. Book value of net worth
2. Market value of per share
3. Cash flow per share
4. Operating profit before interest and tax.

• Maximizing the ratio of
1. Price—earnings
3. Return on investment
5. Net profit margin

• Maximizing the growth in
1. Earnings per share
2. Total assets

2. Market rate of return
4. Net profit to net worth
6. Market share

3. Sales
• Ensuring that funds are available
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chapters, we have discussed methods for calculating the
present or economic value of a firm or a business/division
or a project. Here we shall discuss briefly three most 
commonly advocated methods of calculating shareholder 
value.

The first method, called the free cashflow method, uses 
the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) to discount 
free cash flows. You may recall that free cash flows are 
calculated as follows:

FCF = PBIT(1 - T) + DEP ± ONCI ± A NWC - A CAPEX (1)

Notice that PBIT = profit before interest and tax, T = 
corporate tax rate, DEP = tax depreciation, ONCI = other 
non-cash items, ANWC = change in net working capital 
(i.e., stocks plus trade debtors minus trade creditors), and 
CAPEX = capital expenditure (investment). When the 
value of a firm or a business is calculated, over a planning 
horizon, then an estimate of the terminal cash flows or 
value (TV) will also be made. The firm or the business is 
expected to grow at a high rate during the planning 
horizon and then, competition may force cash flows to 
remain constant or grow at a low rate. Terminal or residual 
value reflects the value of post-planning cash flows. Thus, 
the economic value or simply value of a firm or a business 
is:

Economic value = PV of free cash flows (FCF)
+ PV of terminal value

" FCF TVV = £------- --------- +...  "------
«(1 + WACC)' (1 + WACC)”

The value of a firm or a business generating perpetual 
FCF will be as follows:

WACC v’
You may recall that FCF estimates do not make any 

adjustment for interest charges. Thus, FCF do not include 
financing (leverage) effect, and therefore, they are 
unlevered or ungeared cash flows. The weighted average 
cost of capital (WACC) includes after-tax cost of debt. 
Hence the financing effect is incorporated in WACC rather 
than cash flows. WACC, you may recall, is calculated as 
follows:

(4)

You may also recall that WACC is based on the 
assumptions that the firm has an optimum (or target) 
capital structure and that debt is perpetual. These 
assumptions may not hold weight in practice and 
therefore, the use of WACC may not be appropriate for 
determining the economic value of a firm or a business or 
a project.

The second method calculates the economic value of a firm 
or business into two parts: the economic value of unlevered 
firm and the economic value of the financing effects. The 

value of an unlevered firm over its planning period is 
given as follows:

" FCF TV
VU = X 1 + " ' pn

M(l + k„)' (1 + fcJ"

Notice that ku is the cost of capital of an unlevered 
firm; it is a pure-equity cost of capital. For the levered 
firm, the second part includes the value of interest tax 
shield (VITS), which is given by the discounted value of 
the interest tax shield. Thus

n ITS
art) (6)

Thus, the value of a levered firm or business is:

Value of a _ Value of Value of
levered firm unlevered firm interest tax shield

We can obtain the warranted value of shareholders' 
equity as the difference between the economic value of 
the firm and the claims of debt-holders. The value per 
share (VPS) can be obtained by dividing the value of 
(equity) shares (E) by the number of shares (N):

We can summarize the steps involved in the second 
method of estimation of the firm's total value and the 
shareholder value as follows:

1. Estimation of the firm's unlevered cash flows (free 
cash flows) and terminal value.

2. Determining the unlevered cost of capital (ku).
3. Discounting of the unlevered cash flows and the 

terminal value by the unlevered cost of capital.
4. Calculation of the present value of the interest tax 

shield discounting at the cost of debt.
5. Addition of these two values to obtain the levered 

firm's total value.
6. Subtraction of the value of debt from the total 

value to obtain the value of the firm's shares.
7. Division of the value of shares by the number of 

shares to obtain the economic value per share.
The third method for determining the shareholder 

economic value is to calculate the value of equity by 
discounting cash flows available to shareholders by the 
cost of equity. The equity cash flows (ECF) are adjusted 
of cash flows related to debt.

Equity cash flows are net of interest charges and 
investments (capital expenditure), and therefore, at the 
corporate level they coincide with dividends. Equity cash 
flows reflect the expected growth in future cash flows. At 
the end of the planning period (the term of investment), 
the terminal or residual value of investment will have to 
be estimated. The economic value of equity is given by 
the discounted value of equity cash flows plus the present 
value of terminal cash flows.
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Market Value Added
Does higher growth and accounting profitability lead to 
increased value to shareholders? Modern finance theory 
proposes that a firm must seek to maximize the 
shareholder value. As stated earlier, market value of the 
firm's shares is a measurement of the shareholder wealth. 
It is the shareholders' appraisal of the firm's efficiency in 
employing their capital. The capital contributed by 
shareholders is reflected by the book value of the firm's 
shares. In terms of market and book values of shareholder 
investment, shareholder value creation (SVC) may be 
defined as the excess of market value over book value. 
SVC is also referred to as the market value added (MVA):

Market value _ Market Invested
added “ value capital (8)

Market value is also referred to as the 'enterprise 
value'. It is the total of the firm's market value (MV) of 
debt and market value of equity. Invested capital (IC) or 
capital employed (CE) is the amount of equity capital and 
debt capital supplied by the firm's shareholders and debt
holders to finance assets. The firm is said to have created 
value if MVA is positive; that is, the firm's MV is in excess 
of IC (or CE). MVA accrues to shareholders, since 
subtracting IC sets off debt-holders' claims from MV. 
Hence MVA may also be calculated as the difference 
between market value of equity and invested equity 
capital. Managers must aim at earning higher MVA for 
shareholders. You may recall from our earlier discussion 
on valuation that MV increases only when the firm earns 
a return in excess of the cost of capital on invested capital. 
MVA would be reduced if the firm invests capital in 
negative NPV projects.

There is conceptual problem with MVA. Invested 
capital is taken at historical value. Considering the 
alternative opportunities of equivalent risk, the economic 
value of the invested capital would be much higher today. 
Suppose the market value of an entirely equity-financed 
firm, which was incorporated 10 years ago, is Rs 500 crore. 
The shareholders' investment remains Rs 200 crore. The 
firm's MVA = Rs 500 crore - Rs 200 crore = Rs 300 crore. 
Suppose the firm's cost of equity is 10 per cent (through 
out the 10-year period). This implies that the shareholders' 
investment after 10 years would have grown to: Rs 200 
(1.10)10 = Rs 519 crore. The amount of Rs 519 crore is the 
economic value of invested capital. The market value of 
the equity is Rs 500 crore. Thus, in effect, the firm has 
destroyed value of about Rs 19 crore. Thus,

MVA = Market value - Economic value (9)
= 500 - 519 = -Rs 19

Yet another problem with MVA is that it ignores cash 
flows received by shareholders in the form of dividends 
and share buyback and cash contributed by them as 
additional share capital. We can easily incorporate these 
factors into the calculation of MVA. The economic value 
of invested equity capital would be equal the future value 

of dividends, share buyback and additional capital 
invested. You can use the firm's cost of equity to calculate 
the economic value.

Market-to-book Value (M/B)
An alternative measure of shareholder value creation is 
the market-to-book value (M/B) approach. As you know, 
the market value of equity is given as follows:

Market value of equity =
Market value of the firm- Market value of debt (10)

We obtain market value per share (M) when we divide 
the market value of equity by the number of shares 
outstanding. Similarly, the book value per share (B) can 
be calculated by dividing invested equity capital by the 
number of shares outstanding. A firm is said to create 
shareholder value when its market value per share is 
greater than its book value per share; that is, M > B. The 
market-to-book value (M/B) analysis implies the 
following:

Value creation
If M/B > 1, the firm is creating value of 
shareholders.
Value maintenance
If M/B = 1, the firm is not creating value of 
shareholders.

■Qz Value destruction
If M/B < 1, the firm is destroying value of 
shareholders.

As explained in Chapter 3, the market value of a firm - 
share is the present value of the expected stream c: 
dividend per share (DIV). DIV depends on the firm, s 
payout ratio (1 - b) and the earnings growth (g). Earnings 
growth depends on the retention ratio (b) and the return 
on equity (ROE):

g=bxROE

The stream of DIV is discounted at the cost of equity 
(ke). The market value per share (M) is given as follows:

t=i(l + kJ*  (1 + kJ* (Ilf

In Equation (11), DIV (dividend per share) is expected 
to grow at a constant rate, g. That is,

DIV1( = DIVf_1(l+g) = DIV0(l+g)'

If we assume an infinite time period (n = «=), that 
Equation (11) can be simplified as follows:

^ -Diy, EPS^l-b)
ke-g ke-g

Since EPS1 is the product of the book value of f — s 
share and its return on equity (i.e., EPSj = ROE • 2%, 
Equation (12) can be written as follows:
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Dividing both sides of Equation (13) by B (book value
per share), we obtain M/B equation as follows:

ROE(l-b)B
ke-g (13)

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

M _ROE-g

B ke~g (14)

The time horizon, n may be assumed to be finite. Then 
Equation (14) becomes as follows:2

2. Fruhan, W.E., Financial Strategy, Studies the creation, Transformer and Destruction of Shareholder Value, Illinois, Richard D. Irwin, 1979, pp. 
65-68.

3. Ibid.

1. Define free cash flows. Why are they called unlevered 
cash flows?

2. What is the economic value of a firm?
3. What is the difference between the value of a levered 

firm and the value of an unlevered firm?
4. What is meant by ‘market value added’?
5. What is the market-to-book value? What are its 

determinants? What is its significance?

M _ ROE-/
+ ’wT

B ke~S J H
—

1 + (15)

We can notice from Equation (14) or Equation (15) 
that the following are the determinants of the M/B ratio:

Economic profitability or spread The magni
tude of the spread between return on equity and 
the cost of equity, i.e., ROE - ke determines the 
M/B ratio. The spread, sometimes referred to as 
the economic profitability, must be positive to 
create the shareholder value. The higher the 
positive spread, the higher the M/B ratio.

Qi Growth Growth depends on the firm's retention 
ratio (b) and the return on equity, (ROE). Given 
the firm's ROE, higher the retention ratio, higher 
will be the growth rate. However, a higher growth 
rate does not necessarily increase the shareholder 
value. It will accelerate the M/B ratio only when 
the return on equity is greater than the firm's cost 
of equity (ROE > ke). Growth will have a negative 
effect on value if the cost of equity is more than 
the return on equity (ROE < ke). Thus, a firm 
should be economically profitable (i.e., ROE > kf) 
for growth to be of value to the shareholders.3 
Growth is determined from the value perspective 
when the firm is economically unprofitable (i.e., 
ROE < ke).

■Qi Investment period The number of years over 
which the future investment will grow also 
determines the market value. In Equation (14), the 
time horizon, n is assumed infinite while Equation 
(15) assumes a finite time period.

Figure 35.1 shows the interaction between variables 
that leads to growth and the value of the firm's share. It 
can be seen from the figure that the connecting link 
between the sustainable growth model and the 
shareholder (market) value is the spread between the 
return on equity and the cost of equity. The firm's growth 
objective will be consistent with the shareholder value 
when this spread is positive.

Economic Value Added (EVA)
Increasing the MV A should be the objective of managers 
of firms. In large, publicly listed companies, the incentive 
compensations of top managers are linked to the share 
performance of their companies. In managers-owned or 
promoters-managed companies, the wealth of promoters 
and managers is directly related to the share performance. 
The incentives of top and other senior managers also 
depend on profits or related measures. Managers at 
operating and divisional levels do not have a direct control 
over market value. Their incentive compensations are 
mostly dependent on accounting measures like sales 
growth, cost reduction, profits or relative profitability 
measured return on investment, return on equity or 
earnings per share. Hence MVA or share performance
based measure cannot be used as a system of evaluating, 
motivating and incentivizing managers at all management 
levels. Accounting-based measures can be directly related 
to the absolute performance and actions of managers and 
other employees. Accounting measures can be 
implemented at operating levels.

Accounting measures, like earnings or return on 
investment, however, have several problems:

1. They are based on arbitrary assumptions and 
policies and have scope for easy manipulability. 
Profits can be affected by changing depreciation 
methods, inventory valuations methods or 
allocating costs as revenue or capital expenditures 
without any change in true profitability.
They could motivate managers to take short-term 
decisions at the cost of long-term profitability of 
the company. Managers could reduce R&D 
expenditure or expenditure of building the staff 
capability to bolster short-term profitability. This 
would happen more in those companies where 
the compensations of managers are based on 
short-term earnings.
They do not reflect true profitability of the firm. 
Earnings are not cash flows. No distinction is 
made for the timing of earnings. Thus, earnings 
measures ignore time value of money and risk.

2.

3.
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Figure 35.1: Growth and Value

The most serious problem with accounting 
measures is that they might destroy shareholders' 
wealth. A manager can increase earnings by 
undertaking investment projects that have 
positive returns but negative net present value. 
In other words, these projects earn returns less 
than the cost of capital. They would increase 
earnings but destroy shareholders' wealth. 

Shareholders are not interested in growth in 
earnings rather they would like their wealth to 
increase through positive NPV projects.

We must recognize that although managers do no t 
have a direct control over market value, but their actions 
influence the drivers of market value. Therefore, there is 
a need to identify a measure of performance that is related 
to value and that managers can directly observe and .? -
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see the influence of their actions over it. Even when 
accounting-based rates of return are used for performance 
evaluation, managers must consider the cost of capital. 
They must earn rates of return higher than the cost of 
capital. Suppose a firm's after-tax return on investment is 
15 per cent. Its cost of capital is 12 per cent. The firm is 
earning a net return of 3 per cent. This is a value enhancing 
performance. On the other hand, if the firm could earn 
only 9 per cent return, its net return is negative 3 per cent 
and hence it is destroying value.

Economic value added (EVA™)4 is a measure which 
goes beyond the rate of return and considers the cost of 
capital as well. In its simple form, it measures earnings 
after the cost of capital. EVA calculation is based on the 
firm's financial statements with which managers are quite 
familiar. Let us consider an example.

4. EVA™ is trade marked by the Stem-Steward consulting firm.

Suppose a firm has total assets of Rs 55 crore. The 
shareholders' equity is Rs 30 crore and the cost of equity 
is 13 per cent. The firm's net earnings are given below:

(16)

(Rs crore)

Sales 103.0
Less:

Material costs 52.0
Wages and salaries 13.5
Depreciation 4.5
Power 7.0
Other manufacturing expenses 6.5
Administrative expenses 3.5
Selling and distribution expenses 6.0
Total expenses 93.0

Profit before interest and taxes (PBIT) 10.0
Less: Interest 2.5
Profit before taxes (PBT) 7.5
Less: Taxes 2.6
Profit after taxes (PAT) 4.9

Economic _ p _ Charges for 
value added ~ equity

= PAT-CostofxEquity 
equity capital

The firm is said to have earned economic return (ER) 
if its return on equity (ROE) exceeds the cost of equity 
(COE):

Economic return = ROE - COE

In case of our example, ER is
ER = 0.163 - 0.13 = 0.033 or 3.3%

The economic return translates into EVA of:
(0.163 - 0.13) x 30 = Rs 1.0 crore

EVA approach is founded on the same logic as the 
M/B approach. Both are based on the concept of economic 
profit as different from the accounting profit. In a 
divisionalized company, the separate information about 
the debt and equity may not be available. Hence there is a 
popular alternative way of calculating EVA in such 
situations as given below:

Economic _ Net operating Charges for 
value added " profit after tax capital employed

EVA = NOPAT - COCE
NOPAT is profit after depreciation and taxes 

disregarding interest on debt. In other words, NOPAT is 
profit before interest and taxes (PBIT) minus tax without 
any adjustment for interest. It can also be calculated as 
profit after tax (PAT) plus after-tax interest. Thus:

NOPAT = PBIT (1-T) = PAT + INT(1-T) (18)

As stated earlier, NOPAT is ungeared or unlevered 
profit after tax to service both lenders and shareholders.

For our example, NOPAT is as follows:

(17)

The after-tax earnings available to shareholders are 
Rs 4.9 crore. This gives ROE of 4.9/30 = 16.3 per cent. The 
total rupee cost of the shareholders' equity is: Rs 30 crore 
x 0.13 = Rs 3.9 crore. There is a net gain of Rs 4.9 - Rs 3.9 
= Rs 1.0 crore to shareholders when we consider the cost 
of their funds. The firm has been able to earn more than 
the minimum rate of return required by the shareholder; 
management has created the shareholder value. 
Shareholders have gained since the firm had earned more 
than Rs 3.9 crore. This is the cost of the shareholders' 
equity. If the cost of equity were, say, 18 per cent, 
shareholders' loss would have been Rs 4.9 - Rs 30 x 0.18 
= - Rs 0.5 crore.

Economic value added, economic profit or residual 
income is defined as net earnings (PAT) in excess of the 
charges (cost) for shareholders' invested capital (equity):

(Rs crore)

PBIT 10.0
Less: Tax, 10 x 0.35 3.5

NOPAT, 10 (1 - 0.35) 6.5

Alternate Method:
PAT 4.9
Plus:Interest 2.5
Less: Interest tax shield, 0.35 x Rs 2.5 -0.9

NOPAT, 4.9 + 2.5 (1 - 0.35) 6.5

Post-tax ROCE is the ratio of the net operating profit 
after tax (NOPAT) to invested capital (IC) or capital 
employed (CE):

ROCE = NOPAT PBIT(l-T) 
CE " CE

✓





4. EVA is a measure of the firm's economic profit.
Hence, it influences and is related to the firm's
value.ROCE = — = 0.118 or 11.8%

55
As we have already explained in earlier chapters, 

WACC is calculated as follows:

WACC = k0=ke^ + k„(l-T)^

The cost of equity in our example is 13 per cent. 
Suppose the cost of debt is 10 per cent. WACC in our 
example would be:

WACC = ko = 0.13 f—Ko.10 (l-0.35)f—)
x55/ x55/

= 0.10 or 10%

EVA can be calculated as the difference between 
ROCE and WACC multiplied by the invested capital or 
capital employed:

EVA = (ROCE-WACC) xCE (19)

In our example, the EVA is:
(0.118 - 0.100) x 55 = Rs 1.00 crore.

The economic value is added to shareholders 
whenever ROCE is higher than WACC (i.e., ROCE > 
WACC). The economic value will be destroyed if WACC 
exceeds ROCE (i.e., WACC > ROCE). EVA is net earnings 
in excess of the cost of capital supplied by lenders and 
shareholders. It represents the excess return (over and 
above the minimum required return) to shareholders; it 
is the net value added to the shareholder.

EVA can be calculated for the firm as well as for the 
firm's divisions. We require calculation of the divisional 
cost of capital to determine divisional EVA. We have 
discussed earlier in this book the methodology for 
calculating the divisional cost of capital.

The advantages of EVA over the market-based and 
accounting-based measures of value creation are as 
follows:

1. EVA can be calculated for divisions and even 
projects.

2. EVA is a measure that gauges performance over 
a period of time rather than at a point of time. 
EVA is a flow variable and depends on the 
ongoing and future operations of the firm or 
divisions. MV A, on the other hand, is a stock 
variable.

3. EVA is not bound by the Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP). As we discuss 
below, appropriate adjustments are made to 
calculate EVA. This removes arbitrariness and 
scope for manipulations that is quite common in 
the accounting-based measures.

EVA Adjustments
EVA measures economic profit since it accounts for the 
cost of capital. However, it is still based on accounting 
information. Hence, to become a true measure of economic 
profit, the calculation of EVA needs refinements. The EVA 
approach assumes a refined standardized accounting 
system. Calculation of EVA requires appropriate changes 
in accounting policies and practices. A company might 
be required to make as many as over 150 adjustments in 
its reported profits to estimate EVA. However, there are 
only few critical adjustments, say 10 - 15, that are 
necessary for estimating EVA; others have minor effect. 
Some typical examples of the EVA accounting adjustments 
include the following:5

5. Yound, S. David and Stephen F. O'Byrne, EVA @ and Value-based Management: A Practical Guide to Implementation, McGraw Hills, 2001. 
pp. 206-68.

Impaired or non-performing assets Non-performing 
assets, (NPAs), as the name indicates, do not generate any 
earnings. Future value can be created only from the 
performing assets. Hence NPAs should be written off. If 
the asset's value is significantly impaired, and so too is 
the company's ability to extract economic business from 
it, the asset should be accordingly written down.

Research and development According to the US GAAP, 
companies can consider R&D expenditure as incurred. In 
India also, in some cases the capital expenditure on R&D 
is allowed to be expensed as incurred for tax purposes. 
R&D expenditure is an investment that is supposed to 
benefit the company in the future over long run. Hence it 
is more appropriate to capitalize R&D and other 
expenditures on intangibles like brands. There is yet 
another dimension to this. If R&D is expensed 
immediately, managers might tend to under-invest in 
R&D as it would show up as costs, without any immediate 
corresponding benefits.

Deferred tax The timing differences between taxable 
income and book income causes deferred taxes.
Accounting and tax depreciation causes deferred tax in 
most companies. Most companies in India use straight- 
line depreciation for reporting profit but they are required 
to use written down value method of depreciation for tax 
purposes. This difference normally results in more bock 
profit than the taxable profit and hence a deferred tax 
liability. Deferred tax assets arise when companies make 
provisions for future costs that reduce current book profit 
These assets are not tax deductible until companies spend 
the cash in a later period. Deferred taxes are non-casr 
costs; hence they should be ignored in calculating EVA.

Provisions Accounting is based on the concept of 
conservatism. Following GAAP, accountants make 
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provisions for all future liabilities. The most common 
provisions include provision for bad and doubtful debts, 
guarantees, revaluation or restructuring. Provisions are 
non-cash items and a source of manipulating accounting 
profits. EVA calculation require profits to adjust for 
provisions and bring accounting profit closer to cash 
profit.

LIFO valuation of inventory In rising prices LIFO 
produces cost of goods sold figures that reflect current 
costs inventory. This is consistent with the matching of 
revenues and expenses. LIFO valuation under rising prices 
also saves tax as the cost of goods sold is higher than under 
alternative inventory valuation approaches. However, 
inventory value is understated and when this inventory 
is liquidated, profit and EVA are overstated.

Goodwill Goodwill is the difference between actual 
price paid for acquiring a company and the fair price of 
its assets and liabilities. This item is treated differently in 
different countries. The immediate write off of goodwill 
to reserves distorts true operating profit and invested 
capital. Any write-offs in the current year should be added 
to NOPAT. In India, the general practice is to write-off 
goodwill over a period of time, say, six years. This process 
also understates invested capital (although slowly) and 
true operating profits. Goodwill written off should be 
added to capital and profits.

Leases A lease is equivalent to secured borrowing. For 
accounting purposes, the lease payments are treated as a 
rental expense, while the asset and debt might not appear 
on the balance sheet, particularly in the case of operating 
leases. This approach would understate the capital 
employed as lease is a substitute for debt. The capitalized 
value of lease should appear in the balance sheet. The 
borrowing rate should be applied to the capitalized value 
of lease and necessary adjustment made in the interest 
income.

Restructuring charges Restructuring charges are 
investments for improving the future prospects of the 
business. Hence the EVA supporters argue that 
restructuring and other special charges should be 
capitalized.

Evaluation of M/B and EVA
Both M/B and EVA approaches focus on economic 
profitability rather than on accounting profitability. The 
M/B approach defines economic profitability as the spread 
between the return on equity and the cost of equity while 
in the popular version of EVA, it is the spread between 
the return on total capital and the cost of total capital. The 
spread in both approaches is same and it is value added 
to shareholders. From the accounting perspective, a firm 
is profitable if its return on equity is positive. However, 

from an economic perspective, the firm is profitable if the 
return on equity exceeds the cost of equity, or return on 
capital employed exceeds the over-all cost of the total 
capital employed. Hax and Majluf emphasize that:6

6. Hax, A.C. and N.S. Majluf, Strategic Management, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp. 214-15.
7. Ibid, and Fruhan, op. cit., 1979.

It is economic and not accounting profitability, 
that determines the capability of wealth creation on 
the part of the firm. It is perfectly possible that a 
company is in the black, and yet its market values 
is way below its book value, which means that, from 
economic point of view, its resources would be more 
profitable if deployed in an alternative investment 
of similar risk.

Both the approaches are an improvement over the 
traditional accounting measures of performance. But both 
do suffer from the limitation that they are partially based 
on accounting numbers. In the M/B approach, return on 
equity is an accounting number (profit after tax and book 
value of shareholders' investment) while the cost of equity 
is market determined. Similarly, the EVA approach uses 
the accounting-based net operating profit after tax while 
the cost of capital is market determined. Both return on 
equity and EVA are biased because they use accounting 
earnings (NOPAT or PAT) which are based on arbitrary 
assumptions, allocations and accounting policy changes. 
They also do not include changes in working capital and 
capital expenditures. Therefore, the measure of EVA is 
not equivalent to cash flow from operation, although with 
adjustments to accounting profit it comes closer to cash 
flows.

Value Drivers
What are the drivers of EVA or value based on the 
discounted cash flow approach? What generic strategies 
can be pursued by a firm to create shareholder value? EVA 
depends on revenue, costs, taxes and cost of capital. 
Similarly, cash flows under the DCF valuation depend on 
these same factors plus changes in working capital and 
capital expenditure over a given time horizon. Thus, the 
following are the financial value drivers or generic 
strategies to enhance value:7

Revenue enhancement The firm can increase its 
revenue by improving its market share and/or 
increasing the price of the product. The strategies 
needed to do so include creating barriers like 
patents, product differentiation, monopoly power 
etc.

■Qs Cost reduction The firm can become a cost 
leader by lowering its costs beneath that of its 
competitors through economies of scale, vertical 
integration, or captive sources of material.

■Qz Asset utilization The firm can improve its 
profitability by reducing its capital intensity 
through improved utilization of its assets.
Cost of capital reduction The firm can design 
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Table 35.1: Cadila Healthcare Limited Performancedebt and equity securities that appeal to special 
niche of capital markets and thereby attract 
cheaper funds. It can reduce its business risk and 
design a capital structure that minimises the 
overall cost of capital by increasing interest tax 
shield without much increase in financial risk.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What are the limitations of the accounting measures 
of performance?

2. What is EVA (economic value added) and economic 
(value) return?

3. State the advantages of EVA.
4. What adjustments are needed in the accounting 

information before using EVA system?
5. What is the difference between EVA and the market- 

to-book value as measurement of financial 
performance?

6. What are the drivers of EVA?

SHAREHOLDER VALUE ANALYSIS:
CASE OF CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED

Cadila Healthcare Limited (CHL) is the flagship company 
of Zydus group in Ahmedabad. It is a leading integrated 
pharmaceutical company in India. In the domestic 
formulations market, it is ranked as number five with a 
market share of 3.85 per cent. It is one of the principal 
players of complex bulk drugs. One-fourth of the 
company's revenue comes from exports and 80 per cent 
from the domestic business. It aims to be a leading global 
generic player by the end of this decade.

CHL has stated its vision as follows:8
One of India's leading healthcare players, we aim 
to be global-research driven by 2020.
We shall achieve sales of $400 million by 2006.

■Qz We shall be top ten global generics company with 
a strong R&D pipeline and sales in excess of $ 1 
billion by 2010.

The company has expressed its vision in terms of 
competitive excellence through R&D and sales growth and 
size. The mission of the company is articulated in the 
following words: 'We are dedicated to life...in all its 
dimensions. Our world is shaped by a passion for 
innovation, commitment to partners and concern for 
people in an effort to create healthier communities, 
globally.' Table 35.1 provides the company's 5-year 
performance.

How has CHL performed? The company's sales have 
increased from Rs 4,778 crore in 2000 to Rs 11,723 at a 
compound growth rate of 25 per cent per annum. The

Source: Annual report 2003-04

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Sales (Rs cr.) 4,778 5,088 5,888 10,282 11,723
Assets turnover 0.57 0.74 0.61 0.86 0.92
PBDIT/sales 15.2% 16.6% 17.0% 18.7% 21.2%
ROCE 8.7% 12.2% 10.4% 16.1% 19.5%
D/E 0.47 0.10 0.49 1.01 0.77
ROE 7.7% 12.1% 12.2% 17.4% 27.2%
EPS 6.28 10.97 11.27 12.2 22.75
DPS 2.32 3.00 3.50 3.50 6.00
Payout 36.9% 27.3% 31.1% 28.7% 26.4%
Book value 82.70 91.20 92.60 69.90 83.50

per share
Market value 130.00 127.95 130.05 123.50 454.20

per share 
M/B 1.57 1.40 1.40 1.77 5.44

company's ROCE and ROE have increased over the years. 
It retains almost three-fourths of its profits and debt-equity 
ratio is less than 1, which implies higher capital stake of 
shareholders. In spite of low payout, the earnings per share 
and dividend per share are increasing as the company's 
profits are growing.

Has CHL been able to convert its high profitability 
and growth into higher value for shareholders? The 
company believes in adding value to shareholder. CHL's 
market value of equity and debt showed tremendous 
increase in 2004 and the market value added increased 
from Rs 3,196 crore to Rs 23,278 crore (Table 35.2). As a 
per cent of invested capital or capital employed, market 
value added increased from 36 per cent in 2003 to 250 per 
cent in 2004—almost seven fold increase.

Table 35.2: CHL’s Market Value Added

(Rs crore) 2003 2004

Market value of equity (E) 7,586 28,525
Market value of debt (D) 4,429 4,057
Value of equity & debt (V) 12,015 32,582
Less: Capital employed (CE) 8,819 9,304
Market value added (MVA) 3,196 23,278
MVA/V 26.6% 71.4%
MVA/CE 36.2% 250.2%

Table 35.3 shows CHL's EVA for 2003 and 2004. The 
after-tax cost of debt was 8.3 per cent in 2003 and 5.7 per 
cent in 2004. The cost of equity is calculated using the 
capital asset price model (CAPM). The risk-free rate is 
taken as the yield on 10-year long-term government bonds. 
The risk-premium is 7 per cent and beta of 0.70. The 
weighted average cost of capital was 10.4 per cent in 2003 
and 9.70 per cent in 2004. CHL uses market value weights 
in calculating WACC. The reduction in WACC occurred 
because of the decrease in the post-tax cost of debt.

8. Annual Report 2003-04.
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(Rs crore)

Table 35.3: CHL’s EVA

2003 2004

Cost of Capital
Equity (E) 4,390 5,247
Debt (D) 4,429 4,057
Capital employed (CE) 8,819 9,304
Post-tax cost of debt 8.30% 5.70%
Cost of equity 11.60% 10.60%
WACC (market value weights) 10.40% 9.70%
Economic Value Added
EBIT 1,489 1,837
Less: Taxes (adjusted for

interest tax shield) 116 100
NOPAT 1,372 1,737
Cost of capital employed 948 883
Economic value added (EVA) 424 854
EVA/CE (%) 4.8% 9.2%

Table 35.4: CHL: Drivers of EVA

2003 2004

Sales/assets Assets turnover 0.86 0.92
PBIT/sales Margin 15.0% 16.7%
PBIT/assets ROI 12.9% 15.3%
Assets/net worth Capital Leverage 2.72 2.43
PAT/PBIT Income Leverage 49.7% 73.0%
(A/NW) x (PAT/PBIT) Leverage factor 1.35 1.78
PAT/NW ROE 17.4% 27.2%

Rx b Cost of equity 11.6% 10.6%
ER = ROE - COE Economic return

or EVA % 5.8% 16.6%

CHL's EVA performance in 2004 doubled as 
compared to 2003; it increased from Rs 424 crore to 
Rs 854 crore. EVA as a per cent of capital employed was 
4.8 per cent in 2003 which increased to 9.2 per cent in 2004. 
The enhanced EVA performance of the company is 
reflected in the high market value of the company's share 
that has increased from Rs 123 per share in 2003 to Rs 454 
per share in 2004. The market value-to-book value ratio 
increased from 1.54 in 2003 to 5.44 in 2004 (Table 35.2).

Table 35.4 shows EVA analysis in terms of return on 
equity and cost of equity, and traces the financial drivers 
of CHL's higher EVA in 2004. The higher EVA in 2004 
was caused by increase in assets productivity (assets 
turnover ratio), better margin, resulting from cost 
reduction, increased leverage factor and lower cost of 
equity. The company used less borrowing but was able 
to save on interest payment and taxes which enhanced 
the leverage factor. The reduction in financial risk and 
reduced interest rates caused the cost of equity to fall.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS OF
SHAREHOLDER VALUE

The shareholder value approach is based on the 
assumption that a principal-agent relationship exists 

between the shareholders and the management. As the 
shareholders' agent the management is charged with the 
responsibility of creating wealth for shareholders. 
Therefore, all management actions and strategies should 
be guided by shareholder value creation (SVC). The 
foundation of SVC is the notion that the shareholder value 
depends on future cash flows and their risk. The cost of 
capital, accounting for the timing and risk of future cash 
flows, is used to determine the present value of cash flows. 
We should note that SVC emphasizes the present value 
of future cash flows rather than earnings. Earnings suffer 
from accounting policy biases and subjectivism. They are 
not directly linked to value.

SVC takes a long-term perspective and focuses on 
valuation. A number of companies in India use the DCF 
analysis to evaluate projects. They accept those projects 
which are expected to generate internal rate of return, 
higher than the cost of capital, or a positive net present 
value of future cash flows when discounted at the cost of 
capital. More and more corporate managers now realize 
the strong need for the extensive adoption of SVC in 
evaluating all management actions, projects, business 
strategies and overall strategic planning. SVC can be used 
to evaluate the consequences of the strategies pursued by 
the company. At the business unit or divisional level, it is 
used to evaluate the alternative competitive strategies, to 
identify the key business factors that impact SVC and to 
set performance targets that are consistent with value 
creation. At the corporate level, it is used to evaluate the 
contribution of the strategies followed by business units/ 
divisions, to form strategic combinations of businesses that 
will create maximum value, to identify products or 
businesses for divestiture and to mergers and acquisition 
activities.

The following steps are involved in using SVC, based 
on discounted cash flow (DCF) approach for strategic 
analysis and planning:

■Qz Evaluate the current position of each division 
assuming that there will not be any significant 
changes from the current strategy.
Estimate the business unit's net operating cash 
flows from the current strategy, over the planning 
horizon; make explicit assumptions about sales 
growth, operating profit margin, tax rate, changes 
in working capital and additional capital 
expenditure needed to sustain the existing 
strategies.
Estimate the unlevered cost of capital (ku) of the 
business unit. The unlevered beta of an 
independent company similar to the business unit 
can be used for calculating the business unit's cost 
of capital.
Estimate the terminal or the residual value of post
planning period. Make appropriate assumption 
about the post-planning growth of cash flows, 
keeping in mind the nature of competition.
Calculate the present value of net operating cash 
flows and terminal value at the cost of capital.
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BALANCED SCORECARD
We have discussed the measurement and implications of 
EVA and its link to the shareholder value creation. EVA 
provides a financial perspective; it is a performance 
measurement as well as a management system. In practice, 
most organizations balance financial perspective with 
other (non-financial) perspectives. The most successful 
organizations do not exclusively rely either on financial 
or non-financial performance measures. They know that 
financial performance measures reflect the results of the 
past actions. No doubt, these measures are important for 
shareholders as well as all other stakeholders. They must 
be monitored continuously by managers. Non-financial 
performance measures focus on current activities that 
would drive the future financial performance. Thus, an 
organization needs a balanced view on various 
perspectives of performance. This viewpoint is referred 
to the balanced scorecard (BSC). The balanced scorecard 
aims at improving the performance measurement systems 
which focus dominantly on past financial performance and 
do not consider other perspectives and areas for strategic 
change and improvement.

The balanced scorecard integrates multiple 
perspectives and enables organizations to clarify their 
vision and strategy and translate them into operational 
objectives and action. It provides feedback about the 
internal business processes and external factors that helps 
in strategic improvement and performance. According to 
Kaplan and Norton9: 'The balanced scorecard retains 
traditional financial measures. But financial measures tell 
the story of past events, an adequate story for industrial 
age companies, for which investments in long-term 
capabilities and customer relationships were not critical 
for success. These financial measures are inadequate, 
however, for guiding and evaluating the journey that 
information age companies must make to create future 
value through investment in customers, suppliers, 
employees, processes, technology, and innovation.'

The balanced scorecard looks at organizational 
rformance from four perspectives, and requires 

sloping appropriate measures for all perspectives:
The learning and growth perspective
The business process perspective
"he customer perspective 

e financial perspective
'5.2 shows the balanced scorecard integrating 

oectives to each other and the vision and 
organization.

'nd Growth Perspective

ses on people—their attitude, culture, 
pment, etc.—and their ability to learn

ategy into Action, Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing
8. Annual Report 2003-04.
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"Qz Calculate the present value of interest tax shield 
at the cost of debt. If the amount of debt is not 
directly observable, then use the debt ratio of 
similar independent firms to determine the 
business unit's amount of debt.

“Qz Add the present values of net operating cash 
flows, terminal value and interest tax shield to 
obtain the total value of the business.

■Qz Subtract the value of debt from the total value to 
calculate the shareholder value.

Repeat the above mentioned steps to calculate the 
shareholder value if the business unit follows a 
new strategy.

The difference between the shareholder value of 
the current strategy and the new strategy is the 
value created (or destroyed). Go for new strategy 
if a positive value is created for the shareholder.

Strategic plans of all business units should be 
integrated into the corporate strategic plan. SVC 
approach should be utilized to exploit the synergy 
between various units. The focus should be on 
maximizing the overall shareholder value rather 
than treating business units as absolutely 
autonomous and working at cross purposes.

DCF approach is easily amenable for evaluating long
term projects and business strategies. However, for 
tracking the operating performance more frequently, EVA 
approach is operationally more feasible. EVA, after 
making appropriate adjustments, is closer to cash flows. 
It is the experience of a large number of adopters of EVA 
that a higher EVA leads to higher market value of shares.

The SVC approach helps to strengthen the 
competitive position of the firm by focusing on wealth 
creation. It provides an objective and consistent 
framework of evaluation and decision-making across all 
functions, departments and units of the firm. It can be 
easily implemented since cash flow data can be obtained 
by suitably adapting the firm's existing system of financial 
projection and planning. The only additional input needed 
is the cost of capital. The adoption of the SVC approach 
does require a change of the mindset and educating 
managers about the shareholder value approach and its 
implementation.

CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. Why is the emphasis on the shareholder value 
creation (SVC) important?

2. What steps are needed to implement DCF-based 
SVC for strategic analysis and planning?

BALANCED SCORECARD
We have discussed the measurement and implications of 
EVA and its link to the shareholder value creation. EVA 
provides a financial perspective; it is a performance 
measurement as well as a management system. In practice, 
most organizations balance financial perspective with 
other (non-financial) perspectives. The most successful 
organizations do not exclusively rely either on financial 
or non-financial performance measures. They know that 
financial performance measures reflect the results of the 
past actions. No doubt, these measures are important for 
shareholders as well as all other stakeholders. They must 
be monitored continuously by managers. Non-financial 
performance measures focus on current activities that 
would drive the future financial performance. Thus, an 
organization needs a balanced view on various 
perspectives of performance. This viewpoint is referred 
to the balanced scorecard (BSC). The balanced scorecard 
aims at improving the performance measurement systems 
which focus dominantly on past financial performance and 
do not consider other perspectives and areas for strategic 
change and improvement.

The balanced scorecard integrates multiple 
perspectives and enables organizations to clarify their 
vision and strategy and translate them into operational 
objectives and action. It provides feedback about the 
internal business processes and external factors that helps 
in strategic improvement and performance. According to 
Kaplan and Norton9: 'The balanced scorecard retains 
traditional financial measures. But financial measures tell 
the story of past events, an adequate story for industrial 
age companies, for which investments in long-term 
capabilities and customer relationships were not critical 
for success. These financial measures are inadequate, 
however, for guiding and evaluating the journey that 
information age companies must make to create future 
value through investment in customers, suppliers, 
employees, processes, technology, and innovation.'

9. Kaplan, R. S. and D.P. Norton. The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy into Action, Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing 
1996.

The balanced scorecard looks at organizational 
performance from four perspectives, and requires 
developing appropriate measures for all perspectives:

The learning and growth perspective
The business process perspective
The customer perspective
The financial perspective

Figure 35.2 shows the balanced scorecard integrating 
the four perspectives to each other and the vision and 
strategy of the organization.

The Learning and Growth Perspective
This perspective focuses on people—their attitude, culture, 
knowledge, development, etc.—and their ability to learr
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Figure 35.2: The balanced scorecard (adapted from Kaplan and Norton, The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy into 
Action, Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, 1996.)

and grow for managing and sustaining change and 
improvement. In any organization, and particularly, a 
knowledge-based organization, human resource is the 
most critical resource. In the current environment of rapid 
technological changes, employees need to continuously 
learn. The learning and growth perspective, thus, 
emphasizes employee training and building a corporate 
cultural that facilitates individual self-improvement and 
corporate development and growth. An organization must 
provide funds for the training and development of 
employees, and managers should ensure that they pay 
adequate attention to employees' learning and 
development.

It is important to recognize that 'learning' is more than 
'training'. Managers should act as coaches who should 
continuously guide and mentor the employees. The 
organizational communication system should allow for 
easy interaction to learn from and get help from each other 
in understanding and solving problems. The technological 
tools like the Intranet should also form the part of the 
learning and growth perspective. The key performance 
indicators are: employee satisfaction, employee retention 
and employee productivity.

The Business Process Perspective
This perspective includes internal business processes 
which ensure highest quality of products and services. 

The managers should ensure that their business is running 
well, and the firm's products and services meet customer 
requirements. The key performance indicators are: process 
improvement, and suppliers' relations.

The Customer Perspective
Each organization must know: How do our customers see 
us? A large customer base means more revenue, which, 
other things remaining same, leads to improved financial 
performance. The customer perspective requires an 
organization to know how it should look to its customers 
if it is to succeed. Organizations have learnt the importance 
of customer focus and customer satisfaction in a sustained 
financial performance. Poor performance in terms of 
customer satisfaction is thus a leading indicator of future 
decline in spite of a good current financial performance. 
The key performance indicators under this perspective 
are: customer satisfaction, customer retention, market 
share and customer profitability.

The Financial Perspective

The balanced scorecard puts equal importance to the 
financial perspective. It does not disregard the need of 
financial data and financial performance measures. 
Financial measures provide a common language for 
analyzing and comparing companies. Note that financial 
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measures alone are not sufficient to guide performance in 
creating value, and non-financial measures are not 
sufficient for providing the bottomline score. There is a 
need for a proper balance. The key financial performance 
indicators include: return on investment and economic 
value added.

Should a Balanced Scorecard Always 
Balance?
There are three different ways of looking at the balanced 
scorecard. The accountant looks at the balanced scorecard 
basically as a diagnostic and control device—a better 
device than the conventional financial control system. An 
IT person sees in the balanced scorecard, the opportunity 
for developing new IT system and applications. The 
person committed to the process improvement deems the 
balanced scorecard as a tool for identifying, 
communicating and tracking the most critical processes 
which are pivotal for the success of an organization.10 
These three different and biased views may be combined. 
We strongly believe that, to be an effective management 
system, the balanced scorecard must be implemented as a 
performance improvement process; it will not serve its purpose 
if it is used just as an IT-driven control system. The balanced 
scorecard is a critical component of the strategic planning 
process which involves creative thinking, communicating, 
sharing, informing, analyzing, understanding, etc.

Is it necessary for the balanced scorecard to balance if 
it is intended to be a tool of strategic improvement process? 
Should financial and non-financial metrics of the balanced 
scorecard be linked and balanced? As stated earlier, the 
non-financial variables prospectively lead to change and 
growth. The non-financial metrics are actionable and they 
drive the success of an organization. The financial 
measures depend on non-financial measures; they are, in 
fact, their results. For example, increase in profit depends 
on revenue growth and cost reduction. Revenue growth 
results from non-financial variables like the quality of 
products, new products, after-sales service, and aggressive 
marketing, etc. Similarly, cost reduction depends on non- 
financial variables like material acquisition and handling, 
power usage, labour productivity, cycle time, 
maintenance, and defects, etc. Profit is not directly 
controllable; the controllable non-financial variables 
causing changes in profits are manageable. Managers have 
■qontrol over the processes that have direct bearing on 

•mcial variables. In terms of financial metrics, therefore, 
lanced scorecard should include the measures of 

"ses of the financial variables.
■'teracting with external stakeholders 

;th the capital market participants), 
*e financial metrics such as economic 

'' investment, profit margins, etc. 
a part of the top management 

or the CEO's balanced scorecard. At other levels of 
management, financial metrics should include the 
measures of the processes of the financial variables. There 
is a tendency on the part of certain organizations to 
attempt to link financial and non-financial measures by 
financially quantifying the consequences of non-financial 
measures. It is not just possible to do it for all non-financial 
variables and strike a balance all the time, in all situations. 
Unfortunately, the principle of value additivity does not 
entirely apply to an organization; it is not the sum of its 
various actions. There is the problem of time lag and the 
parts of an organization interact with themselves and the 
environment and create collective impact. A part or an 
action may not create independent value but its interaction 
with other parts of the organization may create 
tremendous value, and it may not be possible to quantify 
it immediately; it may manifest after considerable time 
lag. Such is the nature and impact of non-financial 
variables.

A cause-effect relation is expected between financial 
and non-financial variables. Normally, there should be a 
positive relationship between the financial success and 
the achievement of non-financial goals. This may not be 
true, at least, in the short- or medium-term goals.

Implementing Balanced Scorecard System
Strategic planning process includes determining multiple 
strategic objectives for stakeholders, measuring them, 
setting targets, reviewing the performance, and using 
feedback for improvement in real time. The balanced 
scorecard is a simple device to perform these performance 
management aspects of the strategic planning process. A 
large number of companies in the USA and a few 
companies in India have implemented the balanced 
scorecard. The experiences of these companies show that 
the following conditions are necessary for the successful 
implementation of the balanced scorecard:

Top management commitment and support The 
top and senior management must be committed 
to the balanced scorecard to drive it down through 
the organization. It is essential that the top and 
senior management fully understand the concept 
and the process of the balanced scorecard. They 
should be educated through seminars and 
workshops. The role of the CEO is much more 
critical in the success of the balanced scorecard. 
He/she should take lead in introducing and 
implementing the balanced scorecard. A number 
of organizations started the balanced scorecard 
by first creating it for the top management and 
the CEO and then cascading it down to other 
levels of the organization.

“U Determine the critical success factors 
(CSFs) This is the most critical aspect of the

a er9. Kap& 
1996.

,vt. (2004)- http://www.schneiderman.com/concepts/TheFirstBalancedScorecard/BICIntroAndContents.htm

http://www.schneiderman.com/concepts/TheFirstBalancedScorecard/BICIntroAndContents.htm
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balanced scorecard implementation. For a number 
of Indian companies that are just coming out of 
the protected environment and have started facing 
competition, it is not very difficult to realize that 
the driving force for survival is customer 
satisfaction. Hence, the CSFs are superior quality, 
low cycle time, faster inventory turns, minimum 
defects, high customer response, after sales 
service, employees competency, etc. But for those 
organizations which have already reached high 
levels of customer satisfaction through superior 
quality and other measures, the areas of 
improvements are not very obvious. The 
challenge is to identify the most fundamental 
CSFs. The problem is compounded because of the 
requirements of multiple stakeholders including 
government and society. The balanced scorecard 
will have to consider the requirements of all 
stakeholders which at times will conflict. It does 
not need to restrict to four perspectives; more may 
be added. The social responsibility and 
environmental concerns are two possible 
candidates. The entire organization should be 
involved in identifying CSFs. The organization 
must assign priorities to the stakeholders' 
requirements and rate them in terms of their 
impact.
Translate CSFs into measurable objectives 
(metrics) The identified objectives will not lead 
the organizations anywhere unless the CSFs are 
converted into good measures or metrics. There 
are several measures of financial variables and 
over the years they have been refined. For 
example, the economic value added is a useful 
aggregated financial measure which links with 
value creations for shareholders. It is a real 
challenge to develop metrics for non-financial 
measures as a number of them could be unique 
to an organization for which no standards exist. 
The proponents of the balanced scorecard claim 
that it is a device to link performance measures 
to strategy and performance outcomes. These 
measures should be precise and consistent 
surrogate for achieving the desired objective (for 
example, customer satisfaction); they should be 
based on objective facts and information; they 
should be verifiable and accessible to all interested 
persons in the organization; they should be simple 
to grasp and should be actionable; and they 
should be amenable to review and further 
improvement. There should not be any possibility 
of these measures being manipulated. The targets 
of these measures should be challenging but 
achievable. It is important that the number of 
measures may be kept to a level which can be 
easily managed.
Link performance measures to rewards The 
success of any performance management system

depends on its link to rewards. A reward system 
that is easily understood and is prompt in 
rewarding employees, motivates them to attain 
the targets.
Install a simple tracking system The perfor
mance metrics and targets are of no value if they 
are not tracked quickly, feedback not provided, 
and lessons not learnt. An organization should 
follow a simple and fast tracking system which 
everyone can easily understand.
Create and link the balanced scorecards at all 
levels of the organization An organization will 
better serve its purpose of providing delight to 
all its stakeholders if it develops scorecards at 
corporate, divisional, and even at the individual 
levels. There should be a link between these 
scorecards; the divisional scorecards should 
follow from the corporate scorecard and the 
individual employees' scorecards from the 
divisional cards. The achievement of the targets 
of the scorecards at a lower level must ensure that 
targets of higher scorecards are met. The scorecard 
measures, particularly relating to strategic 
objectives, must be disaggregated so that every 
one understands them and are able to relate to 
his/her actions to strategy.
Communication The balanced scorecard is a 
communication device—a device to communicate 
strategy and its components to all levels of the 
organization. It provides a common language. 
But, this does not happen automatically. An 
organization should also develop an effective 
organizational communication system to make all 
employees understand the common language of 
the balanced scorecard.
Link strategic planning, balanced scorecard, and 
budgeting process The strategic initiatives to 
meet the targets require funds. The strategic 
planning process that builds a balanced scorecard 
should be linked to the budgeting process to set 
priorities and allocate resources to strategic 
initiatives.

Significance of the Balanced Scorecard

The concept and logic of the balanced scorecard is not new; 
what is new is its easy-to-understand design and a more 
formalized process of performance management and 
linking strategy with performance measures and 
outcomes. A large number of companies are motivated to 
implement the balanced scorecard for the following 
reasons.

Increase in customer focus More and more 
companies, due to the recent developments 
leading to heightened competition and customer 
activism, are becoming customer-focused. They 
are discovering the balanced scorecard as a
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comprehensive tool to understand their target 
customers, their requirements, the performance 
gaps, and determine the value propositions that 
they should offer to create delight for their target 
customers.
Focus on creating intangible and intellectual 
capital Most companies realize that future 
competition will be fought on the strength of 
intangible assets and human competency. Hence, 
they are investing in competency building, 
technology, branding, R&D, IT, marketing 
systems, etc. The traditional financial performance 
systems have an in-built bias against these 
initiatives. They are not seen as long-term 
investments but as expenditures to be expensed 
when incurred. Thus, they are seen as depressing 
the current profitability. The balanced scorecard 
provides a logic for these initiatives in terms of 
leading variables influencing the future 
profitability of an organization.
Business excellence and growth Pursuing a 
growth strategy with business excellence requires 
non-financial initiatives. Financial measures with 
their short-term orientation fail to appreciate such 
strategy and allocate funds. The balanced 
scorecard is able to articulate such strategy and 
communicate downwards to all levels of an 
organization.
Align strategy to operations at all levels of the 
organization The balanced scorecard enables 
employees to understand strategy and link 
strategic objectives to their day-to-day operations. 
They realize exactly what their actions and tasks 
should be to help achieve their objectives and 
influence the overall corporate results. Hence, 
there is a pre-requisite that employees should 
have full access to the balanced scorecards and 
metrics at all levels must be shared with all. In a 
number of organizations, and particularly, the 
service organizations, staff members directly 
interact with consumers. They must deal with the 
customers very carefully and implement the 
customer-focused strategy of the company. The 
balanced scorecard is used to facilitate this 
alignment.
Real-time review The operational part of a 
balanced scorecard is a result-tracking device. 
Organizations create simple information system 
(for a large number of companies, the Excel 
spreadsheets may be useful) linked to the 
scorecard for built-in-review and feedback in real
time. The data are continuously transferred from 
reporting system to the on-line balanced 
scorecard. An employee can easily access to see 
the results and managers can take actions when 
warranted.

1. What is meant by balanced scorecard?
2. What are the four perspectives comprising a balanced 

scorecard? Briefly explain them.
3. Should balanced scorecard always balance?
4. What are the essential conditions for the successful 

implementation of the system of balanced scorecard?
5. Why is the balanced scorecard significant for an 

organization?

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate governance implies that the company would 
manage its affairs with diligence, transparency, 
responsibility and accountability, and would maximize 
shareholder wealth. Hence it is required to design systems, 
processes, procedures, structures and take decisions to 
augment its financial performance and stakeholder value 
in the long run.

Theories of Corporate Governance
There are, at least, four theories of corporate governance. 
These theories are as follows:

The agency theory The pure finance view of the firm is 
that managers must maximize the shareholders' wealth. 
The shareholder wealth maximization model may not 
work because of the agency problem. The basis for the 
agency theory is the separation of ownership and control. 
The principals (shareholders) own the company, but the 
agents (managers) control it. The discretionary powers 
possessed by the managers motivate them to expropriate 
the company's wealth to themselves. Thus, they may not 
wok to maximize the owners' value. Under the agency 
theory of corporate governance, the main concern is to 
develop rules and incentives, based on implicit or explicit 
contracts, to eliminate or at least, minimize the conflict of 
interests between owners and managers. The firm devises 
rules and incentives at is own, and they may be in 
additions to legal regulations in a country.

The stewardship theory This theory views managers as 
stewards. They are assumed to work efficiently and 
honestly in the interests of company and owners. They 
are self-directed and are motivated by high achievements 
and responsibility in discharging their duties. In this 
theory, managers are goal-oriented and self-motivated and 
feel constrained if they are controlled by outside directors.

The stakeholder theory The stakeholder theory is based 
on the premise that the fundamental responsibility of 
managers is to maximize the total wealth of all
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stakeholders of the firm, rather than only the shareholders' 
wealth. Hence, the corporate governance efforts are 
intended to empower those stakeholders who contribute 
or control critical resources and skills and to ensure that 
the interests of these stakeholders are aligned with that of 
shareholders.

The political theory The political theory states that it is 
the government that decides the allocation of control, 
rights, responsibility, profit etc. between owners, 
managers, employees and other stakeholders. Within the 
overall macro-structure, each stakeholder may try to 
enhance its bargaining power to negotiate higher 
allocation in its favour. The corporate governace efforts 
will, thus, depend on the allocated powers of the 
stakeholders.

Corporate Governance Practice
Good corporate governance requires companies to adopt 
practices and policies which comprise performance 
accountability, effective management control by the Board 
of Directors, constitution of the Board Committees as a 
part of the internal control system, fair representation of 
professionally qualified, non-executive and independent 
Directors on the Board, the adequate timely disclosure of 
information and the prompt discharge of statutory duties. 
In fact, companies are needed to at least have policies and 
practices in conformity with the requirements stipulated 
under Clause 49 of the Listing Agreement.

Board of Directors The Board of Directors constitute the 
top and strategic decision making body of a company. 
The Board of Directors should be composed of Executive 
and Non-Executive Directors, meeting the requirement of 
the Code of Corporate Governance. The Board should 
represent an optimum mix of professionalism, knowledge 
and expertize. The Board should meet frequently and all 
pertinent information affecting or relating to the 
functioning of the company should be placed before the 
Board. Some of the significant matters generally placed 
before the Board include:11

11. This is a typical list of information placed before the Board. The information here is taken from the Annual Report 2004 of Cadila 
Healthcare Limited.

Qt Review of annual operating plans of business, 
capital expenditure budget and updates, if any

Qi Quarterly results of the company
Qi Minutes of the meeting of the Audit Committee 

and other committees
Qi Information on the recruitment and remuneration 

of senior officers just below the Board level, 
including the appointment and removal of the 
Chief Financial Officer and the Company Secretary 

Qi Materially important show causes, demands, 
prosecutions and penalty notices

Qi Fatal or serious accidents or dangerous 
occurrences

Qi Any materially significant effluent or pollution 
issues

Qi Any materially relevant default in financial 
obligations to and by the company or any 
substantial non-payment for goods sold by the 
company

Qi Any issue which involves possible public or 
product liability claims of a substantial nature

Qi Details of any joint venture or collaboration 
agreement

Qz Transactions that involve substantial payments 
towards goodwill, brand equity and intellectual 
property, if any

Qi Significant labour problems and development in 
human resources/industrial relations

Qi Material sale of investments, subsidiaries and 
assets not in the normal course of business

Qi Quarterly details of foreign exchange exposure 
and the steps taken by the management to limit 
the risk of adverse exchange rate movement

Qi Non-compliance of any regulatory provision or 
listing requirements as well as shareholder service 
such as the non-payment of dividend and delays 
in share transfer

Qi Working of the subsidiary companies
Almost half the directors on the Board should be 

independent directors. The independent directors are 
expected to act independently, without any prejudice to 
anyone, and should play a significant role in Board 
meetings. They make critical assessment of all issues 
discussed in the Board meetings and make significant 
contribution drawing from their wide experience and 
expertize in various fields.

The meetings of the Board of Directors should be held 
at regular intervals of not more than four months. The 
provisions under the Companies Act, 1956 and those under 
Clause 49 of the Listing Agreement should be strictly 
followed in this regard. The Board should meet at least once 
a quarter to review the performance and financial results. 
The statutory auditors and senior executives of the 
Company may be invited to the Board meeting for 
discussion and to provide inputs whenever required.

Audit Committee The appointment of the Audit 
Committee is mandatory, and it's a very powerful 
instrument of ensuring good governance in the financial 
matters. The Audit Committee should have independent 
directors as its members. The members should have 
experience in the areas of finance, accounts, taxation, 
company law etc. The company could derive significant 
advantage from the discussions in the Audit Committee 
meetings.

The Audit Committee carries out the functions in 
accordance with the terms of reference set out under 
Clause 49(11) of the Listing Agreement read together with 
Section 292A of the Companies Act, 1956, and additional 
responsibilities assigned to the committee by the Board 
of Directors. The committee also reviews reports of the 
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internal auditors and statutory auditors along with the 
comments and action taken. Senior executives are invited 
to the meetings of the Audit Committee as and when 
considered appropriate. The head of the management 
audit, the head of the finance function, statutory auditors 
and cost auditor regularly attend the meetings of the Audit 
Committee; the company Secretary acts as the secretary 
of the committee.

The functions of the Audit Committee inter alia 
include the following:12

Overseeing the Company’s financial reporting 
process and ensuring the correct, adequate and 
credible disclosure of financial statements;
Reviewing with management, the annual financial 
statements before their submission to the Board 
with a special emphasis on accounting policies 
and practices, internal control requirements, 
compliance with the accounting standards and 
other legal requirements concerning financial 
statements;
Reviewing the adequacy of the audit and 
compliance function, including their policies, 
procedures, techniques and other regulatory 
requirements;
Recommending the appointment of statutory 
auditors;
To review the observations of internal and 
statutory auditors about the findings during the 
audit of the Company.

Shareholders '/Investors' Grievance Committee As a part 
of corporate governance, companies should form a 
Shareholders'/Investors' Grievance Committee under the 
Chairmanship of a non-executive independent director. 
The committee should monitors investors' the grievances. 
The committee is responsible for attending to the 
grievances of shareholders and investors relating to 
transfer of shares and non-receipt of dividend.

Remuneration Committee The company may appoint a 
Remuneration Committee to decide the remuneration and 
other perks etc. of the CEO and other senior management 
officials as per the Companies Act and other relevant 
provisions.

Exchanges immediately after they have been taken on 
record by the Board. Some companies simultaneously post 
them on their website. Companies may also provide 
periodic event-based information to investors and the 
public at large by way of press releases/intimation to the 
Stock Exchanges where the shares of the companies are 
listed.13

The company also makes the presentation to the 
Institutional Investors and the copy of presentation are 
also filed with the Stock Exchange and also uploaded on 
the company's website for the information of the investors 
at large.

Auditors' Certificate on Corporate Governance The 
external auditors are required to give a certificate on the 
compliance of corporate governance requirements. The 
following is an example of the auditors' certificate on 
Cadila Healthcare Limited's corporate governance 
(Annual Report 2004):

We have examined the compliance of the conditions 
of Corporate Governance by Cadila Healthcare Limited, 
for the year ending on 31 March 2004, as stipulated in 
Clause 49 of the Listing Agreement of the said company 
with the concerned Stock Exchanges in India.

The compliance of the conditions of corporate 
governance is the responsibility of the management. Our 
examination was limited to the procedures and 
implementation thereof, adopted by the company for 
ensuring the compliance of the conditions of Corporate 
Governance. It is neither an audit nor an expression of an 
opinion on the financial statements of the company.

In our opinion and to the best of our information and 
explanations given to us, we certify that the company has 
complied with the conditions of Corporate Governance 
as stipulated in the above mentioned listing agreements.

We state that in respect of the investor grievances 
received during the year ended 31 March 2004, no such 
investor grievances remained unattended/pending for 
more than 30 days.

We further state that such compliance is neither an 
assurance as to the future viability of the company nor 
the efficiency or effectiveness with which the management 
has conducted the affairs of the company.

•agement Analysis Management is required to make 
dosure of all material information to investors. It 

re detailed discussion and analysis of the 
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CHECK YOUR CONCEPTS

1. What is meant by corporate governance?
2. Briefly explain theories of corporate governance.
3. What is the role of the Board of Directors and Audit 

Committee?
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,ia Healthcare Limited.

.actice followed by Cadila Healthcare Ltd, See Annual Report 2004.
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c SUMMARY

O In practice, financial policy of a company is closely linked with its corporate strategy. A firm's strategy establishes 
an effective and efficient match between its competences and opportunities and environmental risks. It provides 
a mechanism integrating the goals of its multiple consistencies. Financial policies of the firms should be developed 
in context of its corporate strategy.

O Within the overall framework of the firm's strategy, there should be consistency between financial policies— 
investment, debt and dividend. For example, a firm can sustain a high-growth strategy only when its investment 
projects generate high profits and it follows a policy of low payout and high debt.

Q Growth should lead to the enhancement of the shareholder value. This will happen when the firm is economically 
profitable; that is, when the firm's return on equity (ROE) is higher than its cost of equity (kf). Value is created 
when ROE > ke; value is maintained when ROE = ke; and value is destroyed when ROE < ke. Alternatively, ROCE 
can be compared with WACC. Value is created when ROCE > WACC.

Q The amount of EVA is the difference between after-tax PBIT and the charges for capital employed or invested 
capital:

EVA = PBIT (1 - T) - WACC x CE

KEY CONCEPTS
Agency theory Economic value added Information signalling Strategy

A

Corporate governance (EVA) Residual income Sustainable growth
Economic return Fisher’s separation Shareholder value Ungeared earnings
Economic profit Strategic planning /

r
i REVIEW QUESTIONS______

1. Describe the interface between financial policies and corporate strategy.
2. What is sustainable growth rate? What factors determine it?
3. What is shareholder value analysis? What relationship exists between growth, economic profitability and the 

shareholder value?
4. Define MVA? How is it calculated? What are its pros and cons?
5. What is economic value added? How is it calculated?
6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of economic value added? Is it a superior method of performance 

evaluation than return on capital employed? How?
7. Define corporate governance. Describe the attributes of a good corporate governance system.

1. A company has PAT of Rs 120 crore in 20X1; its interest payment is Rs 36 crore. The company’s invested capital 
is Rs 1,200 crore and its WACC is 18 per cent. The corporate tax rate is 34 per cent. What is the company’s EVA?

2. A firm’s before tax ROI is 20 per cent and interest rate is 12 per cent. The tax rate is 30 per cent. The firm’s debt
equity ratio is 0.8 and payout ratio is 50 per cent. What is the firm’s expected growth?

3. A firm has grown at 20 per cent in the past few years. Its after-tax ROI and after-tax interest rate are, respectively, 
20 per cent and 6 per cent. It now has a target growth rate of 25 per cent. The company expects its profitability 
and interest cost to remain constant and maintain its payout ratio at 50 per cent. How can the firm achieve its 
target growth? Show calculations.
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4. The following information is given for PQ Limited: EBITDA Rs 10,000; interest Rs 1,200; depreciation Rs 1,000; 
change in current assets Rs 2,000; change in current liabilities Rs 3,000; capital expenditure Rs 3,000. Corporate 
tax rate is 30 per cent. Calculate free cash flows.

5. In PQ Limited (4 above), assume that PQ’s free cash flows are perpetual. If the firm’s weighted average cost of 
capital is 15 per cent, what is the value of the firm?

PROBLEMS
L___________________________________________ J

1. The following are the financial statements of Macro 
Company Limited for the year 20X1:

Capital & Liabilities EIs (lakh) Assets Rs (lakh)

Creditors 7,500 Cash 15,000
Borrowings 35,000 Inventory 18,000
Paid-up share capital 25,000 Debtors 6,000
Reserve & surplus 26,500 Net fixed assets; 55,000

94,000 94,000
Profit S' Loss
Sales 43,000
Gross profit 31,000
PBIT 3,500
PBT 27,500
PAT 24,875

Calculate sustainable growth rate for Macro Company 
Limited.

2. A firm has grown at 15 per cent in the past few 
years. Its after-tax ROI and after-tax interest rate 
have been, respectively, 16 per cent and 7 per cent. 
It now has a target growth rate of 18 per cent. The 
company expects its profitability and interest cost 
to remain constant and maintain its payout ratio 
at 60 per cent. How can the firm achieve its target 
growth? Show calculations.

3. A manufacturing company earned PAT of Rs 123 
crore in 2004, paying interest of Rs 24 crore. The 
company’s invested capital is Rs 1,340 crore and 
WACC 15 per cent. The tax rate is 35 per cent. 
Calculate the company’s EVA.

4. Table 35.5 provides certain financial data for 
Infosys from year 2005 to year 2009. The company 
uses CAPM to calculate cost of equity. You are 
required to calculate the following: (i) MVA, (ii) 
EVA, (m) M/B and (tv) Economic Return. Comment 
on the company's market performance.

Table 35.5: Infosys: Economic Value Added Analysis

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005

Avg. capital employed (Rs Cr.) 16,025 12,527 9,147 6,177 4,331
Avg. debt-equity ratio 0 0 0 0 0
Beta variant 0.74 0.76 0.99 0.78 0.98
Risk-free rate of return (%) 7.0 8.0 8.0 7.5 6.8
Market premium (%) 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Operating profit (Rs Cr.) 6,434 4.640 3,877 2,654 2,048
Tax (Rs Cr.) 919 685 386 313 326
Market value of equity (Rs Cr.) 75,837 82,362 1,15,307 82,154 61,073
Add: Market value of debt (Rs Cr.) 0 0 0 0 0
Less: Cash &• cash equivalent (Rs Cr.) 10,993 8,307 6,033 4,709 2,998
Enteprise value (Rs Cr.) 64,844 74,055 109,274 77,445 58,078

CASE 35.1: HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED*

Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) was set up in 1933. It 
is an important subsidiary of Unilever. Unilever has about 
500 subsidiary and associate companies in more than 100 
countries. Its revenue was $48,353 million and operating 
profit $7,625 million in 2003. HUL’s business areas include 
home and personal care, foods and beverages, and 

industrial, agricultural and other products. It is one of the 
largest producers of soaps and detergents in India. In 1983 
the company reorganized its business and transferred some 
of its units to Lipton India Limited. In 1993, Tata Oil Mills 
Company was amalgamated with HUL, making the merged 
company the most dominant player in the domestic soap

This is an abridged version of the case prepared by Professor I.M. Pandey on the basis of information given in Hindustan Unite*, er 
Limited's annual reports and other publicly available sources.
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and detergent industry. The Brooke Bond Lipton India Ltd
merged with HUL in 1996. Many more mergers and
acquisitions have taken place in the recent years.

HUL places equal focus on serving both the employees 
and the shareholders, and it is committed to add value to 
them. The company markets a large number of brands with 
the help of several thousand of stockists in over a million 
outlets. It has more than 50 factories and 70 locations and 
employs 36,000 persons. HUL has been regularly 
introducing new products and rationalizing its product 
portfolio. It is a highly profitable company and it follows a 
liberal policy of dividend payment. The market value of 
its share has shown significant appreciation over years. 
The company has significantly expanded its operations 
through internal development and acquisitions. The 
company needs estimate of the cost of capital for evaluating 
its acquisitions, investment decisions and the performance 
of its businesses and for determining the value added to 
shareholders.

The HUL management uses the concept of economic 
value added (EVA)14 in its decision-making and 
performance evaluation since it believes that shareholder 
value creation (SVC) is directly linked to EVA. How does 
HUL measure EVA and use it for performance evaluation? 
How is it superior to other measures of performance 
evaluation? Does it really lead to SVC?

14. EVA™ is trade marked by Stem Stewart Company.
15. HUL Annual Report, 2002 and 2008.
16. HUL Annual Report, 2002 and 2008.

Corporate Purpose
The company has stated its corporate purpose in the 
following words:

Our purpose is to meet the everyday needs of 
people everywhere - to anticipate the aspirations 
of our consumers and customers and to respond 
creatively and competitively with products and 
services which raise the quality of life.

Our deep roots in local cultures and markets are 
our unparalleled inheritance and the foundation 
of our future growth. We will bring our wealth of 
knowledge and international expertize to the 
service of our consumers.

Our long-term success requires a total 
commitment to exceptional standards of 
performance and productivity, to working together 
effectively and to a willingness to embrace new 
ideas and learn continuously.

We believe that to succeed requires the highest 
standards of corporate behaviour towards our 
employees, consumers and societies and world 
in which we live.

This is our road to sustainable, profitable growth 
for our business and long-term value creation for 
our shareholders and employees.

Our approach to Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) is rooted in the belief that “to succeed 
requires the highest standards of corporate 
behaviour towards our employees, consumers and 
the societies and word in which we live”.

Our CSR philosophy is embedded in our 
commitment to all stakeholders—our consumers, 
our employees, the environment and the society 
that we operate in. It is this commitment we 
believe, that will deliver sustainable profitable 
growth.

The HUL management claims: In Hindustan 
Unilever, the goal of sustainable long-term value 
creation for our shareholders is well understood 
by all the business groups. Measures to evaluate 
business performance and to set targets take into 
account this concept of value creation.

In operational terms, the company focuses on the 
measurement and maximization of EVA for shareholder 
value creation.

EVA Approach at HUL
HUL has grown very fast and its profitability has also 
increased over years. It pays dividend liberally. The 
company’s share has enjoyed high price in the stock market. 
The company’s market capitalization has shown an 
impressive growth; it has increased from Rs 8,048 crore in 
1993 to 40,008 crore in 2002. The company is very 
conservatively financed as it employs low amount of debt, 
in relation to its equity funds.

HUL’s philosophy is to add value to shareholders. It 
considers that the concept of EVA is more relevant in 
creating shareholder value rather than the conventional 
measures such as earnings capitalization, market 
capitalization and present value of estimated future cash 
flows.15 It uses EVA concept in evaluating projects, business 
performance and setting targets. It has defined EVA as the 
difference between net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) 
and cost of capital employed (COCE). NOPAT is profit after 
depreciation and taxes but before interest cost and COCE 
is the weighted average cost of the company’s debt and 
equity.

HUL’s Cost of Capital16
The company considers cost of its debt as the effective 
rate of interest applicable to an “AAA” rated company. It 
thinks that considering the trends over years, this rate was 
5.92 per cent in 2008 and 9.45 per cent in 2007. According 
to the company the cost of equity is the return expected by 
the investors to compensate them for the variability in
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returns caused by fluctuating earnings and share price. The 
risk-free rate is taken as the yield on long-term government 
bonds, which the company regards as about 7.62 per cent 
in 2008. HUL takes the market-risk premium to be equal to 
11 per cent for calculating the cost of equity. The cost of 
equity is calculated using the capital asset price model 
(CAPM). HUL has estimated its beta (a measure of the 
sensitivity of HUL’s returns on share vis-a-vis the stock 
market returns) as 0.623.

The company’s computations of NOPAT, COCE and 

EVA during the period from 1993 to 2008 are given in Table 
35.1.1. HUL’s EVA has been increasing over years.

Shareholder Value, Investment and Return
Table 35.1.2 provides information about HUL’s 
shareholders' EPS and DPS as well as the market 
performance of its shares. The market value of the 
shareholders investment has increased over the years. The 
increasing trend could be witnessed in EPS and DPS.

Average

Table 35.1.1: HUL’s EVA Performance, 1999-2008

Year

Average 
Debt 

(Rs cr) 
1

Average
Equity 
(Rs cr)

2

Capital 
Employed 

(Rs cr) 
(l)+(2) 

3

Cost 
of

Debt 
% 
4

Cost 
of 

Equity 
% 
5

WACC
%
6

COCE 
(Rs cr) 

(3) x (6)

7

PAT 
(Rs cr) 

8

After
Tax
Int.

(Rs cr)
9

NOPAT
(Rs cr)

(8) + (9)
10

COCE 
(Rs cr)

11

EVA 
(Rs cr) 
(10-11) 

12

1993 135 359 494 6.8 19.7 16.2 80 127 13 140 80 60
1994 97 462 559 7.4 19.7 17.6 98 190 15 205 98 107
1995 110 588 698 7.6 19.7 17.8 124 239 11 250 124 126
1996 156 815 971 7.9 19.7 17.8 173 413 32 445 173 272
1997 160 1,127 1,287 8.8 19.7 18.3 236 580 21 601 236 365
1998 165 1,487 1,652 9.1 19.7 18.6 308 837 19 856 308 548
1999 162 1,908 2,070 8.6 19.7 18.8 390 1,070 14 1,084 390 694
2000 93 2,296 2,389 8.5 19.7 19.3 460 1,310 8 1,318 460 858
2001 50 2,766 2,816 7.7 16.7 16.5 466 1,541 5 1,546 466 1,080
2002 45 3,351 3,396 6.5 14.4 14.3 486 1,716 6 1,722 486 1,236
2003 881 2,899 3,780 4.9 13.0 11.1 418 1,804 43 1,847 418 1,429
2004 1,588 2,116 3,704 5.2 14.8 10.7 395 1,199 82 1,281 395 886
2005 360 2,200 2,560 3.4 15.5 13.8 353 1,355 12 1,367 353 1,014
2006 163 2,515 2,678 5.9 16.4 15.7 422 1,540 7 1,547 422 1,125
2007 382 2,402 2,784 6.2 17.6 16.0 446 1,743 17 1,760 446 1,314
2008* 342 1,928 2,270 3.9 14.5 12.9 365 2,444 17 2,461 365 2,096

* Data for fifteen months.
Source: HUL’s Reports and Accounts 2002 and 2008.

Table 35.1.2: Share Price Data

Year EPS (Rs) DPS (Rs) Share price (Rs) MCap (Rs crore)

1993 0.91 0.56 57.50 8049
1994 1.30 0.80 59.00 8604
1995 1.64 1.00 62.40 9100
1996 2.08 1.25 80.70 16073
1997 2.81 1.70 138.35 27555
1998 3.67 2.20 166.35 36525
1999 4.86 2.90 225.00 49513
2000 5.95 3.50 206.35 45409
2001 7.46 5.00 223.65 49231
2002 8.04 5.16 181.75 40008
2003 8.05 5.50 204.70 45059
2004 5.44 5.00 143.50 31587
2005 6.40 5.00 197.25 43419
2006 8.41 6.00 216.55 47788
2007 8.73 9.00 213.90 46575
2008 11.46 7.50 237.50 51770
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Discussion Questions

1. Why does HUL calculate EVA? 4. Comment on HUL’s performance using earnings
2. How does HUL calculate cost of capital? per share, dividend per share and share price data?
3. Comment on HUL's methodology of calculating How does this performance compare with the E\ A

EVA? What modifications would you suggest? performance?

PRACTICAL PROJECT
lj

Search for the latest annual reports of Infosys and Tata Steel governance reports of these companies. What differences 
on the web. Analyse the EVA performance and corporate do you notice? Give reasons for the differences.
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Table A: Compound Value Factor of a Lump Sum (CVF) of Re 1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

25

30

40

50

Interest Rate

^/e 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14%

1.030 1.040 1.050 1.060 1.070 1.080 1.090 1.100 1.110 1.120 1.130 1.140

7)40 1.061 1.082 1.103 1.124 1.145 1.166 1.188 1.210 1.232 1.254 1.277 1.300

/.061 1.093 1.125 1.158 1.191 1.225 1.260 1.295 1.331 1.368 1.405 1.443 1.482

1.082 1.126 1.170 1.216 1.262 1.311 1.360 1.412 1.464 1.518 1.574 1.630 1.689

1.051 1.104 1.159 1.217 1.276 1.338 1.403 1.469 1.539 1.611 1.685 1.762 1.842 1.925

1.062 1.126 1.194 1.265 1.340 1.419 1.501 1.587 1.677 1.772 1.870 1.974 2.082 2.195

1.072 1.149 1.230 1.316 1.407 1.504 1.606 1.714 1.828 1.949 2.076 2.211 2.353 2.502

1.083 1.172 1.267 1.369 1.477 1.594 1.718 1.851 1.993 2.144 2.305 2.476 2.658 2.853

1.094 1.195 1.305 1.423 1.551 1.689 1.838 1.999 2.172 2.358 2.558 2.773 3.004 3.252

1.105 1.219 1.344 1.480 1.629 1.791 1.967 2.159 2.367 2.594 2.839 3.106 3.395 3.707

1.116 1.243 1.384 1.539 1.710 1.898 2.105 2.332 2.580 2.853 3.152 3.479 3.836 4.226

1.127 1.268 1.426 1.601 1.796 2.012 2.252 2.518 2.813 3.138 3.498 3.896 4.335 4.818

1.138 1.294 1.469 1.665 1.886 2.133 2.410 2.720 3.066 3.452 3.883 4.363 4.898 5.492

1.149 1.319 1.513 1.732 1.980 2.261 2.579 2.937 3.342 3.797 4.310 4.887 5.535 6.261

1.161 1.346 1.558 1.801 2.079 2.397 2.759 3.172 3.642 4.177 4.785 5.474 6.254 7.138

1.173 1.373 1.605 1.873 2.183 2.540 2.952 3.426 3.970 4.595 5.311 6.130 7.067 8.137

1.184 1.400 1.653 1.948 2.292 2.693 3.159 3.700 4.328 5.054 5.895 6.866 7.986 9.276

1.196 1.428 1.702 2.026 2.407 2.854 3.380 3.996 4.717 5.560 6.544 7.690 9.024 10.575

1.208 1.457 1.754 2.107 2.527 3.026 3.617 4.316 5.142 6.116 7.263 8.613 10.197 12.056

1.220 1.486 1.806 2.191 2.653 3.207 3.870 4.661 5.604 6.727 8.062 9.646 11.523 13.743

1.282 1.641 2.094 2.666 3.386 4.292 5.427 6.848 8.623 10.835 13.585 17.000 21.231 26.462

1.348 1.811 2.427 3.243 4.322 5.743 7.612 10.063 13.268 17.449 22.892 29.960 39.116 50.950

1.489 2.208 3.262 4.801 7.040 10.286 14.974 21.725 31.409 45.259 65.001 93.051 132.782 188.884

1.645 2.692 4.384 7.107 11.467 18.420 29.457 46.902 74.358 117.391 184.565 289.002 450.736 700.233
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Table A Contd.

Interest Rate

Year 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 30% 40%

1 1.150 1.160 1.170 1.180 1.190 1.200 1.210 1.220 1.230 1.240 1.250 1.300 1.400

2 1.323 1.346 1.369 1.392 1.416 1.440 1.464 1.488 1.513 1.538 1.563 1.690 1.960

3 1.521 1.561 1.602 1.643 1.685 1.728 1.772 1.816 1.861 1.907 1.953 2.197 2.744

4 1.749 1.811 1.874 1.939 2.005 2.074 2.144 2.215 2.289 2.364 2.441 2.856 3.842

5 2.011 2.100 2.192 2.288 2.386 2.488 2.594 2.703 2.815 2.932 3.052 3.713 5.378

6 2.313 2.436 2.565 2.700 2.840 2.986 3.138 3.297 3.463 3.635 3.815 4.827 7.530

7 2.660 2.826 3.001 3.185 3.379 3.583 3.797 4.023 4.259 4.508 4.768 6.275 10.541

8 3.059 3.278 3.511 3.759 4.021 4.300 4.595 4.908 5.239 5.590 5.960 8.157 14.758

9 3.518 3.803 4.108 4.435 4.785 5.160 5.560 5.987 6.444 6.931 7.451 10.604 20.661

10 4.046 4.411 4.807 5.234 5.695 6.192 6.727 7.305 7.926 8.594 9.313 13.786 28.925
11 4.652 5.117 5.624 6.176 6.777 7.430 8.140 8.912 9.749 10.657 11.642 17.922 40.496

12 5.350 5.936 6.580 7.288 8.064 8.916 9.850 10.872 11.991 13.215 14.552 23.298 56.694

13 6.153 6.886 7.699 8.599 9.596 10.699 11.918 13.264 14.749 16.386 18.190 30.288 79.371

14 7.076 7.988 9.007 10.147 11.420 12.839 14.421 16.182 18.141 20.319 22.737 39.374 111.120

15 8.137 9.266 10.539 11.974 13.590 15.407 17.449 19.742 22.314 25.196 28.422 51.186 155.568

16 9.358 10.748 12.330 14.129 16.172 18.488 21.114 24.086 27.446 31.243 35.527 66.542 217.795

17 10.761 12.468 14.426 16.672 19.244 22.186 25.548 29.384 33.759 38.741 44.409 86.504 304.913

18 12.375 14.463 16.879 19.673 22.901 26.623 30.913 35.849 41.523 48.039 55.511 112.455 426.879

19 14.232 16.777 19.748 23.214 27.252 31.948 37.404 43.736 51.074 59.568 69.389 146.192 597.630

20 16.367 19.461 23.106 27.393 32.429 38.338 45.259 53.358 62.821 73.864 86.736 190.050 836.683

25 32.919 40.874 50.658 62.669 77.388 95.396 117.391 144.210 176.859 216.542 264.698 705.641 4499.880

30 66.212 85.850 111.065 143.371 184.675 237.376 304.482 389.758 497.913 634.820 807.794 2619.996 24201.432

40 267.864 378.721 533.869 750.378 1051.668 1469.772 2048.400 2847.038 3946.430 5455.913 7523.164 36118.865 700037.697

50 1083.657 1670.704 2566.215 3927.357 5988.914 9100.438 13780.612 20796.561 31279.195 46890.435 70064.923 497929.223 20248916.240



ile B: Compound Value Factor of an Annuity (CVFA) of Re 1

6%

Interest Rate

7% 8%
________________■
9% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14%

9

10

1.000 1.000

30 2.040 2.050

3.091 3.122 3.153

4.184 4.246 4.310

5.309 5.416 5.526

6.468 6.633 6.802

7.662 7.898 8.142

8.892 9.214 9.549

1.000 1.000 1.000

2.060 2.070 2.080

3.184 3.215 3.246

4.375 4.440 4.506

5.637 5.751 5.867

6.975 7.153 7.336

8.394 8.654 8.923

9.897 10.260 10.637

1.000 1.000 1.000

2.090 2.100 2.110

3.278 3.310 3.342

4.573 4.641 4.710

5.985 6.105 6.228

7.523 7.716 7.913

9.200 9.487 9.783

11.028 11.436 11.859
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1.000 1.000 1.000

2.120 2.130 2.140

3.374 3.407 3.440

4.779 4.850 4.921

6.353 6.480 6.610

8.115 8.323 8.536

10.089 10.405 10.730

12.300 12.757 13.233

9.369 9.755 10.159 10.583 11.027 11.491 11.978 12.488 13.021 13.579 14.164 14.776 15.416 16.085

10.462 10.950 11.464 12.006 12.578 ' 13.181 13.816 14.487 15.193 15.937 16.722 17.549 18.420 19.337

11 11.567 12.169 12.808 13.486

12 12.683 13.412 14.192 15.026

13 13.809 14.680 15.618 16.627

14 14.947 15.974 17.086 18.292

15 16.097 17.293 18.599 20.024

16 17.258 18.639 20.157 21.825

17 18.430 20.012 21.762 23.698

18 19.615 21.412 23.414 25.645

19 20.811 22.841 25.117 27.671

20 22.019 24.297 26.870 29.778

25 28.243 32.030 36.459 41.646

30 34.785 40.568 47.575 56.085

40 48.886 60.402 75.401 95.026

50 64.463 84.579 112.797 152.667

14.207 14.972 15.784 16.645 17.560

15.917 16.870 17.888 18.977 20.141

17.713 18.882 20.141 21.495 22.953

19.599 21.015 22.550 24.215 26.019

21.579 23.276 25.129 27.152 29.361

23.657 25.673 27.888 30.324 33.003

25.840 28.213 30.840 33.750 36.974

28.132 30.906 33.999 37.450 41.301

30.539 33.760 37.379 41.446 46.018

33.066 36.786 40.995 45.762 51.160

47.727 54.865 63.249 73.106 84.701

66.439 79.058 94.461 113.283 136.308

120.800 154.762 199.635 259.057 337.882

209.348 290.336 406.529 573.770 815.084

18.531 19.561 20.655 21.814 23.045

21.384 22.713 24.133 25.650 27.271

24.523 26.212 28.029 29.985 32.089

27.975 30.095 32.393 34.883 37.581

31.772 34.405 37.280 40.417 43.842

35.950 39.190 42.753 46.672 50.980

40.545 44.501 48.884 53.739 59.118

45.599 50.396 55.750 61.725 68.394

51.159 56.939 63.440 70.749 78.969

57.275 64.203 72.052 80.947 91.025

98.347 114.413 133.334 155.620 181.871

164.494 199.021 241.333 293.199 356.787

442.593 581.826 767.091 1013.704 1342.025

1163.909 1668.771 2400.018 3459.507 4994.521

(Contd...)



Table B Contd.

Interest Rate

Year 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 30% 40%

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 2.150 2.160 2.170 2.180 2.190 2.200 2.210 2.220 2.230 2.240 2.250 2.300 2.400

3 3.473 3.506 3.539 3.572 3.606 3.640 3.674 3.708 3.743 3.778 3.813 3.990 4.360

4 4.993 5.066 5.141 5.215 5.291 5.368 5.446 5.524 5.604 5.684 5.766 6.187 7.104

5 6.742 6.877 7.014 7.154 7.297 7.442 7.589 7.740 7.893 8.048 8.207 9.043 10.946

6 8.754 8.977 9.207 9.442 9.683 9.930 10.183 10.442 10.708 10.980 11.259 12.756 16.324

7 11.067 11.414 11.772 12.142 12.523 12.916 13.321 13.740 14.171 14.615 15.073 17.583 23.853

8 13.727 14.240 14.773 15.327 15.902 16.499 17.119 17.762 18.430 19.123 19.842 23.858 34.395

9 16.786 17.519 18.285 19.086 19.923 20.799 21.714 22.670 23.669 24.712 25.802 32.015 49.153

10 20.304 21.321 22.393 23.521 24.709 25.959 27.274 28.657 30.113 31.643 33.253 42.619 69.814

11 24.349 25.733 27.200 28.755 30.404 32.150 34.001 35.962 38.039 40.238 42.566 56.405 98.739

12 29.002 30.850 32.824 34.931 37.180 39.581 42.142 44.874 47.788 50.895 54.208 74.327 139.235

13 34.352 36.786 39.404 42.219 45.244 48.497 51.991 55.746 59.779 64.110 68.760 97.625 195.929

14 40.505 43.672 47.103 50.818 54.841 59.196 63.909 69.010 74.528 80.496 86.949 127.913 275.300

15 47.580 51.660 56.110 60.965 66.261 72.035 78.330 85.192 92.669 100.815 109.687 167.286 386.420

16 55.717 60.925 66.649 72.939 79.850 87.442 95.780 104.935 114.983 126.011 138.109 218.472 541.988

17 65.075 71.673 78.979 87.068 96.022 105.931 116.894 129.020 142.430 157.253 173.636 285.014 759.784

18 75.836 84.141 93.406 103.740 115.266 128.117 142.441 158.405 176.188 195.994 218.045 371.518 1064.697

19 88.212 98.603 110.285 123.414 138.166 154.740 173.354 194.254 217.712 244.033 273.556 483.973 1491.576

20 102.444 115.380 130.033 146.628 165.418 186.688 210.758 237.989 268.785 303.601 342.945 630.165 2089.206

25 212.793 249.214 292.105 342.603 402.042 471.981 554.242 650.955 764.605 898.092 1054.791 2348.803 11247.199

30 434.745 530.312 647.439 790.948 966.712 1181.882 1445.151 1767.081 2160.491 2640.916 3227.174 8729.985 60501.081

40 1779.090 2360.757 3134.522 4163.213 5529.829 7343.858 9749.525 12936.535 17154.046 22728.803 30088.655 120392.883 1750091.741

50 7217.716 10435.649 15089.502 21813.094 31515.336 45497.191 65617.202 94525.279135992.154 195372.644 280255.693 1659760.743 50622288.099
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Table C: Present Value Factor of a Lump Sum (PVF) of Re 1
y

Interest Rate

2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14%

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 0.901 0.893 0.885 0.877

2 0.980 0.961 0.943 0.925 0.907 0.890 0.873 0.857 0.842 0.826 0.812 0.797 0.783 0.769

3 0.971 0.942 0.915 0.889 0.864 0.840 0.816 0.794 0.772 0.751 0.731 0.712 0.693 0.675

4 0.961 0.924 0.888 0.855 0.823 0.792 0.763 0.735 0.708 0.683 0.659 0.636 0.613 0.592

5 0.951 0.906 0.863 0.822 0.784 0.747 0.713 0.681 0.650 0.621 0.593 0.567 0.543 0.519

6 0.942 0.888 0.837 0.790 0.746 0.705 0.666 0.630 0.596 0.564 0.535 0.507 0.480 0.456

7 0.933 0.871 0.813 0.760 0.711 0.665 0.623 0.583 0.547 0.513 0.482 0.452 0.425 0.400

8 0.923 0.853 0.789 0.731 0.677 0.627 0.582 0.540 0.502 0.467 0.434 0.404 0.376 0.351

9 0.914 0.837 0.766 0.703 0.645 0.592 0.544 0.500 0.460 0.424 0.391 0.361 0.333 0.308

10 0.905 0.820 0.744 0.676 0.614 0.558 0.508 0.463 0.422 0.386 0.352 0.322 0.295 0.270

11 0.896 0.804 0.722 0.650 0.585 0.527 0.475 0.429 0.388 0.350 0.317 0.287 0.261 0.237

12 0.887 0.788 0.701 0.625 0.557 0.497 0.444 0.397 0.356 0.319 0.286 0.257 0.231 0.208

13 0.879 0.773 0.681 0.601 0.530 0.469 0.415 0.368 0.326 0.290 0.258 0.229 0.204 0.182

14 0.870 0.758 0.661 0.577 0.505 0.442 0.388 0.340 0.299 0.263 0.232 0.205 0.181 0.160

15 0.861 0.743 0.642 0.555 0.481 0.417 0.362 0.315 0.275 0.239 0.209 0.183 0.160 0.140

16 0.853 0.728 0.623 0.534 0.458 0.394 0.339 0.292 0.252 0.218 0.188 0.163 0.141 0.123

17 0.844 0.714 0.605 0.513 0.436 0.371 0.317 0.270 0.231 0.198 0.170 0.146 0.125 0.108

18 0.836 0.700 0.587 0.494 0.416 0.350 0.296 0.250 0.212 0.180 0.153 0.130 0.111 0.095

19 0.828 0.686 0.570 0.475 0.396 0.331 0.277 0.232 0.194 0.164 0.138 0.116 0.098 0.083

20 0.820 0.673 0.554 0.456 0.377 0.312 0.258 0.215 0.178 0.149 0.124 0.104 0.087 0.073

25 0.780 0.610 0.478 0.375 0.295 0.233 0.184 0.146 0.116 0.092 0.074 0.059 0.047 0.038

30 0.742 0.552 0.412 0.308 0.231 0.174 0.131 0.099 0.075 0.057 0.044 0.033 0.026 0.020

40 0.672 0.453 0.307 0.208 0.142 0.097 0.067 0.046 0.032 0.022 0.015 0.011 0.008 0.005

50 0.608 0.372 0.228 0.141 0.087 0.054 0.034 0.021 0.013 0.009 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001
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Table C Contd.

Interest Rate
Year 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 30% 40%

1 0.870 0.862 0.855 0.847 0.840 0.833 0.826 0.820 0.813 0.806 0.800 0.769 0.714
2 0.756 0.743 0.731 0.718 0.706 0.694 0.683 0.672 0.661 0.650 0.640 0.592 0.510
3 0.658 0.641 0.624 0.609 0.593 0.579 0.564 0.551 0.537 0.524 0.512 0.455 0.364
4 0.572 0.552 0.534 0.516 0.499 0.482 0.467 0.451 0.437 0.423 0.410 0.350 0.260
5 0.497 0.476 0.456 0.437 0.419 0.402 0.386 0.370 0.355 0.341 0.328 0.269 0.186
6 0.432 0.410 0.390 0.370 0.352 0.335 0.319 0.303 0.289 0.275 0.262 0.207 0.133
7 0.376 0.354 0.333 0.314 0.296 0.279 0.263 0.249 0.235 0.222 0.210 0.159 0.095
8 0.327 0.305 0.285 0.266 0.249 0.233 0.218 0.204 0.191 0.179 0.168 0.123 0.068
9 0.284 0.263 0.243 0.225 0.209 0.194 0.180 0.167 0.155 0.144 0.134 0.094 0.048

10 0.247 0.227 0.208 0.191 0.176 0.162 0.149 0.137 0.126 0.116 0.107 0.073 0.035
11 0.215 0.195 0.178 0.162 0.148 0.135 0.123 0.112 0.103 0.094 0.086 0.056 0.025
12 0.187 0.168 0.152 0.137 0.124 0.112 0.102 0.092 0.083 0.076 0.069 0.043 0.018
13 0.163 0.145 0.130 0.116 0.104 0.093 0.084 0.075 0.068 0.061 0.055 0.033 0.013
14 0.141 0.125 0.111 0.099 0.088 0.078 0.069 0.062 0.055 0.049 0.044 0.025 0.009
15 0.123 0.108 0.095 0.084 0.074 0.065 0.057 0.051 0.045 0.040 0.035 0.020 0.006
16 0.107 0.093 0.081 0.071 0.062 0.054 0.047 0.042 0.036 0.032 0.028 0.015 0.005
17 0.093 0.080 0.069 0.060 0.052 0.045 0.039 0.034 0.030 0.026 0.023 0.012 0.003
18 0.081 0.069 0.059 0.051 0.044 0.038 0.032 0.028 0.024 0.021 0.018 0.009 0.002
19 0.070 0.060 0.051 0.043 0.037 0.031 0.027 0.023 0.020 0.017 0.014 0.007 0.002
20 0.061 0.051 0.043 0.037 0.031 0.026 0.022 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.012 0.005 0.001
25 0.030 0.024 0.020 0.016 0.013 0.010 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.001 0.000
30 0.015 0.012 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000
40 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
50 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table D: Present Value Factor of an Annuity (PVFA) of Re 1
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Year 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12% 1$__ 0.877
1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 0.901 0.893 0.885 1.647
2 1.970 1.942 1.913 1.886 1.859 1.833 ’1.808 1.783 1.759 1.736 1.713 1.690 1.668 2.322
3 2.941 2.884 2.829 2.775 2.723 2.673 2.624 2.577 2.531 2.487 2.444 2.402 2.361 2.914
4 3.902 3.808 3.717 3.630 3.546 3.465 3.387 3.312 3.240 3.170 3.102 3.037 2.9?4 3.433
5 4.853 4.713 4.580 4.452 4.329 4.212 4.100 3.993 3.890 3.791 3.696 3.605 3.517 3.889
6 5.795 5.601 5.417 5.242 5.076 4.917 4.767 4.623 4.486 4.355 4.231 4.111 3.998 4.288
7 6.728 6.472 6.230 6.002 5.786 5.582 5.389 5.206 5.033 4.868 4.712 4.564 4.423 4.639
8 7.652 7.325 7.020 6.733 6.463 6.210 5.971 5.747 5.535 5.335 5.146 4.968 4.299 4.946
9 8.566 8.162 7.786 7.435 7.108 6.802 6.515 6.247 5.995 5.759 5.537 5.328 5.132 5.216

10 9.471 8.983 8.530 8.111 7.722 7.360 7.024 6.710 6.418 6.145 5.889 5.650 5.426 5.453
11 10.368 9.787 9.253 8.760 8.306 7.887 7.499 7.139 6.805 6.495 6.207 5.938 5.68? 5.660
12 11.255 10.575 9.954 9.385 8.863 8.384 7.943 7.536 7.161 6.814 6.492 6.194 5.918 5.842
13 12.134 11.348 10.635 9.986 9.394 8.853 8.358 7.904 7.487 7.103 6.750 6.424 6.122 6.002
14 13.004 12.106 11.296 10.563 9.899 9.295 8.745 8.244 7.786 7.367 6.982 6.628 6.302 6.142
15 13.865 12.849 11.938 11.118 10.380 9.712 9.108 8.559 8.061 7.606 7.191 6.811 6.462 6.265
16 14.718 13.578 12.561 11.652 10.838 10.106 9.447 8.851 8.313 7.824 7.379 6.974 6.604 6.373
17 15.562 14.292 13.166 12.166 11.274 10.477 9.763 9.122 8.544 8.022 7.549 7.120 6.729 6.467
18 16.398 14.992 13.754 12.659 11.690 10.828 10.059 9.372 8.756 8.201 7.702 7.250 6.840 6.550
19 17.226 15.678 14.324 13.134 12.085 11.158 10.336 9.604 8.950 8.365 7.839 7.366 6.938 6.623
20 18.046 16.351 14.877 13.590 12.462 11.470 .10.594 9.818 9.129 8.514 7.963 7.469 7.025 6.873
25 22.023 19.523 17.413 15.622 14.094 12.783 11.654 10.675 9.823 9.077 8.422 7.843 7.330 7.003
30 25.808 22.396 19.600 17.292 15.372 13.765 12.409 11.258 10.274 9.427 8.694 8.055 7.496 7.105
40 32.835 27.355 23.115 19.793 17.159 15.046 13.332 11.925 10.757 9.779 8.951 8.244 7.634 7.133
50 39.196 31.424 25.730 21.482 18.256 15.762 13.801 12.233 10.962 9.915 9.042 8.304 7.675
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Table D Contd.

Interest Rate

Year 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 30% 40%

1 0.870 0.862 0.855 0.847 0.840 0.833 0.826 0.820 0.813 0.806 0.800 0.769 0.714

2 1.626 1.605 1.585 1.566 1.547 1.528 1.509 1.492 1.474 1.457 1.440 1.361 1.224

3 2.283 2.246 2.210 2.174 2.140 2.106 2.074 2.042 2.011 1.981 1.952 1.816 1.589

4 2.855 2.798 2.743 2.690 2.639 2.589 2.540 2.494 2.448 2.404 2.362 2.166 1.849

5 3.352 3.274 3.199 3.127 3.058 2.991 2.926 2.864 2.803 2.745 2.689 2.436 2.035

6 3.784 3.685 3.589 3.498 3.410 3.326 3.245 3.167 3.092 3.020 2.951 2.643 2.168

7 4.160 4.039 3.922 3.812 3.706 3.605 3.508 3.416 3.327 3.242 3.161 2.802 2.263

8 4.487 4.344 4.207 4.078 3.954 3.837 3.726 3.619 3.518 3.421 3.329 2.925 2.331

9 4.772 4.607 4.451 4.303 4.163 4.031 3.905 3.786 3.673 3.566 3.463 3.019 2.379

10 5.019 4.833 4.659 4.494 4.339 4.192 4.054 3.923 3.799 3.682 3.571 3.092 2.414

11 5.234 5.029 4.836 4.656 4.486 4.327 4.177 4.035 3.902 3.776 3.656 3.147 2.438

12 5.421 5.197 4.988 4.793 4.611 4.439 4.278 4.127 3.985 3.851 3.725 3.190 2.456

13 5.583 5.342 5.118 4.910 4.715 4.533 4.362 4.203 4.053 3.912 3.780 3.223 2.469

14 5.724 5.468 5.229 5.008 4.802 4.611 4.432 4.265 4.108 3.962 3.824 3.249 2.478

15 5.847 5.575 5.324 5.092 4.876 4.675 4.489 4.315 4.153 4.001 3.859 3.268 2.484

16 5.954 5.668 5.405 5.162 4.938 4.730 4.-536 4.357 4.189 4.033 3.887 3.283 2.489

17 6.047 5.749 5.475 5.222 4.990 4.775 4.576 4.391 4.219 4.059 3.910 3.295 2.492

18 6.128 5.818 5.534 5.273 5.033 4.812 4.608 4.419 4.243 4.080 3.928 3.304 2.494

19 6.198 5.877 5.584 5.316 5.070 4.843 4.635 4.442 4.263 4.097 3.942 3.311 2.496

20 6.259 5.929 5.628 5.353 5.101 4.870 4.657 4.460 4.279 4.110 3.954 3.316 2.497

25 6.464 6.097 5.766 5.467 5.195 4.948 4.721 4.514 4.323 4.147 3.985 3.329 2.499

30 6.566 6.177 5.829 5.517 5.235 4.979 4.746 4.534 4.339 4.160 3.995 3.332 2.500

40 6.642 6.233 5.871 5.548 5.258 4.997 4.760 4.544 4.347 4.166 3.999 3.333 2.500

50 6.661 6.246 5.880 5.554 5.262 4.999 4.762 4.545 4.348 4.167 4.000 3.333 2.500
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Table E: Continuous Compounding of Re 1 ex and Continuous Discounting of Re 1

(e*)  : lim 1 + — 
m ~ m )

or e(,)(n)

X

ex
Value

e x
Value X

0.00 1.0000 1.00000 0.45
0.01 1.0110 0.99005 0.46
0.02 1.0202 .98020 0.47
0.03 1.0305 .97045 0.48
0.04 1.0408 .96079 0.49
0.05 1.0513 .95123 0.50
0.06 1.0618 .94176 0.51
0.07 1.0725 .93239 0.52
0.08 1.0833 .92312 0.53
0.09 1.0942 .91393 0.54
0.10 1.1052 .90484 0.55
0.11 1.1163 .89583 0.56
0.12 1.1275 .88692 0.57
0.13 1.1388 .87809 0.58
0.14 1.1503 .86936 0.59
0.15 1.1618 .86071 0.60
0.16 1.1735 .85214 0.61
0.17 1.1853 .84366 0.62
0.18 1.1972 .83527 0.63
0.19 1.2092 .82696 0.64
0.20 1.2214 .81873 0.65
0.21 1.2337 .81058 0.66
0.22 1.2461 .80252 0.67
0.23 1.2586 .79453 0.68
0.24 1.2712 .78663 0.69
0.25 1.2840 .77880 0.70
0.26 1.2969 .77105 0.71
0.27 1.3100 .76338 0.72
0.28 1.3231 .75578 0.73

1.3364 .74826 0.74
.74082 0.75

2 '9

^9‘g

"S'9

0.76
7

78
.79 

J.80 
0.81 
0.82 
0.83 
0.84 
0.85 
0.86 
0.87 
0.88 
0.89

Value

1.5683
1.5841
1.6000
1.6161
1.6323
1.6487
1.6653
1.6820
1.6989
1.7160
1.7333
1.7307
1.7683
1.7860
1.8040
1.8221
1.8404
1.8589
1.8776
1.9865
1.9155
1.9348
1.9542
1.9739
1.9937
2.0138
2.0340
2.0544
2.0751
2.0959
2.1170
2.1383
2.1598
2.1815
2.2034
2.2255
2.2479
2.2705
2.2933
2.3164
2.3396
2.3632
2.3869
2.4109
2.4351

e x
Value X

ex
Value

e x
Value

.63763 0.90 2.4596 .40657

.63128 0.91 2.4843 .40252

.62500 0.92 2.5093 .39852

.61878 0.93 2.5345 .39455

.61263 0.94 2.5600 .39063

.60653 0.95 2.5857 .38674

.60050 0.96 2.6117 .38298

.59452 0.97 2.6379 .37908

.58860 0.98 2.6645 .37531

.58275 0.99 2.6912 .37158

.57695 1.00 2.7183 .36788

.57121 1.20 3.3201 .30119

.56553 1.30 3.6693 .27253

.55990 1.40 4.0552 .24660

.55433 1.50 4.4817 .22313

.54881 1.60 4.9530 .20190

.54335 1.70 5.4739 .18268

.53794 1.80 6.0496 .16530

.53259 1.90 6.6859 .14957

.52729 2.00 7.3891 .13534

.52205 3.00 20.086 .04979

.51885 4.00 54.598 .01832

.51171 5.00 148.41 .00674

.50662 6.00 403.43 .00248

.50158 7.00 1096.6 .00091

.49659 8.00 2981.0 .00034

.49164 9.00 8103.1 .00012

.48675 10.00 22026.5 .00005

.48191

.47711

.47237

.46767

.46301

.45841

.45384

.44933

.44486

.44043

.43605

.43171

.42741

.42316

.41895

.41478

.41066



Table F: Value of the Standard Normal Distribution Function

0 x/o

Annexure 861

d .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07

0.0 .0000 .0040 .0080 .0120 .0160 .0199 .0239 .0279

0.1 .0398 .0438 .0478 .0517 .0557 .0596 .0636 .0675

0.2 .0793 .0832 .0871 .0910 .0948 .0987 .1026 .1064

0.3 .1179 .1217 .1255 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443
0.4 .1554 .1591 .1688 .1664 .1700 .1736 .1772 .1808

0.5 .1915 .1950 .1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157

0.6 .2257 .2291 .2324 .2357 .2389 .2422 .2454 .2486

0.7 .2580 .2611 .2642 .2673 .2704 .2734 .2764 .2794

0.8 .2818 .2910 .2939 .2967 .2995 .3023 .3051 .3078
0.9 .3159 .3186 .3212 .3238 .3264 .3289 .3315 .3340

1.0 .3413 .3438 .3461 .3485 .3508 .3531 .3554 .3577

1.1 .3643 .3665 .3686 .3708 .3729 .3749 .3770 .3790

1.2 .3849 .3869 .3888 .3907 .3925 .3944 .3962 .3980

1.3 .4032 .4049 .4066 .4082 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147

1.4 .4192 .4207 .4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 .4292

1.5 .4332 .4345 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4394 .4406 .4418

1.6 .4452 .4463 .4474 .4484 .4495 .4505 .4515 .4525

1.7 .4554 .4564 .4573 .4582 .4591 .4599 .4608 .4616

1.8 .4641 .4649 .4656 .4664 .4671 .4678 .4686 .4693

1.9 .4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 .4738 .4744 .4750 .4756

2.0 .4772 .4778 .4783 .4788 .4793 .4798 .4803 .4808

2.1 .4821 .4826 .4830 .4834 .4838 .4842 .4846 .4850

2.2 .4861 .4864 .4868 .4871 .4875 .4878 .4881 .4884

2.3 .4893 .4896 .4898 .4901 .4904 .4906 .4909 .4911

2.4 .4918 .4920 .4922 .4925 .4927 .4929 .4931 .4932

2.5 .4938 .4940 .4941 .4943 .4945 .4946 .4948 .4949

2.6 .4953 .4955 .4956 .4957 .4959 .4960 .4961 .4962

2.7 .4965 .4966 .4967 .4968 .4969 .4970 .4971 .4972
2.8 .4974 .4975 .4976 .4977 .4977 .4978 .4979 .4979

2.9 .4981 .4982 .4982 .4983 .4984 .4984 .4985 .4985
3.0 .4987 .4987 .4987 .4988 .4988 .4989 .4989 .4989

.0319 .0359

.0714

.1103

.1480

.1844

.2190

.2517

.2823

.3106

.3365

.3599

.3810

.3997

.4162

.4306

.4429

.4535

.4625

.4699

.4761

.4812

.4854

.4887

.4913

.4934

.4951

.4963

.4973

.4980

.4986

.4990

.0753

.1141

.1517

.1879

.2224

.2549

.2852

.3133

.3389

.3621

.3830

.4015

.4177

.4319

.4441

.4545

.4633

.4706

.4767

.4817

.4857

.4890

.4916

.4936

.4952

.4964

.4974

.4981

.4986

.4990
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Table G: Comulative Distribution Function for the Standard Normal Random Variable

(Contd..)

d .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

-0.0 0.5000 0.4960 0.4920 0.4880 0.4840 0.4801 0.4761 0.4721 0.4681 0.4641

-0.1 0.4602 0.4562 0.4522 0.4483 0.4443 0.4404 0.4364 0.4325 0.4286 0.4247

—0.2 0.4207 0.4168 0.4129 0.4090 0.4052 0.4013 0.3974 0.3936 0.3897 0.3859

-0.3 0.3821 0.3783 0.3745 0.3707 0.3669 0.3632 0.3594 0.3557 0.3520 0.3483

-0.4 0.3446 0.3409 0.3372 0.3336 0.3300 0.3264 0.3228 0.3192 0.3156 0.3121

-0.5 0.3085 0.3050 0.3015 0.2981 0.2946 0.2912 0.2877 0.2843 0.2810 0.2776

-0.6 0.2743 0.2709 0.2676 0.2643 0.2611 0.2578 0.2546 0.2514 0.2483 0.2451

-0.7 0.2420 0.2389 0.2358 0.2327 0.2296 0.2266 0.2236 0.2206 0.2177 0.2148

-0.8 0.2119 0.2090 0.2061 0.2033 0.2005 0.1977 0.1949 0.1922 0.1894 0.1867

-0.9 0.1841 0.1814 0.1788 0.1762 0.1736 0.1711 0.1685 0.1660 0.1635 0.1611

-1.0 0.1587 0.1562 0.1539 0.1515 0.1492 0.1469 0.1446 0.1423 0.1401 0.1379

-1.1 0.1357 0.1335 0.1314 0.1292 0.1271 0.1251 0.1230 0.1210 0.1190 0.1170

-1.2 0.1151 0.1131 0.1112 0.1093 0.1075 0.1056 0.1038 0.1020 0.1003 0.0985

-1.3 0.0968 0.0951 0.0934 0.0918 0.0901 0.0885 0.0869 0.0853 0.0838 0.0823

-1.4 0.0808 0.0793 0.0778 0.0764 0.0749 0.0735 0.0721 0.0708 0.0694 0.0681

-1.5 0.0668 0.0655 0.0643 0.0630 0.0618 0.0606 0.0594 0.0582 0.0571 0.0559

-1.6 0.0548 0.0537 0.0526 0.0516 0.0505 0.0495 0.0485 0.0475 0.0465 0.0455

-1.7 0.0446 0.0436 0.0427 0.0418 0.0409 0.0401 0.0392 0.0384 0.0375 0.0367

-1.8 0.0359 0.0351 0.0344 0.0336 0.0329 0.0322 0.0314 0.0307 0.0301 0.0294

-1.9 0.0287 0.0281 0.0274 0.0268 0.0262 0.0202 0.0250 0.0244 0.0239 0.0233

-2.0 0.0228 0.0222 0.0217 0.0212 0.0207 0.0158 0.0197 0.0192 0.0188 0.0183

-2.1 0.0179 0.0174 0.0170 0.0166 0.0162 0.0122 0.0154 0.0150 0.0146 0.0143

-2.2 0.0139 0.0136 0.0132 0.0129 0.0125 0.0094 0.0119 0.0116 0.0113 0.0110

-2.3 0.0107 0.0104 0.0102 0.0099 0.0096 0.0071 0.0091 0.0089 0.0087 0.0084

-2.4 0.0082 0.0080 0.0078 0.0075 0.0073 0.0054 0.0069 0.0068 0.0066 0.0064

-2.5 0.0062 0.0060 0.0059 0.0057 0.0055 0.0040 0.0092 0.0051 0.0049 0.0048

-2.6 0.0047 0.0045 0.0044 0.0043 0.0041 0.0030 0.0039 0.0038 0.0037 0.0036

-2.7 0.0035 0.0034 0.0033 0.0032 0.0031 0.0022 0.0029 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026

-2.8 0.0026 0.0025 0.0024 0.0023 0.0023 0.0016 0.0021 0.0021 0.0020 0.0019

-2.9 0.0019 0.0018 0.0018 0.0017 0.0016 0.0011 0.0015 0.0015 0.0014 0.0014

-3.0 0.0014 0.0013 0.0013 0.0012 0.0012 0.0008 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010

-3.1 0.0010 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 0.0007

-3.2 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

-3.3 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004

-3.4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
-3.5 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
-3.6 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
-3.7 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
-3.8 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
-3.9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-4.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table G Contd.

d .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

0.0 0.5000 0.5040 0.5080 0.5120 0.5160 0.5199 0.5239 0.9279 0.5319 0.5359

0.1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 0.5636 0.5675 0.5714 0.5753

0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 0.6026 0.6064 0.6103 0.6141
0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 0.6443 0.6480 0.6517
0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 0.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.6808 0.6844 0.6879

0.5 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.7019 0.7054 0.7088 0.7123 0.7157 0.7190 0.7224

0.6 0.7257 0.7291 0.7324 0.7357 0.7389 0.7422 0.7454 0.7486 0.7517 0.7549
0.7 0.7580 0.7611 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.7764 0.7794 0.7823 0.7852
0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0.7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 0.8051 0.8078 0.8106 0.8133
0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 0.8315 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389
1.0 0.8413 0.8438 0.8461 0.8485 0.8508 0.8531 0.8554 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621
1.1 0.8643 0.8665 0.8686 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 0.8770 0.8790 0.8810 0.8830
1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 0.8962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015
1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.9115 0.9131 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177

1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.9222 0.9236 0.9251 0.9265 0.9279 0.9292 0.9306 0.9319
1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 0.9441
1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525 0.9535 0.9595
1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616 0.9625 0.9633
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 0.9686 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 0.9750 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767

2.0 0.9772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 0.9803 0.9808 0.9812 0.9817

2.1 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 0.9881 0.9884 0.9887 0.9890

2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 0.9909 0.9911 0.9913 0.9916

2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 0.9931 0.9932 0.9934 0.9936

2.5 0.9938 0.9940 0.9941 0.9943 0.9945 0.9946 0.9948 0.9949 0.9991 0.9952
2.6 0.9953 0.9955 0.9956 0.9957 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962 0.9963 0.9964

2.7 0.9965 0.9966 0.9967 0.9968 0.9969 0.9970 0.9971 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974

2.8 0.9974 0.9975 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 0.9978 0.9979 0.9979 0.9980 0.9981

2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984 0.9984 0.9985 0.9985 0.9986 0.9986
3.0 0.9986 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9988 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990
3.1 0.9990 0.9991 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9993 0.9993
3.2 0.9993 0.9993 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995
3.3 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9997
3.4 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9998
3.5 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998
3.6 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
3.7 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
3.8 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
3.9 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
4.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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Average return, 82, 86, 88, 93

Abandonment value, 306
ABC analysis, 711
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Accounting rate of return (ARR), 160,170-71,178, 299

acceptance rule, 163,165-67
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investment decisions, 157
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varying cost of capital and, 158

Accounts payable, 224
Accounts receivable, 571, 590-91, 630, 648, 667 
Accrual concept, 220
Accrued expenses, 741-42, 750
Acquisition, 758-60, 763-64, 769-70, 776-85
Activity ratio, 583, 589, 593, 611
Adjusted cost of capital, 401-03,411
Adjusted net income method, 722, 725, 733
Adjusted net loss, 558
Adjusted present value (APV), 395,397-98,411,414 
Administrative capital budgeting, 309
Advance factoring, 691
Agency costs, 11,14, 360, 362, 368, 431, 779 
Agency factoring, 691
Aging schedule, 592, 685, 694
American depository receipts (ADRs), 820
Annual equivalent value (AEV), 256,260, 266
Annuity, 20-22, 25-32, 34-36,39

compound value of, 20, 30
present value of annuity, 22-25,28

Annuity due, 30-31, 36, 39
Arbitrage, 90,109,113, 347, 349, 378,478, 797
Asset beta, 123-24, 396
Assets 1,3-7, 9,11-15,570, 574, 576, 585

current, 5,581
financial, 3
fixed or long-term, 5,14
real, 3
replacement cost of, 406
turnover, 590

B
Back-ended lease, 510,514
Backward induction, 286
Backward integration, 761
Bad-debt losses, 675-79, 683-84
Balance sheet, 409, 550-55, 559, 562-64, 567 

functions of, 7
liabilities, 551
profit and loss account and, 556

Balance sheet financing, 524
Bank finance forms of, 743

Chore committee, 745
Dehejia committee, 745

Tandon committee, 746
Bank finance for working capital

forms of cash credit, 743 
hypothecation, 744 
lien, 744 
mortgage, 744 
overdraft, 743 
pledge, 744
purchase or discounting of bills, 743 
security required in, 744

Bank references, 686
Base-NPV, 411
Bearish spread, 142
Benefit-cost ratio, 167,182
Beta, 107-112

determinants of, 117 
estimation of, 118,120, 764 
in practice, 118 
levering, 411
levered market or index model, 117 
unlevering, 411

Bid-ask price, 822
Bid-ask spread, 822
Bills discounting, 684, 690
Binomial approach, 145 
Bird-in-the-hand argument, 420,426-27
Black-Scholes Model, 131,146



Block of assets, 222,225, 228, 238 
Bond, 2-3,9-10,42,46-55, 65, 68

maturity and interest rate risk, 50 
perpetual bonds, 49
present value of, 47 
semi-annual interest payment, 48 
yield to maturity, 47

Bonus, 442-45,449-52, 459
Bonus share, 5,449-52,459

advantages of, 459
conditions for the issue of, 461
limitations, 460
share split, 462

Book debts, 648, 656, 665
Book value, 47, 60, 70, 200
Book-value weights, 201
BOOT, 525-30
Borrowed funds, 5
Borrowing rate, 109
Borrowing-type projects, 172 
Break-even analysis, 281 
Break-even point, 282, 327 
Budgetary control, 301-02 
Budgeting

and cash forecasting, 721 
Build-lease-transfer (BLT), 525-26 
Build-own-operate (BOO), 525,531 
Bulk, 691
Bulk factoring see Agency factoring 
Bullish spread, 142
Business, 117

nature of, 117
Business combination, 754-55
Business incubators, 546
Business plan, 539, 542, 545
Business risk, 416
Butterfly, 141
Buyback of shares, 462-63
Buyout financing, 535

Calendar spread, 142
Call option, 829
Call premium, 133,138,141
Cannibalization, 230-31, 236
Capital, 5
Capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 106,109, 111, 189, 

199, 205, 386, 529
and cost of equity, 204
assumptions, 106,109
vs. dividend-growth model, 200
risk-free security, 103
multiple risk security, 103

Capital budget, 301-10, 312
Capital budgeting decision, 4
Capital budgeting process, 297, 301, 308
Capital cash flow (CCF), 386,411

Capital employed to net worth ratio, 587
Capital expenditure, 3,4,15,16, 213, 216, 225, 392
Capital investment

authorisation, 300
control and monitoring, 301
cut-off rate, 299
evaluation, 299

methods of, 299
planning phases, 298
recognition of risk, 300

Capital gains, 57, 59, 63, 65
Capital gearing, 319
Capital market, 2, 3, 7,14, 558

primary, 3
secondary, 4

Capital market efficiency, 106,465-66
Capital market line, 104-05
Capital rationing, 174,176,179, 255, 260, 262, 300
Capital recovery, 26-27
Capital structure, 4,123, 316, 317, 321, 323, 342, 388, 392 

approach, 347 
cost of capital and, 386 
cost of capital and valuation, 386
EBIT-EPS analysis, 366

Capital subsidy, 394
Capitalization rate (also see opportunity cost of capital),

379
Carrying cost, 701, 703-06, 708
Cash discount, 722
Cash dividend, 442
Cash ratio, 585
Cash budgeting, 721
Cash collection

accelerating, 726
decentralized, 726
instruments in India, 727
lock-box system, 726

Cash conversion cycle, 649,652,655
Cash credit system, 743-44, 746-47
Cash flow

consequences of a financial Lease, 511
debt-equity ratio, 587
depreciation and, 223
free, 225
incremental approach, 176
initial investment, 222
investment and financing decisions, 7, 9

nominal, 401
net, 220
nominal, 401
non-operating, 369
operating, 369
perpetual, 401, 403
profit and, 221
sources and uses, 562
terminal, 222, 225

Cash flow at risk (CFaR), 802
Cash flow from operation, 224, 228
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Cash flow statement 550,554, 562
Cash flow, 9
Cash forecasting, 719, 722, 725
Cash inadequacy, 369
Cash management, 719-20 

optimum cash balance, 729-30 
planning

cash forecasting and budgeting, 721 
sensitivity analysis, 725 
short-term forecasting methods, 721

Cash management cycle, 719
Cash planning, 719-20
Cash transaction, 796
Certainty equivalent, 276,279-80
Chance events, 285-86
Characteristics line, 106,118-19
Chargeable current assets, 747
Chief finance officer (CFO), 12
Circuit breaker, 475
Closely held company, 261,373
Coefficient of determination, 119
Coefficient of variation, 273,276, 330-32
Collar, 142
Collection efforts, 674, 684, 687
Collection experience matrix, 687-88
Collection period, 591
Collection procedures, 655, 684-85
Combination, 756-57, 760, 763, 767
Combined leverage, 328
Commercial paper (CP), 748

cost, 748
market in India, 748 
merits and demerits, 749 
short-term, 740, 742 
use and maturity, 748 

Commodity futures, 798 
Companies Act, 1956, 782, 784 
Component costs of capital, 193 

cost of debt, 193 
cost of equity capital, 196 

Compound rate of return, 79 
Compound value of 

annuity, 20-21, 31 
annuity due, 31 
lump sum, 19

Compounding, 19,23,32-33, 50
Compressed APV, 400, 403
Concentration banking, 726
Conditional loan, 542-43
Conglomerate merger, 758, 761
Conservative forecasts, 300
Consolidation, 757, 782
Constant debt-to-value ratio, 399
Contingent claim, 130
Contingent costs, 232
Contingent investments, 160
Continuous compounding, 33
Control by importance and exception (CIE), 711

Controller, 13-14
functions of, 14

Conventional independent projects, 172
Conversion premium, 500
Conversion price, 501
Conversion ratio, 499,500
Conversion value, 500
Convertible debenture, 469, 491 

characteristics, 499 
market value of, 500 
valuation of, 499 
why issue, 500

Convertible loan, 543
Convertible loan stock, 543
Convertible zero-interest debentures, 505
Corporate governance, 843-45 

audit committee, 845 
auditors' certificate on, 846 
Board of directors, 844 
remuneration committee, 845 
Shareholders'/investors' grievance committee, 845

Corporate leverage, 348-49,352
Corporate strategy, 297, 302
Correlation coefficient, 93,96,117,119,
Cost of capital, 386

formula for opportunity, 192 
overall vs. specific, 192 
significance of

investment evaluation, 189
performance appraisal, 190

Cost of debt, 193-97,199,201, 205-06,209, 343,346,351 
353

Cost of equity, 117,124-25,191-92,196-97, 200, 202-03, 
205, 207, 209, 343-46, 351, 368

Cost of external equity, 196
Cost of preference capital, 195
Cost trade-off, 658
Cost-reduction investments, 159
Coupon rate, 47,52
Covariance, 92-94,101-03,106-08,117-19,122-23
Coverage ratio, 319, 364, 368, 589
Covered call, 138-39
Credit administration, 675
Credit bureau reports, 686
Credit collection and protection, 690
Credit information, 691
Credit investigation and analysis, 686
Credit limit, 687, 693, 738, 743, 746
Credit period, 670, 672, 684, 687
Credit policy, 592

factoring receivables, 692 
goals of, 674

Credit procedure, for individual accounts, 673
Credit rating, 490
Credit standards, 674, 677-79, 681
Credit terms, 674, 678-79, 681
Creditors, 3
Creditors' claims, 191
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Cross rates, 808
Cross-border lease, 512
Cross-sectional analysis, 582
Crown jewels, 774
Cumulative abnormal return (CAR), 466
Cumulative convertible preference shares (CCPS), 469
Currency swaps, 800
Current assets, 550-51, 555, 558, 562

change in, 562
to fixed assets ratio, 657
turnover, 589

Current liabilities, 551,555-58,563,582, 585 
change in, 562

Current ratio, 585
Current yield, 490
Cut-off rate, 4

D
Days of inventory holdings (DIH), 590
DCF break-even analysis, 281
Debenture, 3,22,47-51, 55, 57,193,482,488 

buy-back provision, 490 
claims on assets and, 490 
credit rating, 490 
features, 483,488-89 
indenture, 490 
interest, 489 
maturity, 489 
pros and cons, 484, 487-88, 490 
redemption, 488 
security, 490 
sinking fund, 487-88 
types of, 491 
yield, 490

Debt, 388
capacity, 365,368, 392, 762
cost of, 192-93,195
fixed amount of, 386
market cost of, 389
ratio, 587
risk-free, 124, 388

Debt beta, 124
Debt capacity, 392-94, 399, 402,406, 762, 768, 779
Debt rebalancing, 393
Debt-equity ratio, 587

cash flow analysis, 368
Debtors turnover, 591
Decision points, 285, 288
Decision tree, 285-88
Declining firm, 423, 426
Deep-discount bonds, 498
Deep-discount debentures, 469,491
Default risk, 678
Deferred equity, 501, 505
Deferred shares, 543
Dehejia committee, 745
Deliverable instrument, 796

Delivery, 799
Deposit float, 726
Depository receipts, 820,821
Depreciation, 221-30, 232, 235
Depreciation tax shield, 224, 228-30,233, 235, 511
Derivatives, 365, 468,474, 794, 802

use of, 803
Derivatives market, 474-75 
Determinants of working capital

availability of credit, 656
credit policy, 655
demand conditions, 657, 741 
manufacturing policy, 655 
operating efficiency, 656 
price level changes, 656 
production policy, 658

Discount rate, 23, 25, 29-30, 32-34
Discounted cash flow (DCF), 160,303,404 
Discounted payback, 158,160,170 
Discounting, 18,23, 32
Discretionary obligations, 370
Discriminant analysis, 609-10 
Diversifiable risk, 107 
Diversification, 159
Divestiture, 774
Dividend, 420-24,426-27

decision, 5
earning yields, 599
policy, 5

Dividend capitalization, 57, 63
Dividend decision, 4
Dividend equalization reserve, 446
Dividend payments, 431
Dividend per share, 446
Dividend policy

constraints on paying dividends, 442 
financial needs of the company, 451 
shareholders expectations, 444

Dividend smoothing, 448 
Dividend yield, 65, 78,120,421 
Dividend-payout ratio, 599 
Dividends per share (DPS), 598 
Divisional cost of capital, 189, 835 
Documentary bills, 727 
Double taxation, 433 
Dry lease, 512
Dual variable, 263
Due diligence, 539

E
Early-stage financing, 536
Earning

capitalization, 70
dividends and, 599

Earning per share (EPS), 9, 46, 598 
impact on, 768
maximization, 9



Subject index

Expense variability, 330
Experience curve, 628
Explicit cost of capital, 198
External capital rationing, 261

Earning price ratio, 67,198
Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT), 123, 320, 392,

409, 583, 589, 594, 631, 680
Earnings capitalization, 63
Earnings cyclicality, 123
Earnings variability, 123
Earnings-price (E/P) ratio, 67,198
EBIT-EPS analysis, 322
EBIT-EPS chart, 324
Economic exposure, 813-14
Economic order quantity (EOQ), 702 

carrying costs, 703 
graphic approach, 705 
optimum production rim, 705 
order-formula approach, 704 
trial and error approach, 703

Economic profit, 832,834-36
Economic return, 831
Economic value, 832
Economic value added (EVA), 832,834,841
Effect on shareholders' wealth, 487
Effective interest rate, 32,35
Efficient capital markets, 46
Efficient forex markets, 810
Efficient frontier, 101,106
Efficient portfolio, 101,104,106,108
Enterprise value, 831
Episodic financing, 6
Equity, 386-87

capital, cost of, 196
cash flows, 395 -------
funds, 3
public issue, 485
return on, 597

Equity beta, 124, 386-88
Equity cash flow (ECF), 395,406
Equity shares, 56-57
Equivalent loan, 514, 516
Equivalent risk shares, 64
Beta estimation, 117,818
Eurobonds, 820-22
Eurocurrency, 811,820-21
Eurocurrency loans, 820-21
Eurocurrency markets, 820
European option, 131
EVA adjustments, 835
Evaluation, 4, 44,160,163,166,167-68,171,190, 455, 

540, 600
Event studies, 466
Exchange rate, 807-20, 822
Exercise price, 130-40,143, 502-05
Exercise ratio, 502-03
Expansion, 159
Expectation theory, 812
Expected net present value, 274-76, 286, 288
Expected rate of inflation, 812
Expected rate of return, 78, 82-84, 90-92,106, 111, 124-26

F
Factoring, 660 

advance, 691 
agency, 691 
bills discounting and, 690 
bulk, 691 
costs and benefits of, 692 
full service recourse, 691 
maturity, 691 
nature of, 689 
non-notification, 691 
services, 690 
short-term financing and, 690 
types of, 691

Free cash flow FCF, 391
Finance decisions, 4,5
Finance functions, 12-13
Financing decision, 5
Financial asset, 2,46
Financial assistance, 690
Financial distress, 342, 355, 361, 530
Financial flexibility, 371
Financial forecasting, 630, 634, 636
Financial futures, 799
Financial goals, 828
Financial lease, 511-14

evaluating, 514
Financial plans, 320, 322-26

constant EBIT, 320
varying EBIT, 322

Financial risk, 330
Financial leverage, 317-21,327-29, 345, 350, 355,402, 

492, 521
degree of, 327 
effect of, 321 
effect on shareholder's

risk-return trade-off, 332
financial risk, 330

Financial management, 2, 5-7,14
dividend decision, 3-5
liquidity decision, 3-5 

profitability-liquidity trade-off, 5 
nature of, 2
procedures, 5
systems, 5
traditional approach, 6

funds allocation, 6 
profit planning, 7 

Financial manager, 5 
Financial modelling, 641 
Financial plan, 627, 629, 633, 634, 637
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Financial planning, 627-30, 632,636, 637
forecasting, 630
steps in, 636

Financial position
funds, 555
funds flow statement, 554,556,558,561
uses of, 564
uses of working capital, 558

Financial ratios
as predictors of failure, 608

Financial resources, 554,556,561-64
Financial risk, 190,192, 207-08, 316, 319, 329-31
Financial strategy, 831
Financial structure, 316, 332
Financing, 386
Financing current assets

aggressive approach, 661
conservative approach, 661
matching approach, 661

Financing decision, 3-5, 7,9,14
Financing international operations, 819 
Financing policy, 190, 661, 663, 664
Firm's cost of capital, 189-192, 207, 211 
Fisher effect, 809, 811-12,822
Fisher's intersection, 175,177
Fixed costs, 7, 327-28,526, 529
Fixed assets, 551, 552, 554, 555, 557, 560, 564-66
Fixed assets turnover, 593,607
Fixed debt, 389-91, 394, 396,400
Fixed debt ratio, 396, 399
Fixed debt-to-value ratio, 389
Flotation cost, 196, 201, 202, 373
For investment decisions, 262
Force majeure, 528
Foreign bonds, 820-21
Foreign currency option, 814-15
Foreign direct investment (FDI), 819
Foreign exchange market, 806-07
Foreign exchange rates, 807
Foreign exchange risk, 806, 812,814, 816, 821-22
Foreign investments, 819

political risk of, 819
Forward contracts, 808, 814, 816
Forward discount, 808-09
Forward exchange rate, 807, 809-12,815-17,821

and hedging, 812, 814
Forward integration, 761
Forward premium or discount, 808-09 
Forward rates, 808-09, 811

expectation theory of, 811
Free cash flow (FCF), 225
Full service recourse factoring, 691 
Full-payout lease, 511
Fully convertible debentures (FCDs), 491,505 
Funds

definition of, 554
flow statement

form of, 563
from operation, 554-55,557-64, 566

Funds flow, 554,556, 558-59, 561-62
Funds flow statement, 554,556,558,559-62
Funds from operation, 555, 557-59
Futures contracts, 796-99
Futures price, 796-98, 802

Gearing, 317,319
Geometric mean, 79
Global depository receipts (GDRs), 820-21
Goals, 6,11-12

financial goal, 11 
and firm's mission, 11

managers vs. shareholders, 11
Going concern value, 47
Golden parachutes, 774-75
Greenmail, 774-75
Gross domestic product (GDP), 819
Gross profit margin, 594
Gross working capital, 648, 849, 663
Growth, 57-68
Growth firm, 423, 426
Growth opportunities, 370-71
Growth option, 304
Growth shares, 65

Hedge funds, 479
Hedge ratio, 147
Hedged position, 149
Hedging, 793-97, 801, 802, 812, 814, 816, 821
High-payout clientele, 431-33
Hire purchase, 31,510,511, 521-23
Holding company, 758
Holding period return, 79,82
Homemade leverage, 348-49
Homogeneous risk class, 350
Horizon period, 390 /
Horizon value, 407-08,411
Horizontal merger, 758, 761, 776, 784
Horizontal spread, 141
Hurdle rate, 165
Hybrid security, 488,494,495
Hypothecation, 744

Implied volatility, 147-48
Imputation taxation, 433
Incremental Approach, 176
Income gearing, 319
Income notes, 542-43
Income shares, 65
Income Tax Act, 1961, 757
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Incremental analysis, 707
aspects of

allocated overhead, 231
incidental effects, 231 
opportunity costs, 231 
sunk costs, 232 
tax incentives, 233

Incremental approach, 176
Incremental cash flow, 220-22, 230-32, 238, 246, 248-49
Independent investments, 160
Index funds, 478-79
Index option, 135,148
Indifference point, 325-26
Indirect quote, 807-08, 815
Industry analysis, 582
Inflation, 220, 230, 233-38, 401, 405
Information asymmetry, 341,431,434
Instalment sale, 521,524
Intangible real assets, 2
Integrated international financial markets, 817
Integrated risk management, 801
Interbank market, 806
Interest coverage ratio, 589
Interest rate, 143,806

nominal, 811
real, 811

Interest rate parity (IRP), 809-10, 812, 816, 821
Interest rate structure, 52
Interest rate swaps, 799
Interest tax shield, 3,190,195, 321, 342,352,353-60,362,

371,374, 389-401,403-04,406, 595
Internal capital rationing, 261
Internal rate of return (IRR), 35,37,158,160,164-65, 

169,171-180, 299, 519, 529
acceptance rule, 163
by trial and error method, 164,182 
evaluation of, 158
investment decisions, 158
level cash flows, 165
NPV profile and, 165
uneven cash flows, 164

International capital investment, 816
International Finance Corporation, 527-28
International financial management, 806

cost of, 757
objectives of, 806
risk of, 807, 811, 816

International financing, 821
International parity relationships, 809
Interval measure, 584-85
Inventory, 589

components of, 590
turnover, 589-93

Inventory management 
analysis of investment in 

choice of policy, 709 
incremental analysis, 707 
incremental investment, 708 
return on investment, 708-09 

techniques
EOQ, 702-06
re-order point, 706

Investment allowance, 233
Investment decision, 3-5,9-10,18-19 

contingent, 160 
evaluation criteria

accounting rate of return (ARR), 160,170-71 
discounted cash flow (DCF) criteria, 160 
internal rate of return (IRR), 158,164-65,169 
net present value (NPV), 158,160-61,180 
non-discounted cash flow, 160,181 
non-discounted cash flow criteria, 181 
payback, 158,160,167 
payback period (PB), 167-68 
profitability index (PI), 159,167,179-80 

importance of, 159 
independent, 160 
mutually exclusive, 160 
replacement of an existing asset, 260 
under inflation

nominal vs. real rates, 233 
types off, 159

Investment evaluation, 819
Investment ideas, 298 
Investments, 158-174,176 
Inward clearing, 728 
Irredeemable, 195-96 
Irredeemable preference share, 56-57, 69 
Issue costs, 394, 398,399

Law of one price, 809-10,812
Lead time, 706, 713-14
Lease, 31,38,43,510-526
Lease financing, 510 

advantages of, 513 
cash flow consequences of, 511-12,515 
evaluation

equivalent loan method, 514,516
net advantage of, 514-16
net advantage of lease, 514,516-17, 519
net present value, 514, 516-17, 533-34 

myths about, 512 
types of

financial lease, 512-14
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Lease payments, 588
Lenders, 3,7- 8
Lending-type project, 173
Letter of credit (L/C), 743
Leverage

ratio, 583, 586-89
Leverage effect, 503
Leveraged buyout, 756-57, 779, 782
Leveraged lease, 510, 512,520,524
Levered beta, 386, 388-89,407
Levered equity beta , 386,389,407
Levered firm, 123-24
Levering beta, 388
Liabilities, 551-52, 554-63
Lien, 744
Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), 485
Liquid assets (see, current assets)
Liquidation value, 47
Liquidity, 445

analysis, 581 
profitability, 648, 649, 657
ratio, 657, 659

Liquidity decision, 3-5
Liquidity preference theory, 662
Loan amortisation, 42,494
Lock-box system, 726-27, 729
London interbank offering rate (LIBOR), 820
Long hedge, 796
Long position, 136-37,142,145
Long-range planning, 302
Long-term financing decision, 442
Low-payout clientele, 432-33

M
Management buyout, 779
Managerial flexibility, 303, 310
Manufacturing cycle, 655
Margin, 797
Margin money, 743
Marginal cost of capital, 200, 211, 213, 216
Marginal efficiency of capital, 164
Marginal utility of money, 289-90
Market capitalization, 472-73
Market economy, 7-8
Market index, 118-21
Market makers, 464,480
Market portfolio, 104-09,119
Market value, 46-48, 52,57, 73,104,108-09
Market value added (MV A), 827,830-36
Market value-to-book value ratio, 600,838
Market-value weights, 201
Marketable securities, 719-23, 729-32
Maturity factoring, 691
Maximum permissible bank finance (MPBF), 747, 752
Mean-variance analysis, 109
Merger, 756-57, 776-77

Merger and acquisitions
analysis

illustration, 763-64, 770-72 778, 780 
defensive tactics, 774 
financing, 762, 767 
forms of, 757-58 
leveraged buy-outs, 779 
motives and benefits of 

accelerated growth, 760 
diversification of risk, 761 
enhanced profitability, 760 
financial benefits, 762 
increased market power,762 
reduction in tax liability, 762 

negotiations
earnings growth, 772
exchange ratio, 770-73

regulation of
legal measures against takeovers, 782
legal procedures, 784
protection of minority shareholders interests, 783 
transfer of shares, 783

Miles-Ezzell formula, 403
Modernisation, 158-59
Money, 8
Money market, 814-16
Money market operations, 814-15,822
Monitoring, 301
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practice

(MRTP) Act, 758
Monte Carlo simulation, 284
Moral hazard, 526
Mortgage, 34, 744
Multi-period capital constraint, 262
Multi-period compounding, 32-33, 35,37, 40,45 
Multiple discriminant analysis, 609
Multiple rates of return, 174,176-77,179
Mutual funds, 464, 476-79
Mutually exclusive investments, 160
Mutually exclusive projects, 9,160,163,166,174,176, 

255-57

N
Natural hedge, 801
Net advantage of a lease (NAL), 518,531
Net assets turnover, 592
Net cash flows, 222,223-29
Net income approach, 343-44
Net operating income approach, 348,352
Net present value (NPV), 9,17, 33,117,158,160-61,

179-81, 220, 228, 240, 241, 243,247, 398, 410 
return-risk trade-off, 117

Net present value (NPV) method 
acceptance rule, 165,167-68,171,180 
ARR method, 170,171 
evaluation of, 171
PI method, 167 
profile and IRR, 165



Net profit margin, 595
Net working capital (NWC), 392, 405

ratio, 581-86
New issues

financial instrument, 469
pricing of, 471

New issues market, 468-69
Nominal cash flows, 234-35
Nominal discount rate, 234-36
Nominal interest rate, 811, 821-22
Non-conventional investments, 172-73,182 
Non-convertible debentures (NCDs), 491, 505-06 
Non-diversifiable risk, 117
Non-notification factoring, 691, 693 
Non-operating cash flows, 369 
Non-peak level credit, 743
Non-systematic risk, 761
Normal distribution, 77, 84-86
Numerical credit scoring, 679

Objective probability, 83,274
Objectives, 2,6,8-9,11-12
Operating capital budgeting, 309
Operating cycle, 648-53, 659
Operating expense ratio, 596
Operating exposure, 813
Operating inventory, 710
Operating lease, 511,514,531
Operating leverage, 7,123,124,126, 316,327-30,335
Operating options, 308
Operating risk, 316, 329-30
Opportunity cost, 222, 228-30, 232, 237

creditors claims, 191
of capital formula, 191
overall vs. specific cost of capital, 192
risk differences, 191
shareholders opportunities and values, 190

Opportunity cost of capital (OCC), 4,9,18-19,33-34,
159-61,163,165-66,170,173,177-78,189-93, 386-88,
395-403,405, 411

Optimum capital structure, 4, 345-47, 355, 361, 364, 
366

Optimum cash balance, 729-30
Optimum credit policy, 673, 675, 677-78
Optimum production rim, 705
Option, 130-150, 794-97

American, 131,147,149 
binomial model for, 145
Black and Scholes (B-S) model, 146 
buyer, 131-34,139-49 
call 130 
call premium, 132 
delta, 145-47 
delta or hedge ratio, 147 
determination of, 143
European option, 131

expiration, 131-32,134-48
holder, 130-33,143-45,149
index, 134-36
naked, 138
premium, 131-35,139-42
put, 130-31,133-44,146-50
seller, 132-34,139,141,143 
trading in India, 134 
writer, 132-33,138,143

Ordering costs, 702-06, 713
Ordinary shares, 482-86,488-89
OTC market, 468, 479 
Out-of-the-money option, 130 
Outward clearing, 728
Overall cost of capital, 190,193, 200-07 
Overdraft, 742-43
Owners of residue, 3

P
Payback, 276-77, 280, 290

acceptance rule, 163,165 
evaluation, 158,160,163,166-68,171 
reciprocal and the rate of return, 169

Payment float, 728-29
Payout ratio, 420, 422, 427, 431, 434
Peak level credit, 743-44, 748
Perfect capital market, 342, 347, 350, 352,464, 

467-68
Permanent working capital, 653, 664
Perpetual bonds, 48,51
Perpetuity, 27, 30-31, 34, 37
Personal leverage, 352
PIMS, 629
Pledge, 744
Poison pills, 775
Policies, 3, 5,12-15
Policy obligations, 369
Pooling of interest, 778-79, 784
Portfolio, 90-92, 94-109
Portfolio opportunity set, 100,103-04,112
Portfolio return, 90-92, 94, 96-97, 99,103
Portfolio risk, 90,92,95, 96-98,101,103,105,108, 

111-12
Portfolio theory, 90,100-101
Portfolio return: two-asset case, 90-92, 94, 96, 97,99, 

100
Portfolio risk

and correlation, 93-100
measuring, 92
N-security case, 101 
two-asset case, 90,92,96,100

Pre-emptive rights, 484
Precautionary motive, 701, 713
Preference share, 46, 55-57, 69,191-92,195-96, 201, 

482-83, 488-89, 494
Preferred ordinary shares, 543 ___
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Present value, 46-53,56-66 
annuity, 25 
annuity due, 31 
growing annuity, 28-30,44 
lump stun, 19-21, 23-25 
perpetuity, 27,30-31 
uneven periodic sum, 27

Price bands, 475,480
Price system, 7-8
Price-earnings (P/E) ratio, 46, 67,409, 438,451, 599 
Primary lease, 511, 514, 521
Primary markets, 468-69, 472 
Principal-agent relationship, 14 
Production and selling costs, 675 
Profit, 2-9,11, 220-29, 233, 235, 237 

allocation decision, see dividend decision, 
before taxes (PBT), 553 
concepts of, 553-54 
definition, 6,8 
gross, 594 
margin, 595 
maximization, 7-14

objections to, 8 
measured, 594 
net margin, 595 
planning, 2, 7,13

Profit and loss statement or account, 553-54,563,630-32, 
644-45

Profit maximization, 7,8 
objections to, 8

Profit planning, 7
Profitability, 793-94 

analysis, 581-84
Profitability index (PI), 160,167,179,180, 262, 266 

capital rationing, 260-62 
limitation of, 271

Profitability ratio, 593
Project cost of capital, 207 ,
Project financing, 394, 396, 411, 492, 510, 524-26
Project indivisibility, 262, 266
Proportional value analysis (PVA), 711
Protective put, 136,137,142,143,149
Public issue, 3
Purchase method, 778-79, 784
Purchase or discounting of bills, 743
Purchasing power parity, 809-10, 812-13, 821
Put option, 815
Put premium, 133-34,142
Put-call parity, 137-38,143,147

Quick ratio, 585

Random walk hypothesis, 466

Rate of return, 4,9
accounting, 160,170
average, 78
expected return and risk, 82 
payback reciprocal and, 169 
variability of, 79

Ratio analysis
standards of comparison, 582

Ratios
activity, 583, 589 
assets turnover, 592 
cash, 581 
competitors, 582 
coverage, 589 
current, 584 
debt, 581, 583 
debt-equity ratio, 587 
debtors turnover, 591-92 
diagnostic role of, 606 
dividend-payout, 599 
industry, 582 
leverage, 583,586 
liquidity, 584 
market value-to-book value (MV/BV), 599 
operating expense, 596 
past, 581-83 
price-earnings, 599 
profitability, 583, 593 
projected, 582-83 
quick, 584-85 
types of, 583

Real assets, 2,46
Real cash flows, 234-35,237
Real discount rate, 234-35
Real interest rate, 811
Real options, 297, 303-04, 310
Redeemable preference share, 56-57, 69,196,558, 

562
Regression, 118-121
Reinvestment assumption, 177-78
Reinvestment rate, 177-78
Reorder point, 702, 706-07, 712-13 
Replacement chains, 256, 260 
Replacement cost of, 406 
Replacement decisions, 159 
Replacement value, 47
Required rate of return, 4,15,18,28,38 
Residual income, 833
Retained earnings, 551,555,561,566
Retention ratio, 420,422,425-28
Return, 90-100,102-112

uncertainty of, 8
Return on equity (ROE), 597, 599, 605, 607, 611
Return on investment (ROI), 3-4,170,178, 322, 588, 

596
Revenue expenditure, 221,238 
Revenue-expansion, 159 
Rights issue, 485-88, 494
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Risk, 4,10,17, 52, 54, 77-79, 82, 84-86, 90, 92, 94-96, 98, 
101-04, 272-280, 282, 285,289-290,793-802 

conventional techniques to handle 
certainty equivalent, 278-80 
payback, 276-77 
risk-adjusted discount rate, 277

decision tree approach
steps in, 285 
usefullness, 288 

hedging, 793-95 
probability distribution approaches

normal probability distribution, 85 
recognition of, 300 
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scenario analysis, 282 
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Risk of expropriation, 819
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Risk-adjusted discount rate, 210, 276-80, 290 
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Risk-adjusted discount ratio, 277
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Small scale enterprises (SSEs), 536
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Special tax benefits, 394, 398, 411
Specific cost of capital, 192
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Speculative motive, 701, 720-21
Speed of adjustment factor, 457
Split-rate taxation, 433
Spontaneous financing, 660
Spot exchange rate, 799, 805
Spot price, 794-96, 798
Spread, 140-43,148,150

butterfly spread, 142
Stability of dividends

danger of, 447
significance of, 441

Stakeholders, 8
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Stock dividend, 445,449, 450, 457
Stock exchanges, 364, 374
Security and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), 364
Stock index futures, 798
Straddle, 139,140,143,150
Straight debenture, 491
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Strap, 139
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Strategic planning, 628-29, 641, 837, 840-41
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Strike price, 130-31,135,141,142,144
Strip, 139
Strong-form of efficiency, 480
Subjective probability, 83
Subsidised financing, 397, 400
Summary balance sheet, 780
Sundry creditors, 740
Sunk cost, 222, 232-33, 238
Supernormal growth, 62-63,197
Sustainable growth, 627, 637-41,828,831
Swaps, 793, 799,800, 802

currency, 794, 799
interest rate, 799

Synergy, 760-64, 775-76, 781
Synthetic fixed-rate loan, 800
Systematic or market risk, 102
Systematic risk, 117-18,122, 761

Takeover, 756-59, 761-62, 774-76, 782-84
Taking delivery, 795
Tandon Committee, 745-48
Tangible real assets, 2
Target capital structure, 192, 200-01, 206, 208-09, 364,

366, 369, 386, 389, 391-92, 404
Target payout, 443,448, 449, 457
Tax asymmetries, 468
Tax differential, 432
Tender offer, 774

Term structure of interest rates, 662
Terminal cash flow, 222, 225, 230, 238
Terminal value, 226, 229, 238, 392,405 
Time preference for money, 17-18,36,38 
Time series analysis, 582-83
Time value of money, 8,17-19, 23, 36, 38
Total assets turnover, 593
Trade bills, 727
Trade credit, 673, 693, 740-43, 750
Trade references, 686
Trade-off theory, 360
Trading on equity, 317-18
Transaction costs, 346, 350, 352, 363, 374
Transaction exposure, 812, 813, 816,822 
Transaction motive, 720
Translation exposure, 812, 814, 816, 822 
Treasurer, 13-15
Treasurer's functions

controller of, 13-14
Treasury bills, 732
Tree harvesting problem, 258 
Turnaround financing, 537

Uncertainty, 8, 9, 272-74, 276-78, 284,447, 724
Uncertainty of returns, 8
Under-investment, 371
Underlying asset, 130-34,143-46
Underwriting, 485, 488, 492
Unlevered beta, 386,389,407
Unsystematic risk, 110,117
Up-fronted lease, 510
Utility theory, 289-90

benefits and limitations of, 289

Vaghul working group, 749
Valuation, 10,145-48, 386, 391, 392, 394, 403, 404, 408, 

409
and financing, 386
option, 130

Valuation model, 10,11
Value

book value, 47,599
compound value, 19-23,31
going concern, 47
liquidation value, 47
of an annuity due, 31 
present value, 17,20-23,31, 33-35 
replacement value, 47

Value additivity, 9, 222
principle, 163,166-67,176-77

Value drivers, 835
Value of growth opportunities, 66-69
Value per share (VPS), 829-31
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Variable costs, 7,327,330
Variable working capital, 653
Variance, 79-81, 83-84, 90, 92-104,106-09, 111, 275-76
Varying cost of capital, 179
Venture capital, 536-546

in developed countries, 536,540, 542-43, 545-46
Vertical merger, 758, 761
Vertical spread, 141

w
Walter's model, of dividend relevance,

criticism of, 424
declining firms, 423
growth firms, 423
normal firms, 423

Warrants, 469,498, 501-06
characteristics, 499, 501 
characteristics of, 499,501 
issue, 498-501, 504
valuation of, 498-99, 502-03

Wealth maximization, 2, 7, 9-12,14
valuation approach, 10

Weak form of efficiency, 466
Weighted average cost of capital (WACC), 189,192-93, 

200-02, 206-07, 210-11, 300, 387, 391, 403-04,406, 
410

investment evaluation, 190,202
limitations of, 394

Wet lease, 512
White knight, 774-75
Widely-held companies, 373

Working capital
accrued expenses, 742
balance of, 651
bank finance for

loan, 743, 744, 747, 748, 750
flow, 550, 552, 554-565
from operations, 550, 554 
gross, 648
needs, 659
net, 224, 557, 648 
permanent and variable, 653 
sources of, 557,562 
turnover, 589-593 
uses of, 552,554,558, 562,564

Working capital flow, 556,560
Working capital from operation, 557,559-61,566
Working capital gap, 747
Working capital policy, 656, 658, 663
World market index, 817 
Written-down value, 226-27, 230

Yield, 490-91
Yield curve, 662
Yield to maturity, 48-49, 51-52, 56, 69

Zero coupon bonds, 38
Zero-interest bond, 34,38
Zero-interest debentures (ZID), 469, 498, 505, 507




